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This section serves as a foundation for this exhaustive reference tool by addressing underlying principles essential
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This section presents an extensive coverage of various tools and technologies available in the field of STEM Education
that practitioners and academicians alike can utilize to develop different techniques. These chapters enlighten
readers about fundamental research on the many tools facilitating the burgeoning field of STEM Education. It is
through these rigorously researched chapters that the reader is provided with countless examples of the up-andcoming tools and technologies emerging from the field of STEM Education. With 13 chapters, this section offers a
broad treatment of some of the many tools and technologies within the STEM Education field.
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Preface

The constantly changing landscape of STEM Education makes it challenging for experts and practitioners
to stay informed of the field’s most up-to-date research. That is why Information Science Reference
is pleased to offer this three-volume reference collection that will empower students, researchers, and
academicians with a strong understanding of critical issues within STEM Education by providing both
broad and detailed perspectives on cutting-edge theories and developments. This reference is designed
to act as a single reference source on conceptual, methodological, technical, and managerial issues, as
well as provide insight into emerging trends and future opportunities within the discipline.
STEM Education: Concepts, Methodologies, Tools, and Applications is organized into six distinct
sections that provide comprehensive coverage of important topics. The sections are: (1) Fundamental
Concepts and Theories, (2) Tools and Technologies, (3) Frameworks and Methodologies, (4) Cases and
Applications, (5) Issues and Challenges, and (6) Emerging Trends. The following paragraphs provide a
summary of what to expect from this invaluable reference tool.
Section 1, “Fundamental Concepts and Theories,” serves as a foundation for this extensive reference
tool by addressing crucial theories essential to the understanding of STEM Education. Introducing the
book is “STEM in Early Childhood Education,” a great foundation laying the groundwork for the basic
concepts and theories that will be discussed throughout the rest of the book. Another chapter of note in
Section 1 is titled “Creating Open Source Lecture Materials.” Where Section 1 leaves off with fundamental concepts, Section 2 discusses tools and technologies in place for STEM Education.
Section 2, “Tools and Technologies,” presents extensive coverage of the various tools and technologies used in the implementation of STEM Education. Section 2 begins where Section 1 left off, though
this section describes more concrete tools at place in the modeling, planning, and applications of STEM
Education. The first chapter, “Technology in Mathematics Education,” lays a framework for the types
of works that can be found in this section, a perfect resource for practitioners looking for the types of
technologies currently in practice in STEM Education. Section 2 is full of excellent chapters like this
one, including such titles as “Teaching Mathematics with Tablet PCs,” “Using Educational Computer
Games for Science Teaching,” and “Online Simulator Use in the Preparing Chemical Engineers,” to
name a few. Where Section 2 described specific tools and technologies at the disposal of practitioners,
Section 3 describes frameworks and methodologies within the field.
Section 3, “Frameworks and Methodologies,” presents in-depth coverage of the conceptual design and
architecture of STEM Education. Opening the section is “Multiple Perspectives for the Study of Teaching.” This section is vital for developers and practitioners who want to measure and track the progress
of STEM Education through the multiple lens of parametric design. Through case studies, this section
lays excellent groundwork for later sections that will get into present and future applications for STEM
Education, including, of note: “Learning about the Different Dimensions of Sustainability by Applying
the Product Test Method in Science Classes” and “Providing Elementary and Middle School Science
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Teachers with Content and Pedagogical Professional Development in an Online Environment.” The section concludes with another excellent work, titled “Linking Education to Creating a Knowledge Society.”
Section 4, “Cases and Applications,” describes how the broad range of STEM Education efforts
has been utilized and offers insight on and important lessons for their applications and impact. Section
4 includes the widest range of topics because it describes case studies, research, architectures, theory,
analysis, and guides for implementation. The first chapter in the section is titled “3D Multi-User Virtual
Environments in Science Education” Section 4 concludes with an excellent view of a case study in a
new program, “Video Gaming for STEM Education.”
Section 5, “Issues and Challenges,” presents coverage of academic and research perspectives on STEM
Education tools and applications. The section begins with “Self-Regulated Learning as a Method to Develop Scientific Thinking.” The section concludes with “Developing an Online Mathematics Methods
Course for Preservice Teachers,” a great transitional chapter between Sections 5 and 6 because it examines
an important trend going into the future of the field. The last chapter manages to show a theoretical look
into future and potential technologies, a topic covered in more detail in Section 6.
Section 6, “Emerging Trends,” highlights areas for future research within the field of STEM Education, opening with “Opening Both Eyes: Gaining an Integrated Perspective of Geology and Biology.”
Section 6 contains chapters that look at what might happen in the coming years that can extend the already
staggering amount of applications for STEM Education. Other chapters of note include “Environmental
Science Education in the 21st Century” and “New Trends in Service Science and Education for Service
Innovation.” The final chapter of the book looks at an emerging field within STEM Education, in the
excellent contribution, “Why Immersive, Interactive Simulation Belongs in the Pedagogical Toolkit of
‘Next Generation’ Science.”
Although the primary organization of the contents in this multi-volume work is based on its six sections, offering a progression of coverage of the important concepts, methodologies, technologies, applications, social issues, and emerging trends, the reader can also identify specific contents by utilizing
the extensive indexing system listed at the end of each volume. Furthermore to ensure that the scholar,
researcher, and educator have access to the entire contents of this multi volume set as well as additional
coverage that could not be included in the print version of this publication, the publisher will provide
unlimited multi-user electronic access to the online aggregated database of this collection for the life
of the edition, free of charge when a library purchases a print copy. This aggregated database provides
far more contents than what can be included in the print version, in addition to continual updates. This
unlimited access, coupled with the continuous updates to the database ensures that the most current
research is accessible to knowledge seekers.
As a comprehensive collection of research on the latest findings related to using technology to providing various services, STEM Education: Concepts, Methodologies, Tools, and Applications, provides
researchers, administrators, and all audiences with a complete understanding of the development of applications and concepts in STEM Education. Given the vast number of issues concerning usage, failure,
success, policies, strategies, and applications of STEM Education in countries around the world, STEM
Education: Concepts, Methodologies, Tools, and Applications addresses the demand for a resource that
encompasses the most pertinent research in technologies being employed to globally bolster the knowledge and applications of STEM Education.
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Section 1

Fundamental Concepts and
Theories
This section serves as a foundation for this exhaustive reference tool by addressing underlying principles essential
to the understanding of STEM Education. Chapters found within these pages provide an excellent framework in
which to position STEM Education within the field of information science and technology. Insight regarding the
critical incorporation of global measures into STEM Education is addressed, while crucial stumbling blocks of
this field are explored. With 16 chapters comprising this foundational section, the reader can learn and chose
from a compendium of expert research on the elemental theories underscoring the STEM Education discipline.
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Chapter 1

STEM in Early Childhood
Education:
We Talk the Talk, But Do
We Walk the Walk?
Alper Tolga Kumtepe
Anadolu University, Turkey
Evrim Genc-Kumtepe
Anadolu University, Turkey

ABSTRACT
The chapter reviews previously published articles and summarizes trends in STEM research in early
childhood education over the last twelve years (2000-2012) by employing a content analytic procedure.
The specific purposes of the study are to determine the general characteristics of the STEM research in
early childhood education, to identify the research designs being applied in articles, and to reveal the
common research topics/issues on STEM education in the field of early childhood education. A total of 41
articles are extracted from a wide range of publications. Thematic analysis reveals two main themes and
nine subthemes on research topics/issues, including policy, management, equity issues, STEM schools,
theories, models, professional development, teacher support, program development and evaluation,
learner and teacher attributes, and pre-service teacher education.

INTRODUCTION
We all should have certain knowledge and skills
about science and technology in today’s Information Age society. Contrary to traditional schooling,
this is an emphasis on what our students can do with
knowledge rather than what units of knowledge
and skills they have, that best reflects 21st century
skills and requirements. It is believed that this core

notion would ensure that children not only pursue
science and technology for their careers but also
become citizens literate in STEM areas (Yager,
2012). In order to capitalize the momentum, this
action should step into education in these disciplines as early as preschool and kindergarten even
though science is considered as the most neglected
area in these periods (Moomaw & Davis, 2010).
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Previous research in science, mathematics, and
technology has found a new channel to replenish in
recent years as STEM has emerged as an umbrella
term. STEM is an acronym for fields of science,
technology, engineering, and mathematics. It
was coined by the National Science Foundation
(NSF) in the early 2000s and until today numerous
projects have been funded by the organization.
Although STEM is applied to any policy, event,
or curriculum dealing with Science, Technology,
Engineering, and Mathematics, it has been mainly
focused on Science and Mathematics, particularly
in K-12 education. By integrating four disciplines
in one cohesive paradigm, STEM education, naturally, calls for an integrative curriculum aimed at
preparing students for being creative and innovative problem solvers, researchers, engineers, and
designers. However, the United States National
Academies in 2007 reported the declining status of
STEM education and offered three recommendations to advance efforts towards preparing students
for the challenges of the 21stcentury (National
Academies, 2007):
•
•
•

Increase the talent pool by improving K–12
science and mathematics education;
Strengthen the skills of teachers through
additional training in science, math and
technology; and
Enlarge the pipeline of students prepared
to enter college and graduate with STEM
degrees.

Other organizations like the National Aeronautics and Space Administration and the National
Science Foundation have also called for action
and have implemented programs and curricula
to advance STEM education. Design of the early
STEM experiences and environments is heavily
dependent on the abilities of teachers. The teacher
and the environment in early childhood institutions play key roles on successful applications
of STEM learning. However, “we know almost
nothing about the early teaching of mathematics
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and science, partly because they have seldom been
taught to young children” (Ginsburg & Golbeck,
2004, p. 196). For instance, teachers’ reluctance
to teach science is considered to be associated
with many variables like self-efficacy (Bandura,
1977), lack of knowledge (Wenner, 1993), attitude
towards science, and misconceptions about science being difficult to teach (Seefeldt & Galper,
2002). Research has shown that the level of science knowledge is linked to increased positive
attitudes towards science and in turn, positive
attitudes are linked to more frequent and effective science teaching practices (Eshach, 2006;
Faulkner-Schneider, 2005; Garbett, 2003). When
teachers are not equipped with adequate science
knowledge, they tend to stay away from science
activities in early childhood classrooms (Cullen,
2000; Garbett, 2003; Hedges & Cullen, 2005).
This chapter will therefore contribute to the
literature by addressing highly recognized but
yet neglected topic of STEM education to young
children. The current chapter attempts to review
previously published articles and summarize
trends in STEM research particularly in early
childhood education over the last twelve years
(2000-2012) by employing content analysis procedure. Research articles will serve as primary
data sources for this study. It is believed that such
a review would showcase the current status of
STEM in 21st century early childhood education.
It would also assist in directing future research,
practices, and grant funding. In sum, this review
would be a valid answer to a vital question: when
it comes to STEM education, particularly STEM
in early childhood education, we talk the talk, but
do we really walk the walk?

BACKGROUND
The term STEM, which has been a popular part
of the educational vocabulary since the beginning
of the millennium, stands for science, technology,
engineering, and mathematics as an acronym.
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These four disciplines are considered “cultural
achievements that reflect people’s humanity,
power the economy, and constitute fundamental
aspects of our lives as citizens, workers, consumers, and parents” (National Research Council
[NRC], 2011, p. 3). Although it looks simple to
explain what STEM or STEM education is, it is far
from being adequate to reach a conclusion about
all aspects of STEM. When it comes to explain
the term in detail, even the government agencies
that allocate billions of dollars may demonstrate
multiple perspectives on the issue. For instance,
in an effort to list the STEM fields, while the
US National Science Foundation (NSF) covers
the programs like Biological Sciences, Environmental Research and Education, Geosciences,
and Cyberinfrastructure, the US Department of
Labor identifies distinct programs like Advanced
Manufacturing, Automotive, and Retail. A recent
survey, however, revealed that even professionals
working in STEM-related fields lacked an understanding of the acronym STEM as the majority
of respondents associated the acronym with stem
cell research or with plants. Furthermore, when
people know what the acronym stands for, they
usually think of science or mathematics and ignore
engineering and technology (Bybee, 2010).
There is unquestionable ambiguity and disparity in defining STEM education and it can be verified by examining various stakeholders’ attempts.
The US Department of Education (2007) defines
STEM education programs as “those primarily
intended to provide support for, or to strengthen,
science, technology, engineering, or mathematics
(STEM) education at the elementary and secondary through postgraduate levels, including adult
education” (p. 11). Although this definition accepts
any one of the four disciplines to label an initiative as a STEM program, Sanders (2009) argues
that “STEM education includes approaches that
explore teaching and learning among any two or
more of the STEM subject areas, and/or between
a STEM subject and one or more other school
subjects” (p. 21). Another approach in concep-

tualizing STEM education argues that STEM is
not a new concept if each discipline is taught and
learned separately. They should rather be treated
as one integrated study (Bybee, 2010; Merril &
Daugherty, 2010) that contextualize individual
subject within the others. Considering the findings
from brain research (Caine & Caine, 1997), it can
be argued that conceiving STEM education as a
non-exclusive meta-discipline is more in line with
the functioning of our brain. Human brain tries
to relate every new piece of information with an
existing scheme and learn it as a web with shared
patterns instead of separate entities. Furthermore,
receiving new information in a familiar context
and in relation with previous experiences ensures
more meaningful and long-term learning.
The acronym STEM was first coined by the US
National Science Foundation in the early 2000s.
The main motivation behind the STEM initiative was the low math and science performance
of US students in international comparisons like
the Trends in International Mathematics and
Science Study (TIMSS). Furthermore, US researchers recognized it a warning signal as only
four percent of US college graduates majored in
engineering in 2003, compared to 13 percent of
European students and 20 percent of students in
Asia. The same concern was echoed around the
world depending on the decrease in most western
countries in the STEM personnel, causing a serious shortage of such workers on the job market
(Cervantes, 1999; Jordan & Yeomans, 2003).
Since then, it gained momentum and turned into a
buzzword not only in the US but also in many other
countries around the world. The United Kingdom
(UK), Finland, and Germany emphasized STEM
education as a national strategy as well. During
the peak years of the STEM movement, in 2005
and 2006, six major reports, among others, were
prepared to gain attention of policy makers and
public on the need to improve STEM education:
Keeping America Competitive: Five Strategies To
Improve Mathematics and Science Education, by
the Education Commission of the States (2005);
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Statement of the National Summit on Competitiveness: Investing in US Innovation, by the National
Summit on Competitiveness (2005); Tapping
America’s Potential: The Education for Innovation Initiative, by the Business Roundtable (2005);
Waiting for Sputnik, by the Center for Strategic
and International Studies (2005); Rising Above
the Gathering Storm: Energizing and Employing
America for a Brighter Economic Future, by the
National Academy of Sciences, Committee on
Science, Engineering, and Public Policy (2006);
National Defense Education and Innovation Initiative: Meeting America’s Economic and Security
Challenges in the 21st Century, by the Association
of American Universities, (2006). The importance
of STEM education and the need for a national
STEM policy, rather than creating regional or
statewide solutions, has also been expressed in
recent reports (NRC, 2011). In addition to being
a crucial means for economic prosperity, STEM
education has also been considered as a national
security issue (National Science and Technology Council, 2013; United States Commission
on National Security in the 21st Century, 2001).
A revised version of the National Academy of
Sciences report in 2007 heightened policy makers’
interest as it was a loud warning regarding the
perceived weaknesses in the existing US STEM
education. Recognizing the shortcomings of
STEM education as a threat to national prosperity
and power, the report initiated the America COMPETES Act, which authorized STEM education
programs at the NSF, National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA), Department of
Energy, and Department of Education (Gonzalez
& Kuenzi, 2012). Evaluating the federal efforts
in STEM education, Government Accountability
Office (GAO) reported that 207 federal STEM
education programs were funded at about $2.8
billion in 2004. The following GAO report in 2012
denoted that the funds had risen to $3.1 billion
in 2010 for 209 STEM programs (GAO, 2012).
However, the results of the GAO report unveiled that federal STEM education programs
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in the US were heavily (over 50%) focused on
attracting college graduates into STEM careers.
In contrast, programs designed to improve K-12
teacher education in STEM areas was the least
frequent of the major goals. Furthermore, results
of the 2005 report showed that elementary and
secondary students were the least frequent group
targeted by federal STEM education programs
(GAO, 2005). Comparisons of the 11 target groups
served by 207 federal STEM education programs
were as follows:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Elementary school students (28)
Middle school students (34)
High school students (53)
Two-year college students (58)
Four-year college students (96)
Graduate students (100)
Postdoctoral scholars (70)
Elementary school teachers (39)
Secondary school teachers (50)
College faculty or instructional staff (79)
Institutions (82)

A more detailed examination of the target
groups of the 207 programs reveals a striking
fact. Fifty four STEM programs targeted only one
group whereas 151 programs had multiple target
groups. Among the 28 STEM programs aimed
at elementary school students, none of them had
this group as the sole target. Even more strikingly, although there were 115 STEM programs
indicating K-12 as the main target group, there
were no studies aimed at kindergarten children
neither solely nor in addition to other groups. It
is obvious that kindergarten students and teachers
are the most neglected groups in terms of STEM
funding. Grant funding is obviously an important
way to cultivate STEM education. Therefore, it is
crucial to analyze research trends of the last twelve
years and delineate the gaps for future studies
in early childhood education. A similar pattern
is also observed in empirical research as STEM
disciplines represent the least investigated areas
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(Ginsburg & Golbeck, 2004; Moomaw & Davis,
2010), compared to other popular disciplines like
language arts.
However, the literature has enough evidence
illustrating the importance of early years in a
child’s future success. For instance, recent research
findings emphasize the importance of science
education in early years and assert that it is necessary to include science in early childhood (Eshach,
2006; French, 2004; Ginsburg & Golbeck, 2004;
Lind, 1999; Samarapungavan, Mantzicopoulos &
Patrick, 2008) because basic understanding and
skills in science as early as infancy have lasting
effects in a child’s future learning experiences.
Early childhood STEM literature provides sufficient evidence illustrating children who “start
behind, stay behind” (National Academies of
Sciences and Engineering [NASE], 2010, p. 6)
not only in STEM disciplines but also in other
academic areas like reading (Blachman, 2000)
as “it turns out that early math skills are just as a
predictive of later reading achievement as early
reading achievement is” (NASE, 2010, p. 15).
Recent research depicts that children involved in
developmentally appropriate science (Eshach &
Fried, 2005; Kumtepe, Kaya, & Kumtepe, 2009)
and math (NASE, 2010) activities at the preschool,
kindergarten, and early elementary school outperform uninvolved peers at consequent years.
Researchers suggest that children are more
competent than parents and teachers realize to
learn science and math in kindergarten (Gelman
& Brenneman, 2004; Fleer & Robbins, 2003b;
Tytler & Peterson, 2003). Therefore, STEM disciplines should be introduced to children as early
as possible (Rillero, 2005; French, 2004; Gould,
Weeks & Evans, 2003; Kokoski & DowningLeffler, 1995). Contrary to the common beliefs
and practices based on traditional science education research in the past, recent studies suggests
that young children’s experiences of and interest
in science is strong (Fleer & Robbins, 2003a).
Children in early years are curious and creative
inquirers, and active learners like scientists. Cu-

riosity and exploration in children are witnessed
during infancy period. Clattering by knocking
two objects together, throwing objects down and
observing, discovering objects by tasting, touching and feeling are the first science experiences
of this glorious adventure.
Children start to construct the foundation of
science as a researcher through the interaction
with their environment and surroundings. In early
childhood years, therefore, it is important to give
children opportunity to explore and examine new
things and create environments that allow kids
to satisfy their curiosity, discuss their ideas, and
facilitate learning experiences. Making children
gain firsthand experiences through natural and
formal science learning environments positively
affects their future science performance, acquisition of science process skills including observation, inference, and investigation (Eshach & Fried,
2005), as well as their interests and attitudes towards nature and science (Eshach & Fried, 2005;
Patrick, Mantzicopoulos, & Samarapungavan,
2009). Therefore, allocating major STEM funding
in early childhood education seems arguably the
most effective and efficient strategy to ensure that
targeted outcomes (NRC, 2011; Sanders, 2009) are
reached in later stages of school and professional
life of an individual.
In ensuring that children benefit from early
STEM activities, teachers play a crucial role, as
they are the representatives of a coherent, developmentally appropriate, and hands-on curriculum
in the classroom. Besides offering a rich learning
environment and resources, teacher’s knowledge,
efficacy, and attitude towards science are considered as significant factors that affect STEM education in early childhood. Research portrays that
teachers’ attitude towards science and mathematics
is directly related to teaching scientific concepts
in early years (Eshach, 2006; Faulkner-Schneider,
2005; Garbett, 2003). In addition to the role of
teachers’ perception towards science, knowledge
of scientific topics is another key determinant on
the quality and the quantity of the science related
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activities in classrooms. Furthermore, scholars assert that teachers’ pedagogical content knowledge
in science and experiences enrich the variety of
learning and teaching activities (Cullen, 2000;
Garbett, 2003; Hedges & Cullen, 2005). Despite
the importance of teachers on children’s STEM
achievement, many teachers lack an undergraduate
or graduate major or minor in one of the STEM
disciplines. Unfortunately teachers’ insufficient
STEM knowledge and failure to integrate STEM
topics to curriculum are negatively associated
with children’s STEM literacy.
Teachers’ lack of content knowledge and selfefficacy has particularly affected one of the four
STEM disciplines. Although there is a growing
discussion about how to promote STEM education
is taking place, engineering is missing in much
of this discussion (Katehi, Pearson, & Feder,
2009). However, by definition, engineering has
an immense potential to house and integrate other
three disciplines in early childhood classrooms.
Accreditation Board for Engineering and Technology (2008) defines engineering as the profession
in which a knowledge of the mathematical and
natural sciences, gained by study, experience,
and practice, is applied with judgment to develop
ways to utilize, economically, the materials and
forces of nature for the benefit of human beings.
Briefly, engineers apply science and mathematics
on abstract ideas and build products to meet the
needs of people. Like a child trying to explore his
or her environment, utilizing knowledge of various
sciences, engineers try to come up with solutions
to problems surrounding humanity. Therefore, it
can be contended that “young children are engineers in the sense that they modify the world to
satisfy their own needs and wants” (Meeteren &
Zan, 2010, para. 1). However, despite the evidence
that engineering can have a great potential in
early childhood classrooms, reports and research
studies rarely focus on the issues. Indeed, the
under-conceptualization of what STEM education
is evident even in the most influential reports like
Engineering in K-12 Education: Understanding
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the Status and Improving the Prospects (Katehi
et al., 2009). After reviewing the status and role
of engineering education in K-12 education, the
committee recommended some actions only for
the students at the middle and high school level,
not early childhood. Examining the recommendations of how engineering education should be, it
is obvious that engineering can have a significant
potential in early childhood classrooms:
•
•
•

Emphasize engineering design.
Incorporate important and developmentally appropriate mathematics, science, and
technology knowledge and skills.
Promote engineering habits of mind
(Katehi et al., 2009).

Indeed, engineering can be the binding element
that can be utilized to integrate all four disciplines
within themselves as a STEM core and also in
relation to other domains like language arts and
physical development.
Based on the previous discussions and findings
that early childhood education has long-lasting
effects on an adults school and professional life
(NASE, 2010) and that it is the most neglected
area of both funding (GAO, 2005; GAO, 2012) and
research (Ginsburg & Golbeck, 2004; Moomaw
& Davis, 2010), the current study is focused on
examining the research trends in early childhood
STEM education in the past 12 years since 2000.
Outlining the current research and exploring the
gaps in the literature might shed light on directing future research, funding, and policy efforts in
early STEM education.

MAIN FOCUS OF THE CHAPTER
Research Framework
The content analytic methodology was employed
to review and analyze STEM education research
and practices in early childhood education lit-
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erature. This structured and systematic approach
is used to “develop inferences about a subject of
interest in any type of communications” (Kondracki, Wellman, & Amundson, 2002, p.224).
Content analysis is applied in diverse materials
like texts, visual images, drawings, speech, films,
and music. Specifically, content components,
herein may be words, topics, headings, keywords,
verbal and nonverbal behaviors, or concepts. Once
documents are extracted, these components may
be analyzed either inductively or deductively, or
both (Weber, 1990).
With a deductive approach, researcher develops
a coding framework to organize the information.
Further, these codes are quantitatively analyzed
in an attempt to understand the current status of
the topic and major trends and issues in material
of interest. Using an inductive approach, the researcher examines the certain materials without
predetermined codes, categories or themes. As
coding proceeds, researcher takes notes to form
categories from codes and makes a detailed interpretation of each category during analysis.
To present comprehensive and longitudinal
review, the current work mostly applied a deductive strategy with a pre-set category structure as
content analytic framework. However, an inductive
approach was also applied to the data when identifying major study topics in the selected research
articles. This systematic review comprises several
steps as follows:
1.
2.
3.

Searching and selecting journals and studies;
Generating the coding framework and classifying articles based on this scheme;
Developing emergent themes on research
topics and interpreting findings.

Each of these steps is described in more detail
in the following sections.

Journal and Article
Selection Process
As a first step of this systematic methodology,
we searched and identified relevant research
studies. To catch STEM education related studies in literature, a structured search strategy was
generated. Our search sources were electronic
means including online databases (EBSCO,
ERIC), Google Scholar and cited works from the
selected papers. Resources were searched by the
following keywords using and and or operators:
STEM education, early childhood, kindergarten,
preschool, K-3, PreK, PK-3, K-12, P-12, PK-12.
As our interest is specifically on STEM education in early childhood contexts, we decided
to include all studies that (a) focused on STEM
education in its literature or background; (b)
covers issues/research related to STEM teaching/
learning/design in PK-3. Moreover, the search
was bounded by language (English) and the time
period (from 2000 to 2012). The reason for deciding on this period is because the STEM education
movement has gained momentum in the United
States in early 2000s. Articles that did not satisfy
these inclusion criteria were omitted.
Throughout searching for STEM related educational studies, we realized that there is very
limited number of research on this topic within
the scope of early childhood education. Although
the STEM movement advocates increasing the
visibility of technology and engineering in the
standard K-12 curriculum (Hanover Research,
2011, p.7), not too much attention has been directed toward investigating the impact of STEM
related initiatives and practices in the field of
PK-3. However, only two educational journals
have dealt with this topic more extensively: The
Journal of STEM Education: Innovations and
Research and the Early Childhood Research and
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Practice. Besides these two, we included few more
manuscripts, focused on STEM education in the
PK-12 setting and published in a wide range of
journals from science to technology and to engineering education. Therefore, this study is limited
to the refereed papers reporting scholarly research
and practice within many disciplines, as STEM
Education, Early Childhood Education, Science
and Math Education, Technology Education, and
Engineering Education.
We included all these academic journals in
order to gain a broader perspective of the type of
studies published on STEM in early childhood
literature. Finally, in total, 41 studies met the
criteria for inclusion in this review. Therefore, it
is possible to draw conclusions about the general
tendency in STEM education in PK-3 and trends
in major educational research and development
efforts pursued under this initiative. Table 1 summarizes the specific details of our data sources.

Development and Application
of Coding Framework
Once identified the data sources and gathered the
secondary information as 41 manuscripts, herein,
we read-through the studies to generate a coding
scheme structure. The common headings of the
manuscripts and the following research intentions
of this review guided us in developing a coding
framework. The purpose of the current review of
early childhood literature on STEM education was;
1.
2.
3.

To determine the general characteristics of
the STEM research;
To identify the research designs being applied in articles; and
To reveal the common research topics/issues
being addressed in research.

The coding framework consisted of a set of
emergent and priori codes within the three major goals of this study. The goal of the general
features of the research included the codes of
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publication year, country of research, number
of authors, STEM related academic areas, target
groups, grade level, and type of research. The
goal of research design was coded as research
methods, strategies of inquiry, and data collection techniques. The research topics/issues were
subjected to thematic analysis to identify themes
and meanings emerging from the data. Two main
themes and nine subthemes transpired from the
analysis as illustrated in the findings.
With the codes determined, the selected articles
were coded by two researchers, specializing in the
fields of science education and early childhood
education. Once each coder worked separately
on all 41 studies, the quality cross-checks were
performed by the researchers to ensure coding accuracy (trustworthiness). In the next step, Kappa
statistics (κ) (Cohen, 1960) was computed to assess inter-coder agreement. Inter-coder reliability
scores for the parameters in this study ranged
from.89 to.97, indicating significantly high agreement among individual entries.

Development of Emergent
Themes and Analyses
Once each article was reviewed twice by each
researcher and classified based on the parameters
of the coding system. The codes were then organized into emergent themes on the research topics
covered, research methods, research strategies
of inquiry, and data collection methods used in
these studies. All categorical data were subjected
to descriptive statistical evaluations, yielding
frequency and percentage scores. Some of the
selected parameters were also cross-tabulated.
Finally findings were organized and interpreted
according to the themes were generated.
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Table 1. Data Sources
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FINDINGS AND DISCUSSIONS
Findings were tabulated into three sections regarding the previously presented as the goals of
the review.

General Features of Research
Findings in response to the inquiry of what are
the general characteristics of the selected studies
are presented in the Figure 1 and Table 2 in this
section. In regard to the county of the study, all 41
studies included in this review were conducted in
the US. Although the descriptions of the journals
encourage international perspectives and dialogue
in research and practice, it is evident that less
emphasis was placed on stem education in the
rest of the world. However, it may be explained
by the fact that this study only included publications in English.
Figure 1 shows the distribution of studies during the 2000–2012 period. Although we started
our search from 2000, the first studies that meet
our search parameters appeared in 2004 in the
context of early childhood education. Furthermore,
we did not uncover any publication on the year
of 2005. Although STEM educational reforms
Figure 1. Distribution of studies by year
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in the US has been discussed and proposed for
over 50 years (Henderson, Beach, & Finkelstein,
2012), stem education research has not become
a recognizable research focus especially in PK-3
settings. Of 41 studies reviewed, about 70% of
the studies on STEM education were published
after 2010. However, the year 2010 was the most
productive year with 15 publications, comparing
to other years. The largest share here is attributable to the journal, Early Childhood Research and
Practice, yielding to 13 articles (see Table 1), on
account of its’ special issue on STEM education
and young children in 2010. Actually, this is an
impressive number, when taking into account the
limited number of publications on STEM in early
childhood literature.
Table 2 presents the results of general characteristics of the covered publications. Of the
articles published, as 31% were authored by
one (n=13) researcher, almost two- thirds of the
articles (n=29) were authored by two or more
individuals. Actually, STEM education research
may motivate to more collaborative efforts because
of its multidisciplinary nature. Indeed, one of the
articles was authored by 11 scholars to present a
more diverse and detailed understanding towards
STEM education. Of the studies analyzed, 44%
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Table 2. Distribution of research features (n=41)

Grade Level

Target Group

Academic Area

Number of
Authors

Characteristics

Type of
Research

Frequency

Percentage

Solo

12

29

Dual-authored

12

29

Multiple authored
(3>)

17

42

Single area1

18

44

Two areas

12

29

2

Three areas

2

5

Four areas in
STEM

9

22

Students

19

46

Preservice
Teachers

2

5

Inservice Teachers

5

12

Multiple
Populations4

15

37

PK-3

14

34

K-6

4

10

15

37

3

K-12
College

2

5

Not specified

6

14

Empirical

21

55

Non-empirical

20

45

5

Science (n=7); Engineering (n=11)
Sci & Eng (n=2); Sci & Math (n=6); Math & Eng (n=1);
Tech & Eng (n=3)
3
Math, Sci & Tech (n=1); Sci, Tech & Eng (n=1)
4
Parents, practitioners, researchers, curriculum developers,
graduate fellows, community members, policy makers
5
Preservice Teacher Education Programs in K-12
1
2

were related to a single academic area, indicated
as Science or Engineering. Twenty-eight percent
were related to two areas, identified as Science
and Engineering (n=2); Science and Math (n=6);
Math and Engineering (n=1); and Technology
and Engineering (n=3) within the STEM focused
programs. Only two studies focused on three academic areas of STEM identified as Math, Science,
and Technology (n=1); Science, Technology, and
Engineering (n=1). Twenty-two percent captured
all four disciplines of STEM in their studies.

Examining the target groups represented by
the data, we observed diverse samples and/or
stakeholders from students to policy makers. Almost half of the studies (n=19) used students as
samples. Not surprisingly, the next most studied
targets were pre-service and in-service teachers
(n=7) studying and/or working in PK–12 settings.
Remaining studies intended to serve multiple
populations (n=15) such as parents, practitioners,
researchers, curriculum developers, graduate fellows, community members, and policy makers.
Approximately 46 percent of the articles
(n=18) focused on PK–6 grade level children. The
next most studied grade level was K-12 (n=15)
as compared with studies dealing with higher
grade levels (n=2 articles). College level groups
in the data were actually referring to pre-service
teachers in colleges.
Findings presented in Table 2 indicate that the
quantities of empirical research (n=21) and nonempirical ones (n=20) were almost tied in STEM
education research. Examples of non-empirical
articles, herein, were studies that investigated
the history/experience of a practice or institution
regarding STEM education or use other written
sources (reports, books) to explain educational
practices in particular contexts.

Trends in Research Design
When we reviewed the articles, we found that
a wide variety of research design, strategies of
inquiry, and data collection methods were employed in the studies within the last decade. Of
the studies analyzed, the most common research
method employed was qualitative (n=9) following
by quantitative (n=6) and mixed method studies
(n=6) including two program evaluation research
activities among the empirical-based studies.
However, 48% of the studies were already classified as non-empirical papers.
Table 3 furthermore reveals common strategies of inquiry in the reviewed studies. Before
discussing the research strategies results, a cau-
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tionary note needs to be stated. Although studies
indicated the research methods being employed,
some of them did not specify which research
strategy was used like experimental, survey, correlational, ethnography, etc. Only a total of 13
publications revealed the research strategy of the
studies. The most common research strategy used
in STEM papers was content/document analysis
(n=7), followed by experimental design (n=3)
and survey research (n=2). Only one study used
a meta-analytic approach.
Data collection techniques in studies were
tabulated into five categories: Documents (reflection papers, reports, websites, open resources, viTable 3. Distribution of research design features
(n=41)
Percentage
22

2

Mixed

6

15

Not indicated

20

48

Experimental design

3

7

Survey research

2

5

Meta-analysis

1

2

Content/Document
analysis

7

17

Not indicated

29

69

Documents

7

17

Interviews

5

12

Observations6

6

14

Survey/Scale

4

10

Tests

3

Not specified

17

5

7

2

12

Research Method

Year

Total

7

2004

5

0

0

0

5

40

2006

0

0

1

0

1

2007

1

1

0

0

2

2008

1

0

0

2

3

2009

1

0

1

0

2

2010

10

4

1

0

15

2011

1

2

1

3

7

2012

1

2

2

1

6

Total

20

9

6

6

41

Referring to empirical-based research (n=23)
Including program evaluation papers
3
Some studies applied to more than one data collection
technique
4
Including reflection papers, reports, portfolios, websites, open
resources, vignettes
5
Including individual and focus group interviews
6
Including participant and non-participant observations, field
notes, video records
7
Including rubrics
1

Table 4. Cross-tabulation of research method and
year (n=41)

Mixed Research

15

9

Quantitative

6

Qualitative

Quantitative
Qualitative

4

Data Collection
Techniques3

Frequency

Non-Empirical

Strategies of Inquiry

Research
Method1

Research Design

gnettes), interviews (individual and focus groups),
observations (participant, non-participant, field
notes, and video records), survey/scale, and tests.
Some of the articles reported using two or more
data collection techniques. Documents (n=7),
observations (n=6), and interviews (n=5) were
the most often mentioned data collection methods,
followed by survey/scale (n=4) and tests (n=3).
Forty percent of studies did not mention any data
collection process in the papers.
Furthermore, the frequency of the identified
research method across years was examined in
Table 4. The trend in research design indicated
that there was an inclination toward conducting
more qualitative and quantitative research methods
after 2009. Within this period, almost every year
we extracted a non-empirical research among
studies. The highest amount of the non-empirical
ones was observed in 2010 since the most of the
studies (n=15) in the dataset were published during 2010. The variation across methods shows
that all types of research design were required to
understand STEM issues.
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RESEARCH TOPICS/ISSUES
Over the last 20 years, the landscape of PK-12
classrooms has significantly changed the way
we teach from what we teach to how we teach.
And moreover, the 21st century brings many
new changes and challenges into our lives and
the most critical one is a wave of technological
change. Research emphasis on education has
consequently shifted towards implementing major
political reforms with new practices and emerging
technologies. In order to evaluate such trends in
early childhood education regarding STEM education efforts, we conducted a thematic analysis to
identify common research topics/issues among 41
publications. Based on a review of the articles, two
broad themes of STEM education were derived
in the early childhood research:
•

Macro Level Themes: Educational systems
and management

•

Micro Level Themes: Teaching and
learning

Within these two thematic levels, the research
topic/issues that are considered critical by the
coders were then categorized into nine subthemes
as research topics. Figure 2 presents these major
themes and subthemes of research topics.
These research themes are described in the
following subsection.

Macro Level Theme: Educational
Systems and Management
Policy and Management
This research theme addresses to strategies, policy
reports/plans, management and frameworks for
the development, implementation, and sustainable delivery of STEM education initiatives and
programs. This topic generally focused on the

Figure 2. Major research themes on STEM research in early childhood education
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question “What is required for successful implementation for STEM education in K-12 setting?”
STEM Schools
Research focuses on the history and role of STEM
schools (i.e., Thomas & Williams, 2009). These
schools provide students with a wide range of abilities to think critically, solve complex problems,
and drive advancements in science, mathematics,
engineering and technology. It is believed that they
serve as technological innovation and scientific
research centers.
Equity Issues
The access to education in Science, Technology,
and Engineering programs is challenging for
certain groups of people which are minorities,
disadvantaged people, and female (i.e., Shores
& Smith, 2011). Especially, engineering field is
seen as “a white male-dominated environment”
(Shanahan, 2012) and hence, students may avoid to
study the subject and to pick as a career. Research
issues under this topic focused on the questions
of “How shall we encourage girls, young women
and minority students to achieve in STEM related
areas and also to enter STEM degree fields in
future?; What is the impact of STEM related
programs on diverse groups of students?; How
should we create environments that are inclusive
of all kinds of students?”

Theories and Models
This research theme includes theoretical foundations and the models for STEM education
and learning community (i.e., Meeteren & Zan,
2010). These are theoretical basis of instructional
models in engineering, mathematics and science;
knowledge construction process, collaboration and
interaction among learners and teachers, mentors,
and the impact of constructivist learning theory
and scaffolding approaches on STEM education
practice.
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Program Development and Evaluation
Many programs have been offered under the
umbrella of STEM education, e.g., TangibleK
Robotics Project; Engineering is Elementary;
LEGO Engineering for K-3 levels (i.e., Wong,
Yin, Moyer-Packenham, & Scherer, 2008; Yin,
2008). Additionally, NSF founded initiatives
like Math and Science Partnership (MSP) Program and the Graduate STEM Fellows in K-12
Education (GK-12) Program were also reviewed
in the literature. The MSP program encourages collaborative partnerships between STEM
departments at institutions of higher education
and K-12 schools. The aim of the partnership is
to improve classroom instruction by fostering
student achievement in math and science through
professional development activities to teachers.
GK-12 program supports fellowships and training
for graduate students in STEM. Graduate fellows
can improve communication and teaching skills
through interactions with teachers and students
in K-12 schools and also enhance STEM content
knowledge and instruction for their K-12 partners.

Professional Development
and Teacher Support
Professional development and teacher support
are essential for change in STEM related research
(i.e., Anderson & Nesholm, 2010; Hall, 2010).
Teachers should build the core competencies with
emphasis on content knowledge, skills, pedagogical content knowledge, and attitude through
personal and professional development activities.
Core competencies, thus, make a good starting
point for teaching integrated STEM subjects to
students. Additionally, research emphasized open
educational resource programs on STEM subjects
to assist teachers to prepare and include STEM
education curricula, lesson plans, and activities in
classrooms. As mentioned above, many training
programs are offered to teachers and other educators to enrich their understanding in STEM areas.
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Micro Level Theme:
Teaching and Learning
Instructional Design and
Teaching Approaches
The research put attention on teaching engineering
concepts for curriculum and course development
with the stages of the engineering design process
(i.e., Baker, Krause, Yasar, Roberts, & RobinsonKurpius, 2007; Bers, 2010; Wilhelm, She, &
Morrison, 2011). Special emphasis is placed on
pedagogical approaches, developmentally appropriate practices, project-approach, inquiry learning,
hand-on activities, experiential learning, spiral
learning, sketching, problem solving, integrated
approach, collaborative learning, mentoring, scaffolding, real-life connections, authentic assessment,
technology integration, and building and encouraging interactions and communications among
learners in the teaching of STEM-related contents.

Learner and Teacher Attributes
Research also focused on students’ diverse learning styles, behavioral dispositions, perceptions,
attitudes, efficacy-beliefs, knowledge, skills,
and special needs (i.e., Evangelou, Dobbs-Oates,
Bagiati, Liang, & Choi, 2010). The key question
herein is “how do students learn science, engineering, or math with technology? STEM education
research also urges to learn what teachers and
students think about STEM areas and what attitudes they have towards STEM.

Preservice Teacher Education
Research indicates that many elementary teachers
are not only ill-prepared in STEM disciplines,
but also pass poor attitudes to their students (i.e.,
Hoisington, 2010). Therefore, pre-service teacher
education programs should be redesigned for
STEM-enhanced education to prepare them to
integrate STEM contents in future.

FUTURE RESEARCH DIRECTIONS
We have reviewed a total of 41 studies using a
coding framework including various parameters
from number of authors to county of origin to
research design. By conducting such a review, it
provides some common indices and trends for assessing and comparing across the different studies
and journals in the field. These measures give us
insight into how STEM education is understood
and implemented in early childhood field and how
diverse its methods are. Twenty-five of the studies
published in selected journals during those years
were solo (n=12) or dual authored (n=12). The
remaining 17 of the studies had more than three
authors. In all cases, it appears that authors were
from the US and were associated with American Universities or organizations. The samples
included preschool and kindergarten students,
elementary to high school students and also
involved in-service and pre-service teachers in
K-12. In conclusion, the STEM articles published
in the period of 2004 - 2012 in the field of early
childhood education employed both empirical and
non-empirical methods.
STEM movement is being quickly spread all
around the world, whether it is recognized with the
same acronym or not. Nations and policy makers
are aware of the importance of STEM disciplines
for the prosperity of their future generations. The
link between STEM education and the 21st century skills is well documented in the literature. It
is estimated that 60% of all new jobs in the 21st
century will require utilizing STEM skills (Public Agenda, 2005). From marketing to medicine,
everyone in the workforce will need a mastery
of these four disciplines more than ever before.
However, only 30 percent of bachelor’s degrees
earned in the United States are in a STEM field,
compared with 25 percent in European Union, 38
percent in Korea, and 53 percent in China (PCAST,
2010). Japan seems to be the only country that
could meet the demands of the 21st century with
a 63 percent STEM majors at the college level.
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Regarding the association between STEM subjects
and other areas of child development like language
arts (Blachman, 2000), even the jobs that do not
seem to necessarily involve STEM will require
the basic skills that these subjects help students
to develop.
Analyzing the publications from the past 12
years in STEM education, findings of the current
study insinuates a balanced distribution between
empirical research and non-empirical studies
intended to inform practitioners. This might be a
result of our attempt to cover both practitioner’s
journals and academic journals. However, considering the fact that there are more reports and
opinion papers which were not appropriate for
the scope of the current study, it can be argued
that the literature needs more research to guide
best practices in STEM education. Findings evidently point that there is a need for large-scale
longitudinal studies. Showcasing the effects of
developmentally appropriate STEM education
on future success of students might be crucial to
allocate more resources on STEM education and
to gain the attention of the general public. This
conclusion provides a better perspective considering the fact that the majority of STEM education
programs (66%) have not conducted an evaluation
of their entire program since 2005 (GAO, 2012).
In our search for articles to include in the current
study, we realized how small the number of studies
is regarding STEM in early childhood education.
Considering the fact that the positive association
between early childhood education and success
in future is well documented (i.e., Grunewald &
Rolnick, 2005; Heckman & Masterov, 2007) in
recent research, it would be reasonable to allocate
funds to promote STEM education research targeting young children. Research asserts that children
who received early interventions are more likely
to have higher test scores, to attend college, and
are less likely to drop out of school. Economically
speaking, it is also evident that early childhood
education is a good investment for the public
at large. Early interventions are able to reverse
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some of the inequalities in childhood and have
a high economic return, as much as $8 to $17
for every dollar invested (Heckman & Masterov,
2007). However, although there has been some
interest on the long-term effects of kindergarten
education on individuals’ later success in life,
there is limited research investigating the effects of specific learning activities in early years
on children’s future school success (Wolfgang,
Stannard, & Jones, 2001). The current study also
depicts that STEM education in early years is one
of the subjects of which long-term effects are
not addressed adequately by researchers. On the
whole, little is known about the effects of STEM
experiences in PreK-3 on children’s achievement
in subsequent grades. Furthermore, the sample
sizes of the existing research have been limited,
raising questions about the generalizability of the
result to other contexts and populations.
A group of studies included in the current research reflected the call for more inclusive STEM
efforts in many national policy reports. There is
an alarming fragmentation among many groups in
terms of benefiting from and taking part in STEM
related careers. Most of all, women, minorities,
and low socioeconomic status (SES) individuals
are deeply underrepresented in the STEM arena.
An examination of the percentage of female
graduates in STEM subjects for OECD countries
in 2001 reveals that percentages are ranged from
19.8 (the Netherlands) to 39.9 (Italy). However,
the under-representation of female graduates varies by the individual discipline. The magnitude of
under-representation of female graduates in the
STEM areas is generally higher in engineering. For
instance, while 62.5% of Italian women graduate
from Mathematics and Statistics majors (as categorized by the OECD), the percentage drops to
27.6 in Engineering. The lowest ratios of women
in Engineering are observed in the Netherlands
(12.4%), Austria (17.3%), Finland (19.4%), and the
UK (19.3%) (OECD, 2003). Similarly, minorities
are less likely to work in a STEM job. However,
the largest gap of all is observed in the SES vari-
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able (NASE, 2010). Children from economically
disadvantaged families are ill prepared for STEM
learning and tend to stay behind their counterparts
throughout their education life. Regarding the
previous research and the findings of the current
study, therefore, it would be necessary to consider
the intersections of race/ethnicity, gender, and SES
in future STEM education research.
Findings of our research highlight the importance of the teacher in STEM education. As
mentioned earlier, teachers’ attitude towards science and mathematics plays a significant role in
teaching scientific concepts in early years (Eshach,
2006; Faulkner-Schneider, 2005; Garbett, 2003).
Furthermore, the need for an integrated curriculum
to cover all four STEM disciplines escalates the
importance of quality teacher education in the
field of early childhood. Teachers of young children need to be prepared for and skilled in both
STEM content and STEM education. As Ostler
(2012) suggested, we may need to discriminate
between STEM content and STEM education as
expertize in one of the STEM disciplines does not
necessarily denote expertize in teaching integrated
STEM. A developmentally appropriate, engaging,
and integrated early childhood curriculum would
help students meet the requirements of the 21st
century. Future research efforts should examine
the teacher level variables that result in better
student achievement in STEM disciplines.

CONCLUSION
Although the acronym was coined in 2001 (formerly called SMET for a short time) the idea of
STEM as a way of integrating content subjects
like math and science goes back to 19th century
(Ostler, 2012). Despite the consideration given on
the spirit of integrated instruction in STEM more
than a century ago, the acronym today is generally
accepted to refer to the individual content disciplines of Science, Technology, Engineering, and
Mathematics. Widespread confusion on defining

STEM makes it harder to conceptualize and use
in efforts to improve learning. Irrespective of the
various definitions of any approach, “logic alone
suggests that simply giving traditional pedagogy
and traditional curriculum a new name will only
continue to produce disappointing results” (Ostler, 2012, p. 31) for students. If STEM education
programs are to be successful, educators need to
develop a long-range tactical understanding of
STEM content and STEM education regardless
of their own localized definition.
Another limited vision is observed in programs, coursework, and curriculum addressing
STEM in a manner that science and mathematics
dominate the other two disciplines. Engineering,
in particular, is seriously underrepresented in the
K-12 classroom. As Bybee (2000, p. 27) stated,
“for a society so deeply dependent on technology
and engineering, we are largely ignorant about
technology, engineering concepts, and processes,
and we have largely ignored this incongruity in our
educational system.” Schools and curriculum standards should focus on all four STEM disciplines
and create opportunities for students to utilize
their knowledge. At this point, more work needs
to be done in terms of both research and practice
to explore models or strategies that creates best
results under various conditions.
Findings of the currents study, furthermore,
reveal that kindergarten students and teachers
are the most neglected groups in terms of bot
STEM funding and STEM research. In many
cases, as we observed in our search for articles
to be included in the analyses, even when K-12
or P-12 is mentioned as the target group, there is
little or no inclusion of P and K in studies. Prekindergarten and kindergarten groups are seriously
underrepresented in empirical STEM research
(Ginsburg & Golbeck, 2004; Moomaw & Davis,
2010), compared to other grade levels. This trend
is also observed in one of the seminal reports that
shaped the US STEM policy. In the report labeled
Engineering in K-12 Education: Understanding
the Status and Improving the Prospects (Katehi
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et al., 2009), the committee recommends several
actions based on students only at the middle and
high school level, not early childhood. We were
as surprised as even a novice reader would be by
realizing that there were only 41 studies that can
be included in such a review like the current study.
The mere number of 41 studies that particularly
focused on early STEM education should shake us
all as researchers, practitioners, and policy makers and urge us to reexamine our efforts. When it
comes to STEM in early childhood education, we
believe that we have talked the talk already and
now it is time to start walking the walk.
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KEY TERMS AND DEFINITIONS
Content Analysis: Content analysis is a form
of qualitative inquiry utilized to uncovered desired
information from a wide range of documents
and systematically identifying and analyzing the
certain characteristics of the material.
Early Childhood Education: Education of
children aged 0-8.
Engineering: Profession of applying science
and mathematics knowledge in finding economic
ways to meet human needs.
Mathematics: The language of patterns and
relationships necessary for technology, science,
and engineering.
Science: Efforts of human beings in understanding the natural world.

STEM: Disciplines of science, technology,
engineering, and mathematics.
STEM Education: Education of students on
integrating disciplines of science, technology,
engineering, and mathematics.
Technology: Efforts of human beings in
modifying the natural world.

ENDNOTES
1

Kappa values.21-.40 refer to fair agreement,.41-.60 moderate agreement, and.61.80 substantial agreement (Rietveld & van
Hout, 1993).

This work was previously published in “Transforming K-12 Classrooms with Digital Technology” edited by Zongkai Yang,
Harrison Hao Yang, Di Wu, and Sanya Liu, pages 140-163, copyright 2014 by Information Science Reference (an imprint of
IGI Global).
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and Mathematics Education:
Implications for Pedagogy
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ABSTRACT
The issue about globalisation is now commonplace. However, there has not been enough literature
concerning its link with ICT and mathematics education and how the three put together have impacted
tertiary education pedagogy. In light of this, this chapter involves a local context of tertiary institutions
operating in an environment exposed to the processes of globalisation. The chapter explores the meaning
of globalisation, information communication technology, and mathematics education. It discusses how
ICT and globalisation in relation to blended learning have influenced mathematics education, considers
the relation between globalisation and mathematics education, and finally, draws the implications of
globalisation and ICT on pedagogy in tertiary education.

INTRODUCTION
Tertiary education systems, policies and institutions are being transformed by globalisation,
which is “the widening, deepening and speeding
up of worldwide interconnectedness” (Held et al.,
1999, p. 2). Tertiary education is always more
internationally open than most sectors because of
its immersion in knowledge, which never showed
much respect for juridical boundaries. Tertiary
education has now become central to the changes
sweeping through the emerging nations, in which

worldwide networking and exchange are reshaping
social, economic and cultural life. In global knowledge economies, tertiary education institutions are
more important than ever as mediums for a wide
range of cross-border relationships and continuous
global flows of people, information, knowledge,
technologies, products and financial capital. Not
all tertiary institutions especially universities are
(particularly) international, but all are subject to
the same processes of globalisation – partly as
objects, victims even, of these processes, but partly
as subjects, or key agents, of globalisation (Scott,
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1998, p. 10). Even as they share in the reinvention of the world around them, tertiary education
institutions, and the policies that produce and
support them, are also being reinvented.
One could think that globalization is only a
matter of industry and business, and that education
as a moral process is no part of this development.
However, if we understand education as part of
the information business, education systems can
be seen as the core of the globalization process.
Governments are trying to compete on the global
markets by placing the onus of policy on education
to produce the “human capital” most appealing to
global competition (Webster 2001, 268). Rinne
(2000) emphasizes that educational policy has
become an ever more important part of economic,
trade, labour and social policy in western countries.
The EU’s new initiatives, like creating the
European Higher Education Area (Prague, 2001),
are supporting lifelong education, integration of
work and education, student mobility and joint
study programmes. These initiatives can be seen
as a part of the global development of education
like business and “training society” (Panzar,
2001, 241), where the emphasis is on producing
competitive skills and labour for the markets. One
concrete global development is the development of
mega-universities, university networks and virtual
universities that can offer competitive training
programmes for students recruited from all over
the world – but of course in major languages only
(e.g. English Language).
Globalisation processes are transnational and
have resulted in the increasing standardization of
some areas yet they are only partly constitutive of
local realities. Globalisation is not a predetermined
force that moulds local contexts into uniform
shapes (Singh, 2004). Yet local contexts cannot
be completely understood in strictly local terms
(Lee, 2000). Stromquist and Monkman (2000)
point to the efforts of groups to recapture traditional values and identities as unintended effects
of globalisation and the reaction of local contexts
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(for example the Indians in Latin America). Green
(1999) presents evidence of the mutual influence
of global and local in terms of convergence and
divergence: There is clear evidence of policy
convergence within Europe and East Asia around
a range of broad policy themes: including lifelong
learning; internationalization in higher education;
decentralization in regulation and governance;
increasing use of evaluation and quality control
measures; and the need to bring education and
work closer together. However, this does not
appear to have led to any marked convergence
in structures and processes…. What is apparent
is that each country has responded in practice to
common problems in different ways in line with
its particular traditions and ET (Education and
training) model characteristics (p. 69).
Robertson (1995) uses the term “glocalization”
whereby the global and the local interpenetrated
each other, creating a hybrid. This hybrid contains
sources of global trends adapted and blended with
local conditions and options. Lee (2000) provides
an example of the Malaysian education hybrid
that has on the one hand standard subjects such
as mathematics, social studies and the almost
identical classroom hours devoted to each which
are observable across nation states.
The issue about globalisation is now common
place. However, there have not been enough literature concerning its link with ICT and Mathematics
education and how all the three put together have
impacted tertiary education pedagogy. One out of
the three cannot be discussed in isolation of the
remaining two. We cannot talk about globalisation
without mentioning ICT and we cannot talk about
globalisation in mathematics education without
ICT because it is ICT that make globalisation of
mathematics education possible. In the light of
this, this chapter involves a local context of tertiary
institutions operating in an environment exposed
to the processes of globalisation. The chapter attempts to explore the meaning of globalisation,
Information Communication Technology, and
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Mathematics Education. It discusses how ICT has
influence Mathematics Education, consider the
relation between globalisation and Mathematics
education and finally draws out the implications
of globalisation and ICT on pedagogy in tertiary
education.

MAIN FOCUS

tion can be described as the emergence of altered
global structures and driven by a skill revolution,
an organizational explosion, and a continuous
flow of ideas, money, goods, and people that is
rendering long-standing territorial boundaries
increasingly obsolete and fostering an extensive
decentralization of authority.
The pace of globalisation has increased for a
number of reasons:

Globalisation

•

Globalisation can be variously understood as the
roll-out of worldwide markets; the globalisation,
from below of environmental, consumer rights
and human rights activists; and the exchange of
knowledge and cultural artefacts within a common space (Torres and Rhoads, 2006). Hitherto
Anglo-American economic and cultural contents
have tended to dominate in higher education as in
many sectors. But the generative potentials of the
Internet, air travel and research are not confined
to the Anglophone zone. We can imagine a more
plural environment with European, Chinese,
Islamic and other globalisations, as illustrated
by the emergence of a world-wide network of
Islamic financial institutions and the impact of
the Arabic TV network Al-Jazeera. Globalisation
refers to the integration of markets in the global
economy. Markets where globalisation is particularly common include financial markets, such as
capital markets, money and credit markets, and
insurance markets, commodity markets, such as
markets for oil, coffee, tin, and gold, and product
markets, such as markets for motor vehicles and
consumer electronics.
Generally speaking, globalization is the rapid
increase in cross-border economic, social, and
technological exchange. Guillén (2000) defines
globalization as a process leading to greater interdependence and mutual awareness (reflexivity)
among economic, political and social units in the
world. According to Rosenau (1999), globaliza-

•

•
•

•

Developments in ICT, transport and communications have accelerated the pace of
globalisation over the past 30 years. The
Internet has enabled fast and 24/7 global
communication, and the use of containerisation has enabled vast quantities of goods
and commodities to be shipped across the
world at extremely low cost.
Increasing capital mobility has also acted
as a stimulus to globalisation. When capital can move freely from country to country, it is relatively straightforward for firms
to locate and invest abroad, and repatriate
profits.
The development of complex financial
products, such as derivatives, has enabled
global credit markets to grow rapidly.
Trade has become increasingly free, following the collapse of communism, which
has opened up many former communist
countries to inward investment and global
trade. Over the last 30 years, trade openness, which is defined as the ratio of exports and imports to national income, has
risen from 25% to around 40% for industrialised economies, and from 15% to 60%
for emerging economies (Bank of England,
2006).
The growth of Multinational Companies
(MNCs) and the rise in the significance
of global brands like Microsoft, Sony, and
McDonalds, has been central to the emergence of globalisation.
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Advantages of Globalisation

•

Globalisation brings a number of potential benefits
to international producers and national economies,
including:
•
•

•

•

•

•

Providing an incentive for countries to specialise and benefit from the application of
the principle of comparative advantage.
Access to larger markets means that firms
may experience higher demand for their
products, as well as benefit from economies of scale, which leads to a reduction in
average production costs.
Globalisation enables worldwide access to
sources of cheap raw materials, and this
enables firms to be cost competitive in
their own markets and in overseas markets.
Seeking out the cheapest materials from
around the world is called global sourcing.
Because of cost reductions and increased
revenue, globalisation can generate increased profits for shareholders.
Avoidance of regulation by locating production in countries with less strict regulatory regimes, such as those in many Less
Developed Countries (LCDs).
Globalisation has led to increased flows
of inward investment between countries,
which have created benefits for recipient
countries. These benefits include the sharing of knowledge and technology between
countries.
In the long term, increased trade is likely to
lead to the creation of more employment in
all countries that are involved.

The Disadvantages of Globalisation
There are also several potential disadvantages of
globalisation, including the following:
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•

•

•

•
•

•

The over-standardisation of products
through global branding is a common
criticism of globalisation. For example,
the majority of the world’s computers use
Microsoft’s Windows operating system.
Clearly, standardising of computer operating systems and platforms creates considerable benefits, but critics argue that this
leads to a lack of product diversity, as well
as presenting barriers to entry to small, local, producers.
Large multinational companies can also
suffer from diseconomies of scale, such as
difficulties associated with coordinating
the activities of subsidiaries based in several countries.
The increased power and influence of
multinationals is also seen by many as a
considerable disadvantage of globalisation. For example, large multinational
companies can switch their investments
between territories in search of the most
favourable regulatory regimes. MNCs can
operate as local monopsonies of labour,
and push wages lower than the free market
equilibrium.
Critics of globalisation also highlight the
potential loss of jobs in domestic markets
caused by increased, and in some cases,
unfair, free trade.
Globalisation can also increase the pace of
deindustrialisation, which is the slow erosion of an economy’s manufacturing base.
Jobs may be lost because of the structural changes arising from globalisation.
Structural changes may lead to structural
unemployment and may also widen the gap
between rich and poor within a country.
Globalisation generates winners and losers, and for this reason it is likely to increase inequality, as richer nations benefit
more than poorer ones.
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•

Increased trade associated with globalisation has increased pollution and helped
contribute to CO2 emissions and global
warming. Trade growth has also accelerated the depletion of non-renewable resources, such as oil.

Information Communication
Technology (ICT)
Information and Communication Technology
(ICT) is the digital processing and utilization of
information by the use of electronic computers.
ICT comprises of the storage, retrieval, conversion and transmission of information. ICT is the
combination of digital processing and electronic
communication. ICT (information and communications technology - or technologies) is an
umbrella term that includes any communication
device or application, encompassing: radio, television, cellular phones, computer and network
hardware and software, satellite systems and so
on, as well as the various services and applications
associated with them, such as videoconferencing
and distance learning. ICTs are often spoken of
in a particular context, such as ICTs in education,
health care, or libraries (Samaradiwakara, 2010).
According to the European Commission, the
importance of ICTs lies less in the technology
itself than in its ability to create greater access to
information and communication in underserved
populations. Many countries around the world
have established organizations for the promotion of ICTs, because it is feared that unless less
technologically advanced areas have a chance to
catch up, the increasing technological advances
in developed nations will only serve to exacerbate
the already-existing economic gap between technological “have” and “have not” areas. Internationally, the United Nations actively promotes ICTs
for Development (ICT4D) as a means of bridging
the digital divide (LDLRA, 2011).

ICT covers all forms of computer and communications equipment and software used to create,
design, store, transmit, interpret and manipulate
information in its various formats. Personal computers, laptops, tablets, mobile phones, transport
systems, televisions, and network technologies are
just some examples of the diverse array of ICT
tools. Studies in ICT include many disciplines,
such as mathematics, information systems, physics
and design. The skills acquired in an ICT degree
can be applied to everything from satellites to
iPhone apps, from CT scanners to computer
games. While many people think of Information
Technology when they think of ICT, Multimedia
Design, Computer Systems Engineering and
Software Engineering also lead to careers in ICT
(CERI, 2008).

Mathematics Education
Mathematics education is the practice of teaching
and learning mathematics, along with the associated scholarly research. Math Education focused
on learning math topics in a self-contained environment where what was being learned had little
immediate use in the lives of the students and
little use in the lives of their parents. Mathematics
Education prepares scholars to work as researchers, expert practitioners, or policy professionals
with a special focus on the teaching and learning
of mathematics. Mathematics education is considered as having intersections with the nature of
mathematics as a discipline. Mathematics Education has considerations for teaching and teacher
learning; the design, implementation and effects
of curriculum and instructional interventions and
their implementation and effects; contemporary
developments in learning theories and technologies; issues of equity and social justice; and the
framing and enacting of educational policies
(Greer, 2008).
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ICT and Mathematics Education
Envisaged reforms in mathematics education advocate for use of authentic tasks that engage students
and promote development of problem-solving
skills; and linking instruction to everyday life. In
addition, there is an envisaged shift in instruction
from teacher-centred to student-centred practices
with enhanced focus on collaborative and cooperative learning. The proposed reform visions may
be achieved within an ICT integrated curriculum,
which would also provoke deeper mathematical
reasoning (Carilus & Ogwel, 2012). However, a
number of challenges have to be overcome before
digital technologies can be effectively integrated
in mathematics education. These include curriculum coherence, inappropriate pedagogical
practices, inadequate teacher preparation and
professional development, and lack of appropriate
infrastructure. This chapter argues for enhanced
collaboration in the design and implementation
of ICT integrated mathematics education.
Technology has been used in mathematics in
analysis (Moormann and Grob, 2006), Algebra
(Ainley, Bills & Wilson, 2005), Statistics (Abrahamson and Wilensky,2007), Geometry (Cobo,
Fortuny, Puertas & Richard, 2007). Internet is increasingly being used to enhance collaborative and
interactive learning (Cress & Kimmerle, 2008) also
(Lavy & Leron, 2004). ICT enhances efficiency of
mathematical thought, enables learners to make
conjectures and immediately test them in nonthreatening environment (Laborde, 2001). ICT
also offer multiple mathematical representations
that enhance generality of mathematical concepts.
It provides opportunities for counter-examples, unlike in paper and pencil environments. Technology
also enhances curiosity that may drive inventions
as illustrated in computational mathematics, (see,
for example Borwein & Bailey, 2003). Abramovich
(1999)’s use of spreadsheets in generalizing Pythagorean Theorem demonstrates how computers
may be used to learn concepts in geometry and
algebra, just as Ainley, Bills, and Wilson (2005)
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give insights in the use of spreadsheets. Use of
expressive media with computational and visual
effects and convenient user interfaces has also
advanced use of technology in instruction (Ioannidou, Repenning, Lewis, Cherry & Rader, 2003).
For example, Dynamic Geometry software enables
construction of accurate diagrams, simulation,
drag effects, and when coupled with after-shadows
or trace facilities reveal mathematical properties
which may be difficult to achieve on paper. The
multiple representations in computer applications
and prompt feedback (Ainley, Bills and Wilson,
2005; Laborde, 2001) illuminate the critical challenge for mathematics educators, as Gauss cited
in Borwein (2005) observed, is how to arrive at
the solutions. That is, mathematics education has
to transcend the novelty and curiosity in the use
of ICT so that these are used as learning tools.

Blended Learning
While the concept of blended learning has
probably been around since the beginning of
Instructional Design, the term was not coined
until the late nineties. Blended learning–combining face-to-face sessions with online work and
forums–is one of the fastest-growing trends in
education. Currently, there is no consensus on a
single agree-upon definition for blended learning.
A blended learning approach combines face to
face classroom methods with computer-mediated
activities to form an integrated instructional approach. In the past, digital materials have served
in a supplementary role, helping to support face to
face instruction. For example, a blended approach
to a traditional, face to face course might mean
that the class meets once per week instead of the
usual three-session format. Learning activities
that otherwise would have taken place during
classroom time can be moved online. Blended
learning can combine the positive aspects of the
two learning environments, classroom-based
learning and e-learning (Bonk & Graham, 2006).
Meanwhile, some experts have taking a look at
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the term from a broader view contending that it
goes beyond e-learning and classrooms. They
are of the opinion that blended learning is a mix
of delivery methods that have been selected and
fashioned to accommodate the various learning
needs of a diverse audience in a variety of subjects.
This method can include any combination of any
of the previous delivery methods (McSporran &
King 2002). However, it is worthy of note that the
terms “blended,” “hybrid,” and “mixed-mode” are
used interchangeably in current research literature.
However, many people prefer the term “blended.”
Figure 1 depicts what blended learning approach
involved.
Looking at Figure 1, the term blended learning is used to describe a solution that combines
several different delivery methods, such as collaboration software, Web-based courses, EPSS,
and knowledge management practices. Blended
learning also is used to describe learning that
mixes various event-based activities, including
face-to-face classrooms, live e-learning and selfpaced instruction.
Students not only learned more when online
sessions were added to traditional courses, but
student interaction and satisfaction improved as

well when blended learning is used as teaching
method in mathematics. In addition, in mathematics teaching providing several linked options
for learners, in addition to classroom training
increased what they learned.”
There is also speedier performance on real
world tasks by those who learned through blended
strategies as opposed to those that learned via
e-learning along (Thomson & NETg, 2003).
Blackboard Inc (2009) in a document emphasized
that blended learning offers an important set of
benefits. These include:
•

•

•

The ability for schools to maintain their
central role in managing a student’s
educational process and personalizing
instruction;
Providing curriculum developers and
teachers the flexibility to address standards
and maintain curriculum fidelity while integrating digital content and learning experiences that better engage 21st century
learners; and
Giving teachers valuable experiences in
using technology effectively in their professional development courses, preparing

Figure 1. Blended learning approach
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them to use blended models creatively
and strategically as this approach becomes
more and more prevalent in the classroom.
Similarly, (Ahmad et al., 2008) pointed out
that among the benefits of blended learning include: provide students with more control over
learning; (ii) help foster critical thinking; (iii)
effectiveness of online assessment system and
computer tutorials.
Furthermore, extant literature has revealed
that blended learning provides various benefits
over using any single learning delivery medium
alone. These include the following among others:
Increased Access/Flexibility: A single delivery
mode inevitably limits the reach of a learning
program or critical knowledge transfer in some
form of fashion. A physical classroom training
program limits the access to only those who can
participate at a fixed time and location, whereas
a virtual classroom event inclusive of remote
audiences. Playback of recorded live event can
extend the reach to those who could not attend
at a specific time (Singh, 2003). Many learners
want the convenience offered by a distributed
environment, and at the same time, do not want to
sacrifice the social interaction and human touch
they are experiencing in a face-to-face classroom
(Graham, 2004).
Improved Pedagogy: Blended learning approaches increase the level of active learning
strategies, peer-to-peer learning strategies, and
learner-centered strategies used. The use of online
modules helps students acquire the tool skills
and technical information and then uses precious
face-to-face class time to focus on application,
problem solving, and develop decision making
skills. Live e-Learning is good for application
exercises, online coaching, interaction between
students, online feedback, assessment, chats and
instant messaging. Self-paced e-learning is good
for simulations, online case studies, interactive
Increased Cost Effectiveness: Combining different modes has the potential to balance out and
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optimize the learning program development and
deployment costs and time. A totally online, selfpaced, media-rich, Web-based training content
may be too expensive to produce requiring multiple resources and skills, but combining virtual
collaborative and coaching sessions with simpler
self-paced materials, such as off-the-shelf documents, case studies, recorded e-learning events,
text assignments, and PowerPoint presentations
may be just as effective or even more effective
(Singh, 2003).
Harriman (2004) identified the medium that
can be used in blended learning; they include but
not limited to:
•
•
•
•
•
•

The medium is not limited to technology
and can include:
Stand-alone, Asynchronous, or
Synchronous online learning/training
Performance support tools (knowledge
management tools)
Traditional classroom, Labs, or other
“hands-on” experiences
Reading assignments, CD-ROM or other
self-paced learning
Teletraining/Telelearning, or Other media

Table 1 categorizes the type of learning that
may be used.

Blended Learning and Globalisation
Globalisation and technology are altering
educators’ views on education and educational
offerings. Technology has given birth to many
new opportunities for learning. Online learning,
teleconferencing, the Internet, Computer-Assisted
Learning (CAL), Web-Based Distance Learning
(WBDL), and other technologies currently exist.
All these combined together have helped to coin
the term “Blended Learning” (BL), and although
the term is still ill defined. Blended learning has
entered into the training and education scene and
is gaining popularity. BL is no longer a fad but is
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Table 1. Types of learning
Live face-to-face (formal)
* Instructor-led classroom
* Workshops
* Coaching/mentoring
* On-the-job (OTJ)
training

Live face-to-face (informal)
* Collegial connections
* Work teams
* Role modeling

Virtual collaboration/
synchronous
* Live e-learning classes
* E-mentoring

Virtual collaboration/
asynchronous
* Email
* Online bulletin boards
* Listservs
* Online communities

Self-paced learning
* Web learning modules
* Online resource links
* Simulations
* Scenarios
* Video and audio CD/
DVDs
* Online self-assessments
* Workbooks

Performance support
* Help systems
* Print job aids
* Knowledge databases
* Documentation
* Performance/decision
support tools

Source: Strategies for Building Blended Learning by Allison
Rossett, Felicia Douglis, and Rebecca V. Frazee

now expanding and getting established, although
rapidly changing. Similar to this, Lasonen and
Stenstrom (1995) believe the whole concept of
teaching is undergoing change due to the changes
in society. These authors maintain that this is not
because of the new educational technologies but
rather because the society is changing. Looking
at globalization, it is viewed that in the present
borderless information society, education needs
to respond to the additional demands by raising
awareness of environment, peace, cultural and
social diversity. Education trains the individual to
connect and live in harmony with the environment
around him or her. But it is a fact that nothing is
permanent in the phenomenal world. Everything
is in a state of constant flux. In this flow, educational system has changed its size, nature and its
corpus. In this regard, the challenge for the learning
system is to bring reforms, create and develop the
systems that trained the individual to work in a
borderless economy and live in a global society.
The traditional university admits students are in an
“enclosure” atmosphere due to certain admission

criterion to providing certification. With ICT and
the Internet, the “enclosure” came under attack.
Globalization questions the “fixity and stability of
the world.” It moderates the view that ICT and the
Internet with hypertexts and superabundance of
information weaken the authority of the linear text
and the teacher, and opens up for more diversity
and self-monitoring.
Globalisation demands flexibility, with flexible people in continuous, lifelong learning. The
ability to produce outputs, i.e. collaboratively
in global networks is more appreciated by the
market than an academic degree fixed in space
and time. In a globalized world, it is a challenge
for all learning institutions to provide education
worldwide. To provide education in worldwide
we need to use the technology. It is the advanced
technology which helps to spread and distribute
messages worldwide with a pulse of second. Thus,
globalization is nothing but the technoloization
of the world force. We find in the present trend
education that learners’ inquisitiveness to learn
through ICTs in wide range. The reasons are; it
supports for the effective learning, completion of
short period courses, bridging the gap of distance
etc. All these will be possible when we go for
the advanced strategies of learning system. This
is nothing but the blended learning approach to
education (Satya, 2008).

Blended Learning and
Mathematics Education
The use of learning methods in contact with information and communication technologies benefit
mathematical education taking into account that
a deep mathematical conceptual understanding
is assured when computers are used for solving
non-elementary mathematical tasks. Moreover,
having a computer involved in learning can mean
a big improvement in students’ attitude towards
mathematics.
An examination of the literature on blended
learning revealed advantages for students and
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faculty. First, there are four primary advantages of
blended learning as these courses have the potential
to incorporate the strengths of synchronous and
asynchronous learning (Ho et al., 2006; Vaughan,
2007). These advantages are: greater flexibility
of time, meeting different needs and learning
styles, time for reflection, and lower dropout
rates compared to fully online courses (Ho et al.,
2006). For students who work full time and/or
have family responsibilities, the flexible design
accommodates their busy schedules. Without
the flexibility, they may not otherwise be able
to pursue their degrees. The blended model also
caters to students who prefer face-to-face interaction in addition to students who prefer online
learning. A community of inquiry allows learners
to connect and collaborate with their peers and
to create “a learning environment that integrates
social, cognitive, and teaching elements in a way
that will precipitate and sustain critical reflection
and discourse” (Garrison & Vaughan, 2008, p. 8).
Because students in blended courses generally
have two weeks of online work time in between
face-to-face meetings, there is ample time for reflection on readings and online contributions by
classmates. Additional modes of communication
and participation can lead to an increase in student
motivation (Ho et al., 2006). Due to these advantages, there are lower dropout rates for blended
courses in comparison to fully online courses with
no face-to-face meetings. For faculty, the blended
learning model provides a high quality teaching
experience, higher quality interaction between
faculty and students compared to traditional inperson courses, and a “community of inquiry”
through flexible course design (Ho et al., 2006;
Vaughan, 2007). The high quality teaching experience comes from the ability of blended courses
to provide opportunities for increased interaction
between the students and faculty. Some students
are more comfortable communicating with their
professors in a digital format via e-mail or online
discussion posts.
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There available studies that have confirmed
that using blended learning as teaching methods
improve the learning of mathematics by the students. In a related dimension, other studies have
shown that the use of computer in education
has the potential of changing students’ attitudes
positively towards mathematics and computers
(Yishau, 2006 and Funkhouser, 1993). For instance, Yushau (2006) examines the influence of
blended e-learning on students’ attitude towards
mathematics and computers. A random sample
of 70 students of the preparatory year program
of King Fahd University of Petroleum & Minerals (KFUPM), Dhahran served as the sample of
this study. Data were collected at the beginning
(pre-program) and the end (post-program) of the
semester using Aiken Mathematics Attitude Scale
and Greessen and Loyd Computer Attitude Scale.
The result indicates that the subjects have positive
attitude towards mathematics and computer. However, analysis of variance shows no statistically
significant change in students’ attitudes towards
mathematics and computer except for computer
confidence and anxiety subscale.
Ahmag, Shafie, and Janier (2008) blended
learning has gained considerable popularity in
training and education in recent years. This form
of teaching which combines face-to-face teaching
with some technological aids has been widely used
in teaching and learning, making it suitable to be
applied in teaching and learning mathematics.
A courseware has been developed on the topic
of application of integration. It is designed to
supplement the lectures given in class and to assist
students studying the topic at their own pace and
time. This courseware was introduced to students
in the January 2008 semester. The objective of
this chapter is to determine if blended learning
approach which combines the traditional classroom learning, courseware and Web-based learning will help the students in learning application
of integration. It also examines the influence of
blended learning approach on students’ percep-
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tions towards learning application of integration. A
total of thirty engineering students were involved
in the study. A set of questionnaire was given to
evaluate the students’ attitudes and learning perceptions. From the findings, conclusion has been
drawn regarding the role of blended learning to
support teaching and learning. The result shows
that students demonstrate positive perceptions
using the blended learning approach.
Boyle (2005) presents a case study of a BL strategy used in a course on introductory programming
where historically students had problems dealing
with the abstract nature of certain programming
concepts. In this instance the instructors developed
multimedia learning objects to enable students to
engage visually with these concepts and hence
overcome the problem of abstraction. In another
project (Iozzi, and Osimio, 2004), BL strategy
was used in teaching mathematics undergraduate courses. The result showed that there was an
improvement in the students’ performance in
mathematics. Groen and Armody (2005) also
used BL in teaching first year mathematics subject, Operations Research Modeling. They found
that the blend serves to introduce students to the
diverse environment and experiences comprising
professional practice. The majority of students
responded favorably to the blend. There was also
evidence to suggest that the students adopted deep
approaches to learning indicated by the positive
correlation between the average score on deep
learning and average score for blending.
Ganguli (1992) investigated the effect of using computers as a teaching aid in mathematics
instruction on student attitudes toward mathematics. He used computers as a supplement to
normal class instruction. The sample in the study
consisted of 110 college students enrolled in four
sections of an intermediate algebra class offered
by the open-admission undergraduate unit of a
large Midwestern state university. The instruction focused on how to develop the concept of
relationship between the shape of a graph and its
function. The results indicated that the attitudes

of the experimental group which was taught with
computer aid were significantly changed in a
positive direction whereas the control group that
was taught without computer aid failed to show
a similar result. Similarly, the results have shown
that students in the microcomputer treatment
group experienced a more positive self-concept
in mathematics, more enjoyment of mathematics
and more motivation to do mathematics than their
counterparts in the control group. Furthermore, the
two instructors who participated in the study both
indicated that the computer-generated graphics led
to more active classroom discussions in experimental sections and consequently created more
rapport between the teacher and the students than
in the control sections. In a similar study conducted
in Saudi Arabia, Al-Rami (1990) examined the
students’ attitude toward learning about and using
computers and correlated their attitudes with their
achievements in computer classes. One hundred
and seventy two male students participated. Student attitudes were determined at the beginning
and end of the semester using the Computer Attitude Scale (Loyd and Gressard, 1984). Academic
achievement was based on end-of-semester scores.
Findings indicate that students’ attitudes toward
computers were positive at all semester levels
and almost the same at the beginning and end of
the semester. Both pre-test and post-test attitude
results were statistically significant in predicting
achievement, with the post-test shown to have be
more reliable in predicting achievement.
Toledo (2008) characterize the Website
MATHDEV (Dibut 2003), like a resource for
the blended learning in Mathematics, in different
careers and study modalities of our university.
The Website MATHDEV contains the following
modules: Module of Authentification, Module
of Search, Module of Contents (limit and continuity of a function, derivation of functions,
lineal algebra, numerics methods, etc.), Module
of Evaluation, Module of Administration and
the Module of Information Management. In the
module of contents, there are including several
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“learning objects” (Wiley & Edwards 2002) for
the different subjects. The Website MATHDEV
has been using and continually upgrading it, from
the year 2000.
Educators trained in the 20th century with one
set of skills are now trying to meet the needs of
learners from the 21st century (Stumpf, McCrimon, & Davis, 2005). The digital divide creates
a challenge for post-secondary institutions in
how to prepare faculty to meet the needs of the
student both now and in the future (Murray, 2002;
Sorcinelli, 2007). The purpose of this qualitative
phenomenological study was to examine how
direct exposure to technology-centered faculty
development delivered in a blended learning
environment may modify traditional classroom
teaching practices. The analysis of the transcribed
interviews revealed four themes:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Teaching practice,
Technology integration,
Delivery modes, and
Technology adoption.

Some of the conclusions derived from the study
suggest that faculty can make a pedagogical shift
by being exposed to new technologies in a blended
learning faculty development environment. Faculty are able to gain ideas about their teaching
practice through exposure to new technologies in
a blended learning faculty development environment. As a student in a blended learning faculty
development environment, faculty are able to
reflect on their own teaching practice. Finally,
through a blended technology-centered faculty
development experience, some faculty will be
able to commit to and adopt a new technology
into their teaching practice.
Chandra (2004) in a study used Getsmart, a
Website which was developed and implemented
in junior science and senior physics classrooms in
a blended learning environment in a Queensland
State High School. The study had three main
objectives amongst others. The first aim was to
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study the impact of such an environment on students’ perceptions. Secondly, the impact of such
an environment on students’ attitudes towards
physics and junior science was studied. Finally, the
research sought to investigate the effect of such an
environment on their learning outcomes. Getsmart
was developed on the principles of cognitive apprenticeship teaching model (Collins, Brown, &
Newman, 1989). During the research phase, the
Website was accessed by students once a week
during class time. They also had the option to login
in their own time at school (e.g., morning tea,
lunchtime, before and after school) and at home.
The research was conducted as a case study over
two years and during this time, 406 students in
junior science and physics participated. Students’
perceptions of their learning environment were
ascertained through quantitative and qualitative
methods. Quantitative data were collected by using a modified version of the Web-based Learning Environment Instrument (WEBLEI) (Chang
& Fisher, 2003). Qualitative data on student’s
attitudes were gathered through emails and written surveys. An Attitude to Science survey was
developed to determine students’ attitudes towards
their subjects. Qualitative data were also gathered
through written surveys. The impact of such an
environment on students’ learning outcomes was
determined through the analysis of their exam results achieved before and after experiencing Webbased learning. Their results were also compared
with the results of similar cohorts in previous
years. Amongst other findings, it was found that
the modified version of the WEBLEI was a valid
and reliable instrument for use in junior science
and physics classes. The study also established
that students had positive perceptions of a blended
Web-based learning environment and that such
an approach had a positive influence on students’
attitudes towards their subjects. The study also
found that Web-based learning improved their
performance across various performance domains
of junior science and senior physics assessments.
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Li (2005) examine some issues within the new
frontier of integrating technology into teacher education and professional development. We present
an approach to teach a secondary mathematics
methods course integrating technology. Specifically, this study focuses on how the integration
of multimedia and online discussion into a mathematics methods course affect student teachers’
beliefs about geometry and their attitudes toward
educational technology. Empirical data collected
from students enrolled in a methods course include
students’ written assignment, transcription of
online discussion, multimedia projects, and instructor’s journal. The qualitative analysis of data
revealed that two themes are particularly salient:
1.
2.

The student teachers’ attitudes about using
technology in classrooms had changed; and
For at least some of the student teachers,
the fact that multimedia project focused on
geometry positively affected their attitudes
toward geometry and teaching geometry.

Three cases are described of the impact that
the use of technology had on student teachers’
learning experience. Reflection on the experience
and recommendations for design principles for
teacher educators are presented.
Zayarki and Toofaninjad (2011) investigate the
effect of blended learning on students’ mathematics learning in third grade of primary schools.
Quasi experimental has been carried out over two
groups of experimental and control, each including 29 third grade students whom were selected as
available samples in primary school of Rouzbeh
Education al Complex in Tehran. Experimental
group were trained by blended learning method
and control group with face to face instruction
method. Both group were tested before the beginning and also after the end of related experiment
in order to evaluate the result of learning rate of
experiments were being performed. Results analyzed with independent t-test. The results showed
that the learning rate of students participating in

the experimental group after training compared
with combined control group was significantly
increased. It confirmed that the effect of blended
learning is more than that of face to face instruction in learning rate of students.

Globalisation and
Mathematics Education
During the past few decades, mathematics educators have reflected on awareness of the trends
in international activities in their discipline. For
some, these trends are seen as great opportunities,
while others regard them with great caution. In
this short chapter, we will identify some of the
issues and possible implications of globalisation
for the discipline.
In this context, we will use the term “globalisation” to refer to the shrinking world and the
increasing awareness of issues and practices that
affect the whole globe. Globalisation is not used
here, as often it is in public media and political
discourse, to refer to neoliberal economics of free
markets, privatisation, and transnational merger
trends in the late modernity; for the term also
includes sharing of social and cultural policy and
practices, international collaboration and human
movement across national boundaries. It is different to homogenisation for, as we are becoming
more aware of, and having more esteem for, our
similarities, we are also becoming more aware of,
and having more esteem for, our differences. Nor
it is inevitable and out of control, for the nation
state remains of considerable power to direct and
control the patterns of globalisation. Similarly,
globalisation is not a utopia for it can result in
imperialism and exclusion, can lead into increased
gaps between the rich and the poor, ecological
degradation, not to mention global terrorism. Nor
is it a dreadful evil to be opposed by any means,
for it can lead to collaboration at grass roots level
to oppose injustice and promote human rights.
In short, we do not understand globalisation as
either good or evil by itself. This is not to say,
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however, that it is value-free and beyond ethical
considerations. On the contrary, its processes
and outcomes should be carefully scrutinised as
to the benefits and losses that might arise from
them. This aim can only be achieved through
deliberate and targeted research, reflection, and
debate. Further, we argue that such actions need
to be done in collaboration among stakeholders
from around the world.
It is observed that there is no accepted definition of globalisation or any common analysis of
its relationship to education” (Woock, 2000, pp.
163-164). However, Waters’ (1995) opined that
globalisation is “a social process in which the
constraints of geography on social and cultural
arrangements recede and in which people become
increasingly aware that they are receding” (p. 3).
This was why McGinn (1995, p. 78) notes that
“there is some evidence that the processes of globalisation are compelling rather than invitational,
and therefore require careful scrutiny.” And yet
this social process is not necessarily negative,
as some in the media would have us believe, but
rather is a process that we need to be careful of.
Hence, this process needs to be researched as
all human activity, including the cultural one of
mathematics education. To comment briefly on
what Woock (2000) hints previously, globalisation is framed as a powerful, all-encompassing
process, in its turn, perhaps because of its very
nature, it seems to spark or induce social processes
at local levels that may be quite contrary to the
globalising process, and hence effective sights of
resistance come into being. Therefore there seems
to be limits to this powerful process.
Clarkson and Atweh (2005) raised the issue of
a “global curriculum vs. global collaboration” in
mathematics education. The authors argued that
global collaboration is essential for moving the
discipline forward in this globalised world–at the
same time avoiding the colonialism of the past–and
allowing the discipline to play its role in bridging the
ever-increasing gap between countries. This issue
of global collaboration sets the tone for this chapter.
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Common thing in mathematics education
now is that ideas are transportable across country
boundaries, but this still required knowledge of the
local context for the ideas to succeed. The current
and looming shortage of mathematics teachers has
created pressure on pre-service teacher programs
to deliver more quickly and efficiently. There have
been a number of responses to these global trends.
Many tertiary institutions are now enthusiastically
embracing online teaching and learning in order
to give them an edge in the market place.

Globalisation Factors and Issues
in Mathematics Education
Arguably, mathematics education is the most
globalised discipline in education. This situation
is partly due to its perceived importance for economic and technological development and to the
(wrongly) perceived objectivity of the discipline
that transcends national and cultural boundaries.
This globalised status is reflected by the increasing
number of international publications, conferences,
research and professional development activities,
and most importantly, the convergence of curricula
around the world. In this context, we will address
two factors of globalisation in the discipline, the
role of international organisations and regimes of
international testing, and consider their implications for a global curriculum in the discipline.

Role of International Organisations
To illustrate the possible and diverse effects of
international organisations on the global status
of mathematics education, we will discuss the
role of ICME and the World Bank. The role of
international organisations such as the World
Bank in assisting less industrialised countries in
the implementation of policies of universal primary education and later for the elimination of
illiteracy is undoubtedly a great achievement. The
Bank started its educational programs in the early
1960s. In the early 1990s, it supported about 90
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education programs in 59 countries to the total of
US$8 billion with half from bank loans and half
from participating local governments. However,
often this assistance comes with strings attached.
For example, the Bank has been the major promoter
of ideas of connecting education to economic
growth and the model of human development as
a priority of economic development. Likewise the
Bank has been the major promoter of an emphasis
on primary education at the expense of secondary and higher education. Structural reforms in
the recipient countries based on decentralisation,
“user pays” schemes, credit system, and support
to private education have often become conditions
of its loans. The Bank has often been criticised for
its insistence on the universal adoption of these
policies irrespective of the local context.
Undoubtedly, the ICME conferences are the
largest gatherings of mathematics educators
around the world. For many educators from developing countries, they are the primary, and, in
some instances, the sole contact that they have with
the international scene in mathematics education.
Such contact might have led to further collaboration between educators outside the boundaries of
the organisation itself. In this role ICME has played
a crucial role in grass root globalisation. However,
in spite of attempts to facilitate the participation
by educators from developing countries, ICMI’s
activities remain dominated by educators and issues from Anglo-European countries. For many
educators from developing countries, which are
mainly from the Southern Hemisphere, the cost
of travel, not to mention the language barriers,
prohibits participation. Although there are no easy
solutions to these difficult problems, the issue of
representation, access and voice are always high
on the agenda of international organisation such
as ICMI.

Globalisation and Tertiary Education
Tertiary education is implicated in all the changes
brought by globalisation. Education and research

are key elements in the formation of the global
environment, being foundational to knowledge,
the take-up of technologies, cross-border association and sustaining complex communities.
Though tertiary education institutions often see
themselves as objects of globalisation they are
also its agents (Scott, 1998). Research universities are intensively linked within and between
the global cities that constitute the major nodes
of a networked world (Castells, 2001; McCarney,
2005). Characteristically global cities have a high
density of participation in higher education; there
is a strong positive correlation between the higher
education enrolment ratio of a nation or a region,
and its global competitive performance (Bloom,
2005, pp. 23-24). Correspondingly, nations and
regions that are relatively decoupled from the
globally networked economy are typified by a
low density of higher education.
Being deeply immersed in global transformations, tertiary education is itself being transformed
on both sides of the economy/culture symbiosis.
Tertiary education is swept up in global marketisation. It trains the executives and technicians of
global businesses; the main student growth is in
globally mobile degrees in business studies and
computing; the sector is shaped by economic policies undergoing partial global convergence, and the
first global university market has emerged. Even
larger changes are happening on the cultural side.
Teichler (2004), remarks that “it is surprising to
note how much the debate on global phenomena
in higher education suddenly focuses on marketisation, competition and management in tertiary
education. Other terms, such as knowledge society,
global village, global understanding or global
learning, are hardly taken into consideration” (Teichler 2004, p. 23). It is surprising because while
tertiary education is a second level player in the
circuits of capital and direct creation of economic
wealth, it is pivotal to research and knowledge,
constitutive in language, information and crosscultural encounters, and has many connections
with media and communications. Information
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and knowledge are highly mobile, readily slipping across borders, so that the cultural sphere
of higher education, in which research and information are produced, is actually more globalised
than the economic sphere. Above all there is the
ever-extending Internet, supporting intellectual
goods whose use value far exceeds the cost of
their distribution and consumption. Advanced
higher education is now unimaginable without
it. The size, speed and complexity of information
increasingly penetrate the daily life of scientists
(Smeby & Trondal, 2005, p. 453). The Internet
facilitates world wide data bases and collaboration between academic faculty, stimulating more
face-to-face and electronic meetings. Cross-border
e-learning, combining ICTs and teaching, has
not displaced existing educational institutions as
some expected but continues to grow, with open
potential for new kinds of pedagogy and access
(OECD 2005).

Implications of Globalisation and ICT
on Pedagogy in Tertiary Institutions
The rapid technological developments that characterize the present era have left a great impact
on pedagogy in tertiary education. The winds of
technological change have been blowing hard in
the direction tertiary institutions as they do in
those of other organizations, not only in the developed world but also in the developing world.
The Internet and the World Wide Web (WWW)
now play a significant role in the transfer of
technology from the North to the South. Today,
cyber space or the information super highway is
king! Even though, the kinds of hardware and
software these tertiary institutions in developing
countries have are comparable to those found
elsewhere in the developed world, technological
absorption has been slow and full of hiccups and
this is understandable.
Globalization is having a positive impact on
education reform in tertiary education pedagogy in
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terms of learning from other countries. However, it
also presents some challenges. Globalization poses
a challenge regarding curriculum especially the
need to review the curriculum to match the globalization challenge. We need to prepare students
for the global market, not just the national market.
There is the focus on ICT and the Internet as
having the most significant influence on education though perspectives varied on the capacity
of technology to support educational programs
outside the capital city of most nations. Because
of globalization and the Internet, some schools and
universities are now linked with their counterparts
in other countries and learning much from such
educational exchanges. The impact this has made is
that we have had a number of Tertiary institutions
linked up with a number of schools worldwide.
People are now able to access different ideologies.
You may get different ideas from any part of the
world as a result of these linkages. There is an
additional bonus for higher education: ICT…is
reducing the expenditure on books. Technology
has improved access to information globally.
Students can listen to or read lectures given by
professors at some of the best universities in the
world. At the same time, several educators noted
how the advent of the Internet, a key facet of
globalization, is beginning to change teaching and
the relationship between students and teachers.
Global mobility is increasing and the global
element in faculty careers is becoming more significant. For example Altbach finds that “the most
visible impact of globalisation is the emergence of
a worldwide market for academic talent, stimulated
in part by the large numbers of students who study
abroad.” He also remarks that the global faculty
labour market and doctoral student flows “are
overwhelmingly a South-to-North phenomenon”
(Altbach 2002, pp. 7-9).
With globalisation, we can now talk about
continuous lifelong learning, (e.g. fading the
boundaries between preset and inset, formal
education and working life).
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Globalisation brings the demand for more
flexible and general skills (e.g. meta-skills such
as problem solving, searching information, learning skills, etc.).
There is a change on tertiary education pedagogy with the creation of new educational networked organizations (e.g. global virtual universities, virtual schools, multinational educational
consortiums, etc.).
Globalization has brought some changes in
policy but also expressed the belief that developing countries are being dictated to by developed
countries. In terms of technology change, developing countries like Nigeria are “jumping” a
step because they want to be at the same level as
other countries.

RECOMMENDATIONS
This chapter has involved in its discussion the
description of blended learning approach in relation to mathematics education. From the extant
literature, it evident that what obtained from most
studies involving the BL approach have shown
that students demonstrate positive perceptions
towards learning. Therefore, with the help of
technology, BL can be used as an alternative
approach in teaching and learning mathematics
in order to motivate students. It is recommended
that the courseware to be made available online
and to carry out further study on a larger scale to
confirm the positive results.
The challenge for the future is to find the most
effective blend of traditional classroom instruction with technologically enhanced instruction to
produce similar types of results to those reported
by the literature reviewed in this chapter. Blending
programs must be seriously planned so as to gain
the greatest learning experiences for students. If
educators are planning to blend mathematics programs, consideration must be given to the content
of both the face-to-face and online portions of the
program. A strong correlation must exist between

the two if major gains are to be made in student
achievement. The plan must support increased
learning for each learner.

FUTURE RESEARCH DIRECTION
This chapter has look into the interplay of globalisation, ICT, blended learning and mathematics
education and implication on pedagogy in tertiary
institutions from the theoretical perspective and
the review of literature. However, this seems to
be a pioneer study as far as the topical issue is
concerned. However, future researches should
endeavour approaching the topic from an empirical perspective. This will make available data
and information on which future research anchor
thereby contributing to knowledge in the area.

CONCLUSION
The chapter has discussed globalisation in relation
to ICT and blended learning and mathematics
education in relation to blended learning together
with its implications for pedagogy in tertiary institutions. The chapter explained the meaning of
some concepts such as globalisation, information
communication technology, blended learning and
mathematics education. It has also explored the
links between ICT and mathematics education,
globalisation and mathematics education, blended
learning and mathematics education, globalisation factors and issues in mathematics education,
globalisation and tertiary education and finally
draws out the implications of globalisation and
ICT on pedagogy in tertiary institutions.
The chapter has showed that blended learning
could be implemented in a variety of ways, ranging
from models in which curriculum is fully online
with face-to-face interaction to models in which
face-to-face classroom instruction is integrated
with online components that extend learning
beyond the classroom or school day. The rapid
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growth of blended learning has been a catalyst for
additional instructional transformation, including
evolving pedagogy in which teachers’ roles include
facilitation, student mentoring and differentiating
instruction for individual learners, increased flexibility and personalization of students’ learning
experiences, and strategic uses of technology as
schools now take advantages of the capabilities
of the learning management systems to support a
wider range of instructional programs. Most educators now support online learning because of its
unique abilities to provide students with enriched
learning experiences, to extend learning beyond
the school day, and to support more successful
differentiated learning strategies that personalize
students’ educational experiences. Additionally,
as educators gain more experience with the approaches to and benefits of blended learning, they
have discovered that this instructional model helps
them increase capacity without commensurate
increases in budget or staff.
Practically, this chapter has demonstrated
through the examples and insights educators have
offered. In the light of this, it could be rightly said
that the best model is the one that works best for
students and teachers in their particular environment and that addresses their specific needs at the
time. The models for blended learning are flexible
and expansive enough to accommodate a wide
range of learning needs and opportunities. The
chapter has also shown that blended learning is
an established, proven and effective way to deliver
quality instruction. It gives educators and students
a technology-based to student achievement and
richer, more rewarding learning experiences.
Blended learning has impacts higher education
in a positive way by forming the underpinning of
transformational model that erase the expectations
of students, lecturers and administrators. Blended
learning in higher education particularly in the
Nigeria context is an evolving issue that offers
promise to overcome the challenges of access,
cost and efficiency and timely degree completion. Similarly, the approach impacts aspects of
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the academic including faculty development and
rewards, students’ retention, college and department structure as well as the contributing to lifelong learning. With blended learning students and
teachers can have ample hands-on experiences and
establish a trustworthy and friendly relationship
through face-to-face interaction, while having
extended and sustained discussions.
It should be noted that students often do not
understand math concepts and rather than confront
difficult issues, they avoid or fail to understand how
to successfully complete them. Since mathematics
is taught in a spiral with content repetition and
increasing levels of difficulty taking place from
year to year, students often must learn the foundation concepts before tackling the more difficult
levels. By being able to differentiate the Mathletics program to address the foundational needs of
children and to individualize it, proficiency can be
achieved. Moreover, it should also be noted that,
it is not a lack of student interest in mathematics
but a learning gap problem that can be addressed
in a blended learning environment.
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KEY TERMS AND DEFINITIONS
Blended Learning: Blended Learning (BL) or
hybrid learning describes a learning environment
that either combines teaching methods, delivery

methods, media formats or a mixture of all these. It
also refers to the integrated learning activities such
as a mixture of online and face-to-face learning.
Globalisation: It is defined as the emergence
of altered global structures and driven by a skill
revolution, an organizational explosion, and a
continuous flow of ideas, money, goods, and
people that is rendering long-standing territorial
boundaries increasingly obsolete and fostering an
extensive decentralization of authority.
ICT: This refers to all forms of computer and
communications equipment and software used
to create, design, store, transmit, interpret and
manipulate information in its various formats.
Personal computers, laptops, tablets, mobile
phones, transport systems, televisions, and network technologies are just some examples of the
diverse array of ICT tools.
Learning: This refers to a relatively permanent
change in behaviour as a result of experience. It is
the act or experience of one that learns; knowledge
of skill acquired by instruction or study; modification of a behavioral tendency by experience.
Mathematics Education: Mathematics education is a discipline with the practice of teaching
and learning mathematics, along with the associated scholarly research.
Pedagogy: This refers to the art and science of
how something is taught and how students learn
it. It explain how teaching occurs the approach
to teaching and learning, the way the content is
delivered and what the student learn as a result
of the process.
Teaching: This refers to the activities of
educating or instructing; activities that impart
knowledge or skill.
Tertiary Education: Tertiary education
referred to as third stage, third level, and postsecondary education. It is the educational level
following the completion of a school providing a
secondary education.
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ABSTRACT
There is now growing consensus that K12 science education needs to focus on core epistemic and representational practices of scientific inquiry (Duschl, Schweingruber, & Shouse, 2007; Lehrer & Schauble,
2006). In this chapter, the authors focus on two such practices: argumentation and computational
modeling. Novice science learners engaging in these activities often struggle without appropriate and
extensive scaffolding (e.g., Klahr, Dunbar, & Fay, 1990; Schauble, Klopfer, & Raghavan, 1991; Sandoval
& Millwood, 2005; Lizotte, Harris, McNeill, Marx, & Krajcik, 2003). This chapter proposes that (a)
integrating argumentation and modeling can productively engage students in inquiry-based activities
that support learning of complex scientific concepts as well as the core argumentation and modeling
practices at the heart of scientific inquiry, and (b) each of these activities can productively scaffold the
other. This in turn can lead to higher academic achievement in schools, increased self-efficacy in science,
and an overall increased interest in science that is absent in most traditional classrooms. This chapter
provides a theoretical framework for engaging students in argumentation and a particular genre of
computer modeling (i.e., agent-based modeling), illustrates the framework with examples of the authors’
own research and development, and introduces readers to freely available technologies and resources
to adopt in classrooms to engage students in the practices discussed in the chapter.

INTRODUCTION
Science education has historically attempted
“to cultivate students’ scientific habits of mind,
develop their capability to engage in scientific

inquiry, and teach them how to reason in a scientific context” (NRC, 2011). These three foci
have often been treated separately in traditional
approaches to science education; however, with
the result that science is often treated as isolated
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rote facts or artificial and arbitrary five-step
methods (Driver, Leach, Miller, & Scott, 1996;
Lemke, 1990). There is now growing agreement
that students need to understand science and the
processes of science as functions of argumentation
and modeling (Duschl, 2008; Kelly, 2005; Lehrer
& Schauble, 2006). The framework for the new
science standards in the United States therefore
“stresses the importance of developing students’
knowledge of how science and engineering achieve
their ends while also strengthening their competency with related practices” (NRC, 2011, p. 3.1).
The new standards use the term “practices” rather
than “skills” to “stress that engaging in scientific
inquiry requires coordination both of knowledge
and skill simultaneously” (NRC, 2011, p. 3.1).
This chapter discusses the practices of argumentation and modeling in terms of their roles in the
scientific disciplines and in terms of practices
appropriate for students in the classroom.

WHAT ARE ARGUMENTATION
AND MODELING?
True scientific literacy involves understanding
how knowledge is generated, analyzed, justified,
and evaluated by scientists and how to use such
knowledge to engage in inquiry in ways that reflect
the practices of the scientific community (Driver,
Newton, & Osborne, 2000; Duschl & Osborne,
2002). Scientific inquiry is often described as a
knowledge building process in which explanations
are developed to make sense of data and then
presented to a community of peers so they can
be critiqued, debated, and revised (Driver, et al.,
2000; Duschl, 2000; Sandoval & Reiser, 2004;
Vellom & Anderson, 1999). Argumentation and
modeling are at the heart of the scientific enterprise. As Lehrer and Scahuable (2012) point out, in
the world of science, inquiry may take on various
forms. Inquiry may be observational, theoretical,
or computational. Inquiry may be carried out on
a theorist’s desk, in a physics lab, or a biological
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field station. However, despite these variations,
all scientists engage in constructing, revising,
applying, and defending models of the natural
world (Giere, 1999; Hesse, 1966). Modeling has
been described as the signature of research in
the sciences (Nersessian, 2009), and argumentation is the process through which communities
of scientists test, refine, and tentatively accept
or reject models as a community. The ability to
engage in scientific argumentation (i.e., the ability to examine and then either accept or reject the
relationships or connections between and among
the evidence and the theoretical ideas invoked in
an explanation or the ability to make connections
between and among evidence and theory in an
argument) is, therefore, viewed by many as an
important aspect of scientific literacy (Driver, et
al., 2000; Duschl & Osborne, 2002; Kuhn, 1993;
Siegel, 1989). Thus scientific theories, modeling,
and argumentation are not separate decontextualized entities. Scientific theories, modeling, and
argumentation are dynamically interwoven and
interdependent.
Learning to engage in scientific modeling
and argumentation is challenging for students.
Furthermore, opportunities for students to learn
how to engage in scientific argumentation in a
productive manner as part of the teaching and
learning of science are rare (Newton, Driver,
& Osborne, 1999; Simon, Erduran, & Osborne,
2006) as are opportunities to engage in authentic
modeling. Traditional science curricula portray
scientific theories as fixed and immutable facts
to be memorized and accepted. Argumentation,
when included at all, tends to either be a decontextualized game of creating rebuttals or an
unreflective statement of “evidence” for theories
that are treated as foregone conclusions. Similarly,
models and modeling tend not to be integrated in
school science in authentic forms. To the extent
that they do appear in school, models usually
play an illustrative, rather than scientific theory
building role (Windschitl & Thompson, 2006).
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This lack of integration in traditional curriculum between the products and processes of science
is evidenced by research on students engaging
in inquiry. Research suggests, for example, that
students often do not seek out or generate data
that can be used to help test their ideas or discriminate between competing hypotheses (e.g.,
Klahr, Dunbar, & Fay, 1990; Schauble, Klopfer,
& Raghavan, 1991). In addition, students often
rely on their personal views rather than use the
data at hand to generate and verify hypotheses
(Hogan & Maglienti, 2001). In other situations,
students may use inappropriate data from an investigation to draw conclusions, or they may fail
to attend to important patterns in the data (McNeill
& Krajcik, 2007; Sandoval & Millwood, 2005;
Kuhn, 1993; Schauble, Glaser, Duschl, Schulze,
& John, 1995; Chinn & Brewer, 1993; Driver,
et al., 1994). When reasoning about scientific
phenomena which involve multiple “levels” (e.g.,
both macroscopic and microscopic), students often
tend to confuse the attributes and behaviors present in one level with that of the other (Sengupta
& Wilensky, 2009, 2010; Wilensky & Resnick,
1999; Resnick, 1994). Students also have difficulty
generating explanations that are scientifically
rigorous (Carey, Evans, Honda, Jay, & Unger,
1989; Lawson, 2003; Sandoval & Reiser, 2004).
They may face similar challenges justifying and
warranting their explanations (Clark & Sampson,
2008; Sandoval & Millwood, 2005; Sadler, 2004;
McNeill & Krajcik, 2007; Kuhn, 1991; Brem &
Rips, 2000; Kuhn & Reiser, 2005; Bell & Linn,
2000; Jimenez-Aleixandre, et al., 2000; Lizotte,
McNeill, & Krajcik, 2004; Aikenhead, 2004;
Linn, Eylon, & Davis, 2004), and establishing
and evaluating their validity or acceptability in the
context of a given phenomenon during scientific
argumentation (Hogan & Maglienti, 2001; Linn
& Eylon, 2006; Kuhn & Reiser, 2005; Zeidler,
1997; Clark & Sampson, 2006a; Kuhn, 1989).
Finally, novice learners often underestimate the
time and effort that will be required to learn successfully–their self-judgment abilities are not

well developed, and they may not be motivated
enough to learn with understanding (Schunk &
Zimmerman, 1998).

WHAT SHOULD STUDENTS
UNDERSTAND?
So what should students understand? First, modeling is the central enterprise, purpose, and goal
of science. Second, argumentation is the practice
that allows scientists to determine the fit of their
models with the world. Third, communities of
scientists evaluate models, methods, and evidence
through argumentation using shared criteria and
analytical approaches developed and agreed upon
by the community.

Modeling is the Central Enterprise,
Purpose, and Goal of Science
Students should understand modeling as the language of science. As Rapp and Sengupta (2012)
pointed out, models are physical, computational,
or mental representations that are intended to
stand in for some other thing, set of things, or
phenomena. Scientific models are tools for expressing scientific explanations or theories in a
form that can be directly manipulated, allowing
for description, prediction, and explanation. As
Lehrer, Schauble, and Lucas (2008) pointed out,
the “big ideas” in science derive their power from
the models that instantiate them, so to fulfill the
promise of the “big ideas” outlined in national
science standards, students must realize these
ideas as models.
Modeling is the core epistemic action through
which scientists generate new knowledge, and
modeling is inherently tied to constructivism
(Hestenes, 1993). From the constructivist perspective, meaning is constructed and matched
with experience in a manner that makes that
experience meaningful and the meaning experiential. Similarly, modeling, which is the process
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of development and refinement of a model, is a
dialectical process between model construction
and model matching. Therefore, as students engage
in modeling-based curricula over an extended
period of time, students should understand that
modeling, by its nature, involves repeated cycles
of developing, representing, and testing knowledge
(Rapp & Sengupta, 2012; Duschl, et al., 2008;
Lehrer, Schauble, & Lucas, 2008).

Argumentation is the Practice that
Allows Scientists to Determine the
Fit of Their Models with the World
As Lehrer, Schuable, and Lucas (2008) discuss,
scientific models are also forms of argument.
In the scientific world, models are regularly
mobilized to support socially grounded claims
and counterclaims about the nature of physical
reality (Bazerman, 1988; Latour, 1999; Lynch
&Woolgar, 1990; Watson & Crick, 1953). Students
should understand that argumentation is a central
foundation upon which scientists make decisions.
This decision includes what data to collect, how
to collect it, which data to select, how to represent
that data, and how to determine the implications
of that data as they test and refine their models
in terms of the fit of those models with the data
and phenomena they are modeling in the world.
Students need to understand that argumentation
can act as the framework that can guide their exploration of causal mechanisms of a phenomenon
using a model and their exploration of the fit of
a model with the world. This parallels the ideas
of “getting nature to speak” (i.e., the methods
and tools used to collect and select data) and
“portraying nature’s voice” (the interpretation and
representation of the implications of that data)
as outlined by Ford and Forman (2006). Thus, a
focus on argumentation can guide evaluations of
the appropriateness of scientific methods, data
selection, data representation, data interpretation,
warrants, and claims and the fit and implications
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of models in terms of the underlying causal
mechanisms in the phenomena being modeled.
In order to engage in authentic argumentation,
students need to understand the role of claims,
data, and warrants in scientific disciplines. They
also need to understand that acceptable and appropriate criteria, methods, and representational
forms are to some degree specific to individual
scientific disciplines depending on the nature of
the phenomena investigated by that discipline.

Communities of Scientists
Evaluate Models, Methods, and
Evidence through Argumentation
Using Shared Criteria
Students should also understand that argumentation is the mechanism through which communities of scientists evaluate the models proposed
by members of those communities in terms of
the claims, evidence, and warrants involved in a
proposed model as well as in the methods used to
generate the evidence itself. As discussed above,
scientific disciplines come to agree on a shared
interpretation of acceptable and appropriate questions, methods, criteria, and representational forms
for investigating the phenomena of interest to those
disciplines. Dialogic argumentation amongst scientific community members is the primary process
through which this shared interpretation evolves.
Dialogic argumentation focuses on the interaction
of individuals or groups attempting to convince
one another of the acceptability and validity of
alternative ideas. Thus, students should also come
to understand that the shared interpretations of
the community are not fixed or preordained in
terms of acceptable and appropriate questions,
methods, criteria, and representational forms.
Instead, the shared interpretation of appropriate
questions, methods, criteria, and representational
forms continues to evolve through argumentation
as the community advances in its understanding
of the phenomena under investigation and as the
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tools and methods available to the community
themselves evolve, often directly as a result of
community’s own explorations. In addition to
the epistemological value of helping students
understand the processes through which scientific
communities’ understandings of the world evolve,
engaging students in dialogic argumentation is
considered a powerful mechanism for increasing
students’ understanding of challenging concepts
(e.g., Andriessen, Baker, & Suthers, 2003; Hogan,
Nastasi, & Pressley, 2000; Leitão, 2000) as well
as for increasing students’ ability to engage in
productive argumentation and reasoning practices
(e.g., Baker, 2003; Bell, 2004; Kuhn, Shaw, &
Felton, 1997).

INTEGRATING ARGUMENTATION
AND MODELS
How might teachers integrate argumentation and
modeling in the classroom in support of these
goals? This first section discusses an excellent
approach for engaging students in argumentation
around pre-existing models developed by Sampson and colleagues (Sampson & Gleim, 2009;
Sampson, Grooms, & Walker, 2009).
Many websites provide free access to fantastic pre-existing models that students can use to
explore a wide range of scientific phenomena.
Netlogo (http://ccl.northwestern.edu/netlogo/),
PhET (http://phet.colorado.edu/), and Concord
(http://www.concord.org), for example, have created large libraries of models that are freely available for teachers and students. Simply providing
students with computational models, however,
has not proven very effective, just as generic,
traditional approaches to hands-on labs have not
proven very effective according the National Research Council’s “America’s Lab Report” on the
efficacy of traditional approaches to science labs
in schools (NRC, 2005). The National Research
Council suggests that effective hands-on lab activities and computational model lab activities:

1.
2.
3.

Focus on true inquiry to help students develop
skills for grappling with the ambiguity and
complexity of scientific investigations,
Engage students in reading, writing, and
critical discussions about the process and
ideas, and
Engage students in constructing and critiquing arguments about the phenomena and
evidence associated with the explanations
that they develop.

Sampson and colleagues (Sampson & Gleim,
2009; Sampson, Grooms, & Walker, 2009, 2011)
have developed the Argument-Driven Inquiry
(ADI) approach to help science teachers transform
traditional laboratory activities and computational
models into short, integrated instructional units
that incorporate all of the features outlined by the
National Research Council. The ADI approach
provides “opportunities for students to design
their own investigations, gather and analyze
data, communicate their ideas with others during
structured and interactive argumentation sessions,
write investigation reports to share and document
their work, and engage in peer review during a
laboratory investigation” (Sampson, Grooms, &
Walker, 2009). As outlined by Sampson and colleagues, the full version of the ADI instructional
model consists of eight steps, which we outline in
more detail in the following paragraphs.

Identification of a Task
In this stage, the students and the teacher first
consider the phenomena to be investigated in
light of previous experiences and other materials.
The students then develop or select a question to
explore.

Generation and Analysis of Data
This stage is a hands-on or virtual model-based
investigation of the students’ questions. While
most ADI units focus on hands-on labs, several
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have been developed for use with computational
models, such as a NetLogo model that allows
students to explore the impact of camouflage on
the survival of butterflies. The students design
controlled comparisons with the model to collect
data for their question.

Production of a Tentative Argument
In this stage, students construct an argument that
includes an explanation, evidence, and their reasoning in a format that can be shared with other
students. Sampson and colleagues recommend
whiteboards for this purpose. The explanation is
essentially an answer to the research question and
may articulate a qualitative relationship or causal
mechanism. The evidence includes measurements
or observations to support the explanation in terms
of traditional numerical data or observations.
Sampson and colleagues specify that, “in order
for this information to be considered evidence, it
should show (a) a trend over time, (b) a difference
between groups, or (c) a relationship between
variables” (Sampson & Gleim, 2009, p. 467).
The reasoning clarifies how the evidence supports
the claim and why the evidence is justifiable and
appropriate for the claim.

Argumentation Session
The students then share their arguments with one
another and critique and refine one another’s explanations and the connections of the data to those
explanations, in small groups or as a whole class.
This step serves multiple purposes: it exposes
students to the ideas of other students, allows students to respond to the questions and challenges of
students who have created different explanations,
and engages students in the knowledge-building
processes core to the scientific disciplines. The
argumentation sessions also allow teachers to
assess students’ progress and thinking as well as
to encourage students to think about overlooked
issues or data. Through this process, students are
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exposed to the theory-laden nature of science and
have the opportunity to come as a group to develop
and share criteria for judging the plausibility of
explanations, warrants, and reasoning.
Investigation Report: The students then write
up an investigation report that explains the goals
of the work, the methods employed, and their
refined arguments about their findings.
Double-Blind Peer Review: The students next
review reports from other students in a doubleblind format. The class works together to develop
criteria, which may be supplemented by the teacher
in the form of guide sheets or critique sheets. The
goal is to generate high-quality feedback and to
help students understand how the process works
in the disciplines.
Revision of the Report: Following the peer
review, students have the opportunity to revise
and refine their reports.
Explicit and Reflective Discussion: The class
then engages in an explicit and reflective discussion about the inquiry process and the causal
mechanisms underlying the phenomena under
investigation.
Sampson and colleagues have developed
several tools that can be used to help scaffold
students as they work through each step of the ADI
approach. For example, they have developed an
“investigation proposal” that teachers can use to
help students design better investigations during
the process. Similarly, they have developed multiple peer review guides with varying degrees of
scaffolding that teachers can provide for students
to use during the peer-review process depending on the needs of their students. Sampson and
colleagues have also developed some simpler
approaches that have components of ADI but
are not a full ADI, to provide a progression that
can ultimately support students engaging in the
full ADI process. For example, if teachers do not
want to have students design an investigation and
collect data but still want to do the argumentation
sessions, Sampson and colleagues have an approach called “generate-an-argument” (Sampson
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& Grooms, 2010; Sampson & Gerbino, 2010).
Similarly, if teachers want students to collect data
and to do the whiteboards, but do not want students
to write reports or go through the peer-review
process, they can do the “evaluate-alternatives”
approach (Sampson & Gerbino, 2010; Sampson
& Grooms, 2009).
Thus, the ADI approach to lab instruction
“fosters scientific literacy and allows students to
develop scientific habits of mind, provide evidence for explanations, and think critically about
suggested alternatives” (Sampson, Grooms, &
Walker, 2009). Teachers can use the ADI instructional approach as a way to transform traditional
computational models and hands-on experiences
(where students typically follow a set procedure
and answer relatively rote “analysis” questions)
into powerful inquiry activities integrating inquiry
with models and argumentation in a manner paralleling the actual inquiry processes within the
scientific disciplines themselves. As Sampson
and colleagues explain, this approach thus has
“great potential and should enable more students
to develop a sophisticated understanding of both
the concepts under study and the process through
which scientific knowledge is developed, evaluated, and refined” (Sampson & Gleim, 2009).

INTEGRATING ARGUMENTATION
AND MODELING
The previous section outlines an excellent approach for authentically incorporating argumentation and inquiry with hands-on labs, which in
turn can be easily extended to the use of pre-built
computational models. In what follows, we present
an approach for moving beyond pre-existing models to instead engage students in argumentation
and inquiry that focuses on modeling itself. More
specifically, how might we structure and scaffold
students’ modeling activities in terms of argumentation in a manner that parallels the authentic
practices of the scientific disciplines? As discussed

in the overview of this chapter, argumentation and
modeling are the core practices at the heart of the
scientific enterprise. Developing an approach for
meaningfully integrating them would represent an
authentic experience for students integrating the
processes and products of science.
Hestenes (1993) argued that there are three
kinds of epistemic modeling games 1in which
scientists usually engage: model building, model
ramification, and model deployment. In the first
type, “modeling building,” the objective is to
build a model to meet given specifications. These
specifications are often derived from empirical
data of observations. The second type, “ramification,” involves analyzing the properties (that is, the
ramifications) of complex systems, i.e., systems
that involve interactions between multiple factors or variables. The third type, “deployment,”
involves the matching of models to empirical
phenomena and data. In what follows, we present a general outline of how argumentation can
be integrated to support such modeling in the
context of computational models. Specifically, we
outline an approach for the productive integration
of argumentation and modeling through which
students can engage in all three epistemic types
of modeling.
Many model-based or modeling-based curricula typically engage in only one of these types of
modeling. For example, a common use of computer
models in science curricula occurs in the form
of using pre-built simulations as demonstrative
lecture aids that allow students to interact with
simulations, primarily through controlled experimentation (variable manipulation) that helps
them understand relevant aspects of the lecture.
Another common form of classroom use involves
students conducting guided inquiry using prebuilt
models through cycles of predict-observe-explain
(Sengupta & Wilensky, 2009). In these learning
activities, students primarily engage in modeldeployment. In other words, students are provided
with the model with mathematical relationships
specified by the designer, and students discover
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these relationships through conducting experimentation activities based on the control of variables.
Curricula that involve students developing their
own computational models are significantly more
challenging to implement, and often require extensive modeling expertise on the part of the teacher,
as well as extensive one-on-one scaffolding that is
often beyond the scope of usual K-12 classroom
instruction. For example, Harel and Papert (1991)
reported a study in which students constructed
Logo models of fractions over an extended period
of five months, during which they received support from experienced peers such as MIT graduate
students. Sherin et al. (1992) reported a study in
which students engaged in learning Newtonian
mechanics by constructing Logo programs in
the Boxer programming environment (diSessa &
Abelson, 1986), but that course involved 5 weeks
of programming instruction followed by 10 weeks
of physics instruction. This second course was
taught by expert programmers and teachers with
extensive experience using and teaching with
Logo. In such curricula, students do indeed engage
in model construction and model deployment,
and possibly even model ramification, but such
curricula are challenging to implement in K-12
settings. This is due to the demands on teacher
preparation (i.e., teachers need to be domain experts as well as programming experts), and due to
the challenges of integrating programming with
science content, which in turn has implications
for class time (length of the course).
From the perspective of designing a learning
environment, our approach to integrating modeling and argumentation has the following three
objectives. First, the integration of argumentation
into modeling should evolve as progressions in
terms of both modeling and argumentation spread
across multiple investigations in the curriculum.
Second, aligning with constructivist perspectives,
these investigations should build on one another.
Third, integrated learning environments should
support key practices of argumentation (e.g.,
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critique, evaluation, explanations) as well as all
three epistemic forms of modeling outlined by
Hestenes (1993) in terms of building, ramification, and deployment.
Based on our review of the literature, we believe
that such integration requires the development
of a new kind of modeling platform that enables
students to construct models without requiring
programming experience, and provides softwareembedded scaffolds that use argumentation as a
focal activity during the process of modeling.
Over the past year, we have been developing a
software-based learning environment that is freely
available to teachers that supports both modeling
and argumentation in the context of learning science in K-12 classrooms. We describe below the
key design principles guiding the design of the
learning environment.

DESIGN GUIDELINES FOR
INTEGRATING MODELING AND
ARGUMENTATION IN AGENT-BASED
COMPUTATIONAL ENVIRONMENTS
Our work is grounded in a constructivist paradigm
of learning (Smith, diSessa, & Roschelle, 1994).
In this paradigm, new knowledge is constructed
actively by the learners by bootstrapping, rather
than discarding, their prior knowledge. This idea
guided our focus on agent-based modeling. The
term “agent” in the context of an Agent-Based
Model (or ABM) denotes individual computational objects or actors (e.g., cars), which are
controlled by simple rules assigned by the user.
ABMs are particularly suited for representing and
understanding complex aggregate behaviors. It is
the interactions between agents (based on these
rules) that give rise to emergent aggregate-level
behaviors of the model (e.g., formation of a traffic jam as an emergent aggregate outcome). A
traffic jam can be thought of as a result of an
aggregation of interactions between many indi-
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vidual ‘‘agents’’ or cars. At the individual level,
the operating “rules” for each car are simple: each
car accelerates if there is no car right ahead, and
it slows down if it sees another car close ahead
(Wilensky & Resnick, 1999). The pattern that
emerges as an aggregation of many such interactions between individual cars is the traffic jam.
Emergent phenomena are often counter-intuitive
to understand; for example, while individual cars
move forward, the overall jam propagates in the
backward direction (Resnick, 1994).
When students work with ABMs, they use their
intuitive knowledge at the agent level as they are
asked to manipulate and reason about the behaviors of individual agents. Then, by visualizing
and analyzing the aggregate-level behaviors that
are dynamically displayed in ABM simulations
that involve interactions between multiple agents,
students can develop multi-level explanations by
connecting their relevant agent-level intuitions
with the emergent phenomena (Resnick, 1994;
Wilensky & Resnick, 1999; Klopfer, Yoon, &
Um, 2005; Sengupta & Wilensky, 2011; Blikstein
& Wilensky, 2009). The scholars cited above
have argued that in most science classrooms,
aggregate-level formalisms are typically used to
teach scientific concepts and phenomena, such
as using the Lotka-Volterra differential equation
to explain how populations of different species
in a predator-prey ecosystem change over time
(Wilensky & Reisman, 2006). While mathematically correct, these formalisms do not immediately
make explicit the underlying agent-level attributes
and interactions of the system, and, as such, remain inaccessible for most students. In contrast,
agent-based reasoning (i.e., reasoning about the
attributes and behaviors of the individual agents)
has been claimed to be more accessible and to
provide a bridge to aggregate reasoning (Levy &
Wilensky, 2008). These claims are substantiated
by experiments showing that when complex phenomena traditionally taught in high school (e.g.,
microscopic processes of electrical conduction)
are represented in the form of multi-agent based

models, much younger students (e.g., 4th and
5th graders) can access and understand those
phenomena (Sengupta & Wilensky, 2011; Dickes
& Sengupta, 2011).

Designing Modeling Primitives
and Other Scaffolds to Support
Model Development
Our goal is to engage students in learning through
developing a computational model. This necessitates some form of programming (i.e., students
specifying computational variables and their
relationships). However, rather than introducing
students to domain-general concepts in programming, our goal is to introduce them to domainspecific computational primitives for modeling
particular phenomena. Over the past year, we
have been developing ViMAP-Arg, an agent-based
computational modeling environment to support
the integration of computational modeling and
argumentation, based on the ViMAP architecture
(Sengupta, 2011; Sengupta & Wright, 2010). The
ontology of primitives we have chosen in ViMAPArg is based on node-link representations. Nodes
and links indicate domain-specific conceptual
entities, and students design a model by selecting
nodes and relevant links between them (see Figure
1). For example, the upper portion of Figure 1a
shows a list of the nodes through which students
can control the behavior of an ABM simulation of
a wolf-sheep predation ecosystem (bottom portion
of Figure 1a). These nodes represent the different
types of agents in the system (e.g., wolf, sheep,
and grass) and the actions pertaining to each type
of agents (e.g., move, multiply, need-food). The
key interactions between agents (e.g., eating) are
specified through links that appear as options
only when a student clicks on relevant nodes
(e.g., wolf, sheep, or grass). Once the student
selects two nodes, (e.g., wolf and multiply), the
students can also specify the quantitative level of
the interaction by choosing between options (e.g.,
“eats a lot” versus “eats a little”) (see Figure 1b).
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Figure1. Stages in creating a model using ViMAP-ARG

Figure 1c shows a screenshot of a sample model
developed by selecting nodes and links that specify
all the relevant actions and interactions between
the different types of agents in the simulation.
Because modeling is an iterative process, students can run the model during any stage of the
model construction phase to test how components
of their model affect the overall behavior of the
simulation. Note that nodes and links represent
agent-level behaviors and interactions between
agents. Students can also visualize aggregate-level
effects of these agent-level interactions in the form
of graphs (e.g., graphs showing populations of
different species over time).

Designing Software Supports to
Leverage Argumentation in Order
to Support Model Development,
Ramification, and Deployment
In order to engage students in model ramification and deployment, students are also provided
with multiple simulations displayed side-by-side
in the learning environment (see Figure 2). The
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scaffolding here is provided in terms of the different levels of control that the student has over
the models underlying each of these simulations.
Besides the students’ own model, which they construct from scratch, the other two models include
a target “world”2 simulation and a partially built
faulty model. The target “world” simulation that
the students are working to model provides target
outcomes for the students’ own models. The faulty
or partially correct simulation is pre-built by the
teacher or curriculum authors in order to create
cognitive conflict in the students’ minds about
important contextually relevant variables. The
model (i.e., the node-link relationships) underlying the world simulation is completely hidden
from the students, while the model underlying the
faulty simulation can be modified by the students.
In terms of the models they develop, students
begin with a template of a simple model in their
modeling environment that is largely functional
but has one or two nodes or parameters that need to
be adjusted or changed to make the model reflect
the target “world” data more closely. This might
be framed for the students as a proposed model
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Figure 2. Screenshot of the user interface of ViMAP-ARG

that needs to be critiqued and refined. As students
progress in their modeling sophistication, the
students can work to modify more sophisticated
template models involving more parameters and
nodes, and can also begin to develop new models
using the same environment without the template
of an initial model. Subsequent target data sets
and representations involve increasing numbers of
agents and explore elaborations on the preceding
target models. The sequence of models therefore
allows students to systematically explore the
underlying science phenomena in a systematic
sequence.
Providing students with multiple simulations
can facilitate the data collection and analysis
process by allowing students to simultaneously
compare the target world data with output data
from two versions of their own models. Students
can then simultaneously compare the similarities
and differences between the target world data in
the world simulation and the two versions of the
simulations over which they have control of the
underlying models. In doing so, students engage in
model deployment by scientifically assessing the
aggregate-level effects of their model through conducting experiments. This comparison between
the multiple simulations makes this a meaningful

endeavor for the students. Students also engage
in model ramification, as they explore how different assumptions and specification about the
behavior of agents impact the overall aggregatelevel outcomes.
A highly scaffolded version of this phase could
then ask students to collect data in two variants of
the constructed model and identify the salient data
as evidence in a comparison about the validity of
their claims. This would facilitate the students’
ability to connect differences in the data outputs
with structural differences within their own models. This approach thus supports “debugging,”
which is a core epistemic and presentational practice central to model development that involves
identification of bugs (i.e., dissonances between
the intended behavior of the model and the actual
behavior of the model). However, in this context,
the process of debugging indicates refining of
models in a data and theory driven manner that
supports practices central to argumentation, as
opposed to a less productive process of model
refinement through random trial and error.
Over the course of a given modeling project
and also across the span of projects across the
curriculum, the specific prompts for specific
comparisons would fade or be reduced as students
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begin to understand the role and process of critique,
allowing the students to take more responsibility
for determining which aspects of the models are
salient to compare, what data would support such
a comparison, and what might constitute random
sampling variation versus fundamental differences
in both the target and student models.

A CLOSER LOOK AT THE
DISCURSIVE PRACTICES
RELATED TO ARGUMENTATION
IN THE INTEGRATED
MODELING ENVIRONMENTS
In this section, we take a closer look at how
discursive practices related to argumentation are
supported in the integrated learning environment
shown in Figure 2. We focus on three central
practices: critique, explanation, and argumentation. We discuss how each of these practices can
be supported in our learning environment, how
these practices help develop students’ multilevel understandings of the target phenomena,
and what a sample progression of the activities
might look like.

Critique
In terms of argumentation, our proposed approach
focuses on critique, explanation, and argumentation regarding the fit between the student’s model
and the target “world” data in Figure 2, or similar
comparisons using other modeling tools. Each
cycle of modeling begins with the student critiquing the fit between the current version of the student
model and the target world data in terms of both
aggregate behaviors and agent level behaviors.
Aggregate behaviors involve the overall populations of each agent in the models as recorded in
graphs created when running the student model
or as provided in the target world data sets and
representations. Examples in an ecology model
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would include the average population levels of
each agent, patterns of change of the populations
compared to one another (e.g., the squirrel population starts lower than the rabbit population but
ends up higher), and the overall shapes of each
population graph (e.g., discussing the amplitude
and frequency of the population sine curves in a
predator-prey interaction). Critique of aggregate
behaviors involves comparing the graphs created
when running the student model and the target
world data and critiquing how closely the two sets
of graphs match one another. Because agent-based
models inherently incorporate variability from
run to run, this activity includes a high level of
authenticity because students need to run each
model multiple times to determine which differences are likely due to sampling variation, and
which differences might represent fundamental
differences in the structures of the underlying
models. It is also authentic in terms of students
needing to determine which differences might
be more or less salient for the phenomena under
investigation.
Agent level behaviors involve the characteristics and behaviors of individual agent types in
the model. Examples in an ecology model might
include how fast an agent of a given type moves,
what it eats, whether it reproduces, how much
energy it needs, and whether and how it changes
its behavior depending on the proximity of other
agents. In some ways, one might think about the
difference between aggregate behaviors and agent
level behaviors as paralleling the ideas of “intrinsic” and “extrinsic” properties from chemistry,
with aggregate behaviors being extrinsic in the
sense that they are a population function of how
many agents are involved at any given moment and
the properties emerging from groups of agents,
while agent level behaviors are “intrinsic” in the
sense that they are the behaviors of individual
agents. Comparing agent behaviors could involve
tracking and watching individual agents in each
model and comparing how they act and interact
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with the other agents in the model. Comparing
agent behaviors might also involve tracking graphical output of mean behaviors or histograms of
behaviors for individual agent behaviors (e.g., the
speed of an agent type or the rate of reproduction
for an agent type in an ecology model). As with
the critique of aggregate behaviors, this involves
a high degree of authenticity in the sense that
students need to account for sampling variation
as well as make decisions about what types of
agent behaviors would be salient to track in terms
of the phenomena under investigation. Thus, this
is not a cookie-cutter activity, but one in which
students need to think deeply about their goals,
the processes of measurement and sampling, and
the underlying phenomena.
While all modeling activities implicitly involve
critique, traditional modeling activities often do
not explicitly articulate this critique process or
provide explicit scaffolds to support students
engaging in the critique. Our approach proposes
that students should have an explicit critique phase
prior to each successive iteration in their model
construction and revision. In terms of progressions across the curriculum and within a modeling project, students should initially be provided
with specific prompts for the aspects of aggregate
and agent level outputs they should compare, and
directions as to how they should do so. Students
should be prompted to explicitly address each of
these comparisons through written description
or other interfaces. Simply including fields in an
electronic word processing document or paper
handout can be sufficient. More sophisticated
computer-based interfaces integrated into a modeling environment, however, could provide more
flexible approaches. In an integrated computerbased modeling environment, for example, this
could involve specifying the degree of matching
point-by-point. A computer-based integrated
environment could provide feedback regarding
the critique point-by-point and support students
in adjusting their critique in terms of any of those
points.

Explanation
If discontinuities between the target world data
and the student’s model are identified through the
critique phase, the student should then be scaffolded in creating an explanation/claim about the
source/mechanism in the constructed model that
leads to the discontinuity. This is essentially the
creation of a claim about the underlying causal
mechanism that simultaneously identifies and
proposes corrective action. As with critique,
traditional modeling activities implicitly include
explanation of the sources of difference between
the target world data and the student’s model,
but students in traditional modeling activities
are also free to attempt random trial and error in
revising the underlying structure of their model
rather than investigating reasoned explanations
for observed differences. Students should also be
scaffolded in thinking about the implications of
their proposed structural explanation in terms of
whether the proposed changes fit all aspects of
the world data and how the proposed change in
the model might change what we think about the
phenomena under investigation. For example, a
student might conceivably improve fit between
world data population graphs and the student’s
model by allowing deer to “fly” in the model,
but that student should be encouraged to consider
whether or not that fits with what else is known
about deer. Thus, students should be encouraged
to consider explanations in terms of causal mechanisms that increase model fit with all aspects of
the world data, rather than treating the modeling
process solely as a programming challenge.

Argumentation
After creating an explanation about the source of
differences between the agent and aggregate level
outputs in terms of changes that need to be made
to the student’s model, the student should then be
scaffolded in identifying and collecting further
evidence for and against the proposed causal
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mechanism. This can include evidence collected
during the Critique phase or during subsequent
experimentation. Of specific importance, the
teacher and the scaffolding should help students
search for evidence that might contradict their
claims, as well as evidence that might supports
their claims, because research has shown that
students initially tend to focus only on evidence
that supports their claims and ignore evidence that
contradicts their claims in a manner very similar to
the ways in which scientists have historically dealt
with anomalous data (Chinn & Brewer, 1993).
As with the Critique and Explanation phases,
this scaffolding might simply comprise explicit
prompts in a paper handout or electronic word
processing document that provide instructions
and fields for students to complete at the beginning of each successive iteration of their models,
or these scaffolds might be integrated into the
modeling environments themselves. Electronic
word processing documents can be superior to
paper handouts because they can allow students
to “copy” aggregate and agent level output graphs
and then “paste” them into the document. Students
can then mark and annotate the graphs in their
document to illustrate the specific comparisons
or data points of interest. Paper handouts rely on
students to draw and describe their data, which can
focus students more explicitly on salient points,
but can also become cumbersome. Ultimately,
however, either approach can prove productive.
In modeling environments developed specifically to support this process, more flexible
approaches for students to identify data might include the ability for students to “click” on specific
points in the target world data and the data from
their own models. A sophisticated environment
might then provide feedback about how well the
highlighted data supports the claim that has been
made and prompt further reflection. Similarly, a
sophisticated environment might allow students
to create playable “movie” clips tracking the behaviors of individual agents in the model world
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to support claims about the agent characteristics
in the model in comparison to the target world
data (which might also include feedback from
the environment about the fit between the data
and claims).
A very important component of this phase involves engaging the student not only in identifying
evidence that supports and conflicts with a claim
but also in providing reasoning for why that data
represents valid evidence regarding that claim.

Progressions
Many aspects of suggested progressions are discussed in the critique, explanation, and argumentation sections above in terms of progressions within
a given modeling project as well as over time in
successive modeling projects within the curriculum. Essentially, students will initially require a
great deal of explicit scaffolding and support for
each of the three phases. Furthermore, projects
early in the curriculum might only include the
critique phase, then gradually add the explanation
and argumentation phases in later projects in the
curriculum. Each phase should include explicit
and detailed scaffolding when first introduced to
make the underlying processes, goals, and criteria
explicit. Discussions between the students and
teacher should also make these processes, goals,
and criteria explicit.
Scaffolding should subsequently be faded
and reduced over time as students became more
proficient. This reduction and fading is critical.
The purpose of these scaffolds is not simply to
help students explore the underlying science
phenomena through inquiry-based modeling but
also to support students in developing proficiency
and habits of mind for engaging in authentic inquiry. As outlined earlier in this chapter, students
should engage in inquiry that integrates products
and processes of science. The explicitness and
specificity of the scaffolding should be reduced
in terms of the prompts and directions provided
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to the students. The goal in instruction involves
fading aspects of the direct scaffolding/prompting
within phases and actually gradually removing the
phases themselves.
In terms of larger progressions within modeling projects, the arguments developed in the
argumentation phase might then be plugged into
the argumentation sessions and potentially even
the blind peer review components of the ADI
model. This would allow students to understand
the role of argumentation within the scientific
community as well as provide excellent feedback
and practice highlighting the core ideas of modeling and argumentation, including the opportunity
to develop shared understanding and criteria as a
community for engaging in inquiry.

SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION
Science educators and historians of science have
shown that scientific practices like argumentation
and modeling develop only over the long term,
both historically within the sciences and individually within the lifetime of individuals (Lehrer &
Schauble, 2010). Early in this chapter, we claimed
that students should understand three core ideas.
First, modeling is the central enterprise, purpose,
and goal of science. Second, argumentation is the
practice that allows scientists to determine the fit
of their models with the world. Third, communities of scientists evaluate models, methods, and
evidence through argumentation using shared
criteria and analytical approaches developed and
agreed upon by the community. To address these
goals, this chapter has outlined both the ADI approach developed by Sampson and colleagues for
integrating argumentation with pre-built models
(Sampson & Gleim, 2009; Sampson, Grooms,
& Walker, 2009) and our proposed approach for
integrating argumentation with modeling in agentbased computational environments.
From the perspective of the first goal of helping
students develop a modeling-based epistemol-

ogy of science, we argued that it is important
that students should understand that modeling
is the central enterprise, purpose, and goal of
science, while they are engaged in longer term,
authentic scientific inquiry. Based on Hestenes’
(1993) categorization, our pedagogical approach
involves fostering such an epistemology by engaging students in three kinds of modeling activities,
including model development, model ramification,
and model deployment in a computational learning
environment that integrates modeling and argumentation. We have proposed design guidelines,
as well as presented ViMAP-Arg, a freely available learning environment designed specifically
to support both argumentation and modeling in
the context of leaning about population dynamics
in a predator-prey ecosystem.
In terms of the second goal of helping students
understand that argumentation is the practice
that allows scientists to determine the fit of their
models with the world, we have presented the ADI
approach, based on which teachers can design instruction that will enable students to develop argumentation practices using pre-designed models. In
addition, we have also outlined our own approach
for integration with modeling in terms of how key
discursive practices central to argumentation (such
as critique and explanation) can be integrated with
modeling. We propose that a productive integration of argumentation and modeling can result
in a curriculum in which students can engage in
all of the three kinds of modeling discussed by
Hestenes (1993) in terms of development, ramification, and deployment. This stands in contrast to
many typical modeling curricula in which students
engage in one of these kinds of modeling. A key
feature of our designed learning environment,
ViMAP-Arg, is that students are provided with
multiple simulations of the same phenomena that
are displayed side-by-side. These simulations vary
in terms of degree of accuracy, as well as in terms
of the degree of students’ access to and control
over the underlying mathematical relationships
that govern each simulation. It is through scaf-
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folded learning activities that involve critique and
explanation, based on comparison between the
mathematical behavior of these simulations, that
students engage in all the three kinds of modeling activities. Although we have contextualized
much of our discussion in the particular context
of ViMAP-Arg, we believe that the key design
features we discussed here are generalizable, in
that they can guide the design and development of
computational learning environments to support
the integration of modeling and argumentation in
the context of learning other scientific domains
(such as physics and chemistry).
In terms of the third overarching pedagogical
goal, our proposed approach can be integrated into
an overarching ADI framework to more closely
integrate modeling and argumentation in service
of engaging students as communities of scientists.
In such activities, guided by the ADI approach,
students’ models developed in ViMAP-Arg can be
used so that they can engage in evaluating models,
methods, and evidence through argumentation
using shared criteria and analytical approaches
developed and agreed upon by the community.
While science education has historically attempted “to cultivate students’ scientific habits
of mind, develop their capability to engage in
scientific inquiry, and teach them how to reason in a scientific context” (NRC, 2011), these
three foci have traditionally often been treated
separately (Driver, Leach, Miller, & Scott, 1996;
Lemke, 1990). There is now growing agreement
that students need to understand science and the
processes of science as functions of argumentation
and modeling (Duschl, 2008; Kelly, 2008; Lehrer
& Schauble, 2006). The framework for the new
science standards in the United States therefore
“stresses the importance of developing students’
knowledge of how science and engineering
achieve their ends while also strengthening their
competency with related practices” (NRC, 2011,
p. 3.1). Toward this end, this chapter has outlined
how approaches for integrating argumentation
and modeling can productively engage students
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in inquiry-based activities that support learning
of complex scientific concepts as well as the core
argumentation and modeling practices that are at
the heart of scientific inquiry.
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ENDNOTES
1

2

We will interchangeably use the terms activity and game in this chapter.
Our use of the term “world” here is different
than the usual use of the term in the literature on computational microworlds, where
a microworld usually indicates a simulation
(e.g., Resnick, 1994). Technically, ViMAPArg is a collection of three microworlds (or
simulations). However, in our usage, “world”
simulation indicates a target set of behaviors
that are canonically correct and expert-like,
and can act as a scaffold for modeling activities.

This work was previously published in “Approaches and Strategies in Next Generation Science Learning” edited by Myint
Swe Khine and Issa M. Saleh, pages 85-105, copyright 2013 by Information Science Reference (an imprint of IGI Global).
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ABSTRACT
This chapter surveys recent and continuing trends in software tools for preparation of open courseware, in
particular audiovisual lecture materials, documentaries and tutorials, and derivative materials. It begins
by presenting a catalog of tools ranging from open source wikis and custom content management systems to
desktop video production. Next, it reviews techniques for preparation of lecture materials consisting of five
specific learning technologies: animation of concepts and problem solutions; explanation of code; video
walkthroughs of system documentation; software demonstrations; and creation of materials for instructor
preparation and technology transfer. Accompanying the description of each technology and the review of
its state of practice is a discussion of the goals and assessment criteria for deployed courseware that uses
those tools and techniques. Holistic uses of these technologies are then analyzed via case studies in three
domains: artificial intelligence, computer graphics, and enterprise information systems. An exploration
of technology transfer to college and university-level instructors in the information sciences then follows.
Finally, effective practices for encouraging adoption and dissemination of lecture materials are then surveyed,
starting with comprehensive, well-established open courseware projects that adapt pre-existing content and
continuing through recent large-scale online courses aimed at audiences of tens to hundreds of thousands.

1. TRENDS IN OPEN COURSEWARE
FOR INFORMATION SCIENCES
1.1 Tools
This section provides a brief history of open
educational resources (OER) for the information
sciences, followed by a taxonomic survey of OER
development tools.

1.1.1 Brief History
Open educational resources (OER) for the information sciences date back to the early decades of the
field, beginning with the development of PLATO
(Programmed Logic for Automated Teaching Operations), the first computer-assisted instruction
(CAI) system, at the University of Illinois. (Van
Meer, 2003; PLATO History Foundation, 2011)
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The first version of PLATO, implemented on
the ILLIAC I circa 1960, included what is now
termed lessonware and was funded jointly by the
U.S. Army, Navy, and Air Force. Meanwhile,
by the late 1960s, video lecture consortia such
as the Stanford Honors Co-op were delivering
proprietary closed-circuit television content to
corporate sponsors (House & Price, 2009). The
1970s brought a wave of intelligent tutoring systems (Carbonell, 1970; Sleeman & Brown, 1982;
Iiyoshi & Kumar, 2008). By the 1980s, cableaccess distance learning and extension courseware
had begun to be distributed using precursors of
open source licenses, culminating in the founding
of the Free Software Foundation in 1985 and the
first releases of the Berkeley Standard Distribution (BSD) License (1988), GNU General Public
License (1989), Open Content License (1998),
and Creative Commons License (2001). (Free
Software Foundation, 2012) Abelson, a founder
of the Massachusetts Institute of Technology
OpenCourseWare (MIT OCW) initiative (Abelson, The Creation of OpenCourseWare at MIT,
2007; Attwood, 2009) and founding member of
Creative Commons (Creative Commons Corporation, 2011), had been distributing Structure and
Interpretation of Computer Programs, a leading
introductory textbook in computer science, online.
With the advent of MIT OCW, video lectures
prepared for the MIT/Hewlett-Packard consortium
(House & Price, 2009) as early as 1986 were made
available (Abelson, 2005).

1.1.2 Technologies for Producing
Open Source Software
When discussing “open source tools,” professionals and students in science, technology, engineering, and mathematics (STEM) fields often refer
only to open source software (DiBona, Ockman,
& Stone, 1999; Raymond, 1999; Open Source
Initiative, 2006)1 rather than the more general
concept of open content (Wiley, 2011) as coined
by David Wiley in 1998 (Wikipedia, 2012). The

means of production are diverse for both forms of
creative work, with free redistribution and access
being the unifying characteristic. For open source
software, however, the chief production technologies are software engineering tools: integrated
development environments; content management
systems; and version control systems, also known
as “source code control systems.”
Integrated development environments (IDEs)
are suites of development applications consisting
of source code editors, compilers (and/or interpreters), and build/execution controls, plus optional
components such as build utilities, interfaces to
version control systems, visual code layout and
refactoring tools, and interactive code inspection
and debugging tools. (D’Anjou, Fairbrother, Kehn,
Kellerman, & McCarthy, 2005; Nourie, 2005)
They range from the proprietary (e.g., Microsoft
Visual Studio and Apple Xcode) to open source
(e.g., Eclipse and Oracle NetBeans). The range of
available IDEs depends foremost on the programming languages to be supported and secondarily
on the development platform, comprising the
computer architecture, operating system, and compilers or interpreters. For ease of use, efficiency,
and portability, many open source developers use
simple editors, version control, and compilation
tools to augment or replace full-featured IDE s
when their full power is not required.
A content management system (CMS) is a collection of procedures (implemented manually or
computationally) for organizing and carrying out
work flow in a collaborative environment. (Depow,
2003; Mauthe & Thomas, 2004) Specific CMSes
may be implemented as web services or using
other software as a service (SaaS) architectures,
or as standalone applications such as most wikis.
Both types of CMSes occur in both proprietary
and open source varieties. Schaffert et al. (2006)
describe semantic wikis, which capture information on the deep relational structure between pages
and provide this information to agents and services
beyond mere linking. These are referred to as semantic wikis, after the Semantic Web, or Web 3.0.
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Moreover, both enterprise and public wikis may
be used for distance learning and distribution of
lecture materials, but in academic institutions and
consortia, enterprise wikis are the more common
type. The most popular enterprise wikis are the
Wikimedia Foundation’s MediaWiki, Tiki Wiki
CMS Groupware, and TWiki. (Wikipedia, 2012)
A version control system, also called a source
code control system or revision control system,
is a specific type of software configuration
management system designed for the curation
and archival of collaboratively created content,
including but not limited to program source code.
The dominant version control systems in use at
present are the client-server systems Subversion
(SVN), Concurrent Version Systems (CVS), and
Git. Because of their predominance within the open
source community, and the existence of popular
hosting services such as GitHub, which supports
Git, and SourceForge, which supports a number
of collaborative version control systems, SVN,
CVS, and Git have retained their preeminence in
social development contexts such as authoring of
open source software and open content.

1.1.3 Current and Emerging
Technologies for Producing
Other Open Content
Other forms of open content (Wiley, 2011) have
included databases and data acquisition resources
such as the OpenMind Initiative (Stork, 1999;
Singh, et al., 2002; Chklovski & Gil, 2005), a
collaborative framework for producing large data
sets, domain knowledge bases, and ontologies for
commonsense reasoning and machine learning.
Open courseware itself is an instance of open
content, often excerpted and reused with “some
rights reserved” as per the Creative Commons
License (Creative Commons Corporation, 2011).
Current software tools for preparation of open
courseware, especially audiovisual lecture materials, documentaries and tutorials, and derivative
materials, focus on production of notes, slides,
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audio (traditional “podcasting”), and videos (including “webcasting”). Numerous office suites
providing functionality similar to Microsoft Office
are distributed under purportedly free software
licenses. The best-known and most popular of
these at present is Apache OpenOffice (Apache
Software Foundation, 2011), originally released by
Sun Microsystems and briefly by Oracle Corporation. (Wikipedia, 2012) Most office suites provide
native file formats for lecture slides with animations and for non-interactive reading material,
and support exporting of content to static formats
such as text and PDF. True open source packages
for video production include Blender (Blender
Foundation, 2012) and VirtualDub (Lee, 2012),
whereas some proprietary software is freeware
or shareware when used under a noncommercial
license. Fraps (Beepa, 2012), a popular video
capture utility used to make recordings of software
demonstrations and machinima-based animations
(Lowood & Nitsche, 2011), is one such example.

1.2 Computing and Information
Science Disciplines
The list of content production tools given in the
previous section is representative rather than
comprehensive, but it covers a majority of basic
content types by category and format. To understand the potential impact of these tools when
used in tandem, a brief review of the state of the
field in computing and information sciences is
provided here.
Computing science incorporates theoretical
computer science and its applications to STEM
disciplines, comprising the field generally known
as “computational science” or scientific computing, whose branches include industrial applications
(technical computing), analysis of data (statistical computing), applied numerical analysis, etc.
Meanwhile, the very broad interdisciplinary field
of information science overlaps with computer
science, but also includes aspects of the theory and
practice of information processing, management,
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and retrieval that that are not purely computational,
as they incorporate aspects of mathematics, cognitive science, linguistics, library science, and social
sciences. Subsuming computational science and
engineering and information sciences is the even
broader academic field of informatics – a term for
the “[study of the] structure, algorithms, behavior,
and interactions of natural and artificial systems
that store, process, access and communicate
information.” (Wikipedia, 2012) This definition
underscores a subtle but important distinction:
the systems need not be computational, so that
informatics is generally distinct from computer
science and information technology.
Educational issues often reported among in
the above fields include low comprehension and
retention rates among undergraduate students.
Loidl, Mühlbacher, and Schauer (2005) and Stephenson, Gal-Ezer, Haberman, and Verno (2005)
discuss prominent unmet needs in the pedagogy of
informatics and computer science, and put forth
the hypothesis that student performance below
expectations across information science curricula
are due to a lack of comprehensible preparatory
material at the high school and early university
level. desJardins and Littman (2010) documented
a materials-oriented remediation plan for issues
identified by instructors and students, along with
data demonstrating positive student outcomes.
These materials have been made publicly available (Littman, 2007; Rutgers University, 2012)
and provide several of the motivating examples
of production, evaluation, and dissemination
techniques in Section 3 of this article.

2. TRADEOFFS
Both open source tools for content production,
and open content itself, represent tradeoffs when
compared to closed source analogues. Advocates
of open content and open source software cite
lower cost, accessibility, and community quality
assurance while advocates of commercial and other

proprietary tools cite provider services, functional
features, and ease of adoption, maintenance, and
support. Understanding this tradeoff presents
a challenging economics problem because of
fundamental differences in the means of production, motivating rewards for labor, and underlying
forms of capital involved. (Lerner & Tirole, 2002;
Lerner & Tirole, 2004) This is especially true in
domains such as computer graphics, where content
and content development tools are conflated due
to both of them being used directly by instructors
and students.
As part of a 2007 interview of CEO Dean
Drako of Barracuda Networks2, CNet columnist
Matt Asay reported on a survey conducted by
Barracuda of 228 of their enterprise customers
who were asked to list one or more advantages of
commercial software versus open source software.
(Asay, 2007)

2.1 Claimed Advantages
for Commercial-off-theShelf (COTS) Tools
The top three specific advantages of commercial
software over open source software cited by Barracuda Networks customers were: vendor professional services (cited by 65%), ease of adoption
(47%), and automated updates (41%). These were
followed by six additional specific advantages,
for a total of nine: reduced IT support (35%), best
product functionality (28%), security (23%), code
quality (17%), intellectual property protection
(7%), and price (3%). (Asay, 2007)
Comparative benefits of commercial software
cited (as disadvantages of open source software)
in an article first compiled in 2004 by the Canadian Internet Policy and Public Interest Clinic
(CIPPIC) were: “liability for intellectual property
infringement,” a “guarantee of quality or fitness,”
and “licensing” issues. (Kerr & Bornfreund, 2007)
While liability, accountability, and warranties
of quality or fitness are cited as advantages by
COTS proponents, some open source consultants
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and vendors such as GBDirect, Ltd. have noted
that both proprietary and open source licenses
“typically disclaim all liabilities and warranties,
including such basic warranties as merchantability
and fitness for purpose.” (GBDirect, 2004) 17% of
customers surveyed by Barracuda cited “quality”
as one of nine specific COTS advantages, though
this survey did not list “warranty” as a separate
response. (Asay, 2007)

2.2 Claimed Advantages
for Open Source Tools
According to the 2007 Barracuda customer survey
discussed above, the top three specific advantages
of open source software over commercial software were price (cited by 80%), access to source
code (57%), and community code review (41%).
These were followed by six additional specific
advantages, for a total of nine: bug fix turnaround
(18%), security (15%), code quality (15%), best
product functionality (15%), ease of adoption
(10%), and intellectual property protection (5%).
(Asay, 2007) Of these desiderata, the last four were
also cited as advantages of commercial software
in the same survey, with commercial software
receiving a higher percentage of citation in these
categories: 17% vs. 15% for code quality; 28% vs.
15% for best product functionality; 47% vs. 10%
for ease of adoption; and 7% vs. 5% for intellectual
property protection. These responses were from
the same pool of customers, who were asked to
list advantages of commercial software over open
source software and vice versa.
Kerr and Bornfreund (2007) cite “four inherent advantages [of open source software] over
proprietary software”:
1.
2.
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Lower cost;
Access to source code, allowing the user
community to “detect and fix programming
bugs” and providing for greater customizability and freedom in scheduling updates;

3.
4.

Security through transparency; and
Reduced vendor “lock in.”

Similarly, 435 respondents to the 2009 Future
of Open Source survey at the InfoWorld Open
Source Business Conference gave the “top four factors that make open source software attractive” as:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Lower cost;
Security,
No vendor “lock in,” and
Better quality. (Guseva, 2009)

In an earlier survey of firms, Dedrick and West
(2003) reported lower cost, third-party expertise
availability, risk tolerance, and “trial basis” as
adoption factors. Other researchers have elaborated
on the nature of “free” user-to-user assistance as
a part of the open source model, a consideration
that is often relevant to educators seeking accessible resources. (Bonaccorsi & Rossi Lamastra,
2003; Lakhani & Hippel, 2003; Singh, Twidale,
& Rathi, 2006)
Open source developers have long cited rationales for open source as a business model,
especially lower production costs amortized over
individuals, large user communities, and reliability
through transparency. (DiBona, Ockman, & Stone,
1999; Hars & Ou, 2001; Krishnamurthy, 2002;
Carmichael & Honour, 2002; O’Hara & Kay, 2003;
Ye & Kishida, 2003; Downes, 2007) von Krogh and
Spaeth (2007) note that significant consequences
of these properties are that they result in a high
influx of developers, perceived market tension
with proprietary software publishers, and a paradigm shift in perceptions of intellectual property,
as also noted by Fitzgerald (2006).
The causal attribution of specific problems experienced by users of open source tools, whether to
instability, a dearth of documentation, production
quality, software maintenance, or deficiencies in
content, is difficult to further attribute to economic
factors of production. These include labor, materi-
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als, means, and various forms of organizational,
intellectual, and social capital that are technically complex. At present, they are infeasible to
quantify because of a lack of controls or baselines
for comparing the production platforms of free
software versus commercial software.

3. TECHNIQUES FOR LECTURE
MATERIAL PREPARATION
Next, the article continues with a review of
techniques for preparation of lecture materials
consisting of five specific learning technologies:
animation of concepts and problem solutions; explanation of code; video walkthroughs of system
documentation; software demonstrations; and
creation of materials for instructor preparation
and technology transfer. These technologies are
presented first in terms of a motivating pedagogical principle and then in terms of means, choices,
and costs associated with their implementation.
Accompanying the description of each technology
and the review of its state of practice is a discussion
of the goals and assessment criteria for deployed
courseware that uses those tools and techniques.
This technical survey concludes with examples
and recommendations from the relevant literature
on education and outreach.

3.1 Production Techniques
Effective production of open educational content involves materials design, planning and
development of a syllabus that will incorporate
the content, and – due to the open nature of the
content – deliberate planning for reusability by
other instructors and content developers. In this
section, we focus on development of syllabi for
video lectures, along with the requisite preparation of materials.
Interactive materials design consists of mapping from teaching objectives to concrete lesson
plans with corresponding educational media,

including text, audiovisual components, and
software. A fundamental requirement and common first step of materials design is to adapt and
integrate text, some of which may be recaptured
from hard copy and some of which may have
been prepared for electronic distribution (e.g.,
as digital textbooks or documents). Office suites
such as those mentioned in Section 1.1.3 facilitate
repurposing of content (Obrenovic, Starcevic,
& Selic, 2004; Verbert, GaSvevic, Jovanovic, &
Duval, 2005). Content repurposing, the adaptation of existing information from various media
to serve a new use case (Hossain, Rahman, & ElSaddik, 2004; Obrenovic, Starcevic, & Selic, 2004;
Duffy, 2008), can be achieved through methods
that include format conversion (including screen
captures), embedding of images and video, hypertext linking of documents, and porting of software.
Some user interface and web components are designed for portability and reuse; these components
range from widgets to frameworks and whole
graphical user interfaces (GUIs), particularly in
educational software toolkits. Finally, at the most
basic technical level of reuse is source code, which
may be provided purely for functionality (e.g., as
part of a component library) to support educational
programming, or together with documentation, as
a teaching material in its own right (e.g., example
code to illustrate algorithms).
Video lecture syllabus planning begins with
formulating a lesson plan that incorporates source
material. This provides a key goal of content
repurposing in the materials design phase: to
excerpt or adapt text and multimedia from previously formatted documents: PDF, PowerPoint,
etc. (Poindexter & Heck, 1999) Potential value
added by this step includes retention of formatting (including layout and mathematical typesetting); adaptation to an interactive medium, such
as interactive animation; and subsequent capture
of preprogrammed or planned interactions, such
as software demonstrations and problem solving
traces, on video. (Evans & Fan, 2002; Duffy, 2008)
A large segment of the videos of this nature dis-
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tributed via YouTube are produced using popular
video capture utilities, including the free utility
FRAPS (Beepa, 2011). Finally, the integrated video
lecture must be recorded and produced. Many
educational videos are produced using featureintensive third-party screen recording software
such as Tegrity or Camtasia (Prabaker, Bergman,
& Castelli, 2006; Gaspar & Langevin, 2007).
Finally, planning for reusability involves
several considerations. First, regularly offered
courses typically require a minimum frequency
of turnover in order to maintain the freshness of
the information, and the instructor’s currency and
familiarity with it. This frequency depends upon
the discipline and the specific domain of the course,
and in particular with the speed of new developments. A balance is needed between popularity
of modules and materials across many curricula
and demand for the material within one course.
Second, the time constraints placed on authors of
open courseware and content may necessitate triage: correcting obsolete or erroneous material in
order of priority. This need is further exacerbated
by the challenges inherent in preparing lectures as
long as a class period: producing new versions of
lectures demands recording and post-production
time in addition to the time needed to update
old lectures or correct errata. Third, keeping up
with demand in academia or industry for timely
and popular topics requires some awareness and
responsiveness to student needs. These may be
elicited through informal polling ranging from
impromptu classroom straw polls to nonscientific
open surveys on a course web site, or through
more formal surveys or controlled studies. Fourth,
courses may need to be tailored for different clientele, such as undergraduate and graduate students,
on-campus and distance students, or traditional
students and industry professionals (either group
of which may be enrolled online). Depending on
whom a course is being offered to, demand may
arise for additional material or spin-off material
for a second course. This type of deliberate reuse
carries its own incentives, such as being able to
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create review notes for a prerequisite course, and
its own risks, such as having too much redundancy
or a “one size fits all” type of inflexibility in the
prepared materials. Fifth, a related kind of reuse is
cross-medium: most courses include material from
books, written notes, lecture slides, homework,
exams, recordings, videos, and open content may
span or integrate more than one of these.

3.2 Learning Technologies
Several unifying themes recur across learning
technologies in information technology: problemsolving traces; learning by watching (Kuniyoshi,
Inaba, & Inoue, 1994), apprenticeship learning
(Collins, Brown, & Newman, 1987), and learning
by doing (Shank, Berman, & Macpherson, 1999);
and principled integration and reuse. These are not
necessarily specific to open source tools, but as
the examples given in this section illustrate, they
are quite prevalent among open source technology
for the approaches surveyed.
Delivering this type of visualization as open
content requires preparation of multimedia in
formats that are portable across platforms. Commercial presentation software packages such as
Microsoft PowerPoint provide such functionality,
but to reach the widest audience, many authors
now make extensive use of public video sites,
particularly YouTube. These are frequently accessed by linking offsite (Luo, 2010). Production
of multimedia often involves a combination of
video technologies. The traditional web approach
of linking still accounts for a significant amount
of video content delivery. Embedding of videos
in course wikis, blogs, and other groupware is
becoming prevalent with the advent of Web 2.0
technology, namely, Asynchronous JavaScript and
XML (AJAX), where XML stands for eXtensible
Markup Language. (Lin, Chi, Chang, Cheng, &
Huang, 2007; Duffy, 2008; Luo, 2009) Finally,
digital compositing using video capture (Beepa,
2011) and 3-D computer-generated animation
(CGA) engines such as machinima (Lowood,
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2006) provide three-dimensional multimedia
production technology that is used in both entertainment and education industries. (Chang, Chiu,
& Hung, 2010; Lowood & Nitsche, 2011)

3.2.1 Animation of Concepts
and Problem Solutions
Animating the process of solving problems in
mathematics and programming predates the
earliest online educational resources surveyed in
Section 1.1.1: Tufte (1997) gives many examples
of visual explanations involving paper pop-ups,
three-dimensional mechanical displays, and other
forms of non-electronic (often manually-operated)
displays. With the proliferation of educational
supplements specializing in solved problems, a
niche has formed for computer visualization of
both abstract concepts and problem solutions.
(Tufte, 1990; Tufte, 1997; Tufte, 2006)
Early work on systems for computer-assisted
instruction (CAI) in mathematics and foreign
languages led to the first controlled evaluations
(Suppes & Morningstar, 1969). Simulation-based
educational software systems were identified as
a key trend in CAI by the 1970s, especially in
science, technology, engineering, and mathematics (STEM) disciplines. (Chambers & Sprecher,
1980; Rieber, 1990; Mayer & Anderson, 1992;
Pane, Corbett, & John, 1996) Successes in
computer-based instructional technologies led
to a wide proliferation of CAI applications in
the 1980s. These fell into two main branches:
drill-and-practice systems and tutoring systems.
Kulik and Kulik (1991) identified two other major
categories of computer-based instruction systems
besides CAI: computer-managed instruction3,
including automated grading and critiquing4; and
computer-enriched instruction, comprising some
simulations, data generation, and environments
for exploring and experimenting with software.
By the early 1990s, algorithm visualization
had emerged as its own distinct application area

of CAI (Gloor, 1992; Hundhausen, Douglas, &
Stasko, 2002; Naps, et al., 2002) This led to the
development of recommended practices for interactive visualization that closely mirror and extend
principles of information graphic design (Tufte,
1997). Lester et al. (1997) reported improved problem solving in a tutoring system with an “animated
pedagogical agent” – an effect they attributed to
multimodal information delivery, improvements
in personalization and contextualization of advice,
and improved student motivation due to the use of
an anthropomorphic agent. Additional information design principles of animation in educational
multimedia have also been guided by cognitive
psychology. These include a cognitive design
theory developed by Mayer (1999) for facilitating
problem-solving transfer, wherein experience in
solving one problem generalizes to others. This
theory gave rise to seven principles put forth by
Mayer and Moreno (2002):
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

“Present animation and narration rather than
narration alone” (multimedia)
“Present on-screen text near rather than far
from corresponding animation” (spatial
contiguity)
“Present corresponding animation and narration simultaneously rather than successively”
(temporal contiguity)
“Exclude extraneous words, sounds, and
video” (coherence)
“Present animation and narration rather than animation and onscreen text”
(multimodality)
“Present animation and narration rather than
animation, narration, and on-screen text”
(nonredundancy)
“Present words in conversational rather than
formal style” (personalization)

Plaisant and Schneiderman (2005) provide the
following list of principles for producing recorded
demonstrations in cybereducation:
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1.

“Provide procedural instruction rather than
conceptual information.”
2. “Keep segments short” (15 - 30 seconds).
3. “Ensure that tasks are clear and simple,”
using scripted narration of concrete running
examples.
4. “Coordinate demonstrations with textual
documentation.”
5. “Use spoken narration” (as opposed to textual
explanations), for greater communication
efficiency through multisensory integration.
6. “Be faithful to the actual user interface.”
7. “Use highlighting to guide attention,” combining sound and visual effects for amplified
multisensory effect.
8. “Keep file sizes small” by using on-screen
digital recording, optimized data formats,
codecs, and compression schemes for the
type of multimedia (usually audiovisual)
information being delivered.
9. “Strive for universal usability” by developing demonstrations with high portability
and accessibility, minimal documentation
requirements, and highly intuitive user
interfaces.
10. “Ensure user control” by providing ease of
navigation through the material, such as by
allowing users to resume demonstrations
and skip previously-covered parts.
In recent years, numerous controlled studies
have been conducted on the effectiveness of animation in CAI in various disciplines. While some
have shown that animation of physical and biological processes can improve comprehension of
basic science concepts (Thatcher, 2006), findings
have been inconclusive in many disciplines, such
as medical education (Ruiz, Cook, & Levinson,
2009). Holzinger, Kickmeier-Rust, and Albert
(2008) report similar variability in a survey of
dynamic media for computer science education,
and conclude:
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Dynamic media is only successful in facilitating
learning in comparison to traditional static media
such as texts or images, when they are able to (1)
reduce the cognitive load, which is necessary to
comprehend them, (2) serve to generate mental
models of a concept and, consequently (3), offer
visualizations that correspond to a meaningful
mental model.
Ruiz et al. and Holzinger et al. report that
fielded systems bear out the findings of cognitive psychologists with regards to cognitive load
theory: that dynamic visualizations of complex
processes, both physiological and algorithmic, can
aid in comprehension, but that attentional cueing
is needed to focus the viewer’s attention on one or
a few aspects of the visualized processes (Koning,
Tabbers, Rikers, & Paas, 2007; Hasler, Kersten,
& Sweller, 2007). This bears out earlier research
on mental models, particularly epistemic fidelity,
a measure of goodness of algorithm visualization
that is based on the premise that graphics closely
correspond to the mental model of an algorithm
that a designer forms and uses. (Hundhausen,
Douglas, & Stasko, 2002) Application of these
criteria have led to social constructivist design
principles for individualized interactive learning
using tools for algorithm visualization (Lawrence,
Badre, & Stasko, 1994) and ethnographic field
studies of how such tools were used in undergraduate classes in computer science. (Hundhausen,
2002; Stasko, Badre, & Lewis, 1993) For examples
of additional learning technologies based on social
constructivism, the interested reader is referred to
Jonassen, Howland, & Marra (2011).

3.2.2 Explanation of Code
A key part of computer science pedagogy centers
around learning to produce code (i.e., program) by
reading good examples of code that accomplishes
certain specified functions. (Raymond D. R.,
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1991) This approach has its roots in structured
programming, a paradigm of computer programming that aims at improving the clarity, reliability,
and development efficiency of programs by using
functions (also known as procedures and subroutines in imperative programming and methods
in object-oriented programming), iteration, and
block structure (Dijkstra, Hoare, & Dahl, 1972).
The practice of “learning by reading code” was
further advanced by the introduction of literate
programming, the synthesis of documentation
paradigms “suitable for program exposition” and
coding paradigms “suitable for program creation.”
(Knuth, 1984; Van Wyk, 1990; Ramsey, 1994) In
addition to establishing a methodology for creating
programs with formatted inline documentation
together with a “web of abstract objects,” Knuth
(1984) highlighted the role of documentation in
programmer training, which has since been increasingly recognized as an integral component of
software education. (Sametinger, 1994) This has
led to an art of computer documentation that has
garnered its own constructivist theory (Spinuzzi
& Zachry, 2000; Spinuzzi, 2002).
Building upon this practice of literate programming and code review, Linn and Clancy
(1992) developed case studies of programming
problems and outlined a pedagogical framework
for presenting decisions and the rationale for each
one. They presented a case study template that
combined program specifications, example inputs,
diagrams of program traces, pseudocode, analogies depicting the program’s desired behavior,
references to more general templates (behavioral
supertypes) and those using the template as a
behavioral subtype or other design pattern, and
debugging notes. In later work surveying several
studies of their own and other computer science
education researchers, Clancy and Linn (1999)
report that problem solving transfer (Mayer, 1999)
by means of learning design patterns varies by
student background, being very low for novices;
is directly proportionate to abstract understand-

ing, generality, and reusability; is enhanced when
accompanied by syntax, use case examples, and
execution traces. As with algorithm visualization,
students still need to learn by doing and interacting.
For example, Gaspar and Langevin (2007) note
that observing the process of deriving computer
programs as solutions to problems, which they call
“coding with intention” (as opposed to “cut and
paste-oriented programming”), tends to restore
a deeper understanding of solution design and
synthesis. (Starr, Manaris, & Stalvey, 2008) By
contrast, they find that presentation of working
code examples alone tends to result in shallower
analogical thinking.
Learning to read source code and design
documents, like learning to read documentation,
is a crucial and foundational skill for students of
information technology, including both theoretical
computer science and informatics. The organization and documentation of software differs by
type – Brooks (1995) classifies software as simple
standalone programs, programming products
(tested, documented, portable, and fielded applications), programming systems (application
programmer interfaces, libraries, frameworks,
modular interfaces, and middleware), and programming systems products. Studying solutions
by dissection, using concrete examples, specifications, test cases, and formal properties, is recommended for many topics in computer science
education, from elementary programming (Deek,
Kimmel, & McHugh, 1998; Ben-Ari, Berglund,
Booth, & Holmboe, 2004) to computational science and informatics (Stevenson, 1993) to computer security and information security (Yang,
2001). This underscores the importance of open
source materials: O’Hara and Kay (2003) advocate
the study of open source software in computer
science education for its high achievable degree
of verifiability. In an annual President’s Letter to
the Association for Computing Machinery (ACM),
Patterson (2006) lists courses that “leverage highquality examples of the open source movement”
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as the #1 category of “course I would love to
take,” while advocating “writing documentation
for portions of open source code” as a good way
to learn large systems.

3.2.3 Walkthroughs of Programming
Systems and Products:
Documentation and Videos
We have seen how interactive algorithm visualizations and literate programs have been systematically shown to be superior to watching recorded
animations and reading source code as flat text,
through studies by both educational psychologists
and professional societies within information
technology. A natural extension of the hypothesis
that interactivity yields good mental models for
learning programming and problem solving skills
is that this benefit also arises from interactive
user and developer documentation. Toward this
end, studies have been conducted that assess the
effectiveness of online documentation (Hertzum
& Frøkjær, 1996) and instructional materials in
general (Mehlenbacher, 2002; Zhang, Zhao, Zhou,
& Nunamaker, 2004). A common conclusion was
that usability measures such as readability, ease
of interpretation, adaptability to differences in
student background and aptitude are all important
(Winslow, 1996).
Programming system and product walkthroughs are a variant of the traditional software
walkthrough (Bias, 1991) and cognitive walkthrough (Wharton, Rieman, Lewis, & Polson,
1994); they typically fit the definition of a sociotechnical walkthrough (Herrmann, Kunau, Loser,
& Menold, 2004; Herrmann, 2009). Following the
terminology of Corbi (1989), studies of programming products and systems can be divided into
static analysis (reading the code) and dynamic
analysis (running the code). Both yield important
and cognitively disparate understandings of a program. A formal understanding of static analysis
provides programmers with the tools needed to
both analyze and synthesize solutions from speci-
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fication, by articulating the process of problem
decomposition and stepwise refinement down to
the most basic problem solving steps. (Soloway,
1986) Dynamic analysis allows the student to think
concretely, explore boundary cases, understand,
and visualize the performance of programs.
Software walkthroughs are technically considered a form of peer review called static testing, as
opposed to formal verification by static analysis.
They are distinguished from software inspection in that they permit direct alterations to the
programming product (whereas software inspections are made relative to a fixed specification)
and do not include measurement criteria for the
development process or product. (IEEE, 1998)
As software walkthroughs are often conducted
in person, via videoteleconferencing systems,
or using groupware, so are programming system and product walkthroughs. Xiao, Chi, and
Yang (2007) describe groupware-based software
product development, particularly collaborative
development using wikis.
The importance of a walkthrough, with students in the role of clients and end users, is that
student feedback may be collected and used. In
the classroom, this can serve to provide points
of clarification (Soloway, 1986) for homework,
term projects, and follow-up (independent study)
projects. The process of refinement can also
facilitate development of supplemental materials such as collections of exercises. (Clancy &
Linn, 1999) Walkthroughs can also serve as aids
in restructuring courses to balance between basic
problem solving and programming tasks, and in
outcomes-based assessment of such changes.
(Deek, Kimmel, & McHugh, 1998) Finally,
they can aid in design of programming systems
components that have high variable amounts of
code, such as graphical user interfaces that may
be reconfigurable with no programming or may
require several times the amount of code as is in
the original program (Karat, Campbell, & Fiegel,
1992; Rowley & Rhoades, 1992; Brooks, 1995).
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As with case studies of programming problems
and source code, the delivery format of peer review matters. The technology exists to produce
videos of programs (and of programming systems
or products) being used, modified, and evaluated through walkthroughs. This recapitulates
the actual practice of peer review at a higher
level of fidelity and interactivity than reading
evaluation reports. Similar techniques, applied
in basic programming education, have yielded
better comprehension, basic skill acquisition,
and problem solving transfer. (Deek, Kimmel, &
McHugh, 1998; Prabaker, Bergman, & Castelli,
2006; Gaspar & Langevin, 2007) Finally, text
documentation itself is also subject to walkthrough
and inspection-based peer review (Novick, 2000).

3.2.4 Software Demonstrations
In addition to algorithm animation, code inspection, and walkthroughs of code with specifications, documentation, and test cases, there are
demonstrations of programming products. With
proprietary software, these are usually shrinkwrapped commercial off-the-shelf (COTS)
products (Ncube & Maiden, 2000), but with open
source educational software, they are usually local builds – that is, compiled for (or ported to)
a particular platform consisting of a computer
architecture and operating system, using a specified compiler version and runtime environment.
Live demonstrations usually entail choosing the
most popular of these, but recorded demos may
be prepared for multiple versions and self-study
may involve tasks such as performing platformspecific configuration, retargeting a compiler, or
even porting applications between programming
languages.
Getting and using student feedback is a challenge in both traditional campus environments and
distance learning environments. Telepresence and
archival systems have proven useful for managing
the distance e-learning environment. (Baecker,

Wolf, & Rankin, 2004; Rankin, Baecker, & Wolf)
In addition, tracking student outcomes can be challenging even in a capstone course – more so for a
low-level course in an undergraduate curriculum.
Liu (2006) presents a pedagogical application of
software project demonstrations as both an assessment tool for instructors and a learning tool
for student presenters and their peer reviewers.

3.2.5 Creation of Materials for
Instructors and Technology Transfer
Creation of open educational resources entails
selection of development and delivery platforms.
These are often selected on the basis of introspective student feedback about understanding of the
course material and whether they tend to promote
attentional focus. (Anderson, Anderson, & Simon, 2004) Other considerations, however, are
instructor usability, reusability, and documentation, which are important not only for prospective
adopters of prepared materials but for team-taught
courses and those that often change instructors.
Authoring systems (Kearsley, 1982) provide
not only content for CAI (and by extension, elearning), but also tie-ins with the other educational materials surveyed in this section. Both the
marketing goals and technology transfer goals of
authors are furthered by tools that enable them
to support open educational resources. This includes technical support – namely, help systems,
documentation, demos, and content management
systems, as previously described in this paper. It
also includes nontechnical support: responding
to resource provision requests and following up.
The MIT DSpace project (Smith, et al., 2003)
is a good example of a materials repository that
facilitates open access, particularly public information retrieval functions (search, indexing, and
ranking). Each of these forms of support plays a
useful role in course promotion and solicitation
of adoption of materials by individuals at other
institutions.
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4. CASE STUDIES
Holistic uses of these technologies are then analyzed via case studies in three domains: artificial
intelligence, computer graphics, and enterprise
information systems. These case studies give
an overview of existing materials and practices
pertaining to the learning technologies covered.
An exploration of technology transfer to college
and university-level instructors in the information
sciences then follows. This chapter emphasizes
courses in computer science, informatics, and
computational science and engineering, discussing the presentation of materials that combine
mathematical theory, algorithms, software implementations, and data.

4.1 Artificial Intelligence
Open educational materials for the upper-division
undergraduate-level course Introduction to Artificial Intelligence (CIS 530) and the graduate level
Artificial Intelligence (CIS 730) course at Kansas
State University were developed starting in 2004.
Over 30 sets of lecture slides were prepared for
42 lectures. These initially consisted primarily of
materials written by the authors of the textbook
(Russell & Norvig, 2010), but by 2009 nearly all
of the running examples in Russell and Norvig’s
slides had been converted to PowerPoint animations, except for the Bayesian network examples,
which were animated using the author’s own
software.
Figure 1 depicts a manual animation developed
from a series of static black-and-white images in
the second edition of the textbook. The graph being
search is shown in a separate slide not pictured
here. Many similar concepts – intelligent agents,
state space search, constraint satisfaction search,
game tree search, and logical reasoning – were
illustrated and usually animated in similar fashion.
Figure 2 depicts an animation of a concept
(computability or decidability of various formal
languages related to first-order logic). Because
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most undergraduate and a few graduate students
had not been previously exposed to computability
theory in an automata theory course, other than an
informal introduction to the halting problem, this
elective course provided the first introduction to
the topic. Students reported in the first years after
this figure was drawn by hand that comprehension and retention were low for this concept. A
significant improvement was observed after the
preparation of this animation.
Figure 3 depicts an animation of the moralization step prior to triangulation and clique-finding
in the junction tree algorithm for exact inference
in Bayesian networks. This algorithm is known for
being difficult to explain effectively in an introductory course in artificial intelligence or visualize
in a lecture format, even a recorded lecture. The
Bayesian Network tools in Java toolkit (Hsu,
Guo, Joehanes, Perry, & Thornton, 2003; Hsu &
Barber, 2004) was used to animate the junction
tree algorithm, among others.
Both PDF and PowerPoint versions were created of all slides; similarly, both PDF and Word
versions were created of all assignments. All of
the lectures in this course were recorded and produced using Camtasia, and provided to enrolled
students K-State Online, a content management
system based upon Axio, and to the public using
an Apache-based public mirror web site.

4.2 Computer Graphics
Open educational materials for three computer
graphics courses at Kansas State University were
developed starting in 2008, and completed in 2011:
the upper-division undergraduate-level course Introduction to Computer Graphics and the graduate
level Interactive Computer Graphics. 35 sets of
lecture slides were prepared for 42 lectures, plus
slides for background refresher lectures for the
undergraduate course and advanced topics for the
second graduate course. These initially consisted
primarily of materials written by the first author
of a past textbook for the course (Foley, van Dam,
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Figure 1. Algorithm animation in Kansas State University CIS 530/730 (Artificial Intelligence): A/A*
search

Figure 2. Concept animation in KSU CIS 530/730 (Artificial Intelligence): computability of formal
languages
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Figure 3. Algorithm animation and software demonstration in KSU CIS 530/730 (Artificial Intelligence):
exact inference in graphical models of probability using the junction tree algorithm

Feiner, & Hughes, 1991), but by 2011 nearly all
of the running examples in Van Dam’s slides had
been converted to PowerPoint animations, except
some computer-generated animations which were
cited and adapted from YouTube.
Figure 4 depicts a key series of concepts in
3-D rendering: the model view transformation and
cumulative transformation matrices that comprise
the normalizing transformation for perspective
projection. (Eberly, 2006) This slide is accompanied by a voiceover by the instructor explaining
each step. It is the culmination of a series of five
lectures on viewing that include several figures
and animations, each the basis of a screencast.
This synopsis slide is one of several that are prepared for students to use for exam review and as
a long-term reference.
Figure 5 depicts inline documentation explaining the function of two toy example shaders: a vertex shader that performs two simple operations and
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a fragment shader that changes object colors. This
is an example of both code explanation (covered
in Section 3.2.2) and a third-party programming
system walkthrough (covered in 3.2.3).

4.3 Enterprise Information Systems
Both the Database System Concepts (CIS 560) and
Enterprise Information Systems (CIS 562) courses
at Kansas State University include course modules
in relational database management systems (RDBMS), particularly database design approaches
such as entity-relational (E-R) data modeling. One
of the challenges in making RDBMS accessible
and engaging to undergraduate computer science
students is formulating concrete examples of
schema design and refactoring without losing the
abstract comprehension that students need in order
to apply known algorithms for calculating functional dependencies and normalize a data model,
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Figure 4. Explanation of concept in KSU CIS 536/636 and 736 (Computer Graphics): coordinate systems and transformations for 3-D perspective viewing. Based on Eberly (2006) and Foley et al. (1991).

Figure 5. Explanation of code and multimedia walkthrough in KSU CIS 536/636 and 736 (Computer
Graphics): vertex and pixel/fragment shaders in the OpenGL Shading Language
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analyze existing E-R diagrams to understand what
the dependencies entail, synthesize a new model
that meets specified criteria, and evaluate alternative designs. (Starr, Manaris, & Stalvey, 2008)
Some variability among these concrete examples
is necessary: too little and students tend to overfit
their mental models to the examples encountered;
too much and it becomes difficult to grasp their
common features. This leads to the challenge of
encouraging students to “design with intention”
in RDBMS design and development – a problem
analogous to that faced by Gaspar and Langevin
(2007) in getting students to “code with intention.”
Toward this end, a general-purpose data generator environment was developed in PHP for
use in both courses. This data generator takes
instances of abstract data types as input. These
represent distributions over random variables that
are attributes within some relational schema. For
example, in an E-R diagram consisting of entities
Subscriber and Magazine, and the relationship
Subscribes-To, the Gender and Age attributes of
Subscriber directly influence Magazine.Genre.

Figure 6 shows a partial code listing with inline
documentation describing functions for generating
prior and conditional distribution. The comments
describe the default number of instances generated
(independently, for prior distributions) and the
conditional probability function being represented,
whether the distribution itself is represented by
apportionment of likelihood (“roulette wheel”
random sampling) or by a conditional probability
table. Code listings such as these, given as background material on programming projects, support
reading of the source code and code explanation
(covered in Section 3.2.2) and a walkthrough of
a instructor-supplied programming system (covered in 3.2.3). In addition, generation of data is a
process that itself admits visualization (covered
in 3.2.1), if the algorithm being used to perform
random sampling is effective and transparent
enough. Finally, the reconfigurability of the above
programming system makes software demonstrations (such as those discussed in 3.2.4) feasible.

Figure 6. Reading source code and going through programming system walkthrough in KSU CIS 560
(Database System Concepts) and CIS 562 (Enterprise Information Systems)
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5. EFFECTIVE PRACTICES FOR
ENCOURAGING ADOPTION
AND DISSEMINATION
Finally, we review effective practices for encouraging dissemination and adoption of lecture
materials. These include development practices for
comprehensive, well-established open courseware
projects that adapt pre-existing content, dating
back over 25 years or more. More recent largescale online courses have been aimed at audiences
of tens to hundreds of thousands.

5.1 Adoption
Encouraging course adoption is often a matter of
providing a complete set of materials for a course
or course unit. In the three case studies above,
these are centered around a textbook – Russell
and Norvig (2010) for the artificial intelligence
course and Eberly (2006) for the graphics course.
However, other textbooks including Foley, van
Dam, Feiner, & Hughes (1991) have been used with
nearly the same lecture slides, video recordings,
and code listings, without significant degradation
in comprehension or retention.
In addition to holistic adoption of course materials, there is also the possibility that instructors
may use specific resources such as lecture slides,
exercises, animations, data sets, or particular
software. For example, Bayesian Network tools
in Java or BNJ (Hsu, Guo, Joehanes, Perry, &
Thornton, 2003; Hsu & Barber, 2004), the author’s open source software package for inference
and learning using graphical models, has several
thousand downloads per year and has generated
dozens of adoption inquiries, but most users are
the silent variety and download BNJ to use its
format conversion utilities (Hsu, Guo, Joehanes,
Perry, & Thornton, 2003) or other similar functions that are available at no cost through packages
such as BNJ.

5.2 Dissemination and Reuse
Lessons learned about dissemination in the techniques and domains surveyed are as follows.
Open Content Requires (some) Open Access: Institutional access limits dissemination
to students of research collaborators and other
instructors. Some consumers of open educational
resources –both administrators and students – may
prefer this mechanism for dissemination, because
of convenient communication features, or perceived security and privacy. However, a public
wiki can easily supplement this kind of channel
by mirroring all open content from the course.
Recycle Creative Input from Students and
Instructors: Several generations of the artificial
intelligence and graphics courses have yielded
term projects that themselves provide data for
algorithm animation (Hsu & Barber, 2004); code
for review (implementing the algorithms described
in Section 4.1); additional examples and documentation for walkthroughs (such as shown in the
“instructor-supplied code” in Figure 6 of Section
4.3); standalone applications and demonstrations
(Hsu, Cunningham, & Hart, 2008); and modules
that are contributed back by third-party developers and can be incorporated into a programming
system (Hsu, Guo, Joehanes, Perry, & Thornton,
2003).
Share across Media: “The MASSFORGE Project,” whose goal is to develop “the open-source
core of a full-featured artificial life and intelligent
agents-based multi-character animation system”
(Hsu, Cunningham, & Hart, 2008), began in 2005
as a series of independent study projects. Since
then, it has produced several demos on YouTube
that illustrate aspects of computer-generated
animation: particle systems, 3-D rotations, and
repurposing of models (land vehicles and spacecraft). Similarly, these videos demonstrate aspects
of game artificial intelligence: flocking and herding models, target acquisition, follow-the-leader
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behavior, and dynamic path finding. The videos, in
turn, have been used to help students brainstorm in
the instructor’s graphics and artificial intelligence
courses, and come up with new ideas for projects.
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solutions based on network appliances and
cloud services” (“Barracuda Networks,”
Wikipedia, 2012).
Rößling et al. (2008) provide a representative
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Automated grading and test case generation
systems for basic programming courses are
also studied by Edwards (2003), who notes
that they tend to elicit a cultural shift from
ad hoc debugging styles to more principled
and systematic ones.
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ABSTRACT
The objective of this special issue under the title “Technological advances and teaching innovation
applied to health science education” is to improve health science education, to encourage the information exchange and dissemination regarding different training aspects in medical science. Technological
procedures in teaching entail an important adequacy and teaching content analysis to transmit and be
acquired by students, as well as their careful presentation so that the message and knowledge reach
the student more effectively. Due to this, the design of technological applications is very important so
that is becomes attractive to the user, and the time spent in the learning process helps optimize it and
facilitate its knowledge. The authors will introduce, to teachers and researchers, current technological
application tools and their possibilities in education; providing complementary training elements that
help improve the teaching and learning process in health sciences. How these application of computer
technologies in education broadens the action and intercommunication possibilities between teachers
and students, allowing access to new means of exploration and representation, together with new ways
to access knowledge through diverse types of tools: powerful body structure visualization, multimedia
imagery, computer simulations, stereoscopic visualization, virtual and augmented reality techniques,
computer platforms for resource and document storage and mobile devices will be further discussed.

INTRODUCTION
With this special issue we intend to provide a
general vision regarding teaching innovation
technologies used in Health Science education,

through the experience of different research groups
that employ these technologies in teaching.
The eruption of technologies in everyday life
is one of the most global realities today. Computer
technology applied to heath science teaching has
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gone through many changes throughout the years,
parallel to our society’s technological evolution.
We find ourselves in a world where information
technology has become essential in many of our
activities. One of the most evolved and benefitted fields from the use of modern information
technologies is health science, medicine in particular, continuing its exponential growth. The
21st century puts traditional learning systems in
crisis due to the social and technological changes
in universities. Technology as a tool becomes a
substantial support to the teaching system offering the possibility to get an education through a
knowledge society in a world where we can all
participate through the internet. It is evident that
technological development is transforming our
teaching systems in health sciences, providing
useful tools in university and incorporating resources in medical education that generate medical simulation environments or complementary
and additional education in classroom teaching
(Carmichael & Pawlin, 2000).
Today’s medical education systems, within the
European higher education framework system, use
clinical simulations under technological procedures providing an interactive representation close
to reality, allowing the observation of a phenomenon or clinical trial, as if in a real environment
(Chariker, Naaz, & Pani, 2011).
The use of computer technology environments
in medical training, always as an additional teaching resource, facilitates and optimizes the learning
and clinical abilities of students and residents in
different medical specialties (Darke, McBride,
Lachman, & Pawlina, 2009).
Beyond a doubt, the use of technological methods in training and knowledge visualization, and
the exploration of its teaching possibilities, is our
responsibility as teachers, being a constant challenge we have to face, both for professionals linked
to teaching in health sciences, as well as for the ones
in charge of developing technological applications
to optimize the learning process (Vázquez, Riesco,
Juanes, Blanco, Rubio & Carretero, 2007).
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The application of knowledge derived from
technological advances in science has changed the
way in which information is transmitted. Within
health science in particular, it has represented a
series of constant technological developments
that have resulted in the transformation of medical training patterns. But applying technology
in training is not only based on the instrumental
domain of some computer equipment, but in the
capacity to design teaching resources in health
sciences, with the objective of reaching goals that
we would have set for ourselves where applied.
Therefore, as shown in the Council for Educational
Technology, “Educational Technology is the application of knowing systems and techniques to
improve human learning,” we will probably witness an even greater development of innovative
technology and its use in medical education within
our country in the coming years.
It is evident that technological developments
are transforming our teaching in health sciences,
providing very useful instruments in university
teaching and incorporating, in medical education,
resources that generate innovative technological
systems for complementary training to traditional
education. It is necessary to look for new educational models with a technological basis that endow
health science professionals with the necessary
tools to develop their work. The objective of this
special issue under the title “Technological advances and teaching innovation applied to health
science education” is to improve health science
education, to encourage the information exchange
and dissemination regarding different training
aspects in medical science. The application of
computer technologies in education must help
expand action, decision and intercommunication
margins amongst teachers and students, allowing
access to new means of exploration, representation
and information processing.
The use of Information and Communication
Technologies has become one of the basic pillars
in university education within health science. This
statement is confirmed through the data presented
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by the Ministry of Education, Culture and Science
which states that out of the 73 Spanish universities, 68 of them have and use a virtual campus,
a teaching organizational space provided by the
university through Internet. These platforms are
generally used to publish material from different
subjects and as communication systems through
this e-learning environment.
It is proven and therefore seems evident that
the use of technological methods in university
education improves the attainment of teaching
goals. Certainly, the Information and Communication Technologies are instruments that permit
the design of an innovative teaching methodology, which is a complex process where not only
teachers participate, but the institution as well;
that is why both teachers and universities have to
adapt the teaching and learning processes with the
aim of accentuating the active implication of our
students in their learning process. In order to do
this, they must introduce the technological tools
that today’s society imposes and that new students
are used to. The use of technologies in teaching
has become one of the basic pillars in university
education within health science.
Technological procedures in teaching entail an
important adequacy and teaching content analysis
to transmit and be acquired by students, as well as
their careful presentation so that the message and
knowledge reach the student more effectively. Due
to this, the design of technological applications is
very important so that is becomes attractive to the
user, and the time spent in the learning process
helps optimize it and facilitate its knowledge.
But the development of education technology
tools in health science cannot be focused on Internet use only. The use of active methodologies in
health science education is necessary as opposed
to traditional teaching methodologies, to ensure an
effective learning process for students, becoming
ideal tools to keep working both in and out of the
classroom (Carmichael & Pawlin, 2000).

In this context, the progressive miniaturization
of computer components has allowed computers
to have an increasingly smaller volume, which
facilitates its portability. In recent years, portable
devices have strongly irrupted in the market, like
smartphones and tablets with the power to make
complex math calculations, manage databases or
connect to the Internet, to name only a few of its
functions. The growing availability of these electronic devices offers the opportunity to develop
new applications and pedagogical strategies, which
optimize the teaching and learning process in the
different health science complex disciplines.
The characteristics of these mobile devices
encourage the implication of students in learning through the direct interaction with teaching
contents, making them an excellent platform in
university education. The use of portable devices
is associated with a change in information and
communication search habits amongst users.
Little by little, new applications are developed,
more adapted to curricular situations and teaching
plans. Nowadays, it seems difficult to conceive a
society where mobile devices are not important
tools in our day by day, both professionally and
leisurely (Chariker, Naaz & Pani, 2011; Vázquez
Rieco, Jaunes, Blanco, Rubio & Carretero, 2007).
One of the main advantages in the use of these
technologies, from a functional standpoint, is the
possibility to learn anytime and anywhere, taking
into consideration the fast interaction with the
computer application, the cost is not too high,
more Internet accessibility, more portability,
the possibility of a more collaborative (forming
groups, sharing answers, providing information,
etc.) as well as exploratory learning (learning on
the field, exploring, experimenting and applying
while learning a specific topic).
From a teaching point of view, the use of technological resources can encourage independent or
group learning experiences, a mayor stimulus and
additional support to classes; making learning less
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formal through complementary tools that enrich
and improve the teaching system. Heath Science
Education has become a more globalized process,
so we should open ourselves to the outside looking for new horizons and aspects in education. It
is necessary to look for new educational models
with a technological basis, that provide health
science professionals the necessary tools to develop their subsequent work with the professional
capacity that is nowadays required in complex
organizations.
The purpose of the research presented in this
special issue has been to introduce, to teachers
and researchers, current technological application tools and their possibilities in education;
providing complementary training elements that
help improve the teaching and learning process
in health sciences. Technology applied to health
science education has undergone many changes
throughout the years, parallel to society’s technological evolution.
The application of computer technologies in
education, broadens the action and intercommunication possibilities between teachers and students,
allowing access to new means of exploration and
representation, together with new ways to access
knowledge through diverse types of tools: powerful
body structure visualization, multimedia imagery,
computer simulations, stereoscopic visualization, virtual and augmented reality techniques,
computer platforms for resource and document
storage and mobile devices.
Using technologies regardless of space and
time in digitalized information transmission
is nowadays one of the greatest technological,
scientific and cultural revolutions in our society.
The rapid transformations in society as a result
of technological advances are also having a great
impact in university teaching methods (Chariker,
Naaz & Pani, 2011).
The comprehension capacity of body structures
is closely related with the ability to visualize them.
Traditionally, the different diagnostic imaging
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modalities have shared a common limitation, the
two- dimensional features of their representations.
The visualization and interpretation of human body
images from imaging techniques, has an added
difficulty due to its complexity and individual
morphological differences (biological variation).
Learning human anatomy, one of the most relevant heath science degree disciplines, requires
the understanding of morphological features and
spatial relationships in proximal areas amongst
the different body structures. Thus, volumetric
visualization of these structures optimizes the
presentation of complex information within
morphological images obtained from diagnostic
imaging techniques. Not only does the synthetic
visualization capacity improve, but also the degree
of interactivity and realism, overcoming the inherent restrictions of 2D traditional representations
(Ruisoto, Juanes & Prats, 2013; Ruisoto, Juanes,
Contador, Mayoral & Prats, 2012).
Considering this important aspect of spatial
vision, many technological procedures have
emerged that allow 3D body image reconstruction
from sections obtained through diagnostic imaging modalities. The 3D reconstruction process or
volumetric generation is the acquisition of one or
more series of tomographic images, the posterior
segmentation or identification and labeling of
anatomical body structures, the extraction of
contours/surfaces in adjacent transverse sections
and the rendering of the 3D model.
The use of visual resources in three-dimensional format is an attractive and innovative method in
teaching and student learning, as well as a reusable
and useful tool to encourage and motivate student
learning in any discipline within health science
(Ruisoto, Juanes & Prats, 2013).
3D models have enhanced and renewed traditional pedagogical system resources, offering a
more complete vision of anatomical body structure
characteristics. These resources uphold the emphasis on using visual aids as key elements, beyond
simple textbook illustrations. The generation of
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three-dimensional images developed with the help
of 3D reconstruction commercial software, is part
of a new pedagogical visual strategy, which allows
teaching content activation and review to improve
the understanding of body structures.
The visualization of 3D anatomical models
creates a more realistic and precise visual perspective of different body structures than conventional
medical imaging from diverse 2D diagnostic
modalities. Volumetric visualization provides
more complete information when defining the
macroscopic morphological features and spatial
relationships of body structures like bones or
muscles (Carmichael & Pawlin, 2000; Ruisoto
Juanes, Contador, Mayoral, & Prats, 2012).
Moreover, 3D models visualized in simulation
contexts increase the possibilities of their global
morphological assessment and reduce aggressions in surgical interventions. This advantage is
especially important in planning virtual surgical
approaches where precise delimitation in the intervention of body structures is required. In recent
years, it has been possible to combine volumetric
visualization with virtual reality systems that allow
the surgeon to browse through 3D reconstructed
body structures or even touch them, including
resistance and texture simulation of various tissue surfaces or haptic feedback technology, vital
when detecting tumors.
The development of acquisition and morphological image processing systems will help
increase their applications in medical education.
Learning through these visualization techniques
from teaching contents is directly linked with the
student’s implication level. The visual and interactive learning aids are incentives for students,
improving long-term retention. Increasing student
participation and attention will result in a better
understanding of the morphological features and
spatial relationships of anatomical structures.
Given these considerations, it is clear that teachers must reflect upon the way they educate, intro-

ducing new strategies and analyzing their teaching
in order to improve it. The papers selected represent a sample of the state of the art applications
of information and communication technologies
in health education. The presented works cover a
wide range of topics such as: the complete implementation of online training through e-learning
platforms in hospitalary settings (See E-learning
experiences in La Ribera health Department); the
simulation of real scenarios and situations such as
scientific congresses (See Scientific Knowledge
Transfer Training Through a Virtual World) or
the development of digital simulators for specific
medical procedures (See Computerized-aid medical training. Ecographic simulator for echo-guied
infiltration of botulinic toxin): and how to apply
technological innovations for objectively assess
medical skills acquisition (See Impact of the objective evaluation of Clinical and Surgical Basic
Skills on Medicine).
In the field of medical learning and teaching,
an interesting paper is presented summarizing the
developments of VisualMed System (See Medical
Visualization Systems) Group in this line of work
at the University of Salamanca (Spain) and also
focusing on three-dimensional representations of
anatomical contents, powerful image processing
technology and multiple interactivity features
and rich visual learning material aimed to promote an autonomous learning process to support
traditional teaching methods (See An update on
health information technology)
To summarize, two of the key features share
by most of the works is, first, the emphasis on
three-dimensional visualization as a more realistic and comprehensive representation of specific
contents, specially anatomical ones; and second,
the development of advanced image processing
applications, including opensource tools such as
Osirix (See Opensource applications for image
visualization and processing in Neuroimaging
training).
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ABSTRACT
The adoption of Common Core State Standards for Mathematics (CCSSM) has implications for state-level
curriculum, policy, and assessment. For most states, including North Carolina, the CCSSM represents a
departure from recent state curricula and requires more than a simple “retooling” of content organization. To respond to such change, district and school-level leaders must share a common vision of highquality mathematics teaching based on common understandings. Just as importantly, classroom teachers
must share this vision. In this chapter, the authors describe the Appalachian Mathematics Partnership
(AMP), the factors that have significant impact on partners, an activity, and how the understanding
gained from this activity impacted future professional development with the goal of working towards a
shared vision and coherence.

OVERVIEW
The state-level adoption of Common Core State
Standards for Mathematics (CCSSM) has obvious
implications for state level curriculum, policy, and
assessment. Less apparent are immediate implications for district and classroom implementation.
For most states, including North Carolina, the
CCSSM represents a departure from recent state

curricula and requires more than a simple “retooling” of content organization. To respond to such
change, district and school-level leaders must share
a common vision of high-quality mathematics
teaching based on common understandings. Just
as importantly, classroom teachers must share
this vision. Educators, both teachers and district
leaders, must select proactive means of leveraging
school resources and expertise for the success of
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all learners. All must agree that in the wake of a
changing curriculum, high expectations for every
student must be maintained and all students should
have access to equitable opportunities for learning.
Boaler (2002) explains, school personnel must
stop focusing on “what students cannot do” and
start focusing on “what schools can do” (p. 241).
Without a shared vision and a coordinated effort,
many districts find teachers and administrators
struggling independently to accomplish curricular
and pedagogical change.
The goal of the CCSSM Common Core State
Standards is to:
Provide a consistent, clear understanding of what
students are expected to learn, so teachers and
parents know what they need to do to help them.
The standards are designed to be robust and relevant to the real world, reflecting the knowledge
and skills that our young people need for success
in college and careers (National Governors Association Center for Best Practices & Council of
Chief State School Officers, 2010).
An important part of CCSSM is the Standards
for Mathematical Practice (SMP), which characterizes students’ mathematical practices that
teachers should develop (CCSSM, 2010). The
SMP rely on important ‘processes and proficiencies’ with longstanding importance in mathematics education, although it may be noted that the
presence of these processes and proficiencies
in mathematics education has yet to imply their
widespread presence in mathematics classroom.
The first of these are the National Council of
Teachers of Mathematics (NCTM) process standards of problem solving, reasoning and proof,
communication, representation, and connections
(NCTM, 2000). The second are the strands of
mathematical proficiency specified in the National
Research Council’s report Adding It Up: “adaptive reasoning, strategic competence, conceptual
understanding (comprehension of mathematical
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concepts, operations and relations), procedural
fluency (skill in carrying out procedures flexibly,
accurately, efficiently and appropriately), and
productive disposition (habitual inclination to see
mathematics as sensible, useful, and worthwhile,
coupled with a belief in diligence and one’s own
efficacy)” (2011). In this paper, we describe our
partnership and the need for including district and
school leaders, the factors that have significant
impact on our partners, an activity that we completed with both groups, discussing the similarities and the differences between district leaders
and teachers, and how the understanding gained
from this activity impacted future professional
development with the goal of working towards a
shared vision and coherence.

DESCRIPTION OF THE
PARTNERSHIP AND PARTICIPANTS
The Appalachian Mathematics Partnership
(AMP), funded by a Department of Education
Mathematics Science Partnership grant, provides
professional development preparing teachers and
administrators to initiate changes in policy and
transform practice with the expectation that tangible change in the classroom occurs over time.
Fundamental to the project is a goal not only to
prepare teachers with professional development
that allows them to internalize the content of
high-school mathematics courses based on the
CCSSM but also to assist in creating school- and
district-level environments in which teachers are
supported beyond the life of the project in weaving
new instructional and assessment techniques into
their practice. Thus, in general, our participants
are teachers in 8th grades that may teach Math 1
and secondary level mathematics teachers.
Central to building supportive, sustainable environments in the AMP project is the inclusion of
professional development for Leadership Teams,
or LTs. For the leadership component, our school
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partners have selected appropriate persons who
are regularly involved in mathematics curriculum
design, implementation, and evaluation as well
as teacher evaluation and policy development.
Each district includes its Local Education Agency
(LEA) representative from the project, as well as
a curriculum specialist, accountability, or special
education specialist, teacher representative, and
additional administrators, such as principals, in
its LT.
Each district LT completes activities that
parallel the professional development activities
of teachers. For example, teachers are immersed
in the content by the exploring Standards-based
curriculum Core Plus Mathematics and improve
their facility with Standards-based teaching practices by participating in authentic teaching activities. As a complement to inquiry immersion, the
LTs explore the hallmarks of an inquiry-oriented
classroom. They also begin to frame issues of
mathematics leadership within the construct of
the four leadership principles of the National
Council of Supervisors of Mathematics’ (2008)
PRIME Leadership Framework: Principles and
Indicators for Mathematics Education Leaders.
AMP offers participating middle and secondary
teachers over 42 hours of face-to-face professional
development over the course of each year, through
weeklong sessions during the summer combined
with fall and spring follow-up days. The members
of the LTs are provided a minimum of 12 hours of
face-to-face professional development that occurs
in separate, concurrent, and joint meeting times
with the teacher professional development. The
professional development that is experienced primarily by the teacher participants can be described
as Learner-centered professional development
that ensures teacher ownership of the learning
experiences, develops knowledge and proficiency
in mathematics content, pedagogy, and pedagogical content knowledge, equips teachers to address
learning issues, and supports reflection on everyday teacher practices (Hannafin & Polly, 2011).

THE IMPORTANCE OF INCLUDING
DISTRICT LEADERS IN
PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT
As a result of our experiences implementing largescale professional development in mathematics,
the project leaders recognize the importance of
building sustained relationships and providing
professional development to both teachers and
district leaders. For our purpose, district leaders include, but are not limited to, principals,
mathematics coaches/teacher leaders, curriculum
specialists, testing and accountability personnel,
and superintendents. In the document Supporting Implementation of the CCSSM (Sztajn, et al.,
2012), the authors state that professional development must be provided to key role groups and must
“attend to the professional needs of each group
as the system builds capacity at all levels” (p.9).
One of these key groups is that of district leaders. Including district and building level leaders
allows all district stakeholders to reflect on their
challenges, contributing multiple perspectives and
helping them to “align purposes, perceptions and
commitments” (Anderson, 2003, p. 15). Other
purposes of providing professional development to
administrators include increasing communication
between administrators and teachers, modeling
collaborative meeting facilitation, encouraging
the support of the classroom teachers beyond the
life of the project, and engaging district leaders
in discussions about the role of teachers and the
change in classroom dynamics when transitioning
to the CCSSM (Salinas, Crocker, Lynch-Davis, &
Mawhinney, 2012). Subsequently, in our project,
each district demonstrates a unique perspective,
which influences the districts’ progress toward a
common vision for mathematics education.

CONFOUNDING FACTORS
In any project, there are risks that must be mitigated and confounding factors to which one must
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attend. Within the AMP project, many challenges
arise from the rural context, but there are also
persistent concerns associated with the process
of facilitating educational change.

Rural Context
The AMP project incorporates several small and/
or rural schools. Teachers and administrators in
rural areas have reported a variety of challenges in
their work, some different from those encountered
by peers in non-rural schools. At the administrative level, rural superintendents, like many rural
administrators, find themselves playing multiple
roles. They are expected to be a “jack of all trades”
(Lamkin, 2006, p. 21) and may have access to
fewer resources and support infrastructures than
their counterparts in non-rural settings (Glass,
2003; Sharp, et. al, 2001). For example, Kamrath
(2007) asserts that it is not the characteristics of
the job itself but rather influences from contextual
variables, such as the rural context, that most affect
the lifespan of a superintendent. These frequent
changes in district-level administration can cause
challenges in communication and support of partnership events, as new leaders to a district may
demand a new focus for its teachers.
Within the AMP project, we observe similar
challenges faced by superintendents but also by
other district level administrators. More than half
of our participating districts have experienced
significant shifts in district level or school level
administration in the three years of the project.
Developing local leadership then becomes a challenge as time and resources invested in capacity
building may not be reflected in assets that remain
in the position or even within the district. Turnover
can also affect buy in to a project or the sustainability of components of the project.
Teachers in rural areas also must serve in a variety of capacities, such as teaching multiple grades
or subjects and leading extracurricular activities
(Brown, 2003). Unfortunately, the more complex
expectations of smaller or more rural areas are of-
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ten put upon teachers and administrators who may
be younger, less well-educated, and less well-paid
than non-rural faculty and staff (DeYoung, 1991).
Furthermore, teachers within a school district that
houses few administrators may be called upon to
play key roles that are traditionally thought of as
administrative positions. For example, if a district
employs one individual to oversee all K-12 curriculum, experienced teachers may be called upon
to plan, coordinate, or even provide professional
development for their colleagues.

Educational Change
The process of educational change is a complex
one. Cooney (2001) discusses change as involving construction of beliefs and how those beliefs
might be changed. He argues that mathematical
activities integrating content and pedagogy in a
reflective way are meaningful entry points for reconceptualization of the teaching of mathematics.
In a case study by Chapman and Heater (2010),
the following four-stage cycle is suggested for
teacher change:
1.

2.

3.
4.

Experiences a cognitive and emotional
tension. This could consist of thoughts and
strong feelings that something fundamental
regarding practice is not or is no longer
working as expected or providing a satisfying experience for the teacher. It has become
obstructive.
Attends to (or connects with) the tension.
For example, acknowledges existence of
tension and uses/recognizes the strength and
persistence of the tension as motivation or
rationale to act to resolve it.
Interprets the tension as a problem.
Seeks resolution (p. 456).

This cycle is repeated, complex, non-linear and
uncertain. Because teachers are already stressed by
numerous demands, the focus and infrastructure
necessary for sustainability and long-term change
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may be missing. Fullan (2007) points out that
the pressures of multiple demands can result in
a short-term perspective, professional isolation,
exhaustion, and limited opportunities for sustained
reflection. All of these dimensions negatively affect the ability of teachers, schools, and districts to
implement significant curricular and instructional
changes, such as those needed for the CCSSM.
Furthermore, because administrative leadership
may not also possess characteristics of contentspecific leadership, in this case of mathematics,
then responses to teachers’ concerns or needs may
be superficial, relating only to structures but not to
other dimensions of processes and rationales fundamental to mathematics teaching and learning.
In particular, curriculum changes assert themselves at the intersection of multiple communities
of practice. A community of practice is a group of
people with a common concern or interest and who
engage regularly as practitioners and a community
to engage in meaningful improvement of practice
(Wenger, 1998). Thus, educators are a community
of practice, but within that, teachers make up a
particular community, as do administrators and
other sub groups of stakeholders. Consequently,
policy makers, administrators, teachers, students,
and other stakeholders each interact with the curriculum in a unique way, and the site of intersection,
the curriculum, can become either a boundary
between communities of practice or a location
for transference (Wenger, 2000). As a boundary,
the communities of practice, reflecting a lack of
shared understandings of the meaning and purpose of it, treat the curriculum differently. Prior
studies have shown that teachers in schools with
shared goals and responsibilities are more likely
to make changes in their instructional practice
(Honig, 2006). Shared perspectives, goals, and
commitment rely on the work of sound leadership
(Fullan, 2007).
Connecting communities of practice requires
sound leadership, but, as discussed previously, rural
administrative leadership may be over committed
and stretched. Content specific leadership may be

soundly lacking or may not be enfranchised into
the leadership infrastructure. As a result, the work
of developing shared understandings in a content
specific area may be left to leaders who are unprepared for facilitating the necessary conversations
or may not be addressed at all. Facilitating and
understanding these interactions and confounding
factors over multiple projects has led us to articulate
a framework that supports our philosophical stance
and creation of professional development.

OUR FRAMEWORK FOR
PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT
Professional development is necessary for successful educational reform. We identify LearnerCentered Principles as presented by Hannafin and
Polly (2011) as foundational ideas of the AMP
project. Learner-centered professional development (LCPD) should:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Equip teachers to address learning issues,
Ensure teacher ownership of learning
experiences,
Promote collaboration among teachers and
between teachers and related personnel,
Emphasize comprehensive change
processes,
Develop knowledge and proficiency related pedagogy/content/pedagogical content
knowledge (PCK), and
Support reflection on everyday teacher
practices.

In the AMP project, these characteristics are
enacted through a three-phase process in which
teachers: experience the targeted teaching and
learning; examine the processes underlying the
targeted teaching and learning, and; engage in
authentic teaching tasks. The project utilizes a
variety of resources towards these professional
development targets, in particular Fostering
Geometric Thinking (Driscoll, et al., 2007), Learn-
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ing from NAEP (Brown and Clark, Eds., 2006),
Guidelines for Assessment and Instruction in
Statistics Education (GAISE) Report (American
Statistical Association, 2007), and the PRIME
Leadership Framework (NCSM, 2008) as previously mentioned. We believe that providing teachers and district leaders with experiences in which
they examine mathematics content embedded in
authentic teacher tasks promotes engagement
with high leverage teaching practices in their
classrooms, as well as increases pedagogical and
mathematical content knowledge. Encouraging
teachers to implement activities while providing
them structures that support that implementation
and feedback for doing so increases their willingness and facility to engage in inquiry-oriented
mathematics teaching and high leverage teaching
practices. Thus, transfer of new knowledge to the
classroom is more likely when teachers experience
authentic teaching practices in professional development. Therefore, our aim in each professional
development experience in our partnership, our
goal is to have participants, experience, examine
and engage in authentic teacher tasks.

EXAMPLE OF AN ACTIVITY
Prior to participating in any of the project’s
sustained professional development or state/
Figure 1. Our professional development framework
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district professional development on CCSSM,
AMP teachers and LTs participated in activities
in which they experience, examine and engage in
the Standards for Mathematical Practice (SMP, see
Appendix 1) from CCSSM. The purpose of this
activity was to elicit how teachers and LTs interpret the SMPs since differing views could hamper
successful implementation, as demonstrated in
earlier educational reforms. The components of
the activity were adapted from a presentation by
Tim Kanold at the National Council of Supervisors of Mathematics Leadership Conference in
Atlanta, Georgia, in June of 2011.
In the first part of the activity, participants
identified the verbs in the eight SMPs and in the
descriptions of the practices as provided within
the CCSSM document. In the second part of the
activity, participants rewrote the standards in
their own words and then described what actions
a teacher might engage in to support the practice
and what actions a student might be engaged in
to demonstrate the practice. Resulting posters
were displayed around the room on the walls, and
participants engaged in a gallery walk to explore
the work of other groups. Next, each group presented its work to the whole group. Teachers and
LTs completed the activity in separate groups on
different professional development days.
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DIFFERENCES AND SIMILARITIES
BETWEEN GROUPS
After completing the activity with both groups, it
was evident that teachers’ and LTs’ perceptions
of the SMPs were different. Interested in these
differences and their potential implications, we
collected the data from the posters and analyzed
the descriptions from the teachers and from the
LTs. We looked for similarities and differences
in structures and language of responses, both
within comments for a particular SMP and across
responses. We then used other artifacts from the
professional development sessions to inform our
interpretations of the participants’ responses.

Differences
LTs tend to use a list of verbs to explain teacher
or student actions, whereas teachers provide more
detail, with content and context supporting their
understanding of each standard in action within
the classroom.
Many of the shared terms between teachers
and LTs have ambiguous meanings, such as
“facilitate.” Members of LTs seemed to interpret
facilitation as a component of classroom management within a teacher-centered classroom. They
attached “facilitate” to actions such as “manage”
and “model,” which may tend to promote more
procedural-based understandings. On the other
hand, teachers provided responses that included
“facilitate investigative reasoning skills” and
“facilitate student discovery of mathematical
proficiency.” These actions are indicative of a
more investigative classroom and relate to teacher
actions that move beyond those of classroom
management and engage students in developing
conceptual understanding.
Teachers’ responses about students engaged in
the practices are reflective of students’ metacognitive strategies. For example, teachers proposed
that students should “make sound decisions as to
when each tool is appropriate” and “recognize

what they can learn and their limitations.” Students
should “evaluate progress” and repeatedly reflect
on their work.
LTs view the teacher role as providing instruction, assessing where students are, benchmarking, and beginning the cycle again. While
using formative assessment appropriately is to be
encouraged, the assessment cycle for LTs seems
to function more as an evaluative tool rather than
as a diagnostic tool for affecting instructional
decision-making. In keeping with a tendency to
proceduralize, LTs also seemed to provide the
problem-solving cycle without contextualizing
it to the classroom. Their responses indicated a
reliance on Polya’s problem-solving cycle (Polya,
1957) as an exemplar of mathematical thinking,
but again the process is not contextualized within
the classroom or mathematics.
Listing teaching procedures without contextualizing is too often present in the LTs responses.
For example, when prompted for teacher actions,
LTs indicated that the teachers’ job was to “present
info, guide, model, facilitate, question, and step
back.” On the other hand, teachers responded that
they should
Preassess and give them [students] the work you
want students to do and let students explore and
figure it out, present a problem done wrong have
student correct problem, teacher should draw
connections and generalize what the students got,
teacher is facilitator and talk less and teachers
question students to guide and direct them.[sic]
The teacher responses more clearly describe
an investigative classroom in which cycles are
contextualized and elaborated.

Similarities
A number of similarities in the interpretations
between the teachers and LTs were also noted,
providing some common ground from which
to continue professional development and upon
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which to construct shared understandings of terms
and processes. In general both groups’ view of
precision was limited to written and oral communication. Very little attention was given to precision
during the process of investigating mathematics
or the use of tools and representations.
Both groups had similar but limited understanding of the intention of SMP number 8: this
standard calls for students to “Look for and express regularity in repeated reasoning.” LTs and
teachers’ descriptions seem to focus on problem
solving and pattern as opposed to looking at regularity and repeated reasoning within mathematical
structures or across mathematical content areas.
For example, extending arithmetic properties to
algebra provides an opportunity for exploring
regularity in mathematical reasoning.
Overall data from the teachers and leadership
teams indicated that they perceived SMPs as classroom occurrences rather than individual student
actions. We suppose that this may be a result of our
set up of the activity, but more likely it is because
of the lens with which teachers/administrators view
their work, which is often at the classroom level.
Many of the LTs envision mathematics teaching
as teacher-centered, therefore student actions are
procedural, guided by the instructions of a teacher,
unlike teacher descriptions, which have students
engaged in investigating mathematics (critiquing,
exploring consequences, etc., where teachers are
providing an environment conducive to mathematical exploration guiding questions that do
not necessarily elicit specific answers, tasks, etc.).

CONCLUSION/IMPLICATIONS
Engaging district and school leaders and teachers
in shared activities intended to develop shared
meanings that are consistent with the intent of
the curriculum, in this case of the CCSSM, is a
vital initial experience in any sustained professional development. School and district leaders,
in considering teacher needs, must “continually
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conceptualiz[e] the purpose, design, and process
of continuous district reform” (Fullan, 2007, p.
230). Teachers, then, are validated in their efforts
to change by the knowledge that their leaders
understand the reform effort, such as curricular
change, and are vested in the reform by having
been part of the process. Such a coordinated effort
is vital to accomplish curricular and pedagogical
change that benefits all learners.
Guiding participants in this process, we approached our professional development with the
consideration that activities should contextualize
mathematics content within teaching practices
rather than focusing solely on content. We did
so anticipating that participants would have varying mathematics backgrounds and that teaching
practices would provide the common foundation
on which to address content. Actually, what we
found was that the proceduralization of teaching
that was expressed by LTs demonstrated differences beyond content knowledge and preparation.
Instead, LTs’ roles in their community of practice
affected their interpretation of the classroom and
curriculum more strongly than perhaps even their
content knowledge did. For example, issues of
assessment and student performance on assessment impacted district leaders’ decision-making
about quality teaching methods and curriculum
implementation.
In addition, we invited LTs to participate in
professional development for teachers so that
they could see appropriate teaching practices
and activities modeled while hearing teachers
express their struggles with implementing the
CCSSM and inquiry-oriented activities in the
classroom. These shared sessions also provided
vital opportunities for teachers and LTs to develop
a common language about appropriate teaching
practices. For example both groups had previously used the term facilitate but with different
meanings. By examining a common experience
in inquiry oriented mathematics learning, both
groups wrestled with using the term facilitate to
describe the shared experience.
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Perhaps magnifying the need for shared language and interpretations is the issue of multiple
roles that is so prevalent in rural areas. As teachers transition into administrative responsibilities
or as administrators transition from roles at the
middle grades level to the secondary level or vice
versa, having consistent interpretations allows for
coherence across roles. In rural areas, the lack
of common language can become a barrier to
the changing roles and responsibilities, perhaps
confounding the experience of educational change
in such locales. Furthermore, the sustainability
of educational change efforts is challenged when
the necessary transitions of roles results in inconsistent interpretations of and implementation of
district efforts.
Adding to the challenges of multiple roles, our
partnership participants are engaged in multiple
initiatives in addition to the implementation of
the CCSSM. In order for teachers to have a broad,
deep, and lasting understanding of the CCSSM
and to have the infrastructure in place to support
their effective implementation of these Standards,
teachers need professional development and ongoing support particularly geared to these concerns.
Unfortunately many district level initiatives and
professional development activities address only
structures, rather than the also needed dimensions of processes and rationales. As a result,
teacher pressures that may not relate to structures
are answered with structures-based replies. For
example, when teachers struggle with integrating
mathematics content at the secondary level, it may
be because of a lack of models of how doing so
appears in actual classroom practice. However, it
may appear to be an appropriate solution to provide
teachers with new resources, such as textbooks.
Instead of addressing structures, though, one
can look to capacity building, which counters a
deficiency perspective. In the case of mathematics education, leadership includes the need for
content specific leadership and the preparation of
stakeholders to communicate across professional
communities.

An unintended outcome from our partnership
has been the impact this project has had on our
practice as teacher educators. The collaboration
of the Departments of Mathematical Sciences and
Curriculum and Instruction has strengthened the
professional development offered to our teachers. The content is rich and in-depth while being
embedded in high leverage teaching practices and
has allowed the professional development team
to articulate more effectively the need for certain
structures within the professional development
opportunities for our teachers across both departments. In fact, the structures that we identified
for teachers’ use also inform the work we do with
pre-service and in-service teachers, providing
guidance for our work as we develop coursework
or professional development. For example, the
launch, explore, summarize lesson plan format
that we designed to help preservice and inservice
teachers incorporate inquiry-oriented teaching
in their classrooms has become a tool for how
we structure our own instruction, guiding us to
develop our own inquiry-oriented instruction in
our content and methods courses.
Our partnership with these districts has illuminated the need for shared vision to achieve
coherence across all invested members in a district.
In order to provide professional development
that has the potential to impact our partnership,
understanding the factors that have the potential
to derail shared vision has been essential. While
our paper addresses the need for shared vision in
mathematics, it is not unreasonable to believe that
this is essential in any district-wide endeavor that
strives to implement change.
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ABSTRACT
Given that early mathematics education lays the foundation for later mathematics achievement, teachers
of young children have the responsibility and challenge of providing effective mathematics instruction
to all children, including those who are immigrants. This chapter discusses four key points relevant to
mathematics acquisition and immigrant children: (a) bilingualism as an asset, (b) strengths of immigrant
families, (c) teachers’ mathematical knowledge, and (d) developmentally appropriate mathematics environment. It is suggested that institutions of higher education, administrators, and teachers of young
children consider those four key points, and that each topic is linked to on-going professional development for the purpose of effective instruction.

INTRODUCTION
Early education lays a foundation for children’s
later academic success (Ludwig & Phillips, 2007)
and early mathematical learning sets a trajectory
for later mathematical learning. The mathematics ability of children entering kindergarten is a
strong predictor of later academic success, an
even better predictor than early reading ability
(Duncan, Dowsett, Claessens, Magnuson, Huston, Klebanov, et al., 2007). Thus, preschool and
early elementary teachers play an important role
in laying a foundation for children’s mathemati-

cal knowledge, skills, and interest in mathematics. In addition, providing depth and breadth of
knowledge is critical, inclusive of numbers and
operations; patterns, relationships and functions; geometry; measurement and data analysis
(NAEYC & NCTM, 2010).
Children with families who have a low socioeconomic status (SES) show less proficiency
in mathematics performance then their middle
SES peers, particularly when metacognition is
required (Denton & West, 2002). Also, children
with low SES tend to have lower language skills
which can impact mathematics acquisition (Hart
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& Risley, 1986); language is embedded within and
foundational to mathematics learning. Immigrant
children have been thought to be at double risk
in mathematics acquisition in that they may be
more likely to have a low SES background and
may be learning English as a second language. It
is known that children who do not acquire basic
academic skills in reading and mathematics by
third grade are at a disadvantage in their school
career; efforts to remediate can be costly and may
or may not be effective (Heckman, 2000).

BACKROUND
One of the top domestic issues in the United States
is the low educational achievement of a majority
of immigrant youth, typically defined as children
under the age of eighteen who are foreign born or
U.S.-born to immigrant parents. These children
represent 25% of the nations’ 75 million children
(Passel, 2011); immigrant children are the fastest growing segment of the nations’ population
of children (Hernandez, 2004). This impacts
teacher and school programs throughout the
United States. For example, during the ten year
period between the 1997-1998 school year and
2007-2008 school year, the following states had
significant increases in students with English as
a second language: South Carolina (827.8% increase), Indiana (409.8%) and Arkansas (287.1%)
(Batalova & McHugh, 2010). While Spanish is
the predominant language spoken by immigrant
children, there are approximately 450 languages
represented among students in public schools in
the U.S. (Kindler, 2002).
Clearly, the demographics of the student population in America’s schools is changing. Public
schools are expected to be places of integration
for children of immigrants. The need to serve
immigrant children in rural, suburban, and urban
schools will have an impact in every state and will
continue to increase. Teachers are being challenged
to have the knowledge and confidence to provide

effective instruction for all students, including
those who are immigrants. The purpose of this
chapter is to discuss four key issues relevant to
mathematics acquisition and immigrant children:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Bilingualism as an asset,
Strengths of immigrant families,
Teachers’ knowledge of mathematics, and
Developmentally appropriate mathematical
curriculum.

BILINGUALISM AS AN ASSET
When third-grade, South Korean born, Yeonjin,
moved to the Midwest, her parents, both working
in the field of medicine, decided to enroll her in
a private school. The first day she brought home
a mathematics textbook to complete a homework
assignment. As her dad sat down with her, Yeonjin
commented that the book looked easy. In fact, when
she completed the mathematical problems she met
few difficulties because she knew the universal
language of mathematical symbols. However,
when she got to the section of the assignment with
word problems, she didn’t know how to solve the
problems at all. Yeonjin’s dad had to help her
translate the language of the word problem from
English to Korean. Thinking in Korean, Yeonjin
understood what mathematical processes were
needed to solve the word-problem and then she
was able to proceed.
There is little recognition among teachers and
parents that a student’s native language can be an
asset in mathematical skill acquisition. Instead,
there is too often a deficit view with a focus on
a child’s proficiency in English, or lack thereof,
rather than on skills based in mathematics (Civil,
2008). Furthermore, there is some evidence to
suggest that teachers have different perceptions
of students based on country of origin and the
socioeconomic status of the families; working
class parental contributions are seen in a less
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positive light and professionals in a more positive light (Civil, 2008). Perhaps these perceptions
are influenced by a lack of understanding of the
differences in the language learning processes of
immigrant children new to the U.S. (see Krashen,
1981, 1982) and those who are second or third
generation immigrants who are not yet fluent in
English.
Simply being bilingual does not impede mathematical learning (Clarkson, 1991; Dawe, 1983;
Setati & Adler, 2001). In fact, the influence of
a child’s primary language can be a cognitive
asset and bilingualism can strengthen a young
child’s academic learning. Evidence demonstrates
that bilingual students, relative to monolingual
control groups, show greater cognitive flexibility, creativity, divergent thought and improved
problem-solving abilities (Baker, 2011; Lambert,
1990). Highly competent bilingual students from
widely different cultures and languages, tend to
be mathematically superior to their monolingual
peers and to bilingual peers dominant in one language, when the effects of intelligence, schooling,
socioeconomic status, age, and sex are controlled
(Clarkson, 1991, 1992; Clarkson & Galbraith,
1992; Dawe, 1983).
Cummins (1979, 1984, 1991) hypothesized that
the level of competence a bilingual child develops
in each language is directly related to academic
performance when two criteria are met; both languages must have enough social value and worth
to flourish as languages of thought and expression
and a student’s command of both languages must
meet some minimum threshold of competence.
In contrast, students who are not fluent in either
the home language or language of instruction,
tend to have difficulty in mathematics (Ellerton
& Clarkson, 1996). Low proficiency in both languages and mathematical underachievement may
explain some minority groups’ underperformance
in mathematics. There is a benefit to immigrant
children when teachers provide support in using
coping strategies as students are acquiring English
language skills (Clarkson, 1995).
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Challenges may arise within a classroom for
students who are developing English as a language
of instruction. Yet, bilingual students intuitively
use a range of techniques to process mathematics
challenges. For example, it is common to translate
from English to home language and vice versa.
Sometimes teachers can be surprised at this
particular practice and may even discourage the
translation process while thinking that somehow
translating will slow down the use of English. In
fact, the opposite may be true; access to information in the home language can contribute to
a student’s progress in the home language and
English (Espinosa, 2008).
When teachers do not understand the relationship between language and mathematics teaching, they tend to hold either unreasonably high
expectations coupled with not providing needed
support or teachers may hold unreasonably low
expectations which results in students not being
challenged (Secada, 1992). For example, a teacher
may not realize that a child, such as Yeonjin in
the aforementioned example, who does well
with computational problem-solving, may have
to translate some words or phrases into her first
language in order to comprehend meaning. When
the teacher understands the benefit of home language use, particularly for those students who
have competency in reading and writing in their
home language, then the teacher can provide a
corresponding prompt (e.g., “I am glad to see you
are using your translator so that you can hear the
phrase in Korean”).
Sometimes a teacher may conclude that a
student’s problem with mathematics is a result
of learning English as a second language when
the problem may be more a result of variables
associated with a low socioeconomic level. In
either case, support is needed, although the kind
of support may be different depending on the
source of the problem. For example, a child who
is not competent in both English may profit from
being tutored by a child who is competent in
both the home language and English. The child
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with a low SES may profit from time spent on
building background knowledge and vocabulary
for content being studied. In both cases, having
one-on-one support is beneficial. Seeking adult
translator volunteers from the community, including college students, is another way to provide
individualized support. A child’s home language
can be an asset in learning mathematics and at
the same time learning English vocabulary for
mathematics can help immigrant children develop
their skills in English. Mathematics is integral to
learning language and literacy; mathematics words
are so much a part of a child’s everyday life that
mathematics vocabulary is considered a part of
general cognitive development (Ginsburg, 1989).
The amount of mathematics related “talk” from
teachers is significantly related to the growth of
children’s conventional mathematical knowledge
(Klibanoff, Levine, Huttenlocher, Vosilyeva &
Hedges, 2006). Using the strategy, “think alouds,”
can be a benefit to all children and particularly
for those who are learning English as a second
language (Barrera, Liu, Thurlow, Shyyan, Yan, &
Chamberlain, 2006). In this process the teacher
provides a detailed description of the process
used in problem solving and models while providing the description. This process addresses the
challenge that immigrant children can have with
metacognition. Language development is deeply
embedded in mathematical learning and teaching
and vice versa; a critical point in recognizing the
home language of immigrant children and their
families as an asset, given that parents are their
child’s first teachers.

STRENGTHS OF
IMMIGRANT FAMILIES
When he was eight years old, Rudy’s family moved
to California from Portugal and joined extended
family members who worked on a dairy farm. By
the time Rudy was in fourth grade, as the oldest child in the family, he served as his parents’

translator for daily life activities, including business at the local bank and transactions at the flea
market on Saturday mornings. Rudy felt that he
was contributing to his family; Rudy’s parents
were proud of him and how he was becoming
acculturated into American life.
“Students home cultures and languages are
strengths upon which to build, rather than deficits
for which to compensate” (Gustein & Peterson,
2005, p.3). Home life is important to a child’s
academic success; it is noteworthy that children
of immigrants are more likely to be born healthy,
live with both parents who have a strong work
ethic and eager to improve their standard of living, and live in a supportive community of other
immigrants (Shields & Behrman, 2004). Immigrant parents are no more likely to report being
in poor mental health than are native parents and
children of immigrants fare as well as or better
than children of natives on measures of school
engagement, including doing homework, caring
about school, and frequency of suspension or
expulsion from school.
When immigrant parents have a lower educational background than teachers in a school,
there can be an assumption made that students
will come to school with a lack of knowledge
or a deficit in mathematical knowledge and experience. Yet this may not be the case. Rather,
the difficulties immigrant students experience
when learning mathematics may be linked to the
cultural discrepancies between home and school.
Discrepancies can be reduced when a teacher
becomes aware of a student’s family life and
social networks, and gains access to the wealth
of family cultural and other resources that have
been termed funds of knowledge (Moll, Amanti,
Neff, & Gonzalez, 1992).
There is a need for teachers to have a better
understanding of the home lives of immigrant
children in order to build a connection between
home life and school life; just as this knowledge
benefits a teacher’s work with any child. When
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parents can be supported in using their knowledge
and experiences to support their children, both
teachers and parents can recognize the wealth
of knowledge and experience contributed to the
child’s mathematical knowledge and skill acquisition. The idea is that schools enhance the education
of children when they become aware of and use
the home and community resources of students
that can be hidden, if not sought out.
Through talking with individual family members, teachers can gather information about the
history of the family, including but not limited to
home life and work life of the parents and extended
family members. For example, in our previous
vignette about Rudy, a teacher may assume that
he knew little about mathematics because of his
families’ lack of fluency in English and socioeconomic background. Upon connecting with parents,
a teacher may learn that Rudy goes with his family
to the flea market every Saturday morning and that
Rudy is the member of the family that manages the
money exchange, receiving cash and distributing
change. Families have abundant knowledge that is
used every day and can be used to teach academic
skills. Sometimes, it may seem that some families
have little academic knowledge or skills to offer
children. However, through visits with the family, a teacher can learn that family members have
a wealth of experience in carpentry, mechanics,
masonry, roofing, cooking, folk medicine, etc.
Parents may not necessarily value these skills
as contributing to their child’s knowledge base,
until a teacher brings that value to their attention.

Value of Parent Involvement
Parent involvement in math education can be
influenced by cultural differences among ethnic
groups and parents’ socio-economic status or education levels. For example, research conducted by
the National Foundation for American Policy in
2004, reported that 65% of the nation’s top math
students are children of recent immigrants (Cavanaugh, 2004); Asian immigrants, like the previous
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discussion of Yeonjin’s family, who arrive in the
U. S. on an H1B visa, reserved for foreign workers
in specialty occupations show strong mathematics
achievement. In contrast, Crosnoe (2006) reported
that more than 40 percent of Latino children ages
6 to 18 in the U.S. schools have a parent with less
than a high school education, compared to about
6 percent of white children; these parents often
enter the U.S. work force in labor positions that
are less likely to require education and fewer opportunities for acculturation.
Immigrant parents are more alike than different
from their native parent counterparts. Ample evidence exists that indicates all children profit when
parents have positive involvement with their child’s
school and children’s academic achievement is
positively impacted (Epstein, 2001; Henderson,
Mapp, Jordan, Orozco, Averett, Donnelly, 2002).
In general, educators would argue for the benefits
of parental involvement in a child’s education;
parental involvement has long been considered
a contributor to the growth and development of
children and to better outcomes in a child’s overall education. When parents are highly involved
in their child’s education, many benefits can be
observed, including high homework completion
rates, higher academic performance and test
scores, positive attitudes toward school, fewer
placements in special education, and fewer school
suspensions (Christenson & Hurley, 1997; HooverDempsey & Sandler, 1995). Parental involvement
can lessen the negative impacts of poverty when
an emotionally and physically safe home environment is provided and there is engagement with
learning activities and communication with the
school (Henderson & Berla, 1996).

Strategies for Involving Parents
Much has been written about strategies for involving parents in the education of their children. A
common caution is to note that any suggested
strategies are general; specific applications will
vary depending on the contextual factors. For
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example, in a school with a high population of
immigrants from Russia, family cultural factors
will differ from a school with a high population
of Hmong immigrants from Laos and thus, may
require different strategies.
A first step to involving immigrant parents is
conveying a belief that both parents and teachers
contribute to the child’s education. This can be
accomplished through identifying ways to communicate with parents who speak a language other
than English; making small efforts can net big
results. For example, requesting a photo of the
child and his/her family to display in the classroom
begins to provide a link between home and school.
Or, invite parents to share mathematical ideas or
books from their home country. These examples
could even be displayed in the classroom. What
is important to note is that every time a teacher
extends a sincere invitation to parents to become
partner in their child’s education, a message is
conveyed that families are valuable to their child’s
education.
Sharing information that is relevant to children’s education is a second strategy for involving
parents. Too often teachers think of communication as a one-sided experience in which teacher
inform parents about school expectations or a
child’s academic or behavioral progress. Parents
also need to be given the opportunity to share their
expectations for their child’s learning and their
understandings about their child. For example,
in speaking with a parent who emigrated from
Guatemala, a teacher found that a father was
perplexed about his son’s difficulty with mathematical problem solving. The father shared that
he had Mayan ancestry and strong mathematical
roots and his expectation was for his son to do
well in mathematics. This sharing gave the teacher
important insights into the tension she was feeling
between the father and his son. Some parents may
not be so easy to communicate with given that
they are not fluent in the instructional language of
the school. Making it known to the parent that a
translator is welcome to come with the parent, can

help some parents feel more comfortable coming
to the classroom to receive and share information.
Helping parents become involved with the instructional experiences in the classroom is a third
strategy. Parents need time and many experiences
to build their understanding of teacher expectations, mathematics content being taught, and
how parents can be involved and be supportive.
A parent may not accept an invitation to come
to the classroom the first time it is extended, but
as a teacher becomes familiar with the parent’s
schedule, a mutually agreed upon time and activity can often be identified. An immigrant father
may work nights and sleep in the morning, but
could come to the classroom in the afternoon to
assist with a woodworking project that requires
a demonstration of the importance of accurate
measuring. Additionally, an immigrant parent
or extended family member may come to school
to do a small-group ethnic cooking lesson, read
a book in the home language, or play a musical
instrument from the home country. The more
acquainted a teacher becomes with a family, the
more opportunities for parental contributions will
be discovered.
Teachers build an open door policy with parents, a fourth strategy, through anticipating that
parents will have questions, especially when what
parents see (or don’t see) conflicts with what they
expect from their own background. When parents
ask questions, they are not only demonstrating an
interest but they are offering the teacher an opportunity to contribute to their knowledge of what
is happening in the classroom and how they can
be supportive. Immigrant parents have perceptions of U.S. schools that may not be accurate of
their child’s classroom; sometimes these perceptions overvalue the teacher and curriculum and
sometimes they undervalue. Having an open door
policy that includes making it easy for parents to
ask question and get answers may reduce fears
such as the child being over or under challenged.
Providing immigrant parents ideas about how
to incorporate mathematics at home is a fifth
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strategy. Not only can teachers extend invitations to parents to become involved at school, but
they can also offer opportunities for parents to
provide math opportunities at home and build an
understanding of the importance of concrete and
engaging experiences. A parents’ understanding
of classroom game use can be greatly enhanced
when the parent sees how playing math games
helps their child’s understanding of a particular
mathematics concept and when the parent sees
how excited their child gets when a family member
comes to school. In order to integrate family members contributions into the classroom and build a
reciprocal partnership with parents, teachers must
take time to identify and access family strengths.
As has been mentioned, every family, including
immigrant families, has a wealth of family and
community experiences that supports their child’s
development. It is through communicating and
connecting with parents over time and becoming
familiar with the family culture that teachers can
begin to have in-depth knowledge of a student and
families’ culture, prior knowledge, and experience.

TEACHERS’ MATHEMATICAL
KNOWLEDGE
Jessie progressed through elementary school and
high school feeling that she had not experienced
success in mathematics. She married just after
graduation, had three children, and opened a
family childcare center in her home in southern
Texas. After all of her children were in school,
Jessie decided to earn an Associate’s degree at a
local community college where she became interested in working with immigrant children. Later,
she enrolled in a Bachelor’s degree program and
one of her required courses was college algebra.
Jessie’s anxiety about math and memories of her
childhood school experiences returned. Slowly,
she began to realize that her lack of confidence
and self-perception as a “math failure” had a
negative impact, not only on her own mathemat-
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ics skill acquisition, but also the opportunities
she offered children as a teacher. She sought out
opportunities to improve her math knowledge
and subsequently became more confident in her
ability to offer effective mathematics instruction.
It is important for a teacher, as exemplified
by Jessie’s story, to become aware of his/her own
knowledge and understanding of mathematics,
as well as his/her level of confidence and beliefs
about competency in mathematics. This sense of
self-efficacy will influence how a teacher role in
teaching mathematics is approached. For example,
classroom environment, teaching strategies, and
implementation of curriculum may look different
depending on a teacher’s content knowledge and
belief in ability to teach mathematics.
Self-efficacy refers to an individual’s judgment
about being able to perform an activity (Murphy
& Alexander, 2001); self-efficacy is influenced
by an individual’s judgment of past performance
(“I have/haven’t been successful in mathematics in
the past.”), impressions of performance of others
(“Others are better at mathematics than I am.”),
verbal persuasion (“I can do this.”), and physiological states (a sense of calmness, upset stomach,
jitters, etc). Murphy and Alexander posit that a
teacher’s mathematics efficacy can be improved
through reviewing accomplishments, recording
new knowledge and identifying specific reasons
for poor performance. Those with high degrees of
efficacy persist longer in situations that are seen
as difficult (Bandura, 1986; see Bandura, 1977).
In teacher preparation programs for early
childhood and elementary majors, teacher candidates are likely to learn the scope and sequence
of skills and teaching strategies for literacy, but
not necessarily for mathematics. For example,
almost 80% of preschool to third grade four-year
teacher preparation programs in New Jersey, offer
coursework targeted to literacy, but only 16% offer
coursework targeted to math (Lobman, Ryan &
McLaughlin, 2005). In general, teacher training
programs in early childhood and elementary edu-
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cation lack an emphasis on teaching mathematics
and teaching students from different cultural and
linguistic backgrounds (Costa, McPhail, Smith,
& Brisk, 2005). Thus, teachers may have a lack
of confidence and competence in teaching mathematics and in teaching those children with whom
they feel they cannot communicate with easily as
a result of not having received the proper training.
Early childhood and elementary teachers may
enter their teaching career with little knowledge
of mathematics standards, or resources available
to them, such as those provided by the National
Council on Teachers of Mathematics (NCTM).
Yet such knowledge is critical.
There is some concern that teachers do not view
teaching mathematics as a priority. For example,
observations of classroom practice have shown
that teachers spend 8% of daily classroom time
on mathematics activities and 21% on literacy
(Early, Barbarin, Bryant, Burchinal, Chang, Clifford, et al., 2005). Yet, it has been posited that
children’s gains in mathematics knowledge and
skills is significantly related to the amount of
time that opportunities are offered in the classroom (Guarino, Hamilton, Lockwood, Rathbun,
& Hausken, 2006). Also, once employed, early
childhood teachers report a belief that teaching
of mathematics is less important than teaching of
literacy; it is believed that this viewpoint results
from a lack of emphasis on teaching of mathematics during teacher preparation programs literacy
(Blevins-Knabe, Austin, Musun-Miller, Eddy, &
Jones, 2000).
Swars, Smith, Smith and Hart (2008) reported
that as preservice teachers increase their understanding of mathematical content knowledge, they
“become better able to understand and embrace
more cognitively oriented pedagogical beliefs and
become more confident in their skills and abilities
to teach mathematics effectively” (p. 63). In addition, once in the field of education, teachers of
young children tend to receive little professional
support in planning lessons for children with diverse home languages and backgrounds (NCTM,

2000). Yet, it would follow that by increasing the
content knowledge and pedagogy of teachers,
the level of their students’ achievement in mathematics will improve. Efficacy is thought to be
an important method of predicting a preservice
teachers’ future ability to teach mathematics and
resistant to change once established (TschannenMoran, Woolfolk, Hoy, & Hoy, 1998). However,
preservice teachers can be open to changing views
of self, perhaps because they view themselves in
a learning mode, (Hoy & Spero, 2005).

Components of Mathematical
Knowledge
To better understand how to enhance mathematical thinking and learning for immigrant students,
teachers must first understand the nature of mathematical knowledge, conceptually, procedurally,
and linguistically. Conceptual knowledge pertains
to mathematical relationships and the underlying
structure of mathematics, relationships between
ideas that explain and give meaning to mathematical procedures; in contrast, procedural knowledge
focuses on the algorithms and procedures that will
solve a given problem (Hiebert & Lefevre, 1986).
Linguistic knowledge involves an understanding
of mathematical language and meaning.
Conceptual knowledge: Conceptual knowledge
involves understanding concepts and recognizing
their applications in various situations; individuals with high levels of conceptual knowledge are
able to solve problem that they may never have
seen before (Ben-Hur, 2006). Conceptual understanding of mathematical processes is necessary
in order to choose the correct operation (addition,
subtraction, multiplication, division) and perform
the necessary steps to calculate an answer. When
students rote learn they may depend on being
told which mathematical process to use rather
than making a choice from a base of conceptual
understanding. A teacher using a prescriptive
curriculum may not be able to explain to a student why a particular mathematical process is
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being used if he/she does not have a conceptual
understanding; without conceptual understanding,
neither student nor teacher has a high degree of
efficacy, which in turn impacts the teaching and
learning process. Flores (2002) found that most
pre-service teachers had procedural knowledge in
solving mathematical problems, but struggled to
provide an explanation regarding the mathematical
processes being used.
To help immigrant students succeed in the
mathematics classroom, teachers need to connect
the student’s previous knowledge and experience to
new concepts that are being taught. An immigrant
student may have prior knowledge and experience with a mathematical concept in their home
language and yet not recognize this understanding when listening to a discussion on the topic in
English. In cases where there is understanding,
the student may have difficulty finding the words
to express understanding in English. Re-learning
the mathematical concept is not needed; what is
needed is to learn the pertinent English vocabulary in the context of listening, speaking, reading,
and writing. In situations where there is not prior
knowledge of the mathematical concept, then providing concrete, visual, and engaging experiences
is necessary in order for the student to develop
conceptual knowledge and related proficiency in
the mathematical process.
Procedural knowledge: Procedural knowledge
involves the ability to solve problems using mathematical knowledge to find solutions (Ben-Hur,
2006). Computation can be approached differently
in different countries and different cultures. When
teachers are not aware of the differences, they can
discount the processes used by children in the
classroom and the strategies that parents use at
home because these processes are different from
the classroom instruction being provided. Children
can become frustrated and confused when told
one process by teachers and another by family
members. An immediately visual example is that
in the U.S., we teach children to read a textbook
and to write on a sheet of paper from left to right.
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Yet, in an some cultures children may have been
exposed only to reading and writing from right
to left (Arabic) and/or top to bottom (Japanese
or Chinese).
There are many examples of cultural differences that teachers can encounter when teaching
mathematics and as a result misinterpret that
children are incorrect in their written assignment.
For example, writing numerals (1-10) is one of
the first skills taught to children by parents and
early educators; some immigrant children may
draw a line through the stem of a 7 or add a serif
to a 1. In some Spanish-speaking cultures, periods
are used instead of commas to separate multiples
of a thousand (e.g., 1,000,000 may be written
as 1.000.000) and commas are used instead of
decimal points (e.g., 1.5 becomes 1,5). Cultural
differences can impact a child’s daily life outside
of school as well as mathematical operations in
school and may impact children in a variety ways,
including but not limited to understanding word
problems and representing work in writing. While
these differences can initially be problematic, once
a teacher and student understand their different
approaches, adjustments can be made.
An additional issue that teachers and students
can encounter is that many immigrant children
who have attended school in their home country
are familiar with the metric system rather than the
unit system used in the U.S. This difference can
impact a child’s use of vocabulary and estimations of units of measurement. For example, in
the U.S. students learn about feet, yards, ounces,
and pounds. In countries using the metric system,
students will learn about centimeter, kilometers,
grams and kilograms.
Linguistic knowledge: Mathematical concepts
only have meaning within the linguistic and social
context from where they were derived (Ellerton
& Clarkson, 1996). Mathematics is not just about
performing calculations; mathematics is dependent on the language of instruction. In addition,
students are expected to apply their skills in calculating to real-life situations, hence the wide use
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of word problems that require problem-solving
skills. Children are also expected to participate
in the metacognitive process of thinking about
their thinking while making calculations and
then communicate their mathematical thinking.
A teacher needs to pay particular attention to a
child’s processing strategies. Immigrant children
can have challenges with linguistic and conceptual knowledge and yet do well with calculations
because of their procedural knowledge (Ben-Hur,
2006; Goldman & Hasselbring, 1997). This can
be misleading, as the teacher may conclude that
the child has a full understanding of a mathematical process, when in fact the child is unable to
articulate an understanding, even though able to
complete calculations.
The immigrant child can find it difficult to
develop content-specific mathematical vocabulary
in English (e.g., equivalent, dividend), learning
complex phrases (e.g., least common denominator), as well as grammatical patterns and rules of
language associated with mathematics. Linguistic
knowledge can also make it difficult for a bilingual
child who does not understand prepositions (e.g.,
across, outside), words with prefixes (e.g., triangle,
binomial, polygram), or suffixes (e.g., hexagon,
bilateral). Thus, intentional teaching of mathematical vocabulary becomes an important aspect of
instruction with immigrant children and provides
them a context for understanding that there are
English words that have a unique meaning in the
context of mathematics (e.g., table, net). Many
children will attempt to gain the meaning of a
phrase by looking up each individual word using
their translator. This practice can result in confusion, when the definition provided does not fit the
context of the mathematical problem, and thus
not contribute to their acquisition of conceptual
knowledge. For example, we can catch a butterfly
with a net and we can net a profit.
Understanding the conceptual, procedural, and
linguistic components of mathematical knowledge
acquisition supports a teacher working with immigrant children and their families. Not only is

an awareness of the components of mathematical
knowledge supportive of applying principles of
teaching mathematics within a classroom environment, but also, effective teachers must possess a
deep understanding of the mathematics that they
teach (Schoenfeld, 2002). When teachers have a
strong pedagogy and knowledge base for teaching
mathematics, their interest and self-efficacy for
teaching mathematics increases.

A DEVELOPMENTALLY
APPROPRIATE MATHEMATICS
ENVIRONMENT
Bredekamp and Copple (1999) have defined and
described developmentally appropriate practices
for young children and these guidelines have become a basis for best practice. Teachers of young
children need to be intentional about providing a
mathematics-rich environment, be comprehensive
in the presentation of elements of mathematics
curriculum, and build upon the bilingual strengths
that immigrant children bring to the classroom.
In this section of the chapter we will examine
each of the six NCTM and NAEYC (2010, p. 2)
joint principles for teaching mathematics (equity,
curriculum, teaching, learning, assessment, and
technology) and related implications for creating
a mathematics-rich learning environment.

Equity
Applying NCTM principles (2000) to teaching
immigrant children suggests creating a classroom
environment that provides effective mathematics
instruction which necessitates consideration of,
and support for, the needs of every child, regardless
of their ethnicity, gender, or proficiency in English.
At times a teachers may believe that students with
immigrant or disadvantaged backgrounds are less
likely to demonstrate competency in mathematics
due to perceptions related to their background
(e.g., student or parent ability, lack of English
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competence, lack of parental input); the risk in
this thinking is that the implemented curriculum
made available to the students may not be comprehensive (Schoenfeld, 2002). Cooper & Harries
(2005), whose work examined student responses
to mathematical assessment, demonstrated how
practices in mathematics could favor middle class
students. Instead, when a teacher focuses on the
scope and sequence of skills for mathematics and
becomes knowledgeable of a student’s prior knowledge, learning styles, and demonstrated skill base,
instruction can be designed with consideration of
the individual child.
Equity is provided for students when a teacher
builds on children’s interests; such an approach
is pivotal to a child-centered, rather than teachercentered environment. Building on interests also
helps to bridge discrepancies in an individual
student’s skills as well as bridge discrepancies
between students. Building on interests is also
a powerful way for a teacher to use practical life
situations to apply math. For example, if an immigrant child has a particular interest in his father’s
small roofing business, he may have an interest
in learning how to estimate how many roof tiles
it will take to roof a dog house. Within a classroom setting, choices like this offer children an
opportunity to match their interest and abilities.

and providing opportunities for continued development. Providing mathematics curriculum with
depth and breadth becomes particularly critical
when working with students from disadvantaged
and/or immigrant backgrounds.
The Work Sampling System, fifth edition, preschool through third grade (Dichtelmiller, Jablon,
Marsden, & Meisels, 2013) provides a scope and
sequence inclusive of kindergarten through third
grade; this system has been recently revised to
include Common Core Standards (www.corestandards.org). Tables 1 through 6 represent the
Work Sampling mathematics domain by functional
component and associated performance indicators.
Functional components include: processes and
practices, numbers, operation and algebraic thinking, measurement, data analysis, and geometry.
The purpose for providing this model of a
mathematics scope and sequence is two-fold: 1)
the performance indicators are observable and
measureable and can be used to guide daily instruction and observation of student development
and 2) the scope and sequence demonstrates how
language (listening, speaking, reading, and writing) is inherent in the development of mathematics.
Note that it is beyond the scope of this chapter
to provide activities to develop the represented
performance indicators.

Curriculum

Processes and Practices

Curriculum provides a focus for instruction and
is most effective when articulated across age and
grade levels. It is important for a teacher to know
the scope and sequence for the grade before and the
grade after the one that is currently being taught.
The purpose of this broad base of knowledge is
to enable the teacher to meet the varied needs of
the students in the classroom, those children who
are advanced and those who have demonstrated
delays. A second grade teacher may have students
functioning from kindergarten through third grade
in mathematics and yet has the responsibility of
meeting each child where he or she is functioning

Solving real-life problems helps children make
connections between the math they are learning
at school with opportunities in their home and
community. A teacher can encourage problem
solving through asking open-ended questions,
guiding children to try different strategies, and
inviting children to talk about their thinking.
As can be seen in Table 1, language is integral
to the acquisition of the process and practice
of mathematics as evidenced by a kindergarten
performance indicator stating, “uses words and
representations to describe mathematical ideas.”
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Identifies patterns and makes
generalizations.
Identifies patterns and makes
generalizations.
Communicates and
represents mathematical
thinking.
Uses words and
representations to describe
mathematical ideas.
Not expected as this level.

Identifies patterns and makes
generalizations.

Begins to recognize
patterns and make simple
generalizations.
Communicates and
represents mathematical
thinking.
Identifies patterns and makes
generalizations.
Begins to recognize
patterns and makes some
generalizations.
Uses words and
representations to describe
mathematical ideas.

Uses words and
representations to describe
mathematical ideas.

Reasons abstractly and
quantitatively and begins to
use some tools strategically.
Reasons abstractly and
quantitatively and begins to
use some tools strategically.
Reasons quantitatively and
begins to use some tools
strategically.
Reasons quantitatively and
begins to use some tools.
Begins to reason
quantitatively.

Reasons quantitatively and
begins to use some tools
strategically.

Makes sense of
mathematical problems
and applies concepts and
strategies to solve them.
Makes sense of
mathematical problems
and applies concepts and
strategies to solve them.
Makes sense of
mathematical problems
and applies concepts and
strategies to solve them.
Makes sense of mathematical
problems and uses simple
strategies to solve them.
Begins to make sense of
mathematical problems and
use simple strategies to solve
them.
Shows interest in solving
mathematical problems.

Kindergarten
Preschool-Age 4
Preschool -Age 3

Table 1. Processes and practices performance indicators by age/grade level

First

Second

Third
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Providing numerous hands-on opportunities
has implications for the teacher of immigrant
children who are in process of developing expressive language. It is important to keep in mind that
through providing hands-on experiences with concrete objects and opportunities to draw, children
can sometimes demonstrate through actions what
they cannot describe through words.
Classroom materials that can support student
growth in mathematical processes and practices
include, but are not limited to: a variety of counters,
blocks (unit, pattern, etc.), unifix cubes, calculator, calendar, graph paper, puzzles, number lines,
plain paper, variety of pencils (thick, thin, color,
regular), markers, dice, play money, and simple
board games that involve counting.

Numbers
Numbers is the component of mathematics that is
most familiar and most emphasized by teachers
and parents; performance indicators for this functional component can be reviewed in Table 2. Oral
counting is a normal starting point for teaching
mathematical skills regardless of first language;
children are taught to rote count as first words.
It is important for children to developmentally
progress to counting objects with one-to-one correspondence, using objects to represent numbers,
and using numerals to represent quantities. “Even
before children can accurately count small sets,
they can begin the process of defining a collection
of objects” (Baroody & Benson, 2001, p. 157).
Establishing this base of number knowledge leads
to an understanding of fundamental operations
(addition, subtraction, multiplication, division).
Classroom materials that can support student
growth in developing number concepts include:
number lines; numerals made from a variety of
materials (e.g., plastic, felt, rubber); collections
of same objects (e.g., trucks, cars, fish, etc.); play
money and coins; pencils; paper; fraction cards
and/or objects that separate into halves, fourths,
etc.; and decks of cards.
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Understands fraction concepts.
Not expected at this level.
Not expected at this level.
Not expected at this level.
Not expected at this
level.

Not expected at this level.

Estimates quantity with
reasonable accuracy.
Estimates quantity with
reasonable accuracy.
Estimates quantity with
reasonable accuracy.
Not expected at this level.
Not expected at this
level.

Begins to estimate quantity.

Shows understanding of whole
numbers, quantities, and
relationships.
Shows understanding of whole
numbers, quantities, and
relationships.
Shows understanding of whole
numbers, quantities, and
relationships.
Shows beginning
understanding of number
and quantity.
Shows interest in
quantity.

Shows understanding
of number and quantity
and begins to understand
relationships between
quantities.

Counts with understanding.
Counts with understanding.
Counts with understanding.
Counts with understanding.
Counts with
understanding.
Shows interest in
counting,

Kindergarten
Preschool-Age 4
Preschool-Age 3

Table 2. Numbers performance indicators by age/grade level

First

Second

Third
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Operations and Algebraic Thinking
Mathematical operations and algebraic thinking
promote problem solving in young children (see
Table 3). Problem-solving has been a recommended mathematics focus providing students
with opportunities to understand and explain solutions to problems (NCTM, 2000). Operations and
algebraic thinking include addition, subtraction,
multiplication, division and an understanding of
the base-ten system of place value. Opportunities
to practice mathematical operations and thinking are not always pencil and paper tasks. For
example, in a third grade classroom, a teacher
could use a mental computation activity at the
beginning of each class. The teacher could say a
series of numbers and ask the children to add or
subtract (e.g., “I’m thinking of the number five,
plus the number two, now subtracting the number one, and adding the number six. Raise your
hand when you know the total. “). This strategy
can capture students’ attention in a two or three
minute period and provide practice in listening
as well as in mental computation.
It is noteworthy that some experts disagree
on the value of using manipulatives as a tool for
teaching solutions to mathematical equations.
Kamii, Lewis, and Livingston (1993) suggested
presenting a problem on the board and then
encouraging conversation among students on
problem solving strategies. Whether manipulatives
or group discussion is used to solve an equation,
there is agreement that students need to be able
to explain mathematical processes regardless of
how they arrive at a solution.
Classroom materials that can support student
growth in developing operations and algebraic
thinking include: number lines; numerals made
from a variety of material (e.g., plastic, felt, rubber), collections of same objects (e.g., trucks,
cars, fish, etc.); play money and coins; pencils;
paper; decks of cards; more, less, plus, minus,
and equal signs.

Note: Work Sampling System, Fifth Edition, Preschool through Third Grade. Copyright © 2013 NCS Pearson, Inc. Reproduced with permission. All rights reserved. “The Work Sampling
System” is a trademark, in the US and/or other countries, of Pearson Education, Inc. or its affiliates(s).

Shows beginning
understanding of
multiplication and division.
Shows beginning
understanding of
multiplication and division.
Not expected at this level.
Not expected at this level.

Not expected at this level.

Not expected at this level.

Understands the base-ten
system (place value).
Understands the base-ten
system (place value).
Begins to understand the
base-ten system (place
value).
Not expected at this level.

Not expected at this level.

Understands the base-ten
system (place value).

Demonstrates fluency with
operations.
Demonstrates number
combination and
computational fluency.
Demonstrates basic
number combination and
computational fluency.
Not expected at this level.

Not expected at this level.

Demonstrates basic
number combination and
computational fluency.

Uses understanding of
addition and subtraction to
calculate and solve problems.
Uses understanding of
addition and subtraction to
calculate and solve problems.
Understands and applies
addition and subtraction to
problems.
Understands and applies
addition and subtraction to
problems.
Understands and begins
to apply addition and
subtraction to problems.
Begins to understand
addition and subtraction.

First
Kindergarten
Preschool-Age 4
Preschool-Age 3

Table 3. Operations and algebraic thinking performance indicators by age/grade level

Second

Third
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Measurement
Children, in the early years, often discover properties of measurement through use of informal units
such as measuring the length of the classroom
by placing one foot in front of the other and thus
counting the number of footsteps in the length of
the room. Through experimentation and exploration, children begin to differentiate among size,
length, and weight of objects and use appropriate terms to describe each attribute; these direct
comparisons of length, volume, and weight form
the foundation for more complex measuring activities. As children progress in grade level, they
are called upon to orally describe, discuss and
compare as they work with non-standard and
standard measurement units (Table 4).
Sometimes immigrant children have had experience with the metric system rather than the
English system; it can be helpful for a classroom
teacher to have a working knowledge of some of
the relationships between the two systems. For
example, two and a half centimeters equals about
one inch; a meter is a little longer than a yard; a
kilogram is a little heavier than two pounds, a liter
is a little more than a quart; and a kilometer is a
little more than a half-mile.
Classroom materials that can support student
growth in measurement include: thermometer;
yard sticks; various measuring tapes and rulers;
crayons of different sizes; objects that can be
compared in size, shape, length such as string,
paper strips, or rods; measuring cups and spoons;
and different sizes of containers.

Data Analysis
Collecting data and records as well as interpreting
data using tallies, lists, charts, graphs, and tables
begin with teacher guidance (see Table 5). Teachers pose questions, use concrete objects, organize
observations, and model to children how to represent information that they collect and display in
different ways, including graphing which presents
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Table 4. Measurement performance indicators by age/grade level
Preschool-Age 3

Preschool-Age 4

Shows
understanding of
some comparative
words.

Orders, compares,
and describes
objects according
to a single
attribute.

Participates in
measuring activities.

Participates
in measuring
activities.

Kindergarten
Orders, compares, and
describes objects by
size, length, capacity,
and weight.

Begins to understand
measuring processes and
tools.

First

Second

Compares and
describes objects
by length,
capacity, and
weight.

Compares and
describes objects
by attributes that
can be measured.

Demonstrates
understanding of
attributes that can be
measured.

Third

Uses simple
tools and
techniques to
measure with
non-standard and
standard units.

Uses simple
tools and
techniques to
estimate and
measure.

Uses tools and
techniques to estimate
and measure.

Note: Work Sampling System, Fifth Edition, Preschool through Third Grade. Copyright © 2013 NCS Pearson, Inc. Reproduced with
permission. All rights reserved. “The Work Sampling System” is a trademark, in the US and/or other countries, of Pearson Education, Inc. or
its affiliates(s).

numerical information visually. Graphing allows
the students to compare similarities, note differences, make judgments, discuss observations and
communicate findings. Children need to learn to
construct a graph and to interpret a graph, which
are two different skills. Classroom practices
should provide all children with opportunities to
use a variety of tools to analyze and display data
and gain a basic understanding of probability as
it relates to outcomes. Through the use of probability vocabulary (e.g., impossible, possible,
unlikely, likely, uncertain, certain), students can
begin to develop an understanding of predicting
an outcome based on information collected.
Much of the list making and graphing can be
done as part of science and social studies activities
and other classroom activities that are meaningful
to children. If pre-kindergarten children become
interested in the topic of pets, they can each bring
a photo of their pet and these can be placed on a

poster graph that includes a column for each different kind of animal (e.g., cats, dogs, rabbits, fish,
hamsters, etc), thus creating a graphic representation of the kinds and number of children’s pets.
Classroom materials that can support student
growth in data collection and probability include:
objects to sort, dice, chart paper, thermometer,
blank graphs, pencils, and photographs of objects
that can be sorted.

Geometry
A primary curriculum goal of early exposure to
geometric elements is to lay a foundation for exposure to the process of spatial reasoning (Table
6). The development of spatial sense is an essential
tool for geometric mathematical thinking; visual
imagery and spatial abilities improve with practice
(Yackel & Wheatley, 1990). The development of
geometric reasoning (e.g., space and shapes) is

Table 5. Data analysis performance indicators by age/grade level
Preschool-Age 3
Not expected at
this level.

Preschool-Age 4
Not expected at
this level.

Kindergarten
Begins to collect,
classify, and
represent data.

First Grade
Collects,
represents, and
interprets data.

Second Grade
Collects,
represents, and
interprets data.

Third Grade
Collects, represents, and
interprets data.

Note: Work Sampling System, Fifth Edition, Preschool through Third Grade. Copyright © 2013 NCS Pearson, Inc. Reproduced with
permission. All rights reserved. “The Work Sampling System” is a trademark, in the US and/or other countries, of Pearson Education, Inc. or
its affiliates(s).
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Composes and
decomposes shapes.
Begins to explore composing
and decomposing shapes.

Note: Work Sampling System, Fifth Edition, Preschool through Third Grade. Copyright © 2013 NCS Pearson, Inc. Reproduced with permission. All rights reserved. “The Work Sampling
System” is a trademark, in the US and/or other countries, of Pearson Education, Inc. or its affiliates(s).

Composes and decomposes
shapes.
Composes and
decomposes shapes.

Begins to recognize and
describe the attributes of
shapes.
Identifies several shapes.

Composes and decomposes
shapes.

Composes and
decomposes shapes.

Reasons with shapes and their
attributes.
Reasons with shapes and
their attributes.
Reasons with shapes and
their attributes.
Recognizes and describes some
attributes of shapes.

Explores and solves spatial
problems using manipulatives
and drawings.
Explores and solves
spatial problems using
manipulatives and
drawings.

Second Grade
First Grade

Explores and solves
spatial problems using
manipulatives and
drawings.
Shows understanding of and
uses direction, location, and
position words.

Kindergarten
Preschool-Age 4

Shows understanding
of and uses several
positional words.

Preschool-Age 3

Table 6. Geometry performance indicators by age/grade level

Shows understanding of several
positional words.

Third Grade
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part of everyday life. As children play with unit
blocks, table blocks, pattern blocks, shape sorters
pegboard and geoboards, they begin to establish
a concrete and experiential knowledge of shapes
and forms. As children build this knowledge,
they begin to recognize, name, build, draw, and
describe defining attributes (e.g., size, color) of
plane and solid 2-D and then 3-D shaped objects
and develop spatial thinking. By third grade,
a depth and breadth of mathematical language
develops (e.g., parallelograms, hexagons, cubes,
cones, pyramids).
Classroom materials that can support student
growth in geometry include: blocks (e.g., unit,
pattern), geoboards, a variety of shapes of different
materials such as 2-D (e.g., triangles, rectangles)
and 3-D (e.g., trapezoid, hexagon), paper (including graph and grid), crayons, and pencils. Also,
an on-going activity such as creating Origami
figures would be a way for children of various
ages to think about geometric patterns.

Teaching
While a well-designed curriculum is critical to
teaching so is the teaching process itself, including
curriculum, planning, and instruction. Effective
instruction begins with a carefully planned classroom environment; considering the floor plan of
the room and how to arrange and organize to support instruction is foundational to implementation
of curriculum. Teaching strategies then enhance
the curriculum and environment.
A classroom environment reflects the teachinglearning philosophy of the teachers and whether or
not the teacher supports a developmentally appropriate math curriculum as defined by NCTM and
NAEYC (2010). If a teacher believes that teaching
is most effective when students are engaged in the
learning environment, several learning centers
may be a part of the classroom environment. As
children move into the elementary grades, desks
will be arranged in groups of four or five, where
children have opportunities for small group dia-
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logue as they work. Factors such as traffic flow,
organizing materials for easy access by students,
and involving students by giving them responsibilities are each considered. In this classroom
environment, the teacher functions as a facilitator
in a teaching environment that is child-centered.
In regard to implementing teaching strategies
that support effective mathematics instruction,
teaching occurs within a context of understanding what students know and then challenging
and supporting them in the process of gaining
knowledge of what they need to learn. One of
the challenges of teaching mathematics to children who are not proficient in the language of
instruction is teaching vocabulary while teaching
mathematical processes. Children learn receptive
language or understanding English through hearing teachers and peers in conversation; children
will know what is being said before they are able
to actually participate in conversation to convey
their own thoughts. With ample opportunities to
hear English spoken and interacting with peers,
conversational language will usually emerge
within two years of moving from a child’s home
country to the United States.
Instructional grouping is also a teaching strategy that is important to consider. One-on-one time
with the teacher and time to work individually
can both offer the immigrant child time to have
focus on his/her own learning styles and interests.
Small group work provides an opportunity for
bilingual children to converse with peers in order
to communicate content and to socialize. Different
types of instructional grouping can be helpful for
the bilingual child. Whole group work provides
an opportunity for children to experience being
part of a classroom community and to practice
listening skills.
Opportunities for “hands-on” experiences are
beneficial to immigrant children. In a study by
Khristy (1995) two second grade classrooms were
compared: one in which the teacher controlled the
discussion through repetition and choral responses
and another where mathematics was discovered
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through discussion and problem solving. Khristy
concluded the latter classroom led students to
make mathematical meaning for themselves by
interacting with both the teacher and peers.

Learning
Learning ultimately involves a process of building
understanding of new knowledge through active
involvement in experiences and in this process,
integrating prior knowledge. Collectively these
strategies are the foundation for a teacher’s planning of instruction.
Vygotsky (1896-1934) provided insights into
how children learn. He posited a theory of the zone
of proximal development, that instructional level
on instruction where the student is challenged and
yet not overwhelmed. Vygotsky (1978) also addressed the idea of teachers providing strong support through scaffolding instruction; the teacher
provides the support a student needs and then
gradually withdraws assistance, allowing the child
to perform independently. Another important tenet
presented by Vygotsky is that the social environment of a classroom is influential to a student’s
process of learning. For example, it is important
to provide opportunities for the immigrant child
to engage in conversation; gradually encouraging the child who is learning English as a second
language to explain his/her thinking process in
English to another peer, then a small group, and
finally to a classroom of students.
While applying general learning theories is
important, connecting with prior knowledge is
an equally important strategy and particularly
with immigrant children whose home language
differs from the instructional language. When
a teacher understands a student’s academic and
family background, the teacher can design a
learning environment that meets the needs of a
student. If a child moves to the United States from
the country of Belize, with inquiry, the teacher
may discover that the child excels in having conversations in his first language, Kriol but cannot
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read or write in either English, the language of
instruction in Belizean schools, or in Spanish, a
second language spoken by the child’s parents. A
teacher could not know this without inquiring and
gaining the information from the parents; having
this information provides context for a teacher
in planning approaches to teaching mathematics
vocabulary. Building on prior knowledge helps
students link new knowledge with information
that was previously known and thus:
1.
2.
3.

Builds on students’ informal mathematical
language, as well as the students’ cultural
and experiential knowledge,
Develops critical mathematical thinking and
critical thinking about knowledge in general,
and
Provides an orientation to the students’
culture and experience (Gutstein, Lipman,
Hernandez, & de los Reyes, 1997).

Assessment
Lupe recently moved from Mexico and was placed
in third grade. The classroom teacher, along with
other support service personnel, worked all year to
meet Lupe’s needs and observed her make steady
progress in both mathematics and use of conversational and academic English. At the end of the
year, Lupe was given a standardized test along with
her classmates. When the results were available,
her classroom teacher was disappointed because
the scores indicated that Lupe was significantly
below grade level in all academics, including
mathematics. The teacher thought to herself,
“This is not representative of Lupe. How can I
demonstrate all that she has learned, in order to
provide evidence of gains to counterbalance the
results of the standardized test?”
Assessment at its best provides useful information for both teachers and students; supporting
both the teaching and learning process. One of the
performance goals of the No Child Left behind Act

of 2001 (NCLB) is that students who have limited
English proficiency become proficient in English
while reaching high academic achievement standards in reading/language arts and mathematics;
standards used to determine the adequate yearly
progress for schools, school districts, and the state
in which the child resides. Many teachers voice
a concern that these standardized test results do
little to assist them in the planning-instructionassessment model that informs instruction for
individual students. Using a system of assessment
that is on-going and uses each student’s work
samples as evidence of knowledge of a learning
objective can be preferable, particularly as assessment data for an immigrant child.
When assessing children’s on-going daily
progress, performance assessment provides
evidence that can be used to inform instruction.
Wortham (1995) defines performance assessment
as an assessment in which the child demonstrates
knowledge by applying it to a problem-solving
activity or task. Performance-based assessment
helps a teacher keep track of individual achievement and supports students in demonstrating
knowledge or skills through actual sample of
classroom based activities (Meisels, 1989). In addition, the teacher can collect ongoing information
from multiple points in time, focusing on process
as well as outcomes. The performance indicators
presented in Tables 1 through 6 provide examples
of a performance-based assessment, the Work
Sampling System (Dichtelmiller, Jablon, Marsden,
& Meisels, 2013).
Unlike standardized tests which are static in
nature and only taking an isolated snapshot of a
student, performance assessment allows a teacher
to create an elaborate portfolio demonstrating the
nuances of an individual student’s performance,
with detailed examples of process and outcomes
collected in the natural setting of the classroom
(Sussna Klein & Estes, 2004). Performance assessment can provide examples of a student’s
unique needs, strengths, and interests and charts
progress over time. This type of evidence aids the
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teacher in being responsive to the needs of the
individual child and is critically important when
working with immigrant children who may not
have grade level language (e.g., listening, speaking,
reading, writing) through which to demonstrate
their knowledge.
The NCTM booklet, Curriculum and Evaluation Standards for School Mathematics (1989)
posits that instruction and assessment are closely
linked; good teachers constantly assess students
informally; formal assessments are stronger if
they relate closely to instructional content; and the
process and results of assessment data collection
is important. In addition, performance assessment in mathematics is discussed and methods
to develop and utilize performance tasks are
provided. The content of this booklet provides
an informative, instructional guide for teachers
of immigrant children.

Technology
Use of technology is essential to the teaching process (e.g., planning, instruction, and assessment),
regardless of student’s ability level in mathematics,
and parent communication. The new Common
Core State Standards incorporate the expectation
of technology proficiency throughout the content
standards. When used effectively, technology
can support overall student development (e.g.,
cognitive, emotional, and social). NAYEC and
the Fred Rogers Center for Early Learning and
Children’s Media Center (2012) jointly developed
a position statement addressing the use of technology with children ages, birth through age eight.
One of the statements in the position statement
speaks specifically to children learning English
as a second language: “Technology tools can be
effective for dual language learners by providing
access to a family’s home language and culture
while supporting English language learning” (p.
9). In short, use of technology can contribute to
equity for the immigrant children in gaining con-
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textual, procedural, and linguistic mathematical
knowledge. Ideally, teacher education programs
integrate use of technology into coursework, thus
supporting preservice teachers in developing
technology efficacy. Then, school administrators
support practicing teachers in furthering technological learning through accessing professional
development opportunities.
Technology can include: digital photography,
videotaping, videoconferencing, digital recording,
interactive whiteboards, tablets, calculators, online
books, computer software programs (including
those used for language translating), e-mail,
texting, social media, the Internet, etc. Students
who arrive in the U.S. from other countries may
vary widely in their familiarity with the use of
technology, including use of basic mathematical
tools such as calculators. With that said, some
students may arrive with more proficiency in
computer use than the classroom teacher.
Accessibility to technology will vary substantially across schools and school districts. In regard
to computers, many classrooms will have at least
one computer per classroom. Individual and paired
partner work at a computer station can support
the development of listening, reading, writing,
and oral language skills of the immigrant child.
Teachers can work with instructional technology
staff at their school to follow guidelines for choosing developmentally appropriate mathematics
software for the classroom.
Regardless of which technology is used in the
classroom, use must be intentional and related
to the instructional process. Use of the NCTM
website (www.nctm.org) is an excellent resource
for classroom teachers in regard to both accessing
mathematics standards, which establish a basis
for planning and assessment, as well as teaching
resources for instruction. Pertinent lesson plans
can also be downloaded from sites such as the
Mid-Continent Regional Education Laboratory
(www.mcrel.org/lesson-plans). Technology will
continue to develop and teachers will need to be
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willing to be on-going learners through accessing
professional development and seeking resources
to assist in making decisions about appropriate
technology applications for effective instruction.

CONCLUSION
The purpose of this chapter is to discuss four key
points related to mathematics acquisition and immigrant children:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Bilingualism as an asset;
Strengths of immigrant families,
Teachers’ mathematical knowledge, and
Developmentally appropriate mathematics
environment.

Vocabulary and metacognition are two factors
that can challenge a child who is bilingual and
learning English as a second language; but bilingualism can actually be an asset in the development
of both. Immigrant families have strengths to offer
to the classroom community in support of their
child’s mathematics acquisition. Teachers’ confidence and knowledge of mathematics is central to
providing continuing and meaningful mathematics opportunities; we must prepare our teachers
to have a strong sense of efficacy in meeting the
needs of diverse populations. A developmentally
appropriate mathematics classroom environment
with depth is critical to effective instruction.
Each of these key points needs to be addressed
through opportunities for professional development provided to teachers and administrators.
“It is not an exaggeration to say that the most
pressing need in early childhood mathematics
education is to improve teacher education at all
levels” (Grisburg, Lee, and Boyd, 2008, p. 14).

Consideration 1
Community colleges and four-year institutions
must offer a minimum of one course specific to

mathematics acquisition and young children and
another in serving diverse populations including
immigrant children. Teachers need to have a high
degree of efficacy in teaching mathematics and
this is best developed through gaining a strong
foundation in conceptual, procedural, and linguistic mathematics knowledge.

Consideration 2
Early childhood and elementary school administrators must provide in-service opportunities for
teachers in both a) the importance of inclusion
of daily mathematics opportunities as well as b)
recognizing family strengths in order to best serve
diverse family populations, including those who
are immigrants.

Consideration 3
Teachers must make mathematics culturally
relevant for all children, including those who
are immigrants, by designing a developmentally
appropriate classroom environment with instructional activities based on principles of equity,
curriculum with a defined scope and sequence,
teaching, learning, assessment, and technology.
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KEY TERMS AND DEFINITIONS
Differentiated Instruction: Providing students with different avenues to acquiring content
or ideas so that all students within a classroom
can learn effectively, regardless of differences
in ability.
Divergent Thinking: A thought process or
method used to generate creative ideas by exploring many possible solutions.
Efficacy: A person’s belief about their ability
and competency; a teacher’s belief in their mathematical knowledge and ability to teach.
H1B Visa: A non-immigrant visa in the United
States under the Immigration and Nationality Act
which allows US employers to temporarily employ
foreign workers in specialty occupations.
Mathematical Proficiency: Ability to solve
problems related to mathematical thinking, mathematical problems, or mathematical vocabularies.

Mathematics-Rich Environment: A classroom environment that provides manipulatives and
materials that support exploration and acquisition
of mathematics concepts.
Metacognition: Knowledge about when and
how to use particular strategies for learning or
for problem solving; the ability to think about
one’s thinking.
Performance Assessment: An assessment that
requires an examinee to actually perform a task or
activity, rather than simply answering questions
referring to specific parts.
Standardized Test: A test designed so that
conditions for administering content, scoring
procedures, and interpretations of test results are
consistent, predetermined, and standard.
Work Sampling Assessment System: A performance-based assessment instrument designed
to help classroom teachers document and evaluate
children’s development and accomplishments.

This work was previously published in “Cross-Cultural Considerations in the Education of Young Immigrant Learners” edited
by Jared Keengwe and Grace Onchwari, pages 103-128, copyright 2014 by Information Science Reference (an imprint of IGI
Global).
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Professionalising Natural
Science Education and
Multipronged Open
Distance Learning
B. PanduRanga Narasimharao
Indira Gandhi National Open University, India

ABSTRACT
Tobias et al. (1995) postulated in their book on “Rethinking Science as a Career” that Master’s programs
could produce graduates who provide the same level of expertise and leadership as professionals do in
other fields. They say that they would do so by having the ability to use the products of scholarship in their
work and by being familiar with the practical aspects of emerging problem areas. If we consider natural
science consisting of physical sciences, biological sciences, mathematics, geosciences, and computer science, degrees in computer science and geosciences served as credentials for practice, whereas physics,
chemistry, and biological sciences served as classical graduate education. Robbins-Roth (2006) collected
22 career descriptions for science graduates ranging from public policy to investment banking, and from
patent examining to broadcast science journalism. There are several sectors of the society where the
principles and knowledge of these science disciplines are used. On the other hand, there are many of the
graduates in these disciplines who either are working in areas completely unrelated to their education and
training or are unemployable. The need for preparing the science graduates professionally is well recognized
(Schuster, 2011; Vanderford, 2010; Narasimharao, Shashidhara Prasad and Nair, 2011; Chuck, 2011).

INTRODUCTION
Open distance learning (ODL) is viewed as one of
the potential system of education to serve the needs
of the society (see Ram Reddy, 1988). However, in
Indian context this system is often considered as
‘second chance’ or even ‘second grade’ education.

It is important to analyze the fact that in spite of
ODL gaining more and more importance all over
the world in response to knowledge society needs,
why it is still treated as ‘second grade’ education
by many in developing countries like India. Many
factors like equating distance education with correspondence education, ODL following the beaten
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path of hierarchical approach of conventional
class room system, industries not realizing the
ODL potential, poor repetition of courses that
are offered in conventional university system,
and laying more emphasis on producing learning
resources of high quality than on the development
of local capacity; has contributed to this situation
(Rangappa and Narasimharao, 2010). The chapter discusses how a multipronged open distance
learning incorporating various developments that
are happening in the tertiary education system1
can facilitate professionalizing the natural science
education.

Issues in Professionalizing
Natural Sciences
The growth and emergence of knowledge and service based industries, knowledge intensive firms
coupled with professionalism, and globalization
of economies coupled with local socio-economic
changes have lead to new and pressing demands on
educational institutions and other organizations.
These knowledge based economies puts emphasis
not simply on skill development but on developing
professional skills. The term professional skill is
used to refer to the skillfulness with which professionals engage in practice. This means there is
a need to produce graduates in Natural sciences
with the ability of applying their knowledge in
practice. There are various issues involved in this.

Preparing the Graduates
for the Workplace
In the early part of the 20th century, professional
and graduate education took divergent paths as can
be seen from pure sciences (physics, chemistry,
biology) and applied sciences and technology
(engineering, agriculture, medicine). It is generally
accepted fact that graduates in applied sciences
are trained to enter workplace. In pure sciences,
on the other hand the graduates are educated for

academics (Schuster, 2009). In the last 50 years
more fields are trying to become more professional
and natural sciences field also started offering
more applied courses (Table 1). However, what is
important is to provide students with connections
to real-world problems and develop the ability to
bring both scientific knowledge and professional
skills to the workplace allowing them to make a
contribution in the workplace from day one.

Challenge of Integrating Knowledge
from Different Disciplines
Traditionally, the master’s degree in the natural
sciences has tended to be single-discipline in
orientation. However, in work life the graduates
need to address issues that require integration of
science content. They need to be able to access
and identify information, consider ethical and
legislative issues, develop communication skills
and work in cooperative environments. All this
coupled with disciplines becoming part of multidisciplinary matrix (Okuwada, 2006) puts demand
on the graduates to integrate knowledge from
disciplines and develop a professional approach
to the subject. This integration cannot be done
by simply giving a mix of different disciplines.

Involving All Stakeholders
of Higher Education in the
Development of Program
As Braskamp and Wergin (1997) argue that the
institutions of higher education need to reorient
themselves as active partners with parents, teachers, principals, community advocates, business
leaders, community agencies and general citizenry
to meet the demands of knowledge society. This
is more so in the case of science where there is
a paradigm shift towards knowledge production
that was socially distributed, application-oriented,
trans-disciplinary, and subject to multiple accountabilities (Beerkens, 2009). Thus for preparing the
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Table 1. Master’s level application oriented courses in (Basic) Sciences in Indian Universities
M.Sc.: In Actuarial science, Agl.botany/zoology/chem, animal sc &Biotech, Applied Bio, Applied Biochemistry, Applied Chemistry,
Applied Chemistry (Pharmaceutical)
Applied: Electronics/Genetics/Geochemistry/Geology/Geography/geophysics/maths/microbiology/Microbiology& Biotechnology/
Physics/Physics (instrumentation)/Psychology/Science/Statistics/Statistics&informatics/Zoology, Aquaculture (applied), Aquatic Biology
& Fisheries, Astrophysics, Bio Electronics & Biosensors, Biodiversity & Conservation, Bio Med Tech Sc, Bio Med Genetics, Bio Med
Instrumentation, Biotechnology, Bioresources, Catering Sc & Hotel Mgt, Chemistry(Industrial oriented/Appln./Chem), Chemistry
(instrumental analysis)
Clinical: Biochemistry/Microbiology/Psychology/Nutrition & Dietics/Nutrition
Environmental: Biotech/Biology/Botany/Chemistry/Education/Microbiology/Management/Science Technology, Food Biotech, Food Sc
& Quality Control, General & Applied Geography, Computational Maths/Natural Sc, Drug Chemistry, Eco-Biotech, Electro Chemistry
Industrial: Biotech/Chemistry/Electronics/Fisheries/Maths/Microbiology/Stat, Maths & Computer Sc, Maths & Computing,
Mathematics with Computer Programme/Sc/Application, Maths with Oceanology & Computer Programming, Mathematics & Scientific
Computing, Medicinal Chemistry
Medical: Biochem/Biotech/Lab Tech/Microbiol & Lab Tech/Physics/Physiol, Medicinal Plants, Microbial Gene Tech, Mod App
Maths, Music media & Electornics, Nano Sc/& Tech, Ocean life sciences, Petroleum Geology, Petroleum Geosceicnes, Pharmaceutical
Chemistry, Physics (Non Conventional Energy), Plant Biotech, Plantation Dev, Polymer sc, Polymer Chemistry, Rural Tech, Science of
Living, Seed Sc & Tech, Space Physics, Statistical (Acturial), Sc & Tech Comm, Sustainable Dev, System Sc, Textile Chemistry, Textile
Physics
MSc: Intl Bus Mgt/Human Resource Mgt/Marketing Mgt
M.Sc. (Hons): Fermentation & Microbiol tech
M.Sc. (Tech): in App Geology, Engg. Phy, Env Sc & Tech, Geology, Geophysics, Earth Sc, Finance, Gen Studies, Pharmaceutical Chem
Source: Universities Handbook, 2010 (32nd Edition), Association of Indian Universities, New Delhi

students professionally universities need to exploit
the tacit and explicit knowledge available outside
universities. This may be possible by providing provisions to involve all stakeholders in the
development and delivery of programs/courses.

Preparing the Students for
Professional Approach
In the professional approach students should be
prepared not only to work in academic world but
also to give them a platform to enter nonacademic
sectors where their training in science can be made
use of. For instance a natural science graduate in
an industry should be able to fuse scientific knowledge from one field with another and integrate that
knowledge with training in management, law, or
public policy, or civic requirements. This may be
possible only when we are able to amalgamate
managerial and other nonacademic sector requirements into science programmes creating a cadre
of science-educated professionals.
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Courses for Different Professions
In this era of knowledge economy, there is a
need to move away from the rigid boundaries of
disciplines and provide opportunities to fulfill the
needs of students seeking science based careers
outside the academic world and also the needs of
the local, regional, and national employers who
hire them. Sitaramam (1996) rightly points out
the need to overcome the mind-set of considering
science and industry as different entities. He also
questions whether we are widening or bridging
the gap between the intellectual frontiers of pure
science and the transmission of specific skills
for the job market in biological sciences or life
sciences. It is necessary to follow a professional
approach to develop new courses and curricula
specific to professional practice.
However, all this does not mean we need to
dispense away the traditional discipline based
programs. What is required is to fulfill the needs
of students who require a different graduate ex-
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perience for the workplace: banks, insurance &
financial companies, SMEs, large firms needing
financial and industrial mathematics; biotechnology companies needing middle level managers
who have both scientific knowledge and broader
business skills; services corporations needing
employees with depth in science and breadth in
business and customer skills; government employers (particularly military, intelligence, security,
various science based departments) that have an
increasing need for science- and technology-savvy
staff; nonprofit organizations and nongovernmental organizations working in various fields needing
people having science based knowledge with the
ability to integrate with other fields like culture,
sociology, political science etc; civic service
organizations needing people having knowledge
in science as well as in sociology, economics and
many more (Narasimharao, Shashidhara Prasad
and Nair, 2011).
For instance, Keck Graduate Institute of Applied Life Sciences, Keck Institute, USA initiated a Postdoctoral Professional Masters (PPM)
degree in Management designed to educate PhDs
and MDs with both soft and hard skills to obtain
jobs in industry. As Schuster (2012) points out
PhDs should be prepared in such a way that PhD
becomes a valuable spring board for them to be
able to do many things in academia, industry,
governments, not-for profit organizations, and
every realm of our society.

Orienting Tertiary Education
All the above facts means there is an absolute
need to reorient the tertiary education. It can be
said that this orientation is already in vogue as
can be seen from the developments like mode 2,
triple helix, sustainable development in higher
education, corporate education and corporate
universities, and community colleges. What is
required from the point of view of countries like
India is how best we can use these developments
to address issues in professionalizing the natural

science education. Though there are certain developments like offering industry related courses,
soft skill courses, industry projects, developing
new integrative disciplines and the like, they are
not used to the full extent of their potential for
professionalizing the natural science education.

ADDRESSING ISSUES
THROUGH MULTIPRONGED
OPEN DISTANCE LEARNING
In India though the potential of open distance
learning is well recognized and many universities offer distance education courses, it has rarely
moved away from the traditional path. This has
resulted in continued misconceptions and myths
about open distance learning2 and poor repetition
of courses that are offered in face to face university system. In addition, this traditional path has
resulted in ODL following hierarchical approach
to education (pyramid structure) treating each
stage of education as preparation for next stage
and in the process producing more number of unemployable youth. Analyzing the kind of courses
offered by open universities, one can observe that
most of them follow the beaten path of traditional
universities (Table 2).
With this kind of approach it is difficult to
visualize that the ODL system can use its potential
for addressing the issues in preparing the professionals in science. It can be said that ODL system
can take a cue from the significant transformations and reforms that are taking place in tertiary
education systems (see Thulstrup et al. 2005) to
follow a multipronged approach. Rangappa and
Narasimharao (2010) identified three broad heads
under which strategies can be developed for moving beyond the traditional distance education.
These are innovations, border less education and
approaches3. In this whole process it is essential
to focus on how one uses the different features and
tools available under ODL system rather than on
what tools being used. As Kulandaiswamy (2002)
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Table 2. Science and technology programmes offered by some open universities in India
Dr. B.R. Ambedkar Open University, Hyderabad, A.P.
B.Sc. in Botany, Chemistry, Geology, Mathematics, Physics, Zoology (72 practicals in each subject); M.Sc. in Mathematics; PG Diploma
in Environmental studies; Certificate in Mushroom cultivation, computing.
Vardhman Mahaveer Open University, Kota, Rajasthan
Diploma in Computer in Office management, Nutrition and Health Education; Certificate in Food and Nutrition, computer awareness.
Nalanda Open University, Patna, Bihar
M.Sc. in–Botany, Chemsitry, Geography, Mathematics, Physics, Zoology; MCA;B.Sc. Hons in – Botany, Chemistry, Geography,
Mathematics, Physics, Zoology, Home Science, BCA;Post graduate diploma in – Yogic studies; Agriculture Certificate courses in
– Biofertilizer production, Floriculture technology, Medicinal & Aromatic Plants, Soil Health Management; Health & Environment
Certificate courses in – Environment studies, Food & Nutrition, Health & Environment, HIV & Family Education; Paramedical
Certificate courses in – Basic medical assistance & Nursing Care, Clinical Dental Technique, Dental Mechanic, Dental & Oral Hygiene,
ECG technique, Medical laboratory technique, Optometry and Ophthalmic assistance, Operation theater assistantship, Physiotherapy and
Yoga therapy, Radiography & Imaging technique; Certificate courses in – computing, home usages of computers, disaster management.
Yashwantrao Chavan Maharashtra Open University, Nashik, Maharashtra
B.Sc. in IT, Agri Hort; B.Tech. Marine, Elect, Mech Engg; M.Sc. research methods, Agri (comu), Agri (extn), Agri (Dev); Electronics
Engg Diploma in: computer tech, communication engg, instrumentation engg, indl electronics; Agriculture Diplomas in – fruit
production, vegetable production, floriculture & landscape gardening, agri business mgt., Computer diplomas in – computer operations,
office computing, computerized financial accounting, Printing & graphic arts, computer hardware maint & network; Certificate in –
office computing, computerized financial accounting, entrepreneurship development in inf tech, DTP,CA, Computer operations, coputer
preparatory skills, early child care, gardening.
Madhya Pradesh Bhoj Open University, Bhopal, Madhya Pradesh
B.Sc. – pass, Hons in – Maths, Physics, comp.sc, Nursing, Design, IT enabled services, IT; BCA;MCA; M.Sc. IT, Comp. sc., Physics,
Chemisty, Maths, Botany, Zoology; M.Sc. (Hons) in Maths, comp. Sc.; PG diploma in – bioinformatics, chemoinformatics, computer
applications, maternal & child health, hospital & health management, dietetics & therapeutic nutrition; Advanced PG diploma inComputer applications; Advanced Diploma/Diploma/certificate in – computer application; Diploma in Nutrition and Health education; 1
year Training Programme-Knowledge and Skill upgradation of Rural doctors & para medicals.
Karnataka State Open University
Programmes offered under partnership with Avalon Aviation academy (aviation courses), CMC Pvt. Ltd (Computer courses),
Dayananda Sagar Institution(Forensic Science), Father Muller Charitable Institutions (para medical), JSS institutions (Engineering),
Pooja Bhagvat Memorial Mhajana Education centre (applied science courses), Osteen academy (fashion design), Pilikula
Nisargadhama (skill development courses), Sharada Vikas Trust (computer), Toonskool (animation), virtual education trust
(information technology);
Post PUC diploma in – nutrition & health, environmental sicnece and management, information technology; Certificate courses
in – science & technology, information technology, environmental technology, environmental management, solid waste management,
computing, food & nutrition.
Netaji Subhas Open University, Kolkatta, West Bengal
B.Sc. in Botany, Chemistry, Geography, Maths, Physics, Zoology; Certificate course in – computer application & programming, web
design, information technology; 2 yr prgm in Web application development.
Tamil Nadu Open University, Chennai, Tamil Nadu
B.Sc. Maths, Maths with computer applications, apparel & fashion design, Hospitality & hotel admn, Geography; M.Sc. in Maths,
counseling & psychotherapy, Psychology; PGDAH, PGDCA, BCA, MCA, PG dip in information tech, Psychological counseling;
Advanced diploma in apparel & fashion design; Diplomas in refrigeration & air conditioning technician, house electrician, plumbing
technician, catering assistant, four wheeler mechanism, design & garment making, home appliance repairing, mobile phone servicing,
computer hardware servicing, animation, health assistant, multimedia system, computer application, early childhood care, food
production food & beverages service, Bakery & confectionery; Certificate in – food & nutrition, teaching in primary school maths,
environmental studies, accounting software & tally.
Indira Gandhi National Open University
Offers several S&T programmes at different levels including awareness & non credit, certificate,diploma,advanced diploma, PG
diploma, under graduate, post graduate and research level. It covers basic and applied sciences, computer sciences, agriculture,
engineering, medical, para medical, skill development etc. It also has entered into MoU with several organizations to offer courses
(www.ignou.ac.in).
Source: Universities Handbook, 2010 (32nd Edition), Association of Indian Universities, New Delhi
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points out the power is not in the tool but in the
user or in other words the power lies in how the
user uses the tools.

Target Groups and
Distance Education
The potential of ODL for various target groups
with varied needs from industries, communities is
well recognized all over the world (Narasimharao,
2000; Temple, 1991; Tahir,2001). However, most
often the focus is on more courses and traditional
courses4. Narasimharao et al (2011) argue that there
are many areas where the students can be professionally trained in subjects like physics, chemistry,
and life sciences. As per the area one can identify
the target group. For instance, the target groups for
food industry and food science can be as varied as
from lay man to professional scientists to politicians and policy makers (Narasimharao, 2000).
Similarly Vijayendra and Narasimharao (2011)
while discussing how to prepare professionals in
microbiology for food industries identified the
needs of various functionaries in food industries.
The target groups need to be identified not just
in terms of traditional disciplines of universities
but also in terms of functional needs. ODL has
the potential to identify target groups as per the
functional needs as can be evident in some courses
developed by some open universities. For instance
in developing a course in food technology by IGNOU the functional needs of various target groups
are taken into account (Narasimharao, Vijayendra
and Salooja, 2011). However, in many instances
the courses are just developed in a traditional
fashion for fear of market viability and for nonrecognition at higher education circles.
What may make difference in achieving the task
of preparing professionals as per functional and
knowledge needs is ODL system taking the help
of concepts like sustainability in higher education,
outreach and engagement, and collaboration and
cluster concept. For instance, for developing a
course for nonprofit management for field level

professionals the outreach concept was used by
university of Mysore. ODL system having the
inbuilt flexibility can involve other stakeholders in
the course development. Unlike in the face to face
mode the ODL system can orient the whole course
material involving the field level practitioners.

Program Development
ODL system is presumed to follow a systematic
approach for program development. Using this
feature one can design many programs in different
disciplines relating them to societal needs. In this
way the courses can offer a different academic
experience to students who want to go and work
in non academic sectors. For instance some of
the programmes developed by open universities
include floriculture, agri business management,
consumer protection, watershed management,
participatory development, computer hardware
maintenance, solid waste management, fashion
design and the like (Table 2). However, it is
important to see how these courses are treated to
prepare the real life professionals.
We can take a cue from how master of business
administration (MBA) has developed into present
day status. Though it was introduced in 1881 it did
not take off immediately. Only in the 20th century
it grew in popularity in response to employers’
need for staff who could apply scientific methods
to management and labor. Business school curricula have evolved over the last century with the
development of new management approaches:
quality control in the 1920s; operations research
and cybernetics by the 1950s; total quality management in the 1980s; and reengineering in the
1990s – all further responses to industry. Open
universities using the systems approach can provide appropriate directions for any discipline to
grow in this fashion.
As Narasimharao, Shashidhara Prasad and Nair
(2011) suggested that there is need to develop use
inspired programs. In order to develop this kind
of model it is necessary to involve industry, non-
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governmental sector and a government sector or
a service sector and other stake holders of higher
education. The Hong Kong polytechnic university
offered a food science and technology degree
course for in-service personnel in food industry.
Students can receive training relevant to their
daily work, and obtain qualification required for
food professionals (Ma et al, 1995). We can quote
other examples like BIOTOL project, European
Initiative for Biotechnology Education (EIBE),
European Association of Distance Learning
Universities (EADTU) DUNE project and the
like (see Narasimharao, 2009b)
It is argued here that ODL should develop
mechanisms not only for learner centered approach but also for learner useful approach. This
may be possible by incorporating the concept of
outreach and engagement as visualized by Magrath
(2006)5 and others (Sandmann, 2008, Narasimharao, 2009a). Kliewer et al., (2013) presented
the case of Virginia tech experience where an
economically backward area was developed into
a prosperous area through the use of outreach
concept and involving various stakeholders in
the development of education and skill levels of
the region. IBM, India, used the outreach concept
to train the science graduates professionally on
job in collaboration with University of Mysore
(Guruprasad, 1997). ODL can take a cue from
these examples for using different concepts and
developing a multipronged approach for developing programmes for non-academic sectors.

Mechanisms for Hearing the
Voices outside Academia
One of the important requirements of the knowledge society is the ability to hear the voices outside
academia. This may be much easier in ODL if the
features like course team approach, course design
committee, integrating modern communication
technologies and pedagogies into curriculum are
followed in true spirit of their purpose. Using
these features and other accommodative features
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of ODL one can develop formal mechanisms for
identifying the needs and opportunities in the
market place and provide a feedback mechanism
to ensure that the program is able to respond to
the inevitable changes that may occur over time.
For instance, in offering industry relevant
courses it is necessary to cover three main aspects
– providing appropriate and relevant knowledge
base, imparting technical skills and imbibing
industry related skills (Narasimharao, Vijayendra
and Salooja, 2011). It is necessary to note that the
curriculum approach as well as the way we treat
the subject for the purpose of industry will have
to be different from what is required for purely
academic purpose. A multipronged ODL system
using its various tools and integrating the various
developments of the tertiary education system (like
triple helix, mode 2 concept, and national/regional
innovative system) may help in this direction.
The mode 2 concept focuses more on problem
based and cooperative based development of the
course production. The triple helix is involvement
of three key players (industry, government and
university) as equal partners. In the National and
Regional innovative system different players are
involved in a planned way for developing emphasis
and orientation of the programme. ODL system
using its features like flexibility, multimedia approach, team building, target group orientation,
feedback mechanisms, spacial separation of
teacher and learner, use of modern pedagogies in
education technologies, student support services
and net work, delivery mechanisms etc., can easily
incorporate these concepts for hearing the voices
outside academia and develop courses not only for
academic fields but also for non-academic areas.
Here we can quote the example of Indira
Gandhi National Open University entering into
collaboration with many players of the society.
They are mainly meant for ensuring skilling of
unskilled labour and create a pool of professionally trained people (Open letter, IGNOU,2010).
However, most of these collaborations (Table
3) are not designed to involve these stake hold-
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Table 3. Some IGNOU: Government organization collaborations
Field
Agriculture
And
Food Processing

Science and
Technology

Tourism and
Hospitality

Collaboration With

Programmes/Projects

Ministry of Rural Development

Diploma in Watershed Management

Agriculture and Processed Food Products Export
Development Authority (APEDA)

Post-graduate diploma in food safety and quality
management, Certificate in Organic farming

Central Silk Board, Ministry of Textiles

Certificate in Sericulture

Ministry of Food Processing Industries

Diplomas in Meat technology/Dairy Technology/Value
added products/Fish product technology

Dept. Agriculture, Government of West Bengal

Integrated Pest Management technology in Potato, Training
programme for farmers of Betelvine

Indian Space Research Organisation

ISRO Chair

Indian Institute of Astrophysics (IIA), Department of
Science and Technology

Integrated M.Sc.-Ph.D Programme (IPhD) in Physics and
Astrophysics

Ministry of Power, USAID-India and the Power
Finance Corporation

Advanced Certificate Programme in Power Distribution
Management

ICT Academy of Tamil Nadu (ICTACT)

IT skills for school teachers

AYUSH, Ministry of Health & Family Welfare

Certification of the prior learning and knowledge of the
Gram Vaidyas (traditional village health practitioners)

World Wide Fund (WWF-India)

Diploma in Environmental Law

National Council for Hotel management and catering
technology (NCHMCT

Bachelor of Science and Master of Science in Hopitality and
Administration (BHM and MHA)

Institute of Hotel Management, Catering and
Nutrition, New Delhi

M.Sc. in Dietetics and Food Service management (DFSM)

There are collaborations with many other organizations covering various fields (like Central Leather Research Institute, Indian Air Force,
Rehabilitation Council of India, Indian Navy, Indian Institute of Banking and Finance, National Institute of Rural Development, Indian
Society for Technical Education, Confederation of Indian Industry, Institute of Company Secretaries of India, Madhya Pradesh Council of
Science and Technology etc.). Lists more than 100 collaborations.
Source: OpenLetter, IGNOU, Monthly Newsletter vol.2 (10), 2010

ers in the academic development activity to use
knowledge available with them. In most cases the
collaborating agency depends on the University
for the Course Development or project execution
and the university depends on the collaborating
agency for financial assistance. These kinds of collaborations also are available in the conventional
face to face mode and did not prove to be very
successful in hearing the voices of other stake
holders in the society.
The requirement is to be able to integrate the
inputs from all the players. In recent years there
are concepts which are used for this purpose. We
may need to use these concepts while establishing
collaborations. Using the multipronged distance
education approach it may be possible to develop

mechanisms incorporating these various concepts
viz., outreach, engagement, corporate education,
linker units, regional innovation systems and
communities of practice for hearing the voices
outside academia.

Developing the Emphasis
It may not be enough that one develops an excellent course. It is necessary that one develops
the programmatic emphasis as per the requirement. For instance for preparing professionals in
microbiology for food industry Vijayendra and
Narasimharao (2011) identified two important
aspects – designing a suitable course and treatment
of the subject content. For developing emphasis the
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exact need is to be recognized. One can identify
various skills required for different job functions
(See Dhams & Leff, 2002).
ODL system through multipronged approach
of using external advisory committees, specialized
knowledge available at the universities, multidisciplinary and interdisciplinary boards, industry tie
ups, involving industry professional in teaching,
and exchange programs can develop the right
emphasis to prepare the students professionally.
In this connection it is relevant to mention about
professional science masters programs offered in
USA. There are well over 200 programs in the US
now, called professional science masters programs.
Most take existing science and business courses
offered at the university and combine them into a
degree program. KGI, follows different approach,
with integrated or hybrid courses, one might say.....
science of business and business of science. And a
key part of the program is the industry internship
between the two years, followed by an industrysupported team project that is about half of the
second year curriculum (personal communication,
Elizibeth C.Wright, Asst VP, and Secretary to the
Board, Keck Graduate Institute, Claremont, USA).
Though society (industry) related courses are
developed by some of the universities, most of
the courses are developed by the academics themselves4. This may result in developing courses in
our own imagination. There are also universities
having tie ups with different stakeholders. For
instance IGNOU has several tie ups with different
partners (Table 3). The important point here is
how the programmatic emphasis is developed. Our
personal experience shows that university faculty
puts more emphasis on academic knowledge and
the industry partner is also scared to take any innovative path for fear of market influences and
validity of the course.

Integrating Knowledge
One of the issues in preparing graduates professionally is developing the ability to integrate
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knowledge from different disciplines and with the
real world issues. That is in preparing professionals
in science requires more than adding courses from
other fields or courses on practical professional
skills or soft skills on to a science base. They
should not be “science plus” programs. That is
they do not include separate courses to focus on
professional skills, but provide skill development
through the scientific training itself6.
Narasimharao (2010a) listed knowledge integration elements in biotechnology which consist
of knowledge parameters, knowledge creators,
knowledge integration facilitators, human capital
development and knowledge integration mechanisms. It is necessary to involve the stake holders
in knowledge integration.
For instance, challenges to universities to make
algal technologies work in knowledge economy
can be identified under five broad heads – biobusiness and knowledge transfer, knowledge and
technology integration, developing algal biotechnology as an integrative field, human resource
development and capacity building, expanding
boundaries of scholarship. It is argued that using
some of the recent concepts in tertiary education,
strategies should be developed for evolving new
design/new anatomy (structure) so that different players can excel collectively in integrating
the skills and knowledge available with all the
stakeholders (Narasimharao et al., 2012). Here it
is relevant to quote the example of collaboration
between Moorpark College and local biotechnology companies. While designing training
programme for industry eight departments from
a local industry (Baxter Healthcare Corporation),
many scientists and managers from Amagen
company, faculty from chemistry, mathematics
and biology, and administrators from the college
were involved for knowledge integration (Harrigan, 2003). Dongre and Narasimharao (2013)
discussed the experience of University of Mysore
in integrating knowledge available with different
stake holders while designing and delivering a
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management course for field level professionals
through outreach concept.
The flexibility available in ODL system can
be effectively used for developing mechanisms
to integrate knowledge. Use of multimedia and
other modern communication technologies may
help in exploiting the modern developments in
tertiary higher education such as outreach &
engagement, mode 27, triple helix8, cluster and
collaborative arrangements and other9. Similarly
it can incorporate modern pedagogies such as
peer oriented group instruction, problem-based
learning(PBL), process-oriented guided inquiry
learning (POGIL), and peer-led team learning
(PLTL) and other active learning tasks (see Farrell
et al., 1999; Eberlein et al., 2008).

Program Delivery
For preparing the professionals as per the demands
of the society, there is need to incorporate within
ODL the various program delivery mechanisms
that are available in tertiary education system.
ODL system should not be restricted or constrained
by distance education methodologies. It should
focus on learner usefulness along with learner
centeredness.
For instance, in open universities on an average
only 50% of the total students may be employed
depending on the programme. The general experience is that in basic degree (BA, B.Com and
B.Sc.) many students are those who are not able
to get admission into regular colleges/universities or those who cannot afford the cost involved.
Further, many of these students are not ready for
self learning. In such cases ODL system can use
multipronged approaches to programme delivery
(this is different from offering various inputs for
self study) including regular class room teaching to
develop self learning abilities for the young learner.
Similarly, for a factory worker a simple sticky
label may work better than any other delivery
mechanism. Further, using these various programme delivery mechanisms can strengthen

the distance education system. Though some of
the open universities like IGNOU started face to
face regular class room based programmes, they
are facing criticism as they simply followed the
conventional university type of system.

CONCLUSION
As the society moved from industrial society
to knowledge society, there is demand on more
interactive and interdependent relations between
universities and society in general. What Balram
(2008) says referring to Andhra University can
easily be generalized for the entire university
system in India. He says that while the city around
the university had evolved under the selective
pressures of a liberalized economy, the intellectual environment of the university had probably
declined. He also concludes in his article that
if reform and restructuring must happen, the
movement for change must come from within
the universities.
How we can achieve this change from within
is a matter of debate though there are several
mechanisms/concepts which can help us in this
direction. This is in this context professionalizing
natural science education has to be viewed. If one
agrees to the argument that open distance learning is next stage of evolution in the educational
system, it should use its tools for changing the
scenario of higher education and address the issues
faced by higher education. This cannot be easily
done as ODL system in countries like India just
followed a traditional path and mostly treated as
an alternative system of education for those who
missed the bus earlier for some reason or other.
The real potential of ODL as an essential education system to cater to the needs and demands of
knowledge society can be realized only when it
moves beyond the traditional distance education.
The ODL system just following the footsteps
of traditional universities may be related to what
Rabindranath Tagore10 said about commercial
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man, an incomplete man with limited purpose
obscuring his human side under the soul-less
organization.
It is argued that ODL system should not be limited in its purpose, use of tools and incorporation
of various developments. Various developments
are happening in the tertiary education system
and ODL system through its inbuilt flexibility
can incorporate these. It can facilitate the ODL
to move beyond traditional distance education by
following a multipronged approach. Some of the
open universities are adopting some approaches
like corporate education, community colleges,
convergence between conventional and distance
education systems, outreach and engagement and
so on. However, all these initiatives cannot be said
to have fulfilled the necessity for multipronged
approach. It is necessary that each of these initiatives are taken in a holistic ODL system to make
the system a broad based system serving to cater
the needs of various subject fields as discussed
here with relation to professionalizing natural
science education.
What is discussed here for natural science
education may also be applicable to humanities,
social sciences and other fields. It is important to
develop a particular discipline both for discipline
sake and also for the sake of the society. For this
one has to use a multipronged approach which
can easily be accommodated in ODL system.
Many concepts like corporate education, university outreach, engagement, innovation systems,
cluster concept, community learning, community
colleges, finishing schools can be incorporated
depending on the need.

Beerkens, E. (2009). Centres of excellence and
relevance: The contextualisation of global models.
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ENDNOTES
1

These developments can be listed as mode
2, triple helix, corporate universities,
entrepreneurial university, university –
industry interaction, corporate education,
sustainability in higher education, National
innovation systems, regional innovation
systems, higher education for sustainable
development, consortium & cluster concept,
public-private-panchayat partnership, skill
development mission, finishing schools,
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2

3

university outreach and engagement, service
learning, community learning, centres of
excellence and relevance, and community
colleges.
Some of the general myths in applying open
learning are-equating it to conventional
correspondence courses which may create
doubts in the minds of people about validity
of offering practical and application oriented
courses; presuming that open learning has
to be done in isolation which prevents use
of the open learning techniques in other
situations like traditional training and on
the job training; treating open learning as
knowledge dissemination in a more elaborative and exhaustive (information overload)
way which makes it difficult to think of
simple solutions available for the practical
problems; seeing open learning as a complex
one and not using it in simple and relevant
way and thus making the system irrelevant
in some cases; equating open learning with
the application of ICT and other modern
communication technologies which may
lead people to focus more on technologies
rather than using the concept for focusing
on solutions to the problems of education
and training; presuming that open learning
should be always successful, often forgetting
the fact that it is only a concept and its success depends on how best we can conceive
and implement (Narasimharao, 2009b).
Under innovations we need to deal with technologies, pedagogies and societal context.
Borderless education may cover convergence
of all systems, making disciplinary boundaries and the education systems more porous,
integrating traditional knowledge and modern knowledge, knowledge management
and knowledge integration. For achieving
innovations and borderless education we can
follow different approaches like collaboration and net working (sharing of resources),
outreach and engagement (scholarly engage-

4

5

6

ment), sustainable education (balancing
market forces), corporate education (triple
helix) and skill development and engagement
(community engagement).
Guzzetta (1982) argues that, though we
sincerely feel that we are responding to the
perceived public needs in higher education,
in reality we did not meet the challenge. He
says that we have interpreted all needs in
our own image: more courses, credit hours,
campus classes and classical curricula.
Magrath (2006) referring to outreach programmes says “Personally I prefer Engagement, but have little interest in debating labels
and terminology. What ultimately counts is
the concept of a major state university being
in partnership with its community, its state
and region, and, yes, the wider world with
which we are inextricably involved in this
new globalized environment. Ultimately all
that counts is what we do in effective working
partnerships with businesses, civic organizations, government agencies, and, indeed,
other colleges and universities. Everything
we do in this future--which is here right now-must involve the fundamental responsibility
of educating men and women of all ages and
from our diverse populations (we can call
this learning); discovering new knowledge
and applying it (typically labeled research);
and providing service to society.
For example, developing financial mathematics, industrial mathematics in a program
may make the students attractive to banks,
insurance companies, and large business
and industrial firms. Some of the universities started programs in actuarial science.
Similarly a microbiologist in a fermentation
based industry appointed as production and
process manager may have to integrate his
microbiology knowledge with various other
fields. Their major responsibilities may include production technologies; machinery
required and used; implementation of food
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7

8

safety systems (GMP, GHP and HACCP);
avoiding food safety hazards; knowledge on
new products and processes; competitive
technologies and their feasibility; regional
resources; product economics and so on
(Vijayendra & Narasimharao, 2011).
Mode 2 concept is often used to refer to a
novel way of scientific knowledge production (or rather its Co-production) put forth
in 1994. Mode 1 knowledge production is
investigator-initiated and more discipline
based while mode 2 is problem focused and
interdisciplinary.
Triple helix concept comprises of three
basic elements – a prominent role for the
university in innovation with industry and
government as equal partners; a movement
toward collaborative relationships among the
three major institutional spheres (Universities, Government and Industries); in addition
to fulfilling their traditional functions, each

9

10

institutional sphere also “takes the role of
the other” performing new roles besides their
traditional roles.
Narasimharao (2009b) discussed the need
for new trends in biotechnology education
and training giving examples of various
developments in tertiary education which
are gaining importance. It is necessary to
integrate these various tools available and
focus on various needs.
History has come to a stage when the moral
man, the complete man, is more and more
giving way, almost without knowing it, to
make room for the commercial man, the man
of limited purpose. This process, aided by the
wonderful progress in science, is assuming
gigantic proportion and power, causing the
upset of man’s moral balance, obscuring his
human side under the shadow of soul-less
organization. (Rabindranath Tagore, 1917,
p.20).

This work was previously published in “Evolving Corporate Education Strategies for Developing Countries” edited by B.
PanduRanga Narasimharao, S. Rangappa Kanchugarakoppal, and Tukaram U. Fulzele, pages 306-320, copyright 2013 by
Information Science Reference (an imprint of IGI Global).
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ABSTRACT
Since the Reform and Opening up in the late 1970s, China has been seeking an innovation-driven knowledge society. In the past decade, the central government and local governments took effective measures
to quicken China’s steps towards a knowledge society. In the recent 18th National Congress of the CPC,
reform and innovation was highly emphasized to give fresh impetus to knowledge society building. Within
the context of increasing globalization and Africa-China long-lasting friendship and cooperation, China
and African countries can learn from each other in knowledge society construction. As the second largest
economy in the world, China is playing an increasing role in knowledge society construction in Africa.
Can Africa learn from China’s experiences? This chapter provides some answers to this query.

INTRODUCTION
Although the concept of knowledge society was
popularized by Peter Druker(1969) in the 1960s
and 1970s, the practice of this concept without
using the exact term in China has a long history.
China is well known historically for employing
science and technology in daily life and production
activities. Science in China was well elaborated

on in Needham(1956). A case in point is the
Four Great Inventions (paper making, compass,
gunpowder, and typography) which the ancient
Chinese gifted to human kind. Since the establishment of New China in 1949, China has been
exploring a suitable way to positive economic and
social evolution. After several failures and setbacks, China has gradually found way elaborated
socio-economic with Chinese characteristics, and
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continuously makes adjustments according to the
fast changing domestic and external situations.
This chapter deals with China’s experiences in
social and economic transformation from a backward country into the second largest economy in
the world, in which knowledge society has played,
and is playing an important and constructive role.
The authors maintain that China’s Opening up and
reform policy, the central government’s policy on
science and education, investment in scientific
research activities, as well as the opportunities
offered by modern Information and communication technologies (ICTs), account for the great
achievements in building China’s knowledge
society. Given the gap between developing and
the developed countries, the future challenges and
the exponential growth of knowledge itself globally, China still has a long way to go in pursuing
the moving target of knowledge society. China is
essentially a developing country like the majority
of African nations. This means they face common
or similar opportunities and challenges in an innovation and knowledge-driven world. China’s
experiences may be used by African countries
as a useful point of reference. China and African
countries can learn from each other regarding
knowledge production, sharing rich local knowledge, and preserving cultural diversity. In the
context of growing economic globalization and
long-standing China-Africa friendship and cooperation, China can also make direct contributions to
knowledge society construction in Africa through
infrastructure construction, human resource aid,
capacity building, and new ICTs investments. In
fact, some Chinese enterprises are very active in
the above-mentioned areas. Their contributions
make Chinese input in Africa’s knowledge society
building more and more important.
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ORIGIN AND DEVELOPMENT OF
KNOWLEDGE SOCIETY IN CHINA
The concept of “Knowledge society” was born
in the 1960s or 1970s (Drucker, 1969). American economist, political scientist, sociologist
and management expert Peter Drucker (1969)
pointed out that the knowledge society is one
in which knowledge is the key resource. That is
to say, the essence of knowledge society is that
knowledge elements dominate economic and
social development. Compared with industrial
society, the principal feature of the knowledge
society is that knowledge and talent, which replace natural resources, mechanical equipments
and other tangible capital, become the decisive
factors for economic and social development, and
the most critical resource for wealth creation. In
the knowledge society, the knowledge economy
dominates the economic sphere; innovation turns
into the major driving force for development and
is the core element of competitiveness.
China has gone through a tortuous process in
engaging knowledge, intellectuals, and building
its knowledge society. Since the founding of New
China, the leaders of CPC (Chinese Communist
Party), such as Mao Zedong, Zhou Enlai, Liu
Shaoqi, Deng Xiaoping, have attached importance to the role of intellectuals in the economic
construction, and spoken about it many times in
their speeches. Mao stressed: “Our country is an
underdeveloped country in the field of culture,
so we cannot construct our country without
intellectuals”(Mao, 1999, p.270). Deng Xiaoping
argued that China should strengthen educational
undertakings in ethnic minority regions, unite
intellectuals outside the CPC, and improve wages
and living conditions of teachers, engineers, doctors and other professionals (Deng, 1994).
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However, from the beginning of Anti-Rightist
Struggle in 1957 until the end of the “Cultural
Revolution,” Chinese intellectuals were considered the representatives of the bourgeoisie, not an
important force in nation-building. Even worse,
during the “Cultural Revolution” from 1966 to
1976, intellectuals and educational undertakings
suffered severe devastation and destruction.
In 1975, Deng Xiaoping was reappointed to
preside over the daily work of the party and the
state. He rethought profoundly the damage caused
by the anti-rightist struggle, and then began to
respond as comprehensively as possible to challenges in sectors, such as the military, railway,
steel, defense industry, science and education,
agriculture, and so on. The science and education sectors in particular came up for very close
scrutiny. Deng organized and set up the Central
Political Research Center, not only to carry out
research on the theoretical issues, but also on science and industrial development. Although it only
existed for five months because of the destruction
wrought by the “Cultural Revolution,” it planned
in advance a long-term reform roadmap for the
“Four Modernizations,” which would be achieved
at the end of the 20th century. The Central Political
Research Centre, played a key role in the recovery
of higher education, broadened the space for cultural activities, and promoted scientific research
encompassing social sciences as well.
In Deng Xiaoping’s rectification policy, the
main field was science. It began with Chinese
Academy of Science (CAS), and then expanded
to other scientific institutions. As Deng pointed
out, to strengthen scientific research for production was an important channel for the development
of light industry in a better, faster and more efficient manner (Deng, 1994). CAS was expected
to play vital roles in the construction of the Four
Modernizations. Deng also stressed to create
various conditions for the researchers, and help
them solve problems in their daily life, to enable
them concentrate on research without worrying
about housing, health care, and young children’s

schooling. Under Deng’s leadership, a Ten Year
Plan for Science Development was drawn up, in
which CAS took the lead.
On 24th May 1977, soon after the end of Cultural
Revolution, in his talks with other CPC leaders,
Deng pointed out that within the CPC, the atmosphere of respect for knowledge, and respect for
talents must be created. From August to September,
many discussions were held to highlight the important roles of science and education in achieving
the set targets for the Four Modernizations, and in
science, technology, and education policy. Since
then, developing knowledge and talents have been
the priorities in central government’s agenda to
promote the harmonious development of Chinese
society. Under these circumstances, knowledge
has gradually become the kernel for the economic
development and social improvement.
In a very significant sense, Deng Xiaoping
was the most visible representative of those who
showed sincere solicitude for Chinese intellectuals, and was important promoter of the spread and
development of the idea of the knowledge society
in China. In the three-volume Selected Works of
Deng Xiaoping, out of more than 200 articles,
there are 48 exclusively on intellectuals, and
more than 60 articles touched upon intellectuals.
Deng’s views of intellectuals laid the theoretical
foundation for China’s strategy of developing the
country through science and education, on the
back of the intellectual innovations of its most
talented people.

CHINA’S INITIATIVES AND
PRACTICES IN BUILDING A
KNOWLEDGE SOCIETY
Central Government Policy
In 1978, after the “Cultural Revolution,” the
National Science Convention was held in China.
This convention brought science and technology
back to national attention after a 10 year hiatus.
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In his speech at the conference, Mr. Deng Xiaoping, then the Vice Premier of the State Council,
emphasized the fundamental role of science and
technology to national productivity. Again in a
public engagement in September 1988 (People’s
Daily, 2004) Deng Xiaoping re-emphasized the
central role of science and technology to productivity1, and as a key plank for China’s reform and
open policy. This period, the rapid development
of education generally and higher education in
particular. A case in point was the resumption of
College Entrance Examination in 1977 after its
annullment for ten years. This event is a turing
point in China’s higher education, which not only
changes the fates of Chineses of several generations, but also brings China’s higher education
back to a sound track.
In 1995, the central government explicitly
advanced the strategy of “reviving the country
through science and education”; in other words,
science, technology, and education were to be the
primary forces of economic and social development. In essence, knowledge should become the
main force of economic development in order
to enhance the country’s prosperity. Since then,
in order to implement the strategy of “reviving
the country through science and education,” the
central government set a target of constructing a
new national knowledge system in 1999, aimed
at transforming the outcomes of science and
technology policy into actual productivity. In the
21st century China, higher education is no longer
a privilege of the elite. Instead, it has become
increasingly accessible to the general public.
People in China have developed a keen urge to
learn and share scientific knowledge, establishing the foundation of a new society which values
knowledge and innovation.
According to “A National Mid-and Long term
Program for Scientific and technological Development, 2006-2020” (The State Council, 2005),
one of the major strategic targets is to improve
the innovativeness of China. That is, to promote
the innovation of theory, institutions, and science
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and technology. In building this new innovative
country, the general public will acquire and utilize
more and more knowledge and modern science
and technology. This consistently inspires new
innovative talents, building up the basis for the
future knowledge society. This policy has put
China’s socio- economic development back on
track. The Chinese Government has formulated
a raft of policies aimed at promoting innovative
thinking. In 2007, “a scientific outlook on development” and “people oriented” concepts were
advanced in the 17th Congress of CPC. Science
and technology is not the only emphasis in social
economic development; people-orientated goal is
also the core. The integration of industrialization
and information technology was also advocated
as a focus of social and economic development
at that Congress. In 2013, industrialization, information technology, urbanization, and agricultural
modernization were included in the “synchronized
four” strategy at the 18th Congress of CPC.

The Role of Local Government
Under the direction of the central government, innovation in science and technology is considered as
a major development strategy. Local governments
at all levels have formulated strategic tactics accordingly. Based on the overall national scientific
development plan, local development plans are
tailored to the idiosyncrasies of the local area.
For instance, in an attempt to alter the patterns of
economic growth, Jiangsu Province elaborated the
development strategy of “reviving the province
through science and education” in 1988, even
before “reviving the country through science
and education” was mentioned nation-wide.
What used to be an “extensive mode” operation
in socio-economic development, which heavily
relied on cheap resources and labor, will gradually switch gears to one relying on knowledge,
science and technology, as well as the talent of
labor forces. Since 1995, under the guidance of
the “reviving the country through science and
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education” strategy, the central government has
fostered the development of science, technology and local economies in various industries
and sectors. In order to implement the central
government’s strategic plan, major industries
and sectors (e.g., agriculture, manufacturing,
defense, foreign trade, etc.) delineated science
and technology-reliant development strategies
of their own. Meanwhile, local governments at
all levels, including respective provinces, cities,
autonomous districts, and counties, have crafted
their development guidelines for “reviving the
province/city/county through science and education.” Nationally, the majority of district and local
governments have established leadership teams
dedicated to science and technology. Under the
direction leadership teams, over 200 cities in 20
provinces have come up with economic development plans based on science and technology within
2 years. The predominant mode of economic
growth has changed, as well as the public’s view
of socio-economic development. The implication
here is clear. Challenges have marked the 20 years
of rapid growth under the reform and opening
policy which need fresh responses. Knowledge,
science and technology are not only the sources
of future material wealth, but also the soul of the
human society in future. Knowledge economy as
a long-awaited new social development mode,
has gradually earned its merits in the eyes of the
general public.

Typical Detailed Practices
First, both the central and local governments
have paid great attention to the construction of
information network and actively advocate the
development and usage of the internet. As a result, related infrastructure was rapidly improved.
Between 1997 and 2009, the domestic investment
in internet infrastructure totaled 4.3 trillion RMB
(approximately 701.4 billion USD), resulting in
an optical telecommunication network of 8.3
million km, with 0.84 million kilometers being

long-distant optical cables. By the end of 2009,
there were altogether 136 million access ports for
national broadband via 7 submarine cables and 20
land cables; total width of internet access ports
reached 866,367Mbps with a capacity of 1,600
GB; 99.3% of all counties and 91.5% of all villages
in China have internet coverage, among which
96.0% of all counties have access to broadband
(State Council Information Office,2010).
Secondly, in the mid 1990s, the Chinese government launched a “government online” program.
As of today, over 90% of central ministry offices,
provincial governments, and city councils have
launched official web portals or electronic government affairs websites. More than 80% of county
governments and most administrative departments have also followed suit. Through the online
platform, government information is published,
facilitating people’s mundane affairs. In January
2010, the State Council decided to speed up the
integration of telecommunication, broadcasting
and internet networks to boost the development
of the information and culture industry. Compared
to developed countries, China still lags behind in
terms of broadband infrastructure and the ranking
of internet access speed. Nonetheless, under the
advocacy and clear guidance of the Chinese government, the construction of internet in China is
underpinned by a holistic, consistent and efficient
approach. The rapid development and popularization of internet in China has greatly altered and
will continue altering the way people work, learn
and live their lives. As for now, China is ranked
number one in terms of internet users globally.
Moreover, Ministry of Education has been focusing on implementing significant projects such
as “complete digital coverage of teaching facilities,” “campus broadband network,” and “quality
resources in every classroom.” The purpose is to
construct public platforms for education resources
and education management, enhancing the involvement of information technology in education
and leading to a faster growth of informatization
of the education system nationwide.
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General Public Involvement
The Information society has not only changed the
mode of economic operation and growth in China,
but also penetrated various aspects of people’s live.
The general public has become increasingly savvy
with modern information technology in economic
activities; Productivity is unprecedentedly high.
People are more involved with social reforms and
development. Information society, as an antecedent of knowledge society, will introduce greater
change and reform to future social economics.
In recent years, with the rapid development
of informatization, computers and the internet
has become an indispensible part people’s daily
life. The development of the smart phone, in particular, has greatly enhanced the scale of mobile
networks. The number of mobile network users in
China stands at 420 million (74.5% of which are
internet users.) and continues to increase (China
Network Information Centre, 2013). With more
than 40% of the population online, this new reality
manifests itself in various industries (e.g., service,
finance, retailing, etc.). Trading, logistics and
payment online have become common practices
in those more developed eastern districts and
cities. As of today, information technology and ecommerce have become prominent characteristics
in business transactions. The “2013 E-Commerce
Convention” (jointly hosted by The Ministry of
Commerce and All-China Federation of Industry
and Commerce) reports that the revenue of one
electronic retailer–Alibaba–alone has reached the
1 trillion RMB (approximately 160 billion USD)
mark. Sales from online store have exceeded those
from brick-and-mortar stores. These all implicitly
in significant ways the nature of doing business.
In addition to e-commerce, the prevalence of
social network sites such as Weibo and Weixin or
SNS enables the public to get involved in social
activities, which becomes an essential force for
social development. Electronic government affairs has enhanced openness and transparency
of government information, increased efficiency
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and boosted public participation in government
and political affairs. The prevalence of internet
diversifies the public’s cultural life, fulfills their
psychological needs, enhances their quality
of life and satisfies their desire for knowledge
and information. At the same time, the general
public enjoys their freedom of speech online in
accordance with the law. Communication online
greatly enriches information, which sufficiently
demonstrates the publics’ right to know, to
participate, to express and the right to monitor.
What is particularly worth mentioning is that the
Chinese government values the monitoring role
of internet. Almost all governmental websites
have published their email addresses and contact
numbers, so that the public could provide feedback. Previous incidents have shown that a great
number of issues brought up via internet have
been addressed. Related departments also set up
informant sites to fight against corruption (State
Council Information Office, 2010). According to
a survey, the monitoring role of internet received
positive ratings among over 60% of internet users
and was considered a manifestation of improvement of Chinese democracy. Recently, community
sites in major cities have also been taken note of.
The community site of Hui Long Guan neighborhood in Beijing (http://www.hlgnet.com/) (which
has more than half a million registered users and
over one million visits per day), for example, has
become a frequent platform for local community
information exchange and everyday cultural and
economic activities.
In addition, the government started to show
unprecedented concern over public opinion and
expression online. Internet has become an express
bridge between the government and the public.
The Chinese government has built a new pathway
to understand public sentiments and pool public
wisdom. The Chinese leaders frequently go
online to learn about public will through direct
conversation with internet users on various issues. It has become a custom for governments at
various levels to hold online opinion polls before
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important policies are launched. Every year the
government solicits public opinion online during
the National People’s Congress and the Chinese
People’s Political Consultative Conference.

Collaboration with
Global Community
There is no doubt that China has become increasingly open and connected with the outside world.
With continuous development in science and
technology, especially innovation in information
technology and improvement in telecommunication infrastructure, every corner on the globe is
easily connected. Close collaboration with global
community has become an inevitable option in
this new era. As a result, the Chinese government
constantly adjusts macro-level policies to fit global
trends. A social and economic system with greater
flexibility and distinct Chinese characteristics is
gradually emerging. Substantive progress have
been made in a variety of areas including construction of a clean and honest administration,
formulation of common practices in international
economic sectors, protection of intellectual property, establishment of social security, etc. Beyond
all doubt, this progress in the past 20 years is
closely related to the innovation and revolution of
information technology, economic globalization
and the general trend of global socio- economic
development.

STATUS QUO OF KNOWLEDGE
SOCIETY IN CHINA
In the process of creating a knowledge society, the
central government and the local governments at
all levels consider information and communication technology as a breakthrough, and a driving
force for the economic transformation and social
change. With the continuous improvement of information and communication technologies, the
learning, use, dissemination, creation and shar-

ing of knowledge has become an organic part of
social-economic environment in China. We turn to
providing an update of the state of the knowledge
society in China thus far.
Firstly, the scale of the knowledge industry
continues to expand. After China’s reform and
opening up, especially in the 21st century and
with advances in information and communication
technology, education, science and technology
unique industries have emerged the information,
media, creativity, design and planning fields in
China. These industries, especially in some large
and medium-sized cities, have acquired considerable scale altering in the process the trajectory of
traditional economic development, and unleashing
new dynamics in social change.
Secondly, the development of ICTs is allowing people to acquire knowledge and information
through a wider, more accurate and more convenient channel. The functions of newspaper, media,
radio, television and other traditional knowledge
dissemination outlets are shared by the internet.
The popularity of 2G and 3G network in all parts
of the country not only effectively promote the
development of productivity and economy, but
also improve the social civilization, marking
the social and cultural progress of the modern
humankind. According to the China Internet
Network Information Center (CNNIC)’s (2013)
latest statistical report, as of June 2012, the number
of Internet users in China was 538 million; the
number of rural Internet users was 146 million;
internet penetration rate was 39.9%. At the same
time, the development of the mobile Internet
and mobile phone terminal sees rapid growth in
the use of mobile phones in the rural area and a
large number of migrant populations. The use
of the Internet has become a must for social and
economic development and people’s daily life.
Its role in social and economic development in
China is also very obvious.
Thirdly, new technology and products continue
to emerge in China. This is transforming the market
and people’s appreciation of consumption is being
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fundamentally altered. The knowledge economy is
powering productivity, industrial upgrade and economic growth. China’s GDP increased from 26.6
trillion Yuan (approximately 4,339.3 billion USD)
to 51.9 trillion Yuan (approximately 8,466.5 billion
USD), and now ranks second in the world (Wen,
2013). China is becoming a leading innovative
country. For example, breakthroughs were made
in developing manned spaceflight and the lunar
exploration program, building a manned deep-sea
submersible, launching the Beidou Navigation
Satellite System, developing supercomputers
and building high-speed railways. China’s first
aircraft carrier, the Liaoning, was commissioned
(Wen, 2013). China’s productive forces and overall
national strength, its living standards and social
security, and its international status and influence
all improved significantly. In June 2013, China’s
second female astronaut Wang Yaping gave a
live video lesson on gravity to school children
on the earth from space (ChinaDaily, 2013). This
was aimed encouraging students’ enthusiasm in
science and space knowledge. The event itself is
a remarkable achievement in China’s knowledge
society construction.

Problems in Knowledge Society
Construction in China
Despite China’s remarkable achievements, there
are still many problems in knowledge society construction in China. The economic and social disparity between urban and rural areas and between the
western and eastern regions frames these problems
and needs to be addressed. Take the internet user’s
rate in primary and middle school students as an
example. In the western region, this rate is below
50%, less than the national average rate of 75%.
It’s even lower than the Eastern region level,
which is more than 90% (Li, 2013). Fortunately,
governments at all levels have taken measures in
favor of the rural and western regions to narrow
the gap. For example, the central government
gave priority to rural, poor, and ethnic minority
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regions in allocating education resources. It’s a
set policy reflected in government’s annual report.
Secondly, the brain drain can stymie the building of China’s knowledge society. The People’s
Daily (2013), reported that although China has
become the first human resource country with a
large number of top talents in various fields after
30 years’ Opening-up and reform, the brain drain
remains a severe problem. China has lost most of
its top talents and experts, among whom about 87%
are in the science and technology fields (People’s
Daily, 2013). It is well-known that talents and expertise are key building blocks of the knowledge
society construction. China is facing challenges
from developed countries as well as rising powers,
which continuously amend their immigration law
to attract Chinese experts and talents. Reforms
are urgently needed in China’s human resource
development in order to recruit more top talents,
boost their capacities for innovation, enlarge investments in human resource development, and
establish a practical and flexible mechanism of
high efficiency in human resource management.
To respond to the brain drain, the Chinese government has approved the Recruitment Program
of Global Experts (also known as the Thousand
Talents Program). Started in 2008, it is aimed, in
5 to 10 years, to recruit an array of top talents for
national important innovation projects, key disciplines and labs, state-owned key enterprises and
commercial financial institutions, and high-tech
oriented park. Hope the program will work well,
because these scientists and strategists in new science and technology are the future and backbone
of China’s knowledge society construction.

CHINA’S EXPERIENCES AND
EXAMPLE FOR AFRICA
Since the Opening up and Reform, China has
grown from a poor and backward country into the
second largest economy in the world, and achieved
remarkable achievements in economic and social
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development. To a large extent, these can be attributed to the fact that China has been exploring
and following a development road attuned to
with her own national characteristics and history.
China today is attracting the attention of African
counties who are eager to get rid of poverty and
develop their economies. Many African countries
have cast their eyes to the East, and “Looking to
the East” become an interesting topic. The socalled Chinese Model, or Beijing Consensus put
forward by Ramo (2004), has become one of the
globally debated hot topics. China’s experiences
in economic development has become a source of
its soft power in Africa. However, it should kept
in mind that one of the most important lessons of
China’s success lies in its capacity for continuous
reforms and adjustments according to changing
socio-economic conditions at home and abroad.
With respect to knowledge society construction, given its poor self-innovation capacities and
the rapid development in new ICTs, China has a
long way to go to catch up with the developed
countries. In a sense then like many African
countries, China is still a developing country with
the overall economic and social development being the essential task. Considering the vital role
of knowledge for economic development and
social improvement and the increasing economic
globalization, there is common understanding
among all countries that a lot of attention should
be paid to knowledge society construction. China’s
Reform and Opening up phase brought advanced
technology and investments to China. It is the
long-lasting China-Africa friendship and cooperation and China’s “Going Global” strategy that is
making Chinese factors more and more obvious
and important in Africa’s knowledge society building. With the deepening relations between China
and Africa, Chinese factors in Africa’s knowledge
society building cannot be considered a new
phenomena any more. In the context of economic
globalization, it is widely accepted that expanding
international trade, absorbing new technologies

from abroad and foreign direct investments, are
effective ways to acquire knowledge from the
global level for knowledge society construction
(Hu, 2004). The effectiveness has been proved
by China’s experiences, which Africa can learn
from. Large investments in human resource development, new ICTs, and infrastructure building
is necessary. China-Africa cooperation in recent
time has encompassed these areas. China’s human resource (or education) support to Africa
stands out prominently in recent China-Africa
relations, especially after the establishment of
Forum on China-Africa Cooperation (FOCAC) in
2000. In every three year’s ministerial conference
of FOCAC, China grants more scholarships to
African students to study in China, continues to
send teachers to Africa to help local institutions
of higher learning improve their disciplines and
specialties. Meanwhile, China sets up channels of
communications between universities of the two
sides for the study of the Chinese and African
civilizations, and establishes an African Human
Resources Development Fund and gradually increase financial contribution to the Fund for the
training of professionals of different disciplines
for African countries. The fifth ministerial conference’s Beijing Action Plan (2013-2015), pays
particular attention than ever before to cultural and
people to people exchanges between China and
African countries, which will contribute much to
knowledge society building on both sides in that
people can obtain real and first-hand knowledge
from each side. They can share knowledge in
various fields. Besides the official factors, some
private Chinese enterprises also make many
direct contributions to Africa knowledge society
building. A case in point is StartTimes Group.
The China-based Company entered the African
market in 2007 provides digital television to 1.4
million customers in 14 countries and hires local employees in each market. It has become the
fastest growing digital TV operator in Africa,
and playing a positive role in communication and
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cooperation between China and Africa’s broadcast
television industry (Shi, 2012). The private media
group saw its subscribers of digital TV programs
broadcast in Africa hit 2.5 million early June this
year(Wang &Yang,2013).
Backward infrastructure is proving to be a
major constraint to African knowledge society
construction and to overall economic and social improvements. In China’s development experiences,
“to reduce poverty, build road first” is a popular
saying. In recent years, China’s contribution to
Africa infrastructure is well praised across the
continent, which brings real benefits to the living
of the local people. For example, the railway that
China constructed in Angola has been an integral
part of local people living along the line, as what a
BBC documentary titled “the Chinese are coming”
shows us. The renovation of the TANZARA, the
symbol of China-Africa relations, is also under
the way. Currently, many Chinese companies
well-known in building roads, railways, bridges,
and telecommunication are actively carrying out
projects in various African countries. Undoubtedly, their input will spur Africa to improve her
infrastructure and lay a solid foundation for Africa’s knowledge society construction.
China is also paying more and more attention
to the knowledge production and dissemination
in Africa-China relations. In 2010, China has
launched China-Africa Joint Research and Exchange Program under the FOCAC to support
field studies, academic visits, conferences and
publications. Some African scholars from South
Africa, Senegal, Nigeria, and Kenya have participated in the program. Many Chinese scholars
have the opportunity to do field studies in Africa
in collaboration with their African counterparts.
It is keenly expected that through these channels,
Chinese and African scholars can do research on
topics of common interests, and get first-hand
knowledge about real China or Africa, beyond the
mediation of Western sources as has tended to be
the case. In this innovated program, Chinese and
African scholars can learn from each other, and
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produce academic publications of high quality,
and contribute to knowledge society construction
on both sides.

FUTURE RESEARCH DIRECTIONS
Building the knowledge society has become a
common task for each country, big or small, rich
or poor. For developing countries, this task may
be even harder, since science and technology
resources, to a large extent, is controlled by the
developed countries. China’s experiences shows
that there is no easy way towards realizing the
benefits of a knowledge society, nor a common
model for every country. Every country needs to
find out its own way. However, in the context of
globalization, countries are not isolated from each
other. On the contrary, they are increasingly connected with each other, thanks to the development
of modern ICTs. Under these circumstances, the
book’s theme on knowledge society is of particular significance. It not only demonstrates the
gaps among various countries, but also explores
the possibilities of examples for the countries
lagging behind in knowledge society to follow.
Future research opportunities may include: what
roles the developed countries as well as emerging
powers can play in knowledge society building in
Africa; and what Africa can contribute to humanity’s knowledge in the new era as it did in the past.

CONCLUSION
Despite great achievements, there is a long way
for China to go as it builds her knowledge society.
China should deepen reform of the management
system for science and technology, integrate
science and technology more closely with the
economy, and establish a technological innovation
system, as it did in the past decades. China should
focus on priority areas of strategic importance
that are vital to China’s overall and long-term
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development, and strengthen basic research and
research on frontier and leading technologies.
The mechanism for openly sharing scientific and
technological resources must be improved, and a
fair and open environment for innovating needs
to be fostered. Scientists and technicians need
to be fully motivated to unleash the creativity
of the whole society. In Africa-China relations,
cooperation on the knowledge society can be a
new highlight. China’s experiences can serve as
a point of reference for African countries, as well
as a kind of soft power of China in Africa. Chinese high-tech and ICT enterprises’ engagement
in Africa can contribute to Africa’s knowledge
society construction.

Drucker, P. (1994). Post-capitalist society. New
York: Harper Paperbacks.
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KEY TERMS AND DEFINITIONS
Chinese Model: With the rapid development of
Chinese economy, China’s development pathway
and experience has generated a lot of research.
Especially in recent years, there is such notion of
so-called “Chinese Model.” This vague concept is
just one of the various studies on Chinese development. No official explanation has been offered.

Deng Xiaoping: Deng Xiaoping was a core
politician among the second generation of Chinese Communist Party leaders. He was a Marxist,
politician, militarist, diplomat and one of the main
leaders of Chinese People’s Liberation Army
and The People’s Republic of China. He was the
strategist who led the Chinese socialism reform
and opening up and modernization. He was also
the founder of Deng Xiaoping Theory. Policies
advocated by Deng Xiaoping, such as the reform
and opening-up policy, not only changed the
country in the second half of 20th century, but
also influenced the global community. He was
selected “Man of the Year” twice in 1978 and
1985 by Time magazine.
Forum on China-Africa Co-Operation
(FOCAC): FOCAC is an official forum between
the People’s Republic of China and the states in
Africa. The first ministerial conference was held
in October 2000. Ministerial conferences are held
every three years. In preparation for the ministerial conference, a high official conference is held
one year before. The fifth FOCAC ministerial
conference was held in Beijing July 19th, 2012.
Four Modernizations: The Four modernizations include the modernization of industry,
agriculture, defense, and science and technology.
The notion was gradually formed based on multiple talks by Chairman Mao in 1950s and later
published in the “Government Report” at the third
National People’s Congress. It was published again
in the “Government Report” at the fourth National
People’s Congress, becoming a well-spread slogan
and a main goal for China.
Government Online Project: This project
aims at sharing governmental information and
serving the people. This project was co-launched
by more than 40 information departments including Directorate General of Telecommunications,
Economic Information Center of the State Economic and Trade Commission, etc. The start-up
meeting of the Government Online Project was
held in Beijing January 22nd, 1999, signaling the
launching of this project.
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Knowledge Society: The concept of “knowledge society” was first noted in 1960s-1970s. It
is considered a more energetic societal form after
post-industrialization. Knowledge and innovation
will become the core of the society. Relative to
“information society,” the concept of knowledge
society incorporates boarder social, ethical, and
political content. Information society is only a
means to knowledge society. Knowledge society
will radically change the societal structure. It will
create not only new social and economic forces,
but also new political forces.
Soft Power: Softer power is one form of capability. It is part of the comprehensive national
strength beyond traditional “hard power” based on
military and economics. The mentioning of this
concept specifically acknowledged the value of
soft power, elevating its position to as important
as that of traditional hard power, if not more. Soft
power, as an important composition of the comprehensive national strength, refers to the invisible
influence exerted by a country based on the charm
of its political system, the influence of its culture,
and the values of its people. Soft power deeply
affects people’s view on international relations.
The Reform and Opening-Up Policy: It is a
basic national policy launched in December 1978
at the Third Plenary Session of the 11th Central
Committee of the Chinese Communist Party. It
is an important part of Deng Xiaoping Theory.
Reform includes the reforms of economic system,
which refers to converting highly concentrated

planned economic system to socialist market
economic system; the reforms of political system,
which refers to developing democracy, enhancing
legal system, separating political departments and
corporations, streamlining government organs,
improving democratic supervision system, and
maintaining stability and unity, etc. Opening-up
mainly refers to opening up to the global community. In a broader sense, it also includes opening
up within the country. Reform and opening-up
is one of the basic points at CCP’s primary stage
of socialism and an avoidable path to a rich and
powerful China. It has great influence on the
development of Chinese economy.
Thousands Talents Program: This policy was
launched by the Chinese government in 2008, in
order to prioritize research funds and employee
salary in the next 5-10 years so as to attract more
talents back to China after studying abroad.
Weixin: Weixin is a new social network application based on mobile internet, which has
gained popularity among Chinese mobile internet
users as an alternative to Facebook and Twitter.

ENDNOTES
1

Mr. Deng Xiaoping mentioned made the
point about the primary role of science and
technology in productivity in a conversation
with President Husak of Czechoslovakia.

This work was previously published in “Impacts of the Knowledge Society on Economic and Social Growth in Africa” edited
by Lloyd G. Adu Amoah, pages 253-266, copyright 2014 by Information Science Reference (an imprint of IGI Global).
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ABSTRACT
In this chapter, student achievement, the differentiation of instruction, and 21st Century Skills are examined along with their relationship to the use of technology in an educational setting. Characteristics of
highly qualified teachers are also examined from multiple standpoints within the educational system.
Standards from INTASC, NCATE, NCTAF, and NCLB point to the importance of the university faculty
and quality teacher education programs to support the needs of preservice teachers. In addition, the
joining of business and education across the nation and the world to infuse technology into education
has shown positive results. This merger between business and education exemplifies the need for the
acquisition of 21st century skills needed for all students to be a literate part of the 21st century workforce.

THE INFUSION OF
TECHNOLOGY INTO TEACHER
EDUCATION PROGRAMS
There is a sense of urgency in the United States
to improve the quality of K-16 education. With
the passing of one of the largest pieces of educational legislation in history, No Child Left Behind
(NCLB), educational systems began working on
closing the achievement gap and equipping students
with needed 21st century knowledge and skills (Apte,
Karmarkar & Nath, 2008; Ladson-Billings, 2006;
Partnership for 21st Century Skills, 2009).

Our society has gone through many changes
in economic transitions as a country. The economic and labor transitions are based on the
type of workers that are found most commonly
among the population. During the Agricultural
Age, the common working person was some sort
of farmer. According to the French economist,
Jean Fourastie (1974), an economy consists of
a “Primary sector” of commodity production,
which would include farming, livestock breeding
and mineral resources. Following this age would
be the “Secondary sector” of manufacturing and
industrialization. This Industrial Age in Western
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Europe and North America was the first transformation of an agrarian society to an industrial
society in the world. In 1967 the production of
material goods and delivery of material services
accounted for nearly 54% of the United States’
economic output (Apte et al., 2008; Karmarkar &
Apte, 2007). This would mean the primary labor
worker would be the factory worker. A “Tertiary
sector” of service industries would soon follow
after an Industrial Age. In 1997 the production of
information products, such as computers, books,
televisions and software, and the provision of information services, such as telecommunications,
financial and broadcast services and education,
accounted for 63% of the U.S. economic output
(Apte et al., 2008; Karmarkar & Apte, 2007).
This would be the evolution of the knowledge
worker. Our educational system has kept up with
the changes of the past, however we must question
whether our educational system is poised to go
into the 21st Century for the fourth sector, identified as the Conceptual Age (Pink, 2005). This age
requires the economics of strong left brain skills
(reading, writing, math and science/content area
subject matter) as well as right brain skills (aesthetics, critical thinking, creativity, value and play).
Few would argue that teaching is one of the
most important professions that exist, because it
is directly linked to student learning (Hanushek
& Rivkin, 2010). However, policy makers and
educators are suggesting that the transformation
of an outdated educational system is imperative in
order to meet the needs of a global society and our
21st century students (Partnership for 21st Century
Skills, 2004). Today’s learner has changed dramatically from decades ago in their approaches to
learning, and teachers need to act as facilitators in
a classroom where students take an active part in
the process of creating or constructing their own
knowledge, yet questions continue to be raised regarding how well teachers are actually prepared for
integrating technology in their classrooms (Polly,
Mims, Shepherd, & Inan, 2010). The children of
today are becoming very comfortable using the
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various forms of technology that surround them
on a daily basis. With this transformation in our
educational system, we need to meet the demands
of the 21st century learner. This transition begins
with acknowledging the ability students to learn
in different ways than those of previous generations. Every child in America needs 21st century
knowledge and skills to succeed as effective
citizens, workers and leaders in the 21st century
(Partnership for 21st Century Skills, 2004). There
is, however, a large gap between the knowledge
and skills most students learn in school and the
knowledge and skills they need in the typical 21st
century communities and workplaces (Partnership
for 21st Century Skills, 2004).
The wave of change in student learning and
professional educators is reflective of the global
economics shift. With this global economic
environment, education plays a crucial role in
stimulating economic growth for a region, state,
or nation (Stevens & Weale, 2003). This success
is based upon the skills and knowledge of its general workforce and its capacity to innovate new
markets (Spires, Lee, Turner, & Johnson, 2008).
Partnership for 21st Century Skills brings together business and education. Business leaders
have viewed and kept pace with the changing
world, however, the educational system has not
kept up with what is needed to produce students
who can actively engage in the 21st Century as
part of a skilled workforce (Partnership for 21st
Century Skills, 2004). In order to achieve success, students need to master traditional content
subjects such as mathematics and science, while
also gaining 21st Century skills, such as critical
thinking, innovation, creativity and communication skills (Gaston, 2009; Marsh, Mitchell, &
Adamczyk, 2010).
In one research study on the perceptions of
middle school students on school, technologies,
and academic engagement found students wanting
the schools to become more like the world they live
in through technology (Spires et al., 2008). Along
with this desire of students for educational change
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came the apparent need for business to reap the best
from the education system. Collaborative partnerships among business and education have begun to
help implement the development of 21st Century
Skills for the workforce of tomorrow. Business
has become involved in education due to the effect
of student achievement on the competitive nature
of the 21st century workforce. Business is aware
that by the year 2010, over ten million jobs could
be left unfilled because the available workforce
will lack the skills to fill the positions (Business
Civic Leadership Center, 2006). Intel Innovation
in Education (Business Civic Leadership Center,
2006) is an example of how business combined
with education to support the effective use of
technology in the areas of science, mathematics
and engineering. IBM (Business Civic Leadership Center, 2006) launched a teacher education
initiative due to the shortage of experienced math
and science teachers. This business community
partnered with teacher preparation programs to
provide second career individuals with knowledge
and skills to teach what the 21st Century Workforce
needs in the areas of math and science. Oracle
Corporation (Business Civic Leadership Center,
2006) used technology to promote learning in
the high school business program classroom. The
Oracle Academy enabled students, ages 16-19
to learn about database and programming from
trained teachers. This provided the students with
an enrichment experience and a solid foundation
for entering college. It also benefited the teachers
involved with professional development.
In addition to businesses taking the lead on
initiating changes in education, 13 states (e.g.,
Arizona, Illinois, Iowa, Kansas, Louisiana, Maine,
Massachusetts, Nevada, New Jersey, North Carolina, South Dakota, Wisconsin and West Virginia)
have chosen to initiate the Partnership for 21st
Century Skills and Technology at the state level
rather than the district level. North Carolina has
launched its first initiative to address technology
in a systematic, defined timeline. Along with rigorous core subjects in content area, students will

learn the skills of the 21st century that students
need to become effective workers and leaders.
Maine, Texas and Michigan have also launched
separate initiatives to support the education for
the 21st Century workforce.
The State Educational Technology Directors
Association (SETDA), the International Society
for Technology in Education (ISTE), and the
Partnership for 21st Century Skills have come
together to represent businesses, organizations,
states, 85,000 technology professionals and 3.2
million educators in changing the nations’ schools.
No economic labor force can remain competitive
without making use of technology with 21st century skills in mind. Unfortunately, in the United
States, education is the least technology oriented
enterprise in its ranking of technology use among
55 U.S. industry sectors (SETDA, ISTE, & Partnership for 21st Century Skills, 2007).

Technology in Education
The rapid expansion of technology has provided
students with the opportunity to obtain information
at any time and in any place. The way computers
and future technologies will be used in people’s
lives depends on the trends of technology, people’s
needs and changes in their living and activities.
Changes in technology over the past decade came
about due to these needs within our culture. The
investments in these needs caused changes in
technology that enabled changes in lifestyle.
These changes or trends with the societal use of
technology are currently reflected in the students’
learning needs within our academic system. Thus,
in a cyclical sense, technological trends have
allowed students to inherently use digital tools
within the academic setting, and they became
increasingly engaged in a rapidly expanding and
complex world through technology.
Often termed Digital Natives (Prensky,
2005/2006), today’s students appear to be readily adept at incorporating technologies into
their approaches to learning. The manner which
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students have used technologies for interacting
with information and communicating strongly
suggests that students have been creating their
own understanding and knowledge in new ways
(Lin, 2007; Spires et al., 2008; van ‘t Hooft, Swan,
Lin, & Cook, 2007). For example, 87% of children
between the ages of 12 and 17 currently use the
Internet on a regular basis (Hitlin & Rainie, 2005;
The Children’s Partnership, 2005). Similarly, over
two-thirds of students these ages used the Internet
at school, a 45% increase over data collected in
2001. Internet access is available in 94% of the
classrooms in the United States (Wells, Lewis &
Green 2006). Additionally, approximately 90%
of U. S. teenagers believed that using technology
helps them to do better in school (Hitlin & Rainie,
2005). An almost identical percentage of parents
of these teens also agreed with this belief (Hitlin
& Rainie, 2005). These reports provide evidence
of conceptual acceptance of the idea that technology can have a positive impact on student learning
if well designed and well integrated (Hitlin &
Rainie, 2005; Lazarus, Lipper & Wainer, 2005;
Wenglinsky, 2006).
A concept introduced by Weiser (1991) prior to
the introduction of the world wide-web, ubiquitous
computing, referred to technologies becoming part
of everyday life yet having the eventual tendency
to disappear. Although ubiquitous computing is
not a reality in schools yet, as most classrooms are
not fundamentally different from classrooms of 50
years ago (Papert, 1993), we have begun to move
forward in our approaches to the use of technology
in an educational learning environment (Becker,
2001; Cuban, 2001). In these changed learning
environments, changes in teaching have also
begun. Teachers became more student-centered
(Apple Computer, Inc., 1995; Fung, Hennessy, &
O’Shea, 1998: Honey & Henriquez, 2000; Norris & Soloway, 2004; Swan et al., 2006), more
constructivist (Rockman, 2003; Swan et al., 2006)
and more flexible (van ‘t Hooft, Dias, & Swan,
2004; Zucker & McGhee, 2005).
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Teachers in the classrooms are at the beginning a stage of using technology to adapt to how
students are educated and what content is taught.
Students are able to learn at their own pace with
their individualized predominant learning style
(Benjamin, 2005; Kara-Soteriou, 2009; Tomlinson, 2001). Technology has started to make
a differentiated approach to learning possible.
Differentiated Instruction is based on the premise
that instruction should be adapted to each individual’s learning style, interests and ability levels
(Benjamin, 2005; Tomlinson, 2001;Tomlinson
& Allen, 2000). Because students have varying
abilities and learn in different ways, they need a
variety of different digital tools to explore, create
and communicate knowledge (Bartels & Bartels,
2002; Danesh, Inkpen, Lau, Shu, & Booth, 2001;
Hill, Reeves, Grant, Wang, & Han, 2002; Honey
& Henriquez, 2000; Roschelle, Penuel, & Abrahamson, 2004). Technology has improved student
motivation and renders:
•
•
•

•

•
•

Privacy to support the self esteem of those
working below the level of the rest of the
class,
Collaboration and Communication
Skills: which are necessary in forming and
maintaining learning communities,
Organization: a structured approach
for both teachers and students to implement various activities during whole class
instruction,
Learning Styles and Sensory Learning:
technology encourages visual, auditory,
and social learning, and therefore encourages students of different abilities and interests to participate in the learning process,
Choices: internet and software address a
wide range of skills and interests to show
students success, and
Authentic Learning: technology addresses an important aspect of differentiated
instruction with global problem solving
skills (Kara-Soteriou, 2009).
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Technology has met the needs of 21st century
classroom students whose learning style causes a
need to be challenged, and has created a successful
adaptation in curriculum to maximize learning for
others (Benjamin, 2005).

Positive Effects of
Technology in Education
Classroom teachers and educational administrators have encouraged technology use in K-12
classrooms for reasons including the belief that
technology:
•
•
•

Makes schools more productive and efficient (Zucker & McGhee, 2005),
Creates active, real-life learning experiences for students (Kara-Soteriou, 2009), and
Prepares students to work in a technology-rich environment (Apple Classroom
of Tomorrow-Today, 2006; Zucker &
McGhee, 2005).

These teacher and administrator views have
paralleled increased financial commitments within
school budgets for improved technologies. For
example, there had been one computer for every
125 students in U.S. schools in 1981, but this ratio
increased to one computer for every 18 students
by 2000; the ratio was one computer for every five
students by 2001 (Cuban, 2001); and by 2005 it
was one for every 3.8 students (Wells et al., 2006).
Since that time, the number of K-12 students with
access to Internet available or equipped computers
mirrored society. As computer access and other
technologies have become more commonplace
in American households, the children in these
households have demonstrated similar advances
in educational achievement.
The inclusion of technology in educational
settings is beginning to show positive impacts on
learning within our K-12 schools. With computer-

based instruction and the use of specific software,
students had a tendency to learn more in less
time (Kulik, 1994) and have shown more positive attitudes when classes use computer-based
instruction (International Society for Technology
in Education, 2006). The latter was found to be
especially true within the area of special education
where subjects showed a percentile gain of 22%
over the control group, when computers were used
in the classroom (Kulik, 1994). In other studies,
K-12 students in a technology rich environment
showed achievement throughout all subject areas
as well (International Society for Technology in
Education, 2006; Sivin-Kachala, 1998). Research
continued to find that ubiquitous technology
“levels the playing field” for special needs and
lower ability students (Hill et al., 2002; Honey &
Henriques, 2000; Swan, van ‘t Hooft, Kratcoski,
& Unger, 2005).
Other researchers (International Society for
Technology in Education, 2006; Wenglinsky,
1998) revealed that the uses of computers for
Computer Aided Instruction (CAI) helped students
perform at a higher achievement level than those
not receiving CAI. Students also learned 30% faster
using CAI than in a traditional learning environment (International Society for Technology in
Education, 2006; Wenglinsky, 1998).
Students’ attitudes and self-concept also improved, along with their achievement, for both
regular and special needs students in a PreK16 environment. Among students involved in
ubiquitous technology initiatives or immersed in
environments where technology is a natural part
of learning, improved motivation was witnessed
(Apple Computer, Inc., 1995; Russell, Bebell, &
Higgins, 2004; Swan, van ‘t Hooft, et al., 2005;
Swan, Cook, et al., 2006; Vahey & Crawford,
2002; Zucker & McGhee, 2005). Students have
also become better organized (Zucker & McGhee,
2005) and more independent learners.
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Neutral or Negative Effects of
Technology in Education
Although there are much evidence and research
that show how technology is positively impacting
our educational system, its neutral or negative
aspects have also been documented. Technology
has become a large part of our lives and until the
mid 1980’s the theory underlying educational
technology was not widely debated. Most research
in this area was based on cognitive-behavioral
principles of learning that utilized a research
methodology where technology-based methods of
instruction were compared with non-technologybased methods to determine which one was better
for learning and instruction (Roblyer & Knezek,
2003). However, beginning in the mid-80s, a shift
began to occur in both theoretical orientations
and research methodologies. By the mid 1990s,
Internet access started to become widely available
for educational purposes (Kozma, 1994).
The theoretical challenge came from educational psychologists who support a constructivist
view of learning. Based on the works of Piaget
and Vygotsky, constructivist learning is based
on the belief that students “construct” their own
learning rather than “memorize” information
from a teacher. One of the earliest theorists to
adopt this view was Papert (1980) whose writing
influenced the Cognition and Technology Group
at Vanderbilt (1991, 1993). The Cognition and
Technology Group at Vanderbilt wrote about the
importance of “cognitive scaffolding” and “situated cognition and cognitive apprenticeships” by
Brown, Collins and Duguid (1989). Collectively,
these theorists refocused instructional technology
perspectives away from the impact of the technology being used to the impact of “anchored instruction” which technology could support (Roblyer
& Knezek, 2003). These views relate to Kozma’s
view (1994) that technology use is most effective
when it supports active student engagement with
the curriculum.
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Aligning with the constructivist theory is the
belief that it is pedagogical methods, not technology per se that will have the greatest impact on
student learning (Ball & Forzani, 2010; Basham,
Smeltzer, & Pianfetti, 2013). Simply supplying
students with technological tools without an
understanding of how best to use them has been
shown to produce minimal to no gains in student
learning. The existence of one practice, principle,
or concept that has benefited all students does
not exist because of the differences in learning as
well as diverse and heterogeneous student populations (Bates & Poole, 2003). Technology does
not replace the need for high quality instructors
or instructors who know how to use technology
to best instruct students. It also doesn’t replace
or reduce the necessary communication with and
between students (Bates & Poole, 2003).
Becker and Ravitz (1999) conducted a study
of computer use and instructional practices and
found that teachers who were frequent users of
technology tend to use constructivist practices.
Following a 1998 National Science Foundation
report, Becker (1999) concluded that there is a
relationship between constructivist pedagogy
and Internet use. His study looked at frequency
of Internet use and types of use by students and
further considered the extent that teachers valued
access in classrooms and the amount of access
available. Although Becker found a relationship
between constructivist pedagogy and Internet use,
other studies have found little or no correlation
(Harris & Grandgenett, 1999; Hunter, 2002).
Specifically, Hunter (2002) examined Internet use
in constructivist classrooms and failed to find any
constructivist uses of the Internet, such as accessing primary sources, real-time data, and content
area experts, among the participants.
The importance of better-designed instructional technology methodology has expanded
beyond academic disciplines to Federal government initiatives. For example, the U. S. Department
of Education’s (DOE’s) Preparing Tomorrow’s
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Teachers to use Technology (PT3) initiative clearly
recognized that the effective integration of technology into education requires accountability. This
is increasingly important as both educators and
policy-makers insist that educational technology
research provide data-based evidence that these
funds have been well-spent (Cuban, Kirkpatrick,
& Peck, 2001; Ringstaff & Kelley, 2002).
The majority of meta-analytic research comparing computer-enabled and computer-deficient
classrooms has consistently shown that using
technology in a classroom was better than not
using it (Schmid et al, 2009). The use of technology, however, does not guarantee increased
student achievement. The effectiveness of digital
tools and highly qualified teachers should not be
confused–technology works under certain conditions, and doesn’t under others.
Relatedly, the introduction of technology cannot be expected to produce an immediate impact;
good instruction of any type takes time. Copolo
(1992) examined the use of three-dimensional
computer-simulated models of molecular structure in high school students. Subjects included
101, 11th graders assigned the classes to either
an experimental group who used computer representations to study molecular structure or a
control group who studied molecular structures
from textbook representations. After nine days
of instruction, students completed a test on
molecular structures; 40 days later, they took a
delayed retention test on the same topic. Analysis
showed that students who learned from paper and
pencil representations outperformed the computer
simulation group on the immediate posttest and
there were no differences between the groups on
the delayed retention measure.
Proponents of educational technology (e.g.,
Cobb, 1997; Howland, Jonassen and Marra,
2012) have argued that one of the most important
characteristics of technology is the reduction of
cognitive load in learners, thus freeing the learner’s
cognitive processing capacity in the learner for
more or better higher-order learning. There was

evidence that some technologies may actually
increase rather than reduce cognitive load, thus
diminishing performance (Lowerison, Sclater,
Schmid, & Abrami, 2006).
Another downfall of using technology is the
Digital Divide, the technological gap between the
underprivileged members of society, especially
the poor, rural, elderly and handicapped portions,
and the wealthy, middle class living in suburban
and urban areas of the United States (Marine &
Blanchard, 2004). It opened an existing wound
because those who do not have access to the Internet or technology in their homes or schools are
becoming digitally illiterate. Interactions between
people and technology influence how members of
our society participate in the economic, political
and social aspects of our country and the world
(Marine & Blanchard, 2004). This gap continues
to grow and has proven to be a very large problem
that favors the privileged over the disadvantaged
(Clark & Gorski, 2001). In a study of U. S.
History scores for the NAEP tests, Wenglinsky
(2006) showed substantial evidence in two areas,
economic status and time spent with computers
outside of school, were strongly related to history
achievement on these tests. Students with more
affluent backgrounds performed better than less
affluent students on the NAEP tests. The quantity
of time spent on computers outside of school for
schoolwork indicated how likely they were to score
high on the assessment. The results also showed
the more time they used computers in school, the
lower their scores were on the NAEP, indicating
that high quality use of computers happened
outside the school.
There is great disparity among racial groups,
as Blacks and Hispanics are less likely to have
technology than White and Asian Americans
(Economic and Statistics Administration, 2002).
With a greater emphasis on technology integration into our education systems, one could hope
to close the gap on digital illiteracy.
While it seems there are some explicit neutral
or negative effects of technology and its use in
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education, the positive effects of technology have
overpowered these. Some negative effects are the
Digital Divide forming between the affluent and
less affluent people of society, quality controls of
the research being done, and teacher’s inability to
integrate technology in the learning environment.
More detailed, domain specific positive effects of
technology in the learning environment will be
explained in the next section.

Technology Integration in
Mathematics Education
Student achievement within specific subject areas,
as teachers have become more comfortable with
the use of technology, has shown positive results.
For example, Kersting et al. (2010) found that
teachers’ mathematics knowledge when they were
analyzing video clips, significantly predicted the
success of these teachers’ students in mathematics
achievement. Within the subject area of mathematics, for example, two longitudinal studies
provided evidence to that extent. An eight-year
longitudinal study of SAT-I performance at New
Hampshire’s Brewster Academy found an increase
in performance on a standardized achievement
test. In the academy (high school), both technology and teaching reform had been made before
the data collection, attributing the increase to the
reform. In the second longitudinal study from
West Virginia, substantial gains on the SAT-9
test of 950 fifth graders were found. The studied
West Virginia school implemented the integration of curriculum and reinforcement of teacher
instruction, along with the addition of technology and software before the data collection. In
both of these longitudinal studies, an increase of
achievement test scores was found after aligning
teacher instruction with curriculum standards and
software for mathematics and reading. Both studies showed increased scores in mathematics and
reading on the two achievement tests, SAT-1 and
SAT-9 (Bain & Ross, 1999; Bain & Smith, 2000;
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Mann, Shakeshaft, Becker & Kottkamp, 1999).
When technology is used with the existing curriculum, achievement appeared to be inevitable.
Another evidence of support for technology
and achievement can be found in the SimCalc
project. The SimCalc project was implemented
at the University of Massachusetts/Dartmouth
to increase the skills of teachers, incorporate
technology and align teaching with the National
Council of Teachers of Mathematics (NCTM).
This funded research by the National Science
Foundation was a visual, simulation approach to
learn complex mathematical concepts. Through
the integration of professional development, technology, and curriculum objectives, 100 seventh
grade teachers within a middle school education
environment deepened their understanding of more
complex mathematical tasks related to calculus
(Roschelle, 2007). These teachers taught the
development of the concepts of proportionality,
linearity and rates of change to seventh and then
eighth grade students. Conceptual understanding
of mathematics, specifically algebra and geometry,
effectively increased for elementary, middle and
high school students when instruction is facilitated
by teachers who are skilled in technology (Pea,
2004). With SimCalc, researchers found that a
technology-enhanced curriculum accompanied
by teacher professional development increased
student learning (SRI International, 2002).
The iPod Touch was also effectively used to
help middle school students learn about algebraic
equations, slope and absolute value (Franklin &
Peng, 2008). Students and teachers found that
with the little time needed for the algorithmic
applications, this gave more time for the actual
conceptual understanding and critical thinking
about the mathematics involved. The visual
component of the iPod Touch, as with many other
varying technologies, provided learning beyond
the hours of the classroom. Students had the opportunity to revisit what they have learned in the
classroom for review purposes.
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Manipulatives in mathematics have long been
used to support the theories of concept development. Concept development is based on theories
that a child needs a continuous progression from
concrete objects (manipulatives) to representations
(visuals) to abstract symbols (numbers) in order to
understand mathematical concepts (Bruner, 1960,
1986; Piaget, 1952). Virtual math manipulatives,
which are technology based representations of
manipulatives, were studied by Reimer and Moyer
(2005). Their study was initiated to examine how
much of an effect the virtual manipulatives would
have on the mathematical understanding of an
abstract concept. During a two week unit of study,
19 third grade students interacted with the virtual
manipulatives to explore fractions. The effect of
using these virtual manipulatives to examine the
concept of fractions was evident in both content
knowledge and procedural knowledge through a
pre- and post-test design. Additional studies on the
use of virtual manipulatives were found to have
the same positive effect on various grade level
students. In other studies involving the virtual
manipulatives, 18 kindergarten children worked on
pattern construction, second graders demonstrated
specific math strategies with place value, and sixth
graders explored adding and subtracting of integers (Bolyard & Moyer-Packenham, 2006; Moyer,
Niezgoda & Stanley, 2005; Reimer & Moyer,
2005). The kindergarten students were observed
to make more detailed and complex patterns using the virtual technology component than with
traditional manipulatives or paper and pencil. A
second grader’s use of virtual manipulatives made
it less tedious for them to navigate the traditional
base ten blocks in the understanding of number
concepts and operations, giving them more time
for exploration and learning (Reimer & Moyer,
2005). A fourth study with the virtual manipulatives
showed how sixth grade students were able to easily
steer through the adding and subtracting of integers
(Bolyard & Moyer-Packenham, 2006). The study
showed that the students had significant gains in
achievement by using the virtual manipulatives.

Technology Integration in
Science Education
Mathematics, science and technology complement each other within our educational system.
As technology has proven to promote student
achievement in mathematics, so it has done the
same with science as well. Science is about investigating, exploring, questioning, analyzing,
and reflecting (National Center for Education
Statistics, 2001). There has been value shown
in using digital technology, including computer
based visualizations, for the teaching of science
to middle and high school students (Gilbert, Justi,
Aksela, 2003; Linn, Lee, Tinker, Husic & Chiu
2006; Trautmann & MaKinster, 2010). For example, visualization tools, such as animations and
simulations, have been used to present concepts
that are usually very hard to grasp (National Science Foundation, 2001). Models and simulations
have allowed students to see dynamic relationships
and explore scientific behaviors that are difficult
to comprehend using traditional means (Beichner,
1990; Brassell, 1987). Research has also found
that the use of handheld technology in science
education allows students to focus on the task,
thus raising their performance and enhancing
students’ learning while making projects more
productive (Norris & Soloway, 2003).
In a Technology Enhanced Elementary and
Middle School Science (TEEMS) II project (Linn,
2003; Lunetta et al., 2007; Metcalf & Tinker,
2004; Zucker et al., 2008), a positive impact on the
teaching of inquiry based science through the use
of digital technology was shown. In the project,
probes and computers were used to enhance the
teaching of science to students. This large-scale
project, funded by the National Science Foundation, produced fifteen inquiry based science units
to be used in over 100 classrooms in grades three
through eight. The research was conducted during
two consecutive years, 2004-2005 and 2005-2006,
between individual grade levels. The primary research question was whether the students who used
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technology, probes and computers in an inquirybased science lesson would learn more science than
those who did not. Previous research (Adams &
Shrum, 1990; Krajcik, 2001; Laws, 1997; Linn et
al., 1987) has already found strong results within
high school science classes, in that student learning
of complex relationships was facilitated by using
probeware. This in itself brought a positive sign
that our educational system is projecting critical
thinking with technology through problem solving
in grades three through 12.
Analyses of U. S. Department of Education,
Institute of Education Sciences data from the
National Center for Education Statistics (NCES)
showed a positive relationship in a student’s
achievement in science from the baseline testing in
fourth grade through high school (National Center
for Education Statistics, 2001). These students
used computer learning games in fourth grade,
simulation games in eighth grade, and computers to collect, download, and analyze data in the
12th grade. All analyses of data showed a positive
relationship between science achievement and
technology in each of these situations (National
Center for Education Statistics, 2001).
A significant gain in the acquisition of content knowledge was witnessed in a high school
science class where molecular biology concepts
were taught using interactive animation, (Rotbain,
Marlbach-Ad & Stavy, 2008). In addition to these
gains, the students found advantages to work
with the computer animations. The visualization
of the animation, the ability to slow down the
animation and the repetition of the animation
helped individualize the learning of concepts. The
interactivity of the animation with the immediate
feedback of the technology and the diversification
of the lesson broke the traditional lecture routine
for the students (Rotbain et al., 2008). From these
studies we can speculate that not only the amount
of technology used within the science classroom
has an effect on learning, but also how it is used
in various situations plays a key role in student
learning.
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Technology Integration in
Language Arts Education and
Across the Curriculum
Visual literacy and technological skills are recognized as necessary 21st century skills that build a
strong knowledge base for students (Partnership
for 21st Century Skills, 2009). A number of studies have been carried out to investigate the effects
of technology and software use on the cognitive
acquisition of skills in young children. One study
(Macaruso & Walker, 2008) reviewed the benefits
of computer-assisted instruction (CAI) for six
classrooms of kindergarteners in an urban school
district. The study drew comparisons between
those students who had CAI with their regular
reading curriculum and those who did not have
CAI. Results showed that the treatment group
produced higher scores than the control group
on the oral language concepts test (phonological awareness) as well as the subtests of literacy
concepts and letters and listening comprehension.
Din and Calao (2001) investigated whether
playing educational video games effected overall
achievement of kindergarten students. Forty-seven
preschool students from two classrooms within
an urban district played educational games for 40
minutes per day during an 11 week time span, in
addition to their regular reading curriculum. The
experimental group gained significantly more than
the control group in spelling and decoding skills.
The instructional effectiveness of computer programs, designed to increase phonemic awareness,
decoding and language skills, has shown a positive
result. Computers have continued to be an increasing part of learning, and many educators believe
technology plays an important part in schools (Fitch
& Sims, 1992). Through the use of computer games
and technology, young students have made progress
in their acquisition of reading skills.
Byrnes and Wasik (2009) studied the effects of
cameras and photography with preschool children
in order to promote young children’s language
and literacy skills. Important learning experi-
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ences beyond vocabulary development, such as
motivational effects, focus of individual child,
development of stories and retelling of stories
emerged through the introduction of a simple
camera (Byrnes & Wasik, 2009). As shown in
this study, photographs can be used to capture
important aspects of science experiments and the
revisiting of science activities (Byrnes & Wasik,
2009; Einarsdottir, 2005; Good, 2005/2006;
Hoisington, 2002). The digital technology used
with photography and the young children, kept
them engaged in their learning process, which
is important to their success (Mayer & Wittrock,
2006; Piaget, 1955). Children who had more varied
experiences exhibited stronger vocabulary skills
and were better prepared to learn how to read and
comprehend what they read (Connor, Morrison,
& Slominski, 2006; Wasik, 2006). Photographs
that children took became helpful in establishing
concepts and meaning within the classroom.
Craig and Paraiso (2007) conducted four action
research studies for language acquisition. iPod
was used as a tool to record and listen to their
own and others’ spoken word, with two middle
schools and two elementary schools in urban and
rural settings. Their findings reflected that iPods
can support and improve English vocabulary,
comprehension and writing skills when the device
was used with English language learners (ELLs).
Positive research results were found while using
the iPod in both rural and urban school settings.
Student writing and vocabulary development improved, along with student comprehension skills
due to the flexibility of the iPod used inside and
outside of the classroom (Craig & Paraiso, 2007;
Goodwin-Jones, 2005; Thorne & Payne, 2005).
Secondary school students have a tendency to
be reluctant to read unless they can select books
they can relate to (Robb, 2000; National Council
of Teachers of English, 2004). The iPod helped
support this diversity among readers. Motivation
and engagement to read and write, through the

use of technology, was a positive ancillary effect
in the language arts classroom.
Handheld devices are another digital tool
adaptable to the Language Arts classroom.
Some educators believe that these small devices
allow technology to reach its full potential in a
classroom by making 1:1 computing possible for
students (Shin, Norris, & Soloway, 2007). These
small computers are capable of supporting many
activities in a K-12 classroom. Handhelds have
been found to assist students in writing, editing,
and revising stories, papers and taking class notes
(Norris & Soloway, 2004;Vincent, 2003). They
are quite effective organizational tools for scheduling and self management applications, along
with management of classroom assignments for
teachers (Norris & Soloway, 2003; Ray, 2003).
Students can write, edit and send their finished
projects to the teacher for feedback and grading.
The examples of technology use in K-12 language arts related courses listed in this section
provide evidence that the adoption of technology
has positive impacts on the students’ interests and
performance in reading and writing. The promotion of young adult literacy is of paramount importance today, if students are to meet the 21st century
learning skills. From a learning perspective, an
educational program, which includes technology,
can aid the development of cognitive thinking
skills, reasoning and problem solving and have a
higher impact on motivation and attitudes, with
better results than standard curricula (Howland,
Jonassen and Marra, 2012; Virvous, Katsionis, &
Manos, 2005; Kulik, 1994; Sivin-Kachala, 1998).
The International Society for Technology in
Education (ISTE) has promoted leadership and
research in the educational field of technology for
over 20 years. Over these many years one strong
trend has emerged: when technology is adopted
into instruction, there is a strong positive impact
on student achievement (International Society for
Technology in Education, 2008).
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Technology Achievement Initiatives
Technology is most valuable in education when it
is aligned with the curriculum of a school district
and its assessment (CEO Forum and Technology,
2001). Within the United States, as of 2001, well
over 5.8 billion dollars had been infused into state
budgets for the development of technology in K-12
schools (CEO Forum and Technology, 2001). In
addition, corporations have also allocated funding
on an international basis to ensure all students have
access to technology. This has led many political
entities to develop specific projects or initiatives
with technology. The results of the initiatives
have shown many positive findings in the use of
technology and achievement.
The substantial effects of using technology as
an instructional tool to enhance student learning
in the subjects of Science (Gabel, 2004; Lehman,
1994; Njoo & deJong, 1993; Schecker, 1998;
Norris & Soloway, 2004; Spitulnik, Krajcik, &
Soloway,1997), Foreign Language (Garza, 1991;
Hanna & deNooy, 2003; Met, 2004; Secules, Herron, & Tomasello, 1992), Math (Geban, Askar, &
Ozkan, 1992), Writing (Beauvois, 1997; Goldberg,
Russell & Cook, 2003), and Social Studies (Shaver,
2004) were again evidenced in the Harvest Park
Laptop Immersion Program (Gulek & Demirtas,
2005).
The Laptop Immersion Program (LIP) started
with sixth, seventh and eighth grade students in
Harvest Park Middle School, located in a racially
diverse suburban area. Although the students did
not deviate from the set curriculum of the district,
differences occurred in the methods of curriculum
delivery for the 259 students within the program.
Students used the laptops on a daily basis for the
entire school year with the traditional curriculum
of the district. After training on the computer
there were multiple indicators of learning achievement with state and district test results, as well as
overall grade point average of the students. The
analyses of the results of the LIP showed that
students who used laptops in this program tended
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to earn higher test scores and grades for certain
subject areas over those who did not use laptops
(Goldberg et al., 2003; Gulek & Demirtas, 2005).
The LIP presented findings showing students who
use computers when learning to write were not
only more engaged and motivated, but produced
a higher quality work, with lengthier written content especially at the secondary level of education
(Gulek & Demirtas, 2005).
In the state of Victoria, Australia, an iPod
Touch Research Project was developed for the
Department of Education, Early Childhood
Development. The project was initiated in three
primary schools with sixth grade students. Due to
the widening gap between use of mobile portable
devices outside of school and inside the classroom,
the iPod Touch Research Project was brought in
to investigate how adaptive this technology would
be to the classroom. Students rated themselves
as being expert or confident in using technology
such as the iPod Touch to record their speaking,
to listen to their speaking and to write. Teachers
observed that it can be used well across all subject areas, challenged their traditional teaching
practices, and helped students learn in a way they
were accustomed (Murray & Sloan, 2008). More
concrete evidence of the advantages of the iPod
Touch in the classroom continued to develop. As
a digital tool within the classroom, the students
using the iPod touch in a sixth grade classroom
showed significant gains. At the beginning of the
semester, 61% of the students were well below
entry level for sixth grade writing. At the end
of the year, only 17% were well below the entry
level for sixth grade writing. Significant gains
were demonstrated in the area of Speaking and
Listening. At the beginning of the semester only
33% of the sixth grade students were at or above
entry level. At the end of the year 61% were at or
above entry level in the subject of Speaking and
Listening. Ancillary effects of using the iPods in
the sixth grade classroom were teacher satisfaction with the student progress, the ability for this
technology to be embedded into the classrooms
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and student engagement and motivation while
using a familiar piece of technology (Murray &
Sloan, 2008).
Maine’s Learning Technology Initiative
(MLTI), as a part of the Partnership for 21st Century
Skills, provided all seventh grade students in the
state with a laptop creating a 1:1 technological
scenario. The Center for Education Policy, Applied Research, and Evaluation at the University
of Southern Maine found evidence that the initiative has impacted teachers, students and learning
in many positive ways (Wintle & Berry, 2009).
Students were motivated to learn, and learning is
occurring more deeply with students acquiring
the 21st century skills for tomorrow’s workforce.
Freedom to Learn, Michigan’s 1:1 computer
initiative and part of the Partnership for 21st century skills, showed a measureable influence on
students. Behavioral problems almost disappeared
as students were creating their own individualized
learning and finding it valuable for later life skills.
Texas also initiated a laptop program for each
student in the seventh grade in the state. Technological tools for 21st century skills, along with
updated instructional methods by knowledgeable
teachers, are being implemented in order to prepare
students for a global, information based economy.

of mathematics teachers in schools, and the kinds
of instructional uses of computers in schools. The
NAEP study found that the greatest problem in
the use of technology in the schools was not how
often the computers were used, but how they were
used for instructional purposes by the teachers
(Cradler, McNabb, Freeman & Burchett, 2002;
Pelgrum & Plomp, 2002; Wenglinsky, 1998).
The importance of technology integration into
preservice teacher education has been addressed
by many researchers and practitioners (Tondeur, et
al., 2012; U. S. Department of Education, 2010).
Among the possible applications in the preparation of preservice teachers for the integration of
technology were the following recommended
practices (Glazer, 2004; Teo & Tan, 2012):
•

•

THE TECHNOLOGY INTEGRATION
IN TEACHER TRAINING PROGRAMS
The successful integration of technology has been
shown to enhance student learning (Partnership for
21st Century Skills, 2004). If an educator received
a proper learning opportunity to use technology
as a tool in his/her teacher education program, the
chance for the educator to successfully integrate
technology in his/her classroom is expected to
increase (Partnership for 21st Century Skills, 2004).
A study by the National Assessment of Educational Progress (NAEP) examined the frequency
of computer use in schools, access to computers
in homes and schools, professional development

•

Modeling and Integration of Technology
Model: Modeling of the integration of
technology is apparent throughout the
teacher education program, specifically
methods courses, and field experience in
technology infused environments (Bullock,
2004; International Society for Technology
in Education, 1999; National Council for
Accreditation of Teacher Education, 1997).
Instructional Model: Teaching technology skills through coursework within higher
education institutions and how these skills
apply in the classroom is the basis for this
model (Bullock, 2004; Northrup & Little,
1996; Smaldino & Muffoletto,1997).
Collaboration Model: This model would
include field students, school districts,
university faculty and cooperative teachers who infuse technology into their classrooms. Preservice students would learn to
implement the practice of integrating technology through both college course work
during the methods courses and the field
placements where they teach. (Laferriere,
Breuleux, Baker, & Fitzsimons, 1999;
Pierson, 2004; Pierson & McNeil, 2000).
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•

•

•

Learning Generation Model: Innovation
cohorts, including teacher education and
liberal arts faculty, preservice students,
practicing teachers and K-12 students,
discuss the context, conception, and implementation of technology throughout
the developmental stages of the technology integration program (Aust, Newberry,
O’Brien, & Thomas, 2005).
Learning Community Model: University
supervisors create and participate in learning communities; preservice teachers
participate in reverse mentoring for their
master teachers; placement of preservice
teachers into field experiences where they
can have modeling for pedagogy and integration of technology (Sherry & Chiero,
2004).
Collaborative Cohorts: The cohort and
team method enhances technology integration into the methods coursework for students with disabilities. Preservice teachers are able to form relationships with
university professors, school district staff
and other preservice teachers (Smith &
Robinson, 2003)

While social learning theorists have purported
the importance of modeling and imitation on
learning behaviors over the years to demonstrate
needed behaviors (Bandura, 1969; Bandura &
Walters, 1963; Lefrancois, 1982; West & Graham,
2007), preservice teachers have not been receiving
effective models of technology integration within
the university setting.
In addition to the lack of modeling opportunities, most of the basic instructional technology
courses offered in many teacher education programs were found to focus more on teaching of the
hardware and software tools than on the methods
of technology integration in teaching practices
(Graham, Culatta, Pratt, & West, 2004). In fact,
the majority (73%) of introductory technology
courses within 53 researched higher education
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institutions were found to use a lecture and lab
format for teaching technology integration with
no prerequisite courses (Graham, Culatta, Pratt,
& West, 2005).
Making the situation worse, there appears to
be a disconnect between preservice teacher training through coursework and their actual use of
technology within the K-12 classroom (Marion,
2003; Murphy, Richards, Lewis, & Carmen,
2005). That is, while preservice teachers were
required to use technology in their teacher education program, they failed to continue to do so
during student teaching and once they obtained
employment within K-12 schools. In describing
this disconnect, Marion (2003) wrote,
Faculty members in colleges of education play a
vital role in training preservice teachers for technology integration. If the faculty in the colleges
of education are not integrating technology or
not demonstrating technology use for preservice
teachers, then preservice teachers are going to
continue to struggle with technology integration
(p. 106).
It is often difficult for teacher training programs
to begin to adopt or incorporate technology into
existing classes because courses are already filled
with necessary content and skills (Manning &
Bowden-Carpenter, 2008), and programs often
lacked necessary facilities and resources (Moursund & Bielefeldt, 1999; Tondeur et al., 2012)).
Inservice teachers as well as preservice teachers
were less likely to utilize technology when they
believe they were lacking the necessary skills
(Angeli & Valanides, 2004; Hong & Koh, 2002).
As inservice and preservice teachers increased
their technology confidence, their willingness to
use technologies in their classrooms increased
(Bullock, 2004: Talsma, Seels, & Campbell,
2003; Teo & Tan, 2012; Wahab, 2009). Attempts
to improve inservice teachers’ attitudes toward
technology utilization have been met with mixed
success (Hernandez-Ramos, 2005)
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Within the preservice teachers’ coursework in
most university settings, technology had a tendency to play a peripheral role. Although skill based
training was necessary in most cases, this training
alone was not enough to produce teachers who
valued and felt comfortable with the integration of
technology in a learning environment (Basham et
al., 2005). In order to gain the necessary skills for
technology integration, preservice teachers need
to practice during actual classroom or field experiences. The placements of preservice teachers
for student teaching experiences have been most
beneficial when preservice teachers were matched
with mentor teachers who effectively modeled
technology integration (Brown, 2003). Bullock
(2004) recommended five factors that need to
be taken into account for preservice teachers to
successfully integrate technology:
•
•
•
•
•

Factors experienced within their training
program and with their mentor teacher.
Factors influenced by the personal expectations and academic experiences of the
preservice teachers.
Factors influenced by the student teaching
site.
Factors influenced by the technical support
or technological availability.
Factors influenced by attitudes fears and
experiences held by the preservice teachers before their field experience.

In order to meet the needs of preservice teachers, implementation of a fully refined curriculum
needs to be addressed by the teacher education
programs. It is also recommended that coursework
and field experiences address the application of
technology throughout all grade levels. A technology rich framework for instruction would be well
suited for increasing factors necessary for addressing preservice teachers technology competencies.

STANDARDS IN EDUCATION
The Beginning History of
Standards in Education
The origins of the standards movement in American Education were due to the economic climate
brought by globalization. As the United States
fell short in the offering of jobs to citizens with
low or no education, it became clear that American workers needed to upgrade their education,
knowledge and skills in order to compete in this
newly emerging global economy (Barone, Hyatt,
Kush, & Mautino, 2007). Most jobs, for most of
the twentieth century in the United States, could
be accomplished with an eighth grade level of
education. A small minority needed more than that
and even fewer needed the knowledge to do the
work of professionals and managers. During this
time of economic development, our country moved
from a primary sector economy (raw materials)
to a secondary sector economy (manufacturing),
then to a tertiary sector economy (services). In
the meantime, our educational system remained
unchanged.
In the late 1970’s and 1980’s, American business began losing its market for goods and services
to off – shored countries who were paying 1/10
to 1/100 of the wages that the United States was
paying for people with an eighth grade education (National Governors Association, 1986). It
became clear that the American system of education needed to be upgraded in order to continue
to compete in this global economy. In an unusual
move and change from previous practices, the
states’ governors devoted the 1986 meeting of the
National Governors Association in Hilton Head,
South Carolina, under the direction of the governor of Arkansas, William J. Clinton, to discuss
ways to improve the quality of education in the
United States. A standard driven reform model
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was formed by their commitment in dealing with
the present state of education in the United States
(National Governors Association, 1986). This was
the foundational model, which has influenced
standards for more than twenty years.
The standards-driven reform models, which the
governors established at the National Governors’
Conference, 1986 were:
1.

2.

3.

4.
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Business Model of Standards Driven
Reform: This model would have the greatest
impact on standards based education in the
United States. The factors which emerged
from this model were for educational communities to set goals; communicate those
goals; convey how to reach the goals to the
people who are making the products and
services; take out the middle management;
give the people the tools and training they
need to do a good job; reward those who
produce measured gains.
Educators’ Accountability Model: This
model and the Political Accountability
model came from the European and Asian
education experiences. Clear academic standards would be needed in order to improve
achievement in education and mandating
a test that closely matched these standards
would initiate the needed change. The release
of results would increase pressure on the
educational institutions to do better.
Political Accountability Model: This model
was an incentive type model based on the
need to find a way to make professional
educators do what they should have been
doing all along. It was more of a system to
provide rewards and punishments to those
whose performance was undermining the
achievement of schools.
Ministry of Education Model: The perspective was put forth in this model from the report to the National Center on Education and
the Economy (1990). The Third International

Mathematics and Science Study (TIMMS)
affirmed this view with results indicative
of other countries doing much better than
the U.S. in educational achievement. These
high performing countries have high and
explicit standards that are the same for all
students; national examinations aligned with
the standards; curriculum frameworks that
specify topics to be studied at each grade
level; and instructional resources matched to
the standards (National Center on Education
and the Economy, 1990).
The efforts to restructure America’s schools
for the demands of a knowledge based economy
and to deal with the impact of globalization on
America’s workforce have been redefining the
mission of K-12 education and teacher preparation programs that support it. Soon after the 1986
National Governors’ Conference, in 1987, both
the National Board for Professional Teaching
(NBPTS) and the Interstate New Teacher Assessment and Support Consortium (INTASC)
were created for veteran teacher qualifications
and for states to redefine assessments for the
initial licensing of teachers. As the result of the
mission to strengthen the teaching profession,
INTASC and NBPTS agreed that the teaching
profession requires accurate performance based
standards and assessment strategies that describe
what teachers do in authentic teaching situations
(Interstate New Teacher Assessment and Support
Consortium, 1992). An INTASC task force was
created for teacher licensing and was chaired by
Linda Darling-Hammond. The goal was to create
board compatible standards that would envelope
the knowledge, skills and dispositions needed for
teachers to practice their profession effectively.
The ten principles (Interstate New Teacher Assessment and Support Consortium, 1992), which
emerged from this task force (Table 1), were based
on the performance objectives centered around:
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Table 1. INTASC principles
Principle

Description

1. Making content
meaningful

The teacher understands the central concepts, tools of inquiry, and structures of the discipline(s) he or she
teaches and creates learning experiences that make these aspects of subject matter meaningful for students

2. Child development and
learning theory

The teacher understands how children learn and develop and can provide learning opportunities that
support their intellectual, social, and personal development.

3. Learning styles/diversity

The teacher understands how students differ in their approaches to learning and creates instructional
opportunities that are adapted to diverse learners.

4. Instructional strategies/
problem solving

The teacher understands and uses a variety of instructional strategies to encourage students’ development
of critical thinking, problem solving, and performance skills.

5. Motivation and behavior

The teacher uses an understanding individual and group motivation and behavior to create a learning
environment that encourages positive social interaction, active engagements in learning, and self-motivation.

6. Communication/
knowledge

The teacher uses knowledge of effective verbal, nonverbal and media communication techniques to foster
active inquiry, collaboration, and supportive interaction in the classroom.

7. Planning for instruction

The teacher plans instruction based upon knowledge of subject matter, students, the community, and
curriculum goals.

8. Assessment

The teacher understands and uses formal and informal assessment strategies to evaluate and ensure the
continuous intellectual, social, and physical development of the learner.

9. Professional growth/
reflection

The teacher is a reflective practitioner who continually evaluates the effects of his or her choices and
actions on others (students, parents, and other professionals in the learning community) and who actively
seeks out opportunities to grow professionally.

10. Interpersonal
relationships

The teacher fosters relationships with school colleagues, parents, and agencies in the larger community
to support students’ learning and well being.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Knowledge of subject matter and the skills
involved in teaching,
Formal and informal assessment strategies
to determine how children learn best as individuals in a continuous manner,
Understanding the idea of human diversity
in learning and differentiated instructional
practices,
Establishment of a positive learning environment and classroom management,
Knowledge of effective communication
techniques,
Value of instructional planning for subject
matter and curriculum goals, and
Understanding of being a reflective practitioner and growing professional.

This INTASC initiative represents a continuing progression from the National Governors
Foundation in 1986.

Both national organizations and state governments, in hopes of strengthening K-12 education,
have influenced our standards driven education
system. In an effort to reshape teaching preparation
and practice, the National Board for Professional
Teaching Standards (NBPTS) organized its thirty
standards around five major propositions (DarlingHammond, 1999):
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Teachers are committed to students and their
learning,
Teachers know the subjects they teach and
how to teach them,
Teachers are responsible for managing and
monitoring student learning,
Teachers think systematically about their
practice and learn from experience, and
Teachers are members of learning
communities.
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These standards were used to guide the development of the INTASC standards and complement
the NCATE standards. All three are interlocked
with the NCATE professional associations, such
as ISTE/NETS, to bring high quality teacher
education.

NCATE Standards for
Teacher Education
The National Council for Accreditation of Teacher
Education (NCATE) was created in 1954, as
an independent organization representing the
teaching profession, with the goal of accrediting
universities with teacher preparation programs.
With every decade that has passed, NCATE has
implemented new procedures and systems for
accreditation, which include accountability and
performance for institutions that prepare teacher
candidates for instructional certification. The
conceptual framework structures each unit or
standard to complete an overall goal in preparation of future teachers.
The purpose of accreditation within a specific field such as teacher education is to shield
the profession being accredited from deceptive
practitioners, to provide a source of recognition
from colleagues, and to enhance the professionalism of the unit (Roth, 1996). With accreditation
through NCATE, increased program quality, emphasis on research-based practice and continuous
improvement of the program through reflection
and self-evaluation were witnessed (Roth, 1996).
The INTASC principles and NCATE standards
resemble the need for academic excellent within
the area of teacher education.
In order to help institutions better prepare
preservice teachers to meet the state licensing
requirements, NCATE has aligned its unit and
program standards with the above principles of the
INTASC. The NCATE standards for performance
based accreditation call for assessments aligned
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with standards or assessments appropriate for the
standards. These NCATE standards also stipulate
that professional, state and institutional standards
should be reference points for teacher candidate
assessments (National Council for Accreditation
of Teacher Education, 2008). The 2008 NCATE
Unit Standards were designed to include in the
conceptual framework the shared vision for each
unit’s effort in preparing educators to work in
P-12 schools.
The standards for NCATE are explained in
the following:
Standard 1: Candidate knowledge, skills and
professional dispositions. Teacher candidates, or preservice teachers, know and
demonstrate content knowledge and skills,
pedagogical and professional knowledge,
skills and professional dispositions.
Both NCATE and INTASC expect all teacher
candidates to know the content of the subjects they
teach, so to provide learning opportunities that will
provide intellectual, social, and personal development of the K-12 student. Through knowledge
of the content and ability to adapt instructional
strategies to all levels of K-12 students, teacher
candidates will show capabilities in teaching. In
our fast paced society, teacher candidates need
to apply instructional strategies to develop K-12
students’ critical thinking skills, problem solving,
and overall academic performance. Teacher candidates will know the ways children and adolescents
learn and develop, through their understanding of
the pedagogy and how it relates to teaching. With
subject knowledge and skills to teach, NCATE
and INTASC also expect teacher candidates to
be able to appropriately and effectively integrate
technology and information literacy in instruction
to support K-12 student learning (National Council
for Accreditation of Teacher Education, 2008).
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Standard 2: Assessment system that collects and
analyzes data on applicant qualifications,
teacher candidate and graduate performance,
and unit operations to evaluate and improve
the performance of teacher candidates, the
unit, and its programs.
NCATE expects the unit seeking accreditation to regularly assess and make decisions
about teacher candidate, or preservice teacher
performance based on multiple point assessments
before program completion and in practice after
completion of the programs. Decisions about
teacher candidates’ performance within a school of
education are based on assessments at admission
into the program, appropriate transition points,
and at program completion. This NCATE assessment system collects professional information on
teacher candidates. It is reflective of the education
program and will ensure the unit’s professional
responsibility in making sure its graduates are of
the highest quality.
Standard 3: The unit and school partners’ design,
implementation, and evaluation of field
experiences and clinical practice. By this
practice teacher candidates and other school
professionals develop and demonstrate the
knowledge, skills and professional dispositions necessary to help all K-12 students
learn.
INTASC and NCATE expect the teacher
candidate to have performance skills in being
a reflective practitioner. Field experiences and
clinical practice are integral parts of any program
that allows the teacher candidate to demonstrate
the knowledge, skills and professional dispositions learned over the course of the program. It
is within this capstone experience that the teacher
candidates apply and reflect on their ability to
collaborate with other professionals, assume accountability for their classroom and are assessed
through observation by others outside of the

unit’s faculty. This assessment is helpful for the
teacher candidate, and is a demonstration of the
competency within the program.
Standard 4: Diversity. The unit designs, implements, and evaluates curriculum and provides experiences for teacher candidates
to acquire and demonstrate the knowledge,
skills, and professional dispositions necessary to help all K-12 students learn. This
program in turn will provide teacher candidates the necessary field experiences to
work with diverse K-12 populations.
INTASC and NCATE support the need to help
teacher candidates realize the many dimensions of
culture to enhance the understanding of diversity.
Within the field experience and clinical practice
settings educators can apply their knowledge of
diversity, including exceptionalities, to work with
all K-12 students. An opportunity to interact with
adults, children, and adolescents from their own
and other ethnical/racial cultures throughout their
college careers, develops their unique abilities
within a diverse population.
Standard 5: Faculty qualifications, performance,
and development. Faculty are qualified and
model best professional practices in scholarship, service and teaching, including the
assessment of their own effectiveness as
related to teacher candidate performance;
they also collaborate with colleagues in
the disciplines and schools. The unit will
evaluate faculty performance and provides
professional development.
Faculty in higher education and their partner
schools are critical to the forming of Highly
Qualified Teachers (HQT). Faculty within a unit
is actively engaged as a community of learners and model best practices when instructing
teacher candidates. They are committed to lifelong professional development and contribute to
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improving the teacher education profession. The
faculty in higher education continues to develop
their skills in using technology to facilitate their
own professional development and help teacher
candidates learn.
Standard 6: Unit governance and resources. The
unit has the leadership, authority, budget,
personnel, facilities, and resources, including information technology resources, for
the preparation of teacher candidates to
meet professional, state and institutional
standards.
The governance and resources found in the
NCATE Standards and the INTASC principles
call on the unit and its facilities on campus, along
with partner schools, to support the intellectual and
professional growth of the preservice teachers. The
unit assumes the role of the leader in the management of curriculum, instruction and resources for
the preparation of high quality teachers. Partner
schools that align themselves with the unit needs
to support teacher candidates in meeting standards.
They should also support the most recent developments in technology that allow faculty to model
the use of technology and teacher candidates to
practice its use for instructional purposes.
While the alignment of NCATE and INTASC
has strengthened the teacher education practices,
NCATE’s Specialty Areas Studies Board approved
national standards and competencies for twenty
program areas. One such specialty professional
association is the International Society for Technology in Education (ISTE). NCATE adopted
ISTE as one of its programs of accreditation in
response to the 1997 report, Technology and the
New Professional Teacher: Preparing for the 21st
Century Classroom. Within this NCATE Task
Force report, a need was identified for the preparation of students in a teacher education program to
provide a vision of technology through education
and academic coursework. Developed by ISTE are
the National Educational Technology Standards
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(NETS), which act as guidelines for how technology should be implemented throughout the
curriculum in an educational setting. The NETS
were originally release in three different forms:
•
•
•

National Educational Technology
Standards for Students (NETS*S), 1998,
2007
National Educational Technology
Standards for Teachers (NETS*T) 2000,
2008
National Educational Technology
Standards for Administrators (NETS*A)
2002, 2009

The National Education Technology Standards
for Teachers (NETS*T) 2000 were published as
guidelines that compliment the NCATE standards
and the ISTE guidelines. These specifically address the preservice teachers in a higher education
program, with performance objectives that should
be met for a 21st Century teacher.
In 2008, ISTE released a revised set of standards
focused on the preparation of preservice teachers
called National Education Technology Standards
for Teachers: Preparing Teachers to Use Technology. These standards provide a framework for
schools of education on how to use technology
to meet subject area standards. The 2008 ISTE/
NETS*T standards are set up for the transition
of U.S. schools from the Industrial Age to the
Digital Age.
Standards are set up to influence present practices. If standards are to be adopted and implemented in our schools of education, it is likely that
our nation will be better able to produce highly
qualified teachers.

Standards for Technology
Integration in Teacher
Training Programs
NCATE requires leadership and resources, which
include information technology resources, as one
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of its criteria standards for each unit to prepare
preservice teachers. The need for preservice teachers to learn how to use technology prior to leaving
higher education is described in the guidelines of
the accrediting body, NCATE.
Although the NCATE standards provide scaffolding for over 600 teacher preparation programs
in the United States through an accreditation process, the ISTE standards are meant to be guidelines
for technology, and not specific directives. As the
trend towards globalization continues, teaching
technology to preservice teachers is intended
to increasingly align with the NCATE/ISTE/
NETS*T framework so to meet the demands of
future teachers.
Through a survey of deans of the schools of education, NCATE coordinators, and faculty and staff
members at accredited institutions, the NCATE
unit standards are reviewed within a regular 6-year
cycle. The NCATE unit standards were reviewed
based upon their institution alignment among standards encompassing faculty members’ focus on
teacher candidate learning and use of technology
in both teaching and learning. In the final analysis
of the survey, Mitchell & Yamagishi (2007) found
that the deans and the NCATE coordinators, who
completed the survey, were very much in favor
of participation in NCATE, and that their teacher
candidates benefit from attending their institutions
because of the NCATE affiliation.
In an attempt to promote the ISTE/NETS
standards, the State Educational Technology
Directors Association (SETDA) and the International Society for Technology in Education
(ISTE) collaboratively created a position paper that
emphasized the importance of technology-based
education. This document, Maximizing the Impact:
The Pivotal Role of Technology in a 21st Century
Education System, urged a greater emphasis on
technology training and argued that K-12 schools
are ill prepared to produce students for who will be
able to successfully utilize technology within the
rapidly expanding global economy (State Educational Technology Directors Association, 2007).

To date these goals have yet to be fully realized.
Despite increasing calls for this reform, as well as
accreditation mandates, many preservice teachers
are still not exposed to a university curriculum
that fully integrates model technologies into its
curricula. As a result, preservice teachers join the
workforce with underdeveloped or non-existent
technological skills (Cornell, 1999: Glazer, 2004).

QUALITY TEACHER
EDUCATION PROGRAMS
Highly Qualified Teachers
With the adoption of federal education standards,
most notably No Child Left Behind (NCLB), and
its objective of putting a highly qualified teacher
in every classroom, it became important to understand the impact of a higher education accreditation
agency such as NCATE on the teacher education programs. NCATE is an evaluative system,
geared toward the specific curriculum taught at
the higher education level. Its belief in the quality
of the performance of preservice teachers cannot
be understated. In response to the Department of
Education’s goal of putting a Highly Qualified
Teacher (HQT) in every classroom by the year
2007, NCATE is an essential component within an
educational program. A Highly Qualified Teacher,
as defined by The National Commission on Teaching and America’s Future (NCTAF), as reported
in No Dream Denied: A Pledge to America’s
Children (National Commission on Teaching
and America’s Future, 2003), are teachers who:
•
•
•
•

Possess a deep understanding of the subject matter they teach,
Evidence a firm understanding of how students learn,
Demonstrate the teaching skills necessary
to help all students achieve high standards,
Create a positive learning environment,
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•
•
•
•
•
•

Use a variety of assessment strategies to
diagnose and respond to individual learning needs,
Demonstrate and integrate modern technology into the school curriculum to support student learning,
Collaborate with colleagues, parents and
community members, and other educators
to improve student learning,
Use reflection in their practice to improve
future teaching and student achievement,
Pursue professional growth in both content
and pedagogy, and
Instill a passion for learning in their
students.

The role of higher education and preservice
teacher education programs continues to grow
in creating a highly qualified teacher. Technology integration education is one component of a
highly qualified teacher (National Commission on
Teaching and America’s Future, 2003). Federal
research grants, such as, Preparing Tomorrow’s
Teachers to Use Technology (PT3) were used to
prepare faculty at higher education institutions
to use technology in instruction, thus providing
modeling for preservice teachers. Modeling of
technology through the higher education faculty
was found to have a positive effect on the use of
educational technology for the preservice teachers
(Hall, 2006). Modeling has a strong effect on the
preservice teachers and their ability to use technology in the classroom. Teachers who model digital
tools to teach and learn provide these skills to their
students within our 21st century schools (State
Educational Technology Directors Association,
2007). With the increased emphasis on technology,
ISTE made their own list of qualifications for a
highly qualified teacher in 2008 with the NETS*T,
and reiterated these standards as qualifications for
a Highly Qualified Teacher in 2009. The ISTE,
2009, definition of a highly qualified teacher is
one who can facilitate and inspire student learning and creativity; design and develop digital-age
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learning experiences and assessments; model
digital-age work and learning; promote and model
digital citizenship and responsibility; and engage
in professional growth and leadership.
Darling-Hammond (2006) recommends that
teacher education programs need to teach their
teacher candidates how to reach diverse learners,
instill the need for the students to become leaders
in their profession, and emphasize the development
of a considerable content knowledge base. This
knowledge building was set up in a framework
by Darling-Hammond and Bransford (2005) and
exemplifies three attributes that beginning professional teachers need to exhibit:
1.
2.
3.

Knowledge of learners and their development
in social contexts,
Knowledge of subject matter and curriculum
goals, and
Knowledge of teaching.

First of the framework is the knowledge of
learners and their development in social contexts.
Although theorists disagree on how students
accrue knowledge, through either behavioral
perspective or cognitive perspective, there are
common thoughts on instructional principles for
learning. Schunk (2004) postulates that although
there are differences in theories for learning, the
commonalities of acquisition of knowledge are
that learners progress through stages/phases;
material should be organized and presented in
small steps; learners require practice, feedback
and continuous review; social models facilitate
learning and motivation; and motivational and
contextual factors influence learning.
The second point in Darling-Hammond’s
framework, Knowledge of subject matter and
curriculum goals, is one of a curricular vision
that takes into consideration the planning and
development of lessons to meet the cognitive
needs of all students. Beginning teachers should
be insightful in developing a deeper content knowledge for what they teach and infuse the necessary
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resources for a diverse K-12 student population.
Within the curriculum being taught and specific
to the vision of the teacher, diversity in instruction
can be connected directly to the desired results
(Tomlinson, 2001;Wiggins & McTighe, 2007).
The desired results should stem from data about
student learning. Teachers who have just finished
a program of study in a teacher education program should be able to develop curricular plans
with clear cut goals that reflect assessment on a
continuous spectrum of learning.
Knowledge of teaching is the third component of Darling-Hammond’s Vision of Professional Practice. According to Darling-Hammond
(2005), teaching commands the understanding
of pedagogical content knowledge of the subject
area, knowledge of how to reach diverse learners,
knowledge of assessment, and management of the
classroom environment. In order for beginning
teachers to be fluent with the tools of the classroom, accredited teacher education programs need
to develop their emerging technological thinking
into their curricular thinking. Technology is not
meant to be an add-on to education. Technology
acts as a support for good instruction and a tool to
deliver the curriculum. When teachers are given
their first classroom to teach, they must be well
prepared to meet the needs of the 21st century student with the digital tools to enhance and support
their learning. The need for educational technology has been well established. With increasing
technology standards developed by NCATE and
ISTE/NETS*T, it is essential for teacher education
programs to incorporate computer technology for
teaching and learning across the curriculum (Lim,
2005; Murphy et al., 2005).
NCATE/ISTE/NETS continues to emphasize
the impact that technology has on our society:
work, leisure, entertainment, household tasks,
our role as citizens in a community, and how
students learn in schools (American Association
of Colleges for Teacher Education, 2008; National
Council for Accreditation of Teacher Education, 2008). So to meet the needs of 21st century

students, our institutions of higher learning will
need to prepare highly qualified teachers to meet
those needs.

Global Programs of Study
Perhaps the most comprehensive attempt at promoting technology integration has been the Apple
Classrooms of Tomorrow (ACOT) study, which
examined K-12 teachers as they integrated technology (Sandholtz et al., 1997). With data collected
over a ten-year period, the ACOT study identified
five stages that teachers will progress through in
a fully integrated, technology classroom. In the
first stage, teachers put an effort to develop basic
technical knowledge as they engage in basic and
often mundane activities such as reading user
manuals, connecting printers and other peripherals, and eventually attempt their initial utilization
of technology integration (Sandholtz et al., 1997).
In the second stage, teachers become more adept
with the technology, and they make a transition
into the Adoption stage. Within this stage, teachers
begin to use technology to produce instructional
materials and to support more traditional instructional activities. Fully integrated classrooms will
cause teachers to move from the Adoption to the
Adaptation stage. In this stage, teachers continue
to use technology for personal productivity. They,
however, begin to transition their focus from
teacher productivity to student productivity. The
Adaptation stage is further characterized by an
increased emphasis on student content engagement with technology. In the fourth stage (Appropriation), teachers will begin to demonstrate
a personal mastery of the technology and will
continue to integrate technological approaches
to engage students in active and interactive tasks.
Ultimately, teachers in the final stage (Invention)
will begin to create new, content-specific uses of
technology. The notion of Invention is characterized by the continued evolution of teachers as they
transition from users of existing technologies to
“inventors” of new technologies. This reflects the
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highest level of technological integration and will
enhance student learning not only by expanding
content knowledge but also by modeling a higher
order, pedagogical approach toward learning.
How technology is used or applied within a
university setting will make the connection for
preservice teachers between new and traditional
methods of teaching. Methods of instruction at the
university level will transfer to preservice teachers.
This will be a means for gaining standards based
instructional content. In 2007, Microsoft and ISTE
launched the Partners in Learning initiative. This
partnership had the goal to bridge the digital divide
by providing less affluent areas of the globe basic
access to technology (Weatherby, 2007). Through
the Microsoft Partners in Learning initiative, governments, ministries of education, and other key
officials in 101 countries were offered educational
resources to teach Information and Communication Technology (ICT) skills to students, and to
train teachers how to integrate technology into
their specific subject areas (Weatherby, 2007).
The basic premise of the partnership’s vision is
that technology in education is a strong catalyst to
learning; and education changes individual lives,
the well being of families, the strength of social
communities and global nations.
In Denmark where technology has had a strong
focus within the schools for years, the Partners in
Learning initiative was well received. After adopting the project-based curriculum for the further
integration of technology in Denmark’s 2,400
primary and secondary schools, Microsoft and
ISTE’s partnership realized success in demonstrating that their project-based technology curriculum
can be widely adapted and used in many different
countries of the world (Weatherby, 2007).
United Nations Educational, Scientific and
Cultural Organization (UNESCO) and Intel Corporation began collaborating on the development
of curriculum to improve the use of ICT in classrooms worldwide (United Nations Educational,
Scientific and Cultural Organization, 2004). The
alliance between the government and private sector
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formed to improve teaching and learning through
the effective use of technology in elementary,
secondary, and higher education environments
(Intel, 2005). The improvement of teaching and
learning to enhance students’ technological ability will become apparent in the development of
a future 21st century work force.
ICT within the United Kingdom is taught
through a national curriculum in order to illustrate
standards, which assist teachers in making consistent judgments on student work and progress
(Qualifications and Curriculum Authority, 2003).
The application of ICT goes across the curriculum within all subject areas, as a requirement to
develop a broader sense of digital understanding in the primary education. Within a group of
practitioners and school leaders at a 21st Century
Learning discussion, the emphasis was on allowing
students to develop academically using the ICT
framework, in order to gain the advantages of technology in the curriculum. At the National Research
and Development Center for Adult Literacy and
Numeracy within the Institute for Education at
University of London, research identified effective
teaching strategies for ICT skills for “tutors” in
the areas of Literacy and Numeracy. Researchers
found that tutors or teachers who used modeling
of appropriate strategies using technology and active participation with ICT provided the greatest
learning and motivational gains for adult students
(National Research and Development Center for
Adult Literacy and Numeracy, 2007).
Teacher training programs in China do not
provide future teachers with the kinds of experiences necessary to prepare them to use technology
effectively in their classrooms (Song et al., 2005).
The government of China has put its efforts into
preparing inservice college educators on the use
of modern technology. Zhang (2002) found the
integration of technology in education in China
consisted of lower level technology use in drill
and practice, Internet based resource use, computer management instruction systems, general
education and framework software for teaching
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and learning. Using survey instruments from the
International Society of Technology in Education (ISTE), research examined how proficient
students in Eastern China were in incorporating
the technology skills needed for 21st century
education. Although the inservice college faculty
were well prepared to use and teach with technology, there was a definite lack of digital literacy
out in the field of education (Song et al., 2005).
The availability of computers for K-12 students
in China was thought to be a major problem in
implementing technology in the classroom. One
computer for every 99 students was compared with
one computer for every four students in the United
States (Zhang, 2002). The limitation of hardware
gives the preservice and inservice teachers less
opportunity to incorporate digital learning in the
classroom. The research of Song et al. (2005)
found that the Chinese preservice and inservice
educators perceived their abilities to teach in the
digital age as less than adequate.
Although the general challenge of increasing
teacher capacity to work with ICT is essentially
the same across the globe, we need to be mindful
of how to plan for the use of our resources through
professional methods such as organization and
planning. The importance of preparing teachers
who know how and when to teach using technology continues to gain international attention from
private and governmental entities.

CHAPTER SUMMARY
While recent technology implementation has
brought much attention from educational researchers and practitioners, technology should not
be mistaken as the one component that teaches
students or causes learning to happen in K-12
students. The realization is that learning occurs
due to effective teachers (Palloff & Pratt, 2000).
With the evidence of positive achievement gathered with experienced teacher use of technology,
definitions of what makes a quality teacher and

specific standards which set the framework for
highly qualified teachers, we should insist that
our preservice teachers are given ample opportunities to learn and practice the integration of
technology in education. It is through our higher
education institutions that the preservice teachers
will learn how to integrate technology seamlessly
into their teaching and address the diverse needs
of all students and the workforce of tomorrow.
It remains unclear whether technology integration is in fact differentially integrated in early
childhood, elementary, and secondary training.
The limited integration expressed by early childhood majors in the present study was unexpected
and future research is necessary to determine the
extent to which these differences may be occurring.
Challenging past traditions in education will
not be a task that is easy for a teacher educator to
assume. With the introduction of technology into
our K-12 schools to enhance students’ higher order
thinking skills and problem solving associated
with learning, technology integration now lies in
the capabilities of our teacher leaders in higher
education. It is thus recommended for teacher
education programs to adopt new technologies,
so that the consistency of an excellent education
with a highly qualified teacher can be maintained
throughout our educational system. The challenge
of implementing technology into a preservice
teacher program will be time worth spent, as the
relationship between student achievement and
use of technology has already begun to prove
positive in nature.
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Chapter 11

Active Learning of Science in
the European Dimension
Maria Guida
Liceo Scientifico G. Salvemini, Italy

ABSTRACT
This chapter talks about the author’s experience as a teacher in the panel of SPICE (Science pedagogy
innovation centre for Europe), a partnership between fifteen European countries for the renewal of science education in a two-year project carried out by European Schoolnet and funded under the European
Commission’s Lifelong Learning Programme. The aim of this project is to identify and validate a number
of good practices (GPs) of teaching in the field of MST (Mathematics, Science, Technology) which will
be available for all European teachers on a special portal in order to use them with their students. GP
criteria will become guidelines for new projects to ensure innovation and quality. SPICE was a great
occasion for the participants’ professional development due to the international collaboration, the opportunity of a deep reflection on their teaching methodology, and the chance of a scientific observation
of their students’ learning during different kinds of activity.

INTRODUCTION
I got my degree at University and I soon started
my job as a math and physics teacher. Since then,
a few decades have passed but my love and devotion to my job is still the same.
While teaching, I have never forgotten to
measure the fruitfulness of my methodology
through the students’ learning outcomes, being
sensitive to the innovations in the didactics and
introducing new strategies to arise my students’
motivation. However, without denying my efforts
and attempts, I must join the chorus of complaints

about the students’ inadequate scientific literacy
throughout Europe, and restate the need for a
concrete solution.
I still remember the sense of professional frustration at the beginning of my career: I felt alone
with no one to share my doubts or my experiences
with; those were not times of learning communities and shareable contents, or good practices.
I have enthusiastically welcomed the new
technologies in my daily work at school, even
though I’ve always considered the positive feedback from my students, with an uncomfortable
feeling of subjectivity, due to my devotion to the
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ICT, even if I have always been conscious that new
technologies are just a tool and can only enhance
a lesson, not make a good one themselves alone.
When I came across the EUN call for proposals, in the frame of the SPICE project, I immediately sent my application, finding the project
absolutely close to my scientific interests. There
were the teachers’ communities, the perspective
of a European cooperation, the good practices, the
ICT, together with a “research mode” of working,
thus moving from didactics to an enquiry-based
instruction, applied to the daily life, which has
been my main concern in the last years.
I’ve been successfully selected and I’m very
proud of being the only Italian teacher who took
part in the project experience, which, I must
say, has largely contributed to my professional
development.
My experience took place in the framework
of the SPICE project (Science Pedagogy Innovation Centre for Europe, see Figure 1) a two-year
partnership (2009/2011) between fifteen European
countries, carried out by European Schoolnet
(EUN) together with Direcção Geral de Inovação
e Desenvolvimento Curricular (DGIDC) from
Portugal and Dum Zahranicnich Sluzeb MSMT
Figure 1. SPICE logo
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(DZS) from Czech Republic, and funded under
the European Commission’s Lifelong Learning
Programme (DG Education and Culture).
My role was double: at the European level I
was a member of the panel who developed good
practices to be tested, at the school level I was a
simple teacher among others who tested those
practices with students. The educational context
was the school where I teach, a public school of
general education for students 14 to 18 years old.
The school is located in an urban area, a beautiful
place where the main source of income comes
from the tourism sector, due to the beach and the
proximity to the archaeological sites of Pompeii
and Herculaneum. However students come from a
quite big area, and some of them reach the school
uneasily from islands or from small towns on the
mountains.
I have been teaching mathematics and physics in this school for eighteen years, being also
the person in charge for European projects, as a
coordinator, for several years and having been
in charge for teacher training on ICT in several
occasions.
I chose two classes to participate in the SPICE
project, with the target age of fourteen, as required
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by the agreement, one as the test group and the
other as the control group, in order to carry the
experiment on.
The primary objective of the SPICE project was
to collect, analyse, validate and share innovative
pedagogical practices, particularly those based on
inquiry-based learning, whilst enhancing pupils’
interest in science. SPICE supported this objective
by singling out good practice teaching approaches
in maths, science and technology, and sharing
them with teachers throughout Europe. The good
practice criteria will provide guidelines to guarantee the innovation and quality of new projects.
The specific aim at European level was to compare students’ learning and understanding both in
traditional way and through a new methodology
consisting in IBSE (inquiry-based science education) and use of new technologies and, through this,
to promote a renewal in science education (Figure
2). At teacher/school level: a deeper reflection on
one’s way of teaching to promote a significant
change and renewal of teaching methodology.
GPs were the main tool, that are ready to use
lessons in the field of maths, physics, chemistry,
biology, astronomy, made by other teachers, including the necessary teaching materials. Other
tools were traditional lab equipment as well as the
lab with cheap materials. In addition, computer
simulations and science apps, websites, videos,
word processor, spread sheet, presentation software, photo editor, the internet, and IWB were
used.
An interesting aspect in this experience is the
integration of traditional and technological teaching tools such as lab experiments and computer
simulations, or filling in a spreadsheet on an
interactive whiteboard while manipulating data
set from observation in a real context. Students
made videos and took photographs with my mobile phone in order to document and also review
the lesson. They filled in online questionnaires
before and after the activity in order to evaluate
their achievements.

Colleagues of my school and the vice of the
headmaster helped with practical organization
of project activities, as well as timetable adjustment, but in my school I was the only one directly
involved in the work with students.

BACKGROUND
The background of this international project is
a theme dramatically highlighted by the recent
findings of PISA (and) in the famous Rocard Report 2007: the alarming lack of scientific culture
in young people, their feelings of boredom and
disinterest in science, as indicated by the crisis
of “scientific vocations” that leaded to a significant decrease of graduates in Maths, Science and
Technology (MST) in Europe between 2005 and
2010. For this reason, the European Commission
is developing projects which encourage teachers,
and through them young Europeans, to pursue
their studies in these areas of knowledge.
Figure 2. IBSE
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The SPICE project indeed falls within the trend
of those studies that seek to understand what the
school can do to inspire a new passion for science,
to give young people tools to understand the world
they live in, to find out how the school can renew
scientific and technical education at all levels of
education from kindergarten to college, giving a
scientific education even to vocational students.
Definitively a crucial factor of any change is the
quality of the teachers and thus their professional
development is a strategic priority. “The quality
of an education system can’t be better than the
quality of its teachers” (McKinsey Report 2007).
Furthermore, the international surveys PIRLS, TIMSS and PISA - proposed over the
last 10 years to assess competencies and not only
knowledge. Competence is defined as (OECD,
DeSeCo, 2002) the ability to respond to individual
and social needs or effectively perform a task.
Each competence involves cognitive dimensions,
skills, attitudes, motivation, values, emotions and
other social and behavioural factors.
Key questions related to competence development are:
•
•

What is important to know as a citizen?
What is important to value and what is important to be able to do in situations that
require the use of science and technology?

The skills which are the core of the definition
of scientific literacy in PISA 2006 are essential to
answer this question. They refer to how students
are able to identify scientific issues, to provide a
scientific explanation of phenomena and to use
evidences based on scientific data.

ACTIVE LEARNING OF SCIENCE
IN EUROPEAN DIMENSION
I have been teaching to 15 -18 years old students
for many years but that year (2009) I asked my
headmaster to assign me to a class of 14 year olds.
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A new type of school called “Applied Sciences
School” (Liceo delle Scienze Applicate, shortly
SA), inside the traditional Liceo Scientifico was
just starting with them. In this new curriculum
there is ICT as additional subject, and Physics
classes start two years earlier.
The headmaster agreed and assigned me also
to another traditional class of the same age. When
I met these classes, they immediately looked very
different to me.
First of all the SA class included almost entirely
only boys and this made me reflect bitterly, one
more time, on the relationship between science and
genre. Several international studies underline this
issue and the need of solving it (Gras-Velasquez
2009).
The second difference between these two
classes was in the behavior in the classroom: the
traditional one made me think to the solid state
of matter while the SA to the liquid state! These
boys could not stay sat down in their place- they
needed to move, touch everything, and they always
discussed in small groups!
Moreover, fourteen year olds are the target age
of the SPICE project and this is another reason
that prompted me to ask my headmaster to assign
me to these classes. I needed a test group and a
control group for the project and of course I chose
the SA as a test group because the other class
was having good learning outcomes even with
traditional teaching. But after further examining
the situation I decided that at least during one of
the three GPs the classes would exchange their
roles, a choice that would have brought more
motivation to everyone.
During the implementation of the GPs I could
observe the students’ behavior while they were
engaged in different types of activity and compare their attitudes toward science and school in
general, in terms of motivation in traditional and
IBSE-like activities.
A very relevant aspect indeed was the in-classroom application of some activities designed for
inquiry-based science learning. In this methodol-
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ogy, the lesson starts with an open question instead
of an explanation or a definition, and students are
stimulated to work in group, formulate hypothesis,
design experiments, gather data and, at the end,
present their results. This way, students are actively
involved and take responsibility for the learning
process. Integrating this methodology with a fair
use of ICT reinforces its effectiveness: computer
simulations allow students to investigate situations
which are impossible or dangerous to investigate
in real life and new technologies engage more students in science learning. Thus students’ learning
process leads to active construction of meaningful knowledge, rather than passive acquisition of
facts transmitted from a lecturer (Bybee, R. W.
et al., 1989). This approach appeared particularly
suitable in an environment like mine, which was
strongly characterized by different learning styles.
Students struggle to learn when the lesson is
constituted by a mere verbal transmission of content by the teacher: some students need to move
and touch (the so called kinaesthetic type) or need
to learn through pictures and video (visuals) and
cannot follow the lesson only by listening.
The IBSE approach carefully takes into account each student’s inclinations and provides, at
the end of the activity, that students shall report
on the outcome but also on the learning process,
which increases their awareness.
The GPs I implemented with my students are
in the field of optics, astronomy and kinematics.
“The position of the image,” designed by a Czech
teacher, makes students discover the images made
by mirrors and lenses by themselves. The teacher
and the students were supposed to bring to school
different types of mirrors and lenses from ordinary life, so a range of plane, convex and concave
mirrors, and converging and diverging lenses
was available (the magnifier that Grandma uses
to read the newspaper, the mirror that mom uses
for putting makeup on, dad’s car’s or a scooter’s
rear-view mirror, a simple spoon and so on). While
these objects were being passed from hand to hand
in the classroom, great interest arose within the

students: they noticed the position and shape of
the image in the different cases and I was guiding
them through their discovery phases and short
simple questions were asked (what do you see?
is the image smaller or bigger? flipped or not?).
Their discussion was followed and managed until
they reached some statements, paying attention
to the process, and focusing them on following
a scientific attitude. Flash animations were used
to reinforce some explanations. Control group
followed a classical explanation, with teacher
drawing optic rays at the blackboard.
The GP “Astronomy” (Figure 3) designed by
the Portuguese teacher uses “Stellarium” software
and internet searches, and is designed to make
students recognize the organization of the Universe
and characterize the different celestial bodies. I
used this GP on the IWB and the students were
impressed as it (quoting one of the pupils) “…it
looked as if we could touch the sky with our hands
and could travel through the Universe.” Going to
the Moon and looking at the Earth from there is
a useful change of perspective.
The fact that students had to produce a final
paper after their research, namely a report of their
trip in the Universe, gave students more motivation
to discover the unknown. This also gave me the
opportunity to evaluate students in a different way.
The added value of this GP was in the collaborative way of learning because students discussed
in small groups and achieved new knowledge in
a social way.
The GP “Inclined plane efficiency,” designed
by a Romanian teacher, aims to teach students to
recognise and graphically represent forces acting on an object moving on an inclined plane or
moving vertically, by showing them computer
simulations and real experiments. Students had
to make accurate measurements of the inclined
plane experiment, calculating the efficiency of
an inclined plane using a spreadsheet and finally
they had to make graphical representations of its
efficiency as a function of tilt angle. The strength
of the GP lies in the combination of inquiry-based
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Figure 3. Stellarium software

learning, traditional lab and use of technology: a
rail and a trolley with the integration of a worksheet on the Interactive Whiteboard (IWB), Java
applets and videos.
While implementing those GPs I knew that
each GP was being tested simultaneously in three
different countries to ensure the opportunity for
implementing it in each European country and that
each country was carrying out a comparison of
students’ significant learning between a test group,
which used the GP, and a control group, which
studied the same topic in a traditional way, in order
to demonstrate that the GP is useful and effective.
In addition this data collection also produced a
reflection on the difference between the European
countries. Results of the trials were shared in a
summer school (Czech Republic, August 2011).
In conclusion I must say that SPICE was a great
occasion for my professional development due to
the international collaboration, the opportunity of
a deep reflection on my teaching methodology and
the chance of a scientific observation of my students’ learning during different kinds of activity.
The stages of development of the project were
as follows:
212

1.

2.

3.

4.

Selection: EUN selected the teachers to be
members of the panel, one for each of the
fifteen European countries. Teachers were
chosen through their curricula with the
criteria of years of experience as teachers,
subject taught, age of their students, previous experience in European partnership,
experience with IBSME methodology and
ICT skills and, of course, proficiency in
English.
Research: Start of the online community.
Teachers and members of the panel met each
other on a special online platform. They introduced themselves, discussed and defined
the criteria for designing the GPs. Each
teacher found or created and standardized
3 GPs and uploaded them on the platform.
First Meeting – Brussels: Each teacher
presented his GPs: among the 3 GPs only one
would be chosen. Each teacher chose 3 GPs,
among the ones proposed by his colleagues,
to be tested in his classroom. At the end 24
best practices were selected out of 72.
Online Collaboration: Each teacher created
a Moodle to help tester teachers in the use
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5.
6.

7.

of his GP, including a forum for questions
to be answered
Second Meeting – Lisbon: Authors discussed their own GP with the tester teachers.
Preparation of testing.
Testing: Teachers tested GPs in classrooms. The students and the teacher filled
in questionnaires.
a. I chose two classes in the range of the
target age (14), to be test and control
group.
b. Students and teacher were asked to fill
in general questionnaires and specific
pre questionnaires.
c. GP implementation with the test group
while the control group followed a classical explanation, with teacher drawing
optic rays at the blackboard.
d. Students and filled in a post
questionnaire.
Final Conference – Prague: This was the
last teachers’ meeting to share experience
and results. The Summer Academy in Prague
was a crucial step in the activities of the
SPICE project, as it hosted the launch of the
Communities of Practice. These communities are still open to any Maths and Science
teachers across Europe interested in testing
the SPICE good practices in their class, thus
continuing the excellent work started in 15
countries with the SPICE teacher panel.
The conference was the opportunity to get
to know lots of science projects, lots of colleagues, even a theatrical way of teaching
science. At the end the SPICE teachers formally asked for a second edition of SPICE,
willing to continue the work together.

Special Aspects of the Experiment
The first remarkable aspect of the project was the
existence of a protocol. SPICE was not a theoretical

research but a field study with a precise protocol
to be followed, without any modification, by all
the teachers who took part in the experiment. The
main statement to be proved was that students
who are taught with new methodologies and
tools, used in the GPs, would be more motivated
and would understand, integrate and remember
the topic better then students who are taught in a
traditional way. To prove this the panel of experts
and teachers developed a set of questionnaires in
order to collect data about the whole experiment
(Engelhardt, Paula, 2009).
Not only the students, but also the teachers
implementing the GPs in their classrooms filled in
questionnaires. General questionnaires, designed
by the experts and written in English, were aimed
to obtain information on student motivation and on
their habits (for students) and on teachers’ usual
methodology and attitude (for teachers).
Specific pre and post questionnaires concerning each GP, designed by the teacher owner of
that GP and written in the local language, were
given to the students to fill before and after the
study of the topic.
Two groups of students were set, one who
studied the topic with the GP (the test group) and
one who studied it in a traditional way (the control
group). Both the group filled in the questionnaire,
and this was aimed to compare their knowledge
achievement with the different methodologies and
to assess the success of the GP in terms of student
motivation and understanding.
The second aspect that seemed interesting to
me is the collection of tester teachers’ personal
reflections made at the end of the projects by
interviews and narrations as well as their answers
in the questionnaires.
Reading these reflections, one can hear real
voices of people working everyday with students,
so that other teachers would recognize in them
and feel their enthusiasm and genuine evaluation
of the work done.
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Strong Points, Failings,
and Critical Issues
A strong point consisted in the collaboration between European teachers, and in their enthusiasm
in finding a way to gain a deeper understanding
of science for their students. A critical issue is
that the time needed is much greater than in a
traditional way of teaching. Sometimes during
the experimentation the provisional time was too
short and, in general, the whole curriculum is too
long to be taught with IBSE. A compromise could
be a reduction of the curriculum or the adoption
of this teaching method just for particular topics.
Another difficulty was that the same topic
was sometimes placed in different periods of the
curricula in the different countries, which made
it complicated to do simultaneous testing.

SOLUTIONS AND
RECOMMENDATIONS
It is hoped that future projects will continue to
work on the concept of good practice in science
education and deepen the comparison of student
learning with different teaching methods, and
will further shed a light on aspects that have not
been clarified by the SPICE project, because they
need to be evaluated on the long distance and not
on a short-term.

FUTURE RESEARCH DIRECTIONS
Despite the success of SPICE and a number of
similar projects in the definition and the testing
of good practices in science education, there is a
lack of effective dissemination methods to make
sure the good practices are actually integrated in
the national curricula.
The risk to be avoided is that such a good experience remains only an episode with no positive
outcomes. Therefore some dissemination methods
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to communicate best practices in science education
have been also identified in European projects:
awareness raising campaigns; panel of pedagogical
experts; teacher trainings combined with digital
mechanisms; online activities and finally science
resources provision through Learning Resources
Exchange portals.
But several obstacles to the dissemination can
be highlighted, for example the fact that the use of
good practices with students is often considered
as an extracurricular activity, or the lack of information sharing between the science teachers or,
finally, sometimes difficult access methods to the
special portals for dissemination that are not suitable for teachers with poor ICT expertise. These
obstacles create a gap between the various good
practices in science teaching that have proven to
be successful and the effective integration of the
methods in the schools.
I’m now working at a new project focused on
dissemination methods and result exploitation
of previous European project for the renewal of
science education.

CONCLUSION
The SPICE project proved that students taught
with inquiry-based methodologies and new tools
understood, integrated and remembered the topic
better. The GPs showed to be effective for teachers
and the students. This project is also a successful example of how teachers from across Europe
can work and learn from each other. Teachers’
international collaboration is an important opportunity for their professional development and
the exchange of good practices encourage teachers
to reflect on their own methodology.
SPICE is funded with support from the European Commission. This article reflects the views
only of the author and the Commission cannot be
held responsible for any use which may be made
of the information contained therein.
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KEY TERMS AND DEFINITIONS
Cooperative Learning: An approach where
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resources and skills.
Good Practice: A standard way of teaching
something that has consistently shown results
superior to those achieved with other means and
that multiple teachers can use.
Inquiry-Based Science Education (IBSE):
Or, Inquiry-Based Science and Maths Education
(IBSME); students act like little scientists to
discover science laws.
Learning by Doing: A student-centered approach where new knowledge is achieved through
practical tasks.
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ABSTRACT
Technology has the potential to support the creation and use of mathematical representations for exploring,
reasoning about, and modeling cognitively demanding mathematical tasks. In this chapter, the authors argue
that one of the key affordances of these dynamic representations is the synergistic relationship they can play
with communication in the mathematics classroom. The authors highlight the ways in which technology-based
representations can support mathematical communication in the classroom through a series of vignettes.
They conclude with a discussion of the development of teachers’ Technological Pedagogical and Content
Knowledge (TPACK) for supporting the implementation of dynamic representations.

INTRODUCTION
Communication and representation play prominent roles in modern mathematics education. They
are incorporated as goals in standards documents
from the mathematics education community
(NCTM, 2000, 2006) and policymakers (National Governor’s Association/Chief Council of
State School Officers, 2010; U.S. Department of
Education, 2008). Specifically, the new Common
Core State Standards for Mathematics (Common
Core; NGA/CCSSO, 2010), adopted by 45 states,

includes Standards for Mathematical Practice, that
embody processes all K-12 teachers are expected to
consistently enact in their classroom. One avenue
for addressing communication and representation
in the mathematics classroom involves the use of
cognitively-demanding mathematical tasks that
benefit from students’ interactions with digital
mathematical representations as a medium for
fostering communication (Henningsen & Stein,
1997; Huferd-Ackles, Fuson, & Sherin, 2004;
Orill & Polly, 2012).
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Digital technologies have potential to support
teachers’ enactment of mathematical practices by
supporting students’ creation of mathematical
representations, their modeling of mathematical situations, and their computation within the
context of exploring cognitively-demanding
mathematical tasks (Battista & Clements, 2007;
Clements & Battista, 2001; Wenglinsky, 1998;
Zbiek, Heid, Blume, & Dick, 2007). Technologies, such as Geometer’s Sketchpad (Johnson,
2002; Leong & Lim-Teo, 2003), spreadsheets
(Erbas, Ledford, Orrill, & Polly, 2005), and virtual manipulatives (Polly, 2011; Steen, Brooks,
& Lyon, 2006) allow students to create dynamic
representations, which they can construct and
manipulate to deeply explore mathematical concepts in ways that are impractical or impossible
outside of the digital environment. Further, the use
of these technologies has been empirically linked
to gains in students’ mathematical understanding
(e.g. Polly, 2008; Bitter & Hatfield, 1994; Leong
& Lim-Teo, 2003; Roberts, 1980; Steen, Brooks,
& Lyon, 2006; Wenglinsky, 1998).
In this chapter, we examine the synergistic
relationship between digital, dynamic representations and the communication they support.
To do this, we provide snapshots of classroom
learning in which dynamic representations support meaningful communication. Through these
snapshots, we provide insight into four different
ways that dynamic representation can support
meaningful conversations about mathematics and
students’ development of related Standards for
Mathematical Practice from the Common Core
State Standards for Mathematics. We conclude
by exploring the interplay between communication, technology, representation, and cognitive
demand of mathematical tasks. We also consider
the implications for teacher knowledge if creating communication-rich, technology-enhanced,
representationally-rich classrooms is our goal.

BACKGROUND
In this section, we explain how technology-based
representations and communication are interconnected in the mathematics classroom. In order to
situate this view, we present a brief overview of the
literature on the importance of communication in
the mathematics classroom followed by a discussion of the role of representations in promoting
mathematical learning. We work from a position
that mathematical learning is best achieved through
the use of high cognitively demanding tasks (Stein,
Grover, & Henningsen, 1996), therefore we also
discuss representations in these contexts. We end
the section by examining the promise of dynamic
representations to support communication in
mathematics classrooms.

Communication
Communication in mathematics classrooms is
done through verbal, drawn, and written means.
Naturally, discussion is a critical component of
communication. The role of discussion in supporting student learning is prevalent and persuasive
in the mathematics education literature (e.g.,
Franke, Kazemi, & Battey, 2007). The Principles
and Standards for School Mathematics (PSSM;
NCTM, 2000), the Common Core State Standards
(Common Core) and findings from a variety of
research (e.g., Boston & Smith, 2009; Cobb,
Yackel, & McClain, 2000; Hufferd-Ackles, Fuson,
& Sherin, 2004; Ryve, 2006; van Es & Sherin,
2008) confirm the importance of communication
in the mathematics classroom. For example, the
Common Core outlines two important Standards
of Practice that specifically require mathematical sharing among students in the classroom.
First, the Common Core asserts that students at
all grades should engage in constructing viable
arguments about mathematics as well as critiquing
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the arguments of others. Second, the Standards of
Practice focus on developing precision, which is
grounded in communication of mathematical ideas
between participants. Of particular interest to our
assertions about the role of representations, the
precision standard explicitly calls for students to
“communicate precisely to others” (Chief Council
of State School Officers (CCSSO), 2010, p. 7).
The focus on discourse in mathematics is
grounded in constructivist and socio-constructivist
perspectives on learning. These theories assert that
sense making and learning are explicitly linked to
collaboration and communication among learners
who become participants in broader communities
of learning (Cobb, 1994; Cobb, Wood, & Yackel
1993). Hufferd-Ackles, Fuson, & Sherin (2004)
explained that in a constructivist classroom,
“participants consider all members of the community to be constructing their own knowledge and
reflecting on and discussing this knowledge” (p.
83). In short, learning is a communication-based
endeavor as a student can neither learn to build an
effective argument nor critique another’s argument
without engaging in some kind of interaction with
the other learner(s) and/or the teacher.
A growing body of research has demonstrated
that the kinds of communication had in the mathematics classroom matters (Cobb, et al., 2000;
van Es & Sherin, 2008). Researchers have found
that having deeply meaningful mathematicallygrounded discussions is critical for learning (e.g.,
Kazemi & Stipek, 2001; Wood, Williams, & McNeal, 2006). That is having a classroom in which
students are generally discussing mathematics
yields lower levels of success than classrooms in
which the discussions are grounded in argumentation, conjecture-testing, and other high cognitive
demand activities (Stein, Engle, Smith, & Hughes,
2008). For example, this is a contrast between
students’ discussion focused on what they did to
solve a task versus their discussion of why they did
it. It is also a contrast between students reporting
their answers and explaining their approach in
light of other approaches already shared, which
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requires a synthesis and evaluation (e.g., Wood,
Williams, & McNeal, 2006). This research suggests that students need opportunities to explain
their own thinking as well as engage with others’
thinking, compare it to their own, and adapt their
own thinking from that interaction.

Cognitive Demand
Cognitively demanding tasks provide students
with the opportunities to explore, create mathematical representations, and communicate their
mathematical thinking with both their classmates
and their teacher. Reform-oriented approaches to
mathematics teaching and learning advocate that
teachers rely on cognitively demanding tasks as
a basis for developing students’ mathematical
understanding (Boston & Smith, 2009; Hiebert et
al., 1996; NCTM, 2000; Schoenfeld, 2002; Stein,
Grover, & Henningsen, 1996). Smith and Stein
(1998) established a framework for mathematical
tasks focused on cognitive demand. These tasks are
naturally supported by mathematical representations that can support reasoning and sensemaking.
For example, Procedures with Mathematical Connections tasks involve mathematical computations
and procedures, but require students to generate
multiple representations or solve tasks in multiple
ways. Consider the following tasks:
Find 1/6 of 1/2 using pattern blocks and one other
representation. Draw your answer and explain
your solution in terms of your representations
and an equation (Smith & Stein, 1998).
Pattern blocks (real or virtual) can be used to
model this situation so that a student can reason
through it. Further, the student could rely on that
model to clearly communicate his or her thinking
to the class and to tie the pattern-block model to
the equation.
Doing Mathematics tasks are non-routine problems that “require complex and non-algorithmic
thinking” (Smith & Stein, 1998, p. 348). Students
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must determine how to solve the task, generate
mathematical representations and communicate
their mathematical thinking. Consider the following Doing Mathematics task:
There are 36 chairs in the room. If you want to
put an equal number of chairs in each row, what
are the different arrangements that you can make?
Show your solution using both pictures and equations. Explain how you know that you have found
all of the possible arrangements.
Students could generate various mathematical
representations using arrays, a set model with
groups of chairs, or by drawing various floor plans
of the chairs. In order to satisfy the expectation
of equations, students would be matching their
representations to finding factors of 36, and then
communicating their reasoning about how they
know that they have found all of the factors of 36.

Representation
Students need opportunities to create and reason
with mathematical representations while exploring tasks. Mathematical representations provide
vehicles to make sense of problems, create a
means for communicating mathematical ideas,
and provide opportunities for learners of varying
abilities to engage with problems from multiple
entry points (Friedlander & Tabach, 2001; Preston
& Garner, 2003). Representations also provide
a means for students to connect the real world
with the abstract world of symbols and numerals.
Similarly, representations of various kinds can be
included in the toolbox of approaches students use
to strategically address a new situation. Further,
representations serve as a pedagogical content tool
(Rasmussen & Marrongelle, 2006) that can serve
as a vehicle for the teacher to move mathematical thinking further through discussion around
it. Because of their potential as problem-solving
tools, representations have been promoted widely
in various curricular documents including the

PSSM (NCTM, 2000) and the Common Core
Standards (NGA/CCSSO, 2010).
Dynamic representations are particularly
promising as supports for learning because of
their dynamic affordances. That is, dynamic
representations allow a means for students to
actively interact with the mathematics. Students
can make mathematical conjectures and test them
immediately and they can “see” the situation from
various perspectives, are particularly interesting
because they enable a more interactive approach
to mathematics. Of particular interest are the class
of computer-based tools that support interactive
engagement with mathematics in ways that allow
the normally-unseeable to become seen. These
include dynamic geometry tools that allow shapes
to be created and explored; microworlds that allow engagement in modeling of and conjecture
testing about different mathematical relationships;
and tools that shift the work of calculating to the
computer while supporting the student in finding patterns, making conjectures, and predicting
results. As one example, Clements and Battista
(1989) found that students who had completed
computer-based Logo activities had more conceptually-oriented and mathematically specific views
of geometric concepts, such as angles, than their
peers. For example, non-Logo students referred to
an angle as a corner, while Logo students talked
about angles as turns and rotations. In summarizing research on the use of dynamic representations
for supporting learning about fractions, Olive and
Lobato (2008) noted that, “With static pictures the
part is either embedded in the whole or is drawn
separate from the whole…Using a computer tool
that provides the child with the ability to dynamically pull a part out of a partitioned whole while
leaving the whole intact, the child can enact the
disembedding operation that is necessary to make
the part-to-whole comparison.” (p. 6). Examples
such as these highlighting the advantages of moving toward dynamic representations are prevalent
in the mathematics education literature.
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In summary, representations are powerful
tools for supporting reasoning about mathematical situations that are cognitively demanding.
Dynamic representations extend the possibilities
of representations by creating an environment in
which students can move elements around that
would be fixed in a paper-based environment,
support calculation or presentation of a large
number of examples to allow for pattern analysis,
or otherwise engage students with mathematics
in ways that are complicated or impossible in a
paper-based environment.

Bringing Communication and
Representation Together
Representations are tools for reasoning about
mathematics that can also foster communication
between and among the classroom participants
about mathematical ideas. That is, they become
the tools of social negotiation (e.g., Ares, Stroup,
& Schademan, 2009). Social negotiation implies
not just that there is discussion in a classroom, but
that the discussion leads to the development of a
shared understanding of the concept of interest.
By using dynamic representations, participants
in the classroom can easily make, test, and refine
conjectures in an effort to move the collective
understanding forward because the technology
allows easy testing of a variety of mathematical
conjectures.
To build a shared understanding of mathematics, all of the participants in the discussion need to
be able to focus on the same ideas. In classrooms
without representations, discussion is too often
dominated by indefinite pronouns such as “that”
or “it” because students are still developing their
abilities to communicate precise ideas. This use
of pronouns obscures the idea or concept being
discussed in ways that may lead different members
of the same discussion to be discussing different
things. By utilizing dynamic representations of
the mathematics, we are invoking a set of artifacts
to support the description and testing of ideas in
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ways that allow others to actually see those ideas
and provide explicit explanations of them–and
the teacher can reinforce the ongoing development of the needed mathematical language that
will ultimately allow conversation without the
representation. Further, the nature of dynamic
representations allows them to be used to explore
“what if” questions as they arise in the discussion
and the invoking of representations allow teachers to better understand students’ reasoning to
better understand where their limitations might
be as well as to highlight connections between
and among those ideas in ways that build meaningful mathematical connections. Finally, digital
represnetations allow generalization across sets of
individual representations in such a way that allows
aggregation of specific cases, thus supporting generalization from pattern identification rather than
from guessing (e.g., Hegedus & Penuel, 2008).
In the next section, we present examples from
our work in a variety of mathematical settings
that illustrate the relationship between dynamic
representations and communication. In each example, we highlight only certain affordances of
the dynamic representations from our previous
discussion. However, as these examples come
from real classrooms – in elementary and middle
schools, graduate courses, and professional development – they are rich and inevitably address a
number of the affordances listed prior.

ROLE OF DYNAMIC
REPRESENTATIONS IN
CLASSROOMS
In this section, we present examples dynamic
representations being used to enhance communication in the context of cognitively demanding
mathematics. We focus on four specific roles representations can play in promoting learning: connecting multiple approaches, testing conjectures,
socially negotiating meaning, and uncovering
limitations in understanding. The examples are
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provided as illustrations of this interplay but are
by no means exhaustive in terms of the myriad
ways representation and communication interact.
We conclude this section by highlighting some of
the specific relationship types we have observed
in our efforts with students and teachers.

html?open=activities). The students worked in
pairs on this task sharing a computer. Figure 1
shows the work of Hector and Lina, two students
who only used a 4 unit by 3 unit rectangle for the
size of their room. As they worked, they talked
to me (Polly) about their work.

Connecting Multiple Approaches

Polly: Tell me about how you chose the size of
your rooms?
Hector: We knew that a 4 by 3 rectangle would
give us 12 square units inside. This would
make the fractions very easy to calculate
when we have to write our equations.
Lina: By using 12 square units we just need to
count the area of each of our sections to figure
out the numerator for each of our fractions.
Polly: What about the denominators?
Lina: They will always be 12 since the total area
is 12 square units.

Dynamic representations provide students to explore a task from multiple perspectives and use
multiple approaches to unpack the mathematical
concepts embedded within the task. For example
consider this task from a fifth grade classroom,
“You have a rectangular-shaped room that you
need to partition into three sections. Only two of
the sections can be the same size and shape. Also,
all of the sections must have 4 right angles. What
are the different ways that you can partition the
room? Write an equation for each way that shows
how you split the room.
The class began by using an online virtual Geoboard on a computer. Many virtual
Geoboards are available online for free, including the one used by students from the National
Library of Virtual Manipulatives (http://nlvm.
usu.edu/en/nav/frames_asid_172_g_2_t_3.

While Hector and Lina worked with rectangles
that had an area of 12 square units, Tyrone and
Kim worked with various sized rectangles (Figure
2). Shown next, they partitioned each rectangle
with two sections that were one unit wide and one
larger section on the right. When they were asked
to explain their work, they commented:

Figure 1. Student work for Hector and Lina
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Figure 2. Student work for Tyrone and Kim

Tyrone: Since we knew that we had to partition
rectangles into 3 different sections that we
could make the first two sections the same
and just modify the size of the third section.
Kim: For our bottom rectangles we just made them
a little bit longer than the top two rectangles.
In an effort to see if students could make the
connection from partitioning the shapes to determining the fraction, I asked them:
Polly: In each of the top rectangles the two sections on the left are the same size. Would
the fraction for those shapes be the same
for each rectangle?
Kim: They should be.
Polly: Let’s find out.
Tyrone and Kim both count the number of
square units in the large squares and then in each
smaller section. They are recording numbers after
they count each part.
Kim: The rectangle in the top left has 8 square
units and the 2 sections on the left each take
up 2 of the 8 sections which is two-eighths
of the whole rectangle.
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Hector: That is different from the rectangle in
the top right. That one has 10 square units.
So the 2 sections on the left are 2 out of 10
units or two-tenths of the whole rectangle.
Polly: So are the fractions for the sections similar?
Kim: No. In the left rectangle those shapes are
two-eighths. In the right rectangle those
shapes are two-tenths. The sizes of the two
large rectangles are different, so even though
the sections are the same, the fractions can’t
be the same.
The dynamic representations provided by the
virtual Geoboard allowed students to explore
various ways to partition a rectangular space and
make the connections between the area of their
sections and fractions. By using the technology,
the representations could easily be generated and
manipulated.

Conjecture Testing
Dynamic representations are indispensible tools
for conjecture testing because of the ease with
which they allow changes to be made and understood. For example, in one of our mathematics
curriculum courses, students were exploring a
particular task from the Interactive Mathemat-
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ics Program (Fendel, Resek, Alper, & Fraser,
2011) high school mathematics series. The task
asked students to explore situations in which a
particular game would be fair or would favor one
of two players. The purpose was to introduce a
critical aspect of the Pythagorean Theorem–that
the squares created by the sides lengths of the
triangle have a particular relationship when the
triangle formed between them is a right triangle.
After working on the task as suggested in the
book–using poster paper and exploration with
paper squares–we introduced a dynamic sketch of
the situation that had been created in Geometer’s
SketchPad® (GSP; Key Curriculum Press, 2010,
See Figure 3). When we looked at the relationships
create by dragging the vertices of the triangle
created between the three squares, one of the
students noticed that not only did a right triangle
result in the sum of the areas of the two smaller
squares being equal to the area of the larger square
(a2 + b2 = c2), but also that the right triangles

were formed as point k moved along an arc. We
were able to hypothesize the size of the arc as it
related to other elements in the sketch (See arc jg
in Figure 3), construct it, and test the conjecture
within a matter of moments. The students were
then able to discuss what they saw happening in
the diagram and connect it to what they already
knew about the Pythagorean Theorem.
By using the dynamic environment to explore
the relationship, the students in the course were
able to make conjectures about what relationships
resulted in a fair game. Further, we were able to
explore those conjectures immediately by making
relatively small changes to the original dynamic
representation. The paper-based investigation of
the relationship had not made the relationships
as readily apparent as the digital representations.
Further, the digital version allowed easy conjecture
testing that was not possible with the paper version both because of the limited number of side
combinations that could be created with the paper

Figure 3. Dynamic geometry sketch of a game for understanding the Pythagorean theorem
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and because of the relative difficulty of testing
any emergent conjectures within the limitations
of the paper-based medium.

Social Negotiation of Content
Because they are visual and manipulable, dynamic
representations form the basis for discussions
that allow social negotiation of understanding. In
a second grade classroom, students were working with properties of geometric shapes. As part
of their state standards, students must examine
various ways to cover a two-dimensional region
with smaller geometric shapes. On the interactive
whiteboard, the teacher opened up a virtual pattern blocks applet (http://ejad.best.vwh.net/java/
patterns/patterns_j.shtml) to engage students in a
series of tasks designed to meet the curricula goal
of students solving shape puzzles with various
constraints. For example, students were first asked
to cover two adjacent hexagons using only one
geometric shape that was not a hexagon. Figure
4 shows the examples that they came up with.
Next, students were challenged to fill the same
template using two different types of pattern
blocks. Students struggled to find an organized way
to do this; rather than using their solution from the
first part (covering with one type of shape), every
student took all of the blocks off and started over by
randomly placing pattern blocks on the template.
Hoping that students would see the concept of
trading shapes to find new solutions, we decided

Figure 4. Using pattern blocks to solve shape puzzles
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to ask students about their mathematical thinking.
The next excerpt comes from conversation with a
student who had just completed the first task by
covering the puzzle with 12 triangles. She was
standing at the interactive whiteboard figuring
out how to cover the puzzle with two different
types of shapes:
Teacher: Tell me about how you covered the puzzle
the first time.
Lucy: I have twelve triangles.
Teacher: What is part two asking you to do?
Lucy: Fill it with two different shapes (She begins
to remove all 12 triangles).
Mitch: Wait, Lucy. There has to be a way to solve
it without having to start all over.
Lucy: I don’t know. What do you think?
Mitch: I know that two triangles is the same as
a blue rhombus.
Keisha: If we put blue rhombuses on top of the
triangles we could still cover the hexagon,
couldn’t we?
Lucy: I don’t know. (She puts a blue rhombus on
top of two triangles. Figure 5a).
Mitch: It works! The puzzle is covered and we
used two different shapes.
Teacher: Are there other solutions with triangles
and rhombuses?
Keisha: We still have triangles in our puzzle. What
if we put one more blue rhombus on top of two
more triangles? (Lucy puts another rhombus
on top of two more triangles, Figure 5b).
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Lucy: I think that we can keep adding rhombuses,
can’t we?
Mitch: We should be able to.
Teacher: How can we organize all of our solutions
involving triangles and rhombuses?
Lucy: Let’s make a chart (Lucy draws a twocolumn chart on the whiteboard with the
headers triangles and rhombuses).
Teacher: Who can help Lucy fill out this chart?
Kendall: The first solution had 10 triangles and
1 rhombus.
Mitch: The second one had 8 triangles and 2
rhombuses.
Teacher: What do you think the third one would be?
Lucy: Each time we replace two triangles with
1 rhombus. So I think it would be (pauses).
Mitch: Lucy, we have 8 triangles so if we replace
2 we would have (He pauses and looks at
Lucy).
Lucy: 6 ‘cause 8 minus 2 equals 6. We have 6
triangles. And we had 2 rhombuses before
adding another, so we have 3. The next solution is 6 triangles and 3 rhombuses.
Teacher: Do the rest of you agree? (class nods).
What would the next solution be?
Kendall: We would replace 2 more triangles and
6 minus 2 is 4 so we would have 4 triangles.
We are adding one rhombus so we would
now have 4. We have 4 of each.

This conversation continued with the class
finding the remaining solution, 2 triangles with
5 rhombuses. After the table was created, the
teacher asked the class, “What patterns do you
notice in the table?”
Students shared a variety of observations,
including the teachers’ main mathematical idea,
“when the number of triangles goes down by 2, the
number of rhombuses goes up by 1.” The teacher
followed-up by asking, “How can we make sense
of that pattern?” Lucy, who was struggling earlier
in the lesson responded, “The rhombus is double
the size of the triangle. That means that every time
we add a rhombus we have to take two triangles
off.” The teacher then posed the following task
to the class to work with concrete pattern blocks:
what are the solutions you could have to cover the
puzzle with triangles and trapezoids?
In this vignette, the dynamic nature of the
virtual manipulatives allowed the second grade
students to create mathematical representations
and talk about the mathematics while exploring
a cognitively-demanding task. It is unlikely that
the students would have been able to do this task
without input from their peers. And, it is unlikely
that the input would have been as helpful had Lucy
not had access to the dynamic representation. The
classroom culture of mathematical discourse had
been previously established, which allowed the

Figure 5. The class’ first (a) and second (b) solution
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teacher to effectively step out of the conversation
and have students socially negotiate both problem
solving strategies and mathematical ideas.

Uncovering Limitations
in Understanding
A final way dynamic representations can support
learning is through engaging learners in conversations that allow limitations in understanding
to emerge. For example, in a recent effort, both
teachers in PD and students in a 7th grade class
were faced with new challenges when they were
asked to construct shapes rather than draw them.
In mathematics, constructions are unique in that
they rely on the relationships between basic elements that can be created with a compass and
straightedge to create accurate geometric drawings. Dynamic geometry software such as GSP
supports the creation of these constructions in
ways that allow them to be tested for “breakage.”
If a person cannot produce a construction for a
given shape (e.g., a rectangle or an angle bisector)
it suggests that they do not yet fully understand
the attributes of that shape and how they work
together. For example, there are many ways to
create a rectangle, one simple way would be to
draw a line segment, create two perpendiculars
to that segment that are some distance apart, then
draw a second line segment parallel to the first line
that ends on the perpendiculars (see Figure 6). In
this way, the constructor is assured two pairs of
parallel lines that are perpendicular to each other,
thus producing the requisite 90-degree angles.
In the PD session, talking through the construction of an angle bisector using GSP, we uncovered
that the teachers did not understand the difference
between a construction and a drawing. Because
they had asked to see how to use GSP, thus making the session technology-focused, the teachers
were able to see mathematics they thought they
knew in a different way. This allowed us to engage
them in a conversation about how constructions
differ from drawings and the mathematics needed
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for each. Without the technology, the teachers
would not have been faced with their knowledge
limitation, thus leading to an ongoing misperception about an important mathematics topic. The
dynamic software prompted a conversation that
would otherwise not have happened.
Later in the day, we challenged a class of 7th
grade students to construct a rectangle using
GSP. To motivate the students and emphasize the
mathematics, we noted that they had to create a
rectangle that we could not “break” (e.g., force to
lose its shape) by dragging the vertices or sides.
Despite being in a poor achieving school, having
no previous experience with GSP or constructions
and only traditional instruction in geometry, the
students engaged with this task for the entire class
period. Our task was to circulate, trying to break
their constructions. By doing this, we had the opportunity to see whether the students understood
the attributes of rectangles as well as how to
construct them. As we circulated, breaking many
rectangles that were not properly constructed, we
were able to use questioning to support students in
thinking about how they could use the attributes
of a rectangle to construct one. Without the GSP
activity, we would not have been able to determine
whether the rectangles were properly constructed
because a simple drawing of a rectangle cannot
be tested for appropriate construction.
Figure 6. Construction of a rectangle using perpendicular lines
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These two short vignettes highlight the affordances of digital representations, paired with
questioning, in uncovering problematic understandings that learners may not realize they have.
For example, the 7th grade students were able to
define a rectangle, but they were unable to create
one with their definition-oriented understanding.
Similarly, the technology provided a catalyst, as
well as a safe environment, for discussions with
the 7th grade teachers that uncovered a significant
issue with their understanding of the mathematics
that they teach.

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
Theories of learning grounded in socio-cultural
perspectives argue that communication is a necessary component of learning. Similarly, research
on the use of visual representations suggests that
learning is enhanced through students’ use of these
tools. Yet, standards, textbooks, and professional
development too often treat communication and
representations as separate aspects of pedagogy.
In this chapter, we have highlighted the synergistic
opportunities that arise from combining digital
representations and communication. Because
there is an artifact, discussions about what it is
showing and how it was made can be had. Further, new conjectures can be tested as they arise
supporting reasoning through the representations
not just with them.
We assert that building a culture of communication around dynamic representations and
discussion can facilitate learning in a few key
ways. First, the use of dynamic representations
removes the ambiguity and potential confusion
too often pervasive in mathematics classrooms.
In our Fraction Bars example, prior, for example,
Claire talked about her mathematical decisions as
she moved the pieces of her model around, thus
making her description very clear. There were illustrations of her thinking to which she could point,

thus eliminating the use of indefinite pronouns.
Second, dynamic representations allow immediate
conjecture testing and facilitate pattern development because they provide an easy-to-manipulate
world in which limitless possibilities exist. This
was highlighted particularly in the conjecture
testing section before. Third, communication
about representations allows a safe environment
in which learners can be challenged to think more
about mathematics. For example, in the uncovering limitations in understanding section we saw
learners struggling with basic ideas that should
have been apparent. However, the representational
environment (in this case GSP) was new, which
allowed the participants to learn more about the
mathematics by interrogating the potential of the
tool. Finally, representations and communication
marry to create opportunities for the construction
of shared meanings. In the vignette from second
grade, students collaboratively explored a geometric shape puzzle by discussing approaches,
solutions, and the mathematical ideas that were
embedded in the task. The teacher, in that vignette,
had created a classroom culture where students
felt comfortable helping, questioning, and working with each other.
While not evident in the vignettes, cognitive
demand played a critical role in supporting learning in each of these examples. Maintaining high
cognitive demand ensures that the underlying
mathematics of a task is worth discussing. Further,
to compel learners to reason about mathematics
through representations, the task needs to provide
a context that warrants such modeling. A simple,
low cognitive demand task that asks a learner to
solve an algorithm or engage with a routine task
does not warrant engagement in the activity of
exploring the mathematics. For example, a routine task such as finding the amount of carpeting
needed for a 10 ft x 13 ft room does not require or
suggest the use of dynamic representations. If it
is represented at all, chances are a static rectangle
with 10 ft marked on one side and 13 ft marked
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on the other would suffice. However, if we engage
students with more meaningful tasks, there are
more reasons to interact with the mathematics
(and other people) using a digital representation.
For example, if instead of carpeting a room, we
considered the largest possible pen that could be
created for a pet using 48 feet of fencing, the use
of representations becomes more meaningful.
Clearly, cognitive demand is a critical aspect of
the synergistic interplay between representation
and communication.

IMPLICATIONS, CHALLENGES,
FUTURE DIRECTIONS
Digital representations clearly have potential to
support mathematics teaching and learning processes when coupled with cognitively demanding
tasks and opportunities for learners to engage in
conversations about tasks, approaches, and mathematical ideas. As shown in our examples here,
an experienced facilitator can use this synergistic
relationship to meet a number of mathematical
goals. However, these kinds of examples are still
difficult to find in everyday classrooms. To foster
effective implementation of the digital representation and discussion synergy in classrooms, we
need to examine how to best prepare and support
teachers who have not developed the skills for
implementing mathematics lessons in these ways.
As shown in our examples, supporting learning
through high cognitive demand tasks that benefit
from discussion focused on dynamic representations requires strong facilitation.
To be a strong facilitator in these environments,
teachers need to have well-developed knowledge
for teaching (e.g., Ball, Thames, & Phelps, 2008;
Manizade & Mason, 2011; Shulman, 1986; Silverman & Thompson, 2008) as well as Technological
Pedagogical and Content Knowledge (TPACK).
Mathematical knowledge for teaching includes the
particular knowledge about mathematics teachers
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have that other adults do not need. For example,
how to multiple whole numbers four different
ways. It also extends to include the pedagogical
approaches a teacher needs to develop in order to
support student learning of mathematics–such as
using representations and asking questions that
promote connection making (e.g., Manizade &
Mason, 2011; Shulman, 1986). It is clear that
teaching high cognitive demand tasks requires that
the teacher be able to support learners through a
variety of solution paths.
TPACK provides a frame for considering the
teacher knowledge needed to achieve high-level
implementation of these pedagogies. TPACK
helps to explain the intersection of knowledge
necessary for effective technology integration.
Knowledge of technology, pedagogy and content,
at the point of intersection of all three knowledge
components (Mishra & Koehler, 2006; Neiss,
2005), is necessary to achieve the high leverage
practices such as those presented here. Specifically, the effective use of digital mathematical
representations and mathematical conversations
requires teachers to have a deep understanding
of the mathematical concepts, the creation and
manipulation of digital representations, and pedagogies related to leveraging digital representations
in a conversation about mathematical ideas. Both
educational technologists and mathematics educators should examine ways to support teachers in
developing TPACK for the enactment of digital
representations and mathematical conversations.
Thus, to support teachers and prospective
teachers in developing rich learning environments
that capitalize on dynamic representations and
communication, teacher educators and professional developers need to consider how to support
the development of specialized knowledge that
teachers need as well as TPACK. We suggest that
a starting place for this development is through the
engagement of teachers in learning opportunities
like those described previously.
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CONCLUSION
In this chapter, we presented a case for the value of
combining dynamic representations and classroom
discussion to support mathematics learning. We
provided four diverse examples of classrooms in
which this happened to illustrate four different
ways that dynamic representations can support
communication in the mathematics classroom. We
concluded with a suggestion for teacher knowledge
development that would support teaching and
learning in these environments.
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KEY TERMS AND DEFINITIONS
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can be manipulated in some way. These include,
but are not limited to, constructions in dynamic
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tangrams, and number-based representations such
as spreadsheets.
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Gestural Articulations of
Embodied Spatiality:

What Gestures Reveal about Students’
Sense-Making of Charged Particle
Dynamics in a 3D Game World
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ABSTRACT
The work described in this paper is part of a design-based research involving the use of a game-based
learning curriculum to foster students’ understanding of physics concepts and principles governing the
motion of charged particles in electric and magnetic fields. Students engaged in game-play and discussed
the dynamics of the charged particles within the 3D game environment. The discussion sessions were
video-recorded and an analysis was carried out on the gestures used by a group of students attempting
to generalize their observations of the phenomena. The students’ gestures were analyzed to gain insights
on their embodied sense-making of charged particle dynamics. The analysis showed that the students
used gestures to (1) establish a shared frame of reference, (2) enact embodied game experience, and (3)
enable the development of new understanding that surpasses their own existing vocabulary. Implications
are discussed with regard to how teachers may take students’ gestures into account when facilitating the
development of concepts with a strong visuo-spatial core.

INTRODUCTION
In order to foster scientific literacy that prepares
students to be able to use science in the making
of value-based policy choices as citizens (Lemke,

1990), students need to be provided with opportunities to experience not only ready-made science,
where they learn the established results of science,
but also science-in-the-making, where they engage
in the practice of science (Latour, 1987). Lemke
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(1990) contrasts learning about science and doing science, where the latter is related to “doing
science through the medium of language” (p. ix)
that entails “talking science” and participating in
a range of activities such as observing, reasoning,
explaining, formulating generalizations, and using
language as a system of resources for meaningmaking. Both Lemke’s notion of doing science and
Latour’s notion of science-in-the-making adopt
the view that a learner gains scientific understanding of the world through a process whereby
observed phenomena are explained through the
coordination of theory and evidence (Kuhn, 1989).
However, the process is fraught with challenges
as students hold a range of naïve and intuitive
conceptions that often resist instruction (Kuhn,
1989). In addition, students often hold conflicting
ideas about scientific phenomena that have arisen
from their perception and conception of everyday
experiences in multiple contexts and hence often
develop a repertoire of views or ideas about any
given scientific phenomenon instead of a single
perspective (Linn, 2003; Linn, Clark, & Slotta,
2003). Hence, teachers need to consider how they
may design learning experiences that help learners connect their repertoire of disconnected ideas
to more normative scientific views (Linn, 2003).
Teachers need to be skilful in the facilitation of such
learning experiences such that learners critically
examine their repertoire of disconnected ideas
without bypassing the meaning making process.
Schwartz (1995) characterizes the challenge of
science education as the need to simultaneously
focus on learners’ perception of natural phenomena and their generation of explanatory models
of conceptions of such phenomena. He observed
that “(t)he enterprise of learning, teaching, and
making science is thus a continuing odyssey, to
and fro, between precepts with their confusing
wealth of nuance and detail and concepts with
their sparse, often lifeless, abstractions that lend
themselves to the formulation of explanations”
(p. 94). However, the science portrayed in schools
conveys little of the adventurous journey that is
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science-in-the-making. He advocated the use of
emerging technologies to “extend students’ intuitions about nature’s behaviors” especially when
teaching them about “scientific phenomena for
which they lack a sensory and therefore intuitive
repertoire of experience” (p. 96).
Building an ecology of learning experiences
that tap the affordances offered by 3D immersive
environments is a possible means of providing
students with such a repertoire of sensory experience. This paper describes a game-based learning
curriculum built around a 3D game that allows
students to gain a repertoire of sensory experience
through game-play involving the manipulation
of electric and magnetic fields to control the trajectories of charged particles. A micro-analysis
was carried out on a segment of a small group
discussion to gain insights into how the ecology
of learning experiences comprising game-play and
discussion of scenarios encountered in the game
helped the students engage in embodied sensemaking about the motion of charged particles in
fields. Given the visuo-spatial core inherent in
this topic, the students’ gestures were studied.
The gestures articulated the students’ sense of
spatiality which is not entirely expressed through
other modalities. They also helped the students to:
1.
2.
3.

Establish a shared frame of reference,
Enact embodied game experience, and
Enable the development of new understanding that surpasses their own existing
vocabulary.

EMBODIED SENSE-MAKING
AND GESTURES
Sense-making lies at the heart of the perception
of scientific phenomena and the generation of explanatory models. Dervin (1983, 1998) conceives
sense-making as how an individual communicates,
creates, seeks, uses and rejects information and
knowledge as he/she travels “through time-space,
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coming out of situations with history and partial
instruction, arriving at new situations, facing
gaps, building bridges across those gaps, evaluating outcomes and moving on” (1998, p. 39).
The sense-making process involves the “material
embodiment of knowing” (1998, p. 42); it is embodied because the way we experience the world
is “inseparable from our bodies, our language,
and our social history” (Varela, Thompson, &
Rosch, 1991, p. 149).
Our interpretation of embodied sense-making
is based on what Stevens (2012) termed as an “interactionist” (p. 338) sense of embodiment which
focuses on the analysis of learning in naturally
occurring interaction where the body is viewed as
a public resource for sense-making that is “a dynamically unfolding, interactively organized locus
for the production and display of relevant meaning
and action” (Goodwin, 2000, p. 1517). Diverse and
multimodal in nature, the sense-making resources
afforded by the body include “tool use, gesture,
pointing, prosody, intonation, physical orientation, gaze, and talk” (Stevens, 2012, p. 338). The
multimodal nature of embodied understanding of
physics concepts was illustrated in the research
by Ochs, Gonzales, and Jacoby (1996) who studied the discourse among high-energy physicists
involved in research on the domain state theory.
They found that while the physicists engaged in
the process of sense-making, they made use of
talk, gestures and graphic representations in a
way that blended and fused their real world selves
with the object of their study. Such blending and
fusing is seen in statements such as “When I
come down [in temperature] I’m in the domain
state” (p. 346) in which the interlocutor animated
inanimate physical entities or events, and blurred
the distinction between the self as physicist and
the physical entity or event being described. That
scientists often express their subjective involvement by “taking the perspective of (empathizing
with) some object being analysed and by involving
themselves in graphic (re)enactments of physical events” (Ochs et al., 1996, p. 330) shows the

importance of considering physics learning from
the perspective of embodied learning.
Gallese and Lakoff (2005) offer an interpretation of the notion of embodied learning which
they also characterize as being interactionist. They
view conceptual knowledge as being embodied in
the sense that it is “mapped within our sensorymotor system” (p. 456). Based upon findings
in neuroscience, they posit that one’s ability to
imagine or to mentally simulate an action makes
use of the same neural structures as performing
and perceiving that action. Seen in this light, the
imagination, perception, and performance of an
action may be viewed as being embodied in that
they are “structured by our constant encounter
and interaction with the world via our bodies and
brains” (p. 456). As language taps the same neural
structures used in perception and action, it is also
multimodal in nature, just as the sensory-motor
system is multimodal. The close link between
language and the sensory-motor system is also
drawn by Zwaan (2004) who is of the view that
language is a “set of cues to the comprehender to
construct an experiential (perception plus action)
simulation of the described situation” (p. 36). As
such, language comprehension is conceived as
the process by which a comprehender acts as “an
immersed experiencer of the described situation
and comprehension is the vicarious experience
of the described situation” (p. 36). This conception of language comprehension foregrounds the
embodied nature of sense-making.
In a domain like physics, sense-making often
involves a discussion of the dynamics of objects
in three-dimensional space and requires the consideration of visuo-spatial relationships (Stieff,
2007). For example, a discussion of the motion
of planets, cars, and even of invisible sub-atomic
particles would involve the use of visual resources
to represent spatial relationships. Technology that
incorporates visuo-spatial features provides rich
contexts within which sense-making may be situated. In particular, the potential offered by 3D game
environments to foster deep learning has been
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discussed (Gee, 2003; Squire & Jenkins, 2003). For
example, 3D game environments may be designed
to involve learners as active participants in situations that may not be accessible in a traditional
classroom (Jones & Bronack, 2007). Learners
may be immersed in simulated worlds where they
explore and make sense of scientific phenomena
instantiated in such worlds, thus facilitating the
learners’ active participation and development of
situated understandings (Steinkuehler & Duncan,
2008). Learners may interact with the environment
which provides them with the ability to “undertake embodied actions, including view control,
navigation and object manipulation” through the
control of their avatars (Dalgarno & Lee, 2010, p.
16). This allows a learner to vicariously experience the effects of phenomena in a virtual world
as his/her avatar could move around freely in the
environment, manipulate objects, and view the
phenomena from any perspective, hence affording
the facilitation of learning tasks that could result
in the learner’s development of spatial knowledge
of the explored domain. As such, 3D virtual environments possess affordances that could support
the learning of physics phenomena that foster a
strong grasp of spatial understanding required to
make sense of the motion of bodies through space.
As 3D environments provide dynamic contexts in
which learners may run simulations and test scientific conjectures, they could help learners gain an
embodied understanding of physical phenomena.
Such an affordance is especially valuable in the
learning of physics involving abstract concepts
and phenomena for which many learners face
significant difficulties understanding (Squire,
Barnett, Grant, & Higginbotham, 2004).
In this paper, we present a game-based learning
curriculum designed to support the learning of the
dynamics and kinematics of charged particles in
electric and magnetic fields. The game is a 3D environment that allows learners to control parameters
affecting the strengths of electric and magnetic
fields and to observe, from different perspectives,
the effects of the changes in parameters on the
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motion of charged particles. The immersive nature
of the 3D game provides learning affordances for
the learner to grasp visuo-spatial concepts central
to the understanding of particle dynamics and
kinematics. We believe that embodied learning
has a crucial role in learners’ sense-making of
particle dynamics and kinematics due to the topic’s
inherent visuo-spatial core, and that the nature
of the learning may be understood by examining
learners’ use of gesture because gesticulation
is a means by which humans express spatiality.
We hope to demonstrate that an observation of
students’ gestures should be included in how a
teacher examines students’ learning, especially
when employing a game-based learning curriculum in the learning of topics with a strong visuospatial core, because gestures articulate and reveal
aspects of the students’ embodied sense-making
that may not be reflected in other modalities such
as speech and writing.
Although the study of gesture is a natural
point of entry into the study of the embodied
understanding that people have for the world
they live in Streeck (2002), there is a dearth of
educational research on the role of gestures in
learning and teaching (Roth, 2001, 2003). This
is particularly so in subject areas such as science
and mathematics which deal with abstract matters,
where the analysis of utterances alone is insufficient in helping one to understanding school
science learning (Roth, 1999). This research
builds upon prior work done on how students
construct meaningful interpretations of scientific
concepts through social interaction coordinated
with perception-action processes (Roschelle, J.,
1992; Roschelle & Clancey, 1992). Whereas the
sense-making was mediated by representations
in 2D space, the present research examines how
learners in a physics class drew upon resources
available in speech, gesture and the environment in
order to make sense of phenomena encountered in
a 3D game environment that focus on the dynamics of charged particles. In the following sections,
we provide an overview of the study of gestures
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in classroom discursive practice, followed by a
description of the game-based learning curriculum. We present data drawn from the interaction
among a group of learners as they explained to
their teacher on how charged particles behave in
electric fields. We elaborate upon how learners
enlisted gestures in their sense-making as the
process unfolded and offer the data in support of
the position that gestures reveal aspects of learners’ understanding of physical phenomena that
cannot be accessed by attending to the learners’
speech or writing alone.

GESTURES IN CLASSROOM
DISCURSIVE PRACTICE
Research on classroom discursive practices has
gained prominence as an important aspect in the
study of how knowledge constructed in classrooms
shapes, and is in turn shaped by, the discursive
activity and social practices of teachers and
learners (Gee & Green, 1998; Hicks, 1995). The
study of discourse is particularly important in
classrooms where the interaction between learners
as members of a knowledge-building community
takes centre-stage and where teachers emphasize
sense-making over memorization of scientific
facts, engagement of learners in tool-mediated and
discursive practices, and where learners’ existing
commonsense views of the world are taken into
account (Roth, McGinn & Bowen, 1996).
Communication is inherently a “multimedia”
process (Kendon, 1997, p. 115). In particular,
scientific communication cannot be effected
through verbal language alone as one needs to
draw upon multi-modal semiotic resources such
as those which are visual-gestural in nature as well
as upon speech when doing science and talking
science (Lemke, 1995; 1988). Verbal language
itself is packed with spatial metaphors and gestures that reflect spatial thinking (Tversky, 2005).
However despite a general acknowledgement that
non-linguistic resources also play a part in com-

munication, the bulk of discourse studies focus
on linguistic resources. Nonverbal communication
such as gesture is seldom addressed, especially in
the area of school science learning (Roth, 1999).
While there are studies on the role of gesture in
learning that is mediated by the computer, such as
the study of how children make meaning through
the use of verbal utterances and gesticulated interaction (Klerfelt, 2007), there are few studies
on gestures as a pedagogical resource in relation
to game-based learning.
Visible bodily actions are often employed in
a wide range of ways in conjunction with or to
complement, supplement or substitute spoken
expressions during the process of discourse, and
the “utterance uses” of such visible action constitute the domain of ‘gesture’ (Kendon, 2004,
p. 1). McNeill (1992) presented an ordering of
gestures through what he termed as “Kendon’s
continuum” (p. 37):
Gesticulation → Language-like Gestures → Pantomimes → Emblems → Sign Languages
As one moves from the left to the right of the
continuum, the obligatory presence of speech
decreases, the presence of linguistic properties
increases and idiosyncratic gestures are replaced
by forms and meanings that are socially conventionalized. Gesticulations are “idiosyncratic
spontaneous movements of the hands and arms
accompanying speech” (p. 37). The key difference
between gesticulations and language-like gestures
lie in the latter being grammatically integrated
into the utterance and taking the place of speech.
In an utterance, accompanied by gestures indicated in double brackets, such as “one pointing
up ((positions right arm pointing upwards)), and
one pointing like that ((positions left arm pointing horizontally)), and then ((moves right arm
diagonally across the torso)),” the last gesture
occupies the grammatical space of a clause e.g.
“the resultant of the two forces will be directed
along the diagonal.” A pantomime is a gesture
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or sequence of gestures produced without speech
but conveying a narrative, while an emblem is a
conventionalized sign such as the “thumbs-up”
sign. Sign languages contain signs with their own
linguistic structures and patterns with respect to
grammar, morphology etc. In this article, we shall
consider gestures that fall into the categories of
gesticulations and language-like gestures.
Gesture and speech together form a unified
system (Goldin-Meadow, 2003). Within this
system, they are co-expressive in that “both
modalities contribute to a speaker’s intended
meaning and the overall meaning is a synthesis
of the information presented in the idiosyncratic,
holistic, relational gestural mode” (p. 87). In the
process of comprehension, listeners form a unified
representation that is a synthesis of information
presented in both speech and gesture. Studies
carried out in instructional settings have shown
that both children and teachers obtain information
from gestures made by one another, and the gestures made by both the child and the teacher may
play a crucial role in the outcome of the child’s
understanding. Before we discuss our research,
we first provide the context of the research by
describing the Centauri Learning Programme,
a game-based curriculum we designed for the
learning of physics in secondary schools.

THE CENTAURI LEARNING
PROGRAMME
The Centauri Learning Programme consists of a
game-based curriculum designed around the use
of a multi-player 3D game Escape from Centauri
7 (henceforth referred to as “EC7”) to support the
learning and application of physics concepts and
principles to make sense of particle dynamics
in electric and magnetic fields. The programme
is based upon the Performance-Play-Dialogue
model (Chee, 2013, in press). It is designed to
engage students in performative theory-building
of phenomena observed in the game through the
process of game-play and dialogic conversations
that scaffold the students’ sense-making of the
phenomena observed.
EC7 (see Figure 1) belongs to the genre of
games most similar to puzzle games where players
solve puzzles of increasingly complex natures with
each successive mission or level. In the narrative
of EC7, players and their activities are situated
within a sci-fi world where the players take on the
role of explorers who crash-land on a planet. They
encounter alien technology on the planet, such as
emitters that emit charged particles.
To manipulate the motion of the particles,
players need to position vehicles that are able to

Figure 1. Screenshots of the main navigation map showing the game levels (left) and the user interface
(right)
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set up electric or magnetic fields in the paths of
the particles. Players need to decide on the type
of field to use, the position of the vehicle with
respect to the particles and the setting of controls
that determine the strength and direction of the
field. A mission is complete when players manage
to guide the charged particles around obstacles
to reach the final target. Players are not assumed
to have any prior knowledge of the nature of the
electric and magnetic fields and how they affect
the paths of charged particles but they are asked
to make use of their understanding of force and
motion, to experiment with the positioning of
the fields, and to deduce how the fields affect
particle behavior in order to complete missions
strategically and without reliance on trial-anderror methods.
The interaction of charged particles with electric and magnetic fields is not one which is directly
perceived with one’s senses in everyday experience; it is an abstract phenomenon due largely in
part to the invisibility of fields. In view of this,
EC7 was designed as a learning environment in
which charged particles, fields, and the effects
of their interactions are made visible and can be
viewed from different perspectives through the use
of a free-roaming camera perspective. As such,
it allows the learner to dynamically manipulate
the trajectories of charged particles through the
manipulation of field variables, hence affording
the embodiment of one’s sense (Chee, 2007)
of how charged particles behave in electric and
magnetic fields.
Providing the game experience alone does not
necessarily ensure that deep learning will take
place. In fact, it was one of our concerns that learners might go through EC7 successfully completing
missions through trial-and-error approaches but
without gaining a deeper understanding of the
behaviour of the charged particles in fields and
the underlying physics concepts and principles
involved. This underscores the importance of
providing guidance and scaffolds so that learners will have opportunities to participate in the

“socially shared practices of science” related to
questioning, data collection, description of observations, finding patterns in observations, and
developing scientific reasoning (Enfield, Smith,
& Grueber, 2007, p. 609). With this in view, a
curriculum was designed around EC7 to serve as
a means by which students who have yet to learn
about the interactions of charged particles with
uniform electric and magnetic fields in the formal
secondary school curriculum may be involved in
sense-making while being immersed in a 3D game
environment. The curriculum focuses on fostering
scientific practices related to theory building (e.g.
finding patterns in observations, and the forming,
testing and revision of hypotheses).
According to Mortimer and Scott (2003),
meaning-making in a science classroom involves
a dialogic process employing a scientific social
language that is characterized by description, explanation, and generalization. Description entails
the making of statements that provide an account
of the phenomena in terms of its constituents;
such statements often form the basis for evidences
that need to be cited in explanations. Explanation
involves the accounting for the phenomena by
establishing relationships between the phenomena
and concepts through the application of some form
of model or mechanism. Generalization involves
the making of a description or explanation that
expresses a “general property of scientific entities,
matter or classes of phenomena” (p. 32). Description, explanation and generalizations form a key
part of classroom activities designed to scaffold
student’s sense-making of phenomena related to
the dynamics of charged particles in fields experienced in EC7.
The Centauri Learning Programme employs
the notion of an activity cycle which comprises
game-play, group discussion, and class forum.
In game-play, students work in teams of three to
complete game missions and make sense of the
behavior of the charged particles in the fields
encountered. In group discussion, members engage in discussions, during which they articulate
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and concretize their thoughts in the process of
negotiating meaning with fellow team-members
before converging on generalizations which they
then subject to further interrogation by other teams
during a class forum.
The Centauri Learning Programme comprises
a total of four activity cycles. Students complete
one or two levels of EC7 in each activity cycle
and are provided with a learning log that scaffolds
their sense-making of the phenomena through
the provision of scenarios and discussion questions that serve to draw their attention to various
aspects of the phenomena. The level design of
EC7 is closely aligned with the focus for each
activity cycle; new physical phenomena or different aspects of the same class of phenomena
Table 1. Focus of each activity cycle
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are introduced at various missions to perturb the
students’ conceptions. Table 1 summarizes the
key focus for each of the four activity cycles, and
illustrates how the elements in EC7 and the accompanying learning log for each activity cycle
are designed such that the sense-making in one
cycle may build on the foundation laid in previous
cycles. The table also includes screen captures of
scenarios from the game that are incorporated in
the learning logs to generate discussions. During
Cycles 1 and 2, students go through the process
of investigating the effect of the uniform electric
fields on positively charged particles. During
Cycle 3, the students encounter a new type of
particle that behaves differently from what they
have already experienced during Cycles 1 and
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2. Students were not told that this new type of
particle was in fact a negatively charged particle
but were asked to observe the differences in the
particle behaviors and to examine the reasons
underlying the differences.
Each activity cycle is anchored upon a learning
log that provides one or more trigger scenarios,
which are scenarios designed to help learners
engage in the sense-making of specific physics
concepts, accompanied by guiding questions
to scaffold their exploration and sense-making.
Figure 2 shows an example.

RESEARCH
The design-based methodology was used to examine how students made sense of phenomena
they encountered in a 3D game environment as
they engaged in collaborative sense-making. This
research paradigm was chosen as it offers considerable potential in research that needs to advance
design, research and practice concurrently (Wang
& Hannafin, 2005). In the following sub-sections,
we outline the participants involved in the research,
the methods involved in data collection and data

Figure 2. Example of a trigger scenario used in learning log 2
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analysis in order to study how gestures played a
part in the development of students’ embodied
sense-making of the dynamics of charged particles.

Participants
The Centauri Learning Programme was implemented as a module comprising eight sessions in
a co-educational Secondary School. A total of 32
students of about 15 years of age participated in
the module taught by their physics teacher, Mr
Tay (all names used in this paper are pseudonyms)
and co-taught by the first author. The module
was conducted outside curriculum time twice a
week over a period of four weeks. Throughout
the implementation, we consulted Mr Tay on the
conduct of the sessions and gathered feedback on
the sessions from him and other teachers in the
physics department.

Data Collection
The sessions were video-recorded and artifacts
such as the students’ completed learning logs, and
presentation charts used during class-forums were
collected. Audio recordings made during pre- and
post-intervention interviews were collected. Preand post-tests were also administered using an
instrument comprising of eight multiple-choice
questions drawn and adapted from the Force
Concept Inventory developed by Hestenes, Wells,
and Swackhammar (1992). The questions were
designed such that respondents needed to make
a choice between physics concepts and commonsense beliefs or misconceptions.

Data Analysis
As the Centauri Learning Programme aims to
scaffold students’ collaborative sense-making of
physical phenomena encountered in a 3D game
environment while they make meaning through
description, explanation, and generalization of
observations, a data analysis method which fo-
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cuses on the interactions among the students was
needed. In studying how the students develop an
embodied understanding for how the motion of
charged particles is influenced by fields within
the 3D game environment, we studied the role
of gestures recorded in video data as students
discussed the effects of the field on the motion
of charged particles. The Interaction Analysis
method, a video-based analysis characterized by
the investigation of “human activities such as talk,
nonverbal interaction, and the use of artifacts and
technologies, identifying routine practices and
problems with the resources for their solution”
(Jordan & Henderson, 1995, p. 39), was employed
to study how students drew upon gesture as a
resource as they made sense of the interaction of
charged particles with fields.
The process of studying the video data involved
preliminary data scanning of all videos and the
keeping of content logs that recorded information about what each video contained and time
stamps of events for further reference. During the
preliminary data scanning, segments that showed
students’ use of gestures in relation to discussion
about the spatial properties of the electric field
and magnetic field were noted. The data scanning
revealed that one particular group of students
discussed and debated the spatial aspects of the
behavior of charged particles in electric fields to
a greater extent compared to the other groups.
Episodes during which this particular group of
students used language and gestures to describe,
explain and make generalizations of how charged
particles behave in electric fields were marked for
micro-analysis.
One sequence that caught our attention took
place when the 3 students were discussing their
generalizations of how charged particles behave
in electric fields, based on what they had observed
in the game environment. This particular sequence
was interesting because of a lively discussion of
particle dynamics sparked by a question posed by
their teacher. A study of this sequence may afford
insights into the students’ gestural articulations of
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embodied spatiality. This is because their embodied understanding of particle dynamics manifest
both in the gestures they used as well as their
process of gesturing to articulate and negotiate
their understanding of aspects that are deeply
rooted in spatiality.
The micro-analysis of the sequence included
repeated viewing of the video sequence for an understanding of the general speech content, the use
of gestures, the use of objects in the environment
(e.g. the use of a document folder to simulate the
side of a hill), and other features of interest (e.g.
overlapping speech where different speakers came
to similar conclusions almost simultaneously).
The sequence was transcribed to show the words
spoken and salient gestures used by the speakers when describing the physical phenomena
encountered in the game; non-salient gestures
such as grooming gestures (e.g. touching of hair),
gaze, and facial expressions were excluded. Table
2 shows the transcript conventions used in this
paper, based upon those adopted by LeBaron and
Streeck (2000, p. 120).
On the whole, our procedure for working with
gesture data was informed by Mittelberg’s (2007)
methodology for multimodality. Mittelberg argued
Table 2. Transcript conventions
::

Colons indicate vowel elongation

-

A dash general indicates a glottal stop

(.)

A dot in parentheses indicates a ‘micro-pause’ lasting
less than one ‘beat’

(- -)

Dashes in parentheses indicate a pause; each dash
represents approximately one-tenth of a second

[

Square brackets indicate the simultaneity of two events,
either two or more utterances or an utterance and a
physical action or gesture

(())

Double parentheses mark the transcriber’s description
of an action

‘’

Single quotation marks in the description of an action
signify a ‘virtual’component of the action; for example,
an object that is ‘implied’

LH

Left Hand

RH

Right Hand

that studying gesture data “allows the researcher
to witness, even if it is just for a moment, how
embodied structures become visible in the form
of metaphors in speakers’ hands, diagrams drawn
in the air, or pointing gestures drawing attention
to imaginary events being set up in gesture space”
(p. 243).
To summarize, we adopted the approach of
conducting a micro-analysis of a video sequence
to study students’ use of gestural articulations of
the spatiality they had embodied during the course
of participating in the game-based learning curriculum. As we studied the unfolding discourse
in the sequence, we focused upon the gestures
they used to articulate spatial aspects related to
particle motion. The goal is to determine how
students linguistically and gesturally articulated
spatial concepts that were central to their understanding of the dynamics of particles traversing
an electric field.

OBSERVATIONS FROM A
STUDY OF GESTURE DURING
STUDENTS’ SENSE-MAKING
We start the micro-analysis by first providing the
context for the single sequence being studied. The
sequence took place during a session in Activity
Cycle 3 when students discussed generalizations
they could form about how charged particles
behave in electric fields, based on what they had
experienced and discussed while playing the first
4 levels of the game. The first 4 levels involved
the manipulation of the paths of positively and
negatively charged particles using electric fields
oriented in the vertical or the horizontal directions.
The students were tasked with the formulation of
generalizations that express features of the electric field that they had observed across different
scenarios while playing the game.
While they were discussing their generalizations, their teacher approached the group and
asked them to show him the generalizations that
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they had formulated thus far. Figure 3 shows how
the students and their teacher were positioned in
relation to one another during the conversation;
Ken (K), Jiang (J) and Deepa (D) were seated at a
computer lab bench and their teacher Mr Tay (T)
stood in front of the bench. The students responded
by first describing the directions of the force acting on charged particles for various directions of
the electric field. After having established that
the direction of the force acting on the particles
depends on the direction of the electric field and
the polarity of the particles (whether they are positively or negatively charged), Mr Tay asked them
to explain what other features of the electric field
they had observed. Table 3 shows the transcript
of the 6-minute sequence that ensued.
The transcript includes sketches of the students’
salient gestures that were captured on video.
However, sketches of gestures by the teacher
were not made as he had his back to the camera.
Notwithstanding, as much as possible of what was
observed of the teachers’ gestures are described
in the transcript. In the following sub-sections,
we discuss key observations that arose from the
study of co-speech gesture used by the students as
they made sense of how charged particles behave
in electric fields.

ESTABLISHING A SHARED
FRAME OF REFERENCE
Throughout the 50 turns of talk, the students and
the teacher used verbal descriptions that relied
heavily on visual-spatial terms such as up, down,
left, right, vertical, horizontal, diagonal, straight,
slanted, and their variants, namely, vertically,
horizontally and diagonally. According to Lakoff
and Johnson (1999), the nature of our bodies influences how we conceptualize and categorize. For
example, the concepts front and back are based
on how our body is designed in that we have faces
with our main means for communication (our
eyes, ears and mouth) directed towards the front.
The concepts front and back do not make sense to
an entity that is symmetric in all directions such
as a sphere. As such, our bodies “define a set of
fundamental spatial orientations that we use not
only in orienting ourselves, but in perceiving the
relationship of one object to another” (p. 34).
Likewise, the concepts left and right are also
based on how our body is designed and are defined
with respect to one’s orientation and perspective.
Besides the front-back and left-right orientations,
another orientation included in the spatial-relations
systems of languages is the vertical-horizontal

Figure 3. (From left) Ken (K), Jiang (J), Deepa (D), Mr Tay (T)
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Table 3. Transcript of discussion sequence
1.1

T:

1.2

What other things about the field have you
learnt?

K:

They only can make the particles vertical, ah,
change direction vertically or horizontally.

3.1

T:

Meaning?

4.1

K:

The particle only goes either vertical or
horizontal.

5.1

T:

It cannot go left and right?

6.1

K:

Horizontal is left and right, right? ((moves his
RH diagonally across front of torso)) [

7.1

T:

Can it go diagonal?

8.1

K:

No, not.
((positions both palms to face
downward))
[

8.2

K:

Unless you put two fields together.

9.1

T:

Why not?

10.1

D:

Can you (--)?

11.1

T:

Why can’t I do it in the diagonal direction?

12.1

D:

Actually, can.

13.1

K:

Because it’s only in a certain plane.

14.1

T:

Can? ((looks in D’s direction))

15.1

D:

Because, if, like, you know the other time
when we did that car?

15.2

To put to Y and the Z?
((locates the learning activity
and shows it to K))
((moves LH palm down
parallel to ground))
[

Okay, let us say you can make
a car in any direction. It may
not be a
((LH palm facing down))
[

19.2

T:

horizontal car
((LH palm facing to the side))
[

19.3

T:

or vertical car.
Do you think the particle can move in the
diagonal direction?

20.1

K:

Huh? ((moves RH diagonally across torso)) [

21.1

T:

Can the particle move in this
direction?
((holds LH palm out at an
angle of about 45o to the
horizon))
[

22.1

K:

Unless the car is like that

23.1

T:

Unless the car is like what?
((holds out LH palm at an
angle of about 45o to the
horizon))
[

24.1

K:

Slanted.

24.2

The car diagonal, then the
thing will be diagonal.
((turns LH palm to face
down))
[
K:

But if the car is flat, is on flat ground, then (-)

T:

Is it possible?

26.1

K:

No.

27.1

J:

Horizontally speaking, it is
still.
((moves LH palm down
parallel to ground))
[

Like cannot, because
sometimes when the car is on
a hill, the car,
((uses LH to represent vehicle,
and RH a hill))
[

27.2

J:

straight, it didn’t go
((flips LH so that palm faces
to the side))
[

like the hill
((uses LH to represent vehicle,
and a file to represent the
hill))
[

27.3

J:

is like that and the car ((shakes his head))

28.1

K:

Still no.

29.1

T:

Still no? But that’s because you deploy it
horizontally.

But that one is still on the horizontal plane.

17.1

D:

This one ((points to the learning activity)).

17.2

19.4

25.1

K:

18.3

T:

24.3

16.1

18.2

19.1

So, you have established direction, anything
else…?

2.1

18.1

Table 3. Continued

Then we put it this way then we move it (--).
K:

K:

K:

up.

continued in next column

continued on following page
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Table 3. Continued

Table 3. Continued
30.1

J:

No. Like the, like the field
emitter thingy is
((places a pen on the file))
[

30.2

J:

here and the car comes here and it’s the same
thing.

31.1

T:

So, in that case, I can only move my charges
((points his LH up, then down, then left and
then right)) [

31.2

T:

up, down, left, right only?

32.1

K:

Yes.

33.1

J:

Yeah. ((points his RH in a diagonal direction))
[

34.1

T:

This way cannot?

35.1

D:

Can!

36.1

T:

Can?

37.1

D:

Because, if like say the car is
((positions palms at right
angles to one another))
[

37.2

D:

37.3

positioned this way and it goes this way,
then definitely the thing will go diagonally.

38.1

K:

Huh? What thing?

39.1

T:

You want to try doing two cars and see
whether it gets diagonal?

40.1

K:

That’s why I said only when there is one field.
If there are two

40.2

fields combined, then it’s
another case. Two fields
combined means
((positions both hands with
forefingers crossing))
[

40.3

K:

that there are two directions.
((moves RH forefinger
towards LH forefinger))
[

40.4

K:

Vector diagram.
((moves RH forefinger away
from LH))
[

40.5

K:

The thing will, the resultant is diagonal, but
then it takes only one

40.6
41.1

force for it to go this way.
J:

Oh yeah, ay. Can. ((J turns to talk to D; talk
in lines 40.2-40.6 overlaps with talk in lines
41.2-41.6)) [

continued in next column
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41.2

J:

Can. Two fields.
((moves his right arm upwards
vertically))
[

41.3

J:

One pointing up,
((moves his left arm
horizontally to his left))
[

41.4

J:

and one pointing like that
((moves his right arm to go
diagonally across))
[

41.5

J:

and then
((positions forefingers side
by side))
[

41.6

J:

Oh yah, so this is where the vector diagram
comes in.

42.1

D:

The v, v, the (--)

43.1

J:

Vector diagram.

44.1

D:

Ya::h!

45.1

T:

((Turns to D)) Huh? What was it?

46.1

D:

Nothing.

47.1

T:

I think you are saying the same thing as (--)

48.1

D:

He’s talking about the vector
diagram, that’s how we (--)
((positions forefingers side
by side))
[

49.1

J:

Something like (--)

50.1

T:

Yea, well done. Vector diagram.

orientation. Such orientations are embodied and
closely tied to one’s specific frame of reference.
The first key observation that arose in the analysis
pertained to the use of gesture by learners as they
attempted to establish a shared frame of reference;
this observation will be illustrated by data drawn
from turns 1 – 18 and turns 31 – 38.
Lines 2.1 through 6.1 in the transcript show an
exchange between Ken and Mr Tay during which
Ken explained how the path of the particles is
limited to motion in the vertical or horizontal ori-
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entation. To describe motion along the horizontal
axis, words such as horizontal and horizontally
were used; Ken also equated horizontal to left
and right (line 6.1). The conversation took an
interesting turn when Mr Tay asked whether it
is possible for a particle to travel in a diagonal
direction (line 7.1). What did Mr Tay mean by
diagonal? The gesture Mr Tay used was a motion
with his right hand starting near the bottom left
of his torso and then sweeping across in front
of his torso to the top right position above his
shoulder. Ken replied that it is not possible for
a particle to travel in a diagonal direction (line
8.1), unless two fields were used (line 8.2). Ken
correctly observed one of the features built into
the game – the vehicles deploy electric fields
that are either vertically-oriented or horizontallyoriented. A vertically-oriented field exerts a force
on a charged particle along the vertical axis and
causes it to describe a parabola in a vertical plane.
On the other hand, a horizontally-oriented field
exerts a force along the horizontal axis and causes

a charged particle to describe a parabolic path in a
horizontal plane. Hence, it is not possible to cause
the particles to move in a diagonal direction using
only one electric field in the game. In contrast,
Deepa felt that it is possible to do so (lines 12.1
and lines 15.1 – 15.2) and made reference to a
learning activity where students were asked to
propose the position for an electric field in order
to direct a stream of charged particles at region
“X” towards a target located at region “Z” (see
Figure 4). Figure 5 presents one possible solution
showing the position of the electric field and the
trajectory of the charged particles before entering
the field, while travelling in the field, and after
they leave the field.
What Deepa was referring to in lines 15.1, 15.2,
17.1, 17.2 as the basis for asserting that it is possible for particles to travel in a diagonal direction
was the situation shown in Figure 5. To Deepa,
the charged particles were travelling in a diagonal
direction from the region marked “X” towards
the region marked “Z.” It appeared that Deepa

Figure 4. A learning activity provided to scaffold activity cycle 2
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Figure 5. Example of a possible solution for directing charged particles towards point “Z”

had projected a horizontal orientation on the line
joining “Y” and “Z,” and a vertical orientation on
the line joining “X” and “Y.” In such a frame of
reference, the particles may indeed be described as
travelling in a diagonal direction as they traverse
the path from region “X” to region “Z.”
However, Ken was using a frame of reference
where all three points “X,” “Y” and “Z” lie on the
same horizontal plane, as shown in his disagreement with Deepa with his statement “But that one
is still on the horizontal plane” (line 16.1). To Ken,
horizontal is defined with respect to geo-centric
means, that of using the horizon as the frame
of reference, as shown by his use of the gesture
where he moved his left hand back and forth on
a horizontal plane parallel to the ground, with the
palm flat and facing down (line 16.1).
When Deepa pointed to the learning activity
sheet in lines 17.1, Ken insisted, “Horizontally
speaking, it is still straight, it didn’t go up” (lines
18.1 – 18.3). We pause here to look at Ken’s response in relation to Deepa’s assertion in greater
detail. On its own, the statement “Horizontally
speaking, it is still straight, it didn’t go up” appears cryptic. For example, what did Ken mean
by straight? First, the gesture which Ken used
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in synchrony with straight (in line 18.2) was the
same as the gesture he used in synchrony with
horizontal (in line 16.1). Second, the gesture
he used for up was a variation of the gesture he
used for straight effected by a flick in his wrist.
His gesture for straight involved the use of his
left hand with the palm flat; his gesture for up
is a result of a flick in his wrist so that his palm
is aligned vertically instead of horizontally. That
his gestures for straight and up differed mainly in
the orientation of his palm suggest that Ken was
trying to bring across the key difference, which
lies in the orientation of the plane he simulated
with the palm of his hand – straight in this situation referred to the horizontal orientation (palm
facing down and parallel to the ground) whereas
up referred to an orientation that is not horizontal (palm facing to the side and not parallel to
the ground). What Ken meant by “Horizontally
speaking, it is still straight, it didn’t go up” was
that the motion of the particle was confined to the
horizontal plane defined by points “X,” “Y” and
“Z” and that it did not move vertically off the plane
at all. To understand the seemingly unintelligible
statement made by Ken, the listener would have
to pay attention to the gestures that accompanied
what he said.
Levinson (1996) characterized three frames
of reference with respect to the spatial coordinate
system in relation to a figure and ground object:
1.

2.

An intrinsic frame of reference where the
coordinate system is centred upon an object
used as the ground (for instance, in “the man
is in front of the house,” the house is the
ground and the man is the figure),
A relative frame of reference with respect to
the viewpoint of the perceiver (for instance,
“the ball is to the right of the tree” is spoken
from the viewpoint of the speaker (also the
perceiver) of the scene such that the ball is
the figure and the tree is the ground, and
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3.

Absolute frame of reference with respect to
fixed bearings such as cardinal directions or
gravity (for instance, “the ball is to the south
of the tree”).

Ken defined horizontal as a surface parallel
to the ground or horizon, an absolute frame of
reference; while he did not explicitly verbalize
it, it is implied through his gesture articulating
a flat surface when he swept his hand to and fro
with palm flat and facing downwards. Mr Tay
understood what Ken meant by straight and up,
as shown by Mr Tay’s use of gestures for horizontal and vertical (in lines 19.1 and 19.3) which
were similar to Ken’s gestures for straight and up
respectively (in lines 18.1 – 18.3). On the other
hand, Deepa’s disagreement with Ken stemmed
from the difference in the frame of reference they
were using. Deepa was using a frame of reference relative to the points “X,” “Y” and “Z” in
the learning activity whereas Ken was using an
absolute frame of reference defined with respect
to a fixed entity such as the earth’s horizon. This
disagreement remained unresolved as shown in
lines 34.1 – 38.1 when Deepa seemingly reprised
her description of the scenario in Figures 4 and 5,
as suggested by her gesture (line 37.2).

ENACTING EMBODIED
GAME EXPERIENCE
The second key observation that arose in the
analysis pertained to the use of language-like gestures by learners to enact or re-enact experiences
encountered in the game-world in an attempt to
interrogate the game-world for evidences to support the generalizations they formulated about
the phenomena that they experienced in the 3D
game-world; this observation will be illustrated
by data drawn from turns 19 – 30.
In lines 19.1 – 19.4 and 21.1, Mr Tay asked
the students whether it is possible for the particles to travel in a diagonally-oriented plane as

described by the gesture which co-occurred with
“this direction” in line 21.1. Ken was of the view
that it is not possible unless the vehicle is slanted
(line 24.1), and he used a gesture where the face
of his palm was at an angle of about 45o to the
horizon (line 22.1).
At this point, Jiang entered the conversation
to argue that even if the vehicle were slanted, the
field deployed would not be diagonal. In lines
27.1 – 27.3, he described what would happen
when a vehicle is slanted; for example, when
positioned on the side of a hill. The EC7 game
was programmed in such a way that any vehicle
would deploy either a horizontally-oriented or a
vertically-oriented field with respect to the horizon, regardless of the terrain on which the vehicle
is positioned upon. Hence, even if a vehicle were
slanted, the field deployed will be either horizontal
or vertical with respect to the horizon (see Figure
6 for an example). The students were not explicitly
told that this was the case, but Jiang noticed this
feature in the course of game-play, as shown by
his speech and gestures in lines 27.1 to 27.3. His
statement “because sometimes when the car is on
a hill, the car, like the hill is like that and the car”
might be unintelligible if his gestures were not
taken into account as well. His co-speech gestures
included propping up a slanted file with his right
hand seemingly to simulate a side of a hill, using
his left hand to simulate a vehicle positioned on
the side of the hill, and then the shaking of his
head. To understand the essence or gestalt of what
Jiang had meant with the statement, one has to
also take his gestures and manipulation of physical
materials available into account as well.
According to McNeill (1992), language segments and linearizes meaning in that a single
instantaneous thought is presented in the form
of a hierarchically structured string of elements
put together. As such, language breaks meaning
complexes into segments that, in turn, are then
combined in time to reconstruct meanings that
are multidimensional. In contrast, gestures are
“global, synthetic and never hierarchical” (p. 19).
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Figure 6. In the game, a vehicle would deploy a
vertically-oriented field even when it is slanted
with respect to the horizon

into a learner’s embodied understanding of phenomena experienced in a game-world by studying
how they enact scenarios encountered within the
3D game-world by using materials and gestures
outside the 3D game-world.

ENABLING DEVELOPMENT
OF NEW UNDERSTANDING
THAT SURPASSES STUDENTS’
EXISTING VOCABULARY

They are global in the sense that a gesture as a
whole determines the meanings of its parts and the
parts also gain meaning because of the meaning of
the gesture as a whole. They are synthetic in that
a gesture can combine many different meanings.
Finally, gestures have no hierarchical structure
such that two separate gestures do not combine
to form a more complex gesture as each gesture
is a complete expression of meaning on its own.
Taking both Jiang’s speech, gestures, and use
of materials into account, one may derive the essence or gestalt of what he was trying to convey
– that it is not possible to obtain a diagonal field
even when the vehicle is tilted with respect to the
horizon, such as when the vehicle is on the side of
a hill. When viewed through the framework of embodiment, embeddedness, and experience (Chee,
2007), one may say that Jiang had experienced a
feature of the game in the course of being embedded within the game-world, and his embodiment
of his experience was reflected in the gestures he
used to describe it through a form of enactment.
This indicates that gestures have the potential of
providing teachers and researchers with insight
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The third key observation that arose from the
analysis pertained to how gestures enable the
development of new understanding of physical
phenomena that students are making sense of but
may not be ready to express in verbal or written
forms; this observation will be illustrated by data
drawn from turns 39 – 50.
In line 39.1, Mr Tay suggested to the students
to consider using two vehicles to produce a diagonally-oriented field. This move in discourse seems
to suggest that Mr Tay’s line of questioning which
began in line 7.1 was directed at facilitating the
students’ discussion of what might happen when
there is a superposition of two fields of different
orientations.
Ken immediately restated the position he had
earlier expressed in lines 8.1 and 8.2 that it is possible to obtain a diagonally-oriented field only by
using two fields that are superposed. In lines 40.1
through 40.6, Ken’s gestures augmented what he
expressed in speech – that the two superposed
fields would give rise to a resultant force on the
particle that acts in the diagonal direction. The
gestures he used (lines 40.3, 40.4, and 40.5) suggested that he was using his forefingers in each
hand to represent the directions of two fields that
are placed at an acute angle to one another, as suggested by the position of the crossed forefingers.
Almost simultaneously, Jiang turned to Deepa to
explain why two fields are needed to produce a
diagonally-oriented field. The gestures that Jiang
used (lines 41.3, 41.4, and 41.5) are almost congru-
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ent to those used by Ken except that Jiang used his
forearms to represent the field directions whereas
Ken used his forefingers. While Ken used his right
forefinger to represent one of the two fields (lines
40.3 and 40.4) as well as to describe the direction
of the resultant field (line 40.5), Jiang used his
right forearm to represent one of the two fields
(lines 41.3 and 41.4) as well as to describe the
direction of the resultant field (line 41.5).
Another common feature in both Ken’s and
Jiang’s speech is the mention of the term “vector
diagram” (lines 40.4 and 41.6). Although they
used the term “vector diagram,” both their gestures were in effect dynamically describing vector
addition and were seemingly understood as such
by Mr Tay, who affirmed them in line 50.1. We
surmise that Ken and Jiang did not yet have the
scientific vocabulary to talk about the effects on
particle dynamics travelling in two electric fields
that are superposed, as this was a topic that the
teacher confirmed was not yet explicitly taught in
the syllabus. Instead, Ken and Jiang chose to use
terminology that came close to what they had in
mind, while using their gestures to constitute the
concept they were in the process of developing.
This could be an instance of Crowder’s (1996)
observation: the gestures used by learners may
carry ideas that are not verbally articulated as they
“outstrip scientific vocabulary” (p. 176).
McNeill (1992) argued that gestures play an
“active constitutive role” (p. 5) in thought in
the sense that gestures do not merely express or
reflect thought but also has an effect on thought.
This may in part explain how Jiang arrived at the
idea of the “vector diagram” (line 41.6) only after
enacting with his gestures how two electric fields
superpose to give rise to a diagonal field (lines
41.1 – 41.5). According to Goldin-Meadow (2003),
gestures afford the construction of visuo-spatial
representations and motor representations as gestures may be both seen as well as felt. She argued
that gestures evoke visual images that can be seen
by both speaker and listener as well as embody
thoughts in action that can be felt by the listener,

and hence gestures can convey nuances arising
from an access to an expanded set of “representational tools available to speakers and listeners”
(p. 185) that can bring about conceptual change.

DISCUSSION
As language is “inherently indeterminate, abounding in ambiguities, blends, overlaps and ‘borderline’ cases” (Halliday & Webster, 2003, p. 427),
one needs to focus on “language-in-context: how
people reason within these situations and argue
about them” (p. 428). Besides linguistic resources,
non-linguistic dimensions such as gestures are
also employed in meaning-making which is fundamentally a social and communicative process
(Lemke, 1995). Seen in this light, gestures form
a part of language and not as elaborations (Kendon, 2000). As shown by the micro-analysis of a
video sequence in which 3 students explained their
generalizations of how charged particles behave
in electric fields to their teacher, gestures played
roles in establishing a shared frame of reference,
enacting embodied game experience, and in enabling development of new understanding that
surpasses students’ existing vocabulary.
First, the analysis showed that the students and
the teacher drew upon resources available in verbal
expressions, in gestures, and in the material environment (e.g. a diagram in a learning activity) in
the process of negotiating a shared frame of reference. When discussing a topic such as the motion
of charged particles in a three-dimensional space,
the establishment of a shared frame of reference
is especially important in order for the discussion to proceed. However, there were unresolved
disagreements of the notions of spatiality related
to horizontality, verticality, and diagonality that
stemmed from the absence of talk that established
a shared absolute frame of reference.
Second, the analysis suggested how certain
speech accompanying enactments of game situations may be unintelligible unless the gestures
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that show the enactments are taken into account
as well and ‘read’ by the listeners. On the whole,
these two findings suggest the need for metagesture discussions (i.e. talking about gestures)
among learners, as well as between learners
and the teacher where the meanings attached to
co-speech gestures used are discussed and clarified, especially in the context where phenomena
experienced in a 3D game-world are intimately
related to spatial concepts.
Third, the analysis showed the difference in
the students’ speech and gestures when making
sense of phenomena that they were not yet ready
to express in verbal forms. The idiosyncratic
gestures used by Ken and Jiang depicted vector addition but their speech specified “vector
diagram” instead. The difference that is shown
in their speech and in their gestures may signal a
situation where the students are ready to benefit
from further instruction. According to Roth (2004),
gestures may reflect new levels of understandings before the learner is able to express them
linguistically, hence giving an indication that he/
she is ready for the next stage of concept development through a teacher’s instruction. Research
conducted on children’s conceptual development
also suggested the presence of a transitional state
that is characterized by the presence of apparent
mismatches between the concepts expressed in
gesture and those expressed in speech (GoldinMeadow, 2003). Development is signalled by the
occurrence of speech-gesture mismatches (where
different concepts are expressed simultaneously)
being replaced by the occurrence of speech-gesture
matches (where gesture and speech expresses a
single concept). The presence of speech-gesture
mismatches is hence an indication to the teacher
that the learner is ready for conceptual development. By attending to gestures and engaging
in meta-gesture discussions, teachers may have
access to an additional means whereby they may
facilitate conceptual development among their
students.
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Students have long been prepared with respect
to vocabulary, writing, and reading but little has
been done to coach students in the visuo-spatial
domain that enables them to interpret visual
representations despite the widespread use of
visual-spatial strategies in science education
(Mathewson, 1999; 2005). The development of
visuo-spatial skills in science education is hence
essential. One implication of this is the need to
take gestures into account in classroom interactions and for teachers to consider how gestures
may be employed to help students develop their
scientific literacy (Roth & Lawless, 2002). Attending to students’ gestural articulations will help the
teacher gain access to understanding that is still in
flux and developing in the course of the meaning
negotiation that students are engaged in but not
yet manifest in their verbal utterances.

CONCLUSION
A 3D game environment, such as EC7, in which
entities were programmed to obey physical laws
(e.g. effects of gravity and Newton’s laws) constitutes a complex system in which learners may
gain an embodied understanding for physical
laws. Visualization and modes of interaction in
3D environments are aspects that are intimately
related with the concepts of space (Qvortrup,
2002). Hence, one may argue that part of the
understanding of the physical laws governing
phenomena in EC7 that learners embody in the
process of playing the game is related to their
embodied spatiality that manifests in their gestural
articulations during sense-making.
In this paper, we presented descriptive data on
how learners enlisted gestures as they made sense
of physical phenomena encountered during gameplay in the process of drawing generalizations,
and we also discussed what the gestures revealed
about their understanding of physical concepts
and their readiness for conceptual development.
The study of learners’ gestures can afford teach-
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ers and researchers a view of their embodied
understanding of phenomena encountered in the
3D game-world. Hence, the study of gestures is
especially important in the use of game-based
learning that is designed to help learners develop
concepts with strong visuo-spatial aspects, such
as in the case of the dynamics of charged particles
in electric fields and magnetic fields.
One way of augmenting the present study is to
study learners’ avatar-behaviors within the game.
This may be achieved by video-recording and
studying learners’ game-play sequences within the
3D game-world to understand how learners enlist
resources available in the 3D game environment
as they make sense of phenomena encountered.
By studying learners’ actions and enactments
while being embedded in the 3D virtual-world
and how learners enlist speech, gestures, and
materials in the real-world, researchers may gain
a perspective of how negotiations that take place
in both worlds synergize to develop of learners’
conceptual understanding of physical phenomena.
In addition, there is great potential offered by
developments in gesture recognition technologies that could enable researchers to record and
analyse learners’ in-game actions and gestures.
Perhaps, researchers will then be able to understand, to a greater extent, the affordances offered
by 3D virtual learning environments to support
the embodied sense-making of concepts with a
strong visuo-spatial core.
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ABSTRACT
Modern teaching trends impose the need of spending less time on the manipulative approach to differential
and integral calculus, putting the accent on the conceptual understanding of the subject. This chapter
presents the standard approach and method used to teach the derivative of a function and indicates some
critical points in the teaching of the derivative, offering, at the same time, suggestions for overcoming
them. As a supplement, the author gives e-resources that can make possible the implementation of a
stimulating, visual, dynamic, and broadened method for teaching the derivative of a function.

INTRODUCTION
The National Council of Teachers of Mathematics (NCTM) Standards of America called for a
mathematics curriculum that “emphasizes conceptual understanding, multiple representations
and connections, mathematical modeling, and
mathematical problem solving” (NCTM, n.d.).
The representation process includes the use of
different models for organizing, memorizing and
exchanging of math ideas with the aim of solving math problems and for a better interpretation
of mathematics. Such models can be used for
mathematics to be “seen, touched, presented” by
use of multimedia materials, diagrams, graphic
reviews or symbolic expressions. Representation
should become an important supplementary element in teaching mathematics; so every teacher

should choose a particular type and amount of
representation materials to enrich the conventional
form of a math lesson.
Representation–graphic and otherwise–in the
function of reasoning has been explored by many
researchers. One conclusion is that switching representations may often be a key to problem solving
(Samdani, 2009). The standard representational
forms of some mathematical concepts, such as the
concept of function, are not adequate for students
to construct the whole meaning and grasp the
whole range of their applications (Monoyiou &
Gagatsis, 2008).
The question, i.e. “How can a mathematical
concept or relation be represented?,” on the other
hand, invites an answer to how a mathematical
concept can be ‘represented as’ and it concerns
our attempts to visualize the concept in a particu-
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lar context for a particular problem solving task
(Portides, 2008).
Finally, in order for future teachers to make an
effective use of multiple representations in their
teaching, they themselves need to experience and
explore the potentials of technology as a learning
resource rather than a computational device. As
NCTM suggests, digital technologies provide visual models or representations that many students
are unable to generate through their independent
efforts (Ozmantar et al., 2010).
Calculus is the name for the symbolic calculation of the rate at which a function changes (differentiation). Derivatives and their applications are
studied as a part of differential calculus which is
one of the most important areas of mathematical
analysis. In general, we can say that derivative is
a measure of change, so its application helps in
finding the area of monotony, concave monotony,
finding the points of local extrema, and so on,
which is extremely helpful in solving many engineering, financial and other real-life problems;
Consequently, full mastery and understanding
of the fundamentals of differential calculus is a
requirement for every student.

BACKGROUND
The major obstacle to understanding the teaching
of differential calculus is a large number of complex mathematical and dynamical concepts that
the students did not encounter in their previous
schooling. It is well known that students have great
difficulty with the concept of the limit, derivative
and integral, which are strongly linked. Currently
many students are unprepared to study calculus,
see no relevance in the topics taught, and fail the
calculus course (Anderson & Loftsgaarden, 1988).
To alleviate these difficulties and obstacles,
teachers often make the mistake of trying to reduce
the teaching of differential calculus to a series of
manipulative rules, which is still unacceptable
for students, because it does not contribute to the
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fundamental, conceptual understanding of the
matter in question. Why calculus cannot be made
easy? What is the role of technology in teaching
and learning calculus?
Modern teaching trends impose the need of
spending less time on the manipulative approach
to calculus, putting the accent on the conceptual understanding of the subject. The various
technological tools (e.g., graphing calculators,
Web-based mathematics applets, etc.) could be
integrate in a high level mathematics course (e.g.,
Calculus) in order to stimulate visual, dynamic
and broadened method for teaching the derivative
of a function.
If mathematicians need to think visually, why
do we keep such thinking processes from students?
The dynamic nature of calculus should be in
conjunction with a dynamic/interactive method of
display. The Internet has many e-resources to help
students get an intuitive feel and to visualize the
derivative concept, allowing visual demonstrations
and individual investigations into the mathematical
ideas, which suggest new ways of approaching the
derivative. This paper considers different ways in
which student process information and focuses on
the need to complement deductive thinking with
different aspects of the derivative through numerical, symbolic, and graphical representations.
This form of learning is not a replacement for
formal deduction, but a complement to it. It enables
the less able student to grasp essential ideas that
would previously be too difficult when framed in
a purely formal theory.
The choice of the e-resources available on the
Internet and used in this paper, simulates in an
interactive, visual and animated way the very fundamentals of the differential calculus processes;
the fundamentals which are, by their nature, dynamic and active. A flexible, graphic approach
to calculus is based on our sensory perception of
some physical activity of what we see changing and
of how fast it changes, which is-inversely- related
to the accepted symbolic meaning. That explains
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why the tools, chosen for presenting the process,
are adequate for this teaching unit.
Analysis of the literature suggests that the impact of technology integration in the classroom is
highly dependent on the manner in which it is used.
Some authors described a technology integration course planning assignment that was
developed to enhance teachers’ technological
pedagogical content knowledge (Kersaint, 2007).
For this reason, it is essential that teachers and
researchers examine in particular how technology
is used in teaching (Sheehan & Nillas, 2010).
The research literature provides supporting
evidence that technology can enhance students’
understanding of mathematics concepts (Rochowicz, 1996; Graham & Thomas, 2000; Garafalo,
Drier, Harper, & Timmerman, 2000; Kersaint,
2003; Kellogg & Kersaint, 2004; Ocak, 2005;
Lim & Khine, 2006; Yaacob, Yuzita, & Wester,
2010) and improve their achievement. The new
technological capabilities, including motion and
connectivity, promise to transform teaching and
learning in mathematics, making critical math
concepts accessible to all students (Heller, Curtis,
Jaffer, & Verboncoeur, 2005).

THE DERIVATIVE CONCEPT
Standard Teaching Approach
Classical applications that caused the development
of differential calculus in the 17th century, dealt
with finding velocity and acceleration, as well
as the equation of the tangent line. Isaac Newton
pioneered the development of differential calculus
in the 18th century dealing with the problem of
velocity:
Let s=f(t) be the function describing the
displacement of the point T by the line, where s
is the distance, and t is the time. If we suppose
that the displacement started from the point zero,
that is, that f(0)=0 then the point T by the time t0
covers the distance s0=f(t0), and by the time t>t0

the covered distance is s=f(t) (Ljasko et al., 2007;
Merkle, 2006).
The average velocity of point T in the given
time interval (t0, t) is
s − s0
t − t0

=

∆s
.
∆t

If f is a differentiable function, then when
t‑>t0, the expression approaches the instantaneous
velocity of point T at the time t0,
v 0 = v(t0 ) = lim

t −>t0

s − s0
t − t0

= lim

t −>t0

∆s
= f '(t0 ).
∆t

Thus, velocity is the derivative (with respect to
time) of an object’s displacement (distance from
the original position), and similarly, acceleration is the derivative (with respect to time) of an
object’s velocity.
Special accent in this part of unit presentation should be placed on the essential difference
between two concepts: the average rate of change
and instantaneous velocity (derivative).
If f: D→R, x∈D, then the derivative of a function at any point x is defined in the following way
(Newton’s notation):
f ′(x ) = lim

∆x −>0

f (x + ∆x ) − f (x )
.
∆x

The important theorem is proved: If the function f is differentiable at point x0, then it is also
continuous at that point, i.e.
lim f (x ) − f (x 0 ) = 0,

x −>x 0

lim f (x ) = f (x 0 ).

x −>x 0

The function has no derivative at the points of
discontinuity; so, the theorem is inversely invalid,
which means that if the function f is continuous
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at the point x0, it does not need to have a derivative
at that point (for example y=|x|, y ' =sign(x)).
The example shows that the function is continuous, but the derivative of the function has at the
point x=0 a discontinuity of the first kind; so the
function y=|x| has at the point x=0 the derivatives
from the left and from the right. The example of
this function is useful in the introduction of the
concept of the left-sided and right-sided derivatives and also for connecting that concept with the
points of the discontinuity of a function.
The question which requires a special explanation is: When is the function differentiable at
some point, and when not?
Experience shows that this part of unit presentation is rather confusing, because the new
concepts of the left and right domain of the point,
the limiting value and increment, which are now
introduced for the first time, have to be related to
the previously studied concepts of continuity and
discontinuity (Hohenwarter, Kreis, & Lavicza,
2008; Tall, 2009, 2010). That is why we suggest
the use of computer animations, java applets and
other graphic models, which can help make a
visual image of processes otherwise difficult to
be followed by symbolic notation.
Gottfried Wilhelm Leibniz, a philosopher and
a mathematician, also developed, independently
from Newton, the fundamentals of differential
calculus in the 17th century, by solving the problem of finding the tangent of the curved line at
some point.
Let a curve be defined by the function y=f(x)
(for example f(x)=x2), where f is a differentiable
function.
The secant of the function passing through the
points (x, f(x)) and (x+∆x, f(x+∆x)), where ∆x≠0,
is the direction with the quotient
tgα =
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f (x + ∆x ) − f (x )
.
∆x

Observing the change of the angle or the slope
of the secant line (α) due to the decreasing of the
increment of the argument ∆x, we quickly come
to the conclusion that the slope of the tangent line
is the “limiting position” of the secant line, so the
slope of the tangent line, which we call a derivative (α→α0, tgα→tgα0 = f ′(x ) ), is easily connected with the formula
f ′(x ) = lim

∆x → 0

f (x + ∆x ) − f (x )
.
∆x

From this it is clear that the equation of the
tangent line on the curve y=f(x) at the point x0 is
y‑f(x0) = f ′(x 0 ) (x‑x0); similarly, the equation of
the vertical line on the curve at the given point is
derived from here.
For y=f(x), the derivative can be thought of as
the rate of change in y with respect to the rate of
change in x. A derivative is a measure of how an
output changes for infinitesimal changes in input.
For a single-variable function, the first derivative
is the slope of the function at that point, and it
equals the slope of the tangent at that point. The
derivative of a function at a chosen input value
describes the best linear approximation of the
function near that input value.
This part of the unit presentation should
be followed by some animations showing the
convergence of the secant to the tangent line, so
the students can get a visual dimension of the
dynamics of the process of change, and not only
the knowledge of the concept itself.
The questions that need special attention are:
Why is the tangent slope so important? What is
a tangent line?
The basic teaching aim in this unit is to make
the concept of the limiting value intuitive enough;
that concept is motivated by the definition of the
tangent line to the graph of y=f(x) at the point x=x0.
The special accent in this unit is on the fact
that differential calculus studies the instantaneous
of rate of change of continuous functions, which
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is called the derivative of that function and that,
in a graphic sense, the slope of the tangent line at
the given point represents the instantaneous rate
of change, so it represents the derivative itself,
while the secant represents the mean value of the
rate of change; the fact that interconnects these
two important graphic concepts with the concept
of the derivative of a function.
It sometimes happens that some students manage to learn the set of routine, manipulative rules,
and are able to solve even the complex derivatives,
but they do not understand the very essence of the
process of differentiation. By introducing computerized graphic animations, we try to overcome this
serious problem in differential calculus teaching.
The idea of infinitesimal calculus develops
with the introduction of the concept “x tends to
a,” offering the image of the quantity becoming
arbitrarily small, but never equal to zero. The
formal definition ε‑δ of the limiting value which
points to the very fundamentals of the process
has many quantifiers, which is further confusing
for the students; so because it is very difficult
to calculate the limiting values by definition,
the students readily accept the introduction of a
manipulative rule.
A typical comment of mine student made about
this was: “It is typical for the teachers to show us
a lot of complicated ways before we come to the
easy one to do it.”
The question we should insist on is exactly the
question of understanding the very fundamentals
of the process of limiting value that lies at the
bottom of the process of function derivative.
The choice of e-resources available on the
Internet, which we will present in the following
part of the paper, simulates in an interactive,
visual and animated way the very essence of the
fundamental processes of differential calculus; the
essence which is dynamic and active by nature.
That explains why our choice of the tools needed
for the presentation of the process is the right one
for this unit.

The Use of E-Resources
for Intensifying Conceptual
Understanding of
Function Derivative
E-resources are suitable because they enable multiple representations of mathematical concepts. By
making the tables while moving along the curve
or by zooming in critical points, students will be
able to process information in a more interesting
way; also by working with different aspects of the
same concept they will develop critical thinking
and find the answers to the questions of the type “
what-if’. A flexible graphic approach to differential
calculus is based on our sensory perception of a
physical action of what we see changing and the
speed of that change; which is inversely connected
with the adopted symbolic meaning.
Therefore, the concept of a tangent line and a
secant line has to be completely mastered, as well
as the concept of the growth of the independent
variable and the function; that must be done before we start practicing the limiting values of the
functions. Graphs describe the relations among
the changing quantities. The concept of variables as changing quantities should be properly
mastered. The difference between dependent and
independent variables is crucial. Function, as a
logical relation between variables, should also be
mastered well.
In the introductory part, the numerical approach to a graph is studied, with the aim of
connecting the concept of the continuous rate of
change with the slope of the tangent of a curve at
a certain point. Students can really calculate the
rates of changes by drawing tangents on curves;
the most important in that is to learn how to make
the difference between the instantaneous and the
mean rate of growth change.
The function derivative for some known functions can be checked using computer packages or
calculators.
Graphical analysis of derivative of functions
could be illustrated on the following examples:
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•

•

The applet for secant and tangent lines
(SLU, n.d.) is designed for the visual exploration these lines. In particular it allows
the user to compare the graph of a function with the right secant at values x0 and
x0+dx, or with the left secant at values
x0‑dx and x0.
The applet for slopes and derivatives is a
GeoGebra applet that traces out the slope
of the line tangent to a curve as the base
point is moved along the curve.

For example, the calculations of the slope of
a tangent line f(x) = ax2 + bx + c, a ≠ 0 (with the
parameters a, b, c controlled by sliders) for different values and the drawing of these slopes to the
independent variable, will give the line y=2ax+b,
as a gradient function. The main viewing window
gives the graph of a function f(x), at point T, the
tangent line at point T, and a point with that turns
the slope into the height of a point (Dikovic, 2009).
The possibility of making flexible changes
during a graphic interpretation, as on the example
of the tangent slope taken as a basis for calculus,
allows students to get the knowledge of the rules,
and even helps make the proofs less rigid.
The GeoGebra applet illustrates the geometric
interpretation of the derivative. The student can
enter a formula (or parameters) and the applet will
graph an arbitrary function. Moving the sliders
lets the student explore families of functions. The
actual graph of the derivative is revealed point by
point as the user drags a slider. At the same time,
the linear element representing the tangent line
and its slope is dynamically shown.
This applet is designed to build the intuition
between the idea of a derivative being the slope
of the line tangent to a curve and the idea of a
derivative as a function symbolically computed
form the formula of the original function.
Applying the derivative: Let the students analyze some practical and interesting problem (IES,
n.d.): “A man is riding on the surf. We set f(x) as
the curve of the wave. Observe the slope of the
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surfboard. The trace of the slope is the derivative
of f(x).” By solving the given problem, students
actually apply derivatives for tackling a real life
problem. In this case, the Java applet was used to
simulate a real-life situation (see Figure 1).
Understanding the graph of the first and second derivative: The following task can be defined:
Observe and analyze a parallel graph of any function, y ′ = f ′(x ) and y ′′ = f ′′(x ) and notice the
following conclusions (see Figure 2) (Sarra, n.d.):
At any point x where the function f(x) is decreasing (increasing), the slope of the tangent line
is negative (positive), so y ′ = f ′(x ) is negative
(positive). In the extrema, the tangent line is
horizontal; the slope is 0, so y ′ = f ′(x ) = 0.
Recognizing the graph of the original function,
and the graph of the first and second derivative:
After working through these materials ‑ the student
should be able to recognize graphically which of
three graphs is the graph of the original function
Figure 1. The applet for visualization the slopes
and derivatives
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Figure 2. The applet for understanding the graph of the f ′(x ) and f ′′(x )

‑ the graph of derivative of the function and the
graph of the second derivative of the function
(see Figure 3).
In the beginning, the instructor should let the
students prove graphically that the gradient of the
function is sine cosine, or that the following is
the graph of the function f(x), its derivative f ′(x )
and second derivative f ′′(x ) (the slider moves
synchronized points on the three graphs) (UTK,
n.d.):
Figure 3. The applet for recognizing the graph of
the f(x), f ′(x ) and f ′′(x )

Student should be able to answer the following
important questions: “Which graph is the graph
of f(x), f ′(x ), and f ′′(x ) ?”
Students can be able to check their answers:
“As the blue function appears to head towards
zero (or to almost cross the x-axis), the green
function starts to flatten out (or to almost change
slope). When the green function has a negative
slope, the blue function has negative values, and
when the green function has a positive slope, the
blue function has positive (above the x-axis)
values. So the blue function is the derivative of
the green function. When the green function
crosses the x-axis, the red function changes from
a positive slope to a negative slope. And when
the red function has a negative slope, the green
function has negative (below the x-axis) values,
and vice versa. So the green function is the derivative of the red function. Hence, the graph of
f(x) is red, f ′(x ) is green and f ′′(x ) is blue.”

Testing for Convexity and Concavity
of a Single Variable Function
A function that is convex is often synonymously
called concave upwards, and a function that is
concave is often synonymously called concave
downward. For a twice-differentiable function f,
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if the second derivative, f ′′(x ) , is positive (or, if
the acceleration is positive), then the graph is
convex (or concave upward); if the second derivative is negative, then the graph is concave (or
concave downward). The points - where concavity changes - are called inflection points.
Students can explore the following assertion:
“The graph of a continuous function is concave
up, if the second derivative is positive.” in a visual
way. Sometimes this rule is easily remembered and
correctly applied, but without real understanding.
In this case, if the second derivative is understood
as a rate of change of an angle of a tangent line,
the slope is increased; that is why the curve must
be concave up. Using visual descriptions based on
the observation of how the change in one variable
influences the other variable, the rules can be accepted as generalizations. Taking the derivative
to be a dependent variable for every value of the
independent variable of a continuous function, will
lead to a new, gradient function which describes
how the original function changes in every given
value of an independent variable.
The use of multiple representations to calculate
the derivative in a graphic, algebraic and numerical way provides the conditions for better understanding of the concept. However, it is absolutely
necessary for students to communicate clearly
between the method and the conclusion. Students
may be asked during the exercises to complete
the sentences in order to explain their methods or
ways of work or to interpret their results.
Or, if they need to find the local minimum of
the function, students are expected to know how
to use differential calculus and to be able to show
certain mathematical steps which could lead to
the solution. The graphic calculator is a powerful
research tool, but we should be aware of the fact
that research is not always a mathematical solution. For example, research including the graphic
calculator can lead to an analytical solution; and
after the solution has been found, the graphic
calculator can be used for checking it.
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In summary, students should understand the
definition of a derivate as a limit as two points
of a function get infinitesimally close; the relationship between differentiability and continuity;
graphical, numerical and analytical representation
of derivatives, and how they are interpreted as an
instantaneous rate of change. Technology provides
us with tools that can make understanding of these
challenging concepts more accessible to learners.

CONCLUSION
Knowing how to use different dynamical software
does not mean to be able to understand the derivative concept. It means that graphic software could
be used for visualization of a concept and for the
understanding of the fundamentals of the process,
and especially for visualization of the connection
between a graph and an algebraic representation
of a concept.
As the unsatisfactory level of knowledge of the
results in the final exam on the Calculus course,
there is a need to invent new methodologies,
using modern features and quality of applied
ICT. All teachers should be open to learning
new technologies, implementing them strategically and effectively in mathematical teaching
contests. In this way, technology could play an
important educational role, changing the focus
from mechanical and repetitive processes to the
comprehension of meaning of derivative concepts
as well as instruments that enable the modeling,
discovering and understanding of many different
kinds of situations.
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ABSTRACT
Digital library research has attracted much attention around the world. Much of the research and projects
funded by several agencies and governments around the world focus on how DLs can aid education; very
few studies and projects are funded that address teaching and learning about digital libraries. There
has been very little literature on digital library education in Europe. This chapter explores the existing
Digital Library curriculum scenario in European Library and Information Science (LIS) schools as
well as to find out the preferred DL curriculum contents as rated by the European LIS faculty members.
Survey research methodology is used in this study. Three directories of institutions of higher education
in LIS (i.e. IFLA, EUCLID, and BAILER) were consulted to find the potential respondents of the current
study. The questionnaire was sent to 159 LIS schools/departments in Europe; of those, 54 LIS schools/
departments participated in this study. The result indicates that the majority of LIS schools/departments
have already integrated the concept of digital libraries into their curriculum. A list of preferred content by
LIS faculty members for DL education is presented. Comprehensive literature reviews on DL education
aspects have been conducted. The findings of the study would help creating a uniform DL curriculum
for Europe and other regions of the world.

INTRODUCTION
Digital library education has received much attention around the world and has become indispensible part of LIS education. Recently, significant

numbers of grants are being awarded in USA to
DL education aspects. Indiana University and the
University of Illinois at Urbana–Champaign (IU
& UIUC, 2004 as cited in Ma, Clegg & O’Brien,
2009, p. 534) were awarded a grant from Institute
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of Museum and Library Services (IMLS) on a
collaborative DLE project. Other library schools
with grants from IMLS from the Laura Bush 21st
Century Librarians Programme, such as Pittsburgh and Drexel, are also exploring aspects of
the development of DL curricula. The National
Science Foundation (NSF) in the USA awarded
a three-year grant of over half a million dollars
in 2006 to Virginia Tech (VT) and the University
of North Carolina (UNC) to develop a digital
library curriculum. It is perhaps the first formal
cooperation in this field between CS and LIS and
between institutions (Ma, Clegg & O’Brien, 2009,
pp. 534-535). This curriculum project deserves
appreciation for developing a model curriculum
that might be used in LIS schools and Computer
Science schools around the world.
European Commission (EC) has already given
priority to digital library related research. Though
comprehensive, continuous focus has not yet
been made to find out the curriculum strengths
and weaknesses in the LIS schools in Europe and
development of the standard curriculum on DL
education for LIS schools in Europe.
However, European Commission (EC) must
be given the credit for introducing EC financed
Erasmus Mundus International Master in Digital
Library Learning (DILL). This kind of programme
in digital librarianship is first in the world and
attracts library and information science professionals around the world. EC offers handsome
scholarships to the students accepted for the programme. This programme was instituted in 2007
and continued with EC’s financial support till
5th intake. Unfortunately, DILL stopped offering
full scholarships from 6th intake as the agreement
with EC was not renewed. Now students have to
pay tuition fees and accommodation, though very
few scholarships with limited support are still
available. Examples of fully-fledged programmes
on digital librarianship in Europe are very few.
In Sweden, Swedish School of Library and Information Science (SSLIS) recently instituted
a programme entitled ‘International Master’s
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programme LIS: Direction Digital Libraries and
Information Services’ where student has to pay
the tuition fees.
As documented in some literature on digital
libraries e.g. Pomerantz et al. (2006); Pomerantz,
Abbas, and Mostafa(2009) most of the funding
on DL focused on practical digital library development, but not much importance was given to
developing education for digital libraries and producing qualified futuristic digital librarians. It is
important to have standardized, acceptable digital
library curriculum in all European LIS schools.
Therefore, efforts should be made immediately to
focus on developing a DL curriculum for all LIS
schools in Europe aiming at producing more future
qualified digital library professionals.
There is clear paucity of research on DL education in European countries. Even the book entitled
European Curriculum Reflections on Library and
Information Science Education edited by Leif
Kajberg and Leif Lørring did not put specific concentration and focus on digital library education in
Europe. Only one chapter of the book talks about
‘Digitization of Cultural Heritage’, one chapter
discusses‘Information Seeking and Retrieval in
LIS discipline’ and one talks about ‘Knowledge
Management and Information Management’ and
another one discuss ‘Mediation of Culture in a
European Context’. No specific discussion on
digital library education in Europe has been found
in this book.
This study tries to find out the current curriculum contents of DL education in Europe and
explores the subject preferences of the European
LIS faculty members with a view to helping develop standardized, internationally accepted DL
curriculum for all European LIS schools.

Research Questions and
Purpose of the Study
1.

What are the existing curriculum contents
of DL education in European LIS schools?
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2.
3.

What are the subject preferences of DL education by European LIS faculty members?
Do LIS faculty members in Europe prefer
practical aspects while designing DL education curriculum?

The core purpose of the current study is to
find out the existing DL education curriculum
contents in European LIS schools/departments.
Another purpose of the current study is to find
out the subject preferences of DL education by
European LIS faculty members.

LITERATURE REVIEW
As digital libraries become commonplace (i.e.,
as people come to assume that they will access a
digital library when they need information), DLs
must become reliable and trustworthy resources.
They must include both a well-organized underlying architecture and a set of services designed to
address their potential users’ information needs.
For this vision of the future to come to fruition,
information professionals need to be educated to
establish and manage digital libraries (Yang, S.,
Wildemuth, B. M., Pomerantz, J.P., Oh, S. and
Fox, E.A., 2009, p. 502).
Ma, Clegg and O’Brien (2009) in their paper
mentioned the two major reasons for teaching
DL: (p. 536)
•
•

There is a clear demand for the hiring of
digital librarians in digital information
management, and this is a worldwide trend;
There is increasing demand for the development of educational DLs and other types
of managed digital collections such as
Institutional Repositories.

Abrizah, Noorhidawati, Hilmi and Azeana
(2009) conducted a study to identify and examine
programmes in digital library education. Their
study tried to show the trend in digital library

education in library and information science
schools/departments. In conducting their study
they employed the same methods like Spink and
Cool (1998), Saracevic and Dalbello (2001), Liu
(2003) and Ma, Clegg and O’Brien (2006). It is
found as part of their study that DL education
is included in the curriculum of the LIS schools
studied. Out of the 13 LIS schools studied 6 (six)
schools offering independent or full digital library
course, 3 (three) are offering digital library course
integrated with other topics, and 4 (four) offer
courses that cover processes that are closely related
to DLs such as digital curation and digitisation
of archives. In addition to the study of 13 library
and information schools in USA, UK, Australia,
New Zealand and Canada, they illustrated the
digital library education scenario in Malaysian
library schools.
One of the most cited articles on DL education is written by Saracevic and Dalbello (2001).
In their paper they attempted to answer three
questions:
1.
2.
3.

Why teach digital libraries?
What to teach about digital libraries?
How to teach about digital libraries?

They examined the Web sites of 56 accredited
programmes listed in the directory of the Association of Library and Information Science Education
(ALISE). They studied LIS programmes in North
America -US and Canada. Out of the 56 LIS
programmes, 47 (89%) include digital library in
some form or another or to some degree in their
curriculum; for 5 (9%) programmes this cannot
be determined and 4 (7%) programmes show no
presence of digital library education. The result
indicates that digital library education is included
in the curriculum of most of the LIS programmes.
Of 47 programmes 15 programmes offered independent course on digital libraries, 8 (eight)
offers combination of independent DL courses
and DL content integrated in other courses, for
23 programmes DL content integrated in other
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courses. After looking at all the programmes,they
suggest that a comprehensive approach to digital
library education should attempt to integrate the
complex issues and problems scattered among
the many reviewed programmes. According to
Saracevic and Dalbello, (2001) in general a comprehensive programme in digital library education
should involve in an integrative way topics related
to (p. 12):
•

•

•
•
•
•
•

•

•

Concepts: What are digital libraries?
Differing conceptions and approaches.
Evolution, stakeholders and trends. What
is the purpose(s)? Who are the communities and audiences?
Content: Changing nature of the notion
of a collection in a digital and networked
environment. Selection and acquisition.
Collection consortia.
Creation: Digitization and digitally borne
methods. Technical standards.
Organization: Representation of digital
library content. Metadata standards.
Technology: Technical infrastructure for
digital libraries. Interoperability.Various
software, middleware, and searchware.
Access: Alternatives in access to digital libraries. User communities and use.
Evaluation.
Preservation: Creation of permanence and
persistence in digital records. At the same
time attention to preservation of originals
from which digital records were created.
Management: New and adapted organizational structures necessary for effective
and efficient operations. Integration with
hybrid (non-digital) structures.
Context: Economic and institutional effects. Social, ethical, and legal concerns.
Research and development projects.

The statements in the conclusion are worth
mentioning here “Digital library education in the
two areas, library and information science on the
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one hand and computer science on the other, do
not have any relation that we can see. This exactly
follows the practice of development and operation
of digital libraries in library institutions on the
one hand, and the research in digital libraries as
funded by programmes identified in the section on
rationale, on the other hand. While they are in the
same planetary system, one is from Venus and the
other from Mars.” (p. 12). It is important to have
some relationships between the LIS and computer
science while offering DL education. We cannot
deny the fact that digital libraries possess some
challenges for the new LIS professionals to be
efficient in managing and offering digital library
collection. Unless we adopt the technological parts
we would not be able to contribute largely and
positively in the DL environment. Social aspects
of libraries cannot also be ignored till library is
considered as a social organization.
Interdisciplinary curriculum development has
received much interest and attention recently after
the curriculum development project of VT-UNC
Digital Library Curriculum. This was funded by
the National Science Foundation through grants
NSF IIS-0535057 (to Virginia Tech) and IIS0535060 (to the University of North Carolina
at Chapel Hill), and builds upon a collaboration
between Virginia Tech and the University of North
Carolina, Chapel Hill (Digital Library Curriculum
Project, 2009). The Virginia Tech (VT) Department of Computer Science (CS) and the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill (UNC-CH)
School of Information and Library Science (LIS)
developed curricular materials for digital library
(DL) education, appropriate for the CS and LIS
communities. Educational modules are designed,
based on input from the project advisory board,
Computing Curriculum 2001, the 5S framework,
and workshop discussions. These modules are
evaluated, first through expert inspection and,
second, through field testing. The project team
identified and refined module definitions and
scopes, collected related resources, developed a
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module template, and developed example modules
(Yang, S et.al. 2006).
Interdisciplinary curriculum aspects have been
discussed by many authors e.g Spink and Cool
(1999), Coleman (2002), Pomerantz (2008), Yang
et al. (2007), Yang et al. (2009), and Weech (2005).
Spink and Cool (1999) carried out a study to
briefly describe the state of DL research, including the growing body of funding available for DL
studies, and the state-of-the-art in DL education
worldwide. They analysed the websites of 20 institutions, of them 12 institutions located in US.
The results of the websites survey regarding the
DL contents in their words “When we examine
the content of the digital libraries courses offered
by these schools, it appears that the primary emphasis is on issues involved in system building and
digital collection building. Less frequent attention
is being given to the study of digital library users
and usability.” The importance of interdisciplinary
curriculum is mentioned by the authors in the following words: “if we are to succeed in developing
effective models for digital libraries education, we
need to fashion a hybrid curriculum that brings
together the complementary strengths from diverse
departments such as computer science, psychology, policy studies, and library and information
studies.” They suggest 6 (six) curriculum areas
covering various topics that requires interdisciplinary collaboration. These areas are:
•
•
•

Theoretical and historical foundations:
History of libraries; Human information
behaviour; Information retrieval theory.
Development of digital collections and
digital libraries.
Technical infrastructure of the digital
library: Information retrieval engines;
Database construction of digital libraries;
Distributed collections; Multimedia formats and applications; Interoperability;
Network technology; Web applications in digital libraries; Interface de-

•
•
•
•
•

•

sign; Communication protocols; Query
language.
Knowledge organization in digital
libraries: Metadata; indexing; classification; database integration; document format.
Collection development and
maintenance: Digital archives; digital
conversion technology; digital preservation.
Information access and utilization of digital libraries.
Users and uses of digital libraries:
Usability and evaluation research;
Information behaviour in digital libraries.
Social, economic and policy issues:
Electronic publishing; Scholarly communication; Copyright issues and intellectual
property rights in digital libraries; Costs of
building digital libraries; Funding for digital
environment.
Professional issues: Roles and responsibilities of the digital librarian; Management of
digital libraries; Bibliographic instruction.

Coleman (2002) raised some questions about
the model curriculum content proposed by Spink
and Cool (1999). The questions included the following:
•
•

•
•
•

Would the recommended digital libraries curriculum increase Library and
Information Studies (LIS) fragmentation?
Would an approach that integrated Digital
Librarianship (DL) into the standard LIS
curriculum make a separate DL programme unnecessary?
Would a separate programme for DL merely split LIS graduates into traditional and
Information Technology-intensive roles?
Should Library and Information Studies or
Computer Science faculty teach in the DL
programme?
What is the appropriate level (UG,
Graduate, Post Master’s) to teach the DL
programme?
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•

What balance should there be between
“Hands on” vs. Conceptual topics in DL
programmes? (Should emphasis be on
tools and technologies or the environment
and context?

Weech (2005) in his study attempted to answer
some of the questions raised by Coleman (2002) by
looking on the 4 (four) US school’s concentration
on DL education. He studied the DL education
programme of Indiana University, Rutgers University, Syracuse University & University of Illinois.
Weech (2005) asked the library professionals
to consider the following questions•
•

•

Whether educational programmes with digital library concentrations are necessary?
Could it be that the practice of digital librarianship has evolved beyond the
need for specific programmes in digital
librarianship?
If special concentrations in digital librarianship are not needed, what needs to be
added or changed in our traditional education programmes for librarianship to meet
the skills required in digital librarianship?

Coleman (2002) reviewed literatures related to
education in digital libraries and curriculum planning from professionals associations in Library
and Information Science and Computer Science.
He pointed out that Computing Curricula outlines
DL as an elective area with topics such as digitization, storage and interchange, digital objects,
composites and packages, metadata, cataloguing,
author submission, etc. He proposed a modest plan
for interdisciplinarity in LIS professional education based on a core area of LIS – Knowledge
Organization – that links collaborative educational
opportunities among LIS, Computing and other
social science disciplines.
Liu (2004) like Saracevic and Dalbello (2001)
carried out an internet survey on 42 schools offering digital library course worldwide, though
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majority of schools analysed were from North
America (US and Canada). She used the term
‘hands-on’ and ‘hands-off’ to see the differences
among the course offered in the DL education.
Liu (2004) illustrated examples of hand-on and
hands-off classes offered by the schools surveyed.
While analysing the data on textbooks on DL education, Liu (2004) found that the book written by
Lesk (1997) entitled “Practical Digital Libraries:
Books, Bytes and Bucks is the most popular and
found in the syllabus of 7 (seven) schools. Books
by Borgman (2000) entitled ‘From Gutenberg
to the Global Information Structure: Access to
Information in the Networked world’ and Arms
(2000) ‘Digital Libraries’ are second and third
respectively most popular in the courses of DL
education analysed by Liu.
Liu (2004) thinks that the course on digital
libraries should have the following topics
•
•
•
•
•
•

Foundation and architecture of digital
libraries;
Technologies of digital libraries;
Management and organization of digital
references;
Knowledge representation and discovery;
Metadata and standards;
Intellectual property rights and case studies (p. 67).

She highly emphasized offering ‘hands-on’
course as part of DL education. Liu states in the
conclusion ‘as the whole area of digital libraries is presently growing at a fantastic rate, those
students who have received practical experience
with digital libraries, such as those provided in the
“hands-on” courses, appear to be the best served for
future practice in the field of librarianship’(p. 67).
Ma, Clegg and O’Brien (2006) in a brief study
found that “by the end of 2006 (based on modules
titles shown on-line), 28% (5/18) of all universities with accredited programmes by CILIP (the
Chartered Institute of Library and Information
Professionals) in the UK and over 60% (34/56)
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of all library schools by ALA (American Library
Association) in the USA and Canada are offering
specific DL education. Around 40% of DLE is
now either specialized independent or certificate
programmes and courses, mainly in North America.” This analysis indicates the importance and
adoption of DL education in the LIS curriculum.
Ma, Clegg and O’Brien (2009) thinks that “it is
critical for every successful education programme
in DL to have a complete and up-to-date understanding of the skills and knowledge needed to
create and manage DLs, and to teach students in
a systematic and comprehensive way” (p. 539).
Choi and Rasmussen (2006) in their study
tried to find out what is needed to educate future
librarians. They conducted a survey which was
distributed to 123 directors of libraries that were
members of the Association of Research Libraries (ARL). They asked directors to forward the
survey to current practitioners in their libraries that
were in charge of digitization projects or digital
library projects. The authors invited respondents
to provide their suggestions for LIS educators/
schools on courses that should be added to the
digital library curriculum. Obvious answers were
a need for courses providing tools and techniques
for project management, team leadership, and
soliciting and administering grants, and courses
specifically on digital libraries such as: digital
library design, digital preservation, digitization,
and current digital technologies such as: OAIPMH, metadata standards, XML, EAD, and TEI.
Courses on usability testing, human-computer
interaction, Web design and applications, information retrieval, and cataloging were also mentioned.
The topics suggested for the courses emphasized a
balance between theory and practical skills (Choi
and Rasmussen, 2006).
The five highest ranked choices for the technical skills and knowledge as found by Choi and
Rasmussen (2006) are:
•
•

DL architecture and software
Technical and quality standards

•
•
•

Web markup languages
Database development and management
systems
Web design skills

According to Choi and Rasmussen (2006)
“the needs of DL education present two main
aspects: one is the need to emphasize skills and
competencies, such as communication skills and
trend analysis; the other addresses the need to
further develop the technical and information
skills for practical and operational understanding
of digital libraries.”
Isfandyari-Moghaddam and Bayat, (2008)
reviewing some related texts by Marion, 2001;
Deegan and Tanner, 2001; Bawden et al., 2005;
Zhou, 2005; Chang and Hopkinson, 2006; Choi
and Rasmussen, 2006, stated that in order to meet
the job requirements of DLs in total, Digital library
staffs should have the following 21 skills:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.

Formulation of search strategies;
Evaluation of websites;
Guidance and education of users;
Integration of network resources;
Cataloguing and organizing digital
information;
Visualization and digitization technologies;
Designing user interfaces and portals;
Analysis and interpretation of information;
Project management;
OCR (optical character recognition);
Mark-up languages such as SGML, HTML,
and especially XML;
Indexing and abstracting;
Technologies of databases;
Programmeming;
Web technology;
Familiarity with web search tools;
Management of e-publications;
Information architecture (IA);
Information literacy (plus literacy of computer and network);
Metadata; and
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21. E-metrics and evaluation methods of DLs
(Isfandyari-Moghaddam and Bayat, 2008,
p. 852).
Howard (2009) undertaken a study to identify the skills and knowledge required to work
in a digital library environment via an online
questionnaire distributed to two target groups:
practitioners working in academic libraries and
Library and Information Science (LIS) educators
across Australia. Howard found that skills such as
Communication, Critical thinking and the need
to be flexible are required in the digital library
environment. User needs, Metadata and Copyright
were regarded as highly desirable knowledge areas,
while Digital repositories and Legal issues were
considered important issues to be covered in a
digital library education programme.
Ratzek (2009) after examining the LIS programmes on B.A. and M.A. level, especially in
Germany, in the Nordic Countries and the United
Kingdom, reported that “all centers of education
and training offer courses in electronic data processing (EDP), digital document handling, information retrieval, library software, and sometimes
also JAVA, XML, PHP and so on” (p. 515). He
thinks that “most of the LIS institutions of higher
education in Europe seem to be prepared to meet
the digital challenge”(p. 515). He further reported
that courses in information and knowledge management, information retrieval methods, library
software as well as programming are integral part
of almost all European LIS curricula. He adds that
“many LIS programmes ignore the information
science aspect and concentrate on pure practical
librarianship and, in addition, an aversion to science (in the sense of applied science)” (p. 517).
Tammaro (2007) offered several broad models
of digital library courses: (p. 230)
1.
2.
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Technology as a tool for the building of
digital libraries and the courses’ focus on;
Technological infrastructure and processes;

3.
4.
5.

6.

Digital libraries as environments concerned
with the social and cultural contexts
That digital libraries reside in;
The digital library as composed of objects
with the main focus on the management of
the life-cycle of documents and artefacts in
the digital environment; and
A combined model that includes different
perspectives on the subject.

Chowdhury and Chowdhury (2003) in their
book talked about the importance of digital library
education. In their words “Unfortunately, as we
have seen, very few library and information science programmes have courses that provide allround theoretical and practical training on digital
libraries. In most cases there is just one paper or
course that aims to provide a general overview
of digital library issues and problems. There is a
need for fully developed courses on digital libraries
to produce personnel trained in all the different
areas [......]” (p. 303).
Ma, Clegg and O’Brien (2009) reported that
“most DL courses have been taught either in
Library and Information Science (LIS) or Computer Science (CS) programmes”(p. 534). They
have found that DL curriculum areas from LIS
and CS are still rather different. That offered by
LIS provides a wide range of modules covering
many aspects of DL, such as creating, maintaining,
evaluating and developing DLs. Curricula from
the CS side appear more specialized in computerconcentrated topics related to DL (Ma, Clegg
and O’Brien, 2009, p. 536). They noted that DL
programmes or courses offered by CS are now
based on the Computing Curriculum (CC) 2001
Information Management (IM) Areas (defining
curricula by ACM & IEEE-CS for CS). In contrast,
the DL curriculum offered by LIS has varied more
widely from time-to-time and place to place. There
has been little agreement as to the contents and
scope of these programmes or courses offered by
LIS (Rose, 2001; Saracevic and Dalbello, 2001
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Unfortunately this project plan was not successful
and after the workshop no follow-up have been
done so far. EUCLID can take initiative in making
this kind of project a successful one and can seek
financial support from European Commission.
Currently there are two popular European
LIS Master degree programmes that concentrates
on digital library aspects. One is International
Master in Digital Library Learning (DILL) run
by Oslo University College, Tallinn University
and University of Parma and the other one is
International Master’s programme LIS: Direction
Digital Libraries and Information Services at the
Swedish School of Library and Information Science (SSLIS), University of Borås.
In DILL following aspects of digital libraries
are covered:
•
•
•
•
•

Research Methods and Theory of Science
Digital Documents
Information and Knowledge Management
Human Resource Management
Access to Digital Libraries

Strengths

Tradition in collecting cultural heritage and stimulus from
i2010
EU Digital Library
Growing number of LIS/IS schools inside the University
Convergence with other disciplinary sector in Humanities

Weaknesses

More Library than Information, Museum and Archives
Energy waste in redesigning programmes without clear
vision
Different legislative bases in our higher education
Staff (not enough numbers and skilled)

Opportunities

Table 1. Strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and
threats (SWOT) in EU DL curriculum

Bologna philosophy
Political support for united Europe
Richness in diversity of programmes
Cooperation through projects and programmes financed
by EU (mobility, recognition of qualification, design of
joint and twin curricular)
International transatlantic cooperation with US countries

Threats

as cited in Ma, Clegg and O’Brien, 2009, p. 534),
and a lack of cooperation between institutions, or
between LIS and CS disciplines until late 2005
(Ma, Clegg and O’Brien, 2009, p. 534).
Ma, Clegg and O’Brien (2006) while answering the question ‘what would be the best DL
Programme’ reported JCDL 05 workshop on DL
education (Dolan, 2005 as cited in Ma, Clegg
and O’Brien, 2006), where workshop attendees
debated the form that the DL education should
take. Many attendees were strongly in favour of
integrating hands-on training in working digital
libraries as part of the curriculum, but others
proposed a hybrid curriculum to bring together
strengths from diverse departments. However,
most agreed that digital library education should
include a combination of theoretical knowledge
and practical experience (Dolan, 2005 as cited in
Ma, Clegg and O’Brien, 2006).
While talking about the ‘standard’ Dl education model Ma, Clegg and O’Brien (2009) wrote
“standard DL educational model is likely to be
based on a combination of theoretical knowledge
and real working experience in DLs, together with
some integrated core modules from LIS and CS
programmes” (p. 540).
The workshop entitled “Coordinating EUUS Digital Library Education” was held in USA
at the UNC campus, in November, 2008. This
workshop discussed the necessity and possibility of EU-US coordination in DL education.
This workshop nicely pointed out the Strengths,
Weaknesses, Opportunities and Threats (SWOT)
in EU DL Curriculum which are given in Table
1 (Pomerantz, Mostafa, Qin, Weech, Tammaro,
and Jelušić, 2009).
This initiative deserves appreciation. It is
obvious that US has done great improvement in
the field of DL education and research. US Government has invested huge amount of money on
digital library development. Therefore, developing
collaborative curriculum will be beneficial for
both parties especially for European LIS schools.

Cultural differences
Staff unprepared to take risks and leadership
Bureaucracy
Low level of qualification required by labour market
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•
•

Users and Usage of Digital Libraries:
Quantitative and Qualitative Evaluation
Thesis

In case of International Master’s programme
LIS: direction Digital Libraries and Information
Services the following aspects are covered:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Digital library management
Users and information practices in digital
environments
Information retrieval for digital libraries, I
and II
Technology of digital libraries I and II
Digitisation and digital preservation
Digital library research methods
Project work practicum
Master’s thesis

Ma, Clegg and O’Brien (2009) think that
“there is currently no widely-accepted formal
curriculum framework for digital librarianship.
Hence, academics in library and information
science (LIS) are in a position to “re-invent the
wheel” as they consider how to incorporate all of
the DL technologies to their DLE, and no formal
widely accepted framework of DLE in LIS side
has yet been established” (p. 536).

METHODOLOGY
Survey research methodology was employed
in this study to explore existing DL curriculum
contents in the LIS schools in Europe. The aim
of survey research according to Pickard (2007) is
“to study relationships between specific variables
which are identified at the outset of the research
and stated as either a hypothesis or a research a
question or to describe certain characteristics of
the population” (p. 95).
In this study to find out the LIS schools/departments in Europe, the researchers considered the
schools/departments listed in EUCLID, IFLA and
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BAILER (for UK) directories. The LIS schools/
departments listed in the EUCLID, IFLA and
BAILER are defining themselves as LIS schools/
departments. The universe of LIS schools/departments in Europe is 159 LIS schools/departments
found in the directories of EUCLID, IFLA and
BAILER.
European Association of Library & Information Education and Research (EUCLID) is an
independent European non-governmental and
non-profit organisation whose purpose is: to
promote European cooperation within library and
information education and research and to provide
a body through which it can be represented in
matters of European interest (EUCLID, 2008).
EUCLID hosted its membership directory in
2007. LIS schools and LIS departments from 28
European countries were members of EUCLID
during that time.
The International Federation of Library Associations and Institutions (IFLA) is the leading
international body representing the interests of
library and information services and their users. It
is the global voice of the library and information
profession (IFLA, 2011). IFLA in 2007 published
a directory entitled “World Guide to Library,
Archive and Information Science Education.”
This Guide lists education institutions worldwide where professional education and training
programmes in the field of Library, Archive and
Information Science are carried out at a tertiary
level of education or higher (p. 9).
The British Association for Information and
Library Education and Research – BAILER –
includes all teaching and research staff in the
Information and Library Schools and Departments in the UK and Ireland. It aims to reflect
and focus the evolution of the field of information
and library studies through the development and
encouragement of its members (BAILER, 2010).
In the membership directory of BAILER, it lists
19 information schools/departments in UK and
Ireland.
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The respondents for this research include the
representatives of the Library and Information
Science (LIS) schools in European Countries. As
the heads are directly involved with administration and curriculum development, researchers of
this current study considered them as the right
sample for this study.
In the directory of IFLA and EUCLID the researchers could not find any information on the LIS
schools/departments of the following countries:
Albania, Andorra, Armenia, Cyprus, Former
Yugoslav Republic of Macedonia, Georgia, Liechtenstein, Luxembourg, Monaco, Montenegro, San
Marino, Vatican City State.
Out of 49 European Countries, the researchers
found information on LIS schools of 37 European
countries. Therefore, the sample European countries for this research are 37 European countries.
For this study the researchers used the QuestBack Online Survey (http://www.questback.com)
Tools. 159 e-mails with online questionnaire link
were sent to the heads/directors of the LIS schools/
departments in 37 European Countries.
E-mails with personalized link to the questionnaire were sent using QuestBack. To find out the
names and e-mail addresses of the current heads
of the LIS schools/departments in Europe, the
websites of several departments/schools’ were
also consulted. In some cases, obtaining information about the heads of the schools/departments
were not possible due to language barrier as well
as unavailability of the information. In that case
e-mail addresses found in the directories were
considered.
To achieve the purpose of gathering information regarding the existing DL education curriculum contents, subject preference of LIS faculty
members in Europe and to perceive whether they
would prefer theoretical aspects or practical aspects while designing DL education curriculum,
three questions were asked to the respondents.
Questionnaires were delivered to the 159 e-mail
addresses on the evening of 16th of March, 2011.

FINDINGS OF THE STUDY
In this study 54 (33.96%) LIS schools/departments
participated representing 27 European countries.
For this study actual response rate cannot be determined as it was not possible to reach all LIS
schools/departments in Europe.

List of Universities and Their
Corresponding Countries
The name of the universities and their corresponding countries are presented in Table 7 in
the Appendix.
For this research, 37 European countries were
considered as the sample. From these countries,
54 LIS schools in 27 countries responded, which
is quite a good number to conduct the current
study successfully and to explore existing digital
library education status in the European countries.

How is Digital Librarianship
Integrated into Educational
Programme?
The intention of asking the question was to find
out the position of digital library course in the
LIS curriculum. “Do LIS schools have special
focus on digital librarianship?,” “Does digital
librarianship integrated in the curriculum?” or
“Do LIS schools have separate degree on digital
librarianship?”- the answers to these questions
are demonstrated in the Table 2.
A very positive picture can be seen in Table
2. It is found that majority of the European LIS
schools i.e. 43 (80%) LIS schools integrated the
concept of ‘digital libraries’ into their Bachelor
and Master degrees. This indicates the positive
integration of the concept of digital libraries into
the LIS curriculum in Europe and is a picture of
continuity. Majority of the LIS schools in Europe
have realized the importance of digital libraries
in the curriculum and integrated the concept.
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Table 2. How is digital librarianship integrated into the educational programme?
(n =54)

Percent

Department/school has no special focus on digital libraries

8

15%

It is integrated into regular Bachelor and Master degree programme in LIS/IS

43

80%

Separate degree programme in Digital Libraries.

9

17%

** Some LIS schools/departments ticked both in the options ‘b’ and ‘c’ meaning that they have integrated the concept of ‘digital libraries’
in their Bachelor and Master degree programme as well as they have separate programme on ‘digital libraries’.

Therefore, it can be said that LIS schools in Europe
are moving towards the right direction. Another
positive picture is that 9 (17%) LIS schools are
offering separate degree programme in digital
libraries. It is found that this separate programme
on digital librarianship is offered at the Master
degree level. One LIS school each in Croatia,
Estonia, Italy, Norway, Sweden, two LIS schools
in Spain and two LIS schools in UK are offering
separate degree programme in digital libraries.
Out of 54 LIS schools 08 (15%) schools have no
special focus on digital libraries. Now the concept
‘digital libraries’ is considered as one of the important concepts of librarianship and all libraries
are going digital and the trend is digital too. There
are still some LIS schools around the world that
are yet unable to introduce special concentration
on new emerging technologies in the curriculum.

comprehensive information like the one in their
own language. As Europe consists of different
countries having different official languages, it
would not be easy to translate the course content
for the respondents of the current study. Therefore,
the idea of asking for English translations of DL
curriculum was cancelled. To make things easier
for the respondents and to serve the purpose of
the current study, respondents were asked to write
on three (3) major topics of DL courses. Here 47
respondents (out of 54) responded to this portion.
Of them one LIS school have no DL courses and
one respondent wrote that he does not teach in this
area. Therefore, 45 respondents wrote the major
contents of the DL courses which are presented
in the Table 3 with their frequency. It should be
noted here that some of the respondents mentioned
just one major topic.

Major DL Topics in the Existing
European LIS Schools Curriculum

Table 3. Major topics of DL courses in European
LIS schools

One of the core purposes of the current study is to
know the existing DL courses contents in European
LIS schools. Initially it was planned to conduct a
website analysis of LIS schools as well as ask the
respondents to send their DL courses curriculum
in English. It was found too ambitious and hard
to achieve. Initial web search on LIS schools in
European countries except UK and Ireland shows
that most of LIS schools in Europe have websites
in their local languages. Though some of the
LIS schools in Europe have websites in English
for international visitors but offer very limited
information and do not offer the same level of

Major Contents

Value

Definition, History and Development of DL

15

Access, &Usage of DL

14

DL Software

14

Digitization and Preservation

7

Metadata

7

Development and Management of DL

7

DL Collection Building and Management

4

DL Usability and Interface

4

Copyright and Intellectual Property Right

3

Design and Evaluation of DL

3

Information Architecture

3

continued on following page
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Table 3. Continued
Major Contents

Value

Role of DL in Society

3

DL Standard

3

Content Management

2

Digital Archives

2

Digital Information Service

2

DL technologies

2

Information and Knowledge Management

2

Information Retrieval

2

Information Technology in Libraries

2

Management of Digital Cultural Heritage

2

Practical DL System Development and Project base
work

2

DL Hardware

2

User Studies

2

Virtual Research Environment

2

Web Design and Technology

2

Data Curation

1

Digital Documents

1

Economics of DL

1

Human Information Behaviour

1

Human Resources Management in DL

1

Information Ethics and Law

1

Information Society

1

Institutional Repositories

1

Interactive Media Use and Users

1

Knowledge Creation and Communication

1

Online Services Use and Evaluation

1

Organisational Issues of DL

1

Visual Resources Management

1

As Table 3 reveals ‘Definition, History and
Development of DL’, ‘Access and Usage of DL’ and
‘DL Software’ are popular digital library course
topics in DL courses in LIS schools in Europe.
These three topics are dominating whereas other
36 content areas which are mentioned by the
respondents cannot be considered as the major/
core topics in DL education in Europe as none of
the 36 topics are mentioned by the majority of the

respondents of the current study. Let us see the
thirteen topics ranked in five in Figure 1.
As evident in the above figure, top DL topic
in the DL curriculum in Europe is ‘Definition,
History and Development of DL’. It is found 15
times in the list of major topics provided by the
respondents of the current study. It is logical that
more or less all DL courses will have introductory
discussion about DL concept and evolution. Second top topics of DL courses are ‘Access and Usage
of DL’ and ‘DL Software’ found 14 times in the
list of major contents. Third top position is taken
by three ‘Digitization and Preservation’‘Metadata’
and ‘Development and Management of DL’. ‘DL
Collection Building and Management’ and ‘DL
Usability and Interface’ received the fourth position on the basis of their presence in DL courses.
Copyright and Intellectual Property Right issues
are very important in DL environment. This
along with other content areas i.e. ‘Design and
Evaluation of DL’, ‘Information Architecture’,
‘Role of DL in Society’, ‘DL Standard’ are in
fifth position. All these five top ranked topics are
present in different parts of the DL curriculum
developed by Virginia Tech and the University
of North Carolina, Chapel Hill, USA.
However, analysing the above figure it is clear
that there is no topic that everyone agreed upon
which might be considered as a ‘Core Digital
Library’ topic. Does that mean that European
LIS schools need to integrate some topics in the
existing LIS curriculum that are considered core
and standard?Are coordinated efforts required to
integrate core DL courses contents in the exiting
curriculum? These are the questions to the LIS
subject experts in Europe and LIS professionals
working in the DL world.

DL Education Subjects Preference
LIS curriculum comprises a variety of courses. It
is important to see which courses are important
as part of Digital Library Education. The current
study considered 24 subjects areas of LIS cur-
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Figure 1. Thirteen topics ranked in five

riculum on the basis of analysis of the literature,
curriculum of digital libraries of International
Master in Digital Library Learning (DILL) and
suggested curriculum contents of DL curriculum
project of Virginia Tech and the University of
North Carolina, Chapel Hill, USA.
Respondents were asked to rate the courses on
the basis of their importance to Digital Library
Education. The following section shows the results
of the findings. The respondents were given the
following options to rate the subject areas•
•
•
•
•

Not at all important
Slightly important
Moderately important
Very important
Extremely important

It is important to see the ranking of the subject
according to their importance to DL education. To
make the ranking, the researchers add the value of
very important and extremely important and then
rank on the basis of their occurrence. The ranking
of the subjects according to their importance are
presented in the Table 4.
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53 respondents out of 54 respondents rated
most of the subjects presented in the Table 4.
However, ‘Internet Studies’ was rated by 49
respondents. Some subjects were rated by 52
respondents. As evident in the Table 4 highest
numbers of respondents considered two subjects
very important and extremely important. These
are ‘Digital Library Architecture and Design’
and ‘Information Retrieval’. Therefore, these
two subjects are in 1st position in ranking on
the basis of their importance to DL education.
‘Digital Archiving’ and ‘Electronic Collection
and Resources Development’ are jointly in second
position. ‘Copyright and Intellectual Property
Right’ as well as ‘Digitization’are jointly in third
position. ‘Information Seeking Behaviour’ is in
fourth position and ‘Mediation of Content from
the Digital Libraries to Users’ is in fifth position.
‘User Studies’ is in sixth, ‘Metadata Studies’ in
seventh and ‘Database Management System’ is
in eight positions according to the ranking. ‘Automated Indexing and Abstracting’ and ‘Information
and Knowledge Management’ are jointly in ninth
position. Surprisingly, ‘Cataloguing and Classification’ is in tenth position while ‘Basic Hardware
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Table 4. DL education subject preference
Serial
Number

Name of the Subject

Percentage Regarding a Topic as Very
Important + Extremely Important

Total
Respondents

Rank

1.

Digital Library Architecture and Design

83%

(n=52)

1

2.

Information Retrieval

83%

(n=52)

1

3.

Digital Archiving

81%

(n=53)

2

4.

Electronic Collection and Resources Development

81%

(n=53)

2

5.

Copyright and Intellectual Property Right

79%

(n=53)

3

6.

Digitization

79%

(n=53)

3

7.

Information Seeking Behaviour

77%

(n=53)

4

8.

Mediation of Content from the Digital Libraries
to Users

73%

(n=52)

5

9.

User Studies

72%

(n=53)

6

10.

Metadata Studies

70%

(n=53)

7

11.

Database Management System

66%

(n=53)

8

12.

Automated Indexing and Abstracting

58%

(n=53)

9

13.

Information and Knowledge Management

58%

(n=53)

9

14.

Cataloguing and Classification

56%

(n=52)

10

15.

Basic Hardware and Software Course

55%

(n=53)

11

16.

Learning about Digital Library Software e.g.
Dspace, Greenstone, Fedora etc.

54%

(n=52)

12

17.

Research Methodologies in LIS

51%

(n=53)

13

18.

Internet Studies

51%

(n=49)

13

19.

Reference Services

48%

(n=52)

14

20.

Marketing of Information Products and Services

43%

(n=53)

15

21.

Library and Information Society

38%

(n=53)

16

22.

Social and Political Role of Information and
Libraries

38%

(n=53)

16

23.

Information and Cultural Studies

28%

(n=53)

17

24.

Human Resources Management

19%

(n=53)

18

and Software Course’ in eleventh and ‘Learning
about Digital Library Software e.g. Dspace,
Greenstone, Fedora etc.’ are in twelve position.
Two subjects i.e. ‘Research Methodologies in LIS’
and ‘Internet Studies’ received thirteen position
while ‘Reference Services’ received fourteen position and ‘Marketing of Information Products and
Services’ is in fifteen position according to their
importance rated by the European LIS faculty
members. Two more LIS subjects i.e. ‘Library
and Information Society’ and ‘Social and Political

Role of Information and Libraries’ are in sixteen
positions. The ‘Information and Cultural Studies’
is in seventeen positions and ‘Human Resources
Management (HRM)’ is in the eighteenth position.
If we now see the ranking on the basis of those
responses where respondents did not tick ‘Not at
all important’ which indicates more or less importance of the subject. The following subjects
have been considered more or less important
by the European LIS faculty members. No one
considered these subjects “Not at all important.”
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Digital Library Architecture and Design
Electronic Collection and Resources
Development
Information Retrieval
Copyright and Intellectual Property Right
Digitization
Information Seeking Behaviour
User Studies
Database Management System
Information and Knowledge Management
Basic Hardware and Software Course
Research Methodologies in LIS

These eleven subjects are more or less important for the Digital Library Curriculum as rated by
the respondents of the current study. Some of these
subjects are already part of the LIS programme
as found by the Larsen (2005) and grouped into
core LIS subjects. For example, Larsen in her
study found that 100% LIS schools have the
subject ‘Information Retrieval’ and ‘Information
Seeking Behaviour’ while 86% LIS schools have
‘Knowledge Management’ and 82% LIS schools
have ‘Knowledge Organization’ in the curriculum.
‘Digital Library Architecture and Design’ is one
of the top ranked subjects rated by the respondents
for DL education. As the name suggests, ‘Digital
Library Architecture and Design’ course is very
much relevant to the DL education. Designing and
implementing a friendly, workable digital library
system is very much important. How the interface
of the DL should look like? What searching and
browsing techniques should be offered? How the
materials will be organized? etc. should be covered
under this course. Another top ranked subject
‘Electronic Collection and Resources Development’ is also very important subject relevant to
DL education. Recently this subject has received
much attention in the LIS education arena. Other
two top ranked subjects i.e. ‘Digitization’ and
‘Information Seeking Behaviour’ also received
greater concentration in the LIS curriculum recently as found by Larsen (2005).
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Now let us see the top twenty subject areas
ranked in 15 that are considered important to DL
education (see Table 5).
Table 6 shows the Top fifteen subject areas that
were considered important for DL education by
the LIS faculty members in Europe. The Virginia
Tech (VT) Department of Computer Science (CS)
and the University of North Carolina at Chapel
Hill (UNC-CH) School of Information and Library
Science (LIS) developed curricular materials for
digital library (DL) education, appropriate for
the CS and LIS communities. VT-UNC Digital
Library Curriculum project suggested the following ten core topics (last updated 2008/08/23). Let
us see whether European LIS faculty members
Table 5. Twenty subject areas ranked in fifteen
for DL education
Name of the Subject

Rank

Digital Library Architecture and Design

1

Information Retrieval

1

Digital Archiving

2

Electronic Collection and Resources Development

2

Copyright and Intellectual Property Right

3

Digitization

3

Information Seeking Behaviour

4

Mediation of Content from the Digital Libraries to
Users

5

User Studies

6

Metadata Studies

7

Database Management System

8

Automated Indexing and Abstracting

9

Information and Knowledge Management

9

Cataloguing and Classification

10

Basic Hardware and Software Course

11

Learning about Digital Library Software e.g.
Dspace, Greenstone, Fedora etc.

12

Research Methodologies in LIS

13

Internet Studies

13

Reference Services

14

Marketing of Information Products and Services

15
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Table 6. VT-UNC digital library curriculum and position of subject rated by the faculty members of
European LIS schools
Core Topics

Sub Topics

Positions of Subject Areas Found as Part of
the Current Study in VT-UNC Curriculum

1. Overview

1-a (10-c): Conceptual frameworks, models, theories, definitions
1-b: Digital Libraries/History of digital libraries and library
automation

2. Digital Objects

2-a: Text resources
2-b: Multimedia
2-b(1): Images
2-c (8-d): Digital Libraries/File formats, transformation,
migration

Electronic Collection and Resources
Development

3. Collection
Development

3-a: Collection development/selection policies
3-b: Digital Libraries/Digitization
3-c: Harvesting
3-d: Document and e-publishing/presentation markup
3-e (7-e): Web(push) publishing
3-f: Crawling

Electronic Collection and Resources
Development
Digitization

4. Info/Knowledge
Organization

4-a: Information architecture (e.g., hypertext, hypermedia)
4-b: Digital Libraries/Metadata
4-c: Ontologies, Classification, Categorization
4-d: Subject description, vocabulary control, thesauri,
terminologies
4-e: Object description and organization for a specific domain

Cataloguing and Classification,
Database Management System, Information
and Knowledge Management,
Metadata Studies
Information Retrieval

5. Architecture

5-a: Digital Libraries/Architecture overview
5-b: Digital Libraries/Application software
5-c: Identifiers, handlers, DOI, PURL
5-d: Digital Libraries/Protocols
5-e: Interoperability
5-f: Security

Digital Library Architecture and Design,
Learning about Digital Library Software e.g.
Dspace, Greenstone, Fedora etc.

6. User Behaviour/
Interactions

6-a: Digital Libraries/Info needs, relevance
6-b: Digital Libraries/Online info seeking behaviour and search
strategy
6-c: Sharing, networking, interchange (e.g., social)
6-d: Digital Libraries/Interaction design, usability assessment
6-e: Info summarization and visualization

Information Seeking Behaviour

7. Services

7-a: Indexing and searching
7-a(1): Digital Libraries/Image Retrieval
7-b: Digital Libraries/Reference services
7-c: Digital Libraries/Recommender systems
7-d: Digital Libraries/Routing
7-e (3-e): Digital Libraries/Web Publishing
7-f (3-f): Digital Libraries/Crawling
7-g: Digital Libraries/
Personalization

Automated Indexing and Abstracting
Mediation of Content from the Digital
Libraries to Users
Reference Services

8. Preservation

8-a: Digital Libraries/Preservation
8-b: Digital Libraries/Web archiving
8-c: Sustainability
8-d (2-c): File formats, transformation, migration

Digital Archiving

9. Management
and Evaluation

9-a: Project management
9-b: DL case studies
9-c: Digital Libraries/Evaluation and user studies
9-d: Bibliometrics, Webometrics
9-e: Intellectual property
9-f: Cost/economic issues
9-g: Social issues

User Studies,
Copyright and Intellectual Property Right

continued on following page
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Table 6. Continued
Core Topics
10. DL Education
and Research

Sub Topics
10-a: Future of DLs
10-b: Education for digital librarians
10-c (1-a): Conceptual framework, theories, definitions
10-d: DL research initiatives

rating positioned in the VT-UNC Digital Library
Curriculum project’s core topics.
It is evident in Table 6 that almost all the top
ranked subject areas considered important for DL
education by the European LIS faculty members
are very much similar to the Digital Library
Curriculum of Virginia Tech and the University
of North Carolina, Chapel Hill. European LIS
faculty members rightly choose important subject
areas for DL education. Only Basic Hardware and
Software Course, Internet Studies and Marketing
of Information Products and Services do not fit
into the above Table but to some extent they are
also relevant to the VT-UNC Digital Library Curriculum and very important for the DL education.
Therefore, it can be assumed that the top fifteen
subject areas rated by the European LIS faculty
members are logical to consider as the important
subject areas for DL education. While designing
DL curriculum DL subject experts should take
into considerations the subject areas listed in the
above Table. DL subject areas listed in the above
Table are quite similar to the suggested curriculum
contents by Spink and Cool (1999), Saracevic
and Dalbello (2001), Koltay and Boda (2008).
Therefore, it can be said that the ranking of the
above subjects areas carry greater importance
and should be given priority while designing DL
curriculum for LIS schools.

Practical Aspects vs.
Theoretical Aspects
While designing digital library curriculum, we can
choose between giving priority to practical aspects
or to theoretical aspects. Usually DL courses
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Positions of Subject Areas Found as Part of
the Current Study in VT-UNC Curriculum
Research Methodologies in LIS

conducted by Computer Science and Engineering
faculty are composed of more practical aspects
than theoretical aspects. It is evident in the ACM
and IEEE Computing Curricula 2001 that there is
one elective course on DL that mainly focuses on
the practical aspects of digital libraries. DL courses
offered by LIS schools concentrate sometime
more on theoretical aspects than practical. It is
important to see the preferences of European LIS
faculty members regarding DL course curriculum.
Do they prefer more practical aspects or do they
prefer theoretical aspects? Their preference is
demonstrated in the Figure 2.
As shown in the Figure 2, the question on practical aspects or theoretical aspects was answered by
51 respondents out of 54. If the faculty members
have given the option to choose only one aspect
either Practical or Theoretical, 32 (63%) respondents would choose practical aspects, whereas
19 (37%) respondents would choose theoretical
aspects. This indicates the importance of practical
aspects in DL courses.
Figure 2. Practical vs. theoretical aspects
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Liu (2004) states in the conclusion of her paper
‘As the whole area of digital libraries is presently
growing at a fantastic rate, those students who have
received practical experience with digital libraries,
such as those provided in the “hands-on” courses,
appear to be the best served for future practice in
the field of librarianship’(p. 67).
As reported by Ma, Clegg and O’Brien (2006)
many attendees of Joint Conference on Digital
Libraries (JCDL 05) workshop on DL education
were strongly in favor of integrating hands-on
training in working digital libraries as part of the
curriculum, but others proposed a hybrid curriculum to bring together strengths from diverse
departments.
The preference of practical aspects as part of
DL education has been evident in the Subject
Preference Section (see Table 4). Majority of the
respondents preferred the practical, technological
subject areas e.g. ‘Digital Library Architecture
and Design’, ‘Information Retrieval’, ‘Digital
Archiving’, ‘Electronic Collection and Resources
Development’, ‘Digitization’, etc. as part of DL
education. Very few theoretical subjects were
recommended by the LIS faculty members of the
European LIS schools as part of DL education.

CONCLUSION
The study reveals that ‘Definition, History and
Development of DL’, ‘Access and Usage of DL’
and ‘DL Software’ are the popular digital library
course topics in DL courses in LIS schools in Europe. These three topics are dominating whereas
the rest 36 content areas which are mentioned by
the respondents cannot be considered as the major/
core topics in DL education in Europe as none of
the 36 topics are mentioned by the majority of the
respondents of the current study.
On the other hand, highest numbers of respondents considered two topics very important
and extremely important as part of DL education.

These are ‘Digital Library Architecture and Design’ and ‘Information Retrieval’. It is also found
that almost all the top ranked subject areas considered important for DL education by the European
LIS faculty members are very much similar to the
Digital Library Curriculum of Virginia Tech and
the University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill. The
subjects areas considered important are also quite
similar to the suggested curriculum contents by
Spink and Cool (1999), Saracevic and Dalbello
(2001) and Koltay and Boda (2008).
Digital library is the area where unique curriculum content might be developed through joint
discussions and funded project by European Union
or national and international funding agencies.
Europe-wide unique curriculum of DL education
is urgently needed to ensure the presence of the
concept of ‘digital libraries’ in all LIS schools in
Europe. The current study presented the recommended subject areas of DL education by the
representatives of the LIS schools in Europe.
While developing full-fledged DL curriculum for
individual LIS school as well as Europe-wide DL
curriculum, it is suggested to review the recommended subject areas presented in this study. This
study strongly suggests the integration of practical digital library aspects in the LIS curriculum
around the world.
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APPENDIX
Table 7. List of Universities participated in this study with their corresponding countries
Country

Number

Name of the University

Austria

1

University of Graz

Bosnia and Herzegovina

1

University of Sarajevo

Bulgaria

1

St. KlimentOhridski University of Sofia

Croatia

3

University of Zagreb
University of Osijek
University of Zadar

Czech Republic

1

Silesian University in Opava

Estonia

1

Tallinn University

Finland

2

ÅboAkademi
University of Tampere

Germany

5

HAW Hamburg
Fachhochschule Hannover
Johannes Gutenberg University Mainz (D)
Humbolft-Universitätzu Berlin
Hochschule Darmstadt

Greece

2

Hungary

3

Ionian university
Technological Education Institute of Thessaloniki
Kaposvár University
Szeged University
University of Szeged

Iceland

1

Iceland University

Italy

1

University of Parma

Latvia

1

University of Latvia

Malta

1

University of Malta

Moldova

1

Moldova State University

Netherlands

4

University of Urbino
Saxion University of Applied Sciences
Hogeschool van Amsterdam, University of Applied Science
Hanze University

Norway

2

Oslo University College
University of Tromsø

Poland

4

Jagioellonian University, Kraków
University Maria Curie Sklodowska, Lublin
UMK (Nicolaus Copernicus University)
Adam Mickiewicz University

continued on following page
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Table 7. Continued
Country

Number

Name of the University

Portugal

1

University of Porto

Russia

1

Chelyabinsk State Academy of Culture and Art

Serbia

1

University of Belgrade

Slovakia

1

Comenius University

Slovenia

1

University of Ljubljana

Spain

4

University of León
University of Barcelona
University Carlos III of Madrid
Universidade da Coruña

Sweden

3

Linnaeus University
Uppsala University
University of Borås

Turkey

2

Hacettepe University
Istanbul University

UK

5

City University London
Robert Gordon University, Aberdeen
University of Brighton
University of West London(former Thames Valley University)
University of Sheffield

Total

54
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Chapter 16

Strategy Instruction and
Maintenance of Basic
Multiplication Facts through
Digital Game Play
André R. Denham
The University of Alabama, USA

ABSTRACT
Formative instruction on multiplication primarily focuses on rote memorization. This leads to factual
fluency, but also develops a narrow view of multiplication and hinders the development of conceptual
understanding. Theory and research recommend the concurrent development of conceptual understanding and factual fluency during the initial stages of learning about multiplication. Woodward (2006)
conducted a field study to investigate this instructional approach and found a significant difference
between those who received instruction on multiplicative properties and timed-drills of multiplication
facts on a conceptual measure than those who only spent time on timed drills. This study investigated
the efficacy of integrating the same approach within a digital game. There was a significant decrease
between pre- and post- measures of participants timed retrieval of multiplication facts, but no differences
were found between conditions on pre- and post-measures of conceptual understanding. These findings
indicate that special attention must be paid to intrinsic integration of instructional content in order to
address conceptual understanding through digital game play.

INTRODUCTION
It is essential that students develop fluency in
basic multiplication during grades three through
five, in order to achieve mastery of elementary
arithmetic. Instruction during these grades is typically focused on teaching students multiplication
facts via drills and rote memorization so they are

able to quickly retrieve answers to multiplication
facts. If automaticity of multiplication facts is
not developed and maintained, learners typically
struggle to develop subsequent math concepts
for which multiplication facts are a prerequisite.
In conjunction to the memorization of multiplication facts, students should be presented with
the opportunity to learn about and explore the

DOI: 10.4018/978-1-4666-7363-2.ch016
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concepts related to multiplication. This allows
for the development of mathematical proficiency
that goes beyond the computational aspects of
multiplication, the limiting and incorrect notion
that multiplication is simply repeated addition,
and instead have the capabilities to adapt their
reasoning, compose strategies to solve multiplicative problems, and have a productive disposition
towards multiplication (Lampert, 1986; National
Research Council, 2001).
Woodward investigated an instructional approach that combined timed drill and strategy
instruction as a possible method of developing
automaticity and a conceptual understanding of
multiplication of whole numbers (Woodward,
2006). The strategies taught in combination
with timed drill were the commutative property
of multiplication (2 x 3 = 3 x 2), derived facts
(multiplying by 0, 1, 2, 5, and 10), times itself (3
x 3), double plus one more (3 x7 = (2 x 7) + 7),
doubling (5 x 4 = double 5 = 10 = double 10 =
20), and adding the digits that make up a product
for multiples of nine (5 x 9 = 45; 4 + 5 = 9).
Woodward discovered that students who received
strategy instruction along with timed-drill practice
of multiplication facts, performed significantly
better in posttest measures of conceptual understanding of multiplication than those who just had
timed-drill practice of multiplication facts. This
study sought to integrate Woodward’s instructional
approach within the design and development of a
digital game for learning.
There already exists an established theoretical
foundation that supports the pedagogical benefits
of digital game play (Gee, 2007; Shaffer, 2006,
Prensky, 2005). In recent years there has been a
push towards empirically validating the theories
behind games for learning. The results have shown
that digital games are engaging, motivating, dynamic environments (Malone, 1984; Malone &
Lepper, 1987; Squire, 2005; Habgood, 2005; Adauto & Klein, 2010; Habgood & Ainsworth, 2011).
The results have been mixed when investigating
learning that can be directly tied to digital game

play. One explanation for the lack of conclusive
results tying learning to digital game play is the
tendency of instructional games to exogenously
represent the instructional content and lean more
toward “edutainment” than education (Charoeying, 2010). Furthermore there is very little literature that speaks about the use of digital games for
the teaching and learning of mathematics (Swan
& Marshall, 2007; Ke, 2008).
The purpose of this formative study is threefold:
1.
2.

3.

Explore the efficacy of digital game to support automization of multiplication facts,
Address the affordances of a digital game as
an environment for the exploration of strategy instruction in the support of conceptual
understanding, and
Evaluate student’s attitudes towards the
digital game learning environment.

Learning and Teaching
of Multiplication
A common misconception about multiplication characterizes it as simply repeated addition
(Anghileri, 2001). This definition contributes to a
narrow conceptual understanding of multiplication
as an operation because it limits multiplication
merely to a counting operation. A more accurate
understanding of multiplication accounts for
both procedures and concepts, which leads to the
ability demonstrate adaptive reasoning, strategic
competence, and a productive disposition. Lampert
(1986) asserts that the repeated addition view of
multiplication is not applicable when one has to
multiply integers, rational numbers, algebraic
quantities, continuous quantities, ratios and proportions. In other words, multiplication is better
thought of as an operation that scales quantities,
and proficiency is based on a comprehensive
understanding of its native procedures, facts, and
concepts.
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Recognition that multiplication is a commutative operation often aids calculation of a
multiplicative expression (Anghileri, 2001). The
commutative property of multiplication simply
states that the order of the number being multiplied has no effect on the resulting product. For
example, multiplying 3 X 7 will give you the
same answer as multiplying 7 x 3. Unfortunately,
students usually learn multiplication facts through
a multiplication table. The cost of this approach
is a lack of conceptual understanding of multiplication. While encouraging the memorization of
these facts, instructors should recognize that the
need to present relationships (e.g., 4 x 4 is twice
as large as 2 x 4) is also of importance. Sherman,
Richardson, and Yard (2009) encouraged students
to develop fluency in multiplication facts and to
have a solid understanding of the concepts of
properties surrounding multiplication. Sherman
et al. cautioned against the overuse of rote memorization to the point that it hinders conceptual
understanding. By teaching strategies, relationships, and multiplicative properties, instructors
can greatly reduce the number of facts that their
students need to memorize.
From fourth grade on, children gradually make
the transition from procedure and strategy-based
calculation to direct retrieval of multiplication
facts. Their development is not complete once
they have reached the retrieval stage, however.
As children grow older, the retrieval times (RT)
become smaller, retrieval is more accurate, and
RT size effect (i.e., the larger the operands, the
longer it takes to retrieve the answer) decreases.
The proportion of operand-related errors also
decreases, as do operand-related errors related
to the distance effect (i.e., the larger the distance
between the operands, the more likely that errors
will occur.
Sheffield and Cruikshank (2005) developed
a recommended scope and sequence for teaching and learning about multiplication for grades
kindergarten through eighth. Along with their own
recommendations, they referenced the recommen-
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dations of the National Council of Teaching of
Mathematics, (NCTM)---mainly that in order for
learners to make sense of multiplication concepts
and alternative algorithms, it is recommended to
start early with developing reversibility of thought
wherein children realize that multiplication and
division are inverse operations that provide the
ability to construct and deconstruct (i.e., 4 x 3 =
12 also means that 12 ÷ 4 = 3).
To develop a conceptual understanding of
multiplication, children should be taught all of the
multiplicative properties. The first is the identity
property, which states that any number multiplied
or divided by 1 result in the same quantity. Next
is the commutative property of multiplication,
which states that the order of the numerals in a
multiplication expression has no effect on the
resulting value and thus helps reduce the number
of facts one has to memorize. Finally, there is the
multiplicative property of zero, which states that
any number multiplied by zero, results in zero.
Sheffield and Cruikshank also discuss computational fluency within this scope and sequence.
Children should learn all one hundred of the basic
multiplication facts, which range from 0 X 0 to
9 X 9. However, emerging theory recommends
memorization of multiplication facts only after the
child understands the basic multiplication concepts
discussed above. Instructors are also encouraged to
teach multiplication and division facts in concert,
as they are strongly related. One benefit of this
approach is the development of families of facts.
For example, one such fact family is 4 x 3 = 12,
3 x 4 = 12, 12 ÷ 4 = 3, 12÷3 = 4.
Geary (1994) presented an overview of a
child’s mathematical development in regards to
multiplication. A child’s ability to acquire multiplication skills is directly related to the knowledge
of addition and counting. In the development of
multiplication skills, children usually begin with
repeated addition and counting by n (e.g. 3, 6, 9).
As learners become more sophisticated, they transition to the use of rules and derived facts, which
is also known as decomposition. Although rules
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are primarily used to solve problems containing
0 and 1, derived facts are based on the retrieval of
multiplication facts. The retrieved fact is usually
a multiplication double (3 x 3), which is used as
a first step in solving a related problem (3 x 4 =
(3 x 3) + 3). The ultimate goal for the learner is
to be able to directly retrieve multiplication facts
from long-term memory.
There are set of major effects in the learning of
multiplication arithmetic. Verguts and Fias (2005)
argue that these effects are all distinct; meaning
that one of these effects can exist in the absence
of the others. Each of these effects has an associated error rate, which seems to occur consistently
across studies. Also common error types are found
in multiplication arithmetic, the majority of which
are error related: distance effect (operand errors
in which the incorrect answer is off by a scale of
1 or 2, e.g. 9 x 6 = 48), and table errors.
Woodward (2006) conducted a review of the
literature related to intervention strategies for
teaching mathematics facts and administered an
experimental study comparing the integration
approach (combination of teaching strategies and
timed practice drills) with timed practice drills of
multiplication facts. 58 fourth graders participated
in the study. 15 of the students possessed math
disabilities. Although both groups improved in the
ability to recall multiplication facts, the participants in the integrated approach performed better
than the timed practice drill group on posttest and
maintenance test measures that were designed to
assess the application of multiplication facts to
extended facts and approximation tasks.
The literature supports rote memorization, as
it allows for recall of multiplication facts, but cautions that focusing entirely on memorization limits
the ability of learners to transfer their knowledge
of those facts to other mathematical tasks and
concepts. The possible best course of action is for
learners to be taught using a combination of timed
practice drills and teaching strategies. This study
focused on implementing this recommended integrated approach to providing strategy instruction

while also supporting the transition from derived
facts to direct retrieval of basic multiplication facts
within a digital game environment.

Digital Games for Learning
Over the past 30 years, videos games have become
fully integrated into the social and cultural fabric
of the United States and, some could argue, the
world. The exponential growth in the technology
and knowledge related to the creation of digital
game hardware and software has allowed for digital
game consoles and software to become affordable
for most households. Spending on entertainment
software alone reached $24.75 billion in 2011,
with the average American household owning at
least one dedicated gaming console (Entertainment
Software Association, 2012).
The mainstreaming of digital game play has
piqued the interest of researchers, especially in
educational research. Their interest lies in the
potential of digital games to provide a robust,
dynamic, engaging, motivating learning environment, which may lead to higher learning gains
than traditional methods and/or a different kind of
learning experience: one that is deeper and more
focused on application of knowledge and skills.
Studies have shown that digital games can be used
to increase engagement and motivation (Przybylski,
Rigby, & Ryan, 2010; Chang, Wu, Weng, & Sung,
2012). In addition, researchers have laid a robust
theoretical foundation that has derived many learning principles inherent to digital game play (e.g.,
Gee, 2005; Shaffer, 2006; Kebritchi, & Hirumi,
2008). For example Wong (1996) has identified
four consistent features of digital games that make
them attractive as educational tools: instantaneous
feedback, continual improvement, high response
rates, and an unlimited ceiling on performance. In
addition Shaffer (2006) theorizes that well-designed
games allow the learner to participate in meaningful discovery learning, which is ideal for encoding
information into long-term memory and developing
a conceptual understanding of the content.
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According to Prensky (2005), the learners that
we are trying to reach in today’s digital age are
different from previous generations and require different tools to motivate them to learn. They prefer
play over work, fantasy over reality, immediate
payoff over patience, active learning over passive
learning, and working in concert with their peers,
and they view technology as a friend. Within a
digital game there is enjoyment, involvement,
structure, motivation, flow, outcomes, and constant feedback. Prensky also derived five levels of
learning that take place when one plays a digital
game: learning how, learning what, learning
why, learning where, and finally, learning when
and whether. Prensky also mentioned that digital
games encourage discovery learning, guided discovery, feedback, the ability to learn from mistakes,
and task-based learning. Prensky encourages
research that combines game play, learning, and
the use of the Internet as a means of distributing
games for learning, instead of limiting the use of
the Internet to deliver distance-learning courses.
Game designers can create games that encourage meaningful learning by putting thought
into the context of the game, the participants of
the game, the meaning of the game, the systems
within the game, interactivity, and the choices
that the user will make. Salen and Zimmerman
(2005) discussed the learning and assessment
value of choices made within games: what happened before the player was given the choice,
how the possibility of choice was conveyed to the
player, how the player made the choice, what the
result of the choice was, and how the result of the
choice was conveyed to the player each present
some interesting consideration for meaningful
learning. This combination of internal cognitive
activities and external representations can make
an ordinary game a meaningful one.
In a white paper by Shaffer, Halverson, Squire,
and Gee (2005), the authors argued that the educational system has not made the best possible use
of digital games. Digital games have been applied
in other training and educational settings (e.g.,
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the government, corporations, and the military)
and have been found advantageous. Overall the
educational system has not fully adopted digital
games within their curriculum.
Digital game based learning has been shown
to have beneficial effects on a variety of learners across a variety of contexts (Van Eck, 2006).
Unfortunately the literature does not support this
claim in the domain of mathematics. A review of
the digital games for learning literature points to
a lack of empirical studies that specifically focuses on the use of digital games in the teaching
and learning of mathematics (Swan & Marshall,
2007; Ke, 2008). On the other hand, there does
exist a solid theoretical framework for the use of
non-digital games to serve as a tool for the learning and teaching of mathematics (Bright, Harvey,
& Wheeler, 1985; Ainly, 1990; Gough, 1999;
Booker, 2000; Bragg, 2006). This work done in
non-digital games should translate to the use of
digital games for the same purpose.
The literature on the use of games within the
mathematics classroom is small and results have
varied. In an example of the use of digital games
for the learning and teaching mathematics, Ke
(2008) sought to answer the following questions:
1.
2.

How did students interact with computer
math games and game-based learning
environments?
Did playing the math game improve students’
math learning outcomes?

In answering the first research question, Ke
found that there was a statistically significant
difference between the pre and post measures
of participants’ attitudes toward math learning.
In regards to the whether or not math game play
improved students’ math learning outcomes, there
was a non-significant effect of math gaming on
learning, as well as no difference between the
participants’ pre and post math measures.
Another example of digital games for the learning and teaching of mathematics, Polycarpou et al.
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(2010) developed a game called Math-City. Mathcity is a simulation game in which students created
and maintened a city. They were responsible for
developing and maintaining the commerical and
residential areas of the city which involved the
application of mathemataical concepts related to
fractions and solving word problems. Throughout
the game play the students were asked to solve
problems related to the creation of city resources.
Unfortunately no empirical data was collected on
student learning outcomes but only on teachers
thoughts about the game and whether they would
use them in their classroom.
Games have also been shown to have an effect
on the mathematics achievement of english as a
second language learners. Kim and Chang (2010)
conducted a study in which they investigated the
effect of game play on math achievement based
on gender and language minority groups. The
study found that participants whose first language
was English, and played the prescribed digital
game daily during the study, decreased in math
achivement. The opposite result was found for
those whose first language was not English and
male language minorities demonstrated comprable
math achievement to male English counterparts
after daily game play.
The literature supports development of basic
multiplication facts to the level of automaticity
(direct retrieval) as an important step in the development of proficiency with whole numbers.
Deficiencies in the direct retrieval (automaticity)
of basic multiplication facts place learners at a
disadvantage as they are introduced to concepts
and procedures that have fluency of multiplication
facts as a prerequisite. Deficiencies in this area
are heightened as children progress to high-order
mathematics courses in middle school and high
school. The engaging and motivating affordances
of digital games make them a viable tool to assist in
learners on the path to multiplicative proficiency.
It is important to assist learners in their
development of a conceptual understanding of
multiplication along with an automatic retrieval

of multiplication facts, and the vast amounts of
affordances that digital games provide for learning, research should be conducted to specifically
address whether a digital game can be used to
aid in the automatization of basic multiplication
facts and conceptualization of multiplication as
a mathematical operation through a combination
of timed drill and strategy instruction.
This study investigated the impact of implementing an integrated approach to teaching basic
multiplication (timed-drill and strategy instruction) in a digital game learning environment. Of
major interest to this study is the ability of a digital
game environment to:
1.
2.
3.

Increase learning outcomes,
Reduce retrieval times, and
Engage and motivate learners.

The major research questions addressed in
this study are:
1.

2.

3.

What effect will time spent playing a
digital game that incorporates timed-drill
within gameplay, have on the automization
of single-digit multiplication facts?
Will time spent in a digital game that teaches
multiplication through a combination of
timed-drill and strategy instruction have
an effect on conceptual understanding of
multiplication?
What are student’s attitudes towards the
game-based learning environment in terms
of learning efficacy and overall enjoyment?

It is hypothesized that the ability of digital
games to serve as engaging and motivating learning environments, coupled with the perceived
benefits of using an integrated approach to support
direct retrieval of basic multiplication facts and
conceptual understanding, will lead to increased
learning outcomes scores, increased automization
of basic multiplication facts, and positive attitudes
towards the game and learning content.
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METHODS
Participants
The participants in this study were 29 (15 male,
14 female) students enrolled in third through
fifth grade at a predominately African-American
elementary school located in the Southeast United
States. In light of their age (8 to 10 years old) no
monetary stipend was provided. All participants
regularly received between forty-five and sixty
minutes of mathematical instruction a day. All
participants were enrolled in the schools regular
curriculum, and no students were identified as
learning disabled or gifted. The classroom teachers
gave no direct instruction on multiplication facts
and strategy during the study.

Digital Game Environment
Lerpz: Escape from Goldac is a third-person digital
game environment designed for this study. In the
game, the learner plays a character (Lerpz) that
was sentenced to spend the rest of his life on a
faraway planet after being wrongly convicted of a
crime (see the screenshot in Figure 1). There is a
spaceship that Lerpz can use to escape the planet,
but the fuel that he needs to power the spaceship
is locked inside various force fields. The only
Figure 1. Escape from Goldac screenshot
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way that Lerpz can turn off each force field is by
correctly determining the combination to the force
field. The participants get the correct combination
by solving a varying amount of multiplication facts
in a set amount of time. Once a student collides
with a force field an input device appears in the
top right hand portion of the screen and presents
the student with the time left to unlock the force
field, a multiplication expression to solve, and a
space to display their answer. A keypad is available
to enter their answer and to submit that answer
to be checked.
In order to encourge engagement and support
motivation, several elements were included within
the design of the game. Great care was taken in
developing the narrative of the game. The narrative was designed to be easily explained to the
player, but still provide ample leeway for supporting extended gameplay. The game was designed
as one large open level, providing the player the
ability to determine for themselves how to complete all tasks. Throughout the game, the players
encountered robotic prison guards which they
had to deactivate in order to continue unlocking
force fields. The encounters with prison guards
served as pseudo “boss levels” within the game.
In order to sustain motivation towards solving the
multiplication problems when interacting with
force fields, players were timed but suffered no
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penalty if they did not solve all of the multiplication
problems within the allotted time. This element
of the game was designed so players would not
get discouraged. Finally the further away players
advanced from the initial starting point, the more
difficult the multiplication problems became and
the less time they had to solve problems. The
game was designed this way to increase the level
of challenge in order to keep players engaged. If
players continued to encounter problems of the
same level of challenge throughout the world, the
more likely they would not remain as engaged as
when they started gameplay.
In the timed-drill plus strategy instruction
(integrated) version of the game, the participants
still have to unlock the force fields but they are
also provided with strategies for each family of
multiplication facts. Participants can access these
hints at anytime, as they are integrated into the
Heads-Up-Display. Selecting a strategy pauses
the game and allows the In the timed-drill plus
strategy instruction (integrated) version of the
game, the participants still have to unlock the force
fields but they are also provided with strategies
for each family of multiplication facts (see Figure
2). Participants can access these hints at anytime,
as they are integrated into the Heads-Up-Display.

Selecting a strategy pauses the game and allows
the participant time to digest the information.
Each strategy contains a sample problem and
solution, along with a visual representation of the
strategy. All strategy screens contain a reminder
on the bottom that provides information on the
commutative property, identity property, and multiplicative property of zero. After collecting a set
amount of fuel cells, the force field surrounding
the spaceship unlocks and the character is able
to escape. Participants in the timed-drill version
of the game do not have access to the strategies
for each family of multiplication facts. This was
the major difference between the two conditions.

Measures
This study administered several measures to assess
students’ knowledge of single-digit multiplication
facts, their ability to demonstrate conceptual understanding of multiplicative situations, and their
attitudes towards the game.
Timed Single-Digit Multiplication Facts Test:
In order to assess the ability of students to retrieve
the answers associated with all single-digit multiplication expressions, a one-hundred-questions
paper based test was administered and timed

Figure 2. Strategy instruction screenshot
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by the study proctor. In the development of this
measure, all possible single digit multiplication
expressions were written in order and assigned
a number from one to one hundred. A random
number generator then randomized the presentation of the multiplication expressions;
Conceptual Understanding of Multiplication
Test: In order to assess the conceptual understanding of multiplication as an operation, participants
were asked to solve a set of word problems
based on Greer’s (1992) work on multiplication
as models of situations. A total of twenty-one
questions were asked, which represented one of
seven classes of multiplication problems: equal
groups, equal measures, multiplicative change,
Cartesian product, rectangular area, and product
of measures. Students were also asked to provide
(in their own words) definitions for multiplication
and its associated properties (identity, associative,
distributive, property of zero, and commutative);
Game Play Survey: Participants were asked
to complete a questionnaire designed to gather
information on the students’ thoughts about game
play, game design, and whether or not they felt
they benefitted from playing the game. All participants were also asked to provide information
in regards to how often they play digital games,
their preferred genre of digital games, whether
or not they owned a digital game console, if they
owned a computer at home or not, and finally, if
they played games online.

Design
This experiment used a simple pre/post between
groups design with the independent variable
being the version of the game that participants
played (timed drill and strategy instruction or
timed-drill only). The dependent variables were
the participant’s performance on the conceptual
understanding measure and the time required to
recall the one hundred basic multiplication facts.
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Procedures
Prior to the study, consent forms were sent to the
home of all students in each classroom that volunteered to participate. Students who returned a
parental consent form approving their participation
were included in the study participant pool. Prior
to the collection of data or administration of the
intervention, participants were randomly assigned
to the timed-drill plus strategy instruction condition (n = 15) or the timed-drilled condition (n =
14). Following assignment to a condition the study
proctor timed each participant on their ability to
complete a test that required them to recall all one
hundred of the basic multiplication facts. The study
proctor had a stopwatch in order to accurately
record the time each participant required to finish
this task. The study proctor then explained to each
participant that they would be asked to answer a
few question related to multiplication. Following
the collection of these measures, each condition
was taken separately to a computer lab in order to
receive instruction on game play controls. After
having received instruction on game play controls,
the students in each condition were allowed to
play the game in a computer lab for a total of one
hour spread over two days (30 minutes for each
session). Those in the integrated condition were
provided additional instruction on how to access
the strategy instructions and the purpose of the
strategies presented. On the final day of the study,
the proctor again administered the same measures
collected on the first day. Finally the participants
were asked to complete the game survey in order
to gather their thoughts on the game and it’s instructional effectiveness.

RESULTS
A paired samples t test was conducted to evaluate whether there was a significant reduction of
the retrieval time required (in seconds) to answer
all one hundred of the single-digit multiplica-
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tion facts after spending one hour in the digital
game environment. The results shown in Table 1
indicated that the mean for the timed post-test on
multiplication facts (M = 231.17, SD = 92.503)
was significantly less than the mean for the timed
pre-test on multiplication facts (M = 296.90, SD
= 122.798), t(29) = 4.401, p <.01, for all students
regardless of condition. The standardized effect
size index, d, was 0.604. The 95% confidence
interval for the mean difference between the two
scores was 35.137 to 96.312. The distribution
for the pre and post-timed multiplication tests
appears in Figure 3.
In order to determine if the there was a significant difference in the retrieval time required (in
Table 1. Retrieval times for single-digit multiplication facts

Mean Retrieval
Time

Pre Test

Post
Test

t

df

296.90
(122.80)

231.17
(92.50)

4.40*

29

Note. Mean Retrieval Time is presented in seconds. Standard
Deviations appear in parenthesis below means.
* = p ≤.05

Figure 3. Distribution of pre and post-timed
multiplication tests

seconds) to answer all one hundred of the single
digit multiplication facts between conditions,
a one-way analysis of variance was conducted.
The independent variable of game play condition
had two levels: timed-drill, and timed-drill with
strategy instruction. The dependent variable was
the change in retrieval time for multiplication
facts after spending time in the game environment. The ANOVA was not significant, F(1, 27)
=.305, p =.585.
In order to answer the second major research
question, a one-way analysis of variance was
conducted to evaluate the relationship between
participants in the two conditions and the change
in their scores on the conceptual short answer test
after spending time in the digital game environment. The ANOVA was not significant F(1, 27)
=.155, p =.697. The strength of the relationship
between the condition in which a participant was
placed and the change in scores on the conceptual
short answer test, as assessed by η2 was non existent, with the condition to which the participant
was assigned accounting for 0% of the variance
in the scores on the conceptual short answer test.
A post hoc analysis determined there was
no significant relationship between gender and
changes in performance on the timed measure of
retrieval time for all single-digit multiplication
facts. In addition, no significant relationship exists
between grade level and the change in performance
on the timed measure of retrieval time for all
single-digit multiplication facts. In regards to the
conceptual short answer measure, the study also
found no significant differences between gender
and changes in performance on the conceptual
measure. The same could be said of grade levels.
The post game survey collected participants’
thoughts on the design of the game environment,
their levels of engagement while interacting with
the game, and what effects (if any) playing the
game had on their multiplication number sense.
Figure 4 shows the results of the survey, in regards
to participants’ thoughts on learning.
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Figure 4. Survey results

The majority of the students (86.2%) agreed
that the game helped them learn about multiplication. 69% of the students disagreed with the
statement that the multiplication problems presented were difficult. The majority of students
(89.7%) reported that they liked learning through
digital games and 86.2% of the students agreed
that the game challenged them to remember their
multiplication facts. 69% of the students agreed
that after playing the game they were better able
to remember their multiplication facts and 75.9%
of the students responded that they would like to
use other games in the order to help them in math.
Students were also asked questions related to
the game play. 41.4% of the students disagreed
with the statement that the game was easy to play,
but 37.9% of the students agreed with that same
statement. 51.7% of the students disagreed with
the statement that the keyboard used to answer
problems was difficult to use. 58.6% of the students found the main character easy to control
and 55.1% of the students found the game play to
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be “realistic.” 96.6% of the students in the study
would continue to play the game on their own and
79.3% of the students liked the main character
“Lerpz.” Finally, 82.8% of the students reported
that they would recommend this game to their
friends (see Figure 5).
Students were also asked if they would make
any improvements to the game and what those
improvements would be. The majority of the
responses were that they like the game the way
it was (31%). Some common themes occurred in
the remainder of the responses: more levels in
the game, customizable characters, being able to
use the number pad on the keyboard as the input
method, additional weapons, and the ability to
gain more lives.
In regards to how frequently they played digital games, 51.7% of the students responded that
they rarely played digital games, with 80% of the
respondents reporting that they owned a Nintendo
DS. In terms of their favorite type of digital game,
38.5% of the students reported that sport games
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Figure 5. Results of gameplay survey

were their favorite. A list of the favorite digital
games was not consistent with the results from the
previous section. Finally, 89.7% of the students
surveyed reported that they felt comfortable with
using a computer.
The final set of survey questions asked students
to provide information related to their computer
use at home. 96.6% of all students surveyed had
a computer at home and that same percentage of
students had Internet access at home. Of all the
students surveyed, 86.2% of them played games
online.

DISCUSSION
The goal of this study was to investigate the
impact of implementing an integrated approach
to teaching basic multiplication (timed-drill and
strategy instruction) in a digital game learning

environment compared to an approach that only
integrated time-drill. Of major interest to this study
was the ability of a digital game environment to:
1.
2.
3.

Support the automization of single-digit
multiplication facts
Improve conceptual understanding of
multiplication through the use of strategy
instruction, and
Be looked upon as a robust and engaging
learning environment by participants.

It was hypothesized the theoretical potential
ability of digital games to serve as engaging and
motivating learning environments, coupled with
the perceived benefits of using an integrated
approach to support direct retrieval of basic
multiplication facts and conceptual understanding (through strategy instruction), would lead to
increased learning outcomes scores in relation to
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conceptual understanding, automization of basic
multiplication facts, and positive attitudes towards
the game and presentation of learning content.
This study had several significant findings: 1)
there was a significant difference in participants’
retrieval times for all single digit multiplication
facts. After one hour of game play, participants
reduced the retrieval times for all single digit
multiplication facts by 65.70 second, on average;
2) The overwhelming majority of participants felt
the digital game environment helped them learn
about multiplication, challenged to remember
their multiplication facts, assisted in helping
them in memorizing facts, and were interested in
using games in the future in order to learn math;
3) The majority of participants also answered in
the affirmative when asked if they would like
to continue game play on their own and would
recommend the game to their friends. The rest of
this section will discuss the implications of these
findings for the field of game-based learning, and
future works will also be discussed.

Can Digital Game Play Support
the Automization of SingleDigit Multiplication Facts?
In terms of developing automaticity of multiplication facts, the digital game environment had a
significant effect in reducing the time required for
participants to retrieve the answers to all of the
single-digit multiplication facts by a little over
one minute (an average of 65.73 seconds). There
was no difference between those who played the
integrated version of the game and those who
played the timed drill only version of the game
on this measure, meaning the desired effect was
uniform throughout conditions. This came as no
surprise, as Woodward (2006) had similar findings in his study. This finding is of importance
to those interested in mathematics education especially within the elementary years. Developing
automaticity of basic arithmetic facts during the
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elementary is beneficial for many reasons. Anderson (1992) in his analysis of the effect practice
towards automatization on skilled performance
identified several benefits of automaticity:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Automaticity helps to increase the speed of
mathematical skills;
Automatic helps to reduce error rates;
Processes that have reached the level of
automization are increasingly less likely to
be interfered with by alternatives; and
Less likely to interrupt a concurrent task.

Bargh (1992) adds to the discussion of the
benefits of automaticity by recognizing that automaticity allows working memory to be focused
on other aspect of problem solving. Anderson
also provides environmental conditions that support the development of automaticity. In order to
contribute to automaticity learning environments
should maintain constant stimulus-to-response
mapping and spaced practice is better than massed
practice (Anderson, 1992). It would seem the
affordances of digital games map well to the
characteristics learning environments need to
support the development of automaticity. Games
provide constant stimulus-to-response feedback
and spaced practice is a commonly used game
design technique. The additional affordances of
games, in terms of engagement and motivation,
point to games for learning as a more appealing
option than traditional timed-drill instructional
approaches. The results of this study also show
particular promise for use with low-achieving
mathematics students. Aside from the positive
result found in Woodward’s (2006) study, studies
have consistently found improvements in automaticity allow low achieving students to handle age
and grade appropriate mathematical concepts, for
which they had difficulty prior to any intervention (Cumming & Elkins, 1999; Pegg, Graham,
& Bellert, 2005).
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Can a Digital Game that
Teaches Multiplication through
a Combination of TimedDrill and Strategy Instruction
have an Effect on Conceptual
Understanding of Multiplication?
The second research question focused on the effect
the integrated version of the digital game would
have on conceptual understanding of multiplication. While there was a significant increase in the
overall scores on the conceptual measure, there
were no significant differences found between
those in the integrated strategy instruction/timed
drill condition and those who played the timed drill
version of the game. There are several possible
explanations for this. One is that the strategy hints
were accessed on demand and students were not
required to interact with them. The study proctor
observed very few students in the integrated condition actually accessed the strategy instruction.
Another possible explanation is participants only
spent an hour playing the game. More time may
be needed for them to develop a deeper conceptual
understanding of multiplication as an operation
through prolonged interaction with strategy instruction. The final possible explanation is that the
sample size was too small to see any significant
results between conditions.
In order to rectify the lack of interaction with
strategy instruction, and to better access the
benefits of strategy instruction, Escape From
Goldac should be redesigned in order to make
strategy instruction endogenous to game play.
Malone and Lepper (1987) differentiate between
endogenous and exogenous learning games by
defining endogenous games as having “the skill
being learned and the fantasy dependent on each
other” and having “an integral and continuing
relationship between the fantasy context and the
instructional content being presented” (Malone &

Lepper, 1987). On the other hand an exogenous
game is “one which the fantasy depends on the
skill being learned but not vice versa” (Malone &
Lepper, 1987, p. 240). It would seem the strategy
instruction version of Escape From Goldac would
fit into the exogenous category, which would explain the lack of significant differences between
conditions in regards to conceptual understanding. Habgood, Ainsworth, and Benford (2005)
have extended Malone and Lepper’s theory on
the design of educational games, through their
theory of intrinsic integration. Designing digital
games based on the theory of intrinsic integration should address flow, core mechanics, and
representations. Flow refers to the “feeling of
total concentration, distorted sense of time, and
extension of self,” which are feelings that can be
identified by anyone completely engaged on a task
(Habgood, Ainsworth, & Benford, 2005, p. 492).
Core mechanics are defined as the “mechanism
through which players make meaningful choices
and arrive at a meaningful play experience” (Salen
& Zimmerman, 2003, p. 317). By representations,
Habgood et al. recommends the use of congruent
structures and interactions within the game environment, which are mapped directly to the learning content. They theorize the use of metaphoric
representations of instructional content leads to
deeper conceptual understanding. Habgood and
Ainsworth (2011) assessed this theory of intrinsic
integration through a series of studies in which he
tested two distinctly different versions of a game
designed to teach division. One version applied the
theory of intrinsic integration in order to create an
endogenous game play experience, and the other
version had the instructional content exogenous
to the game play. In both studies, the research
observed significant learning gains from those
who played the endogenous version of the game
compared to those who played the exogenous
version of the game.
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What are Student’s Attitudes
towards this Game-Based Learning
Environment in Terms of Learning
Efficacy and Overall Enjoyment?
Game survey responses indicated a generally positive response to the instructional game. The majority of participants felt challenged by the game,
found it so engaging that they would continue to
play the game on their own, and were willing to
recommend the game to peers. While the majority
of students felt no need to improve on the game in
its current state, there did exist a small group of
participants who desired the ability to customize
the main character (choosing different clothing,
choosing a different gender, etc.) as well as those
who wanted the inclusion of additional levels, boss
characters, and the use of the keyboard number
pad as an additional input device.
It is important that game designers develop
games from the perspective of the end-user. Learners should be active participants’ within the game
design process in order to assure the development
of an engaging environment. For those who are
developing games for learning, motivation and
engagement are of equal importance with meeting
learning objectives. In the words of James Gee
“games that can’t be learned, or where the learning
is not motivating, don’t get played” (Gee, 2008, p.
12). In other words it is not good enough to build
games for learning but to build good games for
learning. The statistical analysis and survey results
indicate Escape From Goldac has the ability to
serve as an engaging and motivating environment
for supporting the development of direct retrieval
of multiplication facts. What is unknown is if
this game environment or any other digital game
environment is conducive to imparting conceptual
understanding of multiplicative strategies and properties. It is speculated that digital game environments can accomplish this, but further works is
needed to determine the game design features and
approaches that create the conditions necessary to
support development of conceptual understanding.
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Limitations
While there were some promising results and
directions discussed in this paper, it is important
that caution be taken in making generalizations.
This study had a small sample of students. In
addition very little time (one hour) was spent in
the video game environment and maintenance
measures were not taken. Furthermore log data of
player-game interactions were not collected. The
collection of log data would have strengthened the
statistical analysis and provided more granular
insights into the learning taking place through
digital game play.

FUTURE DIRECTIONS
While the ability to reduce the retrieval time for
the one hundred basic multiplication facts was
promising, the literature clearly points to a conceptual understanding of multiplication as just as,
if not more, important than automaticity. Based on
the lack of responses to the open-ended questions
on multiplication and its properties, more work
must be done on leveraging the affordances of
digital games to impart this knowledge to learners.
Equally as disturbing was the lack of robustness
of the answers to these open-ended questions
from those who did answer them. Future studies
should focus on applying an endogenous/intrinsic
integration game design approach in order to address the issues with conceptual understanding
while maintaining and/or increasing automaticity
of multiplication facts.
Future studies should also delve deeper into
highlighting “hard” multiplication facts within
game play. This in response to the survey question
related to the challenge level of the problems within
the game. The majority of respondents disagreed
when asked if the problems they encountered
within the game were challenging. One possible
means to address this is through adaptivity. An
adaptive game environment that dynamically
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adjusts its content based on the mastery level
achieved by each student would be ideal and would
focus the game play on those facts with which
students struggle while providing maintenance
for those facts that they have already mastered.
Adaptivity would require the collection of log data
and development of a learner model in order to
compare in game progress to overall proficiency.
In future studies the issue of providing strategy
instruction in a more endogenous (where instructional content is directly tied to the core game
mechanics) manner should also be investigated.
Leaving it up to the user to decide when to access
the strategies does not appear to be a productive
way to provide instruction. This interruption in
game play is an impediment to the natural game
flow and should be avoid.
Another topic for further investigation is the
integrating of mathematics classroom interventions within instructional digital games. There is
a wealth of empirically supported math interventions that could assist in the design and development of learning games. The combination of the
instructional strategies and the affordances of
instructional games could potentially be a powerful learning tool.
Finally future studies should investigate the
use of the digital game over a longer period of
time and include a measure of maintenance to
determine the long-lasting effects of playing a
digital game designed to aid in the automatization of multiplication facts and the development
of a conceptual understanding of multiplication.
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Section 2

Tools and Technologies
This section presents an extensive coverage of various tools and technologies available in the field of STEM Education that practitioners and academicians alike can utilize to develop different techniques. These chapters enlighten
readers about fundamental research on the many tools facilitating the burgeoning field of STEM Education. It is
through these rigorously researched chapters that the reader is provided with countless examples of the up-andcoming tools and technologies emerging from the field of STEM Education. With 13 chapters, this section offers a
broad treatment of some of the many tools and technologies within the STEM Education field.
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Chapter 17

Technology in Mathematics
Education:
A Catalyst for Diversity Leadership
Peter M. Eley
Fayetteville State University, USA

ABSTRACT
Combining both leadership and diversity, the author’s define “leadership diversity” to be: leadership
that engages followers that is inclusive to gender, culture, and the social context of the followers. In this
chapter, a theoretical framework called “Technological Mathematical Leadership Diversity” (TMLD).
TMLD refers to using technology to engage all followers’ mathematic learning that is inclusive of their
gender, culture, and social context. As mathematics educators, it is important to understand that our role
as chief instructor is changing; students are now taking control of their education. The infusion of Web 2.0
is changing how students learn and receive their information. The author set out to answer three questions
through the TMLD lens: 1) Will the technology be applied to something already done? 2) Will the technology be used in such a way that it improves upon the way an existing task is done? 3) Will the technology
allow us to do things that could not easily be done before? Within this context, the authors organize the
technology into two distinct categories “productivity” and “cognitive” based off their primary usage. The
rising cost of higher education is driving students to find ways to obtain their education in the quickest
time and least expensive way possible. While in pursuit of this, it is important that diversity leadership is
maintained. Using frameworks such as TMLD, the authors are able to examine the existence and potential
effectiveness of a technological tool. These changes can affect mathematics education in a drastic way.

INTRODUCTION
“Electronic technologies–calculators and computers–are essential tools for teaching, learning,
and doing mathematics. They furnish images of
mathematical ideas, they facilitate organizing and
analyzing data, and they compute efficiently and

accurately (NCTM, 2000). Knowing this fact,
the National Council of Teachers of Mathematics
(NCTM) suggests, “effective teachers maximize
the potential of technology to develop students’ understanding, stimulate their interest, and increase
their proficiency in mathematics” (NCTM, 2008).
As student learning and communication evolves so
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does the technologies used to teach these students.
More importantly, “In the future, how we educate
our children may prove to be more important than
how much we educate them” (Friedman, 2005, p.
302). The No Child Left Behind Act of 2001 was
developed in response to the breadth of literacy
skills necessary for students to be successful in the
21st century workforce as well as the increasing
need for technology literacy. The primary goal of
Title II, Part D of the No Child Left Behind Act
of 2001 is the improvement of “student academic
achievement through the use of technology in elementary schools and secondary schools” (Butler,
Chavez, & Corbeil, 2007).
Mathematics education has started to recognize
the vast possibilities of the digital age for changing how students learn and how teachers teach
mathematics. Rapid technological innovations are
forcing reform that is bringing changes undreamt
of even five years ago and unparalleled in the
nation’s history (U.S. Department of Education,
2005). Due to great advances in technology, students today are exposed to unlimited resources that
can be adapted for mathematics learning. Students
are only limited by their own creative abilities
(Eley & Hines, 2011). Advances in technology
have opened the door for students to explore
mathematics content from real world situations,
in real-time furthermore, using teacher creativity;
simple computer software can easily be adapted
to function in a traditional classroom situation.
Researchers have evidence that suggest;
technology can be used to keep students motivated (Eley, 2008). In addition, every opportunity teachers have to use technology, should be
incorporated into the classroom (NCTM, 2000;
NCTM, 2008). Technology in mathematics is
also used as an equity tool for students who need
assistive technologies in learning mathematics to
overcome disabilities. In contrast, technology can
be seen as contributor to disparities because of
the larger number of students who may not have
access to such technologies (U.S. Department of
Commerce, 2006).
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Technology is a perfect instrument to introduce
leadership diversity to teach mathematics with
cultural relevance and rigor. According to Bass
(1994), Bass and Avolio (1994) contemporary
leadership demands greater emphasis on engaging
the follower. However, contemporary leadership
models, “have little to say about equity, social
justice, or diversity; they do not strive toward
inclusiveness or the removal of barriers” (Chin,
2010, p. 153). Diversity is important to the leadership so that he/she “can create an organizational
culture responsive to the social contexts expected
by its followers” (p. 153).
Combining both leadership and diversity, we
define “leadership diversity” to be: leadership
that engages followers that is inclusive to, gender,
culture and social context of the followers. In
this chapter we will emphasis what we will call
“Technological Mathematical Leadership Diversity” (TMLD). TMLD refers to using technology
to engage all followers’ mathematic learning that
is inclusive of their gender, culture, and social
context. TMLD is a theoretical framework that
was developed by Eley and Moffett (2012). This
framework provides a way to categorize, research,
and measure, teaching mathematics with technology and student learning. Furthermore, it makes
the instructor the lead facilitator, and is inclusive
to diversity and equity of learners. Throughout
this chapter, we will view the various aspects of
using technology to teach mathematics through
the lens of TMLD.
As mathematics educators, it is important
to understand that our role as chief instructor is
changing; students are now taking control of their
education. The infusion of Web 2.0 is changing
how students learn and receive their information. Webs 2.0 are web applications that promote
collaboration and information sharing among
users (i.e. wikis). The role of teacher is changing
from instructor of information to facilitator of
information (Solomon & Schrum, 2007; Ryan &
Cooper, 2010). Students can receive news as soon
as it happens with Twitter and Facebook on their
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mobile phones before teachers get home to watch
the evening news. Other countries, such as Japan,
have already started making changes in their curriculum to take advantage of the opportunities that
technology provides. Japan was making changes to
its curriculum to foster greater creativity, artistry,
and play (Solomon & Schrum, 2007).
Keeping students engaged in the learning
process can be one of the toughest tasks for teachers. Teachers must come up with ways to assess
students’ learning and encourage critical and
analytical thinking skills. Technology can easily
lend itself to accomplishing these tasks (NCTM,
2008). Many different mathematical technologies
exist to help students, however to use them effectively requires some training and professional
development courses where the focus is, how
to implement these technologies after teachers
become competent in their use.
Mathematics education technologies are not
limited to only digital technologies but the focus
of this chapter will only consider a limited number
of digital technologies that are affordable, accessible, and relatively easy to learn to use. When
considering mathematical education technologies
to invest in, a few things need to be considered
before spending large amounts of time, energy,
and financial resources.
Ryan and Cooper (2010) outline 3 important
things to look at before considering any technology for educational use, with a few tweaks this
outline works well for mathematics educations.
We consider these suggestions below while incorporating a TMDL lens.
1.
2.

Will the technology be applied to something
that we already do? (i.e., will it significantly
enhance it)
Will the technology be used in such a way
that it improves upon the way we do existing
task? (i.e., trading in standard calculators for
graphing calculators)

3.

Will the technology allow us to do things
that we could not easily do before? (i.e.,
modeling, mathematical simulations)

After considering the recommendations above
you will be in a better position to make an investment into the few mathematics technologies
discussed in this chapter and how they relate to
TMDL.

TYPES OF TECHNOLOGIES
AFFECTING STUDENT LEARNING
IN MATHEMATICS EDUCATION
Technologies that are used in mathematics education typically can be categorized into two distinct
categories, but some of the technologies can be
placed into both categories depending on how
they are used. Productivity and Cognitive are
distinct categories that mathematical educational
technologies can be aggregated into. In this chapter tools are placed into categories based on their
primary use in mathematics education.
Productivity tools are technologies that are
used to produce a product (Ryan & Cooper, 2010).
Examples of productivity tools are word processors, email, spreadsheets, and editing software. All
of these tools produce products that are used in a
variety of way in mathematics education. These
tools help us to work more efficiently and gives
us the ability to get more done.
Cognitive tool are technologies that are
used to engage and enhance thinking (Jonassen,
2005). Examples of cognitive tool are simulation
programs, modeling programs, and educational
computer games. These tools allow us to manage
information that allows us to think more clearly,
creatively, and critically (Ryan & Cooper, 2010).
Cognitive tools enable us to do and see things that
we were not able to easily see before without the
technology.
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Most of the mathematics education tools are
either a productivity or cognitive tool. Within
these two domains of tools exist an array of taskoriented tools that are important to mathematics
education. Adapting Hammond’s (2007) task from
his task-oriented framework with a mathematics
education lens. The following task and technology tools are considered and how they are used
in mathematics education as it relates to diversity
leadership.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Research
Collaboration
Communication
Composing
Presenting
Collecting Data
Analyzing Data
Acquiring and practicing skills
Assessing
Publishing

Research
Research in mathematics education is a growing
field that has various aspects. Research in mathematics education can focus on political issues such
as educational policies that affect mathematics
education on the ground level or focus on how
students learn mathematics. When researching
mathematics education, technology is important
when it come to locating information on current
research in the field. In the field researchers use
search engines, online archives and databases to
accomplish these task.
TMLD is clearly present in mathematics education research because the research takes into
account the various mathematics fields being
studied. As a result the researcher becomes more
knowledgeable about that particular field and
becomes a local leader in that particular field of
study. The use of technology here is very inclusive
to all of the research that is available on the search
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engines and technological resources that lend
themselves to you in this particular field of study.
Commercial search engines such as Google,
Bing, and Yahoo are often used to start general
searches. Searching for key terms or words may
result in finding some or the books and well
know research papers on the areas that you are
researching. Furthermore, search engines like
Google Scholar searches more specifically for
research articles from journals and thus leading to
other electronic resources. Online archives allow
researchers to have access to a variety of searchable documents from multiple journals (Lawrence
& Giles, 2000). JSTOR is an online archive that
has a variety of searchable journals articles form
a wide variety of years to present. In spring 2011
JSTOR announced that books would start to be
added to their archives (Jstor, 2011).
Databases are critical tools to researchers in
mathematics education, because they allow researchers to read abstracts and find the location
of research articles and books. The Education
Resources Information Center (ERIC) is the
worlds’ largest library of education literature
and is a government sponsored Internet resource
(Education Resource Information Center, 2012).
After gathering information about abstracts, the
articles can then be located in the online archives
such as JSTOR.

Collaboration
Collaboration in mathematics educations is a
very large part of what we do. The very nature of
education is a collaborative effort and technology
makes it possible to have collaborators from the
far corners of the earth. Several technological collaborations tools exist such as blogs, wikis, and
social media. These tools assist TMDL because of
the open format and diversity of learners that can
be reached through this tool. More specifically,
we will address how these technologies work in
mathematics education.
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Blogs and websites are where people post
factual information and opinions. In mathematics
education, blogs are useful as collaborative tool
by students, teachers, and researchers to share
learning experiences (Lynne & Solomon, 2010).
The blog allows others to comment on experiences and share their opinion. The back and forth
communication leads to collaboration on projects,
ideas and other related experiences. This tool is
powerful in that things can be posted and if you
are interested in them, you can comment or start
a conversation about something different. Further
more you can create a learning community that
may not have previously existed.
Wikis in mathematics education is a priceless
collaboration tool for mathematics educators. Wikis are similar to blogs but differ because they allow
approved users to changes or add to the original
information that was posted. This tool is good
because it allows users to work together and not
be in the same place at the same time (Vara, 2006).
For example, teachers in 3 different states create a
math lesson on a wiki website. Each teacher can
log into the website and add things to the lesson.
A teacher can add or delete problems from their
lesson and the other collaborator’s lesson. The
power of this tool is that changes are shown immediately and if you want to change things back
to previous versions of the lesson you can easily
do so by the click of a mouse.
Web 2.0 tools are a new phenomenon to social
media with the most popular tools being Twitter
and Facebook. Social media is having an expanding
role in education everywhere and math is no exception. Twitter is a micro-blogging tool that allows
users to express information in 140 characters or
less (Priego, 2011). Facebook is a collaborative
website that allows users to interactive with others exchange ideas and share video and pictures.
Twitter is important to mathematics educators
because it allows users to communicate with a
large community of learners and researchers. Many
of the mathematics education organizations like
NCTM have twitter accounts. Organizations like

NCTM pass along important information on the
daily basis. Twitters helps to build a network of
colleagues that have common interest and experiences in mathematics education (Priego, 2011).
Twitters tweet helpful information to their followers and open users up to other people and ideas
that they would not ordinary experience. Many
tweet about new trends in mathematics education
and others about helpful websites, people etc.
The limitation of 140 characters makes sharing
information concise and direct.
The use of Facebook in mathematics education
is very similar to Twitter, but Facebook allows for
more detail information and collaboration. Users
in mathematics education can express ideas and
views in a full context. They are able to share files,
diagrams and have conversations with other users.
One new feature on Facebook is the video chat.
This will allow for real time collaboration with
other teachers and researchers from anywhere via
a good Internet connection.

Communication
Mathematics educators use various communication tools such as blogs, Wikis voice/chat, Listservs
and Podcasting that all contribute to TMDL (Flanagan & Calandra, 2005). Blogs, wikis, and chat
were addressed earlier in this chapter, because they
not only serve as communication tools but also
assist in collaborations. Listservs and Podcasting
introduce a couple of other methods that are used
to communicate.
Listservs are just mailing list that allow the
emailer to send an email message to a large list of
email address at once. Usually to be included on a
listserv you have to subscribe to it. Subscribing to
a listserv is typically done by emailing the listserv
email address with the message “subscribe” in
the body of the message. Listervs are important
to mathematics educations because they are the
communication channels, which we receive news.
The type of news sent on the listserv can vary from
job search information to bulletins.
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Word processors are a critical tool in mathematics education. It has many different uses
for instruction and conveying different types of
information. Word processors such as Microsoft
Word with the equation editor add on packages
make it very useful for creating test and worksheet
materials (Mathtype, 2012). This eliminates the
hand written test, and mathematics material being written legibly. Composing programs allow
mathematics educators to communicate ideas,
researching findings and opinions.
Video/audio technology is vitally important
to mathematics educators because of its ability
to reenact what took place during the recorded
time frame. Educators and researchers are able
to review teaching of lessons and how students
perceived to learn mathematics material during
the time frame. This tool is very power because
it allows educators and researchers to digest what
was going on during the recorded time period and
they are able to give an in-depth critical review
of the material (Derry, 2007).
A new and innovative technology that is changing how teachers teach on the board is the interactive White Boards (Marzano, 2009). Interactive
white boards are electronic boards that instructors
can use just like a traditional blackboard without
the chalkboard mess. The boards are utilized
with computers and can record the strokes that
are written on the board. The recording feature
is really nice for teachers because they can record
all of their lessons on the board (Derry, 2007).
Computer programs like PowerPoint and Keynote
come to life on interactive white boards because
instructors are able to write directly on the slides
while working with the board.

Data Collection
Finding useful data to analyze is not always an
easy task for educators. However, with new found
access to tool such as Google earth. Finding and
collecting useful data is becoming easier and
easier. Global Information Systems (GIS) are
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being used in classrooms to help students learn
from the data that is collected in their geographical
region (North Carolina State University College
of Education, 2002). The data from GIS is very
useful because real world connections can be
made and educators are able to arrogate the data
in many different ways.
When considering TMDL graphing calculators
are more than just sophisticated adding machines.
They are often equipped with the ability to use
external probes and sensors. The probes and sensors are used to collect data for analysis in the
graphing calculator (Texas Instruments, 2011).
For example, a temperature sensor plugged into
a graphing calculator can recorded the changing
temperature of ice in a cup. Once the data collection process is completed then you can do central
tendency statistics such as finding the average.
Digital still cameras play a role in data collection in mathematics education. Digital cameras
are often used in digital story telling by students
learning mathematics concepts. Students find the
digital story telling process to be a motivational
tool and can be a help to parents looking to be
involved in their child’s learning process (Eley
& Hines, 2011). Digital cameras are helpful to
mathematics educators for data collection, recording and instructional purposes.

Computers
Computers are one of the single most important
technological tools for the field of mathematics
education and TMDL. Computers allow researchers and educators to analyze data, acquire and
practice skills, use self-paced tutorial, use educational computer based games, and data collections.
Mathematics educators have only scratched the
surface of the numerous uses of computers and
in the future computers will continue to play an
important role in mathematics education.
Analyzing data can be a very tedious task but
it is necessary for researchers to gather information about what is being studied. Computers allow
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researchers to be able to store and easily retrieve
large amounts of data. This data can be numerical
or video archives of studies that were conducted.
An array of computer programs exist for analyzing data exists such as SPSS and SAS to name a
few (SAS, 2012; Field, 2009). Math educators use
these programs to indicate statistical significance
in research studies conducted among other things.
A consequence of analyzing data, educators are
able to make evidence based decisions that can
lead to more equitable educational policies.
Acquiring and practicing skills in mathematics
is essential to students’ success in mathematics
education. Technology can make acquiring and
practicing these skills fun and rewarding (Eley &
Hines, 2011). A number of computers software
program exist that allow students to acquire and
practice math skills. Commercial programs such
as Study Island (2012) allow students to acquire
and fine tune mathematical skills for continued
success in mathematics education.
Self-contained tutorials are now a common
technological tool for educators and students.
Using technology such as self-contained tutorials in education, forces changes to the role of the
teachers from educators to educational facilitators
and directly address TMDL in that it considers all
students ability levels. In self-contained tutorials
and classes students work at their own pace (Study
Island, 2012). This works well for students who
learn at a faster or slower pace. The structure also
supports students who may work or do not have
the ability to attend a synchronous class. These
types of course have a tendency to be online
learning courses.
Teachers as facilitators of education are a direct
result of technological advances in education and
embody TMDL. The self-contained tutorials allow students to construct their own learning. The
education facilitators help students where their
progress is hindered. They also provide leadership and direction for students that are working
alone. Facilitators help keep students on track and
make sure that students are learning the material

correctly without hindering their construction of
knowledge.

Assessing Student Learning
Actively using technology to assess student learning is becoming a stable in K-12 education. We
cannot talk about every technological assessment
tool out there however; we will discuss its uses in
general across the country. Classroom response
systems are systems, which allow students to
response in the classroom via a handheld device.
The response back can be anonymous or nonanonymous depending on the system and how it
is set up. Student response systems are helpful to
students because it eliminates the fear of answering wrong in front of classmates or colleagues.
Students using a response system are more likely
to respond and really express their answers. From
a teacher point of view it gives them a quick snap
shot of how the students are performing (SMART,
2012). Therefore instruction can be quickly tailored to what is needed right away. Assessing this
way helps teachers to use time more efficiently
thus giving students more time to learn more.
Assessing not only occurs in the classroom
but it can also be done effectively online using
survey and quiz tools. Using online quizzes and
survey help teachers assess students in the same
way as classroom response systems, however the
students do not have to be present. The surveys are
often used to collect information from students
and learning more about how to teach students
whom you do not see in a face-to-face environment
(Blackboard, 2012). Online technology provides
the instructor the ability to assess in an asynchronous environment and keep the students engaged.

Publishing
Publishing in mathematics education is the lifeline
of the field. The importance of publishing cannot be underestimated. Publishing demonstrates
TMDL and allows mathematics educators to col-
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laborate, grow professionally, and help the field
reach new levels of understanding of mathematics
teaching. Technology is very important to publishing in mathematics education because it allows for
easier collaboration. Technology has given us the
ability to post mathematics blogs and electronic
journals and videos for sharing with the larger
mathematics education community as a result the
educator leads in the field and addresses diversity.
Websites, electronic journal and wiki are all
different however, they help mathematics educator in many of the same ways. Website/electronic
journals are usually static in nature, but allow its
readers to easily read information from them.
Wiki are a Web 2.0 tool, which simply means
that readers are able to both read and contribute to
the reading or information provided. Publishing a
wiki is very useful for sharing information among
colleagues and students sharing work.
Publishing videos to websites such as YouTube
and TeacherTube are helping students and teachers in mathematics education and shares with the
larger community (Youtube, 2012; Teachertube,
2012). Technology has made recording and posting
videos of content very easy. Mathematics education is enhanced because of the availability of
teaching content that may explore teaching tough
subjects in a different format or innovative way.
Students are able to visit the site and learn from
other instructors.

TECHNOLOGY INTEGRATED
INTO THE CURRICULUM
Integrating technology into mathematics curriculum is not always an open and shut case.
Teachers have to know their content well and be
comfortable with the technology (NCTM, 2008).
Teachers also need continued support through
professional development activities to keep their
pedagogy and technology skills updated (Sztajn,
Marrongelle, & Smith, 2011). The pedagogical
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moves needed to implement technology in the
classroom are not innate. It is a skill that is taught
and carries a responsibility for student learning.
Professional development activities help teachers develop skill to integrate technology when
appropriate to teach key mathematical concepts
(Sztajn, Marrongelle, & Smith, 2011). Contrary
to popular belief a student should not be just
given a piece of technology and left to figure
out things on their own. Teachers teach students
the key concepts that are needed for success and
slowly integrate the tool as it benefits the students’
workload. It will be an injustice for technology to
become a crutch for students and teachers alike.
Technology being used in this manner paralyzes
over-time students’ basics foundational conceptual
understanding of the basics (Eley, 2008). As a
result, you are left with students who cannot do
the most basic things in mathematics without the
aid of technology.
Technology is just another tool for mathematics educators to use for the end goal of getting
students to have a conceptual understanding of
mathematical concepts (NCTM, 2008). Technology helps teachers to discover or prove things
that were not easily discovered or proven before
the technology became available. Teachers are
able to demonstrate concepts such as how a limit
converges. Students can be easily shown things
like this in a technological environment, when
abstractly the ideas are hard for student to see or
understand.

TECHNOLOGY AS MOTIVATOR
Technology is used as a motivational tool for
students (November, 2010; Eley, 2008; Eley &
Hines, 2011). Many students are consumed with
using technology on the daily bases with computers, cellphones, iPads, etc. As educators, we must
get our heads around the idea that the students are
into technology, and if we are going to be effec-
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tive in reaching them, we must now go to where
they are. Unfortunately, teachers have to compete
with Facebook for face-time with their students.
A teacher who uses technology effectively
opens the door to reaching their students (November, 2010). The technology as motivator can
help teachers develop relationships through similar
interest and gives the teacher the opportunity to
impart knowledge to the student because the door
to learning for them is now open. Using technology engages students who otherwise would not
be interested into the subject (Eley, 2008).

TECHNOLOGY AND THE FUTURE
Technology is changing the face of K-16 education. In the future, we feel that brick and mortar
places of education will become a things of the
past and will be only available to those who are
able to afford it, thus making it a poor conduit
for TMDL. The rising cost of higher education is
driving students to find ways to obtain their education in the quickest time and least expensive way
possible. These changes will affect mathematics
education in a drastic way.
As we become even more technological as
a society, the need for mathematics conceptual
understanding will be more important. However,
it seems that we are burning the candlestick on
both ends. On one end, students are being required
to learn more advance concepts sooner. This will
enable them to meet the needs of our society as
we call on them for more in-depth mathematical knowledge. On the other end, we are giving students technological tools with improper
implementation and they become handicaps to
the student because we want and expect so much
out of them so soon.
Mathematics teachers are often asked from students: why do I need to learn this? Unfortunately,
this question is often answered with because it’s
on the test. The newly adopted Common Core

Standards for Mathematics (2010) (CCSM)
hopes to address this issue and others. From the
new standards we hope the question is how can I
used this to do … Meaning that the CCSM inspire
student to be leaders in creativity and innovation.
Online learning in mathematics will continue
to be an area of intensive research as to how to
effectively deliverer online content to students who
traditionally struggle in mathematics. Learning
in an online synchronous environment would not
be much different from the traditional setting but
what students are demanding is an asynchronous
environment that provides them with the flexibility
to learn “ON Demand.” Students learning this way
brings with it new problems and puts a different
outlook on older problems like academic fraud/
cheating in online courses.
Overall, the future of technology in mathematics education is very stable with a TMDL agenda
moving forward to include all. The current landscape in mathematics provides a permanent home
for technological advance and their uses to forward
the agenda of mathematics education. We have
to remember that at some time a chalkboard was
a technological advance that was not welcomed
and now it is seen as a museum artifact. How
long will it be before we can look back and say
to someone, I remember when math class was in
a building with a human teacher?
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ABSTRACT
Declining interest in mathematics and the need to raise the educational standards of youth in this discipline set a critical agenda for the revision of pedagogical practices. Tablet PCs and other mobile devices
hold a lot of promise as tools for improving education at all levels. The research discussed in this chapter
comes from an ongoing, multifaceted program designed to explore the potential of tablet technologies
for enhancing mathematics teaching and learning at the primary school level. The program is taking
place within a private primary school in Cyprus and aims at the effective integration of one-to-one tablet
technologies (iPads) into the mathematics school curriculum. It has adopted a systemic approach to the
introduction of iPads in the school setting that focuses on the broad preparation and on-going engagement of all key stakeholders involved in the educational process. In the chapter, the authors report on
the main experiences gained from Phase 1 of the program, which involved the design and organization
of a professional development workshop targeting the school teachers. The authors describe the content
and structure of the workshop and discuss its impact on teachers’ knowledge, skills, and confidence in
incorporating tablet technologies within the mathematics curriculum.
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INTRODUCTION
Educational leaders and professional organizations
in mathematics education (e.g. European Commission, 2007; National Council of Teachers of
Mathematics, 2000; Common Core Standards in
Mathematics, 2010) have, in recent decades, been
calling for the adoption of more active learning
environments that motivate learners and encourage
them through authentic inquiry to establish the
relevance and meaning of mathematical concepts.
This shift is being reflected in most countries’
educational policies and official curricula, which
advocate the adoption of inquiry-based, problemsolving approaches to mathematics education.
Despite, however, the extensive calls for the uptake
of inquiry-based pedagogical models, changing
teaching practices is proving difficult. The research
literature indicates a disconnection between curricula initiatives and calls for reform and actual
classroom practice and suggests the persistence
of traditional, teacher-centered approaches (Euler,
2011). Empirical classroom research over several
decades shows that, with some notable exceptions,
inquiry-based teaching and learning of mathematics is not widely implemented in practice (Mor,
Winters, Cerulli, & Björk, 2006). Mathematical
ideas are presented in an overly theoretical and
abstract manner, without sufficient opportunities
for students to engage in problem-solving and
experimentation.
Technological advances have provided the
opportunity to create an entirely new learning
environment in mathematics education by significantly increasing the range and sophistication of
possible classroom activities. Access to technology provides teachers and children with tools
which, when constructively used, can create opportunities for enhanced learning of mathematics.
Although traditional, teacher-centered approaches
to mathematics instruction still dominate, there
have been several attempts to improve mathematics instruction through the integration of learning

technologies. One promising approach lately
explored is the potential of hand-held tablet PCs,
such as the iPad and Galaxy, as tools for enhancing
mathematics teaching and learning. The existing
literature indicates strongly the significant potential of tablet devices as ubiquitous tools that
can radically transform and enrich mathematics
education (Clark & Luckin, 2013; Henderson &
Yeow, 2012; Melhuish & Falloon, 2010).
The current chapter contributes to the emerging
literature on mobile mathematics learning. It reports on the main experiences gained from a study
which aimed at providing a group of in-service
primary school teachers with the knowledge, skills,
and confidence required to incorporate tablet
technologies within the mathematics curriculum.

BACKGROUND
Mathematical literacy is a core literacy that serves
as one of the foundational areas of knowledge that
drives scientific and technological advancement
in knowledge-based economies (European Commission, 2004). Cross-national studies of student
achievement (e.g. Trends in International Mathematics and Science Study (TIMSS), Program for
International Student Assessment (PISA)) indicate
lack of mathematical and scientific competence for
a considerable proportion of the student population worldwide. There is also well-documented
evidence of declining interest in key science and
mathematics topics, and in science careers (e.g.
Adleman, 2004; European Commission, 2007;
Jenkins & Nelson 2005; OECD 2006; Sjøberg &
Schreiner, 2006). The methods of instruction have
been identified as contributing to students’ low
achievement and falling interest in the sciences
(Van Langen, 2005). The methods of teaching of
mathematics are often viewed as unappealing to the
majority of students, as outdated and unconnected
with their interests and experiences (Goodrum,
Hackling & Rennie, 2001). Ideas are presented in
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an overly theoretical and abstract manner, without
sufficient opportunities for students to engage in
problem-solving and experimentation.
The connection between attitudes towards
mathematics and performance and the way it is
taught sets a critical agenda for the revision of
pedagogical practices at the school level. In recent
years, an increasing number of educators have
come to view the growing popularity and increasingly sophisticated applications of mobile devices
as a possible viable solution to the problem of high
failure rates and low motivation in mathematics.
They share the conviction that embracing mobile
technologies has the potential to truly transform
mathematics education by creating engaging,
aligned with the 21st century, environments that
enrich mathematics learning.
Since the introduction of the iPad in 2010,
there has been a rapid adoption of tablet devices
in educational institutions worldwide (e.g. Johnson, Adams & Cummins, 2012; Burden et al.,
2012; Quillan, 2011; Henderson & Yeow, 2012;
BESA, 2012). The hegemony and dominance of
fixed personal computers is diminishing quickly,
making way for a variety of flexible, ubiquitous
alternatives that have enormous implications
for learning, within both formal and informal
settings (Burden et al., 2012). The New Media
Consortium (NMC) and EDUCAUSE Learning
Initiative (ELI) NMC Horizon Report: 2012 K-12
Edition (Johnson, Adams, & Cummins, 2012),
identified tablets, alongside mobile devices and
apps, as the emerging technologies expected to
enter mainstream adoption by schools within 2013.
According to the 2012 Horizon Report, we are
in the midst of the time frame where tablets and
smartphones are becoming standard learning tools
in many classrooms and adopting mobile devices
in the classroom is becoming a must.
Given the increasingly important role of mobile devices as ubiquitous learning tools in both
formal and informal educational settings, mobile
mathematics learning – which studies the ways
in which the mobility of learners, augmented by
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suitable handheld devices, can contribute to the
process of gaining new mathematical knowledge,
skills and experiences – is a sub-area of the growing field of mobile learning research that has
lately attracted mathematics educators’ attention.
However, given the novelty of tablets and other
mobile technologies, the amount of available
primary research studies on their integration into
mathematics teaching and learning is relatively
small. Research on the actual impact of mobile
technologies on mathematics learning outcomes
is still rare and its findings inconclusive at this
point. More research is needed to determine the
best ways of utilizing tablet technologies in the
mathematics classroom. However, the conducted
studies do overwhelmingly point towards numerous positive attributes that have the potential
to enhance both formal and informal learning
of mathematics (e.g. McKenna, 2012; Clark &
Luckin, 2013). There is considerable convergence
in research findings which highlight considerable
benefits of iPads and other tablet devices (e.g.
Melhuish & Falloon, 2010; Gliksman, 2011;
Heinrich, 2012). Various studies within classroom
settings indicate that tablet devices attract and gain
students’ attention, contributing to their increased
motivation and engagement with schoolwork
(DEC, 2012; DEECD, 2012; Henderson & Yeow
2012; Milman, Carlson-Bancroft, & Vanden
Boogart, 2012). Tablet applications, which “live
in the spaces where education and entertainment
overlap” (EDUCAUSE, 2011), can capture students’ imagination, enticing them to learn on
their own. Their tactile interface, media-friendly
approach, and mobility, introduce an element of
fun into the learning experience, making learning
much more relevant and authentic (Burden et al.,
2012). Children, but also adults of all ages, enjoy
exploring and learning in ways that are natural to
them when using a touch device (Cohen, 2012;
DEC 2012; DEECD, 2012).
Research suggests that the adoption and use
of personalized devices within and beyond the
classroom can provide an educationally rich and
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dynamic environment that increases students’
autonomy, allowing them to augment and enhance
deep, hands-on learning in ways previously not
possible or not so easy to do (Clark & Luckin,
2013; Burden et al., 2012). The portability, speed,
simplicity of interface, and accessibility of Tablet
PCs makes them very easy to use by all involved
in the educational process, including very young
children, non-tech-savvy parents and teachers, and
students with special educational needs (Melhuish
& Falloon, 2010). The ever-growing list of interactive learning tools and applications available, and
the potential for personalized and seamless learning, provides instructional designers and teachers
with more options for creating effective learning
experiences that move beyond static presentation,
limited interaction, and the walls and schedules
of formal schooling (Henderson & Yeow, 2012;
Clarke & Svanaes, 2012; Burden et al., 2012).
Tablet devices offer incredibly immersive
and active learning environments (Quillan, 2011;
Heinrich, 2012) that can support the development
essential 21st century skills (e.g. complex communication, new media literacy, self-directed
learning). They can be used to create a more
student-centered, inclusive and engaging curriculum, which encourages more cooperative and
collaborative forms of learning (Murray & Olcese
2011; Henderson & Yeow 2012), creativity (Bennett, 2011) and differentiation and acceleration of
learning (Milman, Carlson-Bancroft, & Vanden
Boogart, 2012). Tablet PCs also offer digitallyenhanced real-time monitoring and assessment
of student learning and progress, through the
collection, analysis and representation of rich data
about learning vital to formative assessment, selfassessment and reflection. Finally, the devices’
appeal and multiple communication features, can
lead to increased parental engagement by facilitating communication between teachers, students
and parents (Heinrich, 2012; Burden et al., 2012;
Clarke & Svanaes, 2012).
While mobile devices present some exciting
opportunities for a transformative shift in math-

ematics education (Melhuis & Falloon 2010) their
introduction into the classroom does not come
without challenges. The existing literature highlights not only opportunities, but also a number
of pedagogical, technical, and management issues
that need to be addressed for their successful integration within existing school systems and beyond.
The adoption of mobile learning brings huge
challenges to the teaching and learning culture
and, to be successful, it requires major changes
to traditional forms of education. However, as
several studies have indicated, when tablets and
other mobile devices enter classrooms and other
learning environments, their impressive immersive
capabilities are often overlooked or underdeveloped, and they are used in very traditionally
structured stand-and-deliver classroom settings
(Daccord, 2012). For mobile technologies to be
more effectively utilized to enhance mathematics
learning opportunities for all learners, there needs
to be a re-conceptualization of the design and
management of learning environments. Careful
strategic planning and reflective implementation, grounded in solid research, is necessary.
This should focus on the broad preparation and
on-going engagement of all key stakeholders
involved in the educational process (prospective
and practicing teachers, teacher educators and
other college faculty, adult educators, educational leaders, technical managers, etc.). These
professionals should be helped to recognize the
true potential and the ground-breaking impact
that mobile devices could have on mathematics
teaching, learning, and assessment, and should be
informed about best practices in their exploitation
as instructional tools.
The provision of high quality teacher training on the educational applications of tablets,
in particular, is of paramount importance to
their effective integration in classroom settings
(Heinrich, 2012; Henderson & Yeow, 2012).
The change in teaching practices is always one
of the most important factors in any educational
change. Although the collection of available edu-
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cational apps is vast and continuously growing,
their successful deployment in the classroom is
highly dependent upon the knowledge, attitudes,
and experiences of teachers. Implementing tabletenhanced learning in the mathematics classroom
can be a challenge for teachers, requiring skills
that are not necessarily addressed in current preservice teacher education practices. Teachers need
to be proactive, choosing high quality educational
apps, supporting and scaffolding pupils, and providing appropriate feedback. In order for them to
effectively understand and integrate the devices
into the learning process, they should be offered
high quality professional training that goes much
beyond “trying out a few apps” (Daccord, 2012).

STUDY DESCRIPTION
Methodology
Context and Participants
In this chapter, we report on the main experiences
gained from the case study of a group of 11 inservice elementary school teachers participating
in a professional development workshop for the
teaching of mathematics with the use of iPads.
The workshop aimed at providing teachers with
the knowledge, skills, and confidence required
to incorporate iPads within the mathematics curriculum. This research was the first phase of an
ongoing multifaceted research program designed
to explore the potential of tablet technologies for
enhancing mathematics teaching and learning at
the elementary school level. The program is taking place within a private elementary school in
Cyprus, which plans to integrate one-to-one Tablet
learning (with iPads) in mathematics teaching and
learning during the spring semester of the current
school year (2013-2014). The program has adopted
a systemic approach to the introduction of iPads
in the school setting. To ensure the effective and
safe use of tablets both at school and at home, it
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has sought to involve a range of key stakeholders
in the adoption process: students, parents, teachers,
school leadership teams, IT professionals, etc. It
keeps these stakeholder groups fully informed
about the program, and has/will provide them
with ongoing training and support both before the
devices get introduced in the school, as well as
throughout the implementation process. Research
is being undertaken to explore their experiences,
and to observe the use of Tablets in schools, and
its impact on student mathematics learning and
motivation.
The integration of tablet devices into the school
has/will go through three phases:
Phase 1: Pre--implementation;
Phase 2: Pilot implementation; and
Phase 3: Pilot Implementation Review.
Currently, we are at Phase 1 of the study. This
phase includes the following activities:
1.

2.

3.

Setting of Implementation Plan: Evaluation
of existing technology infrastructures; decision about the BYOD (Bring Your Own
Device) scheme to be used with regards to
iPad ownership and use (will we adopt a 1:1
tablet learning scheme or will children share
iPads?); tackling of technical and logistical
issues associated with the management of
the personal devices;
Teacher Training Workshop: For familiarization with device and its educational
applications in mathematics and other subjects (see attached document with content
and structure of teacher workshop);
Planning for Classroom Implementation:
Upon completion of teacher training workshop, teachers formed groups to plan, design,
and write a specific lesson plan or unit of
work for mathematics curriculum, in which
they incorporated one or more iPad apps
and/or applications. The lesson plan/unit
will be implemented in their classrooms
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4.
5.

during Phase II of the program. The research team has been providing help and
feedback through sharing with participants
of a variety of documents (annotated lists of
recommended iPad apps and applications,
lesson suggestions, application guides etc.);
Training of Technical Staff: To be able to
support teaching staff on technical issues
and troubleshooting;
Parent Training Evenings: Organized by
the school with the support of the research
team to:
a. Familiarize parents with basic iPad
functionalities and educational
applications;
b. Inform them about how the devices
will be used in lessons and how they
could also be used at home to support
children’s learning (both formal and
informal);
c. Discuss strategies for parental controls
and internet safety (setting ground rules
to ensure balance and responsible use
of iPads at home); and
d. Address more practical concerns relating to use, misuse, security, lifecycle,
and costs to parents.

Currently steps (1) and (2) of the Pre-implementation phase have been completed and
participants are now working on step (3) while
the research team prepares steps (4) and (5).
Phases 2 and 3, are part of the future research
directions discussed later in this chapter. After
consultation with the school administration and
the participating staff, it was decided to pilot test
the integration of iPads into a limited number of
the school grades (probably Grade 2 and Grade
5) upon teachers’ interest to voluntarily proceed
into the implementation phase, and of course upon
parents’ consent. Hence, there is not yet available
data to report here on these final phases.
This chapter focuses on the professional development workshop designed and offered between

August-October 2013, which is actually the first
stage of this research. This professional development workshop for the teaching of mathematics
with the use of tablet devices was geared towards
the school’s mathematics teachers. The workshop
had a 12-hours duration. Nine teachers and two
head teachers participated in the workshop.
Notwithstanding the fact that this stage does
not yet include data from classroom practice, data
from the professional development workshop per
se provided an important insight into the teachers’
attitudes and considerations, as well as significant
information about their needs for the way forward.

Pedagogical Framework Guiding
Teaching Training Workshop
The design of the workshop was guided by the
technological pedagogical content knowledge
(TPACK) conceptual framework (Mishra & Koehler, 2006). The TPACK framework, which builds
on Shulman’s (1986) idea of Pedagogical Content
Knowledge, emphasizes the importance of developing integrated and interdependent understanding of three primary forms of knowledge: technology, pedagogy, and content. The framework is
based upon the premise that effective technology
integration for pedagogy around specific subject
matter requires developing understanding of the
dynamic relationship between all three knowledge
components. Thus, teacher ICT training cannot be
treated as context-free, but should be accompanied
with emphasis on how technology relates to the
pedagogy and content. The aim is to move teachers beyond techno centric strategies that focus on
the technology rather than the learning (Harris,
Mishra, & Koehler, 2009). Applying the TPACK
framework in mathematics, Guerrero (2010) has
identified the following four central components
that characterize TPACK in mathematics:
1.

Conception and Use of Technology: This
component focuses on how the teacher can
conceptualize the use of specific technolo-
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2.

3.

4.

gies to support mathematics teaching and
learning;
Technology-Based Mathematics
Instruction: Refers to teacher’s knowledge
of and ability to make changes to pedagogy so
as to handle instructional issues specifically
related to the use of technology in support of
mathematics teaching and learning;
Management: Includes a range of management issues specifically related to teaching
and learning with technology (e.g. maintaining student engagement, handling the
physical environment and hardware issues,
dealing with behavior management);
Depth and Breadth of Mathematics
Content: Relies on teachers’ subject-matter
knowledge and their increased responsibility
to understanding their content areas with
both breadth and depth, so as to be capable
of effectively scaffolding students’ explorations of mathematical ideas during their
investigations using technology.

◦◦

The Nature of the Workshop
Taking the above pedagogical framework into consideration, the workshop was structured in order
to include both the basic theory and pedagogical
background of mobile learning, as well as practical and hands-on activities for participants. More
specifically, the following topics and ideas were
included, which were enacted in two sessions.
•
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Session 1 - Day 1 (6 Hours): This session
aimed to introduce participants to the main
principles of mobile learning, and to provide them with the opportunity to get acquainted with tablets’ (iPad) features and
functionalities, and to explore various apps
for learning mathematics. The session included the following:
◦◦
Introduction to the Potential of
Tablets as Learning Tools: At the
beginning of Session 1, teachers were

◦◦

introduced to the role of tablets in
the classroom, the opportunities and
educational affordances of tablets,
the pitfalls and challenges of using
tablets within schools, issues of revisiting of home-work divide and support of more seamless and integrated
patterns of learning, and issues of
management of changing classroom
dynamics.
Familiarization with Basic Tablet
Features, Functionalities and
Resources: In the second part of
Session 1, participants worked in on
hands-on activities in order to get
familiarized with basic features and
functionalities of iPad such as: creating and composing documents (text,
spreadsheet & presentation); working
with voice & handwriting recognition software; creating, processing
and publishing audio and video files;
processing images and photographs;
managing, annotating and sharing pdf
documents; publishing online; managing, reviewing and sharing files wirelessly; connecting with other educators
via social media.
Identification of Effective
Pedagogies for Using Tablet Devices
in Mathematics Education: In the
third part of the session, we turned
back to theoretical background issues
and presented approaches for the use
of exploration tools for experiencing
and discovering mathematical ideas
(e.g. Geometer‘s Sketchpad). We also
discussed issues about distributed
learning and game-enhanced learning, real-time monitoring and assessment, data management, facilitation of
student voice (e.g. electronic voting,
surveys, noticeboards), communication and collaboration in the classroom
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◦◦

◦◦

◦◦

and at home, virtual exchanges or tours,
engagement with the wider learning
community (other schools, external
experts, etc.), curriculum mapping and
lesson preparation and issues of differentiation, accessibility and universal
design for learning.
Identification and Review of iPad
Applications: In this part, participants were involved in identifying,
installing and practicing with iPad
applications useful for mathematics
education.
Selection and Management of
Educational Apps: The final part of
the first session included the following: understanding apps and the apps
marketplace; negotiating issues around
the use of free apps (e.g. inappropriate
advertising); identifying, installing and
using appropriate and relevant apps
that support teaching and learning in
general and mathematics content more
specifically; identifying apps that support personalized and/or collaborative
learning, and/or learners with special
education needs (e.g. autism, dyslexia,
etc.); classifying apps on the basis
of their pedagogical design features;
evaluating and selecting apps based on
educational value (impact on content
learning, social component, gaming
aspect, creativity, reflections and investigations etc.).
Familiarization with a Classroom
Management Application
(Edmodo): Creating and setting up a
Teacher’s Edmodo account, registering
students in the platform, developing
and administering quizzes, tracking
students’ progress with the Edmodo
gradebook, creating and distributing
badges to increase student motivation, creating small groups of learners,

posting assignments and resources to
Edmodo, distributing parent codes,
using the poll feature.
At the end of Session 1, participants were
assigned with the homework task of working
collaboratively to compare and contrast different
mathematics education apps. They were provided
with a long list of freely available mathematics
education apps, and were instructed to do the
following:
•
•
•
•

Take time to experiment with several of the
mathematics apps in the provided list;
Select two apps: a good example of a high
quality mathematic education app, and a
poor example;
Use an evaluation rubric (Walker, 2010) to
assess each of the apps;
Write an evaluation report for each of the
two apps.

A number of other general resources and
readings about the use of tablets in the classroom
were also provided along with the list of relevant
resources. For the apps evaluation, teachers were
given a rubric developed by Walker (2010) and
edited by Schrock and Alchin (2011). This rubric
was selected among other options because it is
well structured, short and easy to use by inexperienced teachers. Moreover, the various versions
of the apps evaluation rubrics that are available all
seem to originate from the work of Walker (2011),
who stresses the need for a common language and
structure to facilitate the selection of apps and
suggests the need to examine the quality of an
app based on the following criteria: usefulness,
curriculum connections, ability to export and
import, and aesthetics.
•

Session 2 - Day 2 (6 Hours): The second
session of the workshop aimed to discuss
with participants practical considerations
about the impact and challenges of mo-
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bile learning, to present and discuss scenarios of using tablets for mathematic
learning and instruction, to provide more
hands-on experience in iPad applications,
and to help teachers understand the principles of instructional design with technology. Specifically, the session included the
following:
◦◦
Impact and Challenges in Tablet
Use: Session 2 started with an overview of the existing research literature with regards to the educational
impact that mobile devices, the advantages of introducing tablets in the
mathematics classroom, as well as
the challenges and pitfalls that educators may face. Discussion highlighted
benefits of iPads and tablets in the
learning process, impact on student
motivation, impact on student participation and accessibility, possible
mistakes and tips around these issues,
and the importance of teacher training
and apps selection and management.
◦◦
Using Tablets for Learning Maths:
Following the discussion above, a
scenario with various uses of generic
iPad applications was presented and
discussed. The scenario included the
use of maths quizzes in classroom
management applications (e.g. in
Edmodo), the use of open-ended environments (apps) such as ShowMe,
Maps and Google Earth, measuring
tools, as well as the integration of
close-ended Math apps for drill-andpractice and learning through games.
◦◦
Design Learning with the Use of
Tablets: The basic stages of instructional design with technology were
presented. This part brought together
the theoretical and practical issues
discussed earlier in the workshop and
highlighted the importance of select-
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◦◦

ing appropriate applications for mobile learning, defining learners and
teacher roles and acknowledging the
added value of using particular applications and mobile devices. In addition, participants experimented with
apps that teach programming concepts through games (e.g. A.L.E.X.,
Daisy the Dinosaur), and suggested
possible ways of integrating such
apps in their mathematics classes.
Exploration of the Role of Parents:
At the end of the workshop, the research team discussed with participants classroom management issues,
and implementation strategies for informing and engaging with parents,
and addressing parental fears and
concerns about the use of Tablets in
school and at home.

Table 1 shows the intensive seminar agenda.

Methods of Data Collection
Multiple forms of assessment will be used to collect
and document evidence of changes in teachers’
technological pedagogical content knowledge
(TPACK) of mathematics, and attitudes towards
the integration of tablet devices in mathematics instruction as a result of participating in the
program: surveys, group interviews, individual
interviews of selected teachers, focus groups,
classroom observations, and self-reports and
program evaluations by teachers.
For the first phase of the study reported in the
chapter data collection included the following:
1.

2.

Pre-Survey: This open-ended survey
examined gathering pre-service teachers’
background knowledge and perception of
tablets before their participation in the course
Group Interviews (As Part of the Final
Discussions of Each Session): These un-
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Table 1. Program of training activities during teacher workshop

Session 2

Session 1

Duration

3.

Topic

30 min

Introduction to the potential of tablets as learning tools

60 min

Familiarization with basic tablet features, functionalities and resources:

60 min

Identification of effective pedagogies for using tablet devices in math education

90 min

Identification and review of iPad applications

60 min

Selection and management of educational apps – games and mobile learning

60 min

Familiarization with classroom management applications

30 min

Discussion – Questions

60 min

Impact and challenges in tablet use

90 min

Scenario – using tablets for learning mathematics

90 min

Design learning with the use of tablets

60 min

Exploration of role of parents

60 min

Discussion – Questions – The way forward

structured interviews aimed to record participants’ attitudes and considerations about the
use of tablets in learning mathematics and
in classroom management in general, their
own experiences during the workshops, and
other thoughts and suggestions
Samples of Teacher Work: During the
workshop.

Analysis of the collected data has provided
useful insights into the participants’ perspectives
on the use and effectiveness of tablet use, and into
the ways in which the workshop influenced these
perceptions, as well as their confidence and ability to incorporate iPads within the mathematics
curriculum. The next section will share some of
these insights.

Results from First Stage:
Lessons Learned from Study
Prior Experiences and Attitudes
towards Tablet PCs as Learning Tools
A pre-survey completed by the workshop participants (n=9; 8 females, 1 male), and follow-up
group interviews, provided baseline information

about the teachers’ prior experiences and attitudes
towards technology-enhanced mathematics education in general, and mobile mathematics learning
in particular.
Participants were fairly young in age. One
teacher was younger than 30, while seven teachers
were in the 31-40 age range. However, they were
all experienced educators, with at least five years
of teaching experience. Six teachers had between
11-20 years of teaching experience, while one
teacher had taught for more than 20 years.
Teachers reported making frequent use of technology in their classes. All classes in the school
are equipped with whiteboards, which teachers
use on a daily basis. Direct use of technology by
the children themselves is less frequent. Only one
teacher noted that students in her class use computers daily. The rest of the teachers reported that
their students use technology either a few times a
week or on a weekly basis. This is accomplished
through use of rotating carts of laptop computers
used in each class for various assignments and
projects.
Technology use in the classroom is limited
mainly to Word Processing, Power Point, and
Internet browsing. In mathematics, students use
technology mainly to perform routine calcula331
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tions, practice skills and procedures, and check
answers. Teachers reported that in their mathematics class students rarely or never use technology
to solve complex problems, discover mathematics principles and concepts, process and analyze
data, produce graphical representations of data,
study natural phenomena through simulations,
or develop mathematics models through simulations. While use of educational software in the
classroom is seldom, children are encouraged to
use technology at home. For example, the school
provides children with free access to the online
mathematics tutoring system Math Whizz.
Teachers did acknowledge the fact that technology was not adequately used in their classroom.
They cited the following factors as obstacles to
technology integration: limitations in the availability of laptops, limited resources, limited time,
technical issues (e.g. internet connection going
down at times), lack of support regarding ways to
integrate technology into the curriculum, an oversized curriculum, shortage of suitable software,
and lack of knowledge about suitable software. The
need for additional training in new trends in ICT
learning across the curriculum was particularly
emphasized by the participants. They pointed out
the need for professional development activities
focused on embedding new technologies, and in
particular mobile technologies in their classroom.
They were particularly interested in professional
activities that focus on the use of innovative educational technologies for building children’s critical
reasoning and problem solving skills.
All of the teachers were positive with the possibility of integrating tablets in their teaching.
They all agreed that tablets should be considered
as worthy of consideration in the classroom and
were interested in deploying iPads “in all grades
if funded properly.” Although a couple thought
that upper elementary children would benefit
most from this technology, the majority argued
that “iPads are equally effective for delivering
content and enhancing learning for all grades.”
Despite, however, their positive attitudes toward
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the use of tablets in education, teachers had no
prior knowledge and experience with mobile
learning, and lacked appreciation of the potential
of tablet technologies to transform the nature of
mathematics education provided to students. They
considered tablets mainly as tools for making
mathematics instruction more joyful. The most
commonly cited reasons for considering using
tablets in the classroom were for increasing students’ motivation and engagement.
When prompted to identify opportunities for
introducing iPads in the mathematics classroom, it
became obvious that all of the teachers had a very
limited notion of mobile learning. They viewed
tablets as tools for practicing and/or evaluating
acquired skills, and not as a powerful means of
creating immersive, problem-solving learning
experiences. This limited vision of the educational
potential of tablets is natural given that the teachers had never had any professional development
activities on tablet-enhanced learning. Five of the
teachers had actually never used a tablet device in
the past. The remaining four teachers, owned an
iPad or another tablet device at home, but their
use of tablets in a personal environment did not,
of course, translate to expertise in a classroom
environment. Thus, these teachers also lacked
knowledge of how to integrate the devices into
the learning process. Their past exposure to
mathematics education apps had been limited
to drill-and-practice ones. None had ever been
exposed to a challenging and complex mathematics education app designed to help students build
higher order mathematical problem-solving skills.
Moreover, no teacher had ever received training
on how to effectively utilize general purpose applications (e.g. iMovie, Socrative, ShowMe, etc.)
in a classroom environment.

Learning about the Nature
of Teacher Workshop
Acknowledging the fact that teachers are at the
heart of any educational reform effort, the work-
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shop was designed to offer high-quality professional development experiences to teachers that
would enable them to effectively integrate iPads
and similar technology with core curricular ideas.
Emphasis was put on enriching the participants’
TPACK of mathematics by providing them with
opportunities to develop their knowledge, skills,
and attitudes towards tablet-enhanced mathematics instruction. Participants were introduced to
iPad’s basic functionalities and to its capabilities
as a teaching and learning tool. They experienced
some of the ways in which tablet technologies
could help students internalize key mathematical
concepts across the school curriculum while at the
same time improving their attitudes towards the
subject. The workshop also familiarized teachers
with the design principles for constructivist learning environments (Munoz-Rosario & Widmeyer,
2009), and promoted the development of their
skills in properly evaluating educational apps and
other tablet applications available, and in selecting applications with pedagogically-sound design
features. Some of the challenges and pitfalls of
introducing iPads in the mathematics classroom
were also examined.
Since the workshop was designed for twelve
hours of instruction, it was decided to break it
into two sessions of six hours as outlined earlier. During the first session, which focused on
introducing tablets as a personal and teaching
tool and on familiarizing participants with the
devices, participants worked on many hands-on
individual and group activities. At first, the activities aimed at reducing teachers’ natural fear and
apprehension towards the new device, as some of
them did not own a tablet themselves. Through
these hands-on exercises, teachers were urged to
explore options that were not brought up during
the presentation stage of the session. They were
encouraged to freely experiment with the iPads,
even to make mistakes, thus alleviating fears that
a mistake could have catastrophic consequences
on their tablets.

Then, the teachers were introduced to activities
that were designed to encourage them to explore
ways of harnessing the affordances offered by
tablet devices to promote communication, collaboration, differentiation of instruction, and
other promising practices in mathematics education (inquiry-based learning, discovery learning,
problem-solving, etc.). Through practice and
experimentation, intensive use of educational
games, simulations and visualizations, feedback
from each other and reflection, they gained better
understanding of how apps and other tablet applications can be integrated into the mathematics
school curriculum to support or even transform
students’ learning experiences.
At the end of the first session, the teachers
were given the rubric of Walker (2010) edited by
Schrock and Alchin (2011) for evaluating serious
games (Abt, 1987) that can be used in the teaching of mathematics both inside and outside of
the classroom. Their views after the evaluation
were discussed at the beginning and at the end
of the second session. Considerations raised by
the participants are presented in the following
paragraphs, together with other views expressed
by participants.
In Session 2, additionally to tablet activities,
there was extensive discussion focusing on children’s learning and what is required to involve
them in learning about mathematics though use
of tablets. This discussion provided the venue for
examining the affordances and limitations of tablet
devices, and for identifying design considerations
and implementation strategies that promote the
incorporation of tablets in ways that motivate
children, and help them build a solid foundation
in their mathematics skills.

Participants’ Considerations for Practice
As mentioned above, the workshop also included
discussions at the beginning, during and at the
end of each session, where participants expressed
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their ideas and considerations regarding the use
of tablets in learning, and more specifically regarding their own concerns about implementing
what learned into their classrooms. Their concerns
included the following issues, which are also
indicated by current literature.
Lack of Resources and Sharing Devices: Participants’ main concern referred to the limited
available resources regarding both hardware and
software. Resources limitations were expressed
in ways that cover various aspects of the use of
tablets in the classroom. Firstly, participants were
concerned about the cost of devices in order to
be able to cover the individual needs of each
classroom and also avoid the pitfalls that may
occur from sharing devices (Daccord, 2012),
either among students or among whole classrooms. According to Daccord (2012), one of the
critical mistakes that schools make with iPads is
to treat them like multi-user devices. The argument lays on the fact that tablets were designed
as a single-user device which holds the benefit of
personalization, accessibility based on individual
needs and independence offered by exclusively
personal use. However, it is acknowledged that
financial constraints often lead force schools to
abandon the one-to-one model, and turn to solutions of collaborative learning with tablets. These
approaches obviously are forced, on the one hand
to disregard the gains learners can have from the
personal use of their devices, and on the other
hand to employ collaborative-based activities and
models of learning. Even though, the advantages
of the last are widely acknowledged in literature
(Slavin, 1996; Topping, 2005), especially for
technology-based collaborative learning (Crook
1994; Mercer, Littleton & Wegerif, 2004) there
are a number of conditions that should be met for
effective collaboration, especially when the tools
(i.e. tablets) themselves require individualized
use. Secondly, participants’ concerns regarding
lack of resources also related to issues of accessing the technology after the training, in order to
practice and experiment before implementing
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mobile learning interventions. This is also one
of the major factors discussed in other research
examining difficulties and teachers’ attitudes
during professional training for the use of other
new technologies such as interactive whiteboards,
innovative learning software etc. (Clausen, 2007;
Drent & Meelisent, 2008; Keengwe, Onchwari,
& Wachira, 2008).
Issues of iPad (Tablets) Safety for a BringYour-Own-Device Policy: Following the above
concerns, the suggestion of employing the BringYour-Own-Device policy for classroom use was
made by a couple of the teachers and the research
team. However, the majority of the participants
expressed their concerns regarding the management of such policy, the administration issues this
may involve and, above all, the security of the
devices while kept at school (Burden et al., 2012).
Familiarization with Tablet Features and Functionality: This concern is very much related to the
last point presented above. Accessing technology
during and after professional training is very important for teachers, in order to get familiar with
the features and functionality of tablet devices.
Technology literacy is one of the main factors that
influence the process of changing the pedagogical practices with the use of new technologies in
learning (Levin & Wadmany, 2008). Participants
expressed their fears that their own lack of experience in the use of tablet devices, along with the
lack of time for practice would affect both their
abilities and attitudes to implement mobile learning in their classrooms. Thus, further one-to-one
support and training was suggested which will
take place during the preparation for the implementation phase (see future directions at the end
of this chapter).
Availability of and Familiarization with Particular Applications: In addition to the concern
about familiarisation with the use of tablets per
se, participants were also concerned about the
availability and hands-on experience with several
applications (mostly generic) that are more demanding in skills and knowledge, especially when
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it comes to their use for mathematics education.
Data recorded during discussions showed that
even though participants had the time to explore a
number of mathematics applications, they did not
feel confident to integrate those in their courses
design. An interval of fifteen days was provided
between Sessions 1 and 2 of the Phase I, in order
to give participants the opportunity and time to
explore and evaluate several apps. Nevertheless,
it seems that more support was needed in order to
prepare teachers on how to incorporate tablets and
apps in mathematics learning process. Daccord
(2012) argues that this is another mistake usually done in mobile learning attempts in schools.
Teachers need more instruction and guidance
on how to implement apps in learning, which it
is different from simply trying out a few apps.
Time for professional training in workshops is
not adequate, and as participants also suggested,
more time is required for collaboration and for
developing strategies in using particular applications and innovative technologies (Keengwe,
Onchwari, & Wachira, 2008). As a response to
this concern, further support and training will be
provided by the research team during teachers’
preparation for implementing mobile learning in
their mathematics classes.
Limited Possibilities of Close-Ended Math
Apps: The final major consideration expressed during discussions concerned the possible limitations
of focusing on close-ended content applications.
Participants were concerned about the usefulness
of subject-specific apps in the learning process.
They highlighted that this type of apps follow a
more behaviouristic learning approach, which
sometimes overlooks the full range possibilities of
more generic and open applications. Nevertheless,
they recognised the use of subject-specific apps
for assessment and drill and practice purposes.
At the same time, they seemed convinced about
the use and effectiveness of generic applications
in learning maths, as well as in other subject
areas of the curriculum. They expressed their

acknowledgment of the possibilities and the added
value that general purpose applications such as
ShowMe, iMovie, Edmodo, Nearpod, etc. may
have during learning process. For example, during
the designing of a lesson plan section of Session
2, participants highlighted the added value of:
•
•
•
•

Developing mathematical skills with Maps
apps (i.e. measuring distances),
Promoting creativity by designing and recording geometrical shapes with ShowMe,
Saving and accessing previously developed
activities and work, and
Recording or trying own strategies for
mathematical expressions such as techniques for long division.

Upon completion of the workshop, teachers formed groups to design, plan and write a
curriculum specific lesson plan or unit of work
incorporating one or more iPad apps and/or applications, to be implemented in their classrooms
during Phase 2 of the program. The research team
has been providing help and feedback through
sharing with participants of a variety of documents including annotated lists of recommended
iPad apps and applications, lesson suggestions
and application guides.

FUTURE RESEARCH DIRECTIONS
As stated earlier, this chapter reports the first phase
of a work-in-progress study, which includes the
experiences and results of the professional development workshop with elementary mathematics
school teachers. Results of Phase 1 indicate the
direction towards to the next stage of the research
study which will include the implementation and
evaluation phases. Hence, in the short-term, future
directions include the preparation of the implementation Phase (Phase 2). Preparation involves:
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•

•
•
•

Participants’ decision making on the implementation phase (i.e. math subjects to
be taught, more training needed on particular apps);
Face-to-face and one-to-one meetings for
training and support by the research team;
Parents’ involvement based on issues discussed in workshop session 2; and
Design and development of a lesson plan.
Then Phases 2 and 3 will follow until the
end of the current academic year.

Phase 2: Pilot Implementation
(Duration 5 Months)
Teaching Interventions
Teachers will undertake a teaching experiment
with the use of iPads in their mathematics classrooms. They will implement the teaching interventions planned in Phase I with the support of
the research team. Teachers will report on their
experiences to the other teachers in the school and
to the research team, and will also provide samples
of their students’ work for reflection and evaluation, with parents’ consent. They will exchange
insights as to how to further improve the integration
of iPads into the school curriculum. The research
team will collect and analyze multiple sources of
data to assess the ways in which the tablet devices
will support students’ learning and motivation
in mathematics: teacher and parent surveys and
interviews, student written assessments, audio/
video-recordings of class sessions, video diaries
and logs kept students, interviews of selected
students, field notes, and classroom observations.
It should be noted that students’ participation in
the data collection process (interviews etc.) will
take place only under parents’ written consent.

Family Math Night
To promote family involvement, the school will
organize one or more family nights, in which
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parents will be invited to join their kids at school
for an evening of hands-on, fun math activities
using the iPad.

Phase 3: Pilot Implementation
Review (Duration 3 Months)
1.

2.

Full phase review at end of year to serve as a
foundation for future iPad expansion to other
subjects: Documenting pilot implementation
successes and failures, reviewing issues
arising.
Seeking of stakeholder views for future
implementation using surveys, interviews,
focus groups of school leaders, network
managers, teachers, learners, and parents.

Data collection for the forthcoming Phases will
include a closed Google group discussion forum
among participants and the research team during
all stages of the preparation for implementation,
participants’ reflective journal during the implementation phase, and classroom semi-structured
observations during implementation.
In the long term, future directions point towards
the application of the same research methodology
and structure in public mainstream primary education schools. Lessons learned from this study
will be used as indicators for improvement in all
Phases of the training and the research process.
Challenges and conditions in public schools are
very different than the setting of private schools,
and hence interesting comparisons are anticipated.
In addition, it would be interesting to examine
similar questions in other disciplines of the school
curriculum, as well as the use of mobile learning
in inter-disciplinary learning approaches.

CONCLUSION
Mathematics literacy is among the key competencies that all individuals need in an information
based society. Low proficiency in mathematics
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at school is highly correlated with low academic
attainment, which leads to lower participation in
the labor market and in lifelong learning activities
after compulsory schooling (Commission of the
European Communities, 2007). The current study
represents an effort to address students’ declining
interest in mathematics, and to raise their educational standards in this discipline. It exploits the
affordance of tablet devices in an effort to spark
young children’s interest in mathematics and to
make mathematical concepts more accessible and
attractive for all children.
One pervasive challenge in mathematics
education at the school level is the identification
and use of authentic contexts to motivate student
inquiry. Affordances offered by tablets and other
mobile devices can be used as the machinery for
students to engage in authentic problem solving
activities that can help raise their intrinsic interest in mathematics, and promote the attainment
of important competencies essential in modern
society. They can support learning of the mathematics curriculum in educationally powerful
and interactive ways that engage students and
promote their growth. Game-enhanced, mobile
learning activities offered by tablets incorporate
important hands-on experiences and opportunities
for children to see the relevance of mathematics,
and can help them develop more interest in pursuing careers in mathematics and science-related
fields (Van Langen, 2005). They can make the
disciplines more accessible and attractive to all
students, including those currently underrepresented in the sciences.
Teachers are the gatekeepers of what technological tools are used in their classrooms (Pastore
& Falvo, 2010). The success of tablet technologies
as a tool for learning mathematics in formal situations will ultimately depend on the abilities of
teachers to take full advantage of their educational
potential (Becker, 2007). Findings from the current study corroborate with the research literature,
which indicates that the majority of teachers
do have positive attitudes towards the adoption

of innovative mobile devices in the classroom,
but lack appreciation of their true potential for
transforming mathematics teaching and learning
(Daccord, 2012).
The adoption of tablet-enhanced approaches to
mathematics learning necessitates restructuring of
the manner in which mathematics content is taught.
It requires a move away from didactic teaching
practices toward practices that engage students in
autonomous, any-time and place problem-solving
activities, which culminate in the construction
of deep knowledge and understandings of the
discipline. In order to address teachers’ limited
assumptions and lack of knowledge about the educational applications of tablet technologies, and to
provide them to with the knowledge required to
make mobile learning environments effective for
teaching, there is an urgent need for high quality
professional training at both the initial teacher
training stage as well as through continuous professional development. Through their participation in
professional development seminars, workshops,
and conferences, teachers should gain expertise
in how to best deploy mobile technologies to enhance mathematics content and processes. Their
professional development should address both
the affordances and the challenges arising from
the design and educational use of mobile devices,
and should provide practical recommendations for
successful classroom integration.
Professional development initiatives should
pay special attention to teachers’ familiarization with the design principles for constructivist
learning environments. Although there are many
mathematics education apps available, most of
them tend to be drill-and-practice games that
address trivial facts and knowledge, and do not
add any real value to the educational process. In
order for teachers to use challenging game-based
environments that build children’s mathematical
reasoning, they should acquire the necessary skills
for effectively assessing the educational potential
and suitability of different apps based on important
technical and pedagogical considerations. Their
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professional development should make them competent in selecting educationally sound apps that
include the elements of collaboration and competition, and promote authenticity of learning, inquiry
learning, reflective thinking, and mathematical
problem-solving. Through experimentation with a
variety of educational apps for teaching different
mathematical topics, teachers should also acquire
experience in choosing mathematics apps that fit
well with their targeted grade level and curricular
topic. Moreover, in addition to subject-specific
apps, teachers should gain experience in how to
effectively utilize the vast capabilities of general
purpose applications in their mathematics classrooms. These applications, which allow children
to take pictures, record audio, and shoot video
in any number of places, tell multimedia stories,
screencast how to solve problems, create public
service announcements, and much more, have
wide applications in all subjects including mathematics. They can allow teachers to successfully
move their instruction into the mobile era, making
mathematics learning much more interesting and
relevant for all students.
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KEY TERMS AND DEFINITIONS
Formal Education: Education provided by
trained teachers in a systematic intentional way
within a school, academy/college/institute or
university.
Informal Learning: Learning that occurs
through the experience of day-to-day situations.
iPad: A lightweight tablet PC developed by
Apple, that looks similar to an iPhone, but has a
much larger touchscreen display.

Mathematics Education: The practice of
teaching and learning mathematics, along with
the associated scholarly research.
Mobile Learning: Learning methods and
materials that involve the use of mobile phones
or handheld computers.
Mobile Mathematics Learning: Mathematics learning methods and materials that involve
the use of mobile phones or handheld computers.
Mobile Technology in Education: The exploitation of ubiquitous handheld technologies,
together with wireless and mobile phone networks,
to facilitate, support, enhance and extend the reach
of teaching and learning.
Touch Screen Devices: An electronic visual
display that the user can control through simple or
multi-touch gestures by touching the screen with
a special stylus/pen and-or one or more fingers.
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Chapter 19

Using Educational Computer
Games for Science Teaching:

Experiences and Perspectives of
Elementary Science Teachers in Taiwan
Ying-Tien Wu
Graduate Institute of Network Learning Technology, National Central University, Taiwan

ABSTRACT
This study explored 21 elementary science teachers’ experiences of and attitudes toward playing computer
games, and their positions regarding using computer games in science teaching. Also, these teachers’
perspectives, willingness, and relevant professional abilities of integrating educational computer games
(ECGs) into their instruction were investigated. There were three stages of data collection in this study:
tape-recorded pre-interviews, experiencing an ECG for science learning, and tape-recorded follow-up
interviews. This study revealed that less than forty percent of the teachers had ever used computer games
in their teaching. After experiencing the ECG in this study, most teachers recognized the educational
essence of ECGs, and all of them were willing to integrate ECGs in their science classes. However, most
of the teachers expressed poor understanding of ECGs and digital game-based learning, and recognized
the significant role of specific pedagogical content knowledge and the need for computer skills.

INTRODUCTION
Rapid development in information technologies
has dramatically influenced the ways of teaching
and learning (Knezek & Christensen, 2002). This
has also enhanced the role of computer games,
which are no longer considered merely a form of
entertainment, but also a form of edutainment.
Recently, a growing number of researchers and
educators have recognized the powerful potential

of using computer games for educational purposes
(e.g., Connolly et al., 2012; Gee, 2003a, 2003b;
Kebritchi, 2010; Paraskeva, Mysirlaki, & Papagianni, 2010). In particular, the use of educational
computer games can provide more active involvement, promoting personal motivation and satisfaction, accommodating multiple learning styles,
and providing interactive and decision-making
contexts (Kebritchi & Hirumi, 2008; Kebritchi,
2010). Prensky (2001) proposed the term “digital
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game-based learning” (DGBL), noting how the
motivation of games could be combined with
curricular goals and content.
In recent years, digital game-based learning has
been implemented in many learning domains, and
the use of computer games in education has long
been a focus of interest for researchers in different subjects (Paraskeva, Mysirlaki, & Papagianni,
2010; Peterson, 2010). In one of these subjects,
science education, educational computer games
have also been increasingly discussed (e.g., Annetta et al., 2009a; 2009b; Barab et al., 2005; Mason, Bub, & Lalonde, 2011). For science learners,
scientific concepts can be relatively more abstract
and complicated compared to other disciplines,
and scientific inquiry and problem-solving skills
often require long-term cultivation and repeated
practice. As a result, science learners generally
exhibit a sense of anxiety and face difficulties in
science learning. To help them overcome their
learning anxiety and difficulties, and to improve
their learning motivation and outcomes, the use of
computer games in science learning has received
increasing attention from science educators and
researchers in recent years (Hwang & Wu, 2012).
Despite the potential benefits of game-based
learning, educational computer games have not
been widely adopted by teachers (Kebritchi, 2010).
It should be noted that while learners’ learning
styles are changing rapidly with the development of
technology and the Internet, teachers’ instructional
strategies and the pedagogical methods they use
are not synced with this change. More specifically,
traditional didactic instructional teaching methods are still prevalent in many schools, resulting
in the low motivation of learners (Lim, 2008).
However, today’s learners are often recognized as
“digital natives” (Annetta, 2008; Prensky, 2001,
2006). Most are positive about and familiar with
using new information and communication technologies, including computer games (Paraskeva et
al., 2010; Blakely et al., 2010). Besides, in their
daily lives, they are also used to interacting and
collaborating through various social networking
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tools or computer games (Ketehut & Schifter,
2011). This means that, to motivate these digital
native students, teachers have to adapt to their
learning styles. In other words, teachers may
play a central role in implementing game-based
learning in schools.
In the last decade, an increasing number of
studies have explored issues related to using
educational computer games in science education. Nevertheless, most of the relevant research
has mainly focused on the student, demonstrating
that the use of educational computer games in science learning is capable of improving scientific
knowledge construction (e.g., Miller et al., 2011),
inquiry ability (e.g., Barab et al., 2005), engagement (e.g., Annetta et al., 2009b), and motivation
for learning (e.g., Li, 2010; Papastergiou, 2009).
Only very little research on DGBL in science
education has addressed the teachers in any fashion. In one of the few examples, Kennedy-Clark
(2011) explored pre-service secondary science
teachers’ knowledge of and attitudes toward the
use of scenario-based multi-user virtual environments in science education, revealing that these
teachers have a reasonable understanding of both
the potential advantages and disadvantages of using multi-user virtual computer games within a
classroom setting. Annetta et al. (2013) reported
a design-based study on middle and high school
science teachers’ professional development using
video games. Further DGBL research addressing
science teachers would be of great importance.
To fill this research gap, the exploration of
teachers’ experience and understanding regarding educational computer games and digital
game-based learning will be one of the important
research directions. Researchers have also argued
that games are powerful educational tools if used
appropriately (Alessi & Trollip, 2001). Becker
(2007) stated that “teachers cannot be expected to
embrace digital games as a tool for learning unless
they have a sound understanding of the potential
as well as the limitations, and the confidence in
their ability to use games effectively to enhance
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learning” (p.478), suggesting that science teachers’
prior experience and understanding of educational
computer games and digital game-based learning
are crucial for successful implementation of such
learning. However, empirical studies focusing on
the exploration of elementary science teachers’
experience of and perspectives on integrating
educational computer games in their teaching
are still not available. Therefore, this study aimed
to explore science teachers’ experience of and
perspectives on the integration of educational
computer games into science teaching.
In this study, a group of elementary science
teachers’ experience and perspectives regarding
the integration of educational computer games
into science teaching were explored through
tape-recorded interviews, and were analyzed
qualitatively. The research questions of the current
study are as follows:
1.
2.
3.

4.
5.
6.

7.

What are the elementary science teachers’
experiences of and attitudes toward playing
computer games?
What are the elementary science teachers’
positions on using computer games in science teaching?
What are the elementary science teachers’
experiences of using computer games in
science teaching? How did they make use
of computer games in their teaching?
How did the elementary science teachers
perceive the differences between educational
computer games and computer games?
What was the elementary science teachers’
willingness to employ educational computer
games in their science instruction?
What are the instructional strategies that the
elementary science teachers would use to
couple with the application of educational
computer games in their science teaching?
What are the elementary science teachers’
perceived advantages and disadvantages of
integrating educational computer games in
their science teaching?

8.

When employing educational computer
games in science instruction, what are
the relevant professional abilities that the
elementary science teachers consider they
will need?

METHODS
Subjects
The subjects of this study are 21 voluntary inservice elementary science teachers (including 9
male and 12 female teachers). Only one of them
held a master’s degree, while the others held undergraduate degrees. Their teaching experience
ranged from three to twenty seven years. The
interviews in this study found that 20 participants
had had experience of playing computer games,
while only one did not have relevant experience.

Data Collection
In this study, there were three stages for data collection: pre-interviews, experiencing an educational
computer game for science learning, and follow-up
interviews. In the first stage, in order to obtain
the understandings of the teachers’ experience
of and attitudes toward general computer games,
and their positions toward using computer games
in science teaching, they were interviewed with
the following questions:
1.
2.
3.

Have you ever played a computer game? (To
understand the teachers’ personal experience
of playing computer games.)
What do you think of playing computer
games? (To assess the teachers’ attitudes
toward playing computer games.)
Do you agree that computer games could be
used to assist science teaching? Why or why
not? (To assess the science teachers’ positions regarding the use of computer games
in science instruction.)
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In the second stage, in order to ensure that
the participating teachers had basic experience
regarding playing educational computer games,
they were asked to play a game regarding light
and shadow. “Light and shadow” is commonly
covered in the grade 1-2 science learning topics
in Taiwan. Previous studies have revealed that
children usually have alternative conceptions of
this topic (e.g., Chen, 2009). The educational computer game regarding light and shadow, integrating
the POE (prediction-observation-explanation)
instructional model for facilitating conceptual
change (White & Gunstone, 1992), was developed in a previous study by Hsu, Tsai, and Liang
(2011). This computer game is used to facilitate
preschoolers’ acquisition of scientific concepts
regarding light and shadow, and is a typical
educational computer game for science learning.
(For a detailed description of this game, please
refer to Hsu, Tsai, & Liang, 2011). Therefore, it
was selected to be played by the teachers in this
study to ensure that they had basic experience of
playing an educational computer game. In this
study, there was no time limit for the teachers to
play the game.
After playing, follow-up tape-recorded interviews were conducted. The participants were told
that the computer game which they played was
an “educational computer game,” and were asked
to answer the following open-ended questions:
1.
2.
3.
4.
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In your opinion, what are the differences
between educational computer games and
computer games?
Are you willing to employ educational
computer games, such as the game you just
played, in your science instruction?
How would you apply educational computer
games in your science classes?
What are the advantages and disadvantages
of integrating educational computer games
in science teaching?

5.

In your opinion, when employing educational
computer games, what are the relevant professional abilities that a teacher may need?

Data Analyses
After the tape-recorded interviews, the narratives
of the participants were transcribed and were then
analyzed qualitatively by the author and an individual researcher. We categorized the participant
teachers’ responses to each interview question
individually. These analyzed results were compared and contrasted, and then the discrepancies
were discussed and resolved.

RESULTS
Science Teachers’ Experiences
and Attitudes toward Playing
Computer Games
The interview in this study showed that 20 participants had experience of playing computer games,
while only one did not have relevant experience. As
revealed in Table 1, nearly half of the interviewed
teachers (52.38%) showed positive attitudes toward
playing computer games, while four (19.04%)
had negative attitudes. For example, Teacher #2
stated that “Playing computer games can help to
train your brain,” while Teacher # 13 mentioned
that “Some computer games are violent, and
may be harmful.” However, it should be noted
that six teachers (28.57%) expressed neutral attitudes toward playing computer games. Teacher
# 1 expressed that “Playing computer games is
stress-releasing, but may be addictive.” To sum
up, about half of the teachers did not show positive
attitudes toward playing computer games.
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Table 1. Science teachers’ attitudes toward playing computer games
N (%)
Positive

11 (52.38%)

Negative

4 (19.04%)

Neutral

6 (28.57%)

Science Teachers’ Positions
of Using Computer Games
in Science Teaching
Table 2 shows that 15 teachers in this study (71.42%)
agreed with the use of educational computer games
in science teaching; all of the others (n=6) expressed
a neutral position, while none of the science teachers in the current study held a negative position.
Moreover, those teachers who expressed a positive
position regarding the use of educational computer
games in science teaching further mentioned that
it could encourage students’ motivation (n=8), improve their learning outcomes (n=7), and promote
interaction in the science classroom (n=5), while
those holding a neutral position mentioned their
consideration of inappropriate usage of computer
games (n=3) and the unavailability of suitable
computer games (n=3).

Science Teachers’ Experience
and Ways of Using
Educational Computer Games
in Science Teaching
As shown in Table 3, only 38.1% of the participants
(n=8) in this study had ever employed computer
games for science teaching, while more than half
of the participants (n=13) had not. The interviews
further revealed that most of the teachers who
had experience of using computer games in their
science teaching mentioned that the games were
used in their classes as instructional tools, such
as the demonstration of the teaching materials
or supplementary learning aids (n=5), while the
others employed computer games in their science
classrooms as assessment tools (n=3). Teacher #6
revealed how she used an educational computer
game about moon phases to replace traditional
lectures or watching videos. Teacher #10 reported
that she used an educational computer game
as a drill practice to enhance students’ factual
knowledge. It seems that these teachers tended
to utilize computer games for a lower level of
science learning.
However, those who had no experience of
employing computer games for science teach-

Table 2. Science teachers’ positions regarding using computer games in science teaching
N (%)

Agree

15 (71.42%)

Reason
The use of educational computer games can encourage students’ motivation (n=8).
The use of educational computer games can improve learning outcomes, including visualization (n=3), and
conceptual understanding (n=4).
The use of educational computer games can improve interaction (n=5)

Neutral

6 (28.58%)

Poor usage of computer games (n=3)
Unavailability of suitable computer games (n=3)

Table 3. Science teachers’ experience and ways of using computer games in science teaching
N (%)
Experienced

8 (38.10%)

Non-experienced

13 (28.58%)

Teaching materials or supplementary learning materials (n=5),
Assessment tools (n=3)
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ing mentioned the limitation of time for regular
classes. For example, Teacher #11 mentioned that
“Because the class time is insufficient, I am unable
to use computer games in my classes.”

Science Teachers’ Views
on the Differences between
Educational Computer Games
and Computer Games
After experiencing the educational computer game
in this study, some teachers recognized the benefit
of the “stage” settings that both kinds of computer
games are designed with, whereby users would
feel contented upon completing each stage (n=5).
Besides, some teachers also mentioned that both
types of computer games are fun and thus could
motivate the users (n=4).
Regarding the differences between educational
computer games and computer games, 13 teachers
(57.14%) mentioned that educational computer
games are designed with an educational purpose,
and 5 teachers (23.8%) mentioned that educational
computer games focus on students’ thinking.
Teacher #1 mentioned that “Educational computer
games are designed according to pedagogical
goals,” and Teacher #17 said that “Educational
computer games should be helpful for students’
thinking.” It should be noted that some of the science teachers in this study were still not able to
distinguish the differences between educational
computer games and computer games after playing the game.

Science Teachers’ Willingness
to Employ Educational
Computer Games
After experiencing the educational computer game
in this study, all the science teachers expressed their
willingness to employ such games in their science
classes. However, the extent of their willingness
varied. Three science teachers showed strong willingness to employ educational computer games;
7 mentioned that they would like to try; and the
other teachers (n=11) expressed that they were
willing to employ educational computers games
for young students if the games’ contents were
synchronized with class progress and/or they had
sufficient support from the school.

Science Teachers’ Ideal Ways of
Applying Educational Computer
Games in Science Teaching
The participant teachers in this study were also
asked to talk about the ideal ways for them to apply educational computer games in their science
classes. Three major categories of the elementary
science teachers’ preferred ways to apply educational computer games in science teaching are
summarized as follows (also see Table 4):
1.

Employing educational computer games as
assessment tools or drill practices after the
science class when the teaching has been
completed (n=14): The participant teachers

Table 4. Science teachers’ ideal ways of applying educational computer games in science teaching
n (%)
Employing educational computer games as assessment tools or drill practices

14 (66.67%)

Employing educational computer games to motivate science learners

9 (42.85%)

Employing educational computer games as learning activities in class

4 (19.04%)

Employing educational computer games as supplementary learning materials

1 (4.76%)

Note: An individual science teacher might have proposed multiple ways to apply educational computer games
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2.

3.

4.

most frequently mentioned that educational
computer games could be used for assessment. For example, Teacher #3 mentioned
that “Educational computer games can be
used as assessment after classes. I will recommend my students to use them.”
Employing educational computer games to
motivate science learners (n=9): About half
of the participant teachers considered that
educational computer games could be used
to motivate science learners. For example,
Teacher #01 mentioned that “I will use education computer games to motivate students at
the beginning of the instructional units. I will
have students play an educational computer
game relevant to the instructional unit firstly,
and then introduce the learning materials of
the instructional unit to them.”
Employing educational computer games
as learning activities in class (n=4): Some
participants mentioned that an educational
computer game could be used as a learning activity in science class. For example,
Teacher #2 mentioned that “I will have my
students practice scientific experiments using educational computer games or discuss
science principles using the game.”
Employing educational computer games as
supplementary learning materials (n=1):
Only one participant teacher (Teacher #15)
mentioned that “educational computer
games could be used as supplementary learning materials to improve students’ conceptual
understanding.”

It seems that the science teachers in this study
showed diverse perspectives on how to make use
of educational computer games in their science
classes.

Science Teachers’ Views on
the Possible Advantages and
Disadvantages of Integrating
Educational Computer Games
in Science Teaching
In this study, the science teachers were asked
about their views on the possible advantages or
disadvantages for students’ learning if employing
educational computer games in the science classroom. Their responses are summarized in Table 5.
According to Table 5, three major advantages were
mentioned by the science teachers in this study,
including “encouraging learners’ motivation,”
“improving student conceptual understanding,”
and “providing students with opportunities to
transfer what they had learned in science classes.”
Among the three major advantages, “encouraging
learners’ motivation” (62.90%) and “improving
student conceptual understanding” (62.90%) were
most frequently mentioned by the teachers in the
current study. Teacher #2 mentioned that “Educational computer games can motivate students’
learning, but we should be careful when using
them.” Teacher #1 mentioned that “Some science
concepts are not easy for students to understand,
so the use of educational computer games can
help students to visualize these concepts.” However, only two teachers mentioned that the use of
educational computer games can provide students
with opportunities to transfer what is learned in
the science classes. Teacher #5 mentioned that
“Educational computer games may be used as
contexts for students to apply what they have
learned.” In sum, the science teachers in this study
only mentioned superficial advantages of using
educational computer games in science teaching.
Moreover, the science teachers in this study
also pointed out some disadvantages of the use
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Table 5. Science teachers’ views on the possible advantages and disadvantages of integrating educational
computer games in science teaching
N (%)
Advantages

Disadvantages

Encouraging learners’ motivation

13 (62.90%)

Improving student conceptual understanding

13 (62.90%)

Providing students with opportunities to transfer what is learned in science classes

2 (9.52%)

Improper game design may cause students’ misconceptions

7 (33.33%)

Make students uninterested in the learning materials in the text books

5 (23.80%)

Insufficient devices for performing games can reduce the opportunities for students’ learning
participation

4 (19.04%)

Need more regular class time

2 (9.52%)

Note: An individual science teacher might have proposed multiple ways to apply educational computer games

of educational computer games in the science
classroom. As revealed in Table 5, they were afraid
that the use of such games might cause learners’
misconceptions if the game was not designed
properly (n=7). Teacher #6 mentioned that “If an
educational computer game is not well-designed,
it may cause learners’ misconceptions.” Also, the
teachers in this study mentioned that students
might only be interested in the games used in the
classroom, and be uninterested in other learning
materials in the text books (n=5). Teacher #2 mentioned that “If students overuse educational computer games, they may be uninterested in learning
materials in the science textbooks.” Besides, a few
teachers also proposed two other disadvantages.
For example, Teacher #11 also noted that the use
of educational computer games might reduce the
opportunities for students to participate in learning and students’ learning efficiency. Teacher #10
mentioned that “The use of educational computer
games will need more class time.”
In sum, according to the possible advantages
or disadvantages proposed by the science teachers,
it seems that most of the science teachers in this
study might only possess poor understanding of
educational computer games. As a result, they only
stated superficial advantages or disadvantages of
digital game-based learning.
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Science Teachers’ Perspectives
Regarding Relevant Professional
Abilities for Integrating
Educational Computer Games
in Science Teaching
The relevant professional abilities for integrating
educational computer games in science teaching
mentioned by the science teachers in the current
study are summarized in Table 6. As shown,
the participant teachers mainly mentioned four
categories of relevant professional abilities for
integrating educational computer games in science teaching:
1.

Specialized pedagogical content knowledge:
More than half of the teachers recognized
this. For example, Teacher #20 mentioned

Table 6. Science teachers’ perspectives regarding relevant professional abilities for integrating
educational computer games in science teaching
n (%)
Specialized pedagogical content knowledge

12 (57.14%)

Advanced computer skills

7 (33.33%)

Science content knowledge

6 (28.57%)

Basic computer skills

6 (28.57%)
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2.

3.

4.

that “Of course, science teachers should have
specialized pedagogical content knowledge
regarding using educational computer games
in science teaching.” It seems that these science teachers viewed the integration of educational computer games in science teaching
as a new pedagogical paradigm, suggesting
that teacher professional development on
game-based learning is needed.
Advanced computer skills: Seven out of
twenty-one science teachers mentioned that
if teachers have advanced computer skills
they could develop educational computer
games by themselves. For example, Teacher
#20 described that he would probably design a particular educational game for his
students using Adobe Flash, if he had the
techniques for developing such a game.
Besides, Teacher #9 mentioned that “If our
programing ability was good enough, we
could design educational computer games
by ourselves. So we wouldn’t have to worry
about finding suitable educational computer
games.”
Science content knowledge: Six science
teachers in this study also mentioned that
sufficient science content knowledge should
be one of the relevant professional abilities
for integrating educational computer games
in science teaching. Teacher #1 mentioned
that “To integrate an educational computer
game into science instruction, teachers
should have a clear understanding regarding
the relevant content knowledge related to the
instructional unit.”
Basic computer skills: Six of the science
teachers in this study recognized the need for
computer skills. Teacher #21 mentioned that
“Teachers should have basic computer skills
to operate (play) an educational computer
game.” It seems that some science teachers
in this study might not feel confident about
their basic computer literacy.

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
By interviewing a group of elementary science
teachers, this study explored 21 in-service elementary science teachers’ experiences of and attitudes
toward playing computer games, and their positions regarding using computer games in science
teaching. Also, their perspectives, willingness,
and relevant professional abilities of integrating
educational computer games into their instruction
were investigated. The major findings derived
from the current study are discussed.
In this study, nearly half of the teachers did not
hold a positive attitude toward playing computer
games. This may result from the cultural perspective that playing computer or video games can be
addictive (Hagedorn & Young, 2011). Given this,
to distinguish educational purposes from those
general computer games can be challenging for
both teachers and instructional game designers.
Gaming can be naturally addictive. Utilizing
computer games within instruction is proposed
to engage learners in the gaming process, which
would in turn prolong their motivation for learning.
Thus, teachers’ technological pedagogical content
knowledge (TPCK or TPACK) regarding how to
appropriately incorporate computer games for the
enhancement of learning is crucial. However, it
should be noted that none of the teachers in this
study held a negative position toward using computer games for science teaching. This may be an
illustration of the aforementioned dilemma where
teachers show their hesitancy to play computer
games, while at the same time recognizing that
computer gaming has its potential to promote
scientific learning.
Prensky (2001) points out that the new generation of “digital natives” has grown up using
computers and playing video games, which may
in turn deepen their beliefs and acceptance of
applying computers and games for all kinds of
purposes in their daily lives. This phenomenon may
also be echoed among the teachers in the current
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study. The teachers in this study have generally
taught for less than ten years, which suggests that
they are mostly “digital natives” themselves. As
a result, they held a positive position on the use
of computer games in science teaching.
Becker (2007) stated that “teachers cannot be
expected to embrace digital games as a tool for
learning unless they have a sound understanding of
the potential as well as the limitations, and the confidence in their ability to use games effectively to
enhance learning,” suggesting the significance of
teachers’ understanding of educational computer
games. However, it was found that the teachers
in this study only had surface understanding of
the advantages and disadvantages of using educational computer games. It is worth focusing more
attention on science teacher educators who aim
to promote digital game-based science learning.
Besides, only approximately one-third of the
teachers had had experience of using computer
games for teaching science, revealing that most
elementary science teachers may lack experience
of integrating educational computer games in their
science teaching. To gain a deeper understanding
of digital game-based science learning, science
teachers should be provided with more opportunities to experience educational computer games
for science teaching. Also, teacher professional
development regarding digital game-based science learning may be helpful. However, relevant
workshops or teacher professional development
programs are still rare in Asian countries such
as Taiwan. The professional development activities for secondary science teachers presented by
Annetta et al. (2013) could be a good example
to follow.
Researchers have argued that games are
powerful educational tools if used appropriately
(Alessi & Trollip, 2001). In other words, science
teachers’ appropriate ways of using educational
computer games should be crucial for the successful implementation of digital game-based science
learning. However, those science teachers who
had experience of using computer games in their
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science teaching expressed that they mainly used
the games for engaging students in drill practice
and delivering the content, revealing a lower level
of application. As revealed in previous literature,
the use of educational computer games in science
learning is capable of improving science students’
higher-level learning outcomes, such as inquiry
and problem-solving abilities (Barab et al., 2005).
In this study, some teachers mentioned the unavailability of suitable computer games for science
teaching. To promote the implementation of digital
game-based science learning, more educational
computer games designed for science learning will
be needed. As scientific concepts are relatively
more abstract and complicated compared to other
disciplines, and scientific inquiry and problemsolving skills often require long-term cultivation
and repeated practice, general computer games
may be unsuitable for use in digital game-based
science learning. Educational computer games
specifically designed for science learning will be
needed. However, as argued by some science teachers in this study, improper game design may cause
student misconceptions when using educational
computer games in science teaching. Traditionally,
computer games are designed and developed by
game designers and programmers. However, due
to the domain-specific nature of science education,
it is suggested that science teacher educators and
science teachers also be involved in the design and
development of educational computer games for
science learning. Thus, improper game design can
be avoided and student science learning outcomes
can be improved via digital game-based learning.
In sum, this study is one of the initial attempts
to investigate elementary science teachers’ experience of and attitudes toward playing computer
games, their positions of using computer games in
science teaching, and their perspectives, willingness, and relevant professional abilities regarding
integrating educational computer games into
their instruction. The findings of this study may
provide some insights for teacher educators and
educational designers. More specifically, teacher
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professional development regarding integrating
educational computer games in science instruction
will be needed. Besides, how to prevent students’
alternative conceptions derived from educational
games may be another important issue for educational game designers. To this end, collaborative
work among science educators, science teachers
and educational computer game developers is
crucial.
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ABSTRACT
Active learning strategies (including simulations) have been promoted by engineering education reformers as an effort to move traditional STEM teaching toward more constructivist practices. In this study
chemical engineering students were studied during the implementation of simulators to promote critical
thinking. While many have studied achievement and perceptions of students to measure engineering
tools and their development, this study specifically examined students’ outcomes connecting the tool to
specific teaching and learning strategies. A case study was conducted using pre- and post-test, survey
questionnaire, individual interviews, and classroom observations. Results showed the use of simulator
was associated with increases in students’ scores but the novelty of innovation was not the single explanation for increased scores or favored technology usage. Interviews and other qualitative data suggested
that outcomes may closely tie teaching strategies to the effectiveness of the tool rather than the focus on
the tool itself. Implications for teaching and future research are discussed.

INTRODUCTION
Technology tool development has a great potential to change traditional engineering classroom
environments in higher education. In fact, there
are many engineers, educators, and reformer
calling for dramatic changes as a direct result of
tools and the tech-savvy students showing up to

engineering classes. Researchers are defining this
population as ‘digital natives’ because of how
savvy this generation is with technology (Prensky,
2001; Tapscott, 2008). These definitions do not
yet clearly define which tools matter for university
learning. The current digital generation regularly
uses computers, the Internet, cell phones, Facebook and other digital tools as the essential part of
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their lives. To better educate engineering students,
engineering faculty are encouraged to implement
diverse teaching methods and technology in their
instructions.
Engineering teaching pedagogies that have
been promoted among science educators for engaging science students include active learning, collaborative learning, cooperative problem-solving,
and inquiry based learning. Though there is little
agreement among engineers what differentiates
these pedagogies from one another, many studies
have demonstrated this cadre of approaches is
more effective than traditional lecture methods
(Prince, 2004; Felder, 2006). Yet, in 2001 the
National Center for Education Statistics reported
that 87.7% of engineering faculty used lectures
as their preferred instructional method while only
5% indicated the use of methods other than lecture
like seminars, lab or field work, and other methods (Wirt, Choy, & Gruner, 2001). The benefits
and desirability of incorporating more effective
teaching methods would appear to be obvious,
raising the question why the traditional lecture
format remains the norm and how instructors who
use more technologically advanced and inquiry
oriented approaches might bring other more didactic engineering professors.
There are a variety of factors that keep engineering instructors from wandering from traditional
practices. These reservations include concerns
regarding evidence for effectiveness, student
assessment and performance, institutional technical support, and concerns for content coverage
when compared to a traditional lecture format
(Felder & Brent, 1999; 2001). The National
Research Council (1996, 2005, & 2010) argued
one of the challenges is informing faculty about
research on effective teaching emphasizing the
need to create a community of scholars who can
be resources for interested faculty. The need to
for such a scholarly network is echoed in reports
from Project Kaleidoscope (2002) and from the
National Academies (2003). Researchers report
that engineering instructors clinging to traditional

lecture approaches are critical of modernizing
university classrooms on three fronts. The first
front of resistance is comfort and familiarity.
The lecture format is one that most professors
experienced when they were students, and it’s the
one they have employed in their own classes ever
since (Van Dijk & Jochems, 2002). The second
front is that of faculty time. Faculty are critical
of spending too much on modernizing teaching
as their time is divided between creative/research
activities, teaching, and service (Splitt, 2003;
Prince, 2007). By the current widespread course
evaluations used at most universities it is possible
to be regarded as a good or excellent teacher while
employing the standard lecture approach. It clearly
requires a significant investment of time and effort
to redesign a course which abandons one method
and replaces it with more effective ones. Rewards,
recognition and advancement potentially resulting
from investing time in teaching are often smaller
than investment on research and creative activity.
The third front of resistance reported is the
readily available teaching materials which support traditional teaching (e.g., textbooks). Traditional teaching materials do not provide teaching
resources necessary to transform engineering
instruction. There are many additional teaching
materials available on the web, developed by funding agencies, and distributed online and through
agencies like the National Science Digital Library
(NSDL), but it is left to the teacher to find them,
determine how they might be fit into an effective teaching approach. Since most engineering
instructors are trained as engineers not educators,
even changing nomenclature implicit in these
resources can be daunting.

CONTEMPORARY
UNIVERSITY LEARNERS
It has been argued that the difference between
what students know and what teachers know
with regard to computers, the Internet, and other
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technologies has never been greater. The current
generation born in 1980’s is defined as ‘Net Generation (Tapscott, 1998, 2008) or ‘Digital Natives’
(Prensky, 2001). The previous studies elaborated
the new characteristics of Net Generation students
with technology and digital orientation, multitasking, short learning span, social life with Social
Network Services (Prensky, 2004; Oblinger &
Oblinger, 2005; Barnes, Marateo, & Ferris, 2007).
Many science teacher educators have focused
upon technological implementation as a venue
to improve instruction. In fact, technology has
been promoted as an appropriate tool for teaching
current K-12 students for a variety of reasons, including its ability to provide familiarity with tools
students use outside of school (Lemke & Martin,
2004) to provide better training opportunities for
future jobs and to provide venues for better inquiry
teaching. Some researchers have even argued that
current US students need new tools for learning
because there are fundamental differences in current American culture and the way students learn
best (Friedman, 2005; Lenhart, Horrigan, Rainie,
Allen, Boyce, & Madden, 2003; Pink, 2005). The
development of information and digital technology
has changed the learning environment of current
students. Many scholars argue that current students’ learning is more closely matched to their
strengths when technology is used. For example,
according to the Pew Internet & American Life
Project (2005) 87% of children ages 12 to 17 use
the Internet regularly. This number has increased
more than one fourth since the year 2000. 85% of
today’s teens use at least two digital devices daily
and spend an average of nearly 6.5 hours a day
with media. Each of these characteristics suggest
a necessary shift in the classroom environment
to engage college students. In fact, many authors
argue today’s learners in college have greater differences than past generations when compared to
their instructors.

360

Technology and Science Teaching
Educators need to consider tools and implementation specifically for science. Some of the
recommended technological options for use in
engineering include simulations, data collection
probeware, online virtual laboratories, visualization software and other less science specific tools
like presentation tools, electronic voting devices,
and general media production tools. Some of the
specific advantages indicated by prior research
include: a) increased student academic achievement, b) increased student proficiency of process
skills, c) differentiating instruction for varied levels
of students, d) and general improvement of the
learning environment for science and engineering
students. For example, previous studies argued
that the use of simulations promoted students’
attitudes, academic achievement, process skills
problem-solving skills than conventional lecturebased approach in science courses such as physics,
chemistry and biology (Fogleman, McNeill, &
Krajcik, 2011; Geban, Askar, & Ozkan, 1992;
Hounshell & Hill, 1989; Zacharia, 2003). The use
of computer simulations, specifically, positively
influenced students’ learning in science regarding
motivation, visualization of scientific problems
and process, and interactive learning experience
(Fraser, Pillay, Tjatindi, & Case, 2007; Huppert,
Lomask, & Lazarowitz, 2002; Zacharia, 2005,
2007).
There are various ways of using simulations in
different science teaching contexts. Some studies
like those conducted in physics classrooms (Bell &
Trundle, 2008; Mackenzie, Earl, Allen, & Gilmour,
2001) have examined the ability for simulations
to examine long term experimentation and speed
it up for very short period of time. These studies have demonstrated technology to be helpful
in teaching such difficult concepts differential
chemical reactor design as well as comparing
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differential experimental design to enhance the
learning experience through online experience
(Pallant & Tinker, 2004; McKagan, Perkins,
Dubson, Malley, Reid, LeMaster, & Wieman,
2008; Osborne, Erduran, & Simon, 2004). Each
of these advantages brings a stronger argument for
the use of computer simulation as an effective tool
implemented in science and engineering courses.
In addition to making the science process
more efficient and visible, simulations can also
add an equity component to instruction as not
all science and engineering students arrive to
engineering courses equally proficient. Several
empirical studies argued the different levels of the
students’ use and aptitude of technology against
the generalization of the current Net Generation.
Recent empirical studies maintained that individual students varied the use and proficiency of
technology despite the general increase of technology of the students. Moreover, the everyday use
of technology of college students was partially
connected with students learning (Garcia & Qin,
2007; Kennedy, 2007; Helsper & Eynon, 2010;
Kravik & Caruso, 2005).
This is not to argue that these suggested instructional recommendations are generalizable to
all science learning contexts. Most of the generalizations geared toward the use of technology to
teach the Net Generation are guesses at best for
technology-oriented learners in college courses
(Jones, Ramanau, Cross, & Healing, 2010) and
researchers do not hold consensus regarding potential improvements to teaching with technology.
Some technology proponents ignore comparisons
made to countries who are investing less resources
in technology than the US. Oppenheimer (2003)
and Cuban (1986, 2001) have clearly offered
important challenges to the notion that technology is an automatic improvement in classrooms.
Several researchers have argued that many of the
claims that technology should be integrated into
school learning environments are not based upon
empirical evidence about students or learning
environments.

Yet, the growth and investment in technology
by the US is increasing. According to Waight and
Abd-El-Khalick (2007) the rapid integration is not
always based upon established research, and often
the research available to make important technological implementation decisions does not take a
critical eye when viewing the use of technology
or the specific focus for specific interventions
in using technology to promote inquiry. Though
compelling, science and engineering educators
must consider carefully which tools assist in
promoting science inquiry and how these can be
thoughtfully incorporated into instruction in ways
that add value to science teaching.

EFFECTIVE TEACHING STRATEGIES
Any technology teaching tool is only as effective
as the teaching strategies employed. There is much
debate about “best practices” for teaching with
technology but engineering professionals currently
embrace an “active learning” approach (Dori &
Belcher, 2005; Felder & Brent, 2010). Active
learning is the term most engineers focusing on
inquiry teaching and the National Science Education Standards (NRC, 1996) use to describe what
science education researchers refer to as inquiry
from a constructivist orientation (von Glasersfeld,
1989; Osborne & Freyberg, 1985; Tobin, 1993;
von Aufschneider, Osborne, Erduran, & Simon,
2008). Active learning contributed to develop
students’ motivation and analytical inquiry to
better understand science knowledge compared to
traditional lecture-based learning. Science and engineering educators and researchers have focused
on science instruction to develop critical thinking
and problem solving skills based on inquiry-based
learning, technology-implemented learning, and
students’ active engagement to science. Studies have reported that active learning approach
has more improved students’ participation and
achievement than lecturing approach in science.
However, study after study demonstrates that it is
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not the specific tool that makes the difference but
rather the instructional strategies employed, the
context it is used in and beliefs and objectives held
by the teacher (Dixon, Clarke, & DiBiasio, 2000;
Taraban, Box, Myers, Pollard, & Bowen, 2007;
Yerrick & Roth, 2005; Kang & Wallace, 2004).
Despite its popularity among science and
engineering education reform literature most engineers, like their general university colleagues,
depend upon more traditional lecture modes
of instruction (NCES, 2001; Wirt et al., 2001).
Some of the reasons given for educators not using constructivist approaches include the lack of
the investment of time and effort for planning,
requisite knowledge, training, support, rewards
and even philosophical differences in orientations
toward teaching and learning (Pedersen & Yerrick,
2000; Odom, Settlage, & Pedersen, 2002; Haney,
Lumpe, Czerniak, & Egan, 2002; Zacharaia, 2003).
Engineering faculties’ perceptions toward science learning may be one of the primary factors
to be considered in technological implementation.
Several researchers report faculty have more difficulty learning a constructivist orientation to teaching than learning new technologies (Becker & Riel,
2000; Rakes, Flowers, Casey, & Santana, 1999).
For example, in a recent survey of 655 teachers
Becker and Riel (2000) found that less than 4%
of the teachers surveyed used computers during
instruction to assist students in constructing their
own understanding of content knowledge in accordance with constructivist learning frameworks.
Rakes et al. (1999) found that in a survey of 435
teachers who use technology that less than half of
the teachers who professed to be constructivist acknowledged implementing 6 out of 14 commonly
identified constructivist strategies. Furthermore,
only 40% of the participating teachers used even
three of these strategies, and less than 20% of
those who claimed to use constructivist strategies
in their classrooms implemented them “fairly often” (monthly). Providing technology in science
classrooms is insufficient for making needed
change if the goal is for students to use technol-
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ogy for critical thinking. Moreover, providing
technical and professional development support
will not likely effect long lasting change even for
self-reported constructivist teachers (Becker &
Riel, 2000; Cuban, 1986; Rakes, Flowers, Casey,
& Santana, 1999).
For engineers to wholly adopt simulations into
their classrooms fundamental shifts in their thinking must occur for technology assisted teaching to
be effective. Few empirical studies focus on the
process of using computer simulation technologies and how these technologies function within
the expectations, norms, and practices in current engineering classrooms reflecting students’
perspectives. Considerations for integrating the
simulation in engineering classrooms include:
•
•
•
•

Students’ improvement in content gains,
Scientific discourse in an engineering
classroom,
Teacher professional development, and
Scientific argument.

TRANSFORMING THE ENGINEERING
LEARNING ENVIRONMENT
As we have demonstrated above, a large body
of research supports the use of technology for
science teaching at the university level (Singer,
Marx, Krajcik, & Chambers, 2000; Demetry &
Groccia,1997; Felder, 1991, 2006; Feldman &
Hofinger, 1997; Beaudoin & Ollis, 1995; Terenzini, Cabrera, Colbeck, Parente, & Bjorklundm,
2001) collaborative problem solving, inquiry
experimentation, or engineering case studies (Angelides, Poulopoulos, Avgeris, & Haralampous,
2000; Bequette, Schott, Prasad, Natarajan, & Rao,
1998). However, if implementing proven methods
like active learning were always successful, then
a greater percentage of faculty would likely shift.
This study is an examination of one such tool
developed to help engineers to teach differently
through online simulations developed with the
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support of the National Science Foundation (NSF
0736495 TExTs for the 21st century). The TExT
(Toolkit for Exceptional Teaching) was developed
by one of the authors and expands upon the typical
information transfer and problem solving model
provided by contemporary engineering textbooks.
By design TExT integrates online and face-toface instruction with information technology
through a comprehensive set of teaching tools and
resources. The objective of the developed TExT
was to deliver an effective educational experience
to engineering students, while simultaneously
providing what a teacher needs to implement
effective teaching without investing significantly
more time than would be used in the traditional
lecture method. Specifically, the instructor wanted
to use the designs borne out by years of research
to incorporate into his courses the above listed
advantages of:
•
•
•
•

Increased student academic achievement,
Increased student proficiency of process
skills,
Differentiating instruction for varied levels
of students, and
General improvement of the learning environment for science and engineering
students.

The author complemented his design of the
simulations with the use of teaching strategies
emerging from the body of research on active
learning and made available to his students opportunities for problem solving in class and practice
and implementation of problem based assignments
completed in small groups outside of class to
supplement his course lectures and other teaching materials. This study, a cross-departmental
collaboration of professors in the departments
of Chemical & Biological Engineering and the
Graduate School of Education was designed to
assess the implementation and required assessment
of a tool developed for the funded National Science
Foundation project. It examined the effectiveness

of the TExT in undergraduate engineering instruction and its potential for implementation by other
science instructors.
The first major objective of the TExT was to
transform the classroom from a place for transferring information (via the traditional lecture)
to a place for deeper learning. Importantly, the
TExT did not eliminate information transfer via
lecture; it simply moved part of the process toward
a context outside the classroom. This was done
by incorporating written information traditional
textbook and video presentations like those currently found in a traditional classroom lecture.
Some fraction of classroom time was still used
to ensure that the information transfer actually
took place, but the majority of classroom time
was used for other activities.
The second major objective of the TExT was
to provide learning activities to be used in the
classroom along with detailed lesson plans describing how to conduct these activities. To the
maximum extent possible, this included providing
the resources necessary for conducting the in-class
activity. In cases where the resources could not
be provided, the lesson plan included a list of all
the items the instructor needed in class along with
an indication of those that must be obtained from
a source external to the TExT. The key points of
this objective were to ensure
•
•
•

That each activity was well designed as a
student learning experience,
That implementation of each activity was
straightforward and time-efficient, and
That the associated lesson plan was sufficiently detailed to enable an instructor who
is not familiar with the education literature
to conduct the activity effectively and with
minimal emotional discomfort.

One important element of these classroom
activities was the use of computer simulators.
Other researchers have shown these types of activities to be as effective or even more effective
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then hands-on physical manipulatives (Zacharia,
Olympiou, & Papaevripidou, 2008; Lee, Linn,
Varma, & Liu, 2010).
The third major objective of the TExT was to
provide tools, activities, and resources for continued independent learning outside the classroom.
The methods for doing this included extending
the in-class activities beyond class time in addition to methods like those used in traditional
textbooks homework problems. On the whole
students spent their out of class time watching
videos demonstrating engineering concepts, running simulations repeatedly online to test reactor
design functionality and efficiency, interacting
with virtual lab experiences, and applying concepts
through homework assignments. In class work was
largely composed of activities which supplemented
their out of class experiences with less than 25%
of class time devoted to the presentation of new
information. It was the hope of the developer that
the reactor simulator as a part of the TExT would
provide additional support and resources for fellow
professors wanting to implement active-learning
strategies in traditional lecture-style engineering
classes. Our research question then became,
How do engineering students interpret efforts
of their instructor to incorporate simulations
and active learning strategies into their course
instruction?

METHODOLOGY
Data Collection
Our study is a case analysis of chemical engineering classrooms at a university in the Northeast
of the U.S. The two instructors consisted of one
engineer, Dr. Smith, who developed the simulator
with grant funding to align with his understanding
of active learning teaching strategies and the other
an interested colleague, Dr. Martin, several years
his junior. Both instructors are considered strong
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teachers and both have received high evaluations
and are recipients of the department’s best teaching award. Dr. Smith’s course is a lecture course
meeting twice weekly and is one of the last courses
in the sequence. Dr. Martin’s course is a once
weekly survey course operated as a lab review
lecture setting where the simulator was inserted
in a small unit of study. Data was collected from
a balanced representation of volunteers from both
classrooms during the same four-week timeframe
in the Fall of 2010. Some students had enrolled
in classes with both instructors over the course
of their program so students in Dr. Martin’s class
may have had Dr. Smith earlier the prior semester.
In order to get a richer description of the simulator implementation and its effect on learning a
varied data set was collected. The various data
sets included: pre- and post-tests, student exit
interviews, learning strategies survey, classroom
observations, and instructor interviews. Each of
these is discussed in the next section.
Pre- and Post-Test: In order to assess the content learning of the engineering students and prior
to and after the simulator implementation, pre- and
post-tests were given to students of both classes
at the same time. The post-test was developed for
a tri-level assessment of content knowledge. The
goal of both instructors was not only to learn the
vocabulary of solving problems but to also learn
the general thought processes and dispositions of
engineers as they approach problems. Therefore,
to assess whether or not the simulator helped meet
those goals, the assessments had to measure both
the content, process skills, and design habits of
mind of students exiting the unit. These goals are
consistent with the National Science Education
Standards. The pre- and post-tests were identical
to measure specific content and process skills for
each student over the instructional period and are
included in Appendix A.
The first level of questions was aimed for
recognizing definitions and uses of concepts in
basic designs and calculations using a multiplechoice format. The second level question was a
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written free response where students were asked
to apply concepts to a word problem similar to
assigned homework problems given throughout
the semester. The third level question was an openended design question where students were given
a scenario and a goal product for a general chemical reaction and asked to design an experiment
that would optimize the yield. In order to assess
the impact of the TExT simulator we also used a
variety of methods to triangulate the origin of the
shifts on the research outcomes. We conducted
student interviews, surveys, focus groups, and
classroom observations to allow participants to
speak to what kinds of innovations and adaptations assisted them in their learning. This allowed
for the students themselves regarding the nature
of the support and its impact on their learning. A
screen shot of the interface to the TExT Simulator
is included below in Figure 1 and Figure 2.
Classroom Observations: The simulator was
put into operation with minimal professional development provided to the interested colleague.
This design satisfied the developer’s interest for

testing the viability of the simulator as a resource
independently inserted into engineering graduate
instruction. Though the implementation was simultaneous and with many overlapping students
the courses had very different purposes, venues,
and goals. One course was a lab review format
meeting only once weekly and the other a regular
lecture meeting three times during the week and
referring regularly to the simulation as a tool for
learning. Observations were made weekly prior to
and after implementation of the simulator. During
observations copious field notes were taken with
a backup video recording to capture the nature of
the facilitated instruction related to the tool to try
and determine facets of the courses and instruction
which warrant and justify the use of the simulator tool as a means for enhancing instruction.
Care was taken during the data collection and
analysis to guard against favored pedagogical approaches and to pay attention to the rich details of
implementation. This was done to give honor to
both instructors’ approaches and to give latitude
of interpretations for implementation since the

Figure 1. Start up
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Figure 2. Simulator with data

courses had their own unique position within the
program and held their own unique goals requiring
a variety of pedagogical approaches.
Student Interviews: Ten students voluntarily
participated in interviews. Each interview took
approximately from 45 minutes to 90 minutes
depending on the length of their responses. Interviews were conducted for five students from each
class once. The semi-structured interview questions were asked to students about their experience
of learning and simulator in class. To examine
more specifically how the students perceived the
use of simulator, the interviews were conducted
with questions regarding students’ perception of
their instructors’ teaching strategies, the use of
the simulator, and the classroom context. Considering the current position of the students who
were interviewed taking the class, students would
avoid giving negative responses about a teacher.
An interviewer initially reminded the students of
the confidentiality of the interview process to their
instructors and their rights to answer or refuse
to answer the questions to promote credibility
and verifiability of students’ interview. Building
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rapport with a conversational tone, interviews
were conducted in comfortable atmosphere for
the students. An interviewer used non-leading
questions to receive students’ honest responses
throughout interviews.
The student interviews were audio-recorded
and transcribed for analysis. Transcription was
analyzed for the themes identified regarding
research questions. The emerging themes led to
the assertion supported with the specific students’
interview quotes from the transcript. The student
interview protocol is provided in Appendix B.
Learning Strategies Survey: Forty two students
were surveyed with four groups of questions;
1.
2.
3.
4.

The course evaluation focusing on the use
of TExT simulator,
Teaching strategies actually used,
Teaching strategies actually helped,
Teaching strategies of desired use.

In general, students were highly satisfied with
the course and the use of simulator. However, 45% of
the students stated they were not spending more time
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studying this course compared to traditional lecturing course although the course were enjoyable and
facilitated their learning. Moreover, although the
students currently used technology and mentioned
some teaching strategies technology implemented
were helpful, the students desired teaching strategies in traditional lecture courses.
Other data collection included instructor interviews, follow up conversations with students,
debriefing sessions with instructors, field notes.
Instructor interviews were conducted before
students had taken the unit of the simulation and
after students finished it. Moreover, field notes
were collected and analyzed based on multiple
codings. Each of these data sources was used to
examine the claims made about learning in the
engineering environment both in class and online.

DATA ANALYSIS
To examine the effect of student learning with
simulator, a total of fifty seven of sixty four students
(83.8%) students completed pre- and post-test
for a unit taught. We discarded incomplete tests
and chose the first test when five students completed tests twice on two different days. Pre- and
post-test scores were analyzed using descriptive
statistics and paired sample t-test. This statistical
test was conducted in 95% confidence interval
using SPSS 18.
In order to analyze student online survey,
descriptive statistics were used. The learning
strategy survey consists of five sections. Each item
measured by four or five choices of Lickert scale
is represented as percentage. For example, it was
measured from ‘strongly agree,’ ‘agree’, ‘disagree’,
and ‘strongly disagree.’ Only complete students’
responses were analyzed. Otherwise, incomplete
survey responses were discarded.
Student interviews were audio-recorded and
transcribed. The interview data analysis was based
on grounded theory (Strauss & Corbin, 1990). The
collected data were open coded first. Researchers

repeatedly read and highlighted noticeable responses with different color pens and took memos.
Next, identified categories were labeled and axial
coding was used to seek relationships among categories. Last, focus coding was followed. Coders
were trained and two different coders rated these
emergent themes with 80% accuracy.

FINDINGS
Assertion #1: The Incorporation
of TExT Simulator was Associated
with Increases in Content Gains
Pre-test and post-test scores:. Students’ mean
score was increased from 4.60 (SD = 1.85) in
the pre-test to 6.33 (SD = 2.07) in the post-test.
We initially looked across students’ gain scores
and recognized that many students increased their
scores. Some students considerably increased
scores from 2 of 10 to 8 of 10, from 2 of 10 to 9
of 10 and from 5 of 10 to 10 of 10. To test the effectiveness of simulator statistically, we conducted
a paired t-test in 95% confidence interval. After
applying this analysis, the result was t = 5.91, df
= 56, and p < 0.0001. Therefore, the gain score
is considered to be statistically significant.
However, although the result of the paired t-test
indicated that using simulator facilitated students’
scores, there are several possible confounding
factors to influence students’ test scores. Further,
teacher instruction, classroom environments, or
other learning factors could possibly influence
students’ performance.
Student interviews: In order to find out what
contributed to the gains observed in just a few
short weeks, we turned to the interviews of the
students. Students reported from both classes that
the simulator allowed them the opportunity to
interact with the content that left a longer lasting
impression. Mike argued that the simulator helped
him visualize abstract engineering concept as real
and practical features understood:
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In the big context, Kinetics and reactions, in what
we have done so far, the simulator was appropriate
because you got to see practical stuffs. You have
to see something practical if you want to work on
reactor later. So you will be able to deal with all
this stuff. I thought it was practical and helpful. It
was totally related to what we were doing. So that
(with the simulator) was even better to see what’s
going on more than just reading texts. When you
see what’s going on, you see numbers and you see
my conversion is going up, my temperature is going up. ‘Oh! That makes sense.’ You see more like
practical stuffs. You see more than theory. (Mike)
Students reported that by using the simulator
they were more likely to see trends and concepts
embedded in the data–trends only mentioned or
implied by texts and lectures. It is a challenge to
run wet labs like in chemistry classes or traditional physics labs when dealing with systems
and long-term change. The use of the simulator
allowed students to examine long-term changes
and experiments in minutes. In addition, students
combined their examination of long-term changes
with the necessary criteria of multiple runs for
comparing experiments. After using the simulator, students reported a greater understanding of
the concepts presented in class. Theo described
how he used the simulator and how the simulator
helped his learning:
We usually forget what we did from homework after
we finished it. But when we used the simulator, we
changed variables and observed the trend. It helps
me understand the concepts better. So it definitely
helps me solve problems. (Theo)
In addition to the mention of ease of generating repeated runs, the assistance with difficult
concepts, and practical applications of theories,
students also pointed to the roll of the simulator in preparing them for real engineering jobs.
We asked students what they thought practicing
engineers did in their daily work and whether or
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not the simulator helped them in preparing for
their eventual career. The feedback we received
on the survey and in interviews was a resounding
“Yes.” David considered the use of simulator as
the experience of real engineering work in his
workplace.
I think the simulator is very nice and very complex. Maybe, it will get you involved with more
job experience. If someone designs some kind
of simulation, actually you are doing more than
calculation, actually showing what you are doing
around your job stuff like that. Then I am sure that
it will be very helpful. (David)
Overall, the use of the simulator to supplement
instruction added to the knowledge of students as
demonstrated through their pre- and post-tests as
well as connecting their learning through practical
application. Students pointed to the connections
the simulator the helped them make to as well as
their aspirations in future engineering work. In the
next section we describe influence of the learning
context on the use of the simulator and how this
match extended the problem solving notions and
practices implicit in the design of the simulator.

Assertion #2: Use of the TExT
Simulator Supported an Active
Learning Environment
Dr. Smith who created the simulator was a strong
proponent of active learning strategies. Regularly,
Dr. Smith would break up the three weekly 90
minute lectures with problems he would pose to
the group. The cycle would include the asking
of an open-ended synthesis reactor question, the
facilitation of pairs or small groups to solve the
problem in class, the students’ public defense of
answers to one another, and the general critique
of the professor of the limitations of the answers.
Sometimes there were human models introduced
where students could “act out” the roles of reactants or explicit connections to real life incidents.
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Regardless of the variation, every class had an
open problem solving component where the expectation was established for students to guess,
argue, present evidence, and examine multiple
possible solutions.
An example vignette is given below from the
field notes and classroom observation.
The professor intentionally provided opportunity
for both collaboration and competition in the context of class. When asked what kinds of teaching
strategies he intentionally used to establish the
learning context during his modified lectures period. His responses reveal a predisposition toward
learning engineering that requires students to not
only actively solve problems but also compare them
in a social context. (Field notes ~ October 2010)
A follow up interview with the Dr. Smith
directly after the lesson described the thinking,
planning, and formative evaluation of his lesson
as he reflected on his class and our questions.
He stated:
The things I do included … circulating through
the class while they are solving the problems,
eavesdropping on their conversations and answering their questions. I find students are much
more likely to stop me and ask a question as I
stroll by than they would have been if I stood at
the front of the room and said “Does anyone have
any questions?” If I find a group that is stuck or
headed in the wrong direction, I try to get them
back on track. I do the same kind of circulating
during the time they are explaining their solutions. I try to notice good explanations, so that if
their partner nominates them, I will select them
to present to the class.
Such values were born out by regular observations of his class where we saw students regularly
engaging in a public discourse making claims,
justifying solutions, and generally contributing
to construction of shared knowledge.

Students reported liking the strategies Dr.
Smith used in class. The most often mentioned
strategies he used included peer problem solving and expected group work both in and out of
class. When asked about these activities, students
responded very positively (Table 1).
Not only did students rate these strategies
strongly in the survey, many mentioned directly
the teaching strategies in class, recalling many
specific instances and activities that helped them
learn. Majority of the respondents favored active
learning strategies used Dr. Smith’s use in class.
All respondents (100%) stated ‘spontaneous class
problem solving is very helpful and helpful for
their learning. Moreover, 96% of the students
considered ‘student grouping’ as effective teaching
strategies. Students pointed out the positive features of their instructor’s teaching methods during
class. They enjoyed collaborating with each other
as a group. Students enumerated student grouping
helped them better understand scientific concepts
and established favorable relationship with their
peers in classrooms.
As far as getting me at a group, I think it’s extremely
useful. In case I didn’t understand something, the
audience in a small group outside the class can
help me anyway. This class, Kinetics, I am excelling to my group of friend. But my friend James is
helping me a little bit in Transport class…I guess
it’s more helpful for them to learn for me. For me
reaffirming knowledge. (James)
Table 1. Student rating of active learning strategies in Dr. Smith’s class
Very
Helpful (%)

Helpful
(%)

Student Grouping

29.17

66.67

Spontaneous Class Problem solving

41.67

58.33

Human models/“Acting out”
science concepts

29.17

41.66

Student to Student Peer instruction

25.00

47.23

Working in Small Groups

29.17

50.00
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Group activities get students helping each other.
That helps a lot. Especially, during Dr. Smith’s
class, I got to meet a lot of people. In the engineering classes, I didn’t know them before. It helps
a lot because I have people to study with. If you
have a question I know whom I can look for. At
this semester I got to meet a lot of people. They
are people I meet from Dr. Smith’s group activities. Not only in Dr. Smith’s classes, if I have a
question, I still go to friends that I met and ask
them questions. (Mike)
The professor also used a peer rating system for
their solutions in class and used a meta-discourse
or “talk-about-the-talk” in order to highlight how
and why students were thinking more scientifically.
He also provided at least one homework problem
as well as application with the simulator to connect the lecture’s concept to extended activities.
Students noticed the connection of these activities
and connected embedded lessons directly to the use
of the simulator. As Theo and Martha described,
the simulator enabled students to collaborate with
peers seemingly working at an authentic situation.
I think the simulator is practical. I think I can solve
the problem better during doing my homework.
When he (Dr. Smith) gave us a problem. We used
a lot of equations to solve the problem. But doing the simulator is that from the beginning we
have to collect data and we have to analyze data.
We did experiment and did calculation. Then we
analyzed the data. (Theo)
Outside of class, it’s kind of all the same (between
traditional lecture class and Dr. Smith’s class),
though. Doing homework, I am learning a lot
from homework. I really do learn all from my
homework. I think Dr. Smith’s class itself helps
us collaborate. It is just probably a big part of
what engineers do. (Martha)
Overall, the simulator fit into a larger theoretical orientation of constructivist pedagogy
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employed by the professor. His active learning
practices led students to solve problems, share,
collaborate and participate with different social
norms. There was a strong correlation with the
culture of the classroom with the intended and
instructed uses of the simulator as other social
practices. These norms led them to be effective
users of the simulator as well as better critics of
knowledge claims. This becomes important later
in the comparison of the implementation in other
class contexts. In the next section we explore more
specifically the nature of the discourse represented
in the open-ended design questions included at
the end of the pre- and post-tests.

Assertion #3: Novelty of
Innovation was not the Single
Explanation for Increased Scores
or Favored Technology Usage
Most “Next Generation Learner” literature supports the premise that today’s college student is
a reckless enthusiast of the use of technology.
The surveys collected from engineering students
supported the claim that technology affects every
part of their life and that they are well connected
to one another through devices and networks.
However, this finding alone cannot account for
the favor of the TExT Simulator. This is explained
through data we asked them about their current
use and desired use of technology for teaching.
Students were asked which technology they
currently used in and out of class. The most
common devices and technology practices were:
Cellphone/Texting (88%), Social Net Working/
Facebook (87%), the Internet (76%), personal
gaming system (88%). Digital devices are essential
parts of their life. Therefore, we asked students
which devices students desired to use in their classrooms. Students revealed a conservative attitude
toward using innovative teaching strategies in class
despite their positive attitude toward the use of
technology. Initially, the survey results of students’
use of technology shows 94% of students enjoy
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using technology (Mean=3.46, SD=0.67), 98%
of students stated technology helps their learning
(Mean=3.39, SD=0.63), and they prefer taking
courses using technology in future (Mean=3.17,
SD=0.74). The statement reveals technology is
an essential tool for students’ learning (Table 2).
Moreover, students reported the use of simulator virtually helped them better understand the
engineering concepts. Results showed the use of
simulator also increases students’ interest (90%),
awareness of practical application (91%), and
problem-solving skills (80%) through the use of
simulator. Students stated the activities related
to TExT simulator particularly improved their
awareness of practical application of engineering concepts (Mean = 3.02, SD = 0.47) and the
simulator also developed their problem-solving
skills (Mean = 2.90, SD = 0.62). In sum, students’

responses supported the effectiveness of the use
of simulator in this course (Table 3).
Students most favored teaching practices. The
revealing statements of students were in response
to traditional teaching strategies that were more
desired than technology implemented ones. This
showed a contrast to their positive statements
for technology-implemented classes in previous
survey responses. Results show the chemical
engineering students chose traditional teaching
methods in traditional engineering classes, such
as lecture (M = 3.19, SD = 0.67), mathematical
calculation (M = 3.02, SD = 0.70), and note taking
(M = 2.83, SD = 0.70). We suspect and discuss
later that this desire to avoid dramatic shifts in
technologically innovative approaches specifically
pertains to the risk perceived in changing teaching
so near to the end of their program and gradua-

Table 2. Student’ use of technology
Strongly
Agree
(4)

Agree
(3)

Disagree
(2)

Strongly
Disagree
(1)

Mean

SD

N

I enjoy using technology.

53.66%

41.46%

2.44%

2.44%

3.46

0.67

41

Technology is a major part of my life.

53.66%

34.14%

9.76%

2.44%

3.39

0.77

41

Technology helps me to learn.

43.90%

53.66%

0%

2.44%

3.39

0.63

41

I prefer taking courses which implement technology.

34.14%

53.66%

9.76%

2.44%

3.17

0.74

41

I would like to use this kind of technology in future
course.

26.82%

58.54%

12.2%

2.44%

3.09

0.70

41

Table 3. Students’ evaluation of the use of TExT simulator
Strongly
Agree
(4)

Agree
(3)

Disagree
(2)

Strongly
Disagree
(1)

Mean

SD

N

I learned the engineering concepts better as a result of using
the TExT simulator.

19.51%

65.85%

9.76%

4.88%

3.00

0.71

41

The TExT simulator motivates me to study my area of interest.

7.32%

68.29%

21.95%

2.44%

2.78

0.61

41

The activities related to the TExT simulation increased my
awareness of practical applications of these concepts.

17.07%

73.17%

9.76%

0%

3.02

0.47

41

I feel very confident with my ability to use the TExT
simulator to solve problems.

12.2%

68.29%

17.07%

2.44%

2.90

0.62

41

I am confident interpreting the output data from the TExT
simulator.

17.07%

65.85%

17.07%

0%

3.00

0.59

41
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tion. Having successfully navigated 16 years of
school, students were not so ready to throw out
predictable practices and replace them with new
venues and devices (Table 4).
Students desired use. Furthermore, the students
reported they desired to use traditional teaching strategies instead of innovative strategies
implementing technologies in class, despite their
preference to the use of technologies to the class.
Results showed Powerpoint/presos (Mean=3.97,
SD=0.61), lecture (Mean=3.91, SD=0.65), notetaking (Mean =3.34, SD=0.94) and mathematical calculations (Mean=3.63, SD=0.94) were
considered primary teaching strategies they had
observed and continued to express their desire for
instructors to implement in their classes (Table 5).
Moreover, students did not wish to experiment
with more social and personal technologies they
used in their daily lives. This contradicts directly
with the literature suggesting students will do better

and desire to use new technologies in school. This
finding even contradicts their enthusiastic support
of technology use in their personal lives, such as
Personal gaming system (Mean=1.72, SD=1.05),
social networking (Mean=1.56, SD=1.05), and
Cell phone or Texting (Mean=1.47, SD=0.97).
Despite their expressed disinterest in using
more personal tools, they did collaborate through
existing traditional structures both in and out of
class. Engineering students who experienced active learning through the simulator in Dr. Smith
class assessed the collaboration as a small group
helped their learning. Students exchanged their
opinions with others and solved problems together. In fact, they considered this group work
as a practice experience in their future workplace.
Engineering students who experienced active
learning through the simulator in Dr. Smith class
assessed the collaboration as a small group helped
their learning.

Table 4. Students’ evaluation for helpful teaching strategies
Very Helpful
(4)

Helpful
(3)

Somewhat Helpful
(2)

Not Helpful
(1)

Mean

SD

N

Powerpoint/presos

27.78%

61.11%

8.33%

2.78%

3.13

0.68

41

Lecture

33.33%

52.78%

13.89%

0%

3.19

0.67

41

Note taking

13.89%

58.33%

25%

2.78%

2.83

0.70

41

Mathematical Calculations

22.22%

61.11%

13.89%

2.78%

3.02

0.70

41

Homework

41.67%

52.78%

5.56%

0%

3.36

0.59

41

Textbook reading

16.67%

55.56%

19.44%

8.33%

2.75

0.84

41

Table 5. Students’ conservative attitude toward the desired use of technology in class

Social Networking
(Facebook)

Several Times
per Class
(5)

Every
Class
(4)

A Few Times
per Month
(3)

A Few Times
for Semester
(2)

Never
(1)

Mean

SD

N

2.78%

5.56%

8.33%

11.11%

72.22%

1.56

1.05

36

Browsing the Net

2.78%

2.78%

33.33%

8.33%

52.78%

1.94

1.11

36

Cell phone/Texting

2.78%

2.78%

8.33%

11.11%

75.00%

1.47

0.97

36

Personal gaming systems

2.78%

5.56%

11.11%

22.22%

58.33%

1.72

1.05

36

Student created multimedia
products

2.78%

5.56%

13.89%

30.56%

47.22%

1.86

1.04

36
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Engineering students who experienced active
learning through the simulator in Dr. Smith class
assessed the collaboration as a small group helped
their learning. Students exchanged their opinions
with others and solved problems together. In fact,
they considered this group work as a practice
experience in their future workplace.
Keith enumerates the advantage of group work
because he can learn through negotiation with
peers. However, he does not feel real learning
through traditional lecture learning relying on
note taking skills.
It’s (group work) better than giving a straight
answer. Form a group, discuss it, and try to answer. If you can’t solve it, she or he can tell it.
After giving ten minutes, she or he can ask you to
solve a question. If you can’t solve the question
she or he tells the answer and explain it. I think
it’s better than just telling you the answer. In most
lectures, you just copy. Maybe when you just copy
you don’t learn anything. When a lecture is too
fast, you just copy, copy, and copy. You don’t know
what’s going on. (Keith)
David understands the feature of engineering
work as collaboration. Engineering work is not
only about individual contributions but a group
work. Therefore, he always tried to listen to other
group members’ opinions. David did successfully
engage in the active learning strategies that he
believed would ultimately develop.
These jobs are meant to be a lot of people. Engineering in general is meant to be a team. I get the
general picture that a group of people together
solves common problems. The problem is of course
related to chemical engineers, what’s unique for
chemical engineers probably, knowledge of kinetics and reactor design. I think that’s the unique
knowledge that we have, if you compare us to
other engineers. (David)

Despite the positive experiences collaborating
the teaching strategies that the students desired
did not always match those that students actually
used and positively experienced based on students’
survey responses. Engineering students preferred
traditional lecture-based instruction to innovative
and technology implemented-instruction from
engineering faculties. Most students stick to the
same way that they are familiar with in traditional
classroom. They want to stay in their comfort zone.
The engineering students wanted lectures, note
taking, Powerpoint, and more familiar teaching
methods. No video games, no social networking.
The students avoid using technological tools that
possible improve their learning in an innovative
way.
Students responded well to the simulator
and attributed much of their success to active
learning strategies. However, their desired use
demonstrated in the survey was a bias toward
tools that are typically associated with traditional
instruction (e.g., Powerpoint, lectures, homework
problem sets). Inasmuch, the teaching strategies
that the students desired for the future instruction did not necessarily match those that students
actually used and positively experienced based
on students’ survey responses. This mismatch
indicates that implementing innovative teaching
methods does not guarantee effective learning for
students (Table 6).

Table 6. Traditional teaching strategies of desired
use
Every Class
(%)

Several Times
per Class (%)

Powerpoint/presos

72

14

Lecture

67

14

Note taking

53

6

Mathematical Calculation

50

14
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CONCLUSION AND IMPLICATIONS
The TExT tool was implemented in classrooms for
the purpose of enhancing learning in classrooms
and was well received by nearly all Senior level
engineering students. Though we did not measure
the ability of the TExT as a transformational device, it was supportive of engaging active learning
strategies the professor was already using in their
classrooms. According to the students it provided a
venue for deeper learning of engineering concepts.
However, the TExT tool was not implemented
independent of instructional strategies. To the
contrary, specific teaching strategies and a general constructivist approach was built into the
TExT tool which may not have been successfully
translated to both learning environments. Our
assessment of the impact of the TExT simulator
included a variety of methods to triangulate the
origin of the shifts on the research outcomes. From
our student interviews, surveys, focus groups, and
classroom observations we allowed participants to
speak to what kinds of innovations and adaptations
assisted them in their learning. This allowed for
the students themselves regarding the nature of
the support and its impact on their learning. Lessons which were devised and implemented with
the TExT enabled the instructors who were and
were not familiar with the education literature to
conduct the activities that produced high levels of
engagement as well as improved gains on pre and
post tests. Students reported that one of the most
important elements of classroom activities was the
use of computer simulators. However, we do not
attribute the gains in learning outcomes only to the
use of the TExT design. We do support the findings of other researchers, our data revealed these
types of activities were as effective or even more
effective than hands-on physical manipulatives.
Surprisingly, engineering students were not
entirely in favor of every technological innovation
or suggested modernization. Engineering students
revealed a surprisingly conservative attitude
toward the use of innovation. In fact, they were
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still clearly influenced by their history classroom
participation and delivery models that presented
a predictable and safe path toward graduation.
While they participated and enjoyed the TExT
simulator they did not want considerable wholesale changes including online, social networks, or
gaming venues for learning engineering concepts.
We make sense of this dichotomy in two
ways. First, students are far down the road in
their studies and are on the brink of beginning
a career outside of school. Many students appreciate the opportunity to try new technology
and feel like they are actually solving problems.
They considered the simulators to be helpful in
their professional futures. Many students are also
in the throws of wrapping up their coursework,
prospective interviews, and internships for their
first job placement and career. It is understandable
that students would be reticent to fully change a
context they had learned to successfully navigate.
Academic exploration is fine. Job placement and
real money is better. Second, their personal use
appears more separated form their studies than
previously explored. In examining their responses
for career choices, preferred teaching strategies,
and use of technology outside of the classroom,
we find a highly personalized use of technology
that seems quantized or at least partially compartmentalized. Students said they would not
like to even try some of the proposed changes to
instruction which would flow naturally from the
Next Generation literature. They specifically did
not want to try to solve engineering problems on
their personal gaming systems. They did not want
to use social media for group problem solving and
they did not want to rely upon their cell phones
for class communication about assignments and
homework. To propose an analogy to make sense
of this dichotomous finding, it was as if they have
their private affairs and they wish not to mix them
with their work. Like maintaining a mistress and
a spouse, their desire was that the two not meet.
Within the popular literature describing men’s
compartmentalized schema and cognition in com-
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parison to women’s more global and connected
ways of thinking, this finding is not surprising.
However, it does fly in the face of recommendations to fully transform teaching, tools, and learning contexts to the potential detriment of learning
because of the perceived risk by students.
Our findings from students present some fundamental questions which should be addressed
in future research. To what degree does the technology employed in engineering classes operate
independently of the pedagogical choices? It is
our contention that any tool cannot be measured
separate from the context it is used. However,
similar gains were reported in both engineering
classes and future research should tease out the
advantages of adding technology AND prescribed
active learning teaching strategies as well. In addition, our students did not respond in ways that
popular literature describes the “Digital Natives”
attending our universities. Their conservative
choices and advice to not include some of the
suggested innovations like engineering problems
on gaming stations or using social networks for
collaborative problem solving is contrary to current depictions of youth. More attention needs to
be paid to the type of innovation and the needs and
expressed concerns of the youth it is targeted for
if we are to truly match our teaching to students’
needs. We hope future research will focus less
upon the generic treatment of technology as innovation and the specific nature of the intervention
and purposes of the innovation in classroom for
specific outcomes so that development of future
tools may intentionally result in better teaching.
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APPENDIX A
Pre-Test and Post-Test
1.

2.

3.
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Indicate whether each of the following statements is true or false.
a. Steady state operation is preferred when kinetics experiments are performed using a PFR.
b. In a typical batch experimental kinetics run, temperature and initial composition are set and
the reaction is allowed to proceed to completion; the final composition is then measured,
yielding one data point.
c. When a PFR has reached steady state, the temperature and the composition throughout the
system (in the feed, at every point in the reactor and in the outlet) will be exactly the same at
a given instant in time.
d. If the conversion of a reactant in a steady state PFR kinetics experiment is smaller than desired,
the inlet volumetric flow rate should be decreased in order to increase the conversion.
Make a prediction and provide and explanation for your answer.
a. Which conditions would you use for a kinetics experiment using a CSTR? a) Isothermal b)
Adiabatic, c) Neither is preferable Explain your answer.
b. In a typical CSTR experimental kinetics run, temperature, inlet composition and inlet flow
rate are all assigned a static value. The system is then allowed to operate until the outlet
composition and temperature are no longer changing. At this point, you would be able to: a)
generate a single data point by measuring the outlet composition, b) directly measure the rate
of reaction, c) predict the final outlet composition within 5%, d) none of these. Explain your
answer.
c. When a reactor is operated adiabatically, a) heat is added to the reactor, b) heat is released
from the reactor, c) both a & b, d) neither a nor b. Explain your answer.
d. When an endothermic reaction takes place within an adiabatic reactor, the temperature
throughout the reactor likely, a) increases, b) decreases, c) remains the same. Explain your
answer.
e. If the outlet concentration of a reactant in a steady state CSTR kinetics experiment is smaller
than desired, to increase the outlet concentration the temperature should be a) increased, b)
decreased, c) held constant. Explain your answer.
f.
If identical feeds (temperature, composition and flow rate) are provided to two different CSTRs
that both operate isothermally at the feed temperature, the conversion in the smaller reactor
will be a) larger b) smaller, c) essentially equal. Explain your answer.
Finally, design an experiment and predict the outcomes of your experiment which explores the
following problem.
a. You are the chief engineer on a new project. Your team is asked to produce a liquid mixture of
ethanol and sodium acetate from ethyl acetate and sodium hydroxide (a saponification reaction) in a reactor of your choice. Your task is to specify the kinetics experiments to generate
data to and determine a rate expression. Which experiments will you run? What do you expect
the outcomes to be? How do the outcomes tell you if your design was satisfactory?
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APPENDIX B
Student Interview Protocol
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

8.

9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.

How is this class the same or different from that particular class?
What kinds of student interactions does the teacher like to do?
In this particular class, I have seen him ask questions to students, pose problems, and wait having
working groups, a variety of different things. Is it similar to that class?
How did that get assessed in your classes?
How much do your homework, how much do your tests count?
If you give a one word of advice to instructors outside of your teacher’s class, what advice would
you give them?
What would you describe as all the resources are available to you. You have got a lecture that you
go to, you got simulations on line, you have got textbooks with problems, which of those things do
you find the most helpful or if there are like three of those the most helpful, tell me in what ways
those three are helpful. Tell me why.
In the class, I am gong to describe different teaching strategies that he uses, I want you to describe
something that you like or something that you don’t like. One of the things he does is that he/she
puts powerpoint presentations up and front which have problems embedded in it. Do you think it
is helpful or not helpful? The powerpoint was the short verse of the problems that he/she let you
solve in your group.
Tell me about this simulator. How does the simulator kind of fit into the goals of this class?
How often do you use simulators? Do you use it at once, that is it? Or do you use different occasions?
When you do it at a typical experiment and homework assignment, how many times do you actually do it in order to get that answer?
What is the good plan look like?
So tell me when you are assigned to do the simulator homework do you have to do that on your
own or do you work collaboratively?
Does that help you understand what is going on in class?
Does it help you in your problem solving, does it help you in understanding conceptually? Tell me
more about how it might you help in your class?
Are there other things you wish that simulator will do that it is not able to do right now?
Which experiment did you choose to run for your post-test?
So how would you know if those outcomes were desirable, if it was accurate, if it was a good design,
how do you know what comes out on the other side?
How does the outcomes tell you if your design is satisfactory. How does the data tell you that reactors better that the other reactors?
Let’s imagine that your employer says all we got is just this one kind of reactor. Here is all we have
got. So you tell us whether it is satisfactory or not satisfactory. How do you decide whether it is
satisfactory or not?
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21. Are there things about the reactor that you learned, the simulation I should say, about engineering
and you really did not learn anywhere else. In all the other courses are readings, videos, lectures,
the problem solving, that the simulator help you do one thing and nothing else the course did?
22. How long does it take you graduate?
23. Is anybody ever making contact about either good or bad feedback about your courses?
24. Do you happen to use technology a lot? Do you use online resources, simulator, online videos? Do
you use technology a lot? How?
25. Do you like the online learning environment?
26. Would you agree that this course helped your problem solving?
27. Would you agree that this course helped you think about applications to real engineering?
28. What I want to know from you is what you think engineers really do. So my question is “What do
you think engineers do in their normal days?”
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Chapter 21

Using Technology to Engage
Students with the Standards
for Mathematical Practice:
The Case of DGS
Milan Sherman
Drake University, USA

ABSTRACT
This chapter discusses how the use of Dynamic Geometry Software (DGS) can be used to support students’
engagement with the Standards for Mathematical Practice as outlined in Common Core State Standards
for Mathematics (CCSS-M). In particular, the aim of this chapter is to (1) describe what students’ strategic
use of appropriate tools might entail in a DGS environment, and (2) argue that for students to engage in
these practices in a DGS environment, they must construct meaning for and with these tools in the process
of instrumental genesis. Illustrative examples are provided from three secondary mathematics classrooms,
and the chapter concludes with recommendations for future research and teacher education in this area.

INTRODUCTION
Research on the use of technological tools for
mathematics instruction and learning has proliferated over the last twenty years (e.g., Burrill
et al., 2002; Heid & Blume, 2008; Kaput, 1992;
Zbiek, Heid, Blume, & Dick, 2007), and has
demonstrated that the use of technological tools
can be effective in supporting students’ learning of
important mathematical concepts and procedures.
Concurrently there has been increasing emphasis on developing students’ ability to engage in
mathematical thinking and reasoning (e.g., Cuoco,

Goldenberg, & Mark, 1996; Hiebert et al., 1997;
National Council of Teachers of Mathematics,
2000, 2009; Stein, Smith, Henningsen, & Silver,
2009). The release and adoption of the Common
Core State Standards by the majority of U.S. states,
and in particular the Standards for Mathematical
Practice, has resulted in increased attention on how
to engage students in these practices. For the first
time in the history of mathematics education in
the United States, students’ mathematical thinking and behaviors, and not just content, may be
specifically assessed on a large scale as part of
binding policy.
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However, most research on the use of technology for mathematics instruction and learning
has focused on how technological tools support
students’ learning of content. More research is
needed that focuses on how technological tools
may be used to support students’ mathematical
thinking and behaviors, such as those outlined in
the Standards for Mathematical Practice. In particular, both researchers and practitioners need a
deeper understanding of what using appropriate
tools strategically consists of, how teachers can
foster this behavior in their students, and how
it is related to the other mathematical practices
outlined in the Standards.
The purpose of this chapter is to present examples that illustrate:
1.

2.

What using appropriate tools strategically
may consist of in a classroom learning environment integrating Dynamic Geometry
Software (DGS), and
The role of instrumental genesis in supporting or hindering students’ ability to engage
in this practice.

The aim is not to advocate for the use of DGS,
or technology in general, as a magic pill for promoting students engagement with the mathematical
practices. Indeed, the non-examples described
in this chapter are poignant counterexamples of
such a notion. Rather, by unpacking the ways in
which students use, or fail to use, appropriate tools
strategically, the reader may gain insight into what
this practice consists of in a DGS environment.
In addition, the importance of students having
opportunities to construct mathematical meaning for the tools that they use, and the role of this
process in supporting students’ engagement with
this practice when using DGS, is highlighted in
these examples.
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The Case of Dynamic
Geometry Software (DGS)
Dynamic geometry software (DGS) such as Cabri
Geometry, Geometer’s Sketchpad, and GeoGebra
are a specific case of a more general learning
context that has been referred to as Dynamic and
Interactive Mathematics Learning Environments
(DIMLE) (Karadag, Martinovic, & Frieman,
2011). In addition to DGS, these refer to any
learning environment in which digital technologies are used to engage students in explorative
learning. Dynamic geometry software in particular
has become increasingly common in secondary
schools, and provides a means of making mathematics instruction more student-centered by
having students learn new content through guided
exploration rather than lecture and applications.
Both the ubiquity of this technology, and the ability to integrate it into classroom instruction for
the learning of new content, make it important to
understand how this tool can also support students’
engagement in mathematical practices.

THEORETICAL BACKGROUND
An intended contribution of this chapter is to
connect the practice of using appropriate tools
strategically to theoretical lenses developed in the
mathematics education literature. In particular,
the use of DGS to engage students in transformational reasoning (Simon, 1996) is proposed as
an important element of strategic use of this tool.
The notion of instrumental genesis (Drijvers &
Trouche, 2008; Guin & Trouche, 1999) as a way
to describe how learners construct meaning with
and for tools, and is used to describe a necessary
condition for students to engage in this practice.
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Using Appropriate Tools
Strategically
Of the Standards for Mathematical Practice in the
Common Core, the ability to use appropriate tools
strategically is most directly related to the use of
technological tools for mathematics learning and
instruction: “These tools might include pencil
and paper, concrete models, a ruler, a protractor,
a calculator, a spreadsheet, a computer algebra
system, a statistical package, or dynamic geometry
software” (Common Core State Standards Initiative, 2010). This practice is both prerequisite and
often inseparable from students’ ability to use
technological tools to engage in the other practices described in these Standards. That is, when
one uses a tool, he or she presumably does so for
some purpose that transcends the tool; they use it
to accomplish some task or goal. For example, a
student might use DGS to explore the properties
of the angle bisectors of a triangle, including the
properties of the intersection of the angle bisector, the incenter. Some properties students might
discover are that the incenter always remains
inside a given triangle regardless of whether that
triangle is acute, obtuse, or right, and the that the
incenter is always equidistant from each side of
the triangle. By looking for invariant properties of
the incenter, and making and testing conjectures
about them, students are engaging in the mathematical practices of looking for and making use
of structure and constructing viable arguments.
The point is that one does not use a tool for its own
sake, and thus using appropriate tools strategically
will always involve being focused on something
besides the tool, and quite often will involve the
other practices described in these Standards.
Ultimately, using appropriate tools strategically requires knowing which tools to use when,
including when not to use a particular tool.
Students must connect the affordances of various tools to the requirements of a specific task.
“Mathematically proficient students consider the
available tools when solving a mathematical prob-

lem” (Common Core State Standards Initiative,
2010). For example, students might use DGS to
investigate the Triangle Inequality Theorem, i.e.,
the sum of the lengths of two sides of a triangle
is always longer than the length of the third. If
students are asked to make a conjecture about
the relationship between the sum of the lengths
of two sides of a triangle and the length of the
third side of a triangle, they must first recognize
that one basis for a conjecture is the examination
of numerous examples. If a student perceives
this as a requirement of the task, they must then
understand how the tools within a particular DGS
might meet that need by providing a means of
generating numerous examples via dragging, and
by dynamically measuring these triangles in order
to examine the relationships in question. Note that
this behavior requires more than knowing which
buttons to push; students must understand when
and why they might push those buttons.
According to the standard for using appropriate tools strategically, mathematically proficient
student, “are able to use technological tools
to explore and deepen their understanding of
concepts” (Common Core State Standards Initiative, 2010). In this regard, another important
affordance of DGS is the potential to engage
students in transformational reasoning (Simon,
1996). Transformational reasoning is defined by
Simon to overlap with inductive and deductive
reasoning, but to be distinct from both. Inductive reasoning seeks to generalize a particular
pattern, and deductive reasoning moves from
established general principles to demonstrating
how those principles govern a particular case.
Transformational reasoning is the manipulation
of an object or system mentally or physically in
order to understand how or why it works. Transformational reasoning can be a bridge between
making a conjecture and generating a proof, but
it need not be. By providing students with virtual
objects or systems that they can manipulate, DGS
can be an effective means of supporting students’
transformational reasoning. For example, students
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investigating the relationship between the lengths
of sides of a triangle may make the conjecture that
the sum of the lengths of two sides must always
be greater than third. Students might conjecture
this relationship without understanding why it
must be true; they simply notice a pattern in the
side lengths. At this point students have engaged
in inductive reasoning. However, students might
investigate a triangle created in DGS to gain
insight into why it must be true. Namely, if the
sum of two side lengths of a triangle equals the
third side length, then the three sides of the triangle would be collinear, i.e., it would not be a
triangle. Students who explore why a claim might
be true, even if they are not completely successful
in coming to a conclusion, are engaging in transformational reasoning. Although understanding
why something is true in this sense falls short of a
formal proof, it is nonetheless an important insight
that goes beyond merely generalizing a pattern.
I propose that using DGS to engage students in
transformational reasoning is an important aspect
of developing students’ ability to use appropriate tools strategically in a DGS environment.
However, before students can choose the most
appropriate tool for a task, or use it strategically
to solve a problem or explore a concept, they
must first construct meaning for the tools at their
disposal in a process that has been referred to as
instrumental genesis (Drijvers & Trouche, 2008;
Guin & Trouche, 1999).

Instrumental Genesis
Instrumental genesis is the process by which an
artifact, such as a calculator or computer, becomes
a tool, or instrument, for students’ mathematical
thinking and learning, and in a certain sense becomes an extension of his or her thinking. Meaning is not inherent in a tool, but rather students
construct meaning for and with it by using it. The
process by which students construct meaning for
tools, and how teachers support that process in
a classroom environment, is an important ques-
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tion, and hypotheses are discussed at the end of
this chapter.
Guin and Trouche (1999) distinguish between
an artifact and a tool, and instrumental genesis
describes the process by which an artifact becomes
a tool for a user. According to Vygotsky (1978),
all human thought is mediated by tools, including oral and written language, as well as material
artifacts. The transition from an artifact to a tool
takes place within the user; the artifact in itself is
unchanged, but the perceived affordances of the
artifact in relation to some goal change as the user
constructs meaning for and with the tool. When
an artifact, such as a pencil, compass, protractor,
or piece of software is introduced into a mathematical learning environment, it does not have
mathematical meaning for students; there is little
or no sense of the affordances of the artifact in
relation to mathematical activity. To begin with,
a student needs to use the tool in the context of
some mathematical activity in order to begin to
perceive its affordances in that context.
For example, if one wants to examine the effects of the parameters a, b, and c, of a general
quadratic function, ax2+bx+c, on its graph, one
could create a slider in a dynamic geometry environment. A slider allows the user to control one
parameter, represented by a point on a segment,
and “slide” the point along the segment (representing an interval), in order to examine the effect of
varying that single parameter on the shape of the
graph. For a student who has never used dynamic
geometry software, or who has never used sliders,
the existence or affordances of such a tool may be
completely unanticipated. A user cannot begin to
connect the capabilities of a tool to mathematical goals or behaviors if they have no sense of
those capabilities. On the other hand, knowing
the capabilities of a tool does necessarily mean
that students will connect them to a mathematical
goal or activity. That is, I may know that I can use
DGS to create a slider, but if I have not used it
or observed it being used in the context of some
meaningful mathematical activity, it may hold
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no meaning for me. The questions may remain,
“when, why, or how, would I use this?” However,
if a student is guided to construct and use sliders
to examine the effect of the individual parameters
of a quadratic on its graph, they have some context
for how this tool can be used for mathematical
activity. Ideally, in another situation in which it
may be useful to vary a single parameter while
holding other parameters constant, students may
understand and utilize the affordances of a slider.
This example highlights the need for students to
construct meaning for a tool by constructing mathematical meaning with the tool. The affordances of
a tool are perceived in the context of meaningful
mathematical activity. Returning to the example
previously, if students are asked to consider the
effects of the parameters of a general quadratic on
its graph prior to using sliders, the affordances of
a slider may be more readily perceived by students
insofar as they have considered how they might
achieve the task in question. Perhaps by sketching
the graphs of multiple quadratic equations with
different values for the leading coefficient by
hand, students may perceive the need for a means
to vary that parameter more quickly, efficiently,
and precisely even before knowing that DGS can
provide such a means.
The process of instrumental genesis is a complex dialectic in which students construct greater
meaning for tools by actively using them in the
context of meaningful mathematical activity, and
in turn are able to construct deeper or different
mathematical meanings with the tool. As Hiebert
et al. (1997) noted:
Meaning developed for tools and meaning developed with tools both result from actively using
tools. Teachers do not need to provide long demonstrations before allowing students to use tools;
teachers just need to be aware that when students
are using tools they are working on two fronts
simultaneously: what the tool means and how it
can be used effectively to understand something
else (p. 55).

A primary thesis of this chapter is that this
construction of meaning for and with tools by students is a necessary condition for using appropriate
tools strategically. The purpose of this chapter is
not to explicate a microgenetic account of this
process, but rather to consider what it means for
students to use DGS strategically, and the role of
instrumental genesis in supporting that practice.
Data collected from three secondary mathematics
classrooms is used to discuss the ways in which
teachers may support students in developing the
ability to use DGS strategically by facilitating
their engagement with the other mathematical
practices. Examples and non-examples from this
data are used to describe this process in practice,
and to suggest how teachers may support the
instrumental genesis of their students.

Data Context
Table 1 provides a brief summary of the classrooms in which the following data examples
were observed. Each teacher was observed for a
unit of instruction consisting of 12 to 17 lessons,
and detailed lesson observation field notes were
recorded, student work collected, and post-lesson
interviews were conducted after each lesson. All
three teachers taught Geometry and integrated the
use of DGS for investigations by their students
for some of the topics in their unit. In general,
Ms. Lowe1 was more successful in engaging her
students in mathematical practices using DGS than

Table 1. Classroom contexts for data collection
Grade/Class
Level

Topics

Ms.
Jones

9th grade
Integrated
Math

• Angle relations
• Triangle Inequality
• Similarity

Ms.
Young

11th grade
Inclusion

• Angle relations
• Triangle Inequality

Ms.
Lowe

10th grade
Honors

• Points of concurrency in a triangle
• Triangle Inequality
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either Ms. Jones or Ms. Young, and differences in
the ways in which these teachers supported their
students’ mathematical thinking while using DGS
have been discussed elsewhere (Sherman, 2012).
However, it is important to address the temptation
to attribute the differences in students’ engagement with the mathematical practices in these
examples to the fact that Ms. Lowe taught an
Honors Geometry class, while the other teachers
did not. Research has shown that to the degree
that academic tracking in mathematics education
is inequitable, much of the inequity stems from
the differing expectations that teachers have for
their students (Boaler & Staples, 2008; Boaler,
Wiliam, & Brown, 2000), and this may have been
the case with these teachers as well. However,
the focus of these examples is to explicate how
DGS can support students’ engagement in using
appropriate tools strategically, and the necessity
of constructing meaning for these tools in that
process, regardless of factors that shaped what
students did or did not do.
The examples discussed next are used to unpack what using appropriate tools strategically
might consist of when students are using DGS
for guided exploration, and are organized into
three categories: using tools strategically in a
DGS environment, choosing appropriate tools,
and the role of instrumental genesis. There is
certainly overlap among these three categories,
as all are dimensions of the practice of using appropriate tools strategically. However, the episodes
described in each category lend themselves to
analysis along the particular dimension of this
practice. Each section describes two episodes,
with a separate discussion of how that particular
example illustrates that dimension of this practice.
While students may engage in other mathematical
practices in the episodes described, the focus of the
analysis is on how students use tools strategically,
as this practice is seen as a necessary condition
for engaging in the others.
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USING TOOLS STRATEGICALLY
IN A DGS ENVIRONMENT
One element of using appropriate tools strategically is the strategic aspect. This element is
not completely independent of the choice of the
tool, as a tool ill-suited for a particular task is not
likely to be used strategically. However, there are
many ways in which a given tool might be used
strategically to accomplish a particular task, and
these examples are not meant to be exhaustive.
Rather, these examples illustrate how some of the
tools in DGS may be used strategically, how that
strategic use depends on the meaning students have
constructed for the tools, and how this practice
supports engagement with other practices outlined
the Standards.

Dragging as Strategic Use
The ability to dynamically drag an object by manipulating its graphical representation directly is a
fundamental affordance of DGS, and the thinking
involved in dynamically dragging an object in
DGS has been described elsewhere (Hollebrands,
Laborde, & StraBer, 2008). In this example students used GeoGebra to investigate the properties
of the centroid of a triangle, which is the intersection of the medians of a triangle, where a median
is a segment connecting the midpoint of a side of
a triangle to the opposite vertex.
This particular lesson was the fourth in a fiveday span of instruction in which students were
using GeoGebra to investigate the properties of
points of concurrency in a triangle, e.g., incenter,
circumcenter, orthocenter, and centroid. Students
were provided with a worksheet that guided
them in constructing a triangle, its medians, and
the centroid, measuring the segments from each
vertex to the centroid, and from the centroid to
the midpoint of the opposite side, and recorded
these measurements in a table in order to look for
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a pattern or relationship and make a conjecture.
A relationship that students were intended to discover is that the segment from the midpoint to the
centroid is 1/3 the length of the median, and the
segment from the centroid to the opposite vertex
is 2/3 the length of the median (see Figure 1).
The following conversation between two students was observed as they worked on the task.
At this point in the task, they had constructed a
triangle, the medians, and the centroid, and had
recorded the measurements from each of the
midpoints to the centroid, and from the centroid
to each of the vertices in a table. This episode
takes place while these two students are examining their tables and their figures in order to look
for patterns and make a conjecture.
Nick and Brian are dragging their figures and
discussing what it is that they’re supposed to be
noticing.

Brian shows Nick his table, pointing out the
6.17 and the 3.08 (See Figure 2).

Nick: There are lots of things to notice.
Brian: Yeah, but most of them are obvious.
Nick: I’m going to make it a right triangle. What
would that do? It would stay at the center of
the triangle, right?
Brian: Look at this.

Starting over with a new triangle, Brian begins
to measure the distances from the centroid to the
vertex and from the centroid to the midpoint for
each median.

Brian: This one is almost exactly double that one.
Nick: You can’t make assumptions from one
triangle
Both start dragging their triangles.
Nick: I see something like that, but if you stretch
it far enough…
They continue dragging their triangles and
looking at the measurements.
Nick: One is always half of the other
Brian: The distance from the vertex is always
double the distance to the midpoint.
Teacher: Change it, see if you can disprove it.

Figure 1. A student’s construction of a centroid in GeoGebra
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Figure 2. Student work on the centroid task

Brian: (As he measures each segment) That is
double that, and that is double that, and
that is double that.
Nick drags his figure.
Nick: Yes, it does stand true. (Field note, 2/7/11)

Discussion
This example illustrates how dragging is instrumental in supporting students in making and
testing of conjectures, and how that dragging
becomes more strategic as the conjecture is refined
and tested. Students must consider the purpose of
dragging in terms of an overarching goal, in this
case making a conjecture about the medians of
triangle. Brian and Nick had noticed a pattern in
their table that they used as a candidate for making a conjecture. Nick’s statement that one “can’t
make assumptions from one triangle,” and the
subsequent dragging of his triangle indicates that
he understands that one instance is not a sufficient
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basis for a general claim, and both students return
to the figures that they have constructed. Implicit
in their work is an understanding that the goal of
this task is a relationship that can be generalized,
and the affordances of dragging the figure in relation to that goal. This is further confirmed after
Brian points out the relationship in the median
segments while helping Nick to measure those
segments, and Nick drags the triangle to test the
claim before agreeing with it.
In general, students using dragging in DGS
must consider what information would be helpful
in achieving a goal, and what sort of dragging might
provide that information. Once that move is made,
students must assess if the object behaved in the
anticipated manner, and if not, why, and what the
next move should be in light of this information. If
the object does behave in the anticipated manner,
students may still consider if and how dragging the
figure in a different way may produce a case that
violates the general relationship that is proposed.
The ability to use DGS to interact directly and
dynamically with representations is an important
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part of using DGS strategically. “One very important aspect of mathematical thinking is the abstraction of invariance. But, of course, to recognize
invariance – to see what stays the same – one must
have variation” (Kaput, 1992, p. 525). Although
dragging is one of the most fundamental actions
that students can perform in DGS, its strategic use
in support of making and testing conjectures, and
investigating why an object behaves as it does, is
not necessarily apparent to a novice user. During
their first investigation in this series, most students
had constructed figures but did not drag them.
Indeed, this sort of behavior was observed in all
three classrooms at the beginning of the unit.
Rather, they used the figure they had constructed
as a static example that they could refer to while
answering the questions posed in the worksheet
they were given.
Through the support and guidance that Ms.
Lowe offered during these investigations, including the use of dragging to check the accuracy of a
construction, her students had constructed meaning for the dragging tool in GeoGebra, as evidenced
by how Brian and Nick drag their figures in order
to test their conjecture. In addition, the previous
investigations allowed students to notice that the
location of some points of concurrency, such as
the circumcenter, vary depending on whether it
is an acute, obtuse, or right triangle, while others, such as the incenter, always remain inside
the triangle regardless of whether the triangle is
acute, obtuse, or right. Having examined these
points of concurrency with DGS previously, they
have become more attuned to the structure and
regularity that is characteristic of these objects,
and the need to examine numerous cases before
making a generalization. Thus, this example demonstrates the meaning that Brian and Nick had
constructed for the dragging tool in GeoGebra,
i.e., the affordance of dragging in making and
testing conjectures about invariant properties or
relationships within geometric figures.

Posing and Investigating
“What if…?” Questions
In this example, one of Ms. Lowe’s students
extends the guided investigation of the points of
concurrency in a triangle to a special case of an
equilateral triangle. Both the posing of this question, as well as his investigation of it, demonstrate
his engagement in numerous mathematical practices and provide evidence of the mathematical
meaning this student had constructed for this tool.
This episode occurred toward the end of the
second investigation in Ms. Lowe’s class. Students
had previously investigated the circumcenter of a
triangle, and determined that it is equidistant to the
vertices of the triangle. During the present lesson,
students had been exploring the properties of the
incenter, including the idea that it is equidistant
to each of the sides of the triangle. Toward the
end of the class period Paul asked the Ms. Lowe,
“if the triangle is an equilateral triangle, will the
incenter be the same distance to the sides as the
vertices?” Ms. Lowe responded by telling him that
that is an interesting question, and encouraged
him to use GeoGebra to investigate it.
Paul started trying to answer his question right
away, but struggled with making a “free hand”
equilateral triangle. In DGS there is a difference
between resizing a given triangle to make the
side lengths equal separately, and constructing a
triangle in which the side lengths are defined to be
equal. In the former case, creating an equilateral
triangle can be very difficult, since dragging a
vertex always changes the lengths of two of the
sides. In addition, if one is successful in making
an equilateral triangle in this manner, any dragging
of such a triangle would result in a triangle that
is not equilateral. Paul continued to investigate
his question after the bell had rung (this class
was the last period of the day), and after having
worked for an additional 10 minutes, he expressed
his inability to create an equilateral triangle that
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remains equilateral when dragged. After being
shown how to construct an equilateral triangle
in GeoGebra, he goes on to construct the figure
displayed in Figure 3, where the circumcenter
is the center of the circle through the vertices
(since it is equidistant from the vertices), and
the incenter is the center of the circle inscribed
in the triangle (as it is equidistant from the sides
of the triangle). He reported to Ms. Lowe that
in an equilateral triangle the circumcenter and
incenter are the same (concurrent), and that the
perpendicular distance from the incenter to the
sides of the triangle is exactly half the distance
to the vertices. Ms. Lowe asked him to show her,
and he explained that although it doesn’t look
like it, the distance to the sides is exactly half the
distance to the vertices, because the program is
rounding. As Ms. Lowe’s students had yet to study
special right triangles, Paul did not recognize the
triangle formed as a 30-60-90 triangle, but Ms.
Lowe worked with him to use the Pythagorean
Theorem to determine the relationship between
the side lengths of the triangle.

Discussion
The posing and investigating of this question reveals Paul’s strategic use of the tools in GeoGebra.
In this case, the strategic use consisted in using
DGS to engage in other mathematical practices.
The habit of making and testing conjectures is
considered an important part of constructing viable
arguments: “[mathematically proficient students]
make conjectures and build a logical progression of statements to explore the truth of their
conjectures. They are able to analyze situations
by breaking them into cases, and can recognize
and use counterexamples” (Common Core State
Standards Initiative, 2010). Paul’s wondering if
there is a relationship between these points of concurrency in special triangles, such as an equilateral
triangle, is evidence of considering a special case
of these points of concurrency. This question also
demonstrates his search for an underlying structure
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Figure 3. Paul’s construction of an equilateral
triangle

or relationship that may be contingent on certain
conditions, and that he is clearly trying to make
sense of the individual points of concurrency by
considering a relationship among them, i.e., making sense of problems. Furthermore, he attends to
precision by identifying a potential relationship
between the segments despite the fact that some
the measurements generated while dragging are
not an exact example of it. He understands that
these measurements are limited in their precision,
and thus cases generated in which the relationship
is not exact (as in Figure 3) should not be considered a counterexample to the general relationship
he has identified.
The fact that he posed this question in the
context of using DGS demonstrates how using
appropriate tools strategically may consist of
using tools to engage in other practices, and also
depends on it. This is not to say that he could not
pose or investigate this question without the use
of DGS. But the fact remains that it was in the
context of using DGS to investigate the properties of the circumcenter and incenter that this
episode took place. While it certainly depends
on a student’s background, prior knowledge, and
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disposition, for many students the time and effort
involved pursuing this conjecture with paper and
pencil may not support or encourage this type of
thinking to the same degree as DGS.
This example also demonstrates the meaning
that Paul had constructed for this tool, i.e., evidence
of instrumental genesis. His use of GeoGebra had
resulted in the construction of mathematical meaning that makes this question possible, but also an
understanding that the tools in GeoGebra provide
a means to answer the question. The affordances
of the tools that were utilized in investigating
the incenter and the circumcenter suggested a
way for him to investigate this new question that
arises from the results of those previous investigations. His resulting construction demonstrates
that he was able to connect the affordances of the
technology to the question he had posed. In addition to constructing an equilateral triangle and
measuring the distance from the incenter to the
vertices and sides of the triangle, he dragged the
triangle in order to test his conjecture, and when
he found that it was false, looked for a pattern or
invariant relationship. Insofar as he constructed,
measured, and dragged a figure with a particular
question in mind, he connected the affordances
of these tools to a mathematical goal, which is
an essential aspect of using appropriate tools
strategically, and evidence of the meaning he had
constructed for these tools.
This episode also suggests that the best way
to foster instrumental genesis is in the context
of using tools purposefully. When he posed his
question initially, he did not know how to create
an equilateral triangle in GeoGebra, i.e. a triangle
that always remains equilateral no matter how it is
dragged. However, he understood that this is what
he needed to answer his question, even before he
knew how to use GeoGebra to do it. Thus, when he
was shown how to create an equilateral triangle, he
already understood the mathematical significance
of this affordance of GeoGebra. Another way to
describe the process of instrumental genesis is
the perception and connection of affordances of

a tool to a specific goal or activity. Paul needed to
create, measure, and drag a figure that could test
his conjecture. He connected the affordances of
these tools to that mathematical activity and was
able to interpret mathematically the result of his
work in order to gain deeper mathematical insights.
Thus, this episode is an example of the result of
instrumental genesis, as well as its deepening.

CHOOSING APPROPRIATE TOOLS
The phrase “use appropriate tools strategically”
implies that students are given some freedom to
choose the tools that they will use in relation to
the goal of their mathematical activity. Indeed,
evidence of this practice may include knowing
when to use a particular tool as well as when not
to. “Proficient students are sufficiently familiar
with tools appropriate for their grade or course to
make sound decisions about when each of these
tools might be helpful, recognizing both the insight
to be gained and their limitations” (Common Core
State Standards Initiative, 2010).
The first choice students may make in this
regard is whether to choose a technological tool
or not. Further considerations may consist of
choices such as whether or not to use a graphing
calculator or DGS, or one DGS versus another.
Providing students with such choices may be an
important element of developing this practice
among students, but I suggest that in practice,
students’ decision making actually proceeds in the
opposite direction. One may think of a DGS as an
environment that provides the user a set of tools,
such as a line tool, a dragging tool, a measuring
tool, or a slider. Thinking of tools at this grain
size corresponds more accurately with the way
that a user chooses a tool. From this perspective
DGS, or a graphing calculator, or a set of physical
tools (such as a compass and straightedge) would
be a “tool shop.” A user generally considers the
particular tool that they may need to accomplish
a task, such as a slider, and then goes to the “tool
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shop” where it is “stored.” In most of the examples
described in this chapter the choice of which “tool
shop” to go to is not left students, but is made
by the teacher in designing the task. However,
it is important to note that this does not mean
that students have no choices to make regarding
the tools that they use. Even in an exploration in
which students are guided to use particular tools
to construct a figure, there may be opportunities
for students to make some choices about using
particular tools while investigating the properties
of the figure that they have constructed.
Although students in the next example were not
initially given the autonomy to choose the tools
they used for the investigation they engaged in,
they realized the limitations of the tools chosen
by the teacher for the given task and completed
their investigation using GeoGebra. The second
example described in this section demonstrates the
necessity of allowing students some freedom with
respect to using tools in DGS in order to engage
students in transformational reasoning.

Issues of Precision when
Choosing Tools
Ms. Lowe’s class investigated the Triangle Inequality Theorem using uncooked spaghetti by
breaking it into pieces, constructing triangles, and
measuring and recording the lengths of the sides.
Although her students had a good deal of experience using GeoGebra, she chose to use spaghetti
for this exploration because, due to the rounding
error in GeoGebra, she worried that students would
be able to construct a triangle in which the sum of
two sides equaled the third, thus contradicting the
Triangle Inequality Theorem. As students worked
on the task they quickly determined that the sum
of two side lengths of a triangle could not be less
than the length of the third, but had difficulty
determining if they could be equal. In fact, due
to limitations in students’ ability to measure and
break spaghetti precisely, some students claimed
they had constructed triangles out of spaghetti for
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which the sum of two side lengths of the triangle
was equal to third.
As Ms. Lowe was discussing the case of equality with one of the groups, one student, Bruce,
thought that it was not possible to create a triangle
in which the sum of two sides lengths is equal to
the third, but the rest of his group was unsure. Ms.
Lowe asked Bruce to try to convince the rest of
his group of his conjecture, and left the group to
discuss the matter while she worked with other
groups of students.
Ms. Lowe returns to Bruce’s group, and he announces that he was wrong. Ms. Lowe asks him
who convinced him he was wrong, and he said
that he saw the other students in his group make
a triangle. Ms. Lowe asks what the measurements
of the sides are, and Jennifer says that the long
side is 1 inch, and the other two sides are a ½
inch, and she shows her the triangle made with
spaghetti on Grace’s desk. Laura asks, “did we
do it wrong?” and Ms. Lowe says, “I didn’t say
that.” She asks Grace what she’s doing, and Grace
says that she’s trying to draw it, but it doesn’t work
out. Laura says something about a triangle with
sides 6, 4, and 2 cm, and then she says, “I need
GeoGebra!” (Field note, 2/21/11)
Ms. Lowe’s students had previously used GeoGebra for a number of investigations during this
unit, and thus were familiar with how it might be
useful for the present task. Since students did not
have access to GeoGebra during the lesson (they
generally went to a computer lab to use GeoGebra), the lesson ended with students debating in
their small groups whether the sum of two side
lengths could equal the third, and many students
continued the investigation at home using GeoGebra. Ultimately, some of the students concluded
that the sum of two side lengths is always greater
than the length of the third side by changing the
default accuracy within GeoGebra and measuring
the side lengths to 15 places of decimal accuracy.
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Discussion
This episode is a clear example of the importance
of choosing appropriate tools. Some of Ms. Lowe’s
students recognized the limitations of breaking
and measuring spaghetti for this task, and seemed
to believe that the tools in GeoGebra were better
suited to this task. For these students, the difficulty
and potential error in making precise measurements with spaghetti and rulers was greater than
in GeoGebra. Furthermore, changing the default
precision in GeoGebra in order to investigate the
problem is an example using the measurement
tools in GeoGebra strategically.
This example also suggests that students may
need to have a variety of tools at their disposal in
order to develop their ability to determine which
one is most appropriate. Students who are not
provided the opportunity to choose the tools they
use in relation to a particular purpose or problem
will not consider which tool is most appropriate, or
critically examine the advantages or disadvantages
of using a particular tool. While Ms. Lowe did
not anticipate the issues her students had while
working on this task, purposefully designing a
similar task in which students are provided with
both spaghetti and rulers as well as DGS may be
an effective way to develop the habit of critically
examining the appropriateness of the tools they
use in relation to a given task.
Although technology was not originally used
as part of this investigation, this example illustrates the idea of tool-mediated thought that is
the result of instrumental genesis. Laura seemed
to understand how the tools in GeoGebra might
help her to investigate the question at hand, and
how it might support her thinking and reasoning
regarding this particular question. While measurement tools cannot provide a proof of the Triangle
Inequality Theorem, and the appropriateness of
investigating this theorem empirically might be
questioned, DGS can certainly be used to form
and test an accurate conjecture, and to support
students’ engagement in transformational reason-

ing (Simon, 1996). If the goal of transformational
reasoning is to understand why a system behaves
in a particular manner, students needed a tool
that could support making such a conjecture, and
could allow students to investigate why it is true.
In this case, students needed a tool that would
represent the triangle as a straight line when the
sum of two of the side lengths is equal to the third,
something students were unable to accomplish
using spaghetti and rulers.

Applets vs. Constructions
Students in Ms. Young’s Geometry class investigated properties of parallel lines cut by a
transversal using a pre-constructed GeoGebra
applet instead of constructing the figure using
tools in a DGS environment. Using an applet
relieves students of the necessity of constructing
mathematically accurate figures with which to
investigate the properties of an object, which was
an issue for a number of students in Ms. Jones’
class described next. However, such an approach
to guided exploration has important implications
for students’ ability to be strategic in their use
of tools, and in particular their ability to engage
in transformational reasoning (Simon, 1996).
Furthermore, constraining students’ freedom
with regard to the tools they have available does
not guarantee that students will attend to mathematically meaningful aspects of the task, as this
episode illustrates.
The applet these students manipulated was
constructed properly, including the measurements
of the angles formed by parallel lines cut by a
transversal, and even displayed angles with certain
relationships, such as corresponding, vertical, or
alternate interior, in the same color, as shown in
Figure 4.
Using an interactive whiteboard, Ms. Young
demonstrated how the points can be dragged on
the applet, and how to put the figure back to its
beginning state by refreshing the page. She pointed
out that there was a table for them to complete on
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Figure 4. Parallel lines cut by a transversal applet used by Ms. Young’s students

their worksheet and that there were some directions
before the table about what to do. She explained
to the class that on the worksheet she gave them a
pair of angles with a certain relationship, and asked
them to find another pair with the same relationship. She explained that they needed to make an
observation about each type of angle relationship,
and that observation means, “what do you see,
notice, what’s true?” As student began to work on
the task, almost immediately they started asking
each other what they were supposed to be doing.
In response to a question on their worksheet that
asked them to make an observation about corresponding angles, some students asked the teacher,
“what’s an observation?” Others wrote that both
the angles were blue, or that both the angles were
141 degrees. After the lesson she commented:
They don’t understand the word ‘observations,’
and neither did my Honors kids, because they
had that same worksheet only they didn’t have
the conjecture as fill-in-the-blank. They don’t
know what to write for observations. They’re like
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“they’re both blue” or “one is blue and one is
green.” These kids were like, “they are both 141
degrees,” which, they were on the right track, but
that doesn’t help when you move A, and now that
angle is 107, so now your observation is not right
(Interview, 9/29/10).

Discussion
These students failed to make conjectures about
generalizable relationships between the angles in
their figure, in spite of the fact that they had been
provided with a tool that would support that activity. That is, they failed to use the tool that they had
been provided with strategically to accomplish this
goal. However, this episode illustrates that using
tools strategically does not lie entirely on the side
of the tool, but that it also involves understanding
the type of activity that the tool makes possible.
Making mathematically meaningful observations
in a DGS environment can be an open-ended and
difficult endeavor for students, as they may have
trouble knowing what types of things to pay atten-
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tion to. In the first example prior, Nick and Brian
began by acknowledging that there were many
observations that they could have made. Unlike
Nick and Brian, however, Ms. Young’s students
did not understand the goal of the task to be the
formulation of a generalizable relationship that
could be the basis for a conjecture, or understand
the affordances of the tool that they had been
provided in relation to that goal. This contrasting
case in Ms. Young’s class further underscores the
meaning that Nick and Brian had constructed for
the dragging tool.
Ms. Young seemed to underestimate the
support that her students would need to make
mathematically meaningful observations that
could provide a basis for making conjectures.
As her students had never been asked to make an
observation or a conjecture, providing them with a
tool that could support that activity did not result
in their ability to do so. As teachers use DGS to
create opportunities for students to engage in
mathematical practices, they must support not only
their students’ use of the tool, but the behaviors
they want students to engage in while using it.
This example also demonstrates that making
tools simpler to use does not guarantee that they
will be used strategically, and in fact, can obscure
the complexity of the underlying structure, thereby
preventing students from engaging in transformational reasoning (Simon, 1996). Constructing
the system using tools in DGS, even if they are
guided in doing so, can provide insight into the
rules that govern the system for students, and may
be a prerequisite to any further investigation of
how the system operates.
In addition, the process of constructing objects in DGS, versus merely manipulating preconstructed figures, is an important opportunity
for students to construct meaning for the tools in
DGS. While pre-constructed applets constrain
students’ investigations in ways that may appear
beneficial for their ability to achieve a specific
learning goal while participating in mathematical
activity, they do not allow students the freedom

extend their thinking or their investigation beyond
those specific goals or examples, such as the “what
if” question posed by Paul in the special case of an
equilateral triangle prior. Ultimately, developing
students’ ability to assess the appropriateness of
a tool in relation to the goals of task will require
that students are given such freedom.

THE ROLE OF INSTRUMENTAL
GENESIS
In the first two examples described previously,
students used appropriate tools strategically while
using DGS for guided exploration. The meaning
that students had constructed for DGS and the
various tools available in that environment, and
how that supported this practice was discussed.
The episode described next is an example of what
can happen when students use tools that they
have not constructed mathematical meaning for.
A second contrasting example is included that
suggests that teaching students to assess their
constructions in DGS is an important element of
using tools strategically.

Drawing vs. Construction
Ms. Jones’ students were given a worksheet that
guided them to use Geometer’s Sketchpad (GSP)
to create parallel lines cut by a transversal, and to
make conjectures about the relationship between
the angles formed by such a figure. A primary
goal of the task was for students to identify and
reason about which pairs of angles are congruent
and which pairs are supplementary. However,
while working on the task, seven students were
observed to connect a collection of line segments
that looked like parallel lines cut by a transversal,
but when dragged deformed into a figure like that
shown in Figure 5.
In addition, these students were not observed
to make any corrections to their construction after dragging the figure, but simply adjusted their
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Figure 5. Dragging reveals that the figure is not a
representation of parallel lines cut by a transversal

exploration, observations, or generalization of
the properties of parallel lines cut by a transversal
was a futile endeavor.

Discussion

figure until it looked like parallel lines cut by a
transversal again, and continued working through
the handout. Thus, when these students used GSP
to measure the eight angles formed by this figure,
most of them were not congruent or supplementary
even though the lines looked parallel, as in the
student work shown in Figure 6.
Without the properties built into the construction that students were intended to investigate,

This particular episode exemplifies the idea that
instrumental genesis involves more than knowing
which buttons to push. These students were given
directions for how to make this construction in a
handout provided by the teacher, and Ms. Jones
told students that if their lines were not parallel,
“this won’t work,” and gave no further explanation
of what parallel meant, indicating she believed
that her students understood of this term. Furthermore, students always adjusted their figures back
to something that looked parallel, which further
suggests that they knew what parallel meant, at
least visually. The directions in the handout were
explicit in directing students to create a line, and
a point not on the line, and a line parallel to the
original line through the point, including precisely
how to do this in GSP.
Although this behavior was noticed in only
seven of the students in this class, the fact that
any student would engage with this task in such
an unanticipated manner is noteworthy. At least

Figure 6. Student work in GSP on the parallel lines cut by a transversal task
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part of the explanation for this behavior may lie
in the mathematical meaning, or lack thereof, that
these students had constructed for this tool. These
students did not understand what parallel meant
in a dynamic geometry environment, which may
also reveal a deficiency in their understanding of
the concept of parallel in general. That is, they
did not understand that when parallel lines are
constructed in a dynamic geometry environment,
the parallel property will be maintained; moving
one line will result in the line parallel to it automatically mirroring the same movement in order
to maintain the “parallel-ness” of the two lines.
These students seemed to consider “parallel” to
be a contingent rather than necessary property
of the lines displayed on their screen. Thus, the
lines were parallel when they looked parallel,
which would explain why they simply adjusted
their figure back to something that appeared to
be parallel.
Furthermore, these students did not verify
that the two lines were indeed parallel, perhaps
because they did not understand how to verify this
property mathematically, did not know how to use
the tools in GSP to do this, or did not perceive a
need to verify it. Indeed, this episode also reveals
these students’ lack of engagement with another
mathematical practice described in the Standards:
the need to attend to precision. “Looking” parallel
was not precise enough to reveal the relationships
among the angles formed when the parallel lines
were cut by a transversal, and they were unable
strategically use the tools at their disposal to ensure
the construction possessed the necessary precision.
This episode illustrates how mathematics is
built into DGS tools, how the use of these tools
requires a certain amount of prior knowledge on
the part of students, and thus demonstrates that
the process of instrumental genesis with DGS
involves constructing mathematical meaning for,
and with, these tools. For example, in GSP, and in
mathematics, there is a definite difference between
lines constructed to be parallel and lines that are
made to look parallel. Students’ inability to under-

stand this difference, and how it is represented in
GSP, prevented them from using the tools in GSP
strategically, and ultimately from participating in
other mathematical practices, such as making sense
of the mathematics, or investigating the structure
inherent in the representation of this object.

Self-Monitoring as Evidence
of Instrumental Genesis
A contrasting example of how constructing
meaning for the tools in DGS supports students’
use of it for meaningful mathematical activity
occurred in Ms. Lowe’s class while her students
were investigating the properties of midsegments
of a triangle, i.e., a segment that connects the
midpoint of one side of a triangle to the midpoint
of another side. One of her students, Will, asked
her for another activity worksheet, explaining that
when he dragged his figure, he realized that he had
not created a midpoint because it did not stay on
the segment representing the side of the triangle.
After re-starting the investigation, he created the
construction shown in Figure 7.

Discussion
Will generated two correct conjectures after correcting the error that he discovered in his original
construction, as shown in Figure 8. Unlike the
students in Ms. Jones’ class who did not underFigure 7. Will’s corrected construction on the
midsegments task
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stand the difference between two lines that look
parallel and two lines that are constructed to be
parallel in GSP, Will understood the mathematical
difference between a point that looks like it is the
midpoint of a segment and one that is constructed
to be, and how this is represented in GeoGebra.
Perhaps more importantly, he understood the need
to assess his construction, and how dragging can
be used to do this. In a DGS environment, this
is a crucial habit for students to develop in order
to use appropriate tools strategically. Using the
dragging tool in DGS in this manner may be
considered strategic, since if the object to be
investigated is constructed incorrectly, students
will not have access to information that will guide
their subsequent investigation. Students’ ability
to use DGS to engage in any of the mathematical
practices described in the Standards hinges on their
ability to monitor their own work in DGS in this
manner. In addition, this example demonstrates
how students who assess their constructions are
already beginning to engage in transformational
reasoning, by understanding how the system
should behave if constructed correctly.
These contrasting examples also provide some
insight into the role of dragging in the process of
instrumental genesis with DGS. When students
in Ms. Jones’ class dragged their figures and they
deformed, they simply adjusted them until they
looked parallel again. The mathematical meanings
of their actions in DGS were not apparent to them.
Will, on the other hand, recognized that dragging
Figure 8. Will’s conjecture on the midsegments task
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was a way to test a figure and assess whether or not
it had been constructed appropriately. He understood the mathematical significance of creating the
midpoint of a segment, that when such an object is
constructed it is a property inherent in the figure.
According to the standard for using appropriate
tools strategically, “[mathematically proficient
students] detect possible errors by strategically using estimation and other mathematical knowledge”
(Common Core State Standards Initiative, 2010).
In a DGS environment, fostering students’ ability
to test the accuracy of their constructions using
tools such as dragging is an important element of
teaching students to use tools strategically.

IMPLICATIONS, CHALLENGES,
FUTURE DIRECTIONS
The previous analysis demonstrates that there
is a strong connection between the practice of
using tools strategically and the meaning that
students construct for the tools that are available
to them. Building on the work of Trouche and his
colleagues (Drijvers & Trouche, 2008; Guin &
Trouche, 1999), researchers have identified the
development of students’ instrumental genesis
as crucial to the integration of technology in the
classroom: “A key challenge, then, for the integration of technology into classrooms and curricula
is to understand and to devise ways to foster the
process of instrumental genesis” (Hoyles, Noss,
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& Kent, 2004, p. 314). Doerr and Zangor (2000)
examined the practice of a teacher experienced in
the use of a graphing calculator for mathematics
instruction in order to investigate the meaning
that her students had constructed with and for this
tool, and how those meanings were shaped by the
teacher. More research of this nature is needed
regarding students’ use of DGS, and connected
to the idea of using appropriate tools strategically.
I claim that the process of instrumental genesis
is at the heart of using appropriate tools strategically, and make hypotheses regarding the factors
that support this process in a classroom learning
environment.

Factors Supporting
Instrumental Genesis
Certain classroom-based factors seem particularly
important in supporting students’ development of
the ability to use appropriate tools strategically:
•

•

Time: Students need time to develop meaning for tools. It is not a process that can
be rushed. By making use of appropriate
tools strategically a specific mathematical
practice that will be assessed, there is hope
that teachers will find more support and
justification for using instructional time for
this goal.
Support: Students need support in developing mathematical meaning for their actions in a DGS environment. Teachers can
support students by helping them learn
to assess their own progress and interpret
feedback provided by DGS tools, a habit
that Ms. Lowe had instilled in her students.
In the version of the parallel lines cut by
a transversal activity implemented in Ms.
Jones’ class, proper support by the teacher
might have resulted in a rich discussion
about what it means for two lines to be parallel, and how the representation of parallel
lines in GSP is related to that meaning.

•

•

Accountability: Often students are not
held accountable for their thinking and reasoning using technological tools, but only
for the products of these investigations.
Teachers may be more focused on content
goals when students use DGS, looking for
correct conclusions but disregarding the
reasoning process that lead to those conclusions. In order for students to learn to
engage in mathematical practices, they
must be provided the opportunity to share
their mathematical thinking, both orally
and in writing.
Questioning: While good questioning
by teachers is crucial to effective mathematics instruction in general, the types of
questions that teachers ask are key to supporting students in making sense of their
observations in DGS, versus stopping at
simply making observations. In particular,
teachers’ questions should direct students
back to their work in DGS to reflect and
interpret that work mathematically, and to
encourage students to engage in transformational reasoning by prompting them to
understand why a conjecture might be true.

These factors and others are discussed in greater
detail elsewhere (author, blinded for review).
However, more work aimed at understanding how
teachers can support students’ progression through
a trajectory of instrumental genesis using DGS is
needed. In particular, there is a need to identify
specific behaviors that would provide evidence
of students’ instrumental genesis via tasks that
require that students use tools strategically, and to
develop and test strategies that teachers could use
to help students achieve those goals. The results
of an iterative process of designing, testing, and
refining instructional strategies for fostering students’ instrumental genesis could help teachers to
be more intentional in developing students’ ability
to use appropriate tools strategically.
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Using Narrative Cases to
Support Teacher Learning
An understanding of the importance of instrumental genesis as foundational for students’ strategic
use of appropriate tools, and knowledge of strategies for fostering students’ instrumental genesis
might be considered an important component of
mathematics teachers’ Technological Pedagogical
Content Knowledge (TPACK) (Mishra & Koehler,
2006; Niess et al., 2009). Ultimately, in order
to impact classroom instruction, the results of
the type of research discussed and proposed in
this chapter must impact teacher education and
professional development. One way to do this is
to incorporate examples such as those described
previously into materials for teacher education so
that teachers can learn from them and apply that
knowledge to their own practice.
An important tool in mathematics teacher
education is the use of narrative case studies in
which teachers examine a written narrative of
a classroom episode to identify elements of the
classroom context, especially those shaped by the
teacher, and to reflect on the relationship between
the pedagogical moves of the teacher and student
thinking and learning (Lundeberg, Levin, & Harrington, 1999; Markovits & Smith, 2008; Smith &
Friel, 2008; Tirosh & Wood, 2008). The strength
of narrative cases in mathematics teacher education is that teaching becomes the object of study,
providing teachers with opportunities to carefully
examine many elements that make up the complex
environment of a K-12 mathematics classroom in
a way that is not possible during live observations
or even video of classroom episodes (Stein et al.,
2009). Narrative case materials of both exemplars
and problem situations have been found to be an
effective tool in mathematics teacher education
(Markovits & Smith, 2008), but none currently exist in the area of using technology for mathematics
instruction. For example, teachers could engage in
using DGS to investigate the properties of parallel
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lines cut by a transversal, and be provided with
more in-depth descriptions of Ms. Young’s and
Ms. Jones’ implementations of this task, including
excerpts from the post-lesson interviews. Teachers
could then be guided to conduct their own analyses
of these episodes in terms of the opportunities for
and impediments to using tools strategically, and
the role of instrumental genesis in this practice.
A carefully planned discussion around teachers’
analyses can help teachers to identify important
classroom practices necessary to supporting students’ strategic use of tools. Similar cases could be
developed around exemplars of practice, such as
some of the episodes that occurred in Ms. Lowe’s
classroom. Developing case materials that exemplify the issues discussed in this chapter, could
provide teacher educators with a tool to support
teachers in developing their students’ ability to use
appropriate tools strategically while using DGS.

CONCLUSION
The ability to use appropriate tools strategically is
certainly an important skill for students to develop
in order to be college and career ready in today’s
society. Furthermore, if students are to use technological tools to engage in the other mathematical
practices outlined in the Standards, this ability is a
necessary prerequisite. The issues discussed in this
chapter provide insight into what this ability may
consist of in a DGS environment and suggest ways
that teachers may help their students to develop
it; and also how research and teacher education
may contribute to a more effective preparation of
mathematics teachers in this area.
Although the use of technological tools for
mathematics learning and instruction has been a
growing area of research in mathematics education for the last 40 years, (c.f., Heid, 1997; Kaput, 1992; Zbiek et al., 2007), the articulation of
this mathematical practice in the CCSSM, and
in particular the forthcoming assessments, may
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provide the necessary impetus for K-12 teachers
and administrators to place a greater emphasis on
developing this skill in their students. Mathematics education researchers and teacher educators
must be prepared to assist teachers in meeting this
important challenge.
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KEY TERMS AND DEFINITIONS
Dynamic and Interactive Mathematics
Learning Environments (DIMLE): Refers to any
learning environment in which digital technologies
are used to engage students in explorative learning.
Dynamic Geometry Software (DGS): Any
software program that allows users to construct
representations of mathematical objects, and to
interact with them in real time through a graphical interface.
Instrumental Genesis: The process by which
a learner constructs meaning for and with a tool.
Mathematical Practices: Ways of thinking or
behaving that are characteristically mathematical
in nature.
Technological Pedagogical Content Knowledge (TPACK): The essentially integrated and
highly contextual knowledge needed by teachers
to determine effective strategies for teaching particular concepts using technological tools.
Transformational Reasoning: Distinct but
overlapping with inductive and deductive reasoning, transformational reasoning is the process of
examining a system in order to understand how it
works, or why it behaves in a particular manner.
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ABSTRACT
In this chapter, the authors describe four successful experiments in using social networking sites (Facebook
and Edmodo) in mathematics teaching and learning, where this use depended on populating the sites
with historical mathematicians and/or mathematical phenomena. They describe two models of using
social networking sites in mathematics education, as well as the phases of working mathematically with
students when implementing each model. The authors emphasize the use of social talk as the first step
to involve students with the learning of mathematics, as well as moving to cultural talk as a bridge between the social talk and the mathematical discourse. The experience in the four experiments indicates
that social networking sites invite student collaboration, as well as encourage their learning actions
and interactions. Teacher’s or moderator’s sensitivity is a very important factor for the success of the
experiment, especially when young students are involved. Other factors which influenced the success of
students’ learning in social networking sites were the features of the social networking site, the properties
of the inter-disciplinary phenomenon or the mathematics produced by the historical mathematicians,
the background of the learners, and the activities of the moderator.

INTRODUCTION
Web 2.0 tools have been suggested for some years
now for social life, communication, and work in
various disciplines, especially in education (Alexander, 2006; Glogoff, 2005; Pempek, Yevdokiya

& Calvert, 2009). Some of these tools are: Wikis,
blogs, Facebook, Twitter, Second Life, Wiggio,
etc. Researchers have studied the wikis’ use in
education more than any other Web 2.0 tool or
social networking site (Daher, 2010; Daher, 2011;
Forte & Bruckman, 2007; Grant, 2006). Here we
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are concerned with the use of social networking
sites in education, and specifically Facebook and
Edmodo in mathematics education.
Our concern with Facebook and Edmodo
originates from the popularity of these sites among
students and, at the same time, the beginning of
their use as educational tools. This beginning indicates that these sites have the potential to motivate
students to engage more actively in their learning
through utilizing the sites’ various technical options. The most important of these options are the
sites’ communication tools, for example, the chat,
email, comments and ‘likes’ in Facebook. These
options and potential meet the requirement of the
National Science Teachers Association (2003) in
the standards for science teacher preparation that
science teachers should attempt to guide their students’ learning by encouraging their conversations
about scientific ideas. The communication tools of
the social networking sites can help build a learning environment rich with students’ conversation
and discussions, and thus fruitful for building the
scientific knowledge of students. Schroeder and
Greenbowe (2009) say that one goal of the NSTA
requirement is to help students articulate how they
know, what they know, and how their knowledge
connects to larger ideas, other domains, and the
world beyond the classroom. These ideas were
behind our intention to experience social networking sites, in our pre-service teachers’ preparation.
We intended that our pre-service teachers enrich
their knowledge about mathematics, historical
mathematicians and mathematical phenomena,
concepts and procedures through conversing
and discussing a phenomenon and the concepts
and procedures associated with it, and through
solving mathematical problems related to the
phenomenon. This intention agrees with Smith
and Peterson (2007) who describe knowledge
as constructed not in the individual vacuum, but
in the communication and exchanges enabled in
social networks.

BACKGROUND
Recently researchers attempted to use the Facebook environment to enable collaborative learning
(English & Duncan-Howell, 2008), as well as to
treat content knowledge in different disciplines
(Schroeder and Greenbowe, 2009; Selwyn, 2007).
English & Duncan-Howell (2008) reported that
pre-service teachers used Facebook during their
teaching practicum placements to facilitate mutual support, encouragement and the sharing of
stories and anecdotes. Using Facebook enabled
the pre-service teachers to direct their learning
through creating, sharing and commenting on
others’ contributions, and by allowing them to
choose from multiple forms of support. Further,
Facebook environment enabled collaboration
as the pre-service teachers assisted each other,
shared digital artifacts and exchanged constructive feedback. These reports encouraged us to attempt using Facebook for mathematics education
through students’ collaboration and social work.
Schroeder and Greenbowe (2009) describe
an experiment that involved using Facebook as
an additional tool for their university students’
learning. They point at the Facebook feature of
enabling the upload of images to have an impact on
their students’ learning. Their students responded
to comments, explanations, or observations with
relevant diagrams, figures, or other graphics,
while the instructors used the image uploading to
draw chemical structures or step-by-step reaction
mechanisms, as well as to post spectral data that
could be used to discuss questions posted earlier.
Another Facebook feature used was the ‘Post Item’
feature which was utilized mostly by the instructors to post Internet links of relevant Web sites.
Selwyn (2007) analyzed the content of Facebook
pages of all undergraduate students who were studying at the School of Social Sciences in Coalsville
University during the 2006/7 academic year. He
found that when the education-related postings were
analyzed, five main themes emerged from the data:
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1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Recounting and reflecting on the university
experience,
Exchange of practical information,
Exchange of academic information,
Displays of supplication and/or disengagement, and
Exchanges of humor and nonsense.

The previous initiatives that attempted to
encourage collaborative learning and to treat elements of content knowledge in different subjects
in the Facebook environment indicate that social
networking environments can be a fertile land in
which students are motivated to engage actively
in their learning. Specifically for mathematics
education, these environments can make the students enjoy the learning of mathematics and thus
help them develop a positive image of it and raise
their motivation to learn mathematics. This would
expectedly increase the students’ understanding
of mathematical concepts and procedures and
consequently might improve their achievement in
mathematics. These conclusions made us want to
experiment, together with our pre-service teachers, using Facebook for teaching and learning
of mathematics. These experiments, we hoped,
would open our eyes and those of our pre-service
teachers, to the educational potentialities of social
networking environments. Furthermore, it would
make us and our pre-service teachers aware of the
useful methods and strategies of utilizing these
environments for their own needs and expectedly
implement them with their pupils as teachers in the
future. So, our main goal was to probe the potentialities of Facebook, as a representative of social
networking environments, to enable the learning of
mathematical concepts and processes, the hosting
of historical mathematicians and the discussion of
mathematical issues. More specifically we wanted
to examine how we could move gradually from a
social communication in Facebook to a more educational and content directed discourse. In addition
we wanted to examine the actions needed to make
this move smoother and more efficient.
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MAIN FOCUS OF THE CHAPTER:
EXPERIMENTING WITH
MATHEMATICS LEARNING IN
SOCIAL NETWORKING SITES
We intend to describe four of our experiments in
using social networks in mathematics education.
These experiments were conducted in the frame of
our preparation of mathematics pre-service teachers who were in their third year of study. In this
year the pre-service teachers carry out a personal
project as part of the requirements of their practical training. Four pre-service teachers chose to
carry out their personal project in experimenting
with social networking sites as environments for
teaching mathematics.
The pre-service teachers’ experiments involved
populating Facebook with historical mathematicians and with mathematical phenomena. In the
first experiment, one pre-service teacher created
a Facebook character of the great historical mathematician Mohammad Al-Khwarizmi. In the second
experiment, another pre-service teacher initiated
a fan group for the poet and mathematician Omar
Al-Khayyam, while a third pre-service teacher
created a page on the golden ratio (a mathematical phenomenon). In these three experiments the
learning community consisted of adults and general
friends without any limitations. In the fourth experiment, a pre-service teacher built the historical
character: Fibonacci in an Edmodo environment, and
discussed the Fibonacci sequence (a mathematical
phenomenon) and its relation to the golden ratio, but
this time the learning community consisted only of
sixth graders. We will describe these experiments,
mentioning the participants in each one of them, and
analyzing the resulting data qualitatively. Doing so
we will emphasize the following aspects:
1.

Using the social aspect of social networking
sites and the cultural aspect of mathematical phenomena and mathematics history
to encourage and facilitate mathematical
discourse,
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2.
3.
4.

Models for using social networking sites in
mathematics education,
Preparing pre-service for teaching in social
networking sites, and
Involving school students in learning mathematics in social networking sites.

A Facebook Character and
a Facebook Fan Group
We carried out, together with our pre-service teachers, two experiments using Facebook to involve the
users in mathematics history and concepts. One
pre-service teacher created a Facebook character
of the great historical mathematician Mohammad
Al-Khwarizmi, while another pre-service teacher
initiated a fan group for the poet and mathematician Omar Al-Khayyam. We directed and assisted
the pre-service teachers to gradually move the
communication with the friends from social talk
to mathematical discourse that involved analysis
of mathematical concepts and procedures.
We will describe the experiment regarding
the Facebook character of Al-Khwarizmi. This
experiment lasted for three months and attracted
335 friends. We will describe the various actions
which the pre-service teacher performed in the
Al-Khwarizmi Facebook character site. These
actions are representative also of the major actions
performed in the other site, i.e. the Al-Khayyam
Facebook fan group.
To analyze the data in Al-Khwarizmi site we
used the grounded theory (Strauss & Corbin, 1990)
to categorize in themes the actions and interactions carried out by the moderator and friends
of the site. The following themes emerged from
our analysis.

Initiating the Character
The pre-service teacher started an account under
the name “Mohammad Al-Khwarizmi,” and

stated in the “info,” basic information about
Al-Khwarizmi. This information included: date
of birth, gender, location of work and fields of
scientific activity. She also uploaded a picture of
Al-Khwarizmi in the profile section.
The pre-service teacher moderated the page
under the name of Al-Khwarizmi and began the
communication by sending messages to her friends
from her real account, including the pre-service
teachers in the practical training course, inviting them to be friends with Al-Khwarizmi. As a
result, many friends accepted the invitation and
became Al-Khwarizmi’s friends. A special group
of friends were students at An-Najah National
University who were required by their instructor
(the second author of this article) to friend with
Al-Khwarizmi and participate in the interactions
and activities occurring at the Facebook site.

Socializing with the Friends and Getting
to Know the New Modern World
The moderator played the role of Al-Khwarizmi
and socialized with the friends: wished happy
birthday to one of them; wondered about the
language (Hebrew) of the name of another friend,
a language he was not familiar with; and talked
about ordinary daily activities. One of the friends
wrote that he was going to give a lecture in economics to a group of women, and Al-Khwarizmi
was amazed about the fact that modern women are
interested in such advanced fields as economics.

Moving to a Cultural Talk
Al-Khwarizmi, who was exposed to the culture
of the friends through their social comments,
inquired about the exact cultural characteristics
of his successors. This led the friends and AlKhwarizmi to argue about the present culture
of Moslems and Arabs and to compare it to the
culture of Al-Khwarizmi’s era.
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Connecting the Past with the Present
Al-Khwarizmi wrote a status to the friends that
he was looking through the time tunnel to see his
past in their present time wondering about the
lifestyle and progress of his successors. He also
expressed his pride in their friendship.
The number of friends at this stage exceeded
already 100 friends. As for Al-Khwarizmi’s wish,
some of the friends (4) checked “like” and 34
commented. Most of the comments were social,
welcoming Al-Khwarizmi and expressing their
will to get to know him. Some asked about his
mathematics. Others asked about his emotions
regarding his period, and few wondered about
meeting a person like Al-Khwarizmi in such a
modern environment as Facebook.

Connecting to the Home
Town of Al-Khwarizmi
Al-Khwarizmi stated that he missed his home town
of Khwarizm (Khiva) and asked to see its picture
in the present time. Four of the friends responded
with “like” and sixteen commented. Some comments were political ones, for some of the friends
were refugees who also missed their home town
and identified with Al-Khwarizmi. Others asked
for more information about Al-Khwarizmi and
expressed what little knowledge they had about
his home town. One friend posted a link to a
video about Khiva and hoped that Al-Khwarizmi
would be happy to see it. This comment got four
likes and sixty three comments, many of which
were social, expressing their feelings about the
video, while other comments expressed pride in
the Islamic empire in the period of Al-Khwarizmi
and hoped that the glorious period would return.
Some friends wrote information about the life of
Al-Khwarizmi and his scientific contributions.
Others inquired about his mathematical work,
writings and books.
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Some friends stated that they did not know
how to find information about Khiva and some
did not know how to upload a picture or a video to
Facebook. The friends helped each other overcome
the obstacles, and as a result many pictures and
links to sites about Khiva were uploaded to the site.

Connecting to Countries
Visited by Al-Khwarizmi
The moderator posted a status about the cities and
countries visited by Al-Khwarizmi and stated that
Al-Khwarizmi expected that some of the friends
might belong to his nation.
The friends responded with three likes and six
comments. Some friends mentioned some countries that Al-Khwarizmi visited in his life. Others
stated that they were proud to be his successors and
belong to the same nation. They related their pride
at Al-Khwarizmi being a mathematical legend in
the glorious past of the Islamic civilization. These
comments were followed by other comments of
the friends which led to the exchange of information about the countries visited by Al-Khwarizmi,
especially old and new names of the countries.
One of the friends indicated that Al-Khwarizmi
wrote a book about the countries he visited. The
friend added that the book also included a map
of Al-Khwarizmi’s trips and inquired what the
friends knew about this book.

Discussing Al-Khwarizmi’s
Contributions
Al-Khwarizmi asked the friends if they knew about
the books written by him. The friends uploaded
pictures and links to videos and sites related to
Al-Khwarizmi’s books and contributions. Other
friends asked Al-Khwarizmi about his life, events
in his period, books he wrote, fields of study and
research, and problems he solved. The moderator
answered some of the questions in the name of
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Al-Khwarizmi and directed the friends to related
sites to search for answers to their questions.

Discussing Al-Khwarizmi’s
Opinion of a Good Woman
One of the friends wrote a comment about how
Al-Khwarizmi perceived the qualities of a good
woman. He wrote that Al-Khwarizmi gave the
value of 1 for the ethics of the woman, then added
a zero for her beauty to get 10, followed by other
zero for her wealth to get 100 and an additional
zero for her origin and affinity to get 1000, but if
the woman lost her ethics she lost the 1 and stayed
with the value of three zeros.

Congratulating the Friends on
the Al-Adha (Sacrifice) Feast
The moderator posted a picture with congratulations to the friends on the occasion of the Al-Adha
feast, and “poked” the friends. Five friends liked
the picture, while thirteen wrote comments. Most
of the comments were social, congratulating AlKhwarizmi on the feast.

Posting a Video about AlKhwarizmi’s Method for Solving
a Quadratic Equation
The moderator posted a video that she prepared
with one Facebook friend using the program
MovieMaker. The video presented a conversation
between two of Al-Khwarizmi’s friends about
the method he used to solve a quadratic equation.
It is important to note that the Arabic language
used in the video and in all the comments on the
video (and in all the communication in the site for
that matter) was the spoken language. This was
done through using Arabic letters in general and
sometimes English letters. The moderator intended
to use this type of language to avoid stepping out
of the routine social interaction used regularly
between Arab friends on Facebook. Using classi-

cal language could have discouraged some friends
from participating in the discourse, considering
it too sophisticated for them.
Some of the friends liked the video (10) and
others (27) wrote comments. Most of the comments were social and educational indicating that
the video was a cool teaching idea, especially
learning through conversation between the two
girls and using a video to explain a mathematical problem and its solution. An argument also
was initiated, following this activity, about using
Facebook to expose pupils to mathematicians such
as Al-Khwarizmi and to mathematical concepts
such as the “equation.” Some wondered and even
questioned if this was possible, and some encouraged this idea emphasizing the importance of
using new technologies in the learning process.
They claimed that this might add a lot of fun and
joy to the learning environment and reminded
the friends that this was actually the new regular
daily environment of our children (i.e. Facebook,
SMS, cellular phone, etc.).

Asking Friends to Explain AlKhwarizmi’s Method
The moderator posted a picture presenting AlKhwarizmi with a text stating the same mathematical problem solved by him in the video.
In the picture, Al-Khwarizmi asked the friends
to explain his method for solving the quadratic
equation using Algebra and geometry.
Most of the comments at this stage were
mathematical. Some friends attached to their
comments a picture taken using a cellular phone
of a handwritten geometrical explanation of AlKhwarizmi’s method for solving a quadratic equation. Other friends used the same way to present
an algebraic explanation of the Al-Khwarizmi
method. Some friends typed their work using a
word processor, converted the document into a
picture and attached it to their comment. Others
prepared a presentation of their work, uploaded
this presentation to a site and posted a link to the
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presentation in Facebook. This was necessary
because Facebook does not allow uploading files
to the site that are not pictures and videos.

Asking the Friends to Find
Other Methods for Solving
a Quadratic Equation
After a week since posting the picture, the moderator posted a “note” that included a video presenting an explanation of the Al-Khwarizmi method
and which was prepared by one of the friends.
The moderator asked the friends at this stage to
find other methods, especially modern ones, for
solving quadratic equations.
It should be noted that the main mathematical
part was done by the students of An-Najah National University, which implies that mathematical
discourse would have been more successful and
efficient had it been carried out in the framework
of a real class.

The Facebook Page on
the Golden Ratio
In the previous experiments we populated Facebook with characters from the history of mathematics, where the goal of the populating was to
encourage participants’ mathematical talk and
discovery. Here we intended to examine how
populating Facebook with an inter-disciplinary
phenomenon - the golden ratio, could encourage
mathematical and scientific talk by Facebook
participants. Specifically we looked at the conditions and consequences of such populating on the
participants’ learning, and aimed to answer two
questions: what were the conditions needed for
utilizing social networking sites like Facebook
in mathematical and scientific talk and learning?
And what were the consequences of such talk
and learning?
In this experiment, one of our pre-service
teachers created a page on the golden ratio, which
started as one involving a mathematical phenom-
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enon. But soon Facebook friends widened it into an
inter-disciplinary phenomenon, engaging various
disciplines such as science, art and architecture.
The experiment lasted for three months and attracted in total 575 friends.
After categorizing the themes of actions and
interactions carried out by the moderator and
friends of the site, according to the grounded
theory (Strauss & Corbin, 1990), the following
themes emerged from our analysis.

Initiating the Golden Ratio Page
The pre-service teacher created a page in Facebook under the name “secrets and mysteries of
the golden ratio.” She began the communication
by sending messages to friends from her private
account, including her mates in the practical
training course, inviting them to the page. She
also suggested the page to her general friends on
Facebook, especially those who were members
in groups or pages dealing with the golden ratio
on Facebook.

Presenting the Golden Ratio Culturally
The pre-service teacher moderating the page
posted a video, available on the internet, that
included information about the golden ratio realization in real life. The friends commented on this
video in two ways: some asked about the video
and its real life content, while others asked about
the phenomenon that was not known to them, and
requested more information.

Discussing the Golden Ratio Cultural
Realization and Mathematical Definition
This time, the moderator created a video clip
by herself trying to give answers to the friends’
enquiries. She ended the video with a request to
the friends, asking them to suggest a definition
for the golden ratio concept. This post had many
likes and over 65 comments, which included
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links to information available on the internet that
the friends knew about, or files produced by the
friends that present information about the golden
ratio. The comments addressed various issues:
examples of realizations of the golden ratio in
various real life aspects and phenomena, mathematical definitions of the concept, examples of
uses of the golden ratio in different fields, examples
of measurement tools based on the golden ratio,
evidences of the holiness of this ratio in religion
and ancient history and videos and presentations
on the golden ratio created and produced by the
friends. The moderator encouraged the friends to
comment, and in turn commented on their comments. The moderator summarized the different
issues raised by the friends as well as their comments, in a video posted to the page. This time too
she got many likes and over 40 comments which
concentrated on four main aspects: admiring the
video, adding more information about the golden
ratio phenomena, asking for permission to use the
video outside the page and posting new questions
and inquiries.

Presenting a Mathematical
Problem: Finding the Golden
Section and its Value
To initiate a mathematical discourse, the moderator
posted a link for an applet presenting a dynamic
section of a segment (c) and asked the friends to
use it in order to locate the golden section (given
c=a+b, find the division point which satisfies
the equality c/a=a/b) and to find the value of
the ratio of this section. The friends replied with
over 45 comments and many likes. This time the
discourse took a more mathematical nature where
the friends inquired about the moderator’s request,
discussed solutions of the problem, giving proper
answers, and criticized the accuracy of the applets’
measurements, emphasizing the importance of
this accuracy in mathematics.
The moderator returned to the same problem,
but this time asked the friends to solve it without

the applet. She requested them to draw a line segment and to find a geometrical method that helped
them locate the point of the golden section, then
to explain this method on a piece of paper, to take
a picture of it and post it to the page. Most of the
friends could not solve the problem. Some found
a solution on the internet, but did not understand
why it was a correct one, so the moderator posted
a video about the ancient mathematician Euclid
and presented his method for solving the problem
in a presentation that she prepared.
Here too, some friends expressed their difficulty in understanding the method and its steps.
Some could apply it to locate the golden section,
but could not prove it. So the moderator prepared
an explanation and proof of the method on a piece
of paper, referring the friends to the presentation
describing the method. The moderator posted
the scanned paper to the page, which made the
friends express their admiration of the method
and the moderator’s clear explanation and proof
of it. The friends worked on the problem, taking
pictures of their work and posting them through
their comments to the page. The moderator ended
the activity with a video presenting some mathematical properties of the golden ratio, and, as a
result, the friends thanked her for the video and
presented links to sites and other videos on the
internet that had answers and explanations related
to the problems presented in the video.

Fibonacci in Edmodo
for Sixth Graders
In the previous experiments we targeted an adult
population, where, at the beginning of each, the
moderators invited to the sites their Facebook
friends from the college as well as their regular
Facebook friends. Afterwards they recruited
friends from all over the world. In the Edmodo
experiment, we, together with our pre-service
teacher, wanted to involve elementary school
students in learning mathematics on social networking sites. This would be done through the life
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and mathematics of the historical mathematician
Fibonacci. The use of Edmodo goes side by side
with the new policy of the Department of Education in Israel; not allowing the use of Facebook
for student learning in the elementary school. This
network allows the teacher to create closed private
groups, and thus prevents unwelcome intruders
from entering the group, so the environment makes
sure that the students are not exposed to the open
and possibly dangerous world of social networks.
Edmodo’s privilege settings are such that the site
allows the teacher and students to upload different
kinds of files that are not allowed on Facebook,
such as Power Point presentations.
The experiment involved sixth graders getting
to know a historical mathematician and a mathematics phenomenon. Our pre-service teacher
created an Edmodo character of Fibonacci. Here
too the pre-service teacher started with social talks
with the students, moved gradually, together with
the students from social talk to cultural talk, and
then to mathematical discourse about the Fibonacci
sequence. The experiment lasted six months and
included 19 six graders from one class in a private school in the city of Nazareth in Israel. The
experiment utilized the two models experienced
in the two previously described experiments: the
historical mathematician and the mathematical
phenomenon.
The following phases were identified as characterizing the proceeding of the experiment.

Socializing with the Friends

Initiating the Character

The moderator posted some mathematical contributions by Fibonacci, such as a copy of a page
from one of his books. This was done to shift the
direction of the cultural talk gradually to mathematical talk.

The pre-service teacher started an account in
Edmodo under the name “Leonardo Fibonacci,”
presenting only his name and picture. Then preservice teacher created a private group with a secret
code and met with the students in their class to
give them the code. She told them that she would
moderate the site by impersonating the character
of the historical mathematician Fibonacci and then
interact with them using the character.
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The Moderator played the role of Fibonacci,
beginning the socialization with the friends by
writing a welcome post. The students started with
social talk among themselves and with uploading
of their pictures. They felt safe to do so because
Edmodo allowed the creation of a closed group
and each member had to register and remember
the secret group code.

Moving to a Cultural Talk
The moderator engaged the students in cultural
talk, asking about the life of Fibonacci, especially
his hometown and his contribution to modern
mathematics. The students responded to the
moderator’s request, uploading to the site pictures,
video clips and presentations related to the life of
the mathematician. The moderator proceeded to
ask more specific questions about Fibonacci, such
as presenting a picture of his statue and asking
about its location. The students gave answers to
these questions and added more information about
the life of Fibonacci and his contributions, such
as uploading pictures of his hometown Pisa and
its famous tower, as well as a counting instrument
which he built based on his sequence.

Discussing Fibonacci
Mathematical Contributions

Posting Mathematical Problems
Raised by Fibonacci and Discussing
Different Solution Methods for Them
The moderator directed the discourse to mathematical problems presented by Fibonacci, and
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to historical solutions suggested by him, comparing them with modern mathematical solutions.
One special problem engaged the students with
mathematical discourse more than the others: the
rabbits’ problem. This discourse led the students
to the construction of the Fibonacci sequence. The
moderator presented the problem using a video
and asked the students to suggest answers and a
pattern to find the number of rabbit pairs when
given the number of the months in which the rabbits bred. After getting several answers from the
students, showing that they had misunderstood
the problem, the moderator presented the problem
textually and visually.
At this stage, the moderator was more involved
in directing the mathematical discourse, giving
hints and directions aiming to lead the students
to more mathematical understanding. One student
presented her answer on a piece of paper which she
scanned and uploaded as a file. The answer was
not complete, but opened interesting mathematical discourse that led another student to present
an answer to the rabbit problem using a Power
Point presentation. The moderator prepared a clear
answer with proper animations and posted it to
the site, which helped the students to understand
the problem and its solution.

Connecting between Various
Mathematical Concepts
After understanding the Fibonacci sequence, the
moderator connected the sequence to the concept
of the golden ratio, through a spreadsheets activity. The students carried out the activity and were
excited with its results. They wondered about the
new concept at which they arrived – the golden
ratio, which was not known to them.

Connecting Mathematical Concepts
to Real Life Phenomena
The moderator directed the students to sites that
demonstrated the realization of the golden ratio

in real life. The students were impressed with
this realizations and found several examples by
themselves, especially in the human body. Some
students even conducted measurements with their
parents to check the realization of the golden ratio
in the human body.

Congratulating the Friends on a Holiday
At some stage, the moderator noticed that most of
the students stopped interacting with her because of
the Easter holiday, so she congratulated them and
asked them about the special rituals of this holiday
in their community. This talk led the students to
an interesting investigation about the religion of
Fibonacci and the diverse holiday rituals of different religions. This social/cultural talk raised
several social and cultural questions and attracted
the students back to the social networking site.
The above acts (moving between social, cultural and mathematical talks) kept the students
interested and involved in the experiment, and
proved once again that these transitions are an
important factor to the success of the use of social
networking sites in mathematics learning among
students at various school stages.

Reflecting on the Experiment
through an Interview
At the end of the experiment we conducted an
interview with the pre-service teacher, the students
who participated in the experiment, one member
of the school administration and the director of
the practical training in our college. When asked
to reflect about learning mathematics in a social
networking environment, one student confessed
that at the beginning he worried about his ability
to use the Edmodo networking site, but soon after
getting involved with it he learned to engage in
dialogue with his mates. Doing so, he developed
different dialogue techniques.
Another student stated that the experiment
taught her how to answer mathematical questions
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or any problems she faced. To do so (she elaborated), one should wait and think properly, which
helped get at the solution, whatever it was. She
elaborated that when solving the rabbits’ problem,
she had a hard time at the beginning but she believed she could solve it. Although making some
mistakes at the beginning, she learned from these
mistakes to arrive at the right solution.
More than one student declared that they
were excited about the experiment and joined it
because of its novelty. They also acknowledged
that they were introduced to a very interesting
mathematician some of whom had no knowledge
of before. In addition, they were intrigued by
his mathematical contributions. Doing so, they
learned about new mathematical concepts such
as the Fibonacci sequence and the golden ratio.
Moreover, they got to know about the origins of
these concepts in mathematics history and the
problems that led to their appearance. They were
amazed by the mathematical relations between
the concepts and their realization in real life phenomena. They emphasized the importance of the
role of the moderator and her relation with them,
especially her patience in responding to their many
questions, and they thanked her for that. One
student emphasized also the importance of the
collaboration among the students, claiming that
this collaboration developed naturally in the social
networking site. She stated that when things got
complicated she collaborated with her mates in
the group through Edmodo and in school, an act
that she had hesitated to do before. She was happy
that her relation with her classmates got better
because of the experiment. She also pointed out
the continuation from the virtual discussions in the
Fibonacci group in Edmodo to real life dialogue
with her friends. This collaboration in Edmodo,
as well as in Face-to-Face meetings, improved her
social life, besides her mathematics.
The school administrator declared proudly that
the school policy encourages the use of advanced
technologies in the educational environment and
welcomed experiments that introduce innovative
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pedagogies based on new technologies, especially
those that engage the students in collaborative
learning activities. This was why their students
have advanced CIL (Computer Information Literacy) abilities and were acquainted with modern
technologies and tools. This was the reason, he declared, for the success of the Edmodo experiment.
The director of the practical training at the college was impressed by the social talk in the experiment, especially the social values and messages
passed by the moderator to the students who come
from various backgrounds and different religions.
He was also impressed by the students’ ability to
express their emotions and reflections about the
experiment clearly in the interview. Moreover, he
was overwhelmed by the students’ emphasis on
the development of their dialogue and collaboration abilities, which the college encourages also
among the pre-service teachers, and wants these
pre-service teachers to encourage school students
to do the same. He emphasized that the Edmodo
experiment actualized the college’s vision of the
need for innovative pedagogy based on advanced
and modern technologies, especially in the practical training and hoped that other schools would
cooperate with the preservice teachers in this
endeavor.

SOLUTIONS AND
RECOMMENDATIONS:
WHAT WE LEARNED FROM
OUR EXPERIMENTS
Carrying out our experiments, we got to recognize
the possibilities inherent in the use of social networking sites, especially Facebook and Edmodo,
as educational environments for mathematics
teaching and learning. We categorized these into
four categories:
1.

Models for using social networking sites in
mathematics education: historical mathematicians and mathematical phenomena,
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2.

3.
4.

Using the social potentiality of the sites, as
well as the cultural aspect of mathematical phenomena and mathematics history,
to encourage, facilitate and move towards
mathematical discourse,
The need for preparing pre-service and inservice teachers for teaching using social
networking sites, and
The importance of involving school students
in learning mathematics on social networking sites.

We will clarify these aspects and explain
how they can affect positively the use of social
networking sites as educational environments in
the teaching/learning processes in general and in
teaching/learning mathematics specifically.

From Social Talk to Mathematical
Discourse through Cultural Talk
Iiyoshi and Richardson (2008) say that “the personal, contextual, and accretive nature of knowledge of teaching and learning, with its complex
interaction of people, tools, and resources, makes
it difficult and time-consuming to capture and
examine, either in verbal or other modes” (p.
339). We intended to capture and examine in
written text the complex interactions occurring in
Facebook and which involved the mathematical
history of great mathematicians and the realization of mathematical phenomena and concepts in
authentic real life situations.
Looking at the interactions occurring during
the experiments that attempted to capture mathematical history, phenomena and concepts on
Facebook, we found that three main interactions
occurred: social, cultural and mathematical. The
cultural interactions were the steering component
which moved the friends from the social into
the mathematical, while the social was the glue
which hooked the friends together in the social
networking environment. The social interaction
spread through the whole discourse and attracted

the friends again and again. This importance of
the social talk is emphasized in other studies, for
example, DeAnda (2007) found that developing
a sense of comfort with group members was
often perceived by the members as a precursor
to progressing in mathematical work. Here, the
social made the friends comfortable and ready
for the transition to the cultural and afterwards
to the mathematical.
What made the friends feel comfortable with
the move from social issues to mathematical
content knowledge was the smoothness of the
transition through the cultural interests of the
friends. To move from the cultural to the mathematical, the moderators shifted the focus of the
conversation to the contributions of the historical
mathematicians (especially their books), then they
presented some of their main contributions – solving quadratic equations or solving the rabbits’
problem and introducing a new sequence. In the
case of mathematical concepts or mathematical
phenomena, the moderators used the realization
of the concept or the phenomena in real life to
move from cultural talk to mathematical discourse.
After getting admiring comments, the moderators
posted more mathematically oriented requests for
the friends, such as explaining the solution method
presented by a historical mathematician using
modern mathematics and found other methods
or explaining mathematically the realization of
mathematical phenomena or concept in real life.
This was a successful move which was usually
followed by many comments, pictures and links
to presentations that involved mathematical talk
and work done by the friends.
Various actions were carried out to arrive at
mathematical content knowledge: socializing with
friends, connecting the past to the present, connecting to places: the mathematician’s hometown
and the countries visited by him, connecting to the
mathematician’s contributions, etc. So, the transition to the mathematical was not all of a sudden,
but through different actions most of which were
not related to mathematics, but to social, historical,
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cultural elements, and to real life. The finding of
the ability of Facebook to attract the participants
to learn content knowledge was reported in the
literature, but for other subject matter (Schroeder
and Greenbowe, 2009; Selwyn, 2007).
Another strategy that the moderators used,
which attracted and motivated the friends, was
a cultural strategy: connecting the friends’
knowledge of ancient history to their present.
For example, in the case of Al-Khwarizmi, of
whose culture the friends considered themselves
descendants, they felt proud of him and of his
contribution to mathematics and humanity, and
thus they were motivated to act and interact. The
same result was achieved by the sixth graders
when they searched for the religion of Fibonacci
and discovered that they belonged to the same
religion. These connections to the students’ own
life and feelings are known to better the teaching
and learning of mathematics (Lin, 2005).
Utilizing Facebook and Edmodo environments
to represent a famous mathematician who relates to
the friends, motivated them and was an important
reason for them to feel proud and identify with
the Facebook character and his mathematics.
This implies that the choice of great mathematicians who lived in glorious periods relating to the
friends’ history, added nostalgia and pride, which
were often present in their comments.
The presentation of the life and contributions
of a great mathematician was done through utilizing the various technological options available in
Facebook. The friends mostly used the ‘comment’
option, maybe because they were mostly engaged
in commenting on Al-Khwarizmi and on each
other. The high number of comments indicates
that the friends’ interactions prevailed in the
historical mathematical Facebook environment.
The second option mostly used by the friends was
the text posts, which enabled the friends to ask
Al-Khwarizmi questions about his home town,
cities that he visited or his mathematics. The
posts also enabled the friends to describe various
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issues associated with Al-Khwarizmi, for example
his contributions to mathematics, his solution of
mathematical equations and his importance as a
mathematician.
The above discussion implies that social networking sites, such as Facebook and Edmodo, can
be used for mathematical study and discourse, but
need social talk to help learners with mathematical
content. Therefore, the moderator, whose goal is
to keep the mathematical discourse as his objective, should remember that persistence on this
discourse without break might pull some of the
friends out of continuous study mode. To avoid
that, the moderator should always integrate social
and cultural talk into the mathematical one, so the
friends might be interested further and motivated
to keep engaged also in mathematics learning.
We can also conclude that successful actions
to utilize social networking sites are: Connecting
to the friends’ identity and lives, encouraging the
friends to act and interact, sometimes requesting
them explicitly to do so; utilizing the different
options of the social networking site, especially
text posts, comments and video link; beginning
with the social and using it throughout the experiment to keep the harmony of the community; and
moving to those cultural aspects that relate to the
mathematics. The gradual and smooth transition
to the mathematical topics ensures the continuing
involvement of the friends.

Models for Using Social Networking
Sites in Mathematics Education
In our experiments we presented two models
for using social networking sites in mathematics
education. One model was based on populating
Facebook with characters from the history of
mathematics, where the goal of the population
was to encourage participants’ mathematical talk
and discovery through smooth transitions between
social, cultural and mathematical talk. The other
model involved the population of Facebook with
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mathematical phenomenon or concepts, where
we aimed to encourage the mathematical and
scientific talk of the participants; specifically we
looked at the conditions and consequences of such
population regarding the participants’ learning,
and intended to answer two questions: what are
the conditions of utilizing social networking sites
like Facebook in mathematical and scientific talk,
and learning? And what are the consequences of
such talk and learning? In the previous section we
discussed primarily the first model. Here we will
analyze the second model, discussing the conditions and consequences of mathematical learning
in social networking sites using mathematical phenomena. We experimented with two phenomena:
the golden ratio and the Fibonacci sequence. We
will concentrate in our discussion on the golden
ratio experiment, most of which also applies to
the Fibonacci sequence experiment.
The enthusiasm of the moderator of the Facebook page to make more Facebook participants
friends of the golden ratio page made her look for
friends in different gatherings: her friends, other
Facebook groups and other Facebook pages. This
enthusiasm to attract more participants to the golden ratio page made the moderator emphasize the
relation of the golden ratio to real life phenomena.
This enthusiasm made the necessary difference
in promotion. This is supported by Metcalfe and
Game (2008) who reported that teachers’ enthusiasm inspired their students, ignited something
in them and made the difference in turning them
onto the subject matter. The moderator strategy to
relate the golden ratio to real life was successful,
as connecting learning to real life phenomena is
known and suggested as a strategy to provide a
stimulus for student learning and which creates
greater motivation and excitement for the learning
(Quitadamo & Brown, 2001). This strategy was
also used successfully with the sixth graders in
the Fibonacci experiment, in which the students
were amazed by the realizations of the incidence
of the golden ratio in real life, especially in the
human body.

The weekly consultations with the researchers made the moderator reflect on her strategies
to motivate the learning of the friends and at the
same time discuss her strategies for their future
learning. The variety of the media used by the
moderator motivated the friends to participate in
the page activities and tasks. This influence of the
various media on student learning is described
elsewhere, for example by Abdullah et al. (2006),
who refer to the combination of various media
attributes of computer capability of enhancing
instructional outcomes. Furthermore, Zengin
(2007, as reported in Ilter, 2009) and Mayora
(2006), point out multi-media and technology as
the factors behind the interest and motivation of
students in their lessons.
Other conditions which influenced student
learning were the features themselves of the
social networking sites and the properties of the
scientific phenomena at the base of the learning
environment. The moderator and the friends utilized the technical options of the social networking
site, uploading pictures, videos and texts, sharing
links, and communicating through Facebook communication channels: likes, comments, notes and
groups. The site’s features were, in our case, the
features of the learning environment which influenced various educational constructs, including
the students’ learning approaches (Mayya, Rao &
Ramnarayan, 2004). In our case they influenced the
moderator and the friends’ actions and interactions.
The actions and interactions of the moderator
and friends consequently influenced the consequences of working in a social networking site,
giving the adult participants (in-service and preservice teachers) insights into two main issues: how
to use mathematical phenomenon in various disciplines and in real life and how an inter-disciplinary
phenomenon can be used educationally on social
networking sites. This enriched the educational
experience of the adult participants and contributed to their professional development as learners
and/or teachers in present day, technology rich
society. They also gave students a new aspect of
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mathematics that they did not usually experience
in the school environment. This applied aspect of
mathematics was exciting for them, motivating
them to experiment with mathematical concepts
in a more realistic and authentic way.

Preparing Teachers for Teaching
in Social Networking Sites
To understand the process of preparing and mentoring pre-service teachers for teaching on social
networking sites, we will look at the reflections
that our pre-service teachers wrote to conclude
the experiments.
Two pre-service teachers moderated the AlKhwarizmi Facebook character and Al-Khayyam
Facebook fan group. They wrote their reflection
together stating that they had a mixture of feelings and sometimes even contradicting ones that
prevailed almost a year throughout the experiments. These feelings included: joy, confusion,
anxiety, sadness, insistence, frustration, pride
and enthusiasm.
The two pre-service teachers declared that
when the idea of using Facebook in education was
suggested to them by their lectures, they were very
enthusiastic but immediately felt anxious, raising
different questions, such as: What guaranties the
success of the experiment? How can what is essentially a fun and social environment be used as a
mathematical learning site? How can we encourage
friends to interact with them on the site, especially
when posting mathematical problems? How can
we adapt the mathematical content to the diverse
backgrounds of the friends?
At the same time they felt a certain joy impersonating Al-Khwarizmi, but also frustration
when difficult questions were raised regarding the
life of Al-Khwarizmi and they could not answer
them. To get out of this situation they directed the
questions back to the friends and, at the same time,
consulted their lecturers. Both strategies increased
their confidence and encouraged them to raise
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new questions. Sometimes they felt frustrated,
especially when the friends did not cooperate
with them, or the friends did not understand the
given task. But they also felt pleasure and pride,
especially when they got admiring comments, or
they had extensive cooperation from the friends,
or when the friends expressed their pride about
the accomplishments and contributions of AlKhwarizmi.
The pre-service teachers felt thankful to their
lecturers for their support, ideas, consultations,
encouragement and appreciation for their work.
They emphasized their pride at experiencing a
unique and innovative experiment and the importance of this kind of experience for their future.
They benefited from it personally and professionally, and invested in it much more time than any
other project they had in their study period. The
nature of working in a social network environment such as Facebook demanded continuous and
consistent work on a daily basis. They developed
social skills, especially in interaction with friends
from different backgrounds and scientific levels.
Furthermore, they became more patient and tolerant when interacting with friends. Professionally,
they were exposed to new teaching methods, including adapting mathematical content to target
group, and harnessing technological tools to the
educational goals.
The pre-service teacher who moderated the
golden ratio page had similar anxieties, frustrations
and also pleasures. She highlighted the following
points as milestones for all those who want to
moderate social networking sites for education:
1.
2.
3.

The moderator should use electronic materials about the subject matter available on the
internet.
The moderator should prepare activities
suitable for the objectives of the educational
experiment.
The moderator needs to accept with patience
and tolerance the opinions, suggestions and
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criticisms of others and, at the same time,
prepare proper and profound answers when
responding to the participants’ questions and
demands.
The pre-service teacher who moderated the
Fibonacci site emphasized the advantages of
having a private closed group in Edmodo. This
influenced open discussions with the participants
positively, but pointed out that to remind students
to interact in the Edmodo group, sometimes she
had to contact them also through Facebook, which
they used frequently. The pre-service teacher
stated that she was surprised by the effort invested
by the students in writing their comments and
in preparing and uploading files that contained
their solutions to the different tasks. Furthermore,
the pre-service teacher gave special credit to the
students’ mathematics teacher and the administration of the school for helping her in organizing
the group and keeping it functioning.

Involving School Students
in Learning Mathematics on
Social Networking Sites
The Fibonacci experiment indicates that two
models can be combined to enrich mathematics
teaching and learning on social networking sites:
populating the sites with historical mathematicians and populating them with mathematical
phenomena. We can say that it would be better
to introduce the historical mathematician first,
because this facilitates engaging students with
cultural talk that is a step towards engaging them
with mathematical discourse. Furthermore, solutions and recommendations described above can be
applied here too, starting with social talk, moving
to cultural talk and proceeding to mathematical
discourse. Teachers should prepare activities
that are related to school student culture and
life, where this relation motivates the students to
act and interact actively in order to arrive at the
mathematics.

What should distinguish the social climate on
social networking sites where school students are
involved, is the sensitivity of the teacher to students’
needs and questions. This is one of three components associated with the mathematics teacher’s
work in the classroom (Jaworski, 1992) and was
emphasized by the participating school students as
a motivating and encouraging factor for the learning
of mathematical phenomena and relations.

FUTURE RESEARCH DIRECTIONS
Additional attempts should be made to look for
other utilization models for social networking sites.
Involving other student populations, for example
middle school students, high school students
and university students, could also prove useful.
In addition, attempts should be made to involve
students with regular mathematical topics on social
networking sites, for example the exploration of
equations and functions. Social networking sites
could also be used to teach disciplines other than
mathematics.

CONCLUSION
Various factors came together to make the experiments described in this chapter successful.
Choosing an important mathematician from the
friends’ own culture (associated with the students’
history or/and religion), starting the activity on the
social networking site with social talk, transiting
to the mathematical discourse through cultural
discourse, juggling the social, the cultural and
the mathematical, connecting the past to the
present, giving the friends the opportunity and
encouraging them to act and interact, and utilizing
the various options of the social networking site.
These experiments imply that social networking
sites not originally intended as teaching vehicles,
can be adopted for education in general and for
mathematics education in particular.
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In addition, the learning achieved through
social networking sites is influenced by various
conditions: the site’s features, the properties of the
inter-disciplinary phenomenon or the mathematics produced by the historical mathematicians,
the background of the learners and the strategies of the moderator. In our case, the learning
included: justifying, exploring, experimenting,
giving solutions, criticizing, connecting to real
life, connecting with other disciplines, connecting
with history and searching for information on the
internet. These varied learning actions point at
the great potentialities of social networking sites
with multimodal options for teaching and learning
mathematics and science.
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KEY TERMS AND DEFINITIONS
Cultural Talk: In this chapter, social talk refers
to talk related to cultural issues, like the history
and geography of countries and towns, books in
general and mathematical books in particular, art
and the manifestation of mathematical phenomena
in real life and the sciences.
History of Mathematics: The history of
mathematics involves talking about past mathematicians’ work and contribution. In the mathematics
classroom history can benefit teachers by exposing
students to the life of the mathematicians, and
thus to ways of doing mathematics, as well as
to how mathematicians developed mathematical
concepts and procedures. Teachers can also relate
and compare historical ways of doing mathematics
with modern ways.
Interdisciplinary Phenomenon: This is a
phenomenon that can be related to at least two
fields or subjects. For example the golden ratio
can be related to subjects such as: mathematics,
science, architecture, and art.
Mathematical Discourse: In this chapter,
mathematical discourse refers to the interaction
among the participants on social networking sites
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regarding mathematical issues, concepts, procedures, relations, problem solving and phenomena.
The interaction can be initiated or/and directed by
a moderator as well as by the friends themselves.
Pre-Service Teachers’ Preparation: Teachers’ colleges differ in the programmes or/and
policies of preparing pre-service teachers to
be ready for teaching in schools. In Al-Qasemi
Academic College of Education, this preparation
takes four years.
Social Networking Sites: In this chapter, the
social networking sites used are Facebook and
Edmodo, where Facebook is an social network-

ing site open for all Facebook participants, while
Edmodo is a social networking site which was
meant from the beginning to be educational. At the
same time, to participate in a course in Edmodo,
students have to register to a closed group started
by the teacher.
Social Talk: In this chapter, social talk refers
to the regular talk that occurs generally in social
networking sites such as Facebook. Examples
of this talk are: greetings, congratulations, announcement of social events, and inquiring about
somebody’s absence.

This work was previously published in “The Social Classroom” edited by Gorg Mallia, pages 171-190, copyright 2014 by
Information Science Reference (an imprint of IGI Global).
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The GeoGebra Institute
of Torino, Italy:

Research, Teaching Experiments,
and Teacher Education
Ornella Robutti
Università di Torino, Italy

ABSTRACT
This chapter is focused on the GeoGebra Institute of Torino, Italy (http://www.geogebra.unito.it/), founded
in July 2010 at the Dipartimento di Matematica dell’Università di Torino (http://www.dm.unito.it) and
operating under the auspices of the human resources of the association La Casa degli Insegnanti (http://
www.lacasadegliinsegnanti.it/PORTALE/), which is in charge of organising courses for teachers. GeoGebra
is a dynamic geometry software that has had a large diffusion in educational and academic institutions
in recent years. This wide diffusion opens new fields of research in mathematics education, in continuity
with other software of the same kind, such as Cabri-Géomètre or The Geometer’s Sketchpad. The main
research questions deal with teaching practice, pedagogical and methodological choices, teacher education,
and teaching/learning experiments at different school levels. Furthermore, several issues relating to the
learning of mathematics with GeoGebra, in the context of research and teaching practice are highlighted.

THE GEOGEBRA INSTITUTE
OF TORINO
The name GeoGebra stands for Geometry and
Algebra and refers to a software aimed at representing mathematical objects and manipulating them
from the point of view of Geometry and Algebra.
GeoGebra (http://www.geogebra.org/cms/) is an
open-source dynamic geometry software, in which
users can construct geometric figures using a series

of commands for drawing geometric objects and/
or applying further constructions and transformations to them (e.g., rotating an object, finding the
middle point of a line segment, or drawing the
symmetric mirrored image of a polygon). The
specific feature of GeoGebra is dragging: a geometrical object, once constructed, can be dragged
without changing its properties of construction.
This enables students to explore properties of
figures and conjecturing about them. GeoGebra
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was created in 2001 by an Austrian student,
Markus Hohenwarter, in his master degree thesis.
Subsequently, GeoGebra was introduced all over
the world and has been continuously updated and
modified, with the addition of new features and
new version releases. It has now been translated
in multiple languages and has been used at various school levels (Hohenwarter et al., 2009). The
main feature of this software is the dynamic nature
of figures; figures can be translated, rotated, or
enlarged, according to the rules of the construction
(e.g., a square remains a square even if enlarged).
The most distinctive tool of dynamic geometry
software (i.e., GeoGebra, Cabri, and Sketchpad)
is the simple dragging of shapes/points using
the computer mouse/touchpad, allowing users
to select one or more objects and to move them
continuously on the screen. Such dragging actually
changes the figural aspect (Fischbein, 1993) of a
construction (see for example, how the representation of an equilateral triangle changes in Figures
1a, 1b, and 1c), while maintaining the conceptual
aspect of the figure (e.g., all the properties of the
equilateral triangle are being maintained). This
duality does not arise in a static pencil-and-paper
environment, since the figural aspects are handled
in a visual register and the conceptual aspects in
the discursive register. Since geometric proofs are
meant to concern theoretical objects–and not just
specific, static drawings–the role that dragging can
play in managing the figural/conceptual duality is
of particular interest. For example, any conjecture
about an equilateral triangle must assume that the
conjecture will hold true for any configuration of
an equilateral triangle. For this reason, dragging
may mediate the process of proving, in particular
focusing on the epistemological and cognitive
implications of it (Arzarello et al., 2002; Olivero
& Robutti, 2007; Laborde, 2004; Sinclair, Moss
& Jones, 2010).
Compared with other dynamic geometry software (e.g., Cabri or Sketchpad, etc.), GeoGebra
is open-source software, meaning that users all
over the world have free access and can modify

the source code. It is a representational infrastructure (Hegedus & Moreno-Armella, 2009),
whose diffusion is guaranteed by the simple
schemes of use and its open-source philosophy.
Software like GeoGebra actually change the way
geometry is taught in school, as a result of their
intrinsic dynamic feature and the support they
offer to exploration and formulation of conjecture
and proof. The key of their success in supporting
students’ construction of new knowledge is the
dynamic feature for moving, translating, varying
figures that allows students to observe invariants, changes, and shapes. Moreover, GeoGebra
has some affordances that make it not only easy
to use, but also extremely powerful in exploring
problems in all educational levels, from primary
to tertiary. GeoGebra provides a set of integrated
Figure 1. How the representation of an equilateral
triangle changes
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environments (spreadsheet, algebra window,
graphic window), allows web interactivity (for
creating files, applets, or videos), and supports
different areas of mathematics (algebra, geometry,
analytic geometry, pre-calculus).
The international GeoGebra community is
very active and collaborative, with the same sort
of spirit as found among Wikipedia participants,
sharing materials, ideas and experiences, working
together in developing new software versions, and
discussing ideas and experiences. The creative
force of the worldwide community of GeoGebra
developers and users does not generate chaos, but
actually a new creative and culturally-grounded
energy that can be shared across countries, and
which is typical of spontaneous communities of
practice (Jarvis, Hohenwarter, & Lavicza, 2011;
Wenger, 1998).
Working in class with GeoGebra often means
that a teacher must deeply reconsider their methodologies and teaching practices and be prepared
to change them, due to the fact that the geometric
activity is often organized not in a prescriptive
way, with “closed problems,” but rather in a more
free way, using “open problems.” That means
substituting tasks such as: “Prove that …,” or
“Define this object …,” or “Calculate the distance
…” with tasks such as: “Given a figure of this
kind, construct the parts and explore the situation.
What can you observe? Do you see any changes?
How can you label this segment? Explain your
thinking.” In other words, an open problem gives
students the possibility to explore, make conjectures, test them, and finally prove them in a proper
way. This approach is theoretically grounded in
a socio-constructivist, post-Vygotskijan perspective, which means to take into consideration the
construction of knowledge mediated by language,
but also, according to recent studies, by gestures,
and other signs. This does not mean that such an
approach can only be realized with technology
(i.e., as opposed to with paper-and-pencil), or
specifically with the software GeoGebra, but
rather that there is research-based evidence that
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GeoGebra, like other dynamic geometry software,
supports exploration and engages students of all
achievement levels in rich mathematical activities,
group work and discussions.
In the following paragraphs the author presents
several examples of the above-listed aims in order
to demonstrate some of the reasons for the successful growth of GeoGebra use all over the world,
both in teacher education and in students’ learning
of geometry, and of mathematics in general.
The International GeoGebra Institute (IGI)
(http://www.geogebra.org/igi/) coordinates a
network/cluster of institutes around the world that
are working with the same aims. There are two
such institutes in Italy; the GeoGebra Institute
of Torino, which was the first to be established
in Italy, and the GeoGebra Institute of Bari. The
shared aims of all Institutes are:
•
•

•

Teacher education and support in the
teaching practice, particularly for methodologies and use of technologies.
Development and sharing of materials
(produced by experts or by trainees in seminars and workshops), new applications of
GeoGebra (implemented by developers all
over the world), and teaching experiments
for all school levels.
Research and collaboration on pedagogical, didactic, methodological and disciplinary issues of the teaching and learning
of mathematics, creating teachers’ communities of practice working together face-toface and at distance (in Torino, through the
platform DIFIMA IN RETE http://teachingdm.unito.it/porteaperte), collaborating
with other communities in other countries.

A tradition of research in mathematics education with technology has been developed at the
University of Torino over the last decade. The
tradition started with studies on another dynamic
geometry software such as Cabri (Arzarello et al.,
2002), and collaboration with schools in carry-
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ing out teaching and learning experiments with
students at primary and secondary levels.
The educational tools and methods to drive
our experience are based on the laboratory of
mathematics: ‘A mathematics laboratory is not
intended as opposed to a classroom, but rather as
a methodology, based on various and structured
activities, aimed to the construction of meanings of
mathematical objects. A mathematics laboratory
activity involves people (students and teachers),
structures (classrooms, tools, organisation and
management), ideas (projects, didactical planning
and experiments). We can imagine the laboratory
environment as a Renaissance workshop, in which
the apprentices learned by doing, seeing, imitating,
communicating with each other, in a word: practicing. In the laboratory activities, the construction
of meanings is strictly bound, on one hand, to
the use of tools, and on the other, to the interactions between people working together (without
distinguishing between teacher and students). It
is important to bear in mind that a tool is always
the result of a cultural evolution, and that it has
been made for specific aims, and insofar, that it
embodies ideas. This has a great significance for
the teaching practices, because the meaning cannot
be only in the tool per se, nor can it be uniquely
in the interaction of student and tool. It lies in the
aims for which a tool is used, in the schemes of
use of the tool itself. The construction of meaning, moreover, requires also to think individually
of mathematical objects and activities’ (Bartolini
Bussi et al., 2004).
The teachers involved in the training courses
on GeoGebra are guided to use such a method in
working together in face-to-face sessions, with
the trainer, and then to implement activities in
their classes using the same method. To monitor
the implementation of these activities, the trainer
becomes observer in the classes and assesses the
professional work of the teachers. This observation
takes place at the end of the training sessions. After
that, the teachers can receive the certificate as User
of GeoGebra (or, if already User, that of Expert).

A teaching experiment with GeoGebra that
involved different school grades (Grades 8, 10,
and 11) is reported. It has been developed during
2010-11 school year by a research group consisting of school teachers, academic researchers
and professors (Dipartimento di Matematica of
Università di Torino, Liceo Copernico of Torino,
and Scuola Media Quarini of Chieri), and master
degree students.
The project followed the paradigm of “research
for innovation” (Arzarello & Bartolini Bussi,
1998), namely a collaboration of teachers and
university professors for planning, implementing,
and monitoring the teaching experiments. The
“mathematics laboratory” classroom methodology was employed (Arzarello & Robutti, 2010),
which comprised structured activities developed
in a social way by the students using materials
and technologies.

BACKGROUND
Understanding the importance and relevance of
the teacher’s role in technology integration, we at
the GeoGebra Institute of Torino are particularly
involved in studying and implementing guidelines
for teaching mathematics in a laboratory way with
the use of this software. We also share ideas and
teaching experiments with other countries, in order
to frame common lines for teacher training. For
example, our group (Arzarello, Ferrara & Robutti)
is involved in a European project (Comenius:
EdUmatics, 2009) aimed at preparing materials
for lifelong learning for in-service teachers across
Europe, and using them in onsite venues (e.g.,
through congresses, seminars, workshops) and at
a distance (e.g., Moodle platform for e-learning,
forum activities, wiki). “The walker problem”
is part of this project and is used not only as a
teaching experiment in the classes, but also as
material for teacher training.
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RESEARCH ON DYNAMIC
GEOMETRY SOFTWARE

•

The walker problem in the case of the
circle: Mr Bean moves at a constant speed
along a circle with centre O and given radius r, starting from a point A on the circle.
Mr Bean wants to describe how his distance
from the centre O of the circle changes,
during his moving along the circle. How
can you help him? (Figure 2)
The walker problem in the case of the
square: Mr Bean moves at a constant
speed along a square ABCD with centre
O and given side, starting from a point P
on the square. Mr Bean wants to describe
how his distance from the centre O of the
square changes, during his moving along
the square. How can you help him? (Figure
3)

The activity of “The walker problem” presented
below was realised in the context of geometry and
modelling. It proposed some situations about the
motion of a walker, moving along the perimeter
of a geometric figure.
It asked students to set up a model describing the variation of the dependent variable (the
walker distance from the centre of the figure) as
a function of an independent variable, given or
not, according to the grade level. Learners were
first invited to imagine, recognise, and describe
quantities in the geometric situation individually,
then in small groups, using only paper-and-pencil,
before making calculations or using technology.
Starting from the observations in the particular
case of the circle (Figure 2), where the dependent
variable (the radius) is invariant to changes of
the independent variable (the angle or the arc),
students came to consider the more complex case
of a square (Figure 3). When working in groups,
students had to record ideas on paper, and subsequently they participate in a classroom discussion
coordinated by the teacher:

“The walker problem” was implemented in
different grades of secondary level, using GeoGebra and other technological tools. In the lower
secondary school (Scuola Media), 8th grade students first utilised a motion sensor and a graphic
calculator to observe the graph of the situation,
then constructed and represented the model in
GeoGebra. In the higher secondary school (Liceo

Figure 2. Case of the circle

Figure 3. Case of the square
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Scientifico), 10th grade students used GeoGebra
with a free choice of the independent variable;
11th grade students (of Liceo Scientifico) used
TI-nspire to find the model (although the choice
of the independent variable was suggested by the
teacher). The observed students attended different
classes, their teachers participated in the project
as experimenters, and a master degree student was
the observer. The activity was approached in small
groups (2-3 students). Each group was provided
with a sheet of paper to write their answers and
had access to a computer with GeoGebra software
installed.
The collected data (students’ reports, videos)
show the richness of exploration and results
obtained by the students at every grade level observed. For example, 10th grade students working
with GeoGebra conjectured and constructed the
figure relative to the circle, following which helped
them to approach the square problem.
Before using GeoGebra, students were invited
to imagine a solution and to describe it, also
with representations. The case of the circle was
simple and all students accurately conjectured
that the distance of the point on the circle from
the centre does not change. However, in the case
of the square, most of the students speculated that
the distance of a point on the perimeter from the
centre changes in a linear way (Figure 4). As a
result of this thinking, they tended to a zig-zag
function (Figure 4).
Moving on to GeoGebra use, the students,
based on whatever variable they had chosen,
discovered that it was not the case of a zig-zag
function, but of a periodic function that is a curve,
and which is not made of linear parts. Some
groups chose as independent variable the angle,
while other groups chose the path covered on
the square. In both cases, the model is a periodic
function (with period given by 90° or one side)
whose graph is a decreasing and increasing curve,
which can resemble a parabola (Figure 5 Figure 6).
In order to investigate what kind of curve it
actually was, the students who chose the angle as

the variable selected five points on the curve and
used GeoGebra to find a conic passing through
these points. In this way, they obtained an ellipse
(Figure 5). However, trying to calculate the solution symbolically, the students discovered that
the model was the inverse of a cosine, instead of
an ellipse. This mismatch offered the teacher a
chance to discuss the approximation created by the
software in looking for a conic interpolation of the
five points, and on the necessity to always check
the solution that the software provides, comparing
it with that theoretically found in paper-and-pencil
calculations. By the way, the approximation is
easily revealed by zooming in on the graph, and
by the fact that in moving the points the symbolic
expression of the ellipse changes. What follows
is one teacher’s comments from a class session:
Moving the points [on the locus], instead of those
points, you take other five points, on the same arc,
the ellipse modifies...This already tells us something. Why does it happen? What does it mean
that given five points I get an ellipse–moving the
five points in another place, again on that locus,
I get a new ellipse, with another equation? It
means I’m having approximations, it means this
arc here is not exactly the first ellipse, nor the
second, nor the third one...Maybe, it’s not even
Figure 4. Zig-zag function
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Figure 5. Angle as variable

Figure 6. Path as variable
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an ellipse, but the approximations of GeoGebra,
to find a curve through those five points we chose,
let it become an ellipse.
Choosing the path as independent variable,
students obtained another periodic function, and,
same as before, they selected five points on the
curve to get a model. As a result, Geogebra presented a section of a hyperbola (Figure 6), which
can be calculated applying Pythagoras’ Theorem.
In this case, symbolic computation matched the
one obtained from the software.
In the example discussed above, the role of
GeoGebra is apparent in several respects:
1.

2.

3.

Despite the fact that most students (at all
grades) initially made a false conjecture, use
of Geogebra helped them to develop their
understanding of the problem. (i.e., in both
the ellipse and hyperbola cases; see Figures
5 and 6).
In the case of the ellipse, GeoGebra gave an
answer that was in contrast with the correct
one (e.g., the inverse of cosine function).
This occurred due to a feature (the “approximation”) of the software. However, a
deep discussion of the potentials and pitfalls
of technology helped students understand
how important is to know theory in order
to check the validity of a conjecture.
In the case of the hyperbola, the answer–in
terms of a model–given by GeoGebra was
the same as the one obtained in a theoretical way (through Pythagoras’ Theorem). In
this case, GeoGebra results and the theory
matched and so students were able to verify
it through a proof.

Special Aspects of the Experiment
The role of GeoGebra in supporting students’
construction of mathematical knowledge in this
activity was supported by the teacher, who constantly acted as a coach and guide. The different

interventions of the teacher were necessary to
support the evolution of students’ personal interpretations towards a shared, scientific one. All
three components–technology, the teacher, and
scientific culture–were shown to be fundamental
components in supporting the students’ thinking
as they elaborated on new conjectures (e.g., the
mathematical nature of the graph).

Strong Points, Failings,
and Critical Issues
Teachers need not only the problem itself, but also
the methodological suggestions for carrying out
the activity in their respective classes, within their
particular context, as well as the competence for
managing different resources (Trouche, 2004).
For this reason, we provide teachers with as much
information as possible regarding both the a priori
and a posteriori analysis, so that they can then
use this knowledge to project and implement the
same (or a similar) activity in their class. In what
follows, I present some implementation guidelines
for the teacher:

Presentation of the Activity
The activity proposes some problematic situations
in a geometric context, asking students to set up a
model that describes the variation of the dependent
variable. Teachers should not give suggestions on
the choice of the independent variable, in order
to allow multiple ways of solving the problem.
Students are invited to observe, recognize, and
describe quantities in the geometric situation
before making assumptions and calculations. The
modelling process occurs gradually, is encouraged
by the use of technological tools, and can be more
or less guided by the teacher.

Methodological Suggestions
The activity includes moments of both individual
and group work. The former is important to al-
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low students enough time to understand requests,
attempt an answer, and independently reflect on
the answers found. The latter situation should
encourage discussion and exchange and give the
teacher the opportunity to assess students’ argumentation skills.
•
•
•

•

Are they competent enough to listen others’ ideas?
Are they capable of intervening in a meaningful way?
Do they merely oppose positions, or do
they consider proposals made by others to
restructure their own thinking in order to
answer in a meaningful way?
Do they tend to persuade or rather to
explain?

This is important information to assess the
learning process of a student.

SOLUTIONS AND
RECOMMENDATIONS
Representations in mathematics education have
been studied since a long time, but particularly
in the last decades, when technology offers many
kinds of representations (graphic, symbolic, numeric, and so on). The representations available
in the technological tools are different from some
years ago, when they were almost at all static.
Nowadays, more advanced forms of representation have been created, with dynamicity as an
intrinsic feature of tools, as in GeoGebra. This
software gives a fundamental support for exploring, discovering, conjecturing in mathematical
problems where processes changing over time
(dynamic representations) must be considered.
This dynamicity in the software can support a
dynamism in the cognitive processes, but a recommendations is essential. The teacher should present the mathematical activity not in a traditional
way (close problems), but in a new way (open
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problems), in order to favor the exploration and
the formulation of conjectures. For this reason,
the teacher education with the Italian institute of
GeoGebra aims at a change in the methodological aspects of the teacher profession, more than
in the subject aspects.

FUTURE RESEARCH DIRECTIONS
Future lines of research will probably include other
applications that constitute infrastructures developed and distributed freely, or at low cost (e.g.,
GeoGebra in three dimensions for constructing
3-D figures; applications for smartphones, tablets,
and analogous new technologies yet developed).
Another important issue is that dedicated to the
integration between tools for geometry in GeoGebra and tools for other mathematical subjects,
such as algebra or calculus. In this way, GeoGebra
software can be increasingly viewed as a tool for
dynamic mathematics, rather than only for geometry. Our main perspective is to continue to use
this powerful pedagogical tool, with a particular
focus on its impact on the teaching and learning
process within mathematics education.

CONCLUSION
The process of teacher education is neither simple
nor short; it takes time, reflection, discussion,
and motivation. In order to achieve the aim of
changing didactic methodology, and based on the
use of “mathematics laboratory,” the members of
the GeoGebra Institute involve teachers in activities face-to-face (seminars and congresses), and
at distance (through a Moodle platform entitled
DIFIMA IN RETE http://teachingdm.unito.it/
porteaperte). The general aim is to create a community of practice of teachers, who can recognise
common issues and work together also at distance,
developing materials and experimenting with
them. In the platform DIFIMA we have a ses-
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sion devoted to GeoGebra teaching experiments
and materials. We encourage teachers not only to
discuss proposals, but also to submit activities and
materials that they themselves have developed.
We also recognise their efforts by providing them
with certificates (e.g., GeoGebra User, Expert, or
Developer). The GeoGebra Day held on October
7 of 2011 in Torino (http://www.difima.unito.it/
difima11/) was an occasion to share research and
activities, to discuss difficulties and problems,
and to award community members with such
certificates.
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KEY TERMS AND DEFINITIONS
Community of Practice: A group of people
involved in a common collaboration, work, or
learning.
Didattica della Fisica e della Matematica
(DIFIMA): An acronym for Didactics of Physics
and Mathematics and the name of a platform for
life-long teacher education.

Dynamic Geometry Software: Software in
which the user can construct figures and drag
them, maintaining their properties of construction.
Function: Relation between two variables.
GeoGebra: Dynamic geometry software
that offers an integration between geometric and
algebraic tools.
Mathematics Laboratory: Methodology
made of activities solved in a social way by students using technologies and materials.
Open Problem: A problem where the solution/
thesis is not given, and the student is encouraged to
explore a situation and find results independently,
or by working with small groups of peers.
Proof: Justification of a mathematical statement using logical steps that builds upon previous
statements.
Research for Innovation: Collaboration between school teachers and academic professors
in developing teaching experiments and studying
implementation results.
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ABSTRACT
A crucial step in learning to fly an airplane is to use a simulator, where the risks are minimized or even
eliminated, and similar problems and hazards can be replayed and reflected upon time after time. A key
aspect of this case study is to exploit such techniques by adopting the latest technological developments
in simulating teaching practice to give pre-service teachers more “teaching” experience than would
otherwise be practical or possible in typical student teaching placements. The case study explores the
affordances offered by digital simulations for contextualizing pre-service teachers’ learning of mathematics content and its pedagogy. Using the simulated classroom SimSchool as a virtual field experience, the authors seek to bridge the classic gap between teacher preparation and practice by creating
reality-based learning contexts that strengthen pre-service teachers’ appreciation of how to implement
standard-based mathematics instruction in complex classrooms.

BACKGROUND TO THE
CASE STUDY
Mathematical literacy is a core literacy that serves
as one of the foundational areas of knowledge that
drives scientific and technological advancement
in knowledge-based economies (European Commission, 2004). Cross-national studies of student

achievement (e.g. Trends in International Mathematics and Science Study (TIMSS), Programme
for International Student Assessment (PISA))
indicate lack of mathematical competence for a
considerable proportion of the student population
around Europe and internationally. There is also
well-documented evidence of declining interest
in key science and mathematics topics, as well as
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in science careers (e.g. European Commission,
2007; U.S. Department of Education, 2000; Osborne & Collins, 2001; Adleman, 2004; Jenkins &
Nelson, 2005; Sjøberg & Schreiner, 2006; OECD,
2006). Students’ low achievement and declining
interest in mathematics is of concern given that
mathematical literacy provides the foundations
for more advanced or specialized training either
in higher education or through lifelong learning, and functions as a critical gatekeeper for
participation in many aspects of modern society.
Research suggests that students’ mathematics
identity –their attitudes towards mathematics and
self-perceptions of their mathematics ability – is
formed in the elementary grades and predicts their
mathematics achievement in later years (Tate &
Rousseau, 2002; Tate, 2005), and that pupils with
poor quantitative skills are likely to have fallen
behind by the age of ten (DfES, 2003). Thus, learning substantial mathematics is critical for young
children, since the early years of schooling are
especially important for children’s mathematical
development (Sarama & Clements, 2009).
The direct relationship between improving
the quality of teaching and improving students’
learning in mathematics is a common thread
emerging from educational research (Stigler &
Hiebert, 1999). Although many factors affect
a teacher’s effectiveness, teacher knowledge is
one of the biggest influences on student achievement (Fennema & Franke, 1992). For it is what
a teacher knows and can do that influences how
he/she organizes and conducts lessons, and it is
the nature of these lessons that ultimately determines what students learn. Recognizing that the
blend of mathematical content knowledge and
pedagogical content knowledge is most critical
for effective instruction, leaders in mathematics
education have highlighted the need for improving teachers’ pedagogical content knowledge of
the subject (Ball, Lubienski, & Mewborn, 2001;
Schwartz & Lederman, 2002). Pedagogical content knowledge refers to the ability of teachers to
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transform formal subject matter knowledge into
pedagogically powerful forms that are appropriate
for a particular group of students (Shulman, 1986).
This ability lies at the intersection of subject matter
knowledge, knowledge about students’ learning,
and knowledge about mathematical instruction
(Even & Tirosh, 1995). It includes knowledge of
students’ typical conceptions and preconceptions
regarding main mathematical ideas, understanding
of what makes the learning of specific topics easy
or difficult, knowledge of effective strategies for
helping students re-organize their understanding,
as well as the ability to be adaptive to the variations in ability, prior knowledge, and individual
characteristics presented by students (Fennema,
Carpenter, Franke, Levi, Jacobs, & Empson, 1996).
In recent years, teacher preparation programs
have come under attack for failing to equip their
graduates with the knowledge and skills required
to teach quality mathematics. Research indicates
that the majority of teachers entering the profession
lack substantial mathematics content knowledge,
knowledge of what to teach, and of how to effectively represent the subject matter to learners (e.g.
Chonjo, Osaki, Possi, & Mrutu, 1996; Parker &
Heywood, 2000). Moreover, the research literature
suggests that some of the pre-service teachers at
the primary school level have negative attitudes
towards mathematics (e.g. Ball, 1990; Haylock,
1995). A chief criticism of teacher education
programs is that they are disconnected from the
school system (Beck & Kosnik, 2006; Kirby, McCombs, Barney, & Naftel, 2006), overly theoretical
(Darling-Hammond, Hammerness, Grossman,
Rust, & Shulman, 2005) and not as relevant as
practitioners demand (Crocker & Dibbon, 2008).
Methods courses tend to predominantly deal with
the visible parts of knowledge–the “know-what”
of teaching mathematics – and not with the tacit
knowledge–the “know-how” (Zibit & Gibson,
2005). Unlike “know-that,” which is explicit
knowledge that can be transferred to apprentices
by means of writing it down or verbalizing it,
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“know-how” requires hands-on training and practical experience and cannot be passed by explanation. Although this tacit knowledge is essential
to becoming a professional, the opportunities
that pre-service mathematics teachers have to
practice teaching are limited. Much of what they
are taught about teaching can be likened to being
told how to fly an airplane without ever having
taken one off the ground (Christensen, Knezek,
Tyler-Wood, & Gibson, 2011).
Education scholars and policymakers have
called for the contextualization of pre-service
teachers’ learning of pedagogy and content
within the complex context of schools (Oakes,
Franke, Quartz, & Rogers, 2002). Mathematics education researchers and teacher educators
have been exploring innovative ways of preparing teachers for the tasks they will face in their
work. Alternative, technology-based approaches
to teacher preparation have received increasing
attention in the press and in research studies. One
promising approach explored is the potential of
digital games and simulations for improving the
preparation of pre-service teachers by providing
them with enough practice in teaching while still
in college. Simulations are routinely used in a
variety of professions (e.g. healthcare, aviation,
military, law enforcement) to better educate and
prepare people for the real-life situations they are
likely to encounter (Myers & Frick, 2009). The
possibilities of linking simulations with field
experiences for novice teachers have been lately
explored by several researchers with very promising results (e.g. Girod & Girod 2008; Cheong &
Kim, 2009; Hettler, Gibson, Christensen, & Zibit,
2008; Christensen et al., 2011). Reported benefits
of virtual field experiences include exposure to
multiple teaching strategies and learning styles in
a short period of time, and better understanding
of how theoretical knowledge presented in preservice teachers’ college courses relates to actual
classroom practices and student behaviors and
learning (Frey, 2008; Christensen et al., 2011).

SETTING THE STAGE
Pre-Service Teachers’ Experiences
of School Practice at EUC
At European University Cyprus (EUC), the teacher
preparation program is a four year Bachelor’s
degree (BA) in Primary or Early Childhood
Education. The main general objectives of the
two programs are to provide a comprehensive
program of study in Education with specialization
in Primary or Early Childhood Education, and
to provide the skills and knowledge necessary to
future educators for effective teaching in primary
schools and early childhood education settings.
More specifically, the program of study covers
all areas of education in order to: offer students
knowledge concerning children development,
construction of knowledge and development of
skills; to prepare them so that they an active role
of instruction in complex classrooms within the
curriculum framework of primary and early childhood educational institutions.
During their studies, our students, as preservice teachers need to complete three phases
of School Practice as compulsory courses of their
program. The first phase is during the second year
of study, where students have to spend 6 days in an
assigned school (one day per week) for observations and some teaching, in order to evaluate school
setting as an organization and become familiar
with the different types of school environments
identifying patterns relating to their function, as
well as the characteristics of children, curriculum
and timetable. As observers, teachers are expected
to critically evaluate different teaching models
used in everyday classroom practice, through the
use of research skills for gathering and analyzing
data (interview, observations, recording lessons).
In the second phase of school practice, during Year
3, students have to spend 16 days in an assigned
school (two days per week) for observations and
teaching. At this phase, additionally to observa-
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tions, students apply a variety of teaching models,
models of classroom organization and teaching
approaches, in order to develop teaching and assessment practices in mixed ability classrooms.
They are expected to develop basic professional
practices, attitudes and behaviors and critically
analyze and evaluate their individual, social and
other characteristics, through a theoretical contextualization and practical application. Finally,
at the third phase of school practice (Year 4),
students have to spend 40 days in an assigned
school (five days per week) for observations and
teaching. During this phase, students are taking the responsibility of a classroom, under the
supervision of the classroom teacher, in order to
gradually develop skills for the management of
a classroom, participate in resolving problems
related to the teaching, organization, management
and function of the classroom (and the school),
develop more effective practices, attitudes and
behaviors and critically evaluate their individual,
social and other characteristics as future teachers. In all three phases of their teaching practice,
students are developing an individual portfolio,
as a reflective strategy for self-evaluation, selfimprovement and development.
Despite the emphasis placed on School Practice
in our teacher preparation programs, a number of
difficulties seem to arise during implementation.
One of the main difficulties is that observations
in Phases I & II do not always provide a clear
picture of what can really happen in a classroom,
especially with regards to the interaction of the
classroom teacher with his/her students. It is even
more difficult to understand or predict what will
happen in individual class sessions, and in specific
areas of the curriculum, each of which include
particularities in student-teacher interactions
and their impact on student behavior and learning. In addition, students’ School Practice takes
place in real school settings, which makes preservice teachers’ experimentation with different
instructional techniques both difficult and risky,
especially with regards to the hosting teacher’s,
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parents’ and the Ministry of Education’s expectations. Facts and concerns such as these created
the need to reconsider our pre-service teachers
training with regards to practical experience.

Enhancing Practical Experience:
The simSchool Modules Project
One suggestion discussed in the past in the Education Department was to include, in addition to the
School Practice course, a “practical experience”
component in other courses, such as in didactics
of various subjects (mathematics, science, history
etc.) and in more practical courses such as educational technology and special education. Although
this suggestion seemed promising, in could not
be adopted in practice due to time constraints, as
well as the procedural and bureaucratic issues that
would arise when having to place students in real
classrooms, over and above their School Practice
courses. Thus, when invited to join the simSchool
Modules Project, an international project which
aims to enhance the simSchool platform, a “flight
simulator” for teachers to become a fully-realized
teacher training platform for higher education,
we eagerly responded to the request. Simulated
environments could indeed be an answer to our
concerns. Although neither of us had used simulations for teacher training prior to this study, we
were both familiar with the potential of educational
simulations in higher education. We perceived the
invitation to join the simSchool Modules Project as
a unique opportunity to better prepare our student
teachers to effectively deal with the complexities
of real classrooms by giving them more “teaching” experience than what is possible during their
teaching placements. Similarly to when using
a simulator when learning to fly an airplane in
order to minimize risks and to replay and reflect
upon problems and hazards time after time, we
decided to exploit analogous techniques in our
teacher training program in order to provide our
pre-service teachers with virtual teaching experiences that would allow them to practice multiple
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classroom management and teaching techniques
on simulated students, which avoids “learning on
the job” that can damage real students.
SimSchool is a dynamic Web-based classroom
simulation developed by CurveShift with funding from the U.S. Department of Education’s
Preparing Tomorrow’s Teachers to Use Technology program. It has been designed to serve
as a “virtual practicum” that augments teacher
preparation programs by supporting the development of teaching skills prior to field experience
in real classrooms (Zibit & Gibson, 2005). The
simulation provides pre-service teachers with a
safe environment for experimenting with teaching techniques, especially methods of addressing
different learning styles, and wide variations in
academic and behavioral performance of students
(Gibson, 2007). The system presents participants
with a virtual classroom of students from a variety
of backgrounds and with varying characteristics,
learning needs and exceptionalities. Participants
play the role of a teacher by making a series of
instructional decisions, assigning tasks to students
and responding to student comments and questions. Simulation users can assess the effectiveness of their teaching by examining the academic
and affective responses of each student to their
instructional choices, and they can make appropriate adjustments in task sequence and complexity
in order to achieve higher levels of success for
more students. Using simSchool has demonstrated
effectiveness in increasing pre-service teacher
perceived instructional self-efficacy, causing a
shift in attitudes about the locus of control for
bringing about student success, and developing
teaching skills on a par with more expensive,
more time consuming methods (Christensen et
al., 2011; Ellison, Tyler-Wood, & Sayler, 2009;
Peak, McPherson, Barrio, Knezek, Ellison, &
Christensen, 2009).
Recently, the New Media Consortium (NMC)
and EDUCAUSE Learning Initiative (ELI) released the prestigious NMC Horizon Report: 2012
Higher Education Edition (Johnson, Adams, &

Cummins, 2012). Game-based Learning was one
of the six types of emerging technologies likely to
have an impact on learning, teaching, and creative
inquiry in higher education over the next few years.
simSchool was one of the five applications selected
in the Game-Based Learning in Practice section.
The NMC Horizon Report stated: “simSchool
is a flight simulator for teachers that provides
challenging teaching scenarios that develop the
knowledge and skills needed for classroom success. Research has indicated that training time
on the simulator makes a significant difference
in a teacher’s self-efficacy and sense of the focus
of control” (p. 21). The Report also pointed that
“open-ended, challenge-based, truly collaborative games are features of an emerging category
of applications that are especially appropriate
for higher education” (p. 19). The recognition of
being included in the Horizon Report is evidence
that simSchool is on the path to making a real
difference in teacher training. In its role in the
preparation of novice educators, simSchool is the
world’s first and only dynamic simulator designed
to train people in learning sciences, psychology,
student relationships, teaching methods, and the
knowledge and skills needed to reach all students.
The simSchool Modules Project which we
decided to join is a 15-month technology project
sponsored by the Association for the Advancement of Computing in Education (AACE) in
collaboration with CurveShift (simSchool) and
Pragmatic Solutions, Inc. (Leverage). The project, which has been selected from a field of more
than 600 pre-proposals and 50 finalists as a 2011
Next Generation Learning Challenges awardee
(EDUCAUSE, 2011), aims to develop, pilot test,
and disseminate modules for learning to teach via
simSchool, through a large network of colleges of
education around the world. Institutions participating in the simSchool Modules Project have to
undertake both local and project-wide collaborative research of the benefits and challenges, and
the pros and cons of using simSchool in teacher
education. In return, they have been provided with
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a 15 months of free online access to a full working
version of simSchool for their students. Given the
novelty of the approach, we decided to conduct
a pilot case study of a small number of student
teachers to exploit the virtual field experiences’
potential before adopting the software at a larger
scale in our institution. The next section provides
a synopsis of the main experiences gained from
the case study.

CASE DESCRIPTION
Based on the above described setting and possibilities of simSchool, a teaching intervention
aimed at determining best practices for its use at
our institution and the major challenges of such
an approach, took place within the context of two
education courses: an undergraduate methods
course on the Integration of Modern Technology in
the Teaching of Mathematics attended by students
in the Primary Education program, and a graduate
course on New Technologies in Education attended
by students in the M.A in Educational Leadership
program. The teaching intervention involved the
design and pilot-testing, with these two different
groups of students, of a series of modules which
utilized simSchool. For both groups, emphasis was
given on exploiting the simulation’s potential to
foster opportunities for students to improve their
pedagogical content knowledge of mathematics by
translating what they had learned in their preparation programs into classroom practice. The project
was integrated as part of the course requirements,
in order to provide incentives for participation.
The teaching experiment familiarized students
with the simSchool platform and got them through
all stages of running, designing and creating simulated classrooms. The aim was for SimSchool to
serve as an innovative pre-service teacher development tool in mathematics education that would
train teachers in effective instructional strategies
through offering a realistic framework for them
to contextualize curricular decisions, differentiate
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instruction, and reflect on their practice (Foley
& McAllister, 2005). Teachers participating in
the study managed a wide variety of simulated
classrooms, with a variety of divergent learners.
Their task was to efficiently guide their simulated
students’ mastery of curriculum standards in
mathematics education. They needed to facilitate
students’ engagement and learning by choosing
activities and resources well suited to where their
students were in relation to mathematics education
standards (Myers & Frick, 2009), and designed
to promote students’ inquiry-based learning of
science and mathematics. They observed and
monitored the effect of their interpretations and
choices on student learning and motivation, and
decided what action to take next if they do not get
the expected responses from students. Through
repeated practice and feedback in managing their
simulated classroom, novice teachers learned from
their mistakes without harming students or losing
their job (Foley & McAllister, 2005). See Figure
1 for a visual representation of the simulation.
We next describe the main features and structure of simSchool. We then provide an overview
of the nature of the instructional experiment, and
of the main technological as well as management
and organization concerns that arose during the
conduct of the case study.

Technology Components
The simSchool platform was established in 2003
with a grant from the Preparing Teachers to Teach
with Technology program of the U.S. Department of Education. The simulator is driven by
an artificial intelligence (AI) engine built based
on a complex systems framework for simulating
teaching and learning. It promotes pedagogical
expertise by re-creating the complexities of classroom decisions through a mathematical model
of how people learn and what teachers do when
teaching. The model includes research-based
psychological, sensory and cognitive domains,
defined with underlying subcategory factors that
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Figure 1. A simulated simSchool classroom

reflect modern psychological, cognitive science
and neuroscience concepts. The model’s dynamic
equations combine variables in different ways
depending on the user’s context and intention.
Users can choose from a wide range of available
options for action, and their choices give rise to
highly differentiated behaviors in the students that
are not strictly reproducible from simulation to
simulation, but which follow heuristics that can
be learned, such as the need to differentiate instruction (Christensen et al., 2011). The system’s
modeling paradigm works by computing a time
series evolution of the classroom as a system, allowing for novel dynamics to evolve moment by
moment as the user makes decisions. This dynamic
modeling approach uses initial conditions, attractors, and multiple layers of dynamic interactions
to simulate learning by individuals in a classroom
(Christensen et al., 2011).
When launching a simSchool session, the
system simulates a living classroom populated
by students sitting in rows of individual desks.
Each student has a unique personality and learns
in a unique way. The cognitive model of a student
is built around a three-tiered model of physical,
emotional and academic performance variables.
Each simStudent can be either drawn randomly
or be custom-made by the user. He/she has an
initial individual personality profile with settings
on five psychological dimensions, two cognitive
dimensions, and three physical-perceptual vari-

ables. The student’s emotional make-up is built
on the OCEAN or Big Five model of personality (McCrae & Costa, 1996) which includes the
following characteristics: openness to learning,
conscientiousness toward tasks, extroversion or
introversion, agreeableness, and neuroticism or
emotional stability. The cognitive dimension of
each learner is currently represented by two variables representing overall academic performance
and native language proficiency. Finally, the
physical-perceptual dimension is represented by
three variables: auditory, visual and kinaesthetic
awareness (Gibson, 2008).
On each of 5 psychological dimensions, and
2 cognitive dimensions, settings range from very
negative (-1) to very positive (1) with about 20
different intermediate points. Thus the engine
can define 20 ^ 7 students. Each of 3 physical
variables ranges from 0 to 1, with about 20 more
niches per variable, bringing the total number of
students that can be represented by the system
to 20 ^ 10 quantitatively different students. Each
student’s profile settings are invisible to the player,
and determine exactly how the student learns.
Correlated with five clusters of settings around
the points (–1, –.5, 0,.5, 1) is a set of narrative
hints for each of the dimensions concerning the
student as a learner, that can be read by clicking on
a computer on the desktop in the classroom. For
example, on the academic dimension the student
might be one of the following: very academically
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capable (.8 to 1), moderately capable (.5 to.7),
expected to be on grade level (0 to.4), has a few
difficulties (–.5 to 0), has many difficulties (–1
to –.4). Thus, with 5 ^ 10 narrative variations,
simSchool can describe over 9.7 million students.
These narratives are assembled “on the fly,” as
needed, from the database, to form a readable
student record that the teacher can access before
and during class.
The player, as the class teacher, can review
student records or start the class session. Once the
class has started, they can select tasks for students
to work on, monitor how learning is progressing,
decide whether to talk or not, whether to change
the task, and when to end the class. If, for example,
they choose to assign a new task, they are given
options such as recall task (e.g. take a pop quiz),
skill/concept task (e.g. apply a formula), strategic
thinking task (e.g. compare and contrast), or extended thinking task (e.g. develop a hypothesis).
Task environments exert performance requirements (cognitive load) independently on each student and each dimension of each student, causing
some to learn and others to get either frustrated or
bored. Each task environment is characterized by
settings on the same dimensions as above, which
interact with each student current profile setting
to produce classroom and academic behavior. If
a task slightly exceeds a student’s abilities, i.e. it
is within his/her zone of proximal development
(Vygotsky, 1978) on each of the variables, the
student will independently learn without need
of further scaffolding or task adaptation. The
student will not learn and become bored if the
task is too easy or a new task is not offered after
a completed task, and the student will not learn
and become frustrated if the task is too difficult.
SimSchool, therefore, lets future teachers practice
designing tasks that match the individual differences of students.
Teacher interaction with learners is organized
in two areas – behaviors and academics – and then
further subdivided into questions, observations
and assertions. The simSchool verbal interaction
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model is built on the ‘interpersonal circumplex
theory’ (Kiesler, 1983) which proposes that humans negotiate between ‘power’ and ‘affiliation’
in their interactions. The power component ranges
from dominant to submissive and the affiliation
component from friendly to distant or hostile.
The interactions of the variables give rise to 16
pairs of opposites such as ‘sociable to aloof’ that
are used to model dispositions in teacher-student
interactions. SimSchool reports back to the teacher
on the patterns of communications used in the
classroom (see Figure 2).
The platform allows the construction of classes
from 1 to 20 students. With the faster-than-realtime speed of the simulation set at 10 seconds equal
to 1 minute of simulated class time, 20 students is
an extremely difficult number of students to work
with, perhaps roughly equivalent to teaching 200
students. Flexible classroom demographics (e.g.
variation in gender, race, and academic ability)
allow the construction of a nearly countless number
of classrooms.
Students, tasks and a classroom setting can be
enhanced by a module maker, which allows linking documents, assessments, and instructions for
repeated experiments. A course structure allows
the sequencing of modules and communicating
those to groups and sections of students.
Detailed reports about teaching performance
are made available immediately at the conclusion
of any simulation, and give a moment-by-moment
analysis of the teacher’s decisions and their impacts (see Figure 3). They include the overall
effectiveness of teaching, how one approached
students, whether any biases in communication
were detected, and these are displayed for both
the immediate instance as well as in long-term
trends for each user.
According to Grossman, Hammerness, and
McDonald (2009), teacher preparation programs
are gradually shifting emphasis from teachers’
skills to teachers’ knowledge and reflection. SimSchool provides students with the opportunity to
become reflective professionals by allowing the
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Figure 2. Teacher interaction with learners based on “interpersonal circumplex theory”

instructor to embed questions after each simulation
for student reflection and further improvement.
Answers to these questions are saved in the online
student portfolio section of simSchool. They can be
accessed, along with the other reports provided by
the system, by both the instructor and the students.

Nature of Teaching Intervention
The teaching intervention spanned approximately
one half of the 15-week semester. Students completed a number of modules, which included different virtual classroom scenarios in mathematics
education, with diverse pupils’ profiles. Each session focused on a specific goal (e.g. getting started
in simSchool’, matching instructional tasks to the
simulated students’ individual profiles to improve
student learning, etc.). Students ran simulations,
and acted as real teachers in their own virtual
classrooms, applying previously learned theories
to the scenarios.

The modules’ design was based on a handbook
that had been developed by the simSchool team in
the context of the simMentoring project, a project
that had been carried out in the past by CurveShift
in collaboration with the teacher education program at the University of North Texas. SimMentoring had aimed “to help novice teachers more
rapidly develop maturity and expertise in adapting
teaching to the diverse needs of all learners and
increase retention rates of new teachers through
development and use of simSchool together with
new forms of pre-service teacher mentoring” (Hettler et al., 2008, p. 2). The simMentoring project
handbook has been designed to provide guidelines
to users through a series of Lessons that start with
the basics and then increase in complexity, in order
to help them gain expertise in running, designing
and developing simulations, as well as gaining a
deeper understanding of the simSchool philosophy.
Since the project described in this case study was
implemented as a pilot intervention, following
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Figure 3. Post-game report of simSchool dynamics over the course of one simulation

the guidelines of the handbook was considered
an effective initial approach to the adoption of
this innovation. The lessons, which had been pilot
tested with real pre-service teachers in the United
States (Hettler et al., 2008), were well structured,
and covered a wide range of both practical and
theoretical activities. Thus, making use of these
lessons was considered as a safe way for us to go
given our lack of past experience with classroom
simulations. However, since in education the onesize-fits-all approach is not effective, we had to
develop a customized, subject-specific version of
the lessons in order to make them more relevant to
mathematics instruction. Details on the concerns
446

and process of decision making are provided in
the next part of this case study.
Taking into consideration all the above-mentioned issues and the pilot nature of the case study,
the project was constructed in process, and not
everything was planned in advance. The teaching
intervention included the following steps, which
have been turned into simModules:
1.

Introduction to the Project: The simSchool
interface and a short demo simulation were
presented to all students. Introductory
reading material about the theoretical basis
behind the creation of simSchool was also
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2.

provided. Because students belonged to two
different groups (undergraduate and graduate) the instructors decided to keep the two
groups separated for the purposes of the case
study, and to follow a somewhat different
process with each group. Although both
groups worked on the same material, this
material was presented in a different way
to each group. In general, activities with the
undergraduate students took place during
regular class time, whereas graduate students
worked individually, following instructions
provided through email.
Phase 1 (Registration and Familiarization
with the System): This first phase of the
project included three steps:
a. Student Registration: Undergraduate
students completed the registration process during class, whereas guidelines
were sent by email to postgraduate
students. In general, registering to the
system was not difficult for any of the
two groups, because they have been using an e-learning platform (Moodle) in
almost all their courses. Students’ prior
experience with e-learning tools has
been very beneficial for the project and
has saved us valuable time. Guidelines
provided by the system itself and the
handbook have also proved to be very
helpful.
b. Modules 1 and 2: The first two modules corresponded to the first two lessons of the simMentoring handbook
and involved running two simple simulations. The aim was to give students
basic knowledge on how the game is
played and to help them gain understanding of the available tasks and of
how the simStudent responds to these
tasks based on their specific profile.
For these two modules, simulations
were fixed with all students following
the same provided instructions. After

3.

completing each simulation, students
had to view reports of the simulation
results (see Figure 4) and comment
on what they observed. Since the
simulations of Modules 1 and 2 were
the same for all students, the final
reports and simStudent reactions were
expected to be the same for all participating students. However, as shown in
Figures 5a & 5b, the output of the same
simStudent was somewhat different
for two different students. Although
each task in the simulated classroom
has a unique profile of cognitive and
emotional loadings that interact with
each student’s personality, the result of
this interplay is not something which
is fixed and strictly reproducible from
simulation to simulation. This mimics
the real life situation. It is to be expected
in a real classroom setting, where the
same instructional tasks might have
a somewhat different impact on the
same learner at different times, both
in terms of behaviour and of academic
performance.
c. Meeting 1: The first meeting took
place after students had completed
Modules 1 & 2 and gotten acquainted
with simSchool. During this meeting,
technical and procedural issues were
discussed (time schedule, work load,
guidelines provided, access to printed
documents, etc). In addition, a number
of technology considerations raised by
the participants were addressed. Some
of these concerns are described later
in the Technology Concerns section of
the chapter.
Phase II (Designing and Improving
Lesson Plans): The second phase of the
project aimed at taking students through the
initial steps of designing a lesson plan for
a particular simulated classroom. Two new
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modules were uploaded on the platform.
Undergraduate students worked on the
new modules during class, while graduate
students worked individually, following
guidelines sent electronically. The first module involved the design and carrying out of
a lesson plan based on the given profiles of
five simStudents. Students had to use what
they knew about the simStudents’ profiles,
as well as their experience teaching them, to
select tasks. They had to decide on the best
order and time for each task before starting
the simulation. While running the lesson
simulation, they had to monitor student
performance and use comments as needed to

help their simStudents. The second module
requested students to study the reports of each
of the five simStudents and re-design their
tasks and lesson plan in order to improve the
class performance in different dimensions
(cognitive and psychological). Figures 6a
and 6b present the academic performance
of the same simStudent in both modules run
by one of the study participants. While in
the first module this simStudent had a low
performance, the use in the second module of
an alternative set of activities that were more
appropriate for this simStudent led to a notable improvement in student performance.

Figure 4. Reports of simStudent of a simulated class

Figure 5. a) Student 1 report of module 1; b) student 2 report of module 1
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Figure 6. a) Academic performance of simStudent in designing a lesson plan module; b) academic
performance of simStudent in improving a lesson plan module

In addition to information about simStudents’
academic performance, students also obtained
information about the patterns of their interaction
with simStudents, as presented in the Circumplex
Graph. Figures 7a and 7b provide an example of
a teacher’s Circumplex Graph before and after
the improvement of the lesson plan. Comparison
of the two graphs indicates a consistency in the
teacher’s (student’s) interaction in both modules.
4.

Phase III (Creating simStudents and
Tasks): This third phase of the project aimed

at taking students through the different steps
of creating custom simStudents and custom
tasks. Two new modules were uploaded on
the platform. These modules did not include
any pre-designed simulations for the students
to run. Rather, they required students to use
the tools for creating simulations available
in the simSchool platform. Thus, Phase III
modules required higher level understanding
than the Phase I and Phase II modules, in various dimensions (computer skills, theoretical
background of simSchool, psychological and

Figure 7. a) Circumplex graph for the module: designing a lesson plan; b) circumplex graph for the
module: improving a lesson plan
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cognitive dimensions of learners’ profile,
etc.). Students first had to work outside the
simulation environment. They had to go out
to real classrooms and observe students of
varying levels of achievement and then attempt to recreate these students in simSchool
to try to teach. Once more, undergraduate
students worked on the modules in-class,
while graduate students worked individually
based on instructions sent through email. The
first module in Phase III involved the design
and creation of five custom simStudents, of
varying achievement levels, across different
dimensions. These levels had to focus on
mathematics and technology. The second
module involved the design and creation
of custom technology-based tasks to then
use to teach a mathematics lesson to the
custom simStudents they had created in the
first module. Again, both simStudents and
simTasks needed to be first designed on paper
and then run on the platform, as shown in
Figures 8a and 8b.

The “create a student” function allows specific
student characteristics to be set. Participants created their simStudents based on the nine dimensions
available in simSchool, by moving sliders back
and forth on a horizontal number line. Variables
that could be modified include, academic ability,
cognitive ability, openness, conscientiousness,
extraversion, agreeableness, and neuroticism
(OCEANS variables), while physical variables
included vision, hearing, and kinesthetic ability.
By adjusting these variables, users could depict a
large number of students including students with
disabilities. Similarly, using the “create a task”
function in simSchool, students added custom tasks
related to mathematics instruction to the simSchool
simulation. Running a classroom simulation using
these tasks provided the study participants with
practice in thinking about the strengths and weaknesses of tasks, as well as about the sequencing
of tasks and the scaffolding needs of students to
whom the tasks are assigned.

Figure 8. a) Interface for custom simStudents; b) interface for custom simTasks
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5.

The reaching point: Students completing
the modules described above are expected
to gain basic knowledge and experience in
using simSchool, and particularly in running
and constructing simulated classrooms. As a
result, it is anticipated that these students will
be able to use this experience to work with
simulated classes during their studies, in order to improve their professional knowledge
and pedagogical practices in mathematics,
as well as in other disciplines. Therefore, in
the final part of the project, students were
provided with integrated scenarios of teaching mathematics in mixed ability simulated
classrooms, and were asked to use their
previous experience of simSchool to design
their lesson plans, observe their diverse
simStudents, manage their classroom, and
improve their simStudents’ learning outcomes. This final stage of the project was
designed by taking into consideration issues
raised during the previous phases.

Multiple forms of assessment have been used
to collect and document evidence of changes in
teachers’ pedagogical content knowledge of mathematics, attitudes towards the subject and teaching
practices, and the impact that these changes might
have had on their ability to provide effective mathematics instruction: pre- and post- module survey
questionnaires, recordings of virtual classrooms’
results within SimSchool, samples of student
work, classroom observations, and interviews
with participants. Detailed analysis of these data
sources, to be conducted upon completion of the
project, will provide rich information regarding the
applicability and success of the SimSchool system
in the context of our teacher education programs.
Based on a preliminary analysis of the collected
data, we have been able to verify the SimSchool
system’s overall efficacy and potential to create more rapid expertise in novice teachers of
mathematics by offering them the opportunity to
contextualize curricular decisions in a simulation

that approximates life in the classroom (Sanogo,
McAllister, & Foley, 2003). The provision of
multiple virtual teaching experiences and the opportunity to critically reflect on teaching practices
improved participating student teachers’ ability
to make effective instructional choices based on
close attention to evidence they see in students’
work and behavior. Their exposure to the diversity
of student thinking, knowledge, and motivation
helped them develop considerable expertise in
how to readily engage in adaptive instruction that
enables all students in a class to progress, overcome
their particular problems, and get back on a path
toward success (Daro, Mosher, & Cocoran, 2011).
Despite the overall success of the simSchool
pilot project and the positive feedback from the
groups of student teachers participating in the pilot
delivery, a number of technology, management
and organizational issues were also identified.
They are described below.

Management and
Organizational Concerns
Time Constraints
We had to invest several hours in order to become
acquainted with the simSchool environment, and
to decide on how we would integrate the simulation in our class. Similarly to other researchers
(e.g. Gros, 2003; Fischler, 2006), the greatest
difficulty of simulation use in classrooms that we
experienced was in finding room for it inside the
course syllabus. In particular, finding class time
for completion of the simSchool modules proved
very challenging. The initial intention was for students in both the graduate and the undergraduate
course participating in the case study to complete
the simulation assignments online. However, for
the reasons explained elsewhere in the chapter,
undergraduate students used the simulation inclass, while postgraduate students worked on them
individually out-of-class.
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Language Issues: Translation
and Localization
The SimSchool Modules Project is an international
project used by a large number of universities and
other higher education organizations worldwide.
The simSchool platform, however, is currently
available only in English, and has not yet been
localized in any other language. The language of
instruction of both the undergraduate and graduate
education programs at our institution is Greek, and
even though all of our students are taught English
as a second language during primary and secondary
education, most of them are not proficient to level
required by this project. Because of time constraints,
as well some technological issues discussed in the
next section, localization of the simSchool platform,
or even a part of it, was not possible. The platform
interface was not our main consideration regarding
language, since most of the software Cypriot students use have an English interface. Rather, student
difficulties arise mostly because of the content of
the classroom simulations, which involve conversations among “teachers” and simStudents, simStudents’ profiles, tasks descriptions and pedagogical
concepts described in reports. Even though this
content is customizable, the technology behind its
design does not yet allow the use of Greek alphabet
characters. In order to somehow facilitate students,
instructions for the modules were translated to
Greek, and distributed to students.

•

•

Selection of a specific number of lessons
to be translated into modules: Due to
time constraints, we decided to carefully
choose the most representative lessons that
would, in our opinion, best help our students develop more rapidly the main skills
and expertise in understanding and using
simSchool. During the project, students
commented that the modules were too few
in number, and they needed more practice
for each feature.
Customization of handouts for each
module: In order to reach our goal for a
smaller number of lessons than those suggested in the handbook, we had to customize content and material to reach the target
level of student practice earlier. In addition,
customization of the material also took
into consideration our own students’ background, and the subject areas of our interest: mathematics and technology. Thus, the
scenarios of the pre-designed simulations
and the modules were modified to focus
on technology-enhanced mathematics instruction. Similarly, custom simStudents’
profiles and the simTasks assigned to them
also focused on mathematics education.
Furthermore, we accordingly customized the guidelines provided to students in
handouts and appendices.

Customization of Handbook
and Lessons

Participants: Variation in
Students’ Level (Undergraduate
and Postgraduate)

Another issue in this case study concerned the
use of the “simMentoring” handbook (Hettler et
al., 2008), which has been mainly adopted in this
project. The lessons included in the handbook were
all well designed and structured, and proved to
be really useful for the purposes of our modules.
Nonetheless, some customizations of the lessons
were necessary to facilitate the needs of our project
and our students. These included:

This case study aimed to exploit the use of simulated teaching practice for providing pre-service
teachers enhanced instructional experience, additional to their typical student teaching placements.
However, the project described in this case study
did not involve only pre-service teachers (i.e. undergraduate students), but also graduate students,
the majority of whom are already experienced,
practicing classroom teachers. This was one of
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the main concerns of the project that could have
endangered the reliability of our initial objectives,
and shift focus away from in-experienced preservice teachers. On the other hand, in exploiting
new approaches in teacher training, the input of
experienced teachers can be invaluable. Graduate
students’ participation in the simSchool project was
considered as a way to bridge the field and the
university, and it helped us in providing more “realistic teacher education” (Grossman et al., 2009)
through simulations. This decision, however, did
not facilitate the organization and management of
the project. Undergraduate and graduate students
belong to different programs of study, have different schedules, program requirements and, of
course, different level of expertise. At the same
time, in order to examine the effectiveness of simSchool as a proposed teacher-training approach,
modules were the same for both groups, despite the
differences in student characteristics. To overcome
these issues, we decided to keep the two groups of
students separated, and to implement simSchool
as part of their own course requirements.

Incentives
There are cases where a decision made in order to
respond to particular considerations, may lead to
other concerns. The decision to include simSchool
project in our existing courses raised issues related to course requirements, class organization
and incentives to students for undertaking this
additional to their normal course workload activity. In order to motivate our teachers to spend
time on the simulation activities, we decided to
make simSchool modules part of the course curriculum, assigning due dates and awarding points
for completion of the modules.

At-Distance or In-Class Work? Or Both?
SimSchool is an online platform that can be used
very effectively in e-learning settings. Baring in
mind time constraints as well as the students’

diversity, we initially planned and designed the
project as an online activity that would be carried
out by all students individually. The project has
been undertaken during the running academic
year. The likelihood of it being included in the
university’s schedule as an additional experimental
program was very small, even though it sounded as
a unique opportunity. Thus, the idea of an online
activity, as part of some of the existing courses in
pre-service teacher education, seemed as a more viable option. However, a number of issues surfaced
which imposed the re-consideration of this initial
plan. Even though all of the undergraduate students
were familiar with educational online platforms
(because of their experience with Moodle), their
skills and expertise as well as their level of English proficiency did not yet allow them to work
well individually on the simSchool platform. As
a consequence, we chose for the group of undergraduate students to be working on the simSchool
activities during class. On the other hand, graduate
students seemed to prefer working individually
online. This was a time effective approach with
respect to saving time for other in-class activities.
However, it demanded more time on behalf of
the instructor to prepare well structured written
guidelines for each of the simSchool modules, as
well as an effective schedule that would best fit to
the personal needs of students. In addition, faceto-face meetings (formal and informal) proved
to also be necessary for further assistance and
clarifications, troubleshooting, or other technical
or pedagogical support to students.

Technology Concerns
Familiarization with the System
For both the instructors and the students, it took
considerable effort to get familiarized with the
system functionalities, and to become comfortable
in handling the simulated classroom environment.
One particularly difficult and challenging aspect
of the simulated context for student teachers was
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in handling the diversity that they faced in their
virtual classroom, and which served as an important backdrop for all their assignments (Foley
& McAllister, 2005). The fact that the student
teachers had to continuously monitor the effect
of their actions on students’ learning and motivation, and to adjust their instruction by taking into
consideration each simStudent’s unique learning
style, academic performance, and disability status
caused considerable frustration. At the same time,
participants acknowledged that this was one of the
most beneficial aspects of the simulation. They
considered the fact that they had to deal with diversity as an important learning opportunity that
forced them to continually contextualize decision
making by looking at their students as individuals.

Technical Issues
Impact of technology can be an issue that directly
affects learner participation. Some technical problems experienced during the pilot study, might
have discouraged some of the students from fully
participating in the teaching experiment. The
simSchool simulator is Web-based, so it relies
on the internet to be accessible and to deliver its
functionality to users (Fischler, 2006). Although
it is, overall, a very reliable system, there were a
couple of occasions when students could not use
the system due to the servers going down, or because of database connectivity failure. Access of
technology at home was also an important factor
affecting student online participation (Geibert,
2000; ten Cate, 2007). Although all participants
had access to a computer with internet connection at home, online access was difficult and time
consuming for a few of the participants due to
issues such as low speed connectivity, outdated
browsers, forgetting of passwords, etc. (Klecka,
Clift, & Cheng, 2005). Moreover, both instructors
and students experienced some problems with
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the software. In particular, some software bugs
occurred. Given our lack of prior experience with
SimSchool, we were unable to provide technical
support to students when this happened.

Constraints of the Simulated
Environment
SimSchool attempts to re-create the complexities
of real classrooms through a mathematical model
of how people learn and what teachers do when
teaching. However, all models have inherent
limitations due to their simplification of reality
(Holland, 1998), and simSchool is no exception.
Despite the sophistication of the underlying model,
which includes research-based psychological,
sensory and cognitive domains, and is driven by
an artificial intelligence engine, the system is only
partially successful in depicting the complexity
of student-teacher, and student-student interactions occurring in actual classroom environments
(Tyler-Wood, Periathiruvadi, & Mills, in press).
The options available for interaction are limited.
Interactions initiated by students in the classroom,
in particular, are constrained to basic knowledgelevel and behaviour comments. Moreover, the
fact that the simulator’s academic component is
currently represented by a single variable representing overall academic performance makes it a
useful tool for practicing general teaching skills,
but not a realistic simulation of the activities and
student-teacher interactions taking place in real
mathematics classrooms, and of their impact on
student attitudes and learning of mathematics
subject matter. Additionally, as pointed out by
several of the student teachers participating in our
case study, the software interface is very simplistic and lacks the sophistication of an immersive
experience. Media delivery does not include any
animated images, video, or sound, but is restricted
to photographs and text.
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CURRENT CHALLENGES
FACING THE ORGANIZATION
Our experience with simSchool has led us to the
conclusion that classroom simulations hold a lot of
promise as an instructional tool in teacher preparation programs. There is a lot that pre-service
teachers could gain from realistic simulations
that give them the opportunity to learn to teach
by practicing teaching before even entering a
classroom. In-service teachers could also benefit
from the provision of a safe environment for experimenting with teaching techniques, especially
methods of addressing different learning styles.
Advantages of using a virtual environment for
practicing teaching skills include the following
(taken from Gibson & Kruse, 2011):
•
•

•

•
•

Ability to work with a wide diversity of
virtual students, including special needs
populations,
Flexibility to play, experiment, create, and
explore different strategies, including high
risk attempts that could cause spectacular
failures in real classroom settings,
Freedom from financial, time, and administrative constraints of physical classrooms
and field work; this is “virtual” field work
with real educational benefit,
Scalable and conducive to a distributed
student user population,
Development of a community, through
crowd-sourced knowledge, shared content
creation, and forums that promote dialogue
and mentorship.

The prospect for virtual field experiences
to become a legitimate part of teacher training
programs is illustrated by the fact that the use of
SimSchool has, in the United States, been approved
by the National Council for the Accreditation of
Teacher Education (NCATE) for use by the South
Western University as a pre-observation, virtual
field experience tool (Christensen et al., 2011).

Teacher candidates are permitted to count use of
the simulator for up to ten hours of their internship/classroom observation block which typically
immediately precedes a teacher preparation candidate’s practice teaching term.
At our institution, we would be reluctant to substitute any part of our School Practice with virtual
field experiences. Despite their benefits, virtual
environments lack interaction with real teachers
and students (Hixon & So, 2009). Moreover, as
already noted, simulations have inherent limitations due to the fact that they are just models which
cannot fully replicate real experience. Being simplifications of reality, simulations run the risk of
omitting vital aspects of classroom reality (Gibson
& Kruse, 2011). Despite these limitations, we are
very interested in further exploring the possibility
of linking simulations with field experiences. We
are strong advocates of an important underlying
principle of simSchool: “practice in a variety of
settings builds expertise” (Gibson & Kruse, 2011).
Simulations could provide our pre-service and
in-service teachers with the opportunity to practice and refine their classroom management and
instructional skills through exposure to multiple
teaching strategies and learning styles in a short
period of time. Coupled with actual field practice,
they can better prepare them for their transition
from college to classroom teaching.
In order for virtual settings to be effective,
their models should be robust and comprehensive
enough (Gibson & Kruse, 2011). Our experience
with the SimSchool case study has convinced us
about the generic effectiveness of SimSchool to
increase pre-service teachers’ perceived instructional self-efficacy. However, we have found the
system to be way too simplistic for simulating real
mathematics classrooms. In addition to the need
to make the simulation more realistic and relevant
for specific subject areas, there are other key areas
that should be improved in future editions of the
program. They include the need for localization
of the software, further enhancements to the
simulation’s ability to capture student-teacher
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and student-student interactions, as well as the
inclusion of rich multimedia in order to add to
the simulation’s realism.

SOLUTIONS AND
RECOMMENDATIONS
A large network of higher education institutions
across the globe are affiliated with CurveShift (the
educational technology company that invented
SimSchool), and have already adopted simSchool
in their teacher education program. This network,
which currently includes 100 institutions in over
40 countries and is continuously expanding, demonstrates that an increasingly growing number of
instructors are interested in trying the educational
simulation for teacher education. We have joined
this large network because we are also convinced
that simSchool has the potential to evolve into
an extremely effective tool for teacher training.
However, we believe that there ought to be substantial improvements to the simulation’s features
in order for it to better capture the complexities of
real classrooms. In particular, we are profoundly
interested in expanding the simSchool capacity to
make it subject-specific, focusing on the provision
of virtual field-based experiences for pre-service
mathematics teachers.
Indicative of our strong interest in simSchool is
the SimSchool-Science project proposal, which we
recently prepared and submitted to the European
Commission in collaboration with Curveshift
and 17 other teacher training institutions around
Europe. If successful in obtaining funding,
SimSchool-Science will focus on initial teacher
training in order to address the fundamental concern that science and mathematics recruitment is
blighted by a lack of attention to inquiry-based
teaching approaches. The project will seek to
utilize simSchool in order to deepen the focus on
inquiry-based science and mathematics education
(IBSME) in initial teacher education and bridge
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the classic gap between teacher preparation and
practice. Our approach will be to provide virtual
classrooms in which it will be possible to rehearse,
experience and reflect upon the consequences
of inquiry-based pedagogy. To achieve this, we
will extend simSchool’s academic component,
which is currently represented by a single variable representing overall academic performance,
by modifying the system’s underlying algorithms
and representations to support IBSME teaching
and assessment approaches to each localized base
layer of the platform, based on appropriate teaching
and assessment constructs. In simSchool-Science,
the simSchool platform will also be translated into
all partner languages, both the simulation engine
as well as sufficient supporting materials to allow
initial implementation and subsequent localized
adaptation. Upon completion of the simSchool
system tuning and localisation, the consortium
will engage in an iterative cycle of classroom
pilot tests, to validate the virtual environment as a
tool to support pre-service teachers’ professional
growth in mathematics and science education in
different educational and cultural settings.
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ABSTRACT
This chapter advocates for an approach to constructing educational tools that consists in designing small
systems aimed at achieving clear educational goals and evaluating them in actual teaching situations.
The authors addressed this approach with a number of small systems. In this chapter, they describe their
experience in the development, use, and evaluation of two educational systems: SRec and GreedEx. The
former is a highly interactive program animation system of recursion, and the latter is an interactive
assistant aimed at learning the role of selection functions in greedy algorithms by means of experimentation. The evaluations allowed the authors to identify faults and weaknesses of the systems, and these
results were used to enhance the systems. Moreover, their approach has yielded very high values with
respect to effectiveness and student satisfaction.

1. INTRODUCTION
Currently, universities intensively use computer
systems in order to improve, simplify, and even accelerate teaching and learning tasks. These systems
are technologically sophisticated, and this trend
seems to continue in the future. Unfortunately,
many educational systems suffer from one of

these drawbacks: either they are not targeted to
educational goals, or they are not tuned to actual
use, in real-world teaching situations.
An approach to deal with this problem consists
in designing small systems aimed at achieving clear
educational goals and evaluating them in actual
teaching situations. Having clear educational goals
as the main part of their specification results in very
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effective tools for the tasks they were intended.
Furthermore, taking into consideration practical
issues (such as installation, internationalization,
etc.) removes obstacles for their adoption by
other teachers. Finally, the evaluation of these
systems allows tuning them for effective use, but
it also allows discovering incomplete support to
certain tasks or additional features that were not
envisioned by their developers.
Our group has addressed this approach with a
number of small systems. This chapter illustrates
the issues pointed out above, such as designing
educational software based on educational goals,
consideration of real-use issues, and evaluation of
the tools. As driving examples, we show our experience in the development, use, and evaluation of two
educational systems: SRec (Velázquez-Iturbide,
Pérez-Carrasco, & Urquiza-Fuentes, 2008) and
GreedEx (Velázquez-Iturbide & Pérez-Carrasco,
2009). The former is a highly interactive program
animation system of recursion and the latter is an
interactive assistant aimed at learning the role of
selection functions in greedy algorithms by means
of experimentation.
The chapter is structured as follows. In the
second section, we introduce some concepts, which
are necessary to understand the chapter, namely
programming and algorithms, software visualization, learning goals, systems for programming
education, and usability. In the third and fourth
sections, we describe the respective features of the
SRec and GreedEx systems, and show the results
of evaluating them for usability. The fifth section
contains a discussion of the results, presenting
them to other developers as lessons learnt. Finally,
we outline our conclusions and identify lines of
future research.

2. BACKGROUND
In this section, we introduce some issues, which
are preliminary with respect to the rest of the
chapter. Firstly, some concepts of programming
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and algorithms are briefly introduced, such as
recursion and greedy algorithms. Secondly, the
main concepts on visualization and animation are
given. Thirdly, Bloom’s taxonomy is outlined as
a framework to state learning goals. Fourthly, we
review the myriad of existing systems for programming education, with an emphasis on their explicit
learning goals. Finally, the usability methods we
have used will be identified and placed in the
context of the usability methods currently available, mainly expert evaluations, questionnaires,
and observations.

2.1. Programming and Algorithms
Programming and algorithms are core topics in
Computer Science (CS) education (ACM, 2008).
We only introduce here some concepts, which are
relevant for the rest of the chapter, namely recursion and greedy algorithms.
Recursion is a linguistic mechanism consisting
in defining something in terms of itself. Recursion is strongly discouraged for definitions in
general, and dictionaries try to avoid it. However,
in mathematics and computer programming, recursion is a valuable tool for definitions and for
problem solving. Some recursive definitions are
surprisingly clear, being the Fibonacci series a
paradigmatic example.
Recursion is one of the most difficult concepts
in procedural programming and therefore it has
received much attention from CS educators. Many
conceptual models have been created in order
to facilitate student learning. Most conceptual
models have a strong visual component, e.g. the
copies model or recursion trees. See the review
by Pérez-Carrasco and Velázquez-Iturbide (2012).
Algorithms are detailed descriptions of solutions to problems stated in terms of input dataoutput data. Algorithms have several properties
that can be modeled mathematically, e.g. correctness and efficiency. They can also be subject to
experimentation, allowing the empirical study of
their properties.
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Optimization problems have a third property,
namely optimality. A number of design techniques
exist that deal with optimization problems, being
the greedy technique, dynamic programming
and branch-and-bound three well-known techniques. In particular, greedy algorithms have a
simpler behavior than other algorithms, thank to
the outstanding role played by optimal selection
functions. A selection function allows selecting the next best candidate for a given problem
at each stage of the algorithm. Consequently,
a greedy algorithm is a loop where an optimal
selection function determines the best candidate
in the current iteration. More information about
greedy algorithms can be found in textbooks on
algorithms (Brassard & Bratley, 1996; Cormen,
Leiserson, Rivest, & Stein, 2009; Sahni, 2005).

2.2. Software Visualization
A visualization is a graphical display of some artifact or phenomenon. An animation is a sequence
of displays. When the artifact to display is a piece
of software (i.e. a program or an algorithm), the
animation typically shows the successive states
of its execution.
The main goal of animation systems is to show
conceptual, visual models to students. Interaction
of the student with the animation system can
be used to assist in different learning goals and
therefore to support different teaching methods
or educational tasks.
A distinction is commonly made between
program animation and algorithm animation
(Stasko, Domingue, Brown, & Price, 1998). The
former term refers to an animation where the
visualizations have a direct correspondence with
the elements of the code. The latter term is used
when the visualizations illustrate the behavior of
code but without a direct correspondence to it.
Program visualization systems typically run any
program satisfying some restrictions, gather relevant data to display, and generate visualizations
of the successive states of the program, according

to some predefined graphical representation. An
algorithm animation is usually hand-made to illustrate a single specific algorithm.
Animations must be as interactive as possible
in order to engage the learner (Naps, et al., 2003).
Some interactions can be easily provided for any
animation, e.g. zooming or customizing graphical attributes. However, each kind of animation
better supports different kinds of interaction.
Program animations are more adequate for interactive analysis of the running program. Examples
of corresponding interactions are highlighting
selected parts, or hiding (or showing) some
parts. Algorithm animations are more adequate
for understanding. Examples of corresponding
interactions are linking related information or
asking prediction questions in some steps of the
animation.

2.3. Learning Goals
Our hypothesis is that the use of explicit, clear
pedagogical goals increases the quality and effectiveness of an interactive system. Some important
consequences follow. Firstly, its visualization
and interaction requirements can be more easily
identified. Secondly, educational activities can
be checked for alignment with the educational
goals of our system. Finally, broadening the
range of intended educational goals may result
in broadening the range of features supported by
the interactive system.
We have developed two interactive systems
based on the assumption of this hypothesis. Before introducing the systems, we should adopt a
framework to specify their learning goals. We
have found especially valuable Bloom’s taxonomy
(Anderson, et al., 2001; Bloom, Furst, Hill, &
Krathwohl, 1956), which allows estimating the
cognitive level reached for a student in a certain
matter. It distinguishes six levels, assuming that
a student who reaches a level also dominates the
lower ones:
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Level 1 ‑ Knowledge Level: The student is able
to recognize or recall information without
being necessary any kind of understanding
about it.
Level 2 ‑ Comprehension Level: The student is
able to understand and explain the meaning
of the information received.
Level 3 ‑ Application Level: The student is able
to select and use data and methods to solve
a given task or problem.
Level 4 ‑ Analysis Level: The student is able to
distinguish, classify, and relate the information given and decomposing a problem into
its parts.
Level 5 ‑ Synthesis Level: The student is able to
generalize ideas and apply them to solve a
new problem.
Level 6 ‑ Evaluation Level: The student is able to
compare and evaluate methods or solutions
to solve a problem or choose the best one.
Bloom’s taxonomy is one of the most commonly used by CS education researchers. It has
been used in programming for different purposes:
to design their courses, to evaluate students, or
as a reference to design educative systems. As
any pedagogical framework, it is controversial
(Fuller, et al., 2007) but it is very popular because
it provides a comprehensive and clear framework.

are programming environments and debuggers
(Deek & McHugh, 1998). Other common, less
general systems are programming environments
for novices (Fincher & Utting, 2010), automatic assessment systems (Ihantola, Ahoniemi, Karavirta,
& Seppälä, 2010), and program and algorithm
animation systems (Shaffer, et al., 2010). This
trend in developing new, innovative systems will
continue in the future: see COALA (Jurado, et al.,
2009) or HabiPro (Vizcaíno, Contreras, Favela,
& Prieto, 2000) just to name two.
In general, programming tools are designed
with generic goals in mind (e.g. to assist in
developing programs) or trying to respond to
technological challenges (e.g. to allow developing programs collaboratively). However, their
educational goals hardly are explicitly stated. In
general, the reader has to deduce these goals from
the tool description. For instance, animations
are typically aimed at the comprehension level,
debuggers at the analysis level, and programming
environments at the synthesis level.
One outstanding exception is problets (Dancik
& Kumar, 2003), which are applets explicitly
designed to assist at the application level for welldelimited topics. Typically, a problet allows randomly generating instances of a problem involving
a concept, a question to be answered, some kind
of visualization or interaction to help solving the
problem, and feedback to the student’s answer.

2.4. Systems for
Programming Education

2.5. Usability

There is consensus among CS educators about the
fact that programming is a subject matter that is
difficult to learn (Fincher & Petre, 2004). Consequently, there are many proposals to improve this
situation. They may be roughly classified into three
main categories: studies about students’ difficulties, innovative teaching methods, and educational
technology. For the purposes of this chapter, we
focus on the last approach. In turn, there are many
kinds of systems and tools to assist in programming
teaching and learning. The most common systems

Although there are many definitions of the term
usability, the most widely used can be found at
the ISO 9241 standard (ISO, 1998): “The extent
to which a product can be used by specified users to achieve specified goals with effectiveness,
efficiency, and satisfaction in a specified context
of use.” Effectiveness is defined as the accuracy
and completeness with which users achieve specified goals; efficiency is defined as the resources
expended in relation to the accuracy and completeness with which users achieve those goals;
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and satisfaction is defined as “freedom from
discomfort, and positive attitudes towards the
use of the product.” These definitions are broad
enough to embody the features interactive systems
must exhibit for successful use. Of course, these
general features can be instantiated in several,
more specific ways: learnability, memorability,
flexibility, robustness, safety, etc. However, for
the purposes of this chapter, it is not necessary
go deeper into this discussion.
There are a number of methods to evaluate the
usability of a system. We focus here on two classes
of evaluation: evaluations with experts, and evaluations with end users. In an educational setting,
the role of experts is usually taken by teachers,
and that of end users by teachers or students.
Evaluations with experts are often used in
the initial stages of development of a system. In
heuristic evaluations, the expert uses a set of guidelines (called heuristics) that the interactive system
should fulfill, e.g. consistency or conformance to
standards. In walkthrough evaluations, the expert
identifies problems while she is performing a task
as a final user.
Evaluations with end users can be conducted
at any stage of the system development, but at
least they should be conducted at the final stage
of development. Instrumentation can be made
in different ways, from more objective methods
(e.g. observations) to more subjective ones (e.g.
questionnaires).

3. THE SREC SYSTEM
In this section, we describe our experience designing and evaluating the SRec system. More details
can be found elsewhere about the system itself
(Velázquez-Iturbide, et al., 2008; Velázquez-Iturbide & Pérez-Carrasco, 2010), its implementation
(Fernández-Muñoz, et al., 2007) or its evaluation
(Pérez-Carrasco, Velázquez-Iturbide, & UrquizaFuentes, 2010).

3.1. Specification and
Learning Goals
The SRec system (Velázquez-Iturbide, et al., 2008)
was the first step in a research effort aimed at supporting the teaching of algorithms using program
visualization techniques. Its domain is the set of
recursive functions, as a first step towards the
visualization of some algorithm design techniques
based on recursion (e.g. divide and conquer).
The learning goal of SRec can be placed at the
analysis level: the student must be able to analyze
the behavior of recursive algorithms. In addition,
the system must be able to generate animations
without effort from the user (Ihantola, et al., 2005).
This is an important requirement to foster system
adoption from instructors (Naps, et al., 2003).
Finally, some educational requirements were
also stated: support to documentation tasks (e.g.
exporting visualizations) and to internationalization (currently, it supports English and Spanish).

3.2. Description of SRec
Figure 1 shows the user interface of SRec after
executing the Ackerman function with parameters
2 and 4.
Three areas can be clearly distinguished, apart
from the window title, the main menu and the
icon bar. Just under the icon bar, the animation
bar contains several controls that allow playing
an animation in both directions and with different
levels of detail. The left area of the user interface
of SRec is the code panel, which consists of an
editor at the top of the panel and a message area
at the bottom. The editor contains the code of the
class that has been loaded and the message area
displays any message produced by the Java virtual
machine. The right panel of the user interface
displays the current state of execution, in one of
the graphical representations supported. SRec
supports an overview+detail interface (Card,
Mackinlay, & Shneiderman, 1999) to display
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Figure 1. User interface of the SRec system

large recursion trees (see Figure 1). SRec supports the simultaneous, synchronized display of
two graphical representations, i.e. multiple views
(Stasko, et al., 1998), although one of them is
collapsed in Figure 1 to facilitate the display of
the large recursion tree.
SRec visualizes algorithms coded in the Java
language. It supports three graphical representations of recursion (namely, the activation tree, the
control stack and the trace). In order to generate
an animation, the user must load a Java class into
SRec, select the method to execute, and introduce
its actual parameters. Then, SRec launches the
execution of the selected algorithm. Transparently
to the user, SRec gathers during the execution all
the information necessary to display its associated
recursive process. After finishing the execution,
SRec creates the different views in its main window, and the user may animate the execution in
the activated views.
The user can save a visualization to load it and
use it in the future. This way, it is not necessary to
create a visualization from scratch. Consequently,
teachers can create a library of algorithm animations ready to load and use, thus saving lecture
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time. Students can also save their visualizations
to submit them to the teacher as an attached file in
an email message where questions are asked about
the execution of the corresponding algorithm.
The visualizations support a high number of interactions (Velázquez-Iturbide & Pérez-Carrasco,
2010): filtering data, selection of recursive calls,
rearrangement of layout, navigation in space,
customization options, etc. Consequently, teachers and students have available a high number of
possibilities for analysis.
Finally, SRec includes a number of educational
facilities. Thus, SRec is internationalized to support multiple languages (currently, English and
Spanish). SRec also allows exporting the contents
of the views to standard graphical formats either
as visualizations or as animations. This support is
useful for both teachers and students as it makes
easy documenting reports, slides, or Web pages.

3.3. Usability Evaluations
We have conducted two main classes of usability
evaluations:
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•

•

Expert evaluations. These evaluations had
three goals, although only one or two goals
were simultaneously sought in a single
evaluation session: testing, heuristic usability, or walkthrough usability. The first
kind of evaluation checked whether the
system satisfied its specification. The two
other kinds of evaluations were more typical usability evaluations. All of these evaluations were conducted by the instructor
of the course. We have not accounted the
number of evaluations conducted, but they
can be counted in many tens.
Evaluations with final users. They evaluated in one or several lab sessions the satisfaction of students with SRec. They were
conducted with questionnaires, which gave
us feedback about user acceptance, evaluation of the main features and elements, and
open suggestions. We have conducted five
evaluations with students.

Each session was two hours long. Students
were given the assignment statement, the SRec
system, a report model, and an opinion questionnaire. They had to perform three tasks:
1.
2.
3.

Use SRec to solve a problem on a recursive
algorithm.
Fill and deliver a short report on their findings, using a given template.
Unless stated otherwise, fill and deliver an
opinion questionnaire about the assistant.
A summary of the evaluations follow:

1.
2.

May 2007: 7 participants in a single session.
The goal was to debug a wrong algorithm.
All student work was done individually.
December 2007: 28 participants in a single
session. The goal was to remove redundancy in a multiple-recursive algorithm.
The assignment and the report were done

3.
4.

5.

in pairs, but the questionnaire was answered
individually.
November 2008: 33 participants in a single
session. Delivery was similar to the previous
evaluation.
November-December 2009: Two sessions, with 28 participants in the first one
and 25 in the second one. The first session
was intended to facilitate familiarization
of the students with the tool. The goals of
the sessions were to design a lineal and a
multiple recursive algorithm, respectively.
Delivery had similar characteristics to the
second evaluation and it was required in both
sessions, but the questionnaire of the first
session was simpler than the questionnaire
of the second session, as it did not ask to
assess the system elements.
October 2010: Three sessions, with 41,
53, and 49 participants, respectively. The
goal of the two first sessions was to debug
a wrong algorithm, and the goal of the third
session was to design a divide-and-conquer
algorithm. The questionnaire was only required in the third session, being delivered
analogously to the second evaluation.

The opinion questionnaires used in these
sessions consisted of multiple-choice questions,
with values in a Linkert scale ranging between 1
(very bad) to 5 (very good), and open questions.
Multiple-choice questions ask the students’ opinion about general issues (easiness of use, utility
and satisfaction) and about specific elements of
the system. Open questions ask positive or negative claims of the student.
Some evaluations were also conducted using
other methods: comparison with other systems,
evaluation of effectiveness to visualize textbook
examples, analysis of logs, and observations. We
summarize here the comparison with other systems. However, we do not give details about the
other evaluation methods because their findings
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were limited or we have not analyzed exhaustively
their results yet.
A comparison of the system with other systems reported in literature allowed identifying
clearly the strengths and limitations of SRec
(Velázquez-Iturbide & Pérez-Carrasco, 2010).
The nine selected systems were either program
visualization systems supporting the visualization
of recursion or educational systems intended to
learn recursion. The comparison was conducted
with respect to the following features: selection
of the methods to visualize, support to parameter
types and values, way of constructing the visualizations, conceptual models supported, animation
functions, and interaction functions. SRec is one
of the most highly ranked systems for any feature
but support to parameter types and values: SRec
only supports primitive data types, while other
systems support any type.

facility of use (4.14). Notice also that the lowest
values were obtained in the first evaluation, when
the system was less mature. It is also interesting
to note that the values obtained in the second session of the fourth evaluation were lower than the
values obtained in the first session. This variation
is probably due to the higher complexity of the
corresponding task.
We also assessed the quality of the different
elements of SRec. The results are shown in Table
2, sorted in descending order of marks. The five
best-ranked elements correspond to core elements
of the SRec system.
We explored the mean of the marks given by
all the students to all the elements of SRec. These
data, shown in Table 3, are grouped in intervals.
Table 3 shows percentages of people whose personal mean is inside the correspondent interval.
Notice two facts: the absence of marks below two
and a general tendency to lower values.
Finally, some open questions were included.
The results obtained follow:

3.4. Usability Results
Let us review students’ satisfaction, according
to the answers to questionnaires along the five
evaluations.
Table 1 shows the evolution of the numerical
values obtained for multiple-choice questions
about general issues. Notice that two questionnaires were filled in the two sessions of the fourth
evaluation. Notice also that two questions were
always asked about the usefulness of SRec, so
two values are shown at the second row of Table
1. These questions about usefulness varied with
each session, as different tasks were assigned.
Notice that the values obtained in all the questions were high. The highest value corresponds to

•

•

Positive Aspects: Students highlight that
SRec is easy to use, the recursion trees, and
the expressiveness and usefulness of visualizations in general.
Parts that the User Would Suppress:
There is large variability among the five
evaluations, due to the evolution of the system. Some answers were given by just one
student. Other answers recurrently appear
in the different evaluations (e.g. configuration options), but again from few students.
Representative examples are: configura-

Table 1. Evolution of values obtained for SRec in general questions
Question
Easy to use
It has aided me in several tasks
Overall, I liked it
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Mean 1

Mean 2

Mean 3

Mean 4.1

Mean 4.2

Mean 5

Global Mean

3.88

4.50

4.20

4.39

3.90

3.94

4.14

2.63/4.13

4.29/4.36

4.19/4.04

4.32/4.25

3.83/3.68

4.10/4.00

3.99

3.63

4.26

3.95

4.07

3.85

3.84

3.93
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Table 2. Evolution of values obtained about the quality of specific elements of SRec (G means “general
mark,” Q means “mark of quality,” and E means “mark of how easy it is to use”)
Question

1G

Generation process of visualizations

G

-

G

Q

E

Q

E

Mean

4.00

4.05

4.16

4.22

4.20

4.16

Animation controls

4.00

4.50

-

4.22

3.94

3.96

3.96

4.08

Recursion tree view

4.25

4.43

4.00

4.11

4.22

3.82

4.00

4.06

Control stack view

4.00

4.04

-

-

4.03

Trace view

3.75

4.00

-

-

3.95

Main menu structure

-

3.75

4.07

-

4.11

3.95

3.78

4.00

3.94

Loading/saving a visualization

-

-

4.14

4.26

4.21

3.73

3.71

3.90

Chronological view

-

-

3.89

3.89

3.92

3.86

3.89

Exportation of a visualization

-

-

4.00

4.06

3.83

3.57

3.61

3.73

Interaction with panels (moving,scroll…)

3.63

3.89

3.80

4.00

3.94

3.57

3.55

3.72

Configuration of visualizations

3.88

3.82

3.76

4.00

3.89

3.57

3.49

3.70

Icons

-

3.86

3.57

4.05

4.05

3.59

3.49

3.70

Data structure view

-

-

-

3.74

4.00

3.63

3.63

3.70

Control of information displayed

-

-

-

3.61

3.61

3.35

3.51

3.48

Zoom configuration

-

-

3.71

3.71

3.71

3.24

3.33

3.44

Interface for large trees

-

-

3.86

3.56

3.50

2.82

3.27

3.27

Table 3. Evolution of personal mean of SRec

•

Interval

Evaluation 1

Evaluation 2

Evaluation 3

Evaluation 4

Evaluation 5

[4.0 – 5.0]

85.71%

57.14%

61.90%

50.00%

18.07%

[3.0 – 4.0)

14.28%

42.86%

33.33%

45.45%

79.59%

[2.0 – 3.0)

0.00%

0.00%

4.76%

4.55%

2.04%

tion of typography, the control stack view,
the trace view, and some icons.
Negative Aspects, Parts Difficult to
use, and Parts that the User Would
Incorporate: Students identified different
issues that were improved, incorporated, or
corrected into successive versions of SRec.
There is large variability among evaluations, due to this evolution of the system.
Some examples are: the user identification
of the Java JDK directory, the creation process of GIF animations, the non-integrated
code editor, and the handling of large recursion trees. Some parts still have to be

further improved, such as the code editor,
the handling of large trees, or the dialog
to launch an animation. Finally, many students have also advocated for some visualization facilities, which are incompatible
with our implementation approach (e.g.
highlighting the algorithm statements as
execution progresses or visualizing the
contents of local variables).
We must also highlight a common situation,
where some students do not know the full functionality of the system and ask for improvements
or facilities that the system actually supports. This
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situation has been partially remedied by making
each evaluation consisting of several sessions,
where the first session is intended to let the student
become familiar with the system.
One consequence of the iterative evaluation
of SRec was its evolution to support a broader
class of interactions with visualizations to analyze
algorithms. Answers to open questions were especially useful. Table 4 summarizes the evolution
of the functions provided by SRec. A cell with
an X means that the system in the corresponding
column supports the function in the correspond-

ing row. When the cell of the following system
contains the following letter in the alphabet (Y, Z),
a major change has been implemented, whereas
a single quote (X’, X’’) denotes a minor change.

4. THE GREEDEX SYSTEM
In this section, we describe our experience designing and evaluating the GreedEx system. More
details can be found elsewhere about the system
itself (Velázquez-Iturbide & Pérez-Carrasco,

Table 4. Evolution of the functions supported by different versions of SRec
SRec v.1.0

SRec v.1.1

SRec v.1.2

Support for recursive algorithms

X

X

X

Support for recursion with several methods

X

X

X

Recursion tree view

X

Y

Z

Global+detail view

X

X

X

Control stack view

X

X

X

Trace view

X

X

X

Basic control for animation

X

X’

X’

Configuration of visualizations

X

X’

Y

Filters for methods and parameters

X

Y

Y

Zoom

X

X

X

Load and save visualizations

X

X

X

Code editor

X

X

Y

Interactive help

X

X

X

Internationalization

X

X

X

Errors information (compile time and run time)

X

X

X

Animated GIF exportation

X

Y

Z

Visualization exportation

X

X

Y

Configuration management

X

X

X

Summary of visualization data

X

X

Semantic information about tree nodes

X

X

Highlighting nodes

X

X

Chronological view

X

Data structure view

X

Panels relocation capacity

X

Usage registration capacity (log files)

X

Java Virtual Machine autosearch

X
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2009), the underlying experimental method
(Velázquez-Iturbide & Debdi, 2011), or its evaluation (Velázquez-Iturbide, Lázaro-Carrascosa &
Hernán-Losada, 2009).

4.1. Specification and
Learning Goals
Some years ago, we conducted a study on the
features of textbooks figures illustrating the most
common algorithm design techniques (FernándezMuñoz & Velázquez-Iturbide, 2006). A surprising result was that there is not any commonly
accepted visual representation to illustrate and
explain the greedy technique. As an alternative
way of addressing the active learning of greedy
algorithms, we challenged students to identify the
key element in the design of greedy algorithms,
namely optimal selection functions. In our method,
students must find out optimal selection functions
by means of experimentation (Velázquez-Iturbide
& Debdi, 2011).
The GreedEx system was developed as an interactive tool to support our experimental method
(Velázquez-Iturbide & Pérez-Carrasco, 2009). We
may specify its learning goals as:
•

•

•

Comprehension Level: The student must
be able to understand the problem, a basic
greedy algorithm that solves it, and candidate selection functions.
Analysis Level: The student must be
able to analyze the effect of using different selection functions in a basic greedy
algorithm.
Evaluation Level: The student must be
able to evaluate and select the optimal selection functions.

The system supports algorithm animation.
Some educational requirements were also stated:
support to documentation tasks (e.g. exporting
visualizations) and to internationalization (currently, it supports English and Spanish).

4.2. Description of GreedEx
Figure 2 shows the user interface of GreedEx at
an intermediate state of execution of a greedy
algorithm for the activities selection problem
(Cormen, et al., 2009).
Three areas can be clearly distinguished, apart
from the window title, main menu, and icon areas.
The top area is the visualization panel, which
graphically displays data. The lower left area is
the theory panel, which consists of two tabs: the
problem tab contains the problem statement (visible in the figure), and the algorithm tab contains
its code in Java pseudocode. Finally, the lower right
area is the table panel, with four tabs containing the
input data table (visible in the figure), the results
table, the summary table, and the abridge table.
When the user launches the application, only
the theory panel hosts visible contents. Its two
tabs can be read to understand the problem. Afterwards, the user may generate input data from
three sources: interactively, randomly, or from a
file. Some limits are imposed over data size to keep
data manageable for learning and for visualization.
Input data are displayed in the visualization
panel. The user may then choose any selection
function from those available at the application
(eight for the activity selection problem). Every
time the user selects a selection function, she may
execute it flexibly with four execution/animation
controls: step forward, full forward, step backward,
and rewind. As animation controls are clicked,
the visualization is updated accordingly. After a
selection function has been completely executed,
the results of the algorithm are stored in the results
table and in the summary table. The abridge table
shows the percentage of optimal results obtained by
each selection function along the user executions.
Additional facilities are provided for faster
experimentation: executing all the selection functions, executing a subset of the selection functions,
and generating and executing all the selection
functions over a very high number of input data.
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Figure 2. User interface of the GreedEx system

Finally, GreedEx includes a number of educational facilities. GreedEx is internationalized to
support multiple languages (currently, English
and Spanish). GreedEx also allows exporting
visualizations, animations, and tables to standard
graphical formats. This support is useful for both
teachers and students as it makes easy documenting reports, slides or Web pages.

•

4.3. Usability Evaluations
Evaluations of GreedEx were very similar to
evaluations of SRec. We have conducted three
classes of usability evaluations:
•
•
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Expert Evaluations: They were similar to
expert evaluations of SRec.
Evaluation of Reports: The reports delivered by students in lab sessions of a course
on design and analysis of algorithms were
graded, as a part of the course grading.
Consequently, the reports delivered by
students in three sessions were used as a
measure of the effectiveness of GreedEx.
Notice, however, that these sessions in-

volved concepts that students were not
fluent with. Therefore, the analysis of the
reports must be taken with caution as they
often reveal conceptual misunderstandings, rather than tool deficiencies.
Evaluations with Final Users: They
evaluated the satisfaction of students with
GreedEx and were similar to evaluations
of SRec. We have conducted five evaluations with students, typically in a single
session. (In fact, some systems which were
antecessors of GreedEx were used in the
first four evaluations, but these systems are
almost identical to GreedEx in most regards. These systems are called AMO and
SEDA).

Evaluation sessions with students were similar
to the evaluation sessions of SRec: they were two
hours long had a similar structure. A summary of
the five evaluations follow:
1.

January 2008: Knapsack problem. 46
participants. The assignment and the report
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2.
3.
4.
5.

were done in pairs, but the questionnaire
was answered individually.
May 2008: Activity selection problem. 13
participants. All student work was done
individually.
January 2009: Activity selection problem. 31 participants. Similar to the first
evaluation.
November 2009: Activity selection problem. 27 participants. Similar to the first
evaluation.
November 2010: Two sessions, with 23
participants in the first one and 36 in the
second one. The first session was intended to
facilitate familiarization of the students with
the experimental method and GreedEx given
the knapsack problem. The second session
was devoted to experimentation with the
activities selection problem. Both the report
and the questionnaire were only required in
the second session, with similar delivery
characteristics to the first evaluation.

4.4. Usability Results
We present the results of usability evaluations with
respect to student effectiveness and satisfaction. In
general, the results have been extremely positive.
Firstly, let us review students’ effectiveness.
For this analysis, we may classify the students’
answers we found in reports into four categories:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Students who performed well.
Students who used consistently the experimental method, but proposed suboptimal
selection functions.
Students who did not use consistently the
experimental method, but they do not exhibit
further misunderstandings.
Students who exhibited major
misunderstandings.

These categories evolved as shown in Table
5. Part of the success is due to the fact that the

teacher adapted his teaching method to avoid
misunderstandings, but the tool was the instrument for experimentation.
Secondly, let us review students’ satisfaction,
according to students’ answers to the questionnaire. Table 6 shows the evolution of the numerical
values obtained in multiple-choice questions about
general issues. Notice that the values obtained in
all the questions were very high. The highest value
corresponds to its facility of use (4.45).
It also was assessed the quality of the different elements in GreedEx. The results are shown
in Table 7, sorted in descending order. The eight
best-ranked elements correspond to key elements
in the experimental method supported. In addition,
the fifth worst ranked correspond to secondary
elements of the applications or to static elements.
Finally, some open questions were included.
The results obtained follow:
•

•

•

Positive Aspects: Students highlight that it
is a simple, pleasant, and easy-to-use system. They also appreciate their visualizations and its usefulness to compare results.
Parts that the User Would Suppress:
There also is large variability among evaluations. Some answers recurrently appear in
the different evaluations (e.g. configuration
of colors) but from few students.
Negative Aspects, Parts of Difficult
use, and Features that the User Would
Incorporate: Most aspects identified by
students were used as a base to specify future improvements. Consequently, there is

Table 5. Evolution of percentages of categories
of students’ answers
Category

1st Session

2nd Session

3rd Session

1

22.22%

28.57%

47.83%

2

5.555%

23.81%

39.13%

3

16.67%

23.81%

13.04%

4

55.555%

23.81%

0%
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Table 6. Evolution of values obtained for GreedEx in general questions
Mean 1

Mean 2

Mean 3

Mean 4

Mean 5

Global Mean

Easy to use

Question

4.54

4.64

4.42

4.38

4.29

4.45

It has aided me in analyzing the effect of each selection function

4.20

4.50

4.36

4.19

4.43

4.34

It has aided me in identifying optimal selection functions

4.55

3.60

4.04

4.04

4.57

4.16

Overall. I liked it

4.25

4.27

4.32

4.19

4.12

4.23

Table 7. Evolution of values obtained about the quality of specific elements of GreedEx
Question
Tab with results table

Mean 1

Mean 2

Mean 3

Mean 4

Mean 5

Global Mean

4.28

4.18

4.36

4.31

4.00

4.23

4.33

4.19

4.00

4.17

Execution/animation of the algorithm
Introduction/generation of input data

4.30

4.45

4.04

3.96

4.07

4.16

Structure of the main menu

4.00

4.45

4.11

4.08

4.04

4.14

4.39

3.88

4.14

4.14

Tab with summary table
Tab with input data table

4.03

4.18

4.07

4.15

4.11

4.11

Panel for data visualization

4.17

4.18

4.46

4.00

3.89

4.14

4.07

4.00

4.00

4.02

Selection of selection functions
Algorithm tab (code)

3.80

4.09

4.11

3.85

3.93

3.96

Icons

380

4.64

3.96

3.77

3.61

3.96

Problem tab (explanation)

3.60

3.91

3.82

3.58

3.89

3.81

3.40

3.93

3.76

Interactive help
Export facilities/Storage format in file

3.48

large variability among evaluations, due to
the evolution of the systems. For instance,
some students suggested improving the visualization format.
One consequence of the iterative evaluation of
GreedEx has been its evolution to better support
the underlying experimental method. Answers to
open questions were especially useful. Table 8
summarizes the evolution of the functions provided
by GreedEx and its predecessors. A cell with an
X means that the system in the corresponding
column supports the function in the corresponding row. When the cell of the following system
contains the following letter in the alphabet (Y, Z),
a major change has been implemented, whereas a
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4.00

3.76
3.61

2.82

3.60

single quote (X’, X’’) denotes a minor change. A
juxtaposition of letters (XY) means that GreedEx
has integrated features present in either AMO or
SEDA.

5. LESSONS LEARNED
The results with both systems have been quite
successful. In this section, we discuss these
results, presenting them to other developers as
lessons learnt.
An important issue was the design of the
systems from clear educational goals stated in
terms of Bloom’s taxonomy. This specification
was especially important in the case of GreedEx,
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Table 8. Evolution of the functions supported by GreedEx and its antecessors
AMO

SEDA v.1

SEDA v.2

GreedEx v.1

GreedEx v.2

Main menu

X

Y

Y’

Z

Z’

Icons

X

Y

Z

Y’

W

Configuration

X

Y

Z

X’

X’

Visualization panel

X

Y

Y’

X’Y’’

X’Y’’

Problem tab

X

Y

Y

X

X

Algorithm tab

X

Y

Y

X

X’

Data table

X

Y

Y

Y

Y

Results table

X

Y

Y’

X’Y’

XY’Z

Enter/generate input data

X

Y

Y’

X’Y’

X’Y’

Modify input data

X

X’

X’

X’

X’

Animation

X

Y

Y’

Y’’

Y’’

Save data/results

X

X’

X’

X’

X’’

Internationalization

X

X

X

X

Deleting operations on tables

X

X

Y

Y

Connection tables-visualizations

X.

Y

Y

Y

Export visualizations

X

Y

Z

Z

Summary table

X

X’

X’

Previous/following selection function

X

X

X

Execute all the selection functions

X

X

X’

Execute a subset of the selection functions

X

X

X’

Abridge table

X

X’

Intensive execution

X

X’

Export tables

which was designed to support experimental tasks
for specific problems. Experimentation is a complex task that requires learning skills at several
levels. The specification allowed us to identify the
different elements that would be necessary in the
future system to achieve such goals. Furthermore,
students’ suggestions were incorporated in the
light of the educational goals.
A second issue is that both systems were designed under a simplicity principle, which made
them appealing to students. We have shown that
extending SRec with more functions resulted in
a more complex system. According to our experience, we may identify at least two approaches

X

to careful extension. The first one consists in incorporating only those features that are necessary
to better fulfill the educational goals. The second
approach consists in reminding that the incorporation of new functions must be accompanied with
a reexamination (and possible rearrangement) of
the structure of the whole system, playing the main
menu and the icons an important role.
Another feature of SRec and GreedEx that
made them attractive to students is visualizations,
which provide an aesthetically more pleasant
experience than other programming tools. Again,
this feature must be carefully integrated to keep
the system simple and effortless.
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A third issue is that educational technology
must be accompanied with adequate teaching
methods. This proved to be especially important
for GreedEx. Data gathered in the different evaluations were critical to intervene in different ways
and to improve both the system and the teaching
method. In particular, the students’ reports allowed
identifying misunderstandings, which were used
by the teachers to improve their teaching method.
A fourth issue is the complementary role played
by expert evaluations and questionnaires with
final users. The former kind of evaluation was
very important to guarantee system consistency.
The latter kind of evaluation was important to
identify lacks or incorrect design decisions in
the systems. Open questions in questionnaires
allowed us to obtain very useful information
about the deficiencies of the system. GreedEx
deficiencies were remedied by introducing new
features or by modifying existing ones. A number
of relevant elements were introduced to better
support the intended tasks, such as some tables or
execution operations. However, the whole design
of the system was kept simple. As a consequence,
satisfaction results from students are invariantly
very high.
Finally, it must also be noticed the limitations
of the evaluation methods that we selected. Firstly,
the evaluation methods must often be tuned to be
effective. Holding several evaluations gives the
opportunity to obtain experience and enhance the
evaluation procedure. For instance, the convenience of a familiarization session became evident
to us after several evaluations. Secondly, questionnaires yield quantitative but subjective measures
that give a partial view of the system usability.
Other evaluation methods, such as observations,
interviews or analysis of logs, may deliver richer
information. However, they require longer time
for analysis and more people to conduct the evaluations, which are not always available or are not
worth the effort.
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6. CONCLUSION
We have advocated for an approach to constructing
educational tools that consists in designing small
applications aimed at achieving clear educational
goals and evaluating them in actual teaching situations. We have also described our experience in
the development, use, and evaluation of two educational systems: SRec and GreedEx. Two main
kinds of usability evaluations were conducted,
namely expert evaluations and questionnaires
with students. The results obtained show highly
successful results of this approach with respect
to effectiveness and student satisfaction. We have
also discussed the limitations of the evaluation
methods we have used.
We hope that our experience will be illuminating for other researchers willing to develop
innovative educational systems. The combined
use of clear educational goals, evaluation of systems in actual teaching situations and adaptation
of teaching method and schedule has proved to
constitute a good path to enhanced learning.
In the future, we plan to enhance our two
systems in more ambitious directions. We plan to
extend SRec to better support divide-and-conquer
algorithms and to support the construction of
dynamic programming algorithms. With respect
to GreedEx, we plan to extend it for collaborative
deliberation among the students in a lab group.
Finally, we also plan to extend the range of evaluation methods, either as complements or alternatives
to the current ones. For instance, the combined
use of observations and logs can be a good way of
obtaining an accurate record of students’ activity
in a session.
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KEY TERMS AND DEFINITIONS
Algorithm Animation: Visualization of a
piece of software illustrating the main ideas or
steps (i.e. its algorithmic behavior), but without
a close relationship to the source code.
Computer Science Education Research:
Research field that has emerged in last years at

the intersection of computer science and the social
sciences, such as pedagogy and psychology.
Evaluation with Experts: Evaluation of an
interactive system conducted by an expert in the
problem domain or task. Evaluations with experts
are often used in the initial stages of development
of a system.
Evaluation with End Users: Evaluation of
an interactive system conducted by a person representative of the intended users of the system.
Evaluations with end users can be conducted at
any stage of the system development, but at least
they should be conducted at the final stage of
development.
Greedy Technique: Algorithm design technique suitable for optimization problems. Its main
design element is a selection function, which allows selecting the next best candidate for a given
problem at each stage of the algorithm.
Human-Computer Interaction: The field that
addresses the study, planning and design of the
interaction between people (users) and computers. It is at the intersection of computer science,
behavioral sciences, and design.
Learning Taxonomy: Theory that allows classifying into several levels the students’ mastery
of a subject matter. Well-known examples are
Bloom’s and SOLO taxonomy.
Program Visualization: Visualization of a
piece of software so that the representation has a
close relationship to the source code.
Recursion: A linguistic mechanism consisting
in defining something in terms of itself. In mathematics and computer programming, recursion
is a valuable tool for definitions and for problem
solving.
Usability: The extent to which a product can be
used by specified users to achieve specified goals
with effectiveness, efficiency, and satisfaction in
a specified context of use.

This work was previously published in “Student Usability in Educational Software and Games” edited by Carina Gonzalez,
pages 241-260, copyright 2013 by Information Science Reference (an imprint of IGI Global).
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ABSTRACT
Innovative instructional strategies and approaches are in high demand in STEM higher education.
Currently, interest lies in the integration of mobile technology within these settings to provide learning opportunities that are flexible and feasible enough to increase student understanding using critical
inquiry. Although the positive impact of the use of mobile technology in many pilot settings is known,
there are still numerous questions left unanswered in relation to the effectiveness of the use of mobile
technology as it is replicated from developer across enthusiastic replicator use to required use. This
chapter examines the replication and transferability patterns related to the use of a mobile technology
device within and across multiple instructors, settings, context, and content areas. Key variables explored
relate to student and instructor prior use and experience with the mobile technology, pedagogical goals,
and similarly, content and context to original use.

INTRODUCTION
With the continuous development and expansion of mobile technologies comes the need
for more planned integration into education.
This is especially true in the areas of science,

technology, engineering, and math (STEM), the
domains which spawned much of technology’s
early development and use. This growth has left
the field with a plethora of resources, tools, pilot
curricula, and eager instructors, but very little
confirmation of evidence-based use and outcomes.
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What we do know, however, is that in the STEM
domain, incorporating technology into teaching
and learning is fundamental if we are to represent
and meet twenty-first century needs of students
(DeHaan, 2005). Surprisingly, greater inclusion
in higher education, the site of much of STEM’s
digital development, is especially needed. Inclusive, purposeful technology use within advanced
and applied STEM settings is essential if today’s
students are to learn to navigate through complex
problems that will prepare them for the future;
today’s students are tomorrow’s professionals and
they must have the ability to use flexible digital
resources to solve problems efficiently and effectively if they are to move the society to new
levels of economic greatness (Newman, Clure,
Morris Deyoe, & Connor, 2013; Newman, Morris
Deyoe, Lamendola, & Clure, 2014). To achieve
the professions and society’s goals, future workers need not only to be able to problem-solve and
navigate through technology, they also must be
able to combine their communication skills, their
professional knowledge, and their work styles.
To meet these twenty-first century needs, both
within the classroom and in future employment,
more digitally supported devices, especially mobile devices, are being designed, developed, and
piloted. The first generation impact of these tools
is known; pilot studies show that mobile technology and its use enhances and promotes knowledge,
both short-term and long-term, when coupled with
active experimentation grounded in authentic settings (Hwang & Chang, 2011; National Council
for Accreditation, 2008; Sultan, Woods, & Koo,
2011; Wong, Chin, Tan, & Liu, 2010). Most of
the results of these studies, however, are limited
in that they are based solely on use by developers
or enthusiastic replicators. What we do not know
is what happens to implementation, outcomes, and
long-term adaptation of tools when the use of these
devices becomes ubiquitous. Many questions still
remain; for example: Are planned processes still
used? What adaptations are crucial? How much
prior user training is needed for the “typical”
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instructor? And, what developmental stages of
instruction are supported?
A key area open for debate is the state of
replicated use. Wiggins and McTighe’s (2005)
research on, and investigation of transferring new
educational resources into practice suggests that
to reap the benefits of using mobile technology as
a means of enhancing learning, instructors must
know not only how to use the new technology,
but also how to integrate the tool into meaningful
learning experiences. Research suggests, however, that in cases where technology and course
materials are implemented solely on perception
of content and industry needs, generally by the
person who developed and designed the material, student learning outcomes and perceptions,
are positive at first use, but tend to decline when
materials are adopted by a non-developer instructor (Cordray, Harris, & Klein, 2009; Newman et
al., 2013; Teclehaimanot, Mentzer, & Hickman,
2011). These studies suggest that something
appears to be lost when technology, especially
mobile technology, goes “ubiquitous.” Very little
research has tracked this “loss” and determined
when, where, and how much of it occurs.
This chapter attempts to begin a discussion
of that loss and how to counteract it when using
mobile technology in authentic education approaches. The chapter documents the patterns
of replicability and transferability of a multiyear
project which focused on replication and transferability of authentic use of a mobile hand-held
technology across multiple contexts, pedagogies
and practicums, tracking changes as the device
moved from development to mass integration in
undergraduate STEM courses. The chapter attempts to develop a pattern of use and subsequent
outcomes detailing:
1.
2.

Issues related to replicability across content,
context, sites, and instructors, and
Unexpected transferability to external, unplanned use.
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The role of prior use and experience for both
instructors and students, as well as the embedded
goals of pedagogy in authentic education will be
addressed within the discussions of replicability
and transferability.

OVERVIEW OF LITERATURE
In higher education STEM training, innovative,
modified, and refined methods of adapting instruction and resources are increasingly being sought
(Mastascusa, Snyder, & Hoyt, 2011). Faculty are
looking for ways to strengthen student learning and
understanding, as well as methods of creating more
engaging, feasible, and flexible ways to provide
students with learning opportunities. Embedded
within this search is the common primary goal of
increasing understanding through critical inquiry
and problem-solving in a way that will promote
twenty-first century career needs (Mastascusa et
al., 2011). This drive to improve students’ learning
occurs at all levels, but it is especially important at
the college level as we strive to meet the increasing
demands of the workforce for the next generation.
Consequently, new and old instructional methods,
grounded in evidenced-based constructivist,
guided inquiry, and discovery learning theory,
are being implemented, reinvented, or reinstated.
An increasing number of campuses, classes, and
instructors are now integrating, or considering
implementing, peer instruction, collaborative
learning, student-based learning, applicationbased learning, service learning, problem-based
learning, and instructor-guided inquiry into their
student learning patterns (Swanson, 2013).
In support of this increased emphasis on effective instructional techniques, a new focus is evolving that is based on developing and implementing
resources and instructional tools which support
learning; this new focus also emphasizes tools
that make use of the increasingly sophisticated
and easily available technology advancements
(e.g., iPads, iPods, Senseo Response Systems,

SMART Boards, etc.). As a result, inexpensive,
readily available multimedia and digital devices
now are playing a major role in supporting and
providing application and constructivist-based
learning opportunities (Akhras & Self, 2000;
Cheng, 2006; Newman & Gullie, 2009). Within
STEM classrooms, the use of technology as a tool
and support for instruction is now perceived as
a requirement when teaching students the skills
and knowledge needed within those professions.
In STEM higher education settings facultyresearchers are developing and implementing
new technological tools for their own classroom;
many instructors are expected to and are planning
on replicating, adopting, or adapting these new
technologies and instructional methods for their
own use in different domains and settings. While
development is ongoing, replication is the new
“name of the game.”
This replication, however, has resulted in a
transfer problem. Most new technologies are
designed and implemented by the “developer(s)”
of the products. These instructors have limited problems adapting the materials to different
classes because they developed the tool to meet
their instructional needs. Research touting the
effectiveness of many of these methods is based
on efforts and uses of the developers, not ubiquitous use. Unfortunately, new instructors who
want to adopt these tools are often without the
necessary resources, knowledge, or skills used by
the original developer to implement with fidelity;
consequently, replication users frequently find no
immediate effect and abandon the attempt, reverting to less successful methods. Very little research
is available on the replicability and transfer patterns of new STEM innovations and what we can
expect to have happen when we move materials
from their original setting to new sites and uses.
Literature indicates that accurate replication
and transfer of instructional techniques is a major
problem that may be affected by several factors
including familiarity with the content, familiarity
using the tool, and the amount of instructor practice
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(O’Donnell, 2008; Rogers, 2003). Many of these
factors reflect both formal and informal models
of instructor-based professional development
(Guskey, 2000) as well as the need for a common design that authenticates the diversity of use
(Wiggins & McTighe, 2005). For instance, while
prior research has shown that reflective practice
and cross-site comparison is vital in changing
classroom practices (Desimone, 2009; Guskey,
2002), we know that factors related to how, when,
and where professional development is offered
can promote change. This includes variations in
sustained and embedded site-based training, the
use of professional learning communities and
peer-based communication, the availability of
follow-up and support opportunities for users,
and continuous evaluation of outcomes (Garet,
Porter, Desimone, Birman, & Yoon, 2001; Guskey,
2000; Hawley & Valli, 1991; Keengwe, Kidd,
& Kyei-Blankson, 2009). In addition, we know
that some factors appear to greatly enhance the
transferability and replication of new technologies
in educational settings. Several researchers have
noted that ongoing, intensive examination of and
reflection on new technologies affects educational
improvements (Garet, 2001; Guskey, 2000; Hawley & Valli, 1991; Johnson & Daugherty, 2008).
Keengwe and colleagues (2009, when reviewing
a series of research studies that investigated the
adoption and use of technology at higher education
sites (e.g., Frank, Zhao, & Borman, 2004; Schrum,
Skeele, & Grant, 2002; Spotts, 1999)), found that
both reflection and formative assessment were
“critical to the adoption process” (p.24).

Expected Adaptation: Fidelity of Use
A major issue in the use of resources and tools
developed by others is a distinction between adoption and adaptation, that is, fidelity of intended
use. According to Rogers (2003), true adoption
of an innovation or technology is supposed to be
an exact replication of the technology or innovation’s use as conducted in its developed setting
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and as documented in early research. In most
settings, however, this does not happen. Instead,
new users adapt, or modify, the tool, its use, and
its expected outcomes to meet their own needs.
As a result, debates and inquiries about fidelity of
implementation are common and critics as well as
funders now call for research that focuses on the
changes that ensue as adoption, replication, and
adaptation occur across individuals and settings.
As an example of this debate, O’Donnell (2008),
when discussing fidelity of implementation, found
that it reflected two components: efficacy and
effectiveness. Efficacy refers to evidence that an
innovation, program, or intervention achieved the
desired outcome “under the most favorable conditions” (O’Donnell, 2008, p.41) and represents
implementation as documented by the developer.
Typically, this reflects the critical elements which
are still tightly controlled or monitored, ensuring
that confounding factors within the design are
maximized as necessary to make the innovation
work. Effectiveness, on the other hand, is related
to movement away from the developer to new users or new settings, and represents how well the
innovation or program or intervention works when
it is replicated, transferred, or adapted to naturalistic settings, non-controlled settings, where the
influence of mediating and moderating factors is
inevitable (O’Donnell, 2008). O’Donnell notes
that because variations in fidelity will occur in
natural settings, these may be variations in both
process and student outcomes, thus impacting the
perception of the innovation’s widespread replicability and transferability. Borrergo, Cutler, Prince,
Henderson, and Froyd (2013) note the importance
of understanding and documenting both types of
fidelity when integrating instructional methods
within STEM education; they note the need for
evidence-based studies within both developer and
non-developer domains.
Some authors, however, note a disconnect between the two types of studies, prioritizing one or
the other (e.g., Desimone, 2009; O’Donnell, 2008).
They note that efficacy studies address specific
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relevance and usefulness, while effectiveness
studies more accurately address the outcomes of
replication, transfer, and adaptation. A review of
literature indicates there is a need for both. Studies
conducted on the effectiveness of technologybased instruction are typically conducted on a
“solo pilot” level (i.e., only one location, one
subject, and one instructor are studied). It is the
results of meta-analyses of these “solo” studies
that have been used to show that the use of technology in education does have positive affective
(i.e., interest and motivation) and cognitive (i.e.,
knowledge retention) outcomes for students (Blok,
Oostdam, Otter, and Overmaat, 2002; Cheung
& Slavin, 2012; Lee, Waxman, Wu, Michko, &
Lin, 2013; Soe, Koki, & Chang, 2000; Tamim,
Bernard, Borokhovski, Abrami, & Schmid, 2011;
Waxman, Lin, & Michko, 2003). As more specific
examples, Newman, Rienhard, & Clure (2007)
and Newman, Clure, Morris Deyoe, & Connor
(2013) found that at one higher education site,
the integration of multimedia-based tools as
well as local technology in STEM education met
both individual and group needs and supported
a transfer of knowledge and skills to real life
experiences, use of differentiated data sets, and
outcomes to simulated professional problems.
A study in a single school district on the use of
instructional technology within ELA classrooms
coupled with self-reflection led to increases in
student attendance, student ELA test scores, and
higher motivation to read (Newman, Coyle, &
McKenna, 2013). Similarly, a study on the use of
instructional technology and professional development within science classrooms, again in only
one school district, led to documented increases
in student attendance and science test scores, as
well as reduced math anxiety for teachers (Newman, Gullie, & Hunter, 2012).
Although these studies have shown efficacy
of the new tools, they provide only limited evidence of replication, transfer, and adaptation. If
present, it is only at localized sites, with little or
limited documentation describing the process of

transferability and areas of common effectiveness
across the sites. Further evidence is necessary
on the actual process of implementation from
developer to replicator (adopter), including what
that replication looks like (e.g., fidelity); how differences occur across individuals, content areas,
and contexts (e.g., adaptation); and how these
differences impact outcomes. This knowledge is
particularly needed in STEM higher education.
The following study provides an in-depth investigation into the replication and transferability of a
mobile technology within and across instructors,
content, contexts, and institutions. Patterns of
losses, gains, and potential confounding variables
also are identified.

BACKGROUND OF THE STUDY
Data collected from a six-year project studying
the use of a handheld mobile technology device
were analyzed to investigate potential patterns of
use reflecting fidelity of implementation including
efficacy and effectiveness of outcomes. Settings
included multiple instructors, content areas, and
institutions. As shown in Figure 1, the proposed
implementation pattern took on a “bulls-eye” pattern beginning with the developer at the center and
each level of implementation following a different
setting of replication or transfer. The Developer of
the technology represented the original designer
and developer of the tool and the curriculum. Two
levels of use are portrayed by this instructor, the
first, Developer Piloting, is the original use of the
tool and its supporting curriculum, conducted by
the author/developer; this use reflects stand-alone
implementation needed for piloting and refinement. The second level, Developer Integration,
reflects full use of the entire sequence of modules
throughout a semester. This level includes refinement and adaptation to different classroom and
student needs. The next major instructor breakout
represents Content Replication instructors (two
levels); participants represent faculty who teach
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Figure 1.

the same course as the developer, at the same
institution, but who were not part of the design,
development, piloting and structured refinement
of the tools. First level use by these Content Replication faculty involves direct transfer of the tool
and curriculum; it is intended that replication will
occur with maximum fidelity. Second level use by
Content Replication faculty allowed these instructors to refine their use and adapt the curriculum
to their specific style of teaching; there is fidelity
within content and curriculum, but pedagogical
styles and some expected student outcomes are
allowed to differ. The role of Transfer Instructors
has four levels. The first level of Transfer Instruction represents Context Transfer; the resources
are utilized in a similar content, but offered for a
different purpose or audience (in this case a course
on the same content for nonmajors, for instance,
a course on electric circuits for majors other than
electrical engineering). The second level of Transfer Instruction, Higher Cognitive Level Transfer,
represents movement of the tool to an advanced
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course on the same content. Expected goals and
use of the tool may be different, supportive or
exploratory, and not reflect those of early learning.
The third level of Transfer Instruction, Disciplinary Transfer, moves the use outside the original
design’s disciplinary domain to a topic-specific
use where content overlaps, such as the specific
use of a math formula in an applied content class.
The fourth level of Transfer Instruction, External
Transfer, supports original content, but the tool
is utilized at different institutions. The use in
this setting may reflect differences in content,
context, and instructional goals and support. All
of these levels of use, from developer to offsite
uncontrolled use, were expected to have issues
of replication, transferability and adaptation that
might affect fidelity of the process of use, as well
as fidelity of outcomes. The analyses presented in
this chapter seek to determine the adequacy of the
proposed pattern and issues related to fidelity as
implementation shifted away from the developer,
the specific context, and the specific site.
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The Tool and Its Use
The tool discussed in this study was part of a
larger project1, and revolved around an innovative,
handheld device developed and implemented for
use in an engineering electric circuits course at
a private college. The function of the tool was to
simulate large laboratory equipment typically used
in science and engineering classrooms (e.g., oscilloscope, function generator, etc.). The technology,
the Mobile Studio Learning Platform™, consisted
of an electronic input/output board, downloadable
Mobile Studio Software™ for laptops, and a materials kit (e.g., batteries, wire, pliers, wire strippers,
resistors, capacitors, and inductors). Over the
course of a six year, 17 term, implementation
project, the technology was used by 10 different
instructors across five content domains (Electric
Circuits, Electronic Instrumentation, Introduction to Electronics, Physics II, and Elements of
Electrical Engineering) at multiple sites.
Eight instructors (including the developer)
utilized the technology at the initial site of development; and two instructors implemented it
at external schools of higher education. A brief
summary of the levels of use and key contextual
variables related to replication, transferability,
and adaptation may be found in Table 1. The developer taught four semesters of the key content
course Electric Circuits; in this setting, students
represented primarily those majoring in electrical
engineering. These classes reflected Levels One
and Two of Developer use. Three subsequent
semesters of this course were taught by a nondeveloper, or Content Replication instructor. This
use reflects levels one and two uses of Content
Replication instructors. The next levels of adoption, transfer occurred in different courses at the
developing site. Use in Electronic Instrumentation
represented the first level of Transfer, Context, to
an engineering course comprised of students who
did not have a background in electronics. Use in
Introduction to Electronics represented the second
level Transfer, Cognitive, a higher level course

within the same content area–electrical engineering. The third level of Transfer, Disciplinary, was
to a Physics course with use of the module moved
to support other disciplines. The final and fourth
level of Transfer, External, was to courses taught
at external sites, but in content similar to that of
the developer’s original course.

Data Collection
The effectiveness of the technology on student
learning and perceptions was examined when
the technology was utilized by the Developer,
Content Replication instructors within the same
content area, Transfer instructors across contexts
and disciplines, and External Transfer instructors.
As can be seen in Table 2, the majority of students
providing documentation for this chapter represent
undergraduate electrical or computer systems engineering majors, with less reported evidence from
students enrolled in the Context Transfer course
and the Discipline Transfer course. Students in the
Discipline Transfer courses were predominantly
dual mechanical, aeronautical, chemical, and/or
biomedical engineering majors.
Several data collection methods were involved.
Pre-surveys (n=960), administered within the first
two weeks of each course, assessed the status of
replication and transferability (e.g., course, academic status and major), as well as potential confounding learner variables such as attitudes toward
learning the context. Students’ perceptions on the
particular course in which they were enrolled, the
format and setting of the tool and resources used,
the benefits of its use and self-reported learning
outcomes were assessed in matched post-course
surveys, administered during the class in the last
week of the course. Post-course interviews of
students and instructors (n=90), administered inperson and via telephone at the end of the course,
validated pre- and post-surveys and assessed
overall perceptions of students’ experiences with
the technology used directly within the course,
outside the course, and perceived long-term
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1
2
1
1

3
3
1

Replication
• Content Replication.

Context Transfer
• Replicate Instructor and Replacement project lead.

Higher Cognitive Level Transfer I
• Replicate Instructor (TAs).

Higher Cognitive Level Transfer II
• Replicate Instructor (TAs).

Disciplinary Transfer I
• Replicate Instructor.

Disciplinary Transfer II
• Replicate Instructor.

External Transfer

Electrical Engineering/Electronic
Majors

Physics II/Required course for a
variety of majors, non-engineering
and engineering

Introduction to Electronics/
Electronic Engineering Majors

Electronic Instrumentation/
Non-electronic Engineering Majors

Electric Circuits/
Electronic Engineering Majors

Course/Student Majors

5

6

8

7

4

3

2

1

Rank of
Instructor
Familiarity

A part of the project since its development

Instructor(s) had prior experience, trained TAs in how
to use the technology

Instructor had no prior experience with the I/O board

TAs served as instructors when technology was used,
TAs did not have experience using the technology in
instruction

TAs served as instructors when technology was used, TAs
had prior experience using the technology in instruction

Replacement lead on project

Some familiarity, sat in on classes where technology
was used

Developed technology/Lead on project

Instructor Familiarity

*Background knowledge refers to knowledge and experience with the content and concepts related to the Mobile Studio Learning Platform™(i.e., circuits, electrical engineering, etc.)
Key: 1=most familiarity or background knowledge. Highest # in each column equals the lowest amount of familiarity/background knowledge.

1

Rank of St.
Background
Knowledge*

Developer
• Piloting.
• Integration.

Level of Implementation

Table 1. Technology implementation level and rank of instructor familiarity
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Table 2. Data sample
Phase

Year Three
Pre-Survey

Post-Survey

Interviews

Observations

Developer Integration/Refinement

73

70

5

14

Content Replication

65

65

4

7

Higher Cognitive Level Transfer

67

67

1

2

Context Transfer

42

42

1

3

Disciplinary Transfer

84

84

3

5

External Transfer

24

9

0

0

outcomes. Observations (n=104) in all courses
also confirmed survey and interview responses.
A representative sample of the data is used for
the purposes of this chapter; see Table 2 for more
information on the instruments and sample.

IMPLEMENTATION
Examination of the overall data set identified several key patterns of use related to replicability and
transferability of the data. In general, the expected
pattern was verified with the device appearing
to be transferrable and relevant to many users,
contexts, and instructional needs. The device was
successfully implemented in a variety of settings,
where both experiential and didactic pedagogical
goals were represented. In addition, support for
both autonomous and collaborative learning was
documented, as well as diverse instructional goals
including scaffolded learning, demonstration,
and guided inquiry. With the exception of the
class depicting Disciplinary Transfer, almost all
students found the mobile learning platforms to
reflect course content and noted that it supported
hands-on experience for learning (see Tables 3 & 4
for more information on use). Within this general
finding, however, several different patterns of use
were derived from the data for subsets of users.
These patterns, along with confounding variables
are discussed.

The Role of Instructor Familiarity
A predominant factor involved in the pattern of
implementation and replication was level of instructor familiarity with the mobile technology
itself (i.e., how to use Mobile Studio Learning
Platform™, familiarity and experience in using it in
a class before, etc.). Analyses of the data indicated
that instructor knowledge of the tool, practices in
using it, and instructional goals were related to the
patterns of perceptions of utility and relevance. As
noted above, overall, the majority of the students
had positive perceptions of the technology, but
a decreasing pattern of the positive perception
was noted by key instructional variables. When
the faculty member had greater connections to
the technology and its designed use, students
had higher positive perceptions than students
of instructors who were not as familiar with the
technology and its prescribed use. As instructor
levels of familiarity shifted from the initial use,
where the familiarity was highest (i.e., Developer),
to levels where the instructor was most removed
from both the development and the original
context (i.e., Transfer Instructors), perceptions
of effectiveness decreased. Further examination
indicated that familiarity with content, context, and
development did form a series of concentric rings
resembling the proposed bulls-eye (see Figure 2)
where the Developer is the center of the bullseye with adjacent rings denoting higher levels of
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Table 3. Student perceptions of Mobile Studio I/O Board use in the classroom*

ER F09
(n=9)

50

77

86

39

64

75

80

74

67

The time allotted for I/O board
use was adequate.

59

70

82

49

63

95

74

58

65

72

51

56

DT I F09
(n=84)

91

XT Sp10
(n=67)

89

CT I Sp10
(n=42)

83

R Sp10
(n=65)

The instructor was accessible
during I/O board use/exercises.

Statement

D I/Re F09
(n=56)

DT II Sp12
(n=66)

XT F10-Sp11
(n=109)

CT II F10-Sp11
(n=66)

R/Re F10-Sp11
(n=115)

D Integ. F08-Sp09
(n=138)

D Pilot/Integ. Sp 08
(n=76)

% Agree**

Role of Instructor (including the Teaching Assistants)

Format and Setting during I/O Board Use
The use of the I/O boards
reflected course content.

90

87

93

74

81

88

68

84

87

50

46

100

The I/O boards provided
opportunities for students to
practice content.

90

91

93

77

81

86

71

84

87

38

49

89

The use of the I/O boards
reflected real practice.

80

79

82

60

58

64

56

65

74

27

42

--

The visual aids (e.g. diagrams)
used with I/O boards were clear
and helpful.

45

66

55

64

32

46

89

Supplementary Instructional Materials
67

48

58

87

45

* Numbers represent percentages of participants who responded “Strongly Agree” or “Agree” on a 6-point Likert-type scale.
***D=Developer, D Integ=Integration, D Re= Developer Refinement, Re/E=Refinement/Expansion phase, R=Replication phase,
CTI=Cognitive Transfer phase with experienced TA instructors, CT II=cognitive transfer with inexperienced TA instructors, XT=Context
Transfer phase, DT I=Disciplinary Transfer phase with inexperienced instructor, DT II= Disciplinary transfer with experienced instructors,
ER=External Transfer

use and greater levels of disparity on adoption
and replication with only minor variations. This
pattern varied from the expected fidelity pattern.
As can be seen in Figure 2 and documented in
Table 3, students had more positive perceptions of
use, the role of the instructor, and supplementary
materials in Developer and Content Replication
courses, with more disparity from the target found
for Higher Cognitive Level Transfer and Context
Transfer courses. That is, those students taught
by the instructors with less familiarity with the
technology and its intended use yielded the lowest ratings. More specifically, students in classes
taught by more experienced instructors perceived
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the hands-on practice of the Mobile Studio Learning Platform™:
1.
2.

To better reflect real life situations grounded
in the course content, and
That supporting resources were positive
aspects of its use and were relevant to the
course they were taking (Table 3).

Lower perceptions of these variables were
presented by the Disciplinary Transfer classes
where instructor knowledge in the major concepts
crossed disciplinary use. In this setting, students’
perceptions of the device were less than in the
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Table 4.* % of student self-reported approaches to Mobile Studio Learning Platform™ use
Statements

% of Students***
D Pilot thru
Refinement
(n=270)

Replication
(n=180)

Transfer to
Higher level
(n=108)

Transfer Outside
Original Context
(n=176)

DT I
(n=84)

DT II
(n=66)

ER
(n=9)

Prior I/O Board Experience
Yes

22

No

78

36

94

16

--**

11

--**

64

6

85

--**

89

--**

Instructor Used I/O boards to Demonstrate Material/Concepts
In Class

43

13

12

64

15

3

11

In Lab

91

70

45

33

24

8

56

In Class

43

13

12

64

35

8

56

In Lab

90

55

65

62

37

38

33

Homework

56

16

8

22

4

3

0

In Class

24

25

17

92

27

5

44

In Lab

51

93

88

95

28

32

78

Homework

21

18

8

17

2

3

0

In Class

9

13

5

51

35

11

33

In Lab

19

19

26

54

43

46

33

Homework

10

7

4

9

2

1

0

Students Used I/O Boards Independently

Students Used I/O Boards with 1 Peer

Students Used I/O Boards with 2 or More Peers

*Numbers represent mean percentages of participants who answered both pre and post-surveys who responded “often”/”most of the
time.”
**Item not on survey
***D=Developer, D Integ=Integration, D Re= Developer Refinement, Re/E=Refinement/Expansion phase, R=Replication phase,
CTI=Cognitive Transfer phase with experienced TA instructors, CT II=cognitive transfer with inexperienced TA instructors, XT=Context
Transfer phase, DT I=Disciplinary Transfer phase with inexperienced instructor, DT II= Disciplinary transfer with experienced instructors,
ER=External Transfer

courses where the instructors had familiarity with
content. The settings where adaptation was managed by teaching assistants with lesser familiarity
of both the device and the content served as the
outer ring of the bulls-eye.

The Role of Students’
Prior Experience
Data indicated student background knowledge
embedded within the phase of implementation also
changed the pattern of perceptions toward contex-

tual knowledge acquisition. On average, responses
to context knowledge generation ranged from a
high percentage of agreement to a low percentage
(see Figure 3), and again followed the expected
replication pattern based on similarity to original
purpose, content and context: that is, Developer
Integration, External Transfer, Context Transfer,
Replication, Higher-Level Cognitive Transfer, and
Disciplinary Transfer. It is noteworthy, however,
that for this variable–student prior experience–
sites with External Transfer moved from the outer
ring to one of closer proximity to the Developer
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Figure 2. Bulls-eye pattern with instructor familiarity variable

(see Figure 4). In this setting, it appears the external users were transferring the tool to settings
that reflected the same content and context as the
Developer, as were Context Transfer settings in
which students were learning similar content but
for different uses; they also rated higher than did
other adaptions. An unexpected deviation from the
proposed pattern, but one that could be explained
by instructor familiarity that occurred in transfer
courses where the adaptation was managed by
teaching assistants who were unfamiliar with the
device. In these courses, where replicating and
transfer should have mirrored courses with parallel content, it was found that student perceptions
were markedly lower.
More specifically, as shown in Figure 5a, the
majority of students in all phases of implementation within the same discipline (i.e., engineering)
agreed that the use of the tool in active experimentation and hands-on activities enhanced their
cognition of theories and concepts related to their
course. It would appear that instructor familiarity
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moderates this value of active experimentation;
only one-third of students in the Disciplinary
Transfer course reported the device as helpful in
practicing concepts compared to over 70% of users
by the Developer, Content Replication instructors
and External Transfer instructors.
Examination of Figure 5b, the need to have
someone model concepts instead of using handson exploration, indicated less than one-half of the
students perceived a need for active demonstration
provided by someone else for learning. This was
most notable among those students where the
instructor and the content were most removed
from the original use (e.g., Disciplinary Transfer).
These students may have placed less need to understand the content and context as they did not see
instructors relating relevance. Overall, however,
over half of each group no longer perceived a need
for external support, but were satisfied with their
own authentic hands-on experience (as shown in
Figure 5a).
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Figure 3. Support for context knowledge generation

As further noted in Figure 6, for variables related to content generation (i.e., developing interest,
developing problem-solving skills, and thinking
about problems in a graphical way) the more the
use correlated with the developers original idea
in terms of content, context, and outcomes, the
more learning outcomes were reported. A different
pattern of concentric rings was noted (see Figure
7), however, when student skills in collaboration
were assessed. In those settings where greater leaps

in transfer were made (i.e., different sites, content
or context) students relied more on collaboration
with their peers.
Overall, both student and instructor familiarity emerged as factors related to use of the mobile technology and its effectiveness within the
course(s). While the general format of a concentric
ring of a bulls-eye was followed, the placement
of some of these rings varied for some outcomes
by user variables.
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Figure 4. Bulls-eye pattern with student prior experience variable

Figure 5.
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Figure 6. Student perceptions on I/O Board benefits for learning outcomes

Figure 7. Bulls-eye pattern with collaboration variable
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THE ROLE OF CONFOUNDING
VARIABLES
Lack of Formal Training
in Tool Integration
Formal training and professional development
related to the use of the Mobile Studio Learning
Platform™ and assistance in how to implement it
within instruction did not occur for this device
at the higher education level. Although all of the
instructors were believed to be familiar with the
content and the traditional tools the technology
simulates (i.e., oscilloscope and function generator), methods of learning about the tool and its
potential uses varied greatly. For example, the
Content Replication instructor learned to use
the technology through individual practice supported by in-class observations of the developer;
this resulted in direct knowledge of the tool and
its expected usage. Similarly, the instructor of
the Context Transfer course also noted using autonomous hands-on experimentation to facilitate
transfer of the tool within his own course.
For replication and transfer instructors who
did not have these experiences, more adaption,
transfer, and adoption problems were noted. Some
instructors who did not have direct support turned
that segment of their course over to other “more
competent” instructors or delayed, decreased, or
omitted use. Observations also indicated that, at
times, this use was not integrated into the standard curriculum, but was perceived as an “add
on” experiential opportunity. As noted earlier,
experience levels of the teaching assistants also
were important. The assistants in the first Higher
Cognitive Level Transfer class had prior experience using the technology in one of the replication classes and one was part of the development
process and worked directly on its design and
refinement with the developer. These assistants
were able to help with or provide the necessary
transfer experience and support the instructor.
Those teaching assistants, however, who taught
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the second Higher Cognitive Level Transfer class,
did not have prior experience in using the device,
nor did they receive any training in how to use
it. As can be seen in Tables 3 and 4 along with
Tables 5 and 6, perceptions of the process and
outcomes were lower in this setting. On the other
hand, scores for the External Transfer instructor
were higher; this instructor had received informal
feedback and took part in several discussions
about use with peer content providers. Although
no formal training was provided, these developer/
instructor conversations reflected informal best
uses and advice on support were provided that
guided implementation and adaptation.

Instructional Approaches
and Instructional Goals
The device successfully supported multiple teaching styles that exemplified differing pedagogical
approaches and varied levels of support. The Developer initially focused on autonomous learning
with some opportunity for partner-work supported
by scaffolded, guided inquiry approach to learning.
In using this approach, the instructor demonstrated
and modeled concepts that students then practiced
individually through active experimentation until
they mastered the concepts. Students in this setting
received multiple instructor demonstrations using
the tool during the class or “lecture” portion of
the course, as well as time set aside for immediate individual use. In addition, the Developer’s
students were the only group where more than
half of the students reported using the tool for
homework and to practice outside the classroom
(56% of students reported using the board independently for homework; 22% reported using it
with a partner to complete homework). These
students evidenced greater long-term retention.
Although the Content Replication instructor
utilized a similar approach to instruction, there
was more emphasis on partner-work when using
the mobile device over individual use.2 In addition, demonstrations during the “lecture” period
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Table 5. Support for context knowledge generation*

D Pilot/Integ. Sp 08
(n=76)

D Integ. F08 Sp09
(n=138)

D I/Re** F09
(n=56)

R** Sp10
(n=65)

R/Re F10 Sp11
(n=115)

CT I Sp10
(n=42)

CT II F10-Sp11
(n=66)

XT Sp10
(n=67)

XT F10 Sp11
(n=109)

DT I*** F09
(n=84)

DT II*** Sp12
(n=66)

ER F09
(n=9)

% Agree**

Using hands-on manipulatives
will enhance my understanding of
engineering concepts.

83

86

93

82

83

90

83

89

85

48%

61

78%

I have the ability to learn engineering
ideas through examples and
demonstrations.

77

82

78

77

78

80

74

78

85

32%

73

89%

Sometimes I need hands-on practice
to try out ideas related to engineering
concepts.

68

71

73

72

70

55

68

72

67

35%

49

56%

I have the ability to communicate
engineering ideas with classmates
through examples and demos.

64

66

65

65

60

61

59

56

71

32%

29

78%

Using hands-on manipulatives to learn
engineering concepts would make me
nervous.

9

13

13

10

10

5

15

14

17

13%

8

11%

Learning Engineering Statements

*D=Developer, D Integ=Integration, D Re= Developer Refinement, Re/E=Refinement/Expansion phase, R=Replication phase,
CTI=Cognitive Transfer phase with experienced TA instructors, CT II=cognitive transfer with inexperienced TA instructors, XT=Context
Transfer phase, DT I=Disciplinary Transfer phase with inexperienced instructor, DT II= Disciplinary transfer with experienced instructors,
ER=External Transfer
**Percentages represent those participants who responded, “Strongly Agree” or “Agree” on a 6-point Likert-type scale.
***The word “engineering” in each item was replaced with “physics” for items for the disciplinary transfer course.

were reported much less frequently (13%) at the
replication level; these students had more handson trial and error authentication. In this setting,
though retention was not as great as the previous
setting, perceived knowledge of possible affective
outcomes increased pre to post.
Because in the Higher Cognitive Level Transfer
classes nearly all the students had prior experience
with the Mobile Studio Learning Platform™ and
the content, use of the device was restricted to lab
time only. Although demonstration was provided
to the class by a teaching assistant familiar with
the tool, the majority of students learned through
a cooperative peer learning approach. In addition, approximately two-thirds of these students
reported using the device independently while in
class. In this setting, two major course objectives

were supported through the use–students had gains
in knowledge as well as increased opportunity to
learn team building skills.
Similar goals were met in the learning environment in the Context Transfer class. This
setting utilized collaborative student inquiry and
self-regulated learning conducted in teams of two
and four working at their own pace. Observations
noted that depending on students’ division of tasks,
some students also worked autonomously with
the Mobile Studio Learning Platform™. Learning
outcomes appeared to vary by role of the student.
The External Transfer instructor primarily
implemented a collaborative learning setting;
however, autonomous learning also was reported
(Table 4). The majority of students (78%) in the
External Transfer course reported using the Mobile
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Table 6. Student perceptions of learning outcomes*

CT II F10-Sp11
(n=66)

XT Sp10
(n=67)

XT F10-Sp11
(n=109)

DT I F09
(n=84)

DT II Sp12
(n=66)

ER F09
(n=9)

86

69

65

81

64

49

64

30

36

44

Develop skills in problem solving in
the content area.

70

69

82

45

54

62

49

51

54

18

23

44

Develop different ways of solving
problems.

65

66

71

42

50

55

45

35

46

17

27

44

Work collaboratively with fellow
students.

53

56

54

65

76

71

67

77

67

48

42

89

Develop interest in the content area.

75

74

80

52

55

59

47

53

49

13

18

33

Become motivated to learn course
content.

63

63

68

37

50

55

30

31

39

8

12

33

CT I Sp10
(n=42)

78

R/Re F10-Sp11
(n=115)

75

R Sp10
(n=65)

D Integ. F08 Sp09
(n=138)

Think about problems in graphical/
pictorial/practical ways.

Perception Toward Mobile Studio
Learning Platform™ Benefits

D I/Re F09
(n=56)

D Pilot/Integ. Sp 08
(n=76)

% Agree**

Specific Content Learning

General Learning

Affective Learning

*Percentages represent those participants who responded, “Strongly Agree” or “Agree” on a 6-point Likert-type scale.
The word “engineering” in each item was replaced with “physics” for the disciplinary transfer course.
**D=Developer, D Integ=Integration, D Re= Developer Refinement, Re/E=Refinement/Expansion phase, R=Replication phase,
CTI=Cognitive Transfer phase with experienced TA instructors, CT II=cognitive transfer with inexperienced TA instructors, XT=Context
Transfer phase, DT I=Disciplinary Transfer phase with inexperienced instructor, DT II= Disciplinary transfer with experienced instructors,
ER=External Transfer

Studio Learning Platform™ with a partner in lab and
independently during class. The External Transfer
instructor also utilized demonstration techniques in
both lab and lecture. For instance, approximately
one-third of these students indicated they used the
Mobile Studio Learning Platform™ and 56% of
students reported using the Mobile Studio during
class time. These students reported greater gains
in content and relevance of materials (Figure 8).
In the Disciplinary Transfer courses, considerably fewer students reported positive use of
the Mobile Studio Learning Platform™ in any
capacity and observers noted major differences
in instructional goals as well as practice. In the
first Disciplinary Transfer course, nearly 25% of
students reported use through instructor demon-
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stration, whereas only 8% reported use through
instructor demonstration for the second Disciplinary Transfer course. Observations indicated that
in an attempt to move beyond demonstration,
strong support was needed for the instructor and
for the student. In the first Disciplinary Transfer
course, the initial instructional approach began
by using a guided inquiry approach; however,
as the semester went on, feedback and informal
assessments led the instructor to reduce use to
more of a direct instruction approach to ensure
student understanding. In the second Disciplinary
Transfer course, the instructional approach was
based on constructivist, guided inquiry with direct
scaffolding via lab handouts.
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Figure 8. Implementation of mobile studio approach

CONCLUSION AND IMPLICATIONS
This six year, 17-term development and replication project found that use of a mobile technology
was successful in assisting and supporting higher
education STEM learning. Overall, use of the mobile technology supported multiple instructional
styles and students’ knowledge generation when
replicated and transferred across multiple settings.
Use and experience, however, was related to the
instructors’ pedagogical goals and approach in the
classroom but these in turn appear to be related
to instructor familiarity. For example, instructor accessibility and time allotted for use of the
device and supporting materials appears to be
concomitantly dependent upon the instructor’s
targeted use in the classroom and how that use was
perceived to support learning (i.e., teacher-directed
vs. student-directed learning, constructivist learning vs. direct instruction), as well as, instructor
familiarity with the technology. Instructors who
were more familiar with the device, and whose
course goals more closely matched the original
concept tended to move toward more studentscentered, hands-on approach to use. The further

the use was removed from the original concept,
the more instructors tended to use the device as
a “drop in” aid to curriculum and instruction. As
the instructor gained in familiarity with the tool
and saw potential for practice and exploration,
however, use did increase. This use might not
have, and frequently did not, replicate the original
development goals, but was viewed as partially
successful by students.
Data patterns indicate the implementation level, instructor familiarity, and student background
knowledge (i.e., knowledge in content related to
electrical engineering) influenced participants’
perceptions of mobile technology-related learning
outcomes. Differences in familiarity with the tool,
as well as instructional style, led to the variations
in student responses towards a need for supporting
visual aids, and more time allotted for use.
Although pedagogical goals may be based on
students’ level of familiarity with the mobile device and the advanced standing of the course (i.e.,
more emphasis was placed on student-centered
constructivist learning), instructor familiarity
and congruence with original Developer goals
played major roles.
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Use in courses taught by the Developer and in
the first Higher Cognitive Level Transfer course
yielded the most positive perceptions of the benefits of using the mobile technology by both student
and instructor on the device’s ability to assist in
specific learning outcomes (i.e., thinking about
problems graphically, pictorially and developing
content-related problem solving skills). These
outcomes are directly related to student ability
to demonstrate knowledge in specified domains
that can later be transferred.
Use of the mobile technology also was perceived beneficial in promoting more general learning outcomes related to long-term learning and
professional needs. Two-thirds or more of students
perceived the device to promote collaboration if
they were students enrolled in courses where the
device was used to support hands-on practice in
cooperative group work (i.e., External Transfer,
Content Replication, Higher Cognitive Level
Transfer, and Context Transfer).
Increases in affect necessary to promote learning also were supported differentially. In settings
where both the instructor and the student had more
familiarity with content and context, greater gains
in the important variables were noted. For example,
more than half of the students in the developer’s
classes, first Higher Cognitive Level Transfer
course, and the second Content Replication course
perceived the device to benefit affective learning.
Students in Disciplinary Transfer demonstrated
less change.
These findings and the resultant patterns have
implications for both developers of technology and
for higher education faculty adopters. Researchers need to expand the design and development
activities as well as supporting materials to ensure
transfer to those who are novices in the use of the
tool. This includes more discussion and instruction on how to use these tools in different course
configurations, as well as different phases of support systems. Designers need to build into their
development, the documentation of exemplary
practices and acceptable transformation of use in
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ways that will still result in fidelity of outcomes.
This means that design and development is not
complete when the tool has been proven to work
in the local pilot setting. Instead, if proven successful in this setting, designers need to promote
and document use in alternate settings and assist in
creating replicable, transferable, and adaptive uses.
Instructors in higher education settings also
need to be more aware of the time, resources, and
convergence of goals on their intended adoption.
If new technological devices are to be introduced
into a higher education classroom, instructors
should look for those that have documented suggestions for use, plan on at least two repetitions,
and allocate time for adaption, not just adoption
and replication.
The role of technology in higher education
settings is here to stay, either as a content to be
learned or as a support to learning and instruction. While it can be used well, it also can be used
poorly. More development and documentation of
successful patterns of use is needed to assist in
creating “good use.”
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KEY TERMS AND DEFINITIONS
Authentic Education: Education experiences
grounded in real world, problem-based activities
designed to encourage multiple perspectives and
cross-disciplinary knowledge application and
transfer.
Constructivism: Learning theory that states
an individual’s learning is contextual and is based
on their building of knowledge through their
experiences.
Effectiveness: How well an innovation can be
used across multiple sites and settings.
Efficacy: How well an innovation produces
desired results.
Mobile Devices: Any technological device
that has portability and mobility that allows for
internet connectivity.
Mobile Studio Learning Platform™: A
hardware platform designed for use with a laptop
and appropriate software to simulate hardware
used in electronics laboratories.
Replication: The reproduction of the use of a
tool or innovation in another setting, by the same
or another individual.

SMART Board: An interactive whiteboard
that allows for the use of multimedia tools (e.g.,
videos, images, websites) into instruction.
Understanding by Design®: A framework
designed by Wiggins and McTighe (1998) to
improve student achievement in learning that
includes the interrelation of learning goals, assessments, and learning activities.
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ABSTRACT
This chapter presents a pilot exploratory case study that seeks to bridge the classic gap between teacher
preparation and practice by exploiting the affordances offered by digital simulations for contextualizing
novice teachers’ learning and pedagogy. Using the simulated classroom SimSchool as a virtual field
experience, a teaching intervention focused on mathematics education and the use of technology was
conducted in order to determine best practices. Both undergraduate and graduate education students
participated in the study. The study explored participants’ views on the experiences with the simulated
environment. Interviews and self-reflection reports were used for data collection. Findings suggest that
participants appreciated simulations as virtual environments that provide the opportunity to practice and
experiment on particular teaching approaches in a safe environment. Nevertheless, they also express a
number of concerns related to how they compare simulations with real classroom experiences and their
interaction with virtual students, as well as some technical considerations. Simulations have a great potential to create reality-based learning contexts that foster opportunities for pre- and in-service teachers
to improve their pedagogy. Thus, further research is required to unfold all aspects of such approaches.

INTRODUCTION
Despite the extensive calls for the uptake of learnercentered, inquiry-based pedagogical models in
mathematics education, changing teaching practices is proving to be quite difficult. The research

literature indicates a disconnection between curricula initiatives and calls for reform and actual
classroom practice and suggests the persistence
of traditional, teacher-centered approaches (European Commission, 2007; Barab, Hay, Barnett
& Squire, 2001; Klette, 2009; Tiberghien & Buty,
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2007). There is strong evidence that, in practice,
inquiry-based teaching and learning of mathematics is not widely implemented (Euler, 2011).
The methods of instruction have been identified as contributing to students’ falling interest
in mathematics (Van Langen, 2005). Empirical
classroom research over several decades shows
that, with some notable exceptions, mathematics
instruction has been characterized by traditional,
abstract formulation which seems to be readily
understood by only a small fraction of students
(Mor, Winters, Cerulli & Björk, 2006). The teaching of mathematics is viewed as unappealing to the
majority of students, as outdated and unconnected
with their interests and experiences (Goodrum,
Hackling & Rennie 2001). Ideas are presented in
an overly theoretical and abstract manner without
sufficient opportunities for students to engage in
problem-solving and experimentation.
Pedagogical approaches to teaching mathematics cannot be considered in isolation from the
people who implement pedagogy in classrooms.
Teachers are probably the most important actors
in promoting a change in the way mathematics is
taught (Euler, 2011). Although many factors affect
a teacher’s effectiveness, teacher knowledge is one
of the biggest influences on student achievement
(Fennema & Franke, 1992). Recognizing that
the blend of content knowledge and pedagogical
content knowledge is most critical for effective
instruction, leaders in mathematics education
have highlighted the need for improving teachers’
pedagogical content knowledge of the subjects
(e.g. Ball, Lubienski & Mewborn, 2001). Pedagogical content knowledge refers to the ability
of teachers to transform formal subject matter
knowledge into pedagogically powerful forms
that are appropriate for a particular group of students (Shulman, 1986). It includes knowledge of
students’ typical conceptions and preconceptions
regarding main mathematical ideas, understanding
of what makes the learning of specific topics easy
or difficult, knowledge of effective strategies for
helping students re-organise their understanding,

as well as the ability to be adaptive to the variations in ability, prior knowledge, and individual
characteristics presented by students (Fennema
et al., 1996).
Teacher education programs do their best,
through the mathematics methods courses they
typically provide, to equip future educators with
the skills and knowledge necessary for effective,
standards-based teaching of mathematics (Zibit
& Gibson, 2005). In recent years, however, they
have been criticized for failing to equip their
graduates with the knowledge and skills required
to teach quality mathematics and to produce
reform-based classroom change. Research indicates that the majority of teachers entering the
profession lack substantial mathematics content
knowledge, knowledge of what to teach, and of
how to effectively represent the subject matter to
learners (e.g. Parker & Heywood, 2000). A chief
criticism of teacher education programs is that
they are disconnected from the school system
(Kirby, McCombs, Barney & Naftel, 2006), overly
theoretical (Darling-Hammond et al., 2005) and
not as relevant as practitioners demand (Crocker &
Dibbon, 2008). Methods courses tend to predominantly deal with the visible parts of knowledge–the
“know-what” of teaching mathematics – and not
with the tacit knowledge–the “know-how”– which
is essential to becoming a professional (Zibit &
Gibson, 2005). The opportunities that pre-service
mathematics teachers have to practice teaching
are limited. Much of what they are taught about
teaching can be likened to being told how to fly
an airplane without ever having taken one off
the ground (Christensen, Knezek, Tyler-Wood
& Gibson, 2011).
Education scholars and policymakers have
called for the contextualization of pre-service
teachers’ learning of pedagogy and content within
the complex context of schools (Oakes, Franke,
Quartz & Rogers, 2002). Many countries have
taken up the task of redesigning teacher education programs in order to better prepare teachers to effectively deal with the complexities of
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mathematics classrooms. Mathematics education
researchers and teacher educators have been exploring innovative ways of preparing teachers for
the tasks they will face in their work. Alternative,
technology-based approaches to teacher preparation have received increasing attention in the press
and in research studies.
One promising approach explored is the potential of digital games and simulations for improving
the preparation of pre-service teachers by providing them with enough practice in teaching while
still in college. Simulations are routinely used in
a variety of professions (e.g. healthcare, aviation,
military, law enforcement) to better educate and
prepare people for the real-life situations they are
likely to encounter (Myers & Frick, 2009). Several
researchers have recently explored the possibilities
of linking simulations with field experiences for
novice teachers, with promising results (e.g. Girod
& Girod 2008; Cheong & Kim, 2009; Hettler,
Gibson, Christensen & Zibit, 2008; Christensen
et al., 2011). Reported benefits of virtual field
experiences include exposure to multiple teaching
strategies and learning styles in a short period of
time, and better understanding of how theoretical
knowledge presented in pre-service teachers’ college courses relates to actual classroom practices
and student behaviors and learning (Frey, 2008;
Christensen et al., 2011).
This book chapter shares some of the experiences gained from a case study that took place
within the ongoing SimSchool Modules Project,
an international technology project designed
to enhance the SimSchool platform, a “flight
simulator” for teachers to become a fully-realized
teacher training platform for higher education.
The project is sponsored by the Association for
the Advancement of Computing in Education
(AACE), in collaboration with CurveShift (SimSchool) and Pragmatic Solutions, Inc. (Leverage).
It has been selected in the USA from a field of
more than 600 pre-proposals and 50 finalists as
a 2011 Next Generation Learning Challenges
(NGLC) awardees.
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The SimSchool Modules Project aims to
develop, pilot test, and disseminate modules for
learning to teach via SimSchool, through a network
of 39 colleges of education around the world.
Institutions participating in the project have been
undertaking both local and project-wide collaborative research of the benefits and challenges, and the
pros and cons of using the SimSchool simulated
classroom in teacher education. When invited to
join the project, we perceived the invitation as a
unique opportunity to better prepare our student
teachers to effectively deal with the complexities
of real classrooms by giving them more “teaching” experience than what is possible during their
teaching placements, thus helping to bridge the
classic gap between teacher preparation and practice. Similarly to using a simulator when learning
to fly an airplane in order to minimize risks and
to replay and reflect upon problems and hazards
time after time, we decided to exploit analogous
techniques in our teacher training program in order
to provide our pre-service teachers with virtual
teaching experiences that would allow them to
practice multiple classroom management and
teaching techniques on simulated students.
Within the SimSchool Modules Project, we
conducted a pilot study which sought to exploit
the affordances offered by digital simulations for
contextualizing pre-service and novice teachers’
learning of mathematics pedagogy. Using the
simulated classroom SimSchool as a laboratory
experience, we studied the potential of virtual
field experiences to create reality based learning
contexts that foster opportunities for pre-service
teachers to improve their pedagogical content
knowledge of mathematics by translating what
they have learned in their preparation programs
into classroom practice. After providing some
background information and describing the
methodology employed in the study, the chapter
discusses the main findings from our pilot study
and their instructional and research implications.
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BACKGROUND
With international markets for computer games
comparable with markets for movies and music,
gaming has become a mainstream activity that
has a prominent presence in young people’s daily
life (Prensky, 2006; Lenhart et al., 2008). This
increased popularity and proliferation of computer
games, has led to a widespread interest in the use
of games and simulations as learning tools. Games
and simulations have many potential benefits for
teaching and learning. They promote a constructivist approach to learning that can help students
develop the types of skills suited to 21st century
living and working (Wiliamson, 2009). One of their
foremost qualities is their capacity to motivate and
engage players (Felicia, 2009). It has been shown
that educational games and simulations captivate
students’ attention, contributing to their increased
motivation and engagement (e.g. Squire, 2005;
Young-Loveridge, 2005; Ke, 2008). Games and
simulations can also yield a potential increase in
learning outcomes through the offering of naturally
experiential and immersive environments which
are often impossible to access any other way,
and which activate students’ prior knowledge,
provide immediate feedback and assessment
of progress, and require transfer of knowledge
from other venues (Ketelhut, & Schifter, 2011;
Oblinger, 2004). At the same time, games and
simulations enable teachers to observe students’
problem-solving strategies in action and assess
their performance (Koh, Kin, Wadhwa & Lim,
2012). Thus, placing a focus on game-enhanced
learning provides a powerful perspective that can
contribute to transforming pedagogy at both the
school and the higher education level. Recently, the
New Media Consortium (NMC) and EDUCAUSE
Learning Initiative (ELI) released the prestigious
NMC Horizon Report: 2012 Higher Education
Edition (Johnson, Adams, & Cummins, 2012).
Game-based Learning was one of the six types of
emerging technologies likely to have an impact on

learning, teaching, and creative inquiry in higher
education over the next few years.
SimSchool was one of the five applications
selected in the Game-Based Learning in Practice section of the 2012 NMC Horizon Report.
SimSchool is a dynamic Web-based classroom
simulation developed by CurveShift with funding from the U.S. Department of Education’s
Preparing Tomorrow’s Teachers to Use Technology program. It has been designed to serve
as a “virtual practicum” that augments teacher
preparation programs by supporting the development of teaching skills prior to field experience
in real classrooms (Zibit & Gibson, 2005). The
simulation provides pre-service teachers with a
safe environment for experimenting with teaching techniques, especially methods of addressing
different learning styles, and wide variations in
academic and behavioral performance of students
(Gibson, 2007). The system presents participants
with a virtual classroom of students from a variety
of backgrounds and with varying characteristics,
learning needs and exceptionalities. Participants
play the role of a teacher by making a series of
instructional decisions, assigning tasks to students
and responding to student comments and questions. Simulation users can assess the effectiveness of their teaching by examining the academic
and affective responses of each student to their
instructional choices, and they can make appropriate adjustments in task sequence and complexity
in order to achieve higher levels of success for
more students. Using SimSchool has demonstrated
effectiveness in increasing pre-service teacher
perceived instructional self-efficacy, causing a
shift in attitudes about the locus of control for
bringing about student success, and developing
teaching skills on a par with more expensive,
more time consuming methods (Christensen et
al., 2011; Ellison, Tyler-Wood & Sayler, 2009;
Peak et al., 2009).
The NMC Horizon Report stated: “SimSchool
is a flight simulator for teachers that provides
challenging teaching scenarios that develop the
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knowledge and skills needed for classroom success. Research has indicated that training time on
the simulator makes a significant difference in a
teacher’s self-efficacy and sense of the focus of
control” (p. 21). The recognition of being included
in the Horizon Report is evidence that SimSchool
is on the path to making a real difference in teacher
training. In its role in the preparation of novice
educators, SimSchool is the world’s first and only
dynamic simulator designed to train people in
learning sciences, psychology, student relationships, teaching methods, and the knowledge and
skills needed to reach all students.
The prospect for virtual field experiences
to become a legitimate part of teacher training
programs is illustrated by the fact that the use of
SimSchool has, in the United States, been approved
by the National Council for the Accreditation of
Teacher Education (NCATE) for use by the South
Western University as a pre-observation, virtual
field experience tool (Christensen et al., 2011).
Teacher candidates are permitted to count use of
the simulator for up to ten hours of their internship/classroom observation block which typically
immediately precedes a teacher preparation candidate’s practice teaching term.
We next describe the main features and structure of SimSchool.

The Theory and Technology
of SimSchool
The SimSchool platform was established in 2003
with a grant from the Preparing Teachers to Teach
with Technology program of the U.S. Department of Education. The simulator is driven by
an artificial intelligence (AI) engine built based
on a complex systems framework for simulating
teaching and learning. It promotes pedagogical
expertise by re-creating the complexities of classroom decisions through a mathematical model
of how people learn and what teachers do when
teaching. The model includes research-based
psychological, sensory and cognitive domains,
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defined with underlying subcategory factors that
reflect modern psychological, cognitive science
and neuroscience concepts. The model’s dynamic
equations combine variables in different ways
depending on the user’s context and intention.
Users can choose from a wide range of available
options for action, and their choices give rise to
highly differentiated behaviors in the students that
are not strictly reproducible from simulation to
simulation, but which follow heuristics that can
be learned, such as the need to differentiate instruction (Christensen et al., 2011). The system’s
modelling paradigm works by computing a time
series evolution of the classroom as a system,
allowing for novel dynamics to evolve moment
by moment as the user makes decisions. This
dynamic modelling approach uses initial conditions, attractors, and multiple layers of dynamic
interactions to simulate learning by individuals in
a classroom (Christensen et al., 2011).
When launching a SimSchool session, the
system simulates a living classroom populated
by students sitting in rows of individual desks.
Each student has a unique personality and learns
in a unique way. The cognitive model of a student
is built around a three-tiered model of physical,
emotional and academic performance variables.
Each simStudent can be either drawn randomly or
be custom-made by the user. He/she has an initial
individual personality profile with settings on five
psychological dimensions, two cognitive dimensions, and three physical-perceptual variables. The
student’s emotional make-up is built on the OCEAN
or Big Five model of personality (McCrae & Costa,
1996) which includes the following characteristics:
openness to learning, conscientiousness toward
tasks, extroversion or introversion, agreeableness, and neuroticism or emotional stability. The
cognitive dimension of each learner is currently
represented by two variables representing overall
academic performance and native language proficiency. Finally, the physical-perceptual dimension
is represented by three variables: auditory, visual
and kinaesthetic awareness (Gibson, 2008).
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On each of 5 psychological dimensions, and
2 cognitive dimensions, settings range from very
negative (-1) to very positive (1) with about 20
different intermediate points. Thus the engine
can define 20 ^ 7 students. Each of 3 physical
variables ranges from 0 to 1, with about 20 more
niches per variable, bringing the total number of
students that can be represented by the system
to 20 ^ 10 quantitatively different students. Each
student’s profile settings are invisible to the player,
and determine exactly how the student learns.
Correlated with five clusters of settings around
the points (–1, –.5, 0,.5, 1) is a set of narrative
hints for each of the dimensions concerning the
student as a learner, that can be read by clicking on
a computer on the desktop in the classroom. For
example, on the academic dimension the student
might be one of the following: very academically
capable (.8 to 1), moderately capable (.5 to.7),
expected to be on grade level (0 to.4), has a few
difficulties (–.5 to 0), has many difficulties (–1
to –.4). Thus, with 5 ^ 10 narrative variations,
SimSchool can describe over 9.7 million students.
These narratives are assembled “on the fly,” as
needed, from the database, to form a readable
student record that the teacher can access before
and during class (see Figure 1).

The player, as the class teacher, can review
student records or start the class session. Once the
class has started, they can select tasks for students
to work on, monitor how learning is progressing,
decide whether to talk or not, whether to change
the task, and when to end the class. If, for example,
they choose to assign a new task, they are given
options such as recall task (e.g. take a pop quiz),
skill/concept task (e.g. apply a formula), strategic
thinking task (e.g. compare and contrast), or extended thinking task (e.g. develop a hypothesis).
Task environments exert performance requirements (cognitive load) independently on each student and each dimension of each student, causing
some to learn and others to get either frustrated or
bored. Each task environment is characterized by
settings on the same dimensions as above, which
interact with each student current profile setting
to produce classroom and academic behavior. If
a task slightly exceeds a student’s abilities, i.e. it
is within his/her zone of proximal development
(Vygotsky, 1978) on each of the variables, the
student will independently learn without need
of further scaffolding or task adaptation. The
student will not learn and become bored if the
task is too easy or a new task is not offered after
a completed task, and the student will not learn

Figure 1. A simulated SimSchool classroom
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and become frustrated if the task is too difficult.
SimSchool, therefore, lets future teachers practice
designing tasks that match the individual differences of students.
Teacher interaction with learners is organized
in two areas – behaviors and academics – and then
further subdivided into questions, observations
and assertions. The SimSchool verbal interaction
model is built on the ‘interpersonal circumplex
theory’ (Kiesler, 1983) which proposes that humans negotiate between ‘power’ and ‘affiliation’
in their interactions. The power component ranges
from dominant to submissive and the affiliation
component from friendly to distant or hostile.
The interactions of the variables give rise to 16
pairs of opposites such as ‘sociable to aloof’ that
are used to model dispositions in teacher-student
interactions. SimSchool reports back to the teacher
on the patterns of communications used in the
classroom (see Figure 2).

The platform allows the construction of classes
from 1 to 20 students. With the faster-than-realtime speed of the simulation set at 10 seconds equal
to 1 minute of simulated class time, 20 students is
an extremely difficult number of students to work
with, perhaps roughly equivalent to teaching 200
students. Flexible classroom demographics (e.g.
variation in gender, race, and academic ability)
allow the construction of a nearly countless number
of classrooms.
Students, tasks and a classroom setting can be
enhanced by a module maker, which allows linking documents, assessments, and instructions for
repeated experiments. A course structure allows
the sequencing of modules and communicating
those to groups and sections of students.
Detailed reports about teaching performance
are made available immediately at the conclusion
of any simulation, and give a moment-by-moment
analysis of the teacher’s decisions and their impacts (see Figure 3). They include the overall

Figure 2. Teacher interaction with learners based on “interpersonal circumplex theory”
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Figure 3. Post-game report of SimSchool dynamics over the course of one simulation

effectiveness of teaching, how one approached
students, whether any biases in communication
were detected, and these are displayed for both
the immediate instance as well as in long-term
trends for each user.
According to Grossman, Hammerness and McDonald (2009), teacher preparation programs are
gradually shifting emphasis from teachers’ skills
to teachers’ knowledge and reflection. SimSchool
provides students with the opportunity to become
reflective professionals by allowing the instructor
to embed questions after each simulation for student reflection and further improvement. Answers

to these questions are saved in the online student
portfolio section of SimSchool. They can be accessed, along with the other reports provided by
the system, by both the instructor and the students.

THE STUDY
Research Methodology
The study is a pilot exploratory case study, designed based on the concept of action research. A
teaching intervention was conducted in order to
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determine best practices in the use of SimSchool
in undergraduate and graduate programs of teacher
education, at a particular higher education institution. The study took place within the ongoing
SimSchool Modules Project, described earlier in
this chapter. The aim was to examine participants’
views and reactions to the intervention and explore the major challenges of such an approach.
This chapter presents data of the participants’
perspectives after their first experience in the use
of simulated classrooms.
The study took place within the context of
two education courses: an undergraduate methods
course on the Integration of Modern Technology
in the Teaching of Mathematics attended by students in the Primary Education program (n=12),
and a graduate course on New Technologies in
Education attended by students in the M.A in Educational Leadership program (n=9). The teaching
intervention involved the design and pilot-testing,
with these two different groups of students, of a
series of modules which utilized SimSchool. For
both groups, emphasis was given on exploiting the
simulation’s potential to foster opportunities for
students to experiment with the simulation system
in teaching activities. The project was integrated
as part of the course requirements, in order to
provide incentives for participation.
The teaching experiment familiarized students
with the SimSchool platform and got them through
all stages of running, designing and creating simulated classrooms. The aim was for SimSchool to
serve as an innovative pre-service teacher development tool that would train teachers in effective
instructional strategies through offering a realistic
framework for them to contextualize curricular
decisions, differentiate instruction, and reflect on
their practice (Foley & McAllister, 2005). For the
purposes of this pilot study, teachers participating
were asked to manage a wide variety of simulated
classrooms, with a variety of divergent learners,
for teaching mathematics and integrating technology in their lesson plans. They needed to facilitate
students’ engagement and learning by choosing
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activities and resources well suited to where their
students were mainly in relation to mathematics
education standards (Myers & Frick, 2009).

The Teaching Intervention
The teaching intervention spanned approximately
one half of the 15-week semester. Students completed a number of modules, which included
different virtual classroom scenarios in mathematics education, with diverse pupils’ profiles.
The modules were designed based on a handbook
developed by the SimSchool team (simMentoring project) (Hettler et al. 2008). The handbook
provides guidelines through a series of Lessons
which increase in complexity. The intervention
aimed to provide participants with the opportunity to gain expertise in running, designing and
developing simulations, as well as gaining a deeper
understanding of the SimSchool philosophy. In
modules, students ran simulations, and acted as
real teachers in their own virtual classrooms, applying previously learned theories to the scenarios.
The intervention was designed in several stages,
which included online modules and face-to-face
meetings with instructors.
The first stage, included an introduction to
the project, where participants got familiarised
with the SimSchool interface, and watched and
discussed a short demo simulation. Introductory
reading material about the theoretical basis behind
the creation of SimSchool was also provided. The
second stage involved registration and familirization with the system. After registering to the system, participants completed the first two modules
of the intervention. These involved running two
simple simulations for which all students followed
the same provided instructions. They aimed to
give students basic knowledge on how the game is
played, and to help them gain understanding of the
available tasks and of how SimStudents respond
to these tasks based on their specific profile. The
third stage was a face-to-face meeting in which
technical and procedural issues were discussed.
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Participants were keeping notes regarding these
issues, as well as other considerations raised in
their reflective reports. At the next stage, participants worked on two new online modules in which
they designed and improved lesson plans for their
simulated classroom. During this process, they had
to design and teach a lesson plan based on given
profiles of SimStudents, and at the same time
monitor their SimStudents’ performance. Then,
they redesigned their lesson in order to improve
the class performance in different dimensions
(cognitive and psychological). The fifth stage
involved two new modules where participants had
to create SimStudents and tasks. These modules
did not include any pre-designed simulations for
the students to run. Rather, they required students
to use the tools for creating simulations available in
the SimSchool platform, in order to specify custom
profile characteristics for their SimStudents as
well as custom levels and content of their tasks.
In the final stage of the project, students were
provided with integrated scenarios of teaching
mathematics in mixed ability simulated mathematics classrooms, and were asked to use their
previous experience of SimSchool to design their
lesson plans, observe their diverse SimStudents,
manage their classroom, and improve their SimStudents’ learning outcomes. Pre-service teachers
enrolled in the mathematics methods course were
also asked to implement their lesson plans in a real
classroom setting during their teaching practice
placements, and to compare their experiences
with those gained from the simulated classroom.

Data Collection and Analysis
Two data collection methods have been used to
document evidence of participants’ perceptions
and attitudes towards the use of simulated classrooms in their educational programmes: interviews
and reflective reports by participants.
Interviews were standardised open-ended, and
they served as a means of receiving feedback from
participants on the teaching intervention. The

interview protocol, which was administered upon
completion of the teaching intervention, included
the following questions:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

10.
11.
12.
13.
14.

How would you rate your overall experience
with SimSchool?
How would you describe your experience in running a simulations with given
instructions?
How would you describe your experience
in running creating new tasks?
How would you describe your experience
in running creating custom students?
How would you describe your experience in
designing a lesson plan with given students
and customised students?
How would you describe your experience in
designing and running your own simulation?
How would you reflect on your own teaching practice regarding task design and
implementation?
How would you reflect on your students’
learning (especially in the last modules)
How would you reflect on you Interpersonal
Circumplex (teachers and students interaction - re: competitive, dominant, assured
etc)?
How would you comment on the user interface of the SimSchool platform?
How would you comment on the simulations’
environment?
How would you comment on the modules
structure?
How would you comment on the interaction
of the participant (you) with the system and
the system’s feedback?
Can you provide any further comments and
suggestions on any instructional issues and
challenges, technical issues and challenges,
anything else?

Standardised interviews, are criticized for
limited flexibility, because the exact wording and
sequence of questions is determined in advance,
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and may constrain or limit naturalness and relevance of questions and answers (Cohen, Manion
& Morrison, 2000). They were however chosen
as a suitable data collection method for this study
for three reasons:
1.

2.

3.

Respondents were coming from different
backgrounds (undergraduate and postgraduate) and had different relationships with each
of the instructors/researchers. Hence it was
important to keep the topics addressed in
the interviews constant, for comparable and
less biased results.
The sequence of questions was constructed
based on the teaching intervention steps.
This aimed to get responses as they gradually emerged through the steps and the tiered
experience of the participants.
Flexibility in data collection was provided
by the second method of self reflection
reports, where participants had the opportunity to record their thoughts without any
restrictions. The reports increased in a way
the salience and relevance of the interview
questions towards the individuality of each
participant. They also served as a triangulation method, as they captured very similar
concerns to those raised in the interviews.

Reflective practice and diaries is a common
methodology in action research. It is usually a
critical practice on behalf of the researcher, serving
as a dialectical process for recording data, but also
for self-evaluation and participation (Cohen et al,
2000). Additionally, reflective practice is often
used as a method of collecting data from research
participants when evidence of their own critique
and participation is valued in the research (Leshem
& Tarafford, 2006). In this study, participants were
asked to reflect on their experiences during the
teaching intervention, and especially on the last
two steps of the process (create custom students
and tasks, design and deliver own lesson plan).
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Participants were asked to record any thoughts,
considerations and other issues related to different
aspects of their experience (e.g. teaching practice,
simulation experience, technical issues, etc).
Guidance provided was very limited. Based on
research findings, participants reflected more on
the technology and the simulation environment,
and less on their mathematics teaching practices
and their ability to make effective instructional
choices. Inevitably, this chapter focuses on participants’ attitudes towards the former aspect.
Data was analysed based on a structured approach to qualitative analysis of content. The
researchers initially identified the main points
highlighted by participants in both interviews
and reflective reports. The protocol of the interview questions provided the initial basis of the
classified points. Subsequently, points identified
were compiled in broader categories, based on
their focus on teaching practice, interactional
experiences, simulation technology and technical
issues. These were examined against a part of the
research questions of the study, and composed
the main keystones of the results, presented in
the next session.

RESEARCH FINDINGS
This section discusses the main results of the pilot
phase of the study. Analysis of the data obtained
during this pilot, focused on gaining insights
into the benefits, but mostly into the challenges
of incorporating simulations in teacher training
programs.
Findings of the study showed that participants,
both pre-service and in-service teachers, appreciated the use of simulations as virtual environments
that provide the opportunity to learn to teach or
practice and experiment on particular teaching approaches, before entering a classroom. During the
interviews, participants stressed several benefits
of simulations. First of all, they highlighted the
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benefits of using SimSchool as a safe environment
to practice teaching skills. Undergraduate students
found interesting and useful their opportunity and
freedom to practice teaching without the fear of
their difficulties as inexperienced teachers:
I would say that it was quite helpful in practicing
certain approaches and reflecting on our work,
even if we faced some difficulties. (interview, UP1)
As Gibson and Kruse (2011) note, this is one
of the main advantages of using virtual environments for practicing teaching skills; flexibility to
experiment even with high risk attempts.
Secondly, they underlined the way the system
guides players through a well-structured lesson
plan design. In particular, students noted that
SimSchool’s approach to classroom organization
and task design provides in practice the right
framework in which teachers should work in
designing real classroom lessons:
The task design was interesting. I followed the
steps that I usually do when preparing for my
own lessons […] this is the way a teacher should
plan teaching. (interview, GP1)
The way the system directed us through the various
steps was very good. (interview, UP2)
In addition, participants did not fail to mention
the ability to work with a wide diversity of virtual
students, which helped them focus on particular
types of learners that may be disregarded in large
groups of real classrooms settings:
Interesting. I now pay more attention to the indifferent students. It was challenging. (interview, GP3)
In relation to the above, it is worth mentioning
that in their self-reflection reports participants also
expressed their satisfaction about the opportunity
they had to control the number of students in a
classroom. This option provided the opportunity

to more carefully observe different learners’ characteristics, and to be able to pay attention to them
later on, in larger groups of students.
In sum, participants’ appreciation of SimSchool advantages are in line with prior research
findings about the benefits of simulations as
teaching practice environments, which for further
reference are very well summarized by Gibson
and Kruse (2011).
Notwithstanding the beneficial educational
effects of simulations in students’ education
and training, the findings of this study indicate
a number of considerations regarding teachers’
attitudes and experiences. When asked to rate
their overall experience in a scale ranging from
very poor to very good, most participants gave the
rating of “good,” with a number of “buts.” They
all recognised the innovative perspective of the
simulated classroom environment, which however
did not meet their expectations, as supported by
examples of interviewees’ responses:
I believe that this programme does not respond
to reality and you cannot teach in SimSchool and
expect to have the same results and the same reactions in reality. I believe that it needs upgrading
to be able to respond to real life requirements.
(interview, UP1)
Generally speaking, the whole simulation experience became time consuming and frustrating.
(interview, GP1)
This is not something I would go for at this stage.
(interview, GP2)
It is very interesting. A very useful tool for any
teacher, newcomer on not, provided that improvements will be made. (interview, GP3)
The findings advocate that participants’ “buts”
are established based on reflections on their own
previous experiences and expectations for their
teaching practice and the use of technology. The
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analysis sought to identify participants’ attitudes
on the possible benefits, difficulties, concerns
and practical experience of the use of simulated
classrooms as a teaching experience, but also as
a learning tool for their personal development.
Findings are organised based on the following
keystones derived from data itself, upon which
conclusions are also drawn:

students who had limited real classroom teaching
experience, firmly stated that a simulation cannot
reach reality’s potential:

•

The disappointment and failure of the simulated
classroom to be considered equally valuable to the
real classroom experience was mostly attributed
to two main elements: participants’ flexibility as
classroom teachers, and their classroom interactions with students. Notwithstanding the reported
benefits of simulations as safe environments for
experimenting (Gibson, 2007), participants stated
that they had difficulties adapting and changing
their teaching. For example they mentioned:

•
•
•

Simulation vs real classroom teaching
experience;
Interpresonal relationships;
Technological constraints of the simulated
environment; and
Technical issues.

Real vs. Simulated Experiences
Participants’ reflection reports provided rich insights on how they compared the simulated classroom with a real classroom teaching experience.
Howard-Brown (1999) argues that “the tradition
of field experiences is so firmly entrenched that
is often difficult for students to see any value
in alternative activities – they are just not ‘real’
enough” (p. 307), something that was evident
in the findings of this study. Students believed
that their experience in real classroom situations
cannot be replaced in any way, by any other, i.e.
virtual activity:
The results of our SimSchool teaching were not the
same as our teaching in a real classroom. When
the same lesson was taught in a real classroom,
children seemed to be more excited and more
interested in the teaching process. (reflection
report, UP6)
The programme fails to respond to reality. (interview, UP4)
The same views were strongly supported by
both experienced and less experienced students.
It is worth noting, that even those undergraduate
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The design and implementation of activities in
SimSchool has nothing to do with the real classroom. I believe that in reality things are totally
different. (interview, UP2, italics by authors)

The task design was interesting. I followed the
steps that I usually do when preparing for my
own lessons. However, there is no opportunity in
adapting the tasks during their implementation,
thus not leaving space for meeting the students’
needs and interests. (interview, GP1)
… the instructions for the tasks were not successful the way they were expressed during the
simulation, and even though I wanted to change
them, I couldn’t because they were preset. In
general, I found the implementation too rigid.
(interview, GP3)
It seems that in their urgency to complete the
tasks as part of their course requirements, participants disregarded the nature of simulations as play.
Play is a simulation of reality, and this indeed is
the nature of virtual environments. Esslin (1976)
suggests that “the difference between reality and
play is that what happens in reality is irreversible
while in play it is possible to start again from
scratch” (pp. 19-20). In the first phase of study,
participants studied and discussed in class the
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theoretical background of virtual games as educational tools and their uses and benefits. However,
they seem to have handled the simulations as a
real classroom experience and overlooked the
undo and redo options of virtual worlds.
The second element that probably affected
the unenthusiastic evaluation of simulated as
opposed to real classrooms, is the comparison
between the reactions and responses of real and
simulated students. Participants expected intense
and more dynamic reactions from SimStudents.
For example they reported:
In most cases, the students either did not react or
were demotivated, and even though I tried to use
the prescribed behavioral comments (not appropriate in most cases, since they were too rigid),
the students did not seem to react positively. At
times, I wondered whether there was a problem
with the tasks, but the tasks had been tried in a
real classroom and were successful. (reflection
report, GP1)
My own teaching practice in relation to SimSchool
was totally different. During my practice in school
students responded to questions, asked questions,
most of the times collaborated, something that
was not obvious in SimSchool. (interview, UP3)
In reality our students were excited with the use of
sketchpad software […] in the virtual classroom
they were not focused, they talked to each other
about various things. There was no enthusiasm and
group work turned into individual work activities.
(reflection report, UP1)
Students’ responsiveness is one of the main
motivating issues for teachers’ experience, and
hence an important one for pre-service teachers
experimenting in the field. It is widely accepted
that the best context for understanding students’
reactions and develop classroom management
skills is the real classroom (Mahon, Bryant, Brown

& Kim, 2010). Nevertheless, the demands of current teacher education programs and the potentials
of new technologies have caused a turn towards
alternative activities, such as simulations. Modern
technology is expected to offer some viable and
satisfying alternatives (Howard-Brown, 2000).
Consequently, findings on participants’ attitudes
on simulated students’ reactions seem to be connected with their perspectives on technology
concerns discussed later.
Another important finding is the comparison
between simulated and real students’ learning
outcomes. Participants seemed more satisfied
with their SimStudents’ learning outcomes than
their responsiveness as social practice:
I cannot be sure for my students’ learning, even
though at the end of each simulation there was a
table that helped us evaluate students’ progress,
as well as their emotional status. From the table
data it seems that students have been learning
through the various tasks, and they responded
according to their profile. (interview, UP1)
Nevertheless, SimStudents’ academic performance was also connected to the affective side
of learning, and was compared to real classroom
experiences. For example participants’ reflection
reports state:
It was quite difficult to teach simulated children,
since they did almost nothing of what they were
told to do. Most of the time they were dealing with
other things […] As far as the learning objectives
are concerned, these were very much achieved [in
real classroom] and we had the expected results
from the three students we taught. In SimSchool
this did not happen, because as the diagram
shows teacher’s effectiveness is somewhere in the
middle, whereas if we had a similar diagram for
the real lesson, teacher’s effectiveness would be
much higher. (reflection report, UP3)
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Compared with the lesson taught in a real classroom, the only thing that is common is students’
academic performance, as they were very good
students in both situations and solved the exercises
given with pleasure and ease. As far as the feelings
of the students are concerned, in the real classroom
these were very positive as we could discern from
the students’ look but also from what they said.
Specifically they said: ‘Have we finished now?
No, I don’t want it to finish’, ‘Please come back
to do our lesson.’ In SimSchool it was not easy
to discern the feelings of the students. (reflection
report, UP5)
The need of participants to compare their
simulated classroom to their real classroom
experience, as well as their disappointing views
may be connected to their own expectations from
the technology and their own experiences in using virtual tools for learning and self-evaluation.
These findings are discussed in more detail later
in this section.

Interpersonal Relationships
in SimSchool
Findings of the study revealed that participants had
difficulties to develop interpersonal relationships
with their simulated classroom. In SimSchool
teachers have the opportunity to observe their
interpersonal relationships with their SimStudents
and this is recorded in the Circumplex Graph (see
Figure 2). As previously explained, interactions are
recorded by the system based on the ‘interpersonal
circumplex theory’ (Kiesler, 1983) which proposes
that humans negotiate between ‘power’ and ‘affiliation’ in their interactions. Although these are
reported back to the teacher as patterns of the
communication and interpersonal relationships
with their SimStudents, participants did not seem
to have experienced this interaction. When asked
to describe this experience participants referred to
them as relationships that actually did not exist:
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I couldn’t describe in a word my interpersonal
relationship with my students. I can say that I
considered them virtual and hence it was difficult
for me to develop any interpersonal relationships.
(interview, UP1)
I felt that there was no space for expressing
emotion and I found that facial expressions and
gestures were of great importance, something
that I couldn’t express through the simulation. In
general, I couldn’t establish a good rapport with
the students due to the fact that the instructions
and observations/comments were inappropriate.
Our interaction was not effective, e.g. I gave
instructions or positive comments and they were
still demotivated. I also tried to engage them by
asking them questions but their answer was always
‘I don’t understand. (interview, GP1)
However, the absence of interpersonal relationships and affection was attributed to factors that
derive from the fact that the project was introduced
as part of these college-students’ class requirements. Participants believed that their lack of
emotional engagement and understanding of their
interpersonal involvement with SimStudents was
a consequence of either lack of time, for example:
I did not feel any interpersonal relationships. The
time from one activity to the other was so little
that it did not allow me to provide feedback and
develop any type of relationships. (interview, UP4)
or their concentration on teaching itself, for
example:
I never felt that I had a connection with the entire
class. I might have felt competitive with myself
in the sense of improving my teaching skills and
learning abilities of my students. (interview, GP3)
or their own lack of experience in using virtual
environments, for example:
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Nevertheless, I believe that the reason the real
lesson was much better than the virtual one, was
that we are not quite familiar with SimSchool
and so very likely during the creation of virtual
lessons and activities we did something wrong.
(reflection, UP2)
These possible explanations provided by
participants are in accordance with the main
considerations reported by the researchers in
earlier publications on same study (see MeletiouMavrotheris & Mavrou, 2013), which discuss
issues of management, organisational and technology concerns.
Finally, interpersonal relationships and teachers’ own emotional status was also connected to
SimStudents’ perceived lack of responsiveness, as
presented in the previous section of the results. The
fact that participants had difficulty to recognise
and interpret their students’ feelings, reactions and
knowledge level, seemed to increase the distance
between them. For example:
Difficulty in reading students’ feelings:
In SimSchool students did not seem satisfied and
happy with the whole process. The indication
of their “Happiness” was stable in almost all
activities, for both students. On the contrary, in
reality children were excited and happy. (reflection report, UP6)
Difficulty in reading students’ responses:
Moreover, you cannot have the type of conversation, or develop the kind of feelings you do in a real
classroom. The most you can to with this software
is some observations and some comments that are
usually ignored by the SimStudents. Sometimes
even the responses of the students do not respond
to the teacher’s question. (reflection report, UP4)

Difficulty in understanding existing knowledge:
The real students we taught had some prior
mathematical knowledge of the topic, and were
also familiar with the software we used, and thus
responded to the needs of the lesson plan as expected, whereas SimStudents couldn’t. (reflection
report, UP3)

Technological Constraints of
the Simulation Environment
The data analysis also revealed participants’ views
about the technology of the simulation per se. Findings suggest that students did not feel comfortable
with the way the simulation’s environment was
designed, and the way this design affected their
interaction with the system as technology users.
Their comments concerned difficulties of the
simulation’s user interface (not the platform of
SimSchool), and the way they were able to navigate
and interact within the simulation environment.
Participants believed that there were some
usability issues concerning the simulation environment. They highlighted their difficulty to
navigate between their simulated classroom and
other necessary information, such as SimStudents
reports and profiles, as well as their difficulty to
access and choose tasks. Some examples of their
responses included:
The experience of the particular lesson was not
a pleasant one. There was too much information
to deal with at the same time. E.g. when I wanted
to make a comment I had to search and read all
possible remarks on the system in order to choose
the appropriate one. (reflection report, GP2)
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Student profiles […] should have been somewhere
we could have access to all the time. […] it was
not easy to choose a task. In addition students’
profiles were not very well organised and we were
lost in too much information. (interview, UP4)
Participants criticized the simulation environment for lack of clarity and organisation of
information, especially for less experienced users.
Given their views in comparing real and simulated
classrooms, participants anticipated to be able to
work in the simulation more spontaneously and
independently, and to have all the data available
at front. Otherwise, searching and comparing
information was considered time consuming
and in general, the simulation environment was
characterised as not user friendly:
At first, I found it interesting, but later I must admit
that I didn’t really like it. I found it quite complicated and too time consuming. (interview, GP1)
I found the whole simulation not a user friendly
one. Had it been otherwise, it would have been a
lot different. Difficult to remember the attributes
of each student and deal with each one individually [….] [suggestions made] response time of
the students, more time to the teacher to respond.
(interview, GP3)
It was not user friendly. It was complicated and
in many cases instructions were not clear. (interview, UP4)
The sim time/minutes were going a bit fast and it
did not give me the opportunity to interact with
my students to the desired level. I found it difficult
to use and not user-friendly. (interview, GP2).
Another major issue concerned the simulations’ graphical design. Participants believed that
the graphical design of the simulation environment
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was poor and unrealistic, something that was
considered a main part of the “unfriendliness”
reported earlier. When asked to make suggestions,
participants for example mentioned:
Improve graphics and make it more user friendly.
(interview, UP4)
It is not bad although some improvements can be
made. i.e. graphics […]. (interview, GP3)
I do not believe that the graphics manage to
represent what happens in a real classroom.
(interview, GP2)
Students need feelings, to be able to respond like
real students. (interview, UP3)
Additionally, comments on the design of the
simulations indicated issues of inflexibility. Participants required more freedom in working with
the avatars and other features in the simulations:
I didn’t really like it because there was no opportunity in organising the desks the way I wanted
to. The way the desks were organised there was
no room for group work, or at least this was not
obvious. (interview, GP1)
They expressed their worries that that interactions initiated by themselves in the classroom
are constrained to basic knowledge-level and
behaviour comments and the options available
to the practicing teachers are limited.
The difficulties mentioned by participants also
indicated issues of conveyance of feedback and
messages from SimStudents:
Additionally, it was difficult to understand students’ state, because it seemed to be a contradiction between what really happened and how they
expressed themselves. (reflection report, GP2)
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The virtual students did not seem to react to the
instructions given to them. (reflection report, GP1)
Feedback from students was not clear, especially
when I expected to see their reactions to an activity. (interview, UP4)

Other Technical Concerns
Impact of technology can be an issue that directly
affects learners’ participation. Some technical
problems experienced during the study, seem to
have discouraged students from fully participating in the teaching experiment. Technical issues
indicated by participants concerned either the
simulation:
Firstly, although there was an indication that the
lesson was running, the time was not running.
Even so, I still carried out the lesson, trying to
calculate the time. (interview, GP1)
While I waited for the SimMinutes to pass in the
simulation, time stopped and I had to start all
over again. (interview, UP4)
In many situations it did not allow the completion of the Module due to technical problems.
(interview, UP2)
or more general difficulties with Internet connection
Too many connectivity problems. (interview, GP3)
At first, I found that the students’ profiles and
their record sheets and data were useful, but due
to connectivity problems I could not use them.
(reflection, GP1)
Access of technology and bug-free technology are important factors affecting student online
participation (Geibert, 2000; ten Cate, 2007).
Although all participants had access to a computer

with Internet connection at home, it seems that
online access was difficult and time consuming.
Given lack of prior experience of both instructors
and participants with the system, technical support was limited.

DISCUSSION AND FURTHER
CONSIDERATIONS
The research literature and our own experiences from the current study, have led us to the
conclusion that classroom simulations hold a
lot of promise as an instructional tool in teacher
preparation programs (Gibson, Aldrich & Prensky,
2007; Gibson & Baek, 2009; Mahon et al, 2010;
Bell, 2009; Warburton, 2009). Nonetheless, it
seems that there are several issues that need to
be resolved to ensure their effective employment
in teacher education programs. Findings of this
study showed that both the simulated environment
and the general organisation and management of
such an approach should be carefully designed
based on the purposes of the teachers’ training
programme. The findings regarding organization
and management issues are presented elsewhere
(Meletiou-Mavrotheris & Mavrou, 2013). This
chapter suggests that for pre-service teachers to
benefit from the provision of a safe environment
for experimenting with teaching techniques,
several conditions should be met, according to
students’ expectations and needs. There ought
to be substantial improvements to the simulation
environment’s features in order for it to better capture the complexities of real classrooms. Authors
believe that expanding the SimSchool capacity
in order to make it subject-specific, focusing on
the provision of virtual field-based experiences
for pre-service mathematics (or other subjects)
teachers will provide an improved experience for
participants in future studies.
Keystones of participants’ views outlined in the
Research Findings section point to a number of
interrelated concerns in the use of simulated envi-
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ronments for teacher education. Firstly, despite the
fact that undergraduate participants did not have
extended experience in real classroom settings,
the influences from the traditional field teaching
experience still proved very strong, and seemed
to affect the evaluation of the simulated teaching
experience. Simulations specific to classroom
and teaching settings, such as SimSchool, attempt
to re-create the complexities of real classroom,
through a structured model of how people learn
and how teachers teach. However, all models of
designing simulations have inherent limitations
due to their simplification of reality (Holland,
1998). The simulator’s academic component is
currently represented by a single variable representing overall academic performance. This makes
it a useful tool for practicing general teaching
skills, but not a realistic simulation of the activities and student-teacher interactions taking place
in real classrooms, where teachers simultaneously
and spontaneously manipulate several aspects of
student attitudes and learning. Notwithstanding
the sophistication of the underlying model, the
SimSchool system seems only partially successful
in depicting the complexity of student-teacher,
and student-student interactions occurring in
actual classroom environments (Tyler-Wood,
Periathiruvadi & Mills, in press).
Additionally, as pointed out by several of the
participants, the software interface is simplistic
and lacks the sophistication of an immersive
experience. Media delivery does not include
any animated images, video, or sound, but is restricted to photographs and text, and this seemed
to have a negative influence on participants’
views and expectations from the system. Technological advancements in designing dynamic
virtual environments such as lifelike simulations
in gaming and social networking, have probably
affected expectations of young teachers of the 21st
century. Howard-Brown (1999) supports that the
advent of powerful technologies that allow more
powerful lifelike simulation activities has made
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educational simulations even more alluring. Herrington and Oliver (2000) argue that technological educational simulations can “provide viable
alternatives to the real life setting provided they do
not sacrifice authentic context” (p. 297). Current
research shows that lifelike simulations, such as
Second Life (SL) are gaining ground as learning
environments in higher education (Theoh, 2012;
Mahon et al, 2010; Bell, 2009; Warburton, 2009).
Participants of this study seem to have anticipated
a move from 2-D virtual environments to 3-D
multiuser virtual environments (3-D MUVEs),
for a more “realistic” reproduction of their real
life experiences (Salmon, 2009). Nonetheless, in
educational simulations it is important to avoid
media hype, in order to focus on good instruction
(Howard-Brown, 1999). Findings of this study
indicate the need to balance between design and
functionality, especially for educational simulations. Notwithstanding the urge of the participants
for more sophisticated graphics, the simplified
model of SimSchool aims to avoid the possible
impact of a technological determinism. Warburton (2009) highlights the barriers in the use of
environments such as SL in education, and argues
that “the complexity of immersive environments
spans a range of technical and social intricacies,
and presents a particular set of problems to educators and developers seeking to situate educational
activities in a virtual space” (p. 422).
In addition, much of the simulation research
literature (Gee, 2003; Jonassen, 1997; Reigeluth
& Schwartz, 1989) has emphasized the need for
maintaining the integrity of the simulated learning
experience, without losing authenticity, but also
without shifting the focus on the simulation technology per se. As Mahon et al (2010) suggest, the
simulated situation must revolve around a specific
task orientation that requires strategic thinking
and action, and this is the case with SimSchool.
Interactions and tasks are oriented towards the
psychological, physical and cognitive learning
theories underlying the SimSchool simulation,
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maintaining a steady flow of responses to teachers’
decisions. Teachers’ conversations are organised
into 16 categories along two axes (power and affiliation) of the interpersonal circumplex, allowing
the participant to move between their edges when
interacting with SimStudents (Christensen et al.,
2011; Gibson & Kruse, 2011).
In relation to the above, participants expressed
their concern about the restrained interpersonal
relationships with simulated students. Though
able to monitor their interpersonal circumplex,
students felt that this was difficult to manifest
and develop in an anticipated degree. As they
mentioned, most of the time this was the result
of time constraints and anxiety in delivering their
planned learning activities. Being too focused
on completing the simulated teaching activities
(designing and allocating tasks to SimStudents) as
part of their own university course requirements,
students did not give adequate attention to attitudes
and interpersonal relationships. The project was
included in existing courses in which participants
were currently enrolled for their undergraduate
and graduate degrees respectively. In order to
motivate them to spend time on the simulation
activities, SimSchool modules were integrated
within the courses’ curriculum, assigning due
dates and awarding points for completion of the
modules, as incentives. However, based on the
findings of the study it can be assumed that these
incentives may have, on one hand, motivated students to participate in the project, but on the other
hand proved to be barriers to a less stressful and
more carefree interaction with SimSchool. Being
focused on completing the tasks as part of their
course requirements, participants disregarded the
nature of simulations as play, and failed to spend
more time and to enjoy their opportunity to experiment with both the academic and affectional
dimensions of teaching and learning.
Results of previous research on the use of SimSchool as well as other simulations used for teaching practice, are more encouraging with respect to

participants’ views and academic outcomes (e.g.
Girod & Girod 2008; Cheong & Kim, 2009; Hettler et al, 2008; Mullen, Beilke & Brooks, 2008;
Salmon, 2009; Mahon et al, 2010; Christensen et
al, 2011; McPehrson, Tyler-Wood, McEnturff &
Peak, 2011; Teoh, 2012), than findings of the present study. The potential of simulations as a promising approach to teachers’ training is therefore
explored and supported by the current literature.
Nevertheless, differences in contextual factors and
background of each study reveal different aspects
and concerns of simulation approaches, and the
present study is not an exemption. For example,
a number of studies provide interestingly positive
results on issues of affiliation and interpersonal
relationships between teachers and students in
simulated environments. Most of them however,
focus indeed on teachers’ attitudes and interaction
with students, dealing with issues of diversity,
multiculturalism and disability (Brown, Davis &
Culm, 2011; Christensen et al., 2011; McPehrson
et al, 2011), which motivates participants to concentrate more on their interactions with students
when designing a lesson, rather than on rigid delivery of instructional tasks. Other studies discuss
simulated environments in which participants have
more options in experimenting with alternative
identities and portray themselves in alias forms
(Mullen et al, 2008), either as students or as teachers. Reflecting on interpersonal relations is not
only relevant to the students’ profiles, but also
to the construction of the teacher self and own
identity. As an exploratory pilot study, the present
study seemed to have directed students to focus
more on the teaching practice, i.e. designing and
allocating tasks for teaching mathematics with
the use of technology, and less on the affective
and social aspect of their interaction. Probably,
if participants’ first contact with simulations and
SimSchool in particular, had focused more on
affective aspects of pedagogy and rather than on
didactic, the transition to teaching methodology
might have been easier and smoother.
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FURTHER RESEARCH DIRECTIONS
As Mullen et al (2008) argue, simulations may be
a way to cross the border between an educational
setting and an everyday setting. SimSchool has
been developed to serve as a “virtual practicum”
that augments teacher preparation programs by
supporting the development of teaching skills
prior to field experience in real classrooms (Zibit
& Gibson, 2005). Research on SimSchool (see
Gibson, 2007; Hettler et al, 2008; McPehrson et al,
2011) as well as on other simulations for teaching
practice (Fischler, 2007; Jiyoon, 2008; Warburton, 2009; Teoh, 2012) illustrate the potential of
teaching simulations to provide a safe place for
current and future educators to practice teaching.
Nevertheless, research is always concerned with
limitations, possible factors and considerations
that affect the integration and effectiveness of new
methodologies (Howard-Brown, 1999). Findings
of this study indicated that previous experiences,
expectations and technology features, are issues
that concern students using classroom simulations. For further research it will be interesting to
particularly examine whether previous experience
in gaming, social networking and other virtual
environments has some impact on pre-service
and novice teachers’ experiences with simulations in teaching practice, and especially on the
development of interpersonal relationships with
their simulated students. The majority of young
university students in Cyprus are not currently
very involved into virtual activities, neither for
recreation nor for learning purposes. None of the
present study participants was aware of other simulated environments and games (such as Simcity
or Second Life), and only one of them mentioned
having seen but not worked with these applications.
Simulations can also be particularly relevant
for special education teachers, as well as teachers in inclusive education. Another challenge for
future research in the field of higher education
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is the investigation of the use of SimSchool to
help pre-service teachers identify and be more
empathic toward inclusive teaching in their future
classrooms (Teoh, 2012), especially in particular
areas such as mathematics and science, which are
often considered out of the reach of special education learners (Zevenbergen, Mousley & Sullivan,
2007). An approach currently designed for further
study will be to provide virtual classrooms in
which it will be possible to rehearse, experience
and reflect upon the consequences of inquiry-based
pedagogy, in mixed ability classrooms. To achieve
this, we plan to extend SimSchool’s academic
component, which is currently represented by
a single variable representing overall academic
performance, by modifying the system’s underlying algorithms and representations to support
inquiry-based mathematics and science teaching
and assessment approaches to each localized base
layer of the platform, based on appropriate teaching and assessment constructs.
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KEY TERMS AND DEFINITIONS
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Simulated Classroom: Creating, designingdesigning, and running of real life teaching
environment for training teachers.
Simulations: Replication of activities in real
world environment.
Teacher Attitudes: Sum total of personality
of an individual towards undertaking teaching
related activities.

Teacher Education: Programme, training,
policy and procedures to prepare prospective
teachers with required skills, knowledge to undertake teaching related activities in their respective
educational institutions.
Virtual Field Experiences: Exposure to teaching strategies and learning styles in a controlled
environment for better understanding theoretical
knowledge.
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ABSTRACT
Twentieth century curricula are no longer sufficient to prepare students for life and work in today’s diverse,
fast-paced, technologically driven, and media saturated world of the 21st century. This chapter presents
a new framework for analyzing science standards and curricula to determine the extent of alignment with
21st Century essential understandings and skills. The Tool for Analyzing Science Standards and Curricula
(TASSC) was developed using the conceptual frameworks proposed by the Partnership for 21st Century
Skills, the Organization for Economic Co-Operation and Development, and the typology of knowledge
proposed by Jurgen Habermas. Development of TASSC relied on an iterative process of refinement, testing,
and discussions resulting in an instrument with three sections and related rating scales: content, skills, and
additional curricular components. TASSC was piloted using middle school science standards and curricula
in the context of two US states (Ohio and New York) and two Arab countries (Lebanon and Qatar). The
analysis procedure and individual case study results are presented and discussed in the chapter.

INTRODUCTION
For more than twenty years, reforms in science
education have been calling for the preparation of
scientifically literate students. However, standards
and curricula promoting 20th Century conceptualizations of scientific literacy (see American
Association for the Advancement of Science,

1993; Bybee, 1997; National Research Council,
1996) may not be sufficient to prepare students
for the global economy of the 21st century. Today’s students live in a world that is extremely
fast-paced, constantly changing, increasingly
culturally diverse, technologically driven, and
media saturated (Wan & Gut, 2011). The kinds
of skills students need to be prepared for of the
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21st century are different from those needed 20
years ago (P21 Skills, 2009). To prepare for this
“second Renaissance period” (Treadwell, 2011),
we need to bring what we teach and how we teach
into the 21st Century. Essential understandings
and skills that are necessary for success in today’s
world must be included.
As Nations and States around the world revise
existing curricula or develop new standards, a
framework and instrument for analyzing science
standards and curricula and determining the
extent of alignment with 21st Century essential
understandings and skills is necessary. BouJaoude
(2010) created such a framework for the analysis
of education programs (FAEP, see Table 1). In
preparation for a National Association for the
Research in Science Teaching symposium in
2011, the authors of this chapter decided to use
FAEP to analyze and evaluate the standards and
curricula of US states and several countries from
around the world. After determining that FAEP
was not adequate for analyzing science standards

and curricula, the authors decided to develop a
new framework. This chapter describes the development of this new framework entitled Tool
for Analyzing Science Standards and Curricula
(TASSC). The chapter begins with a discussion of
the conceptual basis that supports the call for 21st
Century essential understandings and skills. The
chapter ends with a presentation of case studies
using TASSC in multiple contexts.

CONCEPTUAL BASIS
The essential understandings and skills necessary
for a college and career ready populace have been
posited by several organizations. For example,
the Partnership for 21st Century Skills (P21) proposed the Framework for 21st Century Learning.
Similarly, the Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD1) proposed
a set of competencies needed for a successful
life and well-functioning 21st Century society.

Table 1. Framework for analyzing education programs
Item
1. The program focuses on:
• helping students understand core academic content at high levels
• developing information and communication skills
• developing thinking and problem-solving skills
• developing interpersonal and self-directional skills
• developing reflective skills
• developing autonomy
2. The program encourages the development of social skills (living peacefully with
others, cooperation, empathy...)
3. Teaching and learning seem to be implemented in a twenty first century
context (learning academic content through real-world examples, applications and
experiences)
4. Assessment seems to use appropriate tools and approaches to measure students’
performance on twenty-first century content and skills.
5. Systems seem to consider the fact that students think and process information
differently from their predecessors (accounting for students’ ways of knowing)
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BouJaoude (2010) additionally used Habermas’
types of knowledge (1971; as cited by Cranton,
2002) as he developed FAEP. These conceptual
frameworks are described in this section.

Framework for 21st Century Learning
The partnership for 21st century skills (2009) developed a framework for 21st century learning delineating a set of learning outcomes that specify the
knowledge, skills, expertise, and literacies needed
for success in work and life. In addition to the core
subjects of science, the framework identifies a set
of 21st century interdisciplinary themes that, when
integrated into core subjects, will result in much
higher levels of learning. The themes consist of
global awareness, financial, economic, business,
and entrepreneurial literacy, civic literacy, health
literacy, and environmental literacy.
The framework divides the necessary skills
into three types,
1.
2.
3.

Learning and innovation,
Information, media, and technology literacies, and
Life and career skills.

Learning and Innovation skills include the four
C’s: creativity and innovation, critical thinking and
problem solving, communication, and collaboration. Life and career skills include flexibility and
adaptability, initiative and self-direction, social
and cross-cultural skills, productivity and accountability, and leadership and responsibility.
The Partnership for 21st Century Skills further
defines these outcomes in their P21 Framework
Definitions (2009).

OECD’s Key Competencies
for the 21st Century
OECD (2005) proposed three broad categories
of key competencies: Using tools interactively,
interacting in heterogeneous groups, and acting

autonomously. Today’s world is reliant on a variety
of tools ranging from physical ones, such as information technology, to socio-cultural ones such as
the use of language. For this reason, individuals
need to be able to use this wide variety of tools
for interacting effectively with the environment
and they need to understand them well enough
to adapt them for their own purposes. Because
today’s world is also increasingly interdependent,
individuals need to be autonomously able to engage with others of different backgrounds. Finally,
individuals in today’s world must be able to take
responsibility for managing their own lives and
situating their lives in the broader social context
and act autonomously.
Reflective skills are central to OECD’s competency framework. They involve the ability to deal
with change effectively, learn from experience,
and take a critical stance toward issues. Such a
critical stance will only occur in an appropriate
learning environment where individuals are not
satisfied with applying what they learn blindly,
but rather learn to be dynamic and responsive
actors in society.

Habermas’ Types of Knowledge
Scholars such as Merizow (1997) and Cranton
(1997, 2001, 2002) have utilized Habermas’ (1971)
conceptualizations of human interests and ensuing
knowledge to outline knowledge types within the
context of adult learning. Habermas (1971; as cited
by Cranton, 2001, 2002) proposes three types of
knowledge: Instrumental, communicative, and
emancipatory. According to Habermas, knowledge
types are acquired in response to three basic human interests. A technical interest to explain and
manipulate our environment leads to instrumental
knowledge. Instrumental knowledge is objective
and empirically derived allowing for prediction
and control of the environment and to an understanding of how the world works (Cranton, 1997).
Our practical interest to live within social settings
leads us to acquire communicative knowledge2.
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Such knowledge is acquired through language and
involves knowledge of societal and cultural norms
(at the micro, macro, and global levels). Validity
of communicative knowledge is determined by
“consensus within a group and a sense of rightness
or morality” (Cranton, 2001, p. 12); for example,
agreed-upon norms and knowledge in one culture
may not hold in another culture. Finally, our emancipatory interests lead to emancipatory knowledge.
Emancipatory knowledge is motivated by an interest in growth, self-awareness, and autonomy. In
addition, emancipatory knowledge springs from
an interest to free ourselves from the oppression
of unquestioned social norms, values, and beliefs
(Cranton, 2001). It is developed through critical
reflection be it on self or the society.
Habermas’ three types of knowledge are
deemed important in our global age since:
The essential learning required to prepare a productive and responsible worker for the twenty-first
century must empower the individual to think as
an autonomous agent in a collaborative context
rather than to uncritically act on the received
ideas and judgments of others. Workers will have
to become autonomous, socially responsible thinkers (Merizow, 1997, p. 8).
A similar argument can be made for teaching
and learning at the secondary school level. In order
to be compatible with a highly technological and
global age, students need to develop instrumental
and communicative knowledge. Concurrently,
they need to develop emancipatory forms of
knowledge that would allow them to become
autonomous independent thinkers who critically
reflect on their own thinking, values and beliefs
and those of the surrounding culture.
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TOOL FOR ANALYZING
SCIENCE STANDARDS AND
CURRICULA (TASSC)
The Tool for Analyzing Science Standards and
Curricula (TASSC, see Table 2) was developed
using an iterative process of refinement, testing, and discussions over a period of two years.
TASSC consists of 13 items distributed over the
three sections of content, skills, and additional
curricular components. Each section and its individual rating scale will be described below.
The process began with the development of a
framework to analyze programs in terms of 21st
century skills (BouJaoude, 2010). The various
steps in the development of TASSC are described
in the following sections.

A Framework for Analyzing
Education Programs
Saouma BouJaoude (2010) developed and used
the Framework for Analyzing Education Programs
(FAEP, see Table 1) to analyze the secondary
educational systems in England, Germany, Finland, Japan, and the International Baccalaureate
in order to derive lessons that might be helpful
in improving secondary education in the Arab
States. BouJaoude’s (2010) framework is based
on an alignment and critical examination of the
proposals of the Partnership for 21st Century
Skills and the OECD using Habermas’ types
of knowledge (described above) and Prensky’s
(2001) discussion of student thinking and ways
of processing knowledge. According to Prensky,
digital “Natives” process knowledge differently
from “Immigrants.” “Natives” are used to receiving information fast, like to parallel process
and multi-task, prefer their graphics before their
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Table 2. Tool for analyzing science standards and curricula (TASSC)
The Standards/Curriculum Focuses On:

Rating

Content
1. Helping students understand core academic content at high levels
a. Science Content
b. 21st Century Themes (Environmental literacy, global awareness, economic literacy, civic literacy, and health literacy
Skills
2. Developing information skills
3. Developing communication skills
4. Developing creativity and innovation skills
5. Developing thinking and problem-solving skills
6. Developing reflective skills
7. Developing autonomy and self-directional skills
Other
8. Teaching and learning activities involve a twenty first century context (learning academic content through real-world
examples, applications and experiences)
9. Assessment seems to use appropriate tools and approaches to measure students’ performance on twenty-first century content
and skills.
10. Systems consider the fact that students think and process information differently from their predecessors (accounting for students’
ways of knowing)
a. Students are perceived as active learners (learning theories)
b. Curriculum supports a rich technological environment (availability of rich graphics and interaction with technological
tools and media)
c. Curriculum affords utilization of technological tools allowing for parallel processing

text rather than the opposite, and function best
when networked. Conversely, “Immigrants” have
learned–and so choose to teach–slowly, step-bystep, one thing at a time, and individually.
BouJaoude’s (2010) analysis suggests that
advocates of the recommendations of P21 emphasize “Instrumental Knowledge” with some
emphasis on “Communicative Knowledge.”
Prensky’s recommendations, on the other hand,
seem to focus more on student characteristics and
methods of acquiring knowledge and less on the
types of knowledge needed by all learners. The
competencies advocated by OECD, however, move
more closely to what Habermas advocates but
with a preference for the communicative and the
emancipatory knowledge. BouJaoude concludes
that it might be productive to adopt an integrative

approach to determine the knowledge, skills, and
dispositions needed for students to live and work
in the twenty-first century. This integrative approach would not neglect any of the three types of
knowledge but rather integrates the competencies
advocated by different groups. Moreover, such an
approach focuses on preparing knowledgeable,
autonomous, and reflective critical thinkers who:
•
•
•
•
•

Are capable of using information to solve
academic and everyday life problems,
Use technology meaningfully,
Interact well with others in work and other
social settings,
Reflect on their actions and knowledge to
improve the quality of their lives, and
Construct knowledge through research.
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This integrative approach rooted the development of FAEP and was subsequently adopted in
the making of TASSC.

Development of the TASSC
As mentioned previously, TASSC was developed
after it was determined that the FAEP was not
adequate for analyzing science standards and curricula. The development of TASSC began with revisiting the conceptual base used to develop FAEP.
In a first step, the framework for 21st Century Skills
and the OECD key competencies were respectively
aligned with Habermas’ types of knowledge, and
compared to determine areas of similarities and
difference. Only areas of similarities that aligned
with Habermas’ instrumental, communicative, and
emancipatory types of knowledge were used in
TASSC. For example, a change that was made to
reflect Habermas’ work was separating the FAEP
item “developing information and communication
skills” into two distinct items.
Next, FAEP was revisited in light of the results
of the analysis performed in step 1. Four main
changes were made:
•

•

•
•

Distinguishing between knowledge and
skills, which are subsumed under Core
Academic Content by creating separate
sections to address each in the instrument,
Creating a third section of the instrument to
include additional curricular components
such as teaching and learning activities, assessment, and overall educational systems,
Further defining of the Core Academic
Content as content knowledge and 21st century themes, and
Including creativity and innovation skills
in the skills section of the instrument.

In the Core Academic Content section, content knowledge consists of the unifying concepts
and processes of science, physical science, life
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science, earth and space science, understandings
about scientific inquiry, understandings about
science and technology, science in the personal
and social perspectives, and the history and
nature of science. Twenty-first Century Themes
include environmental literacy, global awareness,
economic literacy, civic literacy, and health literacy. Conversely, Skills consist of information
and communication, creativity and innovation,
thinking and problem solving, reflective skills,
autonomy, and self-direction.
Then, the rating scales were revisited and
further defined. The skills rating scale used in the
NRC (2010) report about the intersection of science education and 21st century skills was adopted
because it assessed the degree to which a skill is
present, complete, explicit, and/or optional. The
Skills Rating Scale consists of the following levels:
4‑Strong whole skill: The skill is found almost in
its entirety in the curriculum in a strong form
likely to produce high levels of performance
if the curricular goals are met.
3‑Weak whole skill: The skill is found almost
in its entirety in the curriculum in a weak
form, either because it is made optional or
described vaguely.
2‑Strong component skill: Only one or two
components of the larger skill are found in
the curriculum, but those elements are met
to a high degree.
1‑Weak component skill: Only one or two
components of the larger skill are found in
the curriculum, and even then only a weak
form, either because they are made optional
or described vaguely or are implicit in the
activities of a listed curriculum.
0‑None: The skill is completely absent.
The skills rating scale was used as a model for
the development of a new content rating scale.
The new rating scale was designed to assess the
degree to which core academic content and 21st
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century themes are present, complete, explicit,
integrated, and/or optional. The Content Rating
Scale consists of the following levels:

•

4‑Comprehensive High Level: The content is
found almost in its entirety and explicitly
described in curriculum activities in a manner likely to produce high levels of learning
if the curricular goals are met.
3‑Comprehensive Low Level: The content is
found almost in its entirety and is vaguely
described or made optional in curriculum
activities.
2‑Partial High Level: Only one or two content
themes are explicitly described and integrated in curriculum activities.
1‑Partial Low level: Only one or two content
themes are vaguely described or implicit in
the activities of the curriculum.
0‑None: The content themes are completely
absent.

The process also involved using versions of the
instrument to analyze segments of curricula and
noting which categories yielded useful distinctions
and which were redundant. For example, an earlier
version of the TASSC combined interpersonal and
self-directional skills in one item. Conceptually,
the authors considered these skills to be distinct
from each other, a notion that was supported by
preliminary analyses. As a result, these two skills
were separated. Furthermore, self-directional
skills were found to overlap with autonomy and
were therefore compiled together as one item in
the final version to avoid redundancy. The result
was an instrument that was detailed enough to
give an adequate and clear picture of the strengths
and limitations of the standards and core curricula, while at the same time succinct so as to be
practical to use.

Finally, the rating for the additional curricular
components section consisted of “1” to represent
“mostly present” or “0” to represent “mostly
absent.”
In short, the development of TASSC was cooperatively accomplished by the authors through
an iterative process involving the coalescing and
separation of categories based on conceptual and
empirical considerations. The 13 items of the
instrument are partly based on how the group conceptualized the categories and the distinct nature
of each. For example, to account for Prensky’s
(2001) notions of digital natives and immigrants,
the item targeting overall educational systems
was further defined using the following prompts:
•
•

Students are perceived as active learners.
Curriculum supports a rich technological
environment (availability of rich graphics
and interaction with technological tools
and media), and

Curriculum affords utilization of technological tools allowing for parallel
processing.

CASE STUDIES USING TASSC
TASSC was used to analyze the standards and
curricula of two US states (Ohio and New York)
and two Arab countries (Lebanon and Qatar).
Middle school rather than high school was chosen
as the focus of the analysis for two reasons. First,
middle school science is more unified and it is
also required for all students. At the high school
level, students have a choice of several science
electives; for example, fewer students in urban
settings take physical science electing to satisfy
science graduation requirements with life and earth
science courses. Second, middle school years are
instrumental in developing student attitudes and
dispositions towards science. This section of the
chapter describes how the analysis process was
accomplished and then presents the individual
case studies.
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Analysis Procedure
The standards and curricular analysis process used
in the individual case studies was conducted in
multiple steps and at different levels. First, standard and curricular documents and websites were
first read in their entirety, including introductions,
prefaces, and appendices, to discern content, skills,
and additional curricular component features as
outlined in the framework. Then, the first level of
analysis involved color-coding key statements according to the broad categories of Content, Skills
and Other. In some instances, cross coding was
allowed but it was indicated which category was
more prominent. An example of a cross coding
instance from the New York City standards is:
M1.1a: identify independent and dependent
variables.
M1.1b: identify relationships among variables
including: direct, indirect, cyclic, constant;
identify non-related material.
The above performance indicators require
knowledge and understanding of the concepts of
dependent and independent variables and therefore were designated as both process skills and
content. In this case, Skills was more prominent.
For the second level of analysis, each item in
the framework was assigned a code (see Table
3). Next, Content, Skills, and Other statements
identified in the level one analysis were coded
and separated into categories based on the items
of the framework. Frequencies were calculated for
each code. No rating was given initially for the
first two levels of analyses. Table 4 presents an
example of level 2 coding for the following State
of Ohio grade 6 Model Curriculum statement:
Make a geological map of the local community. Use
existing geologic data, historic geologic data, and
field explorations to analyze types of formations
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that are present. Use the finished map to evaluate possible land and resource uses. Present map
and recommendations to an authentic audience.
For the third level of analysis (see Table 4),
statements within each level two Content and Skill
coding category were re-examined and separated
into subcategories based on the degree to which
each statement presented

Table 3. Level 2 analysis codes
Content
1. Helping students understand core academic
content at high levels
a. Science Content
b. 21st Century Themes:
Environmental literacy
Global awareness
Economic literacy
Civic literacy
Health literacy

Code
SC

EnvL
GA
EcL
CL
HL

2. Teaching and learning activities involve a twenty
first century context (learning academic content
through real-world examples, applications and
experiences)

21Con

3. Assessment seems to use appropriate tools and
approaches to measure students’ performance on
twenty-first century content and skills.

AsP

4. Systems consider the fact that students think
and process information differently from their
predecessors (accounting for students’ ways of
knowing)

IP:--

a. Students are perceived as active learners
(learning theories)

AL

b. Curriculum supports a rich technological
environment (availability of rich graphics and
interaction with technological tools and media)

TR

c. Curriculum affords utilization of technological
tools allowing for parallel processing

PP

Skills
1. Developing information skills

Inf

2. Developing communication skills

Com

3. Developing creativity and innovation skills

CInn

4. Developing thinking and problem-solving skills

ThP

5. Developing autonomy and self-directional skills

ASD
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Table 4. Analysis levels of curriculum statements
Level 1
Content
Skills

Other

Level 2
CL

Use the finished map to evaluate possible land and resource uses

Implicit, integrated

INF

Use existing geologic data, historic geologic data and field explorations

Explicit, required

THP

to analyze types of formations that are present

Explicit, required

COM

Present map and recommendations to an authentic audience

Explicit, required

21CON
TR

•
•

Level 3

SC

Make a geological map of the local community
Use existing geologic data, historic geologic data and field explorations
AND Make a geological map of the local community

Explicit, implicit, integrated, or optional
content, or
Explicit, implicit, optional, and/or vague
skill.

The subcategories were derived from the
TASSC rating scales described previously. Frequencies were calculated for each subcategory.
Finally, a rating for each of the TASSC items
was holistically determined using the frequencies
calculated in the level 2 and level 3 analyses.

The Case of the Ohio Standards
and Model Curriculum
The Ohio Department of Education (ODE) began
a standard revision process in 2009 in response to
then Governor Strickland’s (2009) proclamation
that preparing students to be informed decision
makers in the global economy of the 21st century
is an Ohio state imperative. In addition to revising
its standards, ODE has developed a Web-based
Model Curriculum, of which 21st century skills
are an essential component:
Throughout all grades, PreK-12, [21st century]
skills are explicitly addressed through scientific
inquiry and applications. The integration of skills
and content aligns with the Framework for 21st
Century Learning. (ODE, 2010)

Structure of the Ohio Middle Level
Standards and Model Curriculum
The revised standards for grades 6-8 are organized
around Strands and Topics for each grade level.
Strands represent the disciplines of life science,
physical science, and earth and space science.
Topics consist of the main focus for each strand
and provide the basis for further defined Content
Statements, which delineate the science content to
be learned. Strands are connected by Themes that
progressively increase in complexity. The integration of strands and topics within each grade are
illustrated by Grade Level Connections. Finally,
the standards describe the inquiry skills and applications that must be developed by all students
during grades 6-8.
The Model Curriculum is a Web-based resource that illustrates how the material in the
Content Statements may be taught by providing
content elaborations, expectations for learning,
classroom examples, and instructional strategies
and resources. A noteworthy characteristic of
the Model Curriculum consists of the Cognitive
Demands that are used to identify expectations for
learning. At the most basic level, students are expected to recall accurate science. At the next level,
students are expected to interpret and communicate
science concepts. At the third level, students are
expected to demonstrate science knowledge. At
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the highest level of cognitive demand, students are
expected to design technological and engineering
solutions using science concepts.

Results
Results of the TASSC analysis of the Ohio grades
6-8 revised standards and model curriculum are
presented in this section for core academic content, skills, and additional curricular components.

Core Academic Content
Core academic content consists of science content
and 21st century themes. Results of the analysis process indicate that the science content component
of the core academic content is mostly addressed
in the description of the content strands, topics,
content statements, themes, grade band connections, and the inquiry skills and applications.
Strands, topics, and content statements explicitly
delineate earth and space science, life science,
and physical science essential understandings for
each grade level. Furthermore, unifying concepts
and processes are given prominent positions in
grade band themes and strand connections. For
example, the 7th grade band theme is “order and
organization,” and the strand connections relate
to “systems.” Similarly, understandings about
and abilities to do scientific inquiry are explicitly
included and integrated throughout the middle
grade standards as evidenced by, among others,
the following statements:
•
•

Identify questions that can be answered
through scientific investigations; and
Recognize and analyze alternative explanations and predications.

Other content components, including science
in the Personal and Social Perspectives (PSP)
and the History and Nature of Science (HNOS),
are addressed in the model curriculum rather
than the standards. Statements aligned with these
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components were found in the sections of content
elaborations, instructional strategies, and expectations for learning as illustrated by the following
examples:
It is important to provide the background knowledge regarding how scientists know about the
structure and composition of the interior of Earth
(without being able to “see” it). [HNOS implicit,
required – 8th grade content elaboration]
In order to fully grasp plate movement, students
must investigate Earth’s history and the evidence
used in determining plate movement…Interpreting paleomagnetic data for the geologic periods
demonstrates how scientists have determined
where the plates were over time. [HNOS vague,
optional – 8th grade instructional resources]
Analyze and evaluate scientific tradeoffs (environmental, projected research required to move
from current knowledge to application) for use of
microbes to produce alternative energy or clean-up
environmental spills. [PSP implicit, required – 6th
grade expectations for learning]
Even though the content statements identified
in the content elaboration and expectations for
learning sections are required, references to the
HNOS and PSP content are vague or implicitly
made. Moreover, content statements identified in
the instructional resources section of the model
curriculum seem optional because the section in
question is intended as “additional support and
information for educators…not intended to be a
prescriptive list of lessons.”
The 21st century themes of the core academic
content are also addressed in the model curriculum. Results of the analysis process indicate that
environmental and civic literacy are the most
frequently and explicitly integrated themes in
the Ohio model curriculum. Some examples of
statements targeting these two themes include:
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Research cloning in the food industry. Select one
practice and determine whether or not it is an
environmentally healthy practice. Justify your
position with scientific evidence. [EnvL explicit,
integrated – 8th grade expectations for learning]
Develop, test, and evaluate plans outlining a
specific method to reduce storm water flow at a
specific site in the local community (for example a
housing construction project or the school parking
lot). Present findings/plan to school administrators
or local government. [CL, explicit, integrated – 7th
grade expectations for learning]
The themes of economic literacy and global
awareness are addressed less often in the Ohio
model curriculum. In most instances, references
to these themes are vague or made optional. For
example:
Ethanol, a plant product, is used in place of fossil
fuels. Discuss the pros and cons of using biomass
products such as ethanol versus traditional fossil fuels. [EcL vague – 7th grade expectations for
learning]
Examining student-based (classroom data) soil
sample results can be a good way to compare soil
types by regions. The GLOBE program can allow
a connection to other classrooms, but can also be
used when to analyze data beyond the local area
to draw conclusions about specific criteria for soil
formation. [GA optional – 6th grade instructional
resources]
The theme of health literacy was not addressed
in the Ohio standards and model curriculum. In
conclusion, the Ohio standards and model curriculum core academic content was present at a
partially high level because only two of the 21st
century themes were explicitly described and
integrated into curriculum activities.

Skills
Results of the analysis process indicate that several
21st century skills are emphasized in the Ohio science standards. Namely, inquiry and its application
incorporates the skills of thinking, problem solving, communication, creativity, and innovation. Of
these skills, thinking, problem solving, and communication are explicitly included and integrated
throughout the middle grade standards and model
curriculum as evidenced in Table 4 and, among
others, the following statements:
•
•
•
•
•

Design and conduct a scientific
investigation;
Analyze and interpret data;
Develop descriptions, models, explanations and predictions;
Think critically and logically to connect
evidence and explanations;
Communicate scientific procedures and
explanations.

Creativity and innovation skills are also present
in the Ohio standards and model curriculum both
explicitly and implicitly in the practice of inquiry.
An example of a statement that explicitly supports
the development of creativity and innovation skills
in the 7th grade Earth and Space Science expectations for learning is:
Design, build, and test a buoy that can sample
water temperatures (or other water quality test,
such as pH or turbidity levels) of a local lake,
pond, pool, or stream. Deploy the buoy and collect/analyze data. Compare and discuss results
with the class.
Finally, no statements explicitly or implicitly
describing student engagement with reflection,
autonomy, and self-direction skills were identified.
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Additional Curricular Components
Results of the analysis of the additional curricular
components described in TASSC indicate that the
Ohio revised standards and model curriculum for
grades 6-8 support rich technological environments (see Table 4) and include teaching and
learning activities set in real-world examples,
applications, and experiences. For example, the
following recommended instructional strategy and
resource suggest an activity set in a local context
that invites investigation of a real-world issue:
Choosing local issues that involve water and
conducting field studies and research about the
movement of water and/or contamination can
lead to deeper understanding of how the cycles
work. An example could be researching acid mine
drainage problems in southeastern Ohio. The
Monday Creek Organization provides research
and data for southeastern Ohio and acid mine
drainage cleanup efforts.
Furthermore, the standards and model curriculum account for the different ways of student
knowing through an attention to learning progressions described in content elaborations. For
example, the following excerpt from the 6th grade
model curriculum highlights the past and future
learning of students with respect to rocks:

of the rock record are studied. High school: The
formation of elements, chemical bonding, and
crystal structure are found in the Physical sciences.
In 11/12th grade Physical Geology, depositional
environments, volcanics, characteristics of rocks,
and mineralogy are explored at depth.
The model curriculum also accounts for active student learning through references to misconceptions. Resources that describe common
misconceptions in core content are provided in
the instructional strategies and resources section.
For example, one such reference for the 6th grade
life science model curriculum states, “The Annenberg Media series Essential Science for Teachers:
Life Science Session 1: Children’s Ideas provides
greater insight to misconceptions children hold
about the origin of living things.”
Finally, the Ohio model curriculum proposes
the use of appropriate tools and approaches to
measure students’ performance on twenty-first
century content and skills. This focus on assessment is evident in the description of the Cognitive
Demand expectations for learning described in the
section addressing structure of the curriculum.
Examples of these expectations for learning are
provided in the previous two sections.

The Case of the New York
State Standards

Prior concepts related to rocks: PreK-2: Objects
have physical properties, properties of objects
can change, and Earth’s nonliving resources
have specific properties. Grades 3-5: rocks and
soil have characteristics, soil contains pieces of
rocks, rocks form in different ways, and objects
are composed of matter and may exhibit electrical
conductivity and magnetism.

New York City (NYC) schools are among the
nation’s most diverse schools with large percentages of minorities, recent immigrants, and
English Language learners (NYC Department of
Education-NYC DOE3). NYC Public schools follow the New York State (NYS) Core Curriculum4.
The NYC DOE website gives the following general
statement on the goal of science instruction:

Future Application of Concepts: Grades 7 and 8:
Sedimentary, metamorphic, and igneous environments, and the history of Earth (including the
changing environments) from the interpretation

[Providing students] with opportunities to interact
directly with the natural world and gives them the
skills they need to explain the world that surrounds
them. The City’s approach allows students to
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practice problem-solving skills, develop positive
science attitudes, learn new science content, and
increase their scientific literacy (NYC DOE).

Structure of the NYS Science
Core Curriculum
The NYS core curriculum outlines seven Standards for Science, Mathematics, and Technology, of which five are designated as applying
specifically to science. Table 5 lists the standards
and explanatory statements that outline learning
expectations for each.
The science core designates Standards 1, 2, 6,
and 7 as the process skills standards and Standard
4 as the science content standard with two main
strands: The Living Environment and The Physical
Setting. For reasons not explicit in the document,
Strand 5, Technology (Students will apply technological knowledge and skills to design, construct,
use, and evaluate products and systems to satisfy
human and environmental needs) is not designated
for science and consequently is not included in
the science core curriculum document. Each
standard is further expanded by a number of key
ideas. Then each key idea is expanded with one
or two levels of associated performance indicators. For example Standard 1(Analysis, Inquiry,
and Design) subsumes the following key idea and
subsequent performance indicators:

Key Idea 2: Beyond the use of reasoning and
consensus, scientific inquiry involves the testing of proposed explanations involving the use
of conventional techniques and procedures and
usually requiring considerable ingenuity.
S2.1: Use conventional techniques and those of
their own design to make further observations and refine their explanations, guided
by a need for more information.
S2.1a: demonstrate appropriate safety techniques
S2.1b: conduct an experiment designed by others
S2.1c: design and conduct an experiment to test
a hypothesis
S2.1d: use appropriate tools and conventional
techniques to solve problems about the
natural world, including:
◦◦
Measuring
◦◦
Observing
◦◦
Describing
◦◦
Classifying
◦◦
Sequencing
Depending on its scale and expansiveness, a
standard may be divided into broad themes that
include several Key Ideas. For example standard
1 (Analysis, Inquiry, and Design) incorporates
the themes of Mathematical Analysis, Scientific
Inquiry, and Engineering Design.

Table 5. NYC science specific standards
Standard

Expectation

Standard 1: Analysis, Inquiry,
and Design

Students will use mathematical analysis, scientific inquiry, and engineering design, as appropriate,
to pose questions, seek answers, and develop solutions.

Standard 2: Information Systems

Students will access, generate, process, and transfer information using appropriate technologies.

Standard 4: Science

Students will understand and apply scientific concepts, principles, and theories pertaining to
the physical setting and living environment and recognize the historical development of ideas in
science.

Standard 6: Interconnectedness:
Common Themes

Students will understand the relationships and common themes that connect mathematics, science,
and technology and apply the themes to these and other areas of learning.

Standard 7: Interdisciplinary
Problem Solving

Students will apply the knowledge and thinking skills of mathematics, science, and technology to
address real-life problems and make informed decisions.
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Results
The analysis results for Standards 1, 2, 4, and 7
will be presented below to demonstrate the use of
TASSC on the curriculum document.
Core Academic Content
Standard 4 is the standard that outlines the science concepts and principles to be covered at the
middle school level for New York State students.
The major unifying concepts and processes of
science are covered at comprehensive high level
in standard 4, especially as they pertain to Living
Environment and Physical setting.
Standard 1 also addresses science content
and was assigned a rating of ‘partial high level’
coverage for Science Content for understandings
about scientific Inquiry and its features. This is
somewhat expected, as the standard itself explicitly cites ‘inquiry’ as a focus in its statement and
includes ‘scientific inquiry’ as one of its themes.
Therefore there are several key ideas and performance indicators that incorporate understandings
about inquiry, for example, “The central purpose
of scientific inquiry is to develop explanations
of natural phenomena in a continuing, creative
process” (Key Idea). Other performance indicator
examples include:
S1.2c: Differentiate among observations, inferences, predictions, and explanations
S3.1: Design charts, tables, graphs, and other representations of observations in conventional
and creative ways to help them address their
research question or hypothesis.
Of the 21st Century Themes, content within
Environmental literacy is covered at a more comprehensive level than Health literacy. For example,
two of the seven key ideas in the Living Environment explicitly include aspects of Environmental
Literacy, which is covered at comprehensive high
level:
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KI 6: Plants and animals depend on each other
and their physical environment.
KI 7: Human decisions and activities have had a
profound impact on the physical and living
environment.
Health Literacy is covered at a partial-high
level in Key Idea 5 in Living Environment. The
component with the strong presence involves the
role of nutrients and diet as is apparent in the following performance indicator:
5.2: Describe the importance of major nutrients,
vitamins, and minerals in maintaining
health and promoting growth, and explain
the need for a constant input of energy for
living organisms.
No reference is made to global awareness and
only minimal references are made to Economic and
Civic literacy. For example, the following key idea
presents a vague reference to civic literacy issues:
3.2: Describe applications of information technology in mathematics, science, and other
technologies that address needs and solve
problems in the community.
Skills
Communication, thinking, and problem solving
skills are explicitly integrated in the NYS science
curriculum, specifically for scientific inquiry. For
example, standard 1 presents a strong skill for the
items ‘thinking and problem solving skills’ and
‘communication skills’ as the latter relates to
presenting work associated with scientific inquiry
or sharing understandings. Similarly, developing
information skills are at a strong skill level in
standard 2, clearly requiring that students manage
and evaluate information from different sources.
The following performance indicators illustrate
this finding:
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1.4c: Use the collected data to communicate a
scientific concept
3.1: Use graphical, statistical, and presentation software to present projects to fellow
classmates.
Autonomy, self-direction, creativity, and innovation skills are included but in weak form
and mostly as they pertain to carrying out scientific inquiry. Autonomy skills are covered by
the expectations that students carry out aspects
of scientific inquiries ‘independently.’ Creativity and innovation skills are implicit to inquiry
processes such as formulating hypotheses and
designing experiments.
Additional Curricular Components
The strong focus on inquiry in Standard 1 supports students as active learners. Perceptions of
students as active learners was evident by the
strong emphasis in standard 1 on themes and key
ideas under analysis, inquiry, and design, including
“students are expected to use inquiry process skills
to learn about the world.” Parallel processing, on
the other hand is not explicitly addressed in any
place in the curriculum document.
The NYS core curriculum emphasizes teaching
and learning in 21st Century teaching contexts.
For example in standard 7, the notion of using
content and skill to address everyday problems
is explicitly stated in all Key Ideas. Furthermore,
two performance indicators of standard 1 mention
explicitly solving “real world problems” (M3.1)
and the “investigation of situations of general
social interest” (T1.1), therefore this item was
designated as mostly absent.
Technologically rich environments are also
supported in the NYS core curriculum, specifically in standard 2. Standard 2 is concerned with
Information Systems and states that “Students will
access, generate, process, and transfer information
using appropriate technologies.” Upon examining
all the key ideas within the standard, technologi-

cally rich context was strongly emphasized and
present.
Finally, assessment appropriate to a 21st Century context is not explicitly addressed in the
standards. However, in the appendix of the NYS
Core Curriculum it is explicitly mentioned that
20- 25% of the exam grade is on “real world problems,” with this being the only reference made to
assessment in middle school science. Vagueness
about assessment is somewhat disconcerting considering the way by which the ‘tested curriculum’
(Cuban, 1995) percolates to classroom practices
of science teachers.

The Case of Lebanon
Lebanon underwent educational reform in 1998
in order to meet the demands and requirements
of the present society, and adequately prepare
students for the future. The preparation of the
resultant Lebanese curriculum5 was inspired by
the rapid expansion of science and technology
in the present century, the new international and
global tendencies towards science teaching, and
the important role in all aspects of our everyday
life. The intermediate (middle level) stage of
the Lebanese curriculum consists of grades 7-9.
Grade 6 is presently compulsory for all Lebanese
students, and all students are provided with a
common content until grade 10.

Structure of the Lebanese
Science Curriculum
The focus of science teaching in the Lebanese science curriculum is defined by the overall general
objectives. Some examples of the overall general
objectives include:
•
•

Develop learners’ intellectual and practical
scientific skills.
Deepen learners’ awareness in the ability of humans to understand, invent, and
create.
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•

Understand the nature of science and technology, their historical development, and
their impact on human thought.
Insure that learners have acquired the facts,
concepts, and principles that are essential
to understand natural phenomena.
Acquire knowledge and accordingly behave about issues of health, environment,
and safety practices.
Realize that some natural resources can be
depleted and advocate for the role of science in sustaining these resources.
Encourage learners to use scientific knowledge and skills in novel everyday life
situations.
Emphasize the role of scientists in the advancement of human kind.
Encourage learners to be open to the ideas
of scientists from different cultures and to
their contributions to the advancement of
science.
Encourage learners to work independently and cooperatively to solve scientific
problems.
Make learners aware of career possibilities
in different science related areas.

The subjects that are addressed in the Lebanese intermediate science curriculum are physics,
chemistry, life, and earth sciences. The analysis
was performed on all components of the intermediate science curriculum including the introduction
for each of the three subjects, objectives of each
subject, instructional objectives, and activities
of each subject. The objectives of each subject
are conceptual (technical and methodological)
and advance a relationship between teaching and
evaluation. The analysis was also performed on
the overall general objectives of science education.

Results
The results of the TASSC analysis of the Lebanese
Intermediate science curriculum are presented
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below as core academic content, skills, and additional curricular components.
Core Academic Content
The core academic content is composed of the
science content and the 21st century themes. The
TASSC analysis showed that the standards are
highly comprehensive and strong for developing
the science content for the earth and life sciences,
chemistry, and physics.
As for the 21st century themes, the themes of the
environmental and health literacy are emphasized
in the introduction of the earth and life sciences
curriculum with statements such as:
The program deals with a global perspective
about health and the environment. This helps the
student to maintain his health and the health of
others, to develop a responsible behavior towards
the environment, and to comprehend scientific
messages transmitted by media.
The theme about the environment literacy is
further carried along in several objectives of the
earth and life sciences, including:
Allow the student to identify the essential biological, physical, and geological components of the
environment and to understand their relations that
initiate the development of an open and a responsible behavior toward environmental problems:
management of media and resources, preservation
of species, and risk prevention.
Particularly for Grade 8, there is a chapter in
the content that targets the environment, “earth
and the environment.” That chapter deals with the
concrete geodynamic manifestations of the earth
activity, leading to the study of changes starting
from rocks to landscape that constitutes the life
framework for humans. The chapter further addresses the study of geology with a focus on the
relationship between man and earth in order to
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develop among the students a sense of a long-time
responsibility towards the environment.
Similarly within the chemistry curriculum,
there is a separate chapter “chemistry and the
environment” at the grade 9 level. It aims at
providing students with a better understanding
of the role of chemistry in causing and solving
environmental problems. Environmental application and problems are presented as:

“The curriculum fosters the development of autonomy and responsibility of personal behavior in
learners that are characteristics of a free citizen.”
Autonomy is further addressed in the instructional
objectives of life and earth sciences curriculum
as follows:

•

This statement affirms that autonomy is
strongly adopted in the curriculum. Yet and again,
this is only addressed in the introduction and
instructional objectives in only the life and earth
sciences curriculum.
Promoting thinking and problem-solving
skills is considered a critical component in the
Lebanese Intermediate curriculum. It is explicitly
present in the general science objectives and also
emphasized as one of the instructional objectives
in the life and earth sciences curriculum for the
intermediate grades:

•
•

Dilution of toxic wastes and pollution addressed at grade 7,
Acid rain, antacids, fertilizers addressed at
grade 8,
Pollution problems of air, water, and soil
addressed at grade 9.

Likewise, developing a responsible attitude
towards the environment is manifested as a theme
in the instructional objectives within the physics
curriculum. However, it is not clear how that
is addressed in the instructional activities and
guidelines.
Skills
The TASSC analysis showed that the skills for
developing creativity and innovation, as well as
the reflective skills are completely absent in the
Lebanese curriculum. Furthermore, the curriculum is not very explicit with respect to developing information, communication, and autonomy
skills. For example, the introduction of the life
and earth sciences curriculum emphasizes the
importance of communication skills by indicating that the program needs to focus on teaching
scientific processes in a problem situation to allow the learner to acquire communication skills.
However, the presence of communication skills
is not reflected in the instructional objectives and
activities of the curriculum.
The skill of developing autonomy is apparent
in the introduction of the life and earth sciences
curriculum as noted in the following statement,

Develop in students a scientific attitude and motivate them to acquire a better autonomy.

Permit students to acquire scientific processes,
specifically by developing an experimental approach and problem solving activities
Additional Curricular Components
Results of the analysis of the additional curricular
components described in TASSC indicate that
the Lebanese intermediate curriculum vaguely
describes the criteria of assessment and learning
the academic content through real-world examples,
applications, and experiences. For example, assessment is emphasized in the introduction of
the life and earth sciences curriculum as “evaluation must not be limited to recalled information
but should also assess the skills required to be
achieved.” However, it is not clear how that is
manifested in terms of the assessment at the level
of instructional activities or guidelines.
Furthermore, the Lebanese curriculum was
found to account for the different ways of student
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knowing to various degrees. First, the curriculum
makes no mention of experiences that allow for
parallel processing. Second, it only references
students as active learners. For example, the description in the introduction section of the life and
earth sciences curriculum presents the learner as
an “active participant” and it is also indicated that
the use of different approaches encourages students
to “construct” their knowledge themselves.
Third, the curriculum explicitly supports a
technologically rich environment. For example,
the introduction of the life and earth sciences curriculum states, “The program tends to establish a
relationship between technology and society with
which the student has strong ties.” Technology is
also referred to in the instructional objectives of
the life and earth sciences curriculum, where it
is indicated that there is a need to progressively
and continually initiate in students “a scientific
knowledge, technical performances and actual
research in science and technology.” Moreover, it
is explicitly stated in the instructional objectives
of the chemistry curriculum that students should
“perceive the close relationship among chemistry,
technology, and industry.” This is also referred
to in the instructional objectives of the physics
curriculum about having students understand the
relation between physics, technology, and society.

•

The Case of Qatar

•

A new reform initiative, Education for a New Era,
was launched in Qatar in 2005. This initiative is
built on four principles:
•

•
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Autonomy: Allowing an innovative approach for schools and teachers to meet the
needs of students and parents within the
curriculum standards framework.
Accountability: Implementing an objective and transparent assessment system to
hold school leaders, teachers, and parents
responsible for the students’ success.

•

Variety: Encouraging different kinds of
schools and instructional programs.
Choice: Allowing parents to select the
school that best fits their child’s needs and
seeking their input on important schools
decisions.

Structure of the Educational System
The curriculum of the Qatari preparatory (middle
level) cycle emphasizes basic literacy and numeracy skills and is follows the Early Years
Education Foundation Curriculum. The Foundation Curriculum is believed to be future-oriented
in attending to the qualities and characteristics
needed in young citizens in 2020 in the State of
Qatar with the goal of preparing the Qatari youth
to compete in the 21st century global economy.
The curriculum is also aligned with the vision of
Education for a New Era, which aims for schools
to educate students who will:
•
•
•
•

Make a positive contribution to society by
being literate and numerate,
Be effective communicators in Arabic and
English,
Be creative and critical thinkers,
Have the dispositions and strategies to explore and inquire, and
Work well in teams and demonstrate pride
in being Qatari.

The Qatari curriculum for grades 7-9 includes
the subjects of inquiry, life science, materials, earth
and space, and physical processes. TASSC analysis
was performed on the following components of
the Qatari curriculum: overall general goals of
science, summary of students’ performance for
each of the five subjects, and the instructional
objectives and activities of each subject at grades
7, 8, and 9. It is important to note that the Qatari
standards are explicit in outlining the different
instructional activities, questions, and examples
for each of the subjects.
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Results
The results of the TASSC analysis of the Qatari
preparatory curriculum are presented below as
core academic content, skills, and additional curricular components.
Core Academic Content
The TASSC analysis showed that the standards
are highly comprehensive and strong for developing the science content. As for the 21st century
themes, attention to the environment is noted in
the overall aims of the Qatari science standards
(Supreme Education Council, 2002) as follows:
Students should (a) have a sound and systematic
knowledge of important scientific facts, concepts
and principles, and possess the skills needed to
apply these in new and changing situations in a
range of personal, domestic, industrial and environmental contexts, (b) recognize the importance
of the application of scientific knowledge in the
modern world and be aware of the moral, ethical,
social and environmental implications
Further, one of the topics of the life science
subject addresses living things and their environment. This topic is addressed in grade 7 and
8 but applications and examples related to the
environment seem to be scarce. That is not the
case for grade 9, where environmental literacy is
a focus along with a relation to the economy of
Qatar. For example, the life science curriculum
states the expectation that students discuss the
economic dimension of genetic engineering and its
implications. According to the materials subject,
grade 9 students need to “explain the importance
of fossil fuels to the economy of Qatar.”
Global awareness is manifested in the Qatari
standards in grade 9 in the context of the materials subject. For example, students need to explain
the causes of global warming and discuss various
proposals about the removal of carbon dioxide
from the atmosphere as proposed under the Kyoto

protocol. Another instance is represented by having students “make a study of the consequences
of acid rainfall in some other parts of the world
(e.g., northern Europe).”
Health literacy is represented at various instances in the life science curriculum for grades
7 and 8 only. For example, students in grade 7
need to know the importance of good nutrition
and hygiene to the health of babies. Students in
grade 8 study the effects of smoking on health and
the problems of diabetes and obesity, as follows:
Know that smoking damages the lungs and reduces
the efficiency of gas exchange.
Know the symptoms, causes, and problems of
diabetes and obesity. Chart the statistics on the
frequency of diabetes and obesity in Qatar and
compare with other countries.
Skills
The TASSC analysis showed that developing information and communication skills is explicitly
addressed and described in the Qatari standards
for grades 7-9. Actually, one of the topics in the
subject of scientific inquiry is processing and
communicating information, which is addressed
in grades 7 to 9.
The development of creativity and innovation
skills is also attended to in the standards. Having
students develop the ability to work creatively
is noted to be critical in the overall aims of the
Qatari standards, and is explicitly reflected in the
instructional activities described for grades 8 and
9, as shown in the following examples:
Construct a card game to illustrate what eats what
in a range of environments (life science, grade 8)
Design a thermal solar panel and investigate its
effectiveness (materials, grade 9)
Build model bridges from simple materials such
as mud bricks (high compressive strength but low
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tensile strength), spaghetti (good tensile strength
but easily broken), and cotton (flexible and good
tensile strength). Use different kinds of bridge
construction (e.g. arch, cantilever, girder, suspension) that make the best use of the properties
of the materials. Test the bridges to destruction
(physical processes, grade 9)

Study the formation of mirages on a hot day,
noting how they can be explained by refraction
(physical processes)

Developing problem-solving skills among
students is considered important as indicated in
the overall aims of the Qatari standards. And that
is clearly reflected in the instructional activities
of the curriculum of grades 7, 8, and 9.
Developing the interpersonal and self-directional skills, the reflective skills, and autonomy do
not appear to be manifested in the Qatari standards.

Collect information on the frequency of common
inherited disorders in Qatar (life science).

Additional Curricular Components
Based on the TASSC analysis, results show that
the instructional activities in the Qatari curriculum
harness a 21st century context in the use of many
real-world examples, applications and experiences
at grades 7, 8, and 9. Following are some examples
of the instructional activities at grade 7 targeting
the subjects about materials and earth and space:
Collect information on the distillation of seawater
to provide drinking water for Qatar (materials)
Show, using a flow-chart, how Qatar gas is used
(earth and space).
More examples, which target real-world applications and experiences, are evident from the
instructional activities at grade 8 across the subjects of materials and physical processes:
Discuss the occurrence of uncombined metals at
the bottom of the reactivity series and methods
used to recover alluvial gold. Link this natural low
reactivity with the use of these metals in jewelry
(materials)
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Still other examples are found from the instructional activities for grade 9 in the subjects
of life science, materials, and physical processes:

Make a study of the cooling of industrial processes
in Qatar, including a visit to a cooling plant such
as the one at the Ras Laffan (materials).
Furthermore, Qatari science assessment seems
to use appropriate tools and approaches to measure
students’ performance on twenty-first century
content and skills. Science assessments have three
objectives (Supreme Education Council, 2002):
•
•
•

Knowledge and understanding; application
of knowledge and understanding, analysis
and evaluation of information.
Scientific enquiry skills and procedures.
The weightings of the assessment objectives change at various grade levels.

As students’ scientific proficiency and experience develop, greater emphasis is placed on
assessing the application of knowledge to solve
problems in new situations.
Finally, the Qatari standards were found to
vaguely account for students’ ways of knowing
to various degrees. First, there seems to be no
indication that the curriculum affords the utilization of technological tools allowing for parallel
processing. Second, the perception that students
are active learners is implicit in the strong emphasis
on the doing and understanding about scientific
inquiry. Third, the standards somewhat support
a technologically rich environment. The effective
use of information and communications technol-
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ogy in the pursuit and communication of science,
as well as the relationship between technology
and society is emphasized in the Qatari science
standards. However, that is not clearly addressed
in the instructional activities of the curriculum.

DISCUSSION
In the previous section, individual case studies
present the results of using TASSC to analyze the
standards and curricula of Ohio, NYS, Lebanon,
and Qatar. In this section, we summarize the
findings from the four case studies with respect
to core academic content, skills, and additional
curricular components. We end this section with a
discussion of next steps necessary in the development and use of TASSC.

Core Academic Content
Science content is found almost in its entirety
in Ohio and NYS standards and curricula. It is
explicitly described in curriculum activities in a
manner likely to produce high levels of learning if
the curricular goals are met. Specifically, unifying
concepts and processes of science, inquiry, earth
and space, life, and physical science content were
integrated in the targeted US standards.
Twenty-first century themes are present in
Ohio and NYS standards and curricula at partially
high levels. Environmental Literacy is integrated
in the activities of both US standards and curricula. Additionally, civic and health literacy are
explicitly integrated in the Ohio and NYS curricula respectively. Other 21st century themes are
vaguely referenced (economic literacy) or absent
(e.g. global literacy in NYS curriculum and health
literacy in Ohio).
Similarly, the science content is found in its
entirety in the Lebanese and Qatari curricula.
The central theme of the environment permeates
all the topics covered in middle level curricula.
However, the manifestation of that theme varies

within the different subjects. Of the remaining
21st century themes, global and health literacy
are explicitly integrated in the Qatari standards
while only health literacy is alluded to vaguely
in the Lebanese curriculum.

Skills
Twenty-first century skills are present in the
Ohio and NYS standards and curricula to varying
degrees. Communication, thinking, and problem
solving skills are present as strong skills in both
states. Creativity and innovation are present in
both state documents as weak skills in the NYS
standards and strong skills in the Ohio ones. Reflective skills, autonomy, and self-direction are
present in the NYS curriculum as weak skills.
Reflective skills, autonomy and self-direction
seem to be absent from the Ohio standards.
Interestingly, all 21st century skills, with the
exception of reflection and autonomy, are explicitly integrated in the Qatari curriculum. Reflection
and autonomy are not addressed. Conversely, only
thinking and problem solving skills are explicitly
integrated in the Lebanese curriculum. Information, Communication, and autonomy skills are
vaguely alluded to in the introductory comments
only. Creativity, innovation, and reflective skills
seem to be absent from the Lebanese curriculum.

Additional Curricular Components
Teaching and learning activities in the Ohio and
NYS standards and curricula involve a twentyfirst century context and promote the learning of
academic content through real-world examples,
applications and experiences. These Curricula
also support a rich technological environment
through the availability of rich graphics and
interaction with technological tools and media.
Activities within the Ohio and NYS standards and
curricula account for students as active learners,
but do not explicitly attend to students’ ability to
parallel process. However, while the assessments
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advocated in the Ohio standards and model curriculum seem to promote appropriate tools and
approaches to measure students’ performance on
twenty-first century content and skills, the NYS
standards only vaguely address assessment.
The majority of additional curricular components of interest in this study are vague or absent
from the Lebanese and Qatari curricula. Only
vague references in the general statements of both
curricula address students as active learners or appropriate tools and approaches for the assessment
of 21st century content and skills. Neither attends
to students’ ability to parallel process. While
the Qatari curriculum consistently promotes the
learning of academic content through real-world
examples, applications and experiences, such
recommendations are absent from the Lebanese
curriculum. Conversely, the Lebanese curriculum
explicitly supports technologically rich environments. References to such environments are vague
in the Qatari curriculum.

Next Steps for TASSC
Development Process
Even though TASSC was successfully used to
analyze the standards and curricula described
in the four case studies presented in this report,
further refining of the instrument is warranted.
First, TASSC needs to be revisited to remove
additional areas of overlap that were identified in
the development of the case studies. For example,
statements depicting thinking and problem solving skills in the standards and curricula were also
coded as instances of active learning in context.
Next, attention to the rating scale is needed.
For example, additional instructions are necessary
to make determinations about the extent themes
and skills are explicit. Furthermore, considerations
about how many times an instance of a particular
theme or skill needs to be identified in the text to
warrant a particular rating.
Finally, the content section of the instrument
can benefit from the further definition of the
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science content. Such a definition will allow the
instrument to provide more discriminating data
by providing a rating for each content category.
Similarly, skills can be further subdivided or operationalized for greater accuracy. For example,
communication skills could be divided into five
component skills as described by Schunn in the
2010 National Research Council report (NRC,
2010):
•
•
•
•
•

Select key pieces of a complex idea to express in words, sounds, and images, in order to build shared understanding,
Social perceptiveness,
Persuasion and negotiation,
Instructing, and
Service orientation.

Such operationalization allows us to determine
if a skill is present in its entirety warranting a rating of “whole,” or if parts of the skill are present
warranting a rating of “component.” This operationalization may also allow us to distinguish
between the general education components of each
skill and more subject-specific ones. For example,
persuasion and negotiation are science specific
components of the communication skills that are
represented in the science education community
as argumentation skills.

CONCLUSION AND IMPLICATIONS
The use of TASSC to analyze the standards and
curricula of Ohio, NYC, Lebanon, and Qatar
provided useful information for the evaluation
of these curricula with respect to their incorporation of 21st century essential understandings and
skills. It is evident from the case studies that these
states are at various points in their journey to meet
the imperative of preparing students for the 21st
century. The use of TASSC allows reformers and
curriculum designers to identify areas for further
development and continuous improvement.
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The case studies also illustrate that TASSC can
be used in multiple contexts. The intent of TASSC
development is not the creation of an instrument
for rank-ordering states with respect to the degree
to which they incorporate 21st century essential
understandings and skills. The use of TASSC is
intended to be formative; results can enhance and
inform the standard and curriculum development
process. Finally, TASSC is most useful for the
evaluation of standards, curricula and long-term
planning efforts at the local levels.
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ABSTRACT
The paper discusses the results of an action research to improve teaching practice which applied the philosophy of Knowledge – Experiential – Self-regulated (KES) at the Malaysia-Japan International Institute
of Technology, Universiti Teknologi Malaysia. The teaching and learning strategies were implemented to
achieve the following objectives; (i) to enhance students’ mathematical competencies; (ii) to support selfregulated learning; and (iii) to improve the teaching practice of Engineering Mathematics 3 i.e. Advanced
Calculus. A modification to a previously developed framework by Roselainy et al. (2012a) was performed
to encourage students to adopt self-regulated learning behaviour in an active learning environment. The
teaching, learning and assessment activities were aligned constructively based on the theory of Biggs & Tang
(2010). Data was collected, analysed and later employed to modify the teaching and learning activities. The
findings found that it is imperative for teachers to design an appropriate learning environment and apply
suitable strategies in encouraging and supporting students to embrace and take charge of their own learning.

INTRODUCTION
An important outcome in mathematical learning for Malaysian engineering undergraduates is
the ability to apply the mathematical knowledge

learnt in order to solve complex problems (EAC,
2012). However, previous research and the authors’
experience have shown that some students faced
difficulties in manipulating concepts, coordinating
multiple procedures, manipulating symbols in a
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flexible way and in answering non-routine questions (Tall & Razali, 1993; Anthony, 2000; Croft
& Ward, 2001; Hoch & Dreyfus, 2005, Roselainy,
2009, Roselainy, Yudariah & Sabariah, 2012a).
Thus, in an effort to promote holistic students’
achievement, Malaysia-Japan International Institute of Technology (MJIIT), has adopted a teaching
and learning culture by focusing on Knowledge,
Experiential and Self-regulated learning (KES).
MJIIT is a government to government initiative
that aims to provide Japanese style education in
a Malaysian setting. This paper will discuss the
strategies that were developed to support OutcomeBased Education in the Engineering Mathematics
3 course by promoting self-regulated learning
and focusing on the development of mathematical competencies (SEFI, 2011). To ensure the
achievement of the course learning outcomes,
the constructive alignment theory (Biggs & Tang,
2010) was employed. This was performed to assess whether the outcomes, teaching and learning
activities, as well as the assessment of students’
learning were aligned and contributed effectively
to learning.
In the authors’ earlier work, a framework
was developed to support and enhance students’
awareness of their own mathematical thinking
powers as well as to highlight independent learning, communication and team working skills. The
framework is also described in greater detail in the
works of the following authors: Roselainy et al.
(2007); Baharun et al. (2008); Roselainy (2009)
and Roselainy et al. (2012a). Various theoretical
inputs were considered (Mason et al., 1982, 2010;
Watson & Mason, 1998; Tall, 1991, 1995) and
strategies were developed and applied to make
the thinking processes, structures of mathematics
explicit as well as increased students’ awareness
on the use of their thinking powers. Appropriate
teaching tasks were designed to support, develop
and extend students’ abilities in working on mathematical problem solving. For this study, a new
model was designed to further extend the framework and included strategies to support students’
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awareness of their Self-Regulated Learning (SRL).
There were three main objectives of the research;
1.
2.
3.

To enhance students’ mathematical
competencies;
To support self-regulated learning; and
To improve the teaching practice of
Engineering Mathematics 3 (i.e. Advanced
Calculus).

This article discusses the implementation of
the research as well as the strategies that were
used in the classroom.

THE TEACHING AND LEARNING
SITUATION MODEL
The new model proposed in this paper was refined from an earlier model by Roselainy et al.
(2012a). The teaching and learning situation was
categorized in three components,
1.
2.
3.

The learning outcomes of the course,
The focus of the teaching, learning and assessment (TLA) activities and tasks, and
The environment which supports the SRL
processes.

First, in designing the course, the outcomes
were identified and these were determined by
considering the programme outcomes of the
engineering programmes. The outcomes were
made up of selected mathematical competencies and undergraduate attributes. Mathematical
competencies were defined following Niss (2003,
2011). The eight mathematical competencies
which he proposed was later adopted by the European Society for Engineering Education (SEFI,
2011) in their recommendations of mathematics
education of engineers. The competencies were,
Thinking Mathematically, Reasoning Mathematically, Mathematical Solving and Posing Problems,
Modeling Mathematically, Representing Mathe-
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matically, Communicating Mathematically, Using
Symbolic and Formalism and, Mathematical Aids
and Tools. For the purpose of this study, only four
mathematical competencies were selected namely
the abilities to use representations and symbols, to
think mathematically, to handle problems (solving
and posing problems) and to communicate mathematically. As part of a more holistic approach
to higher education, UTM has outlined seven
graduate attributes and soft skills which must be
embedded in the academic programs offered by
the respective faculties including MJIIT (UTM,
2011). These attributes include the graduates’
ability to communicate effectively, to think critically and solve problems, to become good team
workers, to manage information and engage in
lifelong learning, to recognise entrepreneurial
opportunities, to become good leaders and to be
reliable and ethical in life. Each attribute requires a
list of identified skills to be developed throughout
the programme. In this study, three attributes and
the related soft skills were selected; the ability to
work in a team, to communicate and to undertake
lifelong learning. The focus of the teaching and
learning were on the processes of developing the
soft skills, knowledge construction, mathematical thinking and problem solving. An appropri-

ate environment to support the achievements of
the outcomes was established by supporting the
Self-Regulated Learning (SRL) processes through
active learning (Keyser, 2000).

CREATING THE SELF-REGULATED
LEARNING ENVIRONMENT
Figure 1 illustrates the three main elements to
support the SRL processes and these were:
1.
2.
3.

Informal Cooperative Learning (ICL),
Constructive alignment of the TLA, and
Continuous Quality Improvement (CQI).

SRL is demonstrated through the students’
ability to independently plan, monitor, and assess their learning. However, many students
have to learn and develop these skills to be more
effective learners. Research findings showed that
through SRL, students adopted better learning
habits and study skills (Wolters, 2011). They
worked towards better academic performance by
applying appropriate learning strategies (Harris,
Friedlander, Sadler, Frizzelle, & Graham, 2005);
have greater awareness in monitoring their per-

Figure 1. Model of the teaching and learning situation
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formance (Harris et al., 2005), and were able to
evaluate their own academic progress (De Bruin,
Thiede & Camp, 2001). The authors’ previous
work (Roselainy, 2009; Roselainy et al., 2012b)
suggested some factors that influenced students’
learning behavior which included beliefs about
how to study, habits adopted from their preuniversity experience, rewards, motivation and a
tendency to depend on teachers’ guidance. Factors
such as motivation and rapport with lecturers have
significantly influenced students’ awareness and
desire to change their learning behaviour. These
factors were considered in designing the classroom
activities and tasks.
A popular model identified the three phases
of SRL; Forethought and planning, Performance
monitoring, and Reflections on performance
(Pintrich & Zusho, 2002; Zimmerman, 2000).
This model is suitable for the students involved
in this study who have to use higher order thinking skills to cope with their tertiary studies and
engineering mathematics. Unfamiliarity with SRL
has prompted the authors to design TLA activities
to support the awareness of SRL processes and
engagement in SRL. Earlier work by the authors
(Roselainy et al., 2012a) introduced the application of active learning approach to encourage
students’ participation in the classroom. In this
study, various informal cooperative learning strategies were applied to promote active learning in
order to develop:
•
•
•
•
•

Positive interdependence,
Individual accountability,
Face-to-face interaction,
Interpersonal skills, and
Self- assessment of group functioning
(Felder & Brent, 2008).

These strategies will also help the SRL processes. The CQI is also included as part of the
process due to the cyclic manner of action research,
to improve the teaching practice and to promote
active learning among the students.
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Teaching Strategies to
Enhance SRL Environment
In promoting teaching and learning to enhance
students’ awareness on their knowledge construction and their own thinking powers, the following
strategies were used to increase students’ awareness of the mathematical concepts, ideas and
facility with mathematical techniques.
Structure of a topic: Topics were developed to
make explicit the structures in the mathematical
concepts (definitions, facts, theorems, properties,
techniques, examples, etc.) and the mathematical
powers used (specializing, generalizing, conjecturing, characterizing, organizing, reasoning, etc.).
The tasks were designed to encourage students
to be aware of how and when the mathematical
thinking powers were used and their connections
to the topics were made explicit.
Structured examples: Examples were structured in a manner that led towards a generalization.
Students worked on specific examples first, then
continued with more general examples. To further
strengthen their understanding and knowledge,
simple examples were provided and students were
asked to create their own examples. The students’
examples on what they expected to be taught on
the topics were then assessed and this helped the
lecturers uncover what they did not understand.
Students’ use of their own thinking powers: The
tasks also encouraged students’ use of their own
thinking powers. The tasks allowed students to
experience the mathematical thinking activities as
well as opportunities of expressing mathematical
ideas and objects in words, pictures, and symbols
as well as in written and verbal form. Thus, in this
way, mathematical communication of concepts
and ideas were naturally introduced.
Using mathematical themes, prompts, and
questions: Mathematical themes such as ‘invariance amidst change’ - the basis for many mathematical theorems and technique; ‘doing and
undoing’- helped students to identify features or
structures that should be the focus of attention were
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used. The ‘prompts and questions’ were specially
constructed to highlight the internal structures of
mathematics to focus students’ attention to the
structures and processes of mathematical thinking, to provoke and invoke students’ awareness
of their own mathematical thinking powers, and
to provide students with a simple vocabulary to
generate mathematical discussion.
Using a workbook: The structured examples,
prompts and questions, mathematics tasks and
activities were created to introduce students to
mathematical ideas, thinking activities as well
as provided questions to promote discussions.
A workbook with five distinctive features was
designed to help students to become more familiar with the teaching style namely Illustrations,
Structured Examples, Making Sense, Reflections,
Review Exercises and Further Exercises.

The SRL Processes
To encourage independent learning, students have
to work on the topics by reading the text or notes
on their own, discussed the concepts and examples
as well as worked on the exercises in their groups.
Lecturers worked in pairs to monitor the class
progress, acted as facilitators and attended to the
students in their groups. However, some examples
were explained to students in a lecture setting and
if any topic was found difficult by the students, a
lecture may be delivered. The teaching sessions
were conducted twice a week for two hour duration. The following are the process involved in
encouraging students to adopt the SRL.
Forethought and Planning: Students were
given the Course Outline at the beginning of the
semester that contained information about the
course outcomes, weekly schedule, Students’
Learning Time calculation and the detailed assessment information. In addition, they were also
provided Learning Guides containing information
on topics outcomes, time allocation for each topic
and sub-topic and the assignment questions. They

were encouraged to manage their own learning
by using these guides.
Performance Monitoring: A section referred
as Making Sense was introduced. Questions were
asked to increase students’ awareness of how to
monitor their knowledge and mathematical skills
development. The questions focused on students’
understanding of the concepts taught and their
awareness on the mathematical procedures and
techniques. Answers to the questions were reviewed by the lecturer who later compared the
students’ performance in the assessment tasks.
If a particular question in the assignment was
wrongly or poorly answered by a number of
students, the misunderstanding or mistakes were
then addressed by the lecturer in class. Feedback,
both verbal and written was given to students to
help them improve learning.
Reflections Monitoring: Another section in the
book, named Reflections contains extra questions
that inquired the students’ ability to manage their
study, time, emotional responses to the study, what
they considered as effective learning strategies,
learning difficulties and strategies to overcome
those difficulties and perceptions throughout the
sessions. These questions provoked the students to
evaluate their strengths, weaknesses, preferences
about the course, teaching and learning as well as
suggestions on aspects of the course they would
like to be changed. These self-reflections acted
as a catalyst to influence students’ planning and
goals setting in their learning. The responses were
collected to inform the lecturer of the students’
concerns and allow them to address accordingly
in the next class.

CONSTRUCTIVE ALIGNMENT
The various components in the teaching and learning environment were combined in order to create
a strong framework that students can relate to. The
objective was to enhance their self-regulation strat-
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egies. Biggs and Tang’s (1999, 2010) theory on
constructive alignment (see Figure 2) was adopted
to align the teaching and learning activities and
assessment tasks towards the achievement of the
course outcomes. The course outcomes addressed
four main areas: knowledge and skills, problem
solving, teamwork, communication and lifelong
learning. These were mapped to the programme
outcomes and were compliant with the Malaysian
Quality Framework and Engineering Accreditation Council requirements.
The tasks were created to enable the students
to utilise their thinking powers and enhance their
awareness of utilising the powers. Prompts and
questions were used to draw their attention to the
thinking processes. Another example was the use
of a mini project where students solved non-routine
problems in exercising their problem solving skills.
The teaching and learning tasks were carried out in
small groups to encourage the students to rely on
their team members. The constructive alignment
was also used to monitor students’ performance
and achievement of the outcomes.

Figure 2. Constructive alignment

ing research with the main purpose of improving
teaching and learning (Slavin, 2006). The research
was carried out within the cycle of action research
which involved:
1.
2.
3.

The Planning of Teaching, Learning and
Assessment (TLA) activities and tasks;
The Analysis and Reflection of the implementation results; and
Review and modifications of the TLA, if
necessary (see Figure 3).

METHODOLOGY
The study was carried out in Semester 1, academic session 2012/2013. It involved two classes
of students taking the Engineering Mathematics
3 course. The total number of students was 65
comprising of 33 students from the second year
Electrical Engineering (SMJE) and 32 students
from the Mechanical Engineering (SMJM) Programmes. The action research methodology was
used to study the impact of teaching the classes
with the proposed strategies as it has several appropriate features suitable for the context. Firstly,
action research was a systematic examination of
personal practice with a commitment to educational improvement (Mcniff, Lomax & Whitehead,
1996). Secondly, it was also more user-friendly
and thirdly, it is a practical approach to conduct-
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Figure 3. Action research cycle
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Data was collected through various methods
such as:
•
•
•
•

asked to share with their peers about the problems
faced during the course undertaking.
Data was interpreted as they were collected
and helped the researchers to adapt or modify the
TLA. Students’ responses in Making Sense and
Reflections questionnaires helped the researchers in making comparisons between what was
observed during class sessions and performance
in the assignments and tests. The whole process
was reviewed regularly by considering the various phases of the cycle. The deliberation of the
data collected was incorporated within the regular
sessions of the teaching and learning after the
conclusion of each chapter.

Students’ observations,
Students’ work,
Students’ reflections on their learning,
Students’ responses on how they made
sense of the mathematical knowledge
learnt, and
Students’ examination performance.

•

Engineering Mathematics 3 was the first course
where the students were asked to work and read
through the chapters, individually and in their
groups. A workbook and text book was used in
the course. The workbook was written by the authors and incorporated several features to support
the development of mathematical thinking and
independent learning (Yudariah et al., 2009). A
textbook was then chosen along with a reference
lists on the subject. The mathematics courses in
UTM are taught for 14 weeks in the semester. The
course covers 5 main chapters namely Multivariable Functions, Partial Differentiation, Multiple
Integrals, Vector Calculus and Line and Surface
Integrals. The teaching and learning tasks were
based on various examples and questions set out
in the workbook. Additional examples for classroom work were used when needed especially at
the end of a chapter, after which a Review session
was conducted to ensure that students had grasped
the mathematical concepts and techniques. The
assessment tasks that contributed to their grades
were chapter assignments, tests, mini projects and
the final examination. Several non-graded tasks
were also given in the class when students were

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
At the end of the semester, the Course Review
Report (CRR) which reported the students’ overall
performance in the assessment tasks and the final
examination was prepared and compared against
the course and programme outcomes. All the
students passed the course with the results shown
in Table 1.
The grades were distributed in all the categories. The students’ performance was slightly better
than their performance in Engineering Mathematics 2. The CRR also reports the students’ attainment in the course and programme outcomes. A
closer analysis at the achievement of the Key Performance Index (KPI) of the course outcomes gave
a better picture of their achievement. The Faculty
had set the KPI at 0.65 which corresponded to a B
grade. Generally, SMJE students achieved the KPI
target for all the course outcomes except for the

Table 1. Students’ final results in engineering mathematics 3
Grades
%
Total

A+

A

A-

B+

B

B-

C+

C

C-

D+

6.11

10.75

4.55

12.36

21.55

19.89

12.36

9.33

1.57

1.57

21.41%

53.8%

23.26%
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topic of Multiple Integration (0.63). In contrast,
SMJM students had slightly lower achievements
in Multiple Integration (0.53) as well as Vector Calculus (0.63). However, the performance
of both groups of students for the project were
exceptionally good (0.9) but did not match their
achievements in knowledge (0.80) and mathematical skills (0.85). This indicated that there was a
need to review the problem solving questions and
the marking scheme of the problem.
The following are some of the students’ responses in terms on the teaching and learning
sessions. Some of the responses were very positive
in terms of the delivery method, “Very interesting
and fun course.,” “Challenging and interesting”
and “Make me think more and make me always
revise before doing any questions.” However, there
were also students who were not too happy and
wanted “More question with answer scheme. More
stress with example of question for final exam,”
and “Make this course less sentence but has more
number and no complicated graph and include
all the formula in exam paper.” More positive
responses were recorded from the students than
the less enthusiastic responses. The students were
very concerned with their performance in examinations. Throughout the course, the researchers
have to negotiate with the students between using
these independent learning strategies and the traditional ‘chalk and talk’ method. Responses from
the students’ reflections indicated their awareness
on the SRL processes in terms of Performance and
Reflections Monitoring. For example, a student
would like to change “My laziness. My time management” while another highlighted attention to
“Time management. My attitude.” When asked
about what they would do differently when working through a topic, some students indicated that
that they would ‘read more’, ‘do more exercises’,
‘group discussion’ and ‘search the internet’.
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A simple criterion was used to categorise the
“Making Sense’ responses, which is, “ability to
display correct mathematics, clear explanations
and the correct use of symbols and notations. A
rubric in a range of 1 to 4 was used with 4 referring
to ‘Very Good’ and 1 referring to ‘Poor’. Most of
the students’ responses were in the range of 3 and
4. The responses were used to identify students
who had difficulties with the mathematical concepts and techniques. These were then addressed
in class by the lecturer and any misconceptions
or applications of the techniques were also highlighted during lectures.
In answering questions about team working,
most of the responses were very favorable:
•
•
•

“Helps us to cooperate amongst ourselves.
Widens our view.”
“Help ourselves understand better. Yes,
member is supportive and helping each
other.”
“Very good and helpful. Encourage me to
work harder. Very supportive and helpful.”

Despite unfamiliarity with the new learning
style, the students became very adept at managing
their own work. The observations indicated that
students would get down working in their groups
when the class began. In the beginning, reminders were given for them to review the amount of
time spent on a topic and to check the Learning
Guides. As the semester progressed, they were
more able to manage their time and the Learning
Guides were employed to pace their work.
The findings indicated that some awareness
of the SRL processes have occurred as well as
the adoption of cooperative learning habits. The
students were quite happy in holding discussions,
reaching out for help, more willing to share their
concerns and generally more communicative about
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mathematics problems and their learning needs or
difficulties. The classes were active and dynamic,
in their own words:
•
•

“You did a great job teaching us.”
“Class not boring. Lecturer understanding
the students.”

CONCLUSION
The study was conducted to systematically collect the data and develop students’ mathematical
competencies and awareness of their own thinking
powers as well as their SRL skills. Competencies
and skills were transferable to other learning situations and thus these will help students become
more flexible, independent, and able to take charge
of their own learning. Various strategies were used,
which harnessed the components from an older
framework to strategies that introduced SRL processes for enhancing mathematical learning. The
results showed that students demonstrated their
efforts to adopt more efficient learning behaviour
if they were supported through a more conducive
learning environment as well as the constructive
alignment of the teaching and learning activities
to the assessment tasks.
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Section 3

Frameworks and Methodologies
This section provides in-depth coverage of conceptual architecture frameworks to provide the reader with a comprehensive understanding of the emerging developments within the field of STEM Education. Research fundamentals
imperative to the understanding of developmental processes within STEM Education are offered. From broad
examinations to specific discussions on methodology, the research found within this section spans the discipline
while offering detailed, specific discussions. From basic designs to abstract development, these chapters serve to
expand the reaches of development and design technologies within the STEM Education community. This section
includes 15 contributions from researchers throughout the world on the topic of STEM Education.
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Multiple Perspectives for
the Study of Teaching:

A Conceptual Framework for
Characterizing and Accessing Science
Teachers’ Practical-Moral Knowledge
Sara Salloum
Long Island University – Brooklyn, USA

ABSTRACT
This chapter outlines a framework that characterizes science teachers’ practical-moral knowledge utilizing
the Aristotelian concept of phronesis/practical wisdom. The meaning of phronesis is further explicated and
its relevance to science education are outlined utilizing a virtue-based view of knowledge and practical
hermeneutics. First, and to give a background, assumptions about teacher knowledge from a constructivist
and sociocultural perspective are outlined. Second, the Aristotelian notion of phronesis (practical wisdom)
is explicated, especially in terms of how it differs from other characterizations of practical knowledge in
science education and how it relates to practical-moral knowledge. Finally, the authors discuss how the
very nature of such practical-moral knowledge makes it ambiguous and hard to articulate, and therefore, a
hermeneutic model that explores teachers’ practical-moral knowledge indirectly by investigating teachers’
commitments, interpretations, actions, and dialectic interactions is outlined. Implications for research and
teacher education are outlined. Empirical examples are used to demonstrate certain points. A virtue-based
view of knowledge is not meant to replace others, but as a means to enrich the understandings of the complexity of teacher knowledge and to enhance the effectiveness of teacher educators.

INTRODUCTION
Teachers (practitioners) often hold visions of
‘good’ teaching that differ from those of researchers, teacher educators, and reform documents

(e.g., AAAS, 1990; NRC, 1996). Such disparity
is a facet of the gap between theory and practice
in education, and entails significant difficulties
for research and reform efforts aimed at getting
teachers to embrace and enact visions of ‘good’
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teaching valued by researchers and teacher educators (Kennedy, 2006; Wildy & Wallace, 1995).
Despite concerted efforts, closing this gap has been
more elusive than initially imagined (Carr, 1995;
Crawford, 2007), where substantial reform efforts
in science education have met with limited success
(Lynch, 2001; Smith & Southerland, 2007). We
argue that a major reason for such limited success
stems from educational research and reform that
aims at changing teacher actions without ample
understanding of underlying teacher knowledge.
Teacher actions have been the focus of research
efforts since the early 1960s. Initially teacher
actions were studied in an attempt to isolate ‘effective’ teaching techniques (process-product
research) (e.g., Medley, 1979; Doyle, 1977; as
cited in Issler, 1983; Woolfolk & Galloway,
1985). More recently, teacher actions (including
language) have been scrutinized in the broader
context of examining teacher knowledge and
beliefs; and their influence on student learning,
attitudes, skills, and classroom dynamics (e.g.,
Anderson & Mitchener, 1994; Borko & Putnam,
1996; Haney & McArthur, 2002; Moje, 1995; Mulholland & Wallace, 2008; Tsai, 2002). The latter
focus on teacher knowledge, beliefs, and practices
has uncovered yet further complexities of the gap
between theory and practice. In science teaching,
changing teachers’ beliefs proved difficult (Smith
& Southerland, 2007), and even when teachers
held or shifted towards reform consistent-beliefs,
dissonance often emerged between actual classroom practices and stated beliefs about teaching,
learning, and nature of science (Bell, Lederman,
Abd-El-Khalick, 2000; Simmons, et al., 1999;
Southerland, Gess-Newsome, & Johnston, 2003).
Evidently, translation of teacher beliefs and
knowledge (specifically theoretical) into practice
is more complex than initially perceived. Due to
such complexity, the nature of teacher knowledge
remains a rich area for exploration (Mulholland
& Wallace, 2008).
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PURPOSE
A broad aim of this chapter is to further elucidate
a framework for understanding teaching practice
as more than an arena for the application of theoretical knowledge and sets of skills (craft), but as
a practice where teachers continuously engage a
form of non-theoretical practical-moral knowledge. Acknowledging the role of non-theoretical
knowledge in teaching has gained momentum in
science education and several terms have been used
to refer to it: practical knowledge (e.g., Duffee &
Aikenhead, 1992; Fenstermacher, 1994; Lotter,
Hardwood, & Bonner, 2007; Mulholland & Wallace, 2008; van Driel, Beijaard, & Verloop, 2001);
practical-moral knowledge (Salloum & Abd-ElKhalick, 2010); and personal practical theories
(Smith & Southerland, 2007). A complicating
aspect of studying non-theoretical teacher knowledge though is elucidating and conceptualizing its
character: Is it form of knowledge, reasoning, or
an aspect of one’s ‘being’ (e.g., Breire & Ralphs,
2009; Feldman, 2002)? Is a set of conceptions,
skills, values, and beliefs that teachers develop
with experience (e.g., van Driel, et al., 2001)?
How can we study such knowledge? These issues
have more practical importance than their esoteric
nature suggests (Southerland, Sinatra, & Mathews,
2001), specifically since models promoted and
utilized in educational research and teacher education are greatly influenced by conceptualizations
of teacher knowledge and its nature.
In this chapter, teachers’ practical-moral
knowledge is characterized utilizing the Aristotelian concept of phronesis or practical wisdom (e.g.,
Breier & Ralphs, 2010; Clark, 2005; Flyvbjerg,
2001; Korthagen, & Kessels, 1999; Korthagen,
Loughran, & Russel, 2006; Salloum & Abd-ElKhalick, 2010; Schwandt, 1996, 2005). However,
as Breier and Ralphs (2010) stated, the concept
of phronesis and practical wisdom is gaining
popularity in education but not always clarity,
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especially when it comes to its role within specific
disciplines such as science teaching and how to
study and develop it. We argue in this a chapter
that a greater understanding of phronesis will contribute to our understanding of science pedagogy
and teaching practices. The aim of this chapter
is to further explicate the meaning of phronesis
and outline its relevance to science education and
educational research. To do so, a virtue-based
view of knowledge (Zagzebski, 1996) and practical hermeneutics (Gadamer, 1989) are utilized.
First, and to give a background, assumptions
about teacher knowledge from a constructivist and
sociocultural perspectives are outlined. Second,
the Aristotelian notion of phronesis (practical
wisdom) is explicated, especially in terms of how
it differs from other characterizations of practical
knowledge in science education and how it relates
to practical-moral knowledge. Finally, we discuss
how the very nature of practical-moral knowledge
deems it ambiguous and hard to articulate; and
therefore a hermeneutic model that explores
teachers’ practical-moral knowledge indirectly by
investigating teachers’ commitments, interpretations, actions, and dialectic interactions between
them is outlined. Implications for research and
teacher education are outlined. Even though
this is a conceptual chapter, empirical examples
from my research will be used to demonstrate
certain points (Salloum, 2006; Salloum & AbdEl-Khalick, 2010, Salloum, et al., 2010; Collier
& Salloum, 2011).

ASSUMPTIONS ABOUT
TEACHER KNOWLEDGE
Constructivist and sociocultural traditions have
been invaluable in informing the majority of
research studies in science education (Anderson,
2007). Cognitive and social constructivism have
been greatly informed by Piaget and Vygotsky’s
theories. Piaget’s and Vygotsky’s theories are
developmental, where learners progress through

stages to ultimately develop the ‘adult abilities’ related to logical and abstract thinking. Thus, a basic
assumption of cognitivists is that individuals are
rational problem solvers (Lave, 1988). Naturally,
teachers are assumed to be at a stage where they can
engage in logical thinking to solve problems, and
model such reasoning to their students. Teachers
need to help students develop rational thought and
use this reasoning to solve problems. Learners are
perceived as actively constructing and restructuring knowledge, and so teachers play valuable roles
in providing experiences and social settings to aid
such re-structuring. Accordingly, ‘good’ teachers
need to know how to create settings and activities
for students to restructure ideas and reach higher
levels of thinking and knowledge and promote both
verbal and practical (through experimentation and
inquiry methods) thoughtfulness.
Constructivists utilized Piagetian theory to help
teachers restructure their knowledge of teaching
and to embrace constructivist pedagogies:
Just as young learners, so, too, do teachers.
Teacher education programs based in constructivist view of learning need to do more than offer
a constructivist perspective in a course or two.
Teachers’ beliefs need to be illuminated, discussed,
and challenged (Fosnot, 1996, p. 216).
An embedded assumption was that knowledge
for teaching science is normative/theoretical and
belief-based involving formal-rational reasoning
(thus the interests in teacher beliefs). For example,
it is assumed that by following logical paths (challenge and confrontation), teachers will change
their beliefs about teaching and consequently
their actions. A purely logical/rational model has
been critiqued for being too narrow to account for
teacher knowledge and reasoning (Noel, 1999),
and has lead constructivists to take an either/or
stance about ‘good’ science teaching (Wildy &
Wallace, 1995). This stance is often criticized
for neglecting situational and contextual aspects
of teaching:
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For science teachers one cannot underestimate the
importance of understanding the cultural context
of schools, having clear and consistent view of the
subject matter, building a learning community
of trust, and adapting the curriculum to accommodate the knowledge, needs, and aspirations
of the students. Surely, this is what good science
teaching is all about (Wildy & Wallace, p. 154).
A sociocultural perspective on science education was critical of constructivism, particularly
cognitive constructivism, for neglecting the historical, social, cultural, and physical contexts
of learning processes (e.g., Lemke, 2001;
O’Loughlin, 1992). Sociocultural perspectives
were informed by the work of Lave (1988) and
Wertsch (1991). A main aspect adopted from
Lave’s work was that individuals are embodied
selves actively engaged in relational activities with
their world. Sociocultural researchers argued that
constructivism framed learners in a decontextualized manner with no reference to their environment, which is problematic because “it denies
the essentially collaborative and social nature of
meaning making; and it privileges only one form
of knowledge, namely, the technical rational”
(O’Loughlin, 1992, p. 791). Thus, socioculturalists
questioned normative theoretical/rational views
of knowledge including the assumption of dualism and separation between mind and body (e.g.
Brickhouse, 2001; Lave, 1988; Lemke, 2001). For
example, Lemke (2001) critiqued the conceptual
change model claiming, “there is more at stake
than rational choice among competing theories.
Changing our mind is not simply a matter of rational decision making. It is a social process with
social consequences” (p. 301).
Even though learners’ knowledge has been
problematized within sociocultural perspectives,
both constructivists and socioculturalists still seem
to hold normative views of teacher knowledge,
assuming a “direct linkage between cognition and
action” (Feldman, 2002, p. 1038), thus deeming
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knowledge for teaching as primarily theoreticalrational (Feldman, 2002; van Manen, 1995).
Teachers are perceived as cognizing agents, who
make and manage decisions by referring to generalized rules and codes, cohesive sets of beliefs,
or a knowledge base (Feldman, 2002; van Manen,
1995). As mentioned above, this lead to extensive
research on teacher beliefs to understand teacher
knowledge and address difficulties in putting
constructivist and sociocultural pedagogies into
action (e.g., Anderson & Mitchener, 1994; Borko
& Putnam, 1996; Haney & McArthur, 2002; Lederman, 1992; Meyer, 2004; Tsai, 2002; Windschitl,
1999). Difficulty in changing teachers’ beliefs
and dissonance between stated beliefs and actual
practices showed that focus on a belief-based form
of knowledge is not adequate to understand teacher
knowledge. Sociocultural perspectives did extend
research on beliefs by exploring the influence
of external and cultural factors on translation of
beliefs. Nonetheless, over-emphasis on outside
cultural factors to explain adherence to uniformity
can be problematic as it fails to take into account
the personal and moral strife of individuals who
actually transform cultures (Lave, 1988; Vianna
& Stensenko, 2006). The aforementioned perspectives may have (unintentionally) undervalued the
non-theoretical and non-cognitive dimensions
of teachers’ knowledge. In the next section, Aristotelian virtue ethics and a virtue-based view
of knowledge (Zagzebski, 1996) are utilized to
extend views of teacher knowledge. A virtue-based
view is not meant to replace other views but to
enrich our understandings of teacher knowledge,
its study, and development.

TEACHING AND TEACHER
KNOWLEDGE: FURTHER
CONCEPTUALIZATIONS
Teaching seems to be the sort of occupation in
which professional effectiveness is greatly en-
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hanced by the possession and exercise of personal
qualities and practical dispositions that are not
entirely (if at all) reducible to academic knowledge
or technical skills (Carr, 2007, p. 369).
Calls for looking outside theoretical and technical models to characterize teacher knowledge
are becoming more and more popular in education and science education (e.g. Feldman, 2002;
Carr, 2005, 2007; Eisner, 2002; Mulholland &
Wallace, 2008; Noel, 1999; Shulman, 2007; van
Driel, et al., 2001; van Manen, 1995, 1999). Several features of such knowledge are its tacit and
context-dependent nature (non-propositional);
its intimate relation to one’s character and who
one is as a person; and its role in moral action, or
simply said in doing what is ‘right’ in a certain
situation. In Salloum and Abd-El-Khalick (2010),
we referred to such knowledge as practical-moral
knowledge: practical since it is associated with
everyday actions and ways teachers respond to
situations; and moral since actions are reflective of
who we are as individuals and our values. A fundamental assumption here, as Carr (2007) stated
above, is that theoretical knowledge of content
and pedagogy and technical skills are not enough
to account for what constitutes ‘good’ practice.
Rather, how and when practitioners make use
of theoretical knowledge is influenced by their
practical-moral knowledge (Kessels & Korthagen,
1996; Pendlebury, 1995). To better understand
practical-moral knowledge, it is characterized
by the Aristotelian concept of phronesis. There
is a need first, however, to elucidate phronesis/
practical wisdom itself.

Phronesis
Aristotle proposed phronesis as one of the intellectual virtues meant to define ‘truth disclosing’
active conditions (Aristotle, 2002). Aristotle
distinguished between two types of intellectual
virtues: “one with which we contemplate those

things whose first principles are invariable” (Aristotle, 1976, p. 204) and ones with which we contemplate things that can be otherwise. Phronesis
and techne were designated as ones by which we
contemplate what can be otherwise. Techne (craft
or art) is on things that are made and phronesis
(practical wisdom) involves moral actions. With
phronesis, Aristotle was concerned with outlining
the “right estimation of the role that reason has to
play in moral action” (Gadamer, 1989, p. 310).
The other truth-seeking condition of interest is
episteme (scientific knowledge), which Aristotle
defined as “a kind of judgment that concerns
things that are universal” (Aristotle, 2002, p.
107); episteme is context-independent knowledge
with invariable first principles. Episteme can
be seen as the basis of theoretical and scientific
knowledge. Compared to episteme or scientific
knowledge, which is universal, conceptual, and decontextualized, phronesis is perceptual, situated,
and involves concerns that are variable by nature
(Eisner, 2002; Kessles & Korthahgen, 1996). As
for differences with techne (craft or art), Aristotle stated that the ends for making are different
than those for acting. In ‘making’ the ends are in
producing something tangible separate from the
‘making’ process, whereas the end of acting well
is acting well.
Aristotle identified practical wisdom as the
ability to deliberate correctly or ‘beautifully’ about
what is good and advantageous for oneself and
what is conducive to living well in general (Aristotle, 1976, 2002). Practical wisdom is defined
as “a truth-disclosing active condition involving
reason about human goods that governs action”
(Aristotle, 2002, p. 107). According to Aristotle,
phronesis is the intellectual virtue necessary to
realize praxis or morally committed and morally
informed action concerned with how humans
conduct their life as members of society (Kemmis,
2009, 2010; Schwandt, 2005).
Phronesis or practical wisdom is concerned
with:
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•
•
•

What can be deliberated about and can be
otherwise,
Realizing a desired end, and
Reaching the end is by voluntary action
based on deliberation.

Practical wisdom is perceptual rather than
conceptual (to discern what is to be deliberated
on) and entails knowledge of particulars: practical
wisdom “is not only about what is universal, but
needs to discern particulars as well, since it has
to do with action and action is concerned with
particulars” (Aristotle, 2002, p. 109). Knowledge
of particulars can be more important than knowledge of universals to be effective in action. An
example to that effect is a teacher who knows the
general principle stating that engagement through
connecting science concepts to prior knowledge
is essential for deep conceptual learning, but does
not know what constitutes relevant prior knowledge for a particular group of students and/or for
that particular topic. Such teacher would be less
effective in action. Consequently, development of
practical wisdom requires experience and thoughtful reflection on experience.

Functions of Phronesis
Aristotle distinguished phronesis from techne
(craft and art) and episteme (scientific knowledge)
and gave it prominence as the intellectual virtue
that governs action and one that cultivates and
mediates other virtues (such as temperance, honesty, courage, etc.). The relation between practical
wisdom and virtuous character is interdependent:
It is not possible to be good in the governing sense
without practical wisdom, nor to have practical
wisdom without virtue of character (Aristotle,
2002). Virtues are demarcated as acquired excellences that take time and effort to develop, and are
distinguished from natural capacities and skills.
Zagzebski (1996) utilized Aristotle’s virtue eth-
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ics to outline a virtue-based theory of knowledge
that binds knowledge intimately with moral concepts. Within such a view, virtues can be moral
or intellectual: The difference between moral and
intellectual virtues is that all intellectual virtues
act as motivation to develop new knowledge and
skills (Zagzebski, 1996). For example, the virtues
of intellectual sobriety, including careful inquiry,
and intellectual fairness would motivate a teacher
to continuously gain new knowledge about students and ways to represent content in multiple
ways to provide access to all of them (Collier &
Salloum, 2011).
Phronesis mediates the different intellectual
and moral virtues by serving several functions
(Zagzebski, 1996). One is to determine the virtuous course required or called for in a particular
situation. For example, how empathic should a
teacher be in different situations and with different
students? The question is not to be empathic or
not as two extremes, but what degree of empathy
is appropriate considering the situation at hand
or students’ particular needs. Another function
of phronesis is to balance choices among virtues
that may lead to conflicting lines of action. For
example, in certain situations both empathy for
students and responsibility for them learning
abstract and complex content are called for;
however, engaging in one may conflict with the
other. Teachers need to engage phronesis or practical wisdom to resolve such tension. A teacher
would need to know how to push students as they
learn abstract science concepts and master them,
without reaching a point where their frustration
can turn them off the content. A third function for
phronesis is to coordinate different virtues (and
understandings) into a course of action or a line
of thought that would lead to action. A course of
action resulting from exercising practical wisdom
will always involve indeterminacy and actions cannot be entirely accounted for using purely rational
arguments (Gadamer, 1989; Zagzebski, 1996).
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Practical Wisdom and Teaching
Phronesis and practical wisdom as an intellectual
virtue encompasses features and functions that
seem to characterize several aspects of knowledge
engaged in good teaching. Pendlebury (1995)
stated that:
Practical wisdom is the sovereign virtue of a good
teacher–a virtue whose realization in teaching
requires a subtle interplay between several binary
oppositions: reason and imagination, experience
and innocence, cleanness of argument and richness of story, respect for principles and attunement
to particulars (p. 50).
Situations in the classroom are way too
complex to involve one form of knowledge or
to entail a clear set of discrete goals and desired
ends. Teachers always find themselves having to
balance several ones (Kennedy, 2006): inquirybased teaching for meaningful and conceptual
understanding in science and test-prep teaching
for high achievement on standardized test; serving students with diverse abilities and needs and
moving the classroom forward within a mandated and tested curriculum; simultaneously the
teacher strives to build a respectful and trusting
classroom community (Kennedy, 2006; Salloum
& Abd-El-Khalick, 2010; Salloum, et al., 2010).
The desired ends above do not just involve theoretical or cognitive aspects, but at their heart are
moral and intellectual virtues inherent to good
teaching (Carr, 2007): fairness to students with
diverse needs and abilities and to science as a discipline, responsibility for students’ learning, their
attitudes towards science, and their achievement
in gatekeeper tests. For example, in interviews,
teachers always rationalized their practices and
actions drawing on notions such as being responsible towards students and leading them to a “safe
haven” when it came to passing high stakes tests

(Salloum & Abd-El-Khalick, 2010); or as being
fair to diverse students by providing access either
to difficult content or to opportunities for a better
future (e.g. college admission) (Salloum, et al.,
2010; Collier & Salloum, 2011).
Moreover, and specifically for science and
science teaching, virtues such as the following
seem especially relevant and necessary for promoting inquiry in science and deep understandings of nature of science: intellectual sobriety
(careful inquiry and accepting what is warranted
by evidence); honesty; open mindedness and
impartiality; intellectual humility; intellectual
courage; perseverance, determination, and thoroughness; and fairness in evaluating arguments
of others (Zagzebski, 1996). Probably the most
famous intellectual virtues in teaching are the
attitudes outlined by Dewey (1933) for reflective practice: wholeheartedness, responsibility,
and open-mindedness. Other relevant virtues for
teaching are thorough inquiry and reflection on
inquiry, the social virtues of being communicative, intellectually honest, and empathic (Carr,
2007; Zagbeski, 1996). What qualifies that above
virtues as ‘intellectual’ is the fact that their enactment entails motivating teachers to develop new
understandings, knowledge, and skills.
The enactment of virtues as ones outlined
above and knowledge development motivated
by them cannot be prescriptive nor is it an easy
undertaking. Such enactment will involve a whole
range of tensions and dilemmas among virtues
themselves, requirements of specific content,
and external factors such as mandated curricula
and testing. Practical wisdom is essential in resolving tensions and in balancing desired ends:
How do we go about managing situations that
entail different and sometimes competing desired
ends and virtues? How do we go about finding
the appropriate mean of a virtue between excess
and deficiency? It is such questions that practical
wisdom is involved in.
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Practical Wisdom and
Science Teaching
In science education, non-theoretical practical
knowledge has also emerged as an important aspect of science teachers’ practice and change (e.g.,
Duffee & Aikenhead, 1992; Lotter, Hardwood, &
Bonner, 2007; Mulholland & Wallace, 2008; van
Driel, Beijaarrd, & Verloop, 2001). However, upon
examining literature on practical knowledge in science education, it is noted that practical knowledge
is characterized by craft knowledge rather than
practical wisdom and prudence towards moral
action (e.g., Mulholland & Wallace, 2008; van
Driel, et al., 2001). Craft is extended to include
reflective practice, which entails intellectual virtues such as openmindedness, wholeheartedness,
and responsibility. Nonetheless, “reflective” craft
knowledge still does not adequately capture the
enactment of virtues nor the engagement in strong
judgments to serve embedded ‘goods’ in teaching with respect to students’ interests, integrity
towards content, and one’s own development as
a practitioner.
Knowledge as craft is based on techne, one of
Aristotle’s intellectual virtues. Both phronesis and
techne are contextual and pragmatic, but techne is
exhibited in production, whereas phronesis is essential for moral practice (Carr, 2007). Gadamer’s
(1989) elaboration on distinctions between phronesis/practical wisdom and techne/craft is relevant to
show limitations of techne/craft in characterizing
teacher knowledge. Techne can be encapsulated
in sets of skills that can be directly learned to
produce something tangible. These are at our
disposal to use or not to use (Gadamer, 1989).
A craftsperson may choose to acquire them and
later they can be forgotten. Whereas phronesis or
practical wisdom is involved in situations where
we have to act towards desired ends pertaining to
teaching science well. Knowledge informing our
actions to do ‘well’ is bound with images of who
we are as individuals/science educators and our
ideas of right and wrong (e.g., intellectual hon-
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esty, open-mindedness, responsibility, empathy,
etc.). For example, a teacher can acquire skills in
creating efficient lab set-up, clear lab directions
and worksheets, and multi-level and diverse assessments. The teacher may choose to use or not
use these skills based on the group of students or
the topic area. However, a teacher cannot choose
not to be intellectually honest without this affecting her character and how she sees herself. Rather
her practical wisdom would inform her on what
level of intellectual honesty is appropriate in a
specific situation. An empirical example will be
used to demonstrate this point (Salloum, 2006).
Ms. Yasmine is a middle school physical science
teacher. She attended a professional development
workshop, where they were told that the connotation HCl (aq) is not chemically acceptable, since
HCl does not exist in water but rather it is H+(aq)
and Cl-(aq) ions that are found in the solution. Ms.
Yasmine was not satisfied with the proposed
concept and actually checked the grade 8 book
and found HCl(aq) used several times. When asked
about her personal opinion of what is a more
correct connotation, she said it is easier for the
students to see HCl(aq) as one entity, especially
for solving displacement reactions. I asked her to
elaborate on how she would deal with this issue
in her teaching:
as a chemist I want what is found in the solution
(here referring to having the ions and not HCl in
an aqueous state), But as a teacher, I will never
tell the students something not scientifically accurate, but I start with the correct (and easier)
and then give the more correct, I never tell them
something that is ‘wrong!’
In the preceding excerpt, Ms. Yasmine’s was
trying to resolve the ‘extent’ to which she needs
be intellectually honest and at the same time help
students understand the material. Ms. Yasmine
deliberated on a tension between herself as a
‘good’ teacher and as a ‘good’ chemist and her
resolution was to give students the less correct but
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more understandable, at least as a starting point.
She felt she had to maintain being intellectually
honest (because this is how she sees herself), but
the extent was determined by her assessment of
students’ needs. In the case above, Ms. Yasmine
engaged her practical wisdom to determine the
appropriate extent of intellectual honesty needed
in a particular situation. As mentioned above on
functions of practical wisdom, the question is not
whether she needs to be intellectually honest or not
as two extremes, but rather the question entailed
determining the extent appropriate in light of the
situation at hand.
Another distinction between phronesis and
techne is that techne can have well defined ends,
and means to achieving them are separate from the
ends (Aristotle, 2002; Gadamer, 1989). Whereas
with phronesis, virtues makes the end ‘right,’ and
practical wisdom makes the means and things related to it ‘right’ (Aristotle, 1976). With phronesis,
the ends are boarder and somewhat uncertain since
they pertain to several ‘goods’ that science teaching is to serve. Moreover, “the considerations of
the means is itself a moral consideration and it is
this that concretizes the moral rightness of end”
(Gadamer, 1989, p. 319); therefore, phronesis
is about choosing the ‘right’ means to get to the
‘right’ end. An example from science education
can be the phenomena of ‘teaching to the test.’ A
teacher can maintain ‘students passing the test’ as
a particular end and can become very skillful in
teaching students techniques to tackle test problems, with or without students understanding and
retaining the underlying science concepts1. Even
when students only learn science through rote or
the ‘plug and chug’ method, the desired end of
doing well on certain tests is still achieved with
techne. With phronesis or practical wisdom the
desired end cannot just be about passing the test,
rather the ends would be broader and pertain to
several ‘goods’ that science teaching needs to
serve: e.g., students passing gatekeeper exams
and promoting understandings of science con-

cepts and science as discipline. Practical wisdom
would be about finding the means to balance the
sometimes competing desired ends, that is, teaching to the test and enhancing students’ conceptual
understandings and reasoning simultaneously. In
Salloum and Abd-El-Kahlick (2010), we see Ms.
Yasmine doing so by associating deep conceptual
understandings of science concepts with better
concept retention for doing well in tests.
Finally, teacher knowledge as characterized
by phronesis is seen as simultaneously a way of
being and thinking/acting without a clear separation between the two (Schwandt, 2008, personal
communication) or as Gadamer points out, “…
knowledge, not detached from being that is becoming, but determined and is determinative of
it” (Gadamer, 1989, p. 310). Accordingly, several
assumptions about knowledge emerge: knowledge
in this sense is not governed by rules or encapsulated in a theoretical or formal knowledge base
or propositional beliefs. Rather, practitioners’
knowledge actualizes by being immersed in situations, and by “interpreting formal knowledge2,
beliefs, past experiences, and commitments
according to perceived situations” (Salloum &
Abd-El-Khalick, 2010).

Practical Wisdom and
Practical-Moral Knowledge
In Salloum and Abd-El-Khalick (2010), the authors utilized the term Practical-Moral Knowledge
(P-MK) to emphasize its intimate relation with
moral concepts within a practice and the cultivation
of intellectual and moral virtues such as honesty,
fairness, responsibility, open-mindedness etc. The
main reason for using this term rather than practical wisdom is that I see teacher’s practical-moral
knowledge as potentially developing into practical wisdom, but not as equivalent to it. Practical
wisdom requires experience and advanced kinds
of thoughtful reflection and understanding: the
kind of wisdom that a master science teacher
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would have. Practical wisdom may not characterize
knowledge of all teachers (either due to lack of
experience or more seriously the lack of passion or
an essential virtue). However, it can be suggested
that all teaching involves engaging practical-moral
knowledge even when such knowledge is misguided and does not lead to wise choices. We believe
that such practical-moral knowledge needs to be
further investigated for better teacher education
and that we need to especially explore insights on
how to cultivate practical-moral knowledge into
practical wisdom.
Different forms of knowledge are all important
and essential to teaching (and good teaching).
The view suggested here is meant to enrich our
understandings of teacher knowledge rather than
replace other views. Knowledge for and of teaching
will always involve different levels and domains
of knowledge: theoretical knowledge of subject
matter and pedagogy (episteme), practical-moral
knowledge, and craft knowledge (techne). However, what is suggested here is that practical-moral
knowledge with its essentially moral nature is how
teachers manage different knowledge domains
and make value-judgments in action; and those
judgments are aligned with virtues they see as
defining their practice. In the next section, we
discuss general implications for characterizing
teacher knowledge as practical-moral knowledge
and practical wisdom.

GENERAL IMPLICATIONS
Difficulties in Exploring
Practical-Moral Knowledge
Practical-moral knowledge, similar to other
forms of practical and craft knowedge, is tacit
and cannot be captured by propostions, therefore
is illusive and hard to examine and assess; nor
can it be directly demonstrated and ‘taught’ to
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others (Aristotle, 2002). Practitioners may not be
able to articulate what such knowledge is about
or how they engage it (Breier & Ralphs, 2009;
Lotter, Hardwood, & Bonner, 2007; van Driel,
et al., 2001; van Manen, 1999). van Driel et al.
explained that both narrative research approaches
and research on teacher beliefs have been utilized
to elucidate practical forms of knowledge (e.g.,
Craig, 2006; Lotter, et al., 2007; Xu & Connelly,
2009). They added that narrative research, though
valuable, needs to be theoretically interpreted lest
teachers’ narratives become a set of stories that
lack theoretical grounding. On the other hand
and as mentioned above, research on beliefs does
not always capture teachers’ strong judgments in
enacting conflicting beliefs.
Another concern in research on practical-moral
knowledge is its perceived content-less nature3.
For instance, notions such as pedagogical tact
(van Manen, 1991, 1995) capture the embodied,
perceptive, and moral aspects of non-theoretical
knowledge, but what does it means to be “tactful” towards physics or chemistry. The role of
content knowledge is especially important in
science education and consequently interconnections between content and virtues. Therefore, it
is especially important in science education to
construct a conceptual framework that allows
for empirical exploration and analyses in both
academic-theoretical and practical-moral domains. In Salloum and Abd-El-Khalick (2010),
the authors proposed a hermeneutic framework
that empirically explores and illuminates practicalmoral knowledge by examining teachers’ interpretations, commitments, actions, and interactions
among them (see Figure 1). This framework is
further developed below to show connections
between virtues and teacher interpretations and
commitments. But first we explain briefly why
interpretations (from a hermeneutic perspective)
and commitments are central to understanding
practical-moral knowledge
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Figure 1. A framework for investigating science teachers’ practical-moral knowledge (Salloum & AbdEl-Khalick, 2010)

Centrality of Interpretations
and Commitments to PracticalMoral Knowledge
From a hermeneutic perspective, interpretation
is closely bound to understanding and therefore
knowledge development, “Interpretation is not an
occasional, post facto supplement to understanding; rather understanding is always interpretation,
and hence interpretation is the explicit form of
understanding” (Gadamer, 1989, p. 306). Moreover, Schwandt (2000) stated that “Philosophical
hermeneutics argues that understanding is not, in
the first instance, a procedure- or rule-governed
undertaking; rather it is a very condition of being
human” (p. 194). Interpretation as a human condi-

tion is a process we always find ourselves in: we
cannot totally control and it is always constrained
by a point of view (Gadamer, 1989). Interpretation
as a way of being entails insight, discernment of
salient features and prior knowledge, and emotions.
It accrues in new understandings and knowledge.
From a hermeneutic perspective, interpretation
goes beyond the concept of ‘beliefs,’ which are
defined as cognitive imperatives expressed in
propositions (Pajares, 1992). Interpretation, on
the other hand, is not necessarily propositional
but “is carried out primordially not in a theoretical statement but an action” (Heidegger, 1962; as
cited by Gallagher, 1992, p. 43, emphasis added).
Like practical wisdom, practical-moral knowledge is perceptual and thus involves interpreta579
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tion of situations in light of prior knowledge and
emotions about issues and individuals. From
interpretation, understandings will emerge that
lead to certain lines of action. Based on how a
teacher interprets and frames the situation, the line
of action may be constructive or counterproductive. For example, a student or group of students
in a classroom may act up; depending on who
the students are, the material being presented,
and/or context of day and time, the teacher may
interpret the situation as one requiring either
punishing and reprimanding students or as one
requiring reengaging students by slowing and
revising instruction. The two lines of actions will
have implications on how the lesson proceeds and
what goals are achieved.
Teacher interpretations involve coordinating
not just formal knowledge of subject matter and
students (cognitive aspects), but also managing
emotions, commitments, and virtues, we see definitive of our practice; accordingly, Carr (2007)
maintained:
In fact, the compelling appeal of virtue ethics is
that it shows precisely how the often distinguished
and separated cognitive, affective, social, and
motivational aspects of moral life may be coherently re-connected (p. 373).
Events of interpretation and understanding
are central to the development and cultivation of
teachers’ practical-moral knowledge. Alternatively, practical-moral knowledge itself influences
further events and acts of interpretations (the
hermeneutic circle).

Story of a Teacher
An empirical example will be used below to
demonstrate how perceptions, interpretation, and
handling cognitive, affective, and social aspects
interacted in a science classroom and the positive
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and negative implications that ensued (Salloum,
2006). Ms. Dunia4 taught middle school physical
science at a medium sized village public school
in Mount Lebanon. Village settings tend to be
more conservative and attached to tradition;
people are involved in each other’s lives and
know details and intricacies of each other’s lives
and conditions. On one hand, this enhances the
sense of community in schools, and on the other,
it blurs boundaries between personal and professional spaces. The school served students of lower
middle class socioeconomic status, with some
families being more economically challenged
than others. The author spent five months observing Ms. Dunia’s science class and a total of nine
months interacting with her and collecting data
about her teaching and how she makes sense of
her practice (I still maintain a personal relation
with Ms. Dunia). Ms. Dunia’s practice showed a
strong commitment to ‘challenging’ students. This
‘challenge,’ however, took two forms: academic
and social. The academic form of ‘challenging’
took a positive form evidenced by Ms. Dunia’s
use of inductive methods and careful questioning
to have students develop science understandings
independently. For example, Ms. Dunia was asked
to go through one day’s field notes and elaborate
on what she saw as an important event. During that
lesson, Ms. Dunia had used careful questions to
have students come up with formula for pressure
(P=F/A) from their qualitative understandings of
the relation between pressure, force and area. Ms.
Dunia stressed the value of students deriving the
formulae themselves and her building on their
qualitative understanding of the concepts to reach
the formulaic quantitative expression (P=F/A):
The statement (qualitative) was produced by them
(students); but they have to change to formula
because physics is formulae and they have to
work with formulae …first they understand and
then they change it into a formula.
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In a different interview, Ms. Dunia elaborated
about the importance of challenging students to
derive new knowledge themselves and thus promoting their academic independence:

Ziad is at the board Ms. D asks him to underline
the ions of the reaction after he wrote it:

Students can memorize anything, but they need
to discover things in science, especially if related
to their daily life.

ABCDADCB

Unfortunately, this academic and positive form of
Ms. Dunia’s commitment to ‘challenging’ students
did not always translate into higher student achievement and positive attitudes towards science. Even
though Ms. Dunia sought conceptual understandings of science concepts, her strife for conceptual
understanding did not always actualize and many
students did not do as well as she hoped, nor did they
have positive attitudes towards science. Of course,
many factors contribute to the issue, including low
second language proficiency (science in Lebanon in
taught in English or French) and lower aspirations
and support for students’ of lower socioeconomic
status. Yet, classroom observations, interviews with
Ms. Dunia, and conversations with students and the
administration uncovered an additional factor that
may have contributed to the situation. Ms. Dunia,
who is a dedicated teacher, demonstrated a different
form of ‘challenging’ students. This second form of
challenge took a social shape that seemed to lead
to negative effects. The excerpt below from grade
8 field notes displays the two forms of ‘challenge’
Ms. Dunia held on to:
Students reach the question where they need to
indicate the reaction type. Ms. D asks them not
to look at the books. She says the reactants and
has the student at the board find the products and
write symbols properly, then balance it. After that,
students have to indicate the type of reaction. Ms. D
does not accept when they say the type of reaction
without proper justification. She uses questions
to guide them through the different reactions, and
for the most part, she wants the student on the
board themselves to reach the acceptable answer:

Na OH + H Cl → Na Cl + H2 O

Ms. D: What part does the displacement: H or
H2? (no response)
Ms. D: Na replaces what?
Ziad looks at the products and says Na and Na …
Then he realizes that Na replaces H and says it.
Ms. D keeps on asking till he says confidently
that Na replaced H.
Ms. D: what do we call the reaction?
Ziad: double displacement.
Rami: now the idea is clearer! (I think he refers
to underlining the ions on the board)
Ms. D: isn’t this how we explained it before?!
(With exasperation, in a challenging tone)
Above we see that Ms. Dunia ‘challenged’ Ziad
(student on the board) to independently come up
with answers and identify the reaction type, which
is in line with academic ‘challenge.’ Some students
had asked earlier for further explanation of reaction
types and that is why Rami remarked: Now the
idea is clearer! Ms. Dunia challenged him: Isn’t
this how we explained it?! Here the challenge took
a social form of pointing out to students’ lack of
attention the first time the concept was explained.
Ms. Dunia confronted Rami (who is usually the
class joker) with her statement. Ms. Dunia’s
social ‘challenge’ of students was evidenced by
her harshness in dealing with students, especially
ones she perceived as not giving enough effort to
do well. Some students had expressed annoyance
to me at what they saw as harsh and sometimes
demeaning language towards them. I suggest that
Ms. Dunia’s harshness and rigidity are grounded
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in a commitment to ‘challenge’ students in a local
social and disciplinarian view. Such (common)
social view maintains that when individuals are
faced with their ‘failure’ and ‘inadequacy’ by an
authority figure, they will be motivated to better
themselves5.
From a virtue perspective, Ms. Dunia seemed
to uphold the importance of students’ intellectual
independence, which is related to valuing intellectual sobriety and inquiry; at the same time, she
upheld to a moral commitment of being a strict
disciplinarian responsible for shaping students’
behavior. A commitment as a disciplinarian
championed teacher authority and devalued students’ social independence, which is perceived
as disrespect. Managing those two virtues (intellectual independence and responsibility as a
disciplinarian) proved somewhat difficult for
Ms. Dunia and this was demonstrated in a very
tense episode that occurred towards the end of the
year when grade 9 students took mock national
examinations. In Lebanon, Grade 9 students sit
for high stakes national examinations to determine
if they continue in an academic track or switch to
a vocational track. In preparation for the national
exams, schools conduct several mock exams towards the end of the year. It is important to note
that students’ performance in the national exams
is used as a source of prestige for schools.
Students did poorly in the mock exams and
this resulted in high tension between Ms. Dunia
and students, who she was especially harsh to; and
between her and administration, who saw her as
being too harsh on students. When discussing the
episode with the author, Ms. Dunia framed the
situation using interpretations of students lacking
care and hard work. For example, she recounted
that a lower performing student did well on the
physics exam because he studied with his cousin
Nasma (one of Ms. Dunia’s best students). She
added that Nasma is not much smarter than the
others, but her hard work and her parent’s keenness on her getting a good education make her
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an excellent student. She added by drawing on
personal and cultural interpretations to support
her arguments:
They (meaning Ms. Dunia’s parents) told us this is
your future (good education) and your inheritance;
this is what we heard growing up…
I asked about her harsh words to students the
day before, specifically telling them that she will
be happy for the ones who pass and will also be
happy for the ones who do not:
Sara: Don’t you think that students may interpret
this as you not caring for them?
Ms. D: They should not think so, because when
we come every day and give them all the
lessons and we try that they miss nothing.
We come even when there are strikes, days
that we do not get paid for, we come to
school and teach; why would they think and
feel like that?
During that particular interview, Ms. Dunia
used a combination of cultural, personal, subject
matter, and pedagogical interpretations to make
sense of students’ performance and her strictness
and harshness. Her frustration materialized in
feelings of indignation and disappointment at both
students and administration and actual physical
discomfort (stomach ache). More importantly, it
seemed that her indignation also rested in her being challenged back by students, and to a certain
extent by the administration, who she saw as not
being appreciative. As a researcher, I cannot interpret Ms. Dunia’s practice as ‘uncaring,’ as her
care for the students and the school community
was evident throughout the fieldwork, but there
is evidence that her management of the situation
in light of the conflicting aspects in her practice,
that is valuing academic independence but resenting social independence, was not fruitful to her
or to others.
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Ms. Dunia’s practical-moral knowledge was
engaged in trying to make sense of the situation.
Unfortunately, outcomes did not serve students
nor did they serve her, as she was not able to
exercise her commitment to ‘challenge’ students
in ways she valued. It is in situations such as the
one described above where the engagement and
cultivation of practical wisdom becomes essential
to manage the complexity of a situation for the
benefit of oneself and others (Schwartz & Sharpe,
2010; Zagzebski, 1996). Yet, cultivation of practical wisdom requires modeling and mentorship
and open dialogues. Ms. Dunia needed support
to question and revise her interpretations and
commitments, especially in light of the cognitive,
social, and emotional needs of students; and this
was not always available, especially as educational
setting become more and more test-driven.

Virtues, Interpretation,
and Commitments
Teacher interpretations can be within academic
domains such as understandings of content, its
nature, pedagogical theories, etc. (see Figure 1).
Interpretation can also be within moral domains
where teachers interpret academic knowledge
according to situations at hand and attempt to
exercise discretion and ‘wise’ judgment in daily
teaching actions based on commitments seen
as inherent to good teaching. As we saw in the
example above, those two domains overlap. Interpretation within moral domains are closely connected to teachers’ interpretations of the ‘goods’
science education ought to serve (e.g., promoting
scientific inquiry, curiosity, and literacy; science
as gatekeeper to career choices, etc.). Accordingly, teachers construct visions and images of
valued science education and of themselves as
worthy practitioners. Images of what a person
ought to be are integral in actions resulting from
practical wisdom and practical-moral knowledge:
for example images of fairness, responsibility,
openness to the ideas of others, empathy, intel-

lectual honesty, and perseverance, etc. (Gadamer,
1989). Teachers maintain standing commitments
to such ‘goods6.’ Commitments teachers verbalize
and act upon reflect virtues they see as important
to them as teachers. For example, a teacher who
sees her major role as having students achieve
good grades in national or state exams to get into
certain colleges and majors, will become committed as such and work diligently towards such end
as a ‘responsible’ and ‘fair’ teacher (as in one of
the case studies in Salloum and Abd-El-Khalick,
2010). Also as we saw above, Ms. Dunia valued
herself as a disciplinarian as well as a science
teacher who challenges students as they ‘discover’
science concepts; she saw these two aspects of
her practice as ‘goods’ that needed to be served.
The dialectical interactions of interpretations
and commitments are expressed in actions and
classroom practices.

Implications for
Educational Research
In order to empirically explore practical-moral
knowledge and virtues embodied in it, it is asserted that:
•
•

Teachers need to be engaged in dialogues
and inquiries about their interpretations
and commitments as practitioners; and
Investigations of teachers’ interpretations
and commitments, verbalized as narrative and enacted, along with actions will
illuminate practical-moral knowledge and
embodied virtues to both practitioners and
researchers.

Such inquiry, though, needs to be done with
teachers rather than on them (Schwandt, 1996).
Schwandt proposed that the aim of such an inquiry
would not be to produce theoretical/scientific
knowledge to be prescribed to practitioners or to
replace their practical-moral knowledge, rather
the inquiry would be to engage practitioners
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in critical reflections and revision of their own
practical-moral knowledge through scrutinizing
and questioning interpretations and commitments.
Teacher-generated data and narratives resulting from such inquiries would illuminate interpretations, commitments, and ultimately virtues.
However, teachers’ narratives themselves may
not lead to pedagogical growth and the cultivation of practical wisdom. What is important are
critical and collaborative reflections (by teachers
and teacher educators) on interpretations, commitments, and virtues embodied in practices;
especially whether these were the most appropriate and conducive to serving students and the
content area. Practical-moral knowledge develops
into practical wisdom when practitioners become
better capable at regulating and mediating multiple interpretations, beliefs, emotions and prior
knowledge, and utilizing ones that help them
interpret situations in ways conducive to practices that serve oneself and others (Schwartz &
Sharpe, 2010; Zagzebski, 1996). The last section
discusses how clinically rich teacher education
and practitioner inquiry can help promote such
critical reflections, growth in different forms of
knowledge including practical-moral knowledge,
and cultivation of practical-moral knowledge into
practical wisdom.

Implications for Teacher Education
An assumption of the conceptual framework
suggested here is that even mundane teaching
actions involve certain practical-moral concerns.
For example, in Salloum and Abd-El-Khalick
(2010), teachers’ practical arguments always
invoked ideas such as being fair and responsible
for student achievement (even if only for the deserving group). Therefore, it can be argued that
teacher practical-moral knowledge develops in
ways aligned with what is ‘good’ to be as a teacher
and what is ‘right’ to do in a certain situation. The
aim is not to mystify teaching, but to emphasize
how teaching involves sense making that allows
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teachers to represent themselves as good teachers/
individuals. Teacher educators need to explore
ways of making good teaching from research and
reform perspectives parallel to teachers’ notions of
‘good’ and to connect reform with virtues teachers
see as defining their practice. Teacher education
can help teachers develop new interpretations and
balance new commitments, and hence cultivate
virtues conducive to good and equitable teaching.
Korthagen, Loughran, and Russel (2006)
stated, “the development of practice in light of
competing demands requires an approach that
revolves around the need to create meaningful collaboration in learning and teaching, collaboration
of peers and collaboration of teacher educators
and student teachers” (p. 1027). Teachers’ (inservice and pre-service) interpretations need to
be explored and understood by themselves and
by teacher educators. As advocated by Korthagen, Loughran, and Russel (2006), and Schwandt
(1996) above, teachers and teaching candidates
need to be given adequate opportunities for collaborative inquiries and critical reflections on how
their practical-moral knowledge is being engaged
and developed, and to further understand, value,
and question their interpretations and commitments.
A virtue-based view of teacher knowledge supports teacher education models that meaningfully
integrate clinically rich teacher apprenticeships/
residency (co-teaching and mentoring), collaborative and disciplined practitioner inquiry/action
research, along with a strong base in theoretical
and skills-based education (Darling-Hammond,
2008; Korthagen, Loughran, & Russel, 2006;
Tobin & Roth, 2005, van Driel, et al. 2001).
Virtues are acquired excellences that take time
and effort; therefore, the expectation in teacher
education is for teachers and teaching candidates
to understand and cultivate virtues that potentially
will enable them and further their knowledge as
good teachers. Developing phronesis/practical
wisdom and intellectual and moral virtues relevant
to teaching involves a social dimension, where
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good practice needs to be modeled and teacher
experiences and narratives shared and reflected
upon (Breier & Ralphs, 2009; Kemmis, 2010).
It is important for new teachers, from outset of
their teacher preparation programs, to observe,
experience, and systematically and critically
reflect on how master teachers draw on various
knowledge, interpretations and commitments.
Furthermore, they need to be mentored and supported for sustaining such critical reflections on
their own practices into induction years through
collaborative practitioner inquiry.
It is important to keep in mind that handling and
reflecting on practical experiences is qualitatively
different when undertaken from within a phronetic
perceptual model than an epistemic rational model
(Kessels & Korthagen, 1996). Within a phronetic
model, preservice and in-service teachers verbalize and document their interpretations of the
intricacies and particularities of their teaching and
learning experiences rather than elicit the appeal
to abstract rules and theoretical concepts; or as
Kessels and Korthagen (1996) stated:
To be able to develop this wider perception-based
type of knowledge... what we need is not so much
theories, articles, books, and other conceptual
matters, but first and for most, concrete situations
to be perceived, experiences to be had, persons to
be met, plans to be exerted, and their consequences
to be reflected upon (p. 21).
This is not to say that theoretical concepts
are not important. Considerable time needs to
be allotted to addressing theoretical concepts
in science content, pedagogy and Pedagogical
Content Knowledge (PCK), because it is in trying
to apply concepts to specific situations that teachers become better aware of their interpretations,
commitments, and how their practical-moral sense
of being good teachers is inherent in practice.
Teaching candidates need to build solid theoretical knowledge (episteme) and skills (techne) that
will allow them to be effective in action as they

enact relevant virtues. However, when immersed
in extensive field experiences and systematic inquiries from the outset of their teacher preparation,
they would be developing the different forms of
understandings, knowledge, and skills (phronesis,
episteme, and techne) simultaneously and dialectically. Simultaneous and dialectic development
stands opposed to a teacher education model that
starts with emphasis on theoretical knowledge and
concepts that are to be later ‘applied.’
Being immersed in experiences may not be
enough though for developing their practicalmoral knowledge, and has to be augmented with
disciplined and collaborative teacher inquiry in
order for new teachers, master teachers, and teacher
educators to critically reflect on experiences. It
is important for new and veteran educators to
engage in a systematic and step by step inquiry
process, where they plan for and aim some kind of
change; act and observe consequences of change;
reflect on the process and consequences, and then
re-plan; act, observe, reflect, and so on (Kemmis
& McTaggart, 2001). Disciplined and collaborative teacher inquiry allows new and experienced
practitioners to:
•
•
•

Create documentation (data) and narratives of teaching,
Share documentation and narratives with
perceptions and interpretations, and
Develop new understandings, knowledge,
and competencies.

Through sharing, teachers can critically reflect
on interactions among academic (content and
pedagogy) interpretations and moral situated ones.
They also become cognizant of the interaction of
commitments, interpretations, and actions, thus
discerning virtues underlying them. As importantly, they will be able to question the appropriateness
of their interpretation, commitments, and actions
in serving students and the subject matter. Kemmis
(2010) has argued that reflection on individual and
collective consequences, such as what occurs in
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practitioner inquiry, is how we cultivate practical
wisdom (phronesis), “action research can help us
learn phronesis, the disposition to live wisely and
well, by facilitating our reflection on our individual
and collective praxis” (p. 422).
Through systematic inquiry, pre-service and
novice teachers can cultivate virtues that will
guide their practice and act as motivation for
new knowledge, skill development, and continual
pedagogical growth. Indeed, responsibility, openmindedness, and wholeheartedness are inherent
to reflective practice (Dewey, 1939) and, as mentioned above, these are intellectual virtues that
act as motivation for developing new knowledge
for teaching. For example, by cultivating virtues
such as intellectual honesty, responsibility, fairness, and perseverance, teachers would see the
need to learn about multiple representations of
abstract and difficult science concepts and how
to establish their relevance to diverse groups of
students. Similarly, the aforementioned virtues
would act as motivation to learning about and
utilizing diverse forms of assessment to ensure
that students’ knowledge is properly represented.
Becoming knowledgeable about multiple representations, functions, and assessments of science
concepts are important components of Pedagogical Content Knowledge (PCK) and so systematic
inquiry not just cultivates virtues but enhances
teacher competency and effectiveness in practice.
Two examples will be presented below from my
work with novice urban teachers in a practitioner
inquiry graduate course to demonstrate types of
growth through teacher inquiry (Collier & Salloum, 2011; Salloum, et al., 2010).

and sociolinguistics, and so it is important to devise instruction that acknowledges this diversity
and perceives it as a strength. Traci conducted a
teacher inquiry on “how to use discrepant events
with higher order and scaffolding questioning to
develop students’ conceptual understanding?” She
also explored “how can students’ comprehension
and conceptual knowledge be measured through
teacher-created materials using academic language
of standardized testing?”
What Traci did was to broaden her conception
of discrepant events as not just the use intriguing
science demonstrations and hand-on activities,
but as also utilizing forms of popular culture that
students identify with, such as popular songs (e.g.
Cha Cha slides to teach the cross-cross method
in chemistry) and comic strips (e.g. Dr. Birdley
Teaches Science series). She used discrepant
events, as an expanded concept, and different
levels of questions to enhance students’ science
understandings and problem-solving competencies. In her final inquiry paper, Traci wrote:

Multiple Representations and Access

My inquiry provided a step-by-step process where
I began to understand how students learn and
remember.

In Collier and Salloum (2011), Traci (co-author)
a science teacher in an urban middle school
sought to investigate ways to enhance conceptual
understandings in science for her diverse students.
Schools in urban settings are distinguished by high
levels of students’ diversity in terms of culture
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Overall, the clarification of expectations through
type of questioning and visual presentation [popculture based discrepant events] allowed for
the majority of the students to understand each
topic’s aim …
The ability for them (students) to see science
as academic, transforming, and creative would
allow them to see science as less foreign and
unattainable.
She later added:

Traci came to realize that “Students are no
longer passive recipients of information therefore must be engaged in learning,” and that “the
inquiry’s focus on discrepant events provided a
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springboard for discussion and discovery.” As she
conducted her inquiry with two different groups,
she also noted that certain discrepant events and
activities were more effective for one group more
than the other. Inherent to Traci’s inquiry were
the notions of responsibility and fairness towards
students by providing access to students and thus
best serving them. From a virtue perspective,
Traci’s inquiry helped her cultivate and mediate
virtues such as intellectual fairness and responsibility, in addition to careful inquiry about students’
strengths and challenges to better serve them.
Concurrently she was building her pedagogical
content knowledge on properties of matter.

Teacher Inquiry and Empathy
Gizelle7 was a high school biology and special
education teacher, her teacher inquiry was about
developing a sense of “personal and scientific
inquiry” in her students, especially students with
special needs (Salloum, et al., 2010). Working
with her science co-teachers, she aimed to make
science learning more inquiry-based and relevant
to students’ lives, thus encouraging their natural
curiosity. The following excerpt is from an interview about her teacher inquiry and how it affected
her practice:
Sara: Do you feel your definition of what inquirybased biology–or how it would look like in
the classroom–do you feel this may have
changed when you were actually trying to
implement it in your classroom and collecting data about.
Gizelle: I think it changed. I knew my students
were very involved with art. And they loved
the process of incorporating art. But I didn’t
think it was that much involved. And this
was something that would really connect all
students, regardless of their grade levels or
their reading levels. The one thing they all
shared was the concept of art. And they love
sharing their opinions. I think they were great

debaters. And they also loved the process of
the kinetic activity of doing something with
their hands. And I didn’t think that was going
to be such a big deal in my inquiry…. And
when we were looking at past activities, we
began to see a pattern that the students were
more engaged. The less we talked, the more
they worked. So the more kinetic activities
that there were, they were able to obtain
the information and present the information and research information and question
their own–instead of us questioning their
work, their presentation, their classmates
were the ones asking them questions about
their work….
As we see from the excerpt above, Gizelle’s
inquiry lead to new interpretations and understandings about students and their needs and strengths.
Generating data (e.g. observations and narrative,
student interviews, analyzing student work, etc.)
and reflecting on data expanded her concept of
‘scientific inquiry’ and how to actualize an ideal of
inquiry-based learning for all students, including
special populations. From a virtue perspective,
Gizelle’s inquiry was successful as it helped her
cultivate and mediate several virtues inherent to
good teaching: open mindedness, careful inquiry,
and empathy; and enact them in her teaching.

CONCLUDING THOUGHTS
AND CHALLENGES AHEAD
Creating meaningful collaboration among practitioners, teacher educators, and new teacher poses
many challenges and cannot adopt a ‘one size
fits all.’ For example as collaborative inquiry,
practitioner inquiry, and reflective practice are
being pushed in teacher education programs, they
themselves may become prescriptive and hegemonic, and so lose some of their meaningfulness
for new teachers. They need to be carried out in
ways that address particular needs of teaching
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candidates. The author is currently generating
data in that respect and even though generally
pre-service and novice teachers find the inquiry
experience rewarding, certain issues are surfacing (Salloum, 2009; Salloum, et al., 2010). Some
issues are ideological such as how teachers see
the validity and quality of their inquiries. Others
are practical, such as the added burden teachers
see in engaging in practitioner inquiry, which is
a not a choice but rather a requirement for credit.
Collaborative inquiry needs to be dialectical
and involve questioning our own perceptions,
interpretations, and commitments as practitioners
in educational research and teacher education, or
as Loughran (2002) suggested of practicing what
we preach. Gadamer (1989) has indicated that
Aristotle extended phronesis/practical wisdom
with ‘sympathetic understanding’ or ‘being understanding.’ Sympathetic understanding is meant
to be exercised by the one who does need to act,
but by one who is trying to understand the actions
and practical wisdom of another (or understanding practical-moral knowledge as in the case of
novice teachers). A person with ‘sympathetic
understanding’ would judge another by transposing him/herself fully into the concrete situation
of the person who has to act, “the person who is
understanding does not know and judge as one
who stands apart and unaffected but rather he
thinks along with the other from the perspective
of a specific bond of belonging, as if too he was
affected” (Gadamer, 1989, p. 320). Sympathetic
understanding can help us as teacher educators
better facilitate the teacher inquiry experiences.
I work with teaching candidates in urban settings,
where candidates are either novice teachers going
through an alternative certification route or are
pre-service teacher. Each group requires a different
approach and framing of the inquiry process itself.
For novice teachers struggling with demands of a
new practice, it is better framed as an extension
to formative assessment and as a way to make assessment more authentic and fair. This way they
can build on students’ strengths and address their
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challenges, planning instruction that provides
multiple access points for diverse students. For
pre-service teachers, the process can be more
structured to entail careful inquiry for enhancing candidates’ pedagogical content knowledge,
empathy for student, and their understandings of
students as learners and thinkers.
Continuously developing our sympathetic understanding can help us as researchers and teacher
educators better understand the complex nature
of teacher knowledge in general, and specifically
practical-moral knowledge and practical wisdom
(including our own). Along with pre-service,
novice, and experienced teachers, we can all
develop our practical wisdom by engaging in
inquiries that examines how a teaching practice
involves the complex interaction of three modalities: the actual, the necessary, and the possible
(Heidegger, 1993; as cited in Shulman, 2007).
With careful and reflective investigation of how
practical-moral knowledge and practical wisdom
becomes concretized we will hopefully become
better informed on how to bridge the gap between
educational theory and practical and how to better
manage our interpretations and commitments and
those of classroom practitioners.
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ENDNOTES
1

2

Teaching for tested algorithmic skills rather
than conceptual understandings is well
documented in science education (e.g.,
BouJaoude, Salloum, & Abd-El-Khalick,
2004).
Theoretical knowledge is an umbrella term
for theoretical academic knowledge involved in science teaching such knowledge
of science disciplines, psychological, and
sociocultural theories of learning.

3

4
5

6

7

Carr (2007) stated that the perceived
‘content-less’ aspect has been put forth as
a critique of virtue ethics in education.
All names are pseudonyms.
For example, a parent or teacher may tell a
child: “Is this low grade worthy of you?” or
“This is not what I expected from you,” etc.
‘Goods’ that teachers perceive are usually
subjective and related to their experiences,
and not necessarily reflecting reform notions
in science education.
Pseudonym.

This work was previously published in “Approaches and Strategies in Next Generation Science Learning” edited by Myint Swe
Khine and Issa M. Saleh, pages 27-51, copyright 2013 by Information Science Reference (an imprint of IGI Global).
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ABSTRACT
This chapter reflects upon the development of a new pedagogy for secondary level science education:
the product test method. This method mimics the authentic societal evaluation practice performed by
professional product-testing agencies. The design of this particular pedagogy is tied directly to the three
most prominent dimensions occurring in contemporary sustainability models: ecological, economic and
societal sustainability. Application of this method focuses on learning about the evaluation of competing industrial products with regard to sustainability criteria. This chapter reflects upon the underlying
theoretical framework of the consumer test method. It also illustrates its application in the classroom
based on a lesson plan for the evaluation of different sorts of plastics. Experiences and feedback from
teachers and students are discussed, based on the cyclical development process by Participatory Action
Research. They reveal that the lesson plan has great potential for contributing to higher levels of student
motivation and learner perception regarding issues of sustainable development.

INTRODUCTION
Application of science and technology is essential for the contemporary development of every
modern society (Bradley, 2005). This is why all

modern concepts of scientific literacy include the
idea that students must acquire skills which prepare
them for active participation in societal debates and
decision-making processes concerning scientific
and technological issues (Hofstein, Eilks & Bybee,
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2011; Holbrook & Rannikmae, 2009). Science
education in this sense must therefore contribute
to Education for Sustainable Development (ESD)
by promoting skills which make younger generations able to act responsibly and help shaping both
our future society and the entire world in a more
sustainable fashion (Burmeister, Rauch & Eilks,
2012; De Haan, 2006).
From an ESD and scientific literacy point-ofview, it is absolutely essential supporting students
to become responsible citizens and in the means
of authentic pedagogy to acquire proper skills in
order to be able to participate in societal decisionmaking in the future (Holbrook & Rannikmae,
2007). These skills include not just communication
and evaluation abilities in science and technology,
but also a competency to debate and decide about
science and technology in a societal context (Eilks,
Nielsen & Hofstein, 2014).
One specific skill set belonging to responsible
citizenry is critical media literacy, especially the
ability to critically review and deal with information presented in the news media (Hobbs, 1998).
Among other things, this area concerns information related to both the domains of science and
technology (Rundgren, Chang-Rundgren, Tseng,
Lin & Chang, 2012). However, this aspect touches
upon far more than an ability to critically examine
and accordingly react to science and technology
related news in the media, as discussed by McClune and Jarman (2012). Information related to
science and technology also appears frequently in
the form of advertisements, product test reports
and everyday life communications (Bauer, 2009).
This paper describes how product testing for
media purposes is normally conducted and focuses on how to use the idea of product testings
in science classes. It therefore presents a method
to help pupils specifically learn about this issue.
Using the example of evaluating different sorts of
plastics along sustainability criteria, this method
will be evaluated according to its potential for
contributing to an understanding of issues and
aspects of sustainable development.

SETTING THE STAGE
A Theoretical Framework for
the Product Test Method
In all probability, the majority of high school
students will never embark upon careers in which
they become scientists or engineers (Hofstein et
al., 2011). Even if some of them do, these students
will generally become experts in one very specific
area of science or engineering, effectively making
them non-experts in all other domains of science.
Therefore, only a small minority of all high school
students will ever encounter future situations in
which they are called upon to deal with authentic,
scientific information in a specific domain. The
authentic science in that domain can only be found
in the respective research institutes, scientific publications or conferences associated with that area
(Eilks et al., 2014). Access to such information is
regularly limited to scientists in the specific area of
interest due to both reasons of limited access and
to the use of formal scientific language, technical
terms, and symbols among experts.
Nevertheless, there is also another kind of
‘scientific’ information. The science-related
information with which the vast majority of our
students eventually come into contact comes only
indirectly from the core of the authentic, scientific
endeavor (see Bauer, 2009). As soon as we leave
the world of the scientists, we are no longer dealing with original scientific information. Starting
from the field of popular science magazines or
school textbooks, the information available to
readers has already become “filtered information”
(Hofstein et al., 2011) in numerous steps by many
persons along the chain of information transfer
(Eilks et al., 2014). Almost all of our everyday
communication, debates in society, and media
reports are based on information which no longer
comes directly from the field of science. Relevant
information is presented by journalists, politicians
or pressure groups. Their information regularly
has been derived from the areas of mass media
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and political communication. These fields have
hardly any direct contact with authentic science.
In most cases, such media offerings have not been
prepared (or checked) by any scientific experts
active in the specific area in question.
The indirect link between real science and
society was aptly illustrated by the philosophical
works of Ludwik Fleck in the 1930s. According
to Fleck (1935/1979), any domain of science can
be understood as an esoteric core surrounded by
concentric spheres representing information resources. The core is formed by the collective of
scientists active in a particular area of science. According to Fleck’s theory, the esoteric core covers
as yet unrefined and codified views of scientific
discourse within the specific scientific community and is presented via scientific conferences
and journals. This core is surrounded by exoteric
domains. If we leave the esoteric core, we find a
compilation of the accepted “essentials,” which
stem from science in the form of research handbooks (so-called handbook science). A further
domain is composed of textbook science, which

represents a distillation of the basic core knowledge taken from the handbooks and applied to
educational purposes. Beyond handbook science,
there are further spheres representing the public
understanding of science and non-science-related
areas of society. Each step outwards from one domain to another can be described by the processes
of selection, simplification and re-interpretation,
until scientific information eventually reaches the
non-expert citizen. The simplified model in Figure 1 makes it clear that nearly all non-academic
activity within society has no overlap with the
esoteric core of science, possibly not even with
the closely allied area of handbook science.
Referring to Fleck, Bauer (2009) described the
relationship between the various spheres to be
one characterized by a gradient of simplification,
iconicity, concreteness, certainty of judgment, and
controversial reception. The mechanisms behind
this gradient are clearly driven by both the author’s
purpose and by the target audience for which the
information is prepared.

Figure 1. The science-society relationship with regard to information sources
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The process of filtering information described
above is performed by individual persons in
charge of producing and transferring the information (Eilks et al., 2014), e.g. information from
and about testing procedures and their results
which concern a specific technological product.
Information gathering, selection, weighting, and
interpretation are all based on the personal and
individual foreknowledge, interests, and communication competencies of each person involved
in the entire chain. With regard to product tests,
people assume that experts must be in charge of
performing the evaluations, but they know next
to nothing about the experts’ interests and levels
of expertise. The same holds true for the journalists reporting on the topic. The further we move
towards everyday life and society, e.g. the product
information presented in a regional newspaper, the
more likely it becomes that the person responsible
for presenting the information does not possess the
comprehensive, expert subject matter knowledge
necessary to ensure the reliability of information
transferred to the public from a specific domain.
As a result, there is hardly any guarantee that
either the producer of the underlying evaluation
or the facilitator of information transfer possesses
the necessary skills to evaluate the pertinent scientific facts and successfully route them onwards
to inform consumers. Yet in order to critically
evaluate product reports in the media, it is essential
that readers have a minimum of basic knowledge
about how such tests are performed and how they
are disseminated to the public.

Sustainability Evaluations
and Product Tests
In many countries, regularly-published product
testing reports are available to the public in a
variety of formats, including subject-specific
magazines, daily newspapers, Internet pages,
and radio and TV programs. In the case of Germany, test results for a large range of products

and services are regularly made available by
governmental (Stiftung Warentest) or private
(Ökotest) product-testing agencies. In recent
years the focus of such evaluation has taken a
broader view, which reaches far beyond the mere
technical quality or durability of a given product.
New criteria include the ecological effects of a
product and have quickly gained in importance.
Consumers have a more critical view on ecological
effects their products may cause and the demand
of consumers for ecological product information
has obviously increased considerably within the
last years (Imkamp, 2000). Ecological criteria
include factors such as item production, packaging,
transport, disposal and potential for recycling. Of
course, a product needs to be manufactured according to economically sound principles. Price
also plays a large role in evaluating a product.
The evaluation of socio-economic impacts surrounding an item’s production has also increased
in importance and covers - among other things
- the social conditions under which a product is
made. Today, consumers have a larger interest
in those hidden qualities of a product which one
can expose neither by subjecting it to a technical
test nor through its use or consumption (Schoenheit, 2005). For example, it is important to know
whether a guarantee exists that child workers are
not involved in cheaply producing commodities
or that textiles were not made under conditions
that came to the public after the recent collapse
of a factory in Bangladesh. From this discussion,
we can recognize that modern product testing
encompasses many of the dimensions addressed
by modern concepts of sustainable development:
ecological, economic and societal sustainability
(Burmeister et al., 2012). Modern product testing
and consumer policy includes not only reflection
upon the technical quality of a given product,
but also the ecological, economic and societal
effects of its production, use and final disposal
(Schoenheit, 2005; Reisch, 2004).
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Many countries have similar sources of
consumer information. One example is Which?
magazine in the UK. But how do such reports,
which often enjoy high levels of public trust and
are often touted as measures of objective quality, actually arise? It is clear that in the initial
phase of testing someone decides which product
characteristics will be analyzed. Test dimensions
and specific criteria must be set. Weighting factors must be defined, which allow the results in
individual testing areas to affect the overall results.
For example, should a decision be made to test
an article for its packaging’s ecological impact,
if the packaging itself has absolutely no effect
on the functionality or durability of the item? If
so, which weighting factor should be applied?
Decisions must somehow be reached about how
various product characteristics like functionality,
price, environmental effects or societal impact
should stand in relationship to one another with
regard to weighting purposes. These preliminary
decisions may prove to be decisive in influencing
the end results.
Despite many beliefs to the contrary, weighting of the various dimensions in product testing
cannot be objectively achieved. It may be possible
that the idea of a balanced view of ecological,
economic and societal impacts may offer testers
some guidance as is prevalent in most recent
concepts of sustainable development (Burmeister
et al., 2012). Nevertheless, even if the three most
commonly used dimensions of sustainability are
employed for evaluation purposes, the detailed
criteria and concrete weightings must be set up,
agreed upon, and commonality of understanding
must be reached. This means that individuals
actually decide which of the potential criteria are
the most important (or irrelevant) for the test from
their personal points-of-view. By doing so, these
individuals act as filterers and interpreters of the
evidence, which is to be revealed by technical
measures during the actual testing procedures.
This is an excellent example of the idea of filtered
information as outlined in the previous section.
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Logically, the weighting process can lead to
widely differing end results for the same product,
even when tested by multiple agencies or by various
co-workers and experts within the same organization. Different teams within an agency evaluating
a given item can reach different conclusions as
compared to their colleagues. This means that a
product can receive high marks from one testing
agency and a lower grade from another, since the
focus is different in the two testing runs. Evaluation by “normal” customers, such as those found
on Internet portals like Amazon, frequently vary
widely from the results reported by official testing
agencies. Consumers often pay more attention
to design, ease of use and price, instead factors
such as the ecological or societal circumstances
of an item’s production. Nevertheless, a big study
showed, that in 23 countries around the world,
40% of the 25,000 respondents have thought in
the past year about punishing a specific company
perceived as not socially responsible and at least
20% have avoided the product of a company or
spoken out to others against the company (Environics International Ltd, 1999).
In the end, the consumer must decide upon
the credibility of a given test and its source. This
normally occurs as an unconscious process. But
knowing that product ratings are always a compromise between different factors and competing
criteria is crucial, if an individual is to develop a
personal point-of-view with regard to the product
testing results reported by the media. In this respect, consumer tests have the same characteristic
as decisions based on sustainability criteria. Evaluations in the field of sustainability also present
consumers with competing ecological, economic
and societal effects. In order to reach a balanced
decision we also need to negotiate the relative
relationship between the weighting factors and
their effects. Learning about this interrelationship
by mimicking the authentic societal practice of
product testing can aid us in better understanding
the mechanisms in both domains.
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CASE STUDY
Development of the Product
Test Method by Participatory
Action Research
The development of this pedagogy and the related
lesson plan for evaluating plastics followed the
Participatory Action Research (PAR) model in
science education as described by Eilks and Ralle
(2002). PAR is a specific interpretation of interactive Action Research for curriculum development
and classroom investigation in domain-specific
educational research (Eilks, 2014). PAR combines
evidence-based knowledge taken from educational
research and hands-on experience from classroom
practitioners. It views them as the two ends of
the knowledge spectrum of teaching and learning, since both are important and have their own
strengths and weaknesses (McIntyre, 2005).
In PAR, teachers and researchers cooperatively
design and investigate science teaching practices.
At the start, evidence from educational research
and the practical experience of the participating
teachers are compared and contrasted in a group
discussion process. The evidence from the two
domains is reflected upon with respect to its
relevance for innovation in teaching practices. A
cyclical process is thereby initiated also reflecting
didactical and methodological issues, the content,
and explicating teachers’ intuition and creativity.
Lesson plans are developed, tested, evaluated,
and refined based on evidence and joint reflection exercises. Innovative concepts and teaching
materials are the end-products of this model. The
accompanying research generates evidence and
knowledge about teaching and learning, especially
about the effects of changed teaching strategies
and teachers’ and students’ perceptions of the new
teaching approaches and pedagogies. The process
also leads to developed practice, documentation
of good practice, and contributes much to the
Continuous Professional Development (CPD) in

the practitioners (Mamlok-Naaman & Eilks, 2012;
Eilks, 2014; Figure 2).
The project described in this paper started in
December 2008 and was carried out by a group of
experienced teachers which has worked together
for a total of 10 years prior to this project (Eilks
& Markic, 2011; Eilks, 2014). The group consists
of ten teachers from various secondary schools. It
meets once a month for about three hours to discuss and reflect upon the participants’ classroom
interventions. The group from the beginning is
continuously accompanied by science educators
from the University of Bremen.
The development of the overall lesson plan,
which incorporated the pedagogy described here,
required about one year of the group’s time (Burmeister & Eilks, 2012). The focus of the project
stemmed from an acknowledgement among the
teachers that learning about sustainable development is underdeveloped in most German schools.
Furthermore, Chemistry was identified as a subject
which should largely contribute to learning about
sustainability issues, as has been acknowledged in a
study about German experienced Chemistry teachers (Burmeister, Schmidt-Jacob & Eilks, 2013).
On this base the topic of plastics was selected as
a suitable curriculum topic to introduce sustainability issues in the comparison of traditional and
alternative plastic materials.
One of the accompanying science educators
and the teachers then started first developing an
overall structure for the lesson plan. Later they
enriched the different steps by suitable media
and innovative pedagogies. Single elements of
the lesson plan then were pre-tested with student
teachers in the university. Later the full lesson plan
was applied by teachers from the PAR group in
together five learning groups. The groups were
selected on occasion, meaning teachers from the
group volunteered to contribute to the testing in
case they were teaching in a suitable learning
group. The main challenge in the development of
the product test method was to develop step by
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Figure 2. Participatory action research in science education (Eilks & Ralle, 2002)

step a precise and comprehensive manual for how
to operate the different steps. A set of worksheets
and slides were developed to allow the teachers
to introduce the method to their students. Also
the selection and generation of feasible resources
for evaluating the different sorts of plastics took
several versions and intense discussions in the
PAR teacher group.
The evaluation was based on the results gained
by applying the lesson plan in its fully-developed
form in different learning groups taught by the various PAR group members. For evaluation purposes,
the lesson plan was tested in five learning groups
representing varying levels of student knowledge
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with respect to content-based information in grade
levels 9-12 (age range 15-18 years). A total of 95
students participated in this case study.
Data were collected through protocols recording the teachers’ reflections during monthly PAR
meetings. Student feedback was gathered with the
help of open and Likert questionnaires, which were
filled out directly after completing the lesson plan.
The open-ended questions focused primarily on
students’ reflections about:
1.

What they considered to be the most important things they had learned,
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2.
3.

Their personal opinion about the lesson plan,
and
What they now believed about the different
types of plastics.

The twelve Likert items asked the students
whether they had liked the topic, how they viewed
the pedagogies which had been employed, and
if they had experienced a change in their overall
personal attitudes towards the issues of sustainability, consumer testing and plastics (Burmeister
& Eilks, 2012). Parallel to this, the consumer
testing pedagogy was also applied in several inservice science teacher training courses. It has
been implemented in an undergraduate chemistry
teacher education module concerning ESD at the
University of Bremen. Feedback was also collected for these applications, based on protocols of
teacher and student teacher feedback (Burmeister
& Eilks, 2013). All sources of information were
qualitatively analyzed and triangulated to construct meaning.

The Product Test Method in
Class: Plastics as an Example
The product test method reveals many important
aspects in the construction of consumer product
reports as inspired by Germany’s consumer protection group, Stiftung Warentest. It focuses on the
points where negotiation and evaluation processes
necessarily occur during the set-up phase of the
testing procedure. By applying sustainabilityrelated criteria for evaluation purposes, this
method intends to reveal the competitive nature
of the various sustainability dimensions, including the need to balance them fairly in order to
arrive at an equitable and holistic evaluation for
a given product.
A fictitious consumer testing process involving plastics was created in order to allow direct
classroom access to a real debate centering around
numerous sustainability issues involved with

different plastics (see Wolf, Baitz, & Kreissig,
2010). This included the current problem of very
large quantities of plastic waste which are found
in the world’s oceans (Barnes & Milner, 2005).
The lesson plan was carried out using the idea of
socio-scientific issues (SSI) based science education (Sadler, 2011). SSI education uses sciencerelated societal issues which are controversial in
nature. Issues are chosen from which a societal
decision, which has an impact on the students’
life or the development of society, must be made.
The major objective is to learn how society is
dealing with such controversial issues and how
the individual can participate on societal debate
and decision about them.
A specific SSI curriculum model was used:
the socio-critical and problem-oriented approach
to science teaching as developed by Marks and
Eilks (2009). Lesson topics following the sociocritical and problem-oriented approach to science
teaching are always authentic, controversial and
will have direct impact on life in society. Topics
are e.g. political decisions on taxes for renewable
energy sources, restrictions in production and
use of specific goods where the use may have
an impact on the environment or health, or questions of technical innovations in comparison to
standard technologies. All the lesson plans follow
a five-step model of:
1.
2.
3.
4.

5.

A textual approach by authentic media,
A phase of clarifying the science background
information, in most cases by practical work,
Resuming the societal controversy and
reflecting to which extend the science background helps for drawing a decision,
A discussion of the different perspectives
and points of view available in the societal
debate, e.g. by a role play or analysis of mass
media, and
Finally a meta-reflection about societal discourse and decision making of the respective
SSI.
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Following the curriculum model, a clarification
phase highlighting the scientific and technological
background focusing the big advantages of modern
plastics but also the issue follows the introduction
of the controversial problem of plastic waste in the
oceans (Burmeister & Eilks, 2012). A lab phase
structured according to the learning-at-stations
method (Eilks, 2002) then is employed in order
to provide any necessary science background
knowledge about plastics in general. Nine different stations offer various tasks for the learners to
perform. Some stations are experimental in nature;
others are theoretical. The stations cover not just
the structures and production of polymers, but
also the properties of different plastics and the
processes of polymer synthesis. Thus the students
start testing some relevant properties of different
plastics in comparison themselves. A model-based
explanation for differentiating between the basic
types of plastics (elastomers, duroplasts and thermoplasts) is also included. The students are given
two to three teaching periods of 45 minutes each
to perform all of the tasks. Additional content
material can be added depending on grade level.
For example, specific reaction mechanisms for
forming the most prominent examples of synthetic
polymers were added for students in advanced
courses at the upper secondary school level.
The product test method is then employed. This
method aims to teach pupils about the different
dimensions of sustainability-oriented evaluation. Three plastics are evaluated as examples
of this: polyvinyl chloride (PVC), polyethylene
terephthalate (PET) and thermoplastic starch
(TPS). These particular plastics were chosen because of their significant (dis)advantages, which
largely contradict one another when compared in
a comprehensive analysis (see Table 1). PVC is a
well-established, cheap and conventional technology. However, PVC remains quite controversial,
despite its widespread use and diverse applications.
Even though modern, high-quality PVC is hardly
more problematic than other types of plastics and
recycling it with modern waste treatment technol-
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ogy is safe, this fact is hardly ever heard in public
discourse. The disadvantages of PVC, including
the risks arising from unplanned combustion and
those inherent in improper disposal, dominate
the public perception. In contrast, the reputation
of the alternative plastic TPS remains largely
untarnished. It is a “bioplastic” and fulfills both
overall criteria of bio-plastics. It is biologically
degradable and is made (at least partially) from
renewable resources. However, the uses of TPS
are still very few and its price is relatively high
compared to other alternatives. In the long run,
such bioplastics may help us conserve our crude
oil resources, but large-scale production of these
substances might also increase the global risk
of overly intensive agricultural land use. In the
same vein, the public hardly ever hears about the
negative side of PET, which is well-known for its
use in drinking bottles. PET is largely ignored as
a benign substance, even though recycling PET
products successfully is a highly volatile societal
problem. Until recently, old bottles were seldom
recycled in Western countries. Instead, they were
shipped off to developing countries or to China,
where they were disposed or remanufactured into
fleece pullovers and other clothing items under
deplorable environmental and social conditions.
Also the ‘carbon footprint’ of the transport is an
often neglected factor in evaluating PET. With
modern innovations in technology, however,
PET can now be recycled under economically
sound conditions in Western countries. But this
technology is unfortunately not broadly applied
in many countries.
The product testing phase of this teaching unit
follows a sequence of eight steps:
1.
2.
3.

Setting (or introducing) the relevant dimensions of an evaluation.
Individual weighting of the separate dimensions as a percentage.
Agreement on the weighting of the separate
dimensions in small groups.
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Table 1. An overview of TPS, PET and PVC
Thermoplastic Starches (TPS)
• Largely composed of renewable resources
• Biologically decomposable, which makes them especially suited
for uses in agriculture, medicine and product packaging.
• No dangers in their production, which occurs under relatively
mild conditions and under minimal energy requirements in
optimized production facilities.
• Neither reactants nor products are dangerous for animals or
humans.
• The demand for bio plastics is constantly on the rise, causing a
booming market for them.

• Unstable, therefore only useful in products requiring
biodegradability, e.g. mulch foils, sutures or food packaging.
• Biodegradable does not mean compostable, causing problems for
regional disposal firms.
• Intensive agricultural practices necessary to win raw materials,
usually through gene-manipulated crops.
• Up until now no recycling possible.
• Composting leads to product loss without energy gain.
• Production is currently non-competitive with respect to production
facilities, production capacities, and market pricing.

Polyethene Terephthalate (PET)
• Good physical properties: stabile, transparent, and flexible,
especially good for packaging materials.
• PET can be spun into fibers and is especially indispensable to
the textile industry (Polyester).
• PET can be easily recycled and the products of recycling
evidence hardly any loss of quality.
• PET is safe for humans and the environment, combusting to
CO2 and water, so that it can be burned in waste plants without
problem.
• PET manufacturing is well-established and has been optimized,
so that cheap economic production is possible

• PET is good for many, but not all, uses. For example, it cannot be
made into a rubberlike, elastic state.
• PET is permeable to gases, so that carbon dioxide-containing
drinks in PET bottles can lose their fizz and possibly pick up
aromas from their storage environment.
• PET is manufactured from fossil fuels.
• PET is primarily recycled in China, where social and
environmental conditions normally do not meet Western standards.
Imported PET waste is typically recycled into fleece cloth, which
is exported – frequently containing additives which are forbidden
in Western lands.

Polyvinyl Chloride (PVC)
• PVC is a well-researched plastic with many uses.
• There are hard, soft and elastic forms of PVC, depending on the
required use.
• PVC is durable and especially fitted for outdoors use, e.g.
windows, or locations under heavy traffic like flooring.
• PVC is cheap in almost every area.
• Chlorine, stemming from the synthesis of sodium hydroxide,
is itself a reactant, which reduces disposal and extra production
costs.
• Pure PVC can be recycled.

4.
5.
6.

7.
8.

Individual evaluation of one plastic using
suitable sources (- to ++).
Exchange of considerations and comparison
of the evaluations for one plastic in small
groups.
Constructing new groups using the jigsaw
classroom method, exchange of information
about the results and the argumentation
behind the evaluations.
Calculation of the weighted evaluation for
the three different plastics.
Reflection on the results and the process of
evaluation.

• PVC creates carcinogenic substances in the intermediate
production steps, thus increasing the risk for humans and
environment in the case of industrial accidents.
• Combustion of PVC frees poisonous gases (e.g. HCl), which
causes additional problems in the case of unintended fires.
• PVC can only be burned in modern waste disposal systems with
advanced filtering systems. Otherwise, mixed waste must be
stored (illegal in the EU), so that waste is often exported to foreign
lands.
• PVC is produced from fossil fuels.

It begins by negotiating the individual evaluation dimensions. The utility of plastics, which has
been discussed in previous lessons, reveals that
plastic usage in the sense of technical properties
or durability often becomes a logical factor in the
evaluation. Availability and price are also easily
derivable criteria. Environmental friendliness,
decomposability and recycling suitability become
additional touchstones drawing a large amount
of student attention to themselves, thanks to introduction of the problem of plastic waste in the
oceans in the beginning lessons. In order to lend
more structure to the overall discussion, the pupils
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work on a worksheet dealing with a basic model
of sustainability, driven by the interconnectedness
of analyzing and balancing the ecological, economic and societal impacts of a given product. It
is important to recognize that pragmatic criteria
(a product’s properties and utility) are combined
with more economic and value-driven dimensions
from the sustainability debate, namely economic
(salability, cost-price-effectiveness, availability), ecological (environmental effects, health
in production, disposal/recycling) and societal
(production, recycling under appropriate social
standards) impacts. These dimensions are decisive
for developing the later product test.
During the actual process of product evaluation,
the students must first decide which weighting
factors will be attributed to the various dimensions. This step is introduced on a respective

worksheet (Figure 3). The students are free to
suggest each their own weighing based on their
values, feelings, and preferences. The suggestions
always cover an extremely wide spectrum. Some
participants find environmental friendliness to
be the most important factor; others view technical properties as more important. In the case of
widely varying points-of-view, students can be
asked to make compromises either in pairs or in
small groups. The think-pair-share method (Kagan, 1992) can be applied to the joint weighting
process. Groups can also decide to calculate mean
weighting values. In all cases there are differences
between different groups that can be operated into
a discussion about potential reasons and justifications. (In the end a calculation can be done using
different suggestions, so that the students will see
how the weighing impacts the final results.) Our

Figure 3. Part of the working materials for the product testing method using the comparison of various
plastics as an example
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experience shows that in most cases all of these
approaches eventually lead to an overall rounding off of extreme values. A weighting factor of
roughly 20-30% for each category is generally the
end result, but distributions vary by at least 10%
in each of the categories.
These values and the following evaluations
are noted by the pupils, either on a worksheet like
that shown in Figure 3 or on a similar worksheet
based on patterns found in product tests available
in the country in question.
Evaluating the different plastics was embedded
in a jigsaw-puzzle classroom scenario (Aronson,
Stephan, Sikes, Blaney, & Snapp, 1978). Each
student was assigned the task of individually
rating one of the three plastics. Symbols taken
from the Stiftung Warentest ranging from “++”
to “-” were used, which parallel German school
grades of 1-5 (see Figure 3). These are analogous
to the grades A, B, C, D, and F in many Englishspeaking countries. Specially-designed texts
were employed for younger secondary school
pupils, in which information about each of the
plastics was tailored to the various criteria. For
older students it is also possible to use a variety
of Internet pages as a resource. Pupils carry out
the evaluation individually. Then they negotiate
the values for their particular sort of plastic for
each category in the expert round of the jigsaw
classroom. The pupils then switch to the teaching
phase of the jigsaw classroom, wherein the new
learning groups are composed of at least one expert
per plastic type. The learners discuss their various
decisions with one another, including their reasons
for positively or negatively evaluating a product.
It quickly becomes clear while summarizing the
evaluations that any advantages in one domain
are often negated by disadvantages in other areas.
The sequence is ended with a meta-reflection
discussing both the end decisions and the lessons
which can be learned from the process. This
reflection decisively focuses on both where and
to what effect individual decisions can affect the

end result. It must be made clear to the pupils
that negotiation and decision-making processes
between the different sustainability criteria, which
also include the usefulness of the product, command the foreground in this respect. The goal of
this exercise is to make the pupils think about
the decisions made during the process of product
evaluation. It also becomes abundantly clear that
other school classes might come to different end
results when testing the exact same products. The
processes of weighting the criteria and decisionmaking can therefore easily lead to two equal
overall values, despite different constellations in
the chosen weighting factors and the selection of
the final grades for all three plastics. It is clear
that the end focus needs to be the question of how
objective and balanced any evaluations reported
to the public at large truly are. This includes the
question of which role scientific evidence and/or
sustainability criteria actually play in reaching
such important decisions.

Experiences and Feedback
The objective of this case was to develop a feasible
pedagogy to promote learning about the nature of
sustainable development as well as to foster critical thinking skills and critical media literacy. The
teachers in this study stated that the lesson plan
was both highly feasible and intensely motivating
for their students to engage themselves in issues
of sustainable development. They described
intensive debates during the pupils’ product
weighting decisions when the different sustainability dimensions were related to one another.
Many students seemed to have great difficulty in
assigning personal weighting factors to products
and in jointly reaching agreements with regard to
a given characteristic. The questions involved in
assigning weighting factors to the various products
incited intense debates regarding the specific role
that the numerous evaluation dimensions should
actually play when evaluating plastic products. In
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this way a critical reflection of a societal practice
of argumentation, discourse and decision-making
was mimicked. While applying the product test,
students were plagued by the contradictions
inherent between the different dimensions. This
often led to productive confusion and an intense
personal reflection about the overall dimensions
of sustainability and the evaluation process itself.
The teachers described many indicators that the
students started becoming more critical against
consumer test results and their presentation in
the media. Some of the teachers stated that they
themselves had never considered consumer testing activities and sustainability criteria in such an
intense and critical manner. Some of the teachers
concluded that their own view of such activities
and criteria had shifted drastically.
As this case study was carried out with secondary school students, the results achieved for
the three plastics commonly fell in the range
between a low 2 and a high 3 (a grade of B- to
C+ in many English-speaking countries). This revealed differences of single tenths of an evaluation
point for all three plastics tested. As a generally
negatively-viewed product overall in society, PVC
is surprisingly evaluated as either equal to or even
more highly rated than biologically degradable
TPS. This occurs despite the risks present if PVC
is accidentally burned. The unexpectedly poorer
results of TPS are typically caused by its overall
price and its relatively few useful applications in
a very limited number of product areas. The latter
is often an ignored aspect of TPS, especially when
consumers are confronted by TPS advertisings
as a bioplastic. In every case there were widelystrewn individual starting points, which led to very
intense, very controversial discussions about the
criteria themselves and the resulting weighting
factors. The results proved to be unexpected, even
on the part of the learners. In the test runs, there
were generally no clear winners or losers at the end
of the process. The pupils, teachers and student
teachers had, however, expected the results to turn
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out differently. They normally assumed that the
traditional, highly criticized product PVC would
prove to be clearly inferior to the “bioplastic”
TPS. Debate in the classroom showed that both
the students and teachers tried to understand how
the unexpected results emerged. This reflection
showed good understanding of the often competing nature of the different dimensions of sustainability as well as on the influence on individuals
in societal practices of consumer tests and their
communication.
The evaluation accompanying classroom testing delivered positive assessments of the product
test method in class. Roughly 65% of the learners
stated in a 4-point Likert questionnaire that they
now had a better understanding of how to judge
reports on product testing results presented by
the public media. A further 25% supported this
statement at least partially. Only about 10% of the
participants said that they didn’t like the product
test method because, in their opinion, they hadn’t
learned anything new with it. With respect to
plastics, roughly 75% of the pupils fully believed
that the unit had truly made them thoughtful about
their choices of various plastic products. Another
20% thought the same was partially true. Nearly
65% of the total participants stated that they would
judge plastics differently after having completed
the lesson plan. A further 30% voiced partial
agreement with this statement. All these results
support the interpretation that the students after
the lesson plan developed a better understanding of
the idea of sustainability. These results also show
indications for development in critical thinking
skills and new insights contributing to critical
media literacy. In the open-ended questionnaire,
repeated remarks appeared that the teaching unit
had been “useful.” Students had the feeling they
had learned something valuable for their future
lives and now understood what the term ‘sustainable’ means. Overall, the lessons were rated
as very positive and interesting. This evaluation
coincided with that of the accompanying teachers.
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CONCLUSION AND
RECOMMENDATIONS
The product test method was able to rather unconventionally enrich the pedagogy of science
teaching within the focus of this study. It provoked
intense classroom debates and made students
aware of science’s potential to contribute to the
evaluations of everyday products, including the
potential role that the dimensions of sustainability
might play in such choices. It also revealed the
limitations of science when it attempts to achieve
a holistic evaluation of products, e.g. in the foreground of the economic and societal dimensions
of sustainability.
This pedagogy was developed for secondary
school students in a society which is quite sensitive to sustainability issues. In other societies the
pedagogy, if applied to a suitable context, might
also be used to increase sustainability sensitization
to other target groups, e.g. in informal, higher,
or adult education. Nevertheless, even in mainly
sustainability sensitized societies more mature
learners can benefit from the activity. We implemented the activity into the chemistry teacher
training program at the University of Bremen
(Burmeister & Eilks, 2013). The idea was to give
the student teachers a practical example of how
to explicitly teach about sustainability issues in
the secondary science classroom. By asking the
student teachers to do the activity themself mainly
the same processes and effects can be regularly
observed as they were documented from the secondary science classroom. Also the feedback from

the student teachers is almost the same as from
the high school students.
In the follow up to this study, the product
testing method was transferred to other examples
by the PAR group. Two examples dealt with different types of fuels for car engines (based on
conventional gasoline, bio-ethanol, or hydrogen
technology) and with bicycle frames (made of
steel, aluminum, and carbon fibers). The later
example was even operated for grade 7 students of
age range 12-14. In reflecting upon the parallels
existing between the examples, the action research
group attempted to localize criteria for developing product test lesson plans. In all the examples
(see Table 2), the group found common support
for a design principle that was already applied in
the original lesson plan. There were always three
principally different technologies selected. One
technology was purposely chosen to represent a
traditional, well established, cheap technology
with some deficits either in its ecological impact
or in its technical quality. A second alternative
technology was new to the market, but not yet fully
competitive, mainly because of its potential market
volume or due to a much higher price bracket. The
third technology was typically one with possibly
large market potential for the future, but as yet
incomplete development, yielding a very limited
product range and extremely high material costs.
In each case there were competitive advantages
and disadvantages with respect to ecological,
economic, and societal impacts. Additionally,
all of these impacts compete with and partially
overshadow the end price and usefulness of the
product.

Table 2. Potential topics for the product test method when evaluating products according to sustainability criteria
Example Plastics

Example Fuels

Example Bicycles

PVC

conventional gasoline

steel

Alternative technology

TPS

bioethanol

aluminum

Future technology

PET

hydrogen

carbon fiber

Traditional technology
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The development of the new teaching units
revealed to the researchers that transfer of the
original method developed for the case study on
plastics is definitely possible. New units also have
similar potential to make students more contemplative, especially with respect to the use of science
for individual and societal decision-making when
it comes to science and technology applications
in our everyday lives. This also includes learning
about the competitive nature of criteria chosen for
specific evaluations, especially when the different
dimensions of sustainability are comprised.
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ABSTRACT
There is a great need to provide science teachers with on-going and relevant professional development,
but access to such opportunities can be challenging due to time, distance, and budget pressures. Online
courses and programs can provide alternatives to address these challenges. This chapter presents
approaches, findings, and recommendations for online professional development of elementary and
middle school science teachers based on a case study of an online science education course and an
online chemistry course. Three themes are discussed: the ability to incorporate inquiry-based teaching
and learning in online environments, the importance of online discourse and reflection, and the role of
linking theory with practice. Teacher participants reported increased experience exploring content via
inquiry, felt actively engaged with their peers as they constructed their knowledge, and expected to adapt
inquiry-based activities in their classrooms as a result of these online courses.

INTRODUCTION
Good teaching matters! According to the NAEd
Education Policy White Papers Project, “there is
persuasive evidence that students benefit from

high quality instruction and that these benefits are
cumulative for students who have good teachers
for several years” (Wilson et al., 2009, p. 1). Thus,
there is a great need to provide science teachers
with on-going and relevant professional develop-
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ment (PD). The Glenn Commission report, Before
It’s Too Late (Department of Education, 2000),
states that better mathematics and science teaching
is grounded in improving the quality of teacher
preparation and making continuing PD available.
Having access to PD programs can be problematic. Teachers must deal with time and travel
constraints and budget pressures, leaving little
opportunity to pursue PD. However, online courses
and programs can allow teachers to fit coursework
into their schedules as they can be accessed at any
time, from any place (Asbell-Clarke & Rowe,
2007). For some teachers, online coursework
may be the only option for furthering their subject knowledge (McNall Krall, Straley, Shafer, &
Osborn, 2009).
There is growing evidence supporting online
PD (Clary & Wandersee, 2009; Davis & Snyder,
2012; McNall Krall et al., 2009), but developing an
effective course involves more than putting notes
and assignments online. This chapter will describe
considerations and approaches for developing
online PD courses for science teachers and how
two online courses engaged teachers in inquiry,
meaningful discourse, and making connections
to their classroom practice.

BACKGROUND
The Importance of Inquiry-Based
Professional Development
Science is not simply a collection of facts to be
memorized and explained, but rather, it is a way
of thinking and approaching real-world problems.
Scientific inquiry is described as:
...a multifaceted activity that involves making
observations; posing questions; examining books
and other sources of information to see what is
already known; planning investigations; reviewing
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what is already known in light of experimental
evidence; using tools to gather, analyze, and
interpret data; proposing answers, explanations,
and predictions; and communicating the results.
Inquiry requires identification of assumptions, use
of critical and logical thinking, and consideration
of alternative explanations. (National Research
Council (NRC), 1996, p. 23)
Students who engage in scientific inquiry use
many of the same activities and thinking processes
as scientists, yet these activities and processes are
not always familiar to teachers (Olson & LoucksHorsley, 2000). Since teachers’ knowledge, experiences, and beliefs greatly impact what takes place
in the classroom, teachers should learn content
and pedagogy through engagement in activities
that mirrors the approaches it is hoped they will
bring into their classrooms (NRC 1996; LoucksHorsley, Stiles, Love, & Hewson, 2010).
PD should incorporate science practices
that promote teachers’ understanding of science
content and inquiry-based approaches (Capps,
Crawford, & Constas, 2012). As with students,
teachers learn best by doing science, investigating
and constructing their understandings. Teachers
should have significant and substantial involvement in laboratory experiences where they actively
investigate phenomena, devise research questions,
design procedures, collect and analyze data, and
report findings (NRC, 1996).
PD that engages teachers in authentic research experiences and provides opportunities
to develop inquiry-based lessons, may be key in
assisting teachers in bringing such approaches to
their classrooms (Capps et al., 2012). There is a
need for rigorous, research-based PD for science
teachers that empowers them to utilize the most
effective science teaching methods, including
unstructured problem-solving and inquiry-based
learning (National Science Board, 2010).
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The Value of Communication
in Online Professional
Development Courses
Effective online courses should actively engage
educators and follow the basic principles of good
teaching: encourages student-faculty contact and
collaboration among students; provides prompt
feedback; emphasizes time on task; communicates
high expectations; and respects diverse talents and
ways of learning (Chickering & Gamson, 1999).
Many of these principles rely on open and frequent communication between the instructor and
students and among course participants. Discussion boards, chat rooms, whiteboards, email, and
assignment drop-boxes (with options to provide
feedback) allow for multiple modes of interaction and opportunities for online communication
(Asbell-Clarke & Rowe, 2007).
In general online courses use predominantly
asynchronous discussions, which can build a sense
of community, keep participants on task, breakdown difficult concepts, and encourage synthesis
and analysis of materials (Offenholley, 2006).
Discussions also provide unique opportunities
for scientific inquiry due to their text-based and
archivable nature (Asbell-Clarke & Rowe, 2007).
These written exchanges make students’ thinking
visible and is available for review, reflection, and
reference. Learners can articulate their ideas and
respond to classmates at their own pace, share
and clarify ideas or observations, give and receive
comments based on differing experiences and
interpretations, and review and reflect on multiple
exchanges (Harlen & Doubler, 2004).
Finally, online communities allow participants to feel part of a group with similar interests
(Asbell-Clarke & Rowe, 2007). This sense of
community can contribute to teachers’ overall
success. Participants who feel connected often
place a higher priority on, and devote more time
to, course content and activities (Lee et al., 2004).

Connections of Online Professional
Development to Classroom Practice
A key feature for effective PD includes deepening
teachers’ content knowledge, including understanding how students learn and the difficulties
they may encounter in mastering key concepts
(Wilson et al., 2009). When surveyed, teachers
enrolled in online science courses positively
rated the value of online PD for furthering their
knowledge in the subject areas they teach (Clary
& Wandersee, 2009).
Likewise, fostering teachers’ use of instructional practices in the classroom is important
(Desimone, 2011). Online courses should provide
teachers with opportunities to develop learning
materials that embed these practices and can be
implemented in their classrooms.

Online Professional Development
for Science Teachers
Based on the literature, we believe that a highquality course for teachers (whether online or
face-to-face) would require teacher engagement
in inquiry-based activities, interaction between
instructor-students and students-students, and
links to classroom practice. As a result, in this case
study we sought to describe the characteristics of
one online science education (SE) course and one
online chemistry course from the perspectives of
elementary and middle school teachers. Specifically, in what ways did these online courses engage
teachers in inquiry, meaningful discourse, and
make connections to their classroom practice, and
of what value was that to the course participants?

STUDY CONTEXT AND METHODS
Online Program and Study Site
Faculty collaborated to develop twelve online,
graduate-level courses for in-service elementary
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and middle school science teachers. These courses
are tied to state and national standards and incorporate inquiry-based, hands-on experiences. Aided
by kits of materials, teachers engage in guided
and open-ended inquiries as they develop their
understanding of science concepts. Discussions,
journaling, and course activities provide multiple
opportunities for interaction.
The SE instructors aimed to: introduce teachers to the nature of science through inquiry; help
teachers identify the elements of inquiry teaching
and learning; and explore the topics of conceptual
learning, teacher questioning, and assessment as
they relate to learning in the inquiry-based science classroom.
The chemistry instructors sought to: introduce
teachers to the chemical and physical properties
of matter; allow teachers to reinforce and extend
their understanding of chemicals and their interactions; enable teachers to problem-solve and be
aware of variables in experimental design; and
examine the importance of pattern awareness in
the learning process.
Each course was divided into twelve sessions.
Course activities included readings, hands-on
experiments, online discussions, lab notebook/
journal, and quizzes. Course materials included
textbooks, laboratory kit (chemistry), and online
resources. The lab kit included materials needed
to conduct hands-on experiments, with teachers
supplying a small number of household items (e.g.,
food coloring, toothpicks, paper clips).

Methods and Participants
Study participants included the two science education instructors and six teachers enrolled during
one semester, and two chemistry instructors and
nine teachers enrolled during one semester. Ten
teachers were female; five were male; six were
elementary; nine taught at the middle-level. Two
teachers had been teaching five or fewer years;
10 had 6-15 years of experience; and three had
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been teaching 20 or more years. Teachers taught
in a variety of settings: urban, rural, and suburban.
Case study methods were used (Yin, 2009)
to describe the online courses and the teachers’
participation in them. Case study methods are
used when the researcher asks “how” or “why”
research questions, seeking to explain or describe
a present-day occurrence within a real-life setting that is bounded (Merriam, 1998) and where
“relevant behaviors cannot be manipulated” (Yin,
2009, p. 11). This approach does not seek to
report a causal relationship between a treatment
and results. Rather, it is explanatory and descriptive of the occurrence studied (Merriam, 1998).
Data sources included pre- and post-instructional
surveys, interviews, and course artifacts.
Pre- and post-surveys were constructed to investigate participants’ beliefs and attitudes about
science, teaching and learning. In addition, surveys
provided demographic information, previous skills
and experience with computer use, and informants’
experiences in course activities.
In-depth, semi-structured interviews (Merriam, 1998) provided insight into participants’
beliefs and attitudes about teaching science and
their students’ learning, their experiences within
the project, the significance and interest level in
course activities, the benefits of the project, and
the obstacles/limitations encountered. All interviews were approximately 60 minutes in length,
tape-recorded, and later transcribed.
Course artifacts include students’ postings
during weekly discussions, students’ journals
documenting project work, course syllabi and
weekly lessons and prompts.
Data sources were analyzed for evidence of
inquiry, meaningful discourse, and connections to
teachers’ classroom practice. Relevant patterns and
themes were drawn based on the research questions (Merriam, 1998) and triangulated across the
data sources. The analysis includes direct quotes,
tables, and interpretive commentary. Pseudonyms
were used throughout the analysis to maintain the
informants’ privacy.

Note: Inquiry Descriptors drawn from the NSES (NRC, 1996). SE1=Science Education Teacher #1; CH1=Chemistry Teacher #1; X = indicates skill present in teacher’s investigation
postings and/or journal.

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
Recognizes and analyzes alternative explanations and predictions

X

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
Makes critical and logical connections between evidence and
explanations

X

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
Communicates investigations and explanations

X

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
Uses data to construct a reasonable explanation

X

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
Uses appropriate tools and techniques to gather, analyze, and
interpret data

X

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

SE5
SE4
SE3
SE2
SE1
Participant

X

These experiments engaged teachers in various
aspects of scientific inquiry (see Table 1). They explored, explained, and questioned the fundamental
properties of solids, liquids, and gases. Teachers
identified and tested variables while experimenting with attractive and repulsive forces. Finally,
they developed investigations, made predictions,

Designs and conducts a scientific investigation

•

Inquiry Descriptor

•

The Fast, the Slow, the Big, and the Small:
Teachers placed vanilla extract inside a
balloon, inflated this balloon, and observed
the states of matter;
Taping the Charge: Teachers explored attractive/repulsive forces between adhesive
tape placed under different conditions; and,
Making “Cents” of Surface Tension:
Teachers placed water on a penny and experimented with the cohesive forces of water under different conditions.

Table 1. Teachers’ demonstration of inquiry skills

•

SE6

The two courses in this study made extensive use
of inquiry-based, hands-on activities. During a
typical weekly session in the chemistry course,
teachers engaged in two to four inquiry-based
experiments. They conducted investigations individually and discussed their findings with their
classmates. Three chemistry experiments were
selected for in-depth analysis:

X

CH1

CH2

Engaging in Inquiry-Based,
Hands-on Activities

X

CH3

CH4

CH5

CH6

Three themes are discussed below, the importance
of: incorporating inquiry-based, hands-on activities in online science courses; promoting online
discourse and reflection; and bridging science
content and teaching practice. Through teacher
interviews, course artifacts, and pre- and postsurveys, these aspects are described, and teachers
explained each element’s value.

X

CH7

CH8

Key Themes

Identifies questions that can be scientifically investigated

CH9

STUDY RESULTS AND FINDINGS

X
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tested hypotheses and extended investigations as
they explored cohesive forces. For example, one
teacher recorded the details of the surface tension
experiment in her journal as follows:

I think if I scratch up one the nails to expose more
surfaces to the salt water, that will encourage
faster rusting. What am I going to scratch that
small surface with? Another nail?

A clean, dry penny was placed on a paper towel....
Prediction:...40 drops will be the maximum before
the water overflows off of the penny. 47 drops of
the water were placed on the penny before the
water overflowed....A clean dry toothpick was
gently touched to the dome of water. It penetrated
the dome of water without causing the water to
overflow. Now the toothpick was dipped in liquid
dish soap. When the toothpick touched the center
of the water, the water flowed off of the penny.

Why am I thinking about this “expose more surfaces of the nail?” What do I think rust is and
why do I think smaller or thinner pieces of metal
will get rustier, or rust faster than a denser piece
of metal?

Similarly, SE course participants engaged in
a “rusty nail” activity--an open-ended, inquirybased project. (see Table 1) The project opened
with a question about one instructor’s eightyear-old pickup truck. After recently moving to
Massachusetts, she found a hole, crusted with
rust about the size of a quarter, on the bed of her
truck. She hadn’t seen a sign of rust until that fall.
As she showed them pictures of the hole in question, she questioned the group: “What caused this
rusted hole? What is rust? What is the prognosis
for my truck?”
After some discussion of what they knew about
rust, the group was charged with making two
nails, devoid of any protective covering, as rusty
as possible. They designed their investigations,
explored their questions around rust, submitted
three Lab Reports based on their experiments, and
recorded information about their investigations in
a Science Journal. For example, Michelle noted
in her journal her initial thoughts and questions
about rust:
...road salt “eats” cars, fine sand and salty moist
air is why we are advised to hose our cars off
after a trip to the seacoast. What is the role of
salt? How does it participate in the rust process?
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Why do I think that these nails are made of the
same metal that cars are made of? What kind of
metals are nails made of? And cars?
If salt water will rust metal faster than fresh water,
why are ships and boats that are made of metal
allowed on the oceans?
Michelle designed and conducted her investigations. Below are excerpts from her journal, where
she describes her investigation, observations, and
reflects on her results.

Lab 1: Rust is a Sign of Neglect
I put each nail in its own (expendable) saucer. One
on the kitchen counter, one on the porch. Each
nail sat in a puddle of water. In a few hours (If I
knew rust happened so fast I would have measured
the time then!), [the] inside nail was “bleeding
rust,” outside nail was encased in ice, not rusty.
Cold preserves nail. Warmth encourages evaporation, which seems to promote rust.
Have to redo [the] experiment for time measure.
…Outside nail is slightly rusted, but took longer
because snow and ice preserved nail. Inside nail
needs more water added constantly. It is very
cruddy, flaky, big rust. The rust on outside nail
is fine textured, not nearly as extensive.
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Rust can be a sign of careful, deliberate care to
cause rust. I want to think about “why salt” before
I do salt. Also need more nails.

Lab 2: Only One Variable,
and Only One Nail
Meantime, my experiment was limited to observations on the effect of temperature….
The problem is not having any way to measure,
to explain how rusty the nails are or are not. This
only: When cold tap water was used, the rust
process was slower. (How slow?) The rust was
finer. (How fine?) NOW: After the boiling water
treatment, the rust is flakier. (How much flakier?)
I BELIEVE the nail looks skinnier. (A caliper, do
I need a caliper?)
Based on an analysis of discussion postings,
online journals, and survey data, teachers painted
a picture of learning science through “doing.”
They discussed the benefits of conducting experiments individually and being able to confer with
their online classmates. Through their investigations, teachers made predictions, designed and
redesigned experiments, made observations, and
ultimately drew conclusions about their studies.
The ways in which the teachers engaged in the
processes of scientific inquiry were evident in
their postings and in the reports they recorded in
their journals.
In a post-course survey, teachers enrolled in the
chemistry course strongly indicated that inquiry
methods were used. One teacher commented:
Almost every lesson …[was] inquiry based. Every
week we had several labs or activities that involved
concepts demonstrated through inquiry-based
learning.

Another teacher wrote:
We collected data, analyzed it, [and] further investigated with questions of “wonder what would
happen if.”.. [I]n some cases we were asked to
search for answer[s] to questions that could only
be found through investigation.
Another noted:
There were questions posed, and we followed
activity directions, hypothesized on what we
believed would happen, carr[ied] out the experiments, gather[ed] data, [made] conclusions, and
share[d] our results, and sometimes [went] back
to...investigate...
A fourth stated: “Yes, [this] course definitely
encouraged inquiry methods throughout all the
lessons. As students, we were encouraged to ask
questions, to develop an understanding and discuss our answers with our peers.” She provided
this example:
You often do not think about what is happening
to the atomic particles when you begin to smell a
substance from the other side of a room, such as
a turkey cooking in the oven. Yet, we did question
the atomic movements of particles through the
wall of a balloon. We asked questions and tested
liquids such as vanilla extract and lemon juice
among others in which we enclosed inside the
sealed balloon. We could not see the substances
dripping out anywhere, yet we could begin to smell
the liquids within a few minutes.. …[W]e explored
and analyzed the properties and behaviors of
gases that we would then use as a foundation for
new questions we asked throughout the course.
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When asked how the activity-based nature
of their course impacted the learning of science
content, one teacher responded that “inquiry
based activities really gave me a greater depth
of understanding.” Another teacher commented:
“the activities made me slow down a bit and take
a more hands-on versus theory-only approach to
learning science content.” A third teacher stated:
“I have been able to remember most of the content
because of the hands-on activities that allowed me
to experience the learning.”

Promoting Online Discourse
and Reflection
Online discussions played an important role in
supporting teachers’ learning. Early in each course,
teachers were asked to provide introductions and
share information about their teaching contexts,
course goals, and personal interests. Instructors
fostered student interaction during each class
session by asking teachers to respond to the posts
of at least one or two other course participants.
All postings and responses to posts were graded
with a rubric.
As we analyzed their postings, we noted that
teachers engaged with course concepts as they
interacted online; participants’ exchanges provided
guidance and clarification as teachers explored
course topics, experienced new approaches, and
considered ways to teach these concepts to their
students; and teachers shared perspectives and
approaches as they built on and extended their
knowledge.
Teachers noted the benefits of discussing experimental findings with their classmates. During
these online conversations, the teachers provided
a summary of their experiments, formulated explanations based on their observations, responded
to specific questions, and commented on their
classmates’ postings. On a post-course survey
one teacher commented:
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The inquiry was all based on hands-on activities.
It was an awesome experience to have everyone
replicating the same experiment, and then actively
discuss all of the viewpoints…[This experience
gave] a real sense of not leaving any stone unturned.
In the excerpt below, four teachers in the
chemistry course discussed what happened when
vanilla was placed inside of an inflated balloon.
This conversation highlights the constructive
nature of online discussions as these teachers
explored the states of matter:
Anna: …Matter changes states. I put a liquid into
the balloon. A gas was smelled outside the
balloon. …I can fill a balloon up with water
and it doesn’t leak, but when I put vanilla or
lemon extracts in the balloon I could clearly
smell them. The gas molecules of those substances were fitting through the gaps in the
balloon material. I put liquid extracts into
the balloons, but clearly a gas or vapor was
outside the balloon as part of the air mass.
This is evidence of multiple states of matter
of the same substance.
Brent: …I liked your example. …If the air molecules that were used to fill the balloon can’t
fit through the openings of the balloon that
allowed gas molecules of the vanilla extract
to come out of, then why is it that eventually
a balloon will slightly deflate?...
Anna: While I was writing that I had the same
question. Perhaps there is greater attraction
between liquid molecules than gas molecules.
They tend to stick together and don’t slip
through the holes while gas molecules are
solitary creatures and can slip through?
Chris: I, too, was wondering the same thing...
I am thinking that the air molecules must
escape over time. Perhaps this all relates
to pressure, temperature, etc?…
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Diana: …I think air molecules do get out over
time, because they find their way between
all of the nooks and crannies eventually…
These online discussions were an integral
part of teachers’ investigations. In a post-course
survey, one teacher from the chemistry course
described the learning approach as “…read, discuss, experiment, discuss, report.” Another teacher
commented on the benefit of online discussions:

felt more grounded because some their stuff wasn’t
working, or they had questions and I said “Oh
thank God,” so now I can do something silly like
that too and not feel bad. So I would say it was
the inquiry part of that piece of it that was really
important.
A third teacher noted:

The best part was the open discussions with other
classmates. Someone always added a different
perspective. It was a great way of learning, sharing ideas, and collaborating on our conclusions.

I think everyone ran into problems...the encouragement made such a big difference. You don’t
necessarily find that in every course that you take,
and the atmosphere that was created was one of
cooperation more than competition....I felt that
really strong.

Based on the interview data, teachers in the
SE course also noted that they were able to communicate ideas, feelings, and experiences and
provide others with alternative ideas, critique,
suggestions, questions, and encouragement. One
teacher commented:

Michelle’s investigation experiences provided
a good example of the problem-solving discourse.
She described her struggle to quantify the rusting of the nails. In her journal, she noted how,
missing this element, she found her investigation
scientifically wanting. She stated:

The actual back and forth was useful getting
people’s comments - that was interesting….There
was a diversity of experience and background
among the [teachers].. Some were perhaps asking
more sophisticated questions...but they were all...
interesting questions. Interacting back and forth...
you make connections between them….They would
bring up questions you might not had thought
of - that was useful….By encouraging everybody
to comment on everyone else’s questions and
statements, encouraged people to really look at
other people’s way of looking at things and that
doesn’t happen often among peers and which you
wouldn’t have necessarily done if [you] were in
a regular (face-to-face) class.

All the teachers are designing their own experiments and doing them, and commenting on each
other’s variables, and controls, observations,
conclusions, and questions. These are mine, so
far. They are not what I would call the most scientific...some of the other teachers’ experiments are
more scientific than mine. Why? Because I didn’t
measure measurable things, like how much time,
how much water, the exact temperature.

Another stated:
I found myself asking questions of everybody. .”..
can you give me a really good idea” because I
want to tap into the best ideas of everybody….I

Course participants and instructors responded
to Michelle’s queries about how to measure the
rust on her nails. Below are their comments:
Mary: I, too, am looking for a way to quantify
the degree of corrosion; a fine scale before
and after? scraping off the rust and weighing that? I am open to ideas. I am currently
estimating it crudely by the depth of the
sediment on the bottom of the jars, but that
is pretty rough…..I, too, have trouble trust-
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ing my experimental technique and design. I
keep thinking of things I forgot to control...).
Carrie: You say you have a problem, not being
able to measure or describe how rusty a nail
is... Is this a good next idea to focus on as
you plan your further rusty nail investigations? Could you create a descriptive scale
upon which you could rate your nails? An
interesting idea!
David: Carrie’s suggestion is a good one. How
can we set up a scale of “rustiness.”
Michelle: Thank you for your comments! It occurred to me the other day that weighing the
nail would be a measure....I like Mary’s idea
of measuring the rust scrapings. I agree with
you all that some kind of design has to be
made to depict and communicate, to let us
rusters know, as well as convey our beliefs
to each other.
Mary: Re: rust weight, I don’t know where to
find a scale with fine enough measurement
capability, though maybe they have one at
the HS.
In her journal, Michelle recorded how she followed through on several of the suggestions and
some new ideas of her own. She drew pictures with
the aid of computer graphics. She took photos, but
found them misleading. She also devised a “verbal
scale for rustiness” to define the types/stages of
rust (e.g., “rust blood or powder: oozes from immersed nail, sinks to bottom of container; small
flakes: float away, specks are visible; ash stage:
nail can be broken or crumbled by bare hand”).
Teachers ably questioned and self-critiqued
their investigative process. This was a component
of each participant’s inquiry process whether it
involved reassessing preconceived ideas, acknowledging the need for more study, or rethinking their
investigative design. The interaction between
teachers appeared to facilitate their inquiry process. Course participants related that, although
initially they may have had some uneasiness
posting their ideas for everyone else to see, they
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felt that the course format provided a safe place
to share. One teacher pointed out:
[The course] was a little bit scary, then it was
fun…sometimes I’m very critical [of] my own
writings….Sometimes I would go...online and
see, I think it was Mary, she was always first and
always thorough. I would be like “errrrrr!” But
what was good about it was that I thought she
was very bold. I think what I’m trying to say is
that I was scared and hesitant to post something
not knowing how it was going to look. “Is this
what they’re looking for?” Some people, myself
included, will inevitably sound better on paper
after...hav[ing a] chance to edit, think it through….
So this way would be easier for me in terms of…
[a] style of communicating.
Another teacher pointed out:
You know it was motivating to go and see...if
anybody answered my thoughts...when I posted
a message. I always went to see if anybody
answered. Maybe now that I’m not so afraid of
science, I might enjoy an adult science course,
but I really don’t know. I don’t think I would ever
sign up for one for fear that I would be the least
knowledgeable person in class. Over the Internet,
it was more comforting to know that I was just
out there in Cyberspace, and nobody really knew
me, and I could type in anything….The anonymity was comforting. (laughter) I could ask a silly
question, or I could ask whatever and write it…
and...I wouldn’t have to see their faces in disbelief
that [I] asked this question. And people wrote nice
[things] back, “Oh, I know what you mean.” That
was a nice part of it.
One participant described how the online setting differed from a traditional course:
Frequently, you might interact with people you
know in the class but you don’t have to interact
with everyone in a class…unless you’re in a small
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In the online setting, there were no interruptions from instructors and other students; there
was no need to “share air time” with others. There
was no limit to how much one could report about
whatever, and all “voices” could be heard.

In the online courses, teachers actively explored
science content through experimentation and
scientific inquiry and reflected on these experiences individually and with their peers. As
teachers engaged as learners, they gained firsthand experiences in inquiry-based learning and
teaching. Teachers reported how they could then
draw upon these experiences when designing
comparable learning opportunities for their students (see Table 2).
When asked whether the chemistry course
influenced their teaching methods and/or if they
used any of the experiments in their classrooms,
one teacher commented: “I feel more secure in
teaching chemistry concepts. I ask students to
hypothesize about what would happen if...?” A
second teacher responded: “…the course gave me
a broader depth of understanding, which enhanced
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all teachers and learners.
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In addition, the online format allowed more
space to talk. A teacher said:
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seminar type…. It’s usually…more the teacher has
set-up the issues you’re going to discuss….[There
was] certainly more [peer communication] than
a lecture course --even more than a lab.
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my teaching” and, also, “The activities from the
online course added several more quick lessons
to my curriculum.”
A third teacher shared the following:
One change that I have definitely added since taking the Chemistry course is having the students
“make predictions.” I often remind the students
how important it is that everything should be
constant in their experiments except for the testing condition, in which this chemistry course
reinforced. …[In addition] I have modified some
of the activities. One activity we did during the
course was to determine the properties and behavior of atoms and molecules using food coloring
that we added to warm and cold water. …I also
use the activity in which two pieces of tape are
temporarily taped to the same surface. Then they
are removed and show how they repel each other.
Students again make predictions before and during
the various steps of the demonstration.
The following teacher commented on his recent
classroom experience with “Making ‘Sense’ of
Surface Tension”:
I actually used this activity the other day as a kind
of fun activity to settle in the class on a Friday. …
Many of them have done this experiment before,
however most were quite surprised. We talked
about surface tension and cohesive forces, and I
mentioned to them how this will relate to physical
properties when we study them in about one week.
Importantly, teachers came to see how active
learning is critical to students’ gleaning of new
knowledge and understandings. Although the
overall topic of study for the SE project (rust) was
predetermined by the instructors, the teachers had a
great deal of say and ownership within the project.
Teachers decided what questions to explore, how
to design for their experiments, what was important to observe, what data to collect and how to
go about collecting it, how to resolve problems,
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and how to redesign. They also interpreted their
data and constructed their understandings based
on the results of their investigations.
One teacher noted that the investigation design
aspect was the most challenging, and yet, it helped
her see the openness of science and how she could
be more open-ended in her teaching. She said:
I felt comfortable…to come in and say, okay, this
is the question. What are all the different ways we
can look at the question. Feeling like there were
no tidy boxes or correct answers. The most important thing was the inquiry - to get kids interested
and stimulate [their] thinking….I think I’m much
more open ended. I was always open-ended - it’s
kind of my personality, but I think I’m much more
open-ended now.
Another teacher described how the students
in her fifth-grade class engaged in the rusty nail
activity with her.
The fifth graders… rusted nails....did [Internet]
searches on rust, and...learned that there were
businesses that were very actively interested in
preventing rust. We…[made] a list [of] where
the children had observed rust through the weekend – that was their homework. At the very, very
end…the fifth grade had… made up their own
experiments – what they wanted to do was to see
what substance would rust nails faster or retard
rust and so on….
She explains:
They don’t want to hear about variables. I partake in experimenting with them, explaining why
I am using two bowls, one with salt and one w/
out salt. Someone adds a galvanized nail to each
of my bowls...The galvanized never rusted--yet.
Although we had talked about galvanization, and
I showed info on a web site about it, one student
was intrigued by these nails and asked,” Why
didn’t those get rusty?”
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One child showed me that he was going to rust a
nail quicker by coating it with Vaseline. “What will
the Vaseline do?” I asked. “Add moisture and keep
the moisture in so more rust will happen.” The next
week he was SO EXCITED. “I made a discovery!”
he crowed. “Vaseline prevents rust!!!!!”
This teacher indicated that, as a result of her
experience, she:
… will be less rigid….Instead of dealing with
vocabulary first, the vocabulary will come last.
Instead of telling students what they will find,
asking them what they found
Another teacher indicated that she had “a
new way of looking at science...the importance
of asking the right question at the right time...
and [students] being able to write a lot about
what they’re learning and just the whole thinking
component.” She indicated that she had become
“patient with kids and really let them come to their
own meanings…come up with questions and their
own kind of inquiries.” This was evidenced in a
plant unit that began with her asking her class:
...to collaborate in groups of four to come up with
things they already knew about plants and what
makes a plant grow, what they thought they knew
about plants, and what they would like to find out
about plants...The kids were excited to get going.
This list became the focus of several weeks of
inquiry as we began our study.
The SE course participants had autonomy in the
rusty nail activity. Their questions, ideas, interests,
and skills were acknowledged, addressed, and built
upon; they were able to set goals and plan next
steps in their investigations; and they explained
and justified their work to themselves and others. Their experience influenced several of them
to provide students with a voice in their science
learning. As one teacher noted, it was important
to “[let] the children have the reigns more.”

DISCUSSION
Scientific Inquiry Online
At the forefront of the Next Generation Science
Standards (NGSS) is the view that learners “cannot
fully understand scientific ideas without engaging in the practices of inquiry and the discourses
by which these ideas are developed and refined”
(NGSS, 2013, p. 48). Thus, it is critical to not
only ‘know’ science content but to be able to use
“understanding to investigate the natural world
through the practices of science inquiry” (NGSS,
2013, p. 48).
Evidence from this study shows that hands-on,
scientific inquiry can be designed for the online
environment. Teachers experimented with locallypurchased household materials and with additional
equipment and materials acquired from a science
supply company. During their investigations,
teachers explored research questions, designed
procedures, collected and analyzed data, and
reported findings.
Meaningful and autonomous science inquiry
was key to teachers’ participation. They had
much to report regarding the questions asked; the
design of their investigations; and the critique of
their exploratory processes and thinking. This
provided them with a science that was authentic
and constructed. Teachers also came to appreciate
the value of scientific practices such as making
predictions and observations, engaging in openended investigations, and synthesizing and communicating findings.
As a result of these experiences, several teachers reported being more receptive to using such
approaches in their classrooms (see Table 2).
Several noted the value of asking the “right” questions, engaging students in making predictions and
allowing them more autonomy with their science.
Many described taking course activities directly
to their students and others reported engaging
students in the same research explorations they
were investigating in their course.
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Scientific Discourse Online
The online environment provides an ideal forum
for engaging teachers in science content and
teaching practice and providing time and space for
thought, discussion, and reflection. In addition,
in these courses, the online interactions between
teachers were an integral part of their scientific
investigations.
The course structure provided participants with
more space for talk than the traditional classroom
context and, for some, a more comfortable space.
All voices were heard since learners could equally
contribute to the discussions. In addition, the
anonymity of the online environment, created, for
many teachers, a safer setting to ask questions; to
share ideas, experiences, and difficulties; and to
provide support, critique, and suggestions.
These online settings were rich in science
talk and were cooperative and constructive. This
provided an inviting setting for participants to
share their inquiry process, read others’ science
doings, and reflect upon their peers’ explorations
and their own. Participants found the setting to be
supportive and critical to their learning process.
Several approaches can be used when designing
online forums based on size (whole class, small
group, or individual journals) and focus (science
content, teaching practice, or both). The instructor’s efforts are key to enabling course participants
to build social connections; requiring teachers to
respond to classmates’ posts appears important.
As teachers come to recognize the support of their
peers, they often become self-motivated to review,
analyze, and discuss their peers’ contributions.
Engaging, productive questions (Eltsgeest,
2001) are key to launching learners into reflection about natural phenomena and observations
of investigations that they or others have initiated.
These can begin with the simplest questions (e.g.
“What do you notice? What happens?”) to those
that involve measurement and comparison. “What
would happen if” questions (e.g. “What would happen if you placed the nails in boiling hot water?”)
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are of “great value...to explore the properties of
unfamiliar materials, living or nonliving, of forces
at work, and of small events taking place” (p. 39).
Problem-posing questions set up real situations
that, after a bit of exploration with materials or
phenomena, learners can engage in enthusiastically, much like asking the SE teachers to make a
nail as rusty as possible. Lastly, reasoning questions, such as “Why do you think…?,” engage
learners in looking at evidence to make sense of
an event and/or experience. Instead of focusing
on the “right answer,” the emphasis is on building on ideas that individual students bring to the
course. Such a questioning atmosphere is counter
to the traditional science classroom where there
is a right answer, usually held by the instructor.
In contrast, learners engage in sharing ideas and
questioning and, together, build knowledge and
understanding.
Learners, whether children or their teachers,
need to focus not only on “what we know” but
also ‘“how do we know what we know,” “why do
we believe what we know,” and “what should we
do to find out?” (Sampson, Grooms, & Walker,
2010, p. 253). Having learners construct an explanation for what they observe and/or experience
requires them to “clarify their thinking, to generate examples, to recognize the need for additional
information, and to monitor and repair the gaps
in their understanding” (p. 253). Like Michelle’s
experience, “[i]t also requires [them] to learn and
use the criteria by which these explanations...will
be judged or evaluated” (p. 253).
Furthermore, student-student interchange is
vital as “socially meaningful activity is prerequisite
to cognitive development” and critical thought
(Waltonen-Moore, Stuart, & Newton (2006), p.
305). Course instructors play an important role
in designing questions and structures that launch
students’ inquiries; encourage them to share their
learning processes, observations, and questions;
and foster critical dialogue that leads to student
understanding.
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Teachers valued these in-depth, online discussion opportunities. Several noted that they
provided increased opportunities for student
science talk. However, none discussed ways to
incorporate online discourse in their classrooms.
A key question to explore would be how teachers
might incorporate approaches and technologies in
their classrooms that increase students’ science
dialogue?

Limitations of the Study
In this study we sought to describe the characteristics of two online courses from the perspectives
of elementary and middle school teachers, who
were participants. Specifically, how did these
online courses engage teachers in inquiry, meaningful discourse, and make connections to their
classroom practice, and of what value was that to
the course participants? We did not seek to report
a causal relationship between a particular “treatment” in each course and subsequent “results.”
External methods were not employed to determine
participants’ learning.
The study did not include observations of the
participants’ classrooms. Researchers relied on
teachers’ descriptions of methodologies and lessons they implemented as reported in discussions
and through surveys and interviews.
The second author of this study was one of the
instructors for the SE course. To address potential
effect, interviews were conducted after the course
was completed. A researcher, not associated with
the course, conducted one round of interviews. A
graduate student, who assisted with the course,
conducted a second round.
Finally, given the distributed nature of online
courses, it was difficult for the researchers to “observe” teachers engaged in certain course activities. For example, as they conducted experiments
and reported their findings, we analyzed teachers’
descriptions of their participation in these activities as reported in discussion forums, journals,
surveys, and interviews. While a teacher might

not have described a specific inquiry process, this
does not mean that it did not occur; the reverse
should also be considered. Ways to address this
in the future might be to ask teachers to videorecord themselves as they conduct experiments, or
to explicitly ask them if they engaged in specific
inquiry processes and to request examples.

FUTURE RESEARCH DIRECTIONS
As we reflect upon these study results and the
existing scholarship in online PD, future research
would prove useful in supporting the growth and
development of rigorous online PD for science
teachers.
One research direction could focus on impacts
on teachers’ practices. To what extent do teachers, who have engaged in online PD, implement
instructional changes? How do these changes
impact student learning? As noted by Desimone
(2011), PD should provide opportunities for
teachers to improve the content of their instruction and their pedagogical methods. Building on
this theme, what types of online PD activities are
most beneficial to teachers’ learning of subject
matter and pedagogical approaches? The online
environment provides multiple ways for teachers
to interact with content and each other as they
explore concepts, approaches, and resources.
Identifying “best practices” for the online PD
of science teachers would be greatly beneficial.
A second research direction could explore
online instructional approaches. What discourse
practices, initiated by instructors, are most beneficial to promoting teachers’ subject matter and
pedagogical learning in online science PD? Are
open-ended simulations or the exploration of
data-sets effective approaches to engage teachers
in inquiry and support their learning of subject
matter and pedagogical learning? By exploring the interactions between instructor-teacher,
teacher-teacher, and teacher-content, these findings would greatly inform online PD instructors
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and developers as they design course assignments,
discussions, and activities.
Finally, a third research direction could focus
on changes in teachers’ attitudes and beliefs.
How do teachers’ confidence levels for teaching
specific subject matter change following engagement in online PD? How do teachers’ views of
the nature of science and scientific inquiry change
after engaging in science practices in online PD?
How does online PD impact teachers’ willingness
to use collaborative instructional approaches and
web-based technologies? Again, these findings
would greatly inform online course developers and
instructors, while also providing insights into how
online PD impacts teachers’ beliefs and practices.
Such research directions would greatly inform teacher educators, instructional designers,
administrators, and key stakeholders, not just in
science education but in other PD fields as well.
These findings would also provide support for
online PD, strengthen learning opportunities for
teachers, and lead to new research directions in
the field of science teacher PD.

RECOMMENDATIONS
AND CONCLUSION
By overcoming time and distance barriers, online
programs can provide teachers with access to
PD who otherwise are unable to engage in such
opportunities. In many cases, online coursework
may be the only option for extending their subject
and pedagogical knowledge.
In this study, we show that teachers benefit
from engaging with course concepts as learners
as they conducted experiments, discussed findings, and proposed explanations. This approach
provided teachers with first-hand knowledge of
what their students would experience in similar
conceptual explorations. Also, since these teachers were working from a distance, they had to
conduct their own experiments and could not rely
on the “expertise” of a lab partner by their side.
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As a result, each teacher was fully engaged in the
experimental process.
As educators design experiments for online
science PD, they need to provide opportunities for
“guided inquiry”--where participants conduct an
experiment within certain parameters and design
an extension based on their observations. Online
PD should also engage teachers in open-ended
inquiry--where participants identify questions
and test variables from the start. Both forms of
scientific inquiry would provide teachers with
concrete, first-hand experiences learning science
content and processes.
Although the teachers in this study experimented individually, they were part of a community
of teachers who engaged in the same processes,
and who served as a resource as they discussed
findings, debated explanations, and proposed
extensions. These teachers were supportive and
readily offered suggestions when a classmate
had questions. They formed strong communities
as they explored scientific concepts and shared
findings, questions, knowledge, and resources.
In working towards building communities,
teacher educators should design online PD that
includes multiple formats for interaction (whole
class discussions, small group forums, individual
online journals). These provide opportunities for
participants to articulate and reflect on their learning. Discussions should begin with productive
questions that encourage prediction, observation,
reflection, thought and a range of responses.
Journals should provide opportunities to reflect
and expand on course activities, experiences, and
interactions, and to apply their learning in the
context of their classrooms. The teachers in this
study greatly benefited from such exchanges; these
interactions also provided the instructors with
information regarding the teachers’ explorations
and perceptions.
Finally, as is the case with all PD, it is important to link teachers’ content learning and
experiences with instructional practices in their
classrooms. The online courses studied for this
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chapter provided teachers with opportunities to
explore new topics and consider relevant teaching
approaches. The results, shared online, provided
a rich set of resources that teachers could draw
from when developing learning activities. Since
these online interactions were text-based, this
information could be readily saved and referenced
at a later time.
In sum, this study’s themes – inquiry-based
teaching and learning, online discourse and reflection, and linking theory with practice – closely
align with the standards for the PD of science
teachers as outlined in the NSES (NRC, 1996).
These standards state that PD programs should
involve teachers in actively investigating phenomena that can be studied scientifically; build
on the teacher’s current science understanding,
ability, and attitudes; incorporate reflection on the
process and outcomes of understanding science
through inquiry; encourage and support collaboration among teachers; make connections between
science and science teaching; build on teachers’
current knowledge of science content, teaching,
and learning; model and guide science teaching
practice; and provide opportunities for reflection,
feedback, and support during PD activities.
The mix of individual investigation, group
interactions, and individual reflection in these two
online PD courses provided teachers with many
opportunities to explore and engage in course
concepts and reflect on their teaching practices.
Upon completion of their studies, teachers reported
that these online courses were applicable to their
classroom curriculum; they gained new insights
into the teaching and learning of science that will
improve their teaching; and they expected to use
or adapt inquiry-based activities from one or more
of their online courses.
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KEY TERMS AND DEFINITIONS
Online Course: A course delivered via the
Internet, providing a means for content delivery,
assignment completion, and synchronous and
asynchronous communication for learners in
different locations.
Online Discourse: Ways of talking in the
online environment.

Professional Development: Continuing
teacher education in content knowledge and instructional practice.
Reflection: The process of examining one’s
thoughts in relation to new observations, experiences, and information, and considering how this
may shape and influence one’s beliefs.
Science Discourse: Ways of talking in the
field of science.
Science Education: Study of science teaching
and learning.
Scientific Inquiry: Practices that scientists
employ as they investigate the world.
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ABSTRACT
This chapter describes an organizational initiative to develop and implement the Understanding by
Design (UbD) curriculum-planning framework to improve learning outcomes for teacher candidates
and their students during clinical experiences and in their future classrooms. This case study explores
a pedagogical approach that has met with success in working with teacher candidates. The focus is on
a narrow range of knowledge, skills, and dispositions related to effective teaching in science education:
the ability to design, plan, and implement curriculum. Curriculum design using the Understanding by
Design (UbD) Framework is a high priority when moving from simply covering subject matter to ensuring
deep understanding. Using “Backward Design” helped many teacher candidates develop skills to plan
effective science curriculum, units, and lessons. The experiences of two teacher education programs in
building teacher candidates’ skills in planning and implementing science education curriculum using
the UbD Framework are presented in this case study.

ORGANIZATION BACKGROUND
Colleges and universities, in responding to political, social, economic, and technological pressures, are becoming more responsive to teacher
candidates’ needs and are more concerned about

how well they are being prepared to assume
future roles as teachers. Faculty are feeling the
pressure to change their teaching strategies by
developing rigorous curriculum, lecturing less,
making learning environments more interactive,
integrating technology into the classroom, and us-
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ing collaborative learning strategies. This chapter
describes two institutions of higher education and
their experiences in scaffolding teacher candidates
regarding the use of UbD as a framework for unit
and lesson planning, including assessment.
These urban institutions are identified as
University A and University B. University A, a
Historically Black College/University (HBCU), is
located in the southern part of the United States and
has a long tradition of educating students who have
been historically underrepresented. The mission
of University A is to build a cadre of graduates
who are prepared to conduct scholarly inquiry and
research, become life-long learners, and are committed to service. Currently, University A offers
bachelor’s degree programs, master’s programs,
and awards doctoral degrees in several disciplines.
University A is comprised of eight colleges and
schools. The program for preparing teachers, at
University A, is located within the College of
Education. The program prepares teachers for
elementary and secondary classrooms in specific
content areas including science. Education faculty
teach courses in programs, such as: curriculum
and instruction, special education, reading, science education, and math education. Content
area specialization for majors in secondary area
is provided by faculty in different colleges and
schools, including: math, science, history, humanities, music, art, and physical education. Students
enrolled in the teacher certification programs take
traditional courses to prepare them to design curriculum, develop assessments, engage all learners,
and become reflective practitioners. In terms of
professional development, University A faculty
in the education department do not have access
to funds to support attendance at conferences or
bring well-known educational researchers and
experts to the campus.
University B is a four-year, co-educational private liberal arts college. The institution moved to
its current location in 1927 to serve young women
who would otherwise be unable to obtain a college
degree. While University B has evolved to meet

the changing needs of its students throughout its
86-year history in the city, the institution has remained committed to the city and to the education
of those disadvantaged by gender, race, economic
circumstances, or social limitations. The mission
of University B is to educate each student to become intellectually and professionally competent;
ensure career flexibility through grounding in the
liberal arts; and develop active compassion and
commitment. Through excellent teaching in its
undergraduate, graduate, and continuing education
programs, the university provides a personalized
learning environment for its students. The Institution, in an open, caring, nurturing, and friendly
environment, provides learning experiences and
opportunities for students to demonstrate leadership and develop confidence and self-reliance.
The individual and collective excellence for which
University B stands will continue to be measured
by the quality of its graduates and their successes
in serving society.
The Education Department of University B
offers undergraduate and graduate programs to
prepare students for careers as certified teachers at
both the elementary and secondary levels. Perhaps
no program at University B has focused more
directly on the commitment to enabling positive
change than the teacher certification program.
Like most small, private liberal arts colleges,
teacher training has been a curricular centerpiece,
graduating students who staffed and led schools
in the city, throughout the metropolitan area, and
in many other states. Teachers from University
B continue the legacy of service and leadership.
University B is committed to professional development, with faculty receiving financial support
to attend conferences and workshops. In addition,
the Education Department hosts an annual conference that brings nationally known researchers and
educators to the campus.
This chapter presents the Understanding by
Design (UbD) Framework and its use in preparing
teacher candidates in science and other curricular
areas. In this framework, learning is about the
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acquisition of factual knowledge and the fluent
patterning of behavior, as well as about making
meaning. While these are elements of learning,
the “goal is to teach enduring understandings that
should be the central focus of curriculum building”
(Wang & Allen, 2003, p. 37).The chapter focuses
on elaborating steps embedded in UbD that target deep understanding. The goal is to acquaint
readers about the UbD framework as an effective
tool for developing understanding, particularly in
science education. The steps followed to introduce
students and guide them through creating science
planning using UbD are presented.

SETTING THE STAGE
The National Science Teachers Association
(NSTA, 2006) supports strong performancebased science teacher education programs and
state licensure standards for teacher candidates
for both elementary and secondary schools. The
NSTA recommended that teacher education
programs should use a curriculum framework
based on National Science Education Standards
that provide teacher candidates with deep science
knowledge and skills at the grade levels for which
they are teaching.
UbD challenges teacher candidates to design,
develop, and implement units and lessons to assist
their students in acquiring science literacy. To
achieve this objective, faculty must engage their
teacher candidates in the learning process. Craven
and Penick (2001) asserted that “students not engaged in the learning process leave with little more
than shallow understandings, weak connections
between big ideas, trivial knowledge, unchallenged
naive conceptions of how the natural world operates, and an inability to apply knowledge in new
settings” (para. 2). Although improvements have
been found in student performance in science, a
need exists to improve science education (National
Science Foundation, 2006). According to Craven
and Penick (2001), teacher educators must assist
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their teacher candidates move from planning units
and lessons based on traditional curriculum models
used to teach and learn science. UbD provides a
tool to help achieve this objective.
Grant Wiggins and Jay McTighe (1998, 2013)
developed UbD as a curriculum framework for
improving student achievement through specific
elements, including standards-driven curriculum,
instructional design, assessment, and professional
development. In practice, UbD uses a three-stage
backward planning curriculum design process, a
set of design standards with rubrics, and a comprehensive training program to help teachers design,
edit, critique, peer-review, share, and improve
their lessons and assessments. Teachers, using
backward planning, identify essential questions
that students must be able to answer by the end
of the unit. Jones, Vermette, and Jones (2009)
asserted that with the end in mind, “teachers then
design the assessment of those understandings, followed by carefully crafted lessons to achieve this
set of objectives” (p. 357). Wiggins and McTighe
(1998, 2013) identified six facets of understanding
within the UbD framework that should be evident
in teachers’ work with students, including:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Explaining,
Interpreting,
Applying,
Shifting perspective,
Empathizing, and
Self-assessing.

UbD details the three-stage backward planning
curriculum design process.
Stage One – Desired Results: This stage considers which transfer and content goals need to be
met and what big ideas students should understand.
The essential questions that students will explore
and address and what knowledge and skills with
which students will leave are included in this stage.
Table 1, an example of this stage, presents the title
and brief lesson summary, produced by a teacher
candidate at University B, including state content
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Table 1. Title and brief lesson summary including established goals (state standards)
Life Cycle – Apple Trees is a two-week unit that teaches first graders to explore the stages in the life cycle of an apple tree. Students
theorize, investigate, and discover how apple seeds sprout to become mature apple trees that reproduce after their own kind. Students
engage in various activities and assignments across subject areas within an overarching apple tree cycle/apple theme.
English Language Arts (ELA) Standards: Common Core State Standards (CCSS).
ELA – Literacy.W.1.2; CCSS.ELA – Literacy.W.1.3; CCSS.ELA-Literacy.SL.1.2; CCSS.ELA-Literacy.SL.1.5
Science Standards: S.IP.E1; S.IA.E.1; SRS.E.1; L.OL.E.2
Art Standards: ART.VA.II.1.; ART.VA.III.1.1; ART.VA.V.1.4
Math Standards: N.ME.01.08; N.MR.01.11; D.RE.01.03

standards of a first grade integrated science unit
on the Life Cycle of an Apple Tree.
The student teacher reviewed the science
standards needed to address the science topic at
the first grade level. One set of science standards
had to do with the Life Cycle of Apple Trees. The
student teacher selected the topic based upon the
first grade curriculum, as well as her own interest
and motivation to teach this particular topic. She
also observed during her clinical experience that
students naturally learned across subject areas.
As a result, she researched the state and national
standards pertaining to the related disciplines of
English Language Arts, Literacy, Art, and Math.
Next, the student teacher translated the standards into transfer goals, indicating the student’s
ability to transfer learning from one context to
others:

•

•

Independently, students will be able to use
their learning to...
◦◦
Describe the life cycle of a plant – the
apple tree. (L.OL.01.21)
◦◦
Plan and conduct simple investigations. (S.IP.01.13)

•

She determined the Desired Results including
what the students should know, understand, and be
able to do at the end of the unit. The students will
explore “big ideas” and related thought-provoking
essential questions throughout the unit. Examples
are as follows:

•

•

Understandings: Students will understand that…
◦◦
Apple seeds develop into trees.
◦◦
Investigations entail coming up with
questions, making predictions on outcomes, and doing an activity to see if
the predictions were true and if the
original questions were answered.
Essential Questions: What essential questions will be considered?
◦◦
Where do apple trees come from?
◦◦
What can happen if you plant an apple seed?
◦◦
Why are apple trees important?

Specific knowledge and skill statements linked
to the standards, understanding and essential questions also are identified:
Knowledge: Students will know…
◦◦
The parts of the life cycle of an apple
tree include seed form, sprout, sapling, blossoming tree, and apple producing tree.
◦◦
Apple seeds grow into sprouts, which
develop into fruit bearing trees.
Skill: Students will be able to…
◦◦
Construct a plant cycle diagram using
the pars given (cut-outs used) or draw
them.
◦◦
Label pictures of the stages of the
apple seed (a. Seed, b. Planted in dirt,
c. Breaking through the soil, d. Small
sprout, e. Tall sprout with long roots).
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Stage Two – Determine Assessment Evidence:
At this stage, the student teacher determined
the extent to which students have achieved the
desired results in Stage 1. The student teacher
decided which performances and products could
reveal evidence of understanding, as well as other
evidence that could be collected to reflect desired
results. When using UbD, assessment evidence
must be aligned with the desired results detailed
in the first stage. To accomplish this alignment,
teachers and curriculum planners need to think
like an assessor when designing specific units and
lessons. In the Life-Cycle of Apple Trees Unit,
the student teacher identified two transfer tasks
that students need to complete that show their
learning by doing:
•

•

•
3.
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Transfer Task(s):
◦◦
Draw a picture diagram of how an apple seed goes to a sprout, to a sapling,
to a grown tree that produces apples,
to apples falling off the tree, and back
to a seed germinating in the ground
after the apple has disintegrated, with
each part labeled.
◦◦
Plant their own apple seed in small
containers of dirt or Miracle Gro, water them daily, and chart their growth
over the course of two weeks. They
will also write “How To” books on
growing an apple seed.
Evaluative Criteria: Performance is
judged in terms of…
◦◦
Accuracy of diagram according to the
model.
◦◦
Accuracy of Growth Chart according
to the model and rubric
Sample Performance Tasks and Rubric:
Watering the Seed Charting Growth
Meets the standard of using 1 or 2 dropper
full or no more than 1 Dixie cup of water
to avoid spillage Accurately shows progress
of the seed development using pictures and

2.

1.

written details of observation according to
the model
Uses the standard, but does not implement effectively (only using half a Dixie cup amount
or not using the dropper’s full capacity) Uses
some aspect of the model to chart progress,
with some aspects omitted
Ignores the standard by using other forms of
water measurement or overflowing the plant
with excess water Does not accurately chart
progress or shows unrelated information

Stage Three – Learning Plan: During this stage,
the student teacher considered which activities,
experiences, and lessons could lead to achievement of desired results (Stage 1) and success
with assessment (Stage 2; Wiggins & McTighe,
1998). Graff (2011) believed that “teachers can
approach unit planning in any order as long as
they aim for coherence of all three components”
(p. 155). The acronym WHERETO summarizes
the key elements the student teacher considered
as she designed the learning plan (Wiggins &
McTighe, 2013):
W: Where are we going? Why? What is expected? We are going to learn about where
apples come from and how to get more of
them. This is important to know because it
is part of life science and explains where a
source of nutritious food comes from. Students are expected to meet the state standard
of being able to understand and describe the
life cycle of a plant [apple tree] and produce
an apple sprout from scientific experiment
of planting and nurturing apple seeds.
H: How will we hook the students? Students
will be hooked with lively videos and handson experiments, such as seed planting.
E: How will we equip students for expected
performances? Students will be provided
with appropriate scaffolds including many
examples, visual aids, step-by-step instruction, and rubrics to guide them.
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R:

E:

T:

O:

How will we rethink or revise? If planned
lessons are not as grade level appropriate or
conducive to the culture of the classroom due
to limited schema as expected, then lessons
and activities will be revised to be accessible
to all students and meet them where they are
(Zone of Proximal Development). As long
as students come away with knowing more
than they did before, the unit is successful.
How will students self-evaluate and reflect
their learning? Students will self-evaluate
by indicating their feelings and reflections
of how they performed or how well they
understood via communicating in writing/
written journal entries, showing a thumbs up
or happy face for understanding/doing well
or a thumbs down for confusion/not doing
so well, etc.
How will we tailor learning to varied
needs, interests, and learning styles? Some
students are considered low students and
need more scaffolding than others. Thus,
their lessons can consist more of verbal and
pictorial expression. They can also point to
pictures when asked about sequence and
for labeling assessment. Students who are
more visual will benefit from the videos
and actual plants being used instead of just
earing about the apple tree cycle. The use of
dirt and actively planting seeds may appeal
to kinesthetic learners.
How will we organize the sequence of
learning? Young students should always
start with the simplest understanding (basic
knowledge) and build from there. A readaloud introduction and videos set the stage
for the scientific experiment of planting and
documenting growth.

During stage three, the student teacher designed
lesson plans for each teaching event for the twoweek unit. The individual lesson plans addressed
the essential questions and performance tasks,

and were connected to the goals and assessments
for the unit.
The big picture of the UbD approach (Meier,
n.d.) illustrated the key instructional design
questions, design considerations, filters (design
criteria), and what the final design accomplishes.
At stage one, the key instructional design question
is what is worthy and requiring of understanding.
The answer to this question is determined by an
examination of national and state standards, as
well as student learning outcomes. At this stage,
the design criteria are enduring authentic ideas
and discipline-based work. Stage two focuses on
the evidence of understanding. The design criteria
are the six facets of understanding in combination
with a continuum of assessment types. Stage three
considers what learning experiences and teaching
promote understanding, interest, and excellence.
UbD is responsive to the No Child Left Behind
legislation that emphasizes research-based programs to influence student achievement positively.
UbD is not a program of scope and sequence of
skills, as no prescribed teaching activities are
delineated. No direct, causal evidence exists on
the influence of UbD on student achievement
(McTighe & Seif, 2003); however, UbD principles
and practices reflect views of learning in cognitive psychology. UbD shifts views on effective
learning from drill and practice to understanding and application. Learning, using the UbD
framework, is guided by generalized principles
that are applicable for most students. Superficial
coverage of topics may be ineffective in helping
students develop competencies that prepare them
for future learning and work (McTighe & Seif,
2003). Feedback is fundamental to learning, with
such opportunities often scarce in classrooms.
Most standardized assessments measure factual
knowledge, and fail to ask if students know when,
where, and why to use that knowledge. In designing
units and lessons with UbD principles, students
can develop deep knowledge of a topic that can
be used as a scaffold for future learning.
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Constructivism is an approach to learning
where prior experiences and current knowledge
are integrated to form new understanding. Constructivism has implications for teaching and
learning, using discovery, hands-on, experiential,
collaborative, project-based, and task-based learning as strategies to improve academic achievement.
Backward design, when compared to the traditional
way of teaching, is a more constructivist route
to teaching. UbD is a form of guided discovery
that focuses on authentic learning of content by
starting with the finished product and working
backward. Teachers’ use of creative, innovative,
and interesting teaching strategies that relate to
real-life situations result in students developing
deeper understanding of the subject matter being
taught.
UbD is a tool that can be used to facilitate a
quality education for all students and is a framework for improving student achievement through
standards-driven curriculum development, instructional design, assessment, and professional
development. McTighe and Thomas (2003) suggested that for “backward design to work, educators
need to identify desired results, analyze multiple
sources of data, and determine appropriate action
plans” (p. 53). These components of the three
stage backward planning process were introduced
to students at both universities during the study
of UbD.

CASE DESCRIPTION
The current case involves two urban universities
and their attempt to introduce teacher candidates
to UbD with the goal of stimulating innovation
in preparation for their future classrooms. The
National Science Teachers Association (NSTA)
considers strong, performance-based science
teacher education program and science teacher
licensure standards to be essential for all science
teachers (National Science Teacher Association,
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2004). As they prepare teacher candidates for future science classrooms, faculty at both universities
must be aware of continuously changing NSTA
and state licensure standards.
University A and University B are terms used
to distinguish the two institutions of higher education that comprise this case study. The universities
each selected different routes for equipping teacher
candidates with skills embedded in the UbD
Framework. University A followed the traditional
model of preparing teacher candidates for science
and general education classroom. Consequently, at
University A, only graduate students enrolled in a
curriculum design course were exposed to UbD.
Members of the course included students whose
majors represented science education, English
education, school psychology, and special education. This course introduced students to several
models of curriculum design, including UbD.
University A had no institutional support to follow any particular curriculum design paradigm.
The choice of the paradigm to which students
were introduced depended on the instructor. The
faculty member responsible for the course at
University A conducted a review of the literature
(e.g., research articles, webinars, and podcasts) on
different curriculum frameworks before deciding
to learn about UbD in preparation for sharing
the curriculum framework with students. Course
evaluations, using the traditional student course
evaluation system, were minimal as the majority
of students did not complete the assessment.
At University B, UbD was embedded throughout the courses that students were required to
complete in the teacher education sequence. A
number of strategies for curriculum, instruction,
and assessment had been used at the university for
several years before the introduction of UbD as a
curriculum framework. As the Education Department faculty began preparing for state and national
accreditation, they began developing goals that
included implementation of learning outcomes
driven curricula and use of different approaches
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for engaging faculty and teacher candidates to
achieve these goals. During the 2007-08 academic
year, a university-wide accreditation review was
completed by the Higher Learning Commission
of the North Central Association. The results
identified areas of strengths as well as challenges
that needed to be addressed to improve program
quality and academic excellence for all students,
including teacher candidates.
The initial challenge was assessment, which
led the Education Department (ED) faculty to
begin a review of the curriculum. In an attempt
to identify ways to improve the ED programs, the
faculty began reviewing researched-based instructional models, approaches, and strategies. After
examining several models, the education faculty
decided to adopt the “Understanding by Design
(UbD) Framework” in undergraduate and graduate teacher education programs. This case study
focuses on the process that led to the integration
of “Understanding by Design” as a framework to
contextualize the teacher education programs. To
provide a chronological review used to introduce,
develop, and embed the UbD framework into the
Teacher Education curriculum, the following steps
were taken.
On March 14, 2011; the institution invited
Grant Wiggins, an education expert, to deliver
the keynote address at its two-day education
conference, “Authentic Performance Assessment
in Urban Education.” During his presentation,
Wiggins discussed the importance of assessment
in developing units and lessons using the UbD
curriculum framework. Understanding by Design
(UbD) is an important, practical framework used
locally, nationally, and internationally to improve
student-learning outcomes in college programs
and in K – 12 schools. Wiggins and McTighe’s
framework emphasizes teachers’ roles as designers and planners of student learning experiences.
Course planning using UbD also is called backwards design or teaching with the end in mind.
Using this curriculum framework provides a way
for teacher candidates to understand the big ideas

by investigating, exploring, testing, and verifying important concepts. They are able to transfer
knowledge using the previously learned concepts.
As a result of the 2011 Education Conference and the emphasis placed upon UbD, the ED
faculty began integrating UbD as the curriculum
framework for Teacher Education. The ED began
a curriculum mapping process, incorporating
principles of UbD in redesigning the programs
and courses in the Teacher Certification Program.
Faculty began to map curriculum with the Backwards Design process used in UbD by focusing
on what teacher candidates need to know at the
end of the program/course/unit. In addition, a
course, Curriculum Instruction and Assessment,
was designed to prepare teacher candidates to
use Backward Design to create units and lessons
for their students in elementary and secondary
schools.
In July 2011, the elementary and secondary education coordinators participated in two
national UbD training programs, conducted by
Grant Wiggins and Associates. The programs were
“UbD Train the Trainers” and “Designing from
the Standards.” Participants included elementary
and secondary teachers, higher education faculty,
and administrators from across the United States
and other countries. The attendees were at various
stages in learning about and implementing UbD
in their educational agencies and institutions.
During the 2011-2012 academic year, the ED
submitted its Elementary Education Program application to the state department of education to
assure the program complied with state standards.
In this application, the elementary teacher preparation curriculum was aligned to the elementary
education standards, with the UbD framework
included across all phases of the program. The
ED also participated in the Teacher Education
Accreditation Council (TEAC; now known as
Council on Accreditation of Educator Preparation [CAEP]) national accreditation process of its
teacher education programs. The UbD Framework
was incorporated into the Inquiry Brief Proposal
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submitted to TEAC. Both the state and national
reviews were positive, solidifying the Education
Department’s commitment to UbD as a viable
curriculum framework.
University B hired two adjunct faculty members who were experienced in UbD to assist
with instruction and implementation across the
Teacher Certification Programs. In 2012, the
education coordinators and one of the newly hired
adjunct faculty designed, planned, and delivered
a three-session workshop for college supervisors,
cooperating teachers, as well as the education and
liberal arts faculty. The evaluation feedback was
positive and indicated that additional training
and support were needed to infuse UbD into the
education programs adequately.
During the 2012-13 academic year, education
faculty began to embed the UbD Framework into
the curriculum throughout the four phases of the
Teacher Certification Program. In phase one,
students became aware of the UbD Framework in
an introductory course to the teaching profession.
In phase two, pre-candidates began to develop and
practice principles of basic unit and lesson planning using the framework of backward design in
a curriculum, instruction, and assessment course.
Pre-candidates also participated in microteaching
that provided opportunities to practice teaching
with friends and peers. The presentation was a 5
to 10 minute segment of a UbD lesson.
The teacher candidates complete their content
major courses (integrated science, English language arts, social studies, and mathematics) that
are offered through the liberal arts department.
The methods courses for these subject areas are
offered by the education department. While the
liberal arts faculty attended some training on
UbD, they had not fully adopted this curriculum
framework into their courses.
In phase three, teacher candidates continue to
develop and practice UbD units and lesson plans
through a structured program of coordinated UbD
theory, observation, and participation in fieldbased experiences. Teacher candidates apply ideas
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or procedures presented in their methods courses
to K – 12 students in school settings, focusing on
teaching integrated science, and using skills associated with classroom management, planning,
and daily routines. They observe, participate in
classroom activities, teach a science lesson using
the UbD framework, and reflect on these experiences. During phase three, teacher candidates
begin to develop an understanding of the daily
routines that are part of the classroom environment. They develop a greater understanding of
the need to know their students and learn to use
this knowledge and understanding to inform the
teaching-learning dyad, especially in a science
classroom.
Student teaching is the college-supervised instructional experience that occurs during the fourth
phase of the teacher education program. Student
teaching is the culminating field experience in
the teacher education program. Student teachers
design a unit and develop lessons plans based on
the UbD Framework. Each student teacher videotapes a continuous 30-minute segment of a planned
teaching lesson that includes a self-evaluation and
a reflective assessment of the teaching event. At
the elementary level, integrated science is one
of the content-area subjects that is included in
the teaching event. The successful completion of
requirements of this 15-week experience typically
leads to a degree and teacher certification
The Education Faculty at University B meets
on a regular basis to assess curricula, teaching,
and assessment to ensure that key design issues
are being addressed in course curriculum. During
the current academic year, faculty will continue
to update and revise curriculum to ensure that
UbD is being implemented across disciplines,
including science, in the education programs.
The professional development team, including
the elementary and secondary coordinators and
adjunct professors, will continue to design training
and consultation, along with follow-up activities
to assist faculty in integrating UbD principles into
their teaching and learning.
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CURRENT CHALLENGES
FACING THE ORGANIZATION
Understanding by Design helps teachers to “provide a broader focus on scientific concepts and
processes in a ‘big picture’ sense and not overemphasize the parts of the scientific concepts and
processes” (Designing Curriculum for In-depth
Understanding in Science, n.d., Slide 4). The challenge is to equip education and liberal arts faculty
with the skills and resources to incorporate UbD
into their teacher preparation courses. Effective
implementation of UbD requires institutional
support because of the time needed to provide
professional development to faculty who are involved with instruction in the teacher education
programs (Newton, 2003). Faculty who coordinate
the elementary and secondary teacher education
programs at University B are also required to be
involved in scholarship and service, as well as
teaching full course loads. These coordinators
have been responsible for the adoption of UbD by
faculty in ED, but have had partial success with
liberal arts faculty.
Teacher candidates, at University B, understand
the need for planning, designing, and implementing UbD into their units and lessons during the
third and fourth phase of their programs. Class
size in the third and fourth phase of the teacher
education programs are small, allowing instructors to provide frequent and prompt feedback
as teacher candidates seek to implement UbD.
Teacher candidates, working closely with faculty,
incorporate UbD into their professional tools.
In this time of economic distress for higher
education, faculty development monies are not
available for University A. Some professional
development activities are funded by University
B, however, the monies are limited. To provide
training for UbD, selected faculty attended training
sessions and then returned to their institutions to
become trainers for other faculty. Time and funds
must be made available to provide professional
development to faculty in education and liberal arts

programs to ensure that the adoption and implementation of the UbD curriculum framework is
provided for teacher candidates in the university.

SOLUTIONS AND
RECOMMENDATIONS
Key personnel and shared vision were the overwhelmingly predominant supporting factors in
adoption of UbD in teacher education programs.
In the case of University A, the lead change agent
was an individual faculty. However, the lack of
program support limited the extent to which such
change appeared within the program. The lead
change agents at University B were two faculty
from the Education Department. One faculty
member from the department had a background
in professional development and understood the
level of professional development activities and
ongoing support needed to produce organizational
change.
Strategic vision is a predominant factor in
supporting initiation of paradigm change in
curriculum framework used in coursework for
teacher candidates. As the courses are taught across
disciplines (teacher education and liberal arts), a
common vision is needed to adopt and implement
curriculum to improve learning outcomes for
teacher candidates and their students.
Sometimes change is not easy. Nevertheless, at
University B, positive support for such a change
was indicated by the numerous steps instituted to
embed UbD across the teacher education program.
At University A, there continues to be a lack of
programmatic discussion of a need to introduce
a common curricular planning tool. The lack of
a common goal or vision for curriculum planning
can be a major challenge in implementation.
Organizational structure was the predominant
supporting factor in continuing the UbD curricular
framework. Once the model was instituted at University B, faculty began to build the structure to
support implementation and continuance of UbD.
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Faculty met as a team and discussed the strengths
and challenges involved in implementing UbD as
the curriculum framework. At University A, the
faculty member reported that she felt isolated in
terms of exploring the use of UbD for curriculum
design and development. Collaborative relationships and policy also can be challenges to the
continuation of UbD at both universities. Personnel
changes and expectations for preparing teachers
are important challenges, at University B, in the
continuing collaboration among faculty members
and administration. Providing on-going training
and support can ensure effective educational experiences in curriculum design and planning for
teacher candidates.
In looking back at the activities involving both
universities, assessment is an issue that needs to
be addressed. Decisions about which curriculum
framework should be presented to teacher candidates must be rooted in assessment. Data from
program graduates who are practitioners and administrators need to be collected to determine the
viability of using UbD as a curriculum-planning
framework to improve student achievement. Data
on teacher candidates’ use of UbD and their
students’ achievement also need to be collected
throughout the teacher preparation programs to
examine progress in unit and lesson designing,
planning, and implementing curriculum, especially in integrated science education.
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KEY TERMS AND DEFINITIONS
Authentic Performance Assessment: These
are curriculum based measures that require students to construct responses on real world tasks.
Backward Design: A form of guided discovery
that focuses on truly understanding the content
by starting with the finished product and working backward.
Curriculum: The educational term for what
students experience in school.
Instructional Design: The systematic process
of designing and delivering instructional materials.
Standards: Expectations for what students
should know and be able to do.
Understanding by Design: Wiggins and
McTighe indicate that UbD is a framework for
improving student achievement through standardsdriven curriculum development, instructional
design, assessment, and professional development.
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ABSTRACT
This chapter discusses a longitudinal examination of a mathematics methods course for teacher candi‑
dates taught in hybrid and a 100% asynchronous online format. Using Guskey’s (2000) framework for
evaluating learning experiences for teachers, thematic analysis was conducted on teacher candidates’
course feedback and two major course assignments. Data analysis indicated that teacher participants
valued the amount of support provided by the instructor and communication with classmates, had mixed
comments about having to take ownership of their learning, and disliked the amount of work in the
course. Participants’ work samples reflected the application of emphasized pedagogies in lesson plans
and course projects, and participants also positively impacted student learning during their clinical
project. Implications for future courses as well as the examination of online methods courses are shared.

INTRODUCTION
Online Learning Opportunities
During the last decade the demand to develop
online methods courses in teacher education programs has increased dramatically (Ko & Rosen,
2010). While the benefits of online courses have
been established (Tallent-Runnels et al., 2006),
online courses in teacher education, especially

mathematics education, provide a set of design
issues that differ from other online courses outside
of teacher education programs or other content
areas (Delfino & Persico, 2007; Tallent-Runnels
et al., 2006). To address these challenges, researchers have identified specific tools for online
teaching that expand learning opportunities. These
include: accessibility to the Internet and Web 2.0
technologies, a collaborative framework, and other
course structures.
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Higher education has embraced the possibilities of using the Internet as a medium to teach
college courses. Nelson, Christopher, and Mims
(2009) suggested that “the Internet and Web 2.0
technologies afford teachers ready access to collaborative, authentic opportunities for students
to engage in meaningful experiences related to
the curriculum” (p. 85). Oliver (2010) noted that
the use of Web 2.0 technologies advances online
learning opportunities that were not readily available before. There are numerous technologies to
support teaching mathematics online (Hodges &
Hunger, 2011). Blogs and wikis have been recognized by faculty as effective tools, especially in
mathematics courses (Ajjan & Hartshorne, 2008;
Carter, 2009; Peterson, 2009).
These technologies increase opportunities for
student interaction and discussion; an essential
component of online courses (Levin et al., 2001;
Tallent-Runnels et al., 2006). In their comparison
study of discussion formats, Im and Lee (2004)
found that synchronous discussion was more effective at social interaction, while asynchronous
discussion was better suited for task-oriented
interaction. Regardless, the presence of peer
collaboration and discussions in online courses
is empirically-linked to students’ perceptions of
the course (Schlager & Fusco, 2004).
Further, specific course structures have been
found to be effective in online courses. Greene and
Land (2000) found that both guiding questions and
frequent feedback from instructors helped them
understand assignments and led to higher quality
work products. Experts have highlighted the importance of relevant and challenging assignments
(Levin, Waddoups, Levin, & Buell, 2001), clear
expectations and evaluation methods (Moallem,
2003), and opportunities to reflect on assignments
(Levin et al., 2001). Furthermore, online courses
create new learning spaces for teachers and engender an environment that is learner-centered
and align to characteristics of effective learning
environments.

Online Learning Opportunities
for Teachers
The research base regarding online learning opportunities for teachers includes studies regarding
online professional development opportunities for
teachers who are currently in classrooms and either
working on advanced degrees or pursuing a deeper
understanding of either content or pedagogy (e.g.,
Russell, Carey, Klieman, & Venable, 2009; Signer,
2008). Researchers that have compared online
professional development to face-to-face models
for mathematics teachers noted that there was
no significant difference between the influence
of the learning experiences on teachers’ beliefs,
knowledge or skills (Russell et al., 2009). Online
learning experiences have found that the increase
in written communication helps to promote more
reflective inquiry about course content (Spicer,
2002; Treacy, Kleiman, & Peterson, 2002). In
their five-year longitudinal study, Delfino and
Persico (2007) found that teachers’ written work
in the online courses contained frequent instances
of critical thinking and in-depth reflection. Further, on the whole teachers enjoy online learning
opportunities and are willing to take more in the
future (Russell et al., 2009; Signer, 2008).
However, while research on pre-service courses
for pre-service teachers with limited or no teaching experience is scant. In a hybrid mathematics
education methods course, Schwartz (in press)
posed a task to a group of students in an online
asynchronous format and compared their strategies
and reactions to those in a face-to-face format.
While pre-service teachers approached and solved
the task in the same way, there was a lack of opportunities for the instructor and pre-service teachers
to discuss the pedagogy and in-the-moment teacher
decision making. O’Connor (2011) found that
while pre-service teachers learned technology and
formed effective collaborative relationships with
their colleagues, videos of teaching experiences
reflected a lack of student-centered pedagogies
that were emphasized in the course.
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Clearly, there is a need for further research
on online learning opportunities for pre-service
teachers, specifically in the area of mathematics
education. This chapter provides an overview of the
development of an online mathematics education
methods course for elementary education students,
including the theoretical foundation and course
activities. The purpose of this study is to present
a learner-centered framework for an online mathematics education course for elementary school
pre-service teachers. That is followed by a case
study that includes data collected and analyzed
from course offerings. Lastly, implications are
presented that inform current and future work
related to this course.

OVERVIEW
Course Overview
The course described in this chapter is the second of two mathematics education courses in
our Elementary Education Graduate Certificate
in Teaching Program at the University of North
Carolina at Charlotte. The course, ELED 5301:
Assessing, Modifying, and Integrating Mathematics Instruction, includes numerous projects
to prepare teacher candidates to assess students,
plan instruction based on data, and then reassess
students using formative and summative processes
to monitor students’ learning. ELED 5301 also
includes content and pedagogy tasks related to
fractions, algebraic thinking, and geometry.
Students in the Graduate Certificate in Elementary Education Program hold a bachelor’s degree
in another field, and are working on obtaining their
initial teacher license in K-6 education. While some
students have volunteered or worked in schools
as teacher assistants or tutors, most students have
little to no experience in elementary school classrooms. Students complete ELED 5301 when they
are one semester away from student teaching, so
the course includes a heavy focus on designing
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mathematics lessons, assessing students, and differentiating instruction.
Motivation to develop an online version of
this course started in the 2007-2008 year, through
discussions about alternative ways to provide
teacher education courses to meet the scheduling
needs of our students in the Graduate Certificate
in Teaching Program.
While the entire Graduate Certificate in Teaching program is offered in a face-to-face format,
there was interest from both College and Department leadership in exploring online courses. One
reason for students’ overwhelmed feeling is that
they work full time during the day and typically
take 3 3-hour courses each semester, and every
course is offered in the evening. Students often
report being overwhelmed with 9 seat hours of
course work weekly in addition to 15 hours of
clinical assignments per course. An online course
provides students with flexibility to complete modules during the week and decrease the number of
seat hours that students have, while maintaining
the amount of clinical assignments.
The development of online modules in ELED
5301 was supported through a UNC Charlotte
Curriculum Improvement and Development grant,
which provided resources to purchase video vignettes of elementary school classroom teaching
from the Developing Mathematical Ideas professional development materials (Schifter, Bastable
& Russell, 2008). While these video vignettes
were also used in face-to-face weeks, these videos
were effectively used as part of online modules,
in which teacher candidates viewed videos and
analyzed how the teachers supported students’
mathematical learning with pedagogies that were
emphasized during the course.

Theoretical Foundation
of the Course
The design and activities in this course are driven
by two theoretical constructs: learner-centered
instruction and mathematical knowledge for

All aspects
Write on blogs throughout the semester and reflect on the impact on students during the Culminating
Diagnostic Project.
Support the reflection process

All aspects

All aspects

Turn in the Culminating Diagnostic Project at various times during the semester for feedback and support.

Complete cognitively-demanding mathematical tasks in each module, analyze curriculum, and examine videobased and text-based vignettes.

Provide ongoing support

Develop knowledge of content and
pedagogy

All aspects

All aspects

Collaborate with classmates on blogs and with in-service teachers on all clinical projects.

•

Promote collaboration

•

Select topics for Culminating Diagnostic Project, Curriculum Evaluation and other activities.

•

Provide teachers with ownership

•

Complete the Culminating Diagnostic Project, which involves pre-assessing, teaching and post-assessing
students.

•

Prepare teachers to address student learning issues (Heck, Banilower, Weiss,
Rosenberg, 2008),
Ensure ownership of their learning experiences (Garet et al., 2001),
Promote collaboration among teachers or
teacher candidates (Glazer & Hannafin,
2006),
Emphasize comprehensive change processes through ongoing support (Fishman,
Marx, Best, & Tal, 2003; Orrill, 2001)
Develop knowledge and proficiency related to specific pedagogies, content and
the intersection of content and pedagogy
(Heck et al., 2008; Garet, et al., 2001); and
Support reflection on work samples and
artifacts from students and classrooms
(Cohen, 2005; Loucks-Horsley et al.,
2009).

Address student learning issues

•

Characteristics of Learner-Centered
Environments for Teachers

ELED 5301 has been designed based on the theoretical framework of learner-centered instruction
for teacher learning (Polly & Hannafin, 2010; National Partnership for Educational Accountability
and Teaching [NPEAT], 2000).The American
Psychological Associations’ Learner-centered
Principles (APA Work Group, 1997), provide
the empirical basis for designing learner-centered
environments for both students and adults. The
NPEAT adopted these Principles for teachers’
learning. Recently, the Learner-Centered Prin‑
ciples were synthesized with empirical research on
teacher learning to derive a set of learner-centered
principles for the design of learning experiences for
teachers and teacher candidates (Polly & Hannafin,
2010). Specifically, these experiences should:

Table 1. Alignment between characteristics of effective teacher learning environments and course activities

Learner-Centered Instruction

Course Activities
Teacher Candidates…

Aspects of Mathematical
Knowledge for Teaching

teaching. In this section, I provide an overview of
each and then describe how each construct aligns
to the course activities (Table 1).

Knowledge of Content and
Students (KCS), Knowledge of
Content and Teaching (KCT)
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Mathematical Knowledge for Teaching

Structure of the Course

In addition to the Learner-centered Principles,
which specify how to structure effective learner
environments for teachers, ELED 5301 is also
grounded in the construct of mathematical
knowledge for teaching (MKT). MKT (Figure
1) is a research-based framework that describes
the different aspects of knowledge involved with
teaching mathematics to students (Ball, Thames
& Phelps, 2008; Thames & Ball, 2010). MKT
includes both mathematical content knowledge
and pedagogical knowledge. Based on MKT,
opportunities for teacher learning should address
these different knowledge types.
Table 1 shows the alignment between characteristics of learner-centered experiences for
teachers and course activities. These activities
are described in more detail later in the chapter.

Course Format
For every online module in either the online versions or the hybrid versions online content was
asynchronous. Students communicated and interacted with each other and the instructor on their
own time without any online meetings scheduled.

Learning Management System
All of the course activities were assigned through
Moodle (http://moodle.org), an open source
Learning Management System (LMS). Within
Moodle, students interacted with course content
(articles, videos, assignments), submitted work,
and received feedback and grades on their progress.

Figure 1. Mathematical knowledge for teaching (Thames & Ball, 2010)
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Modules
Assignments were bundled together in a module.
Each module was organized as a series of tasks,
which included a cognitively-demanding task,
an analysis of classroom mathematics teaching,
activities to complete based on their work with
the state standards, curriculum, or elementary
school students, and a reflection that connected
the various activities. Modules were designed to
last anywhere between 1-3 hours of work. Some
modules also served as the foundation for major
course projects, which are detailed.

Collaboration with Classmates
Each teacher candidate maintained their own
blog, which was set up through either Word Press
(http://wordpress.com) or Posterous (http://posterous.com). Teacher candidates posted to their
blog each week, and responded to at least two of
their classmates’ postings. This communication
between classmates provided opportunities for
teacher candidates to share their thoughts and
experiences with each other, and receive support
from their peers. Teacher candidates also had
access to a course wiki where they could go and
receive support from each other and the instructor
about course activities.

Course Activities

standards. Each of these tasks was a multi-step,
complex problem that aligned with the construct of
cognitively-demanding mathematical tasks (Stein,
Grover, & Henningsen, 1997). These tasks varied
in terms of the mathematical concepts that they
dealt with, but most of them focused on number
sense and algebraic thinking. In the face-to-face
and hybrid formats, these tasks were solved during
face-to-face course meetings.

Examining Artifacts of
Mathematics Teaching
Teacher candidates examined examples of mathematics teaching through vignettes that were
freely available on the Internet (http://learner.
org) or in the course’s text book, My Kids Can
(Storeygard, 2010). Through viewing these videobased vignettes and focusing their attention on
key aspects, such as teacher’s questioning, student
communication, or the structure of the lesson,
teacher candidates developed a deeper sense of
knowledge of content as it related to how to teach
and how students learn content. These videos
were incorporated into online modules during the
hybrid versions of the course, and viewed during.

Assessing Students’
Mathematical Learning

Grounded in the principles of learner-centered
instruction, the course included various activities.
Table 1 provides details about how course activities
match these characteristics. These course activities
are described in more detail later in the chapter.

Teacher candidates conducted mathematical interviews with elementary school students. During
these interviews, teacher candidates posed tasks,
observed students as they work, and asked students
to explain their processes and mathematical thinking. This assignment was a clinical assignment
done in schools in all versions of the course.

Cognitively-Demanding
Mathematical Tasks

Writing about Mathematics
Teaching and Learning

During each module, teacher candidates completed
mathematical tasks that were related to the Kindergarten through sixth grade state mathematics

Students completed a written reflection about
activities in the module. These reflections focused
on either their reaction to videos that they watched,
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articles they read, or their own experiences during
their time observing and teaching mathematics to
elementary school students. These were posted
on blogs using either WordPress or Posterous. In
all versions of the course, these blogs were used.
However, students were required to post more
frequently during hybrid and online sections of
the course.

Curriculum Evaluation
During the middle of the semester, teacher candidates evaluated and analyzed a unit from a
standards-based curriculum. They then read a few
articles about the types of mathematics curriculum,
the “Math Wars” and then reflected on their ideal
math curriculum about being standards-based or
more traditional. This assignment was completed
in every version of the course. In the face-to-face
section of the course, the background information was presented during a course meeting, and
it was presented online during hybrid and online
versions of the course.

Culminating Diagnostic Project
The culminating experience in the course was a
diagnostic project that required teacher candidates
to pre-assess, plan and teach five lessons, and
post-assess a small group of students to examine
students’ growth. Teacher candidates were expected to base all of their instructional decisions on
data that was collected during the pre-assessment

and lessons. Teacher candidates also planned and
taught a lesson to an entire class of students, in
addition to planning a 10 lesson geometry unit
that aligned to the state standards. Through these
activities students developed pedagogical content
knowledge, including knowledge related to teaching, students and curriculum. This assignment was
completed in every version of the course.

METHODS OF EVALUATING
THE COURSE
Evaluation Framework
Guskey (2000) provided a multi-level framework
(Table 2) for evaluating the impact of learning
experiences for teachers. While this framework
was intended to evaluate the influence of professional development for practicing teachers, it
can also be adapted for teacher candidates. In the
remainder of this chapter, data is presented from
each of these levels provides insight into teacher
candidates’ performance as well as the impact of
the online course.

Research Questions
For this chapter, data was analyzed to examine:
•

What are teacher candidates’ reactions to
participating in an online mathematics education course? (Level 1)

Table 2. Levels of evaluation (Adopted from Guskey, 2000)
Level

Name of Level

Questions Examined

Level 1

Teachers’ reactions

How do teachers feel about their experiences?

Level 2

Teachers’ knowledge and skills

What knowledge and skills do teachers learn during their experiences?

Level 3

Use of knowledge and skills

How do teachers use their new knowledge and skills in their own classroom?

Level 4

Impact on organization and program

How did the experience impact the program or organization responsible for
providing the experience?

Level 5

Impact on student learning

How are PK-12 students impacted by teachers’ participation in this experience?
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•
•
•

How do teacher candidates’ demonstrate
their understanding of course content?
(Level 3)
To what extent do teacher candidates’
impact student learning on the courses’
Culminating Diagnostic Project? (Level 5)
How has data informed revisions and modifications of the course? (Level 4)

Context
Data in this chapter are shared from teacher candidates in ELED 5301 between 2008 and 2011. Table
3 describes the formats of the various courses. All
students in the course were teacher candidates in
the Graduate Certificate in Teaching Elementary
Education program at UNC Charlotte, and held
a bachelor’s degree in a different field. Students’
bachelor degrees vary, but common fields include
Business, English, or Psychology.

Data Sources
Data sources for this study included: post-course
feedback, online reflections, curriculum project
reflections, and data from the Culminating Project.

Post-Course Feedback
Teacher candidates provided anonymous feedback
using both the course evaluation form as well as
a more detailed survey that I sent students. The
survey asked them to share their opinions about:

which assignments were the most beneficial at this
stage in the teaching career, which assignments
were not very beneficial, and what experiences
would they like more of. Lastly, I asked participants to comment about the nature of the course
and whether the online or hybrid design should
be modified.

Online Reflections
Teacher candidates’ online reflections on their
blogs were analyzed to examine the topics of the
blog posts. In each reflection, participants had
freedom to focus their blogs topics of most interest
to them. At the beginning of the semester, participants had a structured prompt, such as “what are
the elements of an effective mathematics lesson?”
or “what are your concerns related to planning a
mathematics lesson?” Later in the semester, as
participants are more involved with their clinical
experiences, they are asked to write about their
experiences and things that they are learning from
teaching and interviewing students.

Curriculum Project
On their curriculum projects, teacher candidates
analyzed standards-based curricula to look at
the types of mathematical tasks, the way that
content was presented, and the type of teacher
support that was provided for them. After their
analysis, candidates reflected on the assignment
and discussed their perceptions of the curricula

Table 3. Formats of ELED 5301
Semester
Fall, 2008

Format

Number of Modules

Class Size

Online

10 online modules

28

Hybrid

3 online modules, 12 face-to-face meetings

28

Fall, 2009

Hybrid

3 online modules, 12 face-to-face meetings

32

Fall, 2010

Hybrid

5 online modules, 10 face-to-face meetings

44

Fall, 2011

Online

10 online modules

39 students
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that they examined. They also shared how the
curricula aligns or conflicts with what they have
learned in their coursework and their beliefs about
teaching mathematics.

Culminating Diagnostic Project
Data sources from the diagnostic project included
the types of mathematical tasks in the lesson plans
as well as student growth between the pre- and
post-assessments. Lesson plans were written using
an indirect instruction format (http://coedpages.
uncc.edu/abpolly/5301/coursedocs/diagnostic/
lesson-plan-resources/diagnostic-6pt.doc), which
focuses on designing the lesson around a cognitively demanding mathematical task, and supporting students through questions and follow-up
tasks. Pre- and post-assessments were identical,
and were either created by the teacher candidate,
or modified from a curriculum.

DATA ANALYSIS
Course Feedback and Reflections
Course feedback and reflections from teacher candidates were examined using inductive, thematic
analysis (Bogden & Biklen, 2003). All of the

data was entered into a spreadsheet and labeled.
During the data analysis process, data was coded
using an open-coding process and then sorted all
of the data by code. After coding and sorting,
data was reread to confirm that the data matched
the codes. The next step was to group the data by
code in order to generate themes. Once themes
were generated, data was reread again, to make
sure that the themes truly reflected the data within
that group. The themes were then matched up to
the research question. Themes addressed either
research questions 1 and 2. The Findings section
of this paper describes the most common themes
that were found during the data analysis process.

Types of Mathematical
Tasks in Lesson Plans
Using the cognitively-demanding tasks framework (Stein et al., 1997), tasks from every lesson
plan was coded and analyzed. The analysis was
similar to the process detailed above, where tasks
were coded, and once organized, reanalyzed to
make sure that they were properly categorized.
Once each task had been coded and checked,
frequencies were determined. Table 4 provides
descriptions and examples of the four types of
mathematical tasks.

Table 4. Types of mathematical tasks
Cognitive
Demand
High
Cognitive
Demand

Low Cognitive
Demand
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Name of Task Type

Description

Example

Doing Mathematics

Students explore mathematical tasks
that require them to choose an approach,
complete the task, and explain their steps
and decision-making.

There are 24 yards of fencing for the garden. If
you want to make a rectangular garden with side
lengths that are whole yards, what are the possible
dimensions of the garden? Which garden is the
largest?

Procedures with
Mathematical
Connections

Students explore tasks that can be solved
with an algorithm, but have to generate
more than one representation.

There are 9 dozen cookies in the bag. If you eat
6 cookies how many are left? Show your picture
using a picture and an equation.

Procedures with
Mathematical
Connections

Students explore tasks that require only
an algorithm and only one mathematical
representation.

There are 9 dozen cookies in the bag. If you eat 6
cookies how many are left?

Memorization

Students recall a fact that is expected to
be known.

What is the product of 9x6?
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Student Growth on Pre- and
Post- Assessments
As part of the Culminating Diagnostic Project,
teacher candidates gave a pre- and post-assessment
and taught 5 lessons around a concept. Since the
assessments varied in length, topic, and grade
level, data analysis focused on whether or not
students demonstrated growth between the pre- and
post-assessments. Since each teacher candidate
gave the same assessment as both a pre- and postassessment, growth was noted anytime a students’
score increased on the post-assessment.

FINDINGS
What are Teacher Candidates’
Reactions to Participating
in an Online Mathematics
Education Course?
Data regarding teachers’ reactions to participating
in an online (or hybrid) course centered on three
major themes: responsible for learning, amount
of work, and communication with class members
and instructors.

Responsible for Learning
Participants across all semesters reported on postcourse feedback that they felt more responsible
for their own learning during online activities.
This was true for the online courses as well as
the online modules in hybrid courses. Participants
expressed various emotions regarding this theme.
In some cases, students enjoyed the responsibility that they perceived. “It was really hard to concentrate more and learn the material better without
having regular meetings with an instructor. I was
completely in control of my own learning, which
was nice, but I want more regular contact with
my instructors.” (Student, Fall, 2010 semester).

However, many students reported discontent
and dissatisfaction with the amount of responsibility that they had to take on.
I feel like I am teaching myself how to teach math,
and I don’t feel confident that I am learning what
I need to. The instructor provides modules and
helps us if we get stuck, but we basically are on
our own to figure things out. I don’t think that’s
fair. (Student, Fall, 2008 semester).
While feedback from each course included
both positive and negative reactions about students’ responsibility for learning, students in the
hybrid courses compared the face-to-face and
online learning. Many commented about the
benefit of having a blend of both face-to-face
and online work.
I feel like a hybrid model best met my needs. The
weeks in class allowed us to see and work with
our colleagues, but we were also able to have the
flexibility of working on our own during online
weeks. (Student, Fall, 2009 semester).

Amount of Work
Data from teacher candidates’ reactions also
focused on the amount of work in the courses.
Nearly every comment compared the amount of
work in an online course to a face-to-face course.
My friend is taking the face-to-face section, and
my online section has much more work to do. The
concepts are the same, but it seems as if we have
a lot more reading and activities to work on. I
would rather spend my evenings in a classroom
sitting there instead of working on these modules.
(Student, Fall, 2008 semester)
Some students, however, reported that they
thought there was much less work in a 100% asynchronous online course and that they were able
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to better differentiate their attention on concepts
and activities that they were more interested in
and needed to learn more about.

the surprisingly high amount of communication
that they had with students via their weekly online
reflections.

The amount of work takes up much less time since
it is an online class. I think that I still learned a lot,
but was able to focus on things that I individually
found interesting or needed, instead of sitting in a
classroom and having to learn things that are not
as relevant to me. (Student, Fall, 2011, semester)

I did not expect to interact with classmates at all in
this course. It was nice to be able to get responses
from my weekly reflections, and be able to hear
what others thought about the course activities.
The interaction helped me feel like there were
others in the same situation as myself. (Student,
Fall, 2011 semester).

Teacher candidates reported in the online only
courses reported mixed reactions about the amount
of work. While a face-to-face class is designated
as a 3 hour weekly course meeting followed by
approximately 3 hours of weekly activities and
assignments, students were not comfortable with
the idea that an online course may vary in terms
of the length of the modules and the amount of
work each week. While the amount of work did not
change between versions of the online course, more
recent teacher candidates reported less frustration
with the amount of work involved in the course.
It was hard to predict how long a module would
take. There were some where I knew the math
concept and I flew through it, and some like
algebra, that took me an entire Saturday. I feel
like a face-to-face class would have been better
since they are typically more consistent about the
amount of time that you have to spend on projects
and homework. (Student, Fall, 2008 semester).
Over the past few years, the number of comments about the inconsistent lengths of the online
modules has dissipated.

Communication with Class
Members and Instructors
Data from participants’ reactions also frequently
mentioned communication with class members
and instructors. Many students commented about
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Other teacher candidates shared disappointment with the lack of communication in the asynchronous online course. In the course feedback,
they cited the amount of group work that goes on
in face-to-face courses in the program.
I just felt awkward and disappointed in this course.
We do group activities in every face-to-face course
in our program, including the first math course,
but we were very isolated here. Commenting on
reflections is definitely not enough communication
for a course like this.
One change between the 2008 online and 2011
online course was a more frequent use of the class
wiki to share problem solving strategies and ideas.
Most students in the Fall, 2011 course commented
about the benefit of the wiki and the opportunity
to frequently communicate with each other.
I felt supported, especially when we had to solve
those math tasks. Having the wiki where the
instructor and classmates put ideas about how
to start working on those tasks was a huge help.
It lessened the anxiety I had trying to solve hard
math problems. (Student, Fall, 2011 semester).
The data showed that participants were fairly
satisfied with the amount and frequency of communication between them and the instructor in all
versions of the course. However, some students
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did admit that in the online course, it was difficult
to generate questions that they said would most
likely be answered during face-to-face course
meetings. A majority of the comments related to
communication focused on the amount of support
they received on drafts of assignments, including
the major Culminating Diagnostic Project.
I felt like this instructor lived on e-mail. He was
constantly available to give feedback and answer
questions. The fact that he gave detailed feedback
on the Diagnostic Project draft was a huge amount
of help. (Student, Fall, 2011 semester).
The data indicated that while some participants
did not like the perceived large amount of work,
and a few felt that they were overly responsibly
for their own learning, the communication mechanisms established in the course were beneficial. On
the whole, though, participants expressed mixed
reactions about their experiences in the course.
However, over time student responses seemed
more favorable toward online course delivery.

How do Teacher Candidates
Demonstrate their Understanding
of Course Content?
In order to explore this question, participants’
online reflections and their curriculum proj-

ects were analyzed. In both cases, analysis was
constrained to topics related to standards-based
instruction, specifically pedagogies, such as posing cognitively-demanding mathematical tasks,
asking higher-level questions, and the use of
manipulatives.

Mathematical Tasks in Lesson Plans
In the Culminating Diagnostic Project, teacher
candidates were encouraged to use cognitivelydemanding mathematical tasks, specifically either Procedures with Mathematical Connections
tasks or Doing Mathematics tasks (Table 4). The
analysis of the mathematical tasks found that there
were a substantial amount of Procedures with
Mathematical Connections tasks in all lesson
plans across all courses (Table 5). Further, there
was no difference noted between the online and
hybrid courses; teacher candidates in both courses
used cognitively-demanding tasks regardless of
the course format.
Based on the data in Table 5, there was little
difference between the number of cognitivelydemanding tasks labeled Procedures with Connections or Doing Mathematics. A one-way t-test was
conducted to compare the types of mathematical
tasks between online and hybrid courses. In SPSS
17.0, tasks were coded in the following way:

Table 5. Types of mathematical tasks in lesson plans
M

P w/out C

P w/C

DM

0

3 (1.08%)

245 (88.45%)

29 (10.47%)

Fall, 2008

Online

28 students

Hybrid

28 students

0

5 (1.67%)

262 (87.33%)

33 (11%)

Fall, 2009

Hybrid

32 students

0

6 (1.63%)

325 (88.08%)

38 (10.3%)

Fall, 2010

Hybrid

44 students

0

5 (1.05%)

422 (88.47%)

50 (10.48%)

Fall, 2011

Online

39 students

0

7 (2.21%)

286 (90.22%)

24 (7.57%)

171 students

0

26 (1.49%)

1540 (88.51%)

174 (10.0%)

Total

M: Memorization
P w/out C: Procedures without Connections
P w/C: Procedures with Connections
DM: Doing Mathematics
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1.
2.
3.
4.

Memorization,
Procedures without Connections,
Procedures with Connections,
Doing Mathematics.

The t-test results showed no statistical significant difference between course format and
the types of mathematical tasks in lesson plans,
t (1738) = -1.159, p= 0.247.

Online Reflections
Data from online reflections focused largely on
teacher candidates’ responses to the various modules and course activities. Most of these activities
included watching a video or reading a classroom
vignette and responding about both the teacher’s
and students’ actions.
Data across all courses showed that participants reported favorable impressions of the use
of cognitively-demanding mathematical tasks
and higher-level questions during the vignettes.
Participants shared that the vignettes provided
opportunities to see these concepts in action in
classrooms, which gave a clearer picture of what
they look like.
The video clips were a huge help. In the first
course and this one, we were taught about the
value of posing good math tasks and asking
high level questions. I haven’t seen that though
in my clinical classrooms, so I didn’t know what
it looked like until I saw these videos. (Student,
Fall, 2011 semester)
Many students shared how the use of video
vignettes coupled with clinical experiences helped
increase their buy-in about how the type of tasks
and questions influence students’ learning.
Until I saw the videos, I didn’t really believe math
could be taught this way. The teacher in the first
video posed a hard task, let students struggle, and
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then asked questions to help them. The approach
actually worked. I was surprised, but it was nice
to see. (Student, Fall, 2011 semester).
In some cases the online reflections provided
an opportunity for teacher candidates to spend
time on more broad issues, such as classroom
management issues.
In the [vignette] that we read, I was mostly in‑
terested in how the teacher managed classroom
behavior and her system of disciplining students. It
was interesting to see how she dealt with students
who acted out during math class. (Student, Fall,
2008 semester).
Another student commented, “I was surprised
at how wild the students were on the video. I
am not sure I could even start a math lesson if
a class were behaving that way.” (Student, Fall,
2011 semester).
The online reflections provided an opportunity
for teacher candidates to process what they were
gleaned from these video and text-based vignettes
with topics that they were learning. Still, as seen
above, some comments were not focused on the
mathematics, but about much more broad issues,
such as classroom management.

Curriculum Reflections
The goal of the curriculum reflection was to have
students share their views on the standards-based
mathematics textbook that they analyzed in light
of what they have read and their beliefs about how
students learn mathematics. The analysis of teacher
candidates’ curriculum reflections from the 2008
semester indicated that teacher candidates acquired
a value for standards-based curriculum, but their
views of curriculum were much more focused on
the supplemental materials and teacher support
than the types of tasks included in the curriculum.
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I have learned to value this type of mathemat‑
ics teaching with lots of hands-on activities and
engaging activities for students. However, the
curriculum that I looked at did not have as many
manipulatives or books as the textbook that my
school has. (Student, Fall, 2008 semester).
All of the good tasks in the world don’t help, if
the textbook doesn’t give me a detailed picture of
what the lesson should look like. I feel like I need
a textbook that has a lot of different resources so
I can choose which ones to use with my students.
(Student, Fall, 2008 semester).
During the 2011 online course, teacher candidates reported that their preferences were largely
influenced by their 15 hours of clinical experiences and by observing their clinical teachers’
work with curriculum.
My teacher uses standards-based curriculum in
third grade, and it is amazing to hear how the
students are talking about mathematics. At first, I
thought that I would favor a traditional book with
more problems and just hands-on activities, but I
really like the idea of standards-based materials
that have rich tasks and a lot of opportunities for
students to share their ideas and strategies.
The influence of clinical teachers also negatively influenced teacher candidates’ feelings
about curriculum. This was especially true in
Grades 3 through 5, which have a high-stakes
state-wide assessment to take later in the year.
“My grade level was forced to use standards-based
books and it is too hard for these students. They
don’t have any freedom and I would hate being
in that position.”
The reflections from students in the hybrid
courses during 2009 and 2010 focused more on
the quality of mathematical tasks. For example, “I
think that my ideal textbook is one with demanding tasks, and opportunities for students to use
a lot of hands-on manipulatives. I think teacher

support is important, but not as important as a
book with good mathematical tasks.” (Student,
Fall, 2009 semester).
Another commented, “A textbook is just a
resource. If it has high-level tasks which are hard
to find, then that is a huge plus for teachers.”
In general, reflections from online courses
focused much more on the use of manipulatives
in 2008, and their observations from clinical
experiences in 2011. Responses from teacher
candidates in the hybrid sections spent much more
time talking about how a curriculum is a set of
resources and the quality of mathematical tasks
is the top factor in its effectiveness.

To what Extent do Teacher
Candidates’ Impact Student
Learning on the Courses’
Culminating Diagnostic Project?
On the Culminating Diagnostic Project, teacher
candidates taught a small group of 3-5 students
after conducting a pre-assessment. After the lessons, a post-assessment was also given. Table 6
shows the percentage of students showing growth
between the pre- and post-assessments. Over 97
percent of students showed growth between assessments in all courses.
As shown in the table nearly every elementary
school student (97.84%) made growth between
their pre-test and post-test. A t-test comparing
online to hybrid models showed no statistically
significant difference between course formats,
t(555)= -0.103, p = 0.918.

How Has Data Informed Revisions
and Modifications of the Course?
The modifications of ELED 5301, including the
development of an online course has been largely
based on data collected from teacher candidates
during the course, course evaluations, and through
conversations with past students after they had
completed the course and their student teaching
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Table 6. Percent of students showing growth
Semester

Format

Teacher
Candidates

Total Students

Students Showing
Growth

Percent of Students
Showing Growth

28

111

108

97.30

Fall, 2008

Online
Hybrid

28

110

107

97.27

Fall, 2009

Hybrid

32

98

96

97.96

Fall, 2010

Hybrid

44

125

123

98.40

Fall, 2011

Online

39

113

111

98.23

171

557

545

97.84%

Total

semester. The revisions mainly fall into three
categories: mathematics content, pedagogies, and
preparation to teach.

Mathematics Content
This course was originally designed to address
geometry, data and non-number sense concepts.
The first course focuses heavily on number sense
and the use of manipulatives to facilitate computation. However, as I continued to teach the course,
especially in online and hybrid formats, I noticed
that students’ understanding of mathematical
content in many areas, especially fractions and
algebra were incredibly weak. This is incredibly
troubling, as a large portion of content emphasized
in the upper elementary school grades is fractions
and algebra. During student teaching, teacher candidates anecdotally report a desire to spend more
time working on fractions and algebra. Therefore,
the course content since 2008 has focused more on
fractions and algebra. Geometry is still taught, but
a majority of the content is fractions and algebra.

Pedagogies
One of the goals of the course is to continue
to develop teacher candidates’ understanding
of standards-based mathematics with a focus
on cognitively-demanding tasks and high-level
questions that address students’ mathematical
thinking. The online modules in this course have
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provided a venue to use more video vignettes in
the course. Currently, teacher candidates view
videos from My Kids Can (Storeygard, 2009) and
the Annenberg Mathematics Library (http://www.
learner.org/resources/series32.html). Prior to the
2010 semester, the Annenburg videos were the
only resource used. Teacher candidates responded
favorably to the use of videos in online modules,
so My Kids Can was adopted as the course textbook. It includes video and text-based vignettes.
The focus on mathematical tasks and questions was emphasized in the videos, but also as
students observe in classrooms, and plan and teach
lessons. As teacher candidates wrote lesson plans
and reflections from their experiences, emphasis
was heavily placed on the types of mathematical
tasks and the questions that were posed.

Teaching Experiences
During the 2008 semester, the number of clinical projects that teacher candidates completed
in elementary school classrooms was increased.
Based on program data about the lack of time that
our teacher candidates spend in classrooms, the
current course stresses course experiences with
elementary school students (Table 7).
Based on the data collected during the past
few years, teacher candidates have expressed a
higher level of preparedness to teach mathematics after student teaching. Part of that is likely
contributed to the amount of time that they spend
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Table 7. Current clinical experiences in the course
Experience

Estimated Time

Culminating Diagnostic Project

7 hours

Observing Mathematics Lessons

3 hours

Teaching a Whole Group Lesson

1-2 hours

Student Interviews

1-3 hours

in mathematics-related activities during their
clinical experiences.
The potential downside of the intensive
amount of clinical experiences is the quality of the
classroom where teacher candidates are placed.
With the courses’ emphasis on standards-based
mathematics instruction, teacher candidates who
are placed in classrooms where the teacher does
not use cognitively-demanding tasks or high-level
questions express frustration and a disconnect
between what they are learning in the course and
seeing in the field.

DISCUSSION AND IMPLICATIONS
The evaluation data presented above describe the
influence of an online mathematics education
methods course for elementary school teacher candidates. The findings above extend the knowledge
base on online courses and have relevant implications for future teaching of online mathematics
education methods courses.

Clearly Stating Course Expectations
to Teacher Candidates
Students’ feedback of the online course focused
heavily on their perceptions that they had to take
a lot of responsibility for their own learning and
there was more work involved than a face-toface course. This finding extends the work of
prior studies that found that online courses were

more successful when they included relevant and
challenging assignments (Levin et al., 2001) and
opportunities for critical thinking (Delfino &
Persico, 2007).
Consistent with Moallem’s (2003) work, the
data indicated that the gradual refinement of
instructions led to less student frustration about
the clarity of assignments. At the start of the 2011
semester the instructor e-mailed students to clearly
explain the nature of the course, time demands,
and the philosophy behind the course’s focus on
projects and self-paced learning. Providing clarity
helped students to have a better understanding of
course expectations. Online instructors of methods
courses might also lean more towards a face-toface orientation meeting prior to the beginning
of the semester, or incorporating synchronous
experiences to increase the social nature of courses
(Im & Lee, 2004; Tallent-Runnels et al., 2006).
Future studies should examine ways that course
instructors can clearly communicate expectations
to students, and the influence that those initial
and during-course messages have on the quality
of students’ work.

Ensuring Effective Clinical Activities
All versions of this course described leveraged
numerous clinical activities to provide teacher
candidates with experiences in elementary school
classrooms. The most recent version of the National Council for Accreditation in Teacher Education
(NCATE) Standards (2010) heavily emphasizes
the need for teacher candidates to participate in
worthwhile clinical activities throughout their
program. In a 100% online course, clinical activities are more critical since teacher candidates
do not have face-to-face course meetings to see
the instructor model methods or to discuss these
pedagogies. In this study, some teacher candidates
completed their clinical requirements with teachers
who used standards-based pedagogies that aligned
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to course objectives. These students reported a
high degree of buy-in that these strategies are
effective. Schwartz (in press) noted that online
courses are limited in that they cannot easily
model pedagogies as well as the teacher action
of in-the-moment decision making that occurs
frequently in classrooms. Instructors of online
methods courses for teacher candidates need to
ensure that students are placed in classrooms that
embody the types of pedagogies emphasized during the course.
Future studies should more closely examine
the influence of clinical activities on teacher
candidates’ knowledge and skills. As O’Connor
(2011) noted, the online courses did not effectively prepare pre-service teachers to implement
standards-based pedagogies that were emphasized
during the course. In an online course, these pedagogies and skills related to in-the-moment decision
making must be included in clinical activities and
in vignettes that are included in the courses.

Creating a Feeling of Support
Teacher candidates frequently reported comments
about the amount of support that they received
during the course. In this study, the courses’
heavy focus on projects and the application of
course content in elementary school classrooms
created a high level of stress and the perception
that there was a lot of work in the course. For many
of the teacher candidates, this was the first time
they taught the same group of students multiple
lessons. The course instructor provided feedback
by helping them to revise their assessments and
gave them feedback about their lesson plans. By
providing feedback and giving suggestions about
lesson plans, teacher candidates reported feeling
supported while working on this major assignment. This aligns with Moallem’s (2003) findings
that students in online courses need to have clear
expectations, including information about rubrics
and evaluation.
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Greene and Land (2000) found that students had
clearer expectations of assignments and produced
higher quality work products when instructors
provided guiding questions and frequent amounts
of feedback. This study extends the results of
their work. In future studies, there is a need to
examine how the different types and manners in
which feedback is given influence the quality of
students’ work products.

Providing Opportunities
for Communication
In this study, teacher candidates communicated
with each other via their online reflections on
either WordPress or Posterous. These required
reflections allowed teacher candidates to communicate their thoughts about vignettes that they
had examined, their clinical experiences, and other
issues related to mathematics teaching and learning. By reading and responding to their classmates’
reflections, students were able to interact with their
classmates and have shared experiences. Based on
the feedback from teacher candidates, this helped
reduce the feeling of isolation that is common
in online courses (Tallent-Runnels et al., 2006).
The requirement to participate in these online
discussions is critical; very few students participated in the optional activities of contributing to
and viewing the class wiki. If posting and responding to online reflections was optional, some
students would likely not participate at all. This
extends the work of Im and Lee (2003/2004), who
found that creating asynchronous communication
effectively supported discussion of content, but
not social conversations. The addition of synchronous communication might have increased
participants’ willingness to also participate in
the optional course activities on the wiki. Future
studies should examine types of synchronous and
asynchronous communication and compare which
types may best support pre-service teachers in a
methods course.
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CONCLUDING THOUGHTS
Impact of Course
The online mathematics methods course provided
an opportunity for teacher candidates to develop
the knowledge and skills related to teaching
elementary school mathematics. Based on the
evaluation data, teacher candidates demonstrated
knowledge about mathematics, an understanding
of planning cognitively-demanding mathematical
tasks, gains in student learning outcomes, and
relatively positive perceptions of their experience.
While this study was not a direct comparison
between the impact of online and face-to-face versions of the same course, the data indicate that the
course experience successfully developed aspects
of teacher candidates’ mathematical knowledge
for teaching (MKT) and positively impacted their
students.
As program faculty continue to decide whether
or not this course is worthwhile to teach in a 100%
online format, the evaluation data suggests that it

has potential, under the conditions that the course
supports communication between students, and the
course instructor readily and frequently provides
feedback on assignments.

Limitations
While this study provided data about the benefit of an online methods course for pre-service
teachers, this study includes some limitations,
making it difficult to generalize the findings
across various contexts. While the data analysis
process included multiple iterations of reading,
coding, and reanalyzing the data, the data collected provides a description of the course on a
few levels of Guskey’s evaluation model. Further,
the impact on student learning is limited, as nearly
every student showed growth, but it is difficult to
acknowledge how much growth was made without
a group of control students to compare.
While the findings from this chapter come with
limitations, there is enough data regarding the effectiveness to continue to pursue the refinement

Table 8. Research questions for examining online methods courses for teacher candidates

How do teachers feel about their experience?
How do they feel about course structures (e.g., communication, course
feedback)?
How do they feel about course activities (e.g., projects, assignments)?

Course evaluation forms
Surveys
Interviews
Focus Groups

Teachers’
knowledge and
skills

What knowledge and skills do teachers learn during their experiences?
What knowledge related to content do teachers learn?
What knowledge related to pedagogy do teachers learn?
What knowledge related to assessment do teachers learn?

Course assignments
Lesson plans
Exams

Use of
knowledge and
skills

How do teachers use their new knowledge and skills in their own classroom?
To what extent and how do teachers apply emphasized pedagogies?
To what extent and how do teachers modify instruction while using emphasized
pedagogies?

Student work samples
Videos of classroom teaching

Impact on
organization
and program

How did the experience impact the program or organization responsible for
providing the experience?
What revisions are made to course structures between semesters?
What revisions are made to course assignments between semesters?

Course documents, including
syllabi, assignments, rubrics
Interviews
Surveys

Impact on
student
learning

How are PK-12 students impacted by the course?
How well do PK-12 students perform on assessments compared to those not
influenced by the course?

Student work samples
Assessments
Student interviews

Level 5

Level 1

Teachers’
reactions

Level 2

Data Sources

Level 3

Questions Examined

Level 4

Level
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of an online mathematics education course and
continue to research the impact of the course. To
that end, future studies should continue to evaluate
the impact of the course on teacher candidates as
well as K-6 students.

Directions for Future Research
Guskey’s (2000) framework for evaluating opportunities for teacher learning provided a researchbased foundation to examine how the course
influenced various aspects of teacher candidates,
the institution and students. I close this chapter
with a set of possible questions worth examining
for those interested in researching online methods
courses for teacher candidates (Table 8).
Due to the cyclical nature of teaching, where
instructors teach a semester, and then revise their
course based on data, including feedback from their
students as well as their own reflections, designbased research ([DBR]; Edelson, 2002; Reeves,
Herrington, & Oliver, 2005) offers a potential
way of framing research studies regarding online
teaching. DBR is based off a preliminary theory
that is grounded in a combination of empirical
and anecdotal information. The theory leads to
a proposed intervention, which is then carried
out. Based on formative data that is collected
and analyzed during the study, researchers make
decisions regarding both the implementation of
their intervention as well as make conclusions
from the data.
In the case of online teaching, course instructors’ structures and content is based off a combination of empirical and anecdotal information.
As data is collected during and after the semester,
the instructor makes empirically-based decisions,
which influence the course, as well as provide
information about the influence of the course on
their students. In the case of teacher candidates,
these courses influence not only teacher candidates, but also the students that they work with
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during their clinical experiences. DBR provides
a systematic way for instructors and researchers
involved with online teaching to analyze the impact
of the course on students and others involved in
the teaching and learning process.
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ABSTRACT
Basic research in Universities is essential for a sustainable development. Recent developments in higher
education have seen the inclusion of curiculum redesigned to serve the concept of developming young
minds in the intrepretation, execution, and use of basic science research. The challenge for educators is
to “demystify” research and teach in ways that are professionally meaningful as well as intellectually acceptable. The objective of this chapter is to bring in various case studies to prove the essentiality of basic
research in higher education with specific concern over pharmaceutical industrial growth plans. Data on
R&D in higher education can be broken down by field of science (natural sciences, engineering, medical
sciences, agricultural sciences, social sciences, and humanities), by type of costs (current expenditures,
capital expenditures), and by source of funds (business enterprise, government, higher education, private
non-profit, and funds from abroad). Measures of R&D performance in the higher education sector are often
estimated by national authorities, and evaluation methods are periodically revised. It is necessary to review
the design and conduct of higher education R&D surveys to improve the comparability of these indicators.

INTRODUCTION
Especially in the field of Pharmaceuticals, there
are perceptions that the pace of new drug development has slowed down and the pharmaceutical

industries with high profit have sparked concerns
of the future drug development. Pharmaceutical
manufacturing lags far behind the manufacturing
techniques of the 21st Century and the science
required to transform a new discovery to a market-
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able new drug has definitely not kept pace with
advances on the drug discovery side. This is mainly
attributed to lack of basic scientific research training. Universities like Birla Institute of Technology
& Science, Pilani have taken initiatives way back
in 1970s to involve corporate leaders in their curriculum design and implementation.
The present chapter would include various
strategic thoughts and implementation plans based
on various university initiatives and some ideas
on executive development programs in the areas
of pharmaceutical education.
This book chapter would raise question among
the readers to what the mission and value of basic
research in higher education means in the field
of pharmaceutical sciences and how corporates
could get an impact or value-addition in the light
of changing biomedical research and healthcare environments globally. The questions, and the views
presented in this chapter are intended to promote
discussion among all of the many stakeholders
in pharmacy education. In the history of education, contribution by various eminents including
Prof. Schroff in the harmonisation of pharmacy
education in the global arena is worth mentioning. Prof. Schroff on the call of Pundit Madan
Mohan Malavya, the then Vice-Chancellor of the
prestigious Banaras Hindu University started the
regular B.Pharm course of three years duration in
the year 1937. These graduates were expected to
be efficient in quality control and standardization
of drugs for pharmaceutical industries. Consistent
with the changing society and development of
health care system, there is an incessant redesigning of the quality of undergraduate-level courses
(Commission to Implement Change in Pharmaceutical Education, 1993). In the year 1944, Dr.
Khem Singh Grewal introduced pharmacology
as a subject in the curriculum and a mandatory
three months. Since then the pharmacy education
is making progressive strides in India. Pharmacy
education is in the cross roads of chemistry and
biology and now integrated with information
technology. Later on research dimension is also

added constituting an important instrument for
the creation of new knowledge.
From handful of 50 degree institutions 50 years
ago, we now have more 300 degree colleges training more than 10-20 thousands of students. The
number of M.Pharm and Ph. D. aspirants has also
quite significantly increased in the past 2 decades.
Although, graduate education and research programs have made significant contributions to the
profession of pharmacy, to science, and to society,
changes in today’s research, education, and health
care environments are stimulating the need for
evaluation of whether some of these programs
have outlived their usefulness. To understand the
effectiveness of our need to revolutionize higher
education in India, we need to understand the
current status and changing scenario with regard
to industrial expectations.
In various nature India forums the problems
of basic science research in India has been discussed and debated and the root problem has been
indicated to the basic science education system
in India. With regard to the courses in pharmacy,
these are not well defined and mostly directed to
the conventional needs of the industry (Etzkowitz & Leydesdorff, 2000). The elements of the
course have become outdated and provide no or
little interaction with the status and growth of the
pharmaceutical industries. It becomes necessary
to follow the rapid and continuous changes in
pharmaceutical industry, which makes academiaindustry interaction a necessity. In the current
curriculum, interaction with the pharmaceutical
industries is hard to witness, which ultimately
creates a gap between the academia and industries.

CURRENT STATUS OF HIGHER
EDUCATION AND BASIC
RESEARCH IN INDIA
A disquieting tendency in India and in many of
the developing countries is the increasing disinterest in science among the younger generation.
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Many colleges are closing down science departments because students prefer to take courses in
management, commerce, and related areas. And
there are fewer bright students studying for careers
in science and engineering research or higher
education. This situation has to be remedied by
promoting talent and by offering incentives. It is
likely that the vast population of India and other
developing countries harbors more than a few
geniuses, possibly future Faradays and Newtons.
But we have to find them and encourage them to
pursue science.
From the school days a child opting science
stream is destined to take utmost pressure and
struggle to attain a seat in medicine, engineering or
information technology. Today these three streams
are considered by most of the children and parents
to be the most sought for as if these only form the
whole tree of science. This is because there is a
strong gut feeling among school children that it
is easy to get jobs with engineering, medicine,
computer science and allied fields. Although some
are able to make into these fields, a majority of
good budding science students count themselves
as failures. And by chance some students end up
in basic science education or pharmacy with lot
of frustrations. And when such frustrated and demoralized failure cases enter into higher education
and then research, how would we expect India to
compete in Modern Science. This is extremely
debate-provoking scenario. One of the major problems facing youth of our country which dissuades
them to take up science or pharmacy as a career
is the requirement to understand the concerned
subject at deepest possible level.
The proportion of the population with a 10th
(high school) and 12th (higher secondary) degree
has increased significantly, from 8.2% (69.7 million) in 1991 to 23% (246.9 million) in 2004.
Those with graduate degrees and above have
risen from 2.4% (20.5 million) of the population
in 1991 to around 4.5% (48.7 million) today. The
proportion of diplomas has risen more than ten
times and is currently around 0.4% (3.9 million)
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of the population. In 2004, about a fourth of those
qualified to the level of graduate and above had a
background of science education. There are 39.2
million graduates in all (22.3% of whom are from
the science stream), 9.3 million postgraduates
(19.4% of whom are from the science stream),
and 0.3 million doctorates (one-third from the
science stream). While both the central government and the state governments spend around
four per cent of GDP on education each year,
there has been a sharp hike in private spending on
education. Between 35% and 40% of government
expenditure gets spent on elementary education,
another fourth on secondary education while just
a tenth goes to university and higher education.
Though private spending is higher in the richer
states, where government spending also tends to
be high, private spending as a proportion of the
total spending on education in the state tends to be
higher in poorer areas. For instance, in Punjab, the
government spent Rs 845 per person in 2000–01
and the state’s citizens reciprocated by spending
30% less. In Bihar, where the government spent
only Rs 44 per person in 2000–01, the average
citizen spent Rs 168 in 2001–02 on education.
Interestingly, it is states like West Bengal and
Punjab, not Kerala, which emerge as states with
the highest per capital expenditure on education.
Science and technology (S&T) are the drivers
of economic growth and science education the
backbone of all S&T efforts in any country. It is
being realised that further improvement in the
nation’s competitiveness is possible by having
a better-educated population. Within the broad
umbrella of human capital, the role of scientific manpower is critical, and there is a close
relationship between human resource in science
and technology and economic growth. For better
socio-economic growth, it is important to know
how this pool of skilled manpower is being utilized
(Stone, 2012).
As per Report of the Higher education in India,
Issues Related to Expansion, Inclusiveness, Quality
and Finance, the access to higher education mea-
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sured in term of gross enrolment ratio increased
from 0.7% in 1950/51 to 1.4% in 1960–61. By
2006/7 the GER increased to about 11 percent. By
2012, (the end of 11th plan objective) is to increase
it to 15%. The current growth in education is clearly
depicted in numbers as shown in Table 1.
India’s higher education system is the third
largest in the world, after China and the United
States. The main governing body at the tertiary
level is the University Grants Commission (UGC)
(India), which enforces its standards, advises the
government, and helps coordinate between the
centre and the state. Accreditation for higher
learning is overseen by 12 autonomous institutions
established by the University Grants Commission.

PHARMACEUTICAL
GLOBALIZATION AND DRUG
DISCOVERY RESEARCH
Pharmaceutical drug discovery is considered to
be a major key for any country’s national security, public health and economic development.
Domestic drug development is very challenging
and depends on the status of basic research in
our country. United States has the largest world
market for drug market due to the fact that the
country has the world’s strongest patent protection, absolute expenditures on R&D and due to no
price control by the government. If our country
does not produce drugs on its own, then it will
have to purchase essential medicines from foreign
countries at a higher cost (Wadwa et al., 2008).
This could be prevented by domestic production
by inculcating training at the level of higher education. The major advantage of developing drugs
on our own would drive tax revenues and would
yield foreign currency from exports. India adopts
agreement on trade-related aspects of intellectual
property rights (TRIPS) to protect product patents
and which had many failure cases including that
of Novaritis’s product Gleevac which made the
CEO to comment as follows,

Table 1. Growth of higher education based on
UGC report published in March 2012
S. No.

Sector

Fold Increase

1.

Universities

18.8

2.

Teaching staff

34.69

3.

Student enrollments

42.76

4.

Colleges

47.52

Unfavourable patent ruling is not an invitation
to invest in Indian R&D. Company will redirect
hundreds of millions of dollars in investment to
countries where it has greater IP protection.
These are a major concern for our country
to revisit issues related to drug discovery and
production domestically to become an economically well-driven country. In 2006, revolutionary
improvements started taking place in the drug
innovation sector. About 5.5 percent of all global
pharmaceutical patent applications (WIPO PCT
applications) named one inventor or more located
in India, and 8.4 percent named one or more located
in China. This increase accounts for a four-fold
from 1995. Through interviews with executives
of 16 pharmaceutical firms in China and India
on their business models, value-chain activities,
partnerships and technology capabilities, the
researchers found that:
•

•
•

Indian and Chinese companies are making strides in the most lucrative segments
of global value chains. In less lucrative
segments, such as preclinical testing, animal experimentation and manufacturing,
Chinese firms appear to be more prevalent.
India is regarded as a more mature venue
for chemistry and drug-discovery activities
than China.
Domestic Indian and Chinese firms rarely
have the capital and the regulatory expertise to develop a drug beyond phase II
clinical trials. Their commercial develop-
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•

ment of new intellectual property therefore
necessitates relationships with major multinational corporations.
Pharmaceutical multinationals have begun
partnering with Indian firms to conduct
fixed dose-eruption skin-reaction tests.
Competition has now significantly reduced
the cost of this work, from USD 80,000 to
approximately USD 30,000.

According to the study, because Indian drug
companies have the most experience in selling
generic drugs that meet FDA standards, India is
playing a more strategic role in early discovery.
Companies such as Ranbaxy, Aurigene, Advinus,
Nicholas Piramal and Jubilant have negotiated
long-term deals with Western pharmaceutical
companies to discover and develop new chemical entities.

PHARMACY EDUCATION AND
IMPACT ON PHARMACEUTICAL
INDUSTRIES
The history of pharmacy education in India is
as old as when the country was being gravitated
towards British Emperorship. As mentioned earlier, the epicentre of pharmacy education started
with Banaras Hindu University at Varanasi at the
heart of India. Globalisation has revolutionised
the educational process across the globe. Pharmaceutical education plays a very prominent role in
attaining sustainable and equitable development
of a country. The curriculum of the degree in
some developed countries (B. Pharm.) usually
requires 5 academic years of study. In most of
the European countries successful completion of
a university degree leads to a one-year internship.
The formal pharmacy education in India (3 year
degree in BHU) dates back 1932, and since then,
there has been a continuous growth in number of
such institutions. As per Pharmacy Council of
India (PCI) 2005 diary calendar, the total numbers
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of recognized degree institutions are 220 with
intake of 12506 students. And as per All India
Council of Technical education (AICTE), the total
number of degree colleges is 445 with the intake
of 24672 students as well 30 institutions for the
post graduation in various fields (Suresh, 2012).
There is no doubt that currently there is
enormous gap existing between education and
practice of pharmacy. Most of the academic
institutions providing education in pharmacy
are away from practice environment. The overall
basis of pharmacy education is still extrabiological synthesis, physicochemical studies, analysis,
and manufacturing aspects of drug. It is a common feeling that the medical practitioner is better
placed for pharmacists’ job than the pharmacists
themselves. The dispensing services are poor.
The syllabus and duration of the two-year diploma course in pharmacy education in India is
completely outdated and irrelevant in the present
industry context. Pharmacy as a nascent science
developed like this in the last century (Yeole &
Puranik, 2005). During 1940s and 50s, hospitals
and industries were established in large numbers
in India. Consequently, pharmacists and pharmaceutical chemists were required in huge numbers.
Hence pharmacy education was developed in
such a way to satisfy the requirement of industry
and hospital. Short-term compounders and or D.
Pharm. course to satisfy the needs of hospital
and medical shops and B. Pharm. course for the
industry were started. This is proved by the fact
that in the last few decades D. Pharm. holders
are not employed by the industry and B. Pharm.
holders are not in many numbers in hospitals or
medical shops. In the West, pharmacy education is
patient-oriented and is responsible for Healthcare
Management, while in India pharmacy education
is industry-oriented. Nearly 55 per cent of the jobs
are available in the industry sector while 30 per
cent in education. The approach of carrying both
the aspects of pharmacy practice and industrial
pharmacy together hasn’t shown success as the
course structure for practicing pharmacy is not
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relevant to the requirements of an industry and
vice-versa. Hence, it is pertinent and relevant
to have separate degree courses of education in
practicing pharmacy and industrial pharmacy.

NEED FOR INDUSTRY-ORIENTED
TRAINING FOR PHARMACIST
Pharmacy courses are not well defined and not even
updated in most of the universities in our country.
With the evolving scenario of more multinationals
setting up their research facility in India, pharmacy
education in India need to redesign curriculum to
introduce course more relevant to the industries.
Moreover like an internship program for doctors,
pharmacy students should also have an internship
in industry to understand the application of the
knowledge relevant to the need of the industry
(Fischli, 1999). The elements of the course have
become outdated and provide no or little interaction with the status and growth of the pharmaceutical industries. It becomes necessary to follow the
rapid and continuous changes in pharmaceutical
industry, which makes academia-industry interaction a necessity. This could be facilitated by more
industry-institute interactions and collaborations.
This definitely strengthens the ties for organizing
campus placement services for the graduates and
to generate resources for research and development
also through consultancy services. In the current
curriculum, interaction with the pharmaceutical
industries is hard to witness, which ultimately creates a gap between the academia and industries.
Our academic area is that end which has been at
a fixed place for a long time while the industry
on the other end has continuously made rapid
advancements in technology. If this gap keeps
on widening then industries will no longer prefer
pharmacy students in their companies as they will
not be able to fulfill their current requirements.
Academic institutes with a focus on industryoriented curriculum will be a better place to generate
expertise in patentable ideas and industries would

be benefitted by collaborating with such institutes.
In turn, institutes are benefitted by sending students
and faculty for internship program to acquire the
latest technological know-how from the industry.
Benefits of these mutual exchanges of ideas and
symbiotic relationship are multifold. To achieve
these, regular upgradation of curriculum will generate manpower in ready to-use mode that could
be utilized and absorbed by industries (Friedman,
2010). More value should be given to projects/
assignments, conceptual and practical approaches
of teaching so that students can spend more time
on understanding the subject and develop specific
skills. Involvement of industry experts in framing
the syllabus is yet another way to get updated with
industrial developments. In the new millennium
due to technological innovation and improved
communication, drastic changes are taking place
in every field. The field of pharmacy education
cannot keep away from these changes. Harmonisation of pharmaceutical education has to be made
a global agenda that will encompass the development that have taken place in basic, medical, and
pharmaceutical sciences in serving the needs and
expectations of industry and universities.

DEVELOPMENTS IN THE BASIC
SCIENCE RESEARCH IN THE
CONTEXT OF HIGHER EDUCATION
In our rapidly expanding global scientific research
enterprise, good science anywhere is good for science everywhere, provided that there exists an open
flow of information with transparent processes
to promote rigorous peer review and scientific
integrity. Basic sciences in the area of pharmacy
include the traditional areas like pharmacology,
medicinal chemistry and pharmaceutics. The end
of the Cold War, the rapid growth of international
competition in technology-based industries, and a
variety of constraints on federal research spending have altered the market for PhD-trained scientists. Although the demand for scientists has
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remained strong (as evidenced by low and stable
unemployment rates), the three areas of primary
employment for PhD scientists–universities and
colleges, industry, and government–are undergoing simultaneous change. Two compelling
indicators of problems for the science work force,
particularly in academia, are the growing postdoc
population and the declining grant approval rate.
Recognizing and promoting excellence, so as
to discover and access new frontiers of knowledge, is an imperative which should be possible
for all countries whatever their level of economic
development. Yet these frontiers are often in the
fields of science, technology and engineering,
health care, agriculture and economics where
highly-educated and skilled human capital, along
with large-scale investment, is essential to appropriate context of enquiry. The research function of
academia remains a prime source of knowledge
and innovation at national, regional and international levels. Yet, over the past decade, most
industrialized states have been obliged to address
the double challenge of providing wider access to
postsecondary education and training and ensuring
adequate investment in high-level research. This
is proving to be a delicate balancing act, which
hinges on visionary policies and a more diversified funding base. Governments pursue reforms
to build world-class systems of higher education,
which assure quality in both research and teaching.
In contrast, the term “World-Class University”
tends to denote research-oriented institutions,
although this should also recognize those who
achieve excellence through innovative approaches
to learning. For universities wishing to enhance
their research reputations, the challenges continue
to grow. Today, some twenty-two of the world’s
elite twenty-five research universities (known as
“Super RUs”) are located in one country, the United
States of America (USA). While American higher
education deserves full credit for the breadth and
resourcing of this sector, this monopoly cannot
be expected to meet global needs in terms of research (Williard, 1996). For this reason support for
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research universities, notably those with science,
technology and innovation strengths, has become
an important priority in OECD (Organisation of
Economic Co-operation Development) Member
countries. The rise in status and influence of
various ranking systems (aiming to evaluate
excellence in academic research) has influenced
this situation. Investment in research is increasing
in emerging economies including India (Shukla,
2005). Postgraduate education and training has
assumed new importance as an underpinning to
this policy approach, and a dual agenda must be
adopted: resources should be made available at this
level, even where countries currently struggle with
the provision of basic and secondary education.
Even the poorest nations require research capacity, or access to research findings, to progress;
and so it could be argued that support for the
principle of a research university in these contexts
is more urgent than ever before. Reaching this
goal, and maintaining the quality and relevance
of these essential institutions, requires national
commitment and must remain a major objective
for international cooperation in the years ahead.
Current issues facing the research function and
its environment include equity; quality; relevance;
ownership; and international networking. An evergrowing number of nations of varying size have
now given priority to developing their knowledge
base through higher education, research and innovation, and to commit the necessary resources
to this goal. Success stories are becoming more
common in all regions, and they are characterized
by specific indicators (Meek e al., 2009):
•
•
•
•

Innovative policies in higher education and
research and in Science, Technology and
Innovation (STI).
A will to improve and profile the necessary
infrastructure, including universities.
Efforts to train and retain and attract highly-skilled human capital.
Increased levels of investment in research
and higher education.
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The mandate of the UNESCO Forum is to chart
these important processes and help promote their
replication and adaptation worldwide, in order to
render the global knowledge society a more level
playing field.
It seems reasonable to assert that graduate
education, research, and/or scholarly activity of
faculty is necessary for the maintenance of a high
level of excellence in professional education in
pharmacy. The essential question seems to be
what types of graduate education; research and/or
scholarly activity in the pharmaceutical sciences
are likely to promote a high level of excellence
in professional pharmacy education today and in
the future? Although graduate education cannot
exist without research, research can exist without
graduate education. Pharmaceutical education is
responsible to the profession and to society for
generating new knowledge about drugs, drug
products, drug therapy, and drug use through the
conduct of basic and applied research. This would
promote the pharmaceutical sciences by fostering graduate education and research within its
schools and colleges. Pharmaceutical education
is responsible for both professional education and
graduate education for research.
At the recent Indian Science Congress held
in January 2012, our Prime Minister, Dr. Manmohan Singh pledged to hike R&D expenditures
from around $3 billion last year to $8 billion in
2017 (Jogalekar, 2012). The windfall is meant
to turbocharge initiatives to create elite research
institutions, bring expatriate Indian scientists
home, enrich science education, and equip smart
new laboratories. Indian scientists in Universities
would be cheering the government’s new initiative.

ADVANTAGES OF
INTEGRATING BASIC SCIENCE
RESEARCH PROGRAM
Science and Technology have played a very decisive role in the overall development of mankind.

Scientific knowledge has led to remarkable innovations that have been of great benefit to humankind.
Rapid advancements in science and technology
have brought the subject to a centre-stage. The
global scientific knowledge and information are
increasing at a very fast rate. The doubling time of
knowledge has drastically reduced from decades to
years and from years to a few months (Khar et al.,
2011). The economic growth critically hinges on
inputs from science & technology of the highest
kind and this gets linked to the doctoral programme
ion Universities.
What are the contributions of research programs in basic sciences to professional education?
How significant are these contributions? Are the
contributions essential and unique or are there
other means of achieving them? There are primarily two ways in which basic science research
departments are seen to contribute to the mission
of the pharmacy profession. The first is that the
faculty in these departments provides instruction
in basic science coursework to the professional
students (Meek et al., 2009). The second is that
the graduate education and research enterprises
in basic sciences create directions and opportunities for the professional enterprise. In addition
to contributions to the profession, basic science
research programs make contributions to the
overall national research enterprise.

SCOPE FOR IMPROVEMENT
AND FUTURE PERSPECTIVES
Universities should realistically evaluate the
strengths and weaknesses of their basic science
research programs, the ways in which basic science programs are contributing to and detracting
from the professional mission, and new organizational paradigms for professional education that
best serve the evolving needs of the professional
mission. The issues associated with evaluating
whether basic science research programs should
be strengthened, downsized, or eliminated are
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different for each institution and need to be
considered on an individual basis (Rao, 1999).
Universities should re-examine what course work
in basic sciences is critical and explicitly relevant
to professional training and practice today. The
organizational framework in which such course
work is offered should be re-evaluated to determine
to what extent instruction needs could be met by
faculty and departments outside departments of
pharmacy or by alternative organizational structures (Report of the Task Force for Basic Scientific
Research in Universities, 2005). Next, the quality
and competitiveness of research programs in each
university should be evaluated based on criteria
such as amount of research funding received and
number of publications in peer-reviewed journals
(both inside and outside pharmacy).
Science research should be made the key activity of the Universities with greater emphasis
on research leading to PhD degree without which
quality teaching is not sustainable. Access to scientific research journals and related resources must
be strengthened and its scope should be widened
through Information and Communication Technology (ICT). Science research should mean research
in Basic Sciences, engineering, medicine and applied interdisciplinary sciences. The system needs
to be made more flexible to strengthen research
in interdisciplinary needs. Improvements in the
education system could be achieved by the some
of the following steps. There are a large number
of sanctioned faculty positions in Universities that
have been lying vacant for a prolonged period.
These positions should be expeditiously filled
in by inducting talented faculty with a view to
strengthening the research base. There is a need
to create networking centres in Basic Sciences in
leading Departments of Universities in different
parts of the country to promote collaborative research, access to advanced facilities and imparting
training in frontier areas. These centres should be
supported on a long term basis in a substantial
manner to enable them to realize internationally
competitive status. Formal linkage between the
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Universities and national level institutions including CSIR laboratories be promoted through
joint research project and training. Linkages of
Universities and their faculty with industries and
user organizations should be encouraged. There
should be a provision for joint appointments/
visiting professorship to stimulate collaborative
research. The system of both Winter and Summer
Schools must be supported. Each subject area of
Basic Sciences may offer up to ten programmes
a year. There should be a provision for visiting
Fellowships for faculty within the country.
In order to promote quality scientific research
in Universities, infrastructural facilities ought to
be upgraded by providing development grants
for modern laboratories, physical infrastructure
including uninterrupted power supply, water,
safety requirements of international standards,
high level equipment with built-in maintenance
mechanism, exclusive research students’ hostel
and a research starter fund etc. The number of
PhDs from Indian Universities should increase
five-fold within a span of ten years with proper
standards. This should be seen in the context of
extremely low fraction of PhDs in India in relation
to B.Pharm/M.Pharm., as compared to what it is
in USA, UK, Germany, Japan etc. The emphasis
for research will clearly emerge if we have Universities with only departments and separately
Universities having affiliated colleges.

CONCLUSION
The funding scenario for science in India is better than ever, with lots of infrastructure, startup
funds and facilities provided to young aspiring
professors. A major recent initiative has been
the creation of the Indian Institutes of Science
Education and Research (IISERs) whose primary
goal has been to meld undergraduate education
with research, something that’s traditionally been
almost completely missing in India. Expensive
new centers including a neutrino observatory, a
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clean nanotechnology lab and most impressively,
an open-source tuberculosis drug discovery project
are highlighting India’s ambition and capabilities
to focus on relevant and cutting edge fields. For a
developing country India has always been pretty
big on science. Nobel Prize winners like H. G.
Khorana (who died a few months back) and C. V.
Raman emerged from the old education system
which was modeled after the British system. In
some fields like statistics India has consistently
produced world-class researchers. After India became independent in 1947, science was one of the
top priorities for the country’s first Prime Minister,
Jawaharlal Nehru, a Cambridge-educated lawyer.
Even today Nehru remains India’s most scientifically literate leader and he was instrumental in
establishing both the well-known Indian Institutes
of Technology and several leading federal research
laboratories.
To draw a meaningful conclusion, opinion
from leaders from academia, industries, government funding bodies and of course the student
feedback would be fruitful in implimentation of
research policies to facilitate basic research in
universities offering pharmacy courses to attract
industries for various activities including placement opportunities.
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ABSTRACT
The phrase “broadening participation” is often used to describe efforts to decrease the race and gender
gap in science and engineering education, and in this paper the authors describe an educational program focused on addressing the lower achievement rates and career interests of underrepresented ethnic
groups (African American, Native American, and Latino students). However “broadening participation”
can also describe the more general problem of a narrow, decontextualized form of education that can
alienate all demographics. Broadening the scope of computing education can not only help address disparities in different social groups, but also make technical education more attractive to all individuals,
and help us create a generation of science and engineering professionals who can better incorporate
an understanding of the world into their technical work. The program the authors report on, Computer
Science Education from Life (cSELF) takes a modest step in this direction. Using the concept of “design
agency” the authors describe how this merging of abstract formal structures, material creative practice,
and cultural knowledge can improve underrepresented student engagement, and foster learning practices
in computing that offer broader forms of social expression for all students.

1. THE NEED FOR BROADENING
PARTICIPATION
Underrepresented ethnic groups in the US consist
of three groups: African American, Latino, and
Native (which includes Native Alaskan, American

Indians, and Pacific Islanders). Although they
constitute about 45% of the college-age population,
underrepresented ethnic groups comprised only
12% of engineering bachelor’s degrees (NACME,
2008). This is not a problem that is simply resolving itself over time: the shares to black and Native
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students have remained flat since 2000. Graduate
computer science is particularly troubling: students
from under-represented ethnicities comprised only
3% of the total number of degrees granted in 2008
(Ladner, 2012).
The low representation of underrepresented
ethnic groups (African American, Native American, and Latino students) in the STEM workforce
in general, and computing specifically, has two
root causes. One is career interest: as noted by
Simard (2009) narrow perceptions of career paths
and stereotypes about what is an “appropriate”
profession contributes to the lack of diversity. But
more problematic is the lower academic achievement, especially for low-income students. High
school drop-out rates for African American and
Latino students are double that of white students,
and triple for Native Americans (Stillwell &
Sable, 2013).
These lower levels of STEM achievement and
interest are detrimental to these populations, resulting in lower income levels and even contributing
to health disparities (academic achievement is
correlated with lower rates for HIV infection and
substance abuse, higher rates for vaccination, etc…
(Bridges & Alford, 2010; Fields et al. (2007).
As noted in the introduction, the concept of
“broadening participation” can also be applied
to students in general. In computer science, the
percentage of high school students taking computing courses has surprisingly dropped from 25%
to 19% (Nord, et al. (2011). In recent years, the
computer science advanced placement (CS AP)
test has sustained the lowest participation rate in
comparison with other STEM disciplines. The CS
AP exam also shows a strong gender gap: only
19% of girls compared to 81% of boys comprise
the CS AP test-takers (NCWIT 2012).
A broader approach to computing education
could also improve the ability of the STEM
workforce to address critical humanitarian and
sustainability issues. The fiscal meltdown of 2008,
for example, was a destructive force in much of
the US economy, and precipitated a global reces-
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sion. Many scholars attribute the incorporation of
computational models of risk--for example the
Gaussian copula function--as a key ingredient
(Salmon, 2009). Similar issues in the role of computational risk modeling arise in environmental
disasters; for example the engineering professionals in the 2010 Gulf Oil disaster (Deep Water
Horizon Study Group 2011). Narrow conceptions
of what it means to be a computational scientist are
inculcated in our classrooms; it is this narrowness
that allows these professionals to say “it’s not my
place to think about consequences, I’m just here
to crunch the numbers.” Broadening the forms
of participation–educating students in the use
of computation as an expressive medium with
deep connections to the social world–can serve
as a powerful counter-balance to this tendency to
abdicate responsibility.

2. THE ROLE OF CULTURALLY
SITUATED EDUCATION
Barriers to participation and achievement in STEM
disciplines for underrepresented youth can be
framed in three categories. The first concerns the
barriers due to economic conditions, which are
correlated with underrepresented ethnic groups,
include lower quality schools, health care, and
other aspects of the learning environment and
experience. A 2010 study of California schools,
for example, found that African American students
were six times more likely than white students to
attend one of the schools at the bottom third of the
state ranking (Education Trust-West, 2010). The
second category encompasses myths of genetic
determinism: the belief that a “math gene” or some
similar genetic construct prevents certain racial
groups from STEM success. There is no evidence
for such a phenomenon, but the myth itself can
have strong negative consequences, discouraging
students and diminishing their confidence (e.g.
Geary, 1994) The third category covers myths
of cultural determinism: conflicts with stereo-
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types of authenticity, a perceived lack of social
relevance, accusations of “acting white” (Ogbu,
1998; Downey & Lucena, 1997; Eglash, 2002).
Culturally situated education can be an important resource for combating the second and third
categories. Like any pedagogy, this can be done
well or poorly. Poor versions include attempts to
paste a thin veneer of culture onto standard lessons–replacing Dick and Jane counting marbles
with Tatuk and Estaban counting coconuts. A more
promising path can be found in disciplines such
as ethnomathematics and ethnocomputing, which
“translates” from the STEM concepts and practices embedded in indigenous cultural practices
and contemporary vernacular activities to their
contemporary equivalents (Eglash, et al. (2006;
Lipka & Adams, 2004). Like many scholars investigating STEM education for underrepresented
ethnic groups (Hammond, 2001; Eisenhart, 2001;
Rennie, et al. (2003), we agree that “learning is
authentic when it takes as its starting point the
interests, perspectives, desires, and needs of the
students” (Buxton, 2006).

3. COMPUTER SCIENCE
EDUCATION FROM LIFE (cSELF)
In our prior work (e.g. Eglash, et al. (2006; Eglash & Bennett, 2009; Boyce, et al. (2011), our
team developed a suite of applets for simulating
traditional cultural arts: Culturally Situated Design
Tools (CSDTs), which are freely accessible via
the internet at www.csdt.rpi.edu. As noted above,
CSDTs do not impose math and computing ideas
from outside the culture; rather they make use of
the mathematical and computational ideas that
are already present, whether explicit or implicit,
in the cultural practices they simulate. Native
American beadwork, for example, makes use of
iterative algorithms on a Cartesian grid; African
American cornrow hairstyles show recursive
geometric transformations; urban graffiti includes
polar coordinate curves, etc.

In the process of designing the software, we
begin with an investigation of the original cultural context of the artisans, through established
literature as well as our own interviews and
ethnographic investigations. Native American
culture, for example, has the Cartesian layout of
orthogonal two axes, or four-fold symmetry, as a
strong underlying geometric theme throughout its
designs, concepts and practices. This “translation”
works in both directions, as deeper mathematical
understanding can help in futher understanding of
the cultural material. For example, in the famous
oral history of Iroquois peace-maker Hiawatha,
we hear that phrase “he will split the sky” – a
curious wording unless you know about fourfold symmetry: he meant that he would travel the
north-south axis, since the Iroquois know that sun,
moon and stars travel in “the sky’s direction” of
east-west. Other examples of four-fold symmetry
include the Shoshone prayers that begin with “the
four winds,” the Navajo orientation to four sacred
mountains, the four poles of the teepee, and so
on (Eglash 2010). Thus a simulation which is
modeling the beadloom’s arrangement of rows
and columns as a Cartesian grid, as seen in Figure
1, is not imposing western concepts on unrelated
forms; to the contrary it is “translating” a deep
cosmological principle to its western equivalent.
The suite of online applets, CSDTs, provide
this cultural background as well as applets (flash,
java, and javascript) which allow students to utilize
Figure 1. Comparison of Native American beadwork and its simulation by student
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these indigenous math and computing concepts in
simulations. There are two types of CSDT interface. The parametric interface is focused primarily
on math concepts. For example in beadloom tools
(Figure 2) the drop-down interface offers built-in
algorithms for create a line, rectangle, and triangle
as geometric figures in which the parameters are
the vertices, as well as iterative patterns in which
the parameters are the number of iterative cycles
and the initial conditions. This allows students
to understand the parameters in a more narrative
form; for example “starting with a row of 7 beads,
subtract 1 from each side as you iterate in the +y
direction.” The algorithm is fixed, but each of
the underlined parameters can be changed by the
user. The second interface is “programmable,”
using drag and drop code blocks, so that students
can creatively invent their own algorithms, after
learning the mathematical representation in the
first interface (Babbitt et al., 2011).
The cSELF program takes this process full
circle, allowing students to take the culture-based
simulations they have created, and render them
Figure 2. The virtual beadloom tool
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as physical art objects. The goal is to create a
learning environment in which computational
thinking (CT) fundamentals are gained through a
synergistic encounter between creativity, culture
and computing; thus generating new avenues for
broadening participation.
The cSELF pilot program begins with summer
workshops for training art teachers, who subsequently pass that on to their underrepresented
art students in high school art classes during the
academic year. In the initial pilots our assessment
examines the extent to which this is sufficiently
engaging from an arts education perspective, and
its ability to teach CT fundamentals. If successful, long-term studies will be used to examine the
impact on selection of elective computing courses
in high school, selection of major (computing vs.
non-computing related) in college, and retention in
those majors for students in cSELF in comparison
to their peers.
In early workshops with CSDTs we observed
that they offer a flexible format that allows underrepresented students to engage in both structured
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learning and exploratory learning where they
openly create their patterns. This connection
between the computational skills and understanding required to create the simulations, and open,
unrestrained creativity can be particularly important for students from under-represented groups
who may think of themselves as lacking technical
inclination but willing to explore artistic practices.
Students’ use of physical arts media–painting,
ceramics, etc.–to render their virtual simulations
adds an important experiential component that is
critical to the concept.

4. THE cSELF PROGRAM
cSELF began with a one-day, professional development workshop in Summer 2012 for local
art teachers from the NY capital region: teachers
from 3 school districts attended (Schenectady,
Albany and Troy high schools). The art teachers
were introduced to 3 CSDTs: African-American
Cornrow Curves, the Native American Beadloom, and African Fractals (which offers fractal
simulations for a variety of African architectural
and artistic designs as well as fractal models in
nature). The workshop activities modeled many

of the classroom activities that teachers would
later repeat with their students, as seen in Figure
3. These included:
1.
2.

3.

4.

5.
6.

Group discussion of the cultural background
offered in the CSDT website;
Step-by-step instruction on creating basic
simulations, using the website tutorials. At
this point the participants are only duplicating patterns created by the original artisans;
Reflection on how basic CT concepts--iterative loops, variables, algorithms, geometric
transforms, etc.–are present both informally
in the original artistic practice and formally
in the simulation (Table 1);
A “performance art” activity which reinforces the computational/mathematical
concepts through the creative use of body
motion;
Creative exploration of the tools; participants
now move from duplicating previous patterns
to creating new patterns of their own design;
Group discussion of the artistic patterns in
which participants provide each other with
supportive comments and constructive
criticism.

Figure 3. A conceptual drawing of the cSELF program
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Table 1. Computational concepts taught through CSDTs
Native American Virtual Bead Loom
• Geometric shapes
• Line of symmetry
• Reflection symmetry
• Four-fold symmetry
• Cartesian coordinate system
• Plotting points on a Cartesian coordinate system
• Plotting points on a Cartesian coordinate system to create lines.
• Plotting points on a Cartesian coordinate system to create 2D
shapes
• Plotting points on a Cartesian coordinate system using iteration
algorithms

During the school year, art teachers add a
final phase to the cSELF learning process, using
these virtual simulations in the design of physical artistic counterparts. This component offered
an opportunity for the art teachers to bring their
own skills and creative insights into the process.

5. DESIGN AGENCY
cSELF builds on the concept of ethnocomputing–
the idea that important computational concepts
are already present in the heritage culture and
vernacular culture of underrepresented students.
Evidence that the ethnocomputing approach, even
in its purely virtual form, can enhance learning
comes from both qualitative and quantitative
sources. For example, in this unsolicited communication, a teacher at a Lakota Nation school
using the Virtual Bead Loom tool reported:
You might be interested to hear that one of the
students, who is an IT major, an artist, a very
traditional beadworker and fluent Lakota speaker,
was so delighted with the software that he decided
to go ahead and develop his own algorithms independently. He was really inspired. He said it
was the first time that math/graphing seemed to
really make sense or “click” for him. I haven’t
seen how far he got with computer algorithms,
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African-American Cornrow Curves
• Iterating copies of a seed shape
• Changing copies with transformational geometry parameters:
dilation, rotation, translation, reflection
• Parameters as variables
• Same algorithm with different initial values for variables
produces different outcomes
• Differentiating variables inside and outside of iterative loop

but his final project for our math class was full
of linear models that described his most recent
beadwork creations.
Such anecdotal evidence is complimented by
our statistical studies. One published study was
carried out in two high school computing classes
in New York City (Eglash, et al. (2011). Students
in the study used one of two websites, both with
java applets, in two classes taught by the same
instructor: one class used a popular (non-cultural)
site for fractals education, the other our African
Fractals site. The results were surprisingly strong:
both the pre/post differences in skills and the pre/
post differences in attitudes toward computing
careers show statistically significant improvement (.001 confidence level) in the class using
the CSDT website.
The main hypothesis of the cSELF program
is that these advantages of ethnocomputing can
be enhanced by including a physical component.
At the core of cSELF lays the concept of “design
agency.” Agency has been defined differently
in various disciplines. In philosophy, agency is
usually defined as the capacity to take action on
one’s mental decisions; it is considered separately
from “free will” since someone might express
their agency on the basis of motivations that are
caused by the will of someone else. Philosophers
often use agency in this sense as something which
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distinguishes the consciousness of humans from
the actions of machines or other non-conscious
entities (Johnson, 2006). Sociologists on the other
hand often focus on the contrast between the
agency of individuals (thus more closely associated
with free will) and the social structure in which
they are embedded; for example the barriers we
describe in the case of underrepresented students
who do not feel free to engage in computer science
education because would cast them as “nerds”
or violates other social expectations would be a
case of blocked agency. “Design agency” makes
use of this sociological sense of human agency
in relation to free will, but allows its mixture or
synthesis with non-human agency as described
by Pickering (1995). According to Pickering,
non-human agency in nature or machines lacks
intentionality, but as it mixes with human agency
the resulting “mangle” can shift both human and
non-human sides in unexpected ways.
In Pickering’s work, the focus is on scientific
inquiry. Pickering notes that in the typical description of science, the lab apparatus is described as a
sort of transparent window that passively delivers
the facts about the world. But he points out that
if you actually follow the scientific process in
detail, there is a kind of “resistance” that is often
encountered: nature won’t respond in the exactly
the ways the scientist was hoping it would. So you
make adjustments–“tune” the machine in various
ways, change chemical mixtures, and sometimes
even change your goals. Rather than a transparent window, it is a gradual “negotiation” between
people, nature and machines; success occurs when
they arrive together at some mutually acceptable
conclusion.
In similar ways that Pickering describes the
scientific process, we posit that “design agency”
is a mangle between the human and non-human
elements of a design process. While it might
include a similar “negotiation” with nature–the
physics of clay, for example, will both facilitate
and constrain the sculpting process–culture can
play a similar role here. Consider, for example,

the case of a student who is trying to create a
straight line with the beadloom tool (Figure 4).
As long as the line is oriented at a multiple of
45 degrees–0, 45, 90, etc--the line is smooth, as
we see with the line from (-14, -14) to (14, 14).
But at other angles it becomes jagged (as we see
with the other line). That is not a bug; it’s simply
the fact that any Cartesian grid with intersections
on integer values must have a kind of “staircase” appearance when it is fitting lines at those
angles. Students respond to such discoveries of
“resistance” in various ways. Some restrict their
design to angles with multiples of 45 degrees.
Others make use of the “jaggedness,” reflecting
the same jagged line over the Y axis to form a
symmetric pair. Culture is present prior to the
design process because the applet is based on the
native American beadloom–had it been based on
other beadwork techniques there would have been
a different set of constraining/enabling features.
But it can also play a role in the on-going design
process when the student begins to see that traditional beadwork has been influenced by the same
“resistance”–some traditional designs restrict
themselves to multiples of 45 degrees, and some
make use of symmetric jaggedness. And culture
can guide the design process in other directions
as well. One student, for example, decided that
he wanted to replicate the Puerto Rican flag in
the beadloom tool (Eglash et al., 2006). He found
that the flag included an equilateral triangle with
strong symbolic significance. The “resistance”
he encountered to creating an equilateral triangle
on a Cartesian grid (you can’t simply count the
beads on each side because the beads across the
diagonal are farther apart than those on the axis)
resulted in his investigation of triangle geometry;
eventually he discovered he could use two 3060-90 triangles to create the 60-60-60 required
by the flag. Resistance is not simply negative, it
can positively guide as well as restrict, and that
guidance creates new affordances and learning
opportunities in the process.
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Figure 4. A student who encounters the contrast between smooth and jagged lines in the virtual beadloom
can respond to this “resistance” in at least two different ways. Both can be found in ordinary beadwork.

Creativity is sometimes thought of as an exploration in the space of possible designs (e.g. Gero
& Kumar, 1993). But like real-world explorers,
the places you visit can both constrain and enable
your travel, and even “mangle” your goals: your
car breaks down but you manage to buy a horse;
the horse tends to look for green grass which is
by a creek, the creek has a raft, and so on. Just
as it may have never occurred to the traveler to
explore the waterways, it never occurred to the
student of Puerto Rican heritage that he would
be eagerly engaged in a geometry problem. The
framework of design agency helps us understand
how the “mangle” between human intentions and
non-human facilitation in creates new bridges (or
rafts) between social and technical worlds. Thus
one way to look at the cSELF program is that it is
creates a learning environment in which cultural
and artistic resources enter into a productive
negotiation with computational design agency.
Culture is not the only source of these enabling
and constraining mangles in cSELF; the physical
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arts become another component; a means to bring
together head, heart and hand. The students and
art teachers were highly creative in their process
of devising physical renderings for the virtual
designs. Of course this is the norm for an art
class, but it was striking that even in cases where
there was little algorithmic change, the physical
medium became an additional opportunity for
creative agency. In the case of designs in the
virtual beadloom, for example, the Cartesian grid
design remained largely the same, but its medium
was transformed from virtual image to ceramics,
mixed media, and even electrical optics (jars of
color water lit from below), as seen in Figure 5.
In other cases the physical renderings became
more interpretive. One African American student,
for example, noted that one of his simulation for
scaling sequences in cornrow braids looked like
spiders (Figure 6). The topic of spiders also came
up during a presentation on African traditional
design, and perhaps that connection inspired him
to focus on the spider theme when he rendered the
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Figure 5. Physical renderings offer an additional
opportunity for creative agency, even in the case
of purely abstract patterns

This red window is his ticket to popularity and
acceptance. However, the 3D triangle fractals
represent the boy’s true personality. The triangles
create a mask that represents his personality
coming through. As the triangles get bigger and
bigger, the personality gets stronger and stronger,
eventually coming up onto the window like it’s
breaking through his false persona. Everybody
will always have their true being inside of them
which is what makes them happy. Who we are is
who we are and it will always prevail in the end.

Figure 6. Using the cornrows tool, a student is
inspired to title this “spiders”

final physical version (Figure 7). Other students
carried the interpretive license even farther. One
student re-interpreted the scaling sequence of
geometric figures as a series of cigarettes that
had burned to decreasing lengths; her final piece
featured a scaling sequence of physical cigarette
butts glued to a painted figure with a death’s head
rising from her chest. Starting with similar scaling
sequences from the fractal CSDT using triangles
(Figure 8), a different student created the paper
sculpture of Figure 9, along with a more upbeat
narrative:

Figure 7. The same student emphasizes the spiders
theme in his physical rendering

My 3D fractal piece was inspired by my daily
encounters with teenagers in my school. When I
got to high school I noticed that more and more
people judge others based on their personalities,
style of clothing, their hobbies, who they’re friends
with and much more. Because of this, bullying
often occurs and kids feel pressured to change
their persona to fit in and stop the bullying they
experience. This false personality is something that
hides some one’s true self from the world around
them, but will never truly be who they really are.
My project is of a boy hiding behind a window.
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Figure 8. A fractal virtual design, and paper rendering of the pattern, provided by the teacher as an
example

Figure 9. After modifying the teacher’s virtual
example, the student added an artistic rendering
of the design

math and computing concepts showed clear learning gains for many of the students. There was no
correlation between scores on pre/post tests and
the decision about how closely the physical form
would duplicate its virtual inspiration, indicating
that creative agency was not in competition with
technical learning.

6. THE RELEVANCE OF cSELF’S
CURRICULUM TO COMPUTER
SCIENCE EDUCATION STANDARDS
cSELF’s curricula provides high school youth with
training in computational thinking that correlates
with the College Board’s seven core principles
for computer science education (Table 2) (see
complete descriptions of core principles at collegeboard.com/html/computerscience).

One concern that often arises in discussions of
this program with math and computing instructors
is the fear that students who are not technically inclined will “ditch” the technical content and focus
on artistic interpretations. Pre/post test scores on
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7. THE ARTS-COMPUTING
DISCONNECT: WHY WE NEED
THE cSELF PROGRAM
At first glance, it might seem that the arts connection is already well-covered in computing

In cSELF, students are simulating culture-based arts, essentially “reverse-engineering” the original patterns and uncovering the
algorithms that were at work.
As noted in the discussion of “resistance” and design agency, the cSELF gain insight into the enabling and constraining aspects of the
different simulations. Looking back on the traditional patterns, it becomes more clear why certain structures are present. In addition,
the final step allows them to transform their digital works into physical renderings, which allows them further insight into the ways that
our world can be seen in terms of an underlying computational structure.
Iteration, recursion and algorithms are concepts that students must explicitly utilize in the CSDT tools--The Virtual Beadloom and
Cornrow Curves--as well as artistically with hands-on, arts activities. The aesthetic components naturally lend themselves to concepts
such as selection (colors of beads for example) and sequencing (for instance difference cornrow braids are associated with different
iterative sequences).
The CSDT interface offers immediate visual feedback; students are constantly adjusting parameters and checking results as they “hone
in” on a particular design.
The CSDT community website is freely accessible via http://community.csdt.rpi.edu/and allows users to upload simulations and share
them in open-source fashion, encouraging collaborations.
cSELF begins with cultural art forms that embody both a social background and the computational thinking that is embedded in its
designs. The process of physical rendering allows students to move away from the screen and interact with each other and the art studio
environment, further enhancing the social and material components of the experience. The facilitation of design agency offers the
opportunity for further social commentary.

2. People use models and simulations to generate
new understanding and knowledge.

3. Insight and knowledge can result from
translating and transforming digitally represented
information.

4. Sequencing, selection, iteration, and recursion
are building blocks for an algorithm which is a
precise sequence of instructions for a process that
can be executed by a computer.

5. Programming is an iterative process that
requires an understanding of how instructions are
processed.

6. The internet and the systems built on it facilitate
collaboration.

7. Computing is situated within economic, social,
and cultural contexts.

cSELF’s Pedagogical Activity or Component
cSELF engages youth in a design process explicitly for creative expression.

1. Computing fosters creative expression and the
creation of artifacts. Computing is a creative act.

College Board’s Principle

Table 2. The College Board’s seven core principles in correlation with computer science education
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education. After all, many computing classes
include graphics and animation components.
However our initial investigation has revealed
three significant gaps:
1.

2.

3.
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Art in computing education is generally
limited to a role as motivator or “content provider;” something to attract student interest.
While a project to create an online gallery
might be inspiring for some students, it still
keeps a conceptual barrier in place between
the artistic and technical process. Allowing
students to see computational thinking in
the artistic works themselves changes the
status of both art and computing in the mind
of the student; it makes computation itself
available as a medium of artistic expression;
The arts simulated by CSDTs–Native
American beadwork, African American
cornrow hairstyles, etc.– are distinctly associated with the cultures of underrepresented
students. By using physical algorithms
in culture-based arts, and matching these
with computer simulations of the artifacts,
students from these background can learn
computational thinking through their own
heritage and vernacular culture, and other
students can learn greater cross-cultural
appreciation;
The high school courses that offer computational thinking are, not surprisingly, mostly
limited to computing classes. However,
cSELF offers computational thinking
through an arts curriculum. This allows three
potential advantages: first, it brings a new
pool of students into the computing education pipeline. Second, it potentially increases
the number of underrepresented students in
the computing education pipeline. Finally, it
increases the number of creatively inclined
students in college computing disciplines,
adding intellectual diversity as well as ethnic
diversity.

One potential objection against this last point
might be that students entering into the computing education pipeline through cSELF will tend
towards interdisciplinary programs such as gaming, electronic arts, animation etc. rather than a
pure computer science major. That is an empirical
question we intend to investigate in future studies.
But we would argue that even if that does turn
out to be the case, cSELF is merely allowing precollege computing education to match a process
that is already occurring at the college level: the
dramatic increase in computer science/artistic
practice synthesis that is increasingly featured in
the aforementioned college programs, and beyond
college, for computing careers in industries such
as gaming and media production.
Another potential objection is that this ethnocomputing concept is already present in computer
education in the form of computational origami.
It is true that the computation work on origami
does exactly what we intend: computer scientists take seriously the concept that origami is
algorithmic (Bern and Hayes 1996; Lang 1994;
Huffman 1976); they have software that allows
movement between virtual and physical instantiations (Balkcom & Mason, 2004; Kasem & Ida,
2008; Mitani, 2009); and they use it in the classroom (cf. Goadrich, 2010). But the association
of computational thinking with origami does not
challenge the stereotypes that hold back underrepresented students: indeed the assumption that
Asian students are “inherently” better suited for
computing careers is exactly the kind of damaging myth that discourages underrepresented
students (Wu, 2002). The broader ethnocomputing approach offered by the cSELF program, in
contrast, can show this same resource–physical
instantiations of computational thinking in an
artistic process–based on the cultural heritage
and vernacular innovations of underrepresented
students. Rather than confirm the stereotypes
that discourage their participation (Ogbu, 1998;
Fordham, 1991; Steele, et al., 2002), cSELF’s
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approach is seeks to empower underrepresented
students to see their cultural “self” as having a
computational heritage.

8. CONCLUSION
cSELF is primarily designed for students who
may be loath to think of themselves as “computing
geeks”–students who are more inclined towards
the arts and humanities. Data on under-represented
students suggest that they may find this approach
particularly helpful. By engaging this under-served
student population, cSELF aims to contribute-in the long run–to diversifying the discipline of
computing. But it would be a mistake to say that
the problem in the system is completely on the
side of the children. The discipline of computing is itself far too decontextualize and narrowly
conceived to effectively serve human needs in an
increasingly interconnected world. Developing
forms of computing education that can offer new
opportunities for social expression and creative
engagement is a critical first step: not just in better serving up human resources for the computing
industry, but for improving the ability of computing
as a resource for human needs.
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ABSTRACT
Implementation of the Common Core State Standards in Mathematics has provided teacher educators a
great opportunity to reexamine whether teacher preparation programs adequately provide the experiences
to develop the base of knowledge and 21st century skills necessary to be effective teachers. The Mathematics
TPACK Framework provides a roadmap for a series of pathways to integrate three knowledge components
that are essential in teacher development: content knowledge, pedagogical knowledge, and technological knowledge. In this chapter, the authors examine how a teacher preparation program has evolved to
integrate meaningful uses of digital technologies in content and pedagogy that are relevant to the teaching and learning of mathematics through the lens of implementing the Common Core State Standards.

INTRODUCTION
When examining the components of a teacher
preparation program, one of the most pressing
implications for practice is a need for meaningful
experiences for teacher candidates similar to those
provided through in-service professional devel-

opment. Teacher candidates must be prepared to
establish learning environments that emphasize
21st century skills.
People in the 21st century live in a technology
and media-suffused environment, marked by
various characteristics, including: 1) access to
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an abundance of information, 2) rapid changes in
technology tools, and 3) the ability to collaborate
and make individual contributions on an unprecedented scale. To be effective in the 21st century,
citizens and workers must be able to exhibit a range
of functional and critical thinking skills related to
information, media, and technology (Partnership
for 21st Century Skills, Information, Media, and
Technology Skills, 2011).
To that effect, technology should be an integral
part of teacher candidates’ experiences learning mathematics, or else they may not value the
benefits of technology integration. They must
also understand what the Common Core State
Standards in Mathematics say about students’
experiences with digital technologies in order
to meet professional standards used to evaluate
teachers.
Technology is valuable in leveraging and
enhancing classroom experiences for students
which promote mathematical reasoning and
sense making (Dick & Hollebrands, 2011). In this
chapter, we examine how a teacher preparation
program has evolved to integrate meaningful uses
of digital technologies in content and pedagogy
which are relevant to the teaching and learning
of mathematics. The Mathematics Technological
Pedagogical and Content Knowledge (TPACK)
Framework (Mishra & Koehler, 2006; Koehler &
Mishra, 2008; 2009; Association of Mathematics Teacher Educators (AMTE), 2009) provides
a roadmap for a series of pathways to integrate
three knowledge components, which are essential in teacher development: content knowledge,
pedagogical knowledge, and technological knowledge. We argue the necessity of moving teacher
candidates through these pathways to help them
promote in their students the types of mathematical
practices described in the Common Core documents (Common Core State Standards Initiative
(CCSSI), 2010).

BACKGROUND
Program Description
Our undergraduate pre-service mathematics
education program includes extensive work both
in mathematics and in education. Because of the
comprehensive nature of our program, each of our
teacher candidate graduates receives two degrees–
a Bachelor of Science in Education, Mathematics
and a Bachelor of Science, Mathematics. As part of
this program teacher candidates complete 15 hours
of education and mathematics methods courses,
42 hours of mathematics content courses, and at
least 12 hours of full-time field experience. These
degrees reflect the North Carolina Professional
Teaching Standards (North Carolina Professional
Teaching Standards Commission, 2006) and the
21st century knowledge, skills, and dispositions
embedded in them.
Early classroom experience is a key component
of our program. School partners are actively and
continuously involved in providing multiple field
experiences for our teacher candidates in the form
of field observations and pre-service lesson study
cycles. During internship and student teaching,
school partners help evaluate teacher candidates’
performance through observation protocols.
As part of a prior evaluation of the program, a
group of 58 teachers from local middle schools
and high schools attended a presentation on our
mathematics education program. Specific topics
of discussion addressed what teacher candidates
need to know and be able to do in the classroom
upon graduation from a teacher education program.
As a result of this evaluation, we designed a new
course to enhance the connection of content,
technology, and pedagogy. The new course, Math
414: Introduction to Secondary Mathematics
Teaching Methods, has an emphasis on connecting technology and pedagogy. This course serves
as a springboard to the second methods course,
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Math 415: Methods and Materials for Teaching
Mathematics in Secondary Schools. Now Math
415 takes a more holistic approach to instructional design in which teacher candidates make
instructional choices that integrate technology,
pedagogy, and content.

TPACK Framework
As a guiding framework for promoting teacher
candidates’ acquisition of 21st Century skills and
dispositions with respect to digital technologies,
we use TPACK constructs that emerged from research in recent years. In this section, we provide
a brief introduction to the TPACK Knowledge
Bases, Standards, and Stages of Development.
As described by Koehler (2011), there are three
Knowledge Bases:
Technology Knowledge is knowledge about standard technologies such as books and chalk and
blackboard, as well as more advanced technologies
such as the Internet and digital video. This would
involve the skills required to operate particular
technologies. In the case of digital technologies this
would include knowledge of operating systems, and
computer hardware, as well as the ability to use
standard set of software tools such as word processors, spreadsheets, browsers, email etc. (TK)
Pedagogical Knowledge is deep knowledge about
the processes and practices or methods of teaching and learning and how it encompasses (among
other things) overall educational purposes, values
and aims. This is a generic form of knowledge
that is involved in all issues of student learning,
classroom management, lesson plan development
and implementation, and student evaluation. Pedagogical knowledge requires an understanding of
cognitive, social and developmental theories of
learning and how they apply to students in their
classroom. (PK)
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Content Knowledge is knowledge about the actual
subject matter that is to be learned or taught.
Clearly, teachers must know and understand
the subjects they teach, including: knowledge of
central facts, concepts, theories and procedures
within a given field; knowledge of explanatory
frameworks that organize and connect ideas; and
knowledge of the rules of evidence and proof. (CK)
The TPACK framework focuses on essential
knowledge created in the intersections of these
three knowledge bases as illustrated in Figure 1
(Mishra & Koehler, 2006):
In addition to the framework, which provides a
way to examine and categorize our course sequence
in the light of overlapping sections of the diagram
in Figure 1, the TPACK Standards listed provide
a set of goals that proficient teacher candidates
should strive to achieve by the end of their program. The following four TPACK Standards are
suggested by AMTE (2009):
1.
2.
3.
4.

Design and develop technology enhanced
mathematics learning environments and
experiences.
Facilitate mathematics instruction with
technology as an integrated tool.
Assess and evaluate technology enriched
mathematics teaching and learning.
Engage in ongoing professional development to enhance technological pedagogical
content knowledge (Information, Media, and
Technology Skills).

In practice, these standards permeate the
classroom culture and the everyday work of
teachers who use technology to enhance students’
comprehension of the subject matter through
carefully designed “instruction, organization, and
classroom management specific to the application
of technology in the mathematics classroom.” In
particular, these teachers “understand their con-
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Figure 1. TPACK Image (rights free image (http://tpack.org/))

tent areas with both breadth and depth as a result
of using technology as part of their instruction”
(Guerrero, 2010).
Finally, the TPACK Stages of Development
allow us to identify strategic places in the program
that present opportunities for teacher candidates to
transition from one stage to the next when using
a specific technology in the teaching of mathematics. It is our goal as Mathematics Educators
to facilitate these transitions through a carefully
designed sequence of courses and experiences. In
order for teacher candidates to demonstrate proficiency in the previously mentioned standards by
the time they transition to the classroom, teacher
educators need to select learning opportunities that
promote TPACK acquisition in teacher preparation
courses. In turn, the framework can be the basis
for an in-depth examination of areas of growth
for teacher candidates in relation to the use of
technology as they move through the following
stages of TPACK development when learning

to use specific technology in the mathematics
classroom (Niess et al., 2009):
•

•

•

•

Recognizing (Knowledge): Where teachers are able to use the technology and recognize the alignment of the technology
with mathematics content yet do not integrate the technology in teaching and learning of mathematics.
Accepting (Persuasion): Where teachers
form a favorable or unfavorable attitude
toward teaching and learning mathematics
with an appropriate technology.
Adapting (Decision): Where teachers engage in activities that lead to a choice to
adopt or reject teaching and learning mathematics with an appropriate technology.
Exploring (Implementation): Where
teachers actively integrate teaching and
learning of mathematics with an appropriate technology.
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Advancing (Confirmation): Where teachers evaluate the results of the decision to
integrate teaching and learning mathematics with an appropriate technology.

1.

Mishra argues that teachers must “learn
technology not by learning specific computer
programs, but rather by designing technological
solutions to pedagogical problems.” (Mishra,
2012, May 12, para. 5). Likewise, the learning of
a technology for technology’s sake has been well
documented as providing little support for students
to attain reasoning and sense-making in the mathematics classroom (Jones, 2002). Furthermore,
exposure to the use of technology through the
modeling and observation of exemplary practice
in the field will mold teacher candidates’ beliefs
and attitudes regarding the use of instructional
technologies to enhance mathematical inquirybased learning tasks (Meagher, et al., 2011a).
Therefore successful TPACK acquisition requires
moving teacher candidates along pathways through
intersecting sections of the TPACK diagram, as
well as through the Stages of Development as
they engage in technology-intensive mathematics
classes, in mathematics teaching methods classes,
and in appropriate field experiences that model
instruction specifically catered to the needs of
21st century learners.

4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

•

CCSS-M Implementation
and Technology (Secondary
Education Focus)
The Common Core State Standards in Mathematics
(CCSS-M) was developed as a state-led initiative out
of concerns that existing sets of different standards
across the country were not adequately providing
students with knowledge and skills essential to
compete in an increasingly mobile society.
The Standards for Mathematical Practices provide descriptions of the proficiencies with process
that CCSS-M advocates for all students. Students
need to be able to do the following:
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2.
3.

Make sense of problems and persevere in
solving them.
Reason abstractly and quantitatively.
Construct viable arguments and critique the
reasoning of others.
Model with mathematics.
Use appropriate tools strategically.
Attend to precision.
Look for and make use of structure.
Look for and express regularity in repeated
reasoning (CCSSI, 2010).

While the CCSS-M focuses heavily on the content proficiencies of students, it does acknowledge
the role of technology as a tool for mathematics
learning and constructing knowledge. “Strategic
use of technology is expected in all work. This
may include employing technological tools to assist students in forming and testing conjectures,
creating graphs and data displays and determining
and assessing lines of fit for data” (CCSSI, 2010,
Appendix A).
Implementation of the Common Core State
Standards in mathematics requires that teachers
of mathematics must have deep content knowledge to teach mathematics effectively and that
content preparation needs to be tied closely with
pedagogical training. But where do teacher candidates get the practice and experience that they
need to develop strong pedagogy using technology? Preparing future teacher for 21st century
classrooms makes it essential for all educators to
work together in providing adequate experiences
and opportunities for future teachers throughout
their program of study. This needs to be evident in
content courses as well as methods courses. This
chapter proposes a model for teacher preparation
that seeks to develop strong content knowledge,
pedagogical knowledge, technological knowledge,
and intersections of these knowledge bases necessary for teacher candidates to be successful as
secondary mathematics teachers.
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MOVING TEACHER CANDIDATES
ALONG TPACK PATHWAYS
TO SUPPORT CCSS-M
IMPLEMENTATION
The TPACK framework serves as a foundation
for analyzing our program and identifying places
where we provide teacher candidates with opportunities to advance their understanding of each
intersection of Knowledge Bases. At the same
time, we recognize different people will progress
through the TPACK Stages of Development differently and will respond to a specific technology in
various ways. Our goal is to provide learning experiences that allow exploration of all Knowledge
Bases and their intersections with an emphasis on
early and ongoing experiences in the center of
the framework. These experiences help teacher
candidates start on their journey of progressing
towards advancing stages of TPACK. Figure 2 is
an adaptation of the TPACK image that includes
the most pertinent experiences in our program

that help form the necessary pathways towards
the center of the framework. The sections that
follow will describe those pathways.

Beginning from Technology
and Content Knowledge
In looking at the interplay of technological knowledge and content knowledge, it is clear that there
are instances where these two areas are distinct. For
instance, teacher candidates must have sufficient
technological knowledge to access information
on a particular network that may not involve any
mathematical content knowledge. They must also
have content knowledge that is primarily abstract
in nature, such as what constitutes a group. There
is evidence, however, to show that students can
learn mathematics more deeply with appropriate
use of technology (Jones, 2002; Ellington, 2003;
Fey, Cuoco, Kieran, McMullin, & Zbiek, 2003).
Therefore, it is very important that teacher candidates experience how to embrace the power of

Figure 2. Program components that help form TPACK pathways
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technology to better understand mathematics that
challenges them during their teacher preparation
program. Not only will teacher candidates experience how to use technology to do mathematics
but also how to use technology to communicate
mathematical thought and reasoning abilities.
In parallel with the CCSS-M Standards for
Mathematical Practices #2 and #4, our teacher
candidates are learning college level mathematics
both abstractly and quantitatively with an emphasis on modeling. Our program requires several
mathematics courses that integrate technology
as a tool for learning. While instructors of each
course determine exactly how much technology is
used, it is a common tool. For example, graphing
calculators are required for the three courses in
the calculus sequence, and these courses tend to
incorporate graphical and numerical techniques
in conjunction with theoretical ones. Some instructors choose to use computer algebra systems
in these courses to enhance the various ways of
understanding. As teacher candidates move into
higher-level mathematics classes, their ability to
use a variety of technologies becomes important.
To ensure that teacher candidates have a sufficient background and proficiency with a variety
of technologies, our program requires all of our
majors to complete a course entitled Math 340:
Introduction to Scientific Computing. The main
goal of this course is to provide teacher candidates
with a basis for using technology appropriately
to aid in their own learning of higher-level mathematical content. In this way, they are moving into
the intersection of content knowledge and technological knowledge within the TPACK framework
from a learner’s point of view as evidenced by its
learning outcomes:

Math 340 (Introduction to
Scientific Computing)
By the end of the course we expect students to
be able to:
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•
•
•

•

Model problems mathematically and use
mathematical software to solve or simulate
these problems.
Develop algorithms and implement them
in the appropriate software or programming language.
Present algorithms and solutions to problems in a mathematically sophisticated
manner using a scientific documentation
environment.
Know the benefits and drawbacks of each
of the computational tools used during the
semester.

After successfully completing this course,
teacher candidates are expected to be able to use
a variety of mathematical software in other upper
level mathematics courses without explicit instruction. In this way, teacher candidates in numerical
analysis, linear algebra, discrete mathematics,
and other courses are able to choose appropriate
technologies to aid them in understanding the
mathematical content. They also have developed the skills to present their understandings
in mathematical ways. Through this integration,
we encourage all of our teacher candidates to
move into the zone that allows technology and
content knowledge to interact seamlessly from the
student point of view. They are trying to enhance
their own understanding of the content through a
technological lens.
Further integration of technology and content
knowledge from the teacher perspective occurs as
teacher candidates complete Capstone projects
and prepare presentations of their work using
technology, a part of the required course Math 479:
Capstone Seminar. In this course, each teacher candidate chooses problems to explore and/or to solve.
Often this work entails use of statistical analysis
packages, computer algebra systems, dynamical
graphing programs, or other digital technologies.
What is common to all teacher candidates is the
requirement to present their findings in print and as
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presentations using appropriate software. As each
project is specific to the individual, each teacher
candidate must demonstrate the integration of
choosing appropriate technologies to aid in his or
her understanding and in the presentation of that
understanding to others. In this way, they begin
to consider the intersection of technological and
content knowledge from a teacher view.
In the required geometry class, Math 411:
Foundations in Geometry, a more advanced
level course, teacher candidates are introduced
to Geometer’s Sketchpad, a dynamical graphical
software package, through an exploratory unit on
transformational geometry. As teacher candidates
explore particular examples and topics, they are
asked to develop theorems that they then prove
formally based on their experiences with the
technology.
This allows students to play with shapes and form,
making it easier to construct standard geometry
proofs. In this regard, the software program merely
emulates what was done earlier when learning
geometry. However, the computer program does
more than that. By allowing students to “play”
with geometrical constructions, it also changes
the nature of learning geometry itself – proofs
by construction are a form of representation in
mathematics that was not available prior to this
technology (Koehler, 2011, TCK).
In this instance, teacher candidates experience
how they can learn particular content with technological assistance and how that interaction allows
for a different type of understanding. Through
comparison of their own work in earlier parts of
this course, teacher candidates are encouraged to
consider the differences in the ways of understanding that are possible.
These examples demonstrate the incorporation
of particular technologies for specific purposes in
mathematics courses. Through these experiences,
teacher candidates move along the early pathways
from content knowledge and technological knowl-

edge into the intersection of these two zones from
both a student point of view and a teacher point
of view. Furthermore, their continued work with
content and technology aid our teacher candidates
in moving from the early TPACK stage of Recognizing towards the next stage of Accepting in
their TPACK development. Thus, additional steps
on the pathway of TPACK development also help
lead teacher candidates towards more sophisticated
stages, Adapting and Exploring, as they begin to
choose the software that would be most useful to
their own learning and teaching.

Beginning from Technology
and Pedagogical Knowledge
Pedagogical knowledge is the information we
gather from research and experience of expert
educators that helps us understand connections
between teaching and learning. Effective teachers
will use pedagogical knowledge to make decisions
regarding how to convey and reveal subject matter
to students. They are aware of the preconceptions
and background knowledge that students typically bring to each subject and of strategies and
instructional materials that can be of assistance.
In addition, they understand and solve the possible
difficulties likely to arise in the classroom and
modify their practice accordingly. Their instructional repertoire allows them to create multiple
paths to knowledge, in general, and to the subjects
they teach, in particular. Obviously, this is not
possible without specifically addressing the area
in which the use of technology and pedagogical
knowledge converge. Since the presence of technology is unavoidable in 21st century classrooms,
what do teacher candidates need in order to be
prepared for integrating technology appropriately
into their teaching practices? As teacher candidates
move into their methods courses, it is essential for
them to develop a solid Technological Pedagogical
Knowledge (TPK) which is described as “knowledge of the existence, components and capabilities
of various technologies as they are used in teaching
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and learning settings, and conversely, knowing
how teaching might change as the result of using
particular technologies” (Koehler, 2011, TPK).
The CCSS Standard for Mathematical Practice
#5 emphasizes that all students must be able to
consider available tools and use them appropriately in their problem solving. This must include
knowing how and when to embrace technological
tools such as graphing calculators, dynamic geometry software, computer algebra systems, etc.
If students are to be proficient in using the tools
appropriately, then it is of the utmost importance
that their teachers feel comfortable doing the same.
Technology should be introduced and utilized
to deepen understanding or reduce reliance on
routine tasks so that students engage in higherlevel mathematical reasoning. Teacher candidates
need to spend significant time becoming familiar
with the standards, considering multiple ways of
presenting content addressed in the standards,
and building technological knowledge necessary
to support development of connections between
and across those standards. Our teacher candidates
begin a two-course sequence with Math 414. In
this course, we want our teacher candidates to
achieve four major learning outcomes:

Math 414 (Introduction to Secondary
Mathematics Teaching Methods)
The future teacher will be able to:
•

•

•
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Understand and be familiar with the
Common Core State Standards for secondary mathematics as well as the NCTM
Principles and Standards.
Identify mathematical connections among
various topics and can apply content,
processes, and reasoning to real world
situations.
Identify mathematics curricular goals and
plan instruction to meet these goals, and
identify appropriate uses of technology.

•

Identify appropriate uses of technology
and plan instruction that uses technology
to enhance teaching and learning, and use
technology to assess learning.

This course is taught based on a learning
community model. Wenger and Lave (1991) proposed a model of situated learning that involves
engagement in a community of practice. They
argue that communities of practice are everywhere and that as individuals we are included in
many of them – whether at work, school, home,
or leisure activities. These communities evolve
around things that matter to the people that are
involved (Wenger, 1998). In keeping with this
idea, we believe the shared experiences both in
and out of the classroom can serve the development of a learning community in which teacher
candidates and professor work collaboratively to
explore technologies and develop strong TPK. The
teacher candidates are all responsible for presenting and sharing their thoughts and ideas related
to the Common Core State Standards.
This course is the first time during their program that teacher candidates are introduced to
the Common Core State Standards in grades 9-12
and their implications for teaching. At the same
time, teacher candidates are exposed to various
forms of technologies that may be used to teach
mathematics. Teacher candidates are given opportunities through presentations and written
assignments to use technology productivity tools
to complete required professional tasks. While
not yet using the tools themselves in authentic
teaching experiences, teacher candidates do begin
to make meaningful connections between their
own technological knowledge and how to teach.
Through practice and demonstration using technology, they begin to align the content with the
integration of technology. Teacher candidates are
asked to develop lesson plans based on standards.
While doing so, there is a focus on differentiating
between appropriate and inappropriate uses of
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technology for teaching and learning as well as
using electronic resources to design and implement learning activities.
Through purposeful class activities in Math
414 involving various technologies as a tool for
mathematical sense making, it is hoped that the
teacher candidates move to a level of acceptance
in which decisions are made regarding the benefits or risks involved with using technology for
instruction. It is important that teacher candidates
begin to realize the capabilities of using technology
as a cognitive tool to maximize student learning
and to facilitate higher order thinking skills. To
do so requires time to research and evaluate the
accuracy, relevance, and appropriateness of these
technologies. Teacher candidates also need time
to explore electronic information resources that
complement their developing pedagogical styles.
The community of learning encourages valuable
debate and open discussions that help each individual develop positive attitudes toward teaching
and learning mathematics with an appropriate
technology.
The course provides several experiences where
technology is used to move between and within
multiple representations of functions (numerical,
graphical, verbal, and symbolic). For example, one
activity involves using TI-Nspire technology to
explore geometric relationships between the height
of a vase and the volume of water in the vase by
changing the values dynamically. The shape of
the vase can be manipulated as well as the height
of the water in the vase so that the relationships
can be explored. The teacher candidates also get
experience using data collection devices to collect
information such as distances and temperatures for
the purposes of developing mathematical models
based on the data.
Additionally, teacher candidates are expected to
explore and review numerous virtual manipulative
and electronic resources to analyze whether they
might be appropriate tools to use with students
to address Common Core State Standards in
grades 9-12. As the manipulatives are explored,

the teacher candidates have a chance to investigate the use of interactive whiteboards for active
teaching and learning. Ample time is allowed
for discussion of how, when, and why to use the
technologies to advance student thinking. As the
course progresses, the teacher candidates have
their first experiences developing lesson plans that
address specific standards in the Common Core
for which technology can play an important role.
This aids in their development of recognizing the
role of technology and adapting activities that can
engage their students.
Strong technological knowledge is not enough
when it comes to teaching mathematics effectively.
Teachers must apply their skills in using technology with understanding of teaching strategies
which engage students in mathematics. “The value
of technology to the teacher lies not so much in
the answers technology provides but rather in the
questions it affords” (Dick & Hollebrands, 2011,
p. xvi). It is the teaching pedagogy employed by
the teacher that defines whether or not technology
opens doors to understanding or becomes an instrument of distraction that diminishes mathematical
sense-making. The experiences students have in
Math 414 create another pathway that aids our
teacher candidates in moving toward the intersection of pedagogy, technology, and content. As
teacher candidates progress in their program of
study, they will begin to apply teaching strategies
using technology that support the construction of
content knowledge.

Beginning from Content and
Pedagogical Knowledge
The notion of Pedagogical Content Knowledge
was first described by Shulman (1986) as a way
to consider pedagogy and content as inclusive
components of a teacher’s knowledge that inform
the teaching decisions that best fit a specific subject matter. This includes knowing the different
representations commonly used to present and
make sense of curricular material, understand-
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ing the connections necessary to unveil so that
students may overcome difficulties in learning a
concept due to prior misconceptions, and making pedagogical decisions that promote students’
mathematical proficiency.
Because of the strong emphasis on content
inherent in most secondary education teacher
preparation courses, there are often many factors that make it difficult for teacher candidates
to gain access to authentic classroom experiences prior to their field placements. In order
to provide additional opportunities for teacher
candidates to plan lessons, Mathematics and
Mathematics Education faculty work together to
personalize end of course projects in several of
our mathematics content courses. While applied
mathematics students might be focused on a
modeling project, teacher candidates will often
be asked to develop an activity that integrates
the course material into a secondary mathematics
lesson plan. These recurring connections between
higher level mathematics courses such as Discrete
Structures or Linear Algebra, and the mathematics
they will be expected to teach in high school, help
teacher candidates understand the value of deeper
content understanding that serves the purpose of
sense making for appropriately challenging task
design. This is a connective pathway from viewing mathematics as learners to constructing new
knowledge of mathematics as teachers.
Another course specifically geared towards future mathematics teachers is Math 300, a problemsolving course in which teacher candidates are
actively engaged in collaborative group work that
helps them improve their problem solving abilities,
while encouraging them to argue solutions with
their peers in a constant open-communication
atmosphere. In Math 300, teacher candidates
have to simultaneously assume the roles of doers
of mathematics, trusting members of a learning
community where they learn to listen and to understand others’ ways of thinking, and at times,
teachers for their peers. This course specifically
addresses the CCSS-M Standard for Mathematical
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Practice #1 where students are expected to “make
sense of problems and persevere in solving them,”
as well as Standard #3 focused on constructing
“viable arguments and critique the reasoning of
others.” Content standards addressed in Math
300 cover a wide range of secondary mathematics topics across all major content strands of the
CCSS-M, therefore providing teacher candidates
with a collection of problem solving situations
that they may immediately pull from once in the
classroom. When exploring a variety of problem
solving approaches, teacher candidates are also
exposed to Standards for Mathematical Practices
#7 and #8, which permeate all the mathematics
content courses in the program. Learning outcomes
for Math 300 include:

Math 300 (Methods and Techniques
for Problem Solving in Mathematics)
The future teachers will be able to:
•
•
•
•

Identify and apply methods and techniques
that are helpful in solving problems.
Solve problems using problem solving
steps.
Explain and discuss problem solving
strategies.
Create problems that may be solved using a
variety of strategies.

Using the TPACK framework to analyze
our program has helped us identify areas where
technology can be better integrated. For example,
Math 300 has previously been taught in ways that
provided teacher candidates with limited opportunity to integrate technology in their reasoning
and solutions. However it is an obvious place
for us to move teacher candidates along a major
pathway from pedagogical content knowledge
experiences to more integrated TPACK experiences, therefore placing the course in the center
of the TPACK diagram. In particular the use of
Computer Algebra software can reinforce the
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nature of mathematical inquiry and investigation, conjecture building, conjecture testing, and
developing logical arguments.
To build on the introductory methods course
Math 414, seniors in our program take a second
methods class, Math 415, which can be taken concurrent to a first semester internship, and directly
precedes the full time student teaching semester.
Learning outcomes for Math 415 are as follows:

Math 415 (Methods for Teaching
Mathematics in the Secondary Schools)
The future teachers will be able to:
•
•
•
•
•

Reflect upon and discuss contemporary issues in teaching mathematics at the high
school level.
Identify mathematics curricular goals.
Plan instruction to meet these goals.
Implement lesson presentation skills.
Evaluate mathematics instruction.

Following a similar community-based model as
Math 414, students in Math 415 routinely engage
in lesson planning and teaching activities following
discussions of important components of teaching, such as classroom management, questioning
and student engagement, technology integration,
assessment, curriculum, and mathematics. The
community-modeling approach of the course assumes teacher candidates are actively involved in
designing rubrics for the purpose of course assessments, leading and facilitating discussions, and
taking turns teaching their peers. The students who
are simultaneously enrolled in an internship experience often bring to class discussion topics which
allow the community to provide a “just-in-time”
model of trouble shooting professional development that is one of the highlights of communities
of practice when implemented in the schools.
A variety of teaching methods are enacted and
discussed in the light of benefits they may bring
to teaching, learning, and curricular concerns;

these include interactive lecturing, inquiry-based
practice, and collaborative group work.
As an overall course project, students are asked
to design a full unit plan that will be one of the
evidences required by the North Carolina Department of Public Instruction for obtaining a teacher
credential. Within this unit, curricular goals must
be clearly identified, alignment to the Common
Core State Standards is required, and a variety of
teaching and assessment strategies must be used,
including integration of technology in instruction.
Through this unit planning, teacher candidates begin to comprehend the bigger picture of curricular
alignment, incorporation of multiple representations in instruction, and purposeful planning for
promoting their future students’ reasoning and
sense-making. For teacher candidates, these tasks
go beyond their own knowledge of mathematics
and how to solve a particular problem, to include
identifying student learning objectives, researching best ways to present a particular concept,
becoming knowledgeable of high school students’
common misconceptions, questioning for inquiry
into students’ prior knowledge, and students’
understanding of new material. Regarding technology, the work started in Math 414 expands to
the necessity for reflections on when the use of
a particular technology is appropriate depending
on the content presented and student learning
objectives. Teacher candidates are now asked to
make choices that will have consequences for their
instructional practices. Through these activities,
teacher candidates are actively engaged in the
center of the TPACK diagram with opportunities
to reach Adapting, and perhaps Exploring, Stages
of Development when deciding to incorporate
specific technologies in their plans. Open sharing
of these explorations into lesson planning and
task design positions teacher candidates as active
members of a 21st Century learning community.
When researching pre-service teachers’
acquisition of TPACK in a teacher preparation
program, Meagher, Özgün-Koca, and Edwards
(2011) found that “if pre-service teachers are to
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develop a positive attitude to the use of advanced
digital technologies in their instructional practice,
they require more than a methods class to develop
TPACK” (p. 259). They emphasize the role of field
experiences in shaping teacher candidates’ attitudes and dispositions towards using technology.
With such findings in mind, we recently decided to
address a need for increased collaboration between
practicing teachers and teacher candidates earlier
in the program through an adaptation of lesson
study cycles into Math 415 that will help teacher
candidates better understand the importance of
technology and curriculum integration.
Research on models of professional development interventions that best promote transfer of
new teaching knowledge into the classroom shows
that a lesson study approach is most efficient in
ensuring teachers will actually implement the new
ideas and materials in their teaching (Faughn,
Brown, Kent, & Tuba, 2011). At the teacher
preparation level, one way to adapt lesson study is
to have teacher candidates commonly plan lessons
during class time and receive feedback on those
lesson plans from a practicing master teacher
through a back and forth discussion until the lesson is ready to be implemented. Video recordings
and conference calls can then be used in order
for teacher candidates to view and reflect upon
the teaching of their lesson by this experienced
master teacher, who will also provide feedback
on the lesson once implemented in the classroom.
Teacher candidates can then revise the lesson once
again in light of what went well and what needs
to be changed (Meagher et al., 2011b).
We hope that requiring the use of technology
in the lesson planning stage of the lesson study
cycle and the teacher candidate-Master teacher
feedback loops will move some of our teacher
candidates to the Exploring Stage of Development
with that particular piece of technology, while
the post-lesson reflection with feedback from
the mathematics education faculty teaching the
course will facilitate reaching this stage with the
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technology used during the lesson. This is the first
activity that our teacher candidates will engage in
prior to their student teaching experience, where
they may begin to observe and understand the different learning approaches of high school students
when faced with having to use technology. It will
be a crucial experience in reinforcing CCSS-M
Standard for Mathematics Practice #5.

Reaching the Center:
Technological, Pedagogical,
and Content Knowledge
We have now argued the necessity of moving
teacher candidates through multiple TPACK
pathways to help them promote students’ mathematical practices described in the Common Core
documents.
Finally, at the intersection of all three elements
is Technological Pedagogical Content Knowledge (TPACK). True technology integration is
understanding and negotiating the relationships
between these three components of knowledge. A
teacher capable of negotiating these relationships
represents a form of expertise different from, and
greater than, the knowledge of a disciplinary expert
(say a mathematician or a historian), a technology
expert (a computer scientist) and a pedagogical
expert (an experienced educator). Effective technology integration for pedagogy around specific
subject matter requires developing sensitivity to
the dynamic, [transactional] relationship between
all three components (Koehler, 2011, TPACK).
As discussed in earlier sections, examples of
early experiences in the center are included in
courses throughout the program. Early opportunities for moving along pathways towards the center
will position teacher candidates in our program
to embrace digital technologies and the type of
inquiry-based practices that accompany their use
in the classroom. Table 1 summarizes activities
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Table 1. Pre-field placement experiences that move teacher candidates along pathways to the center
Pathways

Courses

CCSS Experiences

Technology Examples

Content and Pedagogy
to Center

Math 300 re-visited with
technology
Math 415

Revisiting Algebra
Lesson study and unit plan

CAS, Graphing Calculators
Student choice

Technology and Content
to Center

Math 340
Capstone
Math 411

Projects
Projects
Revisiting Geometry

Variety
Variety
Dynamic Geometry Software

Technology and
Pedagogy to Center

Math 414

Lesson planning and curricular
study

Graphing Calculators, Software,
Interactive Whiteboards

that we identified as places where teacher candidates are introduced to the center with specific
technological tools that support Common Core
Mathematical Practices.
Based on the experiences summarized in Table
1, by the time teacher candidates go out for field
placement, our goal is for them to demonstrate
readiness to work in the TPACK center. During
their last semester, all teacher candidates are
enrolled in internship/student teaching, which
serves as a culminating experience with the following outcomes:

6.
7.

Curricular Choices and Pacing;
Knowledge of Mathematics for
Teaching.

Once in the classroom, teacher candidates are
able to directly experiment with the integration of
technology in working with their own students.
As they develop into reflective practitioners and
define their identity as educators, it is expected
that they will move toward the TPACK center and
advance to higher Stages of Development.

Math 491 (Supervised Student
Teaching – Mathematics 9-12)

IMPLICATIONS, CHALLENGES,
AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS

By the end of the course we expect students to
be able to:

Technology is an integral part of society, and it is
essential that we embrace and explore opportunities for developing higher-order reasoning and
thinking skills for secondary mathematics teacher
candidates. All stakeholders have a responsibility to encourage appropriate uses of technology
to engage students and develop mathematical
understanding. We would like to offer a word of
caution, however, that unequal access may exist
from one placement school to another, which in
turn will shape opportunities and development in
the use of digital technologies. While the model
presented here is a step in the right direction,
there is much more work to be done. Wilson
(2008) suggests that teacher education programs
must serve as the conduit for connecting research

•
•

•

Demonstrate proficiency in teaching mathematics at the high school level.
Be able to identify mathematics curricular
goals, plan instruction to meet these goals,
implement lesson presentation skills, and
evaluate mathematics instruction.
Reflect on teaching experiences addressing
the following dimensions of teaching:
1. Classroom Management;
2. Planning;
3. Questioning and Student Engagement;
4. Technology;
5. Assessment and Grading;
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and innovations in technology with practice and
curriculum in mathematics (p. 425). Additional
questions to be answered include:
1.
2.

3.

Do our teacher candidates actually progress
through the TPACK Stages of Development
as we intend?
How do we assess teacher candidates’ experiences with digital technologies as a means to
enhance their students’ experiences in support of the Common Core State Standards?
What means of support are necessary to
encourage continued use of technology to
further develop 21st century skills teaching
and learning after graduation in classrooms
with differing technology resources?

Addressing question #1 can take place within
our program. There are several TPACK surveys
(Koehler, 2011, TPACK surveys) that can be used
as assessment instruments for evaluating teacher
candidates’ level of TPACK acquisition at various
points in our program. This will help us gauge
teacher candidates’ changes in attitudes towards
technology and towards its use for teaching and
learning mathematics. These same instruments can
help us to begin answering Question #2. According
to Niess et al. (2009), the Stages of Development
can be targeted to four specific themes to help us
further unpack the levels of TPACK acquisition
our teacher candidates may demonstrate: Curriculum and Assessment, Teaching, Learning, and
Access. Indicators for these themes can serve as a
tool for evaluating how accomplished our teacher
candidates have become in using the technologies they were introduced to in their courses for
the purpose of TPACK implementation in their
own classrooms. In particular, analysis of teacher
candidates’ levels of TPACK acquisition before
graduation can become part of the student teaching/internship review process. Continuing that
assessment and addressing question #3 will be
more difficult because of issues of access and
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control of external factors once teacher candidates
have graduated and moved into the teacher role
fulltime. Longitudinal research that follows these
teacher candidates through their early years of
teaching is clearly indicated. We can begin this
process through surveys and other self-reporting
instruments, but a more focused research design
should be developed. It is only through following
our teacher candidates’ into their classrooms that
we will be able to assess the long-term efficacy
of our efforts to guide them along the pathways
of TPACK acquisition.

CONCLUSION
The Conference Board of Mathematical Sciences
insists that teacher candidates of mathematics be
exposed to specific mathematical topics and progressions as well as applications of mathematics,
modeling, and connections with other disciplines
such as engineering and computational biology.
This necessitates building strong 21st century skills
to enhance mathematics teaching and learning.
In addition, teacher preparation programs should
immerse teacher candidates in various experiences
throughout their program of study that challenge
mathematical habits of mind, incorporate sound
mathematical practices, and place a greater
emphasis on field and clinical experiences. To
ensure that teacher candidates are provided with
these type of experiences, professional learning
communities must develop including teachers at
all levels, mathematicians (at two- and four-year
institutions), and mathematics educators (Conference Board of Mathematical Sciences (CBMS),
2011, p. 15).
We have described a model for teacher preparation that emphasizes the importance of developing 21st century skills. The TPACK Framework
provides a foundation to develop a series of pathways to integrate content knowledge, pedagogical
knowledge, and technological knowledge. We
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argue the necessity of moving teacher candidates
through these pathways to help them promote in
their students the types of mathematical practices
described in the Common Core documents.
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KEY TERMS AND DEFINITIONS
21st Century Skills: Learning a profession in
the 21st Century requires a specific set of skills
that reflect an ability to solve problems collaboratively while communicating with and navigating
evolving digital technologies. Examples of such
skills include: Sharing and critically adopting
knowledge, ideas and resources; addressing challenges as members of a team; and using social
networks and other 21st century technologies to
make individual contributions. Higher order and
critical thinking skills will be demonstrated in a
classroom where 21st Century skills are encouraged and developed.
Content Knowledge (CK): Or mathematical
content knowledge in our case, refers to a teacher’s
understanding of mathematical ideas including
concepts, procedures, and reasoning skills, as
well as an understanding of the connections that
serve as the underlying structure of the discipline.
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Pedagogical Content Knowledge (PCK): Is
more than just the intersection of knowledge about
particular content and knowledge about particular
pedagogies. It is the interaction of these two knowledge bases to create a separate type of knowledge
that encompasses how to choose, organize, and
present specific content so that learning occurs.
Pedagogical Knowledge (PK): Is familiarity
with techniques, approaches, and strategies that
may be used in a classroom to engage students and
support the teaching and learning of mathematics.
Technological Content Knowledge (TCK):
Develops when students have the opportunity to
integrate technology with mathematical content
in meaningful ways. Mathematics is not simply
the backdrop in which technology is used but
is an organizer and shaper of students’ technological experiences. Likewise, the constraints
and affordances that are offered by a particular
mathematical technological tool help define the
boundaries of mathematical learning.

Technological Pedagogical Content Knowledge (TPACK): Is the blending of all three
knowledge bases to create new knowledge that is
more than the sum of the individual parts. This
new type of knowledge integrates aspects of all
three knowledge bases with particular emphasis
on the relationships created by those interactions.
Technological Pedagogical Knowledge
(TPK): Refers to the interplay between pedagogical and technological knowledge bases. This
entails being able to negotiate all aspects of how
and when to use certain technologies to advance
student learning. Moreover, it involves a teacher’s
understanding about how pedagogical choices
and preferences inform the use of technology in
the classroom.
Technology Knowledge (TK): Includes skills
and understanding necessary to use, operate, and
demonstrate technologies such as communication
tools, software, and hardware to accomplish a
variety of tasks.

This work was previously published in “Common Core Mathematics Standards and Implementing Digital Technologies” edited
by Drew Polly, pages 353-369, copyright 2013 by Information Science Reference (an imprint of IGI Global).
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ABSTRACT
Too often, computer science programs offer a software engineering course that emphasizes concepts,
principles, and practical techniques, but fails to engage students in real-world software experiences.
The authors have developed an approach to teaching undergraduate software engineering courses that
integrates client-oriented project development and open source development practice. They call this approach the Client-Oriented Open Source Software (CO-FOSS) model. The advantages of this approach
are that students are involved directly with a client, nonprofits gain a useful software application, and
the project is available as open source for other students or organizations to extend and adapt. This
chapter describes the motivation, elaborates the approach, and presents the results in substantial detail.
The process is agile and the development framework is transferrable to other one-semester software
engineering courses in a wide range of institutions.

MOTIVATION
Most computer science programs offer a software
engineering course and view it as a critical link in
ensuring the career-readiness of computer science

graduates. However, too often this course is taught
in terms of abstract principles, failing to engage
students in real-world software experiences. Many
of the skills required in industry are best learned
by hands-on practice, such as the need for effective
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communication among developers, or the need to
interact with a non-technical client. Thus, students
who have never engaged in a hands-on project in
software engineering enter the workforce with
gaps in their skills.
It is, however, difficult to bring a significant
software development experience into the confines
of a one-semester course in academia. The most
common approach has been to introduce a “toy
project,” which is a small project designed by the
instructor, and have students work in teams to complete the project by the end of the semester. The
advantage of this approach is that students will ideally learn to work in teams and share responsibility
for developing a codebase. The disadvantages are
that the project may be oversimplified, and students
gain no experience interacting with clients or with
code written by others.
Another approach is to work with local companies in the private sector who sponsor proprietary
client-oriented software projects. This has been
used successfully by a number of schools, especially larger programs that already have established
linkages with companies (Judith, Bair, & Börstler,
2003; Tadayon, 2004; Tan & Jones, 2008). Another
setting that favors this approach is an internship
course with the projects being developed onsite
at local companies. The advantage is that students
gain experience with real clients with high stakes
in real projects. However, these projects are often
standalone, one-off projects since companies
may be reluctant to have students work on their
internal codebase, or to develop mission critical
software. This means that it may be difficult to
get enough time and attention from personnel
at the company while the students work on the
project. Also, the project will normally become
the property of the company, meaning that it cannot be freely shared with other schools trying to
adopt a similar approach.
A third approach is to engage students in Free
and Open Source Software (FOSS) development
by having them contribute to a large and active
open source project, such as Linux or Mozilla

(Marmorstein, 2011; Ellis, Morelli, DeLanerolle,
& Hislop, 2007). The advantage of this approach
is that instructors and students can gain from the
mentoring achieved through communication with
the project’s professional developers, and in some
cases they contribute marginally to the “live” code
base or the user documentation. The disadvantages
of this approach are that most ongoing projects
are large and complex, their developers may not
be accessible, and given the time it takes to come
up to speed in the project, students may gain little
practical experience in a one-semester course.
A fourth approach, which occupies a middle
ground between the proprietary client-oriented
project model and the full-scale FOSS project,
is to engage students in FOSS development via a
relatively small project that fits in a one semester
course, with a local nonprofit organization as the
client. Local nonprofits are often happy to collaborate on these projects since they may have needs
for mission-critical software systems that are not
well met by the commercial software industry,
yet they have limited technology budgets. Thus,
it is relatively easy for an instructor to locate and
collaborate with a local nonprofit. However, many
instructors may still be unsure of how to get started
or how to organize such a course.
This chapter describes our collective experience with the fourth approach, which we call
client-oriented free and open source software
development (CO-FOSS). The big advantage of
treating client-oriented open source projects is
the very openness of the project. An open source
project developed in the context of one course for
one client can be reused, extended, and adapted
for new clients by subsequent iterations of the
same course, or even by courses at different institutions. By providing not just the codebase but
the course organization itself as an open source
project, a collection of such projects can be built
up to be used as models at different institutions.
In addition, the tools and practices of open source
projects provide a readymade infrastructure for
software project courses.
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Service learning projects for nonprofits
have been used in a number of other software
engineering courses and have been reported in
these papers (Olsen, 2008; Poger & Bailie, 2006;
Venkatagiri, 2006); however, these projects have
not taken advantage of the reusable and extendable capabilities of the CO-FOSS approach. An
example of a service learning approach that has
been turned into a model for other universities is
EPICS (Coyle, Jamieson & Oakes, 2005). This
was developed for engineering schools and thus
is not specific to computer science. In the EPICS
model, interdisciplinary teams of eight to twenty
students are assembled to work with community
organizations on engineering problems. The teams
are vertically integrated, consisting of freshmen
through seniors. This model has been expanded to
a number of universities and an implementation of
it in a software engineering context was reported
in (Linos, Herman & Lally, 2003). EPICS is similar to our model in that it provides a structure for
community-oriented service learning projects,
providing advice on team formation, identifying
clients, structuring communication, and so on.
However, it differs from our approach because
it does not leverage the power of open source
development, meaning that it is more similar to
the proprietary client-oriented model in many
ways. In addition, the vertically integrated teams
are a challenge to integrate into many computer
science programs.
However, the CO-FOSS approach has some
challenges. It may be difficult for an instructor
who has never done this type of project before
to develop the course, to manage the project,
and to attend to the post-course activities that
accompany placing the new software into production. Therefore, we will present a framework for
developing this type of course. In the CO-FOSS
approach, one of the most important goals is
that the students be able to actually complete
a working prototype within the boundaries of
a semester. To this end, the approach is highly
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structured, with weekly goals for completion. The
instructor (rather than the students) develops the
requirements. Since CO-FOSS projects are open
source, architectures and code can be reused and
leveraged into new projects. And because open
source projects are visible to the world, students
are motivated to achieve a higher level of quality.
The openness of the course artifacts also means
that instructors in other institutions can easily
adapt existing projects to meet their clients’ needs.
Allen Tucker first developed this framework as
part of the Humanitarian FOSS project (Morelli,
de Lanerolle, & Tucker, 2012) and has taught
numerous iterations of a software engineering
course this way. Bonnie MacKellar and Mihaela
Sabin adapted this framework to courses at their
universities by taking into account students’ characteristics that are specific to their institutions
(MacKellar, Sabin, & Tucker, 2013). The result
is a model for teaching software engineering that
brings real world experience to a wide variety of
institutions. In this chapter, we will present this
framework, our experiences with adaptation, and
a set of guidelines and best practices that instructors can use to integrate CO-FOSS development
into their courses.

INTRODUCTION TO THE
CO-FOSS MODEL
The CO-FOSS model has two major elements: 1)
a process and 2) a product. The process is agile,
participatory, and open. The product is real, functional, and useful to the mission-critical operations
of the nonprofit client. This section elaborates
each of these elements in turn.
The process of CO-FOSS development that we
advocate is carried out by a team of developers,
which necessarily includes a client representative who understands the manual activities that
the software will replace. Because the process is
agile, the client has frequent (weekly) opportuni-
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ties to interact with each element of the software
as it comes on-line and to provide feedback to
the developers on which features work well and
which do not. In turn, the developers can take that
feedback into account as they refine and extend
the software during the following week.
The team leader is typically the course instructor, who evaluates the work of the student
developers each week and takes client feedback
into account while preparing the following week’s
assignment. All of this activity is facilitated by a
weekly meeting, either in-person or through an
interactive video conference, where the developers
demonstrate and explain their work to the client,
the client provides feedback, and the instructor
takes notes that inform the project’s next steps.
The product of a CO-FOSS project begins
with a complete requirements document and an
initial codebase. The instructor must complete
the requirements step before the beginning of
the semester. This is a departure from the usual
software engineering course, where students
often work on requirements as well as software
development. An alternative is a two-semester
software development course, in which requirements elicitation and engineering concepts and
practices are taught in the first semester, prior to
designing and implementing the software in the
second. The initial codebase may be the result of a
prior similar open source development project, or it
may consist only of an initial set of domain classes
springing out of the requirements document. The
final product is a real and viable software artifact,
which fully implements the requirements that
had been laid out at the beginning of the project,
and which may be extended and adapted by other
students for different clients in the future.
Our experience with nonprofits as clients for
open source projects like this suggests that many
nonprofits exhibit similar software needs that
are not particularly well met by commercially
available software at a price that the nonprofits
can afford. For example, many nonprofits use

numerous volunteers to help realize their mission.
These nonprofits need software that assists them
with scheduling volunteers into calendar shifts
using the idea of a master schedule. Volunteers
typically like to use simple repeating patterns
(like “every other Thursday in the 12-3 shift” or
“the first Monday of each month from 8-12”) but
commercially-available calendaring tools do not
support this sort of master scheduling in an easily
customizable way. Thus, Homebase was initially
developed in 2008 to support the volunteer scheduling needs of the Ronald McDonald House in
Portland, ME. Since then, the Homebase design
and code has been reused and adapted for other clients that have similar volunteer scheduling needs:
the Ronald McDonald House in Wilmington, DE,
the Second Helping food rescue organization in
South Carolina, and the Mid-Coast Hunger Prevention Program in Brunswick, ME. Because it
is open source, Homebase can evolve over time
and can be easily adapted and reused for new
projects with similar needs. We have found that
reusing the software architecture and underlying
code for a successful project can greatly simplify
an instructor’s task of developing a new project
for a different client.
Moving to a more detailed level of granularity, we find that the process of developing and
delivering a one-semester CO-FOSS course can
be divided into an eight-step framework:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Pre-course activity
Curriculum design: syllabus and milestones
Structuring client communication
Team formation and task assignment
Developer communication and code sharing
Writing user and developer documentation
Evaluation of team members’ contributions
Post-course activity

The following section explains each step in
this framework.
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STEPS TO DEVELOPING AND
DELIVERING A CO-FOSS COURSE
Pre-Course Activity
Client Sponsorship
Preparing a software development course so that
students can have a real-life collaborative experience with a client and develop a useful software
product during the course of a single semester
requires significant effort on the part of the instructor. First, the instructor must find a willing
nonprofit client and identify a specific software
project. Professional or personal associations
with people who are familiar with the day-to-day
operation of the nonprofit (such as the executive
director, operations manager, or a particularly
active board member) can be very helpful in this
effort. If the college has a service learning office,
personnel there will often have contacts with local
nonprofits. The local reputation of the nonprofit
in the community can also provide leads. If the
instructor has already worked with a CO-FOSS
project for another client or wants to work with an
existing CO-FOSS project from another school, it
is best to locate nonprofits with similar needs or in a
similar sector. The existence of a similar successful
project for a previous client often heightens interest
within a targeted nonprofit client. Once a client
is located, the instructor must identify a specific
employee who is responsible for the operations
which the software can enhance, excited about
helping with the development of such software,
and able to dedicate time (a few hours before the
semester begins and an hour a week throughout
the semester itself) to work with the instructor and
the student development team as they design and
develop the software itself.
It is very important that the project be designed
to ensure success. That is, the most important goal
of the course should be that the students actually
complete a working prototype for the software
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within the 13-week boundaries of a semester.
This goal usually means that the instructor and
the client representative make some hard choices
about what will and will not be included in the
final product at the end of the semester before the
project begins. These decisions should inform
the next step of the pre-course activity, that is,
requirements elicitation and documentation.

Requirements Document
The instructor must work with the client to elicit
requirements and tailor a project that both serves
the needs of the nonprofit and can be completed
within the context of a normal semester course
by a team of students. The result of this activity
will be a requirements document that spells out
in substantial detail the functional, technical, and
user interface requirements of the software, as
well as the eventual use to which it will be put
when it is completed. The requirements document
must provide enough detailed domain-specific
information so that students can identify initial
development tasks almost from the get-go. This
information should include, for example, initial
domain classes for which representative attributes
have been identified; a selection of programming
and database languages appropriate to the project;
and an overall architecture for the software so that
students will clearly understand where each of their
modules will fit within the larger product. Links
to examples of our requirements documents can
be found in the Resources section at the end of
the chapter. Typically, a layered architecture that
separates the user interface from persistent data
representation and manipulation provides a good
starting point for many Web-based applications.
While the idea of providing the requirements
document to the students may seem surprising
since many traditional software engineering
courses involve the students in writing requirements as well as developing the software, we find
that undergraduate students typically do not have
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the experience necessary for writing adequate
requirements for a client. They either become
bogged down in the task, leaving too little time
for development, or they produce a requirements
document that ends up having little to do with the
final system. This has also been noted by Cheng
& Lin (2010), who have developed a guided approach to the software engineering class project
that is similar to ours, but without the client and
open source focus. In their approach, the instructor
also develops specifications and an overall design.
On the other hand, the presentation of a requirements document at the beginning of the course
does not limit student-client interaction or student
participation in requirements development. In the
first case, students in this course interact weekly
with the client to gain clarity on the details of
requirements so that they can develop appropriate
code for the weekly assignment. In the second case,
the fact that the whole process is agile ensures
that requirements evolve alongside the coding.
So students are in fact first-class participants in
the refinement of requirements, even though they
do not develop the initial version of the requirements document.

Curriculum Design: Syllabus
and Milestones
The syllabus can be structured in a way similar to
that of other computer science courses. That is,
each week of the semester, students are expected
to complete a specific set of learning objectives
and demonstrate their learning by completing
an assignment that reflects those objectives. But
there are two main differences:
1.
2.

The learning objectives and assignment are
drawn directly from the requirements document, and
Students normally must collaborate and
share a common code base to complete the
assignment.

The first week or two in the semester are
dedicated to team formation and setting up for
collaboration. Each team must initialize a shared
code repository for the project using a designated
version control system, such as Subversion, GIT
or Mercurial. Each student must also set up his/her
own computer with a development environment
that supports the programming tools chosen for the
project. That environment must also be interfaced
with the shared code base, so that each student can
integrate his/her own work with teammates’ work.
This start-up step is not trivial for the student team,
since students are not generally familiar with code
sharing from earlier courses. Depending on the
particular version control system and development
environment chosen, sufficient tutorial materials
should be made available to students so that they
can independently set up their own computers to
work effectively in the course. Links to supporting
materials for Mercurial and Eclipse, for instance,
can be found in the Resources section.
During each subsequent week in the course,
each student team member develops, unit tests,
and commits a new piece of the software to the
repository. These weekly assignments are determined by the instructor, who takes into account
client feedback from the previous week’s assignment. The layered architecture of the software
design facilitates task sequencing. That is, when
the domain model, user interface, and database
controller layers are distinguished, they can be
helpful in organizing the weekly assignments
in a course. In this case, it is often preferable to
design and unit test the domain classes in weeks
3-5, the database modules in weeks 6-8, and the
user interface modules in weeks 9-11 of the semester. That leaves weeks 12-13 free for students
to perform more detailed integration testing,
develop user documentation, and address other
special circumstances that inevitably arise during
the semester. The final exam date for the course
provides a good opportunity for the student team
to deliver the completed software prototype to
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the client in the setting of an oral presentation.
Often, other members of the client organization
are invited to this presentation, such as the executive director, other staff members, or even some
board members.

Structuring Client Communication
As should be evident from the above discussion,
client feedback is essential as each weekly assignment is completed and demonstrated. Students
need feedback to determine the extent to which
their coding efforts successfully addressed the
assigned task. The instructor needs feedback to
help assess the project’s overall progress and to
determine in detail the shape of the following
week’s assignment.
It is not practical for the client to meet faceto-face with the student team members at each
weekly class session. Moreover, it may not even
be practical for all the student team members or
the instructor to be physically present at each team
meeting. On the other hand, “virtual attendance”
at each team meeting should be required of all
students and the instructor and the client representative. Virtual weekly attendance among all
team members can be ensured if everyone uses a
visual teleconferencing medium, such as Skype
or Google Hangout, to facilitate it.
The second ingredient to ensure client feedback
at weekly team meetings is access to a shared
“sandbox” server that can be used to demonstrate
the current state of student progress with the
project. This server can be provided by either
the university or an independent Internet service
provider. The important point is that at each team
meeting, the client can actively view and work with
the partially-developed software under the verbal
guidance of the students who are developing it.
The dynamics of the weekly team meeting
among the students, the instructor, and the client
representative are as follows. Each student on the
team presents to the client a brief description of
what he/she accomplished during the prior week,
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and shows the client how that works. The client
tries it out using the “sandbox” server and provides feedback on the spot. The instructor takes
notes and uses the presentation and the feedback
as factors in designing the following week’s assignment. Typically, a week’s assignment has two
parts – one part that cleans up issues identified by
the client in the team meeting and the other part
that makes progress developing some additional
aspect of the software. At the end of the development period, a more or less complete prototype will
thus emerge. Critically, the software prototype that
results from this process is not the product of the
student developers working in a vacuum with the
original requirements document. Rather, it is the
product of weekly client feedback and immediate
adjustment to that feedback. This is the essence
of the term “agile development,” brought to life
within the setting of a real software project.

Team Formation and
Task Assignment
Team formation and task assignment constitute
one of the key tasks when designing this type of
course. The task of team formation involves some
key decisions:
1.
2.
3.

How large will each team be?
What tasks will be assigned to each team?
Who will be assigned to each team? Who
makes that decision?

Team Size
There are many factors beyond the instructor’s
control that impact these decisions. For example,
student preparedness and the size of the client
project will impact the size of the teams. The
number of enrolled students, as well as the number
and scope of available projects will also have an
impact. However, the framework for CO-FOSS
projects is flexible enough to incorporate varying
team structures. For example, at Bowdoin College,
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there were several projects, and well-prepared students, so teams were structured by project. At St
John’s University, on the other hand, the instructor
had already been using a way of structuring the
course so that all students work on one project.
This works well in that environment because the
students are less well-prepared and can specialize
in areas where they feel most comfortable, such as
writing the help system, developing the database,
or working on the user interface. At UNH Manchester, components of the project are partially
developed in other courses. For example, students
learn database model, design, and implementation
techniques or how to integrate a Web-based user
interface with database services in the Database
Design and Development and Advanced Web
Authoring courses.

Task Assignment
The architecture of the system plays a big role in
the structure of the teams and the tasks they are
assigned. This is another decision point that is
eased by following the practice of building upon an
existing open source project from past semesters.
The Homebase architecture consists of a database,
domain objects, a help system, and user interface.
Thus, it is clear that students will be allocated to
each of these tasks. If smaller teams are working
at multiple smaller projects, and are following the
Bowdoin model of focusing on separate layers at
different points in the semester, then each student
will end up working on each layer. This means that
all students will need to gain expertise in every
aspect of the system. This works best when all
students are very well prepared for the course,
and have seen topics such as database design and
SQL before taking this course.
An alternative structure, used at St John’s
and UNH Manchester is to use the entire class
as a team if the project scope is large enough.
In this organization, the large team is split into
subgroups along system architecture lines. If

students are not familiar in advance with many
of the project technologies, this organization has
the advantage that students do not have to learn
many new technologies at once. Also, students
can be grouped according to their strengths. For
example, the group working on the database layer
can be composed of students who have already
taken the database course. The advantages of this
type of team organization are detailed in (MacKellar 2011). The disadvantage is that some layers
depend on other layers. This means that interfaces
between layers must be carefully specified and
adhered to, and stubs for testing purposes may
need to be developed.

Allocating Students to Teams
The CO-FOSS framework does not impose many
constraints on the task of assigning students to
teams, so the instructor has several choices to make
in forming the teams. There has been quite a bit
of research, both within computer science and in
other disciplines, on the best way to form teams
for group projects. Richards (2009) detailed many
of the considerations in a survey. For example,
students may collaborate more effectively if they
are allowed to choose their own teams (Grundy,
1996) but when this is permitted, the more capable
students are likely to end up together in one group.
If it is important to distribute students of different abilities across the groups, then the instructor
should assign students to groups. Criteria such
as GPA in past courses or surveys of student can
be used to determine placement (McConnell,
2006). Other criteria, such as gender, ethnicity,
or simple time availability may come into play as
well. Even issue tickets have been used as a way
to form teams (Coppit & Haddox-Schatz, 2005).
If the teams will consist of students working on
all aspects of their project, as detailed above,
then either student-based or instructor-based
assignment can be used, and any of the various
considerations can be used.
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If the students will be working in larger teams,
and assigned to specific components in the system
architecture, then the instructor should do the
assignment, and take their skills and interests
into consideration. At St John’s, the students are
surveyed at the beginning of the semester, and
also submit resumes. The instructor then assigns
students to task groups in a way that minimizes
project risks, much as a project manager in industry
does. Thus, a student who indicates experience
with SQL will be assigned to work on the database
layer, whereas a student who has used PHP in the
past will be assigned to the user interface layer,
and a student who is familiar with QA, perhaps
from an internship, will be assigned to the testing
group. At UNH Manchester, the instructor solicits
input from students in the first class about their academic and professional experiences, self-reported
computing strengths, and areas of interests in their
future careers. Two other sources of information
are taken into consideration: student transcripts
and evaluation from faculty members who know
the students from their classes. Gathering this
information is possible in a small department with
less than 100 majors and a climate with frequent
and meaningful interactions among faculty. This
method of assigning development roles to students
by the instructor only emphasizes learning to work
in teams on large software systems rather than
learning an array of specific technologies, such
as PHP and SQL. The method is also inclusive
of various talents and interests and avoids having
students distracted by inexperience with a specific
technology.

Developer Communication
and Code Sharing
One of the advantages of approaching the software
engineering course as an open source project is
that open source development comes with a set of
standard practices and tools which tend to work
very well for students. The tools themselves are
open source, so they are affordable in an academic
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setting. Open source work practices, which evolved
from the need to support a highly asynchronous,
distributed group of developers, also work well
for students because the practices do not require
as much face-to-face development effort.
What are these tools and practices? In general,
most open source projects use the following tools
(Fogel, 2005):
•
•
•
•

A project repository
Mechanisms for team communications,
usually mailing lists and real time chat
channels
A version control system
An issue tracking system

Since there are so many open source projects, a
number of standard sites and tools have appeared
to meet these needs. These sites constitute a readymade toolbox for software engineering educators,
greatly easing their task since they are already set
up and integrated.

The Project Repository
Open source projects, like any other software project, need to reside somewhere. Not just the code,
but design documents, installation instructions,
build sequences, and records of defects must be
maintained. Open source projects, however, are
not usually tied to any one organization and must
be accessible to developers and other contributors
on a worldwide basis. Thus, quite a bit of effort
has gone into building sites that allow sharing
of project artifacts. These sites are referred to as
project repositories, and often contain a number
of related features, such as version control, bug
tracking, and wikis. Examples of currently popular
project repositories include SourceForge, Google
Code, and GitHub. These repositories are free for
open source projects. Obviously, the fact that they
are free is very appealing for cash strapped universities. But they also are convenient for a number
of other reasons. Since version control and bug
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tracking are typically integrated, the instructor is
freed from needing to install and maintain complex
software. Since they are designed to be shareable
among distributed contributors, repositories allow
students who may not be able to attend face-toface meetings to still collaborate. And since these
repositories host many projects, including some
very famous ones, students can browse the repository site, see lots of interesting projects, and see
that people much like themselves are contributing.
This can add to their sense of connectedness with
the discipline of software engineering and the
open source development community.
Version control systems are critical to projects
that require more than one developer to work on
code in a controlled fashion. There are a number
of version control systems in common use. Interestingly, most of them are open source systems.
Examples include CVS, Subversion, Mercurial,
and Git. A project repository will offer one or more
of these systems, and the instructor, when setting
up the project, must choose one. Using a project
repository forces the students to use the version
control system since they must interact with it to
place their code into the repository.
Another typical feature of open source projects is the use of an online issue tracking (or bug
tracking) system. These are used extensively in
industry as well. In the open source world, these
systems are usually integrated into the open source
project repositories. For example, the issue tracker
on Google Code integrates with Google Groups,
which is an online discussion system, so that when
an issue is entered, a message will automatically
go out to the discussion group for the project,
and when the issue is resolved, another message
will be generated. This is easy for an instructor
to configure, and helps ensure that everyone in
the class is aware of the current status of all bugs
in the software.

Online Messaging Systems
A characteristic of open source projects is that
developers are distributed geographically, and
are not likely to work on the project during set
business hours. This means that tools to support
asynchronous, online communication are critical
to the success of the project. Very commonly, mailing lists are used. As mentioned above, support
for such mailing lists may be integrated into the
project repository. Mailing lists allow developers who are both geographically and temporally
separated to maintain a conversation. Mailing
lists are superior to regular email because they are
topic-specific and they allow all of the developers to stay in the loop. Another tool that is used
to support synchronous conversations is Internet
Relay Chat (IRC), although many projects also
use free videoconferencing tools such as Skype
and Google Hangouts.
There are some significant advantages to
using online messaging systems in a software
engineering course. First, using these tools means
that students do not have to hold as many face to
face meetings, which can be a huge problem for
non-traditional students with family commitments,
commuter students, and even residential students
who are taking a heavy course load. Students also
appreciate the ability to search the conversations
on the mailing list, making it less necessary to
take careful meeting notes. And finally, mailing lists are very useful from the instructor’s
point of view, because he or she can monitor the
conversations, getting a better idea of where the
students are having trouble, which groups are not
communicating very well, and what the various
project statuses are. It is even possible to mine the
conversations to create more careful analyses of
student conversations (MacKellar, 2013).
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Writing Developer and
User Documentation
There are two types of writing that software developers usually engage in: writing documents aimed
at other developers, and writing documents aimed
at users. Software engineering courses usually try
to have students engage in both types of writing. A
very common set of documents produced during
a traditional course would include a requirements
document, a system design, a user manual or help
system, and code level documentation. This follows the needs of the standard waterfall method,
but in a one-semester software engineering course,
this also can be very rushed. It is not clear how well
students learn to write a requirements document
in the two or so weeks that are typically devoted
to the process in a traditional one-semester course.
In the CO-FOSS model, the requirements are
already developed before the course starts, and if
the course project is an iteration of earlier work,
the architecture is also already defined. Thus, the
bulk of the writing in the course is concentrated
on two sets of artifacts: technical documentation
aimed at other developers, and user documentation.
The technical documentation consists of system
design documents in the form of use cases and
class designs, as well as comments in the code
itself. The user documentation consists of an
online help system.
Generally, open source projects have had a
reputation of being poorly documented both in
terms of developer-oriented documentation and
user-oriented help systems and manuals (Madsen
& Nürnberg, 2005; Meneely, Williams & Gehringer, 2008). This is not a desirable outcome
for a software engineering course or for a clientoriented project, particularly when the clients
are small nonprofits where there may not be a
lot of technical expertise. This is an area where
the instructor’s guidance is vital to establishing
effective standards for documentation. The client’s
feedback is also very important to help students
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develop a good help system, since most students
have never written about or even thought about
their software from a client perspective before.
Because of the open source nature of the COFOSS model, all artifacts are publicly available.
This means that other students as well as the client
can access, comment on, and even improve the
documentation as needed. It also encourages the
students writing the documents to concentrate
on quality, since they know that other people
will see their work. The code repository consists
of an introductory page explaining the point of
the project. The repository can also have a project wiki, which contains information of use to
developers and users, such as how to install the
software, and possibly instructions on writing new
code modules. The use cases and class design are
posted on the code repository, either in the wiki or
as a downloadable document. Most open source
repositories also contain an issue tracker and a
discussion forum, and even those can be seen as
forms of documentation.
Since students have usually not done a lot of
technical writing before this course, they require
a lot of guidance, structure, and examples when
completing this part of the project. Students can
be directed to other CO-FOSS student projects
to find examples of good writing. The instructor
can discuss these projects with students and point
out ways in which the writing is effective or not
effective. Even more powerfully, as a given client
oriented open source project evolves over time,
students will be able to work with existing help
systems and design documents, and to use these
as templates for their current project. Once an
instructor has established a consistent framework
for the open source project, it can be reused again
and again, and students will be able to see a wide
variety of examples, discovering what works and
what does not work. For an example of an on-line
help system developed by students, see rmh.myopensoftware.org and login as Admin1112345678
(same password) and hit the “HELP” tab.
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Evaluation of Team
Members’ Contributions
Evaluating student contributions in team projects
is one of the thorniest issues encountered by instructors of project-based courses. There is a large
body of literature, and many competing ideas, on
how to do this task effectively. The most common
approaches are:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Individual grades based on peer evaluations.
Individual grades based on instructor
evaluations.
A group grade that is assigned to all group
members based on project success.
Mixed approaches incorporating the previous
three approaches in various ways.

One of the problems that make it difficult to
evaluate group projects is that individual contributions need to be measured to avoid the “freeloader” effect: that is, students who fail to make
any meaningful contribution towards the project
but who end up passing because they share a
group grade. Research has found that students
prefer individual grades in order to prevent the
free-loader effect (Farrell, Ravalli, and Farrell,
2012). Thus, it is common to assess students with
a mixture of approaches; assigning a group grade
as well as an individual grade, weighting each in
some fashion. Farrell finds that the group grade is
often determined objectively (how many project
objectives were achieved while the individual
grade is often determined subjectively (how much
of a contribution did a particular student make?).
At Bowdoin College, the project grade measured the degree to which the team completed all
the project milestones. Individual grades were
assigned in relation to this project grade in order
to recognize differences among different students’
contributions. At St John’s University, students
received individualized grades that took into
account the overall group success, the students
contribution to the group effort as measured by

proportion of code written and activity at meetings and on the message board, and the quality of
the student’s code. At UNH Manchester students
also received individualized grades that measured
the degree to which assigned tasks were successfully completed. These tasks included: work on
the software system artifacts (whether code or
documentation), documenting the development
process (team meeting agendas and minutes,
participation on the team’s reporting on status of
the team’s artifacts, and writing self-evaluations
to reflect on progress and challenges with each
student’s individual contribution.

Post-Course Activity
A significant challenge to CO-FOSS projects is
to ensure that the resulting software artifact is
delivered and supported in a timely way to the
nonprofit organization that helped develop it.
This is a challenge because, just as in the case of
pre-course CO-FOSS activities, this activity falls
outside the normal expectations of a university
faculty member.
Our experience in meeting this challenge is
varied. At Bowdoin, for example, the instructor
has dedicated his own time to ensuring that the
software is delivered and properly supported
through the first several months of its use. The
quality of the software artifacts developed so far
has been so high (in the case of Homebase and
Homeplate, for example – see discussion in the
next section) that the need for ongoing software
support, once it is put into use at the nonprofit, has
been minimal. At St John’s and UNH Manchester,
instructors have also devoted significant time to
bringing the system up to production standards.
In the long run, the need for ongoing support
for a successful CO-FOSS project can be met by
the establishment of a partnership between the
non-profit and a local software firm that has the
capability and interest to provide that support on a
cost-effective basis. For each of the Homebase and
Homeplate projects, the non-profit has partnered
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with a local software firm that provides support
at a reasonable cost.
We recognize that sustainability is a major
challenge for any community service project
involving student developers, simply because at
the end of the semester both the students and the
instructor typically move on to other courses and
priorities. On the other hand, it is mandatory to
the integrity of the CO-FOSS model that a support structure be put into place that facilitates the
creation of client-software firm partnerships once
a semester project is completed and the software
is ready for deployment.
To this end, the authors are participating in
the establishment of a new organization called
the Non-Profit FOSS Institute (NPFI). The purpose of the NPFI is to facilitate the planning,
creation, execution, and ongoing support for new
CO-FOSS projects like the ones discussed in this
chapter. Its 13-person Advisory Board represents
all three types of participants in such projects –
non-profits, instructors, and software firms. The
Board members all have significant experience
with, and enthusiasm for, developing CO-FOSS
at a national level.
Key to the success of the NPFI is to facilitate
and support the formation of “triads,” each triad
having an instructor, a non-profit client, and a local software firm. Facilitation includes supplying
support materials – code bases, requirements document examples and templates, and other teaching
materials that will help an instructor get started
with a new CO-FOSS course. Because NPFI is
in an early stage of development, we cannot say
much more about it at this writing. We can say that
in the spring of 2014, the Board plans to launch
the http://npfi.org Web site, which will provide
many more details about the mission and organization of the NPFI. Readers who are interested
in becoming associated with NPFI in the future
are encouraged to visit this Web site and become
a member. NPFI membership will be open to all
instructors, non-profits, software firms and others
who embrace the CO-FOSS model.
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CASE STUDIES: THE EXPERIENCE
AT THREE SCHOOLS
The three authors have significant experience in
adapting the CO-FOSS framework to different
institutional and nonprofit environments. Overall,
we have found this framework to be robust in the
sense that it is adaptable to a variety of academic
and nonprofit settings. However, an instructor
wishing to use this framework in his/her own
course must take into account local differences
in student population, institutional support, and
nonprofit availability and willingness to participate
in such a project. The case studies in this section
detail how the three authors customized the model
to meet their local needs.

Case Study 1: Homebase
Developing the Framework with
a Client-Server Application at
a Small Private College
Bowdoin College is a selective residential liberal
arts college with a fully-developed Computer
Science Department, averaging about 10 majors
per class. Students are enrolled full-time at the
College, and computer science majors typically
take four courses per semester. Many majors also
choose to double major with mathematics, economics, or one of the sciences. At the time students
enroll in the software development course, they
are typically juniors and have taken a significant
number of computer science courses, including
data structures and algorithms, and have done a
good deal of programming in different languages.
In Spring, 2008 Allen Tucker developed and
taught the software course using the CO-FOSS
approach for the first time. Inspired by the H-FOSS
model (Morelli, DeLanerolle, & Tucker, 2012),
this course aimed to develop on-line volunteer
scheduling software for the Ronald McDonald
House in Portland, Maine. Four brave students
enrolled in and completed the course, all seniors
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(three CS majors and one economics/math major who had a lot of programming experience).
The software that they completed was dubbed
“Homebase” by the RMH staff at some point
during the semester.
Prior to the beginning of the semester, the instructor met with RMH staff to gather information
that would contribute to a requirements document
for the Homebase project. The requirements document included a description of the then-current
manual volunteer calendar scheduling process,
a description of the methodology and tools that
would be used to develop the software, a few
screen-shot sketches of the desired user interface,
and a time-line of milestones that had to be met to
complete the project by the end of the semester.
The goal was to develop a complete working
prototype for Homebase, including on-line user
help and a week of training. The development
team included the four students who would do
the major programming, the instructor who would
manage the project by giving weekly assignments
and overseeing the sandbox server, and a client
representative who would test the partiallycompleted software and provide weekly feedback
to the students. Throughout the semester, each
milestone was adjusted as a result of the weekly
team meeting and feedback from the client. By
the end of the semester, the client knew exactly
what she was receiving as a software tool, making
this a truly agile process.
The software architecture for Homebase may
be its most important characteristic as a model
for other CO-FOSS projects that use a similar
teaching strategy. The client-server architecture
can be viewed as having layers – the domain
classes, the database modules, the user interface
modules, and the user help modules. Confined
by the limits of a single semester, the course can
naturally flow by developing these four layers in
order as a series of 3-week chunks, beginning with
students developing and unit-testing the domain
classes identified in the design document. This
initial chunk breeds a vocabulary of terms that

can be shared unambiguously between the students and the client – in the case of Homebase,
terms like “Shift,” “Week,” and “Volunteer Availability” take on specific meanings that facilitate
communication throughout the remainder of the
development process.
The outcome of this project was a fully functional online volunteer scheduling module that
integrated with the RMH Website and replaced the
manual scheduling system during the summer of
2008. The instructor spent significant effort during
that summer making the software “bullet-proof”
so that it ran reliably and correctly on a 24/7 basis.
Volunteers and House staff uniformly praised the
software for its ease of use, security, and accessibility from anywhere there was a Web browser.
The students completed this course knowing that
they had not only experienced a real-world software development task but also made a significant
service learning contribution. Since its completion
in 2008, Homebase has been used as a starting
point for similar software development activities,
both at Bowdoin and at other universities and has
been updated and expanded by two more teams of
Bowdoin students in Spring 2012 and Fall 2013.
A link to the current version of Homebase and its
requirements document is listed in the Resources
section at the end of this chapter.

Case Study 2: Homeplate
Adapting the Framework for a
Mobile Computing Application
The CO-FOSS framework discussed above was
used again at Bowdoin College in 2011 to develop
a room scheduling module called Homeroom,
and again in 2012 to develop a module called
Homeplate for volunteers to record pickups and
drop-offs for a food rescue and distribution organization called Second Helpings, in South Carolina.
The Homeplate project was significant because it
used the CO-FOSS framework for developing the
domain, database, and user interface layers for an
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easy-to-use Web-based client-server application.
But it was also significant because it provided a
server-side platform with which an independent
Android application could later be developed and
deployed.
The server side of Homeplate was developed
by a team of three Bowdoin students during the
Spring 2012 semester, and deployed soon after
the end of the semester. The Homeplate software
architecture was essentially the same as that of
Homebase, and we reused several key modules of
Homebase in this new project. During the summer,
one student worked with the instructor and the client to develop the Android tablet app that could be
carried on the Second Helpings trucks themselves.
This app facilitated volunteers’ recording of food
weights at the time the food was being picked
up and dropped off from the trucks. To attempt
this Android app as part of the semester project
alongside the Homeplate software would have
created both conceptual and practical overload.
In general, it is always important for an instructor launching a CO-FOSS project to assess what
can be accomplished in a semester, and trim the
project appropriately in a way that ensures student
success with a high probability.
The Android app runs on a tablet and sends
and receives scheduling and weights data from
the Homeplate server via FTP when the tablet is
in a free wi-fi zone. This strategy avoids requiring Second Helpings to purchase expensive data
plans to accompany their tablets, which would
be a deal-breaker for most charitable nonprofits.
The Android app was developed on a Java-like
platform, which is provided freely through
developer.android.com. Lots of tutorials about
Android development are freely available on the
Web, so that the student, the instructor, and the
client representative were able to fully develop
and deploy this enhancement during an 8-week
period in the summer of 2012.
The Android app was deployed by Second
Helpings on all 5 of their trucks in September
of 2012, and has been running successfully ever
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since then. Volunteers (most of whom are retirees)
remark that this app is extremely intuitive and easy
to use. The success of Homeplate and its accompanying Android app has recently been reported
in local a local newspaper article (Bredeson 2013)
which highlights the essential role that students
played in their success. Instructors interested in
more details about Homeplate design, development, and source code downloads can access the
Homeplate link in the Resources section.

Case Study 3:
RMHRoomReservationMaker
Adapting the Framework at an
Urban University with Students of
Diverse Backgrounds and Abilities
St John’s University (SJU) is a large, urban university whose students are ethnically diverse; a
large percentage are Pell-eligible and first in their
family to attend college. Many students work off
campus or have significant family responsibilities. Software engineering is a required course
in the computer science major. Students enroll
in the software engineering course with various
backgrounds – some have done little programming
and others know quite a bit. In order to meet the
needs of this diverse group of students, we usually
center the software engineering course around
one larger project, on which the entire class collaborates. This organization, which is described
in more detail in (MacKellar, 2011), is based on
the idea that students work in smaller groups
organized around a project role, such as testing,
development of the database, or help system
development. This is a common organization in
real world software projects.
In previous years, the project for the course was
always a “toy project,” designed strictly for the
class and without a real world client. We wanted
to improve the course by working with a real world
client and by bringing more open source process
into the course. We had a client in mind, the Ron-
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ald McDonald House of Manhattan, where there
were several potential projects available. We were
aware of the CO-FOSS through the Humanitarian
Free and Open Source project. One of the COFOSS projects at Bowdoin College, Homeroom,
was very similar to a project request from RMH
Manhattan. The framework seemed to be a good
approach; the challenge for us was adapting it to
work with our students and with our whole-class
project approach.
The first phase, the pre-course activities, was
heavily facilitated by working within the CO-FOSS
framework and making use of the architecture and
various components of Homeroom, a pre-existing
open source project that had been developed at
Bowdoin College. There were some major differences in requirements between the two projects, so our project became one of extending the
Homeroom code rather than simply adapting it.
Since we had never worked with a real client for
our software engineering course before, we used
the Homeroom project as a model in many ways.
One important way in which Homeroom served
as a model was simply as a guide for sizing our
project. Choosing a project of an appropriate size
and scope is critical to success with client-facing
projects, so being able to compare our potential
project to an already successful one was critical.
We also used the organization and resources
from the Bowdoin College projects quite extensively. We used the extended project description
in (Morelli, Tucker, & DeSilva, 2011), materials
on the project Website, and discussions with Dr.
Tucker to become familiar with the structure and
the decision points. We followed the organization
as much as possible since it provided a successful
structure.
However, there were significant areas where
adaptations had to be made. This became most
apparent during the curriculum design phase.
Our student body is quite different from the students at Bowdoin College. The class was larger,
with 25 students. Few of them had ever written
a program longer than a hundred lines, and none

had ever collaborated with another student on a
software project. The Homeroom software was
written in PHP, a programming language with
which most of the students had little experience.
A central concern in this course was to fill in
their missing skills at the same time they were
developing a system design for the project. To
teach students the skills they would need for the
project, the first half of the semester provided inclass labs on the basics of PHP, version control,
and databases. Thus, students were not able to
begin project implementation until about halfway
into the course.
The project involved the room scheduling
process at the Ronald McDonald House of Manhattan. As mentioned before, significant differences in requirements meant that we could not
simply modify Homeroom. In particular, RMHManhattan needed two interfaces, a more complex
workflow for processing room reservations that
involved an approval process and a lot of automated
email, and an audit system that tracked all changes
made to reservations. Therefore, we reused the
overall architecture and the lowest level layers
of Homeroom – the database and domain object
layers – but had to do an entirely new business
logic layer. The project ended up spanning two
semesters. In the first iteration of the course, the
students completed a skeletal prototype. During the
second iteration, a new group of students worked
to close out issue tickets, complete functionality,
and bring the system to a point where it might
be deployed.
The differing approach, both in terms of the
whole-class project approach and the necessity
to spend time teaching students the needed skills,
meant that the syllabus structure and task assignment phases had to be modified. As mentioned
earlier, students spent the first half of the semester learning the technology and tools. This was
done via a series of labs, including code reading
exercises working with the Homeroom codebase
from Bowdoin. Students began development at
midsemester. The project work was organized into
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2 multiweek chunks, similar to the organization
of the Homebase project. Since all students in the
course were working on the same project, they
were organized into teams based on functionality.
Students were chosen for teams by the instructor,
who used the criterion of “least risk’ in making
the assignments, based largely on information on
resumes submitted by the students in the first week.
Since the students only had half the semester
to devote to project work, the project required two
iterations of the course to be finished. In the second
iteration of the course, the same overall schedule
was used, with students learning the tools and the
codebase in the first half of the semester. In the
second half, the students worked on the project
in feature oriented teams again, with tickets from
the issue tracker assigned to the various groups.
The Google Code open source software repository was used to host the project. This repository
has version control built into it, as well as an issue
tracker which we used extensively. Because the
students were mainly commuter students who do
not spend much time on campus, a project specific
discussion board was set up, which was used
extensively by all of the students. Most communication relevant to the project happened either in
class or on the discussion board. All tickets from
the issue tracker were automatically forwarded to
the discussion board so that students would all be
aware of any bugs or problems. All code commits
were also forwarded to a second discussion board
which all students subscribed to.
Although finishing the project required two
course iterations rather than one, this was not
unexpected due to the fact that the students had
weaker skills and less time to spend on the project
than was the case at Bowdoin College. The open
source codebase for Homebase and Homeroom
served as both a model and as a set of classes and
modules that could be adapted to the differing
requirements of RMH-Manhattan. Even more
importantly, the CO-FOSS course organization
and materials were critical to our success; it is
not likely we would even have attempted a project
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of this scale with a real client without a “recipe”
which could be adapted to our needs.

Case Study 4: DONATE
Adapting the Framework for a
Course at an Urban, Commuter
College with Transfer Students
Constrained Financially and by
Work and Family Commitments
Affordability has been a compelling reason for
adopting FOSS in the computing curricula and for
equipping the computing labs with support infrastructure in the Computing Technology program
at University of New Hampshire at Manchester
(UNH Manchester). Using FOSS systems and
services, however, is just the first step in taking
advantage of how FOSS development principles
and practices can impact students learning. In this
case study we describe the experience with adapting the CO-FOSS framework for an upper-level
elective course in the B.S. Computer Information
Systems (BS CIS) major at UNH Manchester. The
major requirements are structured into a two-layer
core (eight courses), integrative and professional
experience (four courses, including internship and
capstone project courses), a self-designed concentration in an application domain (four courses),
and three computing electives.
An overarching challenge for teaching COFOSS development in the BS CIS program is a
collection of hard constraints placed on students
by their work, family obligations, and other
commitments. When time on campus is reduced
to class meetings only, students are forced to do
project work once a week, typically the night
before the class meeting, with almost no time to
coordinate their work with other team members.
These constraints are compounded by the students’
uneven academic preparedness. A large majority of students (70%) have more than 50 credits
transferred from local two-year colleges, where:
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1.
2.
3.

Projects were individual endeavors;
Student exposure to FOSS principles and
practices was limited or non-existent, and
Prior programming experience did not include algorithm design and using abstraction
to tackle more complex problems.

In Spring, 2012, the Homebase approach was
used in the Web Application Development course,
an upper-level elective course. Eleven students
enrolled in the course: four undergraduate CIS
majors, two graduate IT majors, and five continuing education students. The continuing education
students were engineers from a local company in
Manchester, who were interested in open source
technologies and gaining experience developing
Web-based services for their company’s in-house
applications. The client was YWCA of Manchester, with whom the UNH-Manchester program had
collaborated since Fall 2008 on various projects
and student service learning activities. The project
addressed the client’s need for an information
system that tracks donations from individuals
and organizations. Like the other nonprofits
mentioned in this chapter, YWCA cannot afford
to buy software and pay developers or consultants.
Open source is the only feasible approach that they
have for developing a donation tracking system.
At the beginning of the semester, the project’s
prototype had a code base with the same layered
architecture as the Homebase software. The project
was a combined result from two other courses with
student projects of smaller and dedicated scope –
one database course and one Web authoring course,
both at sophomore level. The prototype’s backend had a functional MySQL database, although
incomplete, with a well-designed schema, sample
data, and scripts to install, populate, and query
the database. The front-end had a single use case
implemented, i.e., viewing donors and searching
donors by name. The prototype was staged on a
virtual machine that runs on UNH-Manchester’s
server. The code base is hosted by Google Code.

In the first half of the semester students learned
how to develop an open source client-based project
through a variety of activities:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Experimenting with the Homebase and
Homeroom projects in the textbook (Tucker,
Morelli, & de Silva, 2011);
Meeting with the YWCA business director to
get clarifications on the system requirements;
Learning from three experienced FOSS
developers who joined the class via Skype;
Receiving feedback and having their work
reviewed by the software engineers who
were auditing the class; and
Doing assignments that provided practice
with: PHP and SQL, model-view-controller
architectural pattern, techniques for specifying requirements and design decisions,
XAMPP run-time environment configuration, and a comprehensive development
toolkit (Eclipse PHP, Xdebug, Doxygen,
SimpleTest, and Balsamiq).

In addition, a project forum, wiki, and hosted
project version control and issue tracking supported teamwork and collaboration. The code
base became the “common denominator” for all
design and implementation decisions. That is why
the assignments were grounded in the code base
and allowed students to learn first-hand about the
developer roles needed for the project. By the time
the six week-long project sprints occurred in the
second half of the semester, students understood
well the roles they would assume to maximize
their contributions to the project.
At UNH-Manchester, the Homebase approach
yielded several good outcomes. First, having continuing education engineers as observers allowed
creation of the role of configuration manager, who
was the most active and involved student during
class meetings. These observers also participated
in client meetings, reviewed and gave feedback
on use cases, database and UI design, and code
quality. Students also learned from one of the in-
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vited speakers about the Asana service for project
management activities, which they ended up using
for issue tracking.

CONCLUSION
Trying to incorporate real world software practices and project experience into the typical one
semester undergraduate software engineering
course is always challenging. The CO-FOSS approach, which occupies a middle ground between
proprietary software development for individual
customers and working within a large, existing
FOSS project, offers a number of advantages.
Projects developed in conjunction with a nonprofit
client can be tailored to be student friendly and fit
within the constraints of the academic semester. At
the same time, following FOSS practices means
that the architecture, codebase, and documentation
can be reused and adapted for future projects. As
shown in this chapter, a CO-FOSS project does not
have to remain resident within one college but can
be adapted by other schools in true open source
fashion. Our future directions involve efforts to
bring more schools to this approach, creating
ways to support maintenance of these projects,
and investigating ways to foster communication
among students working on similar projects at
different schools.
In conclusion, this chapter illustrates how a
CO-FOSS project course can be designed and
delivered. Such a course embodies a novel curriculum design that teaches communication skills,
teamwork, and writing skills. It prepares students
by engaging them in real-world problems, introducing them to fresh technologies (such as agile
programming, layered architecture, and mobile
computing), and leveraging all the advantages
of open source development and tool use. We
hope that our work will inspire others to rethink
their courses in these ways, so that their students
will become better prepared to enter the software
industry with both feet on the ground.
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KEY TERMS AND DEFINITIONS
Agile Development: Methodology to develop
software in short iterations, called sprints, in which
existing code is first refactored, tests for a new
requirement are written, and test-driven code is
developed.
Code Base: All the source code files stored in
a source control repository that handles various
versions and tracks implementation issues.
Domain Model: Representation of conceptual
classes or real-situation objects in the domain of
interest.
Free and Open Source Software: Software
licensed and freely distributed along with its
underlying code.
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Layered Architecture: Organization of the
software classes into layers such that higher layers
call upon services of lower layers.
Model-View-Controller Architecture: A
three-layer architecture in which domain knowledge is maintained by the domain model objects,
displayed by the view (user interface) objects, and
manipulated by control (application logic) objects.

Nonprofit Organization: Usually a charity or
service organization that uses any surplus revenues
to support its mission and achieve its goals.
Real-World Projects: Software engineering
projects that are sponsored by real clients and
result in production-grade software systems.
Requirements: Functional capabilities (what
the system will do) to which the software system
must confirm.

This work was previously published in “Overcoming Challenges in Software Engineering Education” edited by Liguo Yu, pages
373-396, copyright 2014 by Engineering Science Reference (an imprint of IGI Global).
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APPENDIX: CO-FOSS RESOURCES
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

Examples of the Homebase and Homeplate requirements documents:
◦◦
http://code.google.com/p/rmh-homebase
◦◦
http://code.google.com/p/sh-homeplate
The current version of Homebase and its requirements document:
◦◦
http://code.google.com/p/rmh-homebase
The Homeplate project:
◦◦
http://code.google.com/p/sh-homeplate.
Student oriented Mercurial and Eclipse tutorials:
◦◦
http://myopensoftware.org/content/supporting-materials
Example syllabi for CO-FOSS project courses:
◦◦
http://myopensoftware.org/content/extended-course-syllabus.
The RMH-RoomReservationMaker project:
◦◦
https://code.google.com/p/rmh-roomreservation-maker/
Examples of currently popular project repositories:
◦◦
SourceForge http://sourceforge.net/
◦◦
Google Code https://code.google.com/
◦◦
GitHub https://github.com/.
Examples of currently popular version control systems:
◦◦
CVS http://savannah.nongnu.org/projects/cvs
◦◦
Subversion http://subversion.apache.org/
◦◦
Mercurial http://mercurial.selenic.com/
◦◦
Git http://git-scm.com/
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Improving Learning
Strategies for Mathematics
through E-Learning
Cristina Bardelle
Università del Piemonte Orientale A. Avogadro, Italy

ABSTRACT
This chapter describes an experience concerning a mathematics course offered at university for first-year
science students. The course, realized in a blended format, is aimed at supporting students in the critical stage of transition from high school to university. Beside standard materials and resources, students
were provided with online tools for the achievement of learning strategies mainly based on semiotic and
pragmatic aspects of mathematical language. The online activities are an effective tool from the cognitive and metacognitive perspective, promoting a shift from passive learning (listening to lectures and
taking notes) to more active modalities of learning where the students were engaged in student-instructor
or student-computer interaction activities. Overall, more than half of the students participated in the
optional online activities, and a positive relationship between this participation and the results in the
final written test serve to verify the potential effectiveness of this form of study.

INTRODUCTION
The learning of mathematics is a major challenge
for a number of freshman students, and failure
induces some of them to quit. An increasing number of students start their undergraduate courses
without an adequate cultural background, and with
problems both at the cognitive and metacognitive
level. On the one hand, freshmen come from different kinds of schools, and on the other hand, they
have to deal with a new educational environment.
Our students’ learning strategies are often based

solely on listening to lectures, taking notes, and
repeating by heart what they have written. The
standard instructional setting at the university is
usually not enough to support the development
of learning strategies, particularly in the critical
stage of transition from high school to university.
At the University of Eastern Piedmont Amedeo
Avogadro in Italy, just prior to the beginning
of the academic year, an intensive introductory
mathematics course is held in order to give students all of the cultural background needed to
face first year mathematics courses. In recent
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years the standard course was supported by online
activities introduced in a special online course
implemented in the e-learning platform Moodle,
in order to help students to face learning obstacles.
The introduction of the online course did not
require many organizational changes. Indeed, a
part of the first face-to-face lesson was dedicated
to introduce students the platform Moodle and to
explain how to use it.
The online course had been realized to support
the math bridging course and had been aimed
at improving mathematics learning by bringing
together the results of research in mathematics
education and the opportunities provided by information and communication technology (ICT). The
idea was to promote a shift from passive learning
(listening to lectures and taking notes) to more
active modalities of learning where the students
were engaged in student-instructor or studentcomputer interaction activities. In particular, the
online course was introduced to foster students’
autonomy and to increase their ability to select
appropriate resources and activities.
Special care was paid to language, according to
the main principle that language is not only the carrier of pre-existing thinking but that it also fosters
the development of thinking itself (Sfard, 2001).
In particular, activities were designed in order to
promote the coordination of different semiotic
systems involved in the learning of mathematics
(e.g., verbal language, symbolic expressions,
visual components), thereby exploiting the opportunities provided by the e-learning platform.
E-learning platforms provided tools that allowed students to engage in active methods of
learning. Several activities such as ‘quiz,’ ‘lesson,’ ‘task,’ ‘glossary,’ etc. were implemented in a
structured way. Some of these activities provided
self-assessment and self-reflection opportunities
that were realized through an automated feedback
system (quiz, lesson), as well as student-instructor
interactions (quiz, lesson, task).
Both the face-to-face and the online parts
of the course were designed, implemented, and

managed by one instructor and one tutor only. The
students that were involved attended undergraduate
programs (biology, chemistry, computer science,
mathematics, environmental sciences) offered by
the Faculty of Mathematical, Physical and Natural
Sciences.

BACKGROUND
Many studies have highlighted the need for further
research into the secondary-tertiary transition,
and with the emergence of technological tools,
many questions about the role of technology in
teaching and learning are arising. For example,
Geudet (2008) wrote “The question of the effective
and possible uses of technology in the secondarytertiary transition has not been researched yet, as
far as I know... Could technology be helpful to
foster novice students’ autonomy, for example
by using appropriate online resources?” (p. 252).
On the other hand, several studies, which investigated what role online environments should
have in university education, drew attention to
blended modalities (see for example Calvani,
2005). According to their findings, the potential
of course management systems in the learning
of mathematics was experienced as part of the
critical secondary-tertiary transition. Moreover,
the experiment was realized following the main
idea that e-learning activities, in order to be effective, must be conceived taking into account
pedagogical theories.
Potential benefits and constraints of online
platforms have been analyzed in order to combine
suggestions arising from research on mathematics
education and that focusing on the tools available
within e-learning environments (Albano & Ferrari,
2008; Bardelle & Ferrari, 2010). In particular, the
online activities were designed taking into account
the main theory that language and communication
play a central role in the learning of mathematics. The terms ‘language’ and ‘communication’
are used here in a very broad sense. ‘Language’
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refers, on the one hand, to all semiotic systems
available in the communication of mathematics
such as verbal language, images, graphs, symbolic expressions, etc., and, on the other hand, to
all of the less explicit aspects such as functions,
relationship with the context, etc. The word ‘communication’ is not confined to interactions between
individuals only, but it also includes also thinking
that is one’s communication with oneself. This is
what is called the ‘communicational approach to
the study of human cognition’ presented in Sfard
(2001) and Ferrarri (2004), that has its roots in
Vygotskian writings. In this perspective, language
heavily influences thinking and, moreover, the idea
is adopted that the ability in switching from one
representation to another is fundamental for the
learning of mathematics (Duval, 2005).
Contemporary e-learning platforms provide
the opportunity to engage students in interactive
activities. This interaction can be of different kinds:
student-computer type, student-instructor type and
peer-to-peer interactions. Due to the constraints
of the educational setting, the online course was
designed using mainly student-computer interaction activities. Such activities allowed students to
engage in an active method of learning: students
were continuously required to solve problems,
and to answer questions posed in a structured
way, using the automated feedback system that
fostered self-reflection and self-assessment on
learning topics.

AN EXPERIENCE OF A
BLENDED COURSE
The introductory mathematics course was organized using a blended modality. The face-to-face
part consisted of nine daily lessons of three hours
each. Each lesson had two hours of theory-focused
teaching with the instructor in charge of the course,
followed by an hour-long tutoring session wherein
students were shown how to solve exercises. Due
to time constraints and the presence of only one
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instructor and one tutor, with a large number of
students (between one or three hundred), lessons
were organized in a more traditional way, i.e.,
students just listened and took notes. The online
part was realized and managed by the instructor
and the tutor themselves.

Design of the Course
As a first step, math contents and math skills were
identified according to the syllabus of the Italian
Conference of Faculty of Science’s directors. In
particular, the course was developed around eight
major topics: Arithmetic, Rational and Real Numbers, Geometry, Functions and Graphs, Equations
and Inequalities, Exponentials and Logarithms,
and, Trigonometry. Moreover, an analysis of the
potential benefits and constraints of the platform
was conducted in order to integrate learning
theories, in particular for mathematics, with the
online tools available. For further information
on this topic see Albano and Ferrari (2008), and
Bardelle and Ferrari (2010).

Carrying out the Course
All of the students were enrolled in the e-learning
course from the beginning, and part of the first
face-to-face lesson was dedicated to explaining
how to use the platform and the resources and
activities available on it to the students. Students
could access the online course during the two
weeks of face-to-face lessons. Students were
made aware that after each face-to-face lesson,
they would have access to all of the activities (see
next section) related to the last topics treated in
class. Students were explained that they can use
these activities for training, and that they were
not compulsory. Originally, all of the activities
were implemented in order to be taken just once,
but based on the explicit request of students, the
opportunity to use the activities repeatedly was
made available.
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Evaluation of Students’ Results
At the end of the course, students had to take
a written admission test in order to verify their
achievements. Both the course and the test were
not compulsory, but rather were highly recommended. Moreover, students could achieve one
or two credits according to the results of the test.
There were no negative consequences if students
failed the test, but in that case, students were then
strongly recommended to attend tutoring sessions
in the first semester.

Collection of Data
Finally data about the participation to the online
course and the results to the admission test were
analyzed and compared. Data about user behaviour concerning online activities are recorded by
the platform Moodle. The system itself provides
statistical information about their usage. Data relating to the online course requests (e.g. a request to
view a file, to solve a quiz, etc) are stored in log
files, which are subsequently processed to provide
statistical information about usage as download
of files, traffic patterns, resolution of activities,
assigned grades per activity or per student, etc.

Special Aspects of the Experiment
The online course was implemented using Moodle,
the e-learning platform that the university had
provided in order to promote courses developed
in a blended modality. Students were provided
with resources such as notes, news about the
course, examples of previously written examinations, and, online interactive activities in order to
engage students in a more active form of learning. Besides the introductory section (including
the description of the aims of the course, some
tutorials about how to use the platform, the forum
of the course, notes and the glossary), the course
was characterized by eight macro-areas–one for
each topic–that included several kinds of activi-

ties. The implemented activities relied mainly on
student-computer interactions. This choice was
due to the availability of only two instructors
and to a lack of available time. The only studentinstructor activities were eight assignments (tasks),
one per topic. Since the instructor and the tutor
could not give feedback to all submitted students’
responses, examples of proper answers for each
assignment were uploaded to the platform. All of
the other activities (e.g., quizzes and interactive
lessons), were implemented using the automated
system of feedback provided by the platform. The
course included three lessons on Arithmetic, Functions, and Equations, respectively. The e-learning
course included eight quizzes: 1 opening quiz (18
questions) to help students to identify their major
mathematical misconceptions, 3 short quizzes (5
questions), and 3 long quizzes (25 questions) on
three main topics (Arithmetic, Geometry, and
Rational and Real Numbers) for practicing math
skills and 1 final quiz (25 questions). The quizzes
fostered self-assessment, in particular the initial
quiz which was designed to help students recognize their initial gaps, and the final quiz which
was designed to help students observe improvements and to judge whether they were sufficiently
prepared to pass the test, or to take the first year
mathematics courses.

Strengths, Shortcomings,
and Critical Issues
The main contribution of this experience is that
students were engaged in a kind of active learning
in which they were constantly required to solve
problems. Moreover, a careful analysis of the
learning problems inherent in the mathematical
context, followed by a careful design of educational
activities aimed at overcoming the difficulties of
not only cognitive aspects but also metacognitive
facets, was realized. Efforts have been made to try
to integrate the tools offered by the platform with
the studies on learning in general and mathematics
education in particular. For example, e-learning
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environments give the opportunity to exploit different semiotic systems, among which are figures
and symbolic expressions. This opportunity is
very important in math education, since a good
learning strategy must include the coordination of
semiotic systems (Duval, 1995). In Figure 1, an
example of a problem aimed at fostering the shift
from the graphical system to the symbolic one is
given. This problem is realized using a multiple
choice question.
Data about the participation in the online
course gives some information about students’
satisfaction. In the last offering of the course,
involving 169 students, the participation in the
online activities was always below 57% and it
decreased as time passed. Probably this behavior
is heavily influenced by the overload of the entire
course. The blended course is too intensive and requires students’ considerable effort. Nevertheless,
students seemed to appreciate the online course
since most of the students who did use the online
components used the activities several times until
they managed to give the correct answers. In fact,
they actually asked for this opportunity since the
activities were initially set to be used only twice.
In particular, the activities that were used most
frequently were the quizzes.
Another critical issue was the availability of
only a few staff for the implementation and management of the online environment. The implementation of online activities is very expensive in
terms of time and the human resources involved.
For this reason, the online activities implemented
in the online course did not cover all of the topics. Also, the interaction between instructor and
student through the platform was limited due to
lack of time, and the fact that only one instructor
and one tutor were involved in the experiment.

Figure 1. Example of a question about the coordination of semiotic systems

take into account that the number of activities will
depend on the availability of human resources. In
particular, for math education, in order to exploit
all of the semiotic systems, such as figures and
symbolic expression, which are available in such
platforms, one has to acquire a certain degree
of expertise. Moreover, for the management of
online courses a suitable number of instructors or
tutors must be available in order to also implement
student-instructor activities and to foster peer-topeer interactions. If there is not a sufficient number
of instructors available for these important roles,
the use on computer-student interaction activities
is suggested, as was highlighted in the experience
being presented here.

Solutions and Recommendations

FUTURE RESEARCH DIRECTIONS

Since the design and implementation of online
activities requires a lot of time, when dealing
with this kind of online environment one has to

Even if technology platforms give the opportunity
to exploit different semiotic systems, it is my opinion that additional innovations are needed in order
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to allow practitioners an easier access to them.
On the one hand, an easier use of mathematical
notation is needed, and, on the other hand, the
integration of an e-learning platform with mathematical software, such as CAS (computer algebra
systems), would lead to a significant improvement
in the learning of mathematics through e-learning
platforms. Indeed, our online course uses multiple
representations, but they are almost always prearranged by the teacher (e.g., test items involving
graphs) and do not fully exploit the opportunity
of asking the student to build the representations
him/herself.
To address the concern associated with the
development of suitable learning strategies by
means of tutorial systems, more research on teacher
education is also fundamental. Some research has
already drawn attention to blended modalities in
university education (see for example Calvani,
2005). In Llinares and Olivero (2008) it is stated
that, “More research still needs to be done to help
us to understand better how prospective teachers learn specific professional skills when using
new communication tools as a complement of
face-to-face instruction” (p. 194). Their study on
online discussions in teacher education is useful
in designing virtual learning environments and the
kinds of tasks through which the understanding
of mathematics teaching and learning skills can
be more fully developed.

CONCLUSION
For many years, the use of technology, and in
particular that of e-learning, in the universities
was limited to the transfer of traditional materials
to online platforms, that were simply a source of
resources (e.g., course notes, lists of exercises,
communication of technical information such
as timetables, exam results). Even if this was
coherent with the main aim universities had of

facilitating students access to learning resources
(Singh, 2003), today the potentialities of e-learning
platforms have not yet been fully explored for
learning in mathematics, in particular at university.
Starting from the idea that e-learning in tertiary
transition is a great opportunity, the experience
described in this chapter is an attempt to work
towards this direction, providing an example of
the development of e-learning activities set in
a blended course for the support of secondarytertiary transition in the field of mathematics. More
broadly, this experience presents an example of
the integration of education and ICT research (see
for example, Conole, 2004, who highlighted the
need for developing specific studies on learning
through ICT tools).
A first evaluation of the results is positive
(even though there are also some aspects that need
further consideration), for example, a positive
relation between the results of the written exam
at the end of the course and the participation in
the online activities emerged: better grading in
the test corresponded to large participation in the
online activities. Nevertheless, there is a need to
develop long-term studies which would analyze
the effects of the course over a longer period of
time (e.g., a student’s entire university career).
The diffusion of online environments, in particular Course Management Systems (CMS) for
learning, together with the growing use of Internet
by people in everyday life, represent customary
trends in modern-day life. The e-learning modality
therefore has a great, but still much unexplored,
potential. In conclusion, e-learning provided
plenty of opportunities to engage students in
more active forms of learning based on activities of construction, conversion, and treatment
of semiotic representations; it also facilitated
several new forms of interpersonal communication
(regardless of problems relating to available time
and distance); and, it fostered self-assessment and
self-reflection processes.
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Blended Course: A course that combines
traditional face-to-face classroom methods with
online activities.
E-Learning: Learning realized by means of
internet technologies.
Learning By Doing: The acquisition of
knowledge or skills through direct experience of
carrying out a task.
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Online Activities: Online learning activities
that require students to interact and participate
actively.
Online Resources: Materials, notes, timetables, notices, etc., available online for reading.

Student-Computer Interaction: Activities in
which students are engaged in interactions with
the automated system of the online course.
Student-Instructor Interaction: Activities in
which students are engaged in interactions with
an instructor or tutor of the online course.
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ABSTRACT
This chapter documents the development of a program for college faculty, public school teachers, graduate,
and undergraduate students to pursue international travel, study, and teaching in Thailand. The program
features collaboration among institutions, faculty colleagues, and school personnel focused particularly
on science and mathematics education. The chapter reflects on the current methodological perspectives
used to compare educational systems and the concomitant outcomes in workforce articulation. Details of
expansion, development, and measurement of local, individual, and program success are provided and
analyzed using current competitive international models. An alternative view of international relationships as collaborative learning opportunities is proposed.

COLLABORATION NOT
COMPETITION: INTERNATIONAL
EDUCATION EXPANDING
PERSPECTIVES ON LEARNING
AND WORKFORCE ARTICULATION
Findings from a wide range of studies have established the influence of rapidly expanding communication and technological resources which have

resulted in increased contact among systems and
organizations on an international scale (OECD,
2012; Friedman, 2006), and for the purposes of
this chapter, in the systems practices of higher
education (Egron-Polak, 2012; Sawchuk, 2012).
In the context of increasing systems interdependence, global expansion in the past half-century
has created frequent comparisons of student school
achievement in both post-industrial and currently
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developing nations (Schleicher, in Hargreaves, Lieberman, Fullan, & Hopkins, 2010). National and
international comparisons have seldom focused on
the possible contributions of a collaborative rather
than a competitive model for promoting workforce
preparation. This chapter argues for the positive
learning contributions of a mutually beneficial
international study program which takes a broad
approach to participation and purpose, involving
multiple international institutions, college faculty,
K-12 school personnel, college students and K-12
students.
The thrust of the report focuses on programmatic issues which indicate effective educational
experiences, but which also infer a revision in the
ways success--both programmatic and educational--might be assessed on a global scale. Taking
a collaborative stance, the authors establish the
benefits for all stakeholders in the program, and
provide indicators which project improvements in
both intellectual and workforce outcomes.

THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK
International Comparisons
and STEM Education
Typically, U.S. students and many of their teachers have a narrow, if not provincial, view of
international experience and of the history and
culture of other nations (Sawchuck, 2012). Generally unschooled in a functional knowledge of
geography and international issues and politics,
and often limited in knowledge about influences
of other cultures and contributions of other ethnic
and national groups, U.S. schools continue to lag
behind others in assuming a global perspective in
K-20 schooling, especially where it relates to the
global workforce and productivity competition
(Benton, Stratton, & Stearns, 2010; Hart, 2008).
This limited view of an internationalized curriculum may figure largely in current comparisons
of education-to-workforce articulation and must

be examined from national and international
perspectives.
Trends in the US: Historically, the U.S. has
used competitive language in discussing education
initiatives to draw attention to the need for US
students to fare better on international measures
of knowledge and skills (Clarke, 2009; Feistritzer,
2005). In the 1980s, practice and policies included
language from A Nation at Risk (US DOE, 1983) a
report which called for elected officials, educators,
parents, and students to reform the public school
system. The authors ominously cautioned that the
nation was at risk because of the inadequate quality of American education, and expressed grave
concern that a “once unchallenged pre-eminence
in commerce, industry, science, and technological innovation is being overtaken by competitors
throughout the world” (US DOE, 1983, p. 7).
The document indicated the hostile, cold-war
competitive stance in U.S.-global relationships,
which in the ensuing 30 years has evolved into
more inclusive possibilities, despite surviving
vestiges of that view.
The subsequent No Child Left Behind Act
(NCLB) was designed to drive broad gains
in student achievement and to hold states and
schools more accountable for student progress
(U.S. DOE, 2001). This represented significant
change in the education landscape, emphasizing
annual testing, academic progress, report cards,
teacher qualifications, reading first and funding
changes. More recently, the American Recovery
and Reinvestment Act of 2009 initiated Race to the
Top (RTTT), competitive awards created to spur
innovation and reforms in state and local district
K-12 education (US DOE, 2009). States were
awarded points for satisfying specified educational
policies, such as performance-based standards for
teachers and principals, complying with nationwide standards, promoting charter schools and
privatization of education, and computerization.
States that won the awards must demonstrate that
goals were achieved within the four-year window
(US DOE, 2009).
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Running parallel to these competitive national
goals and policy initiatives has been U. S. participation in international assessments examining
academic performance ratings in a much larger
context. The use of data from these comparative
international assessments has made small inroads
of influence into the policy development process
(Egron-Polak, 2012). International study and
placements, while increasing for higher education institutions, does not yet appear to be making
inroads into workforce articulation and policy
change. Instead, the nomenclature of international
education appears to be grounded in competitive
models (Bremer, 2006).
As early as the 1950s and 1960s, UNESCO’s
International Institute of Education developed
and administered a study of 13-year-olds in 12
countries to determine comparative achievement of children in subject areas. Subsequent to
that effort, the International Association for the
Evaluation of Educational Achievement (IEA)
emerged and conducted a series if international
assessments over several decades (Schleicher,
in Hargreaves et al., 2010). Currently, the most
widely used assessments are the Trends in Mathematics and Science Study (TIMSS) conducted
every four years, and Progress in Reading Literacy
Study (PIRLS) conducted every five years. Most
recently, the international assessment Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development
(OECD) as part of the Programme for International
Student Assessment (PISA) has been administered.
PISA surveys have been conducted every three
years since 2000 in key content areas of reading,
mathematics and science, but they also cover
cross-curricular domains such as problem solving and a range of non-cognitive outcomes. PISA
is one of the most rigorous and comprehensive
assessments, not least in terms of its geographic
coverage, with the 2006 survey measuring over
400,000 students who represented more than 20
million 15-year-olds in 60 countries that represent
approximately 90% of the world economy (Mullis, Martin, Foy, & Arora, 2012). Such global
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movements have well established the structure
and data for making international comparisons
of participating countries.
In the U.S., the Science, Technology, Engineering and Mathematics (STEM) Education
Coalition represents a broad and unified voice in
advocating for policies to improve STEM education at all educational levels (STEM, 2013). An
alliance of more than 500 business, professional,
and education organizations, the group seeks to
raise political and social awareness of the critical
role that STEM education plays in enabling the
U.S. to retain its position as a global economic and
technological leader (STEM, 2013). The TIMSS,
PISA and PIRLS assessments are focused on science and math literacy, and both organizations
support STEM programs for teachers and students
through the U.S. Department of Education, the
National Science Foundation and other agencies
that offer STEM related programs.
Increasingly, data from international assessments are being used by the U.S. and other
countries to provide broader perspectives on their
national performance targets. They have accomplished this by embedding components of the PISA
or TIMMS assessments into their own national
assessment tools (Schleicher, in Hargreaves et
al., 2010). There are efforts underway to examine
not only the techniques used in the classroom to
achieve high test scores but the cultural and social situations that also influence those outcomes
(Schleicher, in Hargreaves et al., 2010).
To what end is the teaching of STEM principles,
and the TIMSS, PISA’s and PIRLS assessments
moving toward global workforce articulation?
Drucker’s (1994) description has become increasingly important in summarizing national as well
as global workplace our high school and college
students are entering:
The great majority of new jobs require qualifications the industrial worker does not possess and is
poorly equipped to acquire. They require a good
deal of formal education and the ability to acquire
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and to apply theoretical and analytical knowledge.
They require a different approach to work and a
different mindset. Above all, they require a habit of
continuous learning. Displaced industrial workers
thus cannot simply move into knowledge work or
services the way displaced farmers and domestic
workers moved into industrial work (at the turn
of the last century). At the very least, they have to
change their basic attitudes, values and beliefs.
(Drucker, 1994, p. 62)
The U.S. continues to grapple with the question of how to improve learning outcomes and to
assure relevant employment preparation as it faces
global participation on a wider scale. To inform
our efforts, examining emerging and established
national policies in Asia is timely and important.
What are their efforts in educational preparation and achievement that serve as models? The
perceived lackluster performance of most U.S.
school systems often point to its methods and
assumptions about the instruction and learning
of STEM subjects. Such perceptions generated
the program presented in this study.
Trends in Asia: Although Asia may be behind
the U.S. in some aspects of STEM education and
ahead in others, the collaborative and multifaceted
approaches that are taking place appear to be making positive changes at an increasingly rapid pace
(IIE, 2007). There are a variety of STEM related
initiatives in Asia, notably, UNESCO and OECD
Initiatives (OECD, 2012). Notably, there is also
an effort in Southeast Asia to foster collaboration
among (currently) ten nations to promote educational and economic progress in the region. The
Association of Southeast Asian Nations or ASEAN
Group is organized for the purposes of promoting
economic development, social progress, cultural
development as well as protection of regional
peace and stability and creates opportunities
for member countries to discuss differences in
a peaceful context (ASEAN, 2012). Toward the
end of reaching these large international goals,
efforts toward improving educational activities

at the national, regional and international levels
are underway.
Wu (2012) indicates higher education globalization has been continuously growing worldwide.
The number of college students studying outside
of their own national borders has jumped from
0.8 million in 1975 to two million in 2001, and
reached close to 3.7 million in 2009 (Wu, 2012).
This number is expected to approximately triple
to nearly eight million by 2025 (Wildavsky, 2010).
Further, with increased competition in global
higher education, the migration of work effort
and talent is active, and the directions of this intellectual diaspora increasingly diverse (Hulstrand,
2008). Asia is at the forefront of many of these
global developments.
The United States has long been a leading
destination for Asian students for several reasons, but changes in trends toward intra-Asian
regionalization are emerging (Wu, 2012). The
dominance of the Western model of higher
education and the use of English as the lingua
franca of academic interactions has contributed
to this pattern and it may continue indefinitely.
However, in Asia globalization at the regional
level has been a growing trend, and may become
a competing force for highly reputable Western
higher education institutions (IIE, 2007). Higher
education institutions in Korea, China and Japan
have fast-growing courses and degree programs
taught entirely in English, and as a result, U.S.
students will find educational opportunities in Asia
more accessible (OECD, 2012). With increased
financial incentives and with employment offered
by Asian countries, more American students will
consider Asian destinations, while the percentage
of Asian students coming to the U.S. may slightly
decrease (Wu, 2012).
Within this context, The Millennium Declaration of 2000 (United Nations, 2010), a milestone
in international cooperation which inspired development efforts to improve the lives of hundreds
of millions of people around the world, directly
influenced the goals of our current program. The
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Millennium Development Goals Report (United
Nations, 2010) references lack of education as
the major obstacle to accessing tools that could
improve lives and accomplish workforce articulation. Poverty and unequal access to schooling
perpetuate high adolescent birth rates that jeopardize the health of girls and diminishing their opportunities for social and economic advancement.
Of particular interest to this project was the Asia
and Pacific Regional Framework for Action for
2015 whose target is to…“Ensure that, by 2015,
children everywhere, boys and girls alike, will be
able to complete a full course of primary schooling” (APR, 2000, p. 15). With such seemingly
modest prospects for education, the Framework
Preamble denotes a fundamental change in the
consideration of access to education and training
of the workforce.
Education is a fundamental human right of all
people - of value in and of itself, for improving the
quality of life, and as an essential part of social
and human development. The provision of basic
education, whether it be formally or non-formally
delivered, is a core responsibility of the state with
active and genuine collaboration of parents, communities, and civil society. All people, especially
those most disadvantaged and excluded, must be
guaranteed access to a basic education of decent
quality (APR, 2000, p. 18).
Ironically, while many Asian nations excel
in STEM subjects, Southeast Asian countries,
including Thailand, the focus of this study, does
not. Much of the impetus for the program came
out of a series of innovations aimed at improving STEM in those countries. The creation of
the ASEAN was aimed at economic, cultural
and social advances that led to greater interface
between nations. ASEAN countries have promoted
greater workforce collaboration and exchange
among their countries, and subsequently, a broader,
more internationalized set of educational and
career goals for its citizens (Wu, 2012). Among
those goals was seeking collaborations with U.S.
higher education programs which could design and
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deliver international exchanges, workshops, and
supported instructional improvement in STEM
subjects.

DEVELOPING INTERNATIONAL
PROGRAMS TO BENEFIT
TEACHING AND LEARNING
The current organizational and educational goals
of international study and teacher development
were an impetus for developing a college program for study abroad to change perspectives
and opinions on the ideas of global competition.
Documenting the process of establishing such a
program indicates there are much broader issues
than simply competitive rankings. Rather, involving college-level pre-professionals, faculty, and
their international collaborators in international
work indicates possible long-term benefits for
collaborative models to advance learning STEM
subjects, and therefore the preparedness of the
global workforce.
Recent higher education efforts to create an
internationalized curriculum have concluded that
the need is to not only adapt the curriculum, but
to create a broader perspective that goes beyond
just curricular content and hosting international
students (Stewart, 2012). Universities must create
workforce articulation and sophistication at the
local, regional and global levels while contending
with the challenges of social migration, environmental and geographic issues, diversity of students
in knowledge and global awareness (Bremer, 2006).
The new emphasis aims to provide international
experiences to all university staff and students so
that they will perform successfully--professionally,
economically and socially--in diverse contexts, exhibiting broader, multi-perspective understandings
about the world. Only with such consideration of
others’ cultural identities can graduates navigate
through and negotiate the changing nature of work,
the labor force, and information technologies in a
rapidly changing world.
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Program Development and
Process: Thailand Collaboration
A seven year program development process is
reported here, focused first on methods of securing
funding sources for international education, on
establishing coherent curriculum, on vital faculty
development opportunities among institutions,
and finally, on individual student participation.
The institutional history for the comprehensive
college involved in this study showed a very small
percentage of students seeking education degrees
experienced international study compared with
their peers in arts and sciences majors. A major
challenge to creating an international program for
teacher candidates was scarcity--not only funding,
but lack of time, effort, and workload issues. For
instance, faculty may have been interested in program participation but were not free to participate
as they might wish; students whose programs have
very few options for elective study or alternative
coursework are limiting factors. In addition, the
evolution of this program paralleled the identification of methods to improve STEM instruction in
local K-12 and college-level instruction.
In addition to the scarcity of resources, there
were also challenging decisions regarding critical
teaching and learning issues in the implementation
of an international education program. Creating an
international exchange program between a teacher
education program in a comprehensive college in
New York State and Thailand, included challenges
of how to address the purposes and goals of the
Thai national education system and its schools,
teachers and K-12 students, while at the same time
expanding the opportunities for U.S. faculty and
preservice teachers.
Following the Millennium Declaration of 2000
(United Nations, 2010),Thai Ministry of Education
mandates required science and math to be taught
in English by native English speakers at all grade
levels and including gifted and talented programs.
The Office of the Basic Education Commission
(OBEC) is a division of Thai Ministry of Edu-

cation, a result of King Rama V’s experimental
measures in administrative and political reform in
the late nineteenth century, which was revived at
the turn of the twenty-first century (Efron-Polak,
2012). From 1977 to the present day, all efforts
of the Ministry of Education have been geared
toward providing educational services as a means
for a better quality of life and the advancement
of Thai culture.
The impetus for an international exchange
program with Thai educators began in 2005,
when a senior professor from Indiana University,
Bloomington (IU) arranged for four doctorial
students from Srinakharinwirot University (SWU)
in Bangkok Thailand to study at IU for one year.
The U.S. study program was sponsored by the Institute for the Promotion of Teaching Science and
Technology (IPST). One of the original exchange
students currently works for the Bureau of Academic Affairs and Educational Standards, Office
of The Basic Education Commission (OBEC),
Ministry of Education in Bangkok Thailand. Her
sustained collaborative efforts with two institutions of higher education have allowed students to
travel between Thailand and the U.S. to conduct
a total of 15 teacher professional development
workshops.
Following the original cohort’s return to Thailand, three additional graduate students began
exchange study at IU in the summer of 2006 and
returned to Thailand in 2007. An assessment and
development trip was conducted in 2007, and a
series of public lectures and teacher professional
development workshops were delivered by the
second author who moved from Indiana University
to the State University of New York at Cortland.
A similar follow up for the second cohort of
participants and continued public lectures and
teacher professional development workshops was
conducted in 2008 by the second author and a special education public school teacher (see Table 1).
In 2008, the third cohort of two Thai graduate
students studied science education at The State
University College at Cortland for one year, a
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Table 1. Example of workshop format. OBEC Thailand 2010 professional development workshop: Science inquiry to enhance the 21st century skills.

July 17/23

July 16/22

July 15/21

Day

Time

Activity

9:00 – 10:00

Introduction to Science Inquiry

Power Point # 1

10:15 – 11:30

Observations/Inferences

Power Point # 2 & Candy Melt, Volume observation

11:30 – 1:00

Lunch and Informal Discussions

Location:

1:00 – 2:30

Science Inquiry in Earth Science

Oil Recovery and Clean up

2:45 – 3:30

Models in the science classroom

Power Point # 3 & Earth models

9:00 – 10:00

Science Process Skills

Classification, Identification and Measurements in Inquiry

10:15 – 11:30

Classification

My Pet Rock

11:30 – 1:00

Lunch and Informal Discussions

Location:

1:00 – 2:30

Critical/Creative Thinking

Dino Hunt

2:45 – 3:30

Assessing the Inquiry Lesson:
How can I know they Know?

Power Point # 4
Developing a plan for assessment

9:00 – 11:30

Inquiry lesson Planning

Participants will plan for the development of one Guided, one
Challenge and one Open Inquiry Lesson

11:30 – 1:00

Lunch and Informal Discussions

Location:

1:00 – 3:30

Inquiry lesson Development

Participants will work on the development of their Guided,
Challenge and Open Inquiry Lessons

collaboration with the second author. Both participants completed their U.S. study in 2009, and
upon receiving their doctorates, assumed strong
teaching positions to promote science study in
Thailand. One of the doctoral participants now
coordinates programs for the Science Education
Center at Srinakharinwirot University, a government funded university in Bangkok and the leading
Thai university in the fields of Education and Fine
Arts, and the first institution of higher education
in Thailand to concentrate solely on teacher training. The other original participant is employed at
The Institute for the Promotion of Teaching Science and Technology in Bangkok, Thailand. The
Institute for the Promotion of Teaching Science
and Technology is a Thai government agency with
responsibilities that include the development of
national science and mathematics curricula, and
sponsorship of science education, as well as the
promotion of science in general. The agency is also
Thailand’s coordinator for the International Science Olympiads. IPST is a learning organization
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Notes

that can develop and increase Thailand’s quality
of science, mathematics and technology education at the international level. Such successful
placement of former program participants is one
of the fortuitous reasons for the success of this
program. A summary timeline for development
of the international program is as follows:
2005: First cohort of four Thai students arrive at
Indiana University
2006: Second cohort of three Thai students arrive
and first cohort returns to Thailand
2007: Second cohort returns to Thailand and a
follow up trip by Cortland faculty member
to Thailand is made to check on progress
of first cohort. Public lectures and teacher
professional development workshops begin
during this trip
2008: Follow up trip with second cohort of Thai
students and Cortland faculty member continues to conduct public lectures and teacher
professional development workshops. A
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third cohort of two Thai students arrive at
SUNY Cortland
2009: Third Thai cohort returns to Thailand and
Cortland faculty joins them in Thailand
to continue professional development and
workshops. First group of 12 Thai teachers attend on site workshop, tour college
classes and visit local public schools while
at SUNY Cortland
2010: Workshops and lectures continue in Thailand
2011: Second group of 11 Thai teachers tour college classes and visit local public schools
while at SUNY Cortland
2012: First SUNY 5 Cortland students travel to
Thailand to assist in providing professional
development workshops, third group of 13
Thai teachers at SUNY Cortland
In 2009, faculty development workshops taught
by the second author continued in Thailand, and
a group of 12 Thai teachers traveled to SUNY
Cortland to participate in workshops and faculty
development opportunities with local schools
and college instructors (see Table 2). A similar
process was followed for 2010 and 2011, where
workshops and lectures were conducted in Thailand during the summer, and Thai teachers traveled during fall 2011 to participate in campus and
K-12 school faculty development collaborations
and workshops.
In 2012, a third group of Thai teachers visited
SUNY Cortland, and the first cohort of preservice teachers from SUNY Cortland traveled
to Thailand to participate in instruction in Thai
professional development workshops and to travel
and observe Thai culture. The culmination of
program development was the institutionalization
of the travel abroad as a course/program of study
at the college, which will be maintained for the
foreseeable future.

Challenges for Sustaining
International Programs to
Advance Workforce Articulation
A number of challenges, both unique to the world
area studied, and for international programs in
general are being assessed in and addressed in this
program (Wildavsky, 2012). There are growing
disparities within countries, despite the initiatives
to offset them. A particularly persistent urban/rural
gap in resources and participation is evident, as are
achievement and access deficiencies for girls in
South Asia. In addition, there is a relative lack of
emphasis on alternative, non-formal approaches to
basic education and lack of interest in workplace
education, which resonates with the theme of this
text. While much emphasis is placed on getting
children into school, not enough attention is paid to
the retention rate nor to the completion of schooling
and the ultimate preparation of students for work
and workplace articulation of skills.
There are ongoing shortfalls in national education budgets, especially for countries in economic crisis and in transition, which is especially
problematic in relation to school-age population
growth. Reflecting the uniquely urban bias of
early childhood programs, and many programs
in general, rural youth may be systematically
eliminated from consideration of appropriate
workplace skills.
In terms of school-based solutions to vocational options, there are particular weaknesses in
identifying, refining, and expanding best practices
in basic education that match the needs of the
workplace. Particularly in South Asia, there has
been difficulty in re-casting curricula to address
the new risks and challenges facing youth in the
region (Stewart, 2012). With limited in-country
resources to improve the system, Thailand has
taken purposeful steps to maintain collaborative
international exchanges which transform the
curriculum and teacher development status quo.
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Session # 3
Creativity & Subjectivity (vs. Objectivity)

Rest

Session # 2
Exploring/Teaching the Nature of Science with the process skills
Tentativeness

Trip to Niagara Falls

Session # 4 Identifying the major aspects of the NOS as
described within the National Science Education Standards
Investigating the philosophy of science as it pertains to the socalled “teachable” aspects of the NOS
Identifying several episodes from the history of science that
illustrate and challenge the “teachable” aspects of the NOS

Tully High School 8:30 to 11:00

Ban DHMO: Di-Hydrogen Monoxide, A case for misconceptions in
science
Ethics in the science classroom

Final Evaluation

**Check out of Motel** **Back to Thailand**

Thursday 9/22

Friday 9/23

9/24 9/25

Monday 9/26

Tuesday 9/27

Wednesday 9/28

Thursday 9/29

Friday 30

Session # 5
Functions and Relationships of Theory and Law Social and
Cultural Context
Courtland Student Teacher Supervision Program

Notes:
Each session will cover a different aspect of the NOS and the process skills used to teach them will use different activities from the text.
*Text used will be Teaching the Nature of Science through Process Skills, by Randy Bell
**Kent State University One day schedule/topic pending: Lisa will teach for an AM session and will help with the other session for the day
• Identifying the major aspects of the NOS as described within the National Science Education Standards
• Investigating the philosophy of science as it pertains to the so-called “teachable” aspects of the NOS
• Identifying several episodes from the history of science that illustrate and challenge the “teachable” aspects of the NOS
http://evolution.berkeley.edu/evosite/nature/index.shtml
http://www.indiana.edu/~ensiweb/natsc.fs.html

Pack up

Final tour Cortland, SUNY Cortland, 1890 House

Parker Elementary School 12:30 to 2:00

President’s Lunch
reception
12:00 to 1:30

Trip to Niagara Falls
AMY H-H 1:30

Session # 1
Introduction to the Nature of Science (NOS) What can we expect to
teach and what should our students understand?
Observations vs. Inferences

Raquette Lake

Wednesday 9/21

Return to Cortland

Raquette Lake

Tuesday 9/20

Raquette Lake

Drive to Raquette Lake

Monday 9/19

PM Activity/Class

Arrive and move into Motel

AM Activity/Class

Sunday 9/18

Day/Date

Table 2. Example of two-week teacher exchange workshop schedule

Session # 4/5
Dr. Lisa Donnelly*
Ms. Renee Potter

Instructor
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In addition to curricular and teacher workforce
considerations, there has been a seeming inability
to implement the required management reforms
for the education systems of countries in transition (Wildavsky, 2010). There has been a noted
lack of broad participation of communities and
local leadership in management and delivery of
education, which has gradually been addressed by
some aspects of the program under study.
Finally, a number of challenges in the form
of assessment design and delivery are reflected
in some of the goals and ongoing development
of the program under study. Generally, a lack of
reliable data distinguish the region, sometimes
due to inadequate means for assessing learning
performance and achievement, and other times due
to the lack of capacity to assess social problems
which contribute to educational limitations (APR,
2000). In addition to limited testing, assessment
and evaluation processes for learning, the methods
used often are isolated from learning experiences
which would contribute to effective workforce
participation. Despite reforms instituted in the past
quarter-century, a still large number of citizens in
the region are illiterate and the challenge of delivering meaningful and relevant literacy programs
to people living in different social, economic and

political circumstances is monumental. Finally, the
disruption or cessation of basic education provisions, facilities and support as a result of national
or sub-national armed conflict or emergencies
have provided additional obstacles to solid new
programs for workforce education.

OUTCOMES OF INTERNATIONAL
COLLABORATION
A central question in the development of the
program was the need for consistent formative
assessment, both of the program, and of the established relationships necessary for an international
program. Stakeholders in such programs often
have inequitable benefits, with one partner being
the beneficiary of instruction or travel and the
other being a host. A distinction of this program
is the mutual benefits for all stakeholders–the
Thai national education system, higher education institutions and their faculty development
opportunities, public school teachers and STEM
professional development, K-12 student learning,
college pre-service teachers’ ability to teach, and
faculty development and study abroad (see Figure
1 for a representation of program development).

Figure 1. Diagram of program expansion
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Ambassador Hotel, Bangkok
Approximately 600 school science and mathematics teachers
from the Bangkok metropolitan area and other provinces
throughout Thailand. Additionally, the audience included teacher
trainers from the Institute for the Promotion of Science Teaching
& Technology (IPST) their university partners, educators and
academic staff members from many of the departments under the
Office of Basic Education Commission (OBEC)
Special Interactive 3 hour Public Lecture;
White, O., Teach Me to Think: Using Thinking Skills and Problem Solving in
Science and Mathematics.
Sponsored by the Institute for the Promotion of Science Teaching &
Technology (IPST) and Srinakharinwirot University

continued on following page

Mahidol
University, Bangkok,
35 graduate students
White, O., Guest lecturer Using mathematics to connect and assess across
curriculum areas. Science education graduate course,

Srinakharinwirot University
(SWU) Training Center,
Bangkok, Thailand
60 staff members and teacher trainers from SWU & IPST

Location
Attendees
Workshop description
Date

Table 3. Professional development workshops provided during seven years of project

Over the course of the program development under
study, there has been an increase in primary school
enrollment in the partner country. Thailand has
seen an expansion of early childhood care and
education programs aimed at providing an early
start for children who previously may not have
attended school at all (United Nations, 2010).
A higher priority has been placed on quality of
programs, curriculum and assessment for this
region, and it has resulted in an increase in functional adult literacy. In addition, improvements
in educational management information systems,
and in national budgets for basic education have
increased noticeably. More effective use of existing resources, increases in international assistance
to basic education, and increases in the number
of legislative measures, campaigns, projects and
reforms in basic education have all become part
of the education-to-work improvement characterizing this region.
Related to the present program, more innovative initiatives in basic education and more
partnership between the private sector and civil
society have contributed to the climate of collaboration which typified the current program (United
Nations, 2010). While a seven-year development
timeline may seem long to some, when considered
in light of the mutual impact on teaching and
learning by its respective participants, the gains
are remarkable. The multiplicative nature of the
program design recommends it as a trainer-oftrainers model. Science instruction in Thailand
is improved by the participation of Thai teachers
who do advanced study in the United States and
who have participated in multiple workshops offered in Thailand (see Table 3). Individual faculty
and school personnel in the U.S. have contact
with visiting teachers, and faculty travel to Thailand to experience firsthand the curriculum and
instruction of STEM subjects there. Pre-service
and in-service teachers alike benefit from the in-

2007 (June)

Seven Years of Program
Development

Special 2 day Workshop
White, O. Science thru Art: Earth System Science in 2 & 3- Dimensions
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January 2009

June-July 2008

2008 (March)

Date

Ratchabur Ratchaburi
Province Thailand

Thatakopittayakhom School
Nakornsawan’s province

60 inclusion teachers’ grades 1-6 from 40 schools in Eastern
Thailand

65 teachers from 11 schools in North Central Thailand

2 day workshop
White, C., & White, O. Teaching All Learners, Easy Adaptations: How
to make lesson plans work for all grades and all learners, Inquiry based
teaching, and Assessments in Science (and other Curriculum Areas): Meeting
the needs of all students. The 2 day workshop focused on inclusion strategies
for teaching science.

1 day Workshop
White, O., Active Teaching in Science to Develop Science Process Skills

continued on following page

Science Education Center
Srinakharinwirot University,
Bangkok

Thatakopittayakhom School
Nakornsawan’s province

47 teachers from 11 schools in North Central Thailand.

1 day Workshop
White, O., Using Science Inquiry to Develop Critical and Creative Thinking
in all Curriculum Areas

15 graduate students

Bangkok

35 staff and curriculum developers at the Institute for the
Promotion of Teaching Science and Technology (IPST)

2 day Workshop
White, O. Earth System Science Institute

Guest lecturer,
White, O., Planning research; Data Collection and analysts

Bangkok

6 Thailand GLOBE program Director and Coordinators. Institute
for the Promotion of Teaching Science and Technology

1 day Workshop
White, O., Teaching and Using the Science (life) Process Procedures, Ideas,
and Activities (IPST)

Science Education Center
Srinakharinwirot University
Bangkok

Science Education Center
Srinakharinwirot University,
Bangkok

42 staff members, teacher trainers and graduate students

1 day Workshop
White, O., The Desirable Traits of the Science Educator: Providing Effective
and Positive Science Education for the 21st Century

45 staff members, teacher trainers and graduate students

Bangkok

25 staff and curriculum developers at the Institute for the
Promotion of Teaching Science and Technology (IPST)

Special 2 day Workshop:
White, O., Earth Science: The Global Curriculum and Links to other
Curriculum areas
Assessments in the K – 12 setting: Standard assessments, Non-standard
and alternative assessments.

2 day Workshop
White, O., Punyain, K., (Ed. D). Active teaching in the Science Classroom to
Develop Creative and Critical Thinking,

Science Education Center
Srinakharinwirot University
Bangkok

45 graduate students

1 day Workshop
White, O., Punyain, K., (Ed. D) Earth Science: The Global Curriculum and
Links to other Curriculum areas.

Location
Mahidol Wittayanusorn
School in Salaya, Nakorn
Pathom Province, Thailand.

Attendees
20 teachers and administrators

Workshop description

1 day Workshop
White, O., Waiyarod, S., (Ed.D) Inquiry Based Teaching and the Learning
Cycle.

Table 3. Continued
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2009
October

2009 SeptOctober

2010 July

2011
Sept

August 2012
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Date

State University Collage at
Cortland
Kalasin, Thailand

11 administrators and teachers from Thailand

120 teachers from Northeast Thailand Given at the Hotel Rimpao

2- week workshop
White, O., Borgerding, L., Teaching the Nature of Science through the
process skills,

3 day Workshop
August 15 – 17, *Science inquiry to enhance 21st century skills

continued on following page

Science Education Center
Srinakharinwirot University
Bangkok

Science Education Center
Srinakharinwirot University
Bangkok

12 graduate students

Guest lecturer (July 28)
White, O., Conducting the qualitative and qualitative research interview.
Science education graduate student workshop,
Guest of Dr. Nason Phonphok

43 Science Education doctorial students

Science Education Center
Srinakharinwirot University
Bangkok

54 staff members, teacher trainers and graduate students from
SWU

July 29 – 30 SWU Workshop Innovative Teaching strategies in Science for
Higher Education: Using Innovative Teaching for Comprehensive Learning,

1 day Workshop
August 23 *Environmental Education, (Project WET & WILD), and Earth
Science workshop

Windsor Hotel and conference
center,
Bangkok

150 teachers and administrators from across Thailand

July 21 - 23 Office of the Basic Education Commission, Ministry of
Education Bangkok, Thailand Science Inquiry to Enhance the 21st Century
Skills: A professional development program for science teachers.

Bangkok

Mahidol University, Salaya,
Phutthamonthon District,
Nakorn Pathom Province,
Thailand.

20 graduate students

Guest lecturer
White, O., Conducting the qualitative and qualitative research interview.
Science education graduate course, Guest of Dr. Sumalee Nakprada

100 teachers from Northeast Thailand Given at the Avana
Bangkok Hotel and Conference center

Windsor Hotel and conference
center,
Bangkok

165 teachers and administrators from across Thailand

July 15 – 17 Office of the Basic Education Commission, Ministry of
Education Bangkok, Thailand Science Inquiry to Enhance the 21st Century
Skills: A professional development program for science teachers.

3 day Workshop
August 20 – 22, *Science inquiry to enhance 21st century skills

State University Collage at
Cortland

12 secondary education teachers from Thailand

Location

2- week workshop
White, O., Pagano, A., Miller, W., Miller, D., Broyles, S., Anderson, S. Two
week professional development workshop held on site at SUNY Cortland
sponsored by the Office of The Basic Education Commission (OBEC),
Bangkok Thailand.

Attendees
Ithaca, New York

st

35 attendees at a regional meeting of the Association for Asian
Studies Theme: Asia Plural Cornell University,

Workshop description

White, O., Education in Thailand: Moving into the 21 century; Building a
stronger nation through reform, Exemplary Models in Asian Education 2009
New York Conference on Asian Studies
With the 12 secondary education teachers from Thailand

Table 3. Continued
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creased emphasis on science and math; those who
travel gain transformative international experience
which improves their professional lives.
Effective programs can only be based on a
long-term vision with established, practical goals
and realistic timelines. There must be willingness
on the part of the program coordinators to work
collaboratively across cultural and language barriers. This program has encompassed the call to
action directions set out in multiple studies on
contemporary educational and workforce articulation (Bremer, 2006; Hargreaves et al., 2010; IIE,
2007; Stewart, 2012). The level of program success
experienced to date has been a result of realistic
timelines, enthusiastic faculty involvement, and
responsiveness to participant experiences and
responses.

Participant Experiences
and Responses

* With Dr. Susan Stratton (C/ECE, SUNY Cortland)
Kayleigh Caswell, Courtney Cox SUNY Cortland Childhood Education students
Nicholas Decorse (History), Martina White (Fine Arts/Photography) students from TC3

13 administrators and teachers from Thailand
2- week workshop
White, O., Planned and coordinated Teaching the Science, Technology,
Engineering and Math (STEM) Education, a two week professional
development workshop held on site at SUNY Cortland

State University Collage at
Cortland
Round Table Discussion participants for both days: Office of
Education Council, OBEC:
Bureau of Educational Testing, Bureau of Academic Affairs and
Standards,
The National Institute of Educational Testing Service (NIETS),
Office for National Education Standards and Quality
Assessment(ONESQA),
Institute for the Promotion of Teaching Science and Technology
(IPST)
Invited Speaker Round Table Discussion participant for 2 sessions

Location
Attendees

85 Teachers and administrators from across Thailand
August 26, Invited Speaker STEM Education Workshop, National
Conference: Upgrading Science Education

Workshop description
Date

2012 Sept

Table 3. Continued

Ambassador Hotel, Bangkok
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Informal and formal data from faculty, student
and administrator feedback regarding the program were gained from all levels of participants.
International programs have unique opportunities
and singular challenges in terms of participant
experience, assessment and data collection. The
program featured in this report is no exception,
and perhaps had additional challenges in terms
of complexity of the program and the number of
different constituencies served.
Comments from program participants indicate
success in a number of areas. The first and most
critical, participants gained life-altering perspectives by experiencing another culture. According
to one preservice teacher…”I grew professionally
and personally in so many ways… I learned how
to work with a group of my peers to effectively
communicate new concepts and ideas to a large
group of people. I also learned how to work
with teachers from a different culture which not
only taught me about another country’s views
and beliefs on education but also how different
the American culture is from places around the
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world… the appreciation and level of engagement
that the Thai teachers showed us was inspiring.”
Another participant remarked, “Walking through
ruins older than Columbus put new wonder and
curiosity in me. It inspired me to want to see
more…I want other people to experience the real
world as it is and not as what we are taught it to be”
Second, the program created the opportunity to
gain important skills in cultural context: “Working in an ELL setting made me more sensitive to
children that come to our country and do not know
English. Not only did I see the Thai teachers struggling to speak English to me but I also struggled
to communicate with them. It was difficult when
a group of Thai teachers were speaking Thai and
I had no idea what they were saying at all. I have
never been in a situation like that and it opened
my eyes to just how frustrating being in that type
of situation can be.”
Another participant noted, “One of the first
things I learned while in Thailand is to be incredibly flexible...because it is an inevitability
that plans will change, locations, and ideas may
change along the way, and our group had to learn
to adapt and accept this… Since we were working in a setting with an interpreter, I learned how
to simplify explanations, and allow time for the
teachers to comprehend what was being explained
to them. While there were times when the meaning
of something was lost in translation, we were still
able to communicate and get our ideas across to
the teachers. Experiencing this was chilling; since
I could see the impact I made on the teachers, and
could see it in their eyes when comprehension
dawned.”
A final area of success noted by participants
was in the area of professionalization and connection to workforce participation. Participants
responded “…Going to Thailand has allowed me
to grow as a teacher, student and professional…”
I also realized how important it is to go out of
your comfort zone in order to do something that
can truly benefit your future. The presentation
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and the interview for the article written about our
trip were the first times I have ever really spoken
professionally about something that I have done.
Thailand has really helped me to take that next
step in my professional career. Since we returned
from Thailand I have been able to connect my
experience to so many different aspects of my
education. From my social welfare class where we
discussed social policies in different countries to
my education classes where I was able to compare
the American education system to the Thai system, I have felt myself grow intellectually. Going
to Thailand was truly a life changing experience
and it is one that will continue to affect me for
the rest of my life.”
Multi-directional development was generated
from this project. Both Thai teachers experiencing the U.S. and U.S. preservice teachers and
professors experienced each other’s culture. In
addition, they shared together the challenges of
creating meaningful changes in curriculum and
instruction in cross-cultural context. An example
is one Thai teacher’s experience as she progressed
from participant to leader over the course of four
years in the project (see Figure 1 for how the
participants changed roles over time).
Ms. Usa, a primary and secondary science
teacher attended the one day workshop in her
home province focused on using science inquiry
to develop critical and creative thinking across
the curriculum in July 2008. She also attended
a professional development program for inquiry
teaching and learning Bangkok in 2010. Through
a competitive application process, Ms. Usa was
also chosen to attend the two week workshop conducted at the State University College at Cortland
in 2011. She was one of eleven participants who
then planned and conducted a series of teacher
professional development workshops in Thailand
which reached 366 elementary teachers during
2012. Such a trainer-of-trainer model demonstrates
the fruition of a program that has disseminated
STEM knowledge and skills to a wide audience,
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both in the U.S. and Thailand, and which has begun
to change the Thai national curriculum as well as
providing opportunities for mutual international
exchange and experiences.

FUTURE RESEARCH DIRECTIONS
There is limited empirical support for the presumed connections between internationalizing
the curriculum, the success of international study,
methods of STEM instruction and the assumptions
of global competitiveness which are the ambitious
goals of this program. While numerous studies
have focused on particular aspects of these connections, a more integrated approach may be indicated.
After seven years of experiences, some important
questions persist. What are the long-term benefits
of international program participation for each of
its stakeholders? What should be the measures of
success? Is it possible to track consistently the
spiral of curricular and interpersonal effects of
the program in either country?
Tracking positive outcomes of international
study is complex and should be longitudinal. Unfortunately, most programs do not have systems to
support long-term follow up of student participants
and the effect of their travel and study abroad.
In this program, the impact on the national Thai
curriculum in terms of inquiry learning will be
studied as part of the national efforts to advance
STEM learning. The impact of improving STEM
instruction and inquiry methods are projected to
create improvements in creativity, productivity and
workforce articulation in Thailand. Monitoring the
collaborative exchange of teachers and preservice
teachers and the effects on their professional lives
should also be followed. How is the teaching
workforce affected by participation in such cultural exchange? Are there as many gains in STEM
instruction by U.S. teachers who experience the
benefits of the professional workshops?

The reciprocal exchange of skills and experiences would indicate both strong professional
and personal connections and collaborations
over time. The travel distance between nations is
significant, but the increasing ability to collaborate via electronic means may contribute to the
success of this program over time. The long-term
impact may be difficult to track, but immediate
interpersonal and cultural changes can be seen
in the participants in this program. In the words
of one student participant, “Thailand was awe
inspiring and productive for my future. I have
new ideas and things I want to try…Thailand left
me longing for more, as to what that more is, it is
another journey to find out.”

CONCLUSION
Global competition, while an inevitable prospect
in business models, must be reconsidered in the
educational arena. If the intent is to produce global
citizens prepared to collaborate and interact on a
world stage, a dramatically different approach is
necessary. While the U.S. needs to reconsider its
approach to achievement in a number of areas, most
notably STEM subjects, it must also endeavor to
promote the positive application of collaborative
models which lend themselves to cross-national,
cross-cultural exchange. Only when educators
recognize the importance of learning in global
context and applying knowledge in collaborative
ways will the U.S. be truly preparing its workforce
for the future.
Establishing and promoting programs which
can expand on our current models of international
exchange, which define broader and more experiential teacher preparation, and which propose
improving STEM instruction and learning is a
model the authors advocate to promote success.
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ABSTRACT
Educators are creating authentic settings that utilize active learning, mobile technology, and mentoring
in efforts to promote students’ success in developing 21st Century skills, motivation, and interest in STEM
domains and STEM careers. Each of these approaches has been found to promote and transfer knowledge,
as well as to develop problem-solving and communication skills in STEM. Little information, however,
is available about the interactive effect of mobile technology and active learning in promoting learning
in settings that use a hierarchical model of mentoring to promote the transfer of skills and knowledge.
This chapter presents findings of a program that used mobile technology in active learning environments for five interrelated levels of an active, authentic environment, facilitated by mobile technology
and hierarchical mentoring. Positive outcomes were documented at each level of participation; use of
the mobile technology integrated within active learning settings supported by hierarchical mentoring
increased learning in STEM content, skills, and affect.

INTRODUCTION
A major goal for the implementation of technology within educational settings is to provide an
environment that engages students in opportunities to actively participate in the learning process
(Wangler & Ziliak, 2013). When used appropriately, technology not only meets this goal, but
also extends the engagement process, allowing

students to reach beyond the onsite context by
interacting with information as it is used in everyday life. Mobile technology is particularly useful
in this setting in that it promotes applied learning
by helping students gather information anytime
and anywhere (Fisher & Baird, 2006). Research
has found that when learning is supported by ondemand access to information it not only fosters
short-term goals, but also promotes development
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of lifelong learners (Naismith, Sharples, Vavoula,
& Lonsdale, 2004).
The implementation of mobile technologies as
a support for learning is becoming more popular
in educational settings (Kim, Mims, & Holmes,
2006). In 2012, over 50% of high school students
and 40% of middle school students owned or had
access to smartphones or tablets (Nonono, 2012)
and 82% of college freshman had access to online
resources via handheld devices before they even
arrived on campus (UCAS Media, 2013). As a
result, instructors are looking for ways to not only
use mobile devices as instructional resources, but
also are attempting to find ways to blend them into
other educational goals. One specific goal which
can be supported via the use of mobile technology
is mentoring, especially hierarchical mentoring.
This model of mentoring, which involves cyclical, structured authentic interactions between a
series of mentors and mentees across both formal
and informal settings is now being used by many
colleges and universities to help attract and retain
STEM undergraduates (George & Neale, 2006;
Olson & Riordan, 2012; Wilson, et al., 2012).
This chapter discusses the use and outcomes
of experiential STEM learning using mobile technology embedded within a hierarchical mentoring
setting. By using the mobile technology within an
authentic educational setting, program planners
were able to support active learning across five levels of mentor/mentee relations–higher education
STEM faculty, STEM graduate students, STEM
undergraduate students, secondary STEM educators, and STEM secondary education students. The
chapter will describe the technology, the settings
of implementation, the cognitive and affective
outcomes of the participants, and the influence
of hierarchical support for learning across levels.

OVERVIEW OF THE LITERATURE
Olson and Riordan (2012) note that during the 20th
century, the interactive status of science, technol-

ogy, and higher education had a major effect on
the U.S. economy. During that latter part of the
20th century, more students were graduating from
colleges and universities with STEM degrees than
ever before, creating and supporting an economy
based on new technologies and industries. Now,
in the second decade of the 21st Century, societal
demands require that we continue to reinforce
and develop skills that are directly related to the
use of technology such as information, media,
and technology literacy; concurrently we must
also develop skills related to career content
and professional activities such as innovation,
self-direction, adaptability, productivity, critical
thinking, problem-solving, collaboration and communication (U.S. Department of Education, 2010).
To encourage the development of these skills
amongst our youth and emerging adults, it is imperative that technology be incorporated within
all aspects of education, and that student learning
and pedagogy reflect technology integration, as
well as technology content (U.S. Department of
Education, 2010). The domain of STEM education
is highly touted as a leader in this change. As of
2010, 46 of the 50 states in the United States now
require that teachers implement technology within
their instruction (National Science Board, 2010)
in hopes that aligning instruction and technology
will promote a growing workforce in STEMrelated fields and a population prepared to take
on STEM-related and STEM-supported careers.
The need for this change is further supported
by workforce projects. According to the National
Science Board, “the number of workers in STEM
occupations from 1950-2007 (182,000 to 5.5 million) represents an average annual growth rate
of 6.2%, nearly 4 times the 1.6% growth rate for
the total workforce during this period” (2010,
p. 6). The societal demands for improved and
newer technologies, however, are increasing at a
disproportionate rate to the number of students
now obtaining STEM degrees and it is estimated
that it will take the addition of approximately one
million more STEM professionals to the current
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workforce over the next decade to maintain the
U.S. global economic position (Olson & Riordan,
2012).
To fulfill the need for STEM professionals
that our future workforce will demand, we need to
ensure that students are obtaining and developing
21st Century knowledge and skills, but equally
important, that these experiences foster the motivation for long-term learning and involvement
within STEM careers. Opportunities to learn these
skills need to occur from early elementary through
college levels; as a result, teachers are now actively
integrating technology into their instruction as both
a tool and as content (Hucks & Ragan, 2013; Newman, Coyle, & McKenna, 2013). Current research
indicates that successful integration and use of
technology in learning experiences must allow for
first, the introduction of the technology, second,
meaningful exploration opportunities using the
technology (Hucks & Ragan, 2013), and third, if
learning is to be sustained, use of strategies that
promote engagement, motivation, and long-term
retention of technology-supported concepts (Dori,
Hult, Breslow, and Belcher, 2007).
As noted above, students entering today’s
classrooms are more adept with and used to
having access to digital resources and real world
experiences than were previous generations. Consequently, student engagement in learning in the
21st Century requires use of instructional strategies that promote visual stimulation, experiential
and authentic learning, and community-based
exploration (Brown, Hansen-Brown, & Conte,
2011); these strategies need to include hands-on
activities, problem-solving, collaboration, and
cooperative environments as part of the process
(Prince, 2004). All of these factors are major components of the underlying pedagogical elements of
authentic curriculum development that supports
constructivist, constructionist, and studio-based
learning (Brophy, Klein, Portsmore, & Rogers,
2008; Taylor, 2009; Wiggins & McTighe, 2005).
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The Role of Active Learning
Key to the implementation of approaches that
support authentic education is a philosophy of
“active learning” in classrooms for every level
of students (Michael, 2006). Active learning reflects constructivist learning theory by engaging
students in the development of their knowledge by
involving them in gathering information, problemsolving, reflecting, and self-assessing understanding (Barak, Harward, Kocur, & Lerman, 2007;
Michael, 2006; Prince, 2004; Sirinterlikci, Zane,
& Sirinterlikci, 2009; Varak, Harward, Kocur, &
Lerman, 2007). Through the process of active
learning, students generally go above and beyond
memorizing and recalling facts; instead they are
embedded in settings that help them to construct
new meaning from their prior knowledge and
their current experiences, and to apply that new
meaning to an authentic situation; they then are
encouraged to transfer and articulate their new
understanding to novel or advanced scenarios
(Michael, 2006; Sirinterlikci, et al., 2009).
Active learning is versatile in that it can be
implemented in a variety of pedagogical environments such as individual, cooperative, collaborative, peer-supported, and problem-based settings
(Michael, 2006). Active learning supports different
types of knowledge construction by encouraging
students to utilize all of their senses in defining,
generating, and solving problems; active learning also can be used to support development of
a team environment and communication that
fosters thinking on a higher level (Sirinterlickci,
et al., 2009).
Research (e.g., Samson, 2010; Sirinterlikci
et al., 2009) has shown that active learning is
appropriate for students across all ranges of abilities and ages. Undergraduate, middle school, and
elementary students have participated successfully
in individual and team-based active learning environments, and have gained hands-on experience,
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enhanced communication skills, better collaborative work skills, and higher-order thinking skills. In
addition, they have evidenced changes that support
acquisition and transfer of knowledge such as a
more positive affect toward the content/subject,
more comfort with and greater self-efficacy in
using resources, and an increased motivation to
learn. Within STEM education settings, Newman
and Gullie (2009) found when teachers used active
learning, their students had higher scores in STEM
content, and Rodd and Newman (2009) found that
students participating in hands-on constructivist
learning via mobile technology had more interest
in continued coursework and knowledge extension;
Newman, Deyoe, Connor, & Lamendola (2014)
found that students who collaborated in active,
authentic problem-solving expressed more interest in later learning, and expressed more interest
in later learning, and students participating in
hands-on constructivist based technology using
mobile technology had more interest in continued
coursework and knowledge extension (Rodd &
Newman, 2009).

The Role of Mentorship
Education and professional preparation is not just
the transfer of knowledge; education also supports
affective, contextual, and communication skills
needed to support a global society. As a result,
an important feature in current STEM education is the value of mentorship (Kardash, 2000;
Eagan, Sharkness, Hurtado, Mosqueda, Chang,
2011). Mentoring not only plays a critical role in
promoting student learning in STEM programs,
it also prepares participants for the workforce
by fostering skills involving collaboration, communication, and self-awareness of their potential
to contribute to the field and the world (Rodd &
Newman, 2009; Wilson et al., 2011).
A particular type of mentoring that has proven
successful is that which uses a hierarchical approach. Hierarchical, or turnkey, mentoring
facilitates the establishment of relationships

reflecting the various levels of the educational
and work-related hierarchy. In this setting, higher
education faculty work with graduate students
who in turn establish a relationship with undergraduate students who then form a mentorship
relationship with high school students; similarly,
industry managers mentor novice employees who
mentor prospective students at the graduate and
undergraduate level. This hierarchical mentorship
results in a linked community that connects K-12
students with the higher education campus, and
similarly, campus students become connected to
research and industry (Otterstetter, et al., 2011).
One positive method of creating, cultivating, and
supporting these connections across the various
levels is the promotion and use of active engagement involving all members of the hierarchy across
common authentic experiences (Feldman, Divoll,
& Rogan-Klyve, 2013; Kiersma, et al., 2012). In
addition, by combining societal elements within
this mentoring and active learning, students gain
real world experience in collaboration and communication that improve knowledge generation,
strengthen cognitive processes, and enhance
problem-solving. This use also increases awareness of their knowledge of multiple uses of STEM
tools and how to use that knowledge to solve global
issues and how to pass their knowledge both up
and down the network to others. Combining these
experiences facilitates the generation of a more
complete and complex learning process, which
helps students achieve more comprehensive
learning results that will foster a global society
(Niemi, 2002).

Mobile Technologies
The integration of technology in the classroom
is not new to the field of education; however, the
implementation of mobile technologies has generated new levels of excitement and opportunities
for combining active learning and mentorship
(Fisher & Baird, 2006; Kim et al., 2006). Mobile
technologies give students and instructors access to
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information at their convenience (Kim et al., 2006;
Looi, Seow, Zhang, So, Chen, Wong, 2009) and
allows students and instructors to share information synchronously through text, audio, video, and
kinetic means (Fisher & Baird, 2006; Kim et al.,
2006). Currently, some of the most popular mobile devices supporting this effort include mobile
phones, laptops, and tablets, (Kim et al., 2006).

Active Learning and Mobile Technology
Barak, Harward, Kocur, and Lerman (2007)
expand on this integration noting that a key
purpose for moving technology into instruction
is to facilitate students’ knowledge acquisition,
to support theoretical understanding of the content, and to enable them to apply what they have
learned via real world practice. By making technology portable, access can become ubiquitous,
and students can engage in learning across time,
place, and context. These uses of mobile technologies, when supporting innovative curriculum
and instructional practices, provide an authentic
learning experience. Studies have shown that this
use promotes greater acquisition of knowledge
and is successful in supporting transfer of new
knowledge both within and outside the classroom
(Brown, Hansen-Brown, & Conte, 2011; Looi, et
al., 2009; Newman, Clure, Deyoe, & Connor, 2013;
Newman et al., 2014; Newman & Gullie, 2009).
This is especially true within the STEM domain
where several studies have shown that hands-on
activities supported by mobile technologies replicating authentic situations successfully engaged
students in active learning and promoted positive
long-term learning outcomes (e.g., Newman et al.,
2013; Newman et al., 2014; Rodd & Newman,
2009; Won Hur & Anderson, 2013).
Little information, however, is available about
the interactive effect of mobile technology and
active learning in settings that use a hierarchical
model of mentoring to support the broader transfer
of skills and knowledge. This chapter initiates
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that discussion, by presenting the processes and
outcomes of a pilot setting that used mobile
technology to support active learning across five
inter-related levels of mentored use. Faculty at an
institution of higher education mentored graduate students and undergraduate students, who in
turn mentored high school students. Secondary
education teachers who served as both mentors
and mentees participated as co-instructors and colearners to gain and share knowledge and skills in
STEM related lessons appropriate to their levels of
instruction, and help faculty and graduate students
understand STEM education issues.

BACKGROUND OF THE STUDY
The implementation of mobile technologies to
support active learning of graduate students, undergraduate students, secondary educators, and
high school students through incorporation and
active learning pedagogy were utilized over the
course of three years as part of a larger project
and centered around three summer workshops,
referred to as Pilot, Replication I, and Replication
II in this chapter. The project was sponsored at a
private institution of higher education (IHE) as
part of educational outreach for a major National
Science Foundation sponsored research center1. A
key goal of this educational outreach is to develop
innovative curriculum and instructional practices
for university and pre-college educational settings. A supporting action is to offer hands-on
STEM experiences during a one-week summer
workshop. The goal of this summer workshop
is to increase undergraduate students’ interest in
graduate school, promote high school students’
interest in STEM careers, and to help increase
retention and diversity within the field of STEM.
Because Wilson et al. (2012) posits that to increase
interest in and diversity within STEM classrooms
both mentoring and active learning experiences
at the pre-college and undergraduate level are
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beneficial, a hierarchical form of mentoring was
introduced into both the planning and delivery of
the summer workshop experience.

The Participants and Their Roles
As part of the larger program, higher education
faculty mentored graduate students in collaborative research. As part of this experience, faculty
assisted graduate mentees in developing content
focused, authentic research and teaching experiences and methods of supporting collaborative
team efforts. The undergraduate students, with
the assistance and oversight of these graduate and
faculty participants, were trained to provide direct
mentorship to high school students; undergraduates activities were to include demonstrations,
assistance in hands-on activities and informal
career discussions both with faculty and graduate
students and then with the secondary participants.

Secondary STEM educators were mentored in
content by faculty and graduate students, but
served as mentors to these participants and also
to the undergraduates in matters pertaining to
pedagogy and assessment (see Figure 1). The
active engagement of all these participants was
facilitated in authentic research through the use
of mobile technologies that simulated expensive
equipment needed to conduct experiential studies,
access information, and communicate findings.
Technologies used included laptops, tablets, and
simulation platforms. A more in-depth discussion
of these interactive, collaborative mentorship roles
is presented in the following subsections.

Higher Education Faculty
Higher education faculty from electrical, computer, and systems engineering and supporting
areas specifically served as mentors to graduate

Figure 1.
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students on the design, development, and implementation of research goals, content, and materials
throughout the academic year. In turn, the results
of these studies were built into ongoing knowledge
and experiential practices for other participants
that centered around the summer experience.
As part of the process, faculty-led research and
instructional teams of graduate students, undergraduate students, and secondary STEM educators
met to plan and conduct research experiences that
would promote active learning through inclusion
of mobile technologies. Faculty reviewed research
proposals and served as expert advisors to the team
during the design and full-scale experimentation
processes. Faculty also reviewed the curriculum
and lesson plans based on this research that was
developed by the secondary STEM educators to
ensure fidelity of content and research practices.

Graduate Students
Graduate students co-led the research and instructional teams, and interacted directly with peers,
undergraduate students, in-service secondary
STEM educators, and as needed, higher education faculty. The graduate students led the team in
planning, research, experiential practices, finding
solutions for specific tasks and problem-solving.
They also were responsible for accessing and
providing beneficial innovations that reflected the
needs of industry partners. The graduate students in
turn worked closely with undergraduate students,
advising them during specific assigned stages of
the experimentation process. Graduate students
also mentored in-service secondary STEM educators, helping them to develop their own research
projects and assisting in finding ways to transfer
the experiment and content to lesson plans with
a focus on increasing understanding of STEM
research and its connection to classroom learning.
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Undergraduates
In addition to academic year experiences, undergraduate students participated in a 10-week
long program over the summer. This program
was designed to give undergraduates an in-depth,
authentic research experience, during which they
conducted and carried out small projects under
the supervision of a graduate student and faculty advisor. Each was assigned to a project that
was related to their future STEM career selection. Corollary activities included trainings and
workshops on graduate schools, how-to research
skills, and leadership development. In addition,
these undergraduates served as direct mentors
to the high school students during the one-week
workshop on campus and received mentoring
in that process from both graduate students and
secondary STEM educators.

Secondary STEM Educators
The secondary STEM educators were involved in
a six-week summer program that was established
to allow in-service and pre-service teachers the
opportunity to participate in the development and
implementation of research within their selected
field of STEM. Throughout this process, these
educators also created or enhanced curriculum
for K-12 students that met the current learning
standards and new content. The secondary STEM
educators primarily worked with the graduate
students to learn how to do research and supplement content knowledge. Active engagement
activities focused on providing secondary STEM
educators with exposure to mobile technologies
and authentic practices. For part of the program,
the secondary educators attended the one-week
high school workshop and worked on collaborative
activities with high school students, and worked
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with the undergraduates using mobile technology
to support active and authentic experiences. Prior
to the one-week workshop, secondary STEM educators’ worked with the undergraduate students to
develop activities for the high school students; this
included designing, developing, and transferring
information and activities that could be integrated
into their own classroom instruction.

High School Students
High school students participated in a week-long
program designed for students to examine the
use of innovative mobile technologies and understand how these technologies are applicable
to the real world. The purpose of the workshop
was to interest students in STEM related careers
through introduction to research, practice, cutting
edge content, and interaction with professionals
engaged in the field. Faculty and graduate students shared their knowledge and appreciation
of STEM topics through presentations and participation in hands-on activities throughout the
week; undergraduate students directly interacted
with the secondary students on project work,
sharing knowledge of possible career choices and
introducing them to the higher education environment; secondary STEM educators advised and
helped to supervise the hands-on constructivist
based activity for these adolescents, assisting in
adapting the language and goals as needed. All of
these activities centered around participation in
active, authentic experiences conducted by teams
working in a collaborative manner.

Specific Roles within the OneWeek High School Workshop
The one-week, fully integrated summer workshop
served as the culminating activity of the program.
This event, located on the higher education campus, involved all levels of participants and relied
heavily on hierarchical mentoring and turnkey

knowledge transfer. For the one-week high school
summer workshop, the IHE faulty and graduate
students (expert professionals) provided guidance
and knowledge to the novice professionals (i.e.,
undergraduates) by working with them in the lab,
giving guidance on where to find information,
reading research notes, etc. During the workshop
faculty also presented brief lectures on topics related to STEM research to the high school students.
Similarly, the faculty and graduate students
(experts in content) worked one-on-one with
secondary STEM educators (experts in pedagogy, moderate knowledge of content, novices
in research), facilitating their ability to conduct
research at the university over a six-week period.
During this experience secondary educators
actively participated in the graduate students’
research projects and also developed instructional
modules for their classes that integrated engineering research design components and other STEM
related topics.
The graduate students, with the mentorship
from faculty and secondary educators, served as
the lead teachers for the summer workshop, providing the high school students with introductory
knowledge prior to the expert faculty presentation.
Graduate participants also led the activities after
the presentations.
The undergraduates, as beginning professionals, facilitated and assisted the graduate
students by engaging the high school students
in active learning processes. They assisted with
the hands-on activities, using scaffolding questions to guide secondary students to a potential
solution. The undergraduates’ constant presence
provided an age referent positive role model for
the high school students and served as a source
of information about STEM and college life. The
undergraduate students also facilitated increased
interest and motivation in STEM by taking the
high school students on a tour of the labs, describing the research they were conducting, and their
interactions with peers and faculty. In addition,
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the undergraduates gave presentations to the
secondary STEM educators on a specific STEM
topic related to their research.
Three replications of the summer workshop
occurred over the course of the project, hereafter
referred to as Pilot, Replication I, and Replication
II (pilot program, n=20 ; Replication I, n=25;
and Replication II, n=27). The majority of the
high school students taking part in the program
during each replication were reflective of a typical undergraduate STEM population, Caucasian
or Asian males, who exhibited prior interest in
engineering as a career choice. Students attending
this program were already well advanced into their
STEM education coursework; they were enrolled
in a special engineering or science class for the
upcoming school year and/or registered for an
advanced mathematics course such as pre-calculus
or calculus.
During the Pilot, Replication I, and Replication
II, interviews (n=22) were conducted with the
faculty, graduate, undergraduates and secondary
STEM educators to verify the implementation
of the active learning environment and provide
feedback on perceptions of skill development.
Observations (n=8) were performed to verify the
implementation of the mobile technology devices
with a mentored active learning environment
throughout the duration of the week-long program. To document changes in undergraduates’
expectations, previous research experience, and
career plans, the undergraduate students filled out
pre- and post-surveys related to the impact of the
program on their career plans and their perceptions
of benefits and limitations of the program. Pre,
post, and follow-up surveys were used to collect
data directly from the high school students to
gain demographic information, insight into their
attitudes toward STEM, perceptions of the program, their future goals, interest in engineering,
and assessment of gains in understanding of what
engineers do. Pre- and post-surveys were also
used to document the secondary STEM educators’
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knowledge of STEM content; post-surveys also
addressed perceived relevancy of the program, the
presentations, and hands-on activities.

RESULTS
Results of assessed measures, observations, and
interviews indicate that the use of active learning
promoted by integration of mobile technology was
successful. Transfer of cutting edge results of new
research, and support for transfer of knowledge
was noted. In addition, use of a collaborative,
hierarchical mentoring model, embedded within
the system, actively assisted in broadening and
strengthening the outcomes. Presented below are
evidence-based outcomes noted for each level of
participation.

Faculty Outcomes
Faculty indicated the experience was valuable
in relation to outreach, professional growth for
graduate and undergraduate mentees, and also
provided a positive learning experience for themselves. In terms of their own professional growth,
faculty noted the need for an increased awareness
of K-12 educational standards and their importance as they assist secondary STEM educators
and incoming undergraduate students. Faculty
expanded on this, noting the necessity of learning
about the secondary STEM education standards
if they were to adequately mentor a hierarchical
team, for example:
“Get information about high school students
curriculum beforehand” and “the high school
[has] a very strict curriculum so it is hard for us
to decide what is appropriate for the curriculum”
Faculty also expressed interest in learning more
about pedagogical approaches and strategies as a
means of ensuring that their work with graduates,
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undergraduates, and secondary STEM educators
meet the diverse needs present in the classroom,
for example:

not only their research skills, but also in gaining
in-depth knowledge in STEM content and practice
and communication, for example:

I think it’s important … to ensure … [lessons and
information] can be told to a wide and diverse
audience … need to learn to do that because
strategies could help them with students with
learning and cognitive disabilities.

“In the group meeting we sometimes face[d] novel
ways of solving [problems] together [providing
us] with new ways of looking at problems.” and
“[The institute] provides a dynamic and flexible
research environment...”

Faculty reported that the one-week summer
workshop strengthened their perception of the
need to integrate knowledge and practice across
all levels to promote and ensure that cognitive
and affective variables are developed that will
support the ultimate goal of preparing and engaging students in STEM domains. Specifically,
faculty noted that working with the graduate and
undergraduate students, as well as the secondary
education teachers, as a collaborative, cohesive
group, helped promote a better understanding
of what was needed at each level and how to
better build on the experiences of each member
in the group. In addition, faculty indicated the
workshops and hierarchical mentoring process
resulted in knowledge gain at all levels on how to
better implement active learning techniques using
mobile technologies to promote greater student
understanding and lifelong skills.

More specifically, graduate students indicated
that this direct involvement with faculty members
provided them with extra guidance and advice,
valuable active learning experiences, and assistance with overcoming their academic weaknesses,
for example:

Graduate Student Outcomes
Graduate students acknowledged growth in content and research skills, and expressly reported
satisfaction with the hierarchical mentoring approach. Graduate students made special note that,
through this process, they received both formal
and informal training and enhanced professional
experiences in their meetings with faculty. The
integrated involvement of all participants in the
design and use of hands-on lab experiences using
mobile technologies was reported as very valuable
part of this process. Involvement in group meetings was reported to be beneficial in developing

“I am getting [better] guidance from my faculty
advisor…” and “[They] guide me in my academic
and research development, point out my strengths
and weaknesses, help me overcome my weaknesses,
[and] provide academic guidance.”
Graduate students also reported that their involvement as a mentor was a valuable learning/
teaching experience as well as an opportunity to
disseminate their academic knowledge beyond
the program, for example:
“…we enjoyed working together and we learned
from each other…” and “As a mentor myself, I
learned to provide both theoretical and experimental experiences.”

Undergraduate Student Outcomes
Responses from undergraduate student participants indicated that overall, the program also was
a positive experience. Undergraduates indicated
that involvement was important to them because
it allowed them to be part of higher level research
projects and because the structure of the program
focused on the future; the experience not only
helped them with their current degree require-
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ments, but also fostered active learning that would
give them a head start in their career or further
education, such as:
“I plan on designing videogames after college and
this project will help me with the programming
and understanding of control theory.”; “This [research position] was by far the best. There were
clear goals and organization. The overall goal,
a futuristic vision, really intrinsically motivated
me”; and “held great interest because it is one of
the cutting edge research hubs … [exposed to] a
constant stream of innovative ideas.”
When queried as to what were the most helpful and relevant activities, undergraduate students
predominantly referred to the development of
professional skills. More specifically, the leadership seminar, trainings on laboratory equipment,
and meetings with advisors, peers, and graduate
students were cited by undergraduates as unique
opportunities to develop interpersonal skills and
collaborative techniques, for example:
“The [program] worked to really stress what ‘good
leadership’ is and how to resolve interpersonal
conflicts in a professional, productive manner”
and “…teaches us to work with others, they try to
challenge you…help you, but you have to think and
try to solve the problem yourself and in the real
world that will happen…teaches responsibility.”
When queried further, undergraduates provided examples of the skills they gained through
participation; these included: research skills,
collaboration and communication, innovation,
career preparation, and knowledge application.
Many students indicated the experience was
very effective in developing research skills. One
student noted this was a first time experience in
an academic research setting, allowing “in-depth
exposure to higher level math and simulation
software” and providing opportunities to work
“alongside a high-level academic professor who is
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developing cutting edge technologies.” In general,
the undergraduates reported the experiences were
effective in preparing them to communicate and
collaborate with other individuals
“The workshops facilitated collaboration between student co-workers, [it] was fantastic” and
“helped [from] a business standpoint because
we had lessons on how to present, write a paper
professionally, and get your point across so people
will understand it.”
This aspect of community and collaboration
was noted as particularly helpful by students who
were not STEM majors.
Another cited benefit of the program for undergraduates was its ability to foster creativity
that led to innovation, for example:
“it is more than likely the things done now will
change. They teach you to look at the problem,
solve it, and try to modernize it.” and “I was able
[to] present a creative idea for a different type of
architecture which had various beneficial properties,” and “already I have been working towards
developing an adaptive display device to bring
customizable dynamic business signage to small
businesses affordably.”
When asked for examples of how the program
assisted them in preparing for the future and their
careers, students noted that the program taught
them time management techniques (including
prioritization), how to interact in a variety of
social situations, and how to work as a team. In
addition, students noted that the program helped in
gaining a better understanding of and new insight
into research, professional industry settings, and
broadened their career plans, for example:
“It’s another window into the world of research”;
“[The] program [gave] me a chance to experience research; I realized that I like working on
research and exploring new methods [to] solving
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problems”; “If I choose to go into research after
industry experience, I will know what to expect.”;
.”..this program helped me decide to pursue a
Ph.D. degree in the future, because this summer
I knew what Ph.D. students [do] on a daily basis” and “At the beginning of the summer I was
unsure about going to grad school, but after my
experience here, I found that I quite enjoy the
atmosphere and will be looking for a position
similar to this in a few years.”

Secondary STEM
Educator Outcomes
Secondary STEM educators noted multiple positive outcomes from participation in the program.
First and foremost was its relevance to their teaching population and practices; they indicated a wide
range of their students would have the ability to
pursue STEM careers (up to 90%) if provided the
opportunity and that many could pursue a career
that involved designing, building, and/or maintaining information systems in STEM domains.
Secondary STEM educators noted that participation reinforced their perception that their students
had a high need for skills related to innovation,
critical, thinking, problem-solving, research, creativity, and resourcefulness, as well as knowledge
in science, math, and technology content. These
needs were reflected in the teachers’ requests for
assistance in the design of teaching materials and
methods that would increase student interest and
excitement while covering fundamental concepts.
More specifically, the secondary STEM educators wanted instructional approaches that would
integrate 21st Century learning skills into STEM
topics and reinforce why this knowledge was important to their students future lives. Secondary
STEM educators noted that information presented
through the program should include even more
development and sharing of sample instructional
techniques and materials, specifically requesting
additional demonstrations, modules, experiments,

pictures, presentations, worksheets, and group
work activities.
When queried on how the program provided
them with experiences connected to their classroom curriculum, all the secondary educators
reported that the real world hands-on applications
were very useful in helping bring STEM concepts
into their classroom and in having their students
connect with real world use, for example:
“I [was] looking for more connections with the
engineering community [prior to the program]”;
With this program I can reference to [the institution] when working with my students and discuss
with them about actual, real world research and
application that is taking place”; “[Bringing the
real world applications to my students] mak[es]
what they are learning more relevant and tangible,
while informing and encouraging the students to
pursue a career in engineering”; “I am constantly
finding new ways to connect this information to
the common core [required curriculum]”; “There
are lots of variations [for] activities and the field[s
in STEM are] constantly growing” and “Taking
research labs [in] engineering and [learning how
to] translate that into hands-on experiences to be
used in the classroom.”
Secondary education participants reported
that the knowledge they gained through their own
hands-on research experience and the supporting activities with graduate students was highly
beneficial, for example:
“The time spent working with the graduate student
on the research experiments is the most helpful
and relevant in that I get to actually participate
in the project”; “I like what I have been doing at
[the institute] since day one”; “I never expected
to do so [many] useful [activities]” and “…what
I do makes education come alive in the classroom
for [my] students.”
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When queried as to how participation in the
summer program helped prepare the secondary
STEM educators to use their STEM knowledge
in their profession, all of them mentioned that the
invaluable first-hand experience and knowledge
application strategies they learned demonstrated
how to implement content into their classroom
curriculum, for example:
“The first-hand experience is what I have really
gained”; “Technology has helped a lot with the
program activities [and learning how] to utilize
them with the common core” and “I can definitely
see how to use technology in the classroom, connect it to the standards, and make learning fun.”

High School Student Outcomes
High school students, key participants in the summer workshop, indicated very high perceptions
of its value, and noted, via end of workshop and
six month follow-up feedback, that it had made
a difference in their education careers. Participants indicated an increased understanding of the
depth of all that encompasses a profession in
engineering. Notable growth was seen in areas
related to engineers as problem-solvers. Prior to
participation, only 73% of the students perceived
problem-solving as a key professional task; at
the end of the program almost all (94%) of the
students perceived problem-solving as a major
component of being an engineering professional.
When queried more specifically, key areas of
problem-solving noted by the students included
a growing understanding of the social and global
relevance of the field, for example:
“Engineers could make a difference by developing
new technologies that take us beyond the reach
of space and time,” and “If we can find a way to
create an alternative energy or better yet create
something that runs perpetually, we would drastically reduce our dependence on oil and eliminate
the need for us to use fossil fuels.”
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Students also reported an increased understanding of the depth of skills encompassing a career
in engineering, noting that it is a multifaceted
career reflecting skills that are valuable for many
different jobs, that they will work extensively
with people, not just tools, and that they will have
many choices about what they can do and impact
within their jobs.
Self-reported changes in student attitude toward
learning and studying STEM related content also
were noted (See Table 1). Students’ general affect toward science and math class remained high
or increased after program attendance. Similar
positive self-concepts were noted when students
were queried about solving math problems. After
participation, students also desired that their high
school science and technology classes would focus
more time on learning through hands-on projects
and activities (i.e., modeled after the active learning environment that the program created). After
participating in the summer program these students
also revealed more interest in joining a science or
technology club during the upcoming school year.
Students’ overall self-confidence and self-efficacy
in STEM learning and problem-solving activities increased after participation in the hands-on,
constructivist program activities, especially those
that involved designing solutions in lab activities,
leading a team in designing and building something,
knowing where to get information to solve a problem, and communicating math or science to others.
Approximately, one-third of the students reported
that participation in the summer program had an
impact on their career aspirations; noting that the
high school summer program encouraged them to
think about what they will do after graduating from
high school and helped to provide motivation for
applying themselves more in school.
These responses were supported by comments
from the graduate and undergraduate students who
directly worked with these high school students,
with a special note made on the importance of
hands-on experimentation and activities, for
example:
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Table 1. High school student’s STEM self-efficacy
% Agree*
Pilot
Item

Replication

Pre

Follow-Up

Pre

Post

I like learning how things work

100

100

100

100

I look forward to science class in school

97

94

96

96

I look forward to math class in school

95

100

93

96

More time should be spent on hands-on projects in science or technology activities at school

92

94

100

96

I would rather solve a problem by doing an experiment than be told the answer

95

94

93

87

I would like to (or already do) belong to a science or technology activities club

77

94

70

78

*Numbers represent percent of students who responded “Strongly Agree” and “Somewhat Agree.”

“Students learned a lot by doing”; “By creating
something like the circuits and testing them, the
students owned their knowledge” and “Students
were given immediate feedback through hands-on
experience. They had to interpret signals and test
out hypotheses by manipulating and transferring
the signals of the waves and voltage.”
The graduate students perceived that the handson activities provided to the high school students
had the biggest impact on change in secondary
students’ attitudes, noting that students were
often so intrigued and engaged by the activities,
they inquired as to whether they could purchase
their own materials for further study. The goal
for the graduate students and faculty to “excite
them [the high school students] enough to want
to learn more and…feel that they can learn in
this domain” was met and the experience helped
students become “more comfortable working with
electrical schematics … building a circuit [and]
achieving success through building circuits.” The
undergraduate students who worked directly with
the secondary students also verified an increased
interest and engagement as a result of the handson activities, for example:
[The activities] enable students to think outside
the box. I saw the high school students go beyond
what the activities called for by their own choice.

CONCLUSION AND IMPLICATIONS
The unique program discussed in this study integrated active learning, mobile technology, and
hierarchical mentoring models to serve multiple
goals and multiple stakeholders. The program’s
central focus was the transfer of STEM content
and experience via an active learning environment
facilitated by mobile technology and hierarchical
mentoring. External evaluation documented that
the program facilitated the process of sharing information and knowledge, and increased perceived
relevance of the knowledge. By the end of the
program, high school students indicated continued
and increased interest in STEM learning, STEM
careers, and pursing college work in STEM. Both
undergraduate and high school students evidenced
increased self-confidence and self-efficacy necessary for STEM activities, especially in areas
related to problem-solving, working with others,
and communicating ideas. Undergraduate and
graduate students noted reinforced career aspirations, more interest in educational pedagogy and
a broader perspective of global needs. Faculty
at the higher education level had an increased
awareness of the role of education standards and
the needs of teachers and students, across all levels, to gain research and problem-solving skills.
Current and future secondary educators gained
first-hand knowledge in high stakes research and
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received assistance in transferring new knowledge
immediately into the classroom.
All participants had positive perceptions of the
program and expressed added value to the skill
development offered to them. Most notable for
undergraduates and secondary STEM educators
were research skills and increased knowledge of
and self-efficacy in innovation and implementation using new technologies. In addition, the
undergraduate students indicated their experience
promoted and helped to develop skills necessary
for professional success in STEM in the twentyfirst century; this included collaboration and
communication skills, as well as content necessary
for their future careers. The hierarchical model of
mentoring that fostered interactions across a series
of professional levels enhanced understanding of
these differing needs and a greater appreciation of
the outcomes. The collaborative approach sponsored through this hierarchy allowed participants
to share their specific needs and to understand the
needs of those they mentored and those for whom
they were mentees. This communication was
further enhanced through the active learning and
sharing of mobile technologies. As each level of
the hierarchy grew familiar with tools, outcomes
and needs, this information was shared, debated,
and used for problem-solving. This active engagement fostered greater career knowledge, content
skills, and interest.
The findings and example of this pilot program
has implications for both the discussion about and
practice of active learning. Although previous
literature shows support of the use of active learning, especially in authentic settings, we need more
information about the importance of the roles and
strategies used by participants. We also need more
research which studies the impact of autonomous
or collaborative learning, the need for direct vs.
guided vs. constructed pedagogy, and the degree
to which the instructor becomes a learner as well
as a teacher. Further study and discussion also is
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needed on the role of mentoring as part of learning in an active setting; for example: What skills
are learned and reinforced as we teach and advocate for others in active settings? What variables
are related to successful mentors? How can we
better teach mentoring? Finally, further studies
should include the role of technology, especially
21st Century mobile technology in supporting
these changes. The future of education and the
future of our workforce are embedded in active
participation, sharing of information, and the
use of technology. We must continue to design,
develop, and implement methods that support
their integration.
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KEY TERMS AND DEFINITIONS
Active Learning: A process that engages
students in learning by gathering information,
thinking, problem-solving, reflection, and selfassessing their personal degree of understanding.
Collaborative Learning: A method of teaching in which students work together to solve a problem, create a project, or explore a topic together.
Common Core Learning Standards: A set
of standards developed for students in all of the
United States that define the expected skills and
knowledge students should have at the end of each
school grade level.
Constructionism: The idea that effective
learning occurs when students actively build
concrete artifacts that applies to the content; stems
from experiential learning.
Constructivist Learning: Learning theory
that refers to the idea that students construct
knowledge through their own experiences.
Cooperative Learning: A form of collaborative learning where students work together in a
small group on an activity or assignment that is
structured. Individuals are usually held accountable for their own work.
Group/Team Learning: A form of learning
where students work as a group or a team on an

activity or assignment where individuals and the
group as a whole are assessed on their work.
Hierarchical Mentoring: The provision of
advisement, training, and support from someone with more experience to someone with less
experience. This mentoring occurs for various
levels of learners who support one another in each
successive rank (i.e., Graduate students mentor
undergraduate students who mentor high school
students who mentor middle school students who
mentor elementary students).
Mentoring: A mutual partnership in which,
one member has more experience than the other
and it is their responsibility to organize and guide
the less experienced member.
Studio Approach to Learning: A learning
environment in which students actively participate
in their own learning through technology-based
experiments and collaborative group work; typically an integrated lecture/laboratory format.
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ABSTRACT
This chapter describes a project-based learning unit on sustainability that was implemented in a fourth
grade classroom by an informal educator (the second author) employed by a local waste management
district. Previous instruction by the informal educator consisted of one-hour lessons that were separate
units lacking the project-based learning format and transition links. This chapter describes a mixedmethod case study in which pre and posttest tests as well as focus group interviews assessed students’
learning as a result of participating in a cohesive project-based learning unit designed by the authors.
There was a statistically significant change (p<0.05) in students’ pre to posttest scores, and focus group
interviews indicated that students could elaborate much more deeply on their ideas about sustainability
after the program. The authors conclude that project-based learning can support students’ understandings of sustainability while providing an engaging and enriching format to informal educator programs.

INTRODUCTION
The history of sustainability education is complex, and a variety of terms (e.g., conservation
education, outdoor education, and environmental
education) have been used to describe similar
approaches. For the purposes of this chapter,

we will use the term sustainability education
unless we are quoting another author. The term
“sustainability” has been defined as “development that meets the needs of the present without
compromising the ability of future generations to
meet their own needs” (Brundtland, 1987, p. 41).
Thomas and Muga (2012) note, “while there are
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varying definitions of sustainability from different sectors of industry, what is important is that it
strives for protection of the environment, prudent
use of natural resources, equitable social progress,
and maintenance of economic well-being without
compromising the environment and society” (p.
264). Few would argue that future generations deserve a healthy and fruitful environment in which
to live, however the current rate of development
in many Western countries, coupled with global
population growth, causes a great strain on our
environmental and natural resources. While some
believe that new technologies allow for the current
rate of development to continue while causing less
strain on the environment, the reality is that we
must concurrently learn to minimize our impact.
Education for sustainability can occur in a variety
of venues, including in the home, in the classroom,
or in informal education settings.
Sustainability education can play a versatile
role in curriculum as it lends itself to interdisciplinary instruction and can facilitate connections
between informal and formal classroom instruction. Informal science education is supported as
a complement to formal education (or education
in classroom settings) in a variety of contexts.
Sustainability education is sometimes considered
informal science education as it often occurs outside of the classroom or by an educator that is not
employed by the school district. Formal classroom
teachers could infuse sustainability into their curriculum and standards, but often do not because the
connections within the standards to sustainability
are rarely explicit. Research suggests that only
teachers who have a great interest in nature and the
environment take the time to infuse sustainability
into their curriculum (McKeowen-Ice, 2000) - a
concern shared by our own informal educator as
an impetus to this study. It is important to note
that the Next Generation Science Standards (NRC,
2013) include more focus on sustainability than
many of the previous state science standards.
To explore how sustainability best be approached in the elementary classroom, we posit
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that an informal educator could successfully teach
sustainability education in a classroom most effectively through a project-based learning (PBL)
framework. Given its emphasis on interdisciplinary reasoning and its flexible design structure, we
assert PBL can offer a meeting point for informal
and formal educators. The PBL framework allows
students to resolve complex socioscientific issues
while exploring multiple perspectives and a variety of resources. Ramsey (1993) states “science
education should produce students who can and
do participate in the investigation and resolution of
science-related social issues” (p. 414). In that vein,
science educators can teach social responsibility
through sustainability education, which provides
a complementary opportunity to integrate formal
and informal education. Tal (2004) notes that the
very nature of sustainability education, often focusing on local, socio-scientific issues, allows for
partnerships between schools and communities.

Project-Based Learning
Research and practice calls for a constructivist
approach to sustainability education to “design,
develop, and test specific teaching strategies
for developing environmental conceptions that
address the cognitive, affective, and behavioral
dimension” (Ballantyne & Packer, 1996, p. 30).
Sustainability education offers the opportunity
for students to engage in problem-solving and
action-based activities, whereas traditional formal
educational settings are often structured with
linear curricula that are teacher-centered. Thus,
strategies to support both aims and structures are
needed. Recent science educational reform efforts
for adolescents have attempted to engage students
in science by utilizing project-based instruction
(Rivet & Krajcik, 2008). In the PBL approach,
teachers act as facilitators to student learning as
students have access to technology in the classroom
that allows them to cooperatively explore and guide
their learning, organize their work, and manage
their time. This sort of learning environment,
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coupled with substantial teacher support, has the
potential of greatly enhancing student participation
and engagement with sustainability issues, which
require consideration of multiple perspectives.
The Buck Institute (2013) defines project-based
learning (PBL) as “an extended process of inquiry
in response to a complex question, problem, or
challenge. While allowing for some degree of
student ‘voice and choice,’ rigorous projects are
carefully planned, managed, and assessed to help
students learn key academic content, practice 21st
Century Skills (such as collaboration, communication & critical thinking), and create high-quality,
authentic products & presentations” (paragraph
1). Through a meta-analysis of PBL research,
Edutopia (2013) outlines the essential features as,
“students learning knowledge to tackle realistic
problems as they would be solved in the real world,
increased student control over his or her learning,
teachers serving as coaches and facilitators of
inquiry and reflection, students (usually, but not
always) working in pairs or groups” (emphasis
in original, paragraph 1).
The features of PBL are consistent with the
learning needs of many types of students and hold
promise as an effective tool for teaching complex
topics such as sustainability issues. Research suggests the benefits of using a PBL approach include
deeper understanding and retention of subject
matter, increased self-direction and motivation,
and improved problem-solving, collaboration
skills and attitudes toward learning (Blumenfeld,
Soloway, Marx, Krajcik, Guuzdial, & Palincsar,
1991; Gallagher, Stepien, Rosenthal, 1992; Strobel
& van Barneveld, 2009; Walker & Leary, 2009).
Furthermore, Geier, Blumenfeld, Marx, Krajcik,
Fishman, Soloway, & Clay-Chambers (2008)
found that seventh and eighth graders engaged in
PBL scored higher of standardized state science
exams peers receiving traditional science instruction, and Schneider, Krajcik, Marx, & Solloway
(2002) found that tenth and eleventh graders who
participated in PBL science instruction outscored

their national peers on 44% of test items on the
National Assessment of Education Progress.
Based on the results of previous studies on the
effectiveness of PBL in the formal classroom, we
hypothesized that the implementation of a PBL
unit by an informal educator would increase students’ content knowledge and improve attitudes
toward sustainability. The PBL format provides
a consistent theme and purpose to informal
programming that occurs over a period of time.
Moreover, the features of PBL allow for students
to explore sustainability issues in an active,
student-centered environment that encourages
critical thinking and action through the creation
of a culminating project. Many informal educators offer programs to classroom teachers, but
little is known about the effectiveness of PBL in
teaching sustainability education. Our research
was therefore guided by the following research
question: What can elementary students learn
from a PBL unit on sustainability implemented
by an informal educator? In this chapter, we will
describe the context in which the research question was investigated, as well as share the details
of the PBL unit we developed. Additionally, we
will describe the research methods and results
with regard to student outcomes before and after
having participated in the PBL unit.

ORGANIZATION BACKGROUND
This research was conducted as a partnership
between two science educators and an informal
educator from the local solid waste management
district. In 1990, Waste Management Districts
were formed by HB 1240 as a separate local governmental entity to manage solid waste in Indiana.
The mission of the “District,” the Monroe County
Waste Management District is to secure a healthier environment in Monroe County, Indiana by
eliminating waste going to final disposal through
reduction of source materials, reuse of reusable
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materials, recovery of recyclable materials, and
by offering educational resources and programs.
As well, the District aims to promote sustainable
materials practices throughout our communities.
The District achieves this mission by working
with all Monroe County residents, businesses,
and community organizations. The sustainability
education offered by the District serves to divert
waste from the landfill, which makes the community a cleaner and healthier place in which to
live in many ways (i.e. reducing waste, reusing
as much as possible, recycling, and minimizing
the impact on humans and wildlife). As part of
the “three R’s,” the District’s education programs
seek to teach people to take care of water, soil,
and air quality by avoiding the unnecessary use of
pesticides, herbicides, and household chemicals.
Reducing energy usage and disposing of trash
properly, including hazardous materials such as
paints, cleaners, electronics, and pharmaceuticals,
serve to keep the earth healthy and all living creatures healthy. Connecting people to the environment helps people understand how and why they
should become more environmentally friendly
and inspires them to teach others simple ways to
take care of the earth every day in order to make
an impact in the community and in the world.
This research was conducted within the context
of a pre-established relationship between Ms.
Elisa and Ms. Simon (pseudonym). Ms. Elisa
regularly visited schools throughout the area to
provide one-hour programs related to sustainability and waste management at no cost to teachers.
Ms. Simon worked as a fourth grade teacher at a
semi-rural parochial school in the Midwest. As a
part of its mission, the school promotes respect
for and stewardship of the Earth, as well as strong
content knowledge about the world around us.
However, Ms. Simon stated that she did not feel
comfortable in her own science content knowledge, and that she co-taught science and social
studies with a third grade colleague, exchanging
students during that block. Ms. Simon stated that
she supplemented this science instruction with Ms.
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Elisa’s programs, which were interdisciplinary in
nature and supported some of the science content.
At Ms. Simon’s school, Ms. Elisa visited primarily
second and third grade on average eight times per
school year and kindergarten classes four times
per year. Ms. Elisa, an informal educator, and the
authors, both science teacher educators, designed
a project-based curriculum that was composed of
six instructional units wherein students studied
a variety of topic areas related to ecology and
sustainability education. The six-session PBL
unit, designed to be implemented over a twelveweek period, was created by the researchers in
collaboration with Ms. Elisa with the goal of having students learn state science content standards
that relate to sustainability education, as well as
maintaining Ms. Elisa’s behavioral objectives as
the waste management education specialist. The
two researchers had personal interest and experience working in sustainability education, and were
excited to examine the research-based practice of
PBL within this context. They provided knowledge
of PBL as well as state standards while Ms. Elisa
adapted her existing programs to fit the PBL model.
Ms. Simon, the formal educator, was not involved
in the planning of the PBL unit, but was provided
a list of standards the sessions covered and agreed
to allow class time for completion of the final
culminating project. She was not involved due to
her own time constraints; however she did state
that she hoped for an interdisciplinary program.

SETTING THE STAGE
The three authors met three times for two hours
each to plan the PBL unit, which was based on a
revision of individual programs already offered
by Ms. Elisa. The authors met to create a cohesive unit from the individualized programs and
to imbed cross-curricular content standards into
the program along with a culminating project to
showcase student learning. The cohesive unit
begins by examining sustainability issues from a
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macro level and narrows focus each week to end
on the individual (or micro) level. The six lessons
are described below. Table 1 highlights the main
goals, roles, and activities for each session.

Session 1: Envirocircles
The first session connects students to the larger
scope of the environment by focusing on the
concepts of interconnectedness, balance, and
ecosystems. The session begins by showing the
students a hula-hoop, and asking “Where do humans belong in this circle of life? In the center?
On the inside? Outside?” Students begin thinking

about and providing a rationale for where we stand
in relation to all other beings. The instructor then
initiates a discussion about circles and cycles and
where we find them in the world. Students may
come up with many ideas, and the instructor can
provide additional examples (i.e., Chinese Yin
Yang, water cycle, spiral shells, recycling symbol).
Students consider by way of a group discussion
how these symbols are a metaphor for humans’
relationship with the Earth.
The instructor then presents the information
on the different levels of ecological interactions:
populations, communities, and ecosystems from
the 4th grade science standards and explains the

Table 1. Sessions begin with large scale (environment, ecosystem level) to smaller scale (personal level)
Lesson/Topic

Goals

Activities

1 - Envirocircles

Students learn about
interconnectedness, balance, and
ecosystems

• Discussion of cycles (Yin-Yang, water cycle, recycling symbol)
• Humpty Dumpty activity
• Food Chain discussion
• Human Knot activity
• Read “Tinker’s Clock” story

2 – Home and
Community

Students gain sense of place and learn
about healthy communities
Students understand life is all around
us, life needs to be protected, healthy
communities need a variety of natural
habitats

• Life Box
• “Milky Way” poem
• Discuss development of land in their community
• Student draw their own backyard or “place”
• Students make suggestions for making their “place” healthier
• Read “Window” book

3 – Household
Hazardous
Wastes (HHW)

Students identify source of everyday
hazardous materials
Students make their own non-toxic
house cleaners

• Students identify hazardous materials in their homes and backyards
(review drawing from last week)
• Discussion of HHW
• Toxic trash quiz
• Students create own non-toxic natural cleaning solutions (all-purpose
cleaner and furniture polish)

4 – Perspectives
on Trees

Students are exposed to multiple
perspectives of an issue
Students understand the complexity of
environmental issues
Students explore “rewilding” their
yard

• Guided meditation
• “Mystery Bag” activity
• Students connect items to where they come from
• Read “Growing Wild”
• “Tree Perspective” debate (three perspectives of development: none,
partial, and full)
• Students rewild their yards using drawings from session 2.
• Students brainstorm ideas for culminating projects

5 – Power of One

Students recognize the effect one
person can have on protecting the
planet
Students learn about recycling

• Song, “Who Made This Mess”
• Discussion about challenges to waste management
• Smart Shopper game (students choose environmentally friendly
purchases)
• Kinesthetic exercise to learn how to wash out recyclable materials

6- Culminating
Projects*

Students share their content
knowledge with others

Parents were invited to culminating project presentations

*One session prior to session 6 was devoted to students practicing projects
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Ecosystem Puzzle, a homemade game made of
various natural scenes cut into puzzle pieces. For
example, pieces include photos of leaves, a cricket,
a robin, and a hawk. Students discuss amongst
themselves how the different puzzle pictures are
related to one another (i.e., they are all a part of a
food Web which consists of producers, consumers
and sometimes decomposers). The whole class
discusses what can break the circle of relations
(disrupt the ecosystem). The instructor can ask,
“What could have happened to break the interconnectedness of these living beings?” and “How
does this affect us?”
Students then participate in the Human Knot
activity (New Games Foundation, 1976). This
activity teaches students not only about the complexity of nature (i.e., food Webs), but also that
it is easier to prevent difficult situations (being
tangled in a human knot) than to solve a challenging
problem. Session one concludes with a story, “The
Tinker’s Clock” (Strauss, 2006) to demonstrate
that we are all responsible for maintaining healthy
circles in life, and that the first rule of ecology is
to work individually and together to responsibly
protect all the parts of an ecosystem.

Session 2: Home and Community
The second session connects students to their
community by focusing on the concepts of sense
of place (Sobel, 2004) and healthy communities.
The session begins by showing the students a
“life box” (Project Wet, 2011) and asking them
what would be in a life box (students are provided
with film canisters that contain soil, leaves, water,
“air,” etc.). Students are asked to make decisions
about the needs of living organisms and discuss
what resources they observe organisms using in
their local environments.
The instructor then has students outline where
they are on the map using the song “Milky Way”
(Harley, 2001a). The concept of habitat is introduced and students are asked what was on the
land before their house or apartment was built.
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They discover that some sources like space and
arrangement of food, water, and shelter are crucial for animals. At this point, the basic elements
needed for animals and humans are shared kinesthetically by making motions to represent food,
water, shelter and space. The instructor explains
that each student will draw their own backyard
to explore their sense of place. Afterwards, the
instructor initiates a discussion with students
about what is in their place that organisms there
depend on (healthy areas for shelter, space, food
and water). Students then brainstorm suggestions
to make their place healthier.
To conclude the session, the instructor reads
Window (Baker, 1991), a book without words, to
illustrate change over time. The book initiates a
discussion about students’ homes, their sense of
place, and healthy places. The instructor asks, “do
you see your home as contributing to a healthy
habitat? In what ways could your “place” be a
healthier environment for plants and animals?”
This session concludes with the following concepts:
•
•
•

Life is all around us,
Life should to be valued protected, and
Healthy communities need a variety of sustainable natural habitats.

Session 3: Household
Hazardous Waste (HHW)
The third session connects students to their home by
focusing on hazardous waste and threats to healthy
homes. The session begins by having students
review their drawings from the previous session
and asking students to identify potentially hazardous materials in their homes (e.g., oil, electronics,
medicines, medical aids, paint, cleaners, phones,
personal healthcare products, batteries). Students
gain content knowledge on common substances
that can be harmful to human health and the environment. Storm water pollution is also explained
along with prevention measures for in-home HHW.
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Students are then asked three questions from
the Public Broadcasting System “Your Toxic
Trash Quiz” (KERA-TV, Personal communication, 1993) and identify information required by
law to be on labels, such as proper safety, storage
and disposal, certain ingredients, first aid, and
emergency contact information. Please note that
although the quiz was published twenty years
ago, the information is still current and needs no
revisions. In groups, students are assigned a room
of a house and asked to brainstorm HHW items
that could be in that room. Discussion ensues
about how the use of common HHW can affect
our health and pollute our environment. Students
then design and create their own cleaning solutions from organic materials by using measuring
and observation skills. This activity demonstrates
the connection of the health of humans and the
ecosystem to the health of the home with common household products. The session concludes
with the student development of rules for home
and environmental health measures such as using
alternatives to HHW, using smaller amounts or
non-aerosol products, and making organic cleaning agents. This session provides a context for the
classroom teacher to pursue a guided inquiry with
their students over the coming weeks in which
students investigate the effectiveness of the various
organic cleaning solutions. Self-evaluations with
a student-developed rubric enable the classroom
to decide which cleaner best meet the aforementioned health measures while still doing a good
job cleaning of variety of spills. Furthermore, an
opportunity exists to involve school maintenance
staff in the evaluation of the different cleaning
solutions and share the students’ knowledge about
environmental health.

Session 4: Perspectives on Trees
The fourth session is a look at multiple perspectives of the complexity of the sustainability issue
regarding the natural environment with a focus on
trees and rewilding yards. “Rewilding” refers to the

practice of returning or renewing areas of land to a
natural state to increase the health of the ecosystem
or to return to the original or similar habitat to
the natural one. The session begins with having
students experience with music the physical and
emotional influence of the natural environment.
Through a guided meditation, students observe the
physical and emotional influence of being close
to trees. Students learn about dependence on trees
by humans, animals, and the ecosystem by pulling items out of a mystery bag such as: pencils,
rubber balloons, vanilla extract, toothpaste, shoe
polish, puzzle pieces, chocolate, apples, nuts, gum,
syrup, fabric, books, and paper currency. All of
these products come from trees–students learn
there are more than 5,000 products made from
trees. The instructor also shares the percentage
of forests in the world, who owns them, what a
forester does, and the length of time city trees
survive. The instructor then initiates a discussion
in which students hold up signs that they read to
the class explaining benefits of trees.
Next, the book Growing Wild (Perenyi, 1991)
is shared with students during which students
are engaged in an interactive demonstration of
the book’s story about rewilding. The rewilding
term connects to the previous sessions’ concepts
of health, connectivity, complexity, ecosystem,
community, and home. During the story, students
are asked questions, “Why is a mowed area nice
to have? Why is a wild area important to have for
both humans and other life? Which area is more
fun to play in? What are alternatives to pesticides,
herbicides, and fences?” Discussion of student
answers aims to encourage reflection on what
human’s perceive as beautiful often conflicts with
the needs of a healthy ecosystem.
After the Growing Wild discussion, the instructor introduces the Tree Perspective exercise
based on an activity titled “Forest Consequences,”
(Project Learning Tree, 2000a). Three students
read three different development perspectives:
keeping the area wild, partial development, and
full development. In groups they brainstorm ques-
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tions they would need to ask in order for their type
of development to be healthy and sustainable.
The session concludes with the instructor asking
students to review their home drawing again to
write and/or draw actions they could take to rewild
their own yard. Both students and the instructor
share some suggestions.

Session 5: Power of One
The fifth session connects students to the power
of what one person can do to protect the earth and
how the health of the individual relates to the health
of the natural world. The session begins with the
instructor asking “Are you Earth-friendly?” The
students then do kinesthetic motions to the song
“Who Made This Mess” (Harley, 2001b). Afterwards, the instructor asks, “What if everything
we threw out stuck to us? What would we find
on you?” Three ideas are shared during session:
1.
2.
3.

Kids can make a difference (power of one),
Trash is treasure, and
The power of one becomes the power of
many people.

At this point, students learn about major
challenges we face in our world related to waste.
Concepts are related in individual terms (i.e.,
relating amount of individual lifetime waste production to that of a gymnasium filled with trash).
The instructor then explains the four principles
of a smart shopper in an exercise where students
are asked what they would like to buy based
on certain characteristics (e.g., functionality,
reasonable price, durability, and earth friendly
in production, consumption, and disposal). The
term “smart” shopper stands for not only someone
who is intelligent but someone who saves money
and reduces trash. The following activity teaches
students what is and is not recyclable in their
county. Students are asked to pretend they are in
a store and they are helping their parents make
Earth-friendly choices. Children understand the
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science behind being earth-friendly by learning
about disposables, reuse, nutrition, and how trash
can become hazardous waste. The instructor reveals the second idea: that trash is treasure.
Students then participate in a kinesthetic exercise to demonstrate that certain recyclables must
be rinsed before placing in a recycle bin (glass,
plastic, metal cans) using motions to simulate
proper recycling procedures. The process of recycling helps students to understand that humans
create products out of natural resources–some
renewable and some non-renewable- and that
all resources are ultimately non-renewable if not
protected. Throughout the sessions and as noted
here, scientific vocabulary is used as needed
in the context, rather than decontextualizing
vocabulary at the beginning or end of the unit.
In a follow up game, students match up natural
resources to the materials people create from
them (i.e., petroleum→ plastic, sand→glass). The
session concludes with a review of the benefits
of reducing, reusing, and recycling. The session
ends with the reciprocal concept that the natural
environment depends upon the individual to keep
it healthy and vice versa: Everyone is responsible
to make a difference and has the power to make
that difference.

Session 6: Culminating Projects
As the unit concludes, students begin to consider
their final culminating projects. Students are
placed in groups of 2-4 in order to work collaboratively on a project that demonstrates their
learning as a result of participating in the unit.
Those with similar interests can work together
and proposals for projects are listed on the board
to ensure no repetition of projects. Throughout
project planning, the instructor visits each team
individually to discuss which topics needed further
explanation. Students are offered a variety of materials and choose their own presentation media to
demonstrate what they learned (see Table 2). Each
student chooses topics related to environmental
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stewardship that interests them and investigates
further information via the Internet. Students can
produce PowerPoint™ presentations, brochures
from Publisher™, hand-written posters, murals,
role-plays, dioramas, and creative displays of
information gained (again, see Table 2 for a list
of sample ideas and actual projects the fourth
graders completed).
Students then present their work to parents
(each group was given 5-10 minutes), community
members, and peers at a final assembly. Teachers
could also invite other classes, teachers, parents,
or administrators to the final presentations. In
our case, the local newspaper came to observe
the presentations and published a story about the
entire unit. The resulting projects unit incorporated
three of the four key features of PBL: production
of tangible artifacts (i.e., project), collaboration
with peers and teachers (during the creation and
demonstration of their projects), and use of cognitive tools such as the Internet.

CASE DESCRIPTION
This case study focuses primarily on the experiences of two educators: Ms. Elisa (a female
Caucasian education director for a local waste
management district) and Ms. Simon (a female
Caucasian fourth-grade instructor with more than
20 years of teaching experience at the elementary
grade level). Ms. Elisa is a well-established informal educator with a total of seventeen years
in education–seven years teaching environmental
education to grades K-8, four years as a curriculum enrichment specialist and lead teacher for
elementary school age programs, and six years
teaching at the university level as a cross-cultural
program coordinator and adjunct faculty. As stated
previously, we worked with a class of 21 fourthgrade students at a small K-12 Christian academy
located in a Midwestern town of approximately
81,500 people. In Ms. Simon’s fourth grade class
were Asian-American (2), African-American (1),

Table 2. Culminating Project Ideas
General Ideas

Fourth Graders’ Ideas

Poster

Wetlands tri-fold poster, Pollution
poster

Newspaper article

Recycling “Are You Smarter Than a
Fourth Grader?” Game show

Diorama

Recycling and land use diorama

Play/skit

Habitat skit, recycling skit, Littering
skit

Poem

“Going Green” poetry

Short story
Advertisement
Clay
Activity Book
PowerPoint™
presentation
Brochure
(Publisher™)

and Caucasian (18) students. The majority of these
students came from a medium to high socioeconomic background and lived either in the rural
surroundings of the school or in the periphery of
a large neighboring university. Ms. Elisa elected
to work with Ms. Simon and her fourth grade
class for the purposes of this case study research
because she had worked with her previously and
she already had six sessions scheduled with her
for the school year. Ms. Elisa was also seeking
ways to market her programs to higher grade
levels since she had been predominately working
with K-3 teachers. She felt that piloting the PBL
framework with fourth graders might give her ideas
for modifying her programs for middle school
students. Furthermore, research has shown that
PBL is successful with secondary students (Geier,
2008; Schneider, 2002) yet we were interested
in the applicability of PBL to teaching sustainability issues to elementary students. Students in
the classroom agreed to participate in our study
to offer us a glimpse into the learning that was
fostered by the sustainability-based PBL.
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Data Collection
To explore student learning as a result of the PBL
unit, students were given a pre and posttest to determine their understanding of content underscored
by the sessions. Questions were drawn from the
released test items from the Trends in International
Mathematics and Science Study (TIMSS, 2009)
fourth grade standardized assessment and included
such questions as:
Some things were buried in wet ground. Several years later they were dug up. Which thing is
MOST likely to have stayed the same? (Please see
Appendix A for entire assessment).
•
•
•
•

An egg shell.
A plastic cup.
A paper plate.
An orange peel.

Eighteen students completed both the pre and
posttest. The TIMMS data (n. d.) were used to
triangulate the data obtained from the focus group
interviews with the students. All students were
asked to participate in semi-structured interviews
prior and subsequent to their participation in the
PBL unit (See Appendix B). Rather than assessing
students using only a standardized exam, we felt it
was important to explore the cognitive effects of the
PBL through a qualitative approach that took into
account students’ unique perspectives, learning
experiences, and personal reactions to the instructors’ teaching strategies. These interviews were
open-ended and followed a flexible protocol; that
is, the interviewer was free to modify the sequence
and wording of questions, omit or add questions,
and determine the amount of time and attention
given to each question or topic (Bernard, 2002;
Robson, 2002). Twenty-one students participated
in both the pre and post interviews in groups of
3 or 4. During the interviews, which lasted between 10 and 15 minutes, students were asked to
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explain their conceptions of key concepts taught
throughout the lesson. Upon completion of data
collection, full transcripts were produced from the
audio recordings and each student was assigned a
pseudonym to protect their confidentiality. Finally,
to further triangulate the data, the first and third
authors employed the use of a reflective journal
in which they took detailed field notes during
observations of the classroom. The journals and
observation notes served to support or challenge
interpretations throughout the study and to note
items for further discussion with the educators.

Data Analysis
We used a mixed method approach to both quantitatively and qualitatively assess the learning
outcomes of the PBL unit on elementary students.
Students’ pre and posttests were analyzed using
a pairwise t-test comparing pre and post scores.
Additionally, student interviews and reflective
journals were examined using a qualitative
analytical approach that incorporated elements of
grounded theory (Glaser & Strauss, 1967). This
approach called for the iterative and combined
use of interpretative and flexible methods of
analysis such as close reading of interviews and
debriefing sessions, open coding, and memo-ing
(Bernard, 2002; Emerson, Fretz & Shaw, 1995).
Peer debriefing sessions among all involved
educators were frequently held to triangulate
emerging interpretations of the data. In these
sessions, discursive records of particular episodes
were examined collectively, individual analyses
shared, and interpretations discussed extensively.
The emergent account was gradually adjusted
to include any variation that surfaced from this
reflective group interpretation of the data. These
debriefing sessions were very important during the
interpretative analysis of episodes as they contributed significantly to guarding against individual
researcher biases (Robson, 2002).
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Student Outcomes from a
Project-Based Approach
The gain in student content knowledge was statistically significant. A paired-samples t-test (n=18)
was conducted to compare results from the pre-test
to the post-test, which elicited a statistically significant (t(17)= 4.486, p <.005) gain on the 14-item
test (9 multiple choice–1 point each and 5 short
answer–2 points each), worth 19 possible points.
The mean difference from pretest (mean=12.89)
to posttest (mean=15.89) was 3.17 points with a
standard deviation of 3.00 points. These results
were corroborated with the focus group interviews of students. Students demonstrated gains in
learning throughout the PBL both in terms of an
understanding of the complexity of sustainability
topics and of content vocabulary and standards.
With regard to understanding complexity in
sustainability topics, students cited information
that they had learned from Ms. Elisa. For example,
in her pre-interview when asked about her understanding of recycling, Rachel said, “They have
big machines to crush it [metal] and then when
you need it, you can put it in fire with these really big globes.” However, in her post-interview,
Angie described in more detail when asked to talk
about recycling, “You might not be able to recycle
this device [audio recorder] because it may have
mixed materials that can’t be separated. I learned
that from Ms. Elisa.” Both by stating that she had
learned more about recycling from Ms. Elisa and
indicating that she understood that some materials could be recycled while others could not, she
displayed her developing grasp on the complexity
of sustainability issues.
Another example of an increased understanding of the complexity of these topics came from
Nathan when asked about the process of science.
In his pre-interview, he claimed that the reasons
scientists might have different results from the
same experiment was because they “might add
things at a different time or in a different order.

Because no one person can do the same things as
each other,” which indicated that he perceived differences to be due to procedural variations. In his
post-interview, he responded to the same question
with “Nobody thinks exactly alike–sometimes, but
not always. Like a mechanical engineer, if they
are designing something, some person might have
one idea of what might work and another person
would think differently.” This change in response
was something Ms. Elisa had emphasized in the
PBL when discussing multiple perspectives and
subjectivities within the process of science.
The other dimension in which students showed
positive gains was in their understanding of content vocabulary and standards. Content standards
such as food Webs and types of organisms in the
ecosystem were emphasized repeatedly in the
PBL unit. When asked about food Webs in her
pre-interview, Annika responded, “I don’t know
what that is, is that like a spider Web?” However,
in her post-interview she articulated, “A food Web
is overlapping food chains. If a hyena would either
eat a duck or a chicken, well the duck has one food
Web and the chicken has one food Web, so it’ll
kind of be overlapping.” Likewise, Liam claimed
in his pre-interview that, “Some animals only eat
dead animals, like vultures just wait there until
something dies. Other animals depend on living
animals;” whereas later in his post-interview, he
detailed that “There are three different types of
organisms–there’s consumers, producers, and
decomposers. Decomposers rely on dead bodies
to feed them. Consumers rely on the producers to
help feed them. A decomposer is like an ant or a
beetle, they’ll start eating your body until there’s
only bones left.” In both of these examples, students showcased their deeper understanding of
the fourth grade content standards embedded in
the PBL unit.
In another example of deeper understanding
of content, students were asked about interactions
in the ecosystem and interrelatedness of species.
Lily, in her pre-interview, stated simply, “Most
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animals have to kill, but some animals don’t.”
Later, in her post-interview, she had much more
to say when asked again about these ecosystem
interactions:
If a cow dies and mushrooms decompose, it goes
into soil so the flowers can grow there and so
we can have air, it takes the carbon dioxide and
makes it air. So, it’s kind of like the carbon cycle.
If there were no decomposers, there would be no
carbon cycle. Then, we would not have that much
oxygen. The cow dies and the decomposers come
and the carbon dioxide releases into the air. Then
the plants can use the carbon dioxide to produce
oxygen, so that keeps everything going. Like fungi
will grow and eat on something that dies in the
woods. An animal when it dies, it decays and it
eventually turns into soil and the plants use it grow.
It was exciting to note these gains in student
understanding of the complexity of ecological
issues and content related to sustainability and
interdependency issues.
Surprisingly, although we expected to see
these learning gains evidenced in the final student
projects, the culminating projects did not give
any indication whether or not students learned
content. The students chose often unrelated topics which contained little demonstration of what
they learned. Students were given the freedom
to select the mode with which they would demonstrate their learning from the unit. The end of
session 5 (HHW) included a short brainstorm of
possible projects students could complete in order
to summarize their understandings. Students then
selected their project, and Ms. Simon agreed to
spend some time within the next two weeks of class
on the development of those projects. Ms. Simon
later explained that she only allowed students one
hour to work on their projects, and did not give
them a great deal of guidance. The culminating
projects would have likely been more developed
if we had introduced the idea to the students at the
beginning of the unit and scaffolded the creation
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of the project throughout the unit. Although the
students were able to demonstrate creativity, their
projects contained limited information related to
the unit, however if they had selected a project
to work on early in the unit and worked on the
project throughout the twelve-weeks, they may
have produced more developed projects. Furthermore, students would likely have benefited
from advanced discussion of how the projects
were going to be assessed to ensure expectations
were clear.

CURRENT CHALLENGES
FACING THE ORGANIZATION
Ms. Elisa and Ms. Simon seemed to feel that there
were some obstacles to a continual implementation of a project-based approach. Similar to other
studies that investigated informal science learning
(Kisiel, 2010; Kim & Fortner, 2006), both educators felt that the PBL approach took a great deal
of time. Ms. Elisa stated that it was worth the
time because she felt there was greater impact
and visible parent involvement due to the final
project. She stated that sustainability education
at the elementary level is an initiation to become
a lifelong learner about the environment.
I see sustainability education as a step towards
continual learning of the importance of the natural environment, our connections to it, and our
dependence and interdependent relationship with
it. It should be an understanding that grows as we
age, not something that fades away as it seems to
in our education system. A variety of national polls
from 2000 on (NEETF/Roper poll, 2000) indicate
that a majority of the public still does not know
the leading causes of such issues as water pollution, air pollution, and solid waste yet many (one
2005 national poll indicating 50%) of Americans
consider themselves to be an environmentalist.
The No Child Left Inside (NCLI) international
movement begun by author Richard Louv states
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that students today can tell you more about the
Amazon rain forest than the natural environment
they live in and how to protect it! Disconnection
to nature is linked to many illnesses in society
including the impact of NOT reducing, reusing,
and recycling. By the time children reach high
school, they know what “pollution” is but not
common pollution prevention practices.
Ms. Elisa also noted that PBL learning seemed
to intensify and sometimes create a relationship
with sustainability issues directly that students and
teachers may not have previously had. Projectbased learning can engage students and stimulate
a sense of wonder that is vital to earth care. This
then can perhaps provide a stronger basis for an
ongoing relationship with environment. Ms. Elisa
noted that once she leaves the classroom, she hopes
students will continue the conversation amongst
or within themselves, regardless of whether or not
the teacher discusses these issues in the classroom.
However, Ms. Simon stated that she was unsure
if the time spent on PBL was worth the outcome.
Although she worked for a private school, she still
felt pressure to teach state content standards, and
she noted that the time spent on the PBL could
have been more structured and efficient.
But I think that there does need to be a little more
direction, a little more accountability. And more
support, and in a way the evaluation can be a
support for the students because at the end of the
six sessions we asked them to do a project. Maybe
we didn’t frame the projects as content based, we
did tell them that it was their chance to show what
they learned, but we didn’t stress that.
Ms. Simon noted that the culminating project
should have been emphasized throughout the
unit, and that students needed more support and
resources in order to showcase their learning. Ms.
Elisa also felt that more support from the classroom
teacher (e.g., reinforcing concepts throughout the
week) would have helped students see the unit as

an integral part of their school learning. In addition
to these organizational issues, Ms. Elisa mentioned
that money was also an obstacle.
The obstacle that I really see is money. For instance
with the [Household Hazardous Waste (HHW)]
session, we had to have the students purchase
the [spray] bottles. Some teachers won’t want
to do that because it involves time in contacting
parents and collecting supplies and it does cost
money, although a minimal amount. I couldn’t do
the HHW session that way for the other classes
because [the waste management district] promotes
using reusable supplies and props in education
programs. I can ask the teacher to provide the
supplies through school funds but again, it goes
back to not really what I want to do, but what the
teacher wants to do.
While time and money are common barriers
to implementing project-based instruction, it is
interesting to note that although students learning gains were significant, they did not develop
strong culminating projects that showcased how
much they actually learned. We were disappointed
in the lack of content evident in the culminating
projects, as students did not seem to focus on
what they had learned, but more on a specific area
of interest (e.g., one student created a poster all
about frogs, which had not been covered in Ms.
Elisa’s programs). In fact, the local newspaper
and parents had been invited to observe the final
projects, yet we felt that that the impact of the
program was not well-communicated through
the projects. We believe that this issue can be
addressed by more collaboration between the
informal educator and the classroom teacher, as
discussed in the next section. Collaboration did
not occur in this project because Ms. Simon was
very busy and it was difficult to schedule a time
when we could all meet. We now realize that this
was detrimental to the programs.
The two researchers noted that during the first
two sessions, Ms. Simon was disengaged from
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Ms. Elisa’s instruction. She spent the one-hour
period grading papers, working on her computer,
and even left the classroom a couple of times.
By the third session, Ms. Simon began to pay
attention and support Ms. Elisa with classroom
management. When asked why she became more
engaged, Ms. Simon responded that she knew she
had to prepare the students for the culminating
projects, and therefore needed to know what they
were learning. The two researchers were pleased to
realize that the PBL format may have contributed
to Ms. Simon’s engagement and accountability
with regard to the programs. We realize that a
discussion about engagement and accountability
would have been beneficial before the programs
began, and that perhaps if Ms. Simon had been
given a more-defined role, she would have been
engaged from the start.

SOLUTIONS AND
RECOMMENDATIONS
The obstacles of money and time to the implementation of a PBL format to informal sustainability
education instruction identified by both educators are not surprising. Kim and Fortner (2006)
found that content knowledge, time, standards,
teachers’ attitude, pedagogical knowledge were
all barriers to environmental education among
science teachers. However, we believe that the
obstacles of money and time can be overcome.
Money concerns could be addressed by applying for small grants, planning inquiries that use
non-consumables, or asking students or teachers
to pay a very minimal fee (recall that Ms. Elisa’s
programs are currently offered without a fee). Our
PBL unit required some consumable materials
during the HHW session (as seen in Table 1),
however they were relatively cheap to acquire (i.e.,
water bottles, borax, vinegar). Ms. Elisa noted that
since the completion of the current study, she has
successfully made these adaptations. She noted,
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An example of a compromise though in a session
like the HHW session is to request that the teacher
purchase one spray bottle and vinegar for their
individual classroom or they share the vinegar
among the classes. This spray bottle filled with
vinegar and water is used in the classroom for
regular cleaning needs and serves as a demonstration of PBL learning and responsible earth
care. Students are responsible for using it and
maintaining the mixture. The District may be able
to fund this supply if the teacher doesn’t want to
because the cost per classroom is minimal. This
compromise has worked with teachers since the
PBL study.
Time constraints could be overcome if content was explicitly addressed through structured
inquiry and more deliberate integration of crosscurricular content. In her post-interview, Ms.
Simon suggested:
I think I may have demanded a little more out
of the students for their final projects. Maybe,
instead giving them so much freedom and openendedness...support them in the presentations,
reinforce what they were doing.
Ms. Simon recognized the need to emphasize
the standards more directly throughout the unit, as
well as the importance of providing a purpose to the
unit from its initiation. Therefore, it is imperative
to explicitly discuss the premise of project-based
instruction throughout the unit so that students
value the learning taking place, have ownership
of their learning, and are prepared to demonstrate
their learning through their culminating projects.
Both educators felt that more structured collaboration would have increased the benefits of the
unit as well as provided students with the tools they
needed to showcase their learning. It is therefore
recommended that classroom teachers seek out
informal educators with whom they can communicate regularly and build a relationship. Waste
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management districts, soil & water conservation
departments, naturalists in parks and recreation
departments and DNR naturalists, university
sources, land trust agencies, and science museums
educators are all possible resources. The challenge
is to find informal educators who can present in an
interactive, age appropriate, and academic manner.
Ideally, informal educators provide expertise and
resources to enhance instruction, and are able to
be flexible to meet the pacing and objectives of
the classroom. Furthermore, informal educators
should identify classroom teachers that would be
willing to take the time to plan and collaborate
in advance, as well as participate and support
instruction while working with the students. We
also suggest that the informal educator and the
classroom teacher meet in advance of the PBL unit
to discuss shared goals and objectives, resources
needed to implement the unit, and roles one another should take in order to support the students
throughout the unit. The classroom teacher could
be reinforcing content throughout the week when
the informal educator is not with them, and can
encourage student thought about the culminating
project. Finally, the educators could meet throughout the unit to ensure that goals and objectives
are being met, as well as meet once the unit has
been completed to debrief the process and make
suggestions for future collaborations.

FUTURE RESEARCH DIRECTIONS
Further research should examine the effect an informal educator’s instruction using a PBL format
versus a more traditional format of distinct individualized sessions. We did not collect control group
data on the learning that occurs from Ms. Elisa’s
traditional sessions and therefore could not compare
it to the six-session PBL format. We therefore cannot determine differential content knowledge gain
due to the PBL format; however we did find that
students learned about sustainability issues as a
result of participating in the PBL program.

Furthermore, future research could explore the
impact of explicit collaboration that emphasizes
direct attention to the alignment of goals, establishment of a community of practice (Wenger,
1998), and clear expectations and duties. Both
educators must be made aware of the commitment
involved in an explicit collaboration, including
materials needed, expected levels of communication, individual roles, and time needed for effective outcomes. This kind of collaboration could
promote the infusion of the PBL model from the
beginning of the unit if both educators worked to
support students’ conceptual understanding and
their ideas for a culminating project throughout
the duration of the program. We posit that more
purposeful collaborative infusion of the PBL
model (e.g., informal educator discusses a topic
while the classroom teacher follows up after the
session to brainstorm project ideas) would promote
more content-rich projects.

CONCLUSION
The results of this study suggest that a PBL
framework is effective for teaching sustainability
concepts. A paired samples comparison of student
pre and posttests indicated that the fourth graders
learned science content knowledge throughout
the six- lesson program. Both in terms of gains in
content understanding and grasp of complexity of
sustainability topics, students consistently exhibited positive trends pre to post PBL as evidenced
in their focus group interviews. We believe that
learning occurred within Ms. Elisa’s programs
due to the continuity, frequency, and intensity of
instruction. Moreover, the format of PBL offers
a cohesive structure to otherwise disconnected
lessons–we planned the unit to transition learners
from a macro level (community) to micro level
(individual) through the use of a PBL format. The
unit incorporated the four key features of PBL:
students learning about realistic problems, student
control over their learning, teachers serving as
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coaches and facilitators of learning, and students
working in pairs or groups. Programs were planned
to connect to one another and students were receiving instruction every two weeks for twelve
weeks, in contrast to six instructional periods
throughout the entire school year. Students were
engaged and excited throughout the PBL unit,
and were very enthusiastic to share their projects
with their parents and the local media, however
their culminating projects lacked the showcasing
of the knowledge they had gained. While several
constraints to implementation exist, we believe that
these obstacles can be overcome through strategic
collaboration among educators, and that students
and educators alike can enjoy the multitude of
benefits of the PBL format in teachings students
about sustainability.
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APPENDIX A: CONTENT ASSESSMENT
Name:__________________
Date:___________________
1.

2.

3.

4.
5.

6.

7.

Which one of these refers only to living things?
a. clouds, fire, rivers.
b. fire, rivers, trees.
c. rivers, birds, trees.
d. birds, trees, worms.
e. trees, worms, clouds.
Some things were buried in wet ground. Several years later they were dug up. Which thing is MOST
likely to have stayed the same?
a. an egg shell.
b. a plastic cup.
c. a paper plate.
d. an orange peel.
Here is a picture of the inside of a box. If you put a worm on the X on the bottom of the box, to
which corner would you expect it to go?
Light Side
Dark Side
Damp
Damp
Dry
Dry
a. damp and light.
b. dry and light.
c. damp and dark.
d. dry and dark.
Write down one reason why animals could NOT live in a world without plants.
If you throw each one of these things away, which will decay fastest?
a. a glass bottle.
b. a metal can.
c. a plastic bottle.
d. an apple core.
Minerals are used for making many things including jewelry, chalk, and concrete. Where do we
get the minerals needed to make these things?
a. from air.
b. from wood.
c. from rocks.
d. from crops.
In a pond ecosystem, a heron, a fish, a tadpole, and a duckweed plant live together. The tadpole
most likely gets its food from which of the following?
a. sun.
b. fish.
c. duckweed plant.
d. heron.
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8.

9.

10.

11.

12.
13.
14.

What covers most of the Earth’s surface?
a. water.
b. bare rock.
c. farm land.
d. cities and towns.
What gas in the air do we need to breathe in order to live?
a. nitrogen.
b. oxygen.
c. carbon dioxide.
d. hydrogen.
e. water vapor.
Are plants living or nonliving? (Check one box.)
◦◦
Living
◦◦
Nonliving
Explain your answer.
Of the following, where is the best location to grow crops?
a. Ocean shores.
b. Field near a river.
c. Mountains.
d. Desert.
Write down two different things that people can do to help reduce air pollution.
Write as completely as possible why large oil spills in rivers and seas are harmful to the environment.
One way for animals to protect themselves is by escaping (running, flying, or swimming away).
What are two other ways they protect themselves?

APPENDIX B: STUDENT FOCUS GROUP INTERVIEW QUESTIONS
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
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Scientific investigations are seldom exactly the same. If differences occur, give reasons for why
these differences exist.
How do measuring instruments, such as microscopes, telescopes, and cameras, gather accurate
information for making scientific comparisons?
Describe why some materials are easier to recycle than others.
What might happen if part of a food chain is missing and why?
Describe a food Web. How do species depend on each other?
In what ways do some organisms depend on dead and decaying organisms?
Identify better reasons for believing something than “Everybody knows that...” or “I just know,”
and discount such reasons when given by others.
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Games into Early Childhood
Education Pre-Service Teachers’
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ABSTRACT
Mathematics experiences in the early years of education can help children be more prepared for the future.
Mathematics is known to be one of the most difficult learning areas. Computer games in today’s technological world seem to offer a way to educate young children in mathematics in a fun and engaging way.
However, success does not rely solely on the technology itself, but also how it is used during instruction.
For that reason, early childhood teachers have a responsibility to integrate technology into their instruction,
and to understand such technologies with regard to content and audience. Therefore, this chapter provides
an example of how to incorporate educational computer games into upper-level education courses. The
instructor designed the course described in this chapter to teach early childhood teachers how to integrate
educational computer games for the purpose of teaching mathematics to young children.

INTRODUCTION
Educating young children has been one of the
main concerns for societies in recent years because
the early years of education can help members
of societies be more prepared for the future. The
importance of early childhood education gives
birth to the debates on what an early childhood

education curriculum should include, and which
methods should be used to meet curriculum goals.
Many education experts advocate that one of the
fields to be taught from early years is mathematics.
According to Smith (2006), mathematics should
be taught in early years to prepare children for the
future. Moreover, Fuson (2004) states that learn-
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ing mathematics in early years contributes to later
learning and success in mathematics.
One of the main critiques of early childhood
education literature also provides a clear solution
on which methods should be used to meet curriculum goals. This critique is that young children’s
academic achievements are frequently emphasized
in early childhood education. Beauchat, Blamey
and Walpole (2010) criticized this emphasis by
saying that it causes a reduction in the amount of
playtime that a young child can engage in. Ginsburg (2007) advocates that play has a potential for
providing both children’s learning and enjoyment,
saying that “[a]s we strive to create the optimal
developmental milieu for children, it remains
imperative that play be included along with academic- and social-enrichment opportunities and
that safe environments be made available to all
children” (p. 188). In other words, children can
learn many things during the playing, and even
if the aim is the children’s enjoyment, play can
also be used as a method for enriching education
(Pramling Samuelsson & Johansson, 2006).
Making children search, find and construct
their own answers, and teaching them to use
technologies to effectively do these activities, is
important. According to Pramling Samuelsson
and Johansson (2006), creativity can be fostered if
young children are given an opportunity to reflect
their ideas freely, and play is a way to provide this
opportunity. Pramling Samuelsson and Johansson
(2006) state that dimensions such as joy, creativity,
creation of meaning and children’s possibilities
to control and form goals are important both for
play and learning and for that reason, difference
of these two concepts are less well defined.
The advantages of using play for educational
purposes are counted by Johnson, Cristie, and
Yawkey (1999) as the following:
•
•
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Positive Effect: Play is fun and enjoyable,
Nonliterality: Play helps children learn
about the meanings of objects and actions
during play,

•
•

•

Means Over Ends Orientation: Activity
gains importance, rather than goals or
outcomes,
Learning Different Skills: Different
skills, such as writing, speaking, recognition and comprehension, can be learned
during play.
A Broad Spectrum of Learning
Opportunities: Play can provide many
learning opportunities, such as observation, exploration, experimentation, peer
collaboration, teacher scaffolding, practice
and teachers’ instructional links.

Moreover, Pound (2008) believes that play is
also an effective and fun way to teach mathematics to young children. There are two approaches
advised in the literature on how play should be
used (Johnson et al., 1999). One of these approaches is play-generated curriculum, and the
other is curriculum-generated play. In the first
one, children are observed during play and curriculum content is then extracted (Johnson et al.,
1999). Sandberg and Pramling Samuelsson (2003)
give the name “free play” name to this approach.
In the second one, play is devised according to
curriculum content, which is then taught through
play (Johnson et al., 1999).
Computer games with growing audiences
(Brand, Knight, & Majewski, 2003), are among
the popular indoor play activities of young children
(R. Clements, 2004; Cherney & London, 2006;
Dwyer, 2007) and take the place of outdoor play
time (e.g. R. Clements, 2004; Cherney & London, 2006; Dwyer, 2007; Li & Atkins, 2004).
In today’s technological world, computer games
seem to provide a promise of educating children
while providing them with fun times (Paraskeva,
Mysirlaki, & Papagianni, 2010), and simultaneously giving young children technological skills
(Sandberg & Pramling Samuelsson, 2003). However, the computer games only make this promise
real if they are aligned with curriculum goals,
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designed according to their audience, and used
effectively by instructors.
The characteristics of computers games as
“rules,” “goals,” “objectives,” “outcome and feedback,” “conflict,” “competition, challenge, and
opposition” and “interaction” contributed to their
popularity (Prensky, 2001). According to Hogle
(1996), the games including these characteristics
are activities in which the participants must use
physical and mental skills, and follow specific
rules, in order to reach a goal.
As Niederhauser and Stoddart (2001) advocated: “Computer technology, in and of itself,
does not embody a single pedagogical orientation” (p. 15). For that reason, teachers should
be careful when selecting educational software
(Yanpar-Yelken, 2011). There are many checklists,
evaluation forms, and surveys that can be used
to help teachers select appropriate software for
instructional purposes (e.g. Cennamo, Ross, &
Ertmer, 2010; De Villiers, 2004; Heinich, Molenda, Russell, & Smaldino, 2002; Niederhauser
& Stoddart, 2001; Squires & Preece, 1996). But
a teacher should know how to use these tools to
select the best software for their curriculum.
As stated before, knowing how to use these
tools is important for effective instruction. Also,
as Dembo and Gibson (1985) state, teacher
performance affects students’ learning during
instruction. For that reason, there is a consensus
about developing early childhood instructor competencies for selecting and integrating computer
games into instruction effectively. Smith (2006)
suggests that education instructors should provide
early childhood pre-service teachers with information about the necessary pedagogy and content
for an early childhood curriculum as emphasized
by prior research. Mishra and Kohler (2006)
added technology to content and pedagogy, and
developed the TPACK (technology-pedagogy and
content knowledge) framework. Shin et al. (2009)
describes how TPACK “connects technology to
curriculum content and specific pedagogical approaches and describes how teachers’ understand-

ings of these three knowledge bases can interact
with one another to produce effective disciplinebased teaching with educational technologies” (p.
4152). According to Özgün-Koca, Meagher, and
Edwards (2010), developing teachers’ awareness
of the intersection of technology, pedagogy, and
content is necessary to provide effective teaching.
Developing an understanding of pedagogy,
content and technology is important, teachers’
self-efficacy on teaching should be strength also
(Dembo & Gibson, 1985) since teachers’ performance affect the students’ academic success
(Finney & Schraw 2003; Pajares, 1996; Riggs &
Enochs, 1990;). Likewise, a teacher’s self-efficacy
affects his or her performance when it comes to
teaching (Dembo &Gibson, 1985). The results of
the study conducted by Gibson and Dembo (1984)
showed that student achievement was influenced
by low or high efficacy in their teachers.
Bandura (1997) first described perceived
self-efficacy in the Social Learning Theory, and
described it as “beliefs in one’s capabilities to organize and execute the courses of action required
to produce given attainments” (p. 3). Gibson and
Dembo (1984) assert that a teacher’s self-efficacy
consists of two components, “outcomes expectancy belief” and “self-efficacy beliefs.” Moreover, they found that teachers who have these two
components “….persist longer, provide a greater
academic focus in the classroom, and exhibit different types of feedback than teachers who have
lower expectations concerning their ability to
influence student learning” (Gibson & Dembo,
1984, p. 570). Similarly, a study by Zengin (2003)
showed that teachers who had high self-efficacy
developed better lesson plans and focused more on
student success and development, when compared
to teachers who have low self-efficacy.
Moreover, Bandura (1997) states that an individual’s self-efficacy is affected by the situation
(or context) and the results of the actions to be
performed. Hoy and Spero (2005) conducted a
longitudinal study about changes in pre-service
teachers’ self-efficacy beliefs and found that
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pre-service teachers’ self-efficacy increased significantly during student teaching, but decreased
significantly during the first year of teaching. The
results of the study into how pre-service teachers’
teaching self-efficacy can be enhanced showed
that the key is teaching experiences (e.g. Plourde,
2002). In addition to teaching experiences, Bursal and Paznokas (2006) found that anxiety also
negatively affected a teacher’s self-efficacy. According to their study results, there was a negative relationship between mathematics anxiety
and confidence scores with regard to teaching
elementary mathematics (r = -.638). Isler and
Cakiroglu (2009) investigated different teachers’ self-efficacy who were teaching according
to new curriculum guidelines, and found that the
primary teachers had significantly higher selfefficacy beliefs about the new curriculum than
mathematics teachers.
Ertmer, Conklin, and Lewandowski, (2001)
state that education teachers should provide opportunities for pre-service teachers that help them
to increase their competence and confidence in
technology integration. Bhattacherjee and Premkumar (2004) suggest that first-hand experiences
may affect the way that pre-service teachers use
information technology. Similarly, Ertmer et al.
(2001) says that a teacher’s confidence in the
integration of technology is related to knowing
the technology well, and for that reason, teaching them how to use the technology is important.
Mishra and Koehler (2006) advocate using their
framework, TPACK, to affect the confidence of
pre-service or teachers with regard to the integration of technology. Moreover, pre-service teachers should understand these three main aspects
(content, pedagogy, and technology) well enough
to incorporate all three.
The instruction described in this chapter is consistent with the above literature in that it attempts
to enhance early childhood pre-service teachers’
knowledge about computer games (technology),
pedagogy and content. Curriculum-generated play
instruction (pedagogy) is the basis of the course
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design. Moreover, with teaching experience, the
pre-service teachers are given a chance to practice
theoretical knowledge gained during the course,
and so their teaching efficacy can be enhanced.

MATHEMATICS EDUCATION
IN EARLY CHILDHOOD
Much attention is paid to teaching mathematics in
early childhood education courses. Smith (2006)
asserts that mathematics should be taught before
children are two to three years old. This is because
mathematics prepares children in their early years
for their futures (Smith, 2006). Similarly, Fuson
(2004) and Pound (2008) state that according
to research, exposing children to mathematical
thinking in early years contributes to their ability
to calculate, communicate and make sense of a
world related to science and technology. Moreover,
Fuson (2004) advocates that teaching math in a
child’s early years also forms a base for greater
mathematics ability and keeps him or her from
falling behind in mathematics.
Teaching mathematics is advocated by the
literature, but the methods and subject matter are
debated (e.g. Fuson, 2004; Pound, 2008; Smith,
2006). The curriculum mathematics program
and the methods suggested were shown to be
crucial for providing mathematics experiences to
young children. The National Association for the
Education of Young Children [NAEYC] (2008)
isolated numbers, basic operations, geometry,
measurement, patterns and algebraic thinking,
and collected, analyzed and presented data for
young children under the scope of mathematics
teaching. Ball (1994) points out the importance
of early childhood curriculum by stating that high
quality early childhood education leads to young
children have high-quality provision, and one of
the major prerequisites for high-quality provision
is an appropriate early learning curriculum.
The literature suggests that a teacher will
understand the content and pedagogy in the
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curriculum best by emphasizing the importance
of knowledge about content and pedagogy (e.g.
Borko & Putnam, 1995; Shulman, 1986). Borko
and Putnam (1995) state that to teach mathematics, content and pedagogy are not enough: .”.. they
must acquire richer knowledge of subject matter,
pedagogy, and subject-specific pedagogy; and they
must come to hold new beliefs in these domains”
(p. 60). Similarly, Shulman (1986) proposes a
framework, Pedagogical Content Knowledge
(PCK) which is an understanding of both pedagogy
and content. Moreover, one of the most popular
topics in the current literature about pre-service
teachers’ education, TPACK, is an extension of
Shulman’s PCK. TPACK also has technology
component (Mishra & Koehler, 2006; Angeli &
Valanides, 2008). Niess et al. (2009) describes
TPACK as “a body of knowledge teachers needed
for teaching with and about technology in their
assigned subject areas and grade levels” (p. 7).
As seen from the above literature, an early
childhood teacher should be very familiar with
the mathematics program (framework) that includes mathematics content and teaching strategies. The early childhood curriculum in Turkey
includes mathematical experiences for young
children between 32 and 72 months old (Milli
Egitim Bakanligi [MEB], 2006). The curriculum
in Turkey includes five main parts with respect
to developmental areas:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

1.

2.

3.

Psychomotor development;
Social-Emotional development;
Language development;
Cognitive development; and
Self-care abilities (MEB, 2006).

The mathematical thinking experience is
placed under the cognitive development, and
includes such topics as numbers, basic operations and algebraic thinking, measurement, and
geometry (MEB, 2006). The described behavioral
objectives in the curriculum related with each
topic are as follows:

4.

Numbers:
a. Children will count to 20.
b. Children will count backwards from
10.
c. Children will show how many objects
have been named.
d. Children will count correctly how many
objects have been shown.
e. Children will group objects from least
to most by counting their quantity.
f.
Children will say the number of objects
in a group with less than 10 in number.
g. Children will read the numbers from
0 to 10.
h. The children will write the numbers in
a given set of objects at most 10.
Basic operations and algebraic thinking:
a. Children will add a specified number
of objects to a group of objects.
b. Children will extract a specified number of objects from a group of objects.
c. Children will add using objects.
d. Children will subtract using objects.
e. Children will solve problems which
require them to add, not exceeding 10.
f.
Children will solve problems which
require them to subtract, not exceeding
5.
Measurement:
a. Children will guess the results of
measurement.
b. Children will measure with nonstandard units (e.g. pen, eraser, book,
their hands, and their footsteps).
c. Children will compare the results
which they guess with the actual
measurements.
Geometry:
a. Children will name the shape of each
object.
b. Children will show objects which are
similar to circle, triangle, square, and
rectangle.
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c.

Children will create different models
by using circle, triangle, square, and
rectangle (e.g. s/he will create a square
by combining two triangles).

Incikabi and Tuna (in press) analyzed the
Turkish Early Childhood Education Curriculum
in terms of mathematics experiences provided
within the cognitive domain in their study, and
concluded that the Turkish curriculum, being
different from the New York State Learning Standards, is based on constructivisim and multiple
intelligence theory. Moreover, they found that
early childhood curriculum in Turkey integrate
playing and learning (Incikabi & Tuna, in press).
Although the literature emphasizes that technology (especially computer games) can contribute to effective mathematics learning for young
children (Sedighian & Sedighian, 1996; Klawe,
1999), the curriculum in Turkey, even the primary
school curriculum, does not include activities with
technology (Incikabi, 2011), even though using
technology in early childhood education is suggested (MEB, 2006). According to the curriculum
and literature, technology can be integrated into
early childhood education if pre-service teachers
are trained to use the technology.
The instructional design described in this
chapter aims to help pre-service teachers learn
the behavioral objectives of the mathematics
program and teaching mathematics with regard
to technology and pedagogy. In other words, as in
the curriculum, the activities provide experiences
which include three areas of knowledge, namely
play, technology, and content.

EDUCATIONAL COMPUTER GAMES:
WHY AND HOW TO USE THEM
Computers as an educational tool for young
children have been the center of many debates
(Plowman, McPake, & Stephen, 2010). However,
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the debate over whether technology can be used
to educate young children turns into how early
childhood education teachers can best integrate
technology into their instruction (Verenikina,
Harris, & Lysaght, 2003; Plowman et al., 2010).
Also, increasing their ability to select such technologies is one concern of the educators because
the current generation has been born into a world
dominated by technology (Verenikina et al., 2003
Plowman et al., 2010).
Rideout, Vandewater, and Wartella (2003)
state that the increase in Information Communication Technology (ICT) use at home causes
young children to come to school with computer
skills. Similarly, D. H. Clements (2002) states that
“research has substantiated that computers can
help young children learn mathematics” (p.162).
Mioduser, Tur-Kaspa, and Leitner (2000) studied
the contribution of computer-based instruction to
early reading skills acquisition. They compared it
with the contribution of teacher instruction with
textbooks on the same (based on three dependent
variables, like children’s phonological awareness,
word recognition and letter recognition) of fortysix pre-school children (aged 5 - 6), who were at
high risk for learning disabilities (Mioduser et al.,
2000). They found that the children who were given
computer-based instruction significantly improved
in phonological awareness, word recognition, and
letter naming skills compared with their peers who
received instruction with textbooks (Mioduser et
al., 2000).
Computer games are one of the most popular
indoor activities of young children (R. Clements,
2004; Cherney & London, 2006; Dwyer, 2007)
although their social consequences are debated
(Amory, Naicker, Vincent, & Adams, 1999).
Li and Atkins’ (2004) study results showed that
“[m]ost of the children played on a computer at
least once a week if not more often. Of children
who did not have a computer at home, more than
half had access to a computer somewhere else”
(p.1721). Li and Atkins (2004) also state that most
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children used the computer mostly to play games,
followed by other activities such as educational
software, creativity software, and other activities.
Similarly, R. Clements (2004) found in her survey
study, conducted online and using a total of 830
mothers, showed that 81% of children played
computer games.
It is not new to use games as an educational
tool. Incidents of using games as educational tools
can be traced back to the 18th Century (Bopp,
2008) and now computer games are popular
among children, adolescents, and even among
a growing number of adults (Bopp, 2008). The
popularity of computer games has generated an
important body of research focused on their use as
an educational tool. Most of the research supports
using computer games for educational purposes
(Paraskeva, Mysirlaki, & Papagianni, 2010). The
reason may be that computer games are very close
to the nature of early childhood education, in that
learning with playfulness is important. Beauchat et
al. (2010) advocate joyful playtime while teaching
a young child. Similarly, Ginsburg (2007) states
that play can provide both learning and enjoyment
for children. According to Saracho and Spodek
(2002), “In true instructional games, the concepts
to be learned are intrinsic to the structure and
content of game” (p. 177). Today, a technologydominated world causes computer games to take
the place of outdoor play time (e.g. R. Clements,
2004; Cherney & London, 2006; Dwyer, 2007;
Li & Atkins, 2004). O’Neil, Wainess, and Baker
(2005) state the benefits of computer games used
for learning with the following words:
Computer games were hypothesized to be potentially useful for instructional purposes and were
also hypothesized to provide multiple benefits:
(a) complex and diverse approaches to learning
processes and outcomes; (b) interactivity; (c)
ability to address cognitive as well as affective
learning issues; and, perhaps most importantly,
(d) motivation for learning. (p. 455).

Kraus (1981) found in his study that second
graders who play computer games one hour a
day over a two week period answered correctly
to twice as many questions on speed tests when
compared to students who were in the control
group. Sedighian and Sedighian (1996) conducted
a three-step study which investigated the psychology of children as they were learning mathematics
in the context of computer-based mathematical
game environments. They found that computer
games motivated children to learn mathematics
(Sedighian & Sedighian, 1996). Similarly, Klawe
(1999) states that research under the E-GEMS
project examined the design and use of computer
games and activities for mathematics education in
grades 4 to 8, and found that games can increase
both motivation and achievement in mathematics
learning.
However, the literature advocates that the potential of the computer depends on some issues.
Van Eck (2006) states the danger of thinking all
games are effective for learning with these words:
“If we continue to preach only that games can be
effective, we run the risk of creating the impression that all games are good for all learners and
for all learning outcomes, which is categorically
not the case” (p. 17). Haugland and Wright (1997)
emphasize that children’s creativity can be stunted
if the software is not developmentally appropriate
(eg, drill-and-practice). Similarly, D. H. Clements
(2002) states that computer games may be effective
if they are chosen properly. Amory et al. (1999)
advocates that the most suitable game types for
teaching were the ones that students found interesting or useful. Moreover, according to Verenikina
et al. (2003), the software should be designed to be
more attractive and accessible to a young audience.
Gunder (2003) says games can be effective if they
can affect, form suspense, curiosity, surprise and
keep a user’s interest. Sedighian and Sedighian
(1996) list eight elements that are vital for a game
to have a synergistic role in children’s learning,
even in mathematics, which has been described as
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boring and difficult by many children: meaningful learning, goal, success, challenge, cognitive
artifact, association through pleasure, attraction,
and sensory stimuli.
Li and Atkins (2004) add adult supervision and
software appropriateness as critical elements of
the effectiveness of computers to early childhood
learning. Moreover, they advocate that this is more
important than the content of software: “However,
previous research suggested that the value of the
computer for children at this particularly young age
group (eg, 3–5 years) is in its process (eg, openended use) rather than its content (eg, making a
specific product)” (Davidson & Wright, 1994 as
cited in Li and Atkins, 2004, p. 1721). Parallel
to Li and Atkins (2004), Klawe (1999) points out
the teacher’s use and the integration of computer
games are also of critical importance, as much as
elements of game design. Moreover, according to
Dorn (1989), a teacher’s attitude towards a game
and their knowledge and skill in using the game
affects the outcome of instruction (as cited in
Egenfeldt-Nielsen, 2004)
Sarama and Clements (2004) emphasize that
education teachers should focus on how they can
help early childhood teachers achieve the benefits
of technology with regard to early childhood
mathematics. But the question is how? Van Eck
(2006) states that literature on the approaches
educators adopt to integrate computer games to
their instructions separates into three categories:
“have students build games from scratch; have
educators and/or developers build educational
games from scratch to teach students; and integrate
commercial off-the-shelf (COTS) games into the
classroom” (p.21). Kafai (2006) delineates the
approaches as Instructionist and Constructionist.
She defines using COTS games to make learning
fun as the Instructionist approach, and giving
opportunities for students to construct their own
computer games as the Constructionist approach
(Kafai, 2006).
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Having Learners Design
Computer Games
In this approach, learners have the role of game
designer, and build the games. For example,
Sweedyk, deLaet, Slattery, and Kuffner (2005)
share their experiences in designing a broad
range of courses, including integration computers
games offered to computer science (CS) students
in higher education. The authors state that they
wanted CS students to build games in groups.
The results show that the students learned the
programming language, solved game design
issues, and worked in groups (Sweedyk, et al.,
2005). Similarly, Leutenegger and Edgington
(2005) designed a course comprising of three
parts to teach programming by having CS students
design computer games. In first two quarters
of the course, they taught programs/programming, including Flash, ActionScript g C++ and
openGL (2D graphics only); in the third quarter,
the CS students designed computer games with
their group members (Leutenegger & Edgington,
2005). They found that the approach used in the
course improved the students’ understanding of
all seven basic topics (Leutenegger & Edgington,
2005). Similarly, Barbour, Rieber, Thomas, and
Rauscher (2009) had children design educational
computer games by using PowerPoint templates.

Designing Games or Integrating
Commercial Off-the-Shelf (COTS)
Games to Teach Learners
In the second approach, educators design the
computer games for their instruction, and in the
third approach, educators select an existing COTS
game to use in the classroom. In this approach,
the important issue is to be able to select the
most suitable computer game for target students,
content and teaching method as suggested by
Sancar-Tokmak, Incikabi and Yanpar-Yelken (in
press) for educational software.
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Egenfeldt-Nielsen (2004) conducted an empirical study in which a historical strategy games
was integrated into a history course in conjunction with traditional teaching and student group
work. In her study, two teachers gave the students
some basic information about history in conjunction with game (Egenfeldt-Nielsen, 2004). She
concluded that students could explore the game
universe freely and learn the content through the
game (Egenfeldt-Nielsen, 2004).
Sancar-Tokmak (in review) also designed a
course in which she wanted pre-service teachers’ prepare lesson plans including integration of
COST games to teach a topic selected from early
childhood curriculum to young children. In her
design, the pre-service teachers firstly selected a
topic from early childhood curriculum; secondly
they searched educational games and selected the
best appropriate to their content and pedagogy;
and lastly they prepared a lesson plan. The results
showed that the pre-service teachers felt more
confidence in integrating computer games into
their instruction (Sancar-Tokmak, in review). Also,
they stated their knowledge about computer games,
teaching methods, lesson plan preparation, and
most importantly how to integrate a technology
while teaching a specific content were improved
(Sancar-Tokmak, in review).
Presently, according to the literature, computer
games have a potential for providing effective
learning. But, the question is how we can extract
their greater potential. There are different approaches presented in the literature to integrate
computer games for learning. The course design
described in this chapter is based on the integrating commercial off-the-shelf (COTS) games to
teach learners approach, but in a constructivist
way. Early childhood pre-service teachers create
a curriculum that includes computer games, and
teach according to their plan. During this course
design, the pre-service teachers are guided, not
instructed step by step, and they decide content,
then select a game and plan how to use it during
instruction.

THE COURSE DESIGN
The course design presented in this chapter is an
example that explains how educational computer
games can be integrated into a course offered to
pre-service teachers. The course, Play in Early
Childhood, is offered to early childhood preservice teachers, and our goal is to teach them
how to integrate educational games while teaching mathematics to young children. As you will
see, the course goal is achieved by integrating
educational games into the course design.

Curriculum-Generated
Play Instruction
The instructional designers (also, the authors of
this book chapter) have worked to find the best
way to provide teaching experiences involving
computer games to early childhood education
pre-service teachers enrolled in a Play in Early
Childhood Education course. The theoretical
background of the course’s design is based on
curriculum-generated play, which consists of play
experiences that enable children to learn concepts
and skills from curriculum areas, such as literacy,
mathematics and science (Johnson et al., 1999).
There are two functions of curriculum-generated
play: initial learning and practice/consolidation.
In the first function, initial learning, play activities are arranged and then an assessment is undertaken to discover whether the children gained
the target skills. In the second function, practice/
consolidation, direct instruction is offered and,
then, play activities are arranged in order to enable
the children to practice the target skills (Johnson
et al., 1999).
As you will see, the instruction is based on
curriculum content, behavioral goals, and target
audience. The teachers select the content, and
then decide on the play (in this case, a computer
game) and other activities to reach the behavioral
goals of the curriculum. In the current course
design, the instructors do not aim to teach a spe-
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Teachers’ Self-Efficacy: Enhancing the
pre-service teachers’ self-efficacy as they
teach mathematics to young children is one
of the aims in this course design. To do
this, the pre-service teachers are expected
to prepare lesson plans and follow those
plans in class.

cific content by using computer games, but aim
to show educators how to teach mathematics to
young children by using computer games. In this
design, the pre-service teachers are encouraged to
fully understand the early childhood mathematics
program. Then, they are encouraged to find different computer games to teach specific content.

•

The Goals of the Design

The Learning Philosophy
behind the Course Design

•

•

•

•
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Content Knowledge: The pre-service
teachers are to understand the mathematics program in the early childhood curriculum. In the current course design, they
will learn not only the topics but also the
behavioral objectives, target audiences’
characteristics, and activities advised in
the curriculum.
Pedagogical Knowledge: The pre-service
teachers will learn how to use play to teach
specific topics in the early childhood curriculum. In this course design, curriculumgenerated play instruction is meant to be
used as a base for teaching mathematics.
However, instead of free-play, pre-service
teachers are taught how to teach mathematics using computer game play with the curriculum-generated play instruction.
Technological Knowledge: The pre-service teachers will learn about educational
computer games. In this course design, the
goal is to teach pre-service teachers the
computer game properties, and how to select and use them for teaching purposes.
Incorporating Content, Pedagogical,
and Technological Knowledge: The preservice teachers will teach specific content
by using curriculum-generated play instruction with the computer games. In this
course design, the pre-service teachers are
prepared to use three tools to teach mathematics. Figure 1 shows the activities in
TPACK framework.

The learning philosophy behind the described
course design is social constructivism. All the
activities are aimed at making pre-service teachers active and building their knowledge. The
pre-service teachers are directed to search, select,
decide, design, perform, and evaluate during the
course. They share the knowledge they found and
take other pre-services’ opinions on the issues
during the activities.
The framework used in the design is TPACK
and the literature advocates that “TPCK development efforts need to invest on socio-cognitive
constructivist ideas” (Angeli & Valanides, 2008,
p. 16). According to them, the TPACK framework
targets learners’ conceptual ecology consisting of
their knowledge base by transforming a content
domain through technology (Angeli & Valanides,
2008). Moreover, Nelson, Christopher, and Mims
(2009) state that social media, such as Web 2.0
tools, serve learners construct knowledge together
and teachers who have developed TPACK may
use these tools to design instruction.

The Phases and Activities
in the Course Design
The pre-service teachers are expected to follow
the curriculum-generated play instruction for their
teaching practices for the course design. There
are four phases in the instruction:
1.

Learning the mathematics program in the
national early childhood curriculum
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Figure 1. Schematic view of activities in TPACK framework

2.
3.
4.

Computer games selection (technology
selection)
Preparing lesson plans
Teaching mathematics to young children
with computer games

Learning the Mathematics Program in the
National Early Childhood Curriculum: The
pre-service teachers are directed to examine the
mathematics program in the national early childhood education curriculum. All the program topics are expected to be defined in terms of goals,
behaviors, and learners’ level. The pre-service
teachers prepare a list which includes the topics
in the mathematics program. During in-class
activities, the pre-service teachers are separated
into groups. They discuss the topics and choose
one of them.
The pre-service teachers are expected to
prepare a report on the selected topic in terms of
goals, behaviors, and learners’ level. They also find
examples of activities used to teach the selected
topics in the curriculum. In-class, they come
together with their groups and share the found
information. Then, they are expected to prepare

a presentation, and introduce the topics in terms
of goals, behaviors, learners’ level, and activity
examples taken from the mathematics program
in the curriculum.
They are expected to demonstrate the learning
philosophy adopted by the mathematics program
of the national early childhood curriculum with
topics they selected. They use the goals, behaviors, and activity examples given in the program
to prove the learning philosophy behind it. They
prepare a report on the issue and discussed it in
class with classmates.
Computer Games Selection: The pre-service
teachers are expected to find a computer game in
order to teach the topics selected. They also prepare
a presentation to introduce the selected computer
game. In-class, they work with their groups to
decide which computer games they would use to
teach a selected topic to young children. Then,
they present the computer games to the class.
Preparing the Lesson Plans: The pre-service
teachers are expected to prepare a lesson plan
describing how to teach topics with the computer
games selected. In the plan, they are expected to
explain the topics, young children’s level, goals,
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behaviors, activities they prepare, and how to use
computer games during the instruction, and lastly
how to assess young children’s learning. In class,
the pre-service teachers come together with their
groups. They discuss their plans, and prepare a
new one, or choose one of the group members’
plans if they want for the instruction.
Teaching Mathematics to Young Children with
Computer Games: In class, they teach topics with
group members according to the lesson plan they
prepared with the groups. Before the class, they
work with their group members, and design materials they will use during their instruction. In class,
they teach, and also evaluate both themselves and
the other groups’ instructions. Figure 2 shows the
phases of course design.
As seen from the figure, the core of the course
design is learning the program in the national
curriculum in terms of topics, goals, behaviors,
and young children’s levels. Instead of teaching
Figure 2. The phases of course design
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the program directly, the pre-service teachers are
directed to examine the program in the national
curriculum. Then, they select a topic and investigate it in detail by focusing on how to teach it.
However, not only the topics/goals/behaviors/
young children’s level in the program, but also
the learning philosophy behind the curriculum is
important, since the national ministry of education expects teachers to teach in accordance with
this philosophy. Constructivism is the philosophy
behind the curriculum in this case. For that reason,
the pre-service teachers are directed to study the
learning philosophy with this activity, making
them demonstrate curriculum philosophy with
the goals/behaviors/young children’s level of the
topics selected from the curriculum. Moreover,
during the course this philosophy is followed by
instructing pre-service teachers to search, select,
decide, design, and evaluate. In this course design,
the main focus is to show the pre-service teachers
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how to teach mathematics with the help of computer games by integrating computer games into
instruction in accordance with constructivism.
As a last step of the course, the education
teachers evaluate the course design effectiveness
by conducting focus group interviews with each
group. This allows them to modify the course
design according to the pre-service teachers’
feedback.

FUTURE TRENDS
We will discuss the future of this technology
in early childhood education over the next ten
years. Using this technology in early childhood
education provides a range of possibilities in the
development of children’s technological abilities,
mathematics and literacy learning by making
learning entertaining.
The future of computer games can be guessed
by looking at its situation today. Young children
spend most of their time indoors, with activities
such as TV, computer games, or other software
(Clements, 2004; Lia & Atkins, 2004; Cherney
& London, 2006; Dwyer, 2007). The literature
calls the new generation “digital natives,” since
they can adapt and easily use technologies thanks
to the technology – dominated world. Bennett,
Maton, and Kervin (2008) summarize the conventions about the existence of the digital natives as
following:
1.
2.

Young people of the digital native generation
possess sophisticated knowledge of and skills
with information technologies.
As a result of their upbringing and experiences with technology, digital natives have
particular learning preferences or styles that
differ from earlier generations of students.
(p. 777).

Moreover, Van Eck (2006) states that one of the
reasons for public interest in computer games as

learning tools is the existence of “digital natives.”
The characteristics of “digital natives” (e.g. Bennett, Maton, & Kervin, 2008) encourage the use
of technology within instruction (Van Eck, 2006).
Using computer games while teaching young
children provides an intersection of learning, entertainment and technology (Saracho & Spodek,
2002). When the popularity of computer games
and the reasons of this popularity are examined,
it may be said that this technology will continue
to be the center of interest to researchers, children
and parents. For that reason, the current situation,
where the number of educational computer games
having high quality is very limited today will
change. In other words, the quality of educational
computer games in terms of design, message, and
educational side will be enhanced. In our view, the
most explicit changes in educational games will
be in their design. The avatars/characters, as well
as their appearance in the educational computer
games for young children, will be changed with
the effects of TV cartoons and magazines. We
believe that the computer game play-method will
also change with the advance of the technology.
Most games will be directed via voice and actions, as in Wii games. So, the interaction in the
computer games interface will be enhanced with
the help of advancement in simulation/augmented
reality technology.
Moreover, today, finding computer games that
are suitable to the behavioral objectives of curriculum are difficult for an early childhood teacher
who wants to use it during instruction (Verenikina,
et al., 2003). Again, future computer games will
be designed more curriculum-centered in terms
of both curriculum philosophy and behavioral
objectives.
A number of elective courses on the design
and integration of educational computer games
into instruction will be offered in Teacher Education Programs. We believe that these courses will
be offered under specific content areas, such as
mathematics, language teaching or literacy. Today, the literature advocate, pre-service teachers,
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should know how to teach a specific content with
pedagogy, and how they can use technology assist
it (Mishra & Kohler, 2006; Angeli & Valanides,
2008; Shin et al., 2009; Özgün-Koca, et al., 2010).
We believe that this trend will continue and cause
educational games to become more curriculum
oriented.
Today, educational games characteristics, from
design to content, from play-method to interaction properties, are debated. In addition, whether
the computer games are beneficial or harmful for
young children is debated (Plowman, et al., 2010).
We believe that the debates over computer games
will continue without affecting the popularity of
this technology. We are only at the beginning
stages of educating pre-service teachers how to use
computers games while teaching young children.
These attempts reflect changes in points of view
about technology, and that many are realizing that
the benefits of technology can be extracted with
the effective use as Verenikina, et al. (2003) state.

CONCLUSION
The use of computer games for the education of
young children has been debated for years. Although there are different perspectives on whether
the computer games should be used or not, the
popularity of these technologies in education
has been growing day by day (Prensky, 2001).
However, it is the way the computer games are
used that is the most important issue. Finger,
Jamieson-Proctor and Albion (2010) state the
importance of providing pre-service teachers with
the necessary skills to teach with technology:
“Pre-service teacher education programs have
the responsibility for preparing future teachers
who are likely to be teaching their students in
a world characterized by ongoing technological
changes”(p.114). As Mishra and Koehler (2006)
state, the theoretical background enhances the ef-
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fectiveness of an instructional design that includes
technology integration. This framework shows
how a pre-service teacher’s understanding of the
content, pedagogy, and technological knowledge
can interact to produce effective instructions
with educational technologies (Shin et al., 2009).
For that reason, our course design follows this
framework to enhance pre-service teachers’
TPACK, with the integration of computer games
(technology) and mathematics (content) within
curriculum-generated instruction (pedagogy).
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KEY TERMS AND DEFINITIONS
Commercial Off-the-Shelf Games (COTS
Games): The games are available for public use
in market place and produced under government
contract.

Milli Egitim Bakanligi (Ministry of National
Education) – MEB: The name of the National
Ministry of Education in Turkey.
National Association for the Education
of Young Children (NAEYC): NAEYC is a
nonprofit association in the United States for the
purpose of serving to improve young children
well being especially in terms of education and
development.
Pedagogical Content Knowledge (PCK): A
framework proposed by Shulman (1986) which is
an understanding of both pedagogy and content.
Self-Efficacy: Beliefs in one’s capabilities to
organize and execute the courses of action required
to produce given attainments (Bandura, 1997, p.3).
Technological Pedagogical Content Knowledge (TPACK): A framework proposed by Mishra
and Kohler (2006) as an extension of Sulman
(1986)’s PCK framework. It is an understanding of three knowledge (content, pedagogy, and
technology) bases can interact with one another
to produce effective discipline-based teaching
with educational technologies both pedagogy,
and content (Mishra & Kohler, 2006).
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Linking Education to Creating
a Knowledge Society:

Qatar’s Investment in the Education Sector
Alan S. Weber
Weill Cornell Medical College, Qatar

ABSTRACT
Due to the continued high price of oil and gas, the oil-rich State of Qatar has used its large budget
surpluses in the last decade to finance human capacity development, including research, higher education, and the reshaping of its K-12 educational system. This chapter argues that the recent substantial
educational reforms in the State of Qatar are closely intertwined with planned future economic transformation (diversification). Although Qatar possesses the world’s third largest reserves of natural gas,
this resource is ultimately finite and over-reliance on one major economic driver (hydrocarbons) for the
bulk of GDP creates boom and bust cycles that have shaped Gulf politics and social development since
the 1970s. This chapter examines Qatar’s educational efforts to build a knowledge economy to transition away from a resource-rich export-based hydrocarbon economy towards economic activities linked
to patents, research, trademarked technologies, skills, and knowledge products.

INTRODUCTION
Due to the continued high price of oil and natural gas, the State of Qatar has experienced large
budget surpluses in the last decade that have been
utilized in building infrastructure, financing human capacity development, establishing research
capabilities, and funding an innovative educational
experiment called Education City (now transitioning to a consolidated institution called Hamad
bin Khalifa University). In 2013, 437 students
received bachelor degrees from Education City

universities in the science, engineering, medical,
and political science fields. The national university
Qatar University also offers a full range of Science, Technology, Engineering, and Mathematics
(STEM) field bachelor’s degrees, but only a small
handful of advanced degrees (Masters and PhD) in
science and technology; for example, a doctorate in
pharmaceutical science. Thus education is viewed
as a key sector in creating a knowledge producing
regime in Qatar, but further provision for advanced
education and science and ICT infrastructure is
required to achieve this goal.
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Production in Qatar’s North Field unassociated
gas field lying in Gulf waters (one of the world’s
largest gas deposits and jointly owned by Iran)
has reached maturity with 14 Liquid Natural Gas
(LNG) trains online; much of this gas is shipped
to Europe, Japan, and Korea, and Qatar ranks as
the largest exporter of natural gas internationally.
Thus Qatar’s sovereign wealth funds generated by
export revenues which are available for investment
and development rose to 112 billion Qatari Riyals
in 2010 (QIA, 2012). Sovereign wealth funds are
financial instruments frequently employed by oil
rich nations to provide investment capital and
sequester revenue to prevent rapid inflation and
overheating of the economy during boom cycles.
Qatar’s economy grew extremely rapidly in the
last decade and the official 2012 unemployment
rate was only.5% (QSA, 2012, p. 2). Although the
government has officially signaled its desire to diversify the economy into education and knowledge
economy activities, oil and gas are still the primary
generators of state income. An important factor
to consider is that the majority of Qatari citizens
work for the police, military or in government
offices as clerks and managers. In 2011, Qataris
made up only.5% of the private sector workforce
(QSA, 2011, p. 11). The revenue to pay government employees derives almost exclusively from
oil and gas revenues generated by State Owned
Enterprises, such as Qatar Petroleum, as well as
subsidiary industries based on inexpensive hydrocarbon fuel and feedstock – aluminum smelting,
plastics, cement, fertilizer and petrochemicals.
Thus price shocks in oil and gas markets directly
affect government revenues and the state’s ability
to pay out salaries and benefits to citizens. Current
benefits to those holding Qatari passports include
free water, electricity, and health care both in public
hospitals and abroad, free education from K-12
and higher education (including study abroad)
and loans and subsidies for marriage, land and
housing. These benefits form part of what political
scientists call the “rentier state bargain” in which

citizens obtain financial benefits from the state
in return for political support of the status quo.
Thus, creating more industries and small businesses in areas not subject to the price fluctuations
of finite natural resources (gas and oil) makes
economic sense both in the short and long term.
Often overlooked, however, in the discussions of
knowledge economy development in the Gulf is
the additional factor of national pride and Islamic
identity: Arabic-speaking countries are well aware
of the golden age of Islamic science in which
mathematics, astronomy, and medicine were
highly cultivated in Damascus, Cairo, Baghdad
and later in Al Andalus at centers of learning such
as Toledo and Cordoba. With the resurgence of
wealth in the oil-rich Gulf, initiatives in Saudi
Arabia, Qatar and UAE are partly aimed at recapturing the scientific culture and learning of a
past age. A special issue of the science journal
Nature in 2006 looked at this movement in depth,
and emphasized several important points; for
example, “injunctions in the Koran that it is the
bounden duty of every Muslim, man or woman, to
acquire knowledge” (p. 36). Conservative religious
authorities have sometimes been hostile to modern
scientific endeavor, believing that it promotes a
secular and western view of the world. However,
history provides abundant evidence that advanced
scientific knowledge and Islam have always been
compatible.
The previous Emir of Qatar HH Sheikh Hamad
bin Khalifa Al Thani, who voluntarily abdicated
in 2013 in favor of his son the Heir Apparent
Tamim, along with the former Emir’s wife HH
Sheikha Moza bint Nasser, engineered a revolutionary change in Qatar’s educational system
in parallel with Qatar’s rapid economic growth.
The leadership of Qatar realized that a modern
wealthy state whose income depends to a large
extent on advanced LNG technology (primarily
developed in the U.S.) requires a highly-trained
technical workforce. Also, Qatar’s oil wells may
have already peaked in production, and similar to
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Oman, further production increases will be tied
to high-tech Enhanced Oil Recovery (EOR) solutions which originate in the West. Some of these
technologies include steam, water, and polymer
injection and hydraulic fracturing (fracking). However, many of these techniques use vast quantities
of water, which present technical challenges in
water-scarce Qatar, in addition to the pollution
created. Thus knowledge and research will need
to play a key role in the proper management of
advanced systems in order to adapt them efficiently
to Qatar’s specific technological needs and fragile
terrestrial and marine ecologies.
In order to innovate in an increasingly globalized economy and to maintain Qatar’s leading
edge in LNG exports, and to solve a number of
serious environmental issues, Qatar will need
to produce more STEM field graduates with
the critical and analytical skills to solve large,
complex problems regarding land use, desalination, waste management, EOR, marine resources
management, chemical engineering, petroleum
production, and alternative energy. Otherwise,
Qatar will be forced to rely on foreign expertise
for necessary technologies and expatriate labor
to implement and manage them. Qatar’s previous
under-development in the areas of science, technology and education have proven to be an advantage
in one sense, since the country has been able to
start from a blank slate and employ international
best practice models from the outset, for example
lessons learned from the ‘Singapore Model’. Qatar
Foundation for Education, Science and Community Development has since its inception in 1995
sponsored six highly ranked American branch
campuses and three international universities
within Qatar to provide high quality educational
programs to Qataris and qualified expatriates.
These programs have been given unprecedented
freedom in Qatar in establishing their programs
to closely mirror their main campuses’ curricula
and institutional culture.
One explicit objective of Qatar Foundation’s
higher education policies is to diversify Qatar’s
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oil and gas-based economy into knowledge production. Although other Gulf countries have also
invested substantially in knowledge production
and higher education–such as Saudi Arabia’s
graduate programs and research at KAUST and the
expansion of its private higher education institutions, and Dubai’s Internet City and Knowledge
Village–Qatar presents a particularly interesting
case since its educational policies and developmental vision are particularly well integrated
with business incubation (QSTP) and a new
national research fund (QNRF). Qatar Science
and Technology Park (QSTP) provides assistance
for spin-off research companies originating in
ideas from faculty research in Education City.
QSTP also sponsors government and private
industry partnerships in the areas of energy and
petroleum engineering. Qatar National Research
Fund (QNRF) is the national funding agency of
Qatar, modeled after the U.S. National Science
Foundation; this program funds a wide variety of
competitive research programs from humanities
and social sciences to pure and applied sciences,
medicine, ICT, and software engineering. All of
these institutions above operate essentially under
the same management and oversight of Qatar
Foundation.
Some known educational challenges in the
State of Qatar include the existence of large expatriate workforces, underdevelopment of primary education with low recorded PISA and PIRLS scores,
student motivation in an entitlement culture, and
the small percentage of advanced STEM field
degrees awarded per year. Current educational
policy and its linkages to science and technology
development has been specifically designed (with
assistance from the U.S. RAND Corporation) to
meet these well-recognized challenges.
RAND Corporation formed the RAND-Qatar
Policy Institute (RQPI) in 2003 to research and
implement their Education for a New Era K-12
reform of Qatar’s schools. In 2010-2011, the
Ministry of Education was decommissioned
and all responsibility for education in Qatar was
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transferred to the Supreme Education Council
(SEC) as part of these changes. However, RAND
policies have been met with some resistance and
criticisms from local educational stakeholders. In
2013, Qatar Foundation did not renew RAND’s
10-year contract, amid criticisms that the 10-year
reform program Education for a New Era did
not significantly improve test scores, or school
conditions and the professional environment for
teachers and Headmasters. It is also equally possible that with successful educational reforms well
underway, that RQPI was no longer necessary.
The ambiguity in RQPI’s departure and the lack
of meaningful official public statements by both
Qatar Foundation and RQPI underscores the fact
that education policy is rarely subject to public
debate in Qatar.
Qatar’s educational policies and science policy
innovations fit the definition of “Big Science,” a
term coined in the early 1960s to describe large
scale science projects such as the Manhattan
Project, Human Genome Project and CERN’s
Large Hadron Collider. Projects including Qatar
Foundation and Qatar National Research Fund
are funded on the scale of billions of U.S. dollars: for example, the operating budget of the
new Sidra Hospital for women and children will
be drawn from a $7.9 billion USD permanent
endowment. The religious institution of waqf, the
setting aside of charitable trusts for the future,
has been successfully adapted to these projects.
The Sidra Hospital, due to its charitable nature,
and goal of improving women’s and children’s
health outcomes (which have been neglected in
the past, as males have traditionally been given
priority in health care during resource scarcity
because they are responsible for the economic
health of the family), closely fits the original spirit
and purpose of waqf. In this system, individual
ownership of assets ceases and God becomes the
implied owner in perpetuity.
Due to the similarities to Big Science, Qatar’s
educational reforms could logically be called
“Big Education.” The highly centralized nature

of educational policy making (all levels of education are essentially now under the aegis of the
Supreme Education Council, and higher education
development is shared between Qatar University
and Qatar Foundation) may provide the administrative structure in which Big Education and Big
Science could work together and provide efficient,
high-quality and targeted education that is closely
aligned with Qatar’s knowledge economy labor
market needs. Large central bureaucracies, on the
other hand, could inhibit individual teacher and
school innovation and force cookie-cutter solutions
onto creative educators who are working to adapt
international best practices to the unique learner
populations of the Gulf. By the next decade,
enough empirical data should be available to assess
fully Qatar’s educational and knowledge economy
experiments. Fortunately, institutions such as the
Supreme Education Council, Qatar Foundation
and Qatar Statistics Authority have improved
their statistics gathering capabilities immensely,
recognizing that progress can only be measured
by the careful collection and assessment of empirical data and comparing performance scores
to standard international benchmarks. In fact, the
closing of the former Ministry of Education and
the emergence of the Supreme Education Council
may have in part been due to that institution’s
failure to capture a broad and accurate range of
statistics on schools in Qatar, which made it difficult for education policy makers to understand
the current state of Qatar’s educational systems
as well as plan for the future.

BACKGROUND: CONCEPTUAL
FRAMEWORK OF THE
KNOWLEDGE ECONOMY
In the 1990s, perhaps stimulated by the widespread dissemination of the Internet, the concept
of the Knowledge Economy gained prominence
in international development reports, especially
by the World Bank, IMF, and United Nations
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Development Programme. Examples of influential
reports include: Arab Human Development Report
2002 (UNDP, 2002), Knowledge Economies in
the Middle East and North Africa: Toward New
Development Strategies (World Bank, 2003), and
The Road Not Traveled: Education Reform in the
Middle East and North Africa (World Bank, 2008).
Scientist Vannevar Bush and management
specialist Peter Drucker, however, had advanced
similar ideas decades earlier during the rise of
analog computers and after World War II. It was
widely believed that advances in several knowledge
sciences–communications, cryptography, and
early warning systems (RADAR)–had played a
decisive role in the Allied victory. Both Drucker
and Bush envisioned happy and productive societies that were organized around knowledge
and its production, storage and retrieval to solve
real-world problems in the social and economic
realms. Since the rise of the first flint weapons,
mankind has recognized that the know-how to
mass-produce superior technologies for making
war provides a considerable economic advantage
over less knowledgeable societies. Thus knowledge may be rooted in fundamental aspects of
human survival, now manifest in the highly funded
military research programs of advanced nations.
Globalization can be roughly defined as the
integration of cross-border economic, social, and
political networks such that all nation states meld
into an increasingly interdependent international
marketplace. Some analysts link the concept of
knowledge economy to globalization because of
the modern fluidity of capital, the ease of international transport of labor and goods, and the spread
of American free market policies and educational
paradigms even in areas which are not receptive
to them. Thus knowledge economy rhetoric may
be a proxy for the opening of the markets of developing countries to those with more developed
knowledge regimes; for example, well established
American e-commerce firms such as E-bay and
Amazon.com benefit from the establishment of
reliable broadband networks and the lowering of
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local business barriers and restrictions. Financial
institutions controlled by wealthier nations such
as the World Bank and IMF promote ICT development in poorer countries in terms of ‘fostering
innovation’ and ‘delivering information.’ These
conditions also help more established, more
highly capitalized, and efficient businesses in
wealthy nations to deliver commercial goods
and services via the Internet, competing with
and possibly destroying local businesses in less
developed countries.
In order to quantify, assess, and compare knowledge economy activities across countries, the
World Bank has developed an empirical framework
called the Knowledge Assessment Methodology,
with two indices: the Knowledge Index (KI) and
Knowledge Economy Index (KEI) consisting of
four pillars, themselves an aggregate of a larger
number of specific variables. The Knowledge
Index measures broadly a country’s knowledge
production as averaged scores of the three pillars
of Education, Information and Communication
Infrastructure (ICT) and Innovation. The Knowledge Economy Index factors in the fourth pillar,
Economic Incentive and Institutional Regime: in
other words, do the country’s policies, laws and
markets encourage and promote the use of knowledge? In 2012, Qatar scored a respectable 5.84
on the KEI and 5.50 on the KI, higher than the
world averages and much higher than the MENA
region average scores of 4.74 and 4.51 respectively
(World Bank, 2013a). In 2007, Qatar specifically
requested an individualized knowledge economy
assessment report from the World Bank, which
resulted in the document sponsored by the Planning Council and Qatar Foundation entitled Turning Qatar into a Competitive-Based Economy:
Knowledge Economy Assessment of Qatar. In the
education pillar, the low gross tertiary education
enrollment was cited as a specific challenge. Also,
concerns were voiced in the report suggesting that
“the quality of the Qatari workforce and education system as well as the business sophistication
and innovation capacity of its public and private
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companies will need to improve significantly in
order to be able to compete in global markets outside the hydrocarbon sector” (Planning Council,
2007, p. 13).
Qatar’s interest in knowledge development
must be placed in the context of broader interest
in knowledge economy projects in the Arabian
Gulf – Saudi Arabia, the UAE, Oman and Bahrain
are actively diversifying their economies with
tourism, heavy industry, and financial institutions, with varying degrees of success. Yemen,
although not an official Gulf Cooperation Council
member, has already suffered political disruption
and economic hardship from lack of development
and resource depletion. Yemen is not a major oil
producer, but 70% of its export revenues derive
from oil, and production peaked in 2001 (EIA,
2013b). For Oman, economic diversification is a
pressing necessity, as their hydrocarbon reserves
may be exhausted within 15 years. Although
Oman is one of the largest non-OPEC oil and gas
producers in the Middle East, more and more of
its hydrocarbon production relies on Enhanced
Oil Recovery (EOR), such as steam injection and
polymers, because of difficult extraction problems. Gas and oil revenues provide over 40% of
Oman’s GDP, and the government announced in
2012 that oil must remain at $104 USD per barrel
in order to produce enough revenue to carry out
government functions, known as the “break-even
oil price” (EIA, 2013a). Thus all countries of the
Gulf including Qatar are cognizant of, and some
are actively preparing for, the post-oil era.
In addition to a number of smaller projects,
the emirate of Dubai (a prominent member of the
United Arab Emirates) has introduced four large
knowledge economy projects resembling Qatar
Foundation’s Education City: Dubai Knowledge
Village and Dubai International Academic City
(both owned by TECOM Investments, a subsidiary of Dubai Holding controlled by Sheikh Al
Maktoum), and Dubai Media City and Dubai
Internet City. These are free trade economic zones

offering tax incentives and often 100% foreign
ownership to create knowledge hubs in education,
media and the Internet in Dubai. The education
zones have attracted Russian, Australian, Indian
and Iranian institutions such as Birla Institute,
Islamic Azad University, Saint Petersburg State
University, and The University of Wollongong.
The King Abdullah University of Science and
Technology (KAUST), one of the most heavily
endowed universities in the world and run by the
national oil company Saudi Aramco, represents
one of the key knowledge economy projects in
Saudi Arabia. Researchers there have forged scientific partnerships with the American University
in Cairo, Stanford University, and Woods Hole
Oceanographic Institute among others.
Education has been highlighted as one of the
important pillars of knowledge economy development in the Qatar National Development Strategy
2011-16, which is being used as a road map for
future growth. This detailed document, which
outlines development goals for both the private
and public sector including health, education,
and industry, is the first five-year plan for the
nation based on a broader and more theoretical
framework presented in the Qatar National Vision
2030. All ministries and councils are expected to
follow the principles in these two documents and
to coordinate their own growth and development
in line with both the broader goals and specific
numerical targets of the 2011-16 Development
Strategy.
The national goals for education parallel similar
philosophical, social and economic justifications
that are common in OECD countries: preparing
citizens to participate in the rapid economic
growth in Qatar, providing “a solid grounding
in Qatari religious, moral and ethical values, national identity, traditions and cultural heritage,”
and aiding in the development of a more cohesive
and participatory society (GSDP, 2011, p. 122).
Fundamentally, training and education will help
Qataris “make better decisions about health, mar-
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riage, parenting and social responsibility” as well
as supporting “innovation in science, medicine
and industry” (p. 122).
While the future educational goals of Qatar’s
emerging knowledge economy are ambitious,
the various international analyses of knowledge
economy initiatives in MENA and the GCC
have on the whole suggested a lack of progress
towards stated goals and targets. Aubert for example (one of the authors of an early World Bank
knowledge economy report) argues concerning
MENA knowledge economy projects in the last
decade that “efforts to build more knowledge and
innovation-oriented economies have, with the
exception of the UAE, been insufficient to cope
with demand for jobs, particularly from the youth
bulge. The reasons are two-fold. First, there has
been a rather timid shift toward KE, with a consequently limited impact on the economy. Second,
people’s skills have not adapted to the emerging
knowledge-intensive sectors, even among university diploma holders” (Aubert, Karlsson, & Utz,
2013, p. 361). However, given the wide scope of
the changes envisioned in this kind of economic
transformation (which may involve such fundamental reorientations as a shift in world-view), it
is doubtful that a wholesale economic revolution
could occur within the one decade since GCC
nations began seriously inaugurating knowledge
economy projects.
In addition, the report entitled Transforming
Arab Economies: Traveling the Knowledge and
Innovation Road, sponsored by the Center for
Mediterranean Integration (CMI) in collaboration
with the World Bank, the European Investment
Bank (EIB), and the Islamic Educational, Scientific, and Cultural Organization (ISESCO), examined progress in the MENA region in diversifying
economies into knowledge production. The report
argued that increased expenditure on education
has not resulted in better educational outcomes:
“although the countries of the Arab world have
invested a respectable share of their gross domestic
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product (GDP) in education, those efforts are not
yielding the expected results: more schooling has
not been synonymous with more learning in most
parts of the Arab world. International achievement
tests reveal that students in the Arab countries still
trail those of many other countries at comparable
levels of development in the acquisition of basic
knowledge” (World Bank, 2013, p. xvi).
However, these analyses can be criticized
from a number of perspectives: for example, the
first stage in large scale educational reform will
necessarily involve substantial expenditures on
basic infrastructure (new schools, new evaluation and assessment organizations, laboratories,
textbooks, perhaps even overhauled or new education ministries) as well as extensive funding for
needs assessment, planning, and implementation,
which involves many man-hours of data gathering,
meetings, reports and committees. Results such
as improved international test scores may not
become evident until reforms actually reach the
class room level, such as the implementation of
national standards and curriculum restructuring,
and the maturation of teacher training, certification
and professional development programs. Qatar, for
example, began all of these kinds of educational
reforms mentioned above ten years ago, but many
of them, such as school assessment programs and
professional development strategies, have only
become fully functional in the last 2-3 years.

EDUCATION AND THE KNOWLEDGE
ECONOMY IN QATAR
In the pre-oil era (pre-1940s – the first oil shipment left Qatar in 1949), there was little necessity
for education due to the Bedouin lifestyle which
was based on pastoral nomadism and various
subsistence activities. Settled coastal merchants,
however, did need to know mathematics for keeping accounts and letter writing to facilitate business
relationships. Also, all Muslims were expected to
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know the Quran and important Hadiths, to be able
to recite and understand important passages related
to religious practice and personal conduct. This
knowledge could be taught informally by literate
sheikhs or through the small number of kuttab
religious schools in the Gulf. A small number
of American Mission schools began operation
in the Gulf in the late 19th century, notably Al
Raja School in Bahrain, but rulers were wary of
potential Christian proselytizing, which is still
banned in Gulf countries.
Qatar never experienced an industrialization
stage of development following an agricultural
stage in the sense that once oil was discovered by
western companies, already mature technologies
and technical workers from Britain and America
were rapidly imported to develop the new oil wells.
The first workers who provided manual labor for
the oil companies were Qatari, but labor demands
soon outstripped supply, necessitating the importation of Arab regional labor, and then Asian workers
from the 1980s onwards. The Middle East region
is the greatest importer of labor for the gas and oil
industries, with an 86.4% foreign labor force and
only 13.6% local labor force (Hays, 2013, p. 19).
In addition to labor, the requisite petroleum
technologies, such as basic well equipment, and
more advanced enhanced recovery techniques, gas
to liquid processes, and processing and refining
technologies have all originated in more developed
countries from the energy giants ExxonMobil,
Total, Schlumberger, and Shell, etc. rather than
arising from homegrown Gulf solutions. This is
an important fact, since this developmental path
did not instill in Qatari society a full appreciation
or understanding of how technology is predicated
upon basic science research. Thus, until recently
the Gulf countries did not develop advanced
training and education programs in geology,
petroleum and chemical engineering, or any of
the other related sciences, until the late 20th century–with such exceptions as the highly regarded
King Fahd University of Petroleum and Minerals
(est. 1963)–since students could be sent abroad to

established science and engineering programs in
OECD countries once oil wealth became available
for public higher education.

Education for a New Era
Beginning in 2001, the State of Qatar has undergone a radical transformation of its basic
educational system. The impetus for this change
can be directly attributed to a dynamic and widely
revered leader in Qatar, the previous Emir Sheikh
Hamad bin Khalifa Al Thani who inherited an
under-developed country when he overthrew his
father in a bloodless coup in 1995. In the same
year, he founded Qatar Foundation for Education, Science and Community Development, the
umbrella organization (still chaired by his wife
Sheikha Moza bint Nasser) which would launch
a range of educational and scientific organizations
including the branch campuses of Education City.
Since that time, spending on education has been
well above world averages: whereas OECD nations
spend an average of 3.7% of GDP on education,
Qatar dedicated 4.8% of GDP to education in 2008
(GSDP, 2011). In 2012, the former Emir pledged
to increase spending on education by 35% over
the next 3 years.
The U.S. RAND Corporation developed the
reform framework called Education for a New Era
in 2002-2003, a comprehensive overhaul of Qatar’s
educational system. The four main principles were
school Autonomy, Accountability, Variety and
Choice. Under this schema, three kinds of primary
and secondary schools now exist in Qatar: Independent, Private Arabic, and International. The
Independent schools were new institutions set up
under guidelines of the four main RAND Corporation principles. Preliminary assessment data from
2007 indicated that Independent school students
were soon outperforming their peers studying in
the traditional Ministry of Education (government)
schools (Zellman et al., 2009, p. xix). In 2004, the
SEC began converting all government schools to
the Independent model and this transformation was
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completed in 2010. International Schools in Qatar
are often subsidiaries or branches of well-known
schools in France, Britain and elsewhere. There
are also a number of highly specialized schools,
such as Qatar Leadership Academy and Aspire
Academy for Sports Excellence, and the DeBakey
School. The Michael E. DeBakey High School for
Health Professions at Qatar, whose main campus is
located in Houston, Texas, is particularly relevant
for Qatar’s educational reforms since it follows
the U.S. Advanced Placement curricula and was
designed to train future professionals for Qatar’s
growing health sciences sector. Many of the recent
graduates have matriculated into the Weill Cornell
Medical College in Qatar.

Qatar Foundation and Education City
Founded in 1995 by the former Emir Sheikh Hamad bin Khalifa Al Thani, and managed by his wife
Sheikha Moza bint Nasser, Qatar Foundation asked
Virginia Commonwealth University in 1998 to set
up a Design Program on a 14-kilometer square plot
of land in Al Rayyan area near Doha known as
Education City. The vision was to offer high quality bachelor degrees in Qatar through individual
branch campuses of recognized American and
international four-year undergraduate institutions.
Other campuses in Education City include: Weill
Cornell Medical College in Qatar (founded 2001),
Texas A&M University at Qatar (founded 2003),
Carnegie Mellon University in Qatar (founded
2004), Georgetown School of Foreign Service
in Qatar (founded 2005), and Northwestern
University in Qatar (founded 2008). In addition,
Qatar Faculty of Islamic Studies (founded 2007)
is headquartered in Education City. HEC Paris
operates a business program (founded 2011) as
well. Harvard Law School’s Institute for Global
Law and Policy (IGLP) will soon open a graduate
law program in Qatar. Also, Qatar Academy in
Education City, which provides K-12 programs,
often serves as a feeder school for Education City
campuses. University College London in Qatar
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has inaugurated a variety of programs aimed at
preserving local culture, another facet of knowledge economies (intangible heritage) which is
often overlooked due to the focus in development
reports on the economic dimensions of knowledge.
UCL Qatar offers degrees in Archaeology of the
Arab and Islamic World (MA), Conservation
Studies (MSc), Library and Information Studies
(MA) and Museum and Gallery Practice (MA).
There have been some notable failures in the
Gulf region with the overseas branch campus
model fostered by Qatar Foundation, such as
the 2009 closure of George Mason University
in Ras al-Khaimah (UAE), or the shutting down
of Michigan State University’s branch campus
in Dubai International Academic City (DIAC).
MSU still maintains, however, two small Master’s
degree programs in Dubai. But Qatar’s wellfunded Education City campuses, despite the
normal expected growing pains, are thriving and
steadily increasing their enrolments and numbers
of graduates each year.

Other Qatar Foundation Initiatives
Qatar National Research Fund (QNRF) was
launched in 2006 with two programs: the Undergraduate Research Experience Program (UREP)
and the National Priorities Research Program
(NPRP), whose research priority areas are set by
the government. Lead Principal Investigators are
required to be Qatar residents, but international
collaboration is common and encouraged. By
the end of 2011, QNRF had disbursed over $345
million USD in research grants (Cecchine et al.,
2012, p. iii). The UREP program introduces Qatari undergraduate students to real-world research
problems, and many results have ultimately been
published in peer reviewed scientific journals.
The entire process provides hands-on experience
for Qataris in the production of new knowledge.
Al Saadi’s detailed survey in 2010 of Qatar’s research capabilities, using data from questionnaires
from 23 government, industry and educational
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institutions, indicated low research capacity in
Qatar. However, his data was gathered circa 20072009, when QNRF was less than 3 years old. But
Al Saadi’s report (a PhD thesis project) did clearly
reveal several interesting patterns. Only 45% of
the 953 researchers in Qatar are Qatari nationals,
and represent “500 for every million citizens (a
mere one tenth of the world’s benchmark)” (Al
Saadi, 2010, p. 4.46). Also, internationally the
average ratio of research assistants and technicians
to researchers is three to one, while in Qatar it is
only one to one, indicating a weakness in the scientific support system. Al Saadi also revealed the
lower qualifications of researchers in Qatar than
international norms: “Researchers’ qualifications
are distributed as follows: PhDs: 541 (38.3% are
Qataris); Masters: 116 (29.3% Qatari); Bachelors:
296 (64.2% Qatari). This is in contrast to other
countries where most researchers hold PhDs or
masters degrees” (p. 4.46). Al Saadi’s analyses
also uncovered low levels of research in the areas
of environmental engineering, medical engineering, industrial biotechnology, nanotechnology,
and animal science.
Qatar Science and Technology Park (QSTP,
launched 2009) is Qatar Foundation’s technology
business incubator and partnered with companies
such as Shell, iHorizons, ExxonMobil, and GE.
Many of the research projects involve energy,
energy efficiency, alternative and clean energies
(specifically solar power) and digital technologies. An innovative knowledge project was the
joint venture among QSTP, the national airline
Qatar Airways, and the CAS Department of
Biological and Environmental Sciences at Qatar
University to develop airline biofuels derived
from algae feedstock. Airbus, Shell and several
other QSTP local partners demonstrated in a
similar experimental flight of Qatar Airways, that
a 50-50 blend of synthetic Gas-to-Liquids (GTL)
kerosene, of which Qatar is a significant producer,
and conventional kerosene is a viable aviation
fuel (Weber, 2013a, p. 94). Qatar has also established four research facilities in computers (Qatar

Computing Research Institute), cardiology (Qatar
Cardiovascular Research Center), biomedical sciences (Qatar Biomedical Research Institute), and
the environment (Qatar Environment and Energy
Research Institute).

Qatar University Reforms
Qatar University (QU) with the assistance of
RAND Corporation began a comprehensive
reform program in 2003, chronicled in a biannual bulletin entitled Tawasol: Qatar University
Education Reform Journal. These reforms were
designed in part to graduate more and higher quality knowledge economy graduates with research
experience to shift the university’s focus away
from arts and humanities degree programs. Being a state institution with free tuition for Qataris
subsidized by oil wealth has been challenging as
many students treat admission to the university
as a citizenship right rather than a privilege and
reward for previous academic achievement. As the
President of Qatar University Sheikha Al Misnad
has commented: “the community believes that any
student enrolled in the university must eventually
get a degree, without consideration to the potential
he possesses, or to the student’s self-readiness to
acquire academic achievements” (2008, p. 12).
These comments, and another recent speech by Al
Misnad posted on Youtube, sparked angry social
media campaigns against the President by Qatari
students, some of whom called for her removal.
In 2009, the University launched the Qatar
University Strategic Plan 2009-2012. The plan is
divided into four Key Performance Areas (KPAs):
academic program enhancement, expansion of
research capacity, development of community
outreach and services, and facilities management
and internal communications (Henry, 2009, pp.
15-16). In alignment with knowledge economy
goals and the development of human capacity in
science and engineering outlined in the Qatar National Vision 2030, Qatar University has invested
substantially in research, with assistance from the
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national grant-funding agency Qatar National Research Fund (QNRF). In 2010-2011, investment in
research totaled $150 million USD and rose to $200
million USD in academic year 2011-2012 (QU,
2012, p. 12). Qatar University is one of the largest
recipients of QNRF funding, and was awarded
over $54 million USD worth of grants in the fifth
cycle of the National Research Priority Program,
representing 40% of all awarded proposals in Qatar
(p. 12). The Qatar University reform project has
established quantitative targets and performance
indicators for research; for example, the number
of individual research collaborations (individual
grants), number of signed and effective MoUs, the
degree of primary stakeholders’ satisfaction with
research outcomes, and the number of publications
in indexed journals (QU, 2010, p. 14).
To disburse and manage these funds, several
academic research centers have been created or
substantially overhauled at QU, for example:
the newly formed Social and Economic Survey
Research Institute (SESRI) which has conducted
the first systematic country-wide social science
surveys of both Qataris and expatriates, and the QU
Mobility Innovations Center (QMIC), formerly
the QU Wireless Innovations Center (QUWIC).
QMIC engages in research to develop services
and software for intelligent transport systems,
logistics management, and road safety. Since Qatar
has some of the highest rates of motor vehicle
accident mortality and morbidity in the world,
road safety is a priority research area for Qatar.
Other research centres at Qatar University, which
collaborate with the gas and oil sectors, include
the Gas Processing Center (GPC), Center of
Advanced Materials (CAM) (formerly Materials
Technology Unit (MTU)), Environmental Studies Center (ESC), and Central Laboratories Unit
(CLU). Although these research centers focus on
solving practical problems that arise in Qatar’s
gas and oil sectors (see the case study below on
pulse chlorination), the hope is that patentable
processes will result from this R & D that can be
sold to other oil-producing nations, thus bringing
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direct royalty revenue to Qatar through the sale
and lease of proprietary knowledge.
A large question looms of whether these new
research monies can instill a research culture and
scientific view of the world in Qatari society. The
country has been struggling with providing even
the most basic scientific infrastructure – importing
reagents, attracting laboratory technicians (mostly
expatriates), building basic specialized facilities
including vivariums for animal trials and testing,
and developing international partnerships, etc.
The Biomedical Training Program for Nationals,
which the author helped to develop at his own institution Weill Cornell Medical College in Qatar,
hopes to address the lack of Qatari nationals in
science management positions and to encourage
science careers by training science graduates in
managerial techniques and communications skills.
Unfortunately, almost ten years after the establishment of Education City, a palpable divide
between this institution and Qatar University
still exists, partially because of the large physical distance between the two institutions and the
difficulty of travelling between the two locations
which discourages intellectual exchange. In a
relatively bold opinion piece in the Arabic daily
Al Sharq, a Qatari woman voiced the complaints
of some Qatar University students who feel the
sharp divide between their national university
and the ‘elitist’ American universities of Education City (HBKU). She accused the country of
treating Qatar University graduates as “second
class” students (daraja thania) compared to the
opportunities and privileges of HBKU students
(Al Khater, 2012).

ICT Infrastructure and
Online Ecosystems
ictQATAR is the telecommunications regulator
and developer for the State of Qatar. ictQATAR
has an ambitious digital agenda: by 2015, QR 6.2
billion will be spent on various media and digital
infrastructure initiatives, including: a new opti-
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cal fibre network to expand universal high-speed
broadband Internet throughout Qatar; Qatar’s first
communications satellite, which will be built and
launched in Qatar; two additional international
submarine cables to provide extra security and
service (the region has suffered two recent serious Internet outages from severed marine cables);
and provision of free Wi-Fi throughout the entire
country (ictQATAR, 2013, p. 1). As with other
ministries in Qatar, ictQATAR is essentially implementing the science, technology, education and
development goals enunciated in the QNV 2030.
Between 2008 and 2012, the Internet penetration
rate for individuals doubled and computer and
mobile device usage rates are among the highest
in the MENA region. The average Qatari home
contains two computers, three mobile phones, and
one smart phone (p. 4). However, although there
was an impressive 80% increase in households
with broadband Internet since 2010 (85% of total
households), over 50% of households surveyed
reported low speeds between 256 Kbps and 1
Mbps (p. 5). Thus development goals and aspirations sometimes collide with development realities
in Qatar, as is common elsewhere in the world.
Also ictQATAR as detailed in the Qatar
National ICT Plan 2015 is strengthening the
regulatory structure of the Internet in the country
with new laws as well as a framework to integrate
e-learning and e-content into Qatar’s classrooms,
including tools to assess the effectiveness of these
initiatives. In addition to a national digitized elibrary which will include scanned rare books on
Arabic history and language from Qatar’s Heritage
Library, advanced customized learning management systems will be deployed throughout schools
to help parents, students, teachers, and school
officials communicate and collaborate online in
the learning process. Information gathering and
communication between schools is currently
limited due to the isolated proximities of many
of Doha’s schools which are hard to locate physically since many are situated in residential and
commercial zones.

ictQATAR is also unveiling over a five year
phased period an e-maturity and self-assessment
tool which “measures the extent to which ICT is
integrated and adopted in each school. Schools can
evaluate their current e-maturity level, compare
themselves to other schools, and develop targeted
action plans to update and improve their technology” (ictQATAR, 2012, p. 40). Since national curriculum standards have now been established, and
course materials developed, ictQATAR plans to
facilitate the digital delivery of approved content.
This scheme illustrates the benefits (increased
efficiency, standardization, shared resources) of
one central Internet service provider and regulator
and one educational management council (SEC),
a regime that the author has dubbed “Big Education.” However, provision of e-content and learning management systems must simultaneously be
coupled with teacher and parent training since
both technophobia and lack of training in using
computers among teachers have been identified
as serious barriers in the educational system.
Also a potentially serious technical issue is the
routing of all Internet traffic through one ISP
(Ooredoo) since cyber-attacks or server failure
could be disastrous. Qatar’s RasGas company,
for example, suffered a serious disruption in
computer operations in 2012 from the malicious
Shamoon computer virus possibly originating in
Iran or Syria. However, Qatar is addressing this
issue through the installation of more fiber optic
trunk lines, the launching of a satellite to provide
backup services, and the gradual opening of Qatar’s telecommunications market, most recently to
Vodaphone, as competition to the single national
carrier Ooredoo.
Arab digital content and Arabic language
machine translation has been the focus of several
Qatar technology stakeholders, such as the digital
companies headquartered in QSTP, Carnegie
Mellon University in Qatar, and Qatar Computing Research Institute (QCRI). Also ictQatar and
Yahoo! are partnering to develop an Arabic online
knowledge ecosystem. QCRI maintains an Arabic
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language technologies division to extend and
preserve the Arabic language in virtual space and
increase knowledge production in Arabic-speaking
countries. Some of their language projects include:
Arabic speech recognition in formal Arabic and
other Arabic dialects, machine translation, Arabic
key-word and semantic content indexing, and
language education materials (QCRI, 2013). In
addition, Qatar Foundation and the British Library
are collaborating to jointly release one half million
pages of digital documents on Arabic culture and
history both in Arabic and English.

Potential Barriers to Educational
Reform and Knowledge
Economy Development
The Rentier economy – an economy which derives
value primarily from rents on natural resources –
has in and of itself been accused of breeding inefficiency, and hindering the development of other
economic sectors. Qatar is generally recognized
as possessing a rentier economy and political
regime, although this is a complex and debated
concept (Crystal, 1995; Herb, 1999; Gray, 2013).
According to international educationalist Andreas
Schleicher, “more generally, countries with greater
total rents from natural resources tend to be economically and socially less developed, as exports
of national resources tend to appreciate the currency, making imports cheap and the development
of an industrial base more difficult” (Schleicher,
2012). Schleicher’s arguments suggest another
serious issue about education in rentier economy
countries: “there is also a significant negative
relationship between the money countries extract
from national resources and the knowledge and
skills of their school population …. Israel is not
alone in outperforming its oil-rich neighbors by a
large margin when it comes to learning outcomes
at school, this is a global pattern that generally
[holds] across 65 countries that took part in the
latest PISA assessment” (Schleicher, 2012).
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Education in Qatar is predominantly not coeducational, and school segregation is the norm
throughout the Gulf region: Qatar University
classes are segregated and the university maintains a separate male and female campus as well
as separate libraries; and at the secondary level,
only international schools are co-ed. According
to a 2011 survey by SESRI, only 17% of Qatari
parents would send a daughter to an International
School (SESRI, 2011, p. 11). Acceptance for
co-education, however, increases for both the
primary school and university school levels, but
on average only 30.3% of Qatari parents would
send a daughter to a co-educational university (p.
11). A more pressing issue, however, is the acceptance of the interaction of non-related men and
women in the workplace – a condition which will
be required if more women enter the workforce.
The best place to reduce tension and develop acceptable patterns of public male-female relations
would be in schools from an early age. However,
gender segregation is a deeply rooted custom in
Qatar and elsewhere in the Gulf.
The lack of female employment options is
clearly due in part to cultural restrictions and
attitudinal barriers. Nursing for example, is
objectionable due to the possibility that women
may potentially work with males alone at odd
hours. Many of these restrictions are claimed by
conservative religious authorities to be religious
in nature, yet as the bans against women driving
in Saudi Arabia demonstrate, many restrictions
placed on women are based on culture and customs, not Shariah law. Nursing also holds low
status since the profession is mostly staffed by
Philippina nurses in Qatar. According to the Supreme Health Council, the total number of nurses
in Qatar in 2011 was 10,262, but only 445 were
Qatari nationals (SCH, 2013). The country’s only
graduate nursing program, a branch campus of
Calgary University in Alberta, produces about 20
Qatari nurses per year, so the shortage of Qatari
nurses will continue in the near future.
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At this stage, the Qatari culture is highly divided
on the issue of gender segregation – for example,
a female judge was appointed for the first time in
Qatar in 2010. Yet in 2013, the SEC ordered that
female Qatari teachers, administrators, accountants and other staff at Independent boys’ schools
were required to be transferred to girls’ schools.
Female expatriates working at boys’ schools were
ordered to have their contracts terminated. In addition, a proposed draft law will only allow women
to work in nurseries in Qatar; thus the concept of
gender-designated jobs is still prevalent. Placing
gender restrictions on job categories can unfortunately lead to labour inefficiencies and gender
inequality as well as shortages in specific areas.
Private and state owned enterprises in Qatar
who rely on Qatar’s education system to supply
needed skills have expressed some concerns
about the lack of education-workplace alignment. Due to the lack of adequate government
training programs, Qatar Petroleum, for example,
relies on educational programs abroad or one of
the two technical colleges (College of the North
Atlantic in Qatar, and a Qatar branch of Houston
Community College) for worker training. But
as Al Saadi reported in his study of technology
transfer in Qatar, “according to Qatar Petroleum
(QP), the education system does not adequately
prepare workers. QP management pointed out
that the company has to reteach basic academic
subjects like math and English to secondary school
graduates for at least 26 weeks before they can be
enrolled in special trade training. This results in
huge production loss” (2010, p. 5.35).
The introduction of the American models
of education carried out in the RAND reforms,
containing certain embedded cultural values,
would inevitably cause clashes with a conservative Muslim culture. Along with the increasing
presence of western expatriate advisors and managers at high levels of business and government,
American-style education has been both quietly
and publically criticized as negatively influencing
public behaviors and altering Qatari and Islamic

values and culture. For example, the “One of
Us” campaign was started by Qatari women to
encourage modest dress in Qatar (no tank tops,
bare shoulders or bare legs); the penal code of
Qatar specifically prohibits immodest dress in
public. In addition, in 2012 Qatar University
announced its new dress code, which prohibited
‘visible tattoos,’ ‘clothes with inappropriate text
or images,’ and ‘fad hair styles like dreadlocks and
the unnatural coloring of hair.’ These restrictions
were clearly targeted at the kinds of styles found
among western college students.

Diglossia and the English
Language in Instruction
As judged by the number of academic books and
articles published each year internationally, English has become the world’s dominant language
of science and engineering. However, Arabic is
the official language of all the GCC nations and
residents there speak a dialectical variant called
Khaleeji or Gulf Arabic which is significantly
different in pronunciation and vocabulary from
Egyptian, Levantine, and Moroccan dialects. Most
media and academic exchanges take place in a
stylized form of classical Arabic called Modern
Standard Arabic (fusha) which must be formally
learned. This situation gives rise to the situation
of diglossia in the Arabic language in which
educated Arabs must become bilingual, and if
working in an international field, trilingual due to
the widespread adoption of English. Many educators in Qatar have recognized the problem of the
lack of professional competence among Arabic
speakers in mastering Modern Standard Arabic,
for example in Northwestern University-Qatar’s
journalism and communications programs, where
many students will proceed to a career in Arabic
media. Modern Standard Arabic is an artificial
language with a complex grammar system for
Gulf Arabs and must be learned through study.
However, MSA is the standard for Al Jazeera
network programming and most other radio and
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television news shows across the Arabic-speaking
world. NU-Q is considering options to improve
student proficiency in formal Arabic such as providing more courses in Modern Standard Arabic,
hiring an Arabic writing specialist and requiring
passing a course called Arabic for Media. Gerd
Nonneman, Dean of Georgetown SFS in Qatar,
estimates that although two-thirds of Georgetown
students come from an Arab background, only
half of them achieve professional competence in
Arabic despite the language courses offered at
the university (quoted in Guttenplan, 2013). An
interesting unpublished study at QU by Shaheen,
Al Mansoury, & Saleem, indicated that Bedouin
mothers in Qatar were abandoning their native
dialects. The small survey “showed 92 percent of
Qataris already speak civilised Arabic than Bedouin because this is the dominating language and
the language of education” (Abedelmoaty, 2011).
The distinction ‘civilized Arabic’ (MSA) versus
‘Bedouin’ Arabic used in the study is particularly
interesting and troubling since it reveals evidence
of high and low status language registers, and these
attitudes threaten the existence of the remaining
Bedouin dialects.

Lack of a Reading Culture in the Gulf
Literacy is a recent phenomenon in Qatar due to the
widespread availability of public schooling only
in the late 1950s and 1960s and the oral nature
of Bedouin culture itself. Remarkably, Qatar has
achieved almost full adult literacy in the last two
decades and many younger Qataris are proficient
English speakers as well. A number of reading
researchers have commented on the lack of reading culture in the Gulf, obviously linked to social
institutions such as the majlis and diwan (daily
or weekly gatherings to share news, poetry, and
to socialize) and the rise of the popularity of the
cell phone for exchanging information (Weber,
2013b, pp. 11-26; O’Sullivan, 2009; Kiranmayi,
2012). The majlis, diwan, cell phone and social
media groups effectively perform many of the
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core functions of reading. However, these communicative modes are not adequate for transmitting and retaining expert knowledge which is
found in advanced textbooks and peer reviewed
specialist journals only available to the general
public through purchase, subscription, or access
to an academic library. Educators in Qatar have
therefore been active in promoting the skills and
pleasures of reading to move students beyond
the free knowledge of variable quality available
on the Internet towards more reliable specialist
materials, since reading, information assessment,
and analytical/critical skills are key competencies
for a future advanced knowledge worker.
Both local educators and government agencies
in Qatar have been addressing low interest in reading with book fairs, inviting a floating bookshop
to dock in Doha harbor, and institution-wide
reading projects. The Qatar government gives free
vouchers to Qatari citizens to purchase children’s
books each year at a large annual book exhibition.
The Georgetown SFS library, with approximately
60-80,000 volumes, has opened its collections
to membership from the community. Otherwise,
the only other major public library in the country
outside of the Qatar University Library is the
relatively inaccessible Qatar National Library, or
Dar Al Kutub, in a crumbling historic building
downtown. A new central library, however, is
being constructed in Education City which will
offer full public access to both books and extensive
academic research databases.

Pulse Chlorination: Successful Case
Study of Collaborative Knowledge
Economy Implementation
The successful scientific partnership among
Qatargas, Imperial College London, and two
Netherlands companies–KEMA Technical &
Operational Services and Aquator BV–to develop
pulse chlorination technology for sea water intake
pipes provides a clear representative case study
of a knowledge economy project in Qatar in ac-
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tion. Seawater is used throughout the Gulf for
both seawater desalination and industrial cooling.
However, to prevent fouling of intake pipes and
equipment, biocides – primarily sodium hypochlorite (‘chlorine bleach’) – must be added to
the water to control marine growth. However,
Gulf governments have been concerned about the
release of chlorine into the Gulf and subsequent
toxicity to already declining shrimp and fish stocks
in addition to widespread coral mortality. Thus
instead of continuous chlorination, smaller doses
can be pulsed to prevent macrofouling. Ironically,
one of the most significant and widespread pipe
fouling organisms is the pearl oyster (Pinctada
radiata), which was the previous basis of the
Gulf’s wealth and trade. By studying the organism’s response to chemical stress, scientists were
able to kill off adult organisms with small pulses
of chlorine which did not kill the bivalves directly,
but triggered a switch between their aerobic and
anaerobic modes causing physiological exhaustion and death (Macdonald et al., 2012, p. 292).
Thus less chlorine was introduced into the environment. This development would not have been
possible without research into the specific Gulf
marine ecology and the life cycle of pearl oysters
in order to adapt pulse chlorination to the needs of
Qatar’s gas and desalination industries. Although
pulse chlorination has been successfully used in
the Netherlands, it was introduced in Qatar into
a very different marine ecosystem.

SOLUTIONS AND
RECOMMENDATIONS
One potential solution to increasing knowledge
economy production in Qatar would be to draw on
the underutilized female labor force for knowledge
workers since between 60-70% of the entrants to
Qatar’s universities are now women. Yet Qatari
females make up only 2% of the entire labor force
in Qatar (QSA, 2011). Female graduates in the
Gulf normally enter fields such as education and

healthcare, and their job prospects in other areas
can be limited by traditional gender roles. Attitudes
towards women in the workplace, however, may
be changing: in the SESRI 2012 omnibus survey
of 2,854 Qataris and expatriates, the most frequent
answer for the question “how does education help
women?” was “to secure better careers” (97%
of respondents), rather than “to become a better
mother or wife,” “find a better husband” or “secure
more freedom” (p. 20). Also, Qatar University
has been successful in increasing the number of
female students and graduates in engineering, a
typically male-dominated field in many countries.
From 1998 to 2009, female enrolment in the QU
engineering program increased 181% from 177
to 497 students, and awarded bachelor’s degrees
rose during the same time period from 19 to 86 (a
353% increase) (Sulaiman & Almuftah, 2010, p. 4).
Male students and future male knowledge
workers face very different but substantial barriers
and challenges in comparison with Gulf females.
First, until recently, science and technical work
in Qatar has been done almost exclusively by expatriates; thus there are few local role models in
science and mathematics careers. In addition, due
to generous state benefits including high salary,
retirement packages, and perks such as free water
and electricity, Qatari males have been leaving
the workforce in their 40s and 50s. From ages
25-40, approximately 85-90% of Qatari males
are employed, which is close to international
norms for workforce participation. However, at
age 40 a sharp decline occurs such that by age 55
only 45% are employed and only 25% at age 60
(GSDP, 2011, p. 155). Thus a Qatari male who
has accumulated some wealth in his early years
has several financial alternatives to working: living off savings, renting property to expatriates,
investments, or serving as a silent partner in a
business. Highly educated and successful Qataris
in technical fields may unfortunately be removing
their expertise from society at a young age. This
phenomenon has only been studied in depth in a
small number of research articles and government
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reports in Qatar (GSDP, 2011; Weber, 2013c), but
has been documented in depth in the UAE in a
series of articles by Forstenlechner and Rutledge
(2010; 2011). The main government strategy up
to this point to encourage knowledge economy
careers for males has been the provision of educational opportunity, i.e. new higher education
programs in medicine, computer science, design,
and political science through Qatar Foundation
branch campuses and science research institutes.
Changing the public perception of STEM
field careers could be accomplished through
simple means such as increasing or subsidizing
salaries–although this is not a long-term sustainable solution as it represents a resource drain–and
media and social media campaigns. The greatest
palliative and virtue, of course, will be time to allow
these very recent knowledge economy projects,
the vast majority of them only launched between
5-10 years ago, to mature and develop.

FUTURE RESEARCH DIRECTIONS
Due to the novelty of Qatar’s ambitious educational
reforms, only a small handful of books and articles
on education in Qatar exist at the present time,
many of them generated by RAND Corporation.
Thus all forms of quantitative and qualitative
research, both longitudinal and cross-sectional,
should be undertaken and publically disseminated.
Fortunately, knowledge economy activities have
spawned the necessity of collecting fine-grained
economic and social indicators which are now
gathered by most government bodies in Qatar.
However, more of this data needs to be made
publically available to education researchers,
preferably via the Internet.

CONCLUSION
Although gas and oil and their related industries
will continue to dominate Qatar’s short term eco-
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nomic future, a planned and phased transition to a
knowledge economy has been set out in two recent
comprehensive planning documents, the Qatar
National Vision for 2030 and the Qatar National
Development Strategy 2011-2016. Education and
research are both vital to these efforts. The K-12
system has been dramatically reformed according
to a framework set out by the U.S. RAND Corporation. The implementation of this vision is also in
full swing in higher education, with Education City
campuses graduating future knowledge workers in
the fields of medicine, computer science, design,
museums management, archaeology, and business
management. In addition, millions of dollars of
research funds are now available in several competitive grant programs administered by the Qatar
National Research Fund. Qatar University has
also undergone rapid change beginning in 2003,
although some backlashes to these innovations
have occurred, initiated by both local students
and parents, who have forced the reintroduction
of Islamic dress codes, the reduction of English
language foundational courses, and the return of
the language of instruction of some programs
back to their original Arabic.
The small size of the Qatari population, estimated at between 250,000 – 300,000, is a serious
obstacle to building knowledge capacity on a
large scale. Presently, a key question is how much
technology and skills transfer is actually occurring from expatriate scientists and engineers to
the local workforce and at what point will Qatari
STEM field workers be able to replace fully the
expatriates in high skills positions. Given the
enormous size of Qatar’s oil and gas industries
(Qatar is the world’s number one exporter of Liquid Natural Gas), this changeover may never be
practical and some expatriate labor will probably
always be required for a variety of needs ranging
from manual labor to high tech positions. Also,
employment in the military, police and government offices is more attractive at this point to the
average Qatari job-seeker, and the status of science and engineering careers needs to be actively
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promoted through public information campaigns.
Media efforts for recruiting Qatari nurses have met
with some success at the University of Calgary
in Qatar nursing school. The lack of tuition fees
may possibly be causing an undervaluing of the
growing higher education opportunities for Qatari
youth, who can enter and leave the educational
system with relative ease, or study abroad, without incurring penalties. All of these challenges
can be solved if government leaders choose to
forge ahead and maintain the current pathway of
development: the financial resources are certainly
available to attempt this economic transition, but
the complex nature of Qatar’s revolutionary path
towards knowledge production makes possible
future scenarios difficult to predict.
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KEY TERMS AND DEFINITIONS
Big Education: Analogous to Big Science;
centrally planned education initiatives characterized by big staffs, big budgets, and national or
international scope.
Big Science: Large post-WW II science
projects characterized by big staffs, budgets, and
instruments, i.e. CERN’s Large Hadron Collider.
Education City: A consortium of nine U.S.,
British and French branch campuses administered
by Qatar Foundation and located in a 14 squarekilometer area west of Doha.
Enhanced Oil Recovery (EOR): Various
techniques to extract more oil from wells which
are declining in productivity.
Gulf Cooperation Council (GCC): A regional
political organization formed in 1981 comprising
the countries of Bahrain, Kuwait, Oman, Qatar,
Saudi Arabia, and UAE. Loosely synonymous
with ‘Arabian Gulf’ or ‘Gulf.’
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ictQATAR: The Supreme Council of Information and Communication Technology (est. 2004)
creates Internet policy and oversees telecommunications infrastructure development.
Knowledge Assessment Methodology
(KAM): A World Bank set of software tools
to help countries assess their knowledge capacity, consisting of indicators which comprise the
Knowledge Index (KI) and Knowledge Economy
Index (KEI).
Knowledge Economy: An economic mode
of production centered on information, skills,
know-how, and training and education as opposed
to capital or labor.
Rand Qatar Policy Institute (RQPI): Operational 2003-2013; a collaboration between
U.S. Rand Corporation and Qatar Foundation
to research issues in education, energy, security,
and policy.
Rentier State: In rentier state theory, the state
derives most of its revenue from renting resources
(such as oil) to foreign powers.
Soverign Wealth Fund: A state-controlled investment fund designed to utilize surplus national
revenue for investing and economic stabilization.

STEM: The fields of Science, Technology,
Engineering and Mathematics, generally viewed
as critical to knowledge economy development.
Qatar Foundation: Qatar Foundation for
Education, Science and Community Development
(founded 1995 by the former Emir of Qatar and
his wife) oversees educational development and
research in Qatar, including QNRF, QSTP and
Education City.
QNRF: Qatar National Research Fund, the
national research funding body in Qatar launched
in 2006.
QSTP: Qatar Science and Technology Park
(launched 2009); the technology business incubator for Qatar Foundation partnered with companies
such as Shell, iHorizons, ExxonMobil, and GE.
Silatech: An Arab youth employment and
entrepreneurship organization founded in Qatar
by Sheikha Moza bint Nasser.
Supreme Education Council (SEC): (est.
2002) Manages all aspects of education in Qatar
and replaces the former Ministry of Education.

This work was previously published in a “Handbook of Research on Higher Education in the MENA Region” edited by Neeta
Baporikar, pages 52-73, copyright 2014 by Information Science Reference (an imprint of IGI Global).
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Section 4

Cases and Applications
This section discusses a variety of applications and opportunities available that can be considered by practitioners
in developing viable and effective STEM Education programs and processes. This section includes 19 chapters
that review topics from case studies in STEM Education. Contributions included in this section provide excellent
coverage of today’s education and IT communities and how research into STEM Education is impacting the social
fabric of our present-day global village.
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Chapter 45

3D Multi-User Virtual
Environments in
Science Education:
Potential and Challenges
Yufeng Qian
Northeastern University, USA

ABSTRACT
The purpose of this chapter is to identify the potential and challenges in science education in the use of
3D MUVE science programs. These programs offer a number of instructional benefits in motivating and
engaging students and in improving their science learning and scientific inquiry. 3D MUVE is a promising
media in narrowing gender and racial achievement gaps and enabling an authentic and valid assessment
of science education. Like all new instructional technologies, however, the wide use and implementation of 3D MUVE technology in mainstream science classroom is still facing a number of challenges,
which are mainly related to technological complexity and cost, and design difficulty in incorporating
some elements critical to inquiry-based learning into the 3D MUVE environment. To overcome these
identified challenges and make optimal use of the opportunities, suggestions for integrating 3D MUVE
into science curriculum and classroom are made and discussed, along with future research directions.

INTRODUCTION
U.S. students are lagging behind in science literacy.
In the most recent Program for International Student Assessment (PISA) in science, the ranking
of U.S. students fell from 19th in 2009 to 22nd in
2012. While the average science literacy score of
15 year-old U.S. students caught up with that of
the OECD (Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development) countries, the ranking of

U.S. students is still trailing their peers in 15 of
the 34 other OECD countries and 7 of the 31 nonOECD countries (National Center for Education
Statistics, 2013). The 2011 National Assessment
of Educational Progress revealed that less than a
third of the nation’s 8th graders were proficient
in science and only 2% achieved the advanced
level (National Center for Education Statistics,
2011). The science competency of U.S. students
has caused a great concern. Mr. Duncan, U.S.
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Secretary of Education, called U.S. performance
on the 2012 PISA “educational stagnation,” which
“must serve as a wake-up call against educational complacency and low expectations” (U.S
Department of Education, 2013). In response to
U.S. students’ consistent unsatisfactory science
performance, President Obama has indicated
that over the next decade, American students’
achievement in science education must move to
the top in international assessments, including
PISA (EdWeek, 2012).
While a number of factors may be responsible
for U.S. students’ current middling scores on
high-profiles international tests in science and a
relatively high percentage of students less proficient in science on the nationwide assessment, the
dominant science instruction pedagogy appears to
be the most problematic (Roth & Garnier, 2007;
Wallance & Louden, 2002). Heavily influenced by
high-stake tests and aggravated by the relatively
less time allotted to science teaching than to reading and math, which by law are the nation’s educational priority, one-way delivery of curriculum
content and outcomes of science inquiry process
in the classroom appear to be the only choice left
for time-constrained science teachers. High interest activities and real life projects, which usually
take more instructional time and demand more
efforts that require higher-order thinking skills,
have usually been introduced as a sidebar for innovation and engagement purposes, rather than
as the mainstream pedagogy for science learning
(Roth & Garnier, 2007). In response to the decry
against the lecture-based science education, handson activities have been introduced into the science
curriculum in the past decade (President’s Council
of Advisors on Science and Technology, 2010).
While seemingly more effective than one-way
delivery of science content, the use of hands-on
instruction is no better than cookbook receipts,
instructing students on “what to do next” (Ibarra,
2006). Students are not challenged to think and act
independently and thereby acquire the scientific
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inquiry skill that is at the heart of science and science education (National Research Council, 1996).
There has been a call for inquiry-based instruction in science education. The National Science
Education Standards (NSES) include inquiry as
a content to be learned and a way to learn science
(National Research Council, 1996). The National
Science Teachers Association recommends that
all K–16 teachers use scientific inquiry as the centerpiece of the science classroom and ensure that
students develop a deep understanding of science
and scientific inquiry (NSTA, 2004). Despite the
decade-long call for inquiry-based approach in
science teaching and learning, its implementation
in K-12 classroom has been problematic. Teachers’ unfamiliarity with and inability to effectively
design and use the inquiry-based method is one
of the most important factors (Kazempur, 2009).
Many teachers, unclear how to design and implement inquiry in classroom, simply substitute real
scientific inquiry with traditional “cookbook”
experiments (Wallence & Louden, 2002).
To address this unfortunate situation in science
education, scientists, science education researchers, and school teachers have started joint efforts to
explore how to optimize the use of technologies to
improve science teaching and learning, including
the use of emerging three dimensional multi-user
virtual environment (3D MUVE) technology. As
an innovative instructional tool and approach,
3D MUVE holds a great deal of potential in
engaging and challenging students in a socially
situated and distributed learning environment that
simulates real-life, science-related issues/projects.
However, like any other emerging learning tool,
the design, development and implementation of
3D MUVE for science education are still facing
significant challenges before its potential can be
fully unleashed and realized. The purpose of this
chapter is therefore to identify the potential and
challenges in the use of this emerging technology in science education through reviewing and
analyzing existing 3D MUVE science programs.
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BACKGROUND
A 3D MUVE learning environment is a simulated,
three-dimensional online space where learners,
represented by avatars, can interact with each
other, computer generated agents, digital artifacts,
and the virtual environment in real time that is
similar to real-life face-to-face interactions. Different from current mainstream online learning
environments (e.g., Blackboard, MOOC), 3D
MUVE has a number of significantly distinctive
features that have the potential to provide a new
learning platform that enables richer and deeper
learning experience.
In early 2000s, immersion, engagement and
presence were often recognized as the critical
features of 3D virtual learning environments
(McLellan, 2004; McMaham, 2003). Immersion
refers to the sense of users that the world they are
in is real and complete; engagement is a state of
mind in which users invest substantial emotion,
time, energy and effort into a task; and presence
refers to users’ perception of “being there” (McMaham, 2003). In looking more closely from the
perceptual/psychological perspective, researchers
have argued that immersion, engagement, and
presence are subjective senses that are not unique
only to 3D MUVE, not totally dependent on the
technical capabilities, but rather on a range of
contextual factors, including the user’s state of
mind (Lomard & Ditton, 2006; Slater, 2004).
Presence, for example, is the result of a combination of a number of factors, including quality
of social interaction, realism in the environment,
effect of “transportation,” degree of immersiveness generated by the interface, user’s ability
to accomplish significant actions and its social
impact, and user’s response to the computer as
an intelligent and social agent. A user in a highly
immersed environment with teleporting capabilities may not have a strong sense of presence of
“being there” or “togetherness” due to the quality
of social interaction (McMaham, 2003).

Concurring with Lomard and Ditton (2006),
Dalgarno and Lee (2010) have argued that the
dependency of these subjective senses should not
be deemed unique characteristics of 3D virtual
environments; instead, they have stressed the “representational fidelity” and “learner interaction”
as the distinguishing characteristics of 3D virtual
learning environments, arguing that it is essentially
the fidelity and the interactive capability that will
result in the perceptual and psychological sense
of immersion, engagement, or presence.
It should be noted that while representational
fidelity is a unique property of 3D MUVEs and
has been essential to many high-end commercial 3D MUVE programs, such as PlayStation’s
Battlefield, the ultimate aim of a 3D MUVE for
a learning purpose goes beyond merely providing a virtual space that is as lifelike as possible.
Kjems (2010) suggested that what is essential to
a virtual environment for a learning purpose is
the representation of the most important features
and accurate facts relevant to an object, an issue,
a phenomenon, or the environment which helps
decision making.
Closely related to “representational fidelity,”
another unique technical capability that distinguishes a 3D MUVE learning environment from
any other interactive online learning environments is its ability to allow users to visualize and
manipulate both representations of the concrete,
tangible realities and abstract, intangible concepts
in the same space. It has been widely recognized
that 3D MUVE displays life-like environment
in three dimensions where learners experience
smooth temporal changes and interactivity, which
provide a very realistic experience to learners
(Dalgarno & Lee, 2010). In addition, a virtual
world “bridges the gap between the concrete world
of nature and the abstract world of concepts and
models” (Mintz, Litvak, & Yair, 2001, p. 294), in
which users can observe and manipulate normally
inaccessible objects, variables, and processes. The
concretization of abstract and intangible objects,
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concepts, ideas, or processes and the capability
of allowing users to manipulate and observe the
results provide a superior learning experience
that enable richer and deeper understanding and
application of knowledge.
Given the unique technical capabilities of 3D
MUVE, there has been a surge of research interest,
since the early 2000s, in exploring the potential
this technology may afford to science education.
Joining the efforts of science education researchers and science teachers in public school systems,
several signature 3D MUVE programs have burst
into the limelight of science education research,
designed to improve K-12 science teaching and
learning.
SciCentr, founded in 1998 by Cornell University and probably among the earliest efforts
in enhancing science education using virtual
worlds, hosts and maintains an online 3D MUVE
science museum in the format of exhibits, games,
and interactive laboratories that aims to improve
the interest of young people, especially those in
underserved and minority communities in science,
and reach the goal of building basic scientific
literacy. The design of the SciCentr is based on
discovery learning and community building that
promotes children’s self-exploration of scientific
topics of their own choice and provides an online
community where children can share their passion
and outcomes of a particular topic with the science community. Since 2001, SciFair, the flagship
virtual world program of SciCentr, has involved
more than 1,000 middle school students and
teachers annually (Corbit, Bernstein, Kolodziej,
& McIntyre, 2006).
Alien Rescue, developed by researchers at
the University of Texas at Austin, is an online,
problem-based, 3D, virtual learning environment for sixth grade space science. Role playing
scientists in Alien Rescue, students are presented
with a problem–to rescue six different species of
aliens who have been displaced from their home
planets by finding them suitable relocation sites
within the solar system. In this program students
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are not guided on how to begin problem solving.
They must probe available resources and figure out
how to proceed on their own. To solve this problem, students need to think and act like scientists
in a team, explore a variety of tools, databases,
and resources, and engage in the problem-solving
process and scientific inquiry-based activities,
during which they must identify their own learning needs (self-directed), discriminate among
several viable options and justify their selection
with documenting evidence (decision-making
and justification), and collaborate and negotiate
effectively with team members (collaboration).
Alien Rescue has been used as part of the science
curriculum by 16 middle schools in Central Texas
with a diverse ethnic base, as well as schools in
twenty other states and three countries: Australia,
Canada, and China (Liu, Horton, Kang, Kimmons,
& Lee, 2013).
Different from the open and unguided design of
SciCentr and Alien Rescue, three widely cited 3D
MUVE science programs, River City, EcoMUVE
and Quest Atlantis, have focused more on the
guided inquiry process in science education. River
City, funded by the National Science Foundation
and developed by the Graduate School of Education at Harvard, is a scientific inquiry-based 3D
MUVE that targets middle school students. Adopting a storyline –a familiar game design scheme
among mainstream games, River City is set in a
19th-century city with a river running through
it and its citizens facing a chronic illness. The
students’ task is to find out why the residents of
River City are getting sick and what can be done
to help them. The problems are interdisciplinary
and integrate contents from science, history, and
social studies, allowing students to experience
real world inquiry skills required in disentangling
multi-causal problems in a complex environment.
Centered on the scientific inquiry skills and on
contents in biology and ecology, River City guides
students through making observations, posing
questions, developing hypothesis, investigating,
explaining, predicting, proposing answers, and
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communicating the results in the form of a letter to
the Mayor of River City. Since 2001, River City has
been implemented successfully in twelve states,
involving hundreds of teachers and thousands of
students (Nelson, Ketelhut, Clarke, Bowman, &
Dede, 2005).
Building upon and continuing the research with
River City and funded by the Institute of Education
Sciences in the U.S. Department of Education,
EcoMUVE has focused on the application of the
unique visualization and teleporting affordances
of 3D MUVEs to address a challenging topic of
understanding complex causality ecosystems in 6th
grade science classroom. In EcoMUVE, students
can zoom in to the microscopic level, travel to
different points in time, and see effects emerge
across time and distance, which is difficult to
achieve in the classroom learning environment.
The EcoMUVE program has been adopted district
wide at the sixth-grade level in Cambridge Public
Schools in Massachusetts (Metcalf, Kamarinan,
Tutwiler, Grotzer, & Dede, 2011).
Quest Atlantis, funded by the National Science Foundation and MacArthur Foundation and
developed by the Center for Research on Learning
& Technology at Indiana University, is another
widely cited innovative science learning program.
Similar to River City and EcoMUVE, Quest Atlantis is a 3D multi-user online learning community
intended to engage children ages 9–12 in science
learning. Its legend is that the people of “Atlantis”
face an impending disaster as their world is slowly
being destroyed through environmental, moral,
and social decay. The task of the project is to save
Atlantis. Leveraging 3D technologies and gamebased methodologies, the problems are presented
in an interactive narrative in which the ‘‘reader’’
has agency in co-determining how the story unfolds
(Barab, Sadler, Heiselt, Hickey, & Zuiker, 2007).
To echo the national call for inquiry-based math
and science learning, Quest Atlantis was designed
to involve students in refining questions, gathering
data, evaluating information, developing plausible

interpretations, and reflecting on their findings.
Similar to other multi-user virtual worlds, Quest
Atlantis is a globally distributed community with
more than 20,000 participants from four continents
(Barab, Arici, & Jackson, 2005).
Continuing the research effort in using 3D
MUVE to enhance U.S. middle school students’
performance in science and scientific inquiry
skills, SAVE Science (Situated Assessments Using Virtual Environments) aims to improve U.S.
science education by developing science assessments situated in authentic inquiry in 3D MUVE.
As a joint research project, researchers from the
University of Maryland at College Park, Temple
University, and Arizona State University have
created and are implementing game-based assessment modules for evaluating science content and
inquiry skills in grades 7-8 in the Mid-Atlantic
region. The conventional paper-and-pencil based,
multiple-choice science assessments are unable
to assess students’ scientific inquiry skills, which
is at the heart of science education. As a promising alterative, SAVE Science, using a database of
student interactions in the program, is designed
to assess not only students’ evolving patterns of
understanding of the science content but also
to provide detailed information about students’
problem-solving process and inquiry activities
(Ketelhut, Nelson, Schifter, & Kim, 2010).
Parallel to the SAVE Science project, the VPA
project (Virtual Performance Assessment Project) is another recent research venture in science
assessment using 3D MUVE. Funded in 2008
by Institute of Education Sciences of the U.S.
Department of Education, as well as the Gates
Foundation, researchers from the Harvard Graduate School of Education are developing virtual
performance assessments to assess middle school
students’ science inquiry skills. Its goals are to
assess the feasibility of using 3D MUVE as an
assessment format and provide states with valid
and reliable assessments of students’ performance
in both science content and scientific inquiry. At
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present, the VPA Project is planning large-scale
implementation targeting about 7,000 middle
school students (Code, Clarke-Midura, Zap, &
Dede, 2012).

POTENTIAL OF 3D MUVE IN
SCIENCE EDUCATION
As evidenced in these pioneering 3D MUVE
programs for science education, this emerging
technology holds a great number of instructional
benefits for improving science learning and is
potentially a viable solution to the pressing issues
facing science education in schools. Four major
instructional benefits of 3D MUVE to science
education have surfaced in the aforementioned
exemplar programs, which will be discussed below.

1. Intrinsically Motivated,
Cognitively Engaged, and
Significantly Improved Learning
Schools are faced with the challenge of engaging
this generation of students in formal learning in
the classroom. Studies over a span of two decades
reveal a consistently low level of engagement in the
classroom, which has resulted in widely reported
classroom boredom and escalating drop-out rate
of high school students. One reason for this may
be related to the widening gap between tech-savvy
students and print-centric schools. Children today
are growing up in a rapidly evolving digital media
environment where using cutting-edge gadgets
has become an integral and important part of
their growing and learning experience. Despite
children’s massive use of digital technologies
outside of the classroom, schools still continue to
operate within a print-based cultural logic.
3D MUVE resembles most closely the digital
game environment that consumes most of U.S.
teenagers’ leisure time. The fidelity of representation, a critical technological capability of 3D
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MUVE, could enable a user’s high level of immersion and consequently, a strong sense of presence
(Dalgano & Lee, 2010). Immersion and presence
alone cannot automatically lead to motivation and
engagement in learning a subject and completing
a learning task. When learning environments are
more authentic and inquiry-based, which requires
and enables collaboration, they are more likely to
motivate students. Motivation is the initial critical
element that could boom or doom learning and
will set the stage for engagement. When students
are highly motivated, they are more likely to
engage in higher levels of learning and thinking
by investing considerable time and mental effort
in the learning process (Blumenfeld, Kempler,
Krajcik, & Blumenfeld, 2006). Leveraged by the
high degree of resemblance of real world, a 3D
MUVE program is able to create authentic, real-life
situations, issues, and problems to motivate and
engage learners, which is evident in the existing
science programs reviewed in this chapter.
Results from the implementations of River City
with approximately 2000 students in public school
classrooms from geographical diverse urban areas
indicate that both male and female students are
highly motivated by the 3D MUVE program, with
students reporting that they “felt like a scientist
for the first time” (Clarke & Dede, 2005). At the
same time a statistically significant positive impact
(p <.05) on student science achievement has been
found when compared to a paper-based curriculum
(Ketelhut, Dede, Clarke, & Nelson, 2006; Nelson,
2007). Further analysis reveals that, on average,
an increase of only eight inquiry activities in the
River City resulted in a 5% increase on science
content score (p <.002) (Ketelhut & Dede, 2007).
Similarly, students in SciCentr rate their learning
experience in 3D MUVE significantly higher than
in a traditional science teaching environment (p
<.05), stating that they had more fun and had
learned more. Moreover, SciCentr appears to
have the greatest impact on students who begin
with neutral or negative attitudes toward science
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(Corbit, Bernstein, Kolodziej, & McIntyre, 2006).
This echoes the results of River City, which show
a greater impact on learning for low achieving students in inner-city schools (Dede, Brown-L’Bahy,
Ketelhut, & Whitehouse, 2003) and the results of
Alien Rescue, in which girls had more positive
attitudes toward the simulation than their male
counterparts, along with a significantly higher
gain score than boys (33 percentage points vs. 30
percentage points) (Liu, Horton, Kang, Kimmons,
& Lee, 2013). Some of these programs have also
taken a further look into the relationship between
motivation/engagement and learning achievement
and as a result, a significant relationship between
these two factors has been found. For example,
in Alien Rescue, student attitude towards the
simulation program has contributed significantly
to their posttest achievement (B =.05, t(384) =
5.8, p <.01.) (Kimmons, Liu, Kang, & Santata,
2012). Obviously, if well designed and wisely
used, the 3D MUVE would be a viable platform
to motivate and engage students in science learning, which leads to significant improvement in
science learning.

2. Authentic Context for
Scientific Inquiry
The 3D MUVE provides a viable platform in supporting the authentic scientific inquiry process and
helping learners acquire inquiry skills defined by
the National Science Education Standards (1996).
As in River City and Quest Atlantis, the scientific
inquiry process and skills are seamlessly embedded in the immersive probing environments. In
such environments students are first exposed to
a complex authentic problem, such as finding
solutions to save Atlantis that is facing similar
problems as Earth. In order to disentangle the
complex multi-causal problems, students need to
go through the process of making observations,
refining questions, gathering data, evaluating
information, developing plausible interpretations,
and reflecting on their findings, a set of inquiry

activities that are critical to science and science
education. In addition to inquiry skills, the science
content and skills specified in the curriculum are
embedded in the inquiry activities, accomplishing
a task that demonstrates students’ mastery of these
contents and skills.
The unique visualization capability of both
concrete and abstract representations of 3D
MUVE makes it a viable platform for conducting
scientific inquiry. In 3D MUVEs students have
opportunities to experience, observe, manipulate,
and experiment a broad range of objects, variables,
processes, phenomena, which are normally inaccessible, impossible or impractical in reality. In
EcoMUVE, for example, the visualization and
concretization of the causality of ecosystem makes
the learning of a difficult topic more intuitive and
straightforward. In addition, students can also test
and observe instantly the results of an alternative
reality in the 3D MUVE environment, which is
impossible to achieve in a classroom learning
environment. Moreover, in most 3D MUVEs,
students can teleport instantly from one place to
another, “physically” (via avatar) visiting a place
thousands of miles away or even on the other
side of the globe and meeting and chatting with
people and content experts from around the world.
These capabilities can create a profound sense of
motivation and engagement conducive to a rich
and deep inquiry experience.
The past ten years of research in 3D MUVE
science programs has provided strong evidence
supporting that 3D MUVE can be an effective
platform to provide authentic contexts that enable
inquiry-based science learning (Barab, Sadler,
Heiselt, Hickey, & Zuiker, 2007; Clarke, Dede,
Ketelhut, & Nelson, 2006; Corbit, Bernstein,
Kolodziej, & McIntyre, 2006; Liu, Horton, Kang,
Kimmons, & Lee, 2013). “Inquiry-based learning
can be made accessible to all students, through the
experiences and tools that are possible in virtual
worlds” (Metcalf, Kamarainen, Tutwiler, Grotzer,
& Dede, 2011, p. 90).
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3. Authentic Assessment of Science
Content and Scientific Inquiry
There has been a decry against the conventional
paper-and-pencil based, multiple-choice selection tests in science education. The current
standardized science tests typically present a
series of isolated fact-based questions, poorly
representing the complexity of how real-world
science is constructed, thus cannot effectively
test understanding of scientific concepts or the
nature of scientific inquiry (SAVE Science, n.d.).
In order to address the test format issue and include assessment of students’ scientific inquiry
skills, some standardized science tests have tried
to include open-ended questions in an effort to
contextualize test questions in detailed narration
(National Assessment Governing Board, 2012).
However, the lengthy text-based, open-ended
questions involve a student’s reading ability, and
the accuracy of an answer relies on the student’s
literacy in both reading and science (Ketelhut,
Nelson, Shcifter, & Kim, 2013). The National
Science Education Standards (1996), viewing
assessment as an integral part of the learning
process and a primary feedback mechanism in the
science education system, calls for a shift to authentic assessment that “requires students to apply
scientific knowledge and reasoning to situations
similar to those they will encounter in the world
outside the classroom, as well as to situations that
approximate how scientists do their work” (p. 78).
However, the paper-and-pencil based test makes
it difficult to contextualize a test question; in
addition, the scientific inquiry as defined by the
NSES that involves higher order skills is not easily
measured by multiple-choice tests (Southerland,
Smith, Sowell, & Kittleson, 2007).
SAVE Science is a pioneering effort in rethinking and innovating assessment in science
education in the U.S. Taking advantage of the
immersive and realistic environment enabled
by the visualization capability of both concrete
world and abstract concepts of 3D MUVE, SAVE
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Science is able to contextualize the assessment by
placing a problem-based test in a realistic context
and students have access to information related
to the problem in multiple ways, just as scientists
would in the real world. The SAVE Science has
shown that integration of assessment of content
with scientific inquiry is possible in 3D MUVE,
where “students must use their scientific inquiry
skills to solve the content-based problem, while
the tools they choose and how they interpret data
gathered through use of those tools relies on their
understanding of the content” (Ketelhut, Nelson,
Schifter, & Kim, 2013, p.179). In addition to the
advantages of contextualization of the test problem
and integration of science content and inquiry
process, 3D MUVE-based assessment can “record
all interactions that take place within the environment, producing data from students that can be
analyzed to infer evolving levels of competency
around science inquiry and concepts (Ketelhut,
Nelson, Schifter, & Kim, 2013, p. 177),” as well
as their problem-solving strategies. In addition, the
qualitative content analysis from the pilot study
with 43 seventh grade students in a near-urban
district does reveal that students demonstrate a high
level of interest and enjoyment of the program, as
well as a tentative indication that “contextualizing
questions does improve students’ ability to answer,
if students take an active part in the contextualized
assessment tasks” (Ketelhut, Nelson, Schifter, &
Kim, 2013, p. 187).
Similarly, taking advantage of the unique
technological capabilities of 3D MUVE, Harvard
Graduate School of Education’s VPA project has
adopted the evidence-centered design approach
to collect data on aspects of knowledge, skills,
and abilities throughout the scientific inquiry
process, including students’ theorizing, questioning and hypothesizing, investigating, analyzing
and synthesizing, which are aligned with current
national standards (Clarke-Midura, Mayrath, &
Dede, 2013). The results from research studies over
a 5-year span (2008 - 2013), involving over thousands of middle school students, have indicated
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“this type of assessment is practical and affordable
at scale, as well as more valid for sophisticated
performances like scientific inquiry than paperand-pencil, item-based assessments” (Dede, 2013,
p. 6). Since sophisticated technologies like 3D
MUVE can capture students’ interactions in an
invisible and non-obtrusive way, teachers and
schools can use this information for diagnostic,
formative, and summative assessment purposes,
which could be a great potential complement to
standardized testing format. In addition, students
have reported very positive experience with the
assessment format in VPA. “Tests I take in school
are stressful and more fact based. This was more
like learning” (Code, Clarke-Midura, Zap, &
Dede, 2012, p. 243).

4. Narrowed Achievement Gaps
The gender- and race-based achievement gaps in
K-12 science have been a persistent issue that has
caused a grave educational and social concern
across the nation. The most recent 2011 Nation’s
Report Cards has shown a 5-point gap for 8th grade
boys over girls, which represent a fairly consistent
pattern of girls trailing boys in science (NAEP,
2013). Moreover, the 2009 PISA results in science
reveal that the biggest gender gap in favor of boys
was observed in the United States and Denmark.
Regarding the racial achievement disparity in
science, while it is encouraging to see the average score gap between White and Black students
and White and Hispanic students narrowed from
2009 to 2011 (NAEP, 2011), numerous studies
have shown that a racial-based, science achievement disparity has been substantial and persistent
throughout primary and secondary education for
decades in this nation (Bacharach, Baumeister, &
Furr, 2003; Bankston & Caldas, 1997; National
Center for Education Statistics, 1991-1999).
Making optimal use of emerging technology and media to address the national science
achievement gap has been part of the effort

in the aforementioned exemplary 3D MUVE
science programs. SciFair, for example, has
targeted especially middle school students from
underserved, rural, and minority communities
(Corbit, Bernstein, Kolodziej, & McIntyre, 2006).
Similarly, River City has aimed to improve the
educational outcomes of low-achieving, middle
school students in major urban areas with high
proportions of ESL and free-and-reduced-lunch
population, who are disengaged from schooling
and typically are difficult to motivate even by
good teachers using conventional inquiry-based
pedagogy (Dede, Ketelhut, & Ruess, 2002). In the
design of River City, researchers intentionally created a lead female figure to model science success
for girls. To emotionally evoke and contextually
engage students, the design of the key region in
River City is similar to the tenement area with
which most immigrants, minority groups, and
low SES students are familiar. The results from
the implementation of River City over thousands
of inner-city, middle school students have shown
that this program was successful with both girls
and minorities in affective (self-efficacy, motivation and enjoyment) and cognitive areas (science
content and inquiry). More interestingly, the
program has a significant effect on the lowest
achieving group of students (bottom third), who
as a whole improved their content knowledge by
63% (Dede, Ketelhut, & Nelson, 2004).
In a similar effort, Alien Rescue, considering
the gender-based differences in preferences for
and attitudes towards game-based learning, has
used “saving aliens” as the theme, which may
emotionally engage more girls than boys. The
results show that while boys outperformed girls
on both the pretest and the posttest, the latter had a
significantly higher gain score than boys and more
positive attitudes toward the simulation than their
male counterparts. This finding is encouraging
and promising, suggesting that the preexisting
gender-based disparity in science achievement
could be minimized in a technology-based learn-
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ing environment and the preexisting gaps “may
be mediated by altering curricular decisions to
support more egalitarian learning” (Kimmons,
Liu, Kang, & Santana, 2012, p. 366).

CHALLENGES OF USING 3D
MUVE IN SCIENCE EDUCATION
As with all new instructional technology, the wide
use and implementation of 3D MUVE technology in mainstream science classroom at present
is still facing a number of challenges. They are
mainly related to technological complexity and
cost, required computing power that is not well
supported by current technology infrastructure
at school, and design difficulty in incorporating
some elements critical to inquiry-based learning
into the 3D MUVE environment.

1. Technological Challenge
of Complexity and Cost
Educators will face enormous technological
challenges in developing 3D MUVE programs
efficiently and effortlessly in order to use them
as a mainstream method in the science classroom.
Design and development of 3D MUVE programs
is a specialized, time-consuming task. As discussed previously, fidelity of representation and
visualization of both concrete and abstract representations are two unique technological features
of 3D MUVE that distinguish it from any other
types of online learning environments. However,
creating a high degree of representational fidelity and visualization for a learning environment
requires high end sophisticated programming
skills that need to involve software engineers or
programmers in game design. The complexity
and cost associated with the development of 3D
MUVE may have partially explained the current
existence of a limited number of full-fledged
3D MUVE programs for science education as
reviewed in this chapter, which were almost all
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federally funded. Apparently, the complexity and
associated cost of design and development of a
full-fledged 3D MUVE for science learning has
become an enormous hurdle that calls for the
funding, support, and collaboration from every
aspect of society (i.e., government, technology
industry, and education).
However, there has been no lack of effort from
the public domain in developing open source
based 3D MUVE platforms for educational purposes, including Second Life, Open Cobalt, and
OpenSimulator. While current and existing, opensource 3D MUVE platforms are quite viable in
providing a virtual life-like classroom environment
that enables immersive, presence, co-presence
experience and collaboration opportunities, they
are however limited in the technological capability in visualization of abstract concepts, data,
phenomenon, which is central to science learning
and scientific inquiry process. In addition, other
features that are essential to 3D MUVE for science learning are basically not supported by the
open source programs, including data collection
mechanism for assessment purpose. Thus, current
open source 3D MUVE platforms can help provide
an immersive and collaboration environment, but
they are presently not able to fully enable scientific
inquiry processes and activities.
Initiating the effort in supporting science research, Intel, the leading company in 3D product
development (including 3D Internet) in the technology industry, has been working on developing
ScienceSim, a 3D virtual environment platform
for science learning and research since 2009 (Intel Lab, 2009). Its goal is to enable researchers
from virtually anywhere to participate in experiments in real time that involves visualization and
analysis of large, complex data sets from different
sources. Another objective of ScienceSim is to
provide a “turnkey kit” free to researchers, with
which they can use to develop innovative applications involving collaborative visualization (Intel
Lab, 2009). Free high-end 3D MUVE programs
like ScienceSim would significantly reduce the
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technological complexity and cost of developing
3D MUVE programs and leverage the use of 3D
MUVE in science classroom in the near future.
Reminiscent of many other online technologies, the present challenge to 3D MUVE development due to its technological complexity and cost
is deemed temporary. When the Web was initially
used circa 1995, only Web developers who had the
knowledge of HTML and later JavaScript language
were able to build Web sites. Nowadays, with the
“readymade” Web solutions, almost everyone can
create a highly customized interactive and mediarich Web site and instantly publish it. To realize its
full potential, 3D MUVE platform development
must be similarly transformed to simplify the design and development process for non-expert users
by providing template/modular solutions with an
extremely user-friendly and highly customizable
content creation system. Intel’s pioneering effort
in developing ScienceSim signals the start of
transformation of current sophisticated 3D MUVE
technology to daily classroom use.

2. Instructional Design
Challenge of Scaffolding
Design and implementation of some instructional
strategies that are essential to constructivist inquiry-based learning has been another major challenge in 3D MUVE science programs. Given the
authenticity, complexity and thus higher demand
on learners’ affective, cognitive, and social ability
in an inquiry-based science learning environment,
scaffolding is deemed paramount in supporting
students’ success in this learning environment.
Scaffolding is a modeling and coaching process
in which an expert such as a teacher provides
guidance and support to help a novice (e.g., a
learner) progress systematically to the next potential level of development (the zone of proximal
development). The support is gradually reduced
and eventually removed/faded until learners are
able to function independently, autonomously
and competently (Lepper, Drake, & O’Donnell-

Johnson, 1997). Many research attempts have been
undertaken to develop theoretical frameworks
and specific instructional strategies to scaffold
students’ learning in a technology-enhanced, constructivist learning environment (Brush & Saye,
2001; Dabbagh, 2002; Lee & Dalgarno, 2011;
McLoughlin, 2002; Sharma & Hannafin, 2007;
Winnips, 2001). According to Kim and Hannafin (2011), for example, a technology enhanced,
problem-based learning environment needs to
provide four types of scaffoldings:
1.

2.
3.
4.

Procedural scaffolds that guide students in
“how to do something,” such as the scientific inquiry steps and processes in science
learning;
Conceptual scaffolds that provide support
to students’ understanding of the content;
Metacognitive scaffolds that assist students
in reflecting on and self-monitoring of their
thinking and learning process; and
Strategic scaffolds that help students to
view an issue from multiple perspectives
and consider alternative approaches to addressing the same issue.

Encompassing all types of scaffolding to
support the learning of science content and inquiry in 3D MUVE has encountered a number of
implementation issues. Finding the right balance
is probably the most challenging. Scaffolding is
all about the right type of help that comes at the
right time, in the right place, and in the exact
amount. Providing too much scaffolding could
deviate from the nature and ultimate goal of authentic learning, in which learners are encouraged
to acquire scientific inquiry skills through active
self-directed exploration and discovery, reflection,
and collaboration. Conversely, too little scaffolding could cognitively overwhelm and therefore
demotivate and even defeat learners, which could
result in their loss of motivation and inability to
complete the learning task. As reported in a study
on the River City program, some students reported
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not knowing where to focus their attention in the
environment and difficulty in keeping track of the
many sources of information encountered (Nelson, Ketelhut, & Schifter, 2010). Similarly, some
students using the Quest Atlantis program demonstrated the “frustrated engagement,” due to “the
lack of navigational and operational competence
to complete the quests” (Lim, Nonis, & Hedberg,
2006, p. 222), which results in their inability to
complete the task. There were also numerous
occasions where some students were taken off
track and lost their focus on the quests by moving
around aimlessly in the 3D world or distracted by
some objects/elements while working on a quest.
The availability of procedural scaffolding could
have greatly kept students’ mental resources on the
task, but the directions on “click here for the next
step” would be apparently instructive to learners
that deviates from the open-ended design of an
authentic learning environment (Lim, Nonis, &
Hedberg, 2006).
Parallel to the delicate balancing act of scaffolding and authenticity of a learning environment,
when to “fade” scaffolds is another pressing issue in designing 3D MUVE programs. Fading,
which involves gradually reducing and eventually
removing scaffolds as the learner’s capabilities
increase, is a defining feature of scaffolding that
distinguishes itself from other types of learning
support (Collins, Brown, & Newman, 1989;
Guzdial, 1994; Lepper, Drake, & O’DonnellJohnson, 1997; Stone, 1998). In a face-to-face
learning environment, a teacher can intuitively
and spontaneously decide the type and amount
of scaffolds he/she will need to provide to assist
a student by observing, monitoring, and assessing
a student’s behavior, performance, and interaction
and determine when to fade support. In online
environments, however, the difficulty is apparent
in achieving this level of interaction dynamic and
calibrated support based on ongoing diagnosis
of learners’ behavior and performance. Current
3D MUVE science programs have been able to
design anticipated learning needs and embedded
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scaffoldings to support procedural, conceptual,
metacognitive, and strategic needs in the inquiry
process to assist learners’ understanding of the
content and the inquiry skills. However, the design and implementation of “fading” appears to
be missing, which has been scarcely discussed in
the existing 3D MUVE programs.
Attempting to address the design issue of
fading, Dalgarno and Lee (2010) proposed using
configurable parameters as an alternative to the
current pre-determined scaffoldings based on
anticipated learning needs. With all the systembased scaffoldings embedded in the learning
environment, configurable parameters give learners options whether and to what degree a type
of support is needed, such as “make all possible
support available,” “suggest support only when I
am clearly on the wrong track,” or “never suggest
support.” However, a significant issue identified
in the research into the provision of scaffolding in
a 3D MUVE program is that inexperienced/low
achieving learners in this learning environment
were not able to make appropriate procedural
or metacognitive decisions by seeking guidance
and making use of the scaffolds embedded in the
learning environment. Thus, this group of learners,
who do not necessarily make appropriate selfregulatory decisions, may still face the challenge
of choosing the right option.

RECOMMENDATIONS FOR
IMPLEMENTATION
It is evident that 3D MUVE has manifested significant instructional benefits in motivating and
engaging students and improving science learning
and scientific inquiry; it is also a promising media
in narrowing the gender and racial achievement
gaps if intentionally designed to address the issue.
However, like many other emerging technology
and media in the history of instructional technology, the current design complexity and costs
associated with the development of 3D MUVE
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applications, as well as the dominant science
instructional practice, have made them largely
prohibitive in mainstream classrooms. These challenges cannot be fully resolved, at least in the near
term. How to minimize the identified challenges so
as to make optimal use of the opportunities? The
following section makes suggestions regarding
the implementation of 3D MUVE in K-12 science
curriculum, along with future research directions.

1. Making Optimal Use of 3D MUVEs
to Motivate and Engage All Learners
and Narrow Achievement Gaps
A promising theme emerging from these pioneering 3D MUVE science programs is that such
learning environments have shown a great deal
of potential in reengaging girls and low achieving
students in science learning and in narrowing the
gender- and race-based achievement gaps (Dede,
Ketelhut & Nelson, 2004; Kimmons, Liu, Kang,
& Santana, 2012). A greater equality in learning
outcomes and participation rates among girls
and low social economic status minority students
has been found with some programs, including
Alien Rescue and River City, which have been
intentionally designed to motivate and engage
these two groups of leaners. Alien Rescue, for
example, considering the gender-based differences
in game-based learning, has used “saving aliens”
as the theme, which may emotionally engage more
girls than boys. A report by the American Association of University Women (AAUW) (2000)
reveals that girls prefer role-play games that
closely simulate real life, and suggests a number
of design considerations for girl-friendly games,
including customizable, personalizable female
characters, intricate games with rich narrative,
opportunities for interaction, communication,
and positive social action. Future design of 3D
MUVE science programs could take full advantage
of its technological capabilities to implement all
these design features in support of girl-friendly
science learning. While current research on 3D

MUVE programs has shown convincing qualitative evidence and promising quantitative data on
narrowing gender- and race-based gaps in attitude
towards and achievement in science, more rigorously designed experimental studies with a large
sample size are needed to explore further the effect
of 3D MUVE on narrowing these gaps.

2. Blending Virtual and Real
Learning Environments to
Augment Science Learning
To take full advantage of the demonstrated power
of 3D MUVE for science education and bypass
the current hurdles in development complexity
and cost, it seems more realistic at present to incorporate those full-fledged, 3D MUVE science
programs into appropriate grade levels in K-12
science classrooms. For example, EcoMUVE can
be used as a 4-week unit on the topic of ecosystem,
with Alien Rescue as a 3-week unit on the topic
of space science in 6th grade science curriculum.
Similarly, the fully developed assessment units
in SAVE Science and VPA can be incorporated
into middle school science curriculum to assess
students’ science inquiry knowledge, skills, and
abilities. The “Sheep Trouble” in SAVE Science,
for example, can be used to assess 7th grade students’ understanding of concepts of adaptation
and structure/function that underlie beginning
speciation in the life science curriculum; and
“Save the Kelp” in VPA can be used to assess 8th
grade students’ scientific inquiry skills. As federally funded and supported multi-year research
projects, the researchers of these 3D MUVE
science programs are looking for middle schools
interested in participating in their research projects (see for example, Quest Atlantis at http://
atlantisremixed.org/, and SAVE Science at http://
www.savescience.net/). The research results from
cooperation between science education researchers and educators will greatly benefit the wider
implementation and further development of 3D
MUVE in science learning nationwide.
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In the same vein, to overcome the challenge of
implementing scaffolding and its fading element,
which is critical to an inquiry-based learning in a
fully online 3D MUVE program, it seems more
effective if such a program is integrated into the
science classroom where a human expert/tutor
(e.g., a science teacher or a more abled peer) is
present, monitoring students’ progress, diagnosing and assessing their challenges, and providing
timely and calibrated support. It is believed that
a combination of both virtual and real learning
environments may significantly enhance students’
science learning experience in ways that neither
modalities could accomplish on its own. Future
research is needed to explore the appropriate
framework and best practices in integrating 3D
MUVE into science curriculum and examine its
effect on students’ outcomes in affective, cognitive, and social domains.

3. Bridging Formal and Informal
Science Learning via 3D MUVE
In addition, the 3D MUVE appears to be an ideal
supplemental tool that connects formal science
learning in class and learning in an informal
setting, such as after-school programs, or leisure
time playing at home. A consistent theme among
the existing 3D MUVE science programs is that
they are being implemented with great success in
the informal setting, as teaching aids or supplemental activities in K–12 science classes. The
Quest Atlantis program (now part of the international Atlantis Remixed Project), for example,
has involved 50,000 children on six continents,
with 50,000 Quests submitted and over 100,000
Missions completed, many of which were chosen
by students to complete in after school time (Atlantis Remixed, n.d.). Its newly developed Family
Quest program is designed to support parental
involvement in their children’s science learning
by providing a free game-like 3D platform where
parents and children spend time together solving
real-life complex science problems. Instead of
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grousing and competing the amounts of time available in school with reading and math, which by
law are the nation’s educational priority, science
educators should make the most use of the 3D
MUVE’s abundant features and popularity, and
connect it with after-school activities. By building
a continuum between classroom instruction and
after-school or at-home activities in 3D MUVE,
the passion and informal learning that occur in the
3D game-playing environment will transfer into
the classroom and significantly increase student
engagement in the formal learning setting. By
educating parents about the passion and energy
children have with this media and the significant
instructional benefits of 3D MUVE for science
learning, schools can develop a powerful support
system from parents that has the potential to help
take the science performance of students in this
nation to a new level. Future research effort is
needed to explore the appropriate instructional
design and integration frameworks for connecting
formal classroom and informal afterschool and at
home science learning using 3D MUVE programs.

FUTURE RESEARCH DIRECTIONS
Current research studies on 3D MUVE have
focused on examining students’ affective and
cognitive outcomes in this learning environment
(Barab, Sadler, Heiselt, Hickey, & Zuiker, 2007;
Clarke, & Dede, 2005; Code, Clarke-Midura, Zap,
& Dede, 2012; Corbit, Bernstein, Kolodziej, &
McIntyre, 2006; Ketelhut, Nelson, Schifter, &
Kim, 2010; Liu, Horton, Kang, Kimmons, & Lee,
2013); the social domain of learning outcomes,
such as the collaboration and communication
skills and their impact on other domains of learning outcomes (i.e., affective and cognitive), has
scarcely been discussed in the existing 3D MUVE
science programs. Collaboration and communication are deemed vital to scientific inquiry. The
United States’ national science standards have
characterized scientific inquiry as “the diverse
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ways in which scientists study the natural world”
and identified “communicating the results” as
an essential inquiry activity scientific inquiry
(National Research Council, 1996, p. 23). Clark,
Weinberger, Jucks, Spitulnik, and Wallace (2003)
suggested that the quality of interaction affects
motivational as well as cognitive processes that
are vital to inquiry-based learning. A successful
collaborative learning is featured with individual’s
active reflection, peers’ constructive criticism,
constant guidance of a more competent peer,
effective negotiating, and solutions/evidence
encompassing multiple perspectives. For the
future development and research of 3D MUVE
for science learning, attention should be paid to
the design of collaboration activities, individual
learner’s collaboration skills, and the impact of the
quality of collaboration on affective and cognitive
domains of learning.
In addition, there appears to be a need to leverage the use of the 3D MUVE in all subject areas
in K-12. The unique technological capabilities
of 3D MUVE, such as representational fidelity, visualization of both concrete and abstract
representations, make this media a promising
alternative to the conventional study of science
(and math) in text illustration and two dimensional
representation. It is not surprising that science
and math, thus far, are the most frequent subjects
found in the research literature. The 2009 research
study on 3D virtual learning environment in K-12,
conducted by National Center on Accessing the
General Curriculum, reported that over two-thirds
(22 out of 31) of the studies found in the literature
are applications in science, less than one-fourth
(6 out of 31) in math, with only one study in the
humanities (Strangman, Hall, & Meyer, 2009).
While 3D MUVE seems to be intuitively most
beneficial to the study of science (and math), it is
important to recognize that the powerful learning
experience, such as motivation, immersion, engagement, presence, co-presence, and communication and collaboration locally and globally, only
enabled in this learning environment, can offer

equally significant instructional benefits across
the entire curriculum. For example, the ability to
situate students in a virtual environment where
they can visualize historical or fictional events
could be beneficial to the learning of topics in
history and social studies. Similarly, this media is
powerful to foreign language education, in which
a student has the opportunity to interact with
individuals from the target language and culture
in real time (Schwienhorst, 2002). 3D MUVE, in
general, provides a powerful and dynamic learning
environment that enables immersive, authentic,
experiential, collaborative learning opportunities
in all subject areas and its implementation in K-12
and the associated research effort should scale up
to all curricular.

CONCLUSION
It is urgent for the U.S. students to improve their
participation and performance in science and
catch up with their international peers so as to
compete globally. The existing exemplary 3D
MUVE science programs have demonstrated
significant instructional benefits in motivating
and engaging students and improving their science learning and scientific inquiry. Clearly it is
a promising media in narrowing the gender and
racial achievement gaps. If designed and used
appropriately, 3D MUVE has the potential to
transform the U.S. science assessment format by
enabling an authentic measurement of students’
science content and inquiry. As with all emerging
instructional technology, all the challenges, mainly
related to technological complexity and cost, and
the design challenge of scaffolding, may fade as
time goes by. As 3D MUVE technology continues
to evolve, the relevant research base grows, and
the use and implementation of this media spreads
across the curricular, 3D MUVE will become a
powerful lever for advancing science teaching and
learning in K-12 education.
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KEY TERMS AND DEFINITIONS
3D MUVE: Abbreviation for three-dimensional multi-user virtual environment. 3D MUVE is a
visually immersive 3-Dimentional online environment where individuals – represented by avatars
(cartoonish-looking characters), meet, socialize
and interact with each other, with computer-based
agents, digital artifacts, and the environment in
real time, just as they might in the real world.
3D MUVE Science Programs: K-12 science
learning programs in the 3D MUVE environment.
In this study, they refer specifically to the following
federally funded and/or large education foundation
supported multi-year programs: SciCentr, Alien
Rescue, River City, EcoMUVE, Quest Atlantis,
SAVE, and VPA.
Representational Fidelity: One of the unique
technological features of 3D MUVE. It allows for
the representation of the most important features
and accurate facts relevant to an object, an issue,
a phenomenon, or the environment which helps
learners’ decision making in a 3D MUVE learning environment.
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Scientific Inquiry: Defined by the National
Research Council in 1996, scientific inquiry refers
to “the diverse ways in which scientists study the
natural world and propose explanations based on
the evidence derived from their work. Scientific
inquiry also refers to the activities through which
students develop knowledge and understanding
of scientific ideas, as well as an understanding of

how scientists study the natural world” (National
Science Education Standards, 1996, p. 23).
Visualization: Refers to 3D MUVE’s unique
technological feature that allows users to visualize and manipulate both representations of the
concrete, tangible realities and abstract, intangible
concepts in the same space.

This work was previously published in “Exploring the Effectiveness of Online Education in K-12 Environments” edited by
Tina L. Heafner, Richard Hartshorne, and Teresa Petty, pages 302-324, copyright 2015 by Information Science Reference (an
imprint of IGI Global).
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ABSTRACT
This chapter discusses a project of curriculum development for the non-formal educational sector. The
project aims at student learning about sustainability issues in a chemistry-related context. For this purpose,
non-formal laboratory-based learning environments are developed. The learning environments center
round half- or one-day visits of secondary school students in a university laboratory and are networked
with the formal school syllabus in chemistry and science education respectively. All modules integrate
the non-formal laboratory event about issues of sustainability with teaching materials for preparation
and assessment tasks in school to fulfill part of the school curriculum in chemistry or science teaching.
This chapter discusses the project of developing respective modules, the structure thereof, and initial
findings from their application. The discussion is illustrated by a module on environmental problems
connected to the chemistry of the atmosphere, namely climate change, the hole in the ozone layer, and
the phenomenon of summer smog.
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INTRODUCTION
The global economy of the last few decades can
be characterized, at least in the Western countries, by continuous growth, and in most cases a
great improvement in the quality of life. A lot of
innovations from science and technology have
simplified life. Today, it is hard to imagine life
without modern health care, materials, or energy
supply. Chemistry and chemical industry contributes greatly to this development (Bradley, 2005).
However, this development had and still has its
price. Mankind has to cope with growing scarcity
of resources, availability of clean water, climate
change, and many other problems (Mortensen,
2000). In order to deal with these issues, emissions
have to be reduced and both energy and available
raw materials must be used as efficiently as possible (Vinten, 1994). Again, chemistry is central
to the response to these challenges. One way in
which chemistry may answer these challenges is
constructed around the idea of a Green or Sustainable Chemistry as a guiding framework for
contemporary chemistry research, development,
and industrial production (Centi & Perathoner,
2009; Höfer & Bigorra, 2007).
With the growing importance of sustainability
issues in science and technology research and industrial production, it is suggested that respective
topics play a more prominent role in education in
general (Wheeler & Bijur, 2000), and chemistry
education in particular (Burmeister, Rauch &
Eilks, 2012). Student learning, about issues of
sustainability and the environment, is needed to
develop a balanced view towards contemporary
chemistry and shaping respective attitudes (Ware,
2000). Knowledge and skills are needed to enable
students to assess new chemistry-based products
and technologies in their life and society and to
act appropriately (Hjeresen, Schutt & Boese,
2000; Dawe, Jucker & Martin, 2005; Arbuthnott,
2009; Karpudewan, Ismail & Mohamed, 2011).
Unfortunately, research has shown that students
have a lack of understanding sustainable issues

such as global warming, ozone and greenhouse
effect (Howard, Brown, Chung, Jobson & VanReken, 2013). This may be caused due the fact
that learning about sustainability issues is barely
represented in many science curricula in general,
and in secondary chemistry education in particular
(Burmeister et al., 2012). The reasons for this
range from teaching and learning materials not
being sufficiently available, via a lack of adequate
experiments and laboratory equipment in schools,
towards deficits in teacher education (Burmeister,
Schmidt-Jacob & Eilks, 2013).
The project discussed in this paper intends to
rectify this situation by implementing innovations
into chemistry teaching via non-formal settings,
combined with curriculum development for secondary chemistry education, and contributions to
teacher continuous professional development. The
project is called “Sustainability and chemistry in
non-formal student laboratories.” It aims at developing and implementing innovative non-formal
laboratory teaching and learning environments for
secondary school students which allow for contention with sustainability issues connected to the science and chemistry curricula in schools respectively.
This paper discusses the basic issues of the project,
the structure of the teaching and learning environments, and illustrates the description utilizing an
exemplary case focusing environmental problems
connected to the chemistry of the atmosphere,
namely climate change, the hole in the ozone layer,
and the phenomenon of summer smog.

ORGANIZATION BACKGROUND
“Sustainability and chemistry in non-formal student laboratories” is a cooperative project between
the Universities of Bremen and of the Saarland,
both in Germany. The project is driven both by
researchers in chemistry and environmental sciences together with domain-specific researchers
and curriculum experts from the field of chemistry
education. The cooperation was established to
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secure access to authentic and up-to-date research
in the field of sustainable chemistry as well as to
structure learning environments in line with modern educational theory. The project is funded with
about 250.000 € by the Deutsche Bundesstiftung
Umwelt (German Environmental Funds) for the
years 2012-2014.
The central focus of the project is to develop
half- and full-day non-formal laboratory-based
learning environments on issues of sustainability in chemistry related contexts. All together a
minimum of ten different learning environments,
each five per partner, for the non-formal student
laboratories in the universities of Bremen and the
Saarland are to be developed and implemented
(Table 1). The target groups are secondary science
and chemistry classes of grade 5-13 (age range
10-19 years).
The development of the learning environments
follows a cyclical process of design, testing, evaluation, and revision. In this means the innovation
project can be understood as a project of Action
Research triggered innovation of classroom
practice (Eilks, 2014; Mamlok-Naaman & Eilks,
2012). The laboratory environments are designed
based on available information about the science background, knowledge from educational
theory and documented teaching and learning
experiences, e.g. about available school-type and

university-type experiments. The initial designs
are pre-tested and reflected upon with small groups
of secondary school students or student teachers.
Beginning with the first complete design, the
learning environments are cyclically tested and
refined with secondary school classes visiting
the university’s student laboratory.
Within the cyclical process of refining, the
case is constantly evaluated based on a qualitative paradigm as suggested for classroom-based
curriculum innovations by Bodner, MacIsaac and
White (1999). A qualitative paradigm is chosen
since the development is cyclical and the project
takes place in authentic teaching and learning
situations. To achieve valid interpretations Eilks
and Ralle (2002) suggested data collection with
different tools and a coverage of feedback from
all relevant groups of within the developmental
process. Thus, data is collected about the expectations as well as experiences from both the teachers’
and students’ point of view by applying respective
questionnaires. Additional data stems from short
open feedback reports of the teachers and classroom observation reports from the accompanying
university staff. In this way evaluation takes into
consideration all the viewpoints of the teachers,
students, and accompanying university staff as
well it uses different types of data collection.
Data evaluation is driven by an interpretative ap-

Table 1. Overview of the modules developed at the University of Bremen and their connection to chemistry-related sustainability issues
Grade

Module

Sustainability Focus

5 /6

Fragrances from flowers und fruits

Consideration of resources and the use of renewable raw materials

7th/8th

Chemistry of the atmosphere

Human influences on the planet and its climate

9 /10

Biodiesel produced by vegetable fats

Renewable energy sources to protect resources and limit climate change

9th - 13th

Parabens in cosmetics

Alternative ingredients in products and more sustainable routes for
chemical compounds

Synthesis of vanillin

Natural products, synthetic alternatives, and assessment of different
pathways for industrial chemical production

th

th

th

th

11th - 13th

Click-Chemistry
Zeolites and molecular sieves -Applications
in industry and daily life
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Applications of Green Chemistry principles in modern chemistry research
and industry
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proach by qualitatively analyzing the raw data and
triangulating them to construct meaning. Driving
criteria of the analysis and triangulation process
are to achieve plausibility, credibility, relevance
and importance in the conclusions as suggested
by Altheide and Johnson (1994). This is done by
a negotiation process of data interpretation within
a group of researchers.

SETTING THE STAGE
Non-Formal Learning Environments
and Science Education
Scientists develop new knowledge through a continuous interaction of experimental observations
and scientific theories; hence science without
laboratory work is virtually unthinkable (Hofstein
& Lunetta, 2003). That is why laboratory work
is assigned a central role in any student-oriented
science education (Tobin, 1990; Abrahams, 2011).
However, the positive effect of practical work on
learning is not self-evident (Hofstein, Kipnis &
Abrahams, 2012). In the school setting, experiments often take place under difficult conditions:
the laboratories are less equipped, time is limited,
and the teacher-student ratios are unfavorable.
Experiments are often conducted as a pure demonstration without any inquiry-character which
makes them illustrations of content but does not
use them to challenge students’ thinking (Tobin,
1990; Hofstein & Kind, 2012).
Out-of-school settings provide good conditions for a different type of experimentation in
science education. They show potential for supporting science learning. Time and equipment is
less restricted; the teacher-student ratio is more
comfortable (Rennie, 2007; Coll, Gilbert, Pilot
& Streller, 2012). Out-of-school activities are
commonly divided into informal and non-formal
settings (OECD, 2012). The main difference is to
whether learning has a specific structure (even if
it includes open tasks) and whether it is connected

to any kind of a formal syllabus or curriculum.
If all activities are free of choice and rarely connected to formal learning, like unstructured leisure
visits of a museum or zoo, the environment is
called informal. If there is a specific program and
maybe a connection to a certain curriculum, outof-school activities are to be called non-formal. In
this means, our project focuses the development
of non-formal laboratory learning environments.
The learning environments are organized for visits
of regular secondary school science classes to the
university laboratory. The learning focuses a certain topic that is connected to the official school
curriculum. For each learning group a specific
module is structured that is before and after the
laboratory visit both prepared and continued in
the regular school science lessons.
Werquin (2010) suggests a greater recognition
of non-formal learning settings by highlighting
the main benefits of out-of-school learning settings clearly. Motivation, a positive perception
of learning, supporting career orientation by
identifying interests, and continuous professional
development of the accompanying teachers are
described as the main benefits. Eshach (2007)
adds that non-formal learning may offer enjoyable
learning and create scientifically literate school
leavers. These advantages and benefits are not
easily transposable as it needs a good connection
between in- and out-of-school learning. Thus,
linking outer- and inner-school learning will be
the challenge to benefit from the alternate learning setting (Bybee, 2001). Gallacher and Feutrie
(2003), Eshach (2007), Hofstein and Rosenfeld
(1996), Orion and Hofstein (1994), Rennie (2007),
Rennie and McClafferty (1996), and Braund and
Reiss (2006) suggest the following points in order
to make optimum use of non-formal learning
environments in science education:
•

Flexible and individually adaptable programs ease the integration of non-formal
learning activities into formal school
curricula.
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•
•

•
•
•

A preparatory learning phase in school is
necessary to raise effective learning in the
non-formal setting.
The working materials for the non-formal
environment need to be adjustable to the
current student’s performance and knowledge level.
The learning environment should be student-centered, inquiry-based, interactive,
and provoke cooperative learning.
After the non-formal learning activity the
contents and topics should be picked up in
school again.
National Science Education Standards or
governmental syllabi shall be met to bridge
formal and non-formal education.

Educational Philosophy of the
Learning Environments
In order to create effective non-formal university
student laboratory environments dealing with issues of sustainable development this project tries
to take into account all of the parameters described
in the previous section. All modules developed
in the project are modular in construction to
ensure a flexible use and individual adaptability
to the learning objectives and the students’ prior
knowledge. In each module a pool of experiments
and instructions is offered. In negotiation with the
accompanying university staff, the teachers select
those experiments which fit best their objectives
and the students’ abilities. All modules encompass
the non-formal student learning environment,
but also consist of a set of teaching and learning
materials for a preparatory phase in school prior
to the visit as well as suggestions and materials
for reflection and assessment (Figure 1). These
materials focus both the science content necessary to complete the laboratory experience as
well as learning about the significance of the
topic for sustainable development (see Table
1). This means that all materials not only cover
the learning of the science background but also
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a reflection of the topic in the foreground of its
ecological, economic and societal implications as
the three most prominent dimensions of most sustainability models (Burmeister et al., 2012). The
materials for preparation and assessment enable
the linkage between the non-formal laboratory
visit and formal teaching in the school setting as
well as the laboratory experience with education
for sustainable development.
In the theory of situated cognition (Greeno,
1988) learning is suggested to be most effective
if it is embedded into meaningful contexts. Such
contexts might stem from the life-world of the
Figure 1. Structure of the learning modules
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students, the society they live and operate, from
technology, or a potential later workspace (Parchmann, Gräsel, Bär, Nentwig, Demuth & Ralle,
2006; Rannikmäe, Teppo & Holbrook, 2010).
Contexts that are bound to chemical technology,
research and industry (e.g. Hofstein & Kesner,
2006) as well as to societal relevant issues (e.g.
Hofstein, Eilks & Bybee, 2011) provide the most
promising frameworks to connect chemistry
learning with all the different dimensions that
make the learning of science relevant (Stuckey,
Mamlok-Naaman, Hofstein & Eilks, 2013). Accordingly, this project operates a context-based
and societal-oriented approach to science learning.
The contexts are current and authentic practices
of research and industrial applications to promote
a more sustainable chemistry for the future. The
spectrum of examples ranges from daily-life
natural and industrial products (such as vanillin,
plastics and fuels) to authentic and controversial
societal issues (such as climate change and renewable energy supply).
Concerning the pedagogy, a student-orientated
(Eilks, Prins & Lazarowitz, 2013) and inquirybased (Hofstein, Kipnis & Abrahams, 2013)
educational paradigm is applied. The tasks for
learning are problem-based and provoke investigations of questions, scenarios and problems.
Science education literature (Hofstein, Navon,
Kipnis & Mamlok-Naaman, 2005; Berg, Bergendahl, Lundberg & Tibell, 2003) suggests that
such an approach is advantageous for learning
about the nature of science, achieving a deeper
understanding of concepts, supports the development of problem-solving and evaluation skills, and
contributes enhancing motivation. In practice, the
tasks in the laboratory learning environment range
from guided to open inquiry questions. Operating
the inquiry tasks asks for open minded thinking
and structured problem-solving. The laboratory
instructions are designed in such a way to allow
for differentiation. The experimental instructions
offer different levels of complexity and differentiated learning aids are available. By using these

learning aids student of different abilities will be
able to complete the different tasks successfully
on their own. Self-directed and autonomous learning becomes possible and can be adapted to the
students’ skills and prior knowledge. The students’
tasks are given to small groups of students to enable cooperative learning processes.
All the tasks are designed to be solved by autonomous, self-determined and cooperative work
of the students. Nevertheless, scaffolding by the
accompanying university staff and structured aids
are available if necessary. It has been suggested
that failures during inquiry- based experimentations are essential to learning success (Lunetta,
Hofstein & Clough, 2007). The inquiries are in
most cases split into steps of 15-20 minutes. Thus,
trying out potentially unsuccessful attempts will
not exceed time limitations. The laboratory environment is directed by researcher’s booklets given
to the students. The booklets include all necessary
worksheets, regulations and safety instructions. All
experiments start with a short presentation of the
problem that needs to be solved by the students.
Space is available to write down hypotheses, ideas,
sketches, observations and notes.
A non-mandatory part of each module is a
field trip into research laboratories in the university or branches of industry that fit the thematic
background of the module and that operate sustainability strategies in an authentic research or
industry context. These trips are intended to make
the context of learning even more authentic and
allow for further career orientation. Finally, all
the modules are structured in a way that contents
and contexts are in line with the national German
science education standards as well as the regional
syllabi in question.
The teacher handbooks for each module include
all this information. The handbook covers all the
experiments, even those that were not selected for
the laboratory visit, a theoretical introduction and
a selection of work sheets for preparing the visit
and to assess it. This teacher handout consists of
the following chapters:
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•
•

•
•

•

•

•

•
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General information on the project: The
general structure and the central focus of
the project are outlined.
Necessary prior knowledge: A description is given which chemistry knowledge
and skills are necessary to operate the
laboratory visit in this specific module
successfully.
Connection of the topic with the national
science education standards.
Specific scientific and sustainability
background: The teachers get information about the specific scientific knowledge
the students will learn in their module and
how the specific example is embedded into
any kind of innovation aiming on contributing to sustainable development. This information is meant to update the teachers’
subject matter and sustainability related
knowledge, too.
Information about inquiry-experimentation: The philosophy and different approaches to inquiry-based learning in the
laboratory are outlined.
Description of the experiments: An
overview about the experiments is given.
Objectives, operations, and sample solutions are briefly portrayed.
Embedding the laboratory visit into the
school curriculum: Materials and scenarios for the preparation phase, exemplary
selections of experiments for certain sustainability foci, and materials for reflection
and assessment are discussed.
Master copies for all experiments and
worksheets.

AN EXEMPLARY CASE IN
PRACTICE: CHEMISTRY
OF THE ATMOSPHERE
Background and Scope
One of the modules developed during this project deals with chemistry-related problems of the
atmosphere. Global climate change, the hole in
the ozone layer, and summer smog are among the
great environmental and economic challenges in
the 21th century (Mortensen, 2000). Researchers
undertake major efforts to analyze and counteract
these atmospheric problems (Lefohn, Shadwick,
Oltmans, 2010, McEvoy, Gibbs & Longhurst,
2000; Alonso, Bond & Dumesic, 2010). Therefore,
the problems are authentic, relevant, controversial,
and openly discussed in the media. This offers prototypic issues, within the topic, for societal oriented
science education aiming on general educational
skills and participatory learning (Eilks, Nielsen &
Hofstein, 2014). The reasons for the greenhouse
effect, ozone hole, and summer smog are multifaceted and complex (Monks, 2007, GallegoAlvarez, 2012; Tang, Wilson, Solomon, Shao &
Madronich, 2011). Understanding these reasons
may contribute more thorough environmentally
conscious behavior and thinking among students.
The module “Chemistry of the atmosphere”
focuses on grade 7-8 teaching (age range 13-15).
In these grades topics like air, air quality, and
environmental problems in the atmosphere are
typically embedded in all the German regional
chemistry or science syllabi respectively. In order
to successfully work in the laboratory the teachers
have to assure that different basic contents were
learned by the students:
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•

The composition of air.
States of matter, their changes, and explanations on the particulate level.
A first model of atoms and molecules.
Basic issues of chemical reactions, especially combustion.
The various layers of the atmosphere.
Basic knowledge about photosynthesis.
Energy conversion, especially from heating
radiation to light radiation and vice versa.

In the teacher guide, different scenarios are
outlined to cover either the whole range of potential
environmental problems in the atmosphere or to
concentrate with the students on selected aspects.
Objectives from applying the module encompass:
•

•

•

•

•

Learning about the basics of the greenhouse effect and climate change, the role
and effects of ozone both in stratosphere
and troposphere, and about the role of
aerosols and clouds and their effects in the
atmosphere.
Gaining experience and confidence in
doing experiments in a chemical laboratory, in conducting science inquiries and
problem-solving activities, and practicing
the documentation process of chemical
investigations.
Becoming aware about the influence of
humans on generating air pollutants, recognizing that air pollution is a problem
that has a profound effect on the climate
and life on earth, and to become aware of
the complexity and susceptibility of atmospheric processes.
Reflecting upon our own actions for a sustainable action in everyday life and society
and their potential contribution to reducing
environmental problems.
Developing skills in cooperative working
in a team of three or four.

The Learning Environment
It is the decision of the teacher what the students
should perform during the laboratory visit. The
whole module could be confined to one part of
the thematic contents that will be performed
intensively but giving an overview is also possible. One of the outlined scenarios aiming at
an overview and the distinction of the different
environmental problems in the atmosphere is
called “The atmosphere as a patient.” This scenario
outlines a parallel from environmental problems
in the atmosphere to diseases in the human body.
The atmosphere may be treated as a patient. The
patient’s diseases are called greenhouse effect,
ozone hole, and summer smog. On this base the
three environmental problems are reflected in the
foreground of symptoms of the disease, causes of
the disease, and potential cure. The symptoms are
climate change, the hole in the ozone layer, and
bad air quality in cities. The causes are emissions
by carbon dioxide, chlorofluorocarbons (CFCs),
and dust particles. The cure for a more sustainable
development is based in reduced emissions and
alternative technologies.
Based on this scenario the students prepare for
their visit in the non-formal student laboratory.
In the laboratory a selection of respective experiments is offered to the students:
•

•

•

Greenhouse Effect:
E5: Absorption of heat radiation by different gases
E6: Model experiment of the greenhouse
effect
Ozone:
E8: Positive effects of ozone. Ozone in the
stratosphere
E9: Negative effects of ozone. effects on
plants
Aerosols:
E11: Formation of aerosols and their effects
on temperature
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E12: Formation of aerosols and their effects
on light intensity
In the practical part of the module the students
examine the atmospheric diseases with regard to
causes and symptoms. Visitors can learn about basics of the greenhouse effect through an experiment
about absorptions of heating radiation by different
gases. The effects of increasing carbon dioxide
emissions are shown by an experimental model of
the greenhouse effect. Other experiments are on
the topic of ozone. Ozone may be both a pathogen
and remedy. One the one hand it protects earth’s
surface and life against hazardous UV radiation
in stratosphere. On the other hand ground level
ozone acts like a pathogen and causes summer
smog and dying plants. The last of the three topics
is about aerosols and clouds. Clouds may generated by accumulation of particles. Experiments
show how clouds emerge. The effects of clouds
and dust on light intensity and temperature are
also examined. The students become acquainted
with the symptoms of atmospheric diseases during
the non-formal chemistry laboratory in university.
Identifying the pathogens is the major learning
objective in post-processing after experimentation.
In addition to this they have to learn something
about how to fight against these diseases and what
each and every student is able to do.

Exemplary Experimental Tasks
Model Experiment of the
Greenhouse Effect
A simple experiment may demonstrate the
greenhouse effect. It can be used to show how
an increased carbon dioxide value may influence
temperature on earth. Therefore the earth and the
atmosphere are portrayed utilizing a model. The
earth and its atmosphere are demonstrated by a
poly-styrene box with a black inner floor. Clouds
and water vapor in the atmosphere are modeled
by using a crystallizing dish filled with water,
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and the sun by a lamp (Figure 2; Parchmann &
Jansen, 1996). The box needs to be pierced by a
thermometer near the ‘ground’. It needs also to be
covered by the transparent film. The temperature
is measured inside the box. Afterwards the lamp
is turned on. After waiting for two minutes the
temperature is measured again. The experiment
can be repeated with different amounts of carbon dioxide inside the box as well as with other
greenhouse gases, e.g. methane. Preparing this
experiment, students will learn that the higher
the concentration of carbon dioxide in the air the
greater temperature rise.

Negative Effects of Ozone:
Effects on plants
Negative effects of ozone on the process of
photosynthesis may be shown by another small
Figure 2. Model experiment of the greenhouse
effect (experimental set up)
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experiment. Ozone destroys the chlorophyll that
causes the green color of leaves. Without a sufficient amount of chlorophyll plants metabolism
is disturbed. The plants death is an inevitable
result of this. Chlorophyll may be isolated out
from leaves by using an extraction technique with
ethanol. Therefore leaves are crushed with a pestle
and mortar and overlaid with ethanol. Extracted
chlorophyll dyes ethanol green immediately. The
ethanol-chlorophyll mixture colors brown after
ozone gas has transported through the mixture
(Figure 3). This brown color demonstrates clearly
that chlorophyll is destroyed by ozone.

Formation of Aerosols and its Effects
on Light Intensity and Heat Radiation
Clouds may reduce light intensity and heat radiation. These effects are shown clearly by a simple
experiment. To this end, light intensity of a lamp
is measured by a luxmeter. This value needs to be
compared with the light radiation that is influenced
by aerosol clouds. A closed, light transmissible
vessel which is filled with aerosol cloud has to be
placed between the lamp and the luxmeter (Figure
4; Ammermann, Kaminski & Pietzner, 2012).
Measurements of influences of heat radiation
are equal to this, except a thermometer is used
instead of a luxmeter.
Getting the aerosol cloud inside a vessel can
be achieved on several ways:
1.
2.

A gasoline oxygen-ozone mixture is combined with essential oils (e.g. eucalyptus oil)
inside the vessel, or
A burning incense stick is placed into the
vessel before closing the vessel.

Figure 3. Ethanol-chlorophyll mixture before (left)
and after (right) exposition to ozone

the non-formal chemistry laboratory in Bremen.
The module “Chemistry of the atmosphere” has
been offered since January 2013. Two groups
with a total of 32 students so far examined the
greenhouse effect, summer smog, atmospheric
ozone and aerosols.
In all the visits, both teachers and students
are invited to contribute to a survey prior to
and after visiting the university laboratory. The
pre-questionnaire for the teachers consists of 15
Likert-items and five open questions, while the
student’s questionnaire consists of 16 Likert-items
and two open tasks. All questions focus the prior
Figure 4. Experiment on effects of aerosol clouds
on light intensity

Expectations and Experiences
The various modules of this project have been
prepared since February 2012. More than 600
students and 20 teachers have participated in the
project so far and carried out experiments within
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expectations of the participants towards the visit
in the non-formal university student laboratory.
Similar structured teacher and student questionnaires inquire into the teachers’ and students’
personal experiences and reflections after the visit
in the non-formal university student laboratory.
In the responses from the pre-questionnaire,
the teachers supported a need for more intense
experimentation in science classes. The teachers
indicated that it is difficult for them to conduct
appropriate experiments in their schools because
of insufficient equipment and facilities. There was
hope that the visit in the non-formal university laboratory would contribute to and enrich the practice
of laboratory work in their classes. The teachers
expected the non-formal university laboratory to
contribute to raising motivation in science learning. They attributed motivational potential to the
societally relevant aspects of the experience, such
as providing students with insights into university
education as well as chemistry which is relevant to
everyday life. The teachers only partially expected
relevant content learning which would fulfill the
school curriculum and governmental syllabus.
Within their point of view, the visit to non-formal
learning environments should have other benefits
beyond cognitive school achievements. This offers a contrast with the students’ point of view, in
that they expected better marks after visiting the
university laboratory. It seems that teachers also
appreciate content that goes beyond the typical
school topics and objectives. For the teachers it
was more important to use the non-formal laboratory context to make the students aware of the
relevance of chemistry, than to fulfill part of their
formal curriculum. Nearly 90% of the teachers
agreed with this statement.
From the student perspective, students expected
to have a pleasant laboratory and research experience in the non-formal chemistry laboratory.
I am looking forward to the visit of the university
laboratory because I like very much to do experiments. I believe that there is a big difference
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between in preparing experiments here [in the
university]. I am glad to gain a new experience
in the university and to feel like a real researcher
during the experiments. (Translated from the open
tasked questionnaire)
This quote was typical for many students. Only
one percent was not excited to visit the university
laboratory. If the visit meets these expectations,
this finding allows positive consideration that
visiting the non-formal lab has potential to affect
students’ attitudes towards chemistry and science
learning. The students connect their positive expectations mainly with their hope to do interesting
experiments; especially those that cannot be done
in schools (e.g. experiments with ozone are no
longer allowed in German school laboratories).
Students seem to be aware that school conditions
are far from being optimal for doing open experiments. The missing availability of experimental
material and chemicals were criticized by many
students, also the 45-minutes timing of the science lessons was criticized as they believed that
it hindered open experimental work. Thus, it was
exactly these aspects that the students expected
from the university student laboratory. The students explicitly expressed their view that there is
a gap in open and problem-based experiments in
school and their hope for a different experience in
the non-formal laboratory. However, the students
also expected to gain a better understanding of
chemical issues in school and later better grades
by having visited the non-formal education environment. The majority of students did not want to
see the non-formal chemistry laboratory separated
from formal learning in school. They expected
something more tangible, in terms of getting better marks in school, however, that is inevitable.
The teacher’s and students’ feedback was very
positive throughout. It was quite the same among
the different modules and grade level of the students. After the visit, the overwhelming majority
of teachers and students enjoyed the unfamiliar,
non-formal atmosphere of visiting the university
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laboratories. Most teachers and students gave very
positive feedback. Some students mentioned that
working in the non-formal university laboratory
was exhausting. That is why it was suggested that
laboratory sessions should not exceed 2-3 hours.
The teachers gave similar feedback. In contrast to
the students the teachers placed big emphasis on
the quality of care, organization and the connection
to the school curriculum and the official syllabus.
Some selected aspects that were mentioned often
in the open part of the questionnaire were:
•
•
•

•

•

Interesting and motivating experiments
were carried out within laboratory session.
The students were allowed to do all the experiments autonomously.
Lots of experiments were done during the
session. The students liked to do lot of
experiments. Some students additionally
liked to prepare their experiments on their
own which they had not experienced prior
to this in the school context.
The staff to student ratio in the laboratory
was much better than the teacher to student
ratio in school. Students got assistance
quickly when required.
Students liked the open work in small
groups.

CONCLUSION AND
RECOMMENDATIONS
The students enjoyed the unfamiliar, non-formal
atmosphere of visiting the university chemistry
laboratory. Orion and Hofstein (1991) suggested
that the development of a more positive student
attitude towards learning science could be fostered
by visiting informal and non-formal learning
environments. This is in line with our findings.
Only a very small minority of students were not
looking forward to the visit or were disappointed
after it. Together with the positive feedback in
the open questionnaires, there is promising po-

tential to contribute to students developing more
positive attitudes towards chemistry, science and
technology. There are also indications that visiting the learning environment in this non-formal
university laboratory can serve as a motivating
factor in science education. Connecting science
learning to authentic and innovative issues from
the sustainability debate embedded into the nonformal learning experience was motivating and
meaningful to the learners.
Also the teachers responded well to the
program. The teachers followed their students’
behavior in the laboratory with great interest.
Through this they learned about new strategies
of sustainable chemistry, they became familiar
with new experiments, of which at least part of,
can be implemented into practical work in the
school science classroom, and they experienced
how motivating the topics from the sustainability
debate and activities of an inquiry nature can be for
their students. From this perspective there is hope
that the project contributes to teacher continuous
professional development and through this pathway helps in implementing issues of sustainable
development more thoroughly into school science
education in the future.
Limitations in the initiative lie in the limited
regional range of the project. It is also clear that
often the effects of such visits are short-term if the
visits are only singular. Some studies in this area
indicated a clear cognitive gain of visits in nonformal educational environments, while others
were not able to support these findings (Stronck,
1983). The same applies to the motivational effects. DeWitt and Storksdieck (2008) explained
this finding was due to the short term nature of
most field trips and non-formal learning events
that may not be suited to create lasting cognitive
and motivational effects. However, there is little
research investigating whether a repeated visit in
such a non-formal learning environment will have
more durable effects. This project has the scope
to examine this as it offers non-formal learning
environments for a range of topics, all of them
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with connection to chemistry-related issues of
sustainability and sustainable development, for
all grades in the lower and upper secondary level.
Nevertheless, more research is needed to show
how often and how regular visits are needed to
contribute to long-term effects on motivation,
attitudes and cognitive gains by the non-formal
learning environment as well as in contention with
topics from the sustainability debate.
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ABSTRACT
This chapter discusses an analysis of discourse practices found in eight different elementary science
classrooms that have implemented the Science Writing Heuristic (SWH) approach to argument-based
inquiry. The analysis for this study involved examining a segment of whole-class talk that began after a
small group presented its claim and evidence and ended when the discussion moved on to a new topic,
or when a different group presented. The framework for the analysis of this whole-class dialogue developed through an iterative process that was first informed by previous analysis, review and modification
of other instruments, and notable anomalies of difference from this data set. Each classroom was then
rated using the Reform Teaching Observation Protocol (RTOP), which provided a score for the extent to
which the teacher was engaged with reform-based science teaching practices. Our analysis shows that
elements of whole-class dialogue in argument-based inquiry classrooms were different across varying
levels of RTOP implementation. Overall, low level RTOP implementation (little evidence of reformedbased practice) had a question and answer format during whole class talk that rarely included discourse
around scientific reasoning and justification. Higher levels of RTOP implementation were more likely
to be focused on student use of scientific evidence to anchor and develop a scientific understanding of
“big ideas” in science. These findings are discussed in relation to teacher professional development
in argument-based inquiry, science literacy, and the teacher’s and students’ grasp of science practice.
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INTRODUCTION

ARGUMENTATION IN PRACTICE

For quite some time now, reform documents have
set the benchmarks for science literacy by stressing
the importance of using inquiry-based approaches
in the science classroom (AAAS, 1993; NRC,
1996, 2012). Yet, what drives and supports an
inquiry-based approach in the classroom is still
up for discussion and currently being thoroughly
examined through research. Kuhn (1991) gives
one good idea of what it means to actually be
engaged in scientific inquiry, stating “Scientific
inquiry is fundamentally a knowledge building
process in which explanations are presented to the
community so they can be critiqued, debated, and
revised” (1991, p. 4). Deriving Kuhn’s definition
of scientific inquiry leads us to understand that to
engage in argument-based inquiry means to use
evidence in support of one’s claim, which can
help to focus and drive dialogues of critique and
consensus (Duschl & Osborne, 2002; Osborne,
Erduran, & Simon, 2004). Dialogue “is about a
shared inquiry, a way of thinking and reflecting
together. It is not something you do to another
person. It is something you do with people”
(Isaacs, 1999, p. 9) and dialogic conversation can
be a way to generate knowledge (Alexopoulou &
Driver, 1997; Ford, 2008; Kelly & Green, 1998;
Schein, 1993). While the research community
recognizes the value of dialogic communication
in inquiry-based learning approaches, research
that examines communication patterns found in
classrooms using argument-based inquiry is still
needed. This chapter will explore the talk patterns
within whole-class dialogue in fifteen elementary
classrooms that utilize argument-based inquiry.
The two research questions guiding this study are:

Argumentation is conversational dialogue. This
can be reasoned through by exploring the meanings of the words dialogue and argumentation.
The word dialogue is from two Greek roots: dia
and logos. This roughly translates to be “meaning
flowing through” (Isaacs, 1993, p. 25). Conversation, which begins all dialogues, means “to turn
together” (Isaacs, 1993, p. 35). Argumentation
then is a conversational dialogue where meanings can flow through and turn together within
those engaged. Argumentation “initiates change,
it transforms the significance of material, it enables reflection and action, it brings divergent
voices together in interaction...” (Mork, 2005,
p. 18; referencing Costello & Mitchell, 1995).
It is worth noting the difference in argumentation versus argument. Argumentation by many
researchers is considered a discourse process (e.g.
Jimenez-Aleixandre & Erduran, 2008; Osborne,
et al., 2004) while argument is centering around
producing or influencing a particular outcome
(Cavagnetto, 2010; Toulmin, 1958). In this study,
we focus on argumentation.
Scientific argumentation is about evaluating
and critiquing the construction of scientific claims,
evidence, and explanation (Duschl, Schweingruber, & Shouse, 2007). Once reasoned through by
being constructed and deconstructed, knowledge
is claimed because it carries with it tentative,
but stable, evidence that is deemed trustworthy
by the community of science (Gross, 1990). In
actual practice, scientists engage in the process
of argumentation to understand “why” (Duschl,
1990) their ideas matter. As these scientists engage
in argumentation, they modify their ideas by making or critiquing claims supported with evidence
(NRC, 2012). The net effect of their engagement
further strengthens their understanding within
their domain of study.

1.
2.

What are the key factors that contribute to
whole-class discussion found in classrooms
using argument-based inquiry, and
How do these key factors develop across
levels of implementation of argument-based
inquiry?
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SCIENTIFIC ARGUMENTATION
IN CLASSROOMS
This process of argumentation can and should
also be a critical component of instruction in
our science classrooms (Driver, Asoko, Leach,
Mortimer, & Scott, 1994; Driver, Newton, &
Osborne, 2000; Duschl & Osborne, 2002; Kuhn,
1993). In particular, “why” questions can help to
engage students into the core practices found in
communities of scientists. The reason for this is
that “why” questions set up conversations around
claims, data, and evidence, all of which are core
essential components of scientific argumentation
(Brinker & Bell, 2008). The process of engaging
in scientific argumentation in the science classroom is centered around what Lemke (1990) calls
“learning to talk science.” This does not mean a
science classroom is dominated by the teacher
talking science (unfortunately this is still widely
being practiced today (see Crawford, 2005)) but
rather the classroom community with the teacher
engaged in an ongoing conversational dialogue of
scientific argumentation.
Over the last decade there have been several
studies focusing on dialogic elements of scientific argumentation in science classrooms (e.g.,
Cavagnetto, Hand, & Norton-Meier, 2010; Driver,
Newton, & Osborne, 2000; Duschl & Osborne,
2002; Hogan, Nastasi, & Pressley, 1999; Kelly
& Duschl, 2002; Martin & Hand, 2009; Martins,
Mortimer, Osborne, Tsatsarelis, & JiménezAleixandre, 2001; Naylor, Keogh, & Downing,
2007; Simon, Erduran, & Osborne, 2006; von
Aufschnaiter, Erduran, Osborne, & Simon, 2008;
Zohar & Nemet, 2002). Without question, these
studies imply, suggest, and/or stress that it takes
time and skill to engage students in some element
of conversational dialogue in order to aid them in
their construction of knowledge.
Classrooms that engage in scientific argumentation also engage in “activity, reflection,
and conversation” (Fosnot, 1989, p. 29). In later
writings Fosnot states, “The learners [rather than
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the teacher] are responsible for defending, providing, justifying, and communicating their ideas
to the classroom community. Ideas are accepted
as trustworthy only insofar as they make sense
to the community and thus rise to the level of
‘taken-as-shared,’” (Fosnot, 1996, p. 29-30). Being
responsible for nurturing this “taken-as-shared”
experience where meanings can flow through
and turn together (Isaacs, 1993) is a significant
responsibility of the teacher. McNeill (2009) states,
“The teacher can be essential for helping students
explain phenomena, justify the claims they are
making, and debate the strength of alternative
explanation” (p. 259). Scientific argumentation in
full classroom practice is thought to “transforms
the common monologic discourse of the school
science classroom” (Osborne, 2007, p. 12) that is
often wrought with “monolithic paths of logic or
pre-ordained discovery” (Yerrick, 2000, p. 814),
which is lead or voiced by the teacher.

SUSTAINED UNDERSTANDING
AND PEDAGOGICAL PRACTICE
OF SCIENTIFIC ARGUMENTATION
Without doubt, transforming schools and classrooms toward the practice of scientific argumentation is slow to happen because the science
curriculum and instruction is often orchestrated
around predetermined investigations that serve
to verify what is already known (Duschl, 1990;
Lemke, 1990). Scientific argumentation in classrooms certainly will draw on expert understandings, but at its core is the ability to engage in the
meta-thinking skills and practices around the
evaluation, critique, and construction of evidence
as discussed in documents such as the NSES (NRC,
1996), A Framework for K-12 Science Education:
Practices, Crosscutting Concepts, and Core Ideas
(NRC, 2012), Taking Science to School (Duschl,
Schweingruber, & Shouse, 2007), and Benchmarks
for Science literacy (AAAS, 1993). Certainly,
classrooms that engage in high levels of scientific
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argumentation would entail individuals coherently
constructing ideas for others so meaning can flow
in and through others as understandings turn and
evolve within the community of learners. To do
this, teachers need sustained professional development in the ways to approach and practice scientific
argumentation. They also need ongoing support
that reassures them that the strength of what one
knows comes from one’s ability to coherently
construct and critique one’s understanding with
self and others.
Unfortunately, sustained professional development around what is scientific argumentation and
how one learns is scarcely noted in the literature.
When Newton et al. (1999) surveyed 14 experienced science teachers, the teachers reported that
they needed more professional development time
to confidently manage and facilitate elements of
argumentation.
There are two examples of well-researched
professional development programs on argumentation; one is called Evidence and Argument in
Science (IDEAS) (Osborne, Erduran, & Simon,
2004) from King’s College in London, England,
and the second is called the Science Writing
Heuristic (SWH) (Hand, Wallace, & Yang, 2004;
Keys, Hand, Prain, & Collins, 1999) from the
University of Iowa, USA. Both research programs
have produced numerous reports and guides on
implementing argumentation in science classrooms (Norton-Meier, Hand, Hockenberry, &
Wise, 2008; Osborne, Erduran, & Simon, 2004b)
as well as having produced peer-reviewed papers
(Cavagnetto, Hand, & Norton-Meier, 2010; Hand,
Wallace, & Yang, 2004; Keys, Hand, Prain, & Collins, 1999; Martin & Hand, 2009; Simon, Erduran,
& Osborne, 2006; von Aufschnaiter, Erduran,
Osborne, & Simon, 2008) on its effects towards
enhancing student learning through engagement
in elements of scientific argumentation.
Professional development work in Iowa (e.g.
Martin & Hand, 2009; others in press) has shown
that shifting classroom activities to include elements of science argumentation not only takes

time and practice (at least 18 months) but also
that the teacher needs to hold a sustainable
understanding that student learning happens
through ongoing engagement in scientific argumentation. The professional development work
in London (Osborne, Erduran, & Simon, 2004)
acknowledged the ways in which the strength of
a teacher’s initial understanding of argumentation
“determines their development, particularly in the
short term” (p. 31). In a two-year study of 8th
grade science teachers, related to the initial study,
Simon, Erduran, and Osborne (2006) found that
their extended period of professional development
helped to adapt classroom practice toward the use
of argumentation.
In classroom practice, talking and reading are
more likely to occur than writing. This is not to
suggest that writing is not important, but rather to
point out that writing and especially revising one’s
writing is fostered by additional conversations and
readings. The literature in science argumentation
regarding student learning has mostly been focused
on the evaluation of the written processes/products
of arguments (e.g. Bell & Linn, 2000; Kelly, et al.,
2000; McNeill, 2009; McNeill, Lizotte, Krajcik,
& Marx, 2006; Sampson, Grooms, & Walker,
2011; Schweizer & Kelly, 2005; von Aufschnaiter,
Erduran, Osborne, & Simon, 2008: Sandoval &
Reiser, 2004; Zohar & Nemet, 2002) rather than
analysis of the depth and nature of conversations
leading up to and following student writing.
Yore, Bisanz, and Hand (2003) point out that
elements of Toulmin’s Argument Pattern (TAP)
(often used to study writing samples) are nearly
impossible to pattern and sequence in detail because of the speed in which conversation happens.
Understanding whole classroom dialogue goes
well beyond the notions of two or more people
talking. Approaches to dialogue are many and
Burbules and Bruce (2001) reminds us that “no
single approach holds the patent on dialogue”
(p. 1112). However, there are certainly factors
that help to characterize dialogic approaches
in scientific argumentation. Effort is needed to
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provide insight into the extent to which students
understand the depth of the question(s), evidence,
ideas, and extent of interactions consistent with
practicing science argumentation.

ELEMENTS OF CONVERSATIONAL
DIALOGUE
The role of questioning, how the class reasons and
uses evidence, and how classrooms conversationally “turn together” and integrate ideas seem to
be elements strongly supported in the literature
and most recently in the framework for K-12 science education (NRC, 2012). Below are five key
factors that help to guide whole-class dialogue in
classrooms practicing scientific argumentation.

Issues of Questioning
Questioning is essential to scientific argumentation. Boyd and Rubin (2006) talks about contingent
questioning and how it takes students from where
they are and launches them further. These questions are generally authentic (Nystrand, Gamoran,
Kachur, & Prendergast, 1997) and stay well within
reach of the student’s zone of proximal development (Vygotsky, 1986). These questions are also
more likely to be voiced by students to further
clarify, elaborate, and/or extend ideas because
the teacher in dialogically organized instruction
is thought to ask fewer questions and encourage
more conversational talk among the class (Boyd
& Rubin, 2006, p. 144).

Depth of Exchange
Exchanging ideas takes time. As classroom talk
turns together, Boyd and Rubin (2006) also suggests that students must have critical turns of talk
that are linguistically extended for 10 seconds or
more. These extended turns help in formulating
and connecting our ideas for others as well as
one’s self (Scott & Ametller, 2007; Wells & Mejía
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Arauz, 2006). Extended exchanges discourage a
back-and-forth conversation volley and tend to
give more ideas and insights that sustain thinking
together (Issacs, 1999). In these sorts of exchanges,
ideas from others are expanded, modified, and/
or reframed.

Classroom Interactions
Classrooms that turn together interact in ways
that are dynamic and open in the classroom community (Burbules & Bruce, 2001). There is an
ongoing openness to different points of view. The
community spends time “probing and revoicing
each other’s thinking” (Varelas & Pineda, 1999,
p. 26) as a common understanding is constructed.
Viewpoints of others are not only included but also
acknowledged during dialogue (Scott, Mortimer,
& Aguiar, 2006).

Evidence-Based Ideas
Justification of a claim requires evidence if we
expect the classroom community to be aligned to
the social practices of scientists (Kuhn & Reiser,
2006). In classroom practice, Kuhn (1991) suggests that some do not feel that claims need to be
justified with evidence. Some do not understand
what counts as evidence (Sadler, 2004). However,
the social aspect of scientific argumentation
requires that claims and evidence not only be
presented, but subjected to ongoing discussion
and critique (Kuhn & Reiser, 2006, p. 5).

Conversational Pattern
A dialogically organized conversation around one
idea is “relatively unpredictable” (Boyd & Rubin,
2006, p. 146) and negotiated by the classroom on
the fly (Boyd & Rubin, 2006; Nystrand, et al.,
1997). Classroom roles are “neither distinct nor
stable” (Burbules & Bruce, 2001, p. 19) and all
can have a voice in the conversation. Turns of talks
are structurally coherent and socially engaging
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(Boyd & Rubin, 2006). The conversation varies
in density and quality, and has an ebb and flow
as ideas build (Varelas & Pineda, 1999).

METHODOLOGY AND
PARTICIPANTS
Data used for this study were chosen from an
existing collection of K-5 classroom videos. This
collection of videos comes from classrooms whose
teachers have undergone professional development
in argument-based inquiry from one to six consecutive years. The overarching focus of the professional development is to help these in-service
teachers understand that learning is a process of
negotiation, and that by using argument-based
inquiry in their science classrooms, “big ideas” in
science may build and develop through on-going
classroom negotiation. Their annual Professional
Development (PD) consisted of five days of summer workshops and at least five visits from PD
staff in their classroom during the school year. The
teachers were not given any curriculum to teach.
However, they were supported through PD during the academic year to embed argument-based
inquiry into their existing classroom curriculum.
While engaged in the PD process the teachers used
the Science Writing Heuristic (SWH) (Keys, et al.,
1999) in their classrooms, which we view as one
approach to establishing a classroom community
that practices argument-based inquiry.
As part of the research component of the PD,
teachers were asked to record a video of their
classrooms. This was a lesson of their choosing.
For this particular study, we choose only video
segments of whole-class conversation after a
small group of students presented their written
claim and evidence about a concept in science.
We identified fifteen classroom videos that met
this criterion, and a total of fifty-six segments
from these classrooms. We used no more than
five segments from any one classroom video. A
segment began after small group presentation

of claim and evidence ended and whole-class
conversation about the presentation began. The
segment ended when the discussion moved on to
a new topic or a new presenting group.
Initially we did a comparative analysis
(Charmaz, 2002; Dey, 1999; Glaser & Strauss,
1967), within and between transcript segments
in order to establish codes and patterns. During
this process, we explored several published instruments and research products that could further
inform our coding and analysis. In particular, we
found that Section V “Discourse Factors” of Marshall et al. (2009) instrument helped to guide and
shape some of our early thinking as we grounded
our descriptions in our K-5 classroom.
After many rounds of revision, informed by
our data set as well as the literature, we settled
on three levels of criteria and five whole-class
dialogue factors. The criteria ranges from level 1
(little to no dialogic interaction) to level 3 (high
dialogic interaction) we settled on the five key
factors to be: conversational patterns, complexity of questions, evidence-based ideas, depth of
idea exchange, and classroom interaction. Table
1 represents the whole class dialogue factors used
in this study.
Once the framework was established, each segment was coded with a dialogue level for each of
the five key dialogue factors. The first two authors
of this study coded the segments individually and
then discussed the differences in ratings until a
consensus was reached for each of the segments
in this study.
Additionally, every video used in this study was
scored by experienced scorers using a modified
version (Martin & Hand, 2009) of the Reform
Teaching Observation Protocol (RTOP) (Sawada
& Piburn, 2000). Using this protocol gave us a
sense of how well each classroom engaged in
“reformed” (Sawada, et al., 2000) instruction. The
quantitative RTOP score was then categorized
into qualitative descriptions; i.e., high, medium,
and low RTOP scores to indicate high, medium,
and low implementation of reformed instruction.
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In many cases, questions challenged students to
explain, reason through, and/or justify.

Ideas were discussed over many turns of talk to
help understand many elements/viewpoints of the
“big idea.”

Students often, and teacher may or may not as
often, ask follow-up responses that required
students to justify reasoning or evidence.

There is extensive discussion of the claim/
evidence presented.

Student conversation was consistently integrated
with previous turns of talk. Lengthy discussions
occur about a student idea.

In most cases, questions ask students to explain their
comprehension of ideas.

Ideas were discussed for several turns of talk but were
usually limited to comparing/checking/understanding
some smaller element of the “big idea.”

Occasionally student(s), and often the teacher, asked
follow-up responses that required student(s) to justify
reasoning or evidence.

There is some discussion of the claim/evidence
presented.

Student conversation at least occasionally is connected to
previous turns of talk. Some medium-length conversation
occurs about a student idea.

In most cases, questions were asked to explain
explicit knowledge.

Even if opportunities existed, ideas were rarely
discussed beyond initial response.

Students did not ask a student to justify reasoning
or evidence. Teacher may occasionally ask for
justification and/or reasoning.

There is little discussion of the claim/evidence
presented.

Student conversation not well connected to previous
turns of talk, with very short conversations about
student ideas.
Generally Q&A format.

Complexity of
Question

Depth of Idea
Exchange

Classroom
Interactions

Evidence-based
Ideas

Conversational
Pattern

Level One
Factor

Table 1. Whole class dialogue factors

Level Two

Level Three
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RESULTS
Analyses of the data lead us to compare the
criteria-based level of dialogue (i.e., level 1, level
2, and level 3) with the classroom RTOP ranking (i.e., low, medium, and high). The findings
of this analysis are reported by RTOP score. For
each level, we provide an overall summary of
implementation and then provide more detailed
descriptions of key factors noting what makes a
level different than another. We also provide an
actual segment of a classroom transcript for each
level to further illustrate our findings.

SUMMARY OF LOW
IMPLEMENTATION
In low implementation classrooms, we did not
see any instances of what we would call level 3
talk. Conversational patterns were mostly very
structured question/answer situations and generally led by the teacher with fractured connections
to previous turns of talk. The teacher’s goals seem
to be to check student responses to low-complexity
questions and compare them with his or her own
ideas about the concept; therefore there was little
talk about evidence-based ideas. The teacher and
students rarely asked follow-up questions, which
hindered the depth of idea exchange and tempered
whole classroom interaction (see Figure 1).

Questioning and Use of Evidence
Quality of the question was generally quite low
with seven segments containing mostly level 1,
three segments containing mostly level 2, and no
segments containing mostly level 3; however, there
were a few instances of higher level questions being asked that required students to explain their
conception. However, regardless of the question
type being asked, student responses tended to
foster a recalling of some piece of knowledge that
the questioner accepted without any follow-up
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Figure 1. Frequency of whole-class talk categories for low SWH implementation classroom segments

or elaboration. This lack of critique of student
response suggests that evidence-based ideas were
not well developed, because nine segments were
level 1, and there were no level 2 or level 3. Questions that only required a response for a particular
piece of content with no follow-up (see Tables
2 and 3) did not encourage ideas to be reasoned
through by the classroom community, hindering
classroom interactions. Additionally ideas being
discussed were not grounded in the relationship
between claim and evidence. This limited the
amount of reasoning during classroom interaction.

Depth of Idea Exchange and
Conversational Pattern
Depth of idea exchange was generally very low,
with five segments at level 1, five segments at
level 2, and no segments at level 3. Even when
multiple turns of student talk were present, opportunities for students to reason through their ideas
seemed limited. In each turn of student-student
talk there were too few words and a lack of sufficient follow-up for a developed idea exchange.
Overall, conversational patterns were generally
very structured in low implementation classrooms,

with all ten segments at level 2, and no segments
at level 1 and level 3.

Example of Low Implementation
In Table 2, a group is presenting on the United
States’ third manned mission to the moon (Apollo
13) whose mission was aborted due to a malfunction. The teacher is asking questions about the
spaceship malfunction and receiving responses
from the students. When Kenny elaborated on an
idea the teacher did not take the opportunity to
discuss Kenny’s idea beyond his initial response.
This seems to indicate that the teacher was more
interested in checking to see if the class agreed
with her own idea rather than understanding the
students’ ideas.
In Table 3, a fourth-grade class is discussing
animal adaptations. Sarah asks a question that
seemed to request further explanation of the
groups claim. Instead, the students responded by
repeating their claim with no explanation. Neither
the teacher nor students challenged the group’s
response; rather, the teacher allowed the conversation to move on by asking for other questions.
We consider these two examples to be coded as
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Table 2. Example of level one whole class dialogue
Line

Person

Words Spoken

119

Teacher

What do they need oxygen for?

120

Joyce

To breathe.

121

Teacher

So if the oxygen was leaking, is that a
problem?

122

Students

Yep.

123

Teacher

Ok

124

Kenny

Cuz it was going into space.

125

Teacher

126

Joyce

127

Teacher

Line

Person

Words Spoken

Jack

What was the best animal adaptation?
Claim: the best animal adaptation is the
tail for a possum. For a alligator, fish and
a possum…

209

Teacher

Sara?

210

Sara

I didn’t get your claim.

211

Jack

The best animal adaptation is the
possum’s tail.

Ok.

212

Teacher

Any other comments? Sheri?

They shut down the command module…
down to save battery power so they could
get back to Earth. They lived in the lunar
module.

213

Sheri

I think they did pretty good as far as their
claim.

Grade 4, 027-03-01-05-2008

What’s the lunar module?

Grade 4, 025-04-01-03-2009

a missed opportunity that seems to establish an
environment with limited opportunity for students
to discuss their ideas beyond the initial response.

SUMMARY OF MEDIUM
LEVEL IMPLEMENTATION
In medium ranked classrooms, teachers and students both are asking questions with some level
of complexity. When a level 2 or level 3 complex
question is asked, there is generally some level of
in-depth idea exchange that stems directly from
evidence-based ideas. There tends to be less idea
exchange when the questions are less complex,
because these questions are rarely focused on the
relationship of evidence to the claim. Conversation
patterns are generally structured by the teacher, or
not as neatly structured if the students are leading the discussion; however, in either case, there
are some instances of classroom interaction that
involve many students sharing their ideas about
the claim and evidence.
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Table 3. Example of level one whole class dialogue

Questioning, Evidence,
and Idea Exchange
In medium level classrooms, whole class dialogue
that supported deep idea exchange was developing. In these classrooms, the student turns of talk
tended to show evidence of ideas at least occasionally being responded to by other students and
consistently being listened to and responded to by
the teacher. At least for the teacher, their turns of
talk usually reflected a response to one or more
turns of student talk. Question complexity by both
students and teacher tended to vary. Follow-up to
question responses varied from no elaboration to
extended dialogue. When questions asked were
about understanding what something meant, there
was often extensive classroom interaction among
students over many turns of talk (see Tables 4
and 5). In the questions and ideas found in these
turns of talk, it seems as though students at this
level were starting to work towards being able to
argue for their ideas. We noticed that when questions were more focused on a call or need to have
evidence, talk tended to stop after a response was
given (see Table 4 and Figure 2).
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Table 4. Example of level two whole class dialogue
Line

Person

Words Spoken

333

Maria

Um do you know uh, if like, Iowa is in the deciduous forest?

334

Group Member

No. It has a map in there but it didn’t have the United States. Lance?

Grade 6, 010-01-01-01-2007

Table 5. Example of level two whole class dialogue
Line

Person

Words Spoken

31

Danny

Uh do you also think that larger objects can make high pitch because the jar the jar the big jar, that one also
made a high pitch?

32

Alyssa

In the jar, it was like the one with no water in it made a high sound and the one almost full made a low sound.
And that’s what you meant with the jars.

33

Danny

How full was the jar?

34

Alyssa

It’s the one over there.

35

Luke

So I think it differs with how much water you put in each jar. Cause one group, cause one group (mumble) cause
one jar was overflowing.

36

Hunter

Yeah

37

Peyton

But the one with the strings had a shorter string, the higher the pitch was and the longer the string the lower it
was.

38

Luke

But we are talking about the jars.

39

Peyton

I know but you said it might affect them not a lot and I’m saying cause that the jars have a little bit of water and
a lot and with the strings that has a little shorter string makes a higher pitch and the longer one has a lower pitch.

40

Luke

But what our group did is that the shorter string had a really high sound and the longer ones had the same. All
was the same it had a high sound.

41

Peyton

That’s not what we got.

42

Luke

I’ll try it.

Grade 5, 012-10-08-04-2009

Conversational Interactions
and Evidence
In each of the medium implementation classrooms,
conversation patterns tended to be conversational
and most often monitored and/or mediated by the
teacher. There were a few cases where the teacher
was not actively involved in the discussion, which
sometimes led to conversations where students
were not practicing “listen first” skills. Student
conversations in these situations would have flairups of multiple simultaneous conversations that
mainly focused on a group’s claim and/or evidence. In other cases, the teacher was not actively

involved in the conversation because the students
were able to maintain the discussion on their own,
focusing clearly on exchanging ideas (see Table
4). Overall, what we begin to see emerging is the
fine balance of how to conversationally express,
listen, respond, and negotiate through discussion
of evidence-based ideas. At this level, it seems as
though these elements sometimes get out of balance, thus making an expression of an idea more
exuberant, listening first more challenging, and/
or reacting rather than responding more likely. In
this way, conversation at this level is sometimes
bumpy, because of the varied use and quality of
evidence and critique.
889
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Figure 2. Frequency of whole-class talk categories for medium SWH implementation classroom segments

Example One of Medium
Implementation

Example Two of Medium
Implementation

In Table 4, the presenting group is discussing the
deciduous forest ecosystem. The rest of the class
groups have been exploring other ecosystems.
Maria asks if Iowa was in the deciduous forest. This
question first suggests that Maria was listening
and thinking about what was presented. Second,
she asked a question that either called for a factual
response or a speculation of what might be. In
this case, the presenting group said no and said
that their source did not have the United States in
it. In terms of listener understanding, it is murky
if no meant, “I don’t know” or “No, it does not.”
The response was not grounded in evidence but
lack of information. More importantly, the lack
of follow-up by Maria, other students, or the
teacher we see as a missed opportunity to have an
evidence-based conversation, which would have
explored and reasoned through the possibility of
a deciduous forest in Iowa.

In Table 5, the class was discussing evidence
about the characteristics of objects that have a
high or low auditory pitch. In this segment, one
group claimed that a large jar generated a low
pitch and a small jar generated a high pitch. Danny
asked if they thought it was possible for a large
jar also to generate a high pitch, because they had
experienced that during their experimentation.
The students discuss for several turns of talk the
reasons that the two groups heard different things,
which eventually lead to discussion about water
levels in the jars. In this example and characteristic
to this level, follow-up type questions tended to
either seek clarification (see Table 5 lines 3335) or to further challenge an idea (see Table 5
line 39). When an idea was challenged, it often
brought in other students to engage in the developing negotiation. In this example, because the
students spent several turns of talk sharing their
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ideas, they were able to develop an explanation
as to the reasons that two groups came up with
two different results; this in turn helped them to
negotiate the concept of pitch.
In Table 5, line 37 when Peyton was making
an attempt to establish a relationship of length
of string to amount of water, Luke refocused the
conversation back to the jars. While we see this
refocus as acceptable, the detail that Peyton’s
outside evidence was brought into the conversation and not used then or later in the class session
points out the ways in which ideas when exchanged
at this level are more likely to be situated in only
the group’s evidence and do not take in a broader
array of related evidence. Although this example
clearly has a particular group arguing for their
own ideas over extended and developed turns of
talk, we consider this, too, a missed opportunity of
reasoning through commonalities in and between
groups as the class works toward understanding
the properties of sound.

SUMMARY OF HIGH LEVEL
IMPLEMENTATION
In high level classrooms whole class dialogue
that supported student exchange of ideas was
consistently evident. Questioning consistently
supported a well-developed conversation that
involved students reasoning through and justifying
their claims and evidence (see Figure 3).

Complexity of Questions
and Interactions
For classrooms at high implementation, the complexity of the question seems to be less important
than the ways in which the response of the question is carried out. Questions that begin these
conversations are often focused on the presenting
groups’ claim and evidence. The teacher and the
students in these classrooms usually ask followup questions or make follow-up statements to any
type of question that is asked. This questioning
practice encourages student ideas to be reasoned
through over many turns of talk.

Figure 3. Frequency of whole-class talk categories for high SWH implementation classroom segments
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Deep Exchanges of
Ideas and Evidence
Follow-ups to questions in these classrooms
were important to foster the depth of ideas and
evidence. Follow-up questions by students generally clarified or challenged an ongoing idea. If the
teacher stepped into these exchanges, the teacher
often asked a student how he/she felt about the
presenting group’s ideas. The explanation by the
classmate often included their own personal ideas
or the ideas of their group that often stimulated
more questions and/or lengthier negotiations.
During these deep idea exchanges, “big ideas”
were driven by more than one group’s claim and
evidence. Not only were the presenting groups
ideas circulated but so were the ideas held by
other prepared groups and individuals.

Conversational Pattern
Communication in high implementation classrooms was very conversational. Conversations
were about building upon student’s own evidencebased ideas. Most of the time, students were able
to maintain the discussion on their own, focusing
the “big idea” with minimal guidance from the
teacher (see Table 6). When the teacher was involved with the conversation, often it was to further
challenge and/or scaffold student-generated ideas.
Sometimes when the teacher was not involved in
conversation over many turns of student talk, the
conversation became intense because student’s
ideas were being challenged. On these occasions,
the teacher was able to remind students to exhibit
“listen first” skills, be respectful and/or thoughtful in responding. In this way, the teacher did
not need to manage or control the conversation,
but rather helped in extending, patching, and/or
consolidating ideas in process.

Table 6. Example of level three whole class dialogue
Line

Person

Words Spoken

45

JoAnn

I disagree that you could see a seed in a seed.

46

Nellie

Why?

47

JoAnn

It just seems weird that-

48

Nellie

I saw a seed inside my seed.

49

JoAnn

It’s different how you can see a seed in a seed, and I think that’s make believe or something.

50

Cindy

It’s not make believe, JoAnna.

51

JoAnn

I’m still talking, you know.

52

Teacher

In other words, what she’s really saying to you is that what? You need to let her finish, right? Remember what we
talked about in discussion, Nellie. You’ve got to listen first, and then she needs to have her chance, and then you
can have hers.

53

JoAnn

I think it’s make believe because I have never seen a seed inside a seed before, and that’s kind of weird how a
seed can be in a seed, and I just don’t really think it’s true.

54

Nellie

It’s true. If you got the seed that I got, then you would be able to see a seed.

55

JoAnn

Well, our group saw a stem in it, and….

56

Nellie

And we saw a seed.

57

JoAnn

A seed in a seed. I just don’t think that’s true.

58

Cindy

JoAnn, the lima bean is sort of a seed on the outside, and then, JoAnn, on the inside and hanging out partly was
a stem.

continued on following page
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Table 6. Continued
Line

Person

Words Spoken

59

JoAnn

Well you guys didn’t say anything about the stem in there.

60

Nellie

Well, we didn’t want to. And there’s a seed in a seed.

61

JoAnn

I just don’t think that can happen.

62

Cindy

Sometimes it can.

63

Nellie

Yep. Sometimes it can’t, sometimes it can.

64

JoAnn

I just don’t get it.

65

Nellie

Sometimes it can. Erin.

66

Teacher

Let’s go to someone else, and we can come back to you, JoAnn.

67

JoAnn

Are you sure that the little seed you saw wasn’t a plant?

68

Erin

I kind of disagree with you saw a seed inside of a seed, because the plant has to be inside of the seed, and the
seed is supposed to be part of the plant, and the plant is supposed to be growing from the seed, and that little
thing…

69

Nellie

[interrupting] I think that worms grow out of that little seed.

70

Erin

That’s what I’m trying to say. That little ball probably had the plant inside of it, so it’s probably not the seed,
really, it’s probably just the shell to keep the seed from cracking and breaking all the way through it so what I
think she’s trying to say- it’s a coat that’s really hard that looks like a seed, but it’s not really a seed, it’s actually a
coat. The stem from...

71

Teacher

What do you think about that? She’s saying there’s a coat. Nellie, listen to what she’s saying. What do you think-

72

Cindy

I kind of agree with that.

73

Teacher

You need to tell her.

74

Cindy

I kind of agree with that because that outer skin of it is kind of a shield to keep it from getting…the dirt from…

75

Erin

I’m not talking about that. I’m talking about…

76

Cindy

I know. But Erin, the skin on the outside probably protects the seed from inside the lima bean from getting dirty
and cracked. I think it’s probably trying to keep it together so then the seed won’t go out.

Grade 2, 015-08-01-01-2008

Example of High Implementation
Table 6 is a second grade classroom that is discussing what is inside a seed. Several members of the
class are challenging the presenting group’s claim
that there is a seed inside a seed. In line 49 JoAnn
asks “How you can see a seed in a seed?” JoAnn
remains persistent in denying support (line 49, 53,
57, 61, 64, and 67) that a seed is inside a seed.
Over seventeen turns of talk happen because the
“how” evidence appears to be lacking for JoeAnn.
Then in line 68, Erin provides further support for
JoeAnn’s point and further explains with a related
line of support.

Eventually after thirty more turns of talk (not
included here), their discussion of observational
data is left unresolved. The last presenting group
of this session thinks that there are lungs inside
the seed. A similar discussion ensues like the
first. In the end, the teacher asks the students to
recap their unresolved questions, reminds them
that the posters they presented will stay in front
of the room (this is to insure the ideas remain
public), and they will be exploring, in the next
class session, nonfiction books to see what they
“say about whether seeds are alive or not and if
there’s something inside the seeds” (line 205).
In this sample excerpt we provide from Table
6 only a few questions were asked. However these
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questions and the ensuing discussion were about
students reasoning through and justifying one
group’s evidence. The teacher encouraged students
to listen to each other and to draw other students
into the conversation. The effect of whole class
conversation helped to build ideas and viewpoints
over many turns of talk. In the end of this session
none of the ideas were resolved, but many ideas
were expressed and challenged to guide their
future look into seeds and plants.

DISCUSSION
This study provides us with a snapshot of one
moment in time for each of these fifteen classrooms. All of these classrooms were engaged in an
authentic attempt to incorporate argument-based
inquiry (Forman, Barnhart, Deafenbaugh, & Ewing, 2010). In each case, students presented their
claim and evidence and some level of classroom
conversation ensued. The conversations that happened within each classroom varied. However,
the overall evaluation for any one classroom fell
into one of the three levels fairly consistently.
Dialogical patterns tend to be localized (Pratt,
1987) and this was generally the case for this data
set. For example, no segment rated at Low-Level
Implementation (LLI) had evidence of level 3
talk, and rarely did a High-Level Implementation (HLI) classroom have elements of level 1
talk. Medium-Level Implementation (MLI) saw
no single level of talk dominate. In all cases, the
teacher, by virtue of using this approach, which
supports student talk, provided their own version
of support toward classroom conversation (Eichinger, et al., 1991; Osborne, 2001).
From our perspective, the teacher was both the
navigator and lynchpin in HLI that held together
overall classroom discourse. As navigator, the
teacher insured that the axis of conversation was
maintained and developed around the “big idea”
in science. The teacher acted as a lynchpin by in-
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suring the five factors of whole-class dialogue did
not fly off the axle and ground the conversation.
In high-level classrooms the sophistication
of idea exchange, classroom interaction, and the
sustained use of evidence to guide conversation
was more monitored than sustained by the teacher.
In these high level classrooms there was what
Burbules and Bruce (2001) calls a “reciprocal
relation” in which “ prerogatives of questioning,
answering, commenting, or offering reflective
observations on the dynamic are open to all participants” (Burbules & Bruce, 2001, p. 19). The
classroom community often took questions as
starting points for conversation. These questions
were more likely to come from students, but a
teacher’s question was just as likely to be acted
upon in a similar fashion. The quality of questions
in HLI was not critical in fostering sustained turns
of student talk. In HLI the students and sometimes
the teacher helped to integrate previous turns of
talk. The teacher was most likely to encourage
uncontested underrepresented evidence to be
brought in to conversation.
In this sense, conversation in HLI classrooms
had a “natural flow of conversation” (Schein, 1993,
p. 30) and students were afforded opportunities
for “sustained expression” (Dillon, 1981, p. 16) of
their thoughts. Throughout the HLI classrooms,
we saw in varying degrees flare-ups, pauses,
wandering, focus and refocus, unidirectional flow,
multi-voices, ignoring, and pressing (Scardamalia
& Bereiter, 1991; Schein, 1993; Scott & Ametller,
2007; vanZee, Iwasyk, Kurose, Simpson, & Wild,
2001; Windschitl, 2004). These were not examples
of behavioral classroom management in crisis
but rather examples of what the National Science
Education Standards call “reasoned arguments”
(NRC, 1996, p. 50). For these reasoned arguments
teachers set up expectations which required students “to explain and justify their understanding,
argue from data and defend their conclusions,
and critically assess and challenge the scientific
explanations of one another” (NRC, 1996, p. 50).
The argumentation found in these classrooms was
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certainly with its ebbs and flows–as are most all
engaged conversations. However, this was consistent with McNeill’s et al. (2006) findings in that
we also saw, even in HLI classrooms students
struggling to reason through how to use or what
counts as evidence during argument-based inquiry.
In low-level classrooms we saw many textbook
descriptions of IRE or IRF cycles (Mehan, 1979)
or what Isaacs (1999) calls a “back-and-forth volley” (p. 365). Isaacs sees this as a good example
of “people thinking alone, the ping-pong nature of
conversation dominating - not dialogue” (Isaacs,
1999, p. 365). These LLI classrooms also had a
dominance of knowledge level questions, asked by
both teacher and students, which were adequately
addressed but unlike HLI did not sustain further
turns of talk beyond the IRF/IRE cycle.
In HLI we saw “genuine questions” (Scott,
1998, p. 66) in which the response could not follow a typical IRE or IRF pattern because it served
as a “thinking device” (p. 66) for the community
of learners. In these cases, genuine questions led
to extensive turns of talk supported by evidence.
Regardless of questioning, in LLI we saw very
few sustained student-student turns of talk that
included evidence. In this way, Kuhn (1991) is
correct. LLI Classrooms we analyzed were poor
at bringing together their claims and evidence and
conversation did not naturally flow. In HLI we
consistently saw elements of discourse around the
claim and evidence that seemed “natural,” “coordinated,” “constructed,” and “reasoned” (Kuhn,
1991; McNeill, et al., 2006; Osborne, Erduran, &
Simon, 2004). Although LLI is not the ideal, we
did see elements of Driver et al.’s (2000) notion
of dialogic argumentation beginning to emerge,
but differences in ideas were not given sufficient
space for critique, consensus, and agreement
because the conversation was truncated. In HLI,
claims were supported by evidence and questions
were asked that challenged ideas that were being
expressed. There were attempts to persuade or
convince classmates though expressions of doubt,
alternate viewpoints, and the recognition that

some concepts were still not well understood by
the classroom community (Driver, et al., 2000;
Newton, Driver, & Osborne, 1999).
The mere existence of MLI classrooms provides recognition that inquiry-based approaches
are part of a dynamic process for the teacher
and student, PD team, and whole learning community. MLI classrooms can be seen to be either
classrooms in transition or classrooms that have
settled into a form of practice that was not stable
in low level or high-level practices. Duschl and
Osborne (2002) points out that “normal classroom
discourse is predominantly monologic” (p. 55). We
are comfortable in suggesting that the MLI classroom is not usually monologic and just beginning
to disengage from monologic activities. In MLI
classrooms we see “change both in the structure
of classroom activities and the aims that underlie
them” (Duschl & Osborne, 2002, p. 55). In MLI
those changes are well in place as evidenced by the
increasing likelihood of student-student dialogue
over more complex questioning and a greater
withholding of teacher feedback, evaluation, and
forced directions. The most obvious change from
LLI to MLI that we see is in the form of questions. Knowledge recall questions are replaced
with more complex questioning that cannot be
responded to over one turn of talk. Additionally,
the teacher is supportive of letting the idea develop
before moving the conversation along. During
MLI it seems as though the students are beginning to construct arguments for each other rather
than just for the teacher or not at all (Berland &
Reiser, 2009). However, as Wertsch (1979) suggests, students cannot internalize argumentative
discourse until they can make counter arguments
for themselves. The major difference between
MLI and HLI is that in HLI we usually hear persistent evidence-based whole-class dialogue and
in MLI the dialogue generally emerges and fades.
While much more research is needed to properly
understand the role and predominance of MLI
classrooms in our study, the very existence of an
MLI classroom indicates that PD can help teach-
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ers move beyond a low level implementation of
argument-based inquiry; however it is unclear if
all classrooms will reach a sustained high level of
whole-class dialogue while engaging in argumentbased inquiry. In summary, one can most easily
differentiate LLI from MLI by the emergence of
more “genuine questions” (Scott, 1998, p. 66) that
are given sustained support through the “teacher’s
uptake of student ideas” (Ametller & Scott, 2009,
p. 14; also see Collins, 1982). More importantly,
student uptake of these questions over several
turns of conversational talk begins to emerge. In
HLI classrooms, what is consistently noticed is
that students always seemed to have something
more to say to each other (Eichinger, et al., 1991)
and that classroom dialogue collaboratively built
understanding as the dialogue progressed (Wells
& Mejía Arauz, 2006). The whole-class dialogue
in these HLI classrooms was left unsettled, yet it
seemed satisfying to the classroom participants.
Students seemed intrigued by others reasoned
claims, evidence, and ideas. In LLI classrooms
when the conversation ended or moved on, it
seemed like it was “won” or “settled” and the
discussion of one’s idea was a moderately interactive spectator event rather than an opportunity
to build knowledge with each other.

CONCLUSION
The implications of this research indicate that
there are specific dialogical characteristics that
occur in the science classroom that can contribute
to highly effective implementation of argumentbased inquiry and reformed teaching practices.
In our discussion, we attempted to create a picture of what is happening across each level of
implementation and how existing research also
supports our evidence. The focus in the discussion
was on the classroom’s practice. However, we
fully understand that it is ultimately the teacher
that gives the authority for more than monologic
instruction in any given classroom. “In learning
to talk science we must buy into, and learn to
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work with, the conceptual tools, epistemological
framing, ontological perspectives, and forms of
reasoning of the scientific community” (Scott,
1998, p. 74). Without question, the first person
to begin the process of engaging the classroom in
the practices of an authentic scientific community
must be the teacher. Maintaining a steadfast approach to helping students of elementary age to
develop reasoned scientific arguments takes time,
courage, and ongoing PD to fully understand
and implement. This research is only scratching
the surface of the ways in which classrooms engage in argument-based inquiry. Many research
questions surface from this study. For example,
how are students’ writing samples influenced
through engagement in varying levels of whole
class dialogue in argument-based inquiry? What
influences why some classrooms develop into HLI
and others do not? How successful are students in
classrooms that practice the highest level of whole
class dialogue? These questions and many others
are needed to understand more fully the overall
impact on student learning from classrooms engaged in argument-based inquiry.
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ABSTRACT
This study adopted Cognitive Load Theory (CLT) to investigate the influences of multimedia presentations on achievements of science learning and the correlations between eye-movement models under
distinct multimedia combinations and learner-controlled modes. Three units from the Science Education
Website set by the Ministry of Education (Tainan) to assist student learning were employed: Air and
Combustion,” “Heat Effects toward Substances,” and “Healthy Diet.” This multifunctional website offers
teaching resources, interesting experiments, inquiry experiments, virtual animations, multi-assessments,
and supplementary materials, which are highly interactive and simulative. Six classes of fifth graders
(n=192) participated in this study. Our findings showed that the combination of multimedia elements
apparently influenced students’ performance; the “animation + narration” group performed evidently
better than the “animation + subtitles” group. When the animated subject matters were in small segments under the Segmentation Principle, multimedia presentations still brought affections to learning
achievement, suggesting that the modality effect on students’ learning exists constantly. Regarding the
eye-movement models, this study focused mainly on discussing the “active-control mode” and “multimedia combination forms.” These eye movement data supplemented the evidences gained to identify
the relevant results. In conclusion, inappropriate multimedia combinations may interfere with learning.
More functions and information inputs do not guarantee better learning effects.
DOI: 10.4018/978-1-4666-7363-2.ch048
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INTRODUCTION
In recent years, with constant renovation of the
technology, the extent of its progress is great
enough to cause a reformation to education. A
number of teachers and experts are convinced
that information technology can promote education reformation and infuse new ideas into the
traditional teaching (Lin & Liu, 2007; Sun, Lin
& Yu, 2008). Many previous studies suggested
that the cognition and learning over scientific
conceptions may be affected by special ability,
operation in labs, and model-handling (Chuang &
Liu, 2012; Lin & Atkinson, 2011; Liu, Lin, Liu,
& Chang, 2012; Sun, Lin & Yu, 2008). These factors cannot be fully implemented via the current
science teaching methods applied in the elementary schools. Therefore, technological back-ups
are necessary for science teaching/learning.
Likewise, the tendency of applying multimedia
to academic areas is growing stronger (Sankey,
2003). Designers of the multimedia supplementary teaching materials integrate words, pictures,
sounds, and animations to create interesting audio/
video effects to attract students; the presentation
styles from “nonstop playing” to “user-controlled
playing” enable learners to control the learning
pace according to personal interests and needs.
However, are multimedia e-materials helpful to
science learning? Suppose multimedia e-materials
are helpful to science learning, then what is the
best combination of multimedia elements for effective and efficient learning?
Cognitive Load Theory (CLT) holds that teaching designs should definitely take into consideration human cognitive structures and the possible
limits which may take place when pursuing efficiency (Paas, Renkl, & Sweller, 2003). It further
reveals different sources of working memory load
(Jeroen, van Merrienboer & Sweller, 2005; Paas,
Renkl & Sweller, 2003), including the complexity
of the subject matters (intrinsic cognitive load),
teaching designs (extraneous cognitive load),
and the total effort (germane cognitive load)

made for learning. Germane cognitive load will
appear when extra or excessive information such
as detailed notes or reviews are given to students.
While appropriate teaching designs are inadequate,
additional extraneous cognitive load and a decline
in learning will be resulted. The cognitive capacity limit of learners will be exceeded if the given
information is strange, excessive, or bringing
intrinsic cognitive load due to the complexity of
teaching materials (Jeroen, van Merrienboer &
Sweller, 2005). Thus, proper material presentation can not only diminish extraneous cognitive
load but can also help learners concentrate on the
subtleties of the subject matter, integration, and
building up schemas. The correlations among three
kinds of cognitive load are shown in Figure 1.
Abundant literatures show the impact on the
combination of multimedia elements, cognitive
load demanded and achievement made during
the learning process. Many literatures indicate
that combinations of multimedia e-materials create modality effect (Jeroen, van Merrienboer &
Sweller, 2005; Liu, Lin, Liu, & Chang, 2012); that
is, when different information processing channels
(i.e. animation + narration) are triggered to sense
the stimulation from multimedia, the learning effects are better than the ones from single processing
channel (i.e. animation + subtitles).
Furthermore, Mayer (2001) brought up the
dual-channel assumption-words are received
through the verbal channel, while pictures are
received through the visual channel. Different
presentations are encoded through pictures or
word formats. However, words are related to either printed or narrated text and can be processed
via either verbal or visual channel. In addition,
Mayer (2001) defined multimedia learning as
building the mental model from materials that
involve verbal and pictorial presentations. That
is, the verbal presentations are related to spoken
text like narration or written text in books, and
the pictorial presentations are related to static and
dynamic visualizations such as graphs, animations,
etc (van Gog & Scheiter, 2010).
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Figure 1. Correlations among three kinds of cognitive load

Segmentation Principle refers to properly
cut multimedia material segments which allow
learners to fully control the timing to get from
one segment into the next. With this device, the
amount of information in each segment will be
lessened, giving learners sufficient time to digest,
organize, and integrate the information picked
up from each segment. In contrast, continuously
played multimedia materials may deprive learners of advanced processing due to inadequate
time. Mayer and Moreno (2003) pointed out that
acquiring complicated conceptions may simplify
the teaching materials; yet, the better first step is
to leave learners enough time to comprehend information segment by segment, which may lower
the cognitive load for them.
Furthermore, van Gog and Scheiter (2010)
reminded that eye tracking could provide insights
in the allocation of visual attention, and it was applied in studies on multimedia learning more and
more often. Importantly, eye tracking is suitable
for exploring differences of attention processes
evoked by different types of multimedia materials. So, this suggests that eye tracking technology
has the potential for researches about multimedia
teaching/learning had taken an eye-tracking perspective in discussing the issue of multimedia
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teaching/learning. He also suggested that the
potential approach to data analysis through eye
tracking technology may advance the contribution
to multimedia teaching/learning. For example,
when people interact with visual environment,
they make a sequence of fixations and saccade;
fixations typically last about 200-500 ms and saccade is the transition from one fixation point to
the other one. The use of eye movement pattern
served as a memory cue while they were viewing
the animation. Hence, in order to have a close
study of the effects of multimedia materials on
learning, this research utilized an eye tracker to
record participants’ eye movements during the
whole process of multimedia teaching/learning on
the screen. After the eye movement experiment,
the data collected was analyzed to identify the tiny
differences and correlations between cognitive
processing and attention allocation. For instance,
total fixation time showed how long the students
gazed at different materials, visualization versus
text, while they were learning. It’s a useful measure
and it indicated that how learners allocated their
attention during viewing the screen. That is, we
employed eye movement data to demonstrate the
cognitive process during the learner viewed the
multimedia materials.
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Multimedia presentations provided education
and entertainment with multi- sensory information
(Schnotz & Lowe, 2003). Some studies showed
that presenting information simply in different
formats does not necessarily promote students’
understanding over the content (Liu, & Shen,
2011; Mayer & Moreno, 2003). Therefore, this
study focuses on the effects of different types of
multimedia combinations while students were
watching the web-pages of science education.
Furthermore, utilizing eye tracking technology
to analyze students’ interactions with multimedia
materials is the main feature of this study. Chuang
and Liu (2012) suggested that eye movement
data can provide clues about how multimodal
information is processed. The cognitive process
for multimedia materials should be a valuable
issue, and the focus of the recent researches on
the multimedia teaching/learning has also been
shifted from delivery view to cognitive-process
view (Liu, & Chuang, 2011; Tsai, Hou, Lai, Liu,
& Yang, 2012).
Based on this eye-mind hypothesis, we infer
that there are some correlations between what
one is looking at and what one is thinking (Just
& Carpenter, 1984). Anderson et al. (2004) hypothesized that eye tracking technology could
be applied to understanding cognition, and some
indicators were further analyzed to advance
the understanding toward multimedia teaching/
learning. In the experiment of this study, students
viewed the screen and made a sequence of gaze
which included fixation and saccade. Each fixation typically lasted for about 200-500 ms at the
same location, and then saccade appeared-they
shifted the location from one fixation point to the
next one. We collected eye movement data from
fixations and saccades while people interacted
with visual environment and regarded them as
indicators. Many studies related to multimedia
materials analyzed these indicators to understand
cognitive processing and allocation of attention.

Eye fixations indicate the visual information to
be perceived and processed by brain. According
to Jacob and Karn (2003), the fixation count is
related to the viewer’s efficiency in searching
relevant information. The greater the fixation
count is, the less efficient the viewer’s information
searching is; the duration of fixation on particular
area can be an indicator to identify the viewer’s
areas of interest (AOI). The longer duration may
mean that the viewer is facing a more difficult
task; the frequency of fixation on these AOI is
related to the importance of the content shown
on the computer screen. In addition, the scan path
extracted from eye movement data can illustrate
the location of attention on the screen over time,
and it can be used to determine the AOI (Huber &
Krist, 2004). Consequently, eye tracking studies
show that eye movement data have the potential to
reveal a viewer’s cognitive process, which directs
one’s attention to the perception of information in
a combination of visual and verbal formats (Liu,
Lai, & Chuang, 2011).
Eye tracking technology supports a microscopic analysis of multimedia teaching/learning. Eye
movement data can reveal important insights into
the ongoing learning process. In addition, Eshach
(2011) suggested that the eye-tracking technology
not only enriched our perspectives in the science
education research field but also benefited early
science education researches, especially for young
children. Moreover, Eshach suggested that eye
tracking technique is a very interesting methodology and an instrument which is not employed in the
science education. However, he believed that eye
tracking technique could open the doors to another
issue which science education community might
be interested in. From this viewpoint, eye movement data such as fixation duration and fixation
count may offer real-time measure of cognitive
processing during the learning via multimedia
(Henderson, Brockmole, Castelhano, & Mack,
2007; Liu, Lai, & Chuang, 2011).
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Based on the literatures reviewed above and
motives inspired, the major goal of this study is
to explore and examine whether the modality
effect is eliminated when the content of multimedia animation teaching materials are divided
into several segments according to segmentation
principle. Furthermore, after the learners are
fully instructed to control (active-control mode,
passive-control mode) the timing to get into the
next segment, to what extend will the influence
be brought on learning achievement and the time
consumed through learner-controlled functions?
Therefore, the purposes set for this study are:
1.

2.

To investigate the influences upon the
learning achievement resulted from “learnercontrolled modes” and “multimedia combination forms” after the multimedia teaching material is designed via segmentation
principle.
To find out the influences over the eye
movement models resulted from “learnercontrolled modes” and “multimedia combination forms” after the multimedia teaching material is designed via segmentation
principle.

Figure 2. Flowchart of the research structure
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MATERIAL AND METHODS
The material and methods applied to this study
included research methodology, working on the
Science Education and Learning Web, and experimental research.
Via quasi experiment research method, this
study manipulates two independent variables-(a)
learner-controlled playing modes (active and passive control mode), (b) multi-media combination
forms (animation + subtitles, animation + narration, and animation + subtitles + narration)-to
probe the influences on the dependent variables,
learning achievement and eye movement models. The research structure is shown in Figure
2, the flow chart of the two phases of this study.
Questionnaires were conducted to investigate the
influences of two variables-learner-controlled
modes and multimedia combination modes on the
learning achievement. One hundred and ninety-six
5th graders, who were divided into three groups,
participated in this study. About 40 students in
each group were randomly selected to join in the
eye tracking experiment. Finally, these behavioral
and eye movement data were statistically analyzed,
which revealed some important results to support
our discussion.
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FUNCTIONS OF THE SCIENCE
EDUCATION AND LEARNING WEB
This website is one of the sub-webs amid the six
major science education and learning webs set up
by the Ministry of Education. The prospect of the
learning webs is to provide teachers and students
from the 1st grade to the 6th grade with assistance
and multi teaching resources. Every sub-web
contains teaching resources, interesting experiments, inquiry experiments, virtual animations,
multi-assessments, and supplementary materials
(i.e. awarded science works in the past years and
the history of science), which is expected not only
to offer sufficient resources but also to effectively
help students develop their science conceptions.
The teaching experiment practice for this study
utilized three instructional units in the said wed,
which included “Air and Combustion,” “Heat Effects toward Substances,” and de with assistance
and multi teaching resources. Every suand contentvalidity since they have received reliable identity
from many science educators and experienced
teachers in elementary schools. The designs of
the web are presented as in Figure 3 and Figure 4.

Forms of Multimedia Combination
Forms of multimedia combination in this study
comprised of “animation + subtitles a combination in this study comprised of content-validity
since the instructional animation was divided into
several segments depending on the content volume. In the form of “animation + subtitles,” the
subtitles appeared on the bottom of the screen to
match up the animation; in the form of “animation
+ narration,” the animation was presented with
descriptive narration; in the form of “animation
+ subtitles + narration,” the animation appeared
together with narrated subtitles.

Learner-Controlled Modes
Segments of the instructional animation included
“active-control mode” with functions of flipping
pages forward and backward (see Figure 5) and
“passive-control mode” with single function-going
to the next page (see Figure 6).

Figure 3. Front page of the science education web
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Figure 4. Instructional screen of heat effects toward substances

Figure 5. Active-control mode with functions of flipping pages

Figure 6. Passive-control mode with single function-going to the next page
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RESEARCH OF THE EXPERIMENT
Experiment Design
The independent variables in this study were
“learner-controlled modes” (active-control mode
and passive-control mode) and “multimedia combination forms” (animation + subtitles, animation
+ subtitles + narration, and animation + narration).
To avoid creating deviation in the experiment due
to the differences among the samples themselves,
repeated-measurement was practiced with the
selected three units: he differences among the
samples themselves, repeated-measurement was
practical. Every subject in each experiment group
was given instructions of the subject matters in
all three multimedia combination forms. Each
multimedia combination form delivered instructions only for one of the three units; therefore,
the experiment design of this study is a 2×3 dualfactor-mixture type.

Subjects Selected for the Experiment
Six classes (A, B, C, D, E, and F) of fifth graders
were sampled as the subjects for the experiment,
which summed up to 250 students. The final
sample size was 192, excluding students having extra learning aids and being absent. All six
classes were comprised of students with usual
academic status. All of these students were able
to operate computers and surf the internet as
they had received one computer lesson a week
for three years. Researchers of this study ran-

domly assigned classes A, B, and C to be the
passive-control-mode team and classes D, E, and
F to be the active-control-mode team, and then
randomly divided each class into three small
groups. The first small groups from each class
(A1, B1, and C1) were then tagged as Group 1
of the passive-control-mode team. Likewise, as
the formation continued, six groups came out of
two teams. Thus, we had three pairs of groups;
each pair comprised one group from each team.
Subject matters contained in three multimedia
combination forms were assigned to each pair,
respectively. The groupings and topic allocation
are shown in Table 1 and Table 2. In addition,
we randomly selected 40 students from the three
groups to record their scan paths of eye movement
simultaneously through the eye tracker. The eye
movement data was analyzed to understand the
differences between the eye movement models.

Experimental Environment
The system of the experimental environment
adopted for this study were Intel Core 2 Duo
computers equipped with 1024×768 LCD screens,
sound cards, earphones, and Windows XP operation systems loaded with DDR2 800 SDRAM
2048 MB. The experiment was practiced by one
person operating one computer with an earphone
on. The computers used were installed in advance
with animated teaching materials from the Science
Education Web by researchers. Additionally, this
study adopted iView X RED portable eye-tracker
and sample rate 60 Hz. When students received

Table 1. Grouping for the experiment
Multi-Media Combination Form (MMCF)
animation + subtitles
(A+S)
Learnercontrolled
Mode
(LCM)

animation + subtitles + narration
(A+S+N)

animation + narration
(A+N)

passive-control (PC)
N1=96

Group1 (A1, B1, C1)

Group 2 (A2, B2, C2)

Group 3 (A3, B3, C3)

active-control (AC)
N2=96

Group 4 (D1, E1, F1)

Group 5 (D2, E2, F2)

Group 6 (D3, E3, F3)
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Table 2. Allocation of instruction units (I.U.) and multimedia combination forms
I.U.
PC Mode

AC Mode

1

2

A+S

A+S+N

A+N

A+S

A+S+N

A+N

A+S

A+S+N

A+N

A

A1

A2

A3

A3

A1

A2

A2

A3

A1

B

B1

B2

B3

B3

B1

B2

B2

B3

B1

C

C1

C2

C3

C3

C1

C2

C2

C3

C1

D

D1

D2

D3

D3

D1

D2

D2

D3

D1

E

E1

E2

E3

E3

E1

E2

E2

E3

E1

F

F1

F2

F3

F3

F1

F2

F2

F3

F1

the eye tracking experiment, they viewed the same
screen and their eye movement data were recorded
by eye-tracker additionally. The eye-tracker did
not interfere with their viewing but captured the
attention location of eyes naturally on the screen
(Henderson, 2003).

Assessment Tools for
Learning Achievement
Every unit ended up with an assessment to evaluate the learning achievement. Questions of the test
were given by the researchers and the counselors
of science area from elementary schools in New
Tainan City. All twelve questions were in the
form of multiple choices to test both memory and
comprehension; six for memory test and six for
comprehension test. Every question counted one
point when being correctly answered.
1.

2.

3.
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3

MMCF Class

Question Planning: Twenty questions
were drafted by the researchers according
to the subject matters in the three unitsAir and Combustion, Heat Effects toward
Substances, and Healthy Diet.
Pretest: Having planned the questions, a
pretest was conducted over 68 fifth graders from two classes in Yi-zai Elementary
School in the New Tainan City. The result
of the pretest was then analyzed.
Selection of the Questions: After the
analysis, twelve questions with discernment

4.

over.25 and difficulty degree between.40~.80
were reserved as formal questions respectively for each unit.
Analysis for Reliability and Validity: The
reserved questions with the internal consistency of Kuder-richardson reliability of.826
and the average difficulty degree of.618
were identified. As to the validity, it was
confirmed by experienced science teachers
that the test result of each unit could be the
representative one for the desired test fields.

RESULTS
The Influences Brought by
“Learner-Controlled Modes” and
“Multimedia Combination Forms”
on Learning Achievement
Table 3 shows the mean values and standard deviations of learning achievement from the two groups
of learners applying PC mode and AC mode and
receiving instructions from three kinds of multimedia combinations. While Table 4 presents the
summarized result of the variable-analysis over
the learner-controlled modes and multimedia
combination forms.
The analytic result in Table 4 indicates that the
cross-effect (F =.59, p =.551 >.05) on the learning achievement gained from “learner-controlled
modes” and “multimedia combination forms” did
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Table 3. Mean values and standard deviations of the learning achievement from different LCMs and
MMCFs
Groups

LCM

A+S

A+S+N

A+N

ACM

8.10 (2.76)

8.22 (2.54)

8.48 (3.26)

PCM

6.91 (2.53)

7.50 (2.14)

7.59 (2.71)

Table 4. Summarized result of the variable-analysis over the learner-controlled modes and multimedia
combination forms
Variable Sources
LCM (A)

SS

df

MS

F

p

SSa

125.62

1

125.62

10.00

.002**

MMCF (B)

SSb

27.98

2

13.99

3.11

.046*

A×B

SSab

5.38

2

2.69

.59

.551

Deviations

SSs/a

2385.87

190

12.55

Deviations

SSbs/a

1711.97

380

4.50

*p<0.05 **p<0.01 ***p<0.001

not reach a significant level. Thus, a major-effect
examination was executed. Table 5 demonstrates
a summarized analysis, in which the major effect
of “learner-controlled modes” was at a significant
level (F =3.112, p =.046 <.05), indicating it has
evident influence on learning achievement. Comparing the results shown in Table 5 and Table 3,
learners performed better with the “active-control
mode” than with the “passive-control mode.”
Also, the major effect of “multimedia combination forms” appeared significant (F =10, p =.002

<.05), showing that they are influential in a learning achievement. Via comparisons with Helmert’s
comparing method within a group, data gained
and shown in Table 6 suggest obvious differences
(p =.023 <.05) of learning effects between A+S
and A+N; the learning effects achieved by A+N
is evidently better than those by A+S. Yet, no
significantly different learning effects was found
between A+S and A+S+N (p =.023 <.05) and
between A+S+N and A+N (p =.428 >.05).

Table 5. Summarized variable-analysis of the major effects from the mixed design
Major Effects

SS

df

MS

F

p

27.98

2

13.99

3.11

.046*

1717.35

382

4.49

ACM vs. PCM

41.87

1

41.87

10.00

.002*

Deviation

795.29

190

4.18

Learner-control Modes
Deviation
Multi-Media Combination Forms

*p<0.05
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Table 6. Post-comparisons (learning effects) for the variable-analysis of the major effects from the
mixed design
Comparing Method
A+S vs. A+S+N
A+S vs. A+N
A+S+N vs. A+N

(I-J) Mean Difference

Standard Deviation

Significance

-.35

.18

.059

-.53(*)

.23

.023

-.18

.23

.428

Post Hoc
(A+S)<(A+N)

*p<0.05

The Influence Brought by “ActiveControl Model” and “Multimedia
Combination Forms” and Viewed
via Eye-Movement Models
In this study, we gathered 40 students and divided
them into three groups, animation + subtitles
(group a), animation + subtitles + narration
(group b), and animation + narration (group c).
Ten students were excluded due to error eye shifting. Thus, the eye movement data analyzed were
collected from the rest 30 students. According
to the data, we found some extremely important
results shown in Table 7.
First, significant differences appeared among
the three groups in the total time spent in viewing
the multimedia web (F(2,27) = 7.42, p <.01, η2
= 0.35). Clearly it showed that the mean of TT
in A+S+N condition was greater than the one in
A + S condition, and the TT in A + N condition
was greater than the one in A+ S condition. This
result suggested that the narration significantly af-

fected the time consumed in surfing the multimedia
web. The multimedia presented with narrations
motivated the viewers to look at the animations
for a longer time.
Second, significant differences (F(2,27) =
5.14, p<.05, η2 = 0.27) showed up in the fixation
count, and obviously the FC of group c was greater
than that of group a. According to the related study,
FC is related to the viewer’s efficiency in searching
for relevant information (Jacob & Karn, 2003).
Therefore, this result showed that participants in
A+ N condition had more fixation counts than
those in A+S condition. We inferred that A+ N
condition offered the participants verbal context
and extra time to view the animation. However,
the greater the fixation count is, the less efficient
information searching is. So, we had to further
identify another indicator of eye movement to
make sure if students did search for clues from
the animation efficiently.
Third, no significant differences were found
in the total fixation duration (TFD: F(2, 27) =

Table 7. Mean, standard deviations, and one-way analyses of variance (ANOVA) for different indicators
of eye movement on three dependent variables
A+S (a)
Mean(SD)

A+S+N (b)
Mean(SD)

A+N (c)
Mean(SD)

F

η2

Post Hoc

TT

282.14(67.89)

364.27(43.82)

366.75(43.78)

7.42**

0.35

(a)<(b)
(a)<(c)

FC

380.71(95.26)

490.09(140.51)

556.00(97.50)

5.14*

0.27

(a)<(c)

TFD

161.17(55.18

192.06(57.34)

226.53(53.35)

3.22

0.19

1.53(0.16)

1.41(0.39)

1.48(0.20)

0.42

0.03

FF

*p<.05 **p<.01
Note: TT means Total Time; FC means Fixation Count; TFD means Total Fixation Duration; FF means Frequency of Fixation.
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3.22, p =.05, η2 = 0.19) and the frequency of
fixation (FF: F(2, 27) = 0.42, p =. 66, η2 = 0.03).
According to the previous study, TFD is related
to the difficulty of a task. Therefore, the insignificant differences of TFD among three groups
indicated that the students didn’t have obstacles
in learning from different combination forms of
subject matters; that is, the difficulty of tasks in
different combination forms was almost the same.
In addition, the FF is related to the key factors of
the sighted area, and the result showed that the
differences of FF in different combination forms
were insignificant. That is, although students
viewed the teaching materials in different multimedia combination forms, they paid attention to
the same spot on the screen.
Finally, Figure 7 illustrates the key part students viewed frequently in different conditions.
The pictures showed the key part of the material
on the screen that students viewed frequently, and
the result helped us find out the key elements for
the multimedia materials.

DISCUSSION
The Influences of “LearnerControlled Modes” and
“Multimedia Combination Forms”
on Learning Achievement
The data of the research result suggested that the
influences brought by different learner-controlled

modes onto the major effects of learning achievement were significant, and active-control mode
was better than passive-control mode for learning.
The learners controlled the learning schedules in
which the instructional multimedia animations
had been divided into several segments according
to segmentation principles; yet, since the activecontrol mode was equipped with functions of
flipping pages, which offered the learners more
choices of access, formation, and information
integration. The learning effects active-control
mode created were superior to those generated by
passive-control mode with the exclusive function
of going to the next page.
Furthermore, the major effects of learning
achievement from different multimedia combination forms were significantly different from each
other. The performance of A+ N group was evidently better than that of A+S group; however, no
differences in learning achievement were observed
between A+ S+ N group and A+N group. This
phenomenon suggested that in a plot of learning via
segmented multimedia animations, the learning
effects gained by dual channels (visual and audio)
were better than those by single channel (visual)
though each instructional segment brought less
intrinsic cognitive load, indicating the modality
effect was still there.
Crystal result of this study proved that the
effects from learner-controlled modes and multimedia combination forms did affect the learning
achievement. Moreover, the effect of active-control
mode was better than passive-control mode,

Figure 7. Samples of scan path of the area frequently viewed by students. The left one was in A + S
condition, the middle one was in A + S + N condition, and the right one was in A + N condition.
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and the achievement of learning in A+N group
was significantly better than that in A+S group.
However, we extremely eager to further depict
how students achieved better learning through the
multimedia web of science education.

The Differences Caused by
Multimedia Combination Forms
from Eye Movement Models
According to the eye-movement data analysis, we
found that the influences of TFD and FF among
different multimedia combination forms were
not significant. The results revealed that students
spent equal efforts to view the multimedia web
in different multimedia combination forms. The
multimedia materials were understood easily by
different groups. However, why did the students
have different learning achievement, and which
factor affected the results? Via the experiment, we
obtained some evidences to answer the questions.
According to the study of Jacob and Karn
(2003), the greater the fixation count is, the less
efficient information searching is. From the statistical result of FC, we found that the counts of
fixation in A+N group were significantly greater
than those in A+S group. It suggested that the
students in A+ N group viewed the screen more
often than those in A+S group; yet the duration
of fixation was short. This result of FC can be
inferred that the students did not search for the
information efficiently. However, the students
in A+N group had better learning achievement.
This contradictory phenomenon inspired us to
assume that the greater FC was not resulted from
less efficient searching but from other factors.
Data collected showed that the FC from A + S+
N and A+N groups were not significantly different, which indicated that the students in A+S+N
group only listened to the narration and viewed
the animation simultaneously and yet ignored the
subtitles either consciously or unconsciously. That
is why these two groups had the same learning
achievement.
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The TT of the three groups spent in learning
was significantly different from each other. It
showed that the students in A+N group watched
the animation and listened to the narration at the
same time. Since there were no subtitles, they had
more time to look at the animation, reinforcing their
cognition over science. This evidence explained
why the students in A+N and A+S+N group
seemed to spend more time in searching necessary
information but on the other hand gained better
learning achievement.

CONCLUSION
Teaching programs in the three units, “Air and
Combustion” in “Heat Effects” toward substances
time in “Healthy Diet,” set in the Science Education
Web were adopted for the experiment in this study.
The multimedia subject matters of each unit had
been divided into smaller segments in accordance
with Mayer’s (2001) segmentation principles and
learner-controlled playing functions were given
for the purpose of investigating the influences
of “learner-controlled modes” and “multimedia
combination forms” on learning achievement
and eye movement model. The conclusions are
summarized as the following:
The behavioral results of the experiment suggested that the cross-effects of “learner-control
modes” and “multimedia combination forms”
on the learning achievement were not significant.
Yet, the “learner-controlled modes” alone was
significantly influential in learning, and the learning effects of “active-control mode” was explicitly
superior to those of “passive-control mode.” In
addition, the “multimedia combination forms” had
evident influences on learning achievement, since
whichever learner-control mode was adopted,
the outcome was that the animation + narration
group’s learning performances were better than
the animation + subtitles group’s. That is, even
if the animated subject matters had been divided
into small segments, the multimedia combination
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forms still caused influences on learning achievement; the modality effect still existed.
This study also revealed that under the situation of playing animations segment by segment,
animations described with narration and subtitles
simultaneously did not cause obvious influences
on learning, suggesting a disappearing of redundancy effect. The researchers believe the reason
was that when animations, subtitles, and narration
were presented at the same time, the amount of
information may be too large for visual system
to process; however, the learners could choose
to temporarily ignore the subtitles and focus on
animations and narration only. Evidence from
eye-movement data explained why the students
in animation + subtitles + narration group and
animation + narration group spent equal time
and performed equally well. According to the
models from Mayer’s (2001) Multimedia Cognition Theory, the integration of animation (image
model) and narration (word model) is the key for
comprehension; animation and narration go to
different sense channels, which can individually
processes information without causing over-load
and promote the effectiveness of info-integration.
Therefore, learners are most likely to watch the
animation and meanwhile listen to the narration
without necessarily concerning with the connections between the subtitles and animations. So,
even though learners may read the subtitle, it does
not do much influence upon learning effects since
the key integration of image and word models has
been completed through the simultaneous presentation of animations and narrations. This result
reasonably explains why the animation + subtitles
+ narration mode did not cause much affection
for learning achievement. The eye-movement data
also indicate the same phenomenon.
Synthesizing the results gained from learning achievement and the eye-movement models,
we found that after the animations were divided
into small segments according to segmentation principles, both of the “learner-controlled
modes” and “multimedia combination forms”

had influences on eye-movement models and
learning achievement. Therefore, describing
animations via subtitles was the last choice to be
made; while presenting animations with matching narration was the best to promote learning
effects. This shows that inappropriate audio/video
combinations not only interfere with learning effects but also lead to unnecessary waste of time,
suggesting that more functions and information
do not always bring better learning achievement.
The researchers of this study designed animated
teaching materials according to Mayer’s (2001)
segmentation principles first, and then measured
the learning effects and eye-movement models
to investigate how different multimedia teaching
materials affected learning. This is what makes
this study different from the former ones, and
the results of this study can be a reference for the
practical designs of multimedia materials for a science education web. However, since the scale of
experiment design was set specifically for 5th and
6th graders with certain science conceptions, extra
considerations may be needed when applying this
study to researches over other levels of students or
other academic regions. In addition, since similar
researches and studies are not many, more data
supports are waited to make our findings more
of pedagogical value for the coming researchers.
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ABSTRACT
With the rapid growth of the Internet and telecommunication networks, computer technology has been
a driving force in global economic development and in advancing many areas in science, engineering,
health care, business, and finance that carry significant impacts on people and society. As a primary
source for producing the workforce of software engineers, computer scientists and information technology specialists, computer science education plays a particularly important role in modern economic
growth and it has been invested heavily in many countries around the world. This chapter provides a
comparative study of undergraduate computer science programs between China and the United States.
The study focuses on the current curricula of computer science programs. It in part is based on the author’s direct observation from his recent visits to several universities in China and the conversations he
had with administrators and faculty of computer science programs at the universities. It is also based on
the author’s over two decades experience as a computer science educator at several public and private
American institutions of higher educations. The education systems in China and the United States have
different features and each of the systems has its strengths and weaknesses. This is likely also true for
education systems in other countries. It would be an interesting and important task for us to explore
an innovative computer science education program, which perhaps blends the best features of different
systems and helps better prepare graduates for the challenges working in an increasingly globalized
world. We hope the study presented in this chapter provides some useful insights in this direction.
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1. INTRODUCTION
It is of no doubt that computer technology has thoroughly integrated into our society. For many people
around the world, computers or related computing
technology has now become an inseparable part at
the work place and in their personal lives. We use
email and cell phones for communication, GPS
for directions, tablets for reading, calculators for
computations, and computer software tools for
both business tasks and personal leisure. Computer
technology has also been playing a key role in
modern economic development and in advancing
many areas in science, engineering, health care,
business and finance that carry significant impacts
on people and society.
As a primary educational discipline for producing the workforce of software engineers and
computer scientists, who are responsible for the
rapid growth of computer technology, computer
science studies the scientific principles and practical approaches of various computing systems,
from cell phones, tablets, laptops, desktops, main
frames to supercomputers. Computer science
education offers a foundation that permits graduates to adapt new ideas and new technologies and
produce various innovative software products and
engineering solutions. In order to further promote
modern economic development, many countries
around the world have been investing heavily in
their higher education systems and in particular,
in the computer science education and research
programs. For instance, in the last fifteen years
or so, the number of college computer science
programs in China has grown very rapidly and
in fact, the discipline of computer science and
technology has already become the largest undergraduate major in China (ACCE, 2005).
It is perfectly reasonable that individual
countries set their own education standards and
program curriculum requirements. As a matter of
fact, like human languages, there should not be

a universal computer science curriculum model
that is acceptable and works well in all countries.
Each individual program has its strengths and
perhaps also its weaknesses. This chapter provides
a preliminary comparative study of undergraduate
computer science programs between China and
the United States. We believe this is a meaningful
exercise because the programs in both countries
share a similar base of fundamental courses while
they are different in terms of the structure and
scope of program requirements. The differences
between the programs reflect a great deal about
their culture differences. As the two largest economies in the world today, the United States and
China play a significant role in promoting global
economic growth. It would be very beneficial for
both countries (perhaps also other countries in the
world) to learn from each other about computer
science curriculum development and to explore
new ideas and strategies in providing computer
science students with the academic training and
experiences needed for their professional success
and leadership in today’s global environment.
The chapter is organized as follows. In Section
2, we present and discuss three representative undergraduate computer science program models in
American institutions of higher education. They
represent programs in large research universities,
public regional universities and small private liberal arts universities, respectively. In Section 3, we
present and discuss the undergraduate computer
science programs from three Chinese institutions,
representing different institution types in China:
top tier national research universities, second tier
regional comprehensive universities and third tier
technology focused universities. Then, in Section
4, we compare computer programs from both
countries in terms of some factors that are closely
related to curriculum design and development. We
provide some concluding remarks in Section 5 and
future research directions in Section 6.
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2. UNDERGRADUATE COMPUTER
SCIENCE EDUCATION IN
THE UNITED STATES
Computer science started as a distinct academic
discipline in the 1950s in the United States and
its first computer science degree program was
formed in 1962 at Purdue University. Over the
years, computer science undergraduate education
in the United States has been based on computing
curriculum guidelines set by the two well-known
professional technology societies: the Association
for Computing Machinery (ACM) and the Institute
of Electrical and Electronics Engineers (IEEE).
The latest complete computer science curricular
volume from ACM and IEEE was released in
December of 2001 (AIJTF, 2001). In order to
reflect the current state of computer science and
highlight future directions of the field, a joint task
force from ACM and IEEE has been undertaking
the development of the next new curricular volume
and the volume is expected to be completed in
2013 (Sahami et al., 2011).
A typical computer science (CS) undergraduate curriculum has three components: CS core,
CS electives, and general education requirement.
The CS core is a fixed set of mandatory courses in
computer science that all students must complete,
while the CS electives are a list of other courses
in the field or in other closely related fields and
students can choose some from the list to complete
for fulfilling program required units in electives.
These two components would typically include
several supporting mathematics courses such as
discrete mathematics and calculus. The additional
general education component is a set of broad
courses in other disciplines, with some of them
being electives, required for an undergraduate
degree. For computer science programs, even
within the United States, courses in a curriculum
can vary quite significantly from institution to
institution, depending on educational mission
and type, program size, graduate expectations
and local business and industry needs.
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In the following subsections we describe three
representative computer science undergraduate
curricular models with different institution types
and present a sample curriculum for each type.
Note that this discussion does by no means cover
all possible college types in the United States,
and we only intend to present some fundamental
and perhaps unique characteristics of American
computer science programs. In the discussion,
we assume that a one-unit course credit has the
contact time somewhere between 50 minutes and
an hour per week, over the course of a 15-week
semester, which is a typical setting for an American
institution with a semester academic calendar.

Computer Science Programs
in Research Universities
Computer science programs in this category typically have a relatively large faculty that is capable
of providing considerable depth and breadth in the
field (AIJTF, 2001). As a result, these programs
are able to offer a wide range of major courses,
in particular the upper division elective courses
on some cutting edge computer science topics.
In addition, a deep level of mathematical sophistication is one of the usual goals of research
university’s computer science programs. The
programs typically require a sequence of calculus
and one or two additional courses in mathematics.
University of California at Berkeley, or UC
Berkeley, is a very well-known public research
university and it offers 350 undergraduate and
graduate programs in a wide range of disciplines.
Currently the university has about 36,000 students.
In computer science, UC Berkeley offers two
programs: BA (bachelor in arts) and BS (bachelor
in science). There is no difference in the required
computer science course content between these
two programs, but the BS program requires a few
more courses in mathematics and engineering
whereas the BA program requires a few more
courses in humanities and social sciences. There
is also a special admission policy for the BA
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computer science program at UC Berkeley, which
students need to complete all lower division course
requirements in order to be admitted as computer
science majors. The current curriculum structure
of its computer science program (UCB, 2012) is
outlined in Table 1. Note that UC Berkeley requires
a total of 120 semester units for an undergraduate
degree and it implies that the courses from the curriculum model counts about 50% of the total units.

Computer Science Programs
in Regional Universities
Like national universities, regional universities
in the United States offer a full range of undergraduate programs and may also provide some
graduate programs or courses at master’s level.
These universities focus more on undergraduate
education and generally grant fewer than 50 percent of their degrees in liberal arts disciplines. In
addition, in comparison to research universities,
research expectations on faculty are somewhat
lesser and student academic admission criteria
are generally lower.
California State Polytechnic University at
Pomona, or Cal Poly Pomona, is a regional public
university with its current enrollment of about
22,000 students. It offers 64 undergraduate majors
and 27 graduate programs at master’s level. The
university uses a shorter quarter system and in
Table 2, which illustrates its computer science
curriculum structure (CSPUP, 2012), we have
converted all course units into their equivalent

semester ones for easy comparison. As it is the
same with UC Berkeley, Cal Poly Pomona requires
a total of 120 semester units for graduation, but
the percentage of the combined course units in its
curriculum structure listed in Table 2 is slightly
higher and it reaches to 59%.

Computer Science Programs in
Small Liberal Arts Universities
Although a number of liberal arts universities in
the United States offer graduate degree programs,
these institutions emphasize undergraduate education. In addition, a liberal arts curriculum aims to
expose students to the fundamental principles of a
discipline and its applications in multiple domains
and to promote critical reasoning and problem
solving skills that are necessary for life-long
learning after graduation. Students at liberal arts
universities generally take a large portion of their
course work outside their discipline and some of
them pursue a second major or minor in another
field of study. The programs at these schools can
be small with a limited faculty resource and as
a result, the number of computer science course
offerings in these programs will be less than those
at larger schools.
University of San Diego, or USD, is a private
liberal arts university with about 8,300 students at
its current enrollment. The university offers about
40 undergraduate degree programs and a number
of master’s and doctorate programs. The computer
science program at USD is relatively small and

Table 1. Curriculum structure of CS (BA/BS) at UC Berkeley
Lower Division Mandatory

Upper Division Mandatory

Electives

Math Mandatory

16 units

8 units

20-22 units

16 units

Comp Programs (4)

Algorithms (4)

2 courses out of 9 (8-10)

Calculus I (4)

Data Structures (4)

Operating Systems (4)

2 UD CS courses (8)

Calculus II (4)

1 Tech Elective (4)

Linear Algebra & Diff
Equations (4)

Machine Structures (4)
Digital Electronics (4)

Discrete Math & Probability
(4)
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Table 2. Curriculum structure of CS (BS) at Cal Poly Pomona
Lower Division Mandatory

Upper Division Mandatory

Electives

Math Mandatory

18.9 units

20.2 units

13.5 units

18.2 units

Intro to CS (2.7)

Automata (2.7)

5 courses out of 15

Discrete Structures (2.7)

Intro to Programming (2.7)

Algorithms (2.7)

Calculus I (2.7)

Comp Logic (2.7)

Comp Architecture (2.7)

Calculus II (2.7)

Data Structure & Algorithm I (2.7)

Programming Languages (2.7)

Calculus III (2.7)

Data Structure & Algorithm II (2.7)

Operating Systems (2.7)

Linear Algebra (2.7)

C++ Programming (2.7)

Software Engineering (2.7)

Calculus Several Variables (2)

Comp Organization & Assembly
Program (2.7)

Seminar (1.3)

Stat Methods (2.7)

Comp & Society (2.7)

its curriculum structure (USD, 2012) is shown
in Table 3. The university requires a total of 124
semester course units for an undergraduate degree,
and as a typical liberal arts school, the computer
science students at USD take only about 40% of
their courses in the discipline.
The three computer science curriculum models
presented in Tables 1-3 have different features that
in part reflect their individual institution types,
degree focus, faculty resources and student level of
academic preparation. As a top research university,
UC Berkeley generally admits students with strong
academic credentials and high motivation levels
and as a result, its curriculum offers a relatively
small number of both introductory offerings and

upper-division mandatory courses. For the same
reason and it is also due to its fairly large faculty and
program size, the curriculum requires a relatively
large portion of major courses in electives and it
also offers a decently large selection of electives
in multiple subfields of computer science. That is
quite the opposite in some aspects for the program
at Cal Poly Pomona. As a regional public school,
the program provides a fairly heavy load of introductory offerings and mandatory major courses
to meet the needs of its students. In addition, a
substantial requirement of mathematics courses
in the program at Cal Poly Pomona is typical for
a technology school. Different from UC Berkeley
and Cal Poly Pomona, University of San Diego is

Table 3. Curriculum structure of CS (BA) at University of San Diego
Lower Division Mandatory

Upper Division Mandatory

Electives

Math Mandatory

12 units

18 units

9 units

11 units

Comp Programming I (3)

Digital Hardware (4)

3 courses out of 10

Discrete Math (3)

Comp Programming II (3)

Operating Systems (3)

Calculus I (4)

Data Structure & Algorithms (3)

Object Oriented Programming
(3)

Calculus II (4)

Assembly Programming (3)

Automata (3)
Software Engineering (3)
Capstone Project (2)
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a representative liberal arts school that requires
a considerably fewer courses in the discipline of
study, and since it has a small computer science
program, electives are offered in rotation in the
curriculum.

3. UNDERGRADUATE COMPUTER
SCIENCE EDUCATION IN CHINA
The computing discipline in China was established
in 1956 and its computer education programs were
offered in early 1960s at only a few institutions
(Li & Lunt, 2006). With the development over
sixty years in the past, especially due to the rapid
growth in the last decade and a half, the discipline
has become the largest undergraduate major in
China (ACCE, 2005). Among several computing
fields of study, computer science and technology
is the primary and most popular one in China. It
is the equivalent computer science major in the
United States.
Despite the vastly increased access to higher
education in China these days, admission to
undergraduate programs at China’s universities
remains very competitive and it is primarily based
on student scores on annual national examinations.
Before 1998, higher education in China had been
a privilege enjoyed by just a small elite group of
high school graduates. In 1985, for instance, only
0.1 percent of the population received a college
education in China (Wilson et al., 1988). Started
in 1998 and driven by the huge economic growth
and the desire to expand educational opportunities for a larger portion of China’s young talents,
China has been making a transition from an elite
education model to a mass education system
and as the result, it has dramatically increased
university enrollments (Zhang & Lo, 2010). As a
matter of fact, in the last decade China doubled the
number of colleges and universities to 2,409, and
now it produces around eight million graduates
a year from universities and community colleges
(Bradsher, 2013).

The current undergraduate curricular guidelines for computer science and technology
programs in China were proposed in 1996. The
guidelines are based on the ACM/IEEE Computing Curricula 1991 (AIJTF, 1991) and they
emphasize computer software and computer applications (Zhang & Lo, 2010). In order to meet
the needs of continuing economic growth in China,
in particular in the high tech sector, and also the
needs of continuing growth of its higher education system, an effort from China’s Ministry of
Education is under way to develop the strategic
directions and revised curriculum guidance for
China’s undergraduate computing disciplines.
As in the United States, there are some noticeable curricular variations at different institutions
in China. For the rest of the section, we present
the computer science and technology sample curriculum structures at three universities in China.
They represent the computer science programs of
different institution types of the country: top tier
national research universities, second tier regional
comprehensive universities and third tier technology oriented universities.
Recently we had opportunity to visit these
three universities and a few additional ones, and
to meet with administrators and faculty of computer science and technology departments at the
universities. The universities we visited include
Shanghai Jiao Tong University, Fudan University,
Shanghai University, Chang An University, Xian
Jiao Tong University, Xian University of Technology, and Guilin University of Technology. All of
these institutions are public, which is the presently
dominant institution type of higher education
in China and among them, Shanghai Jiao Tong
University, Xian Jiao Tong University and Fudan
University are in the group of top nine universities
in China, which is designated by China’s Ministry of Education on the basis of past excellence
in research and education. Shanghai University
ranks as a second tier school and the rest of the
institutions belong to groups of the third tier or
lower in China.
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Most universities in China use a semester
system. Each course unit requires the contact time
between 40 and 50 minutes per week, over the
course of a semester between 15 and 18 weeks. In
terms of time spent in classroom, it is comparable
to a course unit in the United States.
Shanghai Jiao Tong University is one of the oldest and most prestigious and selective universities
in China. The university was founded in 1896 and
over the years it has grown substantially. Currently
the university offers 63 undergraduate programs,
250 masters and 203 doctorate programs. It has an
enrollment of about 36,000 students that include
16,800 undergraduates, 17,500 graduate students
and 1,500 international students. The computer
science and technology program at the university is
particularly well known for its consistent superior
performance at the ACM International Collegiate
Programming Contest, an annual undergraduate
programming competition participated by many
universities around the world, including three
world championships received by its student
delegates at the event.

Table 4 illustrates the curriculum structure of
the computer science and technology program
at Shanghai Jiao Tong University (SJTU, 2011).
The program core consists of 124 units, which is
about 57% of the total of 219 units required for an
undergraduate degree from the university.
The computer science curriculum at Shanghai
Jiao Tong University shown in Table 4 could serve
as an undergraduate computer science sample
curriculum of top ranked Chinese universities.
Shanghai University described below represents
a different group of institutions of higher education in China. Although the original Shanghai
University was founded in 1922 as a small liberal
arts institution, the university was significantly
expanded in 1994 when it merged with other
three local technical colleges. Shanghai University
has now become a comprehensive, regional and
second tier research school. Currently it offers 71
undergraduate programs and a number of graduate
programs and has a total enrollment of roughly
37,000 students that include 25,000 undergraduates, 9,000 graduate students, and 3,000 interna-

Table 4. Curriculum structure of CS (BS) at Shanghai Jiao Tong University
Lower Division Mandatory

Upper Division Mandatory

Electives

Math Mandatory

24 units

42 units

24 units

34 units

Program Design (4)

Algorithms & Complexity
Analysis (3)

3 courses out of 8 (A) (9)

Calculus I (6)

C++ Program (2)

Complier Principles (3)

1 course out of 9 (B) (3)

Calculus II (4)

Data Structures (4)

Operating Systems (3)

Engineering Practice &
Innovation II (2)

Math Anal I (6)

Embedded System Principles (4)

Software Engineering (2)

Engineering Practice &
Innovation III (2)

Math Anal II (6)

Comp Organization &
Architecture (4)

Database Principles (3)

Engineering Practice &
Innovation IV (2)

Disc Math (2)

Computable Theory (3)

Comp Networks (3)

3 labs out of 4 (6)

Linear Algebra (4)

Digital Electronic Tech (3)

Engineering Practice & Innovation
I (2)

Probability & Stat (3)

CS Internship (2)

Math Methods in Physics (3)

Comp Organization Lab (2)
Operating Systems Lab (2)
Senior Thesis (17)
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tional students. It should be noted that Shanghai
University is perhaps the only school in China for
adopting a much similar quarter system as used
by some American universities. As we did with
Cal Poly Pomona in Table 2, all course units listed
in Table 5, which presents the computer science
and technology curriculum structure at Shanghai
University (SU, 2011), have been converted to
their equivalent semester units.
The total of required course units for an
undergraduate degree at Shanghai University is
193. From Table 5 we can see that the combined
major course units from the program is roughly
127 and it represents 66% of the total units. It
is also interesting to note that a number of nontraditional courses or practicums (which counts a
total of 37 units) are integrated into the curriculum
and as described in their descriptions (SU, 2011),
these courses are especially designed for helping students apply what they have learned in the
classroom or elsewhere to develop software solutions for some simulated or real world problems.
These courses focus on the hand-on practice in
developing computer software and hardware, and
provide a variety of opportunities for students with

teamwork environment, off-campus internships,
large-scale application projects and integrated
senior thesis tasks. For instance, students can
choose one from the five courses called “software
development practicum” offered by the program
in their senior year and each of the courses focuses on a particular application domain such as
embedded systems, e-commerce and information
security. Depending on the interests of individual
students, these courses can also help prepare them
to participate in the annual ACM international
programming contest, and other events in China
such as the annual national information security
and e-commerce design and development competitions. Furthermore, as a quite unique characteristic
of the program, the practicum courses are spread
out in the curriculum across the four-year program,
and most of them are reasonably planned in the
senior year.
Xian University of Technology, the third Chinese university we present in the section represents
a different institution type from the previous two.
It is a smaller and also technology focused institution of higher education. It currently ranks as a
third tier university in China. The university offers

Table 5. Curriculum structure of CS (BS) at Shanghai University
Lower Division Mandatory

Upper Division Mandatory

Electives

Math Mandatory

35.9 units

49.4 units

18 units

23.3 units

Comp Tech (2)

Comp Networks (4)

6 courses out of 49

Calculus I, II, III, IV(10.7)

Programming in C (2.7)

Operating Systems I, II (5.3)

Discrete Math I, II (5.3)

Object Oriented Programming
(3.3)

Software Engineering (2.7)

Linear Algebra (2)

Digital Logic (4)

Database I, II (5.3)

Probability & Stats (3.3)

Electronic Tech (2.7)

Compiler (3.3)

Numerical Computation (2)

Data Structures I, II (5.3)

System Architecture (2.7)

Comp Organization I, II (5.3)

Internship (0.7)

PC Programming (3.3)

Software Development Practicum
(2.7)

Intro to Practice (1.3)

Software Application Project (2.7)

Programming Practicum (3.3)

Senior Thesis (20)

Hardware Projects (2.7)
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around 60 undergraduate programs and multiple
graduate programs and it has 16,000 undergraduates and 5,300 graduate students.
The undergraduate curriculum structure of
the computer science and technology program
at Xian University of Technology is presented in
Table 6 (XUT, 2012). The combined unit count
for the computer science major courses is about
122.5 and it represents 63% of the total of 195
units required for graduation at the university.
It can be seen from Tables 4, 5, and 6 that
computer science curricula in Chinese universities are quite comparable each other in terms
of including several essential computer science
foundation courses, incorporating a number of
practicums into programs and requiring a deep
training in mathematics. They can, however, still
vary in some curriculum aspects between institutions. For instance, as a top ranked university
in China, Shanghai Jiao Tong University sets a
little more than a quarter of the major required
course units in mathematics in its computer science and technology program. In addition, the
program also has a relatively small introductory

sequence and requires (in the Chinese standard)
fewer mandatory major courses and more units
in major electives. This feature is reflected in the
programs at top ranked universities in the United
States such as UC Berkeley. The computer science
curriculum at Xian University of Technology, on
the other hand, sets a relatively large number of
lecture-based mandatory major courses and in
particular arranges them heavily in the third and
fourth years. For the computer science and technology program at Shanghai University, it includes a
significant requirement of practicum courses and
offers a very sizeable selection of major elective
courses for it computer science students.

4. COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS
OF COMPUTER SCIENCE
PROGRAMS BETWEEN CHINA
AND THE UNITED STATES
Undergraduate computer science curricula in China and in the United States are similar in the sense
that they all include a core of foundation courses in

Table 6. Curriculum structure of CS (BS) at Xian University of Technology
Lower Division Mandatory

Upper Division Mandatory

Electives

Math Mandatory

22 units

59. 5 units

18 units

23 units

Programming in C (4)

Operating Systems (4.5)

7 to 10 courses out 12

Calculus I (5.5)

Program Design (1)

PC Principles & Appls (5)

Calculus II (6)

Software Development Tech
(2.5)

Comp Organization (4.5)

Linear Algebra (2.5)

Digital Logic (4)

Automata (3)

Probability & Stats (3)

Algorithm Analysis (3)

Software Engineering (3)

Discrete Math (4)

Data Structures (5)

Comp Networks (4.5)

Numerical Methods (2)

Object Oriented Programming
(2.5)

Database (4.5)
Compiler (4.5)
Comp System Architecture (2.5)
Comp Graphics (2.5)
Practicum/Internship (4)
Senior Thesis (17)
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computer science. That is very reasonable as most
of the programs in both countries are influenced by
the ACM/IEEE Computing Curricula guidelines
(AIJTF, 2001; AIJTF, 1991). However, as we have
presented in Section 3, the structure and scope of
computer science degree requirements still vary
noticeably at different universities in China and
in the United States, respectively, and they vary
even more significantly between universities in
China and in the U.S.. This is quite expected
since every computer science program should
adapt general guidelines and strategies to match
the characteristics of the particular institution and
to meet the needs of local high tech industry and
national economic development of the particular
country. Every curriculum, however, regardless
of the characteristics and expectations of the institution, must provide students with a rigorous
grounding in the fundamentals of computer science (AIJTF, 2001) and prepare them for lasting
success in their future endeavors.
In the rest of the section, we compare the computer science programs in China and the United
States, and in particular the sample curriculum
structures presented in Section 2 and Section
3. The discussion is based on a number of the
factors that can influence curriculum design and
development (AIJTF, 2001).

Institution Type
There are a variety of types in American institutions of higher education. Some of them are public, other are private; some are research oriented
and offer both BS and BA degrees in computer
science (e.g., UC Berkeley), others focus on undergraduate education; some are engineering and
technology schools offering only BS degree in
computer science (e.g., Cal Poly Pomona), others
belong to liberal arts universities offering only
BA degree in computer science (e.g., University
of San Diego). In addition, the admission criteria
can be, based on national prestige rankings, quite
different from institution to institution. All these

institutional characteristics have an impact on curriculum design and degree requirement planning,
which will be further discussed in details in the
following subsections.
In China, public universities have been the
dominant institution type. Some of the universities in China are referred to as comprehensive
institutions (e.g., Shanghai University) and they
offer a broad range of study programs, whereas
others are considered technical schools (e.g., Xian
University of Technology) with a primary focus
on education in science and engineering. For
the computer science and technology discipline,
almost all Chinese universities offer only BS
undergraduate degrees. As in the United States,
Chinese universities are ranked annually by some
professional organizations. But it is a bit different
from the United States; admissions to universities
in China are more competitive and are primarily
based on student ranked scores in annual national
college entrance examinations. Moreover, for
education in computer science and many other
disciplines in China, students are expected to
concentrate on a single field of study and the
program curricula contain only a small portion
of general or broad education courses fall outside
the field. As a result, few university students in
technical fields in China pursue a second major
or a distant minor of study.

Academic Qualification
of Entering Students
For both countries, a strong academic preparation
level of entering students in an undergraduate
program usually corresponds to a high national
ranking of the university or program. Hence it can
vary quite substantially at different institutions.
This especially is the case in China because, as we
have mentioned before, its admission policies focus
primarily on scores on college entrance examinations. Taking the student academic credentials
and motivation levels into consideration, many
computer science programs in both countries cus-
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tomize the introductory courses to meet the needs
of their specific student groups and in addition,
programs at top ranked universities often offer a
small set of mandatory courses and a large set of
electives in their curricula. These are reflected
in the programs from both UC Berkeley (Table
1) and Shanghai Jiao Tong University (Table 4).
Among all curricula discussed in Section 3, the
program at Shanghai Jiao Tong University has a
substantially deeper requirement in supporting
mathematics.

Mandatory Course Requirements
One of the biggest differences between the education system in China and the United States is that
Chinese universities usually require significantly
more course units than American counterparts for
undergraduate degrees. For instance, the three
Chinese universities presented in Section 3 require an average of 202 semester units, while the
three American universities presented in Section
2 require considerably fewer units, with an average of only 121 semester units. We believe that
this fully reflects the differences about education
traditions between the two countries. Schools in
China generally emphasize an extensive training
of content knowledge while in the United States,
schools emphasize inquired based learning and are
usually more flexible with simpler content (Bao
et al., 2009). The different degree requirements in
course units also apply to computer science curriculum. For a typical computer science program
in China, it requires roughly 120 semester units in
major mandatory and elective courses, including
those in supporting mathematics. In comparison
to the requirement of a similar program in the
United States, this represents nearly twice many
or more course units, depending on the institution
type. Such curricula with a heavy load of required
units are referred to as discipline based (AIJTF,
2001). It should be pointed out that many computer
science programs in China include a significant
fraction of the units for practicums, internships,
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and a senior thesis, which may carry somewhere
between 20 and 35 units. The requirement for a
senior thesis or a capstone project is also included
in curricula at some American universities. For
instance, a senior capstone project is integrated
in the program at University of San Diego but it
is with a much smaller scale in units (Table 6).
Besides cultural traditions, there are certain
educational effects for having more or less required
major courses in a computer science curriculum.
On one hand, academic programs with a large
number of required major courses aim to provide
students with considerable breadth in computer
science education and to help them learn more
technical content knowledge and skills in a broad
range of application fields. As computers and
computer technology have become ubiquitous
in our society and the field of computing often
intersects with other disciplines, offering a wide
variety of cutting-age computing principles and
applications courses (e.g., in information security,
apps programming and e-commerce) as mandatory ones or electives in a curriculum can be very
valuable. On the other hand, a successful computer science graduate needs many skills beyond
technical ones. Some of the specific skills may be
obsolete in just a few years. An effective computer
science curriculum should help students gain an
enduring understanding of theory and practice
that will allow them to maintain their currency
over the long term (AIJTF, 2001). But this may
not be achieved by just taking more major courses.
Liberal arts curricula in the United States, for
instance, emphasize breadth of a student’s educational experience and intellectual discourse to a
greater degree than other technical and engineering programs by requiring their students to take a
significant number of courses in the disciplines
outside their primary field of study.
The author had a few conversations on this topic
with his colleagues at the Chinese universities he
visited. Some of them were aware of the heavy
load of units in their programs while others were
surprised to learn the substantially fewer course
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units required by a typical American computer
science curriculum. We all agreed that computer
science students need to be inspired, motivated
and capable of learning more and new skills on
themselves and computer science education should
provide an effective learning environment to help
them acquire these skills. The Chinese colleagues
also concurred that the load of required courses
in their curricula might be too heavy, especially
those mandatory units, and having a relatively
small number of required major courses in a curriculum (as a future curriculum updating direction) would allow their students to have time to
explore and engage an in-depth study of another
discipline that has applications of computing such
as psychology, biology, economics and business.

Supporting Mathematics
Course Requirements
Computer science has a much closer relationship
with mathematics than many other scientific
disciplines and in fact, mathematical techniques
and reasoning are integrated to most areas (if not
all) of computer science. As recommended in the
ACM/IEEE guidelines (AIJTF, 2001), it is critical
for computer science programs to include enough
training in mathematics so that students understand
the theoretical underpinnings of the field.
Programs in both countries seem to follow
closely with the ACM/IEEE recommendations in
regard to the mathematics requirement. They all
contain a course in discrete mathematics, which
introduces discrete structures and applications
in computer science. In addition, most of the
programs include the courses in linear algebra
and in probability and statistics, which are heavily used in some computer science topics such
as computer graphics, computer vision, and data
mining. Comparing to the American institutions,
academic programs in computer science in China
generally have a more rigorous requirement in
mathematics, which, in our opinion, is reasonable
and beneficial.

Project Based Course Requirements
Project based courses in a computer science program could include practicums or project labs
where application projects are focused that may
involve both design and implementation, internships where projects in an industry setting are
engaged, and a senior thesis or a capstone project
where either solo or team-projects are conducted
and they apply a wide range of knowledge and
skills in either proposing some original research
work or solving a substantial problem. Computer
science is a vibrant field with the enormous pace
of change over time and anyone who is doing some
serious work in developing computer technology
needs to keep learning and updating his knowledge
and skills. Such project courses, which are highly
recommended by the ACM/IEEE computing curricula guidance (AIJTF, 2001), provide the platforms for students to strengthen problem solving
and technical skills and acquire an understanding
of effective professional practice, and the courses
should also help promote life-long learning after
graduation.
It seems that most programs in China have incorporated the project courses into their curricula
as it is indicated in Tables 4, 5, and 6. However,
there are some variations in integrating the courses
in these curricula. Some of the programs require a
heavy load of such courses in the junior and senior
years. For example, the curriculum at Shanghai
Jiao Tong University (Table 4) sets 59% of its
required upper division units in project courses.
Other programs arrange their project courses
through all four academic years, as shown in the
curriculum at Shanghai University (Table 5). In
comparison, there are only a fraction of the programs in the United States require project based
courses in their curricula, which include a capstone
project or a senior thesis. It seems that the practice
that integrates project courses into computer science programs is both important and beneficial
for producing capable graduates and for general
computer science programs in the United States,
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this project-enriched curriculum practice perhaps
needs to be considered or further strengthened.

5. CONCLUDING REMARKS
We have presented a comparative study of undergraduate computer science education between
China and the United States. The study focuses
on the current curricula of computer science
programs. It in part is based on the author’s direct observation from his recent visits to several
universities in China and the conversations he had
with administrators and faculty of computer science programs at the universities. It is also based
on the author’s over two decades experience as an
educator in computer science at several public and
private American institutions of higher education.
The education systems in China and the United
States have different features and they reflect
a great deal about the differences between the
traditions and cultures. As we have discussed in
the chapter, the differences are also indicated in
their individual computer science curricula. It
appears that each of the systems has its strengths
and weaknesses and it would be both important
and beneficial for both countries (and perhaps
other countries as well) to learn from each other
about how to develop an effective computer science curriculum.
At the present time, the United States is still
the world’s leader in technology and innovation.
In terms of computer technology workforce production, it remains competitive (though no longer
dominant) in global markets. A recent KPMG
survey of technology executive worldwide predicts
that China will be on par with the United States
as a future technology innovation leader (KPMG,
2012). The survey also indicates that China’s innovation investment has fostered an environment
for the development of disruptive technologies
that is growing by leaps and bounds. In the broad
areas of science, technology and mathematics,
China is already graduating over one million
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college graduates a year while the United States
graduates fewer than half that number (James
& Tanden, 2012). The rise of China and other
developing countries such as India in technology
sector shows the significant challenges facing the
United States to retain its position as a global
leader in innovation and a global pacesetter in
the education of science and technology talents.
To take the challenges, the United States
must take immediate action to play catch up and
make a much stronger and firmer commitment to
education. It should invest significantly more in
all education levels from K-12 to university. The
United States should also, in particular, support
and increase education and research funding to
computer science and other critical-need areas of
science, technology, engineering and mathematics.
In addition to monetary investment, we need pay
attention to how we educate the next generation
of American workers to ensure our continued economic competitiveness well into the 21st century
(James & Tanden, 2012).
For undergraduate computer science programs
in the United States, there might be several areas
that can be improved upon. In many US research
universities, a significant portion of their undergraduate computer science courses are taught by
graduate teaching assistants or teaching lecturers
who usually do not conduct research. Effective
classroom teaching and supportive student mentoring are very critical in improving student learning.
The quality of computer science programs at the
institutions can be further enhanced if the programs are able to have more experienced regular
faculty involved in undergraduate education by
developing and offering more courses that reflect
faculty’s research expertise and recent advances in
computer science and by including more undergraduate students in faculty’s research projects.
This approach for improvement may work for
all disciplines but it is particularly important for
computer science education as computer technology evolves at a very rapid pace and computer
science students need to grab every opportunity
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to learn as much as possible the latest development in the field and to update their knowledge
and skills of computing. Another related area
for curriculum improvement that should apply
to most computer science programs of different
institution types in the United States is to further
augment their curricula with more creative cutting
edge content and project enriched courses, as we
have discussed in Section 4. It appears that, in
comparison to a typical undergraduate computer
science program in China, many programs in
the United States do not have the requirement of
practicum courses or a senior thesis or a capstone
project for their graduates. We believe strongly
that these suggested curricular changes should
make the American computer science education
further competitive and productive.
As a rising economic superpower, China has
been investing very heavily in its higher education,
particularly in the computer science technology
arena (Mu, 2010). Over the last few years, China
has successfully produced a significant number
of university graduates in science, technology,
engineering and mathematics and attracted many
international technology and engineering firms
for establishing research and development centers
in China. Looking forward, by 2030, China will
have 200 million college graduates, which is more
than the entire United States workforce (James &
Tanden, 2012).
In order for Chinese graduates to compete
successfully in global job markets, China need to
improve the quality of their academic programs
and to make some substantial revisions in their
educational approaches and classroom instructions. As we have discussed in this chapter, the
education system in China emphasizes extensive
content knowledge learning. From elementary
schools to colleges, Chinese students go through
rigorous problem solving instruction in all science
and mathematics fields throughout their school
years and become skillful at solving content-based
problems. It remains unclear, however, whether
such training is transferable beyond the specific

content areas and problems types taught (Boa et
al., 2009). To make education system as an effective incubator for technology innovator thinkers,
educational programs in China should consider
integrating more inquiry-based instructional
methods in classrooms (Lawson, 1995) to further
promote critical thinking and scientific reasoning
abilities for their students.
There might be several areas for Chinese
undergraduate computer science programs to be
improved upon. In the last few years, research
activities and publication records have become a
dominant performance criterion in many Chinese
universities for faculty pay raise and promotions,
especially in its top ranked schools. As a result,
some faculty do not pay much of their attention to
classroom instruction and student learning. This
situation can be changed if faculty evaluation
policies in these programs are updated to also encourage and appreciate the education contributions
made by individual faculty members. Another area
for potential improvement is related to curriculum
development. As it is indicated in our discussion
in Section 4, undergraduate computer science
programs in China may consider revising their
academic curricula by cutting out a substantial
portion of required major courses. The reduction would allow and encourage their students to
explore more interdisciplinary fields of computer
technology, have a more broad educational experience and to foster a better environment for them
to adapt new ideas and technology.
It is of no doubt that the quality of computer
science programs has a direct impact on the information technology workforce they produce. The
technology jobs of the future will be competed
for by the brainiest from all countries around the
world. Ideally, computer science graduates need to
develop both content knowledge and transferable
reasoning and problem solving skills. It would be
an interesting and important task for educators
and researchers from both countries (and perhaps
also worldwide) to explore an innovative and
balanced computer science education program,
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which perhaps blends the best features of different
systems and focuses on the knowledge, skills and
competencies that help better prepare graduates
for the challenges working in an increasingly
globalized world. We hope the discussion and
findings from this chapter provide some useful
insights in this direction.

6. FUTURE WORK
There are several directions in which this study
could be expanded. One direction is a further
investigation on a number of representative curricula at the course level in both countries. We
would examine and compare course content,
instruction format and student assessment tools.
Another direction is to compare faculty pedagogical practices and effectiveness in and out classroom
under both education systems. That would include
the faculty role in mentoring student research
work, course projects, and graduation theses and
managing off-campus internships. In addition, we
would like to look into general job opportunities
available for computer science graduates in both
countries and their job readiness and performance
after graduation.
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ABSTRACT
This chapter explores teachers’ and students’ acceptance and understanding of evolutionary theory by
using conceptual ecology (Toulmin, 1972) as a theoretical lens. Demastes, Good, and Peebles (1995)
describe the conceptual ecology for evolutionary theory. Acceptance of evolutionary theory is part of
this conceptual ecology, and this conceptual ecology also contains the following five components: (1)
prior conceptions related to evolution (understanding of evolutionary theory); (2) scientific orientation
(degree to which the learner organizes his/her life around scientific activities); (3) view of the nature
of science; (4) view of the biological world in competitive and causal terms as opposed to aesthetic
terms; and (5) religious orientation. A complex web of connections among components of conceptual
ecology for evolutionary theory influences one’s acceptance and understanding of evolutionary theory.
Therefore, studying the relationship between acceptance and understanding of evolutionary theory as a
part of the conceptual ecology for evolutionary theory is more promising than studying acceptance of
evolutionary theory in isolation. Moreover, studying acceptance of evolutionary theory as an integral
part of the conceptual ecology may enable us to explain why some teachers and students show a high
degree of acceptance and others show a low degree of acceptance.

INTRODUCTION
Evolution as a unifying theme in biology education
has been supported by major science education
policy documents and understanding of evolution has been considered as an important part of
scientific literacy (American Association for the
Advancement of Science, 1993; National Research

Council, 1996). Major science education organizations such as National Association of Biology
Teachers (2011) and National Science Teachers
Association (2003) in the United States have also
supported evolution as a unifying theme in biology.
More recently evolution has been identified as one
of four disciplinary core ideas in life sciences in “A
Framework for K-12 Science Education: Practices,
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Crosscutting Concepts, and Core Ideas” (NRC,
2012). According to this new framework which
will serve as the basis for the next generation of
science education standards biological evolution
includes four components:

The framework takes a learning progressions
approach and describes what students need to
know by the end of grades 2, 5, 8, and 12 for each
component. It is clear that evolution continues
to be considered as a major or overarching idea
in life sciences curriculum, but it is less clear to
what extent evolution has been taught in actual
classroom settings and how students handle learning the evolution content.
There is a difference between teaching a socially controversial scientific subject and a nonsocially controversial scientific subject.
Educators need to consider these five integrated
domains when teaching evolution:

the natural world and these conceptions are often
in conflict with the scientifically accepted conceptions (Driver, 1981; NRC, 2007). After decades
of research on misconceptions we now know
that students’ minds are not tabula rasa or empty
vessels. Students do have alternative conceptions.
Students’ alternative conceptions need reorganization in order to accommodate the scientifically
accepted contemporary views. Many researchers
emphasized that students’ prior conceptions might
interfere with the learning (e.g., Bransford, et
al., 1999; Chinn & Brever, 1993; Pintrich, et al.,
1993). Pintrich et al. (1993) suggested that prior
knowledge can play two contradictory roles during the learning process. They contemplated that
prior knowledge can either impede the learning
process through students’ alternative frameworks,
or it can facilitate it by providing students a conceptual basis for evaluating the validity of newly
encountered ideas.
Ausubel’s frequently quoted statement captures
the importance of students’ intuitive conceptions
during the learning process in a dramatic way. This
quote appears before the preface of the book that
Ausubel co-authored with Novak and Hanesian
(Ausubel, Novak, & Hanesian, 1978).

•
•
•
•
•

If had to reduce all of educational psychology
to just one principle, it would say this: The most
important single factor influencing learning is
what the learner already knows. Ascertain this
and teach him accordingly.

•
•
•
•

Evidence of Common Ancestry and
Diversity
Natural Selection
Adaptation
Biodiversity and Humans

The conceptual domain
The epistemic domain
The socio-cultural domain
The religious domain
The legal domain

The first three domains are important to consider in teaching other science content as well,
but the last two domains become particularly
important when it comes to teaching evolution.

The Conceptual Domain
The conceptual domain includes both scientifically
accepted major evolutionary ideas and students’
alternative conceptions about evolution. It is well
known that students hold intuitive conceptions of

Common students’ alternative conceptions
about evolution include the following ideas
(Werth, 2012):
•
•
•

All evolutionary change is adaptive.
Evolutionary change is progressive.
Evolutionary change is teleological
(goal-directed).

Educators need to be aware that such ideas are
common among students when teaching about
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major evolutionary concepts. Apart from these
common misconceptions, many students come to
the classroom with a strong tendency to believe
the evolutionary theory is not true. For majority of
these students, their apprehensive attitude toward
evolution is related to factors such as students’
religious perspectives, naïve nature of science
views, and social-cultural backgrounds. Therefore,
evolution instruction that embraces constructivist
notions of learning should consider these factors.
It is true that public school science classes are
not a place to teach religion but disregarding the
importance of students’ religious perspective while
learning about evolution is against the fundamental
assumptions of constructivist pedagogy.
Science education community has long been
trying to find answers to the following questions.
Can students have a robust conceptual understanding of evolutionary theory without accepting its validity? Is there a relationship between
understanding and acceptance of evolutionary
theory? Researchers reached into different conclusions about the nature of this relationship.
Some researchers found no relationship between
understanding and acceptance of evolutionary
theory (Sinatra, Southerland, McCounaughy, &
Demastes, 2003) while others reported a positive
relationship (Deniz, et al., 2008, 2011; Rutledge
& Warden, 2000). Deniz et al. (2009, 2012) found
that students’ acceptance of evolutionary theory
significantly increases after students improve their
understanding of evolutionary theory.

The Epistemic Domain
Nature of science (epistemology of science)
refers to values and beliefs specific to scientific
knowledge and its development (Lederman, 1992).
Students’ nature of science views or epistemological beliefs about science determine the rules and
criteria used for differentiating what counts as
good scientific knowledge. Therefore, students’
epistemological beliefs play a crucial role during
the learning process.
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It was acknowledged that there is no agreedupon single definition of NOS among philosophers
of science, historians of science, scientists, and
science educators, but certain aspects of NOS are
uncontroversial and relevant to K-16 education
(Abd-El-Khalick & Akerson, 2004; Schwartz,
Lederman, & Crawford, 2004). These NOS aspects
include but are not limited to conceptions that
scientific knowledge is empirically-based, tentative, subjective, inferential, socially and culturally
embedded, and depends upon human creativity and
imagination. Students should have appropriate nature of science understandings before they develop
a robust conceptual understanding of any science
subject. This is particularly true for developing a
deeper scientific understanding about evolutionary theory. Dagher and BouJaoude (1997) found
that allowing students to discuss their alternative
conceptions about evolution and teaching them
about nature of science is more likely to increase
their understanding of evolution. Martin-Hansen
(2008) reported that nature of instruction reduced
the percentage of students feeling apprehensive
about learning evolution from 38% to 12% in a
first-year college course. Martin-Hansen (2008)
also reported that the nature of science instruction
did not help some students (Young Earth Creationists) reduce their apprehension level toward learning evolution. Verhey (2005) reported interesting
findings with regard to the impact of instruction
on understanding of evolutionary theory. Verhey
(2005) found that strong emphasis on evolution
did not significantly increase student conceptions
of evolutionary theory, but comparing “intelligent
design” with evolutionary theory, with a special
emphasis on nature of science led to extensive
change toward scientifically accepted conceptions.
Table 1 describes the nature of science views
that students need to develop to be able to place
evolutionary theory in its appropriate standing
in science.
Staver (1999) reported that Kansas State Board
of Education considered an alternative version of
nature of science provided by Creation Science As-
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Table 1. Description of the nature of science aspects
NOS Aspect

Description

Bounded
NOS

Science is a limited way of knowing. Science cannot answer moral and ethical questions.
Scientists do not invoke supernatural explanations when doing science.

Empirical
NOS

Scientific knowledge is based on empirical evidence. Knowledge claims in science are
made with evidence and observations of nature. However, this empirical base
does not provide a secure base for science because observations are influenced
by scientists’ creativity, and personal and theoretical subjectivity.

Inferential
NOS

There is a difference between observation and inference. Observations are descriptive statements about the nature
that are available to the senses. Observes can agree upon observation statements with relative ease. Inferences are
interpretations of observations. They are not immediately available to the senses.

Creative
NOS

Creativity and imagination of scientists play a major role in the scientific inquiry.
The role of creativity and imagination is not limited to any specific phase of the
scientific inquiry. Creativity and imagination are of importance before, during, and after data collection. Creativity
and imagination allow scientist to build theoretical models that inferentially explain the natural phenomena.

Subjective
NOS

Scientists try to achieve objectivity, but absolute objectivity is not possible in science. Theoretical orientations
of scientists make them unavoidably subjective. In addition to scientists’ theoretical orientations their personal
characteristics and social and cultural backgrounds contributes to subjectivity of scientists. All these factors
influence scientists’ choice of research questions, methods of research, observations, and interpretations of their
observations.

Tentative
NOS

Scientific knowledge is tentative but durable. Scientific knowledge is subject to
change with the availability of new evidence and with the interpretation of the old evidence, but this change does not
happen on the daily basis. Science is not concerned with finding the final truth.

“Scientific
Method”

There is not a general and universal scientific method that is followed by all
research scientists to solve scientifically oriented questions.

Social and
cultural
NOS

Science is a human activity. It is influenced by social and cultural factors. These
social and cultural factors include social composition, religion, worldview, political and economic factors. Science is
not only influenced by these factors but also it
influences these factors.

Social NOS

Science is no longer a solitary pursuit. Scientific knowledge is constructed through social negotiation. Despite
their individual differences members of a scientific community of practice share common traditions, values, and
theoretical frameworks. This social dimension enhances the objectivity of scientific knowledge. The double-blind
peer-review process used by scientific journals is a major component of this NOS aspect.

Theory/
Law

There is no hierarchical relationship between theories and laws. Laws are mathematical descriptions of natural
phenomena. Theories do no turn into laws. Different usages of the word theory are problematic. In science, theories
are extremely well-supported web of hypotheses that are constructed to explain natural phenomena. However,
everyday use of the word theory refers to some sort of a wild idea which may or may not have an empirical support.

sociation for Mid-America while deciding whether
or not the evolutionary theory should be included
in the revised Kansas state science standards. It
is interesting to note that both proponents and
opponents of evolutionary theory use their own
version of nature of science to justify whether or
not evolutionary theory should be included in the
science education standards. The way in which the
nature of science is conceptualized is inextricably
connected to the curricular decision making about
evolution. For example, if one accepts Creation
Science Association for Mid-America version of

nature of science evolution does not qualify to be
a scientific theory which is worthy of inclusion
in the curriculum.
Nature of science items included in a proposed
draft of Kansas state standards by the Kansas State
Board of Education (Staver 1999).
1.
2.

Good science is science that is verifiable,
falsifiable, and repeatable.
Historic science, which includes the study
of past events such as the origin of life and
the universe, is not good science because
937
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these ideas are not testable, as the past is
not verifiable, falsifiable, or repeatable.
Scientific law is considered to be more
important than scientific theory.
Inductive reasoning is emphasized over
and above deductive reasoning, which is
downplayed.

Many religious people consider evolution as
a form of atheism. They think that acceptance of
evolution and belief in God are not compatible.
Improving people’s nature of science views can
help them resolve this unnecessary conflict. Nature
of instruction emphasizing the boundaries of science can help certain people come to the conclusion that their acceptance of evolution does not
harm their religious beliefs. Science is a limited
way of knowing. Science cannot answer questions
about the supernatural. Another important nature
of science understanding that can help religious
people reduce their apprehensive attitude toward
evolution is recognizing the difference between
methodological and philosophical materialism.
Scientists operate according to methodological
materialism. In other words, they do not invoke
supernatural explanations when doing science
and explaining natural phenomena. Although
scientists may or may not have personal religious
beliefs they have to be silent about the existence
of supernatural when doing science. Contrary
to the methodological materialism, proponents
of the philosophical materialism do not accept
supernatural. In other words, philosophical materialists deny the existence of God and therefore
they are atheists. All scientists are methodological
materialists but not all scientists are philosophical
materialists. In fact, some scientists accept the
theistic evolution position.

reported that only 10 states have very goodexcellent evolution education standards, 14 states
have good standards, 7 states have satisfactory
standards, 6 states have unsatisfactory standards,
and 13 states have standards that are worse than
unsatisfactory. Evolution education is vulnerable
to social influences more than any other subject in
science. The poor condition of evolution education
standards in many states can be interpreted in light
of attitude surveys toward evolution. According
to surveys administered by Gallup in 2010 and
2012, forty and forty six percent of Americans
respectively endorsed the view that “God created
human beings pretty much in their present form at
one time within the last 10,000 years or so.” Thirtyeight and thirty-two percent agreed that “human
beings have developed over millions of years from
less advanced forms of life, but God guided this
process.” Sixteen and fifteen percent agreed that
“human beings have developed over millions of
years from less advanced forms of life, but God
had no part in this process,” and six and seven
percent respectively did not report any opinion
in 2010 and 2012. Percentage of people supporting Young Earth Creationist view increased from
40% to 46% and percentage of people supporting
theistic evolution position decreased from 38%
to 32% within the last two years. Percentage of
people supporting evolution without any involvement from God remained pretty much the same
within the last two years. However, examination of
the poll results between 1982 and 2012 indicates
no dramatic change within the last thirty years.
Berkman and Plutzer (2010) conducted a
comprehensive study titled “National Survey of
High School Biology Teachers.” They used three
positions endorsed by the National Academy of
Sciences (1998, 2008) to frame their study:

The Socio-Cultural Domain

•

Lerner (2000) examined how different states
within the United States treated evolution in their
state science education standards. Lerner (2000)

•

3.
4.
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There is no debate whether evolution occurred within the scientific community,
Evolution is necessary to understand other
topics in biology, and
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•

Evolution should be used a unifying theme
in teaching biology.

Berkman and Plutzer (2010) turned these three
positions into Likert-type survey questions:
1.

2.

3.

When I teach evolution (including answering student questions) I emphasize the broad
consensus that evolution is a fact, even as
scientists disagree about the specific mechanisms through which evolution occurred.
It is possible to offer an excellent general
biology course for high school students that
includes no mention of Darwin or evolutionary theory.
Evolution serves as the unifying theme for
the content of the course.

These questions were administered to a national
sample of 926 biology teachers. According to the
study, 74% of teachers agreed with the first question, 21% of teachers disagreed with the question,
and 5% did not respond. Twelve percent of teachers
agreed with the second question, 83% of teachers
disagreed with the second question, and 5% did
not offer any answer. As for the third question,
62% of biology teachers agreed with the third
question, 34% of biology teachers disagreed, and
others did not respond. As it can be understood
from these numbers a significant percentage of
American biology teachers remains aloof to evolution despite the endorsements from AAAS (1993),
NRC (1996), NABT (2011), and NSTA (2003).
Miller, Scott, and Okamoto (2006) compared
the acceptance of evolutionary theory among
adults in 34 countries. Countries such as Iceland,
Denmark, Sweden, France, Japan, and United
Kingdom have 75 percent or more acceptance
rates of evolutionary theory. Countries such as
United States and Turkey have acceptance rates
of 40 percent and 25 percent respectively. If a
concept has little leverage within a cultural milieu,
it will not be readily acceptable and it will be difficult for that concept to be included in the school

curriculum. Costa (1995) stated that successful
transition of students from their own world to
school science depends on the compatibility of
family and school cultures.
Deniz et al. (2008) found that Turkish preservice biology teachers whose parents have more
education are more likely to accept evolution as
a scientifically valid theory. This makes sense
considering the fact Turkish education system
is historically modeled based on Western education principles especially after the declaration of
Republic of Turkey in 1923.
According to Aikenhead and Jegede (1999)
when the culture of school science is in sync with
students’ social and cultural values science instruction tend to happen smoothly. However, if there
is a conflict between the culture of science and
students’ socio-cultural values science instruction
tends to damage students’ socio-cultural values by
forcing them to abandon their indigenous values.
For this reason, Aikenhead and Jegede (1999)
called for developing culturally sensitive curricula
and teaching methods to be able to avoid the clash
between students’ cultural values and the culture of
Western science. Cobern (1996) also underscored
this point by stating that affective and contextual
factors are evoked more strongly when a person
struggles to learn a topic which does not have
much leverage within that person’s worldview.

The Religious Domain
Researchers reported negative relationships
between religious orientation and acceptance of
evolutionary theory. Grose and Simpson (1982)
found that students in an introductory college
biology class who perceived that their church
generally influenced their thought had lower
acceptance of evolutionary theory. Osif (1997)
reported that that religiosity of biology teachers
is positively correlated with the rejection of the
evolutionary theory. Miller, Scott, and Okamoto
(2006) found that religious beliefs were almost
twice as much predictive of attitude toward evolu-
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tion in the United States compared to European
countries. Obviously, in both the United States and
Europe, the correlation between religious beliefs
and attitude toward evolution was negative, but
this correlation was much bigger in the United
States. This indicates that religious beliefs are
negatively correlated with attitude toward evolution but the strength of the correlation varies in
different countries. Deniz et al. (2011) found that
preservice Turkish biology teachers’ acceptance of

evolutionary theory is negatively correlated with
their religiosity. They also found that preservice
teachers with lower acceptance of evolutionary
theory and strong religious beliefs are less likely
to teach evolution in their future classrooms.
Table 2 describes how students’ religious beliefs may influence their learning about evolution
and their acceptance-rejection of evolutionary
theory.

Table 2. Students’ learning approach and their evolution rejection-acceptance position according to
their religiosity

Extremely
Religious

Not
Religious

940

Learning Approach

Evolution Rejection-Acceptance Position

Students prefer to stick to their religious values. They are
alienated from the culture of science and they reject to
learn science.

Young Earth creationism: Proponents of this position hold
literal interpretations of Bible and they think that Earth is
less than 10,000 years old. They reject scientific findings
with regard to the age of Earth and biological evolution.

Students prefer to stick to their religious values but at the
same time, they are not fully alienated from the culture
of science. Prior conceptions of students in this category
preclude them from accepting evolutionary theory.

Old Earth creationism: Proponents of this position do
not interpret six days of Biblical creation as twenty-four
hours but as longer time periods. They accept other modern
science but they reject biological evolution.
Intelligent design creationism: Proponents of intelligent
design holds the view that the evolution of organs such as
vertebrate eye is too complex to be explained naturally and
this complexity requires an intelligent designer. They do
accept natural selection but they do not accept that mutation
and natural selection can explain evolution of species.

Students prefer to stick to both their religious values and
the culture of science. Students develop two conceptual
frameworks one for school science and one for everyday
experiences. At first, students in this category consciously
or unconsciously keep two conceptual frameworks
separate. Students will activate one conceptual framework
or another depending upon the context. Later, students
in this category can make a concerted effort to reconcile
these two conceptual frameworks. Prior conceptions
of students in this category may preclude them from
learning evolution.

Theistic evolutionism: Proponents of this position think that
God creates through the natural processes and mechanisms.
They do accept that natural selection and mutation can
explain evolution of species. They are methodological
materialists but not philosophical materialists.

Students prefer to assimilate into the culture of science
and they are silent about the existence of God. Prior
conceptions of students in this category will not preclude
them from learning evolution. The extent of their learning
will be determined by the quality of instruction and
their personal characteristics such as motivation and
metacognitive awareness.

Agnostic evolutionism: Proponents of this position accept
evolution but they neither reject nor accept the existence of
God. They are methodological materialists but they avoid
accepting or rejecting philosophical materialism.

Students prefer to assimilate into the culture of science
and they reject the existence of God. Prior conceptions
of students in this category will not preclude them from
learning evolution. The extent of their learning will be
determined by the quality of instruction and their personal
characteristics such as motivation and metacognitive
awareness.

Materialistic evolutionism: Proponents of this position
accept evolution and they reject the involvement of God with
evolution. They are both methodological and philosophical
materialists.
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The Legal Domain
Who should determine the curriculum in public
schools? Should the citizens as taxpayer decide
what to teach in schools? Should educators as
professionals decide what to teach? Should this
decision be left to scientific community? The
controversy over who should determine the curriculum in public schools was historically being
tackled by the judicial system in the United States.
Table 3 shows that The United States Supreme
Court has consistently ruled in favor of evolution.
Public opinion polls consistently indicated
that people support teaching alternatives such as
creationism and intelligent design to evolution in
the United States (Plutzer & Berkman, 2008). It
seems like alternatives to teaching evolution were
beaten in the courtrooms, but the public desire to
introduce these alternatives into the curriculum is
still strong. Similarly, such desires are also present
even in Britain, which enjoys about 75% evolution
acceptance rate according to the international study
conducted by Miller, Scott, and Okamoto (2006).
According to a survey conducted by Ipsos MORI

(2006) for the British Broadcasting Corporation
(BBC), when participants are allowed to pick one
or more choices among creationism, intelligent
design, and evolution, 44% of the participants
said that creationism should be taught in science
lessons in British schools, 41% indicated that
they would like to see intelligent design taught
in schools, and 69% wanted evolution as part of
science curriculum.

CONCLUSION
Students’ learning about evolution can be conceived in two different ways: learning as conceptual change and learning as cultural border
crossing.
According to learning as conceptual change
approach, students are supposed to move from
their alternative conceptions toward scientifically
accepted conceptions. Learning as conceptual
change model supports replacing students’ alternative conceptions with the scientifically accepted
conceptions.

Table 3. Sample court cases about evolution in the United States
Date

Case

Detail

Final Ruling

1925

Tennessee vs.
Scopes

Scopes, a science teacher, admitted using a text dealing
with human evolution. This was in violation with
Tennessee law.

The Tennessee Supreme Court decided
that as a public employee it was teachers’
responsibility to teach whatever the state
determines. The case was not taken to the
United States Supreme Court.

1968

Epperson vs.
Arkansas

Epperson, tenth grade biology teacher, adopted a textbook
including a chapter about evolution. This was in violation
of a state law that made illegal to teach human evolution
in a public school or university. Arkansas Charcery Court
decided that school teachers should enjoy a substantial
degree of academic freedom. The Arkansas State Supreme
Court overturned the ruling.

The United States Supreme Court ruled in
favor of Epperson.

1987

Edwards vs.
Aguillard

Aguillard challenged a Lousiana law that required the
teaching of creation science along with evolution.

The United States Supreme Court found the
law in violation of the First Amendment.

2005

Kitzmiller vs.
Dover Area
School District in
Pennsylvania

The school board of Dover Area School District
introduced intelligent design in the curriculum through
a mandated disclaimer to be read by teachers. This was
challenged by a group of science teachers and some
parents.

District Court for the Middle District
of Pennsylvania ruled that introducing
creationism and intelligent design in the
curriculum is unconstitutional because
creationism and intelligent design are
religion not science.
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This type of learning can be represented as
C1→C2.
Posner et al. (1982) described the conditions
required for conceptual change:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Dissatisfaction: This condition requires that
the learner fails to make sense of some event
with his/her existing conception.
Intelligibility: This condition necessitates
that the learner has some understanding of
the new conception.
Plausibility: This condition is satisfied when
the learner accepts the new conception.
Fruitfulness: This condition emphasizes
that the learner should be able to use the
new conception to explain novel situations
as well as the situations that were formerly
explained by the new conception.

As it can be understood from this description,
learning process is unidirectional in this model.
This conceptual change model was revised in
response to criticisms (e.g., Cobern, 1996; Solomon, 1987). The revised model acknowledged the
importance of intuition, emotion, motivation, and
social factors (Strike & Posner, 1992). However,
the model still stayed as unidirectional at its core.
Aikenhead and Jegede (1999) criticized learning
as conceptual change model because the model aims
to assimilate students into the culture of Western
science at the expense of their indigenous culture.
Aikenhead and Jegede (1999) conceptualized the
transition between a student’s everyday concepts
and scientific concepts as cultural border crossing.
According to this model, students can construct both
indigenous and scientific conceptions of natural phenomena side by side and they can make transitions
from indigenous conceptions to scientific conceptions and vice versa depending upon the context.
This type of learning can be represented as
C1 ←→ C2.
942

It is reasonable to expect that biology teachers’
acceptance of evolutionary theory will influence
how they treat evolution in their own classes.
Biology teachers who accept evolutionary theory
are more likely to use evolution as an overarching theme in their teaching. In fact, a significant
number of studies indicated that acceptance
of evolutionary theory is a good predictor of
instructional approach taken toward evolution
(Aguillard, 1999; Eve & Dunn, 1990; Shankar
& Skoog, 1993).
Berkman and Plutzer (2010) reported that
there is a correlation between the adoption of the
NAS positions and the instructional time spent
on evolution. They found that biology teachers
who strongly support all three positions spent 20
hours a year on evolution, whereas biology teachers who do not support these positions spent only
11 hours on evolution.
Learning is a complex process. Controversial
nature of teaching evolution adds to this complexity
making the learning process even more complicated.
Teaching evolution requires paying attention to all
five domains described in this chapter. These domains
altogether shape how students make sense of evolutionary theory in biology classrooms. Conceptual,
epistemic, socio-cultural, religious, and legal factors
influence the learning process in both conceptualizations of learning. It is up to biology teachers to
decide what conceptualization of learning can help
their students learn evolution in a meaningful way.
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ABSTRACT
Active, multi-dimensional learning is needed to establish higher-level scientific inquiry. Researchers
who are engaged in scientific discovery are a valuable resource to communicate the link between science, society, and sustainability. Nontraditional settings like faith-based organizations and hobbies can
play an important role in fostering greater scientific understanding. This chapter highlights the role
that community structure (social, racial, and economic demographics) plays in developing successful
project components by considering various theoretical frameworks to communicate sustainability principles to underserved communities. The researchers in these case studies presented the topics of ocean
acidification and healthy soil to inner-city communities in Tampa, FL and Philadelphia, PA by utilizing
authentic science research activities. Learners maximized the opportunities to construct new hypotheses
and improve decision-making related to environmental stewardship behaviors and food security issues.
A secondary but transformative outcome was increased interest in STEM fields among youth in cities
with traditionally low performing schools.
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ORGANIZATIONAL BACKGROUND
Education is critical for achieving environmental and ethical awareness, values and attitudes,
skills and behaviour consistent with sustainable
development and for effective public participation
in decision-making. Both formal and non-formal
education are indispensable to... sustainable development, United Nations Agenda 21: Chapter 36
Education plays a vital role in developing sustainable healthy communities with well-informed
citizenry. The years 2005-2014 have been termed
by the United Nations as the Decade of Education
for Sustainable Development with an overarching mission “to integrate the principles, values,
and practices of sustainable development into
all aspects of education and learning” (UNCED,
1992). The overall goal of the initiative is to
involve individuals and stakeholders (i.e. youth,
educators, media, business owners) in collectively
improving the global quality of life by establishing
economic, societal, environmental, and political
cohesion (UNCED, 1992). It is essential to recognize the challenges of implementing such an
ambitious plan. For educators and citizens in the
United States, a major hurdle is reconciling the
current state of the U.S. education system into a
system that effectively brings an understanding of
sustainable development (both in definition and
implications) and a capacity to equip emerging
leaders with tools to solve the challenge of reducing
global poverty, restoring and maintaining healthy
natural resources, and ensuring access to political
and economic stability.
A major challenge within the United States’
public school system stemming from federal policy
(United States Department of Education) is the
increased focus on standards-based reforms and
choice-testing as a means of performance evaluation. Within the current context of performancebased testing, sustainability concepts are rarely
addressed (Rauch, 2002). Educators and school
officials have limited time and resources to ex-

pound on topics which are not directly related to
the content of the state-issued standardized tests
and therefore introducing sustainable development concepts into the curriculum often becomes
unfeasible (Au, 2007). Moreover, the emphasis on
testing requires students to recite facts rather than
develop the critical thinking skills necessary for
basic living and scientific literacy (Au, 2007). In
the current setting where standardized testing is a
reality, creative approaches and partnerships are
needed to provide opportunities for students to
fully develop their capacity to solve broad local,
regional and/or global problems (Kim, 2008). It
is essential to address the current concerns about
the U.S. education system from both the student
and the educator perspective.
For students, the current system of education
can perpetuate student disengagement from the
learning process particularly among low income
and minority students (Kodrzycki, 2002). The
problem is exacerbated by inadequately trained
teachers which lack specialization and/or realworld experience in the subject areas that they
teach (Loucks-Horsley & Matsumoto, 1999;
Roehrig & Luft, 2006) and rigidity in the curriculum that does not reflect the natural dynamic
process of learning. In this environment, it can
be challenging for educators to fully accommodate students with varying interests and learning
styles. Additionally, overly-structured education
models limit both student and educator creativity
and imagination (Kim, 2011) thereby hindering
the critical thinking process (Lloyd, 1999). There
is often a perceived relationship between school
outcomes and the availability of funding for underserved urban schools, in particular (Hanushek,
1997; Hedges, Laine, & Greenwald, 1994). Even
though per pupil expenditure, class size, and access
to technology are all factors which can influence
student performance (Valadez & Durán, 2007), it
is equally important to assess the role pedagogy,
motivation (of both the educator and the student)
and empowerment play in cultivating an academic
culture which fosters student achievement.
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Several studies have examined a direct link
between reading engagement and minority student
achievement (Cummins, 2007; Sealey-Ruiz, 2011)
and interest in scientific fields both in the United
States and abroad (McConney, Oliver, Woods‐McConney, & Schibeci, 2010). For example, based
on the observations of McConney et. al (2010),
even though Australian indigenous students have
a generally higher interest in scientific inquiry,
their lower literacy and reading comprehension
rates preclude them from pursuing degrees at the
secondary school level in STEM (science, technology, engineering, and mathematics) fields. Cummins (2007) addresses issues related to literacy
by suggesting that active involvement is needed
to teach literacy since it is the basic foundation
for education. He further notes students who are
disengaged from reading rarely develop the vocabulary needed to master the scientific content.
Thus if change in our society is to occur, we
must evaluate and implement effective teaching
and outreach practices to include culturally and
socially (Taines, 2010) relevant inquiry-based
learning, authentic science, and community based
participatory programs which introduce students
to scientific investigations and thus terminology
in context (Strickland-Dixon, 2011).
Informal, or outside of the classroom, education
initiatives in inner-cities have become increasingly
important as public and charter schools have faced
the challenges of larger class sizes, overworked
teachers and staff, increased rates of violence in
and around the school, and decreased budgets (Dee
& Fu, 2004; Geske, Davis, & Hingle, 1997; Milam,
Furr-Holden, & Leaf, 2010). Informal educational
settings provide students and community members
with access to educational and cultural activities
that may not be readily available through the public
school (Belle, 1982; Martin, 2004). After-school
programs, religious institutions, and community
centers are common forums which urban youth
can access a variety of programs to extend learning outside of the classroom.
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Globally, it is recognized that as development increases, changes in natural resources and
the human environment are challenging ways in
which we manage national security, economic,
and human health issues (Lubchenco, 1998). It
has become quintessential to pursue sustainable
practices that will not further compromise current
resources to ensure that future generations meet
their own needs. These goals can be established
through a horizontal relationship using the five pillars of sustainability described by McConville and
Mihelcic (2007): economical, societal, cultural,
environmental, and political cohesion. Education
of sustainability concepts is the cornerstone to
joining all five sectors to secure a better future.
Informal education can be used to help develop
sustainable, healthy communities by:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Building essential relationships to address
public policy concerns;
Broadening the public’s scientific literacy;
Promoting healthy living and food security;
Protecting natural resources and the environment; and
Strengthening cultural practices.

This chapter will outline ways in which authentic science can be used to introduce sustainability
concepts through informal education. We will
first focus on the theoretic construct of the education system and will then highlight case studies
which served to either help improve community
aesthetics, increase community pride, and/or
raise awareness of topics related to sustainability.
Through these examples the investigators were
able to optimize each situation for the benefit of
the learner by relating the new information with
a past experience. The informal setting benefitted
the learners by directly addressing a sustainability issue in a comfortable and culturally relevant
atmosphere thereby fostering organic exchanges
between parent and child, between friends, and
even among strangers.
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What the future holds in store for individual human beings, the nation, and the world depends
largely on the wisdom with which humans use
science and technology. And that, in turn, depends
on the character, distribution, and effectiveness
of the education that people receive. -Science for
All Americans, (AAAS, 1990).
Introducing a concept such as sustainability can
be daunting, even for the academically-privileged.
Sustainability denotes a systematic change to an
activity or habit that has been deemed conventionally wasteful. Such changes may be perceived as
adopting an alternative energy source for homes
or designing a city with improved waste and
resource management. For long-term planning,
the semantics of terming processes as sustainable, earth-friendly, or the more accessible term
“green” (Yanarella, Levine, & Lancaster, 2009),
are less important than the adoption of behaviors
that minimize waste of resource, money, and/or
time. It should be understood that such practices
not only help preserve the environment but are
economically beneficial for individuals, businesses, and governments. Education is essential
to communicate the ideals of sustainability such
that it becomes a readily accessible and realistic
lifestyle for everyone.
Sustainability research spans a broad range of
scientific fields including engineering, chemistry,
economics, and the earth sciences. For example,
discourse on fossil fuel consumption and carbon
dioxide emissions relate to the combustion of
organic substances within the context of chemistry
but also have strong implications in the fields of
economics and public policy. Similarly, the development of alternative energy sources such as
solar power involve an understanding of energy
transfer processes which necessitate a background
in physics, engineering, and materials science.
One of the biggest challenges to students at both
the high school and college level is recognizing
practical applications to abstract concepts covered
in general science courses and understanding the

concepts at a broad system level (Ben-Zvi-Assaraf
& Orion, 2010). Scientists who are actively involved in research on any given sustainability issue
can effectively help communicate the context and
relevance of their research to students and community members. Their efforts will be magnified
with the incorporation of effective teaching practices and a targeted goal of increasing scientific
and sustainability literacy.

Introducing Sustainability Concepts
to Communities with Inquiry Based
Learning and Authentic Science
An extensive body of pedagogical literature dedicated to understanding student learning styles and
methods of evaluation to assess learning exists,
however there is no single approach that can meet
the needs of all students globally. Science learning can be facilitated not only by educators, but
caregivers (Crowley, Callanan, Tenenbaum, &
Allen, 2001), peers, mentors (Haney, Lumpe, &
Czerniak, 2003), and community members (Roth
& Lee, 2004) all play a critical role in developing
scientific acumen within students. Individuals
thrive in environments that acknowledge their
experiences, cultural/spiritual beliefs, and community (Howard, 2010). According to Simpson
(2002) indigenous leaders advocate education to
answer the questions of injustices that they often
encounter within their communities but the education curriculum does not appropriately include the
language, content, perspectives, and philosophies
of the indigenous culture. For an effective informal
education plan, it is necessary to incorporate all
sectors of society to build a holistic approach.
Authentic science research is a multidimensional learning approach which engages
students through interactive activities to develop
higher-level scientific understanding and inquiry.
Research oriented programs can be implemented
at all levels of education and within the public
sector (McCall & Minang, 2005) through formal
curriculum, community based participatory pro-
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grams (García & Brown, 2009; Venville, Sheffield, Rennie, & Wallace, 2008) and research
assistantships, for example (Zion et al., 2004).
Students are transformed into “researchers” by
experiencing real-world representations of scientific enterprise (Elmesky & Tobin, 2005; Taines,
2011) and in some instances increased success
with standardized testing has been noted (Geier
et al., 2008). Authentic science driven activities
involve task-directed responsibilities which are often developed and/or implemented by well-skilled
scientific professionals and with a defining feature
of open-ended inquiry (Jime´nez-Aleixandre,
2002). Researchers have found that youth can be
effective/positive initiators of change particularly
when participatory and active learning approaches
are used (Cammarota & Fine, 2008).
Authentic science activities should inherently
increase the participant’s scientific literacy par-

ticularly if the educator is aware of the process
through which scientific understanding evolves.
Scientific literacy is a widely defined concept
whereby the goal of the educator is to help cultivate a body of conscious learners that are able to
fuse together scientific concepts with daily life
activities and technologies to make well-informed
decisions (AAAS, 1990; Nelson, 1999). With any
discussion aimed at increasing scientific literacy, it
is essential to emphasize the purpose, methodologies, and the limitations of the scientific process.
Table 1 highlights fundamental concepts which
can be included in any scientific outreach activity
to promote sustainability (IOC/UNESCO, IMO,
FAO, & UNDP, 2011), scientific (Colucci-Gray,
Camino, Barbiero, & Gray, 2006), and ocean literacy (Steel, Smith, Opsommer, Curiel, & WarnerSteel, 2005; Walker & Keener-Chavis, 2005).

Table 1. Goals of science, ocean, and sustainability literacy in relation to concepts in ocean acidification
Broad
Concepts
Science

Science Literacy

Ocean Literacy

Sustainability Concepts

Understand the nature,
goals, and limits of
science.*

The ocean is a unique,
defining feature shaping
habitats and providing lifesustaining water.#

Understand the process
of collecting and
interpreting numerical
data.*

Land features (sand and
sedimentary rocks) originate
from the ocean. The ocean
influences the Earth’s
geologic features.

Technology

Understand the use
and limitations of
technology in the
real-world scientific
research process.*

Only 5% of the ocean has
been explored; its vitally
important resources can be
understood through the use of
new technologies.

Understand the limits of
technology to solve human
induced problems.

pH and technologies
used to measure pH
in the ocean and their
limitations.

Governance

Knowledge needed for
intelligent participation
in science-based social
issues.**

An understanding of ocean
governance.

Concept of the global
commons. Public vs. Private
ownership of common
resources.

State and federal
agencies help monitor
and manage ocean
resources.

Understand the ocean is the
largest of source of oxygen in
the atmosphere.

Understand the extent of
Earth’s history and that
humans are an integral part of
the ecosystem. The Earth is a
materially closed system.

Marine food webs
and role of primary
producers as food
sources and oxygen
producers.

Habitat

Diversity and distribution of
life in the ocean is influenced
environmental factors.

Understand rates of natural
recharge and spatial scales of
global processes.

Ocean Acidification
Concepts
Oceanic inorganic
carbon cycle in
seawater.
Mineral formation
(calcite, aragonite, and
magnesium calcites).

continued on following page
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Table 1. Continued
Broad
Concepts

Science Literacy

Ocean Literacy

Sustainability Concepts

Ocean Acidification
Concepts

Economics

Understand the risk and
benefits of science.**

Understand the economic
and societal value of ocean
resources.

Fossil fuel consumption and
carbon emissions affect ocean
ecosystems and economics.

Business/scientific
partnerships can
minimize the economic
impact of ocean
acidification.

Human Need
and Influence

Scientists can be an
information source
on issues relating
to science and
technology.*

Understand our dependence
on the ocean for life (water
source, food source,
recreation, and influencing
weather).

Recognition of human
capacity to make large, longlasting impacts on the global
ecosystem.

Systems
Thinking

An appreciation of
the inter-relationships
between science,
technology, and
society.*

Understand the ocean’s
influence on weather
and climate (i.e., ocean
circulation, El Niño, and heat
transfer) and as a dominant
driver in the Earth’s water and
carbon cycles.#

Understanding global
feedback systems and
interconnectedness.

Systems view of oceanatmosphere interactions
and the influence of
human activity on
geologic, biological,
physical, and chemical
phenomena in ocean
ecosystems.

Responsibility/
Action

Humans can use
scientific knowledge to
solve problems.**

Understanding of humans
responsible for maintaining a
healthy environment.

Ref. *Thomas and Durant (1987); **Norris and Phillips (2003); #Steel et al. (2005); Sustainability Concepts (Zen & Palmer, 1999)

Addressing the Positionality
and Role of the Scientist
Another significant outcome of informal education initiatives is the development of authentic,
trusting relationships between scientists and the
public (Grorud-Colvert, Lester, Airamé, Neeley,
& Gaines, 2010; Minkler, 2005). Although the
public generally views scientists as trustworthy
and knowledgeable of environmental and community health related problems, there is often a
disconnection between scientists and the general
public (Rhoads, Wilson, Urban, & Herricks, 1999;
Wynne, 2006). Scientists publish their data in
scientific journals, present recent findings at
scientific meetings, and tend to network, both socially and professionally, with other scientists and
academics. The presented case studies exemplify
the ability of scientists to use authentic science
to transcend existing barriers in comfortable and
informal settings. Both of these examples have
proven to impact youth by increasing their comfort

level of specific scientific concepts and possibly
influencing their future career choices.
While scientists, in these case studies are bringing a certain level of knowledge to their audience,
it is essential to acknowledge that an authentic and
transformative education experience should not be
a one-way exchange of information (Santos, 2009).
The community can serve as a great resource to
the science professional (Cope, McLafferty, &
Rhoads, 2011). For example, researchers have
noted that Inuit populations have an unsurpassable understanding of sea ice conditions which
should not be overlooked by scientists who are
just beginning to embark on research efforts in
the Arctic Ocean (Laidler & Elee, 2008; Laidler,
Elee, Ikummaq, Joamie, & Aporta, 2010).
The participating scientist should never overlook or underestimate the intrinsic value of the
community (Barton, 2001). Insight into the processes of scientific inquiry, relationship building,
and information transfer (Matthews, 2011) can
be gained from community members. Education
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models which value participant experience and
viewpoints not only increase motivation within
the learner but increase community empowerment
(Fetterman, 1994). Through the process of equal
exchange, community transformation is possible.

CASE STUDIES
The Role of Educational Outreach on
Food Security and Healthy Living
Environmental health outreach programs are a
necessity in urban areas where inner-city residents
daily experience differential and inadequate access to quality food and health-care and increased
exposure to toxic pollutants (McMichael, 2000).
Higher levels of both absolute and relative poverty
particularly among minority groups, often limit
the ability of these individuals to move away from
such stressful conditions (Todd, 1996). Rates
of obesity have been linked to a lack of access
to healthy food outlets as well as proximity to
fast-food restaurants (Pearce, Blakely, Witten, &
Bartie, 2007). Neighborhoods that are low-income
and primarily African-American are often targets
of marketing campaigns for unhealthy living
choices (Grier & Kumanyika, 2010; Lewis et
al., 2005). Increasing knowledge and awareness
of issues surrounding food security through the
use of authentic science will improve the overall
health of individuals in low- income, inner-city
neighborhoods.
Food security can be emphasized in many
different ways to urban communities. The World
Health Organization defined food security based
on three pillars: food availability, food access,
and food use. A multiplicity of factors influence
global food security (Binns, Maconachie, &
Tanko, 2003; Carvalho, 2006; Cordell, Drangert,
& White, 2009; Welch & Graham, 2000). Within
the context of inner-cities in the U.S., food use is
a primary concern which encompasses knowledge
of basic nutrition and access to sanitary water and
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food sources. Community-based participatory
research has been shown to effectively educate
community members on sources of mercury from
fish (Halfhide, 2009; Howard, 2010) and outcomes
of such studies yielded insights into the role that
consumption patterns (food use) play in exposure
to toxic metals among urban populations (Holloman & Newman, 2010, 2012). The following case
studies highlight the factors which influence food
security with an emphasis on local implications
for their audiences in Tampa, FL and Philadelphia,
PA. The case studies presented provide context to
increase community resilience through informal
science education. Both researchers considered
their topic’s interconnectivity to formal education
and its relevance or translation to the community
in their approach.

Case Study 1: Ocean
Acidification and Sustainability
to a Faith-Based Audience
The topic of ocean acidification (concomitant
decreases in ocean pH due to increasing levels
of atmospheric carbon dioxide) encompasses a
wide range of scientific knowledge including:
chemistry (Millero, 2007; Morse, Arvidson, &
Lüttge, 2007), biology (Doney, Fabry, Feely, &
Kleypas, 2009; Kleypas et al., 2006), and marine
ecology (Abbasi & Abbasi, 2011; Doney et al.,
2012). In discussing ocean acidification, there is
an opportunity to relate concepts which will not
only increase scientific and ocean literacy but
also to promote ideas related to sustainability
(Table 1). UNESCO has highlighted that ocean
acidification should indeed be a concern in efforts to achieve global sustainability because of
the risk that it plays in undermining the health of
vital food sources (IOC/UNESCO et al., 2011).
Through effective dialogue and demonstrations,
audiences in this case study are exposed to current
research efforts to understand long-term effects of
changing pH on the physiology and productivity
of organisms such as marine phytoplankton, cor-
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als, and economically important species such as
clams, oysters, and lobsters which form calcium
carbonate shells.

Opportunities with FaithBased Audiences
The researcher (an oceanographer) in this case
study was an active participant in a nondenominational congregation in inner-city Tampa, Florida,
for a span of approximately six years. The congregation consisted of over 600 active members
(predominately African American and Latino)
with a consistent attendance of nearly 40 teenagers
and ~60 elementary and middle school students
each week. During that time, strong relationships
developed between members of the congregation
and several students completing doctoral degrees
in various STEM fields. The doctoral students
were actively involved in mentoring activities,
weekly tutorial sessions, and other special events
which lead to opportunities to exchange ideas on
their scientific research with various members
of the church community. As a unit, the church
community engendered a healing space to foster
individual growth by emphasizing the significance
of a strong work ethic and by frequently recognizing youth for their academic and leadership
achievements.
In one instance, two high school students
(one male and one female) were chosen through
a formal application process advertised through
the church to participate as volunteers in summer
research at the University of South Florida (USF).
Under the direction of three graduate students,
their summer months (which normally consisted
of a few weeks of camp and several weeks of
television and video games) were transformed
into a meaningful scientific adventure. During
that time, they collected sediment samples from
the field for general sedimentology analysis (grain
size and porosity). In addition to assisting in
laboratory and field work, they also participated
in field trips to local environmental sites such as a

wastewater treatment facility and a phosphate mine
along with undergraduate level REU (Research
Experience for Undergraduates) students. They
learned how Arc-GIS can be applied to generate
field maps and to use Excel to analyze and plot
the data from their studies. The culmination of the
summer ended with poster presentations both to
an audience at USF alongside the REU students
and to the members of the congregation. The
success of this program hinted that the church
members were highly interested in introducing
opportunities for careers in science to the youth
within the community.
During another instance, members of the
church’s education department suggested that the
annual back to school celebration should involve
activities which introduce the youth to careers in
science. The concept of ocean acidification was
first introduced during that time to an audience
of elementary and middle school students using
authentic science. First a short discussion was
lead on acids and bases by showing the students
examples of household items which were acidic,
basic, or neutral. Since the students live in Florida,
the discussion easily lead to fun summer activities such as going to the beach. The researcher
discussed how increased levels of carbon dioxide
from cars and factories and other land-based gases
influence the organisms that live in the ocean. An
interactive activity involving the use of chalk to
represent corals was used to examine the process
by which calcium carbonate shells weaken under
acidic conditions (in this case vinegar was used)
versus more neutral conditions (water). Students
were asked to draw conclusions on the health of
the coral based on factors such as the strength
of the acid (pure vinegar versus diluted vinegar)
and the size and thickness of the coral fragment.
While the long-term impact of the activity was
not documented, one student in particular became
interested in the research and asked for help with a
middle school science fair project several months
later. The student and the researcher designed a
study to examine variations in pH throughout the
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Tampa Bay area in November 2010. The initial
meetings consisted of a general introduction to
the concept of pH and methods of analysis. In
order to maintain simplicity and minimize the
cost of the study, the student prepared a batch
of red cabbage dye for pH determination and
also purchased aquarium test strips to measure
pH, nitrate, nitrite, chlorine, and alkalinity. The
graduate student provided access to a digital
thermometer and handheld GPS unit. Samples
were collected over one weekend at 13 different
sites which included the Hillsborough and Alafia
Rivers, the Tampa Bay estuary, and the Gulf of
Mexico (GOM) (Table 2).
The student was introduced to a wide-range of
scientific ideas, terminology, and practices during this process. The concept of pH was covered
both within the context of ocean acidification
and biochemistry/medical sciences. The student,
who aspires to pursue a career in the medical
field, learned through self-initiated independent
research that the concept of pH is used in the medical community. The student also became familiar
with differences between riverine, estuarine, and
oceanic water bodies. An additional focus was
placed on using the geographic information program Google Earth to construct a site map using
latitude and longitude values. The student was
introduced to methods of recording scientific data
through the use of a field notebook and to data
analysis techniques through the use of Microsoft
Excel to develop both summary tables and plots
of the data. An additional emphasis was placed
on the organization of the components (rationale,
research questions, study area, methods, and
results) of the study into a poster presentation.

Approaching Adult Learners
The researcher also explored methods of communicating ocean acidification to an adult audience (within the faith community but outside the
previously mentioned congregation) through a
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single community talk. The researcher addressed
the audience from a positivist perspective due
to time and location constraints with the goal
of achieving an overall understanding of ocean
acidification and oceanographic research. The
researcher explained the effect of geological and
physical processes on pH and the ensuing impact
on marine organisms. The discussion of methodology included processes and equipment involved
in sample collection on oceanographic vessels:
Niskin bottles and rosettes with CTD (Conductivity, Temperature, and Depth) and other sensors
attached. In addition the researcher highlighted
others ways of collecting oceanographic data
including satellites, moorings, and floats. Sources
of error and spatial coverage were mentioned.
One example involves pH measurements. Since
there are several ways to measure and/or calculate
pH, the adult talk included an overview of direct
methods for examining pH using glass electrodes
and spectrophotometry and the indirect method of
calculating pH from other carbon dioxide (CO2)
system parameters. While the talk was not an
interactive session, the audience members who
were not familiar with oceanographic research
expressed particular interest in the data collection
process. The talk maintained a goal of increasing
scientific literacy.

Study Outcomes and Insights
One of the most exciting aspects of these interactions was the genuine interest shown by the student
who wanted to design a science fair project based
on the mini-workshop conducted at the church.
The motivation clearly demonstrates that when
science is introduced in a non-school environment,
students can become excited enough to create their
own investigations when the resources are available (Roth, 2002). Subsequently, the researcher
organized a field trip for seven middle school
students to attend a marine technology showcase
at the Mote Marine Lab in Sarasota, FL. The
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students participating in this event were excited
to operate state-of-the-art AUV’s (autonomous
underwater vehicles) equipped with cameras and
to participate in activities on marine pollution,
sea turtle migration, and electrochemical sensors.
During this time, most of them expressed interest
in marine science, engineering, and astronomy.
While the adult talk was not designed to be
interactive, the investigator learned the role that
conceptual framework plays in communicating to
audiences at all levels of education. Future outreach activities will strive for a more interactive
approach when presenting ocean acidification to
adult audiences (I. Thomas, 2009). In terms of
youth outreach, these experiences have demonstrated that when given a choice to participate,
the most confident students will step forward and
express their interest in activities such as summer
research opportunities. The students who were
mentored as summer research assistants and in
designing the science fair project more likely
benefitted more from the experiences. Planned
group activities like the back to school science
bash and the marine technology field trip were
effective in introducing scientific concepts to a
broader range of students.

Case Study 2: Healthy Soil
Makes Healthy Communities
Broad Concept of Healthy Soil
The second case study addresses healthy living
in the urban environment in relation to soil, the
foundation of terrestrial ecosystems. Soil is the
place where all four spheres on Earth (geosphere,
biosphere, atmosphere, and hydrosphere) interact
to form the basis of the global food chain. The soil
is the home and food source of all land vegetation
which lies at the base of the terrestrial trophic
structure. Healthy soil is vital to the well-being
of every organism that resides on land (and even
aquatic species), regardless of their diet.
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Feeding the Soil with Compost
Terrestrial plants rely on photosynthesis for growth
and increasing biomass. Aside from carbon dioxide, water, and sunlight, nutrients are required for
optimal growth to enhance nutritional components
of the plant and influence the time required to
produce a harvest. Nitrogen, phosphorus, and
potassium (NPK) heavily influence plant growth
and are major components of plant fertilizers.
Commercial fertilizers are composed of synthetic,
inorganic NPK compounds and metals that can be
added to soil to enhance the growth rate, appearance, and productivity of plants (Soumaré, Tack,
& Verloo, 2003). However, these NPK nutrients
are only partially taken up by the plants and a
large portion is dissolved into groundwater and
eventually transported into the watershed (Baligar
& Bennett, 1986; Turtola & Yli-Halla, 1999). NPK
nutrients are nutritional requirements for all living
organisms, not just terrestrial plants.
In the aquatic system, NPK nutrients are taken
up by marine algae causing increased growth of
these organisms. Eutrophication, characterized
by high levels of NPK, can produce algal blooms
which stress aquatic ecosystems by blocking the
penetration of sunlight through the water column.
Under these conditions, submerged vegetation is
unable to photosynthesize. In addition, after the
nutrients are consumed and depleted by the algal
population, the algal population begins to die off.
Bacterial degradation of the organic matter (from
the dying algae), depletes dissolved oxygen and
creates conditions that are uninhabitable for species which require oxygen (heterotrophs). The
sequence of events is the primary driver in the
formation of “dead zones” in aquatic environments
(Ryther & Dunstan, 1971).
One way to combat depleted soil without the
overuse of inorganic plant fertilizers is to use
compost. Compost is formed from the decomposition of organic material, whereby the nutrients
of biotic matter are slowly released back into the
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soil. The addition of compost to soil is extremely
beneficial for increased plant growth (Soumaré et
al., 2003) but it has benefits beyond the garden.
The organic material that is composted includes
the scraps of food that would normally be discarded, such as apple cores, banana peels, broccoli
stems, and other leftover food. Coffee grounds
and filters can also be included in the compost
pile along with tea bags, paper, and leaf litter,
all items which take up substantial space in residential trash bins and municipal waste facilities.
It is estimated that creating a compost pile or bin
can substantially reduce municipal waste created
by individuals (Bartelings & Sterner, 1999). The
organic material naturally decomposes into soil,
which can be donated to a community garden or
school, if the individual has no use for it.

Soil Contamination
For any living organism, consuming a nutritious
diet must be balanced by avoiding toxins to
maintain optimal health. Soil toxins can originate
from constituents previously added to the soil and
can persist over time. Toxic heavy metals and
organic compounds are of particular concern to
soil contamination. For example, cadmium can be
introduced into fertilizer during the manufacturing
process as a byproduct of phosphate mining. In
urban areas, heavy metals and organic compounds
originate from multiple sources: industrial activity,
heavy automobile traffic, components in commercially available fertilizers, and high population
density (Li, Poon, & Liu, 2001).

The Community Garden
as a Classroom
Addressing soil health can be a challenge in inner
cities, where exposed soil is quite limited. Most of
the soil that is exposed is usually contained within
city parks and other public spaces. Urban dwellers
with a yard at their residence often opt to cover
the dirt with concrete for ease of maintenance.

There are few opportunities for students to learn
about the importance of soil health within the
school system. Earth science is being increasingly
removed from curriculums and state standards
due to decreased funding for public schools.
Field trips to natural areas may not be realized
for many children during formative years where
attitudes and habits are developed. Children and
even adults in urban environments are often not
aware or interested in soil and its role in our local
ecosystem. They seldom can communicate how
soil impacts health through agriculture and the
formation of dust particles in the atmosphere.
A Philadelphia-based martial arts group hosts
an annual youth conference where participants
are exposed to the philosophies and movements
of the martial art, Capoeira Angola (an AfricanBrazilian martial art).The theme of the 2011 youth
conference was Freedom Fighters, which included
presentations and discussions about the historical
contexts of figures such as Harriet Tubman and
Marcus Garvey. The Healthy Soil Makes Healthy
Communities workshop fit into the theme of Freedom Fighters by relating to community members
the concept that personal and racial freedom are
intrinsically connected with growing one’s own
food and ultimately, food security for the entire
community. The culminating activity of the conference was the groundbreaking for the annual
spring garden. The community-based garden is
maintained by the members of the martial arts
group and is used to feed the families of these
group members. Another important component
to the youth conference was free admission to the
two-day intensive workshop, making the art itself
and the information imparted during the weekend
accessible and available to the local community
of West Philadelphia. Regional visitors from
other cities including New York City, Trenton,
NJ, Baltimore, MD, and Washington, DC are also
offered free admission.
In 2011, the case writer was invited to give a
lecture about soil and how it relates to the garden.
This was an opportunity to inform the conference
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attendees, which included youth ranging in age
from 2-18 as well as the parents and teachers
of the children, about several topics related to
soil health and sustainability. Various issues and
barriers were seemingly apparent with regards to
composing a lecture/workshop to a diverse group
within the structure of a martial arts conference.
The attention of the attendees was likely to wane
when transitioning from the martial art to the basics of soil science. The case writer brainstormed
strategies to engage the group on specific topics
which would prove to be relevant and interesting
to such a diverse group.
An authentic science research experience is
ideal for engaging students of all types and ages.
The challenge was developing and executing
an open-inquiry learning experience within the
30-mintute time limitation of the proposed lecture. One potential way to engage a non-scientific
audience is with cool, state-of-the-art technology.
A handheld X-Ray Fluorescence (XRF) Analyzer
(accessed through the university) was chosen as
the tool for simple analysis of heavy metals, most
of which are considered toxic to soil and human
health. The device had a fast analysis time of less
than 60 seconds and did not involve destructive
techniques.
A lecture based on XRF analysis of garden soil
was developed for the authentic science research
experience to involve the entire group. The lecture introduced various components of soil and
the investigator followed up with the audience by
posing a question on the soil components. After
receiving various answers, the lecturer picked up
a handful of soil to examine it. The investigator
emphasized the point that visual inspection by
the naked eye is often a poor determinant of soil
health and the eyes are often unable to detect soil
components. Additional emphasis was placed on
understanding soil components prior to participant exposure, particularly children. The lecture
continued by providing an overview of the ideal
composition of healthy soil and the role of each
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of these components plays in supporting plant
growth.
The next focus for the discussion was on
the compost bin maintained by the martial arts
academy over the course of several years. The
audience was engaged in the activity, even before
the experimental section commenced. Instant
connections were made between the content of
the talk and the actual environment where the
discussion was taking place. Standing in the soil
and seeing some of the younger children playing
in the yard during the lecture was an actualization
of the potential impact of soil on children’s health
(after 20 minutes or so, most of the children were
covered in dirt!). Talking about compost in theory
does not equate to experiencing a compost bin that
contains several stages of decomposition including
freshly deposited egg shells, banana peels, and
fresh fertile soil created from deposits of organic
material over the previous 9 months. The setting
made the presentation realistic and accessible to
the audience members.
The lecture proceeds to the discussion of unhealthy soil. The audience was then asked about
the types of things that they would not want to
be present and/or abundant in healthy soil. Before
reviewing their answers, the XRF was introduced.
A brief summary was given on the capabilities
and purpose of the instrument. Some of the audience members had indicated that toxic chemicals
would not be an ideal component of healthy soil,
so the presentation of the XRF was seen as a direct
response to the concerns of the group. While the
instrument was calibrating, the lecturer transitioned into the experiment with an audience fully
aware of the problem to be addressed. The group
was able to construct a reasonable hypothesis to
test with the available technology.
There is a public perception that Philadelphia
is an industrialized city that has been subjected
to pollution from a variety of sources. This perception was made apparent by the hypothesis
proposed by the group. Their hypothesis stated
that the soil would contain high concentrations
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of lead (Pb) and smaller but measurable amounts
of mercury (Hg) and arsenic (As). The lecturer
had no influence on the hypothesis; the parents
in the audience directed the formulation of the
research objectives.
The soil in the garden area was analyzed using
the XRF. Triplicate analyses were performed on
four different sections of the garden area. The
results showed elevated levels of lead in one area
with respect to the EPA standard of 400 ppm
in residential soil where children are exposed.
Mercury and arsenic concentrations were below
the detection limits of the XRF (Table 3). The
audience concluded that the soil is not so “dirty”
after all. At the conclusion of the day, ground
was broken for the annual spring garden. The
participants worked hard and quickly developed
a new appreciation for soil and its role in their
own health and in the health of the ecosystem.
As shown in Table 3, the group hypothesized
that lead (Pb), arsenic (As), and mercury (Hg)
would be present in the soil at the martial arts
academy in Philadelphia. The handheld X-Ray
Fluorescence (XRF) used in this study provides
concentrations for heavy elements (Titanium
and above) but only the elements of interest
are listed. Pb concentrations were significantly
high in this area. Location 2 is a > 100 year old
structure which presumably contains lead-based
paint on its exterior. Locations 3 and 4 contained
significant levels of Pb but were below the EPA
standard (400 ppm).
Table 3. Heavy metal concentrations in Philadelphia community garden soils analyzed using
a handheld XRF
Sample
Location

Average Pb
(ppm)

Average As
(ppm)

Average Hg
(ppm)

1

5±4

5±3

-11 ± 4

2

2959 ± 54

-430 ± 35

-30 ± 9

3

203 ± 9

2±9

2±5

4

220 ± 11

-12 ± 10

11 ± 6

Study Outcomes and Insights
The 2011 community garden at the martial arts
school in Philadelphia was highly successful,
yielding abundant quantities of kale, tomatoes,
peppers, and corn, among other herbs and vegetables. The owners of the martial arts school
requested that the entire property be tested with
the XRF. The results indicated that adjacent to
the 100 year old structure, there were levels of
lead exceeding 1000 ppm (EPA standard is 400
ppm where children are exposed). Following the
soil analyses, the owners restricted access of the
contaminated area. Also, one of the participating
families decided to have the soil tested at their
residence as well as begin a garden. The Healthy
Soil Makes Healthy Communities workshop was
effective in improving scientific literacy in the
audience members and by influencing its participants to make well-informed decisions.

SOLUTIONS, RECOMMENDATIONS,
AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS
These case studies highlight successful strategies
for building bridges between scientists and the
broader community through informal settings.
With these interactions, solid relationships were
established, ideas were exchanged, and lives were
changed. These case studies highlight that even in
areas which have reputable low graduation rates,
particularly for African American males (for
2007/8: 35% in Hillsborough County, FL; 21% in
Pinellas County, FL; and 28% in Philadelphia, PA
(Jackson, 2010)), both parents and students have a
substantial amount of interest in scientific inquiry
and insight (Hagay et al., 2012). We suggest that
further consideration needs to be made in the manner (Ferguson, 2008; Mueller & Bentley, 2009)
and frequency through which science is taught to
these audiences (Tate, 2001). Based on our experiences, sustained and long-term relationships are
most effective for reaching underserved and/or
underrepresented communities (Ben-Zvi-Assaraf
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& Orion, 2010) where relationship building is
culturally and socially important.
While a great deal of emphasis has been placed
on urban and inner-city areas, there is also a
need to address the concerns of those residing in
rural areas. In the United States, approximately
21.0% of the population resides in rural areas
(with population densities less than 1,000 people
per square mile) and in some of these areas, for
example, within the states of Virginia and North
Carolina, they contain high percentages of African
Americans (> 30% of the population). Dopica and
Gacia-Vazquez (2011) report tremendous success
in teaching environmental science and sustainability concepts within rural communities in Spain
by utilizing long-standing community traditions
to emphasize resource management. We suggest
that the American South may be a great setting to
help expand efforts to engage communities with
authentic science thereby reinforcing sustainable
practices (Morris & Monroe, 2009).
We anticipate that with greater implementation
of these ideas, education efforts will be expanded
to other audiences such as small business owners
(Gadenne, Kennedy, & McKeiver, 2009) which
are often overlooked. In the current political
context where the importance of environmental
education is often undermined by various groups
(Sharpe & Breunig, 2009), all citizens should be
well-informed of the role that sustainable practices
play in improving quality of life. Along the same
line, an understanding of these principles, could
potentially lead, not necessarily to increased efforts
at the public policy level (and therefore increased
regulations) but to genuine lifestyle and value
changes among citizenry (Gadenne, Sharma, Kerr,
& Smith, 2011). As the Decade of Education for
Sustainable Development closes, we hope that our
contribution to the legacy (Combes, 2005; Mulà &
Tilbury, 2009) inspires creative and non-traditional
approaches to increase long-term participation in
STEM fields by underrepresented populations.
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ABSTRACT
The advent of social media necessitates new pedagogical approaches in the field of political science, specifically in relation to undergraduate students’ critical thinking and information evaluation skills. Instead
of seeking out traditional static pools of knowledge, researchers and researchers-in-training now interact
with information in an amorphous stream of production and consumption. Socially created information
is now firmly integrated in the basic subject matter of political science, as manifested in primary sources
in the field, scholars’ communication practices, and the emergence of collective and distributed expertise.
Existing models of information evaluation competencies do not address these realities of participatory
authorship and decentralized distribution of information. Thus, in order to educate “information-literate”
students in political science, educators must foster an understanding of how information is produced and
how to critically evaluate individual information sources in the context of academic tasks.

INTRODUCTION
On May 7, 2011, the Guardian newspaper in
the United Kingdom printed an interview with
a “heroine of the Syrian revolt”: Amina Abdullah, purportedly a Syrian blogger. Praised as an
outspoken, courageous activist who contributed
to the protest movement through her blog, “A
Gay Girl in Damascus,” Amina developed a
strong following around the world (Marsh, 2011)

and demonstrated the power of Web 2.0 tools in
furthering activism. Many were alarmed, then,
when the Guardian reported one month later
that Amina had been taken hostage, ostensibly by
Syrian security forces (Hassan, 2011). Clearly, it
would seem, dictatorial governments recognize
and fear the power of social media. The saga took
a different twist a few days later, however, when
it was revealed that Amina and her blog were
a hoax propagated by a middle-aged American
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PhD student living in Britain (Addley, 2011). The
widely reported story became emblematic of social
software’s power not only to share information but
also to deceive. Skills in evaluating information
now more than ever underlie the ability to make
sense of the world.
The discipline of political science is uniquely
implicated in the rise of social media. The data
that constitute fodder for study in the field are
now highly diffuse. Primary materials pour out
from sources ranging from politicians’ tweets and
blogs to documents “leaked” by Internet activists.
Political action–from e-government to political
protest–frequently takes place via networked conduits. Secondary sources, too, are no longer simply
traditional research articles and professional commentary, as pundits of all stripes and academics
alike spread their messages through websites and
interactive media. Indeed, anyone with access to
the relevant technology can be a content creator and
thus a political actor. Therefore, instead of being
able to rely on familiar pools where information
collects, researchers and researchers-in-training
now function in a constantly moving flow of
information production and consumption (Boyd,
2010). In the complexity of this environment, it
follows that skills in evaluating information are
fundamental to the practice of political science.
The word “expert” is generally applied to
someone who is a master of a particular technical skill or domain of knowledge. Expertise is
often tied to recognized credentials as well as
the means to publicly share knowledge, either
through published work, via vetted media channels, or in classrooms and lectures. With regard
to published information, then, expertise is linked
to oversight and editorial review. The notion of
credibility is closely tied to expertise, as experts
by definition are understood to be trustworthy. In
the past, information had to come from particular
channels in order to have the label of expertise
applied. In the Web 2.0 environment, however,
anyone with a piece of information to share can
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contribute to a larger “hive mind” of knowledge
that can be accessed online.
This chapter explores connections between
Web 2.0 tools and political science, as manifested in primary sources in the field, scholars’
communication practices, and the emergence of
collective and distributed expertise. Techniques
and conceptual models for teaching information
evaluation skills are then explored in light of the
ubiquity of the information produced and disseminated through social, networked conduits.
Analysis focuses on ways in which educators in
political science can facilitate students’ skills for
evaluating information, which, in the flow of social
media, is now an iterative, constant process that
has changed the meaning of expertise. Educators
must therefore more broadly educate students both
in understanding how information is produced and
how to critically evaluate individual information
sources in the context of their academic tasks.
Educators are no longer the only experts on whom
students can, or indeed should, rely. The discussion
primarily refers to the education of undergraduate
university students, but the principles can apply
to many student-teacher scenarios.

BACKGROUND
Goals of Political Science Education
Political science has been broadly defined as “the
study of human behavior relating primarily to the
operations of government, the state, and in principle other outcomes deemed important by actors”
(Polsby, 2001). The ideas of power and conflict–
among and within states–are also foundational
themes. The field is complex, spanning a history
that has seen the rise of normative, behavioralist,
and post-behavioralist approaches (Gunnell, 2011)
as well as splintering into a variety of sub-fields.
Current research is increasingly interdisciplinary,
with sociology, psychology, and communication
studies contributing new frameworks for under-
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standing how people and societies relate to each
other and to governmental systems.
At the university level, students learn methodological and theoretical approaches to making
sense of political phenomena, such as state formation, war, civil society, and electoral politics. As
in other social sciences, courses are designed to
introduce foundational thought in the field and
encourage students to apply theories to explain
events of the past and present while simultaneously developing an understanding of the field’s
unique methodologies of scholarship. They are
also generally encouraged to foster a spirit of
inquiry and question the phenomena that they
observe in the world. In addition, the study of
political science is sometimes seen as training for
careers in politics (local, national, or international),
diplomacy, public policy, international development, public administration, and law. Beyond the
focus of “pure” academia, then, political science
students are often exposed to practical dimensions
of governments and develop transferable skills for
employment in related fields.
Finally, the development of a civic sensibility is
frequently seen to be an underlying goal of political science education. In an analysis of the links
between democracy and political education in the
United Kingdom, it has been argued that educators should increasingly value student-centered,
constructivist, experiential learning approaches
and seek out pedagogical methods that emphasize participation in the object of study (Sloam,
2008). Although academic political scientists are
sometimes accused of detachment from the realworld workings of nations, the political science or
governmental studies classroom is often singled
out as a natural place to foster political engagement and rekindle the interest of generations that
are perceived to be apathetic.
The study of the workings of governmental
apparatus and of human behavior is fundamentally tied to the processes by which information
is produced and communicated. Regardless of
the ultimate goal or the sub-field of political

science–methods, theory, comparative politics,
domestic politics, international relations, or civic
engagement–information is implicated in research
and study. Educators, then, need to ask: what skills
do students need in order to evaluate information
in political science?

The Challenge of Critical Evaluation
The Internet is said to be a great democratizer in
information dissemination, acting as an infinite
conduit to information of all types. More than ever,
information seekers access information via Web
search engines and social networking sites, but the
actual function and performance of these tools are
not well understood by the general public. Indeed,
reference librarians can testify that, anecdotally,
it is common for people to believe that a given
piece of information itself is actually in, rather
than retrieved by, the search engine. Web search
engines’ results pages tend to obscure documents’
types and origins from casual searchers. In the
online environment, everything is seen through
the vehicle of a Web browser, where visual cues
as to documents’ reliability and purpose are less
marked.
There has been a lot of dialogue in recent years
around the notion that today’s young people are
“wired” differently, with the label “Google” or
“Net” generation often applied to describe their
reliance on the Internet for information and communication. While the idea that “Google is making
us stupid” (Carr, 2008) smacks of hyperbole, it is
true that there have been significant shifts–over
time–in how people access information for academic and personal purposes. One noteworthy
aspect of this change is that information seekers,
especially those who have had Internet access for
their entire lives, often lack an understanding of
the context of the information that they retrieve, as
many types of material are undifferentiated when
accessed through Web search engines (Rowlands,
et al., 2008). The traditional experts on how to
identify information types–professors and librar-
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ians–are no longer the sole intermediaries between
students and the universe of information (Davis,
2003; Robinson & Schlegl, 2005). Web search
tools now play a significant role in determining
the information that students find.
Eli Pariser, self-described as an “Internet
organizer and disorganizer,” has become influential in raising awareness of the reality that many
Internet services, including the powerhouses of
Google, Facebook, Microsoft, Yahoo, and major
news websites, manipulate Internet users’ search
experiences using invisible algorithms (Pariser,
2011). Rather than retrieving an objective picture
of the vast range of the Web with a given search
request, Internet users instead operate within invisible “filter bubbles,” or personalized pockets
of information that Web services shape based on
users’ past behavior. The manipulation is largely
based on users’ social network connections as
well as geography and previous searches. For
example, a person who comments frequently on
left-wing discussion forums and has a large number of Facebook contacts who frequently share
articles on left-leaning magazines’ websites would
likely retrieve documents that favorably portray
a left-wing political candidate whose name was
searched in a Web search engine. This has obvious implications for students when searching for
politically charged information via their preferred
Web search tools if they lack the skill or inclination
to evaluate their results thoroughly. Giant Web
service providers, Pariser argues, have become
the new gatekeepers to information.
Researchers employed in institutions of higher
education, the traditional experts in their fields,
generally rely on tacit knowledge for critical
thinking tasks and therefore often take the issue
for granted (Randall & Kellian, 2009). Students
lack experts’ specialized mental models of how
information is produced and organized, which
means that they must employ more structured
strategies for evaluating information. Countless
authors in the fields of education and information
studies have explored the difficulties that students
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currently face in critically evaluating the information, especially that which is found online. Models
of information-seeking behavior that consider the
entirety of students’ research process are instructive for educators. In particular, new explorations
of how students make judgments about authority
can elucidate strategies for facilitating skill development in the social media world.
One particularly significant contribution, given
its broad scope and multifaceted approach, is
Project Information Literacy at the University of
Washington. The ongoing study consists of a large
body of nuanced data on students’ informationseeking behavior, but one general conclusion thus
far is that “research seems to be far more difficult
to conduct in the digital age than it did in previous
times” (Head & Eisenberg, 2009). This might be
self-evident to anyone who has experienced the
recent shifts in information paradigms, but it is a
truth that should prompt educators to explicitly
pursue the development of their students’ abilities in finding and using information. These skills
cannot be taken for granted.
Head and Eisenberg (2010) have found that
students generally select fairly conservative paths
to finding information by using course readings
first, recognizing this as a useful first step for
identifying appropriate materials. They also found
that students often take a collaborative approach to
evaluating information, with the majority seeking
the opinions of friends and friends. Fewer than
half reported seeking assistance from professors
or librarians. Social software, of course, certainly
enhances the ease with which acquaintances’
opinions can be gathered.
In the area of critical evaluation, it has been
found that students frequently show an awareness
of the need to evaluate information found on the
Internet and actively apply basic criteria to judge
the currency and authorship of a given document
(Biddix, Chung, & Park, 2011; Head & Eisenberg,
2010; Meola, 2004; Metzger, Flanagin, & Zwarun,
2003). The problem, though, is that their skill sets
are not necessarily strong enough to make sense
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of information that is created and distributed
via social and networked channels. Randall and
Kellian (2009), for example, found that although
students recognize the need for authoritative
sources, they have difficulty detecting bias. Head
and Eisenberg (2010) likewise found that students
had more difficultly in determining the credibility
or “believability” of a resource found online than
with the task of general evaluation (which includes
judging the relevance and appropriateness of the
source). Moreover, time pressures are a reality for
students, leading them to privilege efficiency and
accessibility over credibility in their information
seeking (Biddix, et al., 2011).
Using a comparison of undergraduate political
science students who completed a research training
workshop with a control group, Dolowitz (2007)
argues that students do in fact require training to
understand the information landscape and to appropriately find, use, evaluate, and integrate print
and digital resources in their writing assignments.
Participants were presented with sets of resources
that fell into a range of categories related to authority and accessibility: traditionally authoritative
sources like subscription article indexes, newly
free government data, social media like blogs and
message forums, and tools for communicating with
scholars (e.g., email). Students were not found to
be particularly adept at understanding which tools
were relevant for which purpose, as evidenced by
their unsophisticated use of online research tools
in particular, as well as their inability to differentiate academic information from other categories.
In an online environment where context is
uncertain, credibility is often obscured. Therefore,
students are required to go beyond the simple
dichotomies of true/false and biased/unbiased
information. They have to develop critical thinking skills that allow them to take into account the
purpose and origin of texts. If students are to check
for authority–information that originates from an
“expert”–what are they to do when the nature of
expertise is undergoing change? Since the creation
and dissemination of information via Web 2.0

channels is now integral to research in political
science, students who are being educated in the
discipline must understand, in a subject-specific
way that differs from that of other disciplines, how
information is produced, and be able to evaluate it
critically. The point here is not that political science
students are different from other undergraduates,
but that their discipline and its resources require
different evaluation techniques.

EVALUATING POLITICAL SCIENCE
INFORMATION IN A WORLD
OF CHANGING EXPERTISE
Social media are now integral to the study of
political science, both as an object of study and
as a conduit for information dissemination. The
field of electoral politics is most directly connected to Web 2.0 communication issues, but
the technologies are also relevant in international
relations, comparative politics, and even political
theory (e.g., in discussions of the democratization
of information creation).
Three principle categories of information have
been redefined by the rise of social media:
•
•
•

Primary sources
Professional scholarship
Contributions based on collective and distributed expertise

It is not insignificant that the Internet has
granted (and continues to grant) access to vastly
greater quantities of information than ever before,
increasing the body of information to be searched
and studied. The evolutions represented in each
of these categories must also be understood in
the context of the general information explosion,
which itself has the effect of obscuring information authority and expertise. As discussed, the
information search experience is also intertwined
with social media, as evidenced by Pariser’s (2011)
“filter bubbles.”
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Primary Sources: The “Data”
of Political Science
Political scientists have always studied original
source documents, such as leaders’ speeches
and writings, election counts, public opinion
polls, official government statements, and so on.
Now, however, the source, credibility, origin, and
provenance of such documents are often dubious.
In many countries, politicians’ personal communications have a strong presence in the realm of
Web 2.0, as can be evidenced by a Web search
for a given politician’s name. However, personal
communications can be spoofed, are not necessarily preserved or organized for future study, and
are disseminated on a wide range of disconnected
platforms, making it difficult to collect the full
body of data. We need new methodologies for
analyzing these ephemeral documents and for
examining the public’s reactions to them. The
format in which politicians disseminate information has also changed, with, for example,
140-character messages on Twitter and images
on the photo-sharing website Flickr. It should be
noted that social media give politicians and public
figures vastly more control over the portrayal of
their message. Web 2.0 tools can facilitate direct
communication streams with the public that no
longer need to be filtered or spun through mass
media. For example, Japanese politicians have
affirmed the use of alternative social channels
such as the video-sharing site Nico Nico Douga
for press conferences in order to bypass mass
media interpretations and commentary (McCargo & Hyon-Suk, 2010; Nagata, 2011). National
governments and international organizations also
engage in communication via Web 2.0 tools. For
example, the public and researchers alike can
get information updates via the United Nation’s
Facebook page. The relationship between these
updates and other official communication channels
is not necessarily explicit. Moreover, Facebook
visitors can write their own posts on the UN’s page
and read other users’ comments–adding a layer of
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commentary that is accessed directly alongside
the primary source but usually does not identify
the commentator. Numerical data are currently
being produced and made available at astronomic
rates, but the curator of the data is not always
clear. The Guardian newspaper’s World Government Data website is one of the many impressive
tools to emerge in recent years that bring together
datasets from disparate sources to be viewed
and analyzed through one interface. While the
source of the data is always noted, the question
of reliability can be obscured if the Guardian is
perceived to be the content provider. Interestingly,
in addition to accessing data, users can comment
on blog posts from the site’s contributors, post
links from the database directly into other social
media sites, and even rate the quality of a given
data set. Which begs the question: should users
then trust the dataset with the highest user ratings? The Internet has also made possible the dissemination of previously inaccessible documents,
some voluntarily released and some involuntarily.
Recent years have seen a strong rise in transparency movements, which are dedicated to holding
leaders and governments accountable for their
action through the free sharing of information.
While there are many players in the movement,
the case of WikiLeaks has been the most dramatic
in terms of implications for the nature of expertise
in the study of politics. Founded by the nownotorious Julian Assange in 2006, WikiLeaks is a
nonprofit media organization that collects highly
sensitive and secret documents (in all formats
including video) from anonymous sources and
releases them–unfiltered–online. From there,
the information is further distributed through a
vast range of channels, such as mainstream news
agencies, individuals’ online social networks,
and sites that mirror WikiLeaks’ own content.
The organization’s name evokes a collaborative
approach to collecting and disseminating information, but in fact, “expertise” in the provision of
information is determined by WikiLeaks’ leaders.
Leaked documents have yielded groundbreaking
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data for analysis by researchers, including classified documents related to the US-led war in
Iraq, private diplomatic cables with exchanges
among leaders of several nations, and secretive
international treaty negotiations (e.g., ACTA). The
very existence of organizations like WikiLeaks
has become an object of study, raising questions
about the nature of government transparency and
the ethics of Internet activism. It has been argued
that with regard to the transparency movement, it
both helps and hurts that we are living in a time
of radical uncertainty about the “official” version
of the truth. All kinds of “authoritative” claims
made by leading public figures in recent years
have turned out to be little more than thin air (Sifry, 2011, p. 16). The irony is, however, that the
sources of the WikiLeaks information “dumps”
themselves are kept anonymous, causing critics
to doubt their authenticity. The WikiLeaks case
represents a twofold truth for anyone seeking to
evaluate authority in political science: official
documents and statements cannot necessarily
be trusted, and at the same time, the source and
provenance of any primary document has to be
questioned. In sum, networked dissemination of
information has dramatically changed how political scientists and students access the primary data
of their field, whether they are communications
crafted by leaders and governments or information
that is presented and curated collaboratively. More
significantly, it has altered the criteria through
which authenticity and expertise can be judged,
as the source of the information itself now has a
social dimension.
Professional Scholarship In the realm of secondary sources, academic experts are communicating outside of the usual information channels of
the past. International relations scholars Carpenter
and Drezner (2010) provide a useful survey of the
use of Web 2.0 technologies in their field specifically, seeking to fill the “decided lack of scholarly
discussion” (p. 256) on the profound impact of
new media in teaching and research in the field.

In the traditional world of academic publishing,
scholars can engage in indirect discussion via
letters to the editor, critical reviews of others’
work, and citation. Now, however, discussions
and works in progress are visible to the world.
Informal conversations among scholars take place
via blogs, microblogging services (e.g., Twitter),
social networking sites (e.g., Academia.edu,
Facebook, and LinkedIn), electronic mailing lists,
and online discussion forums. Many widely read
and trusted professional publications like Foreign
Policy, the Economist, and Foreign Affairs include
blog-style columns from regular contributors on
which readers can freely comment. As in other
fields, it has been argued that communication
via social media furthers the research enterprise
by enabling collaboration and exposing ideas to
criticism before formal publication (Carpenter &
Drezner, 2010). Moreover, transparency and open
communication can circumvent some of the problematic practices of traditional peer review, where
ghostwriting, plagiarism, nepotism, and falsified
data can be uncovered, despite the near-sacredness
of the institution. Academic communication now
circumvents the traditional academic publishing model of peer review with the rise of social
publishing sites and repositories like the Social
Science Research Network (SSRN). Such services
allow users to upload working papers, conference
presentations, and versions of published articles
for which they hold copyright, which readers can
download, tag, and comment on. In addition, research groups make collaborative wikis available
to the public, revealing their work and inviting
commentary before publication. The popular
search engine Google Scholar indexes this gray
literature in addition to traditionally published
materials. From the user’s perspective, then, the
search engine melds together works in many formats and stages of completion from writers who
vary in their expertise: from graduate students’
conference posters to master’s theses to thinktank working papers to the most seminal journal
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articles ever published in the field. Information
seeking has a social dimension as well. The notion
of “scholarly impact” is also being redefined to
include an individual’s name recognition and level
of participation in public dialogue (Smith, 2011).
Many academics participate in social networks,
and in addition to discussing issues, they use
these channels to share information with others.
Social networks are also a source of answers.
Instead of seeking information independently,
users frequently solicit book recommendations
or advice on particular topics, trusting their network of contacts to provide a quick answer that is
“good enough” for the purpose. Beyond personal
contacts, there are also a number of Web 2.0 tools
for sharing scholarly information. CiteULike and
Mendeley, for example, are citation management
programs that allow users to create profiles, share
stored citations, and track the popularity of papers
among other users. Many other services have
features for generating recommendations for their
users, such as the online retailer Amazon, which
is well known for leveraging user data to promote
further sales. Several tools take advantage of the
idea in an academic setting–for example, the bX
recommender service that many libraries use to
recommend related articles to users.
Whether information is retrieved through personal or algorithmic social networks, the title of
“expert” no longer belongs to a single individual.
Collective intelligence has a real impact on which
information sources are found and used. In the
scholarly milieu, these socially based methods of
information retrieval further the “filter bubble”
phenomenon in which the information gatekeepers are now the Web services themselves (Pariser,
2011). For novices as well as experts, it can be
difficult to separate the materials that adhere to
the standards of the academic genre from those
that constitute more informal communication
or work in progress. At the same time, serious
scholars cannot ignore Web 2.0 dissemination of
information if they want to stay abreast of trends
and have an impact in their field.
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Contributions Based on Collective
and Distributed Expertise
Social media are frequently linked to meaningful
political participation (e.g., Rheingold, 2008).
Indeed, popular social software like YouTube,
Twitter, and Facebook have been in the forefront
of democratic action around the globe, including
US labor strikes, the contested Iranian elections
of 2009, and the Arab Spring revolutionary
movements in 2011. Much scholarship has been
dedicated to studying the impact of Web 2.0
technology in elections and social movements,
with the general conclusion being that the tools
are immensely powerful in communicating messages and mobilizing citizens (e.g., Attia, Aziz,
Friedman, & Elhusseiny, 2011; Jaeger, Paquette, &
Simmons, 2010; Schuff, Mandviwalla, Williams,
& Wattal, 2010). Those who study politics must
now often take into account social communication
technologies as one of the factors that influence
political behavior.
Web 2.0 tools have also increased lateral communication among voting publics, leading to the
rise of “opinion leaders” in online environments.
Scholars of network analysis,1 which has a long
tradition in communication studies and political science, pursue the question of how people
determine expertise and trust in a social setting.
The public often determines expertise according
to perceived social position and knowledge (Ahn,
Huckfeldt, Mayer, & Ryan, 2008; Huckfeldt,
2001; McClurg, 2006). In social networks, then,
single voices can rise in prominence, based not
on their credentials, but on their ability to use
social software effectively in relation to the community’s values. In some cases, the simple fact
that information is accessible online is more important than the perceived expertise of the creator
(Kaid & Postelnicu, 2006). Moreover, in today’s
media-saturated world, citizens tend to rely on
mass media pundits, especially ones that fit their
pre-formed views, in order to avoid information
overload. A pundit’s success, again, is determined
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by a public following, which can be made or broken by a social media presence. News reporting
is becoming more and more participatory, with
major networks across the globe inviting audiences
to submit their own reports, photographs, comments, and videos to supplement or even replace
the agency’s content. It is common practice for
news organizations to have Twitter accounts and
Facebook pages both to push out information and
also to invite commentary. Overall, this movement
has changed the nature of expertise in news reporting, as the line between reporters and viewers is
increasingly blurred. At the same time, as in the
idea of “filter bubbles,” user-driven content can
lead people to be exposed only to what they want
to see, rather than to a larger world of information
that is encountered serendipitously or chosen by a
gatekeeper. Moreover, the anonymity of participation in political action in a Web 2.0 environment
allows hoaxes to be propagated quite easily, as in
the case of the blogger “Amina.”
Social models of knowledge creation are increasingly influential in the world of information in
general, as typified by the Web 2.0 giant Wikipedia.
Reference works like dictionaries and handbooks
are by their very definition produced by experts for
the benefit of non-experts. However, Wikipedia
is entirely produced by volunteer contributors,
whose expertise is self-defined. The idea, then,
is that everyone can contribute in order to amass
a broad and varied compendium of knowledge,
which, according to the oft-quoted description,
is “an idea that could never work in theory, only
in practice” (Cohen, 2011). The value of every
Wikipedia article must be taken on its own terms,
evaluated in the context of the task at hand. For
those studying political science, Wikipedia represents a source of factual information on broad
and minute topics alike–especially those related to
current events–with the caveat that entries should
be double-checked for accuracy. In addition, as
with other Web 2.0 sources, Wikipedia provides
evidence of popular conceptions of events and

documents the issues that tend to mobilize participation in knowledge creation.
Societal relations, by definition, have an impact
on political action, but in the world of Web 2.0,
“society” spans geographic boundaries and creates
conditions of anonymity that cannot exist in faceto-face communication. New experts who would
not otherwise have a public voice can emerge.
Content creators’ views are accessible by all, but
at the same time, but they are often mixed with
traditionally published or otherwise vetted sources.
The separation of categories of materials was more
evident in the past, as “alternative” sources had
to be specifically sought out. This amalgamation
of material types necessitates careful examination
of authorship and purpose before the information
can be understood in its proper context.
In sum, Web 2.0 technologies and the rise of
networked politics have changed:
1.
2.
3.

The nature of primary sources in political
science,
The manner in which academic information
is communicated, and
The ways in which secondary information
and commentary are created and shared.

The new, multifaceted networked channels
through which political information is created
and disseminated have broadened the field while
increasing its complexity. It follows, then, that students likewise encounter difficulties in discerning
expertise when faced with the task of evaluating
information in the context of political science.

Information Literacy
Although the idea has been explored in many
fields, the concept of “information literacy” has
been championed by librarians over the past few
decades. Information literacy can be defined as
the ability to find, evaluate, and use information
effectively (American Library Association, 1989).
In the context of this paper, it should be emphasized
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that this definition includes an understanding of
how information is produced and accessed. Traditionally, educators with a library background have
tended to emphasize information-seeking aspects
of information literacy–that is, the technical skills
required for crafting a search strategy, navigating
article indexes, and deciphering citations. However, the documents that buttress the theory of
information literacy emphasize the full spectrum
of information seeking and use.
Many organizations and individual institutions
have developed standards for defining and measuring information literacy skills. The one most often
cited is the Association of College and Research
Libraries’ (ACRL) Information Literacy Competency Standards for Higher Education, which
consists of a system of overarching standards,
performance indicators, and outcomes that act as
evidence of information literacy skills. According
to the five overarching standards, information
literate students:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Determine the extent of information
needed
Access the needed information effectively
and efficiently
Evaluate information and its sources
critically
Incorporate selected information into one’s
knowledge base
Use information effectively to accomplish
a specific purpose
Understand the economic, legal, and social
issues surrounding the use of information,
and access and use information ethically
and legally (Association of College and
Research Libraries, 2000, “Information
Literacy Defined”)

Many institutions and individuals have adopted
these standards to scaffold their information
literacy education efforts. In addition, though,
current theory in information literacy emphasizes
the importance of the disciplinary context in
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students’ successful development of the relevant
competencies.
To this end, a document like the Political Science Research Competency Guidelines developed
by the Law and Political Science Section of ACRL
is quite useful in its elaboration of specific information literacy competencies via concrete and
examples of specific competencies that students
should develop in the context of the discipline
(Association of College and Research Libraries,
Law and Political Science Section, 2008). The
ACRL document links the overarching standards
with specific tasks that political science students
might be required to complete, such as accessing demographic statistics from a government
database, searching for articles in subject-specific
indexes, or critiquing the methodology of public
opinion surveys.
To take a broader example, the Quality Assurance Agency for Higher Education in the United
Kingdom has created a set of “subject benchmarks”
for the study of politics and international relations
at the university level (Quality Assurance Agency
for Higher Education, 2000). The document details
learning outcomes that holders of undergraduate
diplomas are expected to have reached. In addition
to subject knowledge, graduates should develop
skills in retrieving and critically evaluating political information and employ appropriate technologies for finding information and presenting their
own ideas.
Information-literacy training based on competency standards has been widely applied in many
institutions and research studies. The literature on
political science education, too, testifies to several recent instances of this approach (Barberio,
2004; Dolowitz, 2007; Driver, Jette, & Lira, 2008;
Marfleet & Dille, 2005; Olsen & Statham, 2005;
Robinson & Schlegl, 2005; C. Stevens & Campbell, 2007; C. R. Stevens & Campbell, 2006, 2009;
Thornton, 2006, 2008, 2010; Williams & Evans,
2008; Williams, Goodson, & Howard, 2006).
However, a single-direction model of information
creator/consumer is firmly ingrained in the codi-
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fied approaches mentioned here. It is true that the
ability to evaluate information underlies many of
the competencies, for example in the indicators
that refer to an understanding of the difference
between “popular” and “scholarly” sources. In
addition, the ability to select appropriate information for the task at hand is included. Students
are meant to learn to recognize “authority,” and
the Law and Political Science Section of ACRL
in particular advises that an information-literate
student “consults with professors” and “consults
with local experts on campus, in government, or
in non-profit agencies” when faced with the task
of validating information (2008, p. 10). In other
words, traditional sources of authority are recommended. Traditional categories of information
sources are emphasized, but the notions of dispersed, participatory authorship and revolutionary
dissemination of primary information related to
politics are not addressed. Further, social media
are not mentioned in any of the standards related
to accessing information. The exhortation to evaluate is there, but the task has new implications in
a world in which expertise has been redefined by
social media. In the current environment of socially
shaped information flow, the standard categories
of information do not necessarily apply. Moreover,
the unique circumstances of political information
must be taken into account when developing
specific educational approaches.

Recommendations for Information
Evaluation in Political Science
In order to further students’ development of
relevant information-literacy skills, competency
standards must be brought to bear in a contextbased, process-oriented manner that involves authentic situations and participatory learning. The
old model of gatekeepers organizing information
resources according to reliability and purpose no
longer apply in the world of Web-based information retrieval, so students must develop strategies
for dealing with information that is created and

accessed through social channels. The competency
standards’ frameworks are generally broad enough
to encompass new models of information dissemination, but the specific methods of teaching and
assessing students’ abilities need to be revisited
in light of the importance of social information
creation and retrieval.
Indeed, the approach of content-as-object in the
information literacy standards does not take into
account the complexities of information retrieval
in the current age, when the actual channels of
information themselves are implicated in how
students conceptualize their learning (as argued
by Whitworth, 2009). Moreover, the reliance on
categorization of materials according to published
format can be limiting, when, as has been argued,
much of the subject of study involves the actual
flow of information in addition to the final format.
It is therefore recommended that educators abandon resource-centered training and focus instead
on helping students to think critically in context
(Head & Eisenberg, 2010).
Requiring students to cite a certain number of
material types in their assignments is a common
approach for furthering students’ understanding of
publishing and information dissemination. Robinson and Schlegl (2005) explore the effectiveness
of this method, ultimately finding that providing
grade incentives for citing certain material types
is more effective than simply teaching students
about the appropriateness of different types of
information. Although they advise that professors not ban the use of the Internet, they note that
students who are not graded on the inclusion of
scholarly resources tend to rely more heavily on
Web-based materials, to the possible neglect of
more contextually suitable materials. However,
they do not address the idea of information created
collaboratively or through social media.
Explicit instruction on information types continues to be relevant, as beginning undergraduate
students in particular do not necessarily understand
the basic model of peer review and how a journal
differs from a magazine. Despite the fact that they
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daily experience the sensation of information flowing around them, they should learn that certain
types of information tend to collect in particular
information resources. Dolowitz (2007) presents a
training module designed to teach students to differentiate between different types of information
sources, emphasizing heavily skills in categorizing
information according to its purpose. Although
the focus of the module was on identifying information types, it was significant that students
were also taught to seek out individual experts
and communicate via email, discussion groups,
blogs, instant messaging, and Web conferencing.
The implication here is that personal–as opposed
to published–information has a real value for
the research process. Pedagogy that eliminates
discussion limits students’ abilities to separate
academic information from non-academic information and also their understanding of the larger
process of scholarly communication. Exchanges
through informal channels have long been an aspect of scholarly communication (e.g., letters to
journals and conferences or colloquia), but until
recently, this communication was not accessible
to undergraduates. As researchers-in-training, it
makes sense that students should become aware
of informal professional discourse.
“Checklist” approaches to information evaluation are also quite common, as can be seen by
examining nearly any instruction librarian’s arsenal of information-literacy teaching tools.2 These
checklists generally require students to use external
clues to evaluate the currency, purpose, authority,
and validity of a source, with the aim of separating the proverbial wheat from the chaff. However,
the checklist formula has come under criticism
for its oversimplification of the evaluation task,
guiding students toward binary judgments without
prompting them to consider the larger context of
the source (Dahl, 2009; Meola, 2004; Metzger,
2007). A more nuanced approach can be seen in
evaluation tools that take a matrix approach.3 A
matrix-style worksheet requires students to rate an
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information source on a scale of appropriateness
for their task according to the piece’s authorship,
approach, genre, and currency. Sources are evaluated according to a continuum of factors that often
require students to seek out additional contextual
information about documents and their creators.
Students have to consider, for example, if a given
document is reliable vis-à-vis its factual basis,
or whether it follows standards required for the
academic genre, or why it might be effective as
evidence to support their own argument.
Indeed, strategies that emphasize context
over absolute judgments are more relevant when
working with information found via social media.
In this environment, it is crucial for students to
understand how particular content came to be
created and why this matters in terms of larger
patterns of power relations and communication.
Networked channels can lead to information
that is politically charged by its very existence,
and thus students must evaluate both the content
and how it came to be created in the first place.
Critical judgment is a process of iterative steps
related to the task at hand. In political science,
for example, the appropriateness of an article or
website depends on whether primary evidence
or secondary commentary is sought. The relative
judgment might subsequently change as a result
of further investigation, for example, if a student
learns more about a particular political figure’s
bias or communication track record. Along these
lines, exercises in comparing documents can be
quite effective for helping students recognize differences in purpose and credibility (Meola, 2004).
The traditional annotated bibliography can also
be a very useful instruction tool for context-focused
evaluation if students are required to explain who
wrote a document and why, and why it is therefore relevant for their task. Preparing students to
understand the different types of evidence and
argumentative strategies in their discipline also
promotes critical evaluation skills (Fitzgerald &
Baird, 2011). Activities that incorporate evalua-
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tion of methods can also promote a focus on the
entire writing process rather than mechanical
information retrieval skills.
Head and Eisenberg (2010) report that few
students in their study employed Web 2.0 tools
for managing their own coursework. As social networks are now the channels through which political
information is created and disseminated, students
should be given more opportunities to explore the
tools critically and understand their implications
for the study of politics beyond students’ own
personal use. Another important strategy is to
create authentic environments in which students
both find information and also produce information themselves. For example, course assignments
can be designed around Wikipedia: students can
create their own entries, correct errors in existing
articles, critically evaluate articles’ accuracy, and
engage in discussion with other contributors (as
proposed in Carpenter & Drezner, 2010). The
evaluation lesson here is twofold. First, students
experience firsthand how easily information can
be created and distributed by non-experts (such
as themselves), underlining the need for critical
evaluation of any type of information. Second,
it demonstrates how information creation can
be collaborative and potentially empowering in
a social or political sense. Furthermore, some
would argue, students can learn the values of
citizenship by participating in politics as content
creators (Sloam, 2008).
User feedback and “peer review” are defining
features of Web 2.0 services. The “experts” behind
user-supplied information and product ratings can
range from mechanical usage statistics, to information collected by site creators, to judgments
made by user communities. From Amazon’s rating
system, to Facebook’s famous “Like” button, to
retweets on Twitter, user-driven assessments are
valued to help Internet users identify trustworthy
or valuable information. Students who likewise
seek out this type of judgment aid for academic
information might be drawn to tools like Google

Scholar’s “cited by” function and journal publishers’ “most viewed” article lists. Such ratings
can be quite useful for prompting new directions
in research, but it is important to recognize that
there are limitations to the wisdom of the crowds.
Students must understand that any given document
should be evaluated on its own merit, regardless
of how it was discovered in social channels.
One theme underlying all these recommendations is the value of inquiry-guided and participatory learning. Beginning with the influential 1998
report of the Boyer Commission on Educating
Undergraduates in the Research University, there
has been an ongoing movement in Europe and
North America to better integrate research into
undergraduate education. Beyond simply ingesting
information and memorizing facts, the goal of this
approach is for students to develop general and
subject-specific skills for engaging in knowledge
discovery, critical evaluation, and communication of ideas. For students to develop the skills
needed to become researchers, they must mimic
the research process of professionals. For political
scientists, social media are an intrinsic part of this
practice. Rather than being told that certain types
of information are good or bad, students can go
much farther in developing higher-order thinking
skills when they experience the vagaries of the
information environment firsthand. The reality is
that today’s students have always accessed information via the Internet and its complicated static
and social flows of information (and presumably
always will). Controlled classroom learning that
focuses on the traditional roles of professors and
librarians as information experts will not be transferrable to the world beyond the classroom. Thus,
students are better served when educators assume
the role of facilitators and guides that prompt them
to question what they find and illustrate the implications of social communication channels for the
enterprise of academia and political engagement
in the world at large.
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FUTURE RESEARCH DIRECTIONS

CONCLUSION

While many studies have examined students’ and
other groups’ behavior in finding and evaluating
information, more research is needed to investigate
the effect, if any, of “filter bubbles” and Web 2.0
phenomena–like user ratings on young people’s
information behavior. It would likewise be interesting to investigate the same question among
professional researchers, with comparisons made
across disciplines.
Inquiry-based approaches to education have
been widely discussed for many years, but more
work is needed to assess their effectiveness
in particular contexts, specifically in terms of
information evaluation. Because the entrée to
information-literacy skills development is so
subject dependent, further work could focus on
whether regional, national, and institutional differences affect how students evaluate information.
Similarly, more systematic research on disciplinary
differences in information use practices, especially
with regard to Web 2.0 and the question of evaluation is needed.
In order to develop specific learning objects and
lessons plans that foster skills in understanding expertise and evaluating information, new models for
assessing credibility that take into account users’
tasks and motivation beyond absolute judgments
are needed (as recommended by Metzger, 2007).
Finally, more research is needed to investigate
how experts in the field of political science themselves judge expertise. The academic profession is
undergoing generational shifts, and it is important
to better understand how social software will
continue to shape academic communication in
coming years. The next step, then, would be to
compare this to how students evaluate information,
and the gaps found therein could inform further
pedagogical recommendations.

Students are now expected to differentiate between
different types of expertise when they are seeking
information, and sometimes even to participate in
content creation themselves. Given the changing
nature of expertise, evaluating information in the
context of political science is a daunting task. Traditional gatekeepers to information are no longer
relevant as the sole determinants of the information that students access. Dahl (2009) effectively
summarizes the challenge of information-literacy
training in a world of changing communication
modes:
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Applying narrow definitions of words such as
“peer-reviewed,” “scholarly” and “academic,”
and “expert” to the research task reinforces
boundaries that are being pushed and, in some
cases, eroded by the very people who engage in
the task of scholarly investigation and communication (p. 159).
Expertise is defined by disciplinary context,
ergo, information literacy has to be developed
in the context of the subject, the task at hand,
and the specific information resources required.
This is not to say that the competencies are not
transferrable, but the development of information
literacy skills is most effectively approached via
subject-based entry points. Social software and
networked communication’s integration with the
study of politics–both in terms of the subject matter
and methodology–has influenced the meaning of
expertise and authority, demanding that subjectspecific evaluation skills be taught in political
science education.
In order to be successful, students must learn
about the primary sources of political science–the
data to be studied–and how this is more than ever
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the product of communication via social networks,
which can empower citizens while simultaneously
creating a false illusion of comprehensibility. They
must also understand that academic communication happens via informal Web 2.0 channels in
which traditional publishing models are only part
of the picture. Finally, new experts now contribute
commentary and data relevant to the study of
politics, adding a further layer of complexity to
the task of information evaluation. The solution
to fostering students’ development of these skills
goes beyond the basic frameworks of information
literacy competencies and binary checklists for
evaluation. Students can explore the importance
of information evaluation by experiencing firsthand the uncertainty of information overload. If
they are given inquiry-based prompts instead of
discrete tasks, they will be motivated to seek out
wider ranges of sources that require more nuanced
evaluation skills.
Political science education, like all disciplines,
benefits from collaboration among different types
of educators. As Meola (2004) points out, librarians cannot claim to be the sole experts in compiling a finite body of vetted information resources
in today’s information environment. However,
they can advise learners and researchers on how
information is produced and distributed, as well as
the technical mechanics of information retrieval.
They understand the theory and practice of information literacy and how holistic approaches
should be taken to develop the fundamental
skills of lifelong learning. University faculty are
experts in their relative fields and are responsible
for helping students learn the subject content of
a course. As has been described, though, critical
evaluation of information is not divorced from
the subject matter itself.
With the guidance of librarians and professors,
students can learn to use techniques like comparison and context-based judgments to evaluate how
an information source was produced and why it
may relevant for their purposes. As Whitworth

(2009) argues, “the idea that all one needs to do
to learn about something is to retrieve information
that has already been created by others is actually
no more than the old behaviourist approach to
education reconstructed for the Internet age” (p.
103). For all their demonstration of information
literacy competencies, students must still read,
create knowledge, and communicate it to others
in order to learn, and the task of distinguishing
“expertise” must happen within this context.
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KEY TERMS AND DEFINITIONS
Blog: A website used to quickly publish short
texts, news, commentary, etc. Usually displayed
in reverse chronological order. Often similar in
content to a diary or newspaper column.
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Filter Bubbles: A term coined by Eli Pariser
to describe the limited pockets of information to
which Internet users are exposed as a result of
Web services’ invisible algorithms that display
information based on users’ behavior.
Information Literacy: The skills required to
find, evaluate, and use information effectively.
Microblog: Web services that allow users
to post very short messages (usually one or two
sentences), images, or videos that other users
can view in real time. Twitter is the best-known
microblogging service.
Political Science: A field of inquiry that focuses on systems of governments, power relations
within and among nations, and human behavior
in relation to these systems.
Primary Source: A text or recording (in any
medium) that is studied as the data or evidence
of an event or phenomenon. The designation of
“primary” is relative to the purpose of study.
Social Media: Web-based applications that
allow users to create and share content, often
in a collaborative manner. Examples of social
media include social networks, photo- and videosharing websites, wikis, message forums, social

bookmarking websites, blogs, and microblogging
services. Also known as Web 2.0 technologies.
Social Networks: Websites that allow users to
create profiles and form contacts with other users
to communicate and share information in various
media. Widely used social networks include Facebook, LinkedIn, Academia.edu, and MySpace.
Secondary Source: Commentary on or analysis of a text or event, usually involving interpretation of an original source, artifact, or observation.

ENDNOTES
1

2

3

For recent contributions, see the September
2009 special issue of American Politics
Research (volume 3, number 5).
See, for example, the materials compiled in
the DMOZ open project directory: http://
www.dmoz.org/search?q=web+evaluation
See for example De Montfort University’s
Information Sources Matrix: http://www.
library.dmu.ac.uk/Images/Selfstudy/ISEMLeaflet.pdf

This work was previously published in “Social Software and the Evolution of User Expertise” edited by Tatjana Takševa, pages
180-200, copyright 2013 by Information Science Reference (an imprint of IGI Global).
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ABSTRACT
This study examined Kwara State secondary school science teachers’ perception of ICT for instruction
based on their area of specialization. Participants were 630 science teachers of Biology, Chemistry,
Physics and Mathematics from both public and private senior secondary schools in 12 Local Government
Areas in Kwara State. The data collected through questionnaires tagged Science Teachers Information and
Communication Technology Perception Questionnaire (STICOTEPQ) were analysed using frequency count,
mean, chi-square and Analysis of Variance (ANOVA) statistics. Findings revealed that (i) the science teachers’ perception of ICT was generally positively low and (ii) there was significant difference in the secondary
school science teachers’ perception of ICT for instruction based on their area of specialization{F(3,252)
= 50.323, p<0.05}with the Biology teachers having the highest level of perception while the Mathematics
teachers had the lowest perception. The implication of this study was that should the secondary school
science teachers remain at this level of perception of ICT for instruction, the probability that ICT will be
used for classroom instruction in Kwara State is very low. It was therefore recommended that ICT should
be fully integrated into science teacher education at the Colleges of Education and the Universities and
that Kwara State Government should formulate a programme of ICT training and retraining of teachers
currently in service as a way of improving their perception of the use of ICT for instruction.
DOI: 10.4018/978-1-4666-7363-2.ch053
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INTRODUCTION
Science education plays important role in the
industrial and technological development of a
nation (Ajewole 2003). Realizing the importance
of scientific literacy in personal decision making,
which eventually will have impact on the society,
involvement in civic and cultural affairs and in
economic productivity (Dickey & Singer, 2004),
the Nigeria National Policy on Education made
science a compulsory subject both at the lower
and upper basic education (UBE) levels. At the
senior secondary level, science is broken down
into three components – Physics, Chemistry and
Biology out of which each student must choose
to offer at least one (Federal Republic of NigeriaFRN, 2004). Mathematics is not officially classified as a science subject because it is central to
all subjects especially science subjects. This is
the reason why it is a compulsory subject for all
the students at the Junior and Senior Secondary
levels of education in Nigeria.
Researchers in Science education have confirmed that this area of study has been faced with
many challenges such as student truancy and rote
learning which lead to poor performances in the
Secondary School Leaving Certificate Examination (SSCE). This has largely been attributed
to poor teaching method by science teachers,
abstractness of concept and large student population (Bamigbala, 2000, Seymour, 2001, Ajewole,
2003, Oyelekan, 2009). Most of the traditional
teaching method employed by the science teachers
are rather teacher-centered than learner-centered.
This makes the abstractness of the concept stronger and the environment dull and boring since
the learners are normally not given room to be
involved in the teaching and learning process. In
order to realize the vision of science education,
emphasis should be placed on inquiry, scientific
literacy and focus on understanding rather than
surface knowledge (Dickey & Singer, 2004). As
a result, there is the need for a teaching method
in which the learners will be involved thereby

arousing their interest, motivating them to learn
and helping them in problem solving. This is the
essence of electronic education (e-education).
Information and Communication Technology,
that is, all range of hardware and software which
can be used to collect, store, process, transmit and
present the scientific concept to be taught and
learned in order improve learning. ICT involves
use of computers, internet and electronic mail. ICT
in education is referred to as e-learning and it has
a great potential to complement and supplement
traditional teaching and learning process.
The introduction of the new technology to
education with emphasis on ICT makes it possible to review the teaching and learning processes especially in sciences. Several researchers
have indicated potentials of ICT in education
regarding improvement of learning when ICT is
employed (Dawson, Forster & Reid, 2006, Bakar
& Mohammed, 2000, Ofsted, 2009 and Yusuf &
Balogun, 2011). Science teachers should therefore
be encouraged to integrate ICT into classroom
activities. For instance, Heinich, Molenda, Russel and Smaldino (2002) reported that ICT acts
as an instructor-independent media which acts as
a catalyst for change in the whole instructional
environment; Ofsted (2009) and Yusuf & Balogun
(2011) opined that ICT improves student achievement and removes boredom and superficial questioning; while Arnold, Padilla and Chart (2009)
opined that ICT helps the teachers and learners
develop Knowledge. Yuen, Lee, Law and Chan
(2008) opined that ICT helps to foster the development of students’ 21st Century skills in becoming
life-long learners and ability to work and learn
from experts and peers in a global community.
Kwache (2007) opined that the management of
education and the traditional process of teaching
and learning have been seriously challenged by
the new waves of technology.
There are many factors affecting the secondary school science teachers’ integration of ICT
into teaching and learning. These include their
background knowledge of ICT during training.
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Ololube (2006) reported that the use of ICT had
not been part of the teacher training curriculum
in Nigeria. Other factors include commitment
to professional learning, background in formal
computer training and teachers’ beliefs about ICT
(Mumtaz, 2000 and Yusuf & Balogun, 2011). According to Goodywm, Adams and Clarke (1997)
the teachers’ belief is central to ICT integration.
They in their work classified teachers into 3 groups
based on their feelings: the fearful, the unresolved
and optimistic. Adebayo (2008) reported that science teachers did not integrate ICT into classroom
instruction because of their negative perception
of ICT in instruction.
The perception of a user of ICT will result in
the user’s attitude to ICT. Hence attitude may not
be adequately measured without the understanding
of the perception of the user. Adediwura and Tayo
(2007) defined perception as “the reaction elicited
when an impression is perceived from without
after making connections with other materials in
the consciousness (memory)” (p.165). Gulbahar
and Guven (2008) reported that there was a strong
correlation between teachers’ attitude towards ICT
in education and their perception of the advantage
of the use of ICT. In other words the attitude of
the teachers is hinged on their perception of the
new technology (Kwache, 2007).
Different people from different fields have
given different definitions to the word perception. Encarta (2010) defined perception as any
neurological process of acquiring and mentally
interpreting information from the senses. In this
study, science teachers’ perception of ICT is defined as the science teachers understanding and
interpretation of what they have heard, learnt and
seen about ICT as an instructional tool. Teachers’
perception is so important such that it can have a
serious effect on the teaching and learning process (Yuen, Lee, Law & Chan, 2008). One of the
major variables that can affect the perception of
ICT by the science teachers is the teachers’ quality. According to Ololube (2006), the quality of
teachers is a key prediction of students’ learning.
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This quality includes area of specialization, that is,
whether or not the science teachers are trained in
the area of the particular subject they are teaching.
Specialization helps a teacher to be well equipped
to teach the subject effectively and meaningfully
(Okonkwo, 2000 and Ukah, 2007).
The main purpose of this study was to investigate the secondary school science teachers’ perception of ICT for instruction based on specialization.
Specifically, the study examined
1.
2.

The Kwara State secondary school science
teachers’ perception of ICT for instruction
The Influence of subject specialization on
the Kwara state secondary school science
teachers’ perception of ICT for instruction

Research Questions
In this study, the following research questions
were answered:
1.
2.

What is the Kwara State secondary school
teachers’ perception of ICT for instruction?
What is the influence of area of specialization on secondary school science teachers’
perception of ICT for instruction?

Research Hypothesis
The second research question gave rise to the
following research hypothesis:
There is no significant difference in the
Kwara State secondary school science Teachers’
perception of ICT for instruction based on area
of specialization.

Research Methodology
This study was a descriptive research of survey
type.
The target population was all the senior secondary school science teachers in Kwara State.
Six hundred and thirty science teachers were
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Table 1. Distribution of respondents by area of
specialization
Area of
Specialization

Frequency of
Teachers

Percentage

Biology

239

37. 94

Physics

137

21.75

Chemistry

172

27.30

Mathematics

82

13.02

Total

630

100

purposively sampled from the randomly selected
157 secondary schools from 13 Local government
areas (LGAs) out of the 16 LGAs in Kwara State.
The instrument used is a questionnaire titled
Science Teachers’ Information and Communication Technology Perception Questionnaire (STICOTEPQ) adapted from Gulbahar and Guven
(2008). This consisted of two sections A and B.
Section A was on participants demographic data
consisting of 7 questions; while section B was on
their perception of ICT for instruction consisting
of 24 questions. The section B, although adapted
from Gulbahar and Guven (2008), was different
in response mode. While that of the Gulbahar and
Guven (2008) was of 3-Likert scale: Good, Average and None; the adapted one was of 4-Likert
scale: Strongly agreed (SA), Agreed (A), Disagree
(D) and Strongly disagreed (SD). The rating scales
were scored 4, 3, 2 and 1 respectively. Section
B was further divided into D1 and D2. D1 contained statements on teacher’s perception of the
impact of the use of ICT for instruction while D2
contained statements on the teachers’ perception
of the impact of using ICT on students’ achievement. A typical question in D1 reads ‘ICT use
for instructional purposes may not be as useful
as traditional and electronic resources (books,
overhead projectors etc.)’. A typical question in
D2 reads ‘Using ICT for instruction will assist
in developing the independent learning skills of
our students’.

Three science educators from the Department
of Science Education, University of Ilorin, carried
out the face and the content validity of section B.
The reliability test was carried out using test-retest
method. The questionnaire has administered and
re-administered to 30 science teachers at three
weeks interval. Using Pearson Moment Correlation Coefficient. A reliability value of 0.85 was
obtained for the instrument.

RESULTS
The results obtained from the study are presented
as follows in Table 1.
Table 1 reveals the frequency and the percentage of the science teachers involved in the study
based on their area of specialization. The Biology
teachers had the highest frequency and percentage
(239, 37.94%); while mathematics had the lowest
frequency and percentage (82, 13.02%).
Research Question 1: What is the Kwara State
Secondary School Science Teachers’ perception of ICT for instruction?
The result of the analysis related to this question is presented on Table 2.
The result reveals that the science teachers’
perception of ICT for instruction was positive but
low with overall mean of 2.37.
From the result presented on Table 2, the overall
rating of the perception of the science teachers on
the use of ICT for instruction stands at 2.37 out of
a total value of 5. This score translates into a low
level of perception. Hence, one could conclude
from the result that Kwara State secondary school
teachers’ perception of ICT for instruction is low.
Research Question 2: What is the Kwara State
Secondary School Science Teachers’ perception of ICT for instruction based on area of
specialization?
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Table 2. Mean of the Kwara state secondary school
teachers’ perception of ICT for instruction
Item

Remarks

Mean( X )

1

2.16

Positive perception

2

2.15

““

3

2.14

““

4

2.19

““

5

2.29

““

6

2.13

““

7

2.12

““

8

2.45

““

9

2.58

““

10

2.54

““

11

2.78

““

12

2.75

““

13

2.73

““

14

2.12

““

15

2.67

““

16

2.06

““

2.37

KEY
High Perception

X

>3.5

Moderate Perception 3.0< X <3.5
Low Perception 2.0< X <3.0
Wrong Perception -

X

Research Hypothesis: There is no significant
difference in the Science teachers’ perception of ICT for instruction based on area of
specialization.
The hypothesis was rejected. In other words,
there was a significant difference in the secondary school science teachers’ perception of ICT
for instruction based on area of specialization.
The hypothesis was tested using Chi-square
analysis which involved item by item analysis
at 0.05 significance level. As revealed on the
table, the hypothesis was rejected for 10 items
and accepted for 6 items. This reveals that while
there was a significant difference in the science
teachers’ perception on the potentials of ICT
such as – “using ICT will enhance better class
room practices and procedures” and “the use of
ICT makes management of class time effective”
there was no significant difference in the Science teachers’ perception on negative statements
such as “ICT tools does not necessarily improve
my teaching” “I do not have the time to become
familiar with ICT resources” This meant that for
those positive statements, the perception of the
science teachers was influenced by their area of
specialization while for the negative statements
perception was not influenced by their area of specialization. Over all, the hypothesis was rejected
with a chi-square result as revealed on Table 3.

OVERALL
MEAN

This research question gave rise to the following research hypothesis:

<2.0

Table 3. The overall chi-square analysis on the secondary school science teachers’ perception of ICT
for instruction based on area of specialization
Biology

Physics

Chemistry

Mathematics

Total

SD

870

583

562

242

2257

D

1195

779

925

401

3300

A

1138

523

884

447

2992

307

380

222

1501

SA

592

χ Cal=88.3589, P- Value =0.000, χ 0.95, 9=16.91898
2
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Table 4 presents the result obtained in respect
of the only hypothesis put to test in this study.
The result presented on Table 4 indicates that
there was significant difference in the science
teachers’ perception of ICT for instruction based
on their area of specialization F(3,252)=50.323,
P<0.05. Hence the hypothesis is rejected. To know
where the significant difference lies, the Duncan
Multiple Range Test was carried out. The result
obtained is presented on Table 5.
Table 5 shows the direction of the significant
difference based on area of specialization. The
result reveals that the Biology teachers had the
highest level of positive perception followed by
Chemistry teachers Physics teachers while the
mathematics teachers had the lowest level of
positive perception of ICT for instruction. This
is also represented in the Bar Chart in Figure 1.

still show that some teachers’ do not employ ICT
for instructional delivery. The results obtained
from the data analysis in this study revealed that
the Secondary School Science teachers’ perception
was generally positive compared to teachers in
other countries (Faggiano & Fassano 2004, Yuen
2008, Albrini 2006). The positive perception is an
important indication that the science teachers’ in
Kwara State had the willingness to use ICT as an
instructional tool; since perception is an important
step in ICT integration into teaching and learning
environment.
The result further revealed that the Biology
teachers had the highest level of positive perception
followed by Chemistry, Physics and Mathematics
teachers respectively. This is an indication that the
Biology teachers are the most prepared for the use
of ICT as an instructional tool. For science teachers
to introduce ICT as an instructional tool into the
classroom environment, they must be enthusiastic
about the use of ICT as an instructional tool. The
level of the mathematics teachers’ perception is in
support of Faggiano and Fassano’s (2004) finding.
They in the course of their study had to promote
the reflection of the mathematics teachers and

DISCUSSION
Several studies have established the important role
played by ICT as an instructional tool in secondary
schools, especially in sciences. However, studies

Table 4. ANOVA result on science teachers’ perception of ICT for instruction based on area of specialization
Sums of Squares

df

Mean Squares

F

Sig.

50.323

.05

Between Groups

50712.641

3

16904.214

Within Groups

84650.344

252

335.914

Total

135363.0

255

Table 5. The Duncan Multiple Range Test (DMRT) result on science teachers’ perception of ICT for
instruction based on area of specialization
N

1

Mathematics

Area of Specialization

82

20.500

Physics

137

Chemistry

172

Biology

239

Sig.

2

3

4

34.2500
42.9844
50.323
1.000

1.000

1.000

1.000
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Figure 1. Bar chart of the significant difference in science teachers’ perception of ICT based on area
of specialization

potentials of the appropriately used technology
tools in order to improve on the perception of the
mathematics teachers.

RECOMMENDATIONS

CONCLUSION

1.

In this study, it was discovered that the secondary school science teacher’s perception of ICT
for instruction was positive but at a low level.
This finding revealed that the perception of the
Secondary School Science teachers must have to
still be worked on for effective integration of ICT
into teaching and learning process in Kwara state.
In addition, science student- teachers will need
hands-on experience since they would produce
highly placed citizen in future. Hence there is the
need to expose them to more courses in ICT. The
limitation of this study is that the study is restricted
to Kwara State of Nigeria only. In addition, other
secondary school subjects apart from sciences
were not examined in this study. This could be
good areas of study with regard to teachers’ ICT
use and perception.
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Based on the findings of this study, the following
recommendations are made:

2.

In order to make teachers aware of the inherent potentials of using ICTs for instruction,
ICT should be fully integrated into science
teacher education at Colleges of Education
and the Universities. This will make prospective teachers see the use of ICT for instruction
as a norm in the teaching-learning process
and their perception of its use for instruction
will be positively high.
Kwara State Government should formulate
a programme of ICT training and retraining
of teachers currently in service as a way of
improving their perception of the use of ICT
for instruction, hence, they will be able to
utilize ICT to improve their professional
practice.
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ABSTRACT
The Science, Technology, Engineering, and Mathematics (STEM) disciplines have traditionally been
woefully unsuccessful in attracting, retaining, and graduating acceptable numbers of Underrepresented
Minorities (URMs). A new paradigm of STEM practices is needed to address this vexing problem. This
chapter highlights a novel interdisciplinary approach to STEM education. Instead of being siloed and
mired in their respective STEM disciplines, students integrate real world, inquiry-based learning that
is underpinned by a strong foundation in mathematics and a myriad of other pillars of STEM activities. These activities include Peer-Assisted Learning Workshops, Mentoring Programs, Undergraduate
Research Experiences, STEM Exposure Trips, Conference Participation, and Peer Leadership. This
strategy enhances STEM education among URMs by purposefully connecting and integrating knowledge
and skills from across the STEM disciplines to solve real-world problems, by synthesizing and transferring knowledge across disciplinary boundaries, and by building critical thinking skills in a manner that
is relevant to their experiences and yet transformative.

ORGANIZATION BACKGROUND
New York City College of Technology (City Tech)
is a minority-serving institution and designated
college of technology of the City University of New
York, currently offering STEM baccalaureate and
associate degree programs in Applied Mathematics, Chemical Technology, Computer Information
Systems, Computer Science, Telecommunication

and various Engineering Technologies. Although
it is a federally designated Hispanic Serving Institution (HSI), of the 15,000 plus student population, 31.7% of students identified themselves as
Hispanic, 34.0% as Black (non-Hispanic), 18.5%
as Asian/Pacific Islander, 11.0% as White, 0.5% as
Native American, and 4.3% as other. Sixty-seven
percent (67%) are the first in their families to attend college. Fifty-two percent (52%) reported a
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household income of less than $30,000 and 74% of
incoming first-year students received need-based
financial aid. Sixty-eight percent (68%) are the
first in their families to attend college (New York
City College of Technology, 2011).

U.S. STEM PLIGHT AND MINORITIES
The United States remains in grave danger of
losing its global competitive edge in Science,
Technology, Engineering, and Mathematics
(STEM). Recent concerns were propelled into the
national spotlight with the American Competitiveness Initiative of the Bush Administration in
2006 and the Rising Above the Gathering Storm
report of the National Research Council (2008).
Yet the concerns are nothing new. It was in 1980
that Congress first mandated the National Science
Foundation (through the Science and Engineering Equal Opportunities Act) to diligently seek
to develop the STEM talents of the country’s
citizenry irrespective of gender, ethnicity, race
and economic background. The 32-year battle
that begun last century against poor representation
among students and in the science and technology
workforce continues on. Many–if not most–of
our 21st century challenges will coalesce around
STEM. Solutions to these challenges will require
a new scientific workforce armed with a skill-set
that engenders technological sophistication and
interdisciplinary thinking. Therefore, it is critical
to train and engage a diverse workforce in STEM
and to provide foundational STEM education for
the nation’s citizenry in all of its inherent diversity.
This is absolutely critical, and it must be seen as
an urgent matter of national security.
To maintain its global leadership and competitiveness in STEM, the United States must invest in
research, encourage innovation, and grow a strong
and talented science and technology workforce
(Expanding Underrepresented Minority Participation, 2011). A strong, diverse STEM workforce
is essential in keeping America innovative and
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competitive. According to the book, Expanding
Underrepresented Minority Participation (2011),
STEM will lead the projected growth of the
U.S. labor market at rates that outpace and outaccelerate all other sectors in the coming years,
thus making minority participation in STEM
education at all levels (K – 20) a national priority. These daunting projections are being made in
conjunction with other projections that show that
minorities are the fastest growing segment of the
U.S. population and that minorities are grossly
underrepresented in STEM. In the past, U.S.
economic growth and its global leadership have
been inextricably linked to access and attainment
in STEM education. Therefore, as we embark on a
new century, it behooves the federal government,
industry, and K – 20 institutions to re-think and
to find innovative strategies to significantly boost
minority participation in STEM.
All demographic studies indicate that the
country’s current minority population will this
century become its majority. Yet statistical data
(Huntoon & Lane, 2007; and www.nsf.gov/
statistics/degrees/) confirm recalcitrant underrepresentation of minorities in STEM disciplines.
In 2005, African Americans, Hispanic Americans,
Native Americans (American Indians and Alaskan
Natives), Native Pacific Islanders (Polynesians or
Micronesians), and persons with disabilities constituted nearly 30% of the general population, but
earned only 17% of the total number of bachelor’s
degrees granted in STEM disciplines. According
to Shirley Ann Jackson (2002), the U.S. would
not experience a talent gap and a downward spiral
in attracting, retaining, and graduating in STEM
if women and minorities became active STEM
participants in proportion to their percentage of
the general population. Chubin and Babco (2003)
emphasized that even though underrepresented
minority students make up 30 percent of the schoolage population, White non-Hispanic and Asians
dominate the U.S. engineering workforce, African
Americans, Latinos, and American Indian have
minimal participation. Although women make up
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about half of the school-age population, they represent only about 10 percent of the STEM workforce
(Chubin & Babco, 2003). Our nation’s current
STEM “lay-of-the-land” is thus unsustainable
and untenable. If our nation is to remain globally
competitive, intentional and intrusive steps are immediately needed to ensure adequate participation
of Underrepresented Minorities (URM) in STEM.
Moreover, Tsui (2007) makes the point that the
general recommendations/strategies of STEM may
not work for URM. Therefore, new and innovative
paradigms of STEM education may be needed.
Tsui further suggests that the disproportionately
low participation of underrepresented minorities
in STEM is directly linked to barriers that are of a
cultural (social expectations for different groups),
structural (historical laws and regulations that
barred the entry of minorities into education and
employment), and institutional nature (discriminatory policies and practices). A preponderance and
flurry of recent studies (Association of American
Colleges and Universities, 2007; Arrison, 2009;

Atkinson, 2010; Augustine, 2007; Bond, Schaefer,
Rejeski, & Nichols, 2008; California Council on
Science and Technology, 2009; California Council
on Science and Technology, 2007; College Board,
2008; Fairweather, 2008; Mestre, 2008) all highlight the need for the U.S. to seriously address its
STEM crisis, for the handwriting is on the wall,
and time is running out. However, what is needed
to redress this crisis is not just reformation. What is
needed is a radical and innovative revamping and
reconstruction of STEM. This necessary STEM
revolution must squarely and intentionally focus
on the underrepresented minority component of
the nation. Below, Figures 1 and 2 highlight the
STEM problem. The figures show how out of step
URM STEM occupation data are with the nation’s
demographics, for although African Americans
and Hispanics comprised 27.7% of the population in 2008, they only account for about 7% of
the science and engineering occupations in 2006
(Science and Engineering occupation data change
very little from year-to-year).

Figure 1. Resident population of the United States by sex and race/ethnicity

Source: (2008) Women, Minorities, and Persons with Disabilities in Science and Engineering (www.nsf.gov/statistics/wmpd)
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Figure 2. Scientists and engineers in science and engineering occupations

Source: (2006) Women, Minorities, and Persons with Disabilities in Science and Engineering (www.nsf.gov/statistics/wmpd)

Moreover, to further highlight the STEM diversity problem, in a National Center for Education
Statistics study, Huang (2000) reported that 46%
of White and Asian American college students
finished their STEM degree programs within five
years of initial enrollment as compared to only
26.8% of their URM peers. The Bureau of Labor
and Statistics projects that by the year 2050, 85%
of the entrants into the workforce will be URMs
and women.

The Black Male Initiative
(BMI) Program
The national plight and dilemma that decouple
STEM success and diversity are reflected at City
Tech. At the institution, there is an acute, critically evident, and transparent need to diversify
and radically transform the STEM landscape. To
this end, City Tech has created a new coordinated
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initiative, the Black Male Initiative (BMI), to attract, retain, and graduate African American and
Hispanic male students in the STEM disciplines.
STEM was selected as the area of focus not only
because of the national crisis, but also because the
STEM disciplines are among the college’s flagship and strongest programs, and these areas of
study are areas in which African-Americans and
Hispanics are notably underrepresented. Increasing the numbers of URM students who succeed
in STEM disciplines is important not only to the
economic vitality of the New York metropolitan
area, but to the nation as a whole. Inasmuch as
the purpose of this project is to strengthen the
engagement and success of African American
and Hispanic male students in STEM fields, the
project also serves as a prototype for future cohortbased initiatives that address the needs of other
educationally underserved populations that have
not been advantaged equally in higher education.
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Interdisciplinary Approach
to STEM Success
To ameliorate and enhance STEM success among
BMI students at City Tech, a bold venture that
utilizes interdisciplinary learning as its primary
transformative tool was launched. Interdisciplinary learning modalities were introduced to combat
the STEM plight because they:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

•

•

•
•

Are associated with high impact practices and higher rates of student-faculty
interaction;
Enhance critical thinking ability;
Improve writing skills;
Lend themselves to a greater appreciation
for diversity and persistence;
Recognize disciplinary strengths, processes, limitations, and perspectives;
Are designed to connect and integrate
knowledge and skills from across the disciplines to solve real-world problems;
Synthesize and transfer knowledge across
disciplinary boundaries, even beyond the
STEM disciplines, in the context of novel
situations;
Produce agile, flexible, reflective thinkers
who are comfortable with complexity and
uncertainty, and can apply their knowledge
to respond appropriately and positively;
Are inclusive in emphasizing that other
factors–cultural, political, ethical, historical, and economic–must also be considered
when addressing the complex problems of
this century;
Promote the universal nature and deep
structure of science, as well as the relationship of STEM disciplines to other
disciplines;
Prepare students to become lifelong
learners;
Create integrative thinkers who can solve
problems in ethically and socially responsible ways; and

•

Afford students the ability to think critically, communicate effectively, and work
collaboratively with others within diverse
disciplines, cultures and communities.

The interdisciplinary approach to STEM learning in the BMI program finds its vitality, vibrancy,
and validity in the following programmatic activities depicted in Figure 3: Peer Assisted Learning
Workshops, Peer Leadership, Mentoring Program,
Undergraduate STEM Research Experiences,
STEM Exposure Trips, and STEM Conferences.
A brief description of each of the symbiotic,
inter-dependent components and activities of
Figure 3 follows.

Peer Assisted Learning
(PAL) Workshops
Interdisciplinary themes reflected in Peer Assisted Learning (PAL) workshops underpin that
mathematics is indeed the language of science,
and it is the unifying thread that is common to
all STEM disciplines. Too often City Tech BMI
Figure 3. Components and activities of STEM
interdisciplinary learning
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students have difficulty using mathematical
concepts across contexts to explore and examine
the world they live in. To them, the principles of
mathematics exist in a vacuum, and they fail to
see the relevancy of this universal language.
Unequivocally, City Tech data show that
mathematics is the main gatekeeper that prohibits
participation and inhibits success in STEM among
African American and Hispanic students. Most
of these students either drop out of school or are
forced to change majors because of their inability to
comprehend and communicate this all-important
language of mathematics. According to DavisLowe (2006) and Strayhorn (2008), academic
supported communities are vital to the success
of underrepresented students who venture along
STEM pathways. Moreover, research indicates that
peer assisted learning improves student success,
retention, graduation, and transfer rates among
all students, with particular gains for underrepresented students (Arendale, 2004; Davis & Finelli,
2007; Peterfreund, Rath, Xenos, & Bayliss, 2008).
Therefore, to assist the students in remedying this
vexing problem, a Peer-Assisted Learning (PAL)
program was initiated at City Tech. Leveraging the
program’s main goals of increasing the persistence
and retention rates of underrepresented students
in the learning of mathematics, the program
readily embraced the importance of enhancing
interdisciplinary learning.
The collaborative atmosphere of the PAL workshops provides diverse learners from wide-ranging
disciplines an environment where mathematical
concepts are reinforced. The workshop participants
comprise of undergraduates majoring in various
STEM disciplines including Applied Mathematics, Chemistry, and the vast array of Engineering
Technologies. Adopted from the Peer-Led Team
Learning (PLTL) student-centered instructional
model originally developed for Chemistry (Gosser, et al., 2001), the PAL workshop model was
redesigned to enhance the learning of mathematics. A typical PAL workshop consists of eight
to ten students working with an undergraduate
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peer leader for one hour per week for thirteen
weeks. As the team recognizes the strength of
each member and the prior knowledge that each
participant possesses, they work collectively as a
unit on modules that are designed to foster thinking skills, enhance problem-solving abilities, and
increase computational proficiency of the course
material (Arrington, 2008; Quitadamo, Brahler,
& Crouch, 2009). These modules highlight key
mathematical concepts and provide real-world
examples conducive to interdisciplinary learning.
At City Tech, the organizational composition of PAL workshops is designed for students
either enrolled in a course where workshops are
mandatory or offered as an independent academic
support (Liou-Mark, Dreyfuss, & Younge, 2010).
Workshops which are integrated into a course
are available in the first two credit bearing mathematics courses–MAT 1175: Fundamental of
Mathematics and MAT 1275: College Algebra
and Trigonometry. Because of the consistently
dismal pass rates of 52.4% and 59.2% for MAT
1175 and MAT 1275, respectively (New York
City College of Technology, 2011), this additional
hour of workshop fosters an academic support
system to increase student success rates primarily
for first- or second-year students. Many of these
students enter college academically underprepared and lacking the necessary skills required
for success. By providing them with a culture of
collaboration and by prompting them to integrate
and transfer their knowledge, these students are
better positioned to succeed in their academic life,
especially in the STEM disciplines.
For students enrolled in upper divisional mathematics courses (Precalculus and the Calculus 1,
2, 3 sequence), stand-alone PAL workshops draw
students from a cross section of STEM majors to
discuss and debate ideas centered on key mathematical concepts. As students integrate this level
of engagement in their learning, the knowledge
they attained in their respective disciplines provides a stimulating platform for interdisciplinary
learning.
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Table 1. Grade distribution of MAT 1175 PAL workshop attendees, PAL workshop embedded in course
and comparison group
Grades

Cohort 1
(PAL Workshop Attendees)
n=22

Cohort 2
(PAL Workshop Integrated in Course)
n=23

Comparison Group
(n=20)

ABC

77.3% (17)

91.3% (21)

45.0% (9)

ABCD

86.4% (19)

95.7% (22)

65.0% (13)

F

9.1% (2)

0.0% (0)

20.0% (4)

Withdraws

4.5% (1)

4.3% (1)

15.0% (3)

Several studies have been piloted on the effectiveness of PAL workshops on increasing the
persistence and pass rates of students enrolled in
lower divisional mathematics courses. The results
from the Coordinate Undergraduate Education’s
AIM for Success pilot project (2009-2010) for
MAT 1175, showed students achieved a higher pass
rate after attending optional PAL workshops and an
even higher pass rate with mandatory, embedded
workshops, when compared to a comparison group
(see Table 1). Although the sample size is small,
the results alluded to workshop participants having
a higher persistent rate than the comparison group.
A pilot study conducted during the spring
2011 semester showed PAL workshops for a MAT
1275 course had a positive effect on the uniform
departmental final exam grades and course grade.
The average departmental final exam grade was
statistically significantly higher for the PAL workshop attendees compared with the workshop nonattendees. Moreover, the mean course grade was
higher for the PAL workshop attendees compared
with the non-attendees. However, the difference
was not statistically significant (see Table 2).
Because of the low pass rates, it is necessary
for students to repeat the course. In order to assess
the effectiveness of PAL workshops on students
who are repeaters of MAT 1275, final grades from
PAL workshop attendees were compared to the
Comparison Group of non-workshop attendees
in spring 2011 (see Table 3). The mean course
grade for the Repeaters who were workshop attendees was statistically significantly higher than

the Comparison Group. Thus, indicating that the
treatment of having PAL workshops may have
helped the repeaters improve their course grade
and persist in the course.
Students from different STEM disciplines
who coalesce in meaningful discussions with
their peers increase their capacity to understand
multiple viewpoints. They learn to appreciate
how each discipline uses different problem solvTable 2. Grade distribution of MAT 1275 of PAL
workshop attendees and non-attendees
Grades

MAT 1275
PAL Workshop Attendees
(n=24)

MAT 1275
Non-Attendees
(n=13)

ABC

79.2% (19)

61.5% (8)

ABCD

87.5% (21)

69.2% (9)

F

12.5% (3)

23.1% (3)

Withdraws

0.0% (0)

7.7% (1)

Table 3. Grade distribution of MAT 1275 repeaters of PAL workshop attendees and the repeaters
comparison group
Grades

MAT 1275 Repeaters
PAL Workshop
Attendees
(n=15)

MAT 1275
Repeaters
Comparison Group
(n=30)

ABC

46.7% (7)

30.0% (9)

ABCD

66.7% (10)

46.7% (14)

F

26.7% (4)

23.3% (7)

Withdraws

6.7% (1)

30.0% (9)
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ing approaches and how to integrate the ideas. If
the PAL workshops can promote a passion for
learning, then a natural outcome would be significant improvements in students’ performance,
persistence, and retention.

Peer Leadership
Undergraduates who facilitate workshops in mathematics or science empower themselves to gain
expertise in both disciplinary and interdisciplinary areas as they develop their leadership skills
(Micari, Gould, & Lainez, 2010). In recognition
of the students’ disciplinary strengths, the Peer
Leadership experience challenges undergraduates, especially the BMI students, to expand their
knowledge through the facilitation of STEM
workshops. Through guiding workshops in subject
areas outside of their disciplines, peer leaders learn
to establish connections of the content at hand to
other subject areas, create scenarios relevant to
the workshop topics, and develop a multi-pronged
approach to finding solutions.
The PAL Leadership program, moreover, addresses the retention of students, namely underrepresented minorities, in the STEM disciplines.
Peer leaders become role models who “humanize”
and can demystify STEM challenges. This is a
role crucial to establishing a productive learning
community (Washburn & Miller, 2004). Peer
leaders are not expected to be content experts, but
are undergraduates who have successfully completed the course and have been trained in group
dynamics. Recruitment is based on their STEM
majors, GPA, and interpersonal and communication skills. The peer leaders play an indispensable
role in providing guidance for the group by ensuring that the team actively engages itself with the
appropriate mathematics or science concepts and
with each other, thereby building commitment and
confidence among the students and constructing
meaningful deliberations and discussions. They
understand the challenges, nuances, and miscon-
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ceptions of the course material. They, however, are
trained not to give away answers, but rather offer
well-timed assistance when the group members
find themselves in difficult situations as they solve
the problems collaboratively. The critical view of
being an integral part of their peer’s success in
mathematics and science motivates them to persist
and expand their knowledge in these areas.
The training of peer leaders is conducted
through a one-credit course. The goals of the course
include the successful implementation of pedagogical techniques in workshops, the application
of learning theories to the workshop experience,
and the establishment of a community of practice
among peer leaders from diverse backgrounds
and majors. Undergraduates in STEM are seldom
trained in teaching and learning pedagogy, which
this course uniquely provides. To further promote
the understanding of learning, the peer leaders are
provided with a first-hand experience in conducting a mini-research project on a theory of learning.
Moreover, this project is then transferred into a
poster presentation; thus giving students a firsthand experience on how to design and format a
research poster presentation.
The Peer Leadership project has provided
leadership skills and opportunities for our students for the past three years and continues to be
a growing vibrant community of student leaders.
The outcomes for students involved in this program have been promising. As of the fall 2011
semester, a total of 53 students have participated
or are participating as a mathematics or science
peer leader in the program. Of the 53 students,
35.8% (19) have graduated (16 students with a
bachelor’s degree and 3 with an associate degree),
seven transferred to another institution to pursue a
STEM degree, and 58.5% (31) are still persisting
in their STEM majors or Liberal Arts and Sciences
degree. Of the 16 students who graduated with
a bachelor’s degree, six are in graduate school,
six are applying to graduate school, three are in
medical or pharmacy school, and one is working
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in a STEM-related job. The three students who
graduated with an associate degree are continuing
with their bachelor’s degree in a STEM discipline.
From the group, 69.8% (37 out of 53) of the peer
leaders have or are conducting research in a STEM
discipline of which 59.5% (22) of the students are
from underrepresented minority groups in STEM.
Approximately 73.6% (39 out of 54) of all the
peer leaders have made oral or poster presentations at national and regional STEM conferences.
As a result of this research experience, four of
the underrepresented minority peer leaders have
co-authored articles with their mentors in peerreviewed journals.
Weekly leadership seminars designed to provide additional academic support is currently being
piloted at the institution. It is designed to enhance
the leadership development of a network of peer
leaders. The focus of the weekly meetings address
several competencies required at all levels of
leadership. The core competencies are as follows:
Communicating
◦◦
Expressing oneself effectively both
orally and in written form
◦◦
Introducing oneself formally
◦◦
Negotiating by using a win-win
approach in order to maintain
relationships
◦◦
Listening to others
Teamwork
◦◦
Allocating responsibilities to appropriate individuals
◦◦
Organizing resources
◦◦
Steering team members towards
achieving goals
Interpersonal Skills
◦◦
Promoting integrity
◦◦
Building respect and trust
Self-Direction
◦◦
Establishing goals, timelines, and
deliverables

Networking
◦◦
Building relationships with peers
from other disciplines
◦◦
Creating diverse teams to implement
projects
Retaining students in the STEM disciplines,
particularly underrepresented minorities, through
this Peer Leadership program is currently being
refined. Topics such as integrity, diversity, and
professional leadership skills are also covered.
Thus far, the promising result of URM students
developing a culture to pursue advanced degrees
in STEM is encouraging. It may be imperative to
consider leadership and interdisciplinary learning
as factors to consider as essential mechanism to increase and continue the STEM education pipeline.

Mentoring Program
Mentoring does not take place by happenstance.
Successful mentoring must be planned, intentional, and strategic. Mentoring is a process of
establishing, cultivating, nurturing, and developing a mentee to realize his or her full potential as
a scholar. The Mertz Model of Mentoring (Mertz,
2004) believes that the spectrum of mentoring can
be represented in a six-leveled pyramid.
•

•

•

Base-Levels 1 and 2: These first two levels
involve role modeling and general support
that includes guidance and advice. These
mentoring levels may involve many mentees and is often time consuming.
Mid-Levels 3 and 4: As one ascends the
pyramid to these two levels, the mentoring process becomes more focused. It now
embraces the role of academic advisor and
includes activities such as sharing content
knowledge and progress assessment.
Top-Levels 5 and 6: At these upper levels of the mentoring pyramid, the mentor
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is fully vested in the success of the mentee. The number of mentees significantly
decreases, and a shared bond of responsibility and trust develops. The mentor now
views the mentee’s success (or failure) as a
direct reflection of him/herself. The mentor’s reputation is now at stake, so time,
effort, resources, contacts, and knowledge
are readily shared with the mentee to ensure mentee success.
In our mentoring program component, all
levels of Mertz’s pyramid are being used. For
us, mentoring is an intentional commitment of
sustained engagement and advocacy for students,
and each student in our targeted population finds
himself or herself at some one of the levels of the
pyramid. The mentoring program has three subcomponents: Research Mentoring, Faculty Mentoring, and Peer Mentoring. Each sub-component
is briefly described in the following.
Research Mentoring: Since our BMI program
is a STEM-designated program, many of our students are given the opportunity to conduct STEM
research with a faculty member who is conducting
research. Oftentimes, the research area is outside
of the students’ majors. For example, we may have
an architectural student conducting research with
a geo-physicist or an applied math student working with a professor in mechanical engineering.
At this stage of mentoring, the mentoring process
is at levels 5 and 6 of the pyramid.
Faculty Mentoring: This second component
of the mentoring scheme straddles levels 2, 3,
and 4 of the pyramid. Here mentoring is not
research-centered, and the faculty mentor need
not be a STEM faculty. Here the faculty mentor
provides counseling and academic advising and
monitors the mentee’s academic progress. Not
only are the BMI students provided prescriptive
advising within their majors, but they are also
given developmental advising from a core group
of faculty from various STEM and non-STEM
disciplines. Being mentored by a disciplinary
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and non-disciplinary mentor promotes a holistic
approach to their learning.
Peer Mentoring: At this level of mentoring
(level 1 on the pyramid), advanced/senior students
mentor new/fledgling students. At this stage of
mentoring, the experienced students act as a role
model for the less-advanced mentee. Moreover,
the peer mentor equips the mentee with the tools,
the “know-how,” the skills, and the resources
necessary to navigate the college environment,
courses, and professors. They help the mentees
to spot and to avoid academic pitfalls, and they
are often the first line of defence against mentee
deviation from the academic rigor that is necessary for academic success. It is usually the case
that because of similar ages and experiences, the
mentee relates better to–and confides more in–the
peer mentor than in the faculty or the research
mentor. Therefore, the peer mentor plays an extremely critical role in the success of the mentee.
Since their mentoring roles are so pivotal, special
training is usually given to these mentors. Once
again, this type of mentoring takes place within
the milieu of interdisciplinary cross-pollination
as the peer mentor and the mentee are often from
different STEM majors.

Undergraduate Research
Experiences
The value of research experiences for undergraduate students has long been accepted and verified.
Researchers have delved into this issue from many
angles and have almost in unison proclaimed the
many benefits of undergraduate research experiences. A plethora of solid good evidence and support for this view exists. Here are a few: Dillner
et al. (2011) reported that professional societies
and educational organizations not only recognize
the importance of undergraduate research experiences, but they have also used their influence
to create initiatives and incentives for academic
institutions to infuse research experiences in
course curricula and to promote capstone experi-
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ences for senior students. In a long-term study of
ten-week research programs and with more than
1,135 students participating in the study via an
online Likert survey, Lopatto (2007) found that
undergraduate research enhances the educational
experience of science undergraduates, attracts
and retains talented students to careers in science,
and acts as a pathway for minority students into
science careers. Lopatto (2007) also found that
undergraduate research supports active learning
and science career decisions. Moreover, students
reported gains in independence, intrinsic motivation to learn, and active participation in courses
taken after the summer undergraduate research
experience. At Rice University’s Spend a Summer
with a Scientist program, Alexander et al. (2000)
reported that of the sixty-two minority students
who conducted Summer research projects with
faculty role models, 67% of them continued on
to graduate school, and 33% of them completed
their undergraduate degrees and joined the STEM
workforce. The authors of the study believe that
the comprehensive, meaningful research experience coupled with working under the tutelage
of role models and other undergraduates in a
“learning community” were the critical features
of the program’s success. In a recent study by
Bauer and Bennett (2003) 986 alumni respondents
from a research institution were placed in one of
three categories (category 1: those alumni who
participated in a university organized research
program; category 2: those alumni who found
their own research mentors and had a research
experience separate from that which was organized
by the university; and category 3: those alumni
who had no undergraduate research experience at
all.). Category 1 had 418 respondents, Category
2 had 213 respondents, and Category 3 had 355
respondents. The survey showed that alumni in
Categories 1 and 2 were more likely to go on
to graduate school (80 percent, and 71 percent
versus 59 percent, respectively. The researchers
also reported that the alumnae of categories 1
and 2 reported:

•
•
•
•

Greater satisfaction with their undergraduate experience;
Increases in intellectual curiosity;
Expansive research skills; and
Better communication skills.

The literature is replete with studies (e.g.,
Campbell & Skoog, 2004; Chandra, Stoecklin,
& Harmon, 1998; Chaplin, Manske, & Cruise,
1998; Foertsch, Alexander, & Penberthy, 2000;
Hurtado, et al., 2009; Nagda, et al., 1998; Nnadozie, Ishimaya, & Chon, 2001; Russell, Hancock,
& McCullough, 2007; Seymour, et al., 2004;
Shellito, et al., 2001; Summers & Hrabowski,
2006) that highlight the tremendous benefits of
undergraduate research. In general, this type of
research experience provides (among many other
intangibles):
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

Critical preparation for graduate school
acceptance;
Paid summer research internships, academic year, and summer research (paid or
unpaid–part of a course);
Opportunities to learn and to enhance research skills;
A safe, short-term mechanism of gauging
whether the investment in graduate school
is worthwhile and whether there is real
personal interest in pursuing a graduate
degree;
A means of determining and honing skills
in the area of research that the student is
passionate about;
Opportunities to increase in confidence;
Motivation;
Opportunities to make both internal and
external presentations; and
The chance to interact with and learn from
other students, particularly from those who
may come from a different discipline.

At City Tech, we provide a range of opportunities for URMs to engage in interdisciplinary STEM
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research. The following is a brief description of
each of these research programs.
National Science Foundation Research Experiences for Undergraduates (REU): The City Tech
REU program is entitled Research Experience for
Undergraduates in Satellite and Ground-Based
Remote Sensing at NOAA-CREST_2. This project
continues to provide undergraduate students an
opportunity to conduct full-time, collaborative
satellite and ground-based remote sensing research
with faculty mentors from within the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration Cooperative
Remote Sensing Science and Technology Center
(NOAA-CREST) consortium. STEM students are
recruited from the City University of New York’s
twenty-three campus wide institutions. For fifteen
weeks (nine weeks in the Summer, three weeks in
the Fall semester, and three weeks in the Spring semester) these students become part of a community
of research scholars who are actively engaged in
state-of-the-art remote sensing applications. They
participate in research group meetings, seminars,
oral and poster presentations at local, regional,
and national conferences, and some of them will
sail across the Atlantic Ocean conducting in situ
remote sensing research. Through the project’s
unique and innovative endeavors many URMs
who would otherwise not pursue STEM education
altogether or would not pursue STEM education
through to the graduate school level now choose
to follow the STEM corridor to either graduate
education or to careers in STEM.
Louis Stokes Alliance for Minority Participation (LSAMP) Program: The New York City
Louis Stokes Alliance for Minority Participation
(NYCLSAMP) is an alliance of 17 CUNY Colleges
and the CUNY Graduate Center. The Alliance
goal is to substantially increase the number of
underrepresented minority students pursuing and
graduating with baccalaureate degrees in STEM.
From its inception in November 1992, the Alliance
has been at the forefront of a concerted effort to
increase annual minority STEM enrollment and
graduation in the City University of New York.
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The Alliance provides academic scholarship support to CUNY students majoring in the STEM
disciplines, making research an integral part of
STEM education in New York City.
LSAMP Program activities include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Collaborative Learning Approach to
STEM Education
Restructured Gatekeeper Courses in
Chemistry, Physics and Mathematics
Curriculum Coordination and Articulation
across the City University of New York
Faculty Research Initiation and Articulation
Program
Research Assistantships for LSAMP
Scholars
Undergraduate and Graduate Research
Fellowships
Peer and Faculty Mentoring
Science and Engineering Learning Centers
at CUNY campuses
The Urban University Series Conference
NASA Summer and Academic Year
Collaborations
Bridge to the Doctorate
Brookhaven National Labs Research and
Teaching Opportunities for Students and
Faculty
Brookhaven National Labs Summer
Participation for Community College
Students
International Training and Education

Earthwatch: Earthwatch is a unique initiative
that supports long-term scientific field research
geared towards tackling the world’s most pressing
environmental and cultural issues and focuses its
support on applied research where their citizen
science model can most effectively make a significant difference in the following central, global
ecological, and cultural challenges:
•

Ensuring the sustainability of coastal, forested, agricultural and freshwater ecosys-
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•

•

•

tems through optimization of multiple ecosystem services;
Managing protected areas and species at
the landscape and seascape levels to enhance biodiversity and provide local and
regional ecosystem services;
Restoring, revitalizing, and conserving
our global cultural heritage through a better understanding of socio-cultural links to
natural resource use, environmental management, and bio-cultural diversity;
Addressing the challenge of climate change
and its threat to global sustainability.

City Tech’s BMI students have travelled to
Mexico and to Canada to participate in Earthwatch
Summer research projects.
New York City Research Initiative (NYCRI):
The NYCRI program is sponsored by the National
Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA)
Education Office. NYCRI research teams are
assigned to one of 12 colleges in the New York
City Metropolitan Area or at the NASA Goddard
Institute for Space Studies (GISS). The NYCRI
Summer Research project provides teams of high
school and undergraduate students and faculty to
work alongside graduate students and the principal
investigators (lead scientists) of NASA funded
research projects at universities or at GISS under
the mentorship of a GISS scientist. Summer enrichment experiences include content and research
seminars, team oral research reports, visits to various research laboratories and informal education
institutions, participation in local and national
research summits and a final research summit
with participants from other government agencies,
such as the National Science Foundation, National
Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration, the
United States Department of Education, and the
United States Department of Defense.
Honors and Emerging Scholars Program:
City Tech’s Honors Scholars program encourages
students who have demonstrated high academic
achievement to undertake honors-level work in

any appropriate course. Interdisciplinary learning is supported by offering students an option to
receive honor’s credit in courses within as well as
outside their majors. Scholars conduct research
in their particular area of interest and present
their findings at the institution’s bi-annual poster
presentation event.
The Emerging Scholars Program provides
funding for student researchers who assist faculty
members with his/her research or other scholarly
endeavors. The purpose of the program is to help
students develop a close relationship with a faculty
member via research and to promote a practical
understanding of material learned in courses. This
is an interdisciplinary program in which students
are encouraged to explore other STEM areas under
the guidance of a faculty mentor.
To support Honors and Emerging Scholars
in the different stages of their research, a series
of four workshops are offered every semester.
Students from a cross section of STEM and
non-STEM disciplines engage themselves in
meaningful discussions regarding either their
disciplinary or interdisciplinary research projects.
The first workshop, Writing Abstracts for Research
Projects, assists students in developing a strong
abstract for their project. Students work in groups
to discuss the components of a good abstract.
In the second workshop, Advancing Library
Research Techniques, Scholars explore library
resources and services for honors course work
and research projects. They learn advanced search
techniques and strategies to find the best information for their projects and assignments. The third
workshop, Developing and Delivering Effective
Research Presentations, provides students with
the best practices for effectively communicating
their research project during a poster session.
The session discusses criteria for choosing visual
aids, elements of effective delivery, and resources
available to the students as they construct their
posters. The last workshop, Designing a Research
Poster Presentation, is designed to give students
the necessary skills to create posters for display
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at research conferences. During the workshop,
students learn how to edit content for a poster
and how to structure that content to make visually
pleasing, well-presented detailed posters.
Class Projects: The Integrated Research Strategies of LSAMP Phase IV across CUNY engaged
LSAMP Research Faculty Mentors by forming a
core of faculty participants who engage students
in Integrated Research Strategies at the class level.
These faculty mentors develop CUNY wide discipline-specific approaches to integrate research
strategies into first year STEM coursework that
lead to research being an integral component of
the CUNY STEM experience. The integration of
research into the introductory STEM curriculum
develops a synergy between introductory science
courses and those experiences that lead students
to select research and research related educational
and career pathways. Many of the students in the
targeted population are involved in this novel
paradigm of infusing research into STEM courses.

STEM Exposure Trips
Extending the learning environment outside the
classroom exposes students to current technology,
state-of-the-art equipment, leading scientists and
those in the forefront of STEM. Lectures and
workshops from these science-related facilities
provide students a first-hand experience in the
interdisciplinary nature of science. At City Tech,
several field trips have been sponsored during the
academic year to broaden the students’ perspectives on STEM. The following facilities are where
students have visited.
Brookhaven National Laboratories hosts major research centers that students are able to tour
and talk to leading scientists in the fields. The
Center for Functional Nanomaterials fabricates
and studies nanoscale materials. Nanomaterials
offer different chemical and physical properties
than bulk materials, and have the potential to
form the basis of new technologies. The RIKEN
BNL Research Center focuses on the physics
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program of the Relativistic Heavy Ion Collider,
hard Quantum Chromodynamic, and relativistic
heavy ion physics. The Computational Science
Center provides computational science capabilities
through the use of computers for researchers in
biology, chemistry, physics, applied mathematics,
medicine, and nanoscience. The Center for Radiation Chemistry Research exploits pulse radiolysis
techniques to study chemical reactions and other
phenomena by subjecting samples to pulses of
high-energy electrons.
National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration Cooperative Remote Sensing Science and
Technology Center (NOAA CREST) is a multidisciplinary center led by the City College of the City
University of New York. The Center’s research
and training focuses on all aspects of remote
sensing including: sensor development, satellite
remote sensing, ground-based field measurements,
data processing, and analysis, modeling, and
forecasting. CREST educates and trains students
in the field of environmental remote sensing by
conducting research consistent with NOAA’s
Science Goals and Missions. One aspect of the
recruitment and training focuses on mentoring
undergraduates into scientific and engineering
disciplines in which they can specialize in remote
sensing. By visiting the Center, students not only
learn about the latest geoscience developments,
but also summer internships with NOAA and
with industrial partners, and school-year research
assistantships
National Aeronautics and Space Administration Goddard Institute for Space Studies (NASA
GISS) is a laboratory in the Earth Science Division
of NASA’s Goddard Space Flight Center and a
unit of the Columbia University Earth Institute.
Students learn about research conducted by leading
scientists at the Center on global change, which
is an interdisciplinary initiative addressing natural and man-made changes in our environment.
A key objective of GISS research is prediction
of atmospheric and climate changes in the 21st
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century. Programs for undergraduates interested
in this research are also promoted.
Trips to museums such as the New York Hall of
Science, Liberty Science Center, and the Museum
of Natural History help students visualize and
expand their understanding of STEM concepts.
The guided tours encourage students to learn new
areas outside their disciplines, and the interactive exhibits demonstrate STEM principles in an
engaging manner.

STEM Conferences
Participation in national and local STEM conferences is a vital component to the enculturation
of undergraduate researchers in the professional
scientific community, especially for underrepresented minority scientists, mathematicians, and
technical engineers (Mabrouk, 2009). At professional organizational meetings, students embrace a
vision of themselves in a greater academic society,
consequently providing them with a motivation to
continue in their areas of study. These conferences
provide students with an opportunity to present
their research results, expand their knowledge in
the field, connect with disciplines to others disciplines, obtain updated industry information, and
network with peers, faculty, and administrators
at other institutions as well as industry leaders.
The opportunity for students to present their
research to peers and faculty at conferences affirm
and validate their significance in their fields. In
addition to gaining a sense of the wider research
environment, students not only learn from their
own research projects, but also what their fellow peers have discovered through theirs. These
presentations provide them with a chance to see
the vast array of research taking place in other
fields and disciplines as well as to be exposed
to a wide variety of research methodologies and
scholarly activities currently being conducted in
other fields different from their own. Most often,
conferences with a student focus will offer supportive workshops on employment and summer

research opportunities, scholarships for students
who are underrepresented in STEM, and how to
apply to graduate school. Some will even have
career development sessions on how to develop
presentation and interview skills.
Attending conferences have had a profound
impact on undergraduates in persisting with their
STEM disciplines and in opening the pipeline
for advanced studies. The students have participated in a wide range of conferences starting
with institutional-sponsored conferences and
extending to ones at the national level. For many
of our undergraduates, their first conference experience is at the institution’s biannual Honors
and Emerging Scholars Poster Presentation or at
the annual Faculty Research Conference. These
two events highlight the work of their peers with
their faculty mentors and the research currently
being explored by our faculty. By attending these
conferences, students broaden their perspectives
on how interdisciplinary in nature many research
projects really are.
Through federal and institutional funding, support has been provided for students to participate
in local, regional, and national conferences. Some
of the conferences are highlighted.
The New York City Louis Stokes Alliance for
Minority Participation (NYC LSAMP)’s Urban
University Series Conference: The Urban University Series Conference sponsored by NYC LSAMP
coordinates an annual conference for minority
students. In 2011, NYC LSAMP co-sponsored an
Einsteins in the City Conference in commemoration of the 100-year anniversary of the Einstein
Papers. Students performing interdisciplinary
research were invited to present their latest results
to a diverse, multi-cultural, and multi-disciplinary
audience of young researchers. Papers in all the
major disciplines, including science, engineering,
social science, architecture, humanities, the arts,
and education were presented.
New York State Mathematics Association of
Two-Year Colleges (NYSMATYC): NYSMATYC
is an organization designed specifically to serve
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as a means to discuss issues relevant to two-year
college mathematics faculty. It is the first two-year
college mathematics organization in the United
States. This professional association is devoted
exclusively to the unique problems of teaching
freshmen and sophomore college level mathematics. NYSMATYC sponsors regional and annual
meetings that undergraduates are invited to attend
and present mathematical projects relevant to
first- and second-year students.
National Organization for the Professional
Advancement of Black Chemists and Chemical
Engineers (NOBCChE): The primary purpose
of NOBCChE is to initiate and support local,
regional, national, and global programs that assist faculty and students of color in fully realizing
their potential in academic, professional, and
entrepreneurial pursuits in chemistry, chemical
engineering, and related fields. The Organization
promotes careers in science and technology and
encourages college students to pursue graduate
degrees in the STEM disciplines. At their annual
conference, students are encouraged to present
their research at the poster sessions.
Mathematical Association of America (MAA):
MAA is the largest mathematics professional
society in the nation. One of the focuses of the
organization is undergraduate education. The
mission of the organization is “to advance the
mathematical sciences, especially at the collegiate
level.” The MAA supports learning in the mathematical sciences by encouraging: 1) effective
curriculum, teaching, and assessment at all levels;
2) research, scholarship, and its exposition at all
appropriate levels and venues, including research
by undergraduates; and 3) providing resources
and activities that foster scholarship, professional
growth, and cooperation among teachers, other
professionals, and students.
American Meteorological Society (AMS): AMS
promotes the development and dissemination of
information and education on the atmospheric and
related oceanic and hydrologic sciences and the
advancement of their professional applications.
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The society actively promotes the development
and dissemination of information and education
on the atmospheric and related sciences through
its programs and services. Students are encouraged
to engage in discussions, present their research,
and network with other undergraduates, faculty,
and professionals.
Emerging Researchers National (ERN) Conference in STEM: The Emerging Researchers
National (ERN) Conference in STEM is hosted by
the American Association for the Advancement
of Science, Education and Human Resources
Programs and the National Science Foundation
(NSF) Division of Human Resource Development.
The conference is aimed at college and university
undergraduate and graduate students who participate in programs funded by NSF, including
underrepresented minorities and persons with
disabilities. The objectives of the conference are
to help undergraduate and graduate students to
enhance their science communication skills and
to better understand how to prepare for science
careers in a global workforce. The general format
for the conference include student poster and oral
presentations and activities that focus on graduate
school, career preparation, summer research opportunities, fellowships, and international research
and education opportunities.

SOLUTIONS AND
RECOMMENDATIONS
A truly holistic view on this nation’s STEM crisis
will clearly acknowledge that there are a plethora
of reasons to explain the current state of affairs.
Clearly, particularly for URMs, the STEM crisis
cannot be divorced from the host of other problems
extant in today’s society. However, with that being
said, optimism yet abounds, for unique opportunities exist that hold the potential and the promise
of stemming the STEM crisis. The following,
therefore, are some issues that should be addressed
if the nation’s STEM talent pool among URMs is
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to be fully developed to produce first-rate STEM
students, a world-envied STEM workforce, and a
STEM literate public.

•

Cultivate a STEM Talent Pool
Creating access and success in STEM among
URMs is an achievable and noble endeavour. It
is even a matter of national security. If seriously
and intentionally implemented, the following
steps could lead to full URM participation in the
STEM advancement of this nation:

•

•

•

•

Teach STEM early and often – begin to
introduce basic STEM concepts in kindergarten and follow through with STEM
initiatives and exposure throughout the
K – 16 stages; Create pre-college STEM
programs for elementary and secondary
school URMs to assist in the development
of the skills necessary to qualify for college admission while simultaneously prepare pre-freshman URMs in STEM enrichment, orientation and transition programs.
This model has been devised and is being
administered at the New Jersey Institute
of Technology (MSCU, 2002). Another
fine example is that of the University of
Arizona that has a comprehensive Early
Academic Outreach program called The
Mathematics, Science, and Engineering
Achievement (MESA) program. Its primary goal is to work with public school URMs
in grades 6 – 12 to increase the number of
these students in the STEM fields by providing learning skills workshops, tutoring
programs, and summer enrichment programs (MSCU, 2002).
Seek and encourage parental and community support for STEM learning. URMs are
closely tied to their families and their communities. Both can be indispensable partners in advancing the STEM cause among
students.

•
•

•
•

•

•

Provide top-level administrative vision and
support for STEM advancement among
URMs at the institution. STEM must be
treated as an institutional priority with
champions from the upper echelons of
administration.
Encourage faculty (URMs and non-URMs)
to become part of this STEM revolution.
Make an all-out effort to recruit and retain
more URMs in STEM,
Provide students with paid research internships and scholarships, especially in the
first three years (Murashkin, et al., 2004),
Place students in STEM learning communities to avoid the discouragement of student isolation –this approach recognizes
the need for diverse student interaction,
and it should further provide the programming, the support, and the structure to facilitate it.
Provide URMs with STEM role models by
hiring and retaining URM STEM faculty.
Create incentives to encourage all STEM
faculty to promote and to provide undergraduate research opportunities for URM
students.
Provide special, intentionally targeted academic (bridge programs, peer workshops,
mentoring, tutoring, intrusive advising,
etc.) and cultural (BMI-type programs,
diversity awareness, or multicultural sensitivity programs) support services. Since
there is a high correlation between firstterm performance and 5-year graduation
rates, Bridge programs can be an indispensable component to URMs STEM success (Matthews, 2006).
Stress and create opportunities for undergraduate STEM research. Perhaps the most
potent means of attracting and retaining
STEM students, of advancing graduate
school ambitions, and of replenishing the
national STEM workforce is to actively
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•
•
•

and intentionally engage URMs in undergraduate research (Hurtado, et al., 2009).
Provide students with the opportunity to
participate in STEM Exposure trips.
Provide students with the opportunity to
participate in STEM Conferences.
Place special emphasis on changing mathematics from being a “gatekeeper” discipline to being a “gateway” discipline. After
all, mathematics is the language of STEM.
High attrition rates are usually associated
with mathematics and other “gatekeeper”
courses, and this problematic issue affects
URMs more so than other students. Studies
(Schneider, 2000; Vetter, 1994) indicate
that substandard high school preparation
and its ensuing weak scholastic foundation
may be the cause.

•
•

•
•

Embrace Interdisciplinary
STEM Learning
Interdisciplinary learning can be a potent antidote
to remedy the STEM paralysis if the following
steps are taken:
•

•
•

•
•
•
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Introduce, enforce, and support the institutionalization interdisciplinary STEM programs at all levels of learning and at the
very earliest stages of learning;
Create and involve industry partnerships in
interdisciplinary STEM course oversight
and implementation;
Require that a learning specialist participate on the implementation team to provide guidance on effective interdisciplinary STEM pedagogical techniques;
Seek and obtain institutional buy-in for
interdisciplinary STEM learning from the
top administrators at the institution;
Institutions need a vision of undergraduate
interdisciplinary STEM learning;
Attract (perhaps through campus workshops) faculty champions (particularly

•
•
•

chairpersons) to become participants on
an active interdisciplinary STEM learning
task force;
Have clearly defined interdisciplinary
STEM learning goals;
Dispel the notion that interdisciplinary
STEM initiatives are less demanding and
less rigorous than conventional uni-modal
disciplinary efforts;
Make clear the advantages of the interdisciplinary STEM learning curricula;
Develop special programs that are specifically geared to ensuring access and success
of URMs in STEM through the implementation of interdisciplinary learning. For example, institute science-themed seminars,
workshops, conferences, and competitions
that integrate STEM fields like engineering, biology, chemistry, mathematics, and
physics and are designed to enhance students’ quantitative and qualitative literacy
and their critical thinking and problem
solving skills;
Create Capstone interdisciplinary STEM
courses;
Create interdisciplinary STEM learning
communities;
Create extra-curricular interdisciplinary
STEM activities.

As we venture further in this young millennium, and as knowledge becomes more systematic, more integrative, and more applied, there is
an imperative that creates a demand for students
to acquire STEM skills, despite their majors. As
we grapple with global, national, and local issues
of environmental sustainability, global food and
health crises, renewable energy, medicine, ethics,
and economic viability, the critical need for STEM
interdisciplinary knowledge becomes more and
more apparent. The traditional STEM approaches
and pathways are now inadequate. A paradigm shift
in STEM learning and application is inevitable.
Educators and industry must, therefore, forge a
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vibrant nexus that will serve to propel this nation
back to its global leadership role and dominance
in a fertile world where interdisciplinary STEM
initiatives thrive. However, to accomplish this
goal, all hands must be on deck. This nation can
no longer afford to neglect its URM STEM talent
pool. If it continues to do so, it will do it at its
own self-induced peril.
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KEY TERMS AND DEFINITIONS
Black Male Initiative (BMI): A City University of New York initiative intended to increase,
encourage, and support the inclusion and educational success of underrepresented groups in
higher education, in particular black males. All
programs and activities of the BMI are open to all
academically eligible students, faculty, and staff,
without regard to race, gender, national origin, or
other characteristic.
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Faculty Mentoring: An advisory relationship
that focuses on guiding a student’s academic progress and fosters the student’s career development.
Peer-Assisted Learning: A pedagogical approach that utilizes peer-led group activities to
enhance student understanding of STEM concepts.
Peer Leadership: The process by which an
undergraduate student facilitates and promotes
collaboration among peers to accomplish learning
goals and to enhance STEM problem solving skills.
Peer Mentoring: A process in which a more
experienced student encourages, advises, and assists a less experienced student to develop his or
her potential within a STEM content area.

Research Mentoring: The practice of engagement when an undergraduate student and faculty
collaborate to conduct research and share new
knowledge within a STEM discipline.
STEM Majors: Students who are enrolled
in Applied Mathematics, Chemical Technology,
Computer Information Systems, Computer Science, Telecommunication, or any of the Engineering Technologies within the associate and
baccalaureate degree programs at City Tech.
Underrepresented Minorities (URM):
STEM students who have the ethnic and gender
designation of African Americans, Hispanic
Americans, Native Americans, Southeast Asians,
Pacific Islanders, and women.

This work was previously published in “Cases on Interdisciplinary Research Trends in Science, Technology, Engineering, and
Mathematics” edited by Reneta D. Lansiquot, pages 237-267, copyright 2013 by Information Science Reference (an imprint
of IGI Global).
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ABSTRACT
Game design and development has already been discussed as a viable, motivating alternative to introduce Computer Science concepts to young students. In this sense, it would be useful to obtain a deeper
understanding of which skills could be developed in these activities and how such skills could be useful
in future careers. This chapter presents the design and evaluation of a Game Building Workshop aimed
at introducing the fundamentals of structured programming to students. The games produced by students
during 12 weeks were evaluated and the results confronted with students’ questions and comments made
along the workshop meetings and a final interview. The results indicate that students explored novel
programming concepts in order to add features that were not initially planned for the proposed games.
These additional features solve playability issues that are highly influential to the experience of the students as game players. Students also reused previously applied solutions to solve similar problems that
appeared in subsequent activities. This is an indication that students developed or exercised analogy
and abstraction skills during the workshop activities.
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INTRODUCTION
Along the last decade, students’ enrollment rates
in undergraduate courses related to Computer Science (CS) and Information Technology (IT) have
been decreasing in various countries. Muratet et
al. (2009) identified a 25% decrease in the number
of students enrolled in Computer Science careers
in a French university between 2005 and 2009.
Crenshaw et al. (2008) reported that the interest of
North American students for CS courses declined
by 50% during the ’00 decade. Hernandez et al.
(2010) compared the student enrollment rate in
CS courses of a top Brazilian university to the
same rate in a university in the United States and
found that the same tendency for a diminishing
interest appears in both countries.
It has been argued (Hernandez et al., 2010)
that student enrollment in computing courses is
historically related to the spread of technological advances, such as the personal computer and
the Internet. Based on this argument, it would be
surprising to witness a lack of students’ interest for
the field of computing nowadays, given the high
degree of technological achievements in the past
few years, besides of their pervasiveness. After
all, children and teenagers deal with a growing
variety of interactive computational devices, such
as tablets, cell phones and portable videogames.
However, the increasing exposure to such gadgets
does not seem to stimulate students to pursue
technology-related careers. One possible reason
that has been pointed out is that students are not
properly exposed to Computer Science concepts
during the basic educational levels, since CS is
not considered as a Basic Science in any curricula (Barcelos & Silveira, 2012; Carter, 2006).
High dropout rates in introductory courses may
also be related to the lack of motivating didactic
strategies (Rizvi, Humphries, Major, Jones, &
Lauzun, 2011).
On the other hand, the presence of some skills
in specific knowledge areas may contribute to the
academic success of CS and IT students. Skills

related to Mathematics are often mentioned to have
an influence in student achievement in CS/IT. Such
studies are not new; Campbell and McCabe (1984)
analyzed a sample of 256 freshmen of an north
American university to conclude that SAT scores
in Math, high school rank and average grade high
school grades in Math are predictors for the group
of students who continued in the course after two
semesters. More recently, Wilson e Shrock (2001)
found a similar correlation between the number
of Math disciplines taken by students during high
school and their performance in an introductory
CS discipline. Beaubouef (2002) presents an extensive discussion about the importance of Math
topics that are related to many subjects studied
in CS. It may be convenient, though, to identify
which are the high-level skills related to Math
that should be mastered by students in order to
improve their academic performance in CS/IT. As
a consequence, college education would be able
to deliver better professionals to the labor market.
Abstraction is, for instance, a relevant skill that
is present in the field of Mathematics and that is
equally important to Computing. A discussion
about this topic is presented by Kramer (2007), who
argues that building and understanding abstract
models is crucial to object-oriented design and
programming; also, selecting the most important
aspects of a given real situation and leaving out
unnecessary details is important to the activities
of a requirements engineer. On the other hand,
the process of problem solving in Math involves
skills related to abstraction, such as analogy,
generalization and specialization (Polya, 2004).
This chapter presents the design of a Game
Building Workshop aimed at teaching the fundamentals of programming to students enrolled in
Computing-related courses. The workshop was
designed based on previous evidence (Bayliss &
Strout, 2006; Leutenegger, 2006) that the domain
of game design and construction might have a
relevant impact on students’ motivation. Besides
that, our objective was also to understand how
students might develop higher-order skills, such
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as abstraction, by dealing with tasks related to
game design, which are presented at progressive
levels of complexity. The workshop structure and
its activities are presented, also discussing its
pedagogical foundations. In order to analyze its
impacts, an experimental evaluation of the workshop activities was conducted in the first semester
of 2013. Based on the observation of lab activities
and analysis of the games produced by students,
the role of students’ motivation is discussed, as
well as how traces of pattern recognition skills
could be identified on students’ works.

BACKGROUND
Game Design as a Teaching Strategy
Building games has been advocated as a teaching strategy to develop skills in fields such as
computational thinking (Settle, 2011), logic reasoning (Souza & Dias, 2012) and programming
fundamentals (Hernandez et al., 2010). Games are
often seen as a motivating resource for students of
the new generations, defined by Prensky (2004)
as digital natives. These students, born after
the 1990 decade, usually grew up dealing with
several interactive devices such as cell phones,
videogames and computers. Hence, games are one
kind of digital media that students are very familiar
with, supposedly bringing a unlimited potential
for its use in educational activities. Peppler and
Kafai (2009) argue that games are so integrated
into modern culture that students should develop
a fluency in games, that is, a deeper understanding of its mechanics and how they are built. In
addition to that, Salen (2007, p. 302) states that
digital games are “entry points for many young
people into digital literacy, social communities,
and tech-savvy identities.”
It is important to point out that, in a general
sense, digital games are no more than interactive
systems with special requirements related to the
way the interaction with its user takes place. The
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interaction with the player must provide increasing
challenges and unpredictable outcomes, but also
allow the player to feel “in control” in order to
explore the world of the game (Barcelos, Carvalho,
Schimiguel, & Silveira, 2011). In their classic
work about user interface development, Hix &
Hartson (1993) argue that a regular user perceives
the system interface as the whole system; there
lies the importance of good user interface design.
Clearly, this also applies to the design of digital
games. Salen (2007) has already mentioned that
digital game design is a process of “reflection-inaction,” as discussed by Schön & Bennett (1996):
the designer must take into consideration the possibilities and constraints that emerge during the
design process. According to these authors, this
process may only take place when the designer
actively deals with the materials. In the case of
software design, the “materials” are not tangible;
in this case, prototyping must be used to identify
and reflect about the design possibilities.
Several authoring and programming environments were developed in the last years to facilitate
the process of creating games. These environments
include Scratch (MIT Media Lab, 2012), Alice
(Carnegie Mellon University, 2013), GameMaker
(YoYo Games, Ltd., 2014) and Kodu Game Lab
(Microsoft Research, 2014), among others. These
environments allow children and teenagers to create their own games in a less complex way than
what was possible with traditional programming
languages. Some research works describe the
learning outcomes obtained by young students
who are introduced to these game creation environments. Maloney et al. (2008) analyze 536 projects
made in Scratch by children and teenagers in an
after-school computer clubhouse to conclude that
the participants successfully incorporated in their
project concepts of user interaction, loops and message synchronization, among others. Participants
were not explicitly instructed to use Scratch and
frequently opted to use this environment, despite
the fact there were other activities available. The
authors argue that the simplified programming
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mechanics and the immediate feedback may have
stimulated the participants to use Scratch. Stolee
and Fristoe (2011) analyze games developed with
Kodu Game Lab that were made available at an
online community. Concepts such as variables,
control flow, Boolean logic and rudimentary
instantiation of objects could be identified in the
games. Hernandez et al. (2010) describe a didactic
experience with freshman in an introductory discipline of an Information Technology undergraduate
course. Students built games using GameMaker
environment and applied the concepts of variables,
event handling and loops. The approval rate of
students and the number of delivered exercises
both increased after this experience, which may
be an indicative that students were more motivated
to learn introductory programming concepts by
building games.
Experiences like the one described by Hernandez et al. (2010) indicate that undergraduate
students may also benefit from didactic strategies that incorporate game building. Malan &
Leitner (2007) describe a programming fundamentals course that was modified to present the
basic programming structures to students using
Scratch; afterwards, Java syntax and structures
were introduced. Most students perceived that this
approach helped them to deal with the complexity
of the Java syntax, especially those that had no
previous programming experience. According to
the authors of such study, Scratch environment
allowed students to focus almost exclusively on
the logical aspects of the developed projects. The
code in Scratch is made out of blocks that only
“snap” together in syntactically correct ways;
hence, students do not have to deal with syntax
issues when they start coding. Other experiences
where digital game creation was incorporated
into introductory programming courses at the
undergraduate level are described by Rizvi et al.
(2011), Leutenegger (2006) and Bayliss & Strout
(2006). The evaluation of such initiatives is usually
based on the improvement of overall grades or the
self-perception of students about their motivation

with the course. However, few studies have dealt
with the question of specific skills and contents
that might have been learned by students. These
studies are mostly focused on Computer Science
outreach programs (Franklin et al., 2013; Adams
& Webster, 2012; Denner, Werner, & Ortiz, 2012)
and include some kind of assessment of programming skills acquisition. However, little attention
has been given to how higher-level cognitive skills
related to these programming activities would be
useful to students that will continue their studies
in CS or IT.

Programming-Related Skills
Several authors have researched about skills differences between novice and expert programmers.
These studies often have a cognitivist basis and
have been developed since the late 1970’s. For
example, according to McKeithen et al. (1981), the
differences between novice and expert programmers do not lie only in their capacity to process
large quantities of significant information. This
has been demonstrated in other domains than
programming, such as chess (Waters, Gobet, &
Leyden, 2002), web navigation (Chen, Fan, &
Macredie, 2006), music (Colley, Banton, Down,
& Pither, 1992) or physics (Chi, Feltovich, &
Glaser, 1981; Larkin, McDermott, Simon, & Simon, 1980). Apart from information processing
skills, there is evidence that the differences may
reside in the way novices and experts gather and
organize information (Lister, Simon, Thompson,
Whalley, & Prasad, 2006). Although it is expected
that experts possess more knowledge than novices,
Bateson et al. (1987) indicate that experts also
have a more sophisticate and flexible knowledge
organization. A representative example from an
experiment in the domain of chess is described
by Chase & Simon (1973): expert chess players
have better information recall when pieces are associated to a strategy; however, their recalling is
much worse when pieces are randomly distributed
on the board, because the known abstract models
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of attack and defense are no longer present. This
example is revisited by Bateson et al. (1987) and
Lister et al. (2006), who argue that expert programmers tend to organize and recall their knowledge
using higher-order strategies.
A similar argument is made by Weiser & Shertz
(1983), who state that expert programmers are
no different from experienced physics as far as
their problem-solving skills are considered. The
authors argue that both professionals represent
a given problem in terms of general principles
that do not appear in the general statement of the
problem. Also, they identified that programming
skills were related to the time necessary to write
a new program in order to make it functional, to
the number of times a program is submitted before
completion, the number of known languages, and
the familiarity to some programming concepts.
On the other hand, skills were not related to the
time needed to debug, modify or understand a
new program.
The previous findings are related to those
reported by Shneiderman & Mayer (1979), who
argue about differences between novice and expert
programmers and about the differences between
the syntactic and semantic memories in the domain
of computer programming. Semantic memory is
relatively independent from the syntactic rules
of some programming language, and semantic
knowledge can be constructed by constantly engaging in problem-solving activities (Bateson et
al., 1987). Besides that, semantic knowledge is
stored as general and meaningful sets of information (Shneiderman & Mayer, 1979). Bateson et
al. (1987) indicate that expert programmers use
the syntactic memory and a high-level knowledge
plan to guide their programming activities. Previously, Shneiderman (1976) had already identified
that expert programmers can perform better than
novices on recalling structured programs, although
the former ones may introduce syntactic mistakes
that do not compromise the output of the program
(in other words, its semantic aspect).
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Soloway et al. (1982) suggest that expert programmers use more than syntactic and semantic
knowledge when writing code to solve a problem;
they would also rely on a high level plan based
on previous knowledge and reflection. According
to these authors, a plan is a procedure or set of
activities in which the key elements of the process
have been summarized and represented in an
explicit form. When faced with a new problem,
an expert retrieves from her knowledge base the
possible plans that were useful in similar situations
and incorporates those plans into the solution.
Possible plans are classified in three categories
(Soloway et al., 1982):
•
•
•

Strategic Plans: That specify a global
strategy to define an algorithm.
Tactical Plans: That specify a local strategy to solve a problem.
Execution Plans: That rely on characteristics of a specific programming language to
implement tactical and strategic plans.

Based on the previous findings about the way
experts solve problems, it would be useful for
educators to have a systematic way to “communicate” these skills to novices, perhaps through
a set of patterns. For instance, software patterns
have been proven to be a powerful tool to represent
knowledge about best practices used by experts
in the area of software design and development
(Muller, Haberman, & Averbuch, 2004). One of
main advantages of patterns is the possibility to
reuse and adapt them to solve new problems, as
long as the pattern matches the relevant characteristics of previous problems for which it has
been proven to be useful. According to East et
al. (1996), students must develop and apply two
skills in order to properly use patterns. The first
skill is being able to choose the most appropriate
model or schema among similar ones. The second
one is being able to adapt and modify patterns
to suit the solution to the problem that is being
currently solved.
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Both of these skills are related to aspects of
abstraction. Polya (2004) defined that aspects
related to abstraction (analogy, generalization
and specialization) are crucial for a Math student
to succeed in problem-solving tasks. A similar
definition in the context of programming skills
acquisition is presented by Haberman & Muller
(2008), who defined abstraction by the following
features:
•
•
•

Generalization of specific examples;
Identification, extraction, and isolation of
essential components; and
Ignoring or holding back irrelevant details.

Abstraction skills related to pattern identification and usage must be obtained through
various experiences, similar to the development
of semantic memory (Bateson et al., 1987); also,
adequate teacher support may be necessary to
help students identify which might be the relevant
aspects of some problem (Haberman & Muller,
2008; Clancy & Linn, 1999).
Hence, game design activities have already
been used to motivate and engage students; previous results show that students may successfully
deal with fundamental programming concepts
through some game engine and afterwards make
a “smoother” transition to conventional programming languages. On the other hand, based on
previous research (Bateson et al., 1987; Soloway
et al., 1982; Shneiderman & Mayer, 1979) it is
expected that a novice programmer will increasingly rely on higher-order semantic plans when
he/she becomes more experienced. These plans
may be defined by using analogy and abstraction
(Polya, 2004; East et al., 1996); in this chapter,
this particular hypothesis is tested in the context
of digital game building activities. Considering
that most students that take part in such activities
may be classified as digital natives, as stated by
Prensky (2004), it will also analyzed how their
previous experience with digital games, if any, may
influence their programming skills development.

GAME BUILDING WORKSHOP
Structure
The Game Building Workshop was designed to
be incorporated into a introductory course on
fundamentals of programming to freshmen in
a professional education career in Informatics
offered by the São Paulo Federal Institute of
Education, Science and Technology, Brazil. This
type of career is offered in Brazil to students
that are enrolled at the same time in regular
high school or that have already completed this
educational level. It is a 3-semester long course
aimed at preparing students to the job market
in a short time. Learning the fundamentals of
programming and the syntax of a first programming language is usually a significant hurdle to
students; hence, the issues with high failure and
dropout rates mentioned before are also present
in this course. The Game Building Workshop was
initially designed as a strategy to deal with these
issues. At the same time, a secondary goal for
the workshop was that its activities were partially
compliant to curriculum guidelines related to the
development of computational thinking skills. The
CSTA (Computer Science Teachers Association)
Standards for Computer Science Education at the
K-12 level (CSTA, 2011) define that students
should be exposed to the principles of construction of algorithms; also, they should be able to
use some fundamental programming structures
(looping behavior, conditional statements, logic,
expressions, variables and functions) between the
last years of middle school and the first years of
high school. This way, the workshop activities
should be flexible enough to be also offered in the
future to students that are enrolled only in regular
high school education.
The workshop activities are distributed along
12 weeks; each weekly meeting lasts about 2.5
hours, when students explore concepts related to
game design (sprite animation, collision detection, keyboard and mouse control, for instance)
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and also to programming fundamentals (e. g.,
variables, conditional and loop structures, messages). Each activity is related to the construction
of interaction mechanisms that are present in a
digital game. Scratch was the tool used to develop
the games due to the similarity of its programming
structures to those used by traditional, structured
programming languages.
In the first meetings of the workshop, students
are introduced to the Scratch environment, to the
concept of variables and to basic conditional and
looping structures. Starting in the fourth meeting, students begin to implement full-featured
games. The implemented games are: a digital
version of the Rock-Paper-Scissors hand game,
a war simulation game (named Point-and-Shoot
from now on) and clones of the famous games
Breakout and Pacman. In Rock-Paper-Scissors
game, students define keystrokes for each one
of the three possible actions of both players and
define how the outcomes of the game will be
displayed. In Point-and-Shoot game, students
build an algorithm that defines a linear trajectory
for a bullet, triggered by a keypress, and the pos-

sible conditions for the bullet to explode (hitting
an enemy target or a wall). Breakout rules also
involve defining a linear trajectory, but now of a
ball, with the additional rule that it has to bounce
when it hits a brick or a player-controlled paddle.
In Pacman students must implement controls for
main character’s movements, constrained by the
paths of a maze, and also define the movements
of two ghost enemies. One of the ghosts should
chase the Pacman and the other one should follow
a fixed path inside the maze. This last game is the
Workshop’s final project and its results are part
of students’ evaluation (Figure 1).
The workshop follows a Problem-BasedLearning (PBL) perspective. According to Merril (2002), PBL is a student-centered strategy;
they should work in a collaborative way to find
a solution to a problem proposed by the teacher.
The teacher’s role is to help students to mobilize
their own previous knowledge and then build
new knowledge in order to solve the problem.
This new knowledge is gradually built, based on
empirical experimentation. In each Workshop
meeting, teacher is meant to present a previously

Figure 1. Examples of games produced during the Game Building Workshop
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implemented version of the game to illustrate
the features that should be implemented by the
students. Then, students begin to work and the
teacher may intervene when asked by them.
In order to define Workshop activities and
their organization according to the schedule of the
meetings, four guidelines were defined, presented
and justified in the following.
The motivation for all workshop activities is
the implementation of some game’s features: This
guideline is grounded on the game fluency development advocated by Peppler and Kafai (2009),
who argue that digital games are a cultural artifact
for the new generations; hence, when students
are engaged in game building activities, these
activities may provide opportunities for critical
thinking and meaningful learning.
The sequence of activities must propel students
to building full-featured games: This guideline is
based on the Use – Modify – Create framework
introduced by Lee et al. (2011). In many of the
activities, students are initially asked to interact
with small programs. Once students are familiarized with the programming structures used, they
are invited to introduce some modifications to
the original features of the programs. Eventually, students will be confident enough to create
their own games from scratch using skills they
have acquired on previous activities. One should
notice that this strategy is not entirely “linear”:
a student may be a “creator” at some stage and
then be a “user” in a following activity in order
to understand a novel concept. Nevertheless, the
structure of Workshop activities is designed to
allow students to be “creators” more and more
often in subsequent activities.
Activities must progressively require that
students explore new concepts and, at the same
time, reuse concepts that were previously explored
by them: As students must learn new concepts in
order to accomplish new tasks and also use concepts that were previously learned, it is expected
that the activities present a challenging level that
is always proportional to the students’ skills. This

guideline is based on the flow theory, discussed by
Nakamura & Csikszentmihalyi (2009). According
to the authors, flow is a state of deep concentration
and engagement in a given activity, when higher
productivity levels could be reached; when one’s
skill level matches the level of challenge required
by a given activity, he/she is said to be in the flow
state. This is applicable when students are working
autonomously; however, teacher support is still
needed when a student is not able to accomplish
a task otherwise. These situations are defined
by Vygotsky (1978) as representing the Zone of
Proximal Development (ZPD) of an individual.
While some activities demand that students reuse
simple concepts on their own, other activities will
require the help of the teacher, since students would
be probably working at their ZPD.
Game mechanics should be simple and bring
references to the world of “real” games that are
meaningful to students: This guideline is also
grounded on the game fluency (Peppler & Kafai,
2009) that students should develop. Besides this,
building game elements that are simple are crucial
to manage students’ expectations, as it would not
be viable to ask students to build complex games
(including 3D elements or complex algorithms,
for instance). Also, when students are challenged
to build a known game element, this might help
them to engage in a “reflection-in-action” process
(Schön & Bennett, 1996) as their previous experience with a similar game may be a reference for
the quality level desired for the given element.
In each meeting of the Workshop, students
have to deal with a new programming concept.
At the same time, concepts introduced in previous
meetings should be necessary again in subsequent
activities to allow students to identify some key
situations and apply the concepts accordingly.
This organizing strategy is compliant to the third
guideline presented before.
The activity scheduling for the Game Building
Workshop is presented in Table 1 each activity is
presented together with the new concepts that are
introduced with it.
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Table 1. Activity schedule for the Game Building Workshop
Week

Activity

1

Algorithm, statement, simple conditional structure (IF), logical
conditions

2

Fishing game

Variables and operations
Iteration structures – “infinite loop”

3

Guess the number

Iteration structures with logical conditions
Relational conditions and expressions

4

Rock-Paper-Scissors

Synchronization through message broadcasting

5-6

Point-and-Shoot

OR Boolean operator
IF…ELSE conditional structure

7-8

Breakout

--

9-11
12

Pacman

AND Boolean operator

Final projects presentation

--

It must be noted that even the fundamental
concepts of programming are introduced in the
first four weeks through the implementation of the
mechanics of small games. Variables and iteration
structures are implemented in a fishing game (2nd
week), in which the player must perform mouse
clicks on sprites that represent fishes in order to get
points. The conditional execution of statements is
introduced through a guessing game (3rd week): the
player has a limited number of attempts to guess a
number that was randomly chosen by the game. In
this occasion, the computer generation of random
numbers is also discussed with the students due
to its importance to the game mechanics that they
will build in the following meetings.
Due to the adoption of the PBL perspective, a
computer laboratory is the preferred environment
to the Workshop activities. Students are encouraged to work in pairs using the computer in order
to stimulate discussions and exchange of ideas. As
expected, the domain of digital games naturally
brings a motivational appeal to students, as well
as it is also expected that they would share and
compare their results with their peers.
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Novel Concepts Introduced

Control two sprites with the keyboard and
identify their collision

Experimental Design
The Game Building Workshop experiment was
first offered during the first semester of 2013
to a group of 40 freshmen of São Paulo Federal
Institute. The types of problems to be solved by
students, as described in the previous section,
would be quite different from those usually found
in a programming fundamentals course. Besides
that, one could expect that the domain of digital
games is familiar to students, considering the age
range that typically enroll in the course (usually
students from 15 to 20 years old). Hence, building
digital games could be an intrinsically motivating activity to these students. If this hypothesis is
correct, students’ motivation would be observed
on their attitudes towards the activities or on
the artifacts produced by them. Based on these
perceptions, the experimental design was defined
according to a qualitative perspective; thus, three
research questions guided its definition:
1.

Which strategies are used to implement the
features proposed by the teacher?
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The identification of possible common strategies used by students is relevant to understand how
they may improve their expertise in programming
by solving problems that gradually demand some
previous knowledge.
2.

Which quality aspects of digital games are
valued by students?

Considering that students probably had some
previous experiences with digital games, this
question tries to identify which game features
are most appreciated by students. Although the
Workshop activities were initially not designed to
incorporate these characteristics, the main intention was to verify if students’ motivation – or the
games implemented by them – would be affected
in any way by their preferences as gamers.
3.

Do students implement additional features
that were not required by the activities?

This question was added as a complement to
Question 2, after a preliminary analysis of the
implemented games showing that a high number
of students added extra features to their games. An
in-depth analysis of these extra features and the
strategies used to implement them could clarify
the role of the game mechanics on students’
learning process.
Initially, students answered a survey to allow
the identification of their previous experience
with digital games. They also identified through
a 5-point Likert scale how 19 quality aspects for
digital games influenced their user experience. The
quality aspects are derived from the playability
heuristics described by Barcelos et al. (2011) and
were presented in a non-technical language. The
original list of heuristics is presented in Table 2.
All games implemented by students during the
workshop were collected for analysis. In order to
identify how gameplay issues possibly affected

Table 2. Playability heuristics extracted from Barcelos et al. (2011)
H1

Game controls must be clear, customizable and physically comfortable; their response time must be immediate.

H2

The player must be able to customize video and audio settings.

H3

The player must easily find information about the game status and score.

H4

The game must allow the player to develop skills that should be necessary later on in the gameplay.

H5

The game must provide a clear tutorial.

H6

All visual features must be understandable to the player.

H7

The player must be able to save the current state of the game to continue playing later on.

H8

Visual layout and menus must be intuitive and organized to allow the player to focus only on gameplay.

H9

The game story must be rich and engaging.

H10

The graphics and sound track must spark the player’s interest.

H11

The digital characters and the environment must look realistic and consistent.

H12

The main goal of the game must be immediately clear to the player.

H13

The game must propose secondary additional goals along with its main goal.

H14

The game must present many challenges and allow different strategies.

H15

Design of the game pace must consider the player’s fatigue and attention levels.

H16

The challenge must be adjustable to the player’s skill.

H17

The player must be rewarded for his/her achievements in a clear and immediate way.

H18

Artificial intelligence (AI) must provide unexpected challenges and surprises to the player.

H19

The game must provide hints, but not too many.
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the students’ implementation strategies, games
were separated in two categories:
1.
2.

Games that incorporated only the minimum
features required in the activity; and
Games that incorporated extra features.

This separation was possible because game
design activities were part of the regular program
of the course and, as such, students always had to
complete a minimum set of features in order to get
credits for each activity. Then, a heuristic evaluation of all extra features was performed. Heuristic
evaluation was originally defined by Nielsen and
Molich (1990) as a method to identify usability
issues in an interface by means of a systematic
inspection, based on a set of quality criteria – the
usability heuristics. However, in this context, the
method was adapted to allow the identification of
playability criteria associated to the extra features
incorporated to games by students. Two of the
authors of this paper independently analyzed the
games, associating at least one of the 19 playability
heuristics to each extra feature. Finally, the results
of the analysis were checked against each other to
identify discrepancies; the combined results were
then compared to the answers given by students
in the survey.
All activities of the workshop took place in
a computer laboratory. The observation of the
class activity was conducted as an educational
ethnography. Goetz & LeCompte (1984) indicate
that, in this research modality, researcher should
bear in mind some important aspects of the group
that will be observed, such as: individual profiles,
the place where the group meets, their interactions
and the motivation for them. In order to facilitate
the latter analysis of the observed events, audio
recordings of all workshop meetings were captured
with previous consent of the participants. The
objective was to identify students’ doubts and
comments about each activity and their interactions with the teacher and with each other. The
analysis was conducted using the audio recordings’
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transcripts. During the Workshop’s last meeting,
students presented their Pacman final projects to
the teacher and were interviewed, based on the
following questions:
1.
2.
3.

Which strategies were used to implement
the game characters;
Which features were harder to implement;
Which features students would like to add
to the game, if they continued to develop
them.

The interviews were also recorded and transcribed for later analysis. It must be pointed out
that specific providences should be taken in order
to assure the validity of a qualitative research.
Creswell & Miller (2000) present nine different
validation procedures that could be used depending
on the audience of the study, the availability of
individuals to perform additional verifications, and
the costs of using them. The option of this work
was to use the triangulation of methods, defined as
the comparison between data obtained by different
sources. In the case of this study, students’ profile,
obtained by the initial survey, the analysis of the
games produced by students, the observation of
class activities and the final interview are the data
sources included in the triangulation.

Results
Students’ Profile
Thirty students answered the initial survey. Most
of them (23 students) are 15, 16 or 17-year old
and are regularly enrolled in High School. The
remaining ones are older students who are able to
enroll in professional education courses. Seventyseven percent of students declared to be regular
gamers (47% claim to spend from 1 to 5 hours a
week playing games and another 27% claim to
spend from 5 to 15 hours a week with this activity; 3% of them spend less than an hour a week
playing). The group has a relative experience
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playing games: 66% of them have played games
for three of more years.
The quality criteria most often cited by students as highly influential to their user experience
(i.e. rated 4 or 5 in the Likert scale) are shown
in Figure 2. They are related to saving the game
state (H7 – 92.9%), the presence of clear visual
features (H6 – 89.3%), the quality of the game story
(H9 – 85.7%), variety of challenges and strategies
(H14), challenges provided by AI (H18 – 78.6%),
comfort and response time of controls (H1 – 75%)
and graphics and sound quality (H10 – 75%).

Additional Features in Games and
Association to Playability Criteria
During the workshop, students developed 29
Rock-Paper-Scissors games, 22 Point-and-shoot
games, 29 Breakout games and 21 PacMan games.
The number of games had some variation from
activity to activity due to the absence of students

in some meetings; besides, some students opted
to work in pairs in some activities and alone in
others. opted to look for extra features only in
these games, which were the Workshop’s last four
activities; the mechanics of the first games were
very simplified, since they targeted to introducing students to programming fundamentals. It
was found out that many students spontaneously
added more features to the games than the ones
that were explicitly proposed in the activities. We
could observe that students made frequent comments during the activities about their intention
to improve the mechanics and visual aspects of
the games to suit their preferences. The first references to this intention could be observed in the
second activity (Fishing game), when a student
indicates that the displayed fish should change its
position in a quicker way (the student’s speech is
translated to English, as the original transcript is
in Brazilian Portuguese):

Figure 2. Distribution of answers to the question: “How relevant are the following criteria for you to
enjoy a game?”
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The fish should become quicker when the player
gets less points, 20 [points] is too much… I think
I should try to lower this [the points limit] from
20 to 10
In the original description of the activity,
students were asked to implement a fish that
changes its position in the screen. The player
should perform mouse clicks on the fish to get
points, and when the player gets 20 points, the
fish would change its position in a quicker way.
That student considered that it took too long for
the game to get “harder” and identified that lowering the limit that defined a quicker repositioning
of the fish would be the solution.
Another representative example was identified
when students were building the Rock-PaperScissors. A limitation of the Scratch environment
was identified by one student:
There will be a playability problem here. Look
at this: the first player can make his move, and
the second one can just wait for a little while to
make his move… So, it’s possible to cheat! Isn’t
there a way to solve this?

This student identified that, initially, the actions
of both players in the game were not synchronized
in any way; in order to add this feature, students
were required to use the message broadcasting and
synchronization mechanisms provided by Scratch.
However, students would only be introduced to
these features in the following meetings. This
example is representative of a tendency that could
be identified in other episodes: some game features
were very relevant to students, even though they
required the use of more advances programming
techniques.
Consonant with the PBL methodology, the
students were encouraged to experiment with new
programming structures and with the Scratch environment to implement the desired extra features.
In addition, they tended to add more extra features
to games during subsequent meetings. Figure 3
shows the proportion of games with minimum
features and extra features in each activity.
Two of the extra features that were more often found in each game are presented in Table 3.
Additionally, the playability heuristics that were
associated to each extra feature during the heuristic
evaluation are also presented. It is noteworthy that
most extra features are associated to the presenta-

Figure 3. Proportion of games with minimum and extra features
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Table 3. Most implemented extra features, playability heuristics associated and programming concept(s)
needed
Game
Rock-Paper-Scissors
Point-and-Shoot
Breakout

Feature

Heuristics

Win/draw message in screen background

H3; H6

Busy loop or Message broadcast

Score

H3; H6

Variables

Allow new shot

H1

Message broadcast

Game Over Screen

H3; H6

Message broadcast

Fade out of paddle when losing ball

H6; H10

Loop with defined number of iterations

More bricks to be destroyed
Display number of lives

Pacman

Programming Concept(s) Needed

Sound effects

tion of visual features (H6), often associated to the
game status and score (H3), but some features are
also associated to the response time of controls
(H1) and presence of graphical and sound effects
that would spark the player’s interest (H10). In
the last column, the programming concepts that
should be used to implement each extra feature
are presented.
The most implemented extra feature in RockPaper-Scissors game was a message shown in
screen background that indicated which player won
the match or if there was a draw – 9 from 29 games
(31%) presented this feature. Although the activity
actually required that students implemented the
message, the most straightforward method would
be to use a Scratch’s “say” command, linked to
one of the sprites. Each element that is displayed
on the screen (named in Scratch as the “stage”)
is a sprite, and every command must be attached

H14
H3; H6
H10

None (sprite duplication is sufficient)
Variables or Busy loop or Message broadcast
None (only correct usage of “play sound”
command)

to a sprite or to the stage. If the code is associated
to the stage, for the purpose of this feature it must
continuously verify the state of other sprites; this
is an additional challenge to students, as it will
be discussed later. The most implemented extra
feature in the Point-and-Shoot game (10 from 22
games, near the half part) was allowing the player
to immediately shoot again while the last shot
bullet was still heading towards the opposite side
of the screen. This feature overcomes a limitation
of Scratch that will also be discussed in the following section. In the Breakout game, the most
frequent extra feature (9 from 29 games) was an
animation that shows the paddle fading out when
it misses the ball. In Figure 4 an example of the
extra features in Rock-Paper-Scissors and Breakout
are presented.
In PacMan, the most implemented extra feature
(8 from 21 games, more than a third part) was an

Figure 4. Example of extra features added to Rock-Paper-Scissors and Breakout
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indication of the number of remaining lives and
sound effects (7 games) for events such: the beginning of the game, the moment when PacMan
“eats” a yellow dot, and the collision of Pacman
with a ghost. It is important to point out that
students were not expected to create their own
sound effects and graphics during the workshop;
hence, the same set of images and sounds was
made available to them, even though its use was
not required in every activity. Students had Internet
access during the activities and were allowed to
search for additional items as they desired.
The transcription of the final interviews with
students reveal their intentions to improve the
mechanics and visual aspects of the PacMan games
they developed if they had more time to work on
them. A content analysis was performed on the
students’ speech as defined by Bardin (1977) in
order to identify their intentions. A few representative examples are pointed out:
As the game level rises, I would make it more
difficult, I would add more ghosts
Oh, I would add that ‘little power’ so that it [the
PacMan] could defeat its opponents
I would make it [the game] harder by making
them [the ghosts] move faster
The categories defined from the content
analysis are presented in Table 4, in decreasing
Table 4. Students’ intention to add features to
Pacman and associated heuristics
Number of
Occurrences
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Categories

Heuristics

8

More difficulty levels

H14/H16

7

Give more powers to
Pacman

H14/H16

7

Give more powers to
enemies

H14/H16

5

Add rewards

H17

order of the number of occurrences in students’
speech. During the process of determining these
categories, each one of them was associated to the
playability heuristics that most closely expressed
the meaning of the extra features suggested by
students.
The first category, “More difficulty levels,”
was associated to the students’ ideas related to
making PacMan or the ghosts faster as the player
successfully eats all the white dots on the maze.
The second category, “Give more powers to PacMan,” mostly grouped the students’ references to
a feature that is present in the original game: the
“power pills” that, when eaten by PacMan, causes
the ghosts to move in a slower pace and allows the
PacMan to eat the ghosts to get extra points. In the
final interview, one student even mentioned his
failed attempt to actually implement this feature:
I managed to make it [the power pill], when the
PacMan touched it, the ghosts started to glow…
But then I had to change a lot of things, I erased it
and had to start all over again […] But it worked
like this: when he ate the pill, he started to glow…
But then he would not change back.
Students also wished that the enemies has more
powers, such as “faster movements,” or simply
that the game had more enemies (as the students
were asked to implement only two ghosts, due
to time limitations). Finally, the fourth category,
“Add rewards,” grouped references to additional
rewards that should be added to the game in the
students’ opinion. In this case, another feature
of the real game was frequently mentioned: the
fruit that appear near to the center of the maze
at specific time intervals, allowing the player to
get extra points. Apart from being mentioned in
the students’ intentions, this feature was actually
added in two of the games built by the students.
Twenty-two excerpts of the students’ speeches
were associated to heuristic H14 (the game must
present many challenges and allow different strategies). These excerpts were related to adding more
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levels to the game or adding more powers to the
main character or its enemies. The same occurrences could also be associated to heuristic H16
(challenge must be adjustable to the player’s skill);
should more levels and more skillful enemies be
added to the game, it would demand additional
skills from the player. Besides that, five excerpts
were associated to heuristic H17 (The player must
be rewarded for his/her achievements in a clear
and immediate way) when students mention that
the game should provide bonus features, such
as the little bonus fruit that are available in the
original Pacman game when the player reaches
a given score.

Problem-Solving Strategies
and Patterns
In order to analyze the possible recognition and
usage of patterns by students to solve problems,
it was necessary to identify the strategy used to
implement each of the subtasks demanded in each
game. In the scope of this analysis, a subtask is the
most atomic goal that should be accomplished by
students in order to add a new functionality to the
game. For example, in Point-and-Shoot, making
the bullet fire in a linear trajectory when a key is
pressed is considered as a subtask; detecting the
collision of the bullet with an enemy target and
implementing an animation that shows the target
“exploding” is another subtask. As mentioned
before, students were required to complete a given
number of subtasks in each meeting to get credit
for the activity.
The workshop activities required the completion of a total of 38 subtasks; 12 of them were related to the preliminary activities of the workshop,
5 to Rock-Paper-Scissors, 8 to Point-and-Shoot,
5 to Breakout and 8 to Pacman. It is reasonable
to expect that the students’ skills would be more
consolidated in the last weeks of the workshop;
so, the identification of patterns is focused on
the subtasks of the last two games, Breakout and
Pacman. The analysis of these games allowed

to identify that the usage of sprites to calculate
distances and positioning of game elements appears to be a strategy widely recognized and used
by students.
A subtask related to the positioning of game
elements is present in Breakout: whenever the
ball cannot be reached by the paddle anymore,
the player must lose one life and the ball must
be repositioned over the paddle for a new turn.
The strategies used by students to implement this
subtask are presented in Table 5. Most students
opted to create a new, “artificial” sprite that covers the bottom of the screen, and the collision of
the ball with this sprite is used to identify that it
cannot be reached by the paddle (Figure 5). Checking the y-coordinate of the ball would be a more
straightforward strategy, as it did not require the
creation of an additional sprite, but surprisingly
it was adopted by a smaller number of students.
In PacMan a similar strategy was used by most
students to detect when the main character of the
game or an enemy ghost reached the end of the side
tunnels that are present in the middle of the maze.
Table 5. Strategies to implement the subtask “detect when the paddle misses the ball” in Breakout
Number of Games

% of
Games

Collision with
“artificial” sprite

17

58.6%

Verification of
y-coordinate

5

17.2%

Subtask not
implemented

7

24.1%

Total

29

100.0%

Strategy

Figure 5. Example of sprite used to detect the
position of the ball
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One subtask requested that students implemented
the classic rule stating that the PacMan shall appear
at the opposite side of the maze when it reaches
the end of each tunnel (Figure 6). Again, most
students opted to create an additional sprite and
detect the collision of the PacMan with this sprite
instead of checking the x and y coordinates of the
PacMan sprite. The statistics for this subtask are
displayed in Table 6.
Another subtask in PacMan is related to the
implementation of the ghost that should follow a
fixed path inside the maze. In this case, a prevailing strategy could not be identified; however, the
three most used strategies all rely on programming
features previously experienced by students. The
first strategy used an atomic command of Scratch,
named glide. It requires a pair of (x, y) coordinates
Figure 6. Example of sprite used to detect the
position of PacMan

and an interval in seconds as parameters and,
when executed, moves the sprite to the specified
position, in a linear trajectory whose duration is
specified by the given time interval. Using this
command is very convenient to solve this subtask;
however, in previous similar situations, students
had trouble using it, especially when it was necessary to interrupt the movement of the sprite due
to its collision to other sprite (refer to the Discussion section for further details). This might be a
possible explanation for the existence of the other
two strategies. They are both similar because they
are based on a loop with a stop condition: reaching a position given by a pair of coordinates, or
reaching an “artificial” target sprite, identical to
the one used in the previously described strategies. The loop step moves the sprite a few steps
ahead at a time. Some coding options are shown
for each of the three strategies in Figure 7. Table
7 shows the statistics for this subtask, where it is
possible to notice that the three strategies were
equally present in the implemented games.

Discussion
The motivation of students to implement additional
features in games seemed to be closely linked to
playability aspects. Many students implemented

Table 6. Strategies to implement the strategy “detect when PacMan reaches the end of the tunnel”
Strategy

Number of Games

% of
Games

Collision with “artificial”
sprite

14

66.7%

Verification of x and y
coordinates

3

14.3%

Range verification of
x-coordinate

2

9.5%

Subtask not implemented

2

9.5%

Total

21

100.0%
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Table 7. Strategies to implement the subtask
“implement the ghost that follows a fixed path
inside the maze”
Number of Games

% of
Games

Use of glide command

6

28.6%

Use of loop – stop
condition with coordinate

6

28.6%

Use of loop – stop
condition with sprite
collision

6

28.6%

Other

1

4.8%

Strategy

Subtask not implemented

2

9.5%

Total

21

100.0%
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Figure 7. Strategies to implement the subtask “implement the ghost that follows a fixed path inside the
maze”

similar features, and a possible explanation to this
fact is the social nature of the activity: students
naturally interacted with each other in the computer
laboratory and compared the functionalities of the
games they implemented. In the audio transcripts
of the workshop activities it was possible to identify several moments when students questioned
some of the interaction mechanisms that restrained
gameplay and tried to improve them on their own.
These events were more frequent when the activities started to involve the implementation of game
mechanics that were reasonably more complete,
that is, since students started to implement RockPaper-Scissors.
It is possible to infer, based on the heuristic
evaluation of extra features and the survey answered by students, that most features were associated to quality aspects that students also consider
as absolutely relevant to their own experience
as game players. The additional features were
often associated to the display of visual features
(H6), mostly related to the game status and score
(H3), but features related to the response time of
game controls (H1) and presence of graphic and
sound effects (H10) were also identified. This is
an indication that the “quality” of the proposed
activities, in terms of its interactive features, has
an impact in the students’ motivation to engage
in such activities.
In spite of that, when the features students
would like to add to PacMan (if they continued to
develop the game) were analyzed, it was noticed
that students did not necessarily restrained their

intentions to the quality aspects that were initially
cited in the survey. By interpreting the students’
speech in the final interviews, it is possible to
associate heuristics H16 and H17 to their intention to add new difficulty levels, bonus items and
additional powers to PacMan and its enemies.
These heuristics were not frequently cited in the
survey: they were, respectively, 16th and 17th in
the decreasing order of the relevant heuristics in
the students’ opinion. On the other hand, heuristic H14, which is related to the presence of
several challenges and different strategies, can
also be associated to most features suggested by
students, and this heuristic was the fourth most
cited in the survey. These discrepancies indicate
that, initially, students may not have realized the
importance of making the game harder when the
player improves her skills (expressed by H16) or
the importance of providing clear and immediate rewards (expressed by H17). However, after
being involved with several game design issues
for several weeks, it seems that students begin
to consider these particular issues as relevant. It
is important to point out that, as a whole, heuristics H14 (that was already cited in the initial
survey), H16 and H17 can be associated to level
design, which is a crucial feature of game design
(Juul, 2005). The practical experiences during
the workshop seemed to make the students more
aware of how growing levels of difficulty could
be implemented in the game.
While students seemed to have expanded
their own conceptions about quality in games, it
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is also true that most additional features found in
the games built by students are similar to features
that can be found in “real” games. It is the case
of full-screen “game over” and “win” messages,
sprite animations, score and lives control, previously mentioned in the heuristic evaluation of the
games. In final interview, students also revealed
their intention to add features of the real PacMan
game in their projects. Based on this information,
it could be argued that students were not engaged
in a truly creative design process, but they could
have copied known features instead. Nevertheless,
this strategy is valid, considering that the main
objective of the workshop was to help students
develop programming skills, and not to develop an
original design for a game. The critical reflection
of students about the features that seemed to be
“missing” in the games they were developing is
consonant with the game fluency introduced by
Peppler & Kafai (2009) and with the fourth guideline for the definition of the workshop activities
(“The game mechanics should be simple and yet
bring references to the world of real games that are
meaningful to students”). Based on their previous
gaming experience, students not only identify that
“something is missing” in the game design, but
also develop strategies to incorporate the desired
functionalities. Sometimes these strategies even
demanded that students dealt with programming
concepts that were relatively new to them at the
time they were needed.
Other aspect that emerged after several meetings was the reuse of some programming structures
to solve problems similar to those that were already
present in previous meetings. The problems were
basically related to sprite animation and collision
detection. The students produced some solutions
that can be considered as “unusual” when they
are seen from the point of view of conventional
programming languages that do not provide an
interactive authoring environment, such as Scratch.
Nevertheless, it is possible to identify the influence of some particular functionalities of Scratch
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in the unconventional solutions provided. It could
be argued that, motivated by desire to create better games, students sometimes had to deal with
new concepts to implement additional features; at
other times, they had to identify when solutions
previously known by them were applicable, either
empirically – engaging in a “reflection-in-action”
process (Schön & Bennett, 1996) – or with the help
of the teacher, working at their Zone of Proximal
Development (Vygotsky, 1978). The occurrences
of both situations will be discussed in the following subsections.

Exploring New Programming
Structures to Add New Features
An analysis of the games’ most frequent extra
features reveals that students in fact had to deal
with and understand novel abstract concepts in
order to implement them. In Table 3, programming
concepts that were necessary to implement these
additional features have already been presented.
This section will discuss how students dealt with
those concepts. In order to implement the win/
draw message displayed in the screen background
of Rock-Paper-Scissors, students had to use either
a busy wait loop to continuously verify the game
state or a message broadcast mechanism. Scratch
provides a forever loop that allows the implementation of busy wait loops in a fairly easy way. Figure
8 presents an example of such a loop to check
the number of the costume (i.e., the graphical
depiction) currently displayed by the sprite that
represents each player in the game. It is interesting
to point out that this strategy has not been used or
presented to students before, although they have
used the forever and if structures separately in
previous activities.
In Point-and-Shoot game, students had to
overcome a limitation of the Scratch environment
to allow the player to immediately shoot again. In
this case, the most straightforward implementation
is to associate the loop that defines the trajectory
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Figure 8. Busy wait loop implemented by a student in Rock-Paper-Scissors. “Jogador” is a Portuguese
word for “player”

of the bullet to a key press event. However, this
strategy prevents the player from shooting again
while the bullet has not yet collided with the
wall or the enemy. Some students identified that
this might be a huge disadvantage to the player
if a shot is missed. In addition to that, the bullet
is represented by a single sprite to simplify the
implementation; so, two or more bullets cannot
be presented at the same time, introducing a large
latency time between shots. Considering the simple
strategy mentioned above, a new key press event
cannot be detected while the current loop is still
executing; technically speaking, each block of
commands in Scratch is executed as a separate
thread, whose execution cannot be interrupted by
other threads. However, there is one exception to
this behavior: a thread can be interrupted when
its trigger event is a message. This exception was
identified by many students that solved the issue by
associating the loop that defines the trajectory of
the bullet to a “message received” event. This way,
the loop execution can be immediately interrupted
when a new message is received, thus allowing a
new shot. The message broadcast mechanism was
also used to implement a “game over” screen: a
message is sent to the screen background (which
has the same behavior as a sprite) to change its
depiction to the desired message. The concept of
message synchronization had been presented to
students one week earlier, and these extra features
seem to indicate that students were confident
enough to explore the new concept.

Identifying Patterns to Solve
Similar Problems
In two situations, students had to deal with similar
problems in order to implement game features:
identifying the position of a given sprite on the
screen – in Arkanoid, when the ball is positioned
at the same height or lower than the paddle, and
in PacMan, when the main character of the game
reaches the end of the tunnel. Scratch provides
special variables that store the value of the x and
y coordinates of a sprite at all times; however,
a significant parcel of students preferred to rely
on the strategy of positioning a new sprite at the
position to be detected, and check for the collision
of this new sprite with the desired sprite.
Why would students rather reuse a more
laborious solution? One possible explanation is
that positioning a sprite on a desired position of
the screen is predominantly a visual operation
that does not demand a higher-order abstraction
about the Cartesian coordinates of the sprite. In
the scope of Mathematics Education, the visual
level is the first and less sophisticated level of
geometrical reasoning, according to the van Hiele
model (Jones, 2002). As mentioned before, most
students that attended the workshop are enrolled
in the second or third year of Brazilian high
school education. Usually, topics of Analytic
Geometry are first covered in the third and last
year of High School (Brasil, 2002); hence, it could
either be assumed that many students had limited
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experience with Analytic Geometry concepts or
that these students were not confident enough to
explore the programming structures provided by
Scratch to identify the positioning of sprites on
Cartesian plane.
In either case, it is possible to identify that
operations related to the creation of new sprites
and collision detection were extensively used in
the previous activities. Indirectly, this is a consequence of the second guideline for the workshop
activities (“Activities must progressively require
that students explore new concepts and, at the
same time, reuse concepts that were previously
explored by them”). Figure 9 presents a block
diagram depicting the relationship between all
subtasks that involve the concept of sprite collision. It is possible to notice that this concept was
necessary in three subtasks in Point-and-Shoot,
which may have influenced the students to use
collisions to overcome their limitations with
Geometry concepts in the following activities.
During the process of game building, it is often
necessary to move sprites in a step-by-step fashion
to allow collision detection with other moving
sprites. This need led students to recognize possible uses for iterative structures with stop conditions. The first occasion when this structure was

absolutely necessary was in Point-and-Shoot. A
loop that defines the trajectory of the bullet and
the enemy tank must be interrupted only when
a collision with another sprite is detected, so it
is not possible to initially define the number of
loop iterations. At this point, the availability of
Scratch’s “glide” command was confusing for
several students. This happened because, although
it is possible to define a linear trajectory with a
single glide command, its execution cannot be
stopped. In this case, a feature of Scratch was a
hurdle to solving the problem, in contrast to the
last situation, when the concept of sprite collision
allowed students to overcome their difficulties.
Here, students are required to understand and
apply a loop structure similar to the one shown
in Figure 10.
A similar strategy could be used in Breakout
to move the ball and detect its collision to the
paddle and the blocks. At this moment, the ball
must bounce off the obstacle. In this occasion,
an example of loop usage to move the ball was
presented to all students at the beginning of the
activity, so no disparate solutions were identified. Then, in PacMan, students must define a
fixed path inside the maze for one of the ghosts.
Students did not follow a single strategy in this

Figure 9. Relationship between subtasks involving the concept of collision. Subtasks in blue explicitly
involved collision; subtasks in green were solved by students using collision.
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Figure 10. Example of a loop structure with a stop condition based on collision

case. As presented in Table 7, in twelve games
students reused the strategy of using a loop with
a stop condition. This may indicate that students
identified a similarity to the problems previously
solved in Point-and-Shoot and Breakout. This
hypothesis is confirmed by one of the students
in the final interview. When questioned about
how he implemented the ghost, his answer was:
I did just like we have done before with the tank
game [Point-and-shoot]… He [the ghost] moves
some steps forward until he reaches the right
position, and then he turns… down, left, right,
wherever he must go
In six of the games where this strategy was
applied, the coordinates of the position where
the ghost should change his direction were used
in the stop condition. However, in the other six
games, sprites were used to define the positions
between which the ghost should move; this is

additional evidence to the difficulties of students
to deal with Cartesian coordinates. In other six
games, students preferred to use Scratch’s “glide”
command – in this case, the collision is detected
by the PacMan sprite and not the ghost sprite, so
the strategy turns out to be effective.
Figure 11 shows that moving sprites by using
loops with collision detection was also a frequent
strategy in previous activities, particularly in
Point-and-Shoot. In 12 out of 21 PacMan games,
students reused a previous strategy using loops to
detect collisions. However, several students still
chose a strategy that did not require implementing
a loop. This is consonant to the findings of Ginat
(2004), who identified that novice programmers
tend to find it difficult to identify the boundaries
for a loop; as mentioned before, this difficulty
seems to have been circumvented by some students
by using a “artificial” sprite to indicate the loop
boundary (Figure 12).

Figure 11. Relationship between subtasks involving the concept of loop. In grey subtasks, simpler loops
are used. Blue subtasks demand loops with stop conditions. Students reused previous strategies to solve
the green subtask.
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Figure 12. Strategy used by a student to implement
the ghost that follows a fixed path. The red dots
are sprites, used to define the stop condition of
the loop used to move the ghost.

FUTURE RESEARCH DIRECTIONS
It is important to point out that the features identified in the students’ games do not necessarily
indicate that students understood all of the pro-
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gramming concepts that were applied to implement them. Hence, in future works it is necessary
to evaluate how students’ knowledge about key
concepts has evolved during the workshop. This
could be accomplished by assessing students with
pre and posttests related to programming knowledge; however, it is often the case that students
have no previous knowledge about programming
when they begin their studies. Further works will
analyze the performance of the students who attended the workshop in the following disciplines
related to programming in comparison to those
students who have not attended the workshop, that
is, who took part in a programming fundamentals
course with traditional activities.
Although it was not feasible to evaluate students’ previous knowledge about programming
in this case, all students should have developed
higher-order problem solving skills in Mathematics classes. Hence, a test has been developed based
on the Brazilian official Math examinations in
order to evaluate problem solving skills of students
who start the workshop. The goal of such test was
to verify if the skills that students appear to have
developed or exercised during the workshop, such
as analogy and generalization, could be transferred
to the Math domain. Such skills are also crucial
to the study of Software Engineering (Kramer,
2007) in undergraduate CS/IT courses, so it would
be relevant to apply the workshop to freshman of
undergraduate courses to identify if the workshop
activities may incentive students to further study
topics that appeared in their first projects, even in
an incipient way, such as encapsulation, successive
refining and process synchronization.
Some Math topics were also used during the
workshop activities. For instance, students had to
deal with inequalities, arithmetical operations and
positioning of sprites on the Cartesian plane. One
could expect that students with a greater knowledge of these topics would be more resourceful
in the workshop activities; on the other hand, the
workshop activities may create opportunities for
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students to learn these Math topics in a meaningful way. Further works are necessary to assess the
impact of the workshop activities on the students’
knowledge of Math topics.

•

CONCLUSION
Digital games are a part of everyday life of many
prospective CS or IT students. Therefore, it would
be natural that these students expect to build games
as a part of their activities in the course. Unfortunately, the initial activities in the course are often
not motivating, and this may discourage students
to continue studying in the area. Game design
and construction have already been discussed as
a viable and motivating alternative to introduce
Computer Science concepts to students. However,
it is important to understand which skills students
may acquire through building games and how these
skills can be useful as they continue their studies.
In order to investigate this issue, a Game
Building Workshop was designed to be offered
to students of a professional education course in
Brazil. The definition of the Workshop activities
was conducted by four guidelines, based on previous research results. Hence, the activities were
heavily based on the construction of digital games
that were similar to “real” games. Besides this,
the activities required that students explored the
same programming concepts several times. The
selection and organization of activities seem to
have influenced the students’ motivation and attitude towards some of the proposed tasks. All the
games produced by students were evaluated in a
period of 12 weeks and the results confronted with
the students’ questions and comments during the
workshop meetings and during a final interview.
Thus, the present investigation produced three
main contributions:

•

•

Students tended to implement additional
features in the games in order to overcome
limitations identified by them. These limitations were related to playability aspects
that were previously classified by students
as very relevant to their experience as game
players. This indicates that the motivation
of students led them to explore new topics
to implement these additional features.
Students reused solutions for previously
solved problems in similar contexts that
appeared in subsequent activities. The sequence of the workshop activities was designed to make students recall and use previously seen concepts, although students
were not explicitly instructed to search for
patterns. Based on the previous contribution, it could be argued that the domain of
game design and the features of the programming environment may have contributed to make students exercise higherorder skills that are important for a CS/IT
professional.
The impact of the workshop activities on
the students’ motivation to solve quite
complex problems indicates that the used
guidelines have a potential to direct the
definition of game building workshops
oriented towards different target audiences
and aimed at developing different skills.

In regular introductory courses, abstraction
skills are also exercised; however, they may be
initially neglected because of the limited scope of
the activities. Game design may stimulate students
to deal with bigger problems right from the start
and, most important, develop skills to cope with
them. After all, a “fun reward” awaits for those
who succeed.
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KEY TERMS AND DEFINITIONS
Analogy: According to Polya (2004), a
problem-solving skill related to the identification
of similarities between situations or objects. It is
informally used even in everyday situations, but it
can also be systematically used to solve problems.
For instance, a strategy to solve a mathematical
problem would be to find an analogous instance
of the problem, with simpler constraints, for which
a solution can be found.
Breakout: A popular arcade game initially
developed by Atari in 1976. It consists of a ball
that travels across the screen and bounces off the
top and side walls of the screen. A line of bricks
is presented on the upper side of the screen; when
the ball hits a brick, it is destroyed. The ball must
not touch the bottom of the screen. To prevent
this from happening, the player controls a moving
paddle to bounce the ball upwards.
Busy Wait Loop: It is the simplest form of
process synchronization. A loop that continuously
verify if some Boolean condition is fulfilled;
when the condition is true, the code inside the
loop is executed.
PacMan: A game developed by Nanco Ltd.
and first released in 1980. The player controls

PacMan through a maze, eating yellow dots. When
all the yellow dots are eaten, Pac-Man is taken to
the next stage. Four ghosts chase PacMan, each of
them following a particular strategy. If an enemy
touches Pac-Man, a life is lost and the PacMan
itself withers and dies.
Pattern: In the context of software development, a pattern is a previously defined solution for
a class of known problems. A software developer
who is able to identify the main characteristics
of the pattern in a given problem instance may
reuse the solution specified in the pattern definition. Analogy skills are required to successfully
use patterns.
Problem-Based Learning (PBL): A pedagogical perspective where learning takes place
through the experience of problem-solving.
Students should work in groups to identify what
they already know, what they need to know, and
how to access new information that may lead to
resolution of the problem. The role of the teacher
in a PBL environment is to facilitate learning by
guiding and monitoring the learning process.
Sprite: From the latin spiritus. In computer
graphics, a sprite is originally a 2D image that
can be quickly drawn repeated times, leaving
no traces of its previous appearances (hence the
analogy with “spirit”). Sprite drawing was usually supported by several hardware and software
optimizations in the first personal computers and
videogame consoles. In Scratch, any object that
can be individually manipulated on the screen is
called a sprite.

This work was previously published in “Human Factors in Software Development and Design” edited by Saqib Saeed, Imran
Sarwar Bajwa, and Zaigham Mahmood, pages 141-172, copyright 2015 by Information Science Reference (an imprint of IGI
Global).
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Chapter 56

Viewing the Implementation of
the CCSS through the Lens of
One Transformative DistrictUniversity Partnership
P. Michael Lutz
California State University – Bakersfield, USA

ABSTRACT
The study described in this chapter is on a more-than-20-year collaboration between a university mathematics department and its local high school district. The joint effort has created multiple components
(such as strengthening teachers’ mathematics knowledge, developing teacher leadership, and increasing
teachers’ appreciation of the importance of engaging students in tasks with a high cognitive demand) that
are facilitating the districts’ current efforts to implement the California Common Core State Standards
for Mathematics. It describes a partnership that has always been grounded in mutual respect.

INTRODUCTION
This chapter shares a case study of the history of
collaboration between the California Mathematics
Project (CMP) regional site in the Mathematics
Department at California State University, Bakersfield (CSUB) and the Kern High School District
(KHSD). It is written from a participant-observer
perspective versus one of a “fly on the wall” and
covers more than a quarter century. The relationship between the district and the university is
ongoing, continually growing, and “grounded in
mutual respect” (Greene & Gallagher, 2009, p. 1)

with participants from both institutions believing
that each side of the partnership brings unique and
valuable expertise to the collaboration.
Of course when the collaboration began several decades ago, no one was thinking about the
Common Core State Standards in Mathematics
(CCSSM), but there is evidence that the district’s
current movement to implement the new standards
is being facilitated with by-products of previous
joint efforts in ways that can be referred to as
transforming. The vocabulary has changed in
some cases, but the work to build the foundation
began decades ago.
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The KHSD includes 18 comprehensive high
schools, 6 alternative education campuses, 2 career technical education sites and serves 35,000
students. Kern County is largely agricultural and
leads the state in oil and natural gas production.
Approximately half the population is Hispanic,
and CSUB is the only four-year institution within
100 miles.

A BRIEF HISTORY
The 1980s were a time of great change in mathematics education, especially in our state. Wilson
(2003) provides an in-depth description of efforts
to reform mathematics education in the state in the
1980s and 1990s and the subsequent curriculum
“wars” that occurred. During those two decades
and beyond, Margaret DeArmond, now retired, was
a mathematics teacher in the district and vividly
recalls the turmoil that occurred. In an interview
on 17 October 2013, her words confirmed Wilson’s
observation that the 1985 Mathematics Framework for California Schools, K-12 “advocated
a less traditional, more progressive approach to
mathematics education, moving away from rote
memorization and the dominance of worksheets
toward ‘teaching for understanding.” DeArmond
recalled that the 1985 California Framework was
“very different” and that one of the mathematics
faculty at CSUB, Dr. Lee Webb, had been on the
writing committee. She knew Dr. Webb as the
organizer of a mathematics field day each year
on the campus and as being very popular among
the K – 8 teachers who had taken his mathematics
classes as undergraduates.
The 1985 Framework was the first DeArmond
had ever heard of the use of manipulatives and
technology as tools for the teaching of mathematics. She was in her second decade as a local high
school teacher and would soon become a mathematics teacher leader in the state, including being
a strong advocate for the appropriate use of tools
such as manipulatives and technology.
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In 1989, the same year that the National
Council of Teachers of Mathematics published its
Curriculum and Evaluation Standards for School
Mathematics, Dr. Joe Fiedler was hired by CSUB’s
Mathematics Department. He and DeArmond
would soon become key colleagues in collaborative activities between KHSD and CSUB. In an
interview, Fiedler recalls hearing of DeArmond
first when he was presenting at a conference across
the country in Washington, DC. When one of the
participants learned where he lived, the participant
said that he must know Margaret DeArmond, who
had recently conducted an impressive workshop
at his school. Not long after that Fiedler was in
Baltimore, and a participant there shared a similar
story. He was impressed that she was known so
far from where she lived and worked.
DeArmond recalls the first time she met Fiedler.
She had heard of him as being a mathematics
professor and interested in the use of technology.
One day when she was making a presentation in
a local auditorium and stressing the importance
of the use of technology, she told the audience
that she had heard that Dr. Fiedler had made the
statement “If a textbook has tables in the back,
don’t buy it.” At that point, Fiedler, who was in
the audience, stood up and shouted “I am here!”
DeArmond vividly recalls that she still did
not know much about Fiedler’s positions on current issues in California’s mathematics education
until the evening he came up to her after another
presentation that she made locally and asserted,
“I’m on your side!” The declaration planted the
seed for a professional collaboration that continued
to grow during the next two decades.

COGNITIVE DEMAND
As Hess states below, the Common Core State
Standards for Mathematics call for raising the
cognitive demand of the tasks that students are
given, a focus that has existed in the KHSD-CSUB
partnership for a decade and beyond.
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At the heart of College and Career Readiness
is the need to increase the level of rigor in our
classrooms for all students. The Common Core
State Standards are a step in the right direction.
However, the standards alone will not bring rigor
to our classrooms. The implementation of these
standards requires practical tools to develop local curricula and assessments and to promote
classroom discourse aligned to higher levels of
cognitive demand.
Norman Webb’s Depth-of-Knowledge (DOK)
schema has become one of the key tools educators can employ to analyze the cognitive demand
(complexity) intended by the standards, curricular
activities, and assessment tasks. Webb (1997)
developed a process and criteria for systematically analyzing the alignment between standards
and test items in standardized assessments. Since
then the process and criteria have demonstrated
application to reviewing curricular alignment as
well. The model categorizes assessment tasks by
different levels of cognitive expectation, or depth
of knowledge, required to successfully complete
the task. Hess (2004-2012) further articulated the
model with content specific descriptions for use by
classroom teachers and organizations conducting
alignment studies (Hess, 2013).
Beginning by at least 2000, the KHSD-CSUB
partnership has emphasized the importance
of engaging students in tasks that have a high
cognitive demand. Prior to the emergence of the
CCSS, the work in the partnership was based on
the QUASAR research (Stein, Smith, Henningsen
& Silver, 2000). The vocabulary has changed in
Common Core, but a critical idea remains the
same; student-learning increases when students
are engaged in tasks with a high cognitive demand. Today, depending on their backgrounds/
history, individuals in the partnership may make
sense of cognitive demand via Webb’s Depth of
Understanding or QUASAR (Stein et al, 2000) or
Bloom’s Taxonomy (1956).

Following are brief descriptions of some of
the partnership activities that include the cognitive demand focus.

Master of Arts in Teaching
Mathematics
In 2001, Fiedler successfully created a Masters
program intended for secondary mathematics
teachers in the area. Between fall 2001 and fall
2009, 79 KHSD mathematics teachers enrolled
in the program. Prior to that, local teachers who
desired advance degrees were limited to getting
degrees in education such as administration and
curriculum. Fiedler’s program includes eight
courses. Seven of them are mathematics courses
and one is an introduction to mathematics education research. This program was modeled on the
highly successful Master of Arts and Summer
Institute program of the 1970’s and 1980’s designed and implemented at Ohio State by Joanne
and Jim Leitzel. The courses, designed to approach
advanced mathematics from an elementary point
of view, were first offered in September 2001 and
make significant and consistent use of modern
handheld technology, specifically the TI Voyage
200. This approach has allowed the courses to
challenge fully credentialed teachers while supplying an alternate path into the profession and a
mechanism for middle school teachers to upgrade
their credential to become No-Child-Left-Behind
compliant. The mathematics content courses are
Discrete Mathematical Models, Statistics and
Data Analysis, Numerical Approach to Calculus
and Differential Equations, Geometric Linear
Algebra, Number Theory and Cryptography,
Dynamical Geometry, and History of Mathematics. Completion of a final project is required for
the degree. The QUASAR research (Stein et al,
2000) with its focus on the importance of cognitive demand is emphasized in the Introduction
to Mathematics Education Research course. Furthermore, the graduate students experience high
cognitive demand tasks as learners in all of the
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mathematical content classes that also connect to
the mathematics they teach.
BTSA: In 1997, California created the Beginning Teacher Support and Assessment (BTSA)
program. It is a state-funded induction program
intended to support the professional development
of new teachers during the first two years of
their teaching. Advanced subject matter content
knowledge is to be especially included during the
second year of the program.
By 2002, the district had made DeArmond
the first-ever Resource Teacher for Mathematics
in the district. She believed that the mathematics
content part of the district’s BTSA program could
be improved and contacted Fiedler to discuss the
issue. Together with the assistance of a couple of
colleagues including this author, they convinced the
district to support four all-day workshops that were
held between January and May 2003. The district
leaders were pleased enough with the program to
expand the model to seven workshops the following
year (Lutz, 2012). At the time of this writing, the
program is in its twelfth year of existence.
The district provides the seven Connected
Mathematics Project (CMP) units (http://connectedmath.msu.edu/) that are used for the
curriculum materials for the workshops, the
space for the meetings and the district’s resource
person for mathematics as one of the facilitators.
CSUB’s California Mathematics Project (CMP)
regional site provides two or three faculty, including Fiedler and this author, and the technology
for the participants. Each participant receives a
Texas Instruments TI-73 graphing calculator and
a CBR2 data collection device.
Each of the seven all-day workshops uses one
of the CMP units. The units are selected each year
based on what topics would be most appropriate
for what the participants would be teaching during
the year. In addition to learning more about tasks
that have a high cognitive demand, the teachers
experience activities in which the “grain size,” as
described by the writers of the CCSS, is larger
than one lesson.
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Mathematics Education: Connecting
Research to Practice Conference
The conference on September 10-11, 2010 was
held on CSUB’s campus with financial support
from Texas Instruments, the local Partnership for
Teacher Quality Programs and CSUB’s regional
site of the California Mathematics Project. The
welcome statement in the program stated:
This conference’s theme is one that is reflected
in most current and authoritative literature on
mathematics education. That is, we in the United
States need to do a better job of actively engaging
ALL of our mathematics students in tasks that are
appropriately challenging.
The opening keynote speaker was Dr. Ed Silver,
who led the QUASAR project. There were more
than 200 attendees at the conference.

Discourse, Mathematical Thinking,
and Classroom Practice Workshop
As stated previously, Margaret DeArmond was
the first mathematics resource person that the
district had ever had. On August 9-11, 2010, she
and the person who succeeded her, Leah Shields,
conducted an institute in which they focused on
cognitive demand. Participants examined the
work of Stein et al (2000) as well as Stigler and
Hiebert (1999). They read and discussed examples
of task implementation, examined the textbooks
and tasks that they used in their own teaching
and analyzed the cognitive demand of each, and
discussed how to raise the cognitive demand of
the tasks that were not at that level.
Many of the teachers who participated in these
activities are now working in the district to implement California’s CCSS. The part of the process
that requires increased cognitive demand seems
to be understood by them.
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THE STANDARDS FOR
MATHEMATICAL PRACTICE: MP4:
MODEL WITH MATHEMATICS
AND MP5: USE APPROPRIATE
TOOLS STRATEGICALLY
As was the case with cognitive demand, the partnership has emphasized mathematical modeling
and the appropriate use of technology throughout
its existence. Following is a brief summary of
some of those events.
MPDIs: At the turn of the century, California
provided strong support for the professional development of teachers. One form of that support for
mathematics teachers was through Mathematics
Professional Development Institutes (MPDIs).
Many of these institutes were 40-hour summer
workshops in which the teachers were provided a
monetary stipend for attending. The content of all,
or most, of the institutes held at CSUB were determined by conversations between DeArmond and
Fiedler. DeArmond described the most immediate
needs of the teachers while Fiedler made suggestions as to what the university could provide. The
institutes often had a modeling focus through the
use of technology such as Geometers’ Sketchpad
or Texas Instruments’ handheld technology with
data collection. Some, such as Connecting Math
and Science, also had STEM goals. The planning
was always a collaboration with the goal to provide
whatever is most beneficial to the teachers and
their students. From summer 2000 until summer
2004, the partnership held 20 MPDI workshops
with a total enrollment of 423.
Two good examples of meeting teachers’
needs are the Discovering Algebra (2002) and
Discovering Advanced Algebra (2003) institutes.
One of the district’s high schools, Centennial, was
considering adopting the Discovering Algebra
textbook from Key Press. To assist them in their
decision, Jerry Murdock, one of the authors of the
textbook, was brought in for a 40-hour workshop. A
general announcement was made to local teachers
who might also have been interested in attending

even though their schools were not considering the
adoption. A few years later, having adopted the
Discovering Algebra book, Centennial was considering adopting the new Discovering Advanced
Algebra textbook. Jerry Murdock was called upon
again. Both textbooks include modeling and the
use of technology.
On another occasion, a few schools in the district were using the Prentice Hall Algebra: Tools
for a Changing World (1998) textbook. Although
many of the mathematics teachers in the schools
had attended one or more of the partnerships
activities in which grain size, modeling, use of
technology, and cognitive demand were included,
they believed that they could not use their existing textbook in such ways. Coincidentally, one
of the authors, Allan Bellman, was known to
the partnership leaders, who knew he believed
and practiced the approach to teaching that the
partnership advocated. He was brought in for a
workshop to help the teachers be able to use the
textbook in the more creative way. His workshop
resolved the issues.

Master of Arts in Teaching
Mathematics
One would expect that the Discrete Mathematical
Models course, based solely on the title of the
course, would have a modeling component, which
it does. However, modeling is a strong component throughout the courses in the program as is
the appropriate use of technology. Each course
contains a “lab” session each week in which the
students collaborate on challenging tasks. Most
of the mathematics in the courses is high school
mathematics at an advanced viewpoint. Accordingly, students deepen their understanding of the
mathematics they are teaching and experience
learning via a larger “grain size” than is often
seen. In an online video, Phil Daro, one of the
authors of the CCSSM states that it is wrong
for teachers to focus on lesson-size pieces when
planning (http://serpmedia.org/daro-talks/index.
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html). He believes the single-lesson grain size is
too small and that planning chapters makes more
sense and is more effective.

More Workshops
A high percentage of the workshops include using
appropriate tools strategically. In any workshop
in this partnership that has such a component, the
participants always receive the respective tools for
their personal use. Between 2000 and 2007, 715
individual instructional tools were provided by
CSUB’s CMP regional site. That included Texas
Instruments handheld technology, projection and
data collection devices as well as Key Curriculum
Press Sketchpad and Tinker Plots software and also
manipulatives such as algebra tiles and fraction
bars. In recent years, there have been workshops
on Texas Instruments TI-Nspire technology that
include the computer software and the handheld
devices. The Nspire Navigator wireless classroom
system is utilized during the workshops although
the teachers’ individual schools are left with the
responsibility of providing that technology for
the participants.

LEADERSHIP
The first step in developing teacher leaders is to
retain them in the district. Although it is commonly
reported that half of beginning teachers will no
longer be in the profession after five years, an
examination of the participants in the partnership’s
BTSA workshops during the first ten years of its
existence reveals that two-thirds of the teachers
were not only still teaching but were also still
teaching in the district (Lutz, 2012, p. 83).
From 2007-2012, CSUB’s California Mathematics Project regional site was one of ten sites
to participate in the Supporting-Teachers-toIncrease-Retention (STIR) project (California
Mathematics Project, 2012). At the end of the six
years, 24 of the 27 participating teachers were still
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teaching mathematics in the state, which was the
highest retention rate of all the ten sites.
Another step toward taking a leadership role
is to participate in professional activities such as
making conference presentations. Greene and
Gallagher (2009) conducted an in-depth study
of one of the district’s schools and its collaboration with CSUB. When the collaboration began
in 2000, the school had a history of high teacher
turnover. However by the time of Greene and Gallagher’s study in 2009, the high teacher turnover
had ended and more than half of the eighteen
mathematics teachers at the school had made one
or more conference presentations.

TRANSITIONING TO THE
COMMON CORE
On 2 August 2010, California’s State Board of
Education officially adopted an annotated version of the Common Core State Standards for
Mathematics as the state’s standards. In August
2011, Andy Hicks became the fourth mathematics
resource teacher for the KHSD; a position he would
hold for two years. The district’s transition to the
CCSS fell heavily on his shoulders. How could
the district prepare for the new, radically different
Smarter Balanced assessments in less than three
years (http://www.smarterbalanced.org/smarterbalanced-assessments/)? He and Mark Balch,
the Director of Instructional Services, believed it
would take a well-thought-out plan with broadbased support. Hicks had taught in the district
for more than a decade and had served as the
chair of one of the district’s school’s mathematics
department, so he knew there were good leaders
among the more than 200 high school mathematics
teachers in the system. The monthly meetings of
the district’s eighteen mathematics chairs would
be an important vehicle for building consensus.
He gave Fiedler and this author a standing invitation to attend those meetings as well as the many
meetings and workshops that would follow. The
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long history of district-university collaboration
was facilitating ongoing communication.
The district’s mathematics department chairs
received the support of the district administrators,
who informed the mathematics chairs that they
“are the district” when it comes to mathematics.
That is, they had the authority and responsibility
to come up with recommendations for the implementation of the new standards. Hicks and many
others increased their attendance at conferences
and workshops and searched the internet to learn
more about the California Common Core State
Standards (CCSSM).
As somewhat of an outside observer, this author believes that as time passed and the teachers
learned more, cohesiveness among the mathematics teachers in the district increased. As would
be expected with eighteen different schools, the
philosophies in the district had a history of varying greatly. Yet in this process, they seem to be
coming together.
The mathematics chairs heeded the advice
of the Common Core Mathematics authors and
decided the first step in the transition should be
to focus on the eight Standards for Mathematical
Practice. For many of their teachers, following
the practices would mean a radical change in their
teaching. There is a volume of research recommending that teachers only try to change a small
part of their teaching each year. Stigler and Hiebert
(1999) state that changing teaching means changing a culture, which is almost impossible to do.
Hicks, Balch and the district mathematics chairs
developed a three-year plan intended to move the
district toward adoption without moving teachers
too far out of their comfort zones. Awareness was
the goal for 2011-2012, Ramping-Up-the-Rigor
the goal for 2012-2013, and Instruction the goal
for 2013-2014. Awareness would mean increasing everyone’s general understandings regarding
the CCSSM.
Ramping Up the Rigor involved encouraging
teachers and assisting them in occasionally using
tasks that had a higher cognitive demand than

what they may have been using in recent years.
To help teachers make the transition, the partnership jointly sponsored a weeklong workshop in
August 2012 that included a couple of days with
Heather Dallas from UCLA and a couple of days
with Patrick Callahan, the mathematician for the
California Mathematics Project.
Hicks, Balch, the mathematics department
chairs, and Dr. Michael Zulfa, the Assistant Superintendent of Instruction realized that it would
take several years before textbooks would be published that are properly aligned with the content
and philosophy of the CCSSM. Many textbooks
claim to have that trait, but a quick look at them is
all that is needed to realize that the claim is false.
This realization supported their decision to focus
first on the Standards for Mathematical Practice
and especially raising the rigor. Hicks saw the
illustration in Figure 1 in a California Teachers
Association publication (Wells, 2013, p. 37) and
thought it illustrated the balanced classroom that
the district was seeking.
One question that the district leaders are often
asked is whether the district will be going with
the Traditional U.S. alignment or the International
alignment of courses. David Foster from the Silicon Valley Mathematics Initiative was brought
in to provide more information regarding the
two alignments. With that information and other
research that the group had conducted, the department chairs reached consensus in April 2013 that
the International model seemed to make the most
sense and be in the best interests of the students, but
the final decision should not be made until good
curriculum materials become available. That is,
the quality of the materials may determine which
alignment would be best.

2013-2014
Instruction is the goal for 2013-2014. During the
summer 2013, the district transitioned to its fifth
mathematics resource teacher, Kyle Atkin, and
brought 14 district teachers together for five-day
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Figure 1. A balanced mathematics class

weeks for six weeks to create what they call Anchor Tasks (Heethuis & Hoyt, 2013). The teachers
were chosen after going through an application
and interview process and were paid their normal
summer-school salaries. Their assignment was to
create at least one anchor task for each of the four
quarters of the 2013-2014 academic year in Algebra One and Geometry, a total of eight tasks. The
department chairs had agreed that every school,
every Algebra One class, and every Geometry
class in the district would use each of the four
anchor tasks for that course. Their Anchor Tasks
need to meet seven criteria:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Develop Mathematical Intuition,
Explore the Task,
Model with Mathematics,
Apply the Mathematical Model,
Communicate Mathematical Reasoning,
Formalize the Mathematics, and
Extend the Mathematics.

The tasks were uploaded to a website for easy
access by the teachers (Anchortasks.net). In the
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process of creating the anchor tasks, the group
created many more than eight. Those, too, were
uploaded, and teachers are encouraged to use them
as they believe to be appropriate.
Very early in the first quarter of the year, the
district used four instructional days to educate the
respective teachers regarding the anchor task they
would be using during the first quarter. Half of the
teachers in each of the two groups were brought
in each day with one of the teacher-writers of
the particular task facilitating. At the time of this
writing, the schools are in their second quarter, so
all classes have completed their first task.
The preparation process for the second quarter
was the same as the first with the additional activity
of sharing details of the use of the first task. The
overall response of the teachers was very positive
at their second meeting. They described some of
the details of their experience using the first anchor
task and made suggestions of how they thought
the respective task could be improved.
The district seems to have, once again, made a
smooth transition to a new mathematics resource
teacher. Atkin coordinated the summer anchor task
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writing activity, the first two BTSA workshops
for 2013-2014, and the anchor-task professional
development days. He had been one of the very
active mathematics department chairs in the
district prior to accepting the resource position.

THE FUTURE
Of course, it is much too early to know how well
the implementation of the California Common
Core State Standards for Mathematics will go,
but it seems as if “so far, so good.” However, the
process is already creating benefits that should
serve the district’s students well for many years.
The collaboration among the mathematics department chairs, the district’s mathematics teachers,
and the district administrators is admirable. The
broader view of teaching that is being developed
will serve all of the teachers and students well,
with or without the CCSS.
The collaboration between the district and the
university has contributed to the development of a
cadre of young, forward-looking teacher leaders in
mathematics who will most likely keep the district
striving to increase the mathematical achievement
of all students in the district. The teachers and the
administrators are the ones moving the process
forward with the university providing support as
described by the teachers in the study by Greene
and Gallagher (2009):
High school faculty repeatedly cited the approach
and unique personalities of the mathematics
professors as being critical to the success of the
partnership. Nearly all the teachers indicated that
the personal relationships and mutual respect they
had built with university professors were key to
the success of the partnership’s work. The role
of the university professors was described by an
administrator as that of “an advisor and guide.”
She said it worked “because they didn’t come
in with a know-it-all attitude. It was ‘let’s work
together to do…what’s best for the high school.’”

Another teacher described the interaction with a
university professor as “the way to do it. He had
a gentle hand. He didn’t say ‘this is what you
should be doing.’ We respected his opinion but
he wouldn’t chime in unless he was asked. But
he did sometimes offer his two cents. He offered
really good insights.” University professors knew
the high school teachers because they spent time
with them in their classrooms, in their department
meetings, and on numerous Saturday afternoons
and summer days working to tailor the curriculum
and instructional strategies to meet the needs of
high school students. (p 4)
However, there is a cause for concern. The
university faculty members who have done the
most work in the partnership are nearing retirement, probably within the next five years. When
new tenure-track professors are hired, will interest
in and qualifications for participating in partnerships such as this be conditions for hiring at the
university? The history of the university’s role
in the partnership may be best expressed as “For
the most part, they did not interfere.” It is hoped
that there is an understanding that partnerships
such as this benefit the university as well as the
K-12 schools. For example, knowing the culture
of the K-12 schools by spending time in the different environments that exist within each school
provides valuable insight for those faculty who are
preparing preservice teachers. And if teaching is
a priority at the university, then K-12 campuses
are excellent resources for learning more about
teaching. It is easy to find informed discussions
about teaching and learning among those teachers, especially regarding the California CCSSM.
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KEY TERMS AND DEFINITIONS
Cognitive Demand: A category used to describe the level of difficulty of tasks and activities.
Curriculum Development: The process of
designing and creating a set of tasks and activities.

Mathematics Teaching: The process of designing, implementing, analyzing and refining
mathematics instruction.
Professional Development: Programs and
activities designed to support teachers’ learning.
Teacher Change: The process of teachers
adopting new instructional practices.

This work was previously published in “Professional Development Schools and Transformative Partnerships” edited by Drew
Polly, Tina Heafner, Marvin Chapman, and Melba Spooner, pages 297-307, copyright 2015 by Information Science Reference
(an imprint of IGI Global).
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ABSTRACT
This study aims to explore the application of STEM-I (STEM-Imagination) project-based learning activities
and its effects on the effectiveness, processes, and characteristics of STEM integrative knowledge learning
and imagination development for female high school students. A total of 72 female high school students
were divided into 18 teams. Students were provided with a place to discuss, share, and integrate learning
activities. A questionnaire and focus group interviews were conducted for data collection. The results show
that STEM-I project-based learning activities can promote the development of diverse abilities and effectively expand STEM knowledge integration and learning for female high school students as well as enhance
their imagination in the project-based activities. Additionally, the STEM-I instructional model with the
process of initiation, development, expression, alternative, and links (IDEAL) is confirmed. Finally, some
suggestions are proposed for future studies on STEM education and imagination integrative instruction.

1. RESEARCH MOTIVES
STEM education has become an international
trend in integration across the sciences and in
scientific education. The American Society for
Engineering Education promotes STEM educa-

tion in the K-12 (from kindergarten to Grade 12)
curriculum, with “engineering design” as its focus,
seeking to incorporate “know-how in mathematics, science, and technology,” and promote the
cultivation of “engineering thinking models” (Lou,
Liu, Shih, & Tseng, 2011; ASEE, 2004). STEM
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education is the incorporation of interdisciplinary instruction in scientific inquiry, technology,
engineering design, and mathematical analysis in
instructional activities. It emphasizes the process
of applied work in real contexts, so learners can
evaluate and integrate their understanding and
application of knowledge in science, technology, engineering, and mathematics and can be
inspired by the potential of problem-solving and
creative design (Lou, Tsai, & Tseng, 2011; Sanders, 2009). Tseng, Chang, Lou, and Chen (2011)
incorporated the concept of STEM integrative
education into project-based learning activities and
found that STEM project-based learning activities
can enhance learning effectiveness, leading to
meaningful learning, influencing students’ future
occupation orientations, and helping them more
actively explore engineering topics. This shows
that STEM integrative instruction is one possible
path to achieve the integration and promotion of
technological education.
The knowledge economy trend includes the
abilities of innovating, criticizing, and problemsolving, which are important in elevating citizens’
competitiveness and for which training in creativity
and innovation are prerequisites to maintaining
citizen literacy and developing the knowledge
economy. Based on this trend, in 2003, the Taiwanese government proposed the “White Paper
on Creativity Education,” which lists creativity
education as a focal point in the education in the
future (Ministry of Education Taiwan, 2003).
Creativity is associated with imagination because
imagination is the source and an implicit aspect of
creativity, which can inspire the endless innovative energy of creators; creation or innovation are
the external expressions of imagination (Liang &
Hsu, 2011).
The exploration of imagination includes the
two views of “personality theory” and “cognitive
theory,” where the former sees imagination as an
innate personal quality, while the latter believes

that imagination is an ability that can be cultivated
through development and learning (Wang, Chu,
Huang, & Kang, 2010). That is, imagination
can be encouraged through suitable and open
educational environments that provide specific
stimulation and requirements, helping students
extract, disseminate, and restructure mental images
(Wang, Chu, Huang, & Kang, 2010). In addition,
when applying imagination to instruction, learners
reshape existing knowledge and experiences into
new knowledge or findings, predict possibilities
in learning results, and deepen the flexible usage
of knowledge and abilities in life (Collins & Stevenson, 2004). Furthermore, imagination can be
cultivated using the power of education, and in the
process of cultivation by education, imagination
has a positive promotional effect on instruction
and learning. In light of this, this study seeks
to use the IDEAL imagination training model,
incorporating the concept of STEM integrative
instruction, and to develop a set of instruction
strategies in STEM-I (Science, Technology,
Engineering, Mathematics, and Imagination) for
female high school students in “the Amphibious
Vehicle Imagination and Design Competition” to
explore the effects, processes, and characteristics
of the STEM-I knowledge application.
Based on these research interests, the purposes
of this study are:
1.
2.

3.

To analyze the effect of STEM-I project activity on female high school students’ imagination and STEM knowledge development;
To understand the process of STEM-I project activity in female high school students’
imagination and STEM knowledge development; and
To explore the characteristics of STEM-I
project activity in female high school students’ imagination and STEM knowledge
development.
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2. LITERATURE REVIEW
2.1. Related Studies on Imagination
2.1.1. The Meaning of Imagination and
the IDEAL Imagination Training Model
In the human pursuit of creativity and innovation, defined as creativity’s expression through
code, critical thinking, and problem-solving,
“imagination” is indispensable (O’Connor &
Aardema, 2005). Imagination is the process of
image evolution in the human mind and is closely
related to images and emotions; in other words,
emotions and existing image memories are the
foundations for re-forming new and old images
through perceptions and creating a whole new
image (Chen, Hsu, Chang, & Liang, 2012; Collins
& Stevenson, 2004). Imagination is the power to
imagine, the front-end ability of creation and the
basis of creative thinking. People are born with
the ability to imagine, so the adequate usage of
imagination combined with educational resources
to develop learning strategies can inspire learning
potential, broaden the breadth of cognition, lower
the learning burden, and developmental simulation and imagination (Hsu, Chen, & Hsu, 2011).
Thus, if it is possible to focus on a learner’s needs
combined with the application of imagination and
the development of systematic learning strategies,
we would be able to assist learners in using their
original foundational abilities to promote learning effects.
Wang, Chu, Huang, and Kang (2010) proposed
the IDEAL model for educational sites as a clear
and definitive direction for designing imagination
activities. The IDEAL model includes four stages:
initiation, development, alternative, and links.

2.1.2. The Evaluation Indicators and
Motivational Activities of Imagination
Imagination is divided into reproductive and
creative imagination. Reproductive imagination
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refers to improving or advancing existing matters;
creative imagination refers to the integration of
unique, novel, and original ideas based on past
experience and external stimulation (Hsu et al.,
2012). Liang and Hsu (2011) expanded these two
types with ten indicators: for reproductive imagination, interdisciplinary, effective, concrete, and
investigation; for creative imagination, rich, new,
intuitive, feeling, focus, and exploration. They then
used the above indicators as the basis for survey
questions on creativity. This study uses those questions in the attitude questionnaire to investigate
the effect of the STEM-I instructional model as
applied to the “amphibious vehicle project activity” on the development of student imagination.
Hsu, Chen, and Hsu (2011) found that among
the psychological factors eliciting imagination,
“understanding by doing” has the greatest influence, meaning that the process of students working
with their hands and seeing their works can best
elicit student imagination. Chen, Hsu, Chang,
and Liang (2012) further added environmental
factors to explore their influence on eliciting
imagination, converging on nine factors. Among
environmental factors, the most important are
physical environments, organizational measures,
social composition, and cultural characteristics;
among psychological factors, the most important
factors are perceived production, eliciting motivation, emotional feelings, understanding by doing,
and self-efficacy. Additionally, it was found that
other than “understanding by doing,” the factors
of “social composition” and “organizational
measures” have the greatest effect on eliciting
imagination. The development of imagination is
primarily affected by factors at the individual and
external environmental levels, and each factor does
not have a singular effect on eliciting imagination; there may also be intersecting relationships
among factors. In view of this, the development
of imagination, natural gifts, and personal traits
are all significant, but through subsequent education and environmental training, there are infinite
possibilities in the development of imagination.
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In other words, imagination can be enriched and
strengthened by the power of education.

2.2. STEM-Imagination (STEM-I)
Instructional Model
STEM education is a type of integrative education that combines the curricular fields of scientific inquiry, technology, engineering design, and
mathematical analysis and includes integrated
curricular content, instructional activities, and
educational policies. STEM education is based
on constructivism, emphasizing that learners
can actively construct knowledge and meaning
based on their own experiences. Learning strategies include collaborative learning, exploratory
instruction, instruction technology, and diverse
evaluation techniques (STEMTEC, 2000). In
STEM integrative instruction, knowledge is
connected to life events, thus providing students
with the opportunity to work with their hands
and use team cooperation to discuss and resolve
problems to develop their abilities in exploration,
thinking, analysis, creativity, and learning. This,
in turn, promotes students’ interest in science and
the flexible usage of knowledge (Chen, 2007;
STEMTEC, 2000, 2006).
This study adopts the four steps of “initiation,
development, alternative, links” in the IDEAL
model proposed by Wang, Chu, Huang & Kang
(2010) to integrate the concepts of STEM education and then develops a STEM-I instructional
model. The STEM-I instructional model emphasizes the process of students working with their
hands; for this reason, the fifth stage of “expression” is added, which refers to the concretization
of imagination and uses applied work to turn the
image context created by “initiation, development, alternative, links” into actual outcomes.
In other words, the STEM-I instructional model
develops incorporated issues close to life experiences (amphibious vehicles) into the integrative
STEM instructional concepts. The five stages of
“initiation, development, alternative, links, ex-

pression” in IDEAL are applied to the integrated
knowledge of science, technology, engineering,
and mathematics, as well as imagination development, in female high school students. Figure 1
shows the STEM-I instructional model diagram
used in this study.

3. RESEARCH DESIGN AND
IMPLEMENTATION
The case study method was employed to explore
the effects, processes, and characteristics of applying the STEM-I instructional model to carry
out the amphibious vehicle project activity with
female high school students. The research subjects,
research design, and research tools are described
as follows.

3.1. Research Subjects
A total of 72 female high school students from
southern Taiwan participated in “the Amphibious
Vehicle Imagination and Design Competition,”
divided into 18 groups. Each group consisted of
four students (groups are coded from A to R).
Figure 1. STEM-I instructional model
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Students volunteered for the competition and
formed their own groups, and those with high
degrees of enthusiasm and basic information
literacy were accepted with priority; most were
first- and second-year high school students.

3.2. STEM-I Project Activity Design
The STEM-I project activity was divided into three
stages: the preparation, activity development, and
evaluation and feedback stages.

3.2.1. Preparation
First, the researchers established the theme of
the project activity, “amphibious vehicle.” The
researcher next planned the activity progress and
content, considered the motivation questions and
evaluation standards, and constructed the STEM
online platform using Moodle (Figure 2) (http://
stem.nknu.edu.tw/moodle/) as the learning context. At the preliminary stage of research, after
the research tools were established, the research
subjects were gathered together for an explanation
of the research topic, activity content, progression,
and the techniques for using the STEM online
platform.

3.2.2. Activity Development
This study divided the project activity into the
five task stages of “initiation,” “development,”
“alternative,” “links,” and “expression,” where
each task was carried out in about one week.
The first four stages were led by STEM motivation questions and IDEAL task online assistant.
In the “expression” stage, the students presented
their work, and there were bidirectional feedback
relationships that allowed for supplementing and
revising at any time in each task stage.
This study was conducted via collaborative
learning, which emphasized the autonomous
learning of groups as teams, while the researchers
played the role of facilitator and assistant. Team
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interactions were carried out in a face-to-face
context or an asynchronous online platform context. The online platform provided a communication and interaction channel for team members
to overcome the constraints of space and time.
Other than the records of online interactions, the
researchers also encouraged the students to upload
their interactions, including audios, videos, and
pictures to the online platform to enrich group
discussion, reflection, and feedback.

3.2.3. Evaluation and Feedback
At the end of the activity, final presentations were
held, and the students were given questionnaire
surveys and participated in focus group interviews.
Students needed to integrate their project activity
process into a written report and briefing, and they
shared their work, imagination development, and
work processes in the presentations. Then, the
research team conducted imagination evaluations
(30%), testing of product efficacy (30%), oral
briefings and written project reports (20%), and
online discussion and interactions (20%), based on
the form of work, design ideals, and principle applications. Figure 3 shows the research flowchart.

3.3. Data Collection and Analysis
3.3.1. Quantitative Data
Quantitative data is collected through the questionnaire survey method, the content of the attitude
questionnaire was divided into the six dimensions
of imagination testing, learning effectiveness,
learning attitudes, conditions of collaborative
learning, actual behavior in project activity, and
online platform usage behavior. Five experts and
scholars carried out expert validity testing in the
questionnaire compilation, and after modification,
the questionnaire was officially developed. The
sub-scales of the questionnaire obtained Cronbach
α values of.911,.928,.836,.886,.919, and.939,
and.974 on the overall scale, indicating that the
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Figure 2. The Moodle instructional platform for the amphibious vehicle project
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Figure 3. The research flowchart

scale had internal consistency. The questionnaire
was distributed after the activity was completed,
and a single-sample t-test was used to analyze
the resulting data.

4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

3.3.2. Qualitative Data

One sample t-test was used to analyze the six aspects of imagination ability assessment, learning
effectiveness, learning attitudes, actual behavior,
conditions of collaborative learning, and the online
platform. A 5-point Likert scale (1=the least agree
to 5=the most agree) is used in the questionnaire.
Thus, the test value is set 3. The results are shown
in Table 1 through Table 6, where the mean values
are all over 3.5 points, reaching the.001 level of
significance. In other words, the results show that
STEM-I project activity can significantly enhance
student’s learning, attitudes and performance.

Qualitative data can be divided into “focus
group interviews” (interview, I) and “report of
written results” (report, R). The researcher also
used purposive sampling, selecting the top three
groups for focus group interviews. The design
of the interview guidelines included “the usage
of the STEM-I instruction model” and “STEM
knowledge content,” converting the interview
data into transcripts, and organizing and encoding
the qualitative data above. After repeated reading
and marking of main points, the core focus and
selection codes were implemented to explain the
correlation between the results shown by the study
and relevant phenomena (Merriam, 1998). When
this study cites relevant information, codes are used
to note the source of information. For example,
20120425.I.K2 represents interview data (I) from
Student 2 in Group K on April 25, 2012.
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4.1. Analysis and Exploration of
Attitude Questionnaire Results

4.1.1. Imagination Ability Assessment
In terms of imagination testing, the means of
the 10 imagination indicators are between 3.78
and 4.35, and all reach the level of significance,
which shows that “STEM-I project activity”
can promote the cultivation and development of
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Table 1. Results of one sample t test for imagination ability assessment
Item
I can apply ideas generated from the assignment, including tasks, reports,
and work design and produce) to other subject areas.

Mean

SD

t

p

3.99

.741

11.292

p<.001

I can generate effective ideas from the assignments.

4.00

.712

11.916

p<.001

I can repress abstract concept through concrete objects or ideas.

3.86

.698

10.465

p<.001

I would think over the work content repeatedly to find improvement.

4.14

.678

14.259

p<.001

I can generate plentiful ideas from assignments.

3.92

.727

10.703

p<.001

I can generate new ideas from the assignment content.

3.78

.843

7.830

p<.001

I can respond directly toward assignment content.

3.79

.768

8.747

p<.001

I can sensitively generate ideas toward assignments.

3.79

.768

8.747

p<.001

I can continuously focus on assignments and generate ideas.

3.89

.761

9.912

p<.001

I have an exploratory attitude toward novel or unknown matters.

4.35

.695

16.442

p<.001

test value = 3

student attitudes in imagination. Among them,
“I have an exploratory attitude toward novel or
unknown matters” (M=4.35, t=16.442, p<.001)
obtained the highest mean, followed by “I would
think over the work content repeatedly to find
improvement” (M=4.14, t=14.259, p<.001). The
results show that this project activity can change
students’ attitudes towards imagination, making
them more likely to explore novel matters while
maintaining a sharp observational ability to further
elicit their imagination. At the same time, the students would continue thinking about the initially
formed images and seek evidence to improve the
expressed works.

4.1.2. Learning Effectiveness
Regarding learning effectiveness, the practical
processes required by the project activity of this
study can generally enhance student development
by their diversity. Other than the smaller increase in
mathematics ability (M=3.53, t=6.126, p<.001),
the mean values for the other questions are all
over 4 points (M=4.044~4.68, t=10.878~23.724,
p<.001), reaching the.001 level of significance.
Thus, “The practical process of the amphibious
vehicle imagination and design competition gave
me important learning experiences” (M=4.68,

t=23.724, p<.001) obtained the highest mean,
indicating the applied work processes required by
the project activity can give students deep learning
experiences. In other words, this is the concept
of “deep practice” where the learning model of
thinking and doing at the same time leaves deep
impressions in the mind, though it may take a
long time (Coyle, 2011):
I think that we have learned how to organize our
thoughts and ideas and transformed them into
practical work, which is the most important part
for us (20120225.R.M).
… I started to view things from different angles
and perspective in order to find the most reasonable solutions (20120225.R.P).
… I have realized how important the teamwork
and unity are for us to complete such difficult
task. Also, I have learned some interpersonal
communication skills from the project activities
(20120225.R.P).
To conclude, after the activity’s conclusion,
student cognition, emotions, and capabilities all
show change. At the cognitive level, other than
learning the knowledge of making boats, students
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have a deeper knowledge of the process of applied
work and repetitive thinking; the activity process
emphasizes the learning characteristic of autonomy and cooperation, which can help cultivate
emotional developments such as problem solving,
managing interpersonal relationships, diversity
in thinking, and improving the ability to endure
obstacles. In addition, the requirements of applied
work and the creation of a working machine give
students the chance to learn practical engineering
skills. Finally, students produce an amphibious
vehicle with a vision and effectiveness (as shown
in Figure 4).

4.1.3. Learning Attitude
Regarding learning attitude, the means of all items
fall between 3.57 and 4.24, and all have reached
the level of significance. Among them, “I spent
more time and effort to collect and analyze data
as well as to solve problems through conducting
experiments.” (M=4.24, t=15.877, p<.001) obtained the highest mean, followed by “I can actively
consult with teachers, friends, or experts during
attending “the amphibious vehicle imagination
and design competition” (M=4.18, t=11.632,

p<.001). “I can actively participate in knowledge
sharing and discussions on the online platform
of the amphibious vehicle imagination and design competition” (M=3.57, t=6.308, p<.001)
obtained the lowest mean. In summary, students
affirm the value of project activity and are willing to actively participate in the applied work for
the project. However, for online platform usage,
there are different performances and feelings due
to different personal learning habits and needs.

4.1.4. Actual Behavior
The actual behavior aspect primarily explores
students’ problem-solving strategies in the project
activity process. The results of statistical analysis
show that the means are between 3.90 and 4.28,
and all reach the level of significance. Among the
questions, the mean for “I can evaluate the quality
of the work, further modifying it to optimize its
efficacy” is highest (M=4.28, t=16.558, p<.001),
followed by “I can collect data for the project activity” (M=4.22, t=14.457, p<.001), and “I can share
results of the work or experiment with classmates
for mutual observation to achieve knowledge
exchange” (M=4.22, t=13.741, p<.001). “I often

Figure 4. Amphibious vehicles with imagination and efficacy
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Table 2. Results of one sample t test for learning for learning effectiveness
Mean

SD

t

p

I have learned more by participating in the project competition than in the class.

Item

4.25

.765

13.873

p<.001

Participating in the project competition can increase knowledge in relation to the
project activity.

4.51

.605

21.233

p<.001

It is challenging to me to complete the project competition.

4.60

.620

21.849

p<.001

It is a practical chance for me to verify theories by participating in the project
competition.

4.49

.671

18.787

p<.001

The project competition is a knowledge integration learning approach.

4.40

.725

16.418

p<.001

The project competition can enhance my problem solving ability.

4.39

.703

16.759

p<.001

The project competition can increase my data collection ability.

4.33

.805

14.056

p<.001

The project competition can increase my data analysis ability.

4.33

.732

15.465

p<.001

The project competition can increase hands-on ability.

4.61

.573

23.624

p<.001

The project competition can increase my computer information ability.

4.13

.804

11.876

p<.001

The project competition can increase my science ability.

4.14

.756

12.778

p<.001

The project competition can increase my technology ability.

4.10

.715

13.017

p<.001

The project competition can increase my engineering ability.

4.04

.813

10.878

p<.001

The project competition can increase my mathematics ability.

3.53

.731

6.126

p<.001

The practical process of the amphibious vehicle imagination and design competition
gave me important learning experiences.

4.68

.601

23.724

p<.001

test value = 3

Table 3. Results of one sample t test for learning attitude
Mean

SD

t

p

My learning attitude was more serious than ever during the “the amphibious vehicle
imagination and design competition.”

Item

4.11

.797

11.828

p<.001

I spent more time and effort to collect and analyze data as well as to solve problems
through conducting experiments.

4.24

.661

15.877

p<.001

I can actively participate in knowledge sharing and discussions on the online platform
of the amphibious vehicle imagination and design competition.”

3.57

.766

6.308

p<.001

I can actively consult with teachers, friends, or experts during attending “the
amphibious vehicle imagination and design competition.”

4.18

.861

11.632

p<.001

I can apply project research skills to explore things that I do not know or not familiar
with.

3.96

.759

10.717

p<.001

I would like to recommend “the amphibious vehicle imagination and design
competition” to other students.

4.11

.779

12.099

p<.001

If possible, I would like attend this kind of competition with different topics next time.

4.10

.772

12.059

p<.001

test value = 3

carry out relevant experiments to understand the
truth and whether the problem-solving strategies
are reasonable” (M=3.90, t=8.959, p<.001) and
“I can record the process of experiments, e.g. re-

cording data, writing up data, and making graphs
from data” (M=3.90, t=9.099, p<.001) have lower
means. This ranking shows that students generally
use strategies such as data collection, concept clari1071
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Table 4. Results of one sample t test for actual behavior
Mean

SD

t

p

I can clarify unclear rationale, concept, or task by my own.

Item

3.92

.687

11.324

p<.001

I can collect data for the project activity.

4.22

.716

14.475

p<.001

I can solve the problems through designing new experiments.

4.01

.682

12.622

p<.001

I can obtain and verify my thoughts through experiments.

3.99

.741

11.292

p<.001

I often carry out relevant experiments to understand the truth and whether the
problem-solving strategies are reasonable.

3.90

.848

8.959

p<.001

I can obtain data or transform the data into meaning outcomes from conducting
experiments.

4.03

.787

11.085

p<.001

I can record the process of experiments, e.g. recording data, writing up data, and
making graphs from data.

3.90

.842

9.099

p<.001

I can evaluate the quality of the work, further modifying it to optimize its efficacy

4.28

.655

16.558

p<.001

I can collect data for the project activity.

4.22

.755

13.741

p<.001

test value = 3

fication, knowledge sharing, and the verification
and evaluation of solution strategies to resolve the
problems encountered in the process of carrying
out the project to make and improve the products.
However, there are different performances in the
experimental records and verification by different
teams due to the teams’ disparate learning habits
and methods.

4.1.5. Collaborative Learning
On the level of collaborative learning, the means
of all questions are over 4 points (M=4.01~4.61,
t=8.728~26.350, p<.001), reaching the.001 level
of significance. Among them, “I believe that team
cooperation is helpful in the learning process”
(M=4.61, t=26.350, p<.001) is highest, and “Work
distribution of the team is equitable” (M=4.01,
t=8.728, p<.001) is lowest. Students stated that
they are happy to carry out project discussions and
applied work through collaborative learning, and
members can indeed provide positive assistance in
the activity process. Thus, collaborative learning
can considerably help promote project activities,
but students still need to learn how to effectively
divide work among team members and manage
interpersonal relationships:
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I think it’s better to have other team members to
work together to find the suitable solutions than
working alone without any help. Through group
discussions and brainstorming, some difficulties
can be solved easily (20120225.R.P).
…in the project activities, I have learned that
only interact, communicate, and exchange ideas
and thoughts with others can stimulate new
ideas or thoughts through this project activities
(20120225.R.M).

4.1.6. Online Platform Usage
In terms of online platform usage, the mean for
each item is between 3.68 and 4.15, and all reach
the level of significance. Among them, the mean
for “The work in each task is helpful toward the
completion of the design and production of the
amphibious vehicle” (M=4.15, t=14.279, p<.001)
is highest, and “The online platform manual allows me to understand the techniques of operating
the online platform quicker” (M=3.68, t=6.099,
p<.001) is lowest. The results indicate that the
students affirmed the online assistant function of
the task work because the project activities relied
more on autonomous learning through team coop-
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Table 5. Results of one sample t test for collaborative learning
Item

Mean

SD

t

p

The amphibious vehicle imagination and design competition can cultivate our collaborative
learning.

4.64

.564

24.642

p<.001

Team member’s suggestions can stimulate my thinking.

4.57

.577

23.073

p<.001

Work distribution of the team is equitable.

4.01

.986

8.728

p<.001

Work distribution of the team is assigned according to the team member’s expertise.

4.33

.732

15.465

p<.001

Someone in the team will play the role of leader.

4.18

.845

11.860

p<.001

The process of collaborative learning is joyful for me.

4.42

.645

18.649

p<.001

Work with team members is joyful.

4.31

.744

14.894

p<.001

I like to learn new knowledge through group discussions and sharing.

4.42

.666

18.047

p<.001

I believe that team cooperation is helpful in the learning process.

4.61

.519

26.350

p<.001

I think that team members should have more discussions during the learning process.

4.46

.691

17.915

p<.001

Knowledge sharing among team members can shorten the time of knowledge acquisition.

4.47

.627

19.912

p<.001

Collaborative learning among teams can increase our interpersonal relationship.

4.61

.595

22.987

p<.001

I can provide my own ideas actively.

4.56

.625

21.102

p<.001

I always do my best to accomplish the assigned task.

4.58

.550

24.415

p<.001

I can interact with team members well during the project activity.

4.47

.581

21.511

p<.001

test value = 3

eration and communication on the online platform.
Thus, planning for online assistant in the task
work is very important. In addition, although the
pre-competition workshop can give the students
some ideas about operating the online platform,
but the user’s manual can be auxiliary material for
students to assist them operate the platform. Thus,
the user’s manual should be provided to students.

4.2. Analysis and Exploration of
the STEM-I Process Practice
4.2.1. The Process of STEM
Imagination Development
This study used the STEM-I model as the axis
for activity development, with initiation, development, alternative, links, and expression as the
five stages of amphibious vehicle imagination
and design:

•

Initiation: Moving forward from existing
experience, setting the beginning and objectives of imagination.

Task online assistant in the initiation stage involves asking the teams to start by collecting data,
interviewing experts, and analyzing the existing
materials. After the students have a foundational
understanding of amphibious vehicles, they can
proceed with the first stage of STEM-I, “initiation.” Analyzing the text data shows that student
experiences and reflections on the existing social
environment are the beginning point for their initiation stage. Group K uses the natural issue of global
warming as initiation, and uses “environmental
protection and recycling” as the main appeal to
imagination. Existing scientific knowledge is the
foundation as the meta-knowledge for initiation,
combining with analysis of existing materials to
develop several possible ideas:
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Table 6. Results of one sample t test for online platform usage
Mean

SD

t

p

Online assistant can help me conduct “the amphibious vehicle imagination and design
competition.”

Item

4.04

.879

10.054

p<.001

Online assistant can help me solve problems right away.

3.82

.924

7.523

p<.001

Online assistant can guide my thinking direction and provide me with technical support as
needed.

3.90

.842

9.099

p<.001

Every task assignment provides me with learning topic and direction.

3.89

.779

9.679

p<.001

Every task assignment enables me to explore further knowledge related to the amphibious
vehicle.

4.04

.759

11.649

p<.001

Every task assignment helps me to accomplish the design and manufacture of the
amphibious vehicle.

4.10

.695

13.391

p<.001

Every task assignment is beneficial to the completion of designing and manufacturing the
amphibious vehicle.

4.15

.685

14.279

p<.001

Conducting discussions with group member in the discussion area help me crystalize
knowledge.

4.10

.875

10.644

p<.001

Online platform helps accumulate knowledge.

3.89

.881

8.561

p<.001

Online platform enables me share knowledge.

3.97

.872

9.464

p<.001

Online platform helps me acquire knowledge.

4.03

.855

10.196

p<.001

I can absorb knowledge and then present on the platform.

3.76

.702

9.234

p<.001

Attending the workshop enables me to be familiar with the operation of the online
platform quickly.

3.90

.922

8.311

p<.001

The user’s manual of the online platform enables me to be familiar with the operation of
the online platform.

3.68

.947

6.099

p<.001

test value = 3

In the beginning, our idea was to create an environmentally meaningful boat, which would not
cause much pollution to Earth, so the basis was
recycling and environmental energy. Thus, we
proposed creating a boat that would move with
wind power, chemical energy, or based on physical theory. (20120225.R.K)

feasible ideas until completion. For instance,
Group K continues working with the concept of
dynamics to analyze the possible paths and results
of the different types of motion:

Development: Expand imagination.

When the original ideas extending from initiation reach saturation, it is necessary to change the
angle of thought to develop new starting ideas or
to think backwards from the objective to make
imagination richer and more diverse. Group K’s
initial idea began with “dynamics” as the starting
point of initiation, and when this idea becomes
saturated, they changed the angle of imagination
to develop the new beginning of “energy,” or

•

Other than the expansion of imagination, in
the development process, some teams would also
evaluate the possible results of ideas as the basis
for subsequent development imagination. In other
words, the reasonableness and feasibility of each
path is considered, so ideas can be more focused
and students can extend their imagination on the
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Alternative: Develop new starting points
or think backwards from the objectives.
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they thought backwards from the objective of
“environmental conservation,” which broadens
and enriches their ideas, breaking through the
framework of existing ideas:
…Our alternative generally seeks to develop upward to the objective. If we have to use energy that
does not harm Earth, we thought that since there
are a lot of humans, we decided to use manpower.
But people can also get tired, so we added solar
panels for help. In order to help human survival,
we added floating fields and desalination machine
to provide drinking water and food, so our imagination turned the future boat into a city. The other
alternative is to use human or animal waste as
bio-energy to achieve objectives. (20120225.R.K)
•

Links: Linking existing ideas and giving
them meaning.

After the stages of initiation, development, and
alternative, the network of ideas is enriched. Links
give logic and meaning to previously accumulated
ideas. In this stage, students use existing materials
and technical conditions to evaluate the logic and
feasibility of ideas, deleting those that are illogical or unfeasible. Repetitive practice and testing
bring ideas to implementation, and the process
of practice and idea verification is carried out to
find the optimal path. Thus, imagination is used to
deduce infinite possibility, then extensive testing
and thinking is used to find the most suitable idea
for implementation. Figure 5 shows an example
of links by Group K. Then, the story context is
used to connect and give meaning to all ideas:
…global warming causes a rise in ocean levels,
causing people to evolve into mermaid-like creatures, then the story of ocean cities is created to
recover this situation. (20120225.R.K)

4.2.2. Expression:
Concretizing Imagination
Expression concretizes the images in the mind
through physical production. The students use
the blueprints in their minds, along with existing
technology, materials, and cost considerations,
to create an amphibious vehicle with vision and
efficacy. The applied capabilities in the actual
building process include circuitry, welding, drawing designs, assembly, cutting, molding, and
coloring. In the process, students need to both
concretize their imagination and ensure that the
boat could be driven on land and in the water.
Thus, after strategies such as continuous testing,
asking experts, and collecting data to correct the
production of amphibious vehicles, students are
able to create the most suitable products. Figure
6 shows an example of applied work by students.

4.2.3. Learning Characteristics and
Findings in STEM-I Project Activity
1.

Exploration and learning for imagination to
expand STEM knowledge.

Imagination brings increased possibilities to learning. Through imagination, students can break
through the framework of existing technology and
materials, transcending the constraints of reality
and the current time and space, to boldly think
and construct their image of future boats. Data
collection and constant rethinking can transcend
existing technology to achieve knowledge application, pushing learning to a higher level. In the
process, students have the opportunity to explore
higher-level STEM knowledge and achieve the
objective of learning. For instance, Group M applies technological knowledge to selecting materials
(such as: usage of vacuum walls, nano paint, airconditioning equipment, and solar energy) in order
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Figure 5. Group K STEM-I links stage flowchart

to increase boat structure efficacy, and uses science
and mathematics knowledge on the consideration
and calculation of wind resistance, buoyancy, and
speed. Finally, the concept of engineering design
was used to integrate scientific, technological, and
mathematical knowledge to design the exterior of
the boat structure, and resolve the problem of connections of imagination and concrete operations.
Same for Group K, ideas such as the usage of
bio-energy and center-of-mass motion, the design
of desalination machines and solar panels, dem-
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onstrate the connection between imagination and
STEM knowledge. Even though the students are
obstructed by existing conditions (technology, techniques, costs, materials, etc.) and cannot implement
some ideas, imagination would give the students
an opportunity to consider many possibilities and
explore knowledge in a higher level:
…for long-term residence, the boat’s vacuum
walls can insulate [the interior] from extreme
temperatures, and the outer wall is painted with
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Figure 6. Group K’s applied work process

nano paint, which is water-, dirt-, and rustresistant. The air-conditioning equipment on
the boat maintains the room temperature at a
range acceptable to humans, and solar panels
can continue to provide electricity, while extra
electricity is automatically stored in batteries for
emergencies. The streamlined boat body and the
air cushions installed at the bottom of the bow
can reduce air resistance, increase buoyancy,
and increase speed. (20120225.R.M)

light reflection and refraction principles to avoid
detection. (20120225.R.E)

…Humans and cattle both defecate! So we thought
we can use that to produce bio-energy, and then
it can be used again. Because the deck of the boat
we designed is very big, it would be possible to
put a desalination machine on it or to cover it with
solar panels … we also used physics by installing
man-powered pedals to produce center-of-mass
motion, and center-of-mass changes would cause
the boat to move forward. (20120425.I.K2)

Research shows that the process of imagination
can be used to expand the deepening and learning
of STEM knowledge. The ultimate task required
by this project activity is the conversion of imagination into ideas, images, and in turn, efficacious
and practical works. In the process of real work,
from electrical work, boat design and material
selection to the production of the form, students
continue to use the cycling loop of “discovery,
hypothesis, testing, and modification” to resolve
problems and learn the integration and application
of STEM knowledge (Table 7).

...This boat has the characteristics of solar power
and invisible vehicles. The former uses sunlight
conversion into usable energy; the latter uses

…On the top level pond, downward water flow
can use the conversion of potential energy into
kinetic energy to generate power. (20120225.R.H)
2.

The learning and application of STEM-I
project activity in promoting integrated
knowledge.
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Table 7. The integration and application of STEM knowledge
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3.

Learning strategies of STEM-I project-based
activities can promote the development of
imagination.

In order to stimulate a learner’s imagination,
the learner’s intrinsic motivation should be triggered. In other words, the learner has to be curious or interested in the themes of activities (Hsu
et al, 2012). This STEM-I study emphasizes on
cross-discipline integration by using the students’
life-experiences as topics of the activities and
designing an amphibious vehicle as the starting
of imagination development for the students.
Additionally, STEM-I project-based activities
provide a systematic learning model “Initiation,
Development, Alternative, Links, Expression”
with a clear and concrete doable approach to the
students. Finally, group members are able to create
some feature products (Figure 7) and completely
present their thoughts and ideas from Initiation to
Expression and the arrangement of story plots for
their feature products. As a result, the students’

imagination ability is developed and cultivated
during this learning process. Finally, the strategies
of autonomous learning and cooperative learning
in the STEM-I project-based activities promotes
the students’ imagination ability, and provides
them a supportive, free, and open learning environment. Thus, the students can promote their
innovative thinking and imagination through the
collaboration and cooperation of group members:
4.

The factors that elicit imagination are learning experience, environmental information,
and group thinking.

Students affirmed the view that learning
experiences can help elicit imagination, which
means that school education can consolidate
students’ knowledge and concepts to help them
form personal databases. Existing knowledge is
a catalyst for imagination, and the deconstruction, reconstruction, and integration of concepts
produce innovative possibilities:

Figure 7. Final products of the amphibious vehicle by all the groups
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In the past, in physics class we did projects and
experiments, about putting Mentos in Coke bottles
and propulsion. Then, we started thinking, if we
use this for motion, the boat would move forward,
and this can be used as the source of motion.
(20120425.I.K)
…The floating fields that came from a combination
of the Chinese language textbook and the history
textbook…In the Chinese language textbook there
was a lesson on “Lalu Island,” which explained
how floating fields worked. In the history textbook,
there was an “Aztec Kingdom.” We combined
these to think about constructing floating fields
on the sides of the boat.…We also used physics,
but we added man-powered pedals on the back to
create center-of-mass motion, and changes in the
center-of-mass cause the boat to go forward… We
happened to learn this in physics. (20120425.I.K2)
Furthermore, information from the external
environment, such as media, comics, cartoons, and
life events, can all enrich student experiences and,
in turn, serve as a basis for eliciting imagination:
Our topic is the garbage boat on the ocean. In the
past, we also wanted to make an ocean bus, and
the inspiration came from cartoons and comics.
(20120425.I. O4)
The source of our ideas was not just cartoons but
also some products that have been made at home
and abroad, and television. (20120425.I. O1)
The transmission of information and technological media can transcend time and space, so
people can quickly absorb great deals of information to spark creative inspiration. Conversely, if
this unidirectional media information is only being
absorbed without being internalized through think-
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ing, too much image data would lower deductive
ability and imagination, so imagined expression
would be only the accumulation of data:
My idea is that you should watch, listen, and think
more. However, you would actually not imagine
too much. If you take in too much information,
your imagination is pieced together from those
things; that’s not thinking, that’s just imitation.
(20120425.I.M4)
To conclude, it is necessary to greatly expand
personal experiences and databases to elicit imagination. However, after obtaining data, it is still
necessary to think, obtain feedback, and internalize
data to create meaningful knowledge. For imagination, both are necessary. Wang, Chu, Huang
and Kang (2010) have summarized the scholarly
interpretation of imagination, proposing that the
occurrence of imagination is due to the divergence
and combination of various memories and images
that already exist in an individual’s brain. Thus, a
complete development of imagination is not just
the direct restoration of old memory objects, but
it is the process of using accumulated feelings,
experiences, and knowledge as the materials for
imagination for our brain to analyze, deconstruct,
and reconstruct to generate new ideas or imaginary.
Groups may lead to synergy or obstacles for the
development of imagination. Groups are made up
of unique individuals, and members have different
views or expertise due to their distinct life experiences. Thus, group interaction can inspire more
diverse views and visions (Lou, Tsai, & Tseng,
2011) as well as more synergized and enriched
imagination due to mutual brainstorming. However, peers may also become limiting factors that
block imagination. The conservative thinking of
peers or ineffective communication can all affect
personal imagination.
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5. CONCLUSION AND
SUGGESTIONS
5.1. Conclusion
STEM-I project activities have positive effects on
students’ imagination, and learning effectiveness
and attitudes as well as on their strategic performance in problem-solving, collaborative learning,
and online behavior. Additionally, STEM-I project
activities provide an encouraging and supportive
blended learning environment through using
collaborative methods to enhance the students’
autonomous learning. Additionally, through the
systematic steps of IDEAL “initiation, development, expression, alternative, links” and the task
online assistant of STEM motivation questions,
the students were able to convert their imagination and reality in virtual learning, resulting in the
development of imagination and the integration
of diverse skills. Furthermore, the STEM-I steps,
initiation, development, expression, alternative,
and links, (IDEAL) are verified in this study.
Students in this study can adequately use the
STEM-I model in the amphibious vehicle project.
Moreover, STEM-I project activities can expand
the students’ learning and integration of STEM
knowledge. The students were able to continue to
use the cycle of “discovery, hypothesis, testing,
and modification” to solve problems and learn the
integration and application of STEM knowledge.
Finally, learning experiences, environmental information, and group thinking can elicit imagination
in STEM-I project activities. Thinking is the key
to promoting imagination (Chen, Hsu, Chang &
Liang, 2012). After solitary thinking and exploration, an individual can explore other’s imagination
through group thinking (Lou, Tsai & Tseng, 2011),
where openness, accommodation, and democratic
interaction can help inspire imagination (Wang,
Chu, Huang & Kang, 2010).

5.2. Suggestions
The findings of this study suggest that teachers
should integrate STEM-I teaching model into
engineering-related or life technology courses. In
doing so, it would further promote student interest
in courses and occupations in the engineering or
technological fields. In addition, students should
be provided with an encouraging, supportive and
open learning environment to enable students to
stimulate their imagination. Furthermore, teachers should provide diverse and lively exploratory
courses to encourage students to think, see, and
explore new things through involving in campus,
community, and nature. Finally, schools should
provide teachers with opportunities, workshops,
or teaching demonstrations in relation to STEM-I
learning in order to enhance their teaching capacity in STEM-I.
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ABSTRACT
The use of small collaborative learning teams in STEM classrooms is not new to the field of education.
At the undergraduate level, evidence continues to accumulate that organizing students into groups in
which they engage in knowledge construction by completing active learning tasks is an effective means
to achieve student-learning objectives. However, this teaching method is rarely used by postsecondary
faculty, especially in large-enrollment classes. An argument for the efficacy of this method is presented in
three parts. This chapter first outlines the theoretical basis for collaborative group learning. Grounded
in the literature, this theory is then translated into practice by discussing evidence-based advantages and
challenges to creating collaborative learning environments. The chapter concludes with a discussion of
a case study examining how the first author has implemented this method of collaborative instruction
with a unique means of structuring groups within a large-enrollment non-majors biology classroom.

ORGANIZATION BACKGROUND
Recent science education policy documents
recommend that students learning science at all
levels should be modeling the process of scientific
discovery in their classrooms through inquirydriven learning experiences (National Research

Council, 2000). In the context of undergraduate life
sciences education the American Association for
the Advancement of the Sciences’ (2011) Vision
and Change in Undergraduate Biology Education
also highlights the benefits of modeling the process of science after and during formal instruction
by adopting student-centered classrooms at all
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levels from K-16. “In practice, student-centered
classrooms tend to be interactive, inquiry-driven,
cooperative, collaborative, and relevant. Classes
authentically mirror the scientific process, convey
the wonder of the natural world and the passion
and curiosity of scientists, and encourage thinking”
(AAAS, 2011, p. 7). This pedagogy, often called
scientific teaching, is based on the idea that both
the teaching and learning of science should model
the methodologies of science and worldviews of
scientists (Handelsman, et al., 2004).
One of the most common means through
which inquiry-based, student-centered instruction is implemented is by organizing students in
larger classroom environments into small learning
teams that promote cooperation, collaboration,
and interaction in a more targeted manner than attempting to promote student-learning at the whole
class level. These teams are typically groups of
four to five students that work together to achieve
classroom learning objectives in conjunction
with, or independent of, the instructor (depending on the particular instructional methodology
being implemented). At the postsecondary level,
organizing students into collaborative groups in
which they engage in knowledge construction by
completing active learning tasks (within these
groups) has been shown through Discipline-Based
Education Research (DBER) to be an effective
means to achieve critical learning objectives in Science, Technology, Engineering, and Mathematics
(STEM) fields (Bowen, 2000; Springer, Stanne, &
Donovan, 1999). More specifically, collaborative
group work in in STEM classrooms increases academic achievement, promotes positive attitudes,
increases students’ reasoning ability and promotes
student retention (Armstrong, Chang, & Brickman,
2007; Bowen, 2000; Jenson & Lawson, 2011;
Johnson, Johnson, & Smith, 1998; McKinney &
Graham-Buxton, 1993) as well as numerous other
cognitive and affective advantages.
Despite the voluminous evidence base for
team learning as a means for structuring effec-
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tive student learning environments, widespread
implementation and sustainability of these types
of classrooms models at the undergraduate levels
remains a challenge. This is often due to STEM
faculty being uncomfortable with, or outright resistant to these research-based methodologies. As
Tanner (2009) states in her series on undergraduate biology teaching and learning, “(O)ften, we
as instructors feel that we need to be an intimate
part of each student’s learning, when in fact it is
more important that we construct opportunities
for them to do the learning themselves” (p. 94).
The question becomes, in a historical paradigm
of a lecturing “sage on the stage” that delivers
content to students through the power of prose,
why and how should postsecondary instructors
be assisting students in constructing their own
knowledge? More specific to this discussion, what
advantages are there to utilizing small groups as
a classroom tool for knowledge construction?
The following chapter presents a case of one
instructors’ implementation of a research-based
instructional strategy in a large enrollment nonmajors life sciences course.

Context of the Case
The lead author and instructor during this case
reported here has worked at several large public
universities in the southeastern United States
including one with the third largest undergraduate population in North Carolina (East Carolina
University) and currently at one with the largest
undergraduate population in Tennessee (Middle
Tennessee State University). Both of these institutions consist of populations of students that are
largely rural, low-to-middle-class socio-economic
status, and many who are first-generation college
students. Like many state-funded institutions, the
last few years have seen a decrease in funding
from the state governing bodies with a subsequent
increase in faculty classroom responsibilities,
time commitments, and class sizes. In addition,
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many state funding formulas are moving from
being based purely on enrollment numbers to
putting more weight on retention rates and timeto-completion.
As an instructor, the lead author has had
the responsibility of teaching both majors and
non-majors biology students with classrooms
consisting of upward of 250 students in a single
class section. In fact, as I write this, East Carolina
University has recently opened a 500-seat section
of introductory biology for non-majors students to
be taught in the campus performing arts building
which typically shows artistic performances and
movies. What this serves to highlight is the challenges currently presented to public universities
that are attempting to maximize opportunities
for student success while subsequently making
decisions based on limited funding (which often
works against student success and retention).
The lead author has a terminal degree in science education and is committed to implementing
active, student-centered pedagogies in the course.
Active techniques utilized in the course were
“flipped” teaching methods with students viewing an audio-recorded lecture (that aligned with
their assigned reading) prior to coming to class;
limited use of in-class lectures and being sure
that lecture time incorporated dynamic visuals
such as animations, etc.; having students work
in-class in small groups on exercises, problems,
and case studies; and the use of student response
devices (i.e. “clickers”) as a means of formative
assessment. The instructor was also assisted by an
undergraduate assistant who was available to rotate
around the room during class time to facilitate
student learning during group work.
For this particular case, we discuss some of the
means through which the lead author implemented
team learning in a non-majors biology class of
252 students enrolled at East Carolina University
(enrolling approximately 26,000 undergraduate
students) in the Fall of 2011. The majority of the
students were freshmen and had an average age

of 20.5 years old with a range of 19 to 23 (with
three outlier continuing education students with
ages of 38, 33, and 33). The class consisted of
74.6% females and 25.4% males. The majority of the students self-identified as Caucasian
(58.8%) with the rest of the students identifying
as African American (20.4%), Hispanic (6.4%)
or self-identified as Other (14.4%). These demographics are similar to that of the university as a
whole except for the larger distribution of females
enrolled in the course (the University distribution
is about 59% female, 41% male). Full university
Institutional Review Board was exempt status
obtained prior to collecting and reporting data on
students. Students were required to read and sign
an online permission letter prior to participation.

SETTING THE STAGE
In this case we present an argument for the benefits
of small group work in undergraduate life science
classrooms in three parts. First, we briefly outline
some of the theoretical bases for small group learning as it is embedded in the framework of social
constructivism. Next, we review some of the advantages of group instruction at the undergraduate
level as supported by the science education and
DBER literature. Finally, as an instructive case
study, we describe how we have implemented this
method of instruction within the lead author’s
large non-majors biology classroom. The final
section offers evidence on the areas of success
in this approach, describing pilot data we have
collected to evaluate the impacts of collaborative
group structure, utilizing a unique team-building
method, on achieving student learning objectives.
The goal of this chapter is to assist in translating
theory into practice for those interested in the idea
of utilizing small collaborative teams to promote
learning in undergraduate science classroom as
well as reinvigorate the discourse in scholarship
in this field.
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Learning in Groups: The Theory
of Social Constructivism
Using small collaborative groups in order to
achieve critical learning objectives is not a new
concept in science education, having been initially
established with the theoretical and empirical
work of the social psychologist Lev Vygotsky
(1978). One of his most influential hypotheses to
the field of education was that higher cognitive
processes were developed through, and could not
be divorced from, social interactions. In other
words, learning cannot be conceptualized as an
individual process as learning environments are
culturally-embedded and the student must filter
verbal instruction through the medium of language (that is in turn defined by cultural norms)
(Vygotsky & Cole, 1978). Vygotsky claimed that
communication between individuals was one of
the key factors that facilitates the acquisition of
conceptual understanding through the process of
shared learning in a social setting. All students
experience cognitive growth despite their differential academic positions because of their social
interactions in the defined learning environment.
In fact, within this sociocultural framework, cognitive diversity is viewed as an asset to learning
and not a hindrance (as it is sometimes viewed by
instructors). How often have instructors lamented
having to “teach down” to their “weaker” students
while fantasizing of classrooms filled with their
“brighter” students? From the perspective of social constructivism, building of new knowledge
requires diverse learning environments as all
students benefit from interacting with a range of
knowledge and ability levels. Learning is viewed as
a social activity facilitated by more capable peers.
While much of Vygotsky’s work focused on
young children, his observations of the learning process have been applied to all ranges of
leaners. Through his empirical work, Vygotsky
observed that the memory skills of a younger
child could be improved by working with an adult
or more-capable peer (i.e., someone with more
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highly developed memory skills). To explain this
phenomenon, he theorized the Zone of Proximal
Development (ZPD) as a hypothetical range of
potential cognitive development of an individual
learner that is maximized when learning takes
place in collaboration with more capable peers.
This theory of social construction of knowledge
within a ZPD have been extended to other areas
of social learning such as social interdependence
theory that asserts that there are certain learning objectives that can only be achieved when
situated in social settings (Johnson & Johnson,
2009). This idea of knowledge construction as a
social enterprise is not unusual to scientists and
engineers who frequently view knowledge building as a process of “standing on the shoulders”
of others to move the collective understanding
of their field forward. For example, imagine the
validity you would grant our argument provided
here without the frequency of citations provided
from those who have come before us?
Despite the theoretical arguments of Vygotsky
and their direct application to learning in STEM
fields, in our experience, undergraduate classrooms continue to frequently reward the success
of the individual learner at the expense of the
classroom as a whole (or smaller collaborative
groups). Individual competition is either explicitly
or implicitly encouraged at the expense of the
social construction of knowledge. Much of this
individualistic classroom culture, at least in our
classrooms in the United States, is a reproduction
of the larger western culture that praises individual
achievement over collectivization (Johnson &
Johnson, 2009). On a smaller scale, as anecdotally
evidenced by numerous conversations the lead author has had in his office over the years, for many
students, conceptual learning is a secondary (or
perhaps even a lower priority) goal than ensuring
future career success. Individual competition is
seen as the only means to get into highly competitive graduate or professional schools. Often
times, this is true and only reinforces individual
competition. Students’ culture outside the class-
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room and pressure to succeed tends to promote
individually competitive classrooms that can
stifle learning based on a social constructivist
framework. Instructors are often equally to blame
by reproducing this competitive culture by supporting this hyper-individualist discourse in both
word and deed. For example, studies have shown
that the classroom culture created by instructors
can greatly influence the learning orientation of
students (Patrick et al., 2001).
Lest we, as authors, be branded as anti-individualist, let us be clear that there are numerous academic and pragmatic benefits to creating an individually competitive classroom culture. However,
our argument lies in the volumes of theoretical and
empirical data that the desired learning outcomes
in STEM fields such as engagement, motivation,
utilizing evidence to make arguments, developing coherent explanations for natural phenomena,
communicating, and justifying arguments are
promoted by collaborative and interactive classroom norms (Bowen, 2000; Springer et al., 1999).
There are certainly sub-sets of learning objectives
in the science and engineering fields that would
be promoted by individual learning environments
as well. However, since social constructivism
encourages communication and interactions with
other people to enable learning, team learning
is an ideal choice for the classroom that wishes
to promote these types of values and habits of
mind in science students. It is, of course, not the
only choice (see AAAS, 2011 for other teaching
methodologies that support higher-order learning
in undergraduate classrooms). Collaborative learning brings groups of students together and allows
them to work as a team to discover a solution to
a problem, promoting the type of cooperation we
often value in our own scientific or engineering
pursuits. There is also much empirical support for
these claims. For example, in a meta-analysis of
cooperative versus competitive student interactions on problem-solving tasks, the cooperative
groups consistently outperformed individuals on
all forms of problem-solving including linguistic,

symbolic, operational and ill-defined problems
(Qin, Johnson, & Johnson, 1995).
Having established theoretical support for
small group learning in the STEM fields it is important to now address what explicit advantages
small collaborative group instructions provides
for not only undergraduate students but also for
faculty in undergraduate classroom settings. These
advantages to collaborative group learning are by
no means comprehensive, but provide a general
categorical framework for examining some of the
more poignant aspects of group learning outcomes.
The advantages we list are supported by evidence
from discipline-based education research as well as
empirical studies in other fields. This discussion is
intended to point the reader to potential resources
for understanding the advantages of team learning
in undergraduate STEM classrooms.

Advantages to Collaborative
Group Learning
Collaboration in academic settings increases
student retention in STEM pipelienes. In an age
when the United States is losing its competitive
advantage in STEM fields and student attrition
in these fields is increasing at all levels (National
Science Board, 2013), one of the biggest advantages to small group instruction is its impact on
retention at postsecondary institutions. For example, in a recent National Science Board (2013)
study, students in 4-year institutions beginning
in the academic year 2003/04 with intentions to
major in science and education had 67% retention
when measured in spring 2009. Work in general
academic experiences has shown that one of the
most powerful predictors of student retention (as
well as their involvement in other aspects of the
institution) has to do with personal and social
interactions with both faculty and other students
in their field (Tinto, 1987). These social interactions seem to be especially vital to at-risk students
such as women and under-represented minorities
(Jonides, 1995). The importance of teaching styles
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that promote social interactions in the classroom
seem to be particularly important in STEM fields
where students often perceive the teaching faculty
as distant and the classroom culture as individualistic and highly competitive. These negative
perceptions of how the fields of science and
engineering work often become a major impetus
for students moving into other disciplinary fields
or leaving the university all together (Seymour &
Hewitt, 1997; Tobias, 1992).
However, the benefits (i.e., lack of anonymity
and decreased student passivity) of a more intimate
classroom can be achieved through team-based
work even in large-enrollment classes with several
hundred students. By establishing small student
groups, the class size is effectively reduced and
students have readily-established peers. In the
first authors’ instruction with freshman, I have
frequently had students return to me years later
and say that they are still friends with their small
groups from their initial class and that these groups
were critical for emotional and academic support
throughout their program. The use of team-based
learning in the classroom often means that the
majority of class time is spent on active-learning
exercises which helps keep the students engaged,
increases the interactions between peers, and
allows the student to take greater responsibility
for their own learning (Michaelsen, 2002). The
increased accountability and autonomy felt by the
students also often has the side-affect of improving attendance and class preparedness as well
(Michaelsen, 2002).
Collaborative group work is responsive to
student diversity. Retention of women and underrepresented minorities in the fields of science and
engineering is beneficial to maintaining a diverse
community of scholars and promoting differential
means of looking at the natural world. One of the
benefits of having students interact in collaborative
teams is that it promotes diverse interactions and
reduces racial, ethnic, and physical ability stereotypes, as well as improves the personal self-esteem
of minority students (Michaelsen, 2002). Students
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are better able to complete the border crossing
into the science and engineering community of
practice when they view their voice as valued
within that community. Small group learning
often allows those individuals to have their voice
heard. It has been demonstrated that cooperative
learning systems appear to improve academic and
attitudinal outcomes for a diversity of students
including women and under-represented minority groups. The latter groups also seem to prefer
collaborative learning opportunities in contrast to
competitive ones (Cabrera et al., 2002).
In addition, to diversity of cultural backgrounds, students enter the classroom with a
diversity of learning styles and abilities. There is
some debate in the literature as to the structure and
empirical basis for learning styles, however, it does
seem apparent that students maintain preferences
for how they integrate new information into their
current constructs as well as how they process that
information (Pashler, McDaniel, Rohrer, & Bjork,
2009). If nothing else, collaborative group learning
provides an additional venue for which students
who thrive in this type of learning environment
can promote their own understanding. In addition,
as part of the liberal arts goals of many institutions
of higher education, when students are allowed
to work with individuals of differing background
with different worldviews, this promotes their own
experiential education.
Collaborative group work helps students develop higher order thinking skills: Increasing student participation in the learning process not only
improves students’ comprehension of the material
through active discussion with their classmates, but
can also encourage higher-order cognitive skills
such as critical thinking skills (Crowe, Dirks &
Wenderoth, 2008). Group work can encourage students to use higher-order cognitive skills (i.e., the
Application, Analysis, Synthesis, and Evaluation
levels of Bloom’s Taxonomy) a well as improve the
students’ comprehension of the material by discussion with their classmates (Crowe et al., 2008).
Many science and engineering faculty report that
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productive functioning in a group to complete a
task is one of the most important learning objectives for their students during their undergraduate
career. For example, simply encouraging students
to talk in the classroom can be essential to learning, as it helps them integrate new information
into their cognitive structure (Tanner, 2009). The
interaction between the students as they discuss
the assignment helps improve their memory,
stimulates cognitive function, and also reinforces
the students’ societal connections through these
social exchanges (Michaelsen, 2002). In a recent
study Jenson & Lawson (2011) demonstrated that
inquiry biology instruction (grounded in students
completing activities in collaborative groups)
significantly increased their reasoning ability
(as measured by the Classroom Test of Scientific
Reasoning). Practice presenting their ideas to the
team can also help an anxious student feel more
comfortable. When a student can successfully
explain a concept in their own words to a peer, it
helps them to better understand the information
and is less intimidating than presenting to the
entire class.
Collaborative group work prepares students
for the world outside of academia: Collaborative
group learning has been shown to help students
achieve not only goals for future careers, but also
to achieve some of the goals for a liberal education such as a commitment to social engagement,
cultural interest, and community leadership (Sweet
& Pelton-Sweet, 2008). Being part of a team can
provide emotional and social support, as well as
the development of vital interpersonal skills necessary for future employment. Some students may be
uncomfortable working in teams, as they feel they
know more than their peers and believe they are
unlikely to benefit from a group experience (Crowe
et al., 2008). Others may be unwilling to discuss
their thoughts in front of fellow students (or the
instructor) for fear of being ridiculed. However,
these are the students that often benefit the most
from participating in the group, as it encourages
them to form their own explanations and assists

with the construction of new knowledge (Tanner,
2009). In addition, specific work skills such as
interpersonal skills and teamwork learned during
collaborative experiences are some of the most in
demand skills of future employers.
Collaborative group work promotes faculty
professional development and innovation: It is
no surprise to many in the field of undergraduate education that many university courses are
lecture-based with students passively receiving
information (Cox, McIntosh, Reason, & Terenzini,
2011). As mentioned before, this passivity in the
classroom frequently leads to student dissatisfaction with their science courses and eventual attrition to other fields (Seymour & Hewitt, 1997).
This dissatisfaction becomes a two-way street,
with faculty feeling the effects of student disappointment in their success in courses. However,
the relative ease of enacting collaborative group
work within science classrooms opens up opportunities for professional development of faculty.
Perhaps the greatest appeal of using team-based
learning in the classroom is that the majority of
class time is spent on activities instead of lecture
(Michaelsen, 2002). It increases the interactions
between students and the instructor and allows
the students to self-teach the material. This frees
up time for the instructor to pursue other obligations and encourages autonomy in the students.
The instructor can focus on the more challenging
concepts, while students cover the basics on their
own, in small groups, or outside of class time. In
addition, during team-based learning activities the
active instructor can more easily identify areas of
confusion and student misconception as they are
verbally working through the concepts.

CASE DESCRIPTION
In the current environment of ubiquitous budget
cuts for all levels of education, classroom sizes
are continuing to grow as both monetary and time
support for instructors is diminishing in parallel
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(Crowe et al., 2008). Nowhere is this felt more than
in undergraduate classrooms where class sizes in
traditional lecture courses can sometimes reach up
to 300 students. Most K-12 classrooms have at least
some established student-teacher ratio maximum
that apparently dissolves as a critical consideration
in student learning the instant students matriculate
from high school. It is no secret that achieving
more complex learning objectives, maintaining
positive student attitudes, and encouraging retention becomes more challenging as the class size
swells. As we have established, student-centered
teaching mechanisms such as the utilization of
collaborative learning teams might mediate these
challenges somewhat. Benefits of a more intimate
classroom can be achieved through team-based
work even in courses with large classrooms.
In the following we describe how the lead
author has effectively “reduced” his class size by
creating learning teams in his large introductory
biology courses with the intent of maximizing
student acquisition of critical learning objectives.
We visualize our particular version of collaborative team learning as defined by Fink (2002) as
an instructional method that is intended to support
the development of high-performance learning
teams and provide the chance for these groups to
work together during the completion of significant learning tasks. It brings groups of students
together (often with different abilities, interests,
and levels of motivation) and allows them to work
together to discover a solution to a problem or
socially construct their knowledge in the course.
For many of the positive reasons mentioned
above, we are committed to promoting small-group
collaborative learning opportunities for students in
these classes. The question that is frequently asked
(even by departmental colleagues) is: “how?” How
do you cover all the material expected of you in an
introductory course and still have time for small
group instruction? How do you convince students
this is a worthwhile learning method? How do
you ensure student interactions in a large lecture
hall where seating does not promote these inter-
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actions? How do you form groups to ensure that
they are productive? How can you manage such a
large number of students in small groups and still
ensure that they are achieving the learning goals
you set for them? We would like to address each
of these questions in turn in the following section
from our experiences and aligned with this specific
case. Within this case study we include specific
examples of how the lead author has attempted to
address these challenges as well as provide data
from an empirical pilot study that has sought to
examine the most productive means of structuring these learning teams within the context of
non-majors undergraduate life science students.

CURRENT CHALLENGES
FACING THE ORGANIZATION
How do you cover all the material expected of
you in an introductory course and still have
time for small group instruction? This is one of
the most frequent questions we get asked and
also the one that requires the biggest paradigm
shift in how an instructor thinks about teaching
and learning. Instructors with this questions are
essentially asking: “if I do not stand up during
class and tell them what they need to know (e.g.,
the “sage on the stage” philosophy), but instead
provide them with higher level learning activities
in small groups how will they ever learn all the
material?” Our response refers largely back to the
values of a social constructivist classroom that
stress the importance of providing students with
meaningful learning opportunities and an ability
to address learning on their own as opposed to
delivering material to students as if they were
empty vessels (Tanner, 2009).
We as instructors need to realize that providing
students with information by “delivering content”
is no longer as critical a role for an instructor as
it has been in the past. We live in the Google age
where information is largely at everyone’s finger
tips. In fact, I inform my students on the first day
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of class that I will not spend time providing them
with a lot of facts or definitions during in-class
time. To reinforce the reasoning behind this idea
I tell them that I could likely ask them the most
difficult factual question in biology I could think
of, and they would be able to hop on their smartphones, tablets, or laptop computers and deliver an
answer to me. However, the key is that they may
not understand the answer and also that they do
not have any concept of its validity in the context
of the question asked. This is where restructuring
classroom philosophies comes into play. If the
goal is to have our students know how to locate,
validate, and manipulate scientific information
we need to give them guided opportunities in
class to practice these skills not talk at them like
an audio-driven search engine of information.
As a mechanism of structuring the course to
promote student factual acquisition of material
outside of class while maintaining in-class time
for working with this material, the lead author has
implemented a “flipped classroom” strategy. I do
this by posting Microsoft PowerPoint lecture notes
on our online course management website. These
PowerPoint lecture notes directly correspond to
the assigned readings. I then create Camtasia files
with these PowerPoints by voicing over a lecture
that corresponds to the reading content, essentially
providing the lecture the night prior to the class
in a format that Millennial students understand;
digital media. These lectures are typically 15 to 30
minutes in length and can be paused or re-wound
so that students can use them as a structured reading guide. Students are expected to complete the
review of the information before coming to class
so that we can spend actual class time working on
higher-level tasks utilizing the material presented
the night before.
Although there are some critiques to this mode
of instruction that have begun to arise in the literature. One of the most pointed is the assumption
that students will engage with the material outside
of class and actually comprehend it without the
aid of an instructor. One interesting twist on this

is combining a learning cycle philosophy with a
flipped classroom methodology by having students
encounter material first by engaging and exploring with new material in the classroom, utilizing
out-of-class learning tools to explain new material and the classroom experiences, then finally
bringing the extension and evaluation activities
back into the classroom (Schneider, Wallace,
Blikstein, & Pea, 2013). This requires envisioning
the flipped classroom as spanning over multiple
days but seems to hold some promise in promoting student learning in early comparative studies
(see the Schneider et al., study above) but little
empirical work has been gathered.
How do you convince students this is a
worthwhile learning method? Establishing these
benefits is critically important from the first day
of class. We find that in our large-enrollment
undergraduate courses the first day is often spent
with the faculty instructor going over the syllabus
with the students in a teacher-centered method of
instruction. The instructor often reads through
the syllabus with the assistance of a PowerPoint
outline, while highlighting course policies, rules,
and procedures. As the old adage goes, “you only
have one chance to make a first impression.” We
believe this is true in this situation as well. By
reading over the syllabus the first day of class you
establish that the course will be teacher-centered
and will require students to abide by rules and
procedures in order to be successful. Where are
the student-centered goals of supporting learning
in a classroom environment shaped in this way
on the first day?
To address this issue in the first author’s course,
we begin learning in groups the moment the students walk in the classroom. Group composition
is established before the first day of class (see
below) and students find their groups when they
walk in the door. Group lists are posted all around
the classroom and the students are encouraged to
check the list on their online course management
website prior to class so they can look up their
group number to which they have been assigned.
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A map of the classroom is displayed on the overhead so that students know the general region to
congregate in order to locate their group. They are
immediately set to a learning task after meeting
and talking briefly with their group a short 5-10
minute ice breaker session. In the wrap-up session
at the end of the class information is provided on
the benefits of working in groups to the students
including:
1.
2.

3.
4.

That working in groups will help promote
higher level cognitive skills and critical
thinking,
That working in groups will promote their
acquisition of life skills in communication
and working with a group to accomplish a
task,
That working in groups will reduce their
anxiety by effectively reducing class size,
and
Working in groups will provide immediate
points of contact for support both in and
outside of the classroom environment.

How do you ensure student interactions in a
large lecture hall where seating does not promote
these interactions? According to Michaelsen
(2002) the first step to implementing team learning
is to prepare the learning environment. Since most
large classes are taught in lecture halls with set
seating, it may be difficult to impossible to rearrange seats for the groups, however, simply having
a permanent area designated for each group within
the classroom can provide them with a sense of
“home.” This space needs to facilitate communication between the students (with eye contact)
and allow access for everyone (i.e., to expedite
handing out papers and to allow the instructor to
monitor student progress). Additionally, it is beneficial to ensure that spaces are easily accessible
for students with physical challenges. Again, we
believe the crux of this issue is for an instructor
to release some of their own need for control
over the classroom setting and allow students to
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explore in comfortable settings themselves. We
typically encourage students not to remain in their
seats (that are organized for a typical instructorfocused lecture classroom), but instead to get up,
move around, sit on the floor, go outside, etc. We
do encourage them to stay close by so that the
instructor can continue to circulate around and
address groups with questions or provide real-time
feedback as they complete group work. In addition,
we have had the benefit of receiving undergraduate
assistants in some of our large courses that allow
for multiple monitors to circulate and assess the
progress of the group work.
In a way this is often the most difficult challenge
to addressing small group learning as classrooms
promoting small group interactions often tend to
be limited (at least on our campus) and in high
demand. In addition, classroom in which we
teach rarely remain consistent from semester to
semester. Manipulating the learning environment
is often the variable under which we feel we have
the least control.
How do you form groups to ensure that they
are productive? Although the concept of using
learning teams to promote science learning is
not new, there is still debate in the literature as
to the most effective means of structuring these
groups to best promote interactions and to maximize learning. In general, this argument revolves
around whether homogenously or heterogeneously
structured groups are better to advance learning.
This idea is further complicated by the fact that
there is little consensus in the literature about
exactly what variables are being referred to when
one speaks of homogenous or heterogeneous. It
is worth taking a portion of this manuscript to
discuss this briefly below, as this is the basis for
some of the pilot data we will share.
Frequently, team members are randomly assigned to their groups (Dolmans & Schmidt, 2006).
In the 1970’s Belbin noted group function could
be improved by controlling the structure (McHarg,
Kay, & Coombes, 2012). He also observed that
teams composed of individuals with different
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characteristics were the best functioning because
they had different strengths and weaknesses. He
developed a self-perception inventory that grouped
participants into one of eight categories. These
labels were then used to compose the teams. This
helped reduce problems for teams with a poor
group dynamic. Michaelsen (2002) also encourages heterogeneous teams based on the distribution
of student talents and liabilities evenly between the
groups. He recommends using work experience,
access to technology, and demographic data to
create the teams.
Mello and Ruckes (2006) found that heterogeneous teams were better at dealing with changes
and challenging situations, but that the members’
different backgrounds and views could become
a weakness since they made different choices.
In this situation, homogeneous teams have an
advantage, because they have similar inclinations and tend to work better together. Mello and
Ruckes (2006) hypothesized that a heterogeneous
team is better informed than a homogeneous team
because of their diverse characteristics, however,
a heterogeneous team may still find it difficult to
work together. Mello and Ruckes (2006) further
note that a homogeneous team may have similar
background knowledge and will therefore have
less information available to make decisions.
According to Wright and Drewery (2006)
team diversity based on race, ethnicity, gender,
and other factors can initially lead to division in
the team, but this is often corrected by spending
more time getting to know each other. Eventually,
the differences perceived by the team members
become insignificant and the group becomes a
cohesive team. Wright and Drewery (2006) also
noted that teams with members from different
cultures might have diverse methods for dealing
with conflicts within the team. Groups organized
by gender have some interesting dynamics. Ro and
Choi (2011) observed that groups were more successful when women outnumbered men and that
male dominated group performance was worse
than female dominated or mixed groups. Women

also performed better in all female groups, while
men performed better in mixed groups. Unfortunately, women tend to be more stressed when
working in groups than their male counterparts.
In the review by Dolmans and Schmidt (2006),
they reported the significance of motivation in
teams, and noted that student motivation impacted
group efficiency and communication. It is well
known that motivation plays a key role in student
learning (Koballa & Glynn, 2007). They observed
that students with low levels of motivation interfered the most with the learning process. This may
be connected to the students’ lack of interest in
the course and the low level of motivation is the
manifestation of the decreased interest. In other
words, because the less motivated students lack
interest in the class, they were more disruptive
and contributed less to the team. The motivational
levels of the group can also effect the cognitive
function of the students (Dolmans and Schmidt,
2006). This is likely connected with the effects of
social constructivism. Since the whole team is not
working together, the dysfunction frustrates the
other team members and impacts their ability to
learn. Also, they are not receiving the benefits of
team communication and the social interactions
that properly functioning teams enjoy. De Grave,
Dolmans, & Van Der Vleuten (2002) directly
observed the significance of motivation on group
function, and noted its importance.
In thinking about the important variables that
might be used to construct groups with non-majors
biology students, we hypothesized that the construct of motivation to learn science might actually be most critical in structuring collaborative
learning groups (Glynn, Brickman, Armstrong, &
Taasoobshirazi, 2011). Prior to the beginning of
class our students were asked to take a six-scale
motivation instrument (Tuan, Chin, & Shieh,
2005) online through the Blackboard learning
platform. Data was downloaded to spreadsheet
software and then sorted along a continuum of
high to low motivation students. Collaborative
groups were structured heterogeneously based on
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a six-scale motivation instrument using a “snaking
method.” In other words, the individual with the
highest motivation score was placed in group one,
the next individual in group two and so on until
there was a total of 50 collaborative groups with
five individuals in each; consisting of students
ranging along the motivational construct. Students
remained in these groups for the entire semester.
How can you manage such a large number
of students in small groups and still ensure that
they are achieving the learning goals you set for
them? Using a pre-post design, an assessment
was made of students’ changes in attitudes toward
biology, perceptions of the science of biology,
perceptions of biologists, attendance rates, and
achievement in the course. Much to the surprise
of the first author, it was discovered that initially,
many students reported a moderate to high level
of motivation (along the sum of the six-scale
instrument) to learn science prior to the course
with 0% of the students falling into a poor motivation quartile, 1% of the students falling into a low
motivation quartile, 56% of the students falling
into a moderate motivation quartile, and 43% of
students falling into a high motivation quartile.
These results should be viewed cautiously as
they are self-report and recorded prior to when
the students had close contact with me. In other
words, it is entirely possible they were trying to
make a good initial impression.
The first three outcomes were assessed using
a pre-post instrument design: students’ attitudes
toward biology (Biology Attitude Assessment),
students’ perceptions of biology, and students’
perceptions of biologists. The Biology Attitude
Assessment was a newly designed Likert-type
assessment instrument that was validated with the
literature and analyzed for reliability and factor
structure. A five factor solution was determined
including student confidence in biology, student
interest in biology, perceived social relevance of
biology, perceived personal relevance of biology,
foreignness of biology as a subject, and comfort
in the laboratory (Bartlett’s test of sphericity χ2
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= 3,235.34, df = 528, p < 0.0001; Kaiser-MeyerOlkin sampling adequacy KMO = 0.893; 59.37%
of the variance was accounted for by the model).
The two perceptual measures were items that
began “biology is…” and “biologists are” with
a list of dichotomous descriptors that students
were asked to indicate the decree to which they
perceived a particular descriptor was accurate. In
addition we utilized student attendance scores as
recorded by students’ clicker response systems and
students’ achievement in the class as measured by
final exam grades.
Initial results show that on the Biology Attitude
Assessment students demonstrated a significant
increase in confidence (p = 0.004), interest (p
= 0.012), social relevance (p = 0.01), and confidence in the laboratory (p = 0.017) utilizing a
Wilcoxon sign rank test. There was no change in
students perceived personal relevance of biology
or perceived foreignness of biology as a subject.
On perceptual measures, students increasingly
viewed biology as more enlightening (p = 0.006),
more gratifying (p = 0.006), more patterned (p =
0.033), more unbiased (p = 0.003), and more ethical (p = 0.021). Students also perceived biologists
as more hard-working (p = 0.040), more ethical
(p = 0.022), and more likely to be female (p =
0.048) following the course. The first author felt
that many of our learning objectives were achieved
for this course.

SOLUTIONS AND
RECOMMENDATIONS
Within this chapter we have attempted to provide
both theoretical and research-based arguments
for the benefits of team-based and collaborative
learning methods within the undergraduate science classroom. Social constructivism is a robust
theory that lends credence to research and teaching in group based learning environments. We
also acknowledge that educational theory might
be foreign to many postsecondary faculties, but
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we encourage readers to examine these ideas
and assess their validity as well as partner with
educational theorists in your home institution to
pursue these ideas further.
Research on team-based, collaborative, and
cooperative learning has a long history, but it
is we feel the field has begun to stagnate. Most
importantly, there is copious evidence that small
group learning works, but the literature has begun
to wane on the evidence as to how to create the
most effective learning ecology for these groups
(learning environments, group structure, etc.)
(Anderson & Nielson, 2013). We encourage other
faculty to continue the dialogue on the efficacy
of small collaborative group work and collect
assessment data to evaluate and validate the
discipline-based work that they are completing.
Our work continues as we further examine the
structure of groups utilizing motivation variables
and we are currently conducting comparative and
experimental studies to more closely examine how
this type of group structure effect student learning
along cognitive and affective variables (Gardner,
under review).
Finally, we introduced anecdotal and empirical
case study evidence for the effectiveness of utilizing team learning within our particular classroom
context. In addition, we discussed some of the
pragmatic hurdles that we have faced in our own
classrooms and how we have dealt with these
issues. In this sense, we hope we have provided
some practical solutions and recommendations for
classroom instructors to effectively and efficiently
convert their classrooms to a small-group based
learning environment. We encourage suggestions
and future dialogue. There is a need for more work
in the area as well as a need to translate maintain a
bridge between the theoretical and practical so as
to create learning environments that are not only
theoretically sound but that can be implemented
in a wide range of contexts (Daniel, 2012).
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Comparison of Two
Classrooms:

Environmental Knowledge in Urban
and Regional Planning Education
Barış Ergen
Bozok University, Turkey

ABSTRACT
This chapter investigates how students attending environmental science classes in the Department of
Urban and Regional Planning at Bozok University in 2010-2011 and 2011-2012 fall semesters learn
concepts related to environmental science through a comparison of two different classes, using the Cosine
Similarity Measure (CSM) method. The study demonstrates that the students lack the necessary knowledge about the concepts used in urban and regional planning literature and international conventions.

INTRODUCTION
Higher education in urban planning is the form
of spatial planning situated between social and
technical expertise, and focuses on interaction
between physical design, social, political and
economic sciences (Dimitrova, 2013). Yigitcanlar
(2011) states that in an era of globalization urban
and regional planners accommodate themselves
to rapidly changing economic, social and environmental conditions and urban and planning
education plays fundamental role in preparing
spatial planners to such physical, social, economic
and environmental problems.

According to Wang, 2009, pp. 2; Kirschner,
Strijbos, Kreijns, & Beers, 2004, “An education
system is a unique combination of pedagogical,
social and technological components.” Urban and
Regional Planning is an applied science whose
system of education requires skills and abilities
besides pedagogical, social and technological
factors. Environmental science and environmental
education are the key factors for sustainable urban
planning. Environmental science and environmental education in urban planning defines a process
which has many different aspects. This process
consists of family, indigenous factors, education
before university and university education. This
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chapter analyzes how and where students acquire
environmental education from in undergraduate
program of department of urban and regional
planning in environmental science course It also
looks at which subjects the students are weak in,
using comparison as a method.
Environmental Education possesses a threedimensional character as it is internationally
accepted (Tsekos, Christoforidou, & Tsekos, 2012,
pp. 112; Palmer, 1998). More specifically, Environmental Education is divided into three forms:
(1) Environmental Education about the environment; (2) Environmental Education in or from the
environment; and (3) Environmental Education
for the environment. (Tsekos, Christoforidou, &
Tsekos, 2012, pp. 112)
The main aim of this study is to contribute
to the analysis of the convergence arising from
the increase in globalization and cooperation
in higher education and the removal of borders
between countries. Another important goal is to
research the means of information for students who
select the environmental science course through
numerical methods. It is seen that the Bologna
framework has become crucial to increase cooperation between universities and the mobility of
students, academic staff and researchers within
the frame of exchange programs. The Bologna
framework is an important higher education policy
for universities in the globalizing world. When the
Bologna process is analyzed, the following main
ideas come to the front:
1.

2.
3.
4.
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Nations will work toward a system of easily
readable and comparable degrees (bachelor’s, master’s, and doctoral), including
implementation of the Diploma Supplement;
The institutional structure will consist of two
separate and distinct layers (undergraduate
and graduate);
A common system of academic credits;
Co-operation in quality assurance;

5.

Mobility of students, teachers, and researchers, etc.;
6. The European dimension of higher education;
7. Promote lifelong learning;
8. Involvement of students;
9. Promote the attractiveness of the European
Higher Education Area (EHEA) to the rest
of the world;
10. Doctoral studies and the synergy between
EHEA and the European Research Area.
(Begalla, 2013, pp. 66-67; Reinalda &
Kulesza, 2006, pp. 9)
Although Heinze & Knill (2008) note that
we have a limited amount of knowledge about
the effects and influences of the Bologna period
on the national education policy, Watson (2009)
defines the Bologna process as the most prominent higher education convergence process in
terms of the increasing trend of supra-national
higher education process, quality assurance on an
international scale, national cooperation, staff and
student mobility and recognition of education programs. At the same time, Lučin & Prijić-Samaržija
(2011) noted that the Bologna Process has been a
major reform for national the education strategy
of Croatia in the last decade. Turkey became a
party to the Bologna Process in 2001 as a candidate to the European Union. The national reports
prepared by the Council of Higher Education in
Turkey in 2003-2005, 2005-2007 and 2007-2009
played an important role in the formation of the
education policies of universities. The Bologna
process has gained momentum in the last years
and it is an important national and international
convergence process.
In Turkey, the Mevlana Exchange Program has
been set to provide mobility of students and staff
to countries out of the European Union. Thus, it
is targeted to increase cooperation between international education programs. Also, the Farabi
programs are applied in Turkey for the exchange of
students in Turkey. However, the Bologna process
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has been dealt with in more detail because it includes convergence in European higher education.
What is need to be done for the recognition
of education quality and the urban and regional
planning in student and staff exchange today when
globalization and communication and transportation facilities have increased is to measure students’
levels of knowledge, to establish cooperation and
to increase quality in education. In this study, based
on the comparison method of where and how
student registering in the environmental science
course got information about this course, we aim
to prove the utility of this method in the convergence of planning schools in Europe by applying
the method in two planning schools and later in
two schools which are members of Association of
European Schools of Planning depending on their
CSM achievement. Therefore, this study actually
includes the discussion over the conclusion of the
first stage of a three-stage research. The rate of
achievement in the first stage will underline the
necessity of applying CSM in the second and
third stages.
This work elaborates on how, with CSM
method, two classes’ information about the
environment is grouped and looks at the similarities between them. When in the discipline of
Urban and Regional Planning spatial planning is
conducted, environment-oriented and environmentally sensitive planning is successful, and
the quality in environmental education about the
environment increases. Our analysis includes six
topics: education of urban and regional planning,
environmental education and planning, method,
results, discussion and conclusion.

Conceptual Framework of Chapter
In spatial planning education, the fact that the
professor or the lecturer learns how the information about environmental education is acquired by
comparing two classes will increase the quality
of the education. Quality in education will shape
the policy of national urban planning education

and international education policy. Comparative
studies are required to reach the correct results
to increase mobility and quality in international
education policy.
Teaching quality is a multi-dimensional concept which is difficult to measure. It may be said
that three major topics play a role in improving
teaching quality, which are:
•
•
•

Teaching ability,
Competence of lecturer, and
Knowing knowledge level of students.

The method of this study is described as below
as Figure 1. Of the afore-mentioned three major
topics with regards to improvement of teaching
quality, knowing knowledge level of students is
the main focus of this study. Therefore, this section
is highlighted in grey. Two prerequisites become
prominent for improvement of teaching quality in
the approach of comparison of two classes. One
of them is that student and lecturer must share
their mutual expectations with each other. This
will enable the desired goal to be clear as wells as
facilitate mutual understanding. Sharing mutual
expectations will enable emerging problems to be
identified beforehand, thus bring about sustained
success. The second important prerequisite is
feedback. Feedback will ensure a harmony between students’ expectation and knowledge level
through goals to be set by class syllabus, learning
and program outputs before the terms starts. At
this point, assessing students’ knowledge level
through surveys at the beginning of a term will
ensure quality in teaching. Conducting research
on studying knowledge about the same class in
two different terms will enable generalization of
students’ knowledge by having a positive influence on sound decision-making process as it will
eliminate coincidences.
“It is generally assumed that quality teaching
plays a major, if not the most important, role in
shaping students’ academic performances” (Wang,
Lin, Spalding, Klecka & Odell 2011, p. 331;
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Figure 1. Conceptual framework of study

Darling-Hammond & Youngs, 2002). Improving
teaching quality depends on a thorough research of
knowledge level, indigenous knowledge, talents,
attitudes and behaviors of students and lecturer.
Measuring students’ knowledge about the class
level is necessary to identify students’ needs to
learn that class. Knowing students’ needs shall
ensure a sustained success in education. Thus,
problems which may arise in environmental science teaching in the urban and regional planning
department will be solved in advance. Knowing student’s knowledge level, which plays an
important role in improving teaching quality, is
an important tool for lecturer to have full control
of his teaching. Improving teaching quality is
hard as it is a multi-component approach; but
it is necessary to raise successful professionals
and urban planners. The method of comparing
two classes through CSM will primarily affect
learning inputs and outputs, as wells as program
outputs with this study.
In this study about the convergence of higher
education in urban and regional planning in Europe, it is also important to mention about the
European Spatial Development Perspective which
influenced the profession of Urban Planning as
much as the Bologna Process and provides the
basis for the spatial development in the European
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Union. Basic strategies are laid out about spatial
development in the European Spatial Development
Perspective report. Strategies and tendencies laid
out in the spatial development, just as in teaching,
defines key approaches which support the cohesion and convergence matters that are presented
peculiar to the European Union, in spatial perspective. The importance of spatial development in the
European Union is proved by the approach that
higher education should be supported by public and
private partnerships to establish innovation centers
that are addressed under the heading, Diffusion of
Innovation Knowledge in the European Spatial Development Perspective report. Kaya-Altay (2005)
states in her study that there are three fundamental
policies in the European Spatial Development
Perspective. These fundamental policies are
polycentric spatial development, parity of access
to knowledge infrastructure, and management of
natural and cultural heritage. In this study which
takes education as basis for sustainable development, particularly parity of access to knowledge,
and more importantly prudent management of
natural and cultural heritage of the European
Spatial Development Perspective are the meeting
point of the Environmental Science teaching in
the Urban and Regional Planning. Thus, for urban
and regional planners who are planning spaces,
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while the convergence is gaining significance for
Europe’s spatial development, a more holistic approach shall also be achieved through partnerships
and exchange programs in education.
An improved teaching quality will also influence the position and positionality of planner.
Improving quality of classes will enable raising
more qualified graduates. Thus, it may be possible
for students who will be new urban planners in
the profession to graduate as equipped with better qualities and more knowledge. This will also
induce higher self-confidence in students as well
maximize their job opportunities and job skills
when they graduate.

Urban Planning Education
Urban planning education began in the early twentieth century with courses taught for the benefit
of architects, landscape architects and engineers
who wished to expand their practices into the city
planning domain. The University of Liverpool
(UK) is widely cited as having offered the first
course beginning in 1907. (Stiftel, 2009, pp. 38)
Urban and regional planning is a discipline
combining the social, physical, economic and
environmental aspects of urban and rural areas,
particularly focusing on issues such as land-use
and location of sectors, resource allocation, and
decision making about the future growth of cities
(Project Committee on Urban Transportation Planning, 1977). “Briefly planning is a profession that
is concerned with shaping our living environment”
(Wang & Hofe, 2007, pp. 1). “The work of urban
planners and architects affects virtually everyone
within our society” (Lewis, 2009, pp. 109). These
definitions indicate that urban and regional planning education includes a multi-disciplinary approach and it is based on two basic concepts. First,
it is related to how ‘the city and the region’ are
defined. With the definition of city and region, all
issues related to the concepts of city and region are
included. This aspect of the planning profession
makes it a truly multi-disciplinary professional.

As seen in the above descriptions, urban planning education has integrity thanks to the social,
physical, economic, environmental, geographical,
geological, and architectural courses. Second, the
definition of ‘planning’ is important. According
to the Webster-Merriam Dictionary, planning is
“the establishment of goals, policies, and procedures for a social or economic unit.” Accordingly,
planning is making predictions for the future and
determining the objectives. Therefore, it is possible
to define urban and regional planning education as
follows: urban and regional planning education is
a design education related to physical space and
shapes and steers cities through maps that combine space and ideas, objectives and estimations
regarding the future social, economic, physical,
and environmental states of cities and regions.

Environmental Education
and Planning
An effective environmental education is possible
with in-school and out of school programs supporting each other (Güler, 2009). For example,
the “green classroom” approach for applied
learning out of school in Germany can be dealt
with (Drissner, Haase, Nikolajek & Hille, 2011).
Kasimov, Malkhazova & Romanova (2007) deal
with environmental science education under five
categories: preparatory (pre-school), general
(primary and high school), specialized (faculties), special (master and doctorate programs) and
retraining (continuing professional development).
In our country, environmental education can be
analyzed under four levels which are pre-school,
school, university and graduate-post graduate.
The growing interest in environment among social
scientists has led to the inclusion of the subject
in several other fields of research, such as education. Environmental education aims to create
environmental consciousness, behavior, habits
and awareness among people about strategies
to preserve natural resources and to overcome
environmental problems (Veeravatnanond &
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Singseewo, 2010; Stapp, Bennet, Bryan, Fulton,
Swan, Wall, & Harlick, 1969).
Environmental education (EE) is a prominent
aspect of graduate-level master’s programs in
urban and regional planning (White & Mayo,
2010, pp. 31). In Turkey, environmental education in undergraduate education in urban and
regional planning is based on teaching theory
in environmental science, environment planning
and/or ecology courses. After environmental
education is provided theoretically, the theoretical
knowledge is applied spatially in studio-project
courses. In Turkey, 13 universities have master
and PhD programs. 7 of these 13 universities
have PhD programs. None of these universities
has undergraduate or postgraduate departments
of environmental planning. Specialization education in environmental planning is provided in
departments of urban and regional planning in
accordance with the subject scale.
Moreover, it is an important element in urban
and regional planning education for it constitutes
the theoretical basis of environmental planning.
According to the Association of Collegiate Schools
of Planning (ACSP), it is indeed one of the five
major fields of the discipline. (White & Mayo,
2010, pp. 31)
Environmental planning is the theory and
practice of making good, interrelated decisions
about the natural environment (natural resources,
wildlife, and natural hazards), working landscapes
(farms, forests, and lands from which minerals are
extracted), public health (air and water pollution,
toxics, and waste disposal), and the built environment (Daniels, 2009, pp. 178).
Environmental planning is concerned with
society’s collective stewardship of the earth’s resources. The ‘environment’ refers to the physical
and biological systems which provide our basic
life support, and which contribute to our psychological well-being. ‘Planning’ is generic activity
of purposeful anticipation of, and provision for,
the future (Selman, 2000, pp. 1).
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In the last few years, social scientists have
increasingly been interested in the growing search
of natural resource conservation strategies. In the
field of education, the interest has materialized in
the field of environmental education. According to
Sutherland (1998), education is essential to longterm natural resource conservation (Mallén, Barraza, Bodenhorn, & García-Reyes, 2009, pp. 82).
Environmental knowledge is the knowledge of
basic ecological principles, the relationships
between social, natural and physical systems
and the consequences of these relationships, and
assessing the ways to overcome the negative consequences of human activity on the environment.
(Pèer, Goldman, & Yavetz, 2007, pp. 46)
Environmental Science is a course on environmental planning and environmental knowledge
included in the curriculum of urban and regional
planning programs. Environmental Science focuses on three main topics:
1.
2.
3.

Basic information and definitions on the
environment and ecology and their relation
with urban planning.
The importance of the urban planning profession in overcoming environmental problems
and pollution.
The treaties and meetings that shape international legislation, their impact on the national
legislation and on raising public awareness.

There are currently 13 departments of undergraduate-level urban and regional planning
education in Turkey. Among these, the courses
focusing on environment and ecology are held
within ecology classes in five departments and
within environmental science classes in four
departments. Two departments have these topics
in the curriculum as elective courses, while one
department does not have a course directly related
to the subject.
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METHODOLOGY
This study focused on examining the ways the
students attending the undergraduate Urban and
regional planning program at Bozok University
Department acquire knowledge about environmental science by using a questionnaire and on finding
out the similarities by comparing two classes.
The three-step questionnaire was prepared in accordance with the content of the environmental
science course. The first step was to evaluate the
basic ecological information through the concepts
ecology, bio-diversity, habitat and ecosystem.
At this stage it is sought to determine whether
students have learned basic ecological terms
as result of their research efforts, or from mass
media such as TV/Internet/radio, or during their
formal education.
The second step consisted of the concepts
frequently used in urban planning literature. At
this stage, concepts of sustainable development,
carrying capacity, environmental impact assessment and environmental management were
tackled. At this stage where students’ command
of frequently used terminology in urban planning
is studied, it is also sought to assess whether the
classes that are available in the department’s syllabus in first two classes are preparing students
for the environmental science class.
The third stage was designed for assessing
the students’ knowledge about the international
treaties and meetings that increase public awareness. It included Ramsar, Natura 2000, the European Spatial Development Perspective (hereafter
ESDP) and the European Union Habitat Directive.
The third stage of the study seeks to measure the
knowledge about the international agreements
and conventions which play an important role
in development of public awareness of environmental science approach, formation of the
national environmental law, and development
of the planning agenda and literature about the
environment science.

Established in the 2003-2004 academic year,
the Department of Urban and regional planning at
Bozok University has an undergraduate program.
By 2012 summer semester, there are 120 students
enrolled to the program. This study compared
the environmental science knowledge of students
who attended the environmental science course
in 2010-2011 Fall Semester and 2011-2012 Fall
Semester, respectively. 43 students participated
in this study, and given that 120 students are
enrolled, the sample percentage was 33%. The
CSM method was used to compare the knowledge
level of students attending two different classes.
“CSM is a measure of similarity between two
vectors using the cosine angle between them”
(Demiriz, Cihan, & Kula, 2009, pp. 849, Zhu, Wu,
Xiong, & Xia, 2011, pp. 61). CSM is widely used
for analyzing and comparing documents to find
out their similarities and in revealing the patterns
in data sets (Goana, Gelbukh, & Bandyopadhyay,
2010). “CSM particularly useful for measuring the
proximity in high-dimensional space” (Zhu, Wu,
Xiong, & Xia, 2011, pp. 61). “In addition, it is used
to measure cohesion within clusters in data mining.
CSM is also widely used in information retrieval
to calculate the similarity between documents”
(Goana, Gelbukh, & Bandyopadhyay, 2010, pp.
180). CSM provides good and successful performance for similarity criterion (Işık & Çamurcu,
2008) and besides helps discriminatory analysis
improve pattern recognition (Liu, 2013, pp. 8).
In this study, two classes were considered as
two separate vectors. This study was based essentially on finding out the similarities among
the undergraduate students of urban and regional
planning attending two different classes in terms
of their environmental science knowledge levels
by using the CSM method to compare the results
of the questionnaires. Thus, significant and comparable quantitative data could be obtained on
how urban and regional planning students learn
environmental science.
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By contributing to the comparison of two
classes, two national planning schools in the next
stage and then two planning schools in Turkey and
Europe, CSM will contribute to the convergence
policy in higher education in Europe in urban
and regional planning schools. What is expected
from the study is to have numeric and comparable
results. Because it is not possible to measure the
accuracy of data not compared, this will lead to
the emergence of unreal and non-objective results
about the recognition of educational programs.
The equalization of course credits will increase
the mobility of students. However, if students’
common problems are not determined, students
who get mobilized will not be able to gain enough
knowledge and skills in the universities they attend.
CSM has been chosen because of its achievement
in binary comparisons. In the selected method,
survey study has been chosen because it is an
effective method for the formation of students’
knowledge profiles.

RESULTS
The three-step questionnaire sought to find out
whether the students knew the concepts related to
environmental science, and if so, how they learnt
about them. In this study, the statement “none of
them” was used in order to avoid misleading results
regarding the students’ source of information, as
otherwise the students might have selected the
right response coincidentally (Michail, Stamou,
& Stamou, 2006). Table 1 shows the results of
the questionnaire by semester.
The results of the questionnaire conducted with
the students attending environmental science class
in 2010-2011 Fall Semester demonstrated that
the students learnt the basic environmental science concepts largely before their undergraduate
studies. It was seen that the environmental science
concepts frequently used in the urban and regional
planning discipline were learnt during urban and
regional planning education. Moreover, it was
found out that most of the students never heard of

Table 1. Distribution of answer of students 2010-2011 fall semester
Heard

Ecology

Never
Heard

Before
University
Education

University
Education

TV

Internet

Book

None of them

0

17

4

0

0

0

0

Bio-diversity

2

15

4

0

0

0

0

Habitat

3

16

1

0

0

1

0

Ecosystem

0

18

2

0

0

1

0

Sustainable Development

3

1

13

3

1

0

0

Carrying Capacity

3

6

9

1

0

2

0

Environmental Impact Assessment

6

2

10

1

1

1

0

Environment Management

7

0

10

3

1

0

0

Ramsar

21

0

0

0

0

0

0

Natura 2000

21

0

0

0

0

0

0

ESDP

18

0

1

2

0

0

0

European Union Habitat Directive

18

1

0

1

1

0

0
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the international treaties that reveal public awareness in the community related to environmental
science. In the 2010-2011 fall semester, it was seen
that students of environmental science accessed to
information about environmental science through
in-school education. It was seen that students did
not benefit from out of school sources such as
TV, internet and books. From the answer given,
it was seen that students of Urban and Regional
Planning in Bozok University learned more about
environment through formal education.
Similarly, the majority of the students attending the university in the 2011-2012 Fall Semester
learnt the basic environmental concepts before
starting their higher studies. It was seen that they
mostly learnt the environmental science concepts
used in the discipline of urban and regional planning during their undergraduate studies. Likewise,
the majority of the students did not have any information about the international treaties. Table 2
shows the results of the questionnaire conducted
with the students of 2011-2012 Fall Semester. It
was seen that students of 2011-2012 fall semester

mainly learned during formal education. According to the survey, students of this term did not make
sufficient use of out of school sources.
The most significant aspect in both tables is
that the students never or rarely use important
tools such as television, the Internet and books.
The primary source of information about environmental science for the students of urban and
regional planning is faculty members. Through
the survey study, it was seen that students of two
classes from Urban and Regional Planning in Bozok University had similar answers about learning
about environment during formal education. At
this stage, it was necessary to deal with the answers
with a method of comparable similarity and to
measure the similarity of both classes numerically.
CSM was used to measure this similarity. In the
next stage, the way the numerical similarity was
measured is explained in practice.
The sample solution method for CSM used
for comparing the results of the questionnaires
and to measure the similarity of the two classes
is given below under the heading ‘ecology’.

Table 2. Distribution of answer of students 2011-2012 fall semester
Heard

Ecology

Never
Heard

Before
University
Education

University
Education

TV

Internet

Book

None of them

0

10

9

1

1

1

0

Bio-diversity

3

12

5

2

0

0

0

Habitat

4

15

3

0

0

0

0

Ecosystem

0

17

3

0

0

2

0

Sustainable Development

10

0

8

2

1

1

0

Carrying Capacity

1

7

9

2

1

2

0

Environmental Impact
Assessment

9

1

9

1

0

1

1

Environment Management

13

1

5

1

1

1

0

Ramsar

21

0

1

0

0

0

0

Natura 2000

21

0

1

0

0

0

0

ESDP

19

0

3

0

0

0

0

European Union Habitat
Directive

19

0

2

0

1

0

0
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Table 3 demonstrates the similarities between
the students attending two different classes under
eleven headings.
“CSM can be expressed by equality:
x .y

cos(x , y ) =

x y

where x, y is the dot product between x vector and
vector y. ||x|| is the 2-norm of vector x” (Demiriz,
Cihan, & Kula, 2009, pp. 849).

ECOLOGY
Let d1 = {0 17 4 0 0 0 0}
Let d2 = {0 10 9 1 1 1 0}
Cosine Similarity (d1, d2) = dot(d1, d2)/||d1||
||d2||
dot(d1, d2) = (0)*(0) + (17)*(10) + (4)*(9) +
(0)*(1) + (0)*(1) + (0)*(1) + (0)*(0) = 206
||d1|| = sqrt((0)^2 + (17)^2 + (4)^2 + (0)^2 +
(0)^2 + (0)^2 + (0)^2) = 17.4642491966
||d2|| = sqrt((0)^2 + (10)^2 + (9)^2 + (1)^2 +
(1)^2 + (1)^2 + (0)^2) = 13.5646599663

Cosine Similarity (d1, d2) = 206/(17.4642491966)
* (13.5646599663) = 206/236.896601917 =
0.869577690573 ≅0.87
What strikes us in Table 3 is that the students
from two classes are similar to each other at a rate
exceeding 0.9 in terms of issues of bio-diversity,
habitat, ecosystem, carrying capacity, and environmental impact assessment, Ramsar, Natura 2000,
ESDP and the European Union Habitat Directive.
The similarity rate for other three topics, ecology,
sustainable development and environment management, is 0.78. Accordingly, the students from
the two classes are similar in terms of how they
gather information about environmental science.
It could be stated that the students are similar in
terms of the concepts related to environmental
science, based on the comparison seen in Table 3.
CSM is an important method to successfully
compare the students of two classes or schools
and to set their similarities. The application of
this study in two planning schools will assist the
issue of convergence in higher education.

SOLUTIONS AND
RECOMMENDATIONS
Generally used for measuring the similarities
between two vectors, CSM was utilized for the
first time in science urban and regional planning

Table 3. Similarity of two classrooms according to CSM method
1
Similarity of two classroom
2
Similarity of two classroom
3
Similarity of two classroom
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Ecology

Bio-Diversity

Habitat

Ecosystem

0.869577690573

0.975547643508

0.986994074638

0.996158001274

Sustainable
Development

Carrying
Capacity

Environmental
Impact Assessment

Environment
Management

0.78661776423

0.974707405136

0.960593520013

0.81721596988

Ramsar

Natura 2000

ESDP

European Union Habitat
Directive

0.998868137724

0.998868137724

0.988826926486

0.991470281263
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education in this study. It was seen that it was possible to compare the responses given to a question
by the students from two different classes and to
measure the similarities between them by using
the CSM method. CSM would also constitute an
example for future studies in educational sciences
as a method that can be used to accurately measure the similarities between the students from
two different classes. “Similarity measures have
recently been an up-to-date topic especially in
comparative studies, in the fields such as pattern
recognition, machine learning, decision making,
image processing and fuzzy sets” (Ye, 2011, pp.
91). CSM, as a method of measuring similarity,
appears to be an important quantitative method
in decision-making processes and increasing the
quality of education through comparing students
from two different classes. In addition, comparing and assessing students’ knowledge level of
environmental science through the CSM method
and determining their inefficiencies would help
organize the course syllabus in the future.
The information the two classes have about
environmental science is grouped and the similarities between the two classes are measured according to the CSM. The similarities between the
two classes are looked into with the three stages
in Table 3. The results of the survey reveal that
two classes are similar to each other according
to the groups of answers that are given to the 12
questions. Moreover, it is revealed that in measuring the information that two classes have, CSM
provides precise evaluation, and also by providing
precise evaluation in the research done about the
similarities of the two classes, it contributes to
the success of the research in a positive way. The
research also shows that it is possible to make
categories according to the questions that are asked
and the answers that are taken from the students
in the two classes.
Trevors (2007) noted that environmental
education cannot be limited to school education. However, through the study carried out, it
was seen that lecturers were the first source for

students to gain information. Therefore, students
must be informed about urban and regional planning education through seminars, meetings and
symposiums. Through certain studies, students
should also be taught about environmental problems encountered in cities visited for fieldwork
in the department of urban and regional planning.
Shaw (2003) laid stress on the Stauder’s lecturing
approach in his studies. To Shaw (2003), Stauder
increased achievement in his environmental
courses by changing his approach from lecturing
into discussion. Therefore, what is needed to be
done in Bozok University is to encourage students
to do research in the Department of Urban and
Regional Planning.

FUTURE RESEARCH DIRECTIONS
This research is based on the comparison between
two classes that took the Environmental Science
course in the 2010-2011 and the 2011-2012 fall
term in terms of how and from where they had
the information about the environment. The
comparison is done by the CSM method in order
to see the similarities between the two classes.
Thus, how and from where the students learn
the concepts and the international treaties in the
education of urban and regional planning can be
seen in a comparative way. Knowing how much
the students know about the environmental science and where they get this information from
is very crucial for professors or the lecturers of
this course in seeing where the students need additional knowledge. Seeing where the students’
information is inadequate will make it possible
to increase the quality of the education. Figure 2
shows future research direction of article so as
to improve the quality of environmental science
education in urban and regional education.
Continuous lines show implemented method
of study. Dashed lines show suggested future researches of study. CSM facilitate determination of
similarities of two classrooms, in this way course
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Figure 2. Future research direction of CSM in urban and regional planning education

professors or lecturers can learn lack of knowledge
of students. When professors or lecturers learn lack
of knowledge of students, “they can search strategies to improve their course contents, as to achieve
better transferability of the knowledge they teach to
students. Students should remember, understand,
and apply the knowledge content taught during
lectures” (Dima, Cantaragiu, & Gilmeanu, 2012).
Survey of comparison of two classrooms, comparison of two planning schools and comparison
of two planning schools (especially two different
European Countries) can improve the quality of
environmental science education in urban and
regional planning education. These comparisons
provide more comparable environmental education in urban and regional planning department,
and more competitive planning schools. This approach also helps bologna process and preparing
successful syllabus.

CONCLUSION
This study was conducted with the undergraduate
students of Urban and regional planning at Bozok
University in 2010-2011 Fall Semester and 2011-
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2012 Fall Semester to compare how students learnt
about concepts related to environmental science
and it was seen that the responses of the students
from two different classes were similar. One of
the results of this study was that the contemporary
research tools were either rarely used or not used
at all by the students of both classes. Accordingly,
an important conclusion is that the instructors of
environmental science should keep their knowledge up to date as the students’ primary source
of information about environmental science is
their instructors.
In the environmental science course, these
subjects taught in the education of Urban and
Regional Planning are the following ones: the basic concepts about the environment, the technical
terms that are used in the discipline of the Urban
and Regional Planning, and the international treaties concerning the environment. Thanks to the
CSM method, the deficiencies of the two classes
in the environmental science is revealed and the
necessary measures are taken to meet the needs of
the students in terms of their lack of knowledge,
which will make students succeed in the spatial
planning in the environmental planning course
that is part of the curriculum in the next term.
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According to the assessment of the CSM, the
students learn the basic concepts in their education
before the university, in the range of 0.86-0.99.
They learn the basic terms about the environmental
science that are used in urban planning during
their education of urban and regional planning,
with the range of 0.78-0.97. It is revealed that
with a range of 0.98-0.99, they do not know the
international treaties that form the environmental
consciousness and help improve the environmental science. These results underline the fact that
while teaching the courses, an emphasis must be
given on the international treaties and politics,
the approaches that are used in the environmental
planning, and the concepts of physical planning
in protecting the environment.
CSM provides precise assessment in comparing the students’ level of knowledge and their
similarities in higher education. The success derived from using the CSM method in comparing
the similarities between the two classes can also
be achieved in comparing two planning schools
or two urban and regional development schools
of two different countries. And this will increase
the quality of the education in the professional
training of the urban and regional higher education.
The CSM method applied in this study conducted with Urban and regional planning students
at Bozok University demonstrated that a particular
emphasis on the concepts used in the urban and
regional planning discipline and international
conventions would play an important role in increasing the knowledge level of students and the
efficiency of courses.
Another important conclusion of the CSM
method and the method of comparing two classes
is the necessity to encourage students to research
because it was seen that students gained knowledge
about the environment through formal education
and did not use such tools as TV, books or internet
to access to information. Researching and discussion are important factors to increase quality in
urban and regional planning. An education policy

that encourages students to research and discuss
will be beneficial for education quality in environmental courses, program recognition and student
mobility in other planning schools in Europe.
This study based on the methods of CSM and
binary comparison to contribute to convergence in
higher education in Europe forms the first stage
of the three-stage research. In the first stage, it
was observed that students had deficiencies about
similar points. These similarities will help the
comparison of planning schools in national and
international levels and the formation of educational policy of environmental science course in
the department of urban and regional planning in
higher education. While the measurement of similarities assists the subjects of mobility and quality
in education, it will also help scientific variation
and differentiation depending on the educational
policy of planning schools. While the measurement
of similarities with a competitive approach will
be helpful for mobility, program recognition and
convergence in higher education, differentiation
and scientific variation will be necessary for the
continuation of scientific researches.
Besides its contribution in international and
national lecturer and students exchange programs,
in relation to the convergence of higher education
in Europe, this study that is based on comparison
of two classes, helps determine the measures
which should be taken by lecturers to improve
their teaching quality in classes through knowing
knowledge level of students. These measures may
be listed as increasing mutual communication,
changing teaching styles, increasing field studies
to enable learning theory through practice, and
readdressing the class syllabus. Thanks to this
study, by the 2011-2012 fall term in Urban and
Regional Planning Department of Bozok University, international agreements and conventions
which affect environmental awareness and set
the agenda in environmental science class have
been given more focus in the course content, as
compared to the previous years.
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Another conclusion derived from comparison
of two classes through CSM approach is that
students who are to be planners of physical space
begin to learn more about the spatial development
in Europe. Particularly, students who increase
their knowledge about the European Spatial Development Knowledge are observed to be more
sensitive about protecting natural heritage in the
European Union.
The result anticipated to be achieved in future
will be to increase the focus on extra-scholastic
educational programs in the content of the environmental science class in the syllabus of the
Urban and Regional Planning Department of
Bozok University.
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Environmental Education: Education
“about” “for” “from” environment.
Environmental Knowledge: Level of knowledge about environment and negative effects of
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Environmental Science Course: The course
which students learn “about” “for” “from” environment in urban and regional planning education.
Higher Education: Education in universities
and/or education after high schools.
Spatial Planning: Decision process of land
uses and plan and/or design urban space accord-

ing to social, economic, physical, environmental
and local conditions.
Urban and Regional Planning Education:
Urban and Regional Planning is an applied science whose system of education requires skills
and abilities besides pedagogical, social and
technological factors.
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ABSTRACT
This chapter presents a case study that used an online game in a pre-service science teacher training
course in the context of computer-supported inquiry learning. Numerous studies have shown that preservice teachers complete their education with an inadequate range of skills and knowledge in the use of
technology in the classroom. In this study, the authors focus on developing pre-service teachers’ skills in
using a game to teach students through inquiry-based learning. The game used in this study was Death in
Rome, a free to access point-and-click game. In the workshop, the participants were required to complete
an inquiry-based learning activity using an online game. Overall, this study shows a positive change in
attitudes towards game-based learning in science education.

INTRODUCTION
This chapter discusses how an online game can
be used to develop pre-service teachers’ skills
and competency in the use of computer games
to teach inquiry skills. There is a growing body
of research on the integration of information and
communication technologies (ICTs) into pre-

service teacher training programs and the varying
degrees of success of these initiatives (Hu & Fyfe,
2010). Numerous studies, such as Phelps et al.
(Phelps, Graham, & Watts, 2011) and Webb and
Cox’s (2004) literature review, have confirmed
that a teacher’s attitude towards technology and
sustained exposure to ICTs both have a significant
impact upon a teacher’s decision to use ICT.
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In this chapter we will focus specifically on the
embedding of game-based learning technologies
into the science curriculum for secondary school
education through a case study. The case study
used an online point and click game called Death
in Rome. This chapter will focus on how to improve
practice-based learning using online games, and
will focus on developing new curriculum, embedding ICT within a content area, and developing
skills necessary to source appropriate games.

PRE-SERVICE TEACHERS AND
GAME-BASED LEARNING
Before moving further forward in this chapter, it
is necessary to explore how pre-service teacher
curricula need to change to embed ICT into content specific areas in order to be effective. After
providing the background, we will describe our
starting point for the studies using game-based
learning.
The role of teachers in facilitating the use of
ICT is pivotal in the successful implementation of
selected technologies in a classroom. Advocates
of the use of ICT in education foreground several
benefits for the use of ICT in classroom situations.
These benefits include that using ICT makes the
lesson more interesting, and the novelty factor
is linked with a divergence from daily teacher
fronted classrooms that can invigorate students
(de Winter, Winterbottom, & Wilson, 2010;
Dede, Clarke, Ketelhut, Nelson, & Bowman,
2005; Goldsworthy, Barab, & Goldsworthy, 2000;
Squire, Barnett, Grant, & Higginbottom, 2004).
Using ICT, such as simulations and modeling, can
result in better teaching outcomes as students can
visualize a situation or concept that may be difficult without additional support (Brack, Elliott,
& Stapleton, 2004; la Velle, Wishart, McFarlane,
Brawn, & John, 2007; Lowe, 2004; M. E. Webb,
2005; Zacharia, 2003).
Student-centeredness or the development
of students as individual learners is seen as a

benefit in using ICT in classrooms. Pedagogical
factors, such as joint task development, promoting self-management, supporting meta-cognition,
fostering multiple perspectives, increased studentstudent and student-teacher time are seen as the
benefits of technology-supported learning in
science (Hennessy, Ruthven, & Brindley, 2005;
M. E. Webb, 2005). However, there are also numerous barriers and problems for novice teachers
and these barriers include the additional time
pressure to learn new skills, teacher self-efficacy,
lack of technological support within the school,
and concern over the pedagogical value of the
technology (Barab, Hay, & Duffy, 1998; Davis,
Preston, & Sahin, 2009; Dede, 1997).
In terms of teacher training programs, there
are numerous recommendations aimed at developing lifelong skills and positive attitudes
towards technology enhanced learning. Firstly,
teachers need well-designed, hands on tutorials
and discussion in order to develop their skills
(Lee, 1997). These sessions need to be developed
with teachers and to focus on discipline (subject
area) specific skills and technologies rather than
generic computer skills workshops. Lawless and
Pellegrino (2007) indicate that discipline-based
training is more effective, so having professional
development sessions for science teachers that
are separate from English teachers may result in a
customized and, consequently, more usable skills
set. Webb and Cox (2004) support this premise
stating that by blending ICT with discipline area
expertise, teachers can plan to maximize and explain the affordances of technology to students.
This enables students to be more motivated and
engaged in the learning activities whilst making
the most of the use of a technology. While these
studies have all focused on classroom teachers,
pre-service teachers also need the same exposure
to ICT during their degrees.
The limited and inadequate amount of training that pre-service teachers often receive before
entering a classroom means that pre-service teachers, in many cases, do not feel that they have the
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legitimacy to access technical support in a school.
Pre-service teachers may also lack the skills and
pedagogical rationale for implementing ICT in the
classroom (Angeli, 2004; Lee, 1997). As Figg and
McCartney (2010) clarify, novice teachers often
teach the tool, rather than teaching with the tool
and this is compounded by the fact that ICT is
often taught as a separate generic subject that is
rarely linked to discipline areas. It is suggested that
to develop the appropriate knowledge and skills
to use ICT in the classroom, pre-service teachers
need to see the use of technology in the context
of a discipline, such as science or history (Gill &
Dalgarno, 2008; Mishra & Koehler, 2006). That
is, pre-service teachers need to be able see the
relationships that exist between ICT resources
and the discipline and they also need to be able
to select and evaluate resources as part of this
integration (de Winter, et al., 2010).

CASE STUDY: PRE-SERVICE
TEACHERS AND GAMEBASED INQUIRY LEARNING
We commenced our research from the perspective
that pre-service teachers need context-specific
training in the use of ICT. On the basis of our
research (see, for example, (Galstaun, KennedyClark, & Hu, 2011; Hu & Fyfe, 2010; Hu, Wong,
Fyfe, & Chan, 2010; Kennedy-Clark, 2011)) we
decided that the generic ICT skills-based unit of
study was not targeted to particular discipline areas
and that students needed discipline specific training with ICT to complement the generic courses.
As a consequence, we extended our research into
the discipline area of Science. In this study we
focus on the embedding of game-based learning
into a secondary (high school) science education
unit of study.
The study was set in the context of a core science curriculum unit. In this unit of study, students
were either completing a Master of Teaching or
a combined Bachelor of Secondary Education
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majoring in science. The two-hour workshop focused on the integration of game-based learning
into inquiry learning. 18 students participated in
the workshop (11 females and seven males) with
an average age of 24.4 years and a standard deviation of 5.52). These students were all majoring in
science education and 10 were post-graduates and
8 were undergraduates. None of the participants
had worked as a paid classroom teacher and all
had completed at least one in-school practicum.

CURRICULUM CONTENT
AND WORKSHOP DESIGN
Technological Pedagogical
Content Knowledge (TPACK)
The workshop provided students with background
information on game-based learning and virtual
worlds and the technological pedagogical content
knowledge (TPACK) conceptual model (Mishra &
Koehler, 2006). TPACK is a framework that is used
to describe teacher knowledge for the integration of
technology into a classroom environment (Mishra
& Koehler, 2006). The framework can be used to
provide a technological solution to a pedagogical
problem. TPACK is an extension of pedagogical
content knowledge (PCK) (Shulman, 1986). While
pedagogical content knowledge focuses on the
development of understanding of how students
learn specific content areas – their perceptions
of the content being learned, common misconceptions that they have about the content, and
teaching approaches that can maximize students
learning; TPACK focuses on the “the connections,
interactions, affordances, and constraints between
and among content, pedagogy, and technology”
(Mishra & Koehler, 2006, p. 125). Similar conceptual models have also been put forward, such
as “integration literacy,” “ICT related PCK” and
“electronic PCK” (Schmidt et al., 2009).
The adoption of TPACK as a conceptual model
to support the integration of ICT into education
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has grown rapidly and has been the focus of much
interest within the CSL field (Graham, 2011).
There is a substantial amount of literature regarding the need for teachers to use a combination of
different knowledge types when in the classroom.
These knowledge types are presented as falling
under the broad headings of Content, Pedagogy
and Technology (Choy, Wong, & Gao, 2008;
Figg & McCartney, 2010; Foster & Mishra, 2009;
Graham, 2011; Mishra & Koehler, 2006; Schmidt,
et al., 2009). These individual knowledge types
have been combined to form a string of acronyms representing new knowledge, such as PCK
(pedagogical content knowledge), TPK (technical
pedagogical knowledge) and TPCK (technical
pedagogical content knowledge) (Galstaun, et al.,
2011; Hu & Fyfe, 2010).
TPACK emphasizes a teacher’s understanding of how technologies can be used effectively
as a pedagogical tool (Koehler & Mishra, 2009).
Koehler and Mishra (2009) explain that technologies have their own characteristics, affordances
and limitations, which may make them more
suitable to certain tasks. Markauskaite (2007)
found in her research with pre-service teachers
and ICT literacy that being able to plan to use and
evaluate different forms of ICT is as important as
having the capabilities to use the ICT. According
to the framework, to overlay a TPACK model on a
classroom activity, teachers not only need to know
how to use a computer and its associated software,
but they also need to be aware of the strategies to
incorporate ICT tools to enhance student understanding of a particular subject’s content. Using
a TPACK approach has, in preliminary studies,
been shown to improve teachers’ confidence and
skills in the productive use of ICT in classroom
situations (Hu & Fyfe, 2010).

Workshop Design
The workshop on game-based learning was arranged for week 4 of Semester 1, 2011. In week
3, students were emailed the workshop materials.

Pre- and post-test questionnaires (hereafter referred to as pre-and post-tests) were administered
immediately before and after the workshop. The
pre- and post-test had 14 questions. The first
five questions were Likert style questions and
were adapted from the questionnaire used by Hu
and Fyfe (2010) in their study using a cohort of
pre-service teachers. Questions six to 14 were
open-ended questions that were used to assess
attitudes and were based on a survey used in a
previous study on game-based learning in science
(Kennedy-Clark, 2011).
At the beginning of the workshop we facilitated a discussion on computer games and virtual
worlds: identified who played games; discussed
what types of ICTs they had used in their practicum; and identified problems that the pre-service
teachers encountered during their practicum.
We discussed inquiry learning and what inquiry
learning meant in science. Participants were introduced to the TPACK conceptual model. They
then discussed the framework and how pedagogy,
technology and content could be integrated in
classroom situations. In Table 1, an overview of
the activities that students completed is provided
in respect to the TPACK conceptual model.
The workshop applied the following TPACK
principles:
1.
2.

3.
4.

Learning tasks are problem-centered,
Skills are developed via learning-technologyby-design approach where students are provided with an overview of the principles of
multimedia learning design theory (Mayer
& Moreno, 2002)
Design tasks are accomplished collaboratively, and
Learners are encouraged to engage in reflective practice.

The students, in dyads or groups of three
completed the online BBC UK historical inquiry
activity Death in Rome. Using a think, pair, share
strategy the group discussed issues such as where,
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Table 1. Pre-service teacher workshop activities
TPACK Three Bodies of Knowledge

Activities

Pedagogical content knowledge

Design activities that support how they would use Death in Rome in a science inquiry lesson.
Identification of year group or stage of learning, syllabus area and context.

Technological content knowledge

Evaluation of a range of online games and virtual environments. Evaluate for usability and
effectiveness of software.

Technology pedagogical knowledge

In groups exploration of the affordances of the allocated online games and how they address
a particular teaching/learning need.

how and why they would use this activity; the
strengths and weaknesses of the tool; and connections to the NSW Science 7-10 Syllabus.

Death in Rome
Death in Rome, is a point and click adventure game
hosted on the BBC website (http://www.bbc.co.uk/
history/ancient/romans/launch_gms_deathrome.
shtml). The game is set in 80AD in Ostia, a river
port near Rome. In this game, students have to
find and evaluate evidence in order to support a
hypothesis on how Tiberius Claudius Eutychus
died (Figure 1). The game was selected for use in
the pre-service teacher ICT workshop because it
was designed around an inquiry model.
Figure 1. Screenshot of Death in Rome
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In the game, participants are asked to solve the
mystery of how Tiberius died. They are given a
simulated time limit, which is until dawn of the
next day, to investigate the mystery. There are
several sources of data that can be accessed providing clues and questions to assist with inquiry
and problem solving. The game works by moving
a mouse over the main screen, and as students
pass over an object it is illuminated as seen in
Figure 2. If a student selects the object a text box
appears asking whether or not they would like to
investigate the clue. If they select “no,” they return
to the screen and can continue to investigate the
room. If they select “yes” a text box opens has
and a modern day expert offers opinions, set on
one side of the screen and “character witnesses”
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Figure 2. Selecting a clue to investigate

who knew Tiberius during this period, on the other
side. Each person that the student consults will cost
them more time to solve the mystery. The modern
day experts include a numismatist (coins expert),
an archeologist and historian, a food historian, a
medicine expert and a religion expert. The three
character witnesses are Tiberius’ slave, a Roman
trader, and a doctor (Figure 3).

Once the student has investigated a number of
clues they can then attempt to solve the mystery.
They can open a text box that provides six possible causes of Tiberius’s death. These causes (or
hypotheses) are malaria, murdered by the doctor,
murdered by the trader, suicide, lead poisoning
and food poisoning (Figure 4).

Figure 3. Investigation area showing experts and character witness
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Figure 4. Causes of Tiberius’s death

After selecting a possible cause of death, the
students are required to select three sources of
appropriate evidence (Figure 5). If students do
not have enough evidence or if they select the
wrong evidence, students are directed back to
Tiberius’s room to investigate more clues and
gather additional evidence.
Figure 5. Selecting evidence in Death in Rome
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Death in Rome is congruent with Bybee’s
(2008; Kim & Pedersen, 2011) five e-learning
cycle inquiry model. This model advocates developing an inquiry that has five stages: engagement,
exploration, explanation, elaboration, evaluation.
Death in Rome works well as an online inquiry,
where students are engaged in the problem, need
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to explore a range of clues and are required to
evaluate several sources of evidence. Students
cannot confirm a hypothesis unless they have
selected and investigated three pieces of evidence.
Ultimately, Tiberius died from malaria, but the
students cannot confirm this without investigating
the evidence thoroughly.
As a historical point, there is a tomb of Tiberius
Claudius Eutychus in Isola Sacra, Ostia that dates
from around this time. For teachers, this is a useful piece of information because it contributes to
the authenticity of the game, and can be used as
a segue to extension activities.
In regards to principles of design in multimedia
environments proposed by Mayer and Moreno
(2001), Death in Rome, adheres to these principles.
Table 2 describes how Death in Rome adheres to
the design principles to reduce cognitive load.
The game is simple to master and users are able
to navigate through the screens without difficulty.

Using Death in Rome
in the Classroom
This section will outline the practicalities of
administering the game in the classroom and
strategies for using the game in a range of learning situations.
In regards to the practicalities of using the
game in the classroom, we have not encountered
any technical issues with using the game either in
high school or university settings. We have used
the game across a range of education contexts
from high school science lessons, to pre-service
teacher professional development, and to learning
and teaching forums for university teaching staff.
The game is hosted on the BBC website,
which is a ‘low risk’ site where content is managed via the British Broadcasting Corporation. In
this respect, the site is not blocked by schooling
sectors providing easy accessibility, and there is

Table 2. The design of Death in Rome in respect to reducing cognitive load
Design Principle

Death in Rome

I. Off-Loading: using narration without on-screen text to remove
the need for students to read and listen to text at the same time.

Text-based material reduces the need to listen and read
concurrently.

II. Segmenting: allowing short breaks, or pauses, between sections
of a presentation.

Students can move between screens which act as a pause in the
presentation of information.

III. Pre-Training: starting off the presentation with lessons about
any terms or concepts that are new and important to what they will
learn in the game.

Pre-training is provided via the two preliminary screens. Screen 1
provides the background to the problem. Screen 2 provides users
with directions on how to use the game.

IV. Weeding: leaving out any unnecessary audio or visual
elements.

The game is simple. Users can only access a limited amount of
text at any one time. Users do not need to scroll down or sideways
reducing the need to focus on navigation.

V. Signalling: using arrows, highlighting, or other cues to the
viewer as a means of clarifying important points or confusing
images.

Clues are highlighted only when passed over. There are clear
requests to select a tab to move forward or backward in the game.

VI. Aligning: ensuring that on-screen text and images that rely on
each other are shown physically close together.

If a clue is selected to investigate, an enlarge image of the clue
is shown in the pop-up text box. This same image is used in the
solving the mystery box.

VII. Eliminating Redundancy: removing visual elements that are
duplicated by narration or graphics.

There is no replication of images or text.

VIII. Synchronising: maintaining a close match between narration
and visual elements shown in the game.

Synchronizing is achieved whereby all text is related to a particular
clue or stage of the inquiry.
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minimal (if any) possibility of harm to students
as it is a single user game with no contact with
outside users.
We found the game appropriate for high school
students, where teachers can adopt the supporting
materials to focus on different areas of the game
or to suit different year groups. For example, the
game could be used in either history or science;
it can be used to investigate cultural practices,
inquiry skills, disease epidemics and evaluation
of historical sources. We have found that using
the game collaboratively with two people sharing
a computer works well as the students are encouraged to discuss the evidence and make decisions
on which clues to investigate.
The game can be used within one classroom
lesson. As it is a point and click game, no pretraining is required. The game takes approximately
ten minutes to complete, but we have found that
users, both university and high school students,
often miss salient information on the first pass
through the game. It is recommended that they access the game at least twice so that they can spend
more time interacting with the resources and have
the opportunity to develop a better understanding
of the content and inquiry skills.

Results
The results of this study showed that there were
significant shifts in the negative responses in the
pre-test towards more positive responses. The
tests measured prospective teachers’ Technological Knowledge (TK), Technological Pedagogical
Knowledge (TPK), Technology Pedagogy and
Content Knowledge (TPACK) and pre-service
teachers’ evaluation of the workshop.
The responses to the first five questions also
showed an increased confidence in pre-service
teachers’ knowledge to select appropriate resources and to use the resources. That is, through
using a TPACK framework the pre-service teachers
believe that they can use the technology effectively
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as a teaching tool and that their selected resource
will work in a classroom.
Several questions in the pre-and post-tests
focused on the use of games specifically for
education. The analysis of the pre- and post-tests
indicated that students’ perceptions of educational
games changed as a result of the dedicated workshop and showed a positive shift towards using
technology in the classroom. The pre-service
teachers were asked what they perceived to be
the benefits of using educational games in the
science classroom, and what they felt were the
possible problems or issues that may arise. The
results have been presented together in Table 3.
It is evident from the results that the pre-service
teachers in both the pre- and post-tests saw the
value of using educational games in their ability
to teach concepts (18.2%; 17.2%) and to engage
learners (18.2%; 27.6%). Other benefits included
visualization (13.6%; 6.9%) and interactivity
(9.1%; 6.9%).
The main shift in the concerns about the use
of game-based learning in education is evident
in the results. In the pre-test, fun, but no learning (18%) was the main concern, but in the post
test this had shifted to technical issues (37.1%).
This may actually be a beneficial change. Many
of the pre-service teachers were naïve in regards
to the integration of ICTs into a classroom. This
heightened concern about the technical issues is
congruent with classroom teachers concerns about
ICTs that were raised in the report A review of
the literature on barriers to the uptake of ICT by
teachers (British Educational Communications
and Technology Agency, 2004), and shows a more
realistic appraisal of using ICT.
The final question of the pre- and post-tests
asked pre-service teachers if they, as teachers,
would use educational games and virtual worlds
in their classrooms. In the pre-test, of the 13 students that responded to the question, 61.5% (n=8)
indicated that they would use games in the class
for reasons that included:
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Table 3. Pre-service teachers views on the potential advantages, benefits, problems and issues of using
educational games in a classroom setting
Perceived Benefits of Game-based Learning
Pre-Survey
Characteristic
Concepts application
Engagement
Visualization
Context
Safety/simulation
Interactivity
Problem solving
Revision
Enjoyment
Learning styles
Literacy

n

Post-Survey
%
18.2%
18.2%
13.6%
9.1%
9.1%
9.1%
4.5%
4.5%
4.5%
4.5%
4.5%

22

Characteristic
Engagement
Concepts application
Motivating
Modern relevance
Visualization
Interactivity
Complex systems
Collaboration
Inquiry
Problem solving
Revision
Safety/simulation
Literacy
n

%
27.6%
17.2%
10.3%
10.3%
6.9%
6.9%
6.9%
3.4%
3.4%
3.4%
3.4%
3.4%
3.4%
29

Perceived Problems of Game-Based Learning
Fun, but no learning
Lack of ICT skills
Off-task/distracted Technical issues
Un-reliable/not specific content
Perpetuate misconceptions
Time consuming
Cyber safety
Parental concern
Plagiarism
n

18%
18%
18%
16%
16%
8%
8%
8%
4%
4%
25

Yes, I see the benefit in teaching through educational games. The advantages outweigh the
disadvantages but mostly as a tool for revision.
The remaining five students (38.5%) were
uncertain of whether they would use games in
the classroom.
In the post-test, of the 15 students that responded to the question, 86.7% (n=13) indicated that
they would use computer games in the classroom.
Their explanations indicated that they are critical
of the ICT resources and that the resource would
need to deliver content and be reliable, for example:
Yes, but I would have to ensure that all the educational goals are met and they can be easily accessed by all students.

Technical issues
Off-task/distracted
Fun, but no learning
Un-reliable/not specific content
Time consuming Cyber safety
Perpetuate misconceptions
Lack of ICT skills
Plagiarism

n

37.1%
25.7%
8.6%
8.6%
5.7%
5.7%
2.9%
2.9%
2.9%
35

Yes, only appropriate games which tie in closely to
curriculum content and pedagogical orientation.
The students’ responses to this question and
their intention to use the games is based on the
educational value and learning affordance of the
tool. This suggests that by allowing students to
evaluate and report to the class on their group’s
ICT resources enabled the development of essential skills in critically evaluating a resource on
the basis of criteria such as content, ease of use,
time constraints and technical limitations. These
responses indicate that the pre-service teachers
were considering how ICT can be used in the
classroom context. This may also show a move
away from teaching the tool to teaching with the
tool to using ICT meaningfully.
1127
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Pre-Service Teacher
Professional Development
It was shown in this case study that a pre-service
teacher’s attitudes to the use of game-based learning in scientific inquiry were mainly positive as
a result of the dedicated workshop. This is also
consistent with the results of Hu and Fyfe (2010)
who found a significant change in the self-reported
attitudes towards designing and using ICTs in the
classroom as a result of their semester-long study.
The pre-service teachers indicated in the post-test
that engagement and visualization were the main
learning affordances of using game-based learning in classrooms, which is consistent with other
studies on these technologies (Ketelhut, Clarke,
& Nelson, 2010; Watson, Mong, & Harris, 2011).
There was a significant difference between
the pre-and post-tests in the barriers that might
be faced by a teacher using game-based learning
in a classroom. In the post-test, the pre-service
teachers were more concerned about technical
problems rather than the learning outcomes. This
is consistent with several studies on teachers attitudes towards using ICT in classrooms (Urhahne,
Schanze, Bell, Mansfield, & Holmes, 2010; M.
Webb & Cox, 2004).
It should be raised here that in this study we
were conscious of not over-estimating the ICT
literacy of the students as our previous studies
have discounted notions such as Digital Natives
(Prensky, 2001). The stereotype of Generation
Y as being digital natives does not reflect the
reality that many pre-service teachers lack a
basic knowledge of ICT, which is compounded
by limited exposure to ICT in the context of a
discipline area. Hence, although pre-service
teachers may have exposure to technology, such
as iPhones, laptops, iPads and game consoles, it
should not be assumed that this exposure results
in an understanding of how to use technology for
learning and teaching. Prensky’s (2001) statement
that the current cohort of students are “native
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speakers” of the digital language is not reflected
in the pre-test feedback provided by the students
in the study. The overall findings indicate that
pre-service teacher self-efficacy plays a pivotal
role in their confidence in using ICT; however,
many of the pre-service teachers do not have a
strong understanding of ICTs, their affordances
or their limitations. This needs to be considered
when designing a curriculum that embeds ICT
into content areas. Students will often need basic
support in how to access, evaluate and plan to use
ICT in a classroom to complement their content
and pedagogical knowledge.
The results of this study showed a positive
shift in pre-service teachers’ understanding of how
ICT can be used effectively as a pedagogical tool
through using a TPACK framework. This understanding of ICT as a pedagogical tool is the basis
of effective teaching with technology (Graham,
2011; Mishra & Koehler, 2006). Consequently,
any training in ICT needs to provide pre-service
teachers with ongoing access to ICT tools over the
course of their degree program. This is in order
to build a sustainable teaching practice wherein a
graduating teacher can use ICT in a pedagogically
sound manner. The embedding of ICT should be
integrated both into coursework and as part of
their professional experience.
The limitations of this study are that it was a
one-off study, and this may not be sufficient to
develop sustainable confidence and skills in using
ICTs in the classroom. Factors such as school efficacy and pre-service teacher attitudes have a more
resounding impact on a novice teacher than a brief
interlude with a game-based learning workshop
(M. Webb & Cox, 2004). A second limitation is
that although a TPACK conceptual model was
used to design the materials, at what level the
TPACK framework influenced the results has not
been considered. Though, there was a significant
change between the pre-and the post-test in favor
of game-based learning, the pre-and post-tests did
not demonstrate how TPACK may have influenced
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the outcome of this study. Moreover, this study
did not consider all of the permutations of the
TPACK elements.

SUMMARY
As with many emerging technologies used in education, we run the risk when using online games
and virtual worlds of throwing the technology at
the students and expecting them to just learn because it is interesting. We see from the case study
that professional development both for educators
and pre-service teachers needs to be ongoing and
carefully considered for any changes, such as
embedding ICT within the curriculum areas, to
be sustainable.
What has continued to come out of our research
is that these experiences need to be carefully designed in order for the potential of these authentic,
powerful and complex learning environments to be
met. We see this as a future trend in game-based
learning in science education: that the lessons we
have learned from other emerging technologies
and from extensive work in the learning sciences,
be incorporated into the design of the curriculum
so that students can actually experience the ICT
resource within the context of a content area.
Further studies need to be undertaken to gain a
better understanding of how novice teachers use
ICTs, such as computer games and virtual worlds,
when they are in the classroom.
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ABSTRACT
English Learners may struggle when learning science if their cultural and linguistic needs are unmet. The
Collaborative Online Projects for English Language Learners in Science project was created to assist
English learners’ construction of science knowledge, facilitate academic English acquisition, and improve
science learning. The project is a freely available, online project-based, bilingual instructional website
designed for English learners of Hispanic origin. The project website contains two units: Let’s Help Our
Environment and What Your Body Needs. To create these collaborative online projects, two constructivist
approaches were combined: The Cognitive-Affective Theory of Learning with Media and Project-Based
Learning. These approaches to science education were used as the basis for culturally and linguistically
relevant science instruction, which was delivered within a collaborative, online instructional platform.
Using a case study design, two teachers demonstrated implementation of the project with fidelity, and
students showed statistically significant gains in science content assessments. The Collaborative Online
Projects for English Language Learners in Science project provides educators with a strong model for
creating instructional materials that support English learners’ science learning by combining culturallyrelevant, constructivist, collaborative projects using online, multimedia technology.

ORGANIZATION BACKGROUND
Collaborative Online Projects for English
Language Learners in Science is a publically
available, digital, Project-Based Learning and

teaching platform for delivering bilingual science
content to Spanish-speaking English learners.
The Collaborative Online Projects for English
Language Learners in Science project received
funding from the National Science Foundation to
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design, translate, enhance, and evaluate culturally
relevant and linguistically appropriate collaborative online projects in science for secondary level
Spanish-speaking English learners. The project
website (http://copells.uoregon.edu) houses two
classroom-tested and supported collaborative
online projects, the What Your Body Needs life
science unit and the Let’s Help Our Environment
life science unit. Both units target 7th grade U.S.
National Science and Engineering Curriculum
Standards. Collaborative Online Projects for
English Language Learners in Science was made
possible through a strong partnership between the
Center for Advanced Technology in Education
at the University of Oregon, the Instituto Latinoamericano de la Comunicación Educativa in
Mexico, and the Biological Sciences Curriculum
Study group in the United States. Over the past
three years, these organizations have been creating
science units and studying their feasibility and usability, addressing both the cultural and linguistic
needs of English learners in science education.
The Center for Advanced Technology in Education at the University of Oregon is a research
and development group within the University of
Oregon’s College of Education, working in the
area of technology-supported solutions to student
challenges in reading, writing, and studying. The
center has more than 20 years of research and
development experience behind computer-based
study strategies to support student learning in
the general education curriculum, more than 10
years designing and evaluating online learning
environments, and more than 10 years designing,
developing, and evaluating supportive resources
for learning in electronic environments. Currently
funded projects include: The National Center for
Supported eText; Mathematics eText Research
Center; and Project SOAR: Strategies for Online
Academic Reading.
The Instituto Latinoamericano de la Comunicación Educativa is a non-profit organization with
15 years of experience designing collaborative
online projects. Over this time period, the Instituto
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has designed approximately 150 collaborative
online project units in the areas of reading, math,
science, social studies, and language arts covering
1st to 9th grade curriculum for schools in Mexico
and Latin America. The Instituto’s collaborative online projects have been designed using a
constructivist theoretical approach, in which the
teacher is a co-participant in the students’ construction of knowledge. The Instituto’s units were most
recently aligned to the United Nations Educational,
Scientific and Cultural Organization standards for
Information and Communication Technologies.
The Instituto’s collaborative online project units
have been implemented in 53,265 schools in Mexico and 180 schools from 14 countries throughout
Latin America and the Caribbean, Spain, and the
United States. The Instituto provided an online
instructional model that the Collaborative Online
Projects for English Language Learners in Science
project further refined. The Instituto also provided
an online platform for delivering instruction in a
culturally and linguistically relevant multimedia
rich environment. The Instituto has also supported
this collaboration by offering the two science
units developed through the Collaborative Online
Projects for English Language Learners in Science
project to students in Mexico at the same time as
students in Oregon. Using their wide network of
schools, students in Oregon and Mexico were able
to take advantage of the project’s asynchronous
forums to communicate with each other across
borders about what they were learning in science.
The Biological Sciences Curriculum Study
group in the U.S. is a 501(c) 3 non-profit organization that has over 50 years of experience using
and generating research for the development of
materials and services that promote teaching and
learning. The long-standing goal of this group has
been to educate U.S. students in biology so that
the general public will be better able to understand
the science of life. With a particular focus on the
science education community, their aims are to
assist students in learning science by examining
the following areas:
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1.
2.
3.

The nature of curriculum,
Teacher learning and practice, and
Leadership and policy.

In their research, this group has produced
several products that help science teachers and students, including handbooks, online video modules,
symposiums, Compact Disc Read Only Memory
(CD-ROM), and digital instructional resources. In
addition, this group contributes to the science community by providing professional development
opportunities, which assist Kindergarten through
12th grade science teachers all over the world in
developing their knowledge of science and how
best to implement science in their classrooms.
The Biological Sciences Curriculum Study staff
contributed to this project with their expertise in
science curriculum development, teacher professional development, educational technology,
and educational research for the design, content
creation, and evaluation of the two units created
by the Collaborative Online Projects for English
Language Learners in Science project.

SETTING THE STAGE
Theoretical Foundations
of the Collaborative Online
Projects for English Language
Learners in Science Project
The Collaborative Online Projects for English
Language Learners in Science Theory of Learning
(illustrated in Figure 1) combines the constructivist approaches of Cognitive-Affective Theory of
Learning with Media with Project-Based Learning
for the teaching of science embedded in culturally
and linguistically relevant instruction in the form
of collaborative online projects. This learning
theory assists English learners’ construction of
science knowledge, facilitates academic English
acquisition, and improves science learning.
McPherson (2009) believes “all children can
learn if instruction is designed to trigger the
neurological networks that control the learning
process” (p. 230). Constructivist approaches such
as the Cognitive-Affective Theory of Learning

Figure 1. The collaborative online projects for English language learners in science theory of learning
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with Media and Project-Based Learning have
been found effective for achieving this goal.
Constructivism emphasizes that learning occurs
in a context in which learners are active constructors of knowledge. This learning theory views
knowledge construction as a process of engaging
students in higher order thinking through dialectic
conversations. Within this philosophy, ProjectBased Learning involves students in self-directed
investigations of worthy issues (Grant, 2002).

3.

Cognitive-Affective Theory
of Learning with Media
Moreno and Mayer’s (2007) Cognitive-Affective
Theory of Learning with Media was based on
Moreno and Mayer’s (2000) Cognitive Theory of
Multimedia Learning, which described learning
from instructional media with consideration of the
potential cognitive overload that may characterize
those settings. This theory was designed to provide researchers with specific design principles
for multimedia instruction. The new theory was
expanded to include new types of media such as
virtual reality and other agent- and case-based
learning environments not included in the original
theory and to undergo updates based on the most
current literature. Moreno and Mayer’s (2007)
theory is based on the following assumptions:
1.

2.
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Working memory includes independent
channels (i.e., auditory, visual, olfactory,
tactile, and gustatory) (Baddeley, 1992),
meaning that humans are able to actively
process information simultaneously as long
as all pieces of information are presented in
different constructions.
Each working memory store has a limited
capacity, consistent with Sweller’s (1999)
cognitive load theory. Learners are more
likely to perform better on tasks if any channel of their working memory is not being
over stimulated. Therefore, the learner will
be more likely to learn from technology if

4.

5.

provided with some guided instruction when
using technology for learning.
Meaningful learning may be facilitated if
a learner is engaged in the process of gaining new information and integrating the
new information with previously gained
knowledge (Mayer & Moreno, 2003). The
learner may actively engage with the new
information through selection, where a
learner must select material, for example, by
selecting written words after hearing them
to show that the learner is attending to the
material. In addition, learners engage by
organizing new information, which allows
them to represent new information (e.g.,
organizing pictures of vocabulary words
into a cohesive framework), showing that the
learner is processing the information. The
learner also must integrate information (e.g.,
combining vocabulary words with pictures
of the words learned separately) in order to
achieve a higher level of knowledge about
the new information.
Memories held in long-term storage consist
of both previous experiences as well as general knowledge (Tulving, 1977). Thus, learners will have their own episodic memories of
events that occurred in their lives where they
gained new information as well as semantic
memories in which general knowledge about
the world will have been acquired without
them remembering specific instances where
that new knowledge was gained. Therefore,
two distinct types of memories are stored in
long-term storage.
Motivation for learning is influenced by how
engaging tasks are for learners (Pintrich,
2003). If students are more engaged in a
task, students may believe they will be more
likely to complete that task successfully.
The higher level of self-confidence that
results from students’ perceived likelihood
to succeed then increases motivation for
completing that task. Tasks that are more
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6.

7.

engaging for students are likely to increase
students’ levels of motivation.
Humans may regulate their own thought processes according to various metacognitive
factors which ultimately affect how information is processed cognitively (McGuinness,
1990).
How much knowledge is gained may be
determined depending on previously gained
knowledge or experiences of the learners
(Kalyuga, Ayres, Chandler, & Sweller, 2003;
Moreno, 2004; Moreno & Durán, 2004).
Kalyuga and colleagues (2003) found an
“expertise reversal effect” where reducing
the cognitive load for working memory
may have no effect or a negative effect on
learners who have previous knowledge of
subject matter. However, reducing the cognitive load for working memory for novice
learners does not appear to have negative
consequences. It is better to reduce the cognitive load for working memory for novice
learners, as novice learners cannot process
a heavy cognitive load like expert learners can. This finding was demonstrated by
Moreno (2004) when examining students’
assessment scores in determining how the
guided feedback hypothesis reduces the
strain on working memory when giving
students explanatory as opposed to corrective
feedback. Moreno and Durán (2004) further
showed that elementary school students with
higher levels of computer experience often
do better on multimedia games than students
with less computer experience, which shows
that previous experience, especially with
technology, may promote better outcomes.

The Cognitive-Affective Theory of Learning
with Media was particularly relevant to the design
of the two collaborative online projects because it
states that active learning occurs when information is presented in different constructions (so
students can activate their memory channels) and

when there is not cognitive overload. During the
material design phase of each collaborative online
project, techniques for presentation of auditory
and visual information that minimize working
memory load and promote meaningful learning
were used. Multiple opportunities for background
knowledge stimulation through the use of warmup activities and highly motivating interactive
activities are characteristic of both collaborative
online project units.
Additional components of Cognitive-Affective
Theory of Learning with Media include the instructional design principles for interactive multimodal
learning environments, which we believe are tied
with constructivist approaches and can be taken
advantage of during Project-Based Learning.
Interactive multimodal environments are those
in which the actions and learning that happens
depends on the actions of the learner. Moreno and
Mayer (2007) describe five types of interactivities
in multimodal learning environments.
1.

Dialoguing: Learners are allowed to ask
questions and receive answers or feedback.
For example, students may be reading an
online text and are able to receive answers
to their questions by using a hyperlink or
other forms of online resources, such as
forums and chats. Reflection is another example of dialoguing that occurs. Teachers
can engage reflection through face-to-face
interactions in the classroom, or interactive
aspects of the technology itself can prompt
students to reflect on answers to questions
or discussion prompts within a forum environment. Reflective dialogue enriches students’ answers and brings more and deeper
educational value to the students.

Dialoguing also includes feedback where
students receive both corrective and explanatory
feedback. Corrective feedback occurs when students are told which answer is correct or incorrect,
while explanatory feedback provides an account
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for why an answer is correct or incorrect. The importance of explanatory feedback was exemplified
in four studies (Moreno & Mayer, 1999b; Moreno
& Durán, 2004; Moreno, 2004; Moreno & Mayer,
2005) with children who received either corrective, or both corrective and explanatory feedback
when solving math or science problems. From
their findings, these studies indicate that children
were able to solve more difficult problems when
they had been provided with both corrective and
explanatory feedback, as opposed to corrective
feedback alone.
2.

3.
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Controlling: Learners determine the pace
and/or order of presentations. For example,
if a student is watching a video, the student is
able to press play/pause to determine when to
move forward in the video. Pacing is part of
controlling in that pacing allows students to
determine at what speed they want material
to be presented to them. Mayer and Chandler
(2001) found that students who were able to
control the pacing of material presented to
them did better when tested on the material
than students who had no control over the
pacing. In addition, when students were allowed to choose whether they could click on
questions and receive independent answers
versus watching a continuous presentation
that included all of those answers at once,
students who chose to receive the independent answers performed better on posttests
(Mayer et al., 2003). Additionally, students
who controlled the pace of presentations also
reported that the material was less difficult
than students who did not control the pace
of presentations (Moreno, 2006c).
Manipulating: Learners set parameters for
simulation, zooming in and out, and moving
objects around the screen. For example, a student may play a simulation game, and it will
be up to the student to set the parameters of
the simulation, and then run that simulation
to see the results. Students who engage in

4.

5.

manipulating when learning tend to perform
better when solving problems and tend to
report having had a more interesting learning experience compared to students who
were not allowed to engage in manipulating
(Moreno et al., 2001). As in the Moreno,
Mayer, Spires & Lester (2001) study, manipulating may occur when students, during
a science activity, are allowed to design
their own plants when learning about them.
Students are able to manipulate the images
of the plants on screen. This manipulation
allows students to set their own parameters
for the plants’ physical appearances, zoom in
and out when creating the plants, and move
parts of the plants around on screen.
Searching: Learners engage in information
seeking, selecting options, and finding new
material. For example, a student may gain
information by using a search engine to find
information. By using the search engine, the
student selects which words to type in the
search box, makes decisions about which
results are most relevant, and chooses which
results to view and ultimately use. Thus,
the process of searching allows students to
participate more in the process of finding
information. However, some environments,
such as digital libraries, which incorporate
searching in the task of locating information electronically, often require students to
receive guidance by their teachers (Dillon
& Jobst, 2005; Rouet, 2006).
Navigating: Learners move to different
content areas by selecting from various available information sources. For example, if a
student wants to go to a new Web browser
page, the student must go to a certain menu
in order to make the transition from one
page to another. Navigating allows students
to make their own choices about where to
go to in a learning environment, as well as
allowing students to decide where to go and
what to view. To be interactive, navigating
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must allow students to gain information or
learn while navigating (Puntambekar et al.,
2003; Rouet, 2006; Rouet & Potelle, 2005).
As seen in searching, navigating also may
be used when searching electronic environments, such as digital libraries, which often
require that students receive guidance by
their teachers (Dillon & Jobst, 2005; Rouet,
2006).
Thus, each of the five interactivities involves
students being actively involved in the learning
process through the use of technology. The collaborative online projects’ instructional activities
were designed with those principles in mind.
Students engage in meaningful conversations
with the use of forums and they also receive both
corrective and explanatory feedback within the
interactive assessments. Students determine their
own pace of learning. They have the opportunity
to fast-forward, rewind, pause and replay videos
as well as to ask questions of teachers. Various
simulation games are integrated throughout the
lessons as well as opportunities for navigating and
searching on the Web.

1.

2.

Project-Based Learning
The rationale for designing collaborative ProjectBased Learning curriculum materials for digital
learning environments was straight forward.
Project-Based Learning – powered by 21st century
technologies – allows students to create their own
learning experiences using technology to access
and analyze information globally (Boss & Krauss,
2007). Project-Based Learning is a “dynamic approach to teaching in which students explore realworld problems and challenges, simultaneously
developing cross-curriculum skills while working
in small collaborative groups” (Edutopia, 2008).
Key features that facilitate Project-Based
Learning in a collaborative online project environment include the following:

3.

A driving question anchored in a real-world
problem. The question may be generated by
students, teachers, or curriculum developers.
While questions may be created by teachers
and curriculum developers, the questions
must be open enough to allow students to
achieve different results compared to each
other as an outcome of being able to make
their own decisions about how to find an
answer to the question. In order for ProjectBased Learning to be effective, the questions
must allow for student exploration of the
topic and not only for the result of specific
fact-based answers teachers require.
Opportunities to make active investigations
to learn concepts, apply information, and
represent knowledge in a variety of ways.
These opportunities include using inquiry,
research, critical thinking and problem solving skills. In the process of investigating,
students may be engaged in learning about
the real world, which could potentially
make the investigation more rewarding for
students. The driving question then allows
for students to more actively engage in an
investigation, as opposed to teachers giving
students questions to answer that lead to
specific information and do not allow for the
process of investigation and construction of
knowledge;
Collaboration among students so learning
can be shared within the “learning community.” Collaboration may occur if teachers
divide students into groups and give each
group a driving question. The questions may
complement each other in that they may be
about the same broad topic, but specific
enough so that each group has a different
investigation to conduct. Students then must
work together in order to investigate the
problem and arrive at a conclusion. In these
groups, students may collaborate in creating
artifacts, such as videos, models, and reports,
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which allow students to directly engage with
the information they are learning. Other
students also may critique the artifacts,
which will allow the students who created
the artifacts to make revisions, thus acquiring further knowledge about the content.
After students have discussed the problem
within their groups, students will then be
put into other groups, often referred to as
“jigsaw groups,” where a student from each
original group will be placed together with
students from other groups. These groups
allow for each student to be the expert in
their new groups as they explain the problem
and conclusion to their new group members
who have been working on other problems
in their original groups. Students then are
offered another level in which to collaborate
on, as they must explain their problem and
conclusion, receive and integrate feedback
about that problem from their new group
members, and then provide feedback about
other problems their new group members
pose.
The use of cognitive tools supports students
in their representation of ideas (Blumenfeld
et al., 1991). These cognitive tools include
computer-based laboratories, hypermedia,
graphic applications, and telecommunications. For example, students may create a
report they will present to their class or post
on a blog or forum, which also includes visual
representations created by using technology
such as slides or computer-generated models. Cognitive tools then allow for students
to transmit their ideas as well as provide
another way for students to collaborate
with each other, both in creating artifacts
and in obtaining feedback from their peers
about the artifacts. Cognitive tools are thus
important for collaboration, aiding in solving
the problem of the driving question, and in
facilitating students’ communication.

Research on traditional, not computer mediated, Project-Based Learning has shown this
method to be effective in increasing student motivation and improving students’ problem solving
and higher-order thinking skills (Stites, 1998). In
Project-Based Learning, students work together to
investigate open-ended questions and apply their
own knowledge to produce authentic products.
Project-Based Learning hones students’ organizational and research skills, helps them develop
better communication with their peers, and builds
self-confidence. Results of project-based work are
often more meaningful to students because of the
active role they play in project design. In ProjectBased Learning, the teacher’s role has shifted;
he or she is no longer the content expert. Instead
the teacher plays the role of coach, mentor, or
tutor, guiding students through the Project-Based
Learning process.
Other studies have examined how ProjectBased Learning may be applied in digital environments. Hung, Keppell, and Jong (2004) studied
Project-Based Learning as it applies in the digital
age with teacher education students in Hong Kong.
Students were required to collaborate when conducting a project on a given topic (e.g., mobile
phones, digital camcorders). Students created two
digital videos; the first video introduced who the
students were, while the second video discussed
the students’ topic. Feedback from students was
overall positive, and Hung, Keppell, and Jong
(2004) concluded that the study was ultimately
successful due to the interplay between ProjectBased Learning, technology, and meaningful
nature of the learning. Project-Based Learning has
also been applied to other types of digital projects.
Hafner and Miller (2011) conducted a ProjectBased Learning study with undergraduate students
in Hong Kong who were taking a science course in
English. Students worked on projects in a digital
environment, which included accessing a course
website, writing reflections on a weblog, using
digital video cameras, working with video editing
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software, and sharing videos through a YouTube
channel. Results from the study were positive in
that students overall reported high motivation
for doing the project, citing that what they were
doing in the project was interesting because it
differed from a typical learning environment.
Students also believed that the skills they learned
in the digital environment would transfer to future
employment skills.
Henry and Semple (2011) conducted a study
with middle school science teachers using a
geographical information system that would aide
teachers and students in exploring earth science.
The geographical information system is a digital
database where students can keep track of field
observations. Teachers reported positive results
when trained on this software, citing the perceived
usability of the software in their classrooms.
Project-Based Learning has been implemented
with elementary school students. Hung, Hwang,
and Huang (2011) conducted a study with fifth
grade students in Taiwan to compare the effects of
Project-Based Learning within a digital environment versus traditional Project-Based Learning
without the use of the digital environment. The
digital environment allowed students to create
stories on the computer by using digital photos
and editing software. Students who completed
the Project-Based Learning within the digital
environment scored higher on posttests measuring motivation to learn science, problem-solving
abilities, and learning achievement for science.
Erstad (2002) also conducted case studies with
Norwegian elementary school students, finding
that the influence of using a digital environment
in Project-Based Learning was generally positive.
Case studies of Project-Based Learning in digital
environments included activities such as creating
animated videos, speaking with others over satellite phone connections, and being trained to use
digital tools such as iMovie, Apple Works, and
digital video cameras. Students were engaged in
the project and according to reports from parents
and teachers, students at all performance levels

did well when using Project-Based Learning in a
digital environment.
Clearly, based on previous research in examining Project-Based Learning in digital environments, students appear to benefit greatly not only
from Project-Based Learning, but also as it is
applied in digital environments. Students have the
opportunity to become more knowledgeable about
the technology as well as about the information
that the technology provides. When using ProjectBased Learning within digital environments,
students are able to collaborate with each other
and bring the real world inside the classroom.

Culturally Relevant Instruction
The shared, learned, transmitted, and adaptive
culture of people is reflected in their thinking and
doing (Bodley, 1997). Charles Hutchison (2005)
stated that knowledge-creation is influenced by
cultural traditions and paradigms. The questions
students ask, the way they respond to teachers’
questions, and what is an acceptable scientific
hypothesis are all influenced by cultural beliefs.
According to Rakow and Bermudez (1993),
culture even influences the way we perceive and
frame what we believe about people. For example,
these authors found studies in which EuropeanAmerican teachers tend to see boys as silent,
steady, open, factual, rational, and independent
while Mexican teachers rate boys as morose,
dependent, talkative, shy, protective, emotional,
and imaginative (Rakow & Bermudez, 1993).
These stereotypic images influence how teachers
view and approach their students and the learning
outcomes they expect.
Okhee Lee’s (2005) review of the literature
on cultural and linguistic influences on science
learning indicates that while cultural partners can
affect science learning, the partners’ expectations
are often inconsistent with those of the school. Lee
(2005) reported that little recognition has been
given to the “linguistic and cultural resources that
nonmainstream individuals and groups bring to
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the science classroom, and little thought has been
given to how to articulate these resources with the
norms and practices of science disciplines and
school science to enhance student learning” (p.
491). Students may do better in science if these
cultural considerations are made. Lee (2005)
also makes the observation that English learners
are just as able to perform well in science, but at
times may have obstacles facing them within the
educational system, which has not incorporated
a cultural awareness.
To combat these obstacles, Lee (2005) recommends that educational systems follow these guidelines. First, students should be given instruction
where they are allowed to ask questions about the
material in a hands-on environment, as this is less
involved with mastering the English language as
compared to more traditional methods. Hands-on
activities also allow English learners to communicate with others about science in different ways
(e.g., verbal, written, graphic, gestural), which
allows them to practice their English grammar
and vocabulary skills while learning about science. Second, teachers need to have professional
development not only in science but also in how to
promote literacy in English learners. Literacy development should include not only basic language
skills but also should include how to apply these
language skills in advanced writing tasks, such
as explaining or comparing two items. Teachers
should have an understanding from a human development perspective when making expectations
about English learners’ ability to comprehend
vocabulary. It is also important that teachers are
able to promote literacy development both in a
general sense and when teaching content-specific
vocabulary. Lee (2005) concludes that with these
recommendations, and by educators understanding
the underlying factors that may inhibit English
learners’ understanding of science, educators will
be better able to teach science to this population.
In summary, the Collaborative Online Project
for English Language Learners in Science Theory
of Learning hypothesizes that science learning
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embedded in culturally relevant collaborative
online projects, coupled with appropriate teacher
professional development, will assist English
learners’ communication skills and teacher-student
interactions with science content. The curriculum
design and delivery approach for these collaborative online projects not only takes into account
students’ cultural backgrounds, but also builds
upon that resource to further the learning gains.

Language Tools
English learners need to develop English language
and literacy skills in the context of subject area
instruction to reduce achievement gaps (Lee,
2005). Despite the substantive literature on the
benefits of bilingual instruction and the use of
native language, U.S. policies and practices do not
consider native language as relevant to English
language development and content area learning.
During a five year study, Thomas and Collier
(2002) collaborated with schools across the U.S.
in order to determine what resources are in place
for English learners and how these resources affect
English learners’ academic performance. Thomas
and Collier (2002) found a great deal of evidence
on the success of school programs using students’
native languages to support content-area learning
when compared to those in which students were
immersed in the new language without linguistic
support. English learners were less likely to perform well on reading and math achievement tests
if their parents determined that their elementary
school should not provide bilingual or English
as a Second Language services to these students
compared to English learners who did receive bilingual or English as a Second Language services.
Thus, English learners who are given bilingual or
English as a Second Language supports perform
better academically than students who are not
given supports when learning in their non-native
languages. It is important then to provide language
supports in English learners’ native languages
when teaching content. Thomas and Collier (2002)
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also found that native Spanish-speaking students,
when tested in Spanish, performed better on
math tests during grades 2 through 5 compared
to English-speaking students, when tested in
English, on math tests during grades 2 through 5.
English learner students then are able to perform
as well as or better than other students, but it is
important that they are able to receive bilingual or
English as a Second Language supports in order
to perform well.
Lee’s (2005) review suggests that English
learners’ limited proficiency in English constrains
their science achievement when instruction
and assessment are undertaken in their second
language. Lee (2005) only found two studies in
science instruction that took place in the U.S.
However, those studies did not have a direct focus
on native language instruction. The first study was
conducted by Duran, Dugan, and Weffer (1998)
with Spanish-speaking English learner high school
students. In the study, students used semiotic tools
such as diagrams when learning about biology. As
students learned more of the tools, the students became more responsible about acquiring knowledge
and using the semiotic tools to create meaningful
diagrams of scientific concepts, instead of relying
only on the teacher to provide information. The
researchers concluded that English learners should
be allowed access to semiotic tools, which assist
them in using scientific language. The second
study was conducted by Torres and Zeidler (2002)
and examined outcomes on a science achievement
test with both Spanish-speaking English learners
and non-English learners. Results showed that
students who were highly proficient in the English
language and were able to reason about science
were more likely to understand science knowledge
when it was presented in English. Based on these
results, it can be concluded that provisioning or
prompting the use of language tools by English
learners is advantageous to their understanding
and ultimate success with science content.
Tobin and McRobbie (1996) worked with
Chinese students learning English in an Australian

high school who were enrolled in a chemistry
class taught in English. These students showed
high levels of effort, but ultimately struggled with
learning the material, because they were forced to
engage with the material in their second language,
without being allowed to fully explore the material
in their native language. By not employing their
native language, the Chinese students learning
English were not able to work fully with or engage
in the material at their highest level of performance.
The study highlights that learning chemistry can
be facilitated when English learners are provided
with opportunities to fully employ their native
language. Kearsey and Turner (1999) conducted a
study with middle school students from the United
Kingdom to determine whether being bilingual
would be helpful in students acquiring science
vocabulary, due to previous exposure to two languages, or whether the cognitive load of knowing
two languages would negatively impact students’
abilities to gain science vocabulary. After examining a standard United Kingdom science textbook,
researchers determined that being bilingual could
ultimately be a resource for students when gaining science vocabulary. The study reported that
English learners could benefit from curriculum
materials that support linguistic tasks and the
additive effects of bilingualism.
The Collaborative Online Projects for English
Language Learners in Science Theory of Learning
hypothesizes that having all instructional materials immediately available in both English and
Spanish along with other native language supports
facilitates English learners’ access to scientific
content and improves their science literacy in
both languages. Examples of “supports” include
pop-up vocabulary definitions and translations. In
combination, cultural relevance, language tools,
cognitive-affective processes, multimodal digital
environments, and Project-Based Learning make
the collaborative online projects suitable platforms for facilitating Spanish-speaking English
Learners’ acquisition of academic English and
science learning.
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CASE DESCRIPTION
Technology Components
A collaborative online project is a complete thematic unit that provides Project-Based Learning
experiences within an interactive multimedia
environment for students to engage in real-world
activities and work collaboratively to solve
authentic problems. Each collaborative online
project unit contains five to seven stages, or
chapters, of learning that present all the content
to be learned in an 8 to 10 week period of daily
instruction. Stages are organized by lessons, and
the lessons are divided into strategically planned
activities that delineate key features of CognitiveAffective Theory of Learning with Media and
Project-Based Learning. To establish a conceptual
connection between stages of learning there is a
“linking question” to prompt students to reflect
about what they already know and what they are
about to learn in the subsequent lessons. Figure

2 shows the organizational structure of the first
stage, or chapter, for the What Your Body Needs
unit. This graphical structure is intended to be used
by teachers to introduce students to the lesson,
establish the driving question, and allow students
first explorations of topics.
In each lesson, content learning is multimodal,
allowing for the presentation of content in different formats for multiple purposes:
1.

Activate students’ background knowledge
with the use of warm-up activities. Warm-up
activities are critical components of instruction in a constructivist approach because
student input is fundamental for the construction of knowledge. Warm-up activities may
have the form of a question accompanied
by images and specific instructions to help
students generate discussion. Figure 3 shows
an example of a warm-up used in Stage 2 of
What Your Body Needs, in which students are

Figure 2. Collaborative online projects’ organizational structure
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2.

3.

4.

asked to consider the characteristics that help
determine if an object is a living organism.
Allow for the construction of knowledge,
using activities such as reading content
combined with comprehension questions or
summaries, enhanced vocabulary definitions
and translations, teacher guided discussions,
and video tutorials. These activities are
documented in a student notebook available
both in printed or electronic form.
Allow students to practice, hypothesize,
or experiment to learn and further develop
scientific thinking skills, with the use of lab
experiments, instructional games, and virtual
simulations.
Provide corrective and explanatory feedback
to students about their acquisition of scientific knowledge with the use of interactive
exercises and summative assessments at
the conclusion of each stage, or chapter, of
learning.

5.

Provide dialoguing opportunities and exchange of communications through peerto-peer interactions, small group discussion,
and purposeful forum activities.

Teacher resources for each collaborative
online project are accessible through the teacherdedicated section of the website, and include the
following.
1.

2.

Lesson briefs provided for each stage of the
project. Lesson briefs contain the lesson’s
objectives, suggestions for how to introduce
the varied activities, notes indicating if advanced preparation is required, and concepts
and vocabulary that should be emphasized
in each lesson.
A Strategies section that provides a description of each type of activity in the unit and
an overview of the organizational structure
of the project. The latter part of this section
is devoted to scaffolding ideas for connect-

Figure 3. Warm-up learning activity
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3.

ing to background knowledge, vocabulary,
pre-reading, and developing comprehension.
This section was designed specifically for
science teachers who may not have formal
language acquisition or language instruction backgrounds. Participation strategies
to help organize and pace the unit are also
provided. Participation strategies include a
calendar and timeline of activities, group and
teamwork roles, and media usage guidelines.
Tutorials designed to be used during teacher
participant training, prior to implementation
in the classroom. Tutorials provide teachers
with all the information they need to implement the collaborative online projects independently. This section mimics the structure
of activities in the student area of the website.
The rationale behind the tutorials section
and its format is to expose teachers to the
flow of the unit as students will experience
it. Video demonstrations are also included to
model specific instructional activities such
as use of forums, the registration process,
and website navigational features. Teachers
in Mexico and the U.S. who are unable to
attend in-person trainings provided by project staff can use the tutorials independently.
Teachers who have extensive experience
with the use of technology will find online
tutorials sufficient.

The Let’s Help Our Environment Unit
One example of a science collaborative online
project developed by the Collaborative Online
Projects for English Language Learners in Science project is the Let’s Help Our Environment
unit. In this unit, students are invited to think and
learn about the environmental problems in their
surroundings and consider what actions they
can take to prevent and solve them. The driving
question for this unit is “What can I do to help my
environment?” Along the way toward answering
this question, students conduct investigations to
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gain insight into the critical environmental problems within their community and offer solutions,
while at the same time, acquiring scientific knowledge and skills linked to U.S. National Science
and Engineering Standards. Among other skills,
students gain practice with the scientific inquiry
process and discuss ecosystems using newly acquired vocabulary terms such as limiting factors,
populations, habitats, energy sources, variation,
and adaptation.
Using the Let’s Help our Environment unit,
we can further illustrate the major instructional
components outlined in each collaborative online project (this unit can be accessed through
the project website, http://recuperemos.uoregon.
edu/). The unit is divided into five stages:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Life on Earth,
Interactions of Living Things,
Responding to Change,
Human Impacts, and
Investigating Environmental Issues.

In Stage 1, students are asked to think about a
local environmental concern. As students progress through the unit, learning specific themes
and concepts, they are periodically prompted to
make connections to that environmental concern.
In Stage 2, after students have studied the major
relationships among living organisms (e.g., predation, competition, food webs, and limiting factors)
students are challenged to play the “Food Fight
Game” and build a species population. The goal
of the game is for students to build an ecosystem
in which animals can grow. Students apply their
knowledge about competition, food, and limiting
factors in order to be successful in this game. An
interactive activity with immediate feedback that
is used to gauge students’ own knowledge of animals is also presented in this stage. The concept of
natural selection is introduced with a simulation
of birds shown both in a light and a dark forest.
Using this simulation, students collect specific data
and draw conclusions about the effects that the
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light in the environment has on this species. The
Zero Food Print Youth Calculator is a virtual lab
resource used by students to measure the amount
of carbon dioxide and methane that they contribute
to the environment and to help them think about
actions they can take to reduce their carbon footprint. In the last stage of the unit, students learn
about the scientific inquiry process and conduct
an investigation into an environmental issue of
their choosing. The results of their investigations
are summarized in posters or any other reporting
format and later uploaded to the forum. In the last
forum activity for this unit, students discuss the
world’s most important environmental problems
and the actions that can be taken to address them.
Figure 4 illustrates an example of a forum page
within the unit.

The What Your Body Needs Unit
The overall learning objective behind the What
Your Body Needs unit is for students to appreciate
the internal mechanisms of their bodies so they
can build a connection between their bodies’
health and their lifestyle choices. This learning
objective is accomplished by allowing students to
organically acquire interest about their bodies as
they learn about the microscopic and macroscopic
components from which the human body is made.
The unit consists of seven stages titled:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

The Building Blocks of Life,
Cells Are Alive,
Bacteria, Viruses, and the Immune System,
Organs–Cells Working Together,
The Digestive System,

Figure 4. Forum
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6.
7.

Kidneys and the Urinary System, and
Interacting Systems.

The What Your Body Needs unit contains lab activities, teacher-led warm-ups & demonstrations,
engaging student surveys, videos, and games. In
Stage 1, students comprehend that living things
have certain characteristics that distinguish them
from inanimate objects. They apply their learning
by evaluating different objects against seven characteristics of life. Students are also introduced to
the main chemical elements (carbon, oxygen, hydrogen and nitrogen) that are found in living things.
They also learn the compounds (carbohydrates,
lipids, proteins and nucleic acids) that are formed
from the chemical elements. At the end of the
stage, students apply their knowledge by designing
a t-shirt that communicates their understanding
of those concepts. Students have guidelines from
which to base the content of their t-shirt but they
are given creative freedom to communicate that
understanding. In the stage that follows, students
learn about the basic function and properties of
cells and organelles through various multimodal
activities. An important component of this stage
is a virtual lab activity and an actual lab activity
where students examine and diagram onion cells
(see Figure 5 for an example of this). In Stage 3,
students spend time comparing what they learned
in the previous stage about animal and plant cells
to a new type of cell, bacteria. Students are exposed
Figure 5. Lab activity
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to examples of how bacteria can be beneficial or
harmful. Returning to the discussion of living
and nonliving things from Stage 1, students are
challenged to evaluate viruses through the criteria
for living things. Students also begin to make
connections between cells, viruses, bacteria, and
the immune system in this stage. In Stage 4, students are introduced to the idea of cells working
together to perform a job and are introduced to
the vocabulary words tissues, organs, and organ
systems. The main objective is for students to gain
awareness of the basic functions of their bodies’
organs and to value their complexity. Similarly, in
Stage 5, students see how their nutritional choices
affect the functioning of their systems, specifically the Digestive System. In Stage 6, students
learn about the process of diffusion by examining
another organ system that uses this process to do
its job, the Urinary System. Finally, in Stage 7,
students examine and consider how the different
body systems, rather than working in isolation,
work together to create the organized and complex
organism that is the human body. Students carry
out a final project to examine any of the concepts
more in-depth, as guided by their teacher and own
personal interests.

A Case Implementation Study
The What Your Body Needs unit was implemented
by two participating teachers in the U.S. and by over
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50 teachers in Mexico. In the U.S., one 6th-grade
teacher and one 7th-grade teacher implemented
the unit with a sample of 53 students, 81% of
whom were English learners of Hispanic origin.
The implementation extended over a period of
10 weeks in which students completed all seven
stages of the unit, participated in forum activities,
and completed the accompanying assessments.
The Collaborative Online Projects for English
Language Learners in Science project supported
this implementation with the goals of identifying:
1.
2.

3.

Whether the collaborative online projects
facilitated science content learning for
English learners;
The collaborative online projects’ components that were most relevant for English
learners’ engagement with science learning;
and
Whether teachers and students saw the collaborative online projects as good resources
for learning science.

The 6th-grade teacher, from now on referred
to by the pseudonym of Mr. Torres, implemented
the collaborative online project unit with one
group of 29 students, but only 23 complete data
sets were obtained, and the 7th-grade teacher,
from now on referred to by the pseudonym of Ms.
Jimenez, implemented the unit with two groups of
30 students each, and 30 complete data sets were
obtained for a sample size of 53. Descriptions of
each group setting follow.
Mr. Torres teaches a self-contained 6th-grade
classroom as part of a Two-Way Immersion program. The Two-Way Immersion program at this
district is offered at four schools, three K–4th
schools and one 5th–6th school, and has been in
existence for 15 years with the objective to have
fully bilingual and bicultural students in English
and Spanish upon entering seventh grade. Students
in the program are mostly native Spanish-speakers,
but there are also native English speakers and

students from bilingual households. To participate
in the program, parents enroll their students in
kindergarten and the students continue through
each grade level in a designated Two-Way Immersion classroom. Academic instruction is given in
both languages equally; however, the manner in
which students receive their instruction varies by
school. In the model that Mr. Torres followed, he
planned and balanced each subject area so equal
instruction in English and Spanish in all subject
areas was provided throughout the year. One of
the reasons Mr. Torres was eager to participate
in the Collaborative Online Projects for English
Language Learners in Science project was due
to the availability of the curriculum in English
and Spanish, thus allowing him to maintain
flexibility in when he taught in either language.
Mr. Torres has an English for Speakers of Other
Languages endorsement and more than 20 years
of classroom experience. In his responses to a
pre-survey regarding his use of technology in
the classroom, he answered that his students had
never used technology in his classroom for blogs,
forums, or webquests, but that they sometimes
used technology for Internet research purposes
and completing projects in teams.
Ms. Jimenez is a science teacher in the district’s
sole 7th–8th grade school. She implemented the
project in two class periods of a science discovery program. Discovery classes embed literacy
throughout the curriculum and work toward the
development of related skills in thinking, reading,
writing, self-advocacy, and speaking. Students are
placed in discovery classes based on test scores and
teacher and administrator recommendations. Ms.
Jimenez has a Master’s degree and is in her fourth
year of teaching. In her pre-survey responses,
she indicated that she often used technology
projects that required teamwork and sometimes
used technology in the classroom for students to
conduct Internet-based research. Similar to Mr.
Torres’s class, she had never used blogs, forums,
or webquests previously in her teaching.
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Teacher Training

Data Collection Instruments

In order to implement the units, teachers participated in a one-day training provided by project
staff. Prior to the meeting, they were asked to
review the online tutorials offered at the teacher
section of the unit’s website. Teachers were informed that for a successful implementation of
these collaborative online projects, their role would
also include that of a content facilitator who helps
to clarify questions posed by students, encourages
student curiosity, and promotes further investigations into a theme. Because group work is one of
the key features of a collaborative online project,
teachers were presented with techniques for how
to facilitate discussion and help problem-solve
within group dynamics. Suggestions for assigning student roles and responsibilities were also
presented. All of these techniques were referenced
in the teacher section of the website.
When the implementation began, students were
trained by project staff on how to properly use
the equipment provided by the project, including
its general operation, how to navigate through
the website, and how to use the downloaded applications. Students were also provided with an
orientation to the forum. This forum training began
with demonstrating and practicing the process
of signing on to the forum, then transitioned to
posting pictures and text, and ended with students
replying to other forum posts. Project staff was
present throughout the implementation of the
unit, more often at the beginning of the implementation (approximately twice a week), and
less often toward the end of the implementation
(every other week). Staff provided on-site and
immediate remote support to the teachers and
assisted students with the activities during class
time. Staff took notes on the daily activities and
results of the class, and in general, observed all
aspects of the implementation of the What Your
Body Needs unit.

Fidelity of implementation measures. A teacher
journal, a classroom observation protocol, and a
completion checklist were developed to collect
data on fidelity of treatment implementation.
Teachers filled out journals at the end of each stage
of instruction in which they reported whether all
the lessons were completed and the reasons why
they might not have been, if that was the case.
The journals also asked teachers to share issues
they encountered and their overall experience
with each lesson.
The classroom observation protocol tracked
data for both teacher and student behavior. Teacher
behaviors observed were the following:
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1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

The manners in which teachers made use of
the project website to deliver instruction,
The lessons that teachers used from the unit
(including whether or not they completed all
the activities in that lesson),
Presence of strategies to facilitate team work,
How teachers activated student background
knowledge,
Use of vocabulary supported definitions
from the website, and
Use of the Spanish website.

Student behaviors observed included the following:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Frequency of use of English and Spanish
resources,
Teamwork dynamics,
Usage of vocabulary-enhanced definitions,
and
Engagement in learning activities via the
website.

The completion checklist listed all the stages
and lessons to be completed during the implemen-
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tation and was filled out by project staff based on
the information collected from the teacher reflections and classroom observations.
Teacher interviews and student surveys: In
order to identify components of the unit that were
most relevant to English learners’ engagement with
science learning and to determine if teachers and
students saw it as a good resource for learning science, project staff collected interview and survey
data. During the teacher interview, we collected
information about how the teacher had been teaching life science prior to the study, how frequently
he or she used technology in the classroom, and
how satisfied he or she was with the various aspects
of the project, including identifying those factors
that helped make the implementation successful.
The student survey gathered information such
as language spoken at home, and asked for students
to provide feedback on what features they liked
and did not like about the unit. These surveys
were designed as straightforward, informationgathering instruments, not to assess a latent
attitude, so reliability analyses were not necessary. However, to ensure that the questions were
indeed asking what was intended for gathering
relevant information, a methodology consultant
with experience in survey development carefully
reviewed the questions for clarity.
Science content assessments: In order to
identify whether or not the units facilitated science content learning for English learners, we
collected pre-post data of a science content assessment developed by project staff. This assessment consisted of 31 items related to the content
covered in the unit. Questions were presented in
various formats, including multiple choice, fill in
the blank, open-ended questions, true and false
statements, and item organization. Chronbach’s
alpha was computed to determine the test’s reliability, which resulted in a reliability score of.71.

CURRENT CHALLENGES
FACING THE ORGANIZATION
Case Study Analysis and Results
Pre-post content assessments were analyzed with a
paired sample t-test to determine if student participants made statistically significant improvements
in their scientific knowledge as measured with a
pre- to posttest assessment of science content.
Teacher and student surveys were analyzed with
a cluster analysis of qualitative data where, after
major categories of responses were identified,
frequencies of specific responses were calculated
in order to have an overall representation of this categorical information. Finally, qualitative analyses
also involved descriptive information drawn from
a completion checklist and classroom observations
to demonstrate that teachers and students used the
technological resources effectively and completed
the unit’s activities with fidelity.

Fidelity of Implementation
Results of this study indicated that teachers
implemented 71% of the lesson activities with
fidelity. The main reason, as reported by teachers, for lack of completion of a particular lesson
was due to time constraints. However, teachers
reported their desire to implement all of the lessons if time was not a constraining factor. Teachers felt the need to skip some activities in order
to follow the unit’s timeline. Also, some of the
activities within a lesson were optional, and it was
up to the teacher’s judgment whether to complete
them. From a total of nine random observations
conducted with both teachers, it was found that
teachers used the unit’s website while delivering
instruction in eight out of the nine observations.
Teachers showed behaviors that facilitated team-
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work during six observations, conducted activities
to generate background knowledge in four of the
observations, encouraged the use of vocabularyenhanced definitions in four of the observations,
and were not observed encouraging the use of
the Spanish website during any of the class time.
Student behaviors in those nine observations
included using the English website exclusively,
demonstrating effective teamwork skills, and
frequently accessing the vocabulary-enhanced
definitions available through the website.

Critical Components of Collaborative
Online Projects for English Learners’
Engagement with Science Learning
The components of instruction that appeared to
be relevant to English learners’ engagement with
science learning included the following:
1.
2.

3.
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Warm-up activities that were designed to
generate culturally relevant discussions of
prior knowledge and experiences.
Visuals and videos that were selected by
virtue of their rich representation of the
Hispanic culture. Teachers thought visuals
and videos were a great support for student
learning. Comments given by teachers
included: “They made students interested
like you wouldn’t believe,” and “Students
had more desire to learn and complete the
activities.”
Interactives and games that provided a highly
engaging, multimodal learning environment.
These resources were greatly accepted
by students. One teacher reflected, “My
students are a targeted group of kids who
largely have very low reading levels, and
these interactives and games were so-o-o-o
engaging.” Similarly the other teacher stated,
“Kids love the simulations; the National
Geographic “Body” website also has really
great simulations, which the kids love.”

4.

5.

The forum that facilitated communication
between students in the U.S. and Mexico was
also considered an important component of
student engagement with learning activities.
In regards to the forum space, teachers reported that: “Students loved talking to other
kids.” “Students were intrigued when somebody said something to them.” “Students had
a space for sharing their knowledge.”
Vocabulary enhanced definitions that provided immediate access to scientific definitions appropriate for the age group featured
were often accessed by students. Teachers
also used them as an opportunity to teach
new concepts.

Unexpected to us, the Spanish website resources did not appear to be a relevant component
for student engagement with science learning.
Even though Mr. Torres was teaching in a TwoWay Spanish Immersion class--and sometimes
his instruction was provided in Spanish--students
opted to use the English website when completing
interactive activities independently. However, the
forum was a space for U.S. students to exchange
communications with students in Mexico, and
interestingly, most of those communications by the
students in Mr. Torres’ class occurred in Spanish.
Ms. Jimenez, a native English speaker with limited
Spanish proficiency, did not view the Spanish
website as an option for her during instructional
time. Students in her science classes were at the
highest levels of English language development
or were monitored students (monitored refers to
a status designation of an English learner who
has recently stopped receiving English language
services through their school), so it is perhaps
understandable that they did not employ the
Spanish resource as much as we expected. While
teamwork was always used and encouraged by the
teachers, it was not reported as being critical for
the units. The teachers believed that working in
teams is always helpful; however, some activities
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could have also been carried out successfully had
they been completed by students independently.
The components of the curriculum appeared
to have been accepted by the teachers. Teachers
reported that the unit was “pretty well thought
through” and “the content was awesome.” The
only thing they would change would be allocating
more time to cover all the content so they would
not be rushed to complete the unit and meet the
timelines. Students reported liking the forum, the
interactive games, working in groups, and using the
framework for learning online in general. Students
made statements such as, “I like the forum because
you could talk with people in other places,” “I like
the interactive parts so I could learn and have fun
at the same time,” “I like everything in the unit,”
“I like the videos and games because it was easy
to not have [to] read so much,” “I like the unit
because it tells you how the body works and how
your system works,” “I like making the yellow [sic]
cell model,” and “I liked that there were a lot of
fun activities and because I understood it more.”

they participated in the implementation. Overall,
students in Mr. Torres’ class scored 24 more percentage points from pretest (M = 40%, SD = 12%)
to posttest (M = 64%, SD = 15%) in measures of
science content, which were statistically significant,
t(22) = 9.01, p =.000. Students in Ms. Jimenez’s
class also had a statistically significant gain of 19
more percentage points from pretest (M = 34%,
SD = 16%) to posttest (M = 53%, SD = 17%) in
measures of science content, t(29) = 7.14, p =.000.
These results do not demonstrate a causal effect
between the use of the collaborative online project
and an increase in science content learning due to
the fact that we were conducting a pre-experiment
that lacked a control group. This pre-experiment
strongly suggests that it is worthwhile to continue
conducting further investigations for the implementation of collaborative online projects. However,
students did not experience any negative effects
nor did their science content learning decrease
after being part of the implementation.

Effect of Collaborative Online
Projects in English Learners’
Science Content Learning

SOLUTIONS AND
RECOMMENDATIONS

Figure 6 shows the gains that students made in
the science content assessment before and after
Figure 6. Pre-post science content assessment
gains for collaborative online project participants

Collaborative Online Projects for English Language Learners in Science is a project conducted at
the Center for Advanced Technology in Education
at the University of Oregon in partnership with
the Instituto Latinoamericano de la Comunicación
Educativa in Mexico and the Biological Sciences
Curriculum Study group in the United States.
The project received funding from the National
Science Foundation to design, translate, enhance,
and evaluate culturally relevant and linguistically
appropriate collaborative online projects in science
for secondary level Spanish-speaking English
learners. The project’s two major goals are to:
1.

Design interactive multimodal media-rich
online learning environments that address
both the cultural and linguistic needs of
English learners to learn science, and
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2.

Facilitate and improve science content-area
learning for English learners.

The resultant collaborative online projects were
designed to provide culturally and linguistically
relevant, media-rich, and collaborative science
instruction. In creating the collaborative online
projects, constructivist approaches were combined, including the Cognitive-Affective Theory of
Learning with Media and Project-Based Learning.
The Cognitive-Affective Theory of Learning with
Media was particularly relevant to the design of
the collaborative online projects as it takes into
account factors associated with media literacy,
such as cognitive load and instructional design
principles for interactive multimodal learning
environments. In addition, Project-Based Learning
was used in the development of the collaborative
online projects’ lessons to allow students to create
their own learning experiences when solving realworld problems in collaboration with others in a
digital environment. Within the project website,
students were provided with culturally and linguistically relevant instruction. Students had the
option to access any web page in English or Spanish
with the click of an icon. Although the projects
were primarily designed for English language
students in the U.S., more than 50 classrooms in
Mexican schools also participated in these units,
allowing science learners from both countries to
synchronously progress through the curriculum
and communicate through the forum.
The forum was an important factor for student
engagement and motivation. English learners in
the U.S. were able to have cross-cultural learning
exchanges with Mexican students. Thus, the forum
allowed for both collaboration in learning science
content as well as a safe digital environment for
students to practice their Spanish or English
language skills. Although students and teachers
by and large did not frequently access Spanish
versions of the website, U.S. students often used
Spanish to communicate in the forum. Students
had the option to use their native language and
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could decide on their own when to use their native
language and when to practice English.
Another language support included in both
collaborative online projects was vocabulary
enhanced definitions, identifiable by their bold
font and dotted underline formatting in the
student content. For both collaborative online
projects, targeted vocabulary words were selected
for enhancement. Words that were selected for
enhancement were either topic specific words
(such as ecosystem) or functional words (such as
analyze). All of the words included a translation
of the word and most words had accompanying
images or example sentences. The case study
revealed that students often used these enhancements, and teachers employed them for immediate
just-in-time learning opportunities.
The case study was conducted with a sample
of 53 students. Results indicate that the two participating teachers implemented 71% of the lesson
activities with fidelity. Lack of time was the most
common reason for being unable to complete all
collaborative online project activities. Both teachers and students enjoyed the strong visual nature
of the collaborative online project as well as the
interactivity provided through online games and
simulations. Overall, the collaborative online project was associated with positive gains in English
learners’ understanding of science. Student science
content percentage point gains between pretest
and posttest (24% and 19% increases in scores
for each participating teacher) were statistically
significant, strongly suggesting that it would be
worthwhile to conduct further investigations on the
implementation of collaborative online projects.
This study was conducted with the main objectives
of learning about the feasibility and usability of
a collaborative online project when implemented
by educators in an authentic classroom setting;
and, whether students and teachers considered it a
potentially useful resource with which to provide
enhanced science instruction to English learners.
This study was also conducted to gather data to
identify the most appropriate components for
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student learning when using collaborative online
projects. A quasi-experiment is being conducted
at the time of publication of this chapter. Plans
are in place for conducting true-experiments with
a randomized control trial design.
In summary, the collaborative online project
units were implemented with a high degree of
fidelity and were associated with gains in science content understanding for Spanish-speaking
English learners. This study has provided the
researchers with:
1.

2.

3.
4.

A model for how online science curriculum
in the form of collaborative online projects
can take advantage of rich multimodal learning environments for the benefit of English
learners’ science learning in U.S. schools,
A model for how electronically enhanced
vocabulary embedded within online science
materials can improve science learning for
English learners,
A model for how partnerships with educators
in Mexico can benefit science learning for
English learners in U.S. schools, and
A model for how person-to-person learning
opportunities, within classroom collaboration as well as online and across-borders
collaboration, can improve motivation and
science learning for English learners in U.S.
schools.
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KEY TERMS AND DEFINITIONS
Cognitive-Affective Theory of Learning
with Media: A theory of learning to provide
researchers with specific design principles for
multimedia instruction based on cognitive assumptions.
Cognitive Load: The amount of information
that is currently being used by working memory.
Cognitive Tools: Supports (e.g., computerbased laboratories, hypermedia, graphic applications, and telecommunications) that help students
to represent ideas.

Collaborative Online Projects: Learning
and teaching activities to facilitate content-area
learning through the use of collaboration in a
digital environment.
Culturally Relevant Instruction: Teaching
that occurs when student cultural factors (e.g., traditions, paradigms, beliefs, and perceptions) have
been intentionally and thoughtfully considered into
the planning and delivery of academic content.
Dialoguing: Solving a problem or task through
discussion and examination from multiple perspectives.
English Learners: Learners who have a first
language other than English and are acquiring
English as their second or other language.
Meaningful Learning: Type of learning that
occurs when a learner is engaged in the process of
gaining new information and integrating the new
information with previously gained knowledge.
Native Language Tools: Supports that can be
used by English Learners such as online dictionaries and translators that allow for the additive effect
of native language while acquiring a new language.
Project-Based Learning: Type of learning that occurs when learners create their own
education experiences. To do this, learners use
technology to access and analyze information
globally to solve real-world problems while gaining collaboration skills.
Working Memory: The part of the mind that
is currently engaged in thought (e.g., problemsolving or accessing information).
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ABSTRACT
NASA-Sponsored Project 3D-VIEW [Virtual Interactive Environmental Worlds] is a lower middle
school curriculum aimed at using 3D stereo technologies to enhance students’ understanding of science
concepts. In Project 3D-VIEW, ten to twelve-year-old students use 3D stereo technologies, including
stereophotographs, 3D-animations, 3D illustrations, and 3D interactive tools, to visualize concepts
such as plate tectonics, the composition of the atmosphere, biological succession, and erosion. This
mixed methods case study provides an overview of the project’s successful use of 3D technologies, as
evidenced by student test scores as well as a qualitative analysis of student focus groups and interviews
with teachers and administrators. The findings indicate that using 3D technologies within a context of
standards and research-based curriculum design can improve student engagement as well as performance on standardized tests.

ORGANIZATION BACKGROUND
U.S. Satellite Laboratory, (“U.S. Satellite”)
founded in 1991, is a small business dedicated
to improving instruction and student achievement

in the Science, Technology, Engineering, and
Mathematics (STEM) disciplines. The company
has partnered with myriad organizations, both in
the United States and internationally, and works
under several government-funded cooperative
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agreements from agencies including the National
Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA),
the National Science Foundation (NSF), and
the National Oceanic and Atmospheric and Administration (NOAA). U.S. Satellite’s work in
the K-12 arena is divided into two major areas:
STEM professional development for teachers and
standards-based STEM curriculum. Staff includes
trained scientists, engineers, and educators.
In the professional development “side of the
house,” U.S. Satellite educators design instructional experiences for teachers based upon best
practices for teacher learning and application
to the classroom. Professional development for
a number of STEM-based classroom projects
takes place both online and onsite. U.S. Satellite’s online professional development utilizes a
proprietary model of blended synchronous (live, in
real-time) and asynchronous (self-paced) instruction. In-service and pre-service teachers engage
in graduate level courses developed around US
Satellite designed curriculum products as well as
other STEM content and pedagogy-based topics.
Most recently, U.S. Satellite designed and delivers
NASA’s Endeavor Science Teaching Certificate
Project (NASA Endeavor, 2012).
The curriculum products use research-based
instructional design and pedagogical strategies
to develop students’ content and process skills
in the STEM disciplines. U.S. Satellite strives to
bring authentic data into the classroom in order
to enhance instruction and STEM practices.
Data sets include weather (e.g., satellite imagery,
maps), animal location tracking maps, vegetation
satellite imagery, topographic maps, climactic
maps, and sea surface images. All U.S. Satellite
curriculum products employ technological tools
for teaching and learning, including proprietary
mapping systems for visualizing data, animations
for illustrating science and mathematics concepts,
interactive data applets, and “cyberlabs” for collecting and analyzing scientific observations.
In 2011, U.S. Satellite launched a textbook and
curriculum program entitled Marine Science:
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The Dynamic Ocean, the nation’s first, integrated
STEM-focused marine science course designed
for high schools.
Project 3D-VIEW [Virtual Interactive Environmental Worlds] was developed under a five-year
cooperative agreement with NASA. The goal was
to develop a curriculum program for learners using 3D stereoscopy, a technique by which offset
two-dimensional images are perceived by the eye
and combined in the brain to create the illusion
of depth. Instructionally, “3D-VIEW” sought to
increase student understanding of earth system
science through the use of inquiry-based learning,
NASA mission data, and 3D technological tools.
Nearly 1,000 teachers from all 50 United States
and Puerto Rico engaged in onsite or synchronous, online professional development to become
proficient in the use of the technology tools, to
understand the instructional design, and to improve
Pedagogical Content Knowledge (PCK) in earth
system science.

SETTING THE STAGE
In 3D-VIEW, students wear 3D glasses to view
3D stereo images, animations, and interactive
tools as they explore Earth’s spheres: Air (atmosphere), Life (biosphere), Water (hydrosphere),
and Land (lithosphere), before examining the
interaction of these spheres in the capstone Earth
Systems unit. Earth, life and physical science
concepts are weaved throughout the units, which
take five to eight weeks each to implement, and
are authentically integrated based on unit themes
(e.g., earth is renewed and destroyed, the power of
water). Traditional science curricula focus on rote
memorization of isolated facts or cookbook lab
activities, with which students have no personal
connections (Lunetta, 1998). In 3D-VIEW students
learn science concepts in thematic ways, helping
them to build a unified conceptual understanding
of increasingly sophisticated content. Research
supports both achievement and affective gains for
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using an integrated approach (Czerniak, 2007).
For instance, in the hydrosphere unit, students
begin a three-dimensional virtual journey down
the Mississippi River, exploring the rugged, high
elevation streams of Montana, following the river
as the elevation flattens and river widens, and
finally deposits its great load into the Gulf of
Mexico. Along the way, students learn scientific
concepts such as weathering, erosion and deposition, glacial formation and movement, fertility
of flood plains, and solutions and suspensions.
At the same time, the themes of “fresh-to-salt,”
“clear-to-muddy,” “ice-to-liquid,” and “the power
of water” are elucidated. Students use a variety
of 3D technologies including “fly-throughs” of
glacial fields, flood plains, canyons, and the seafloor; animations of erosion and deposition; and
interactive maps of the Mississippi River system.
The program is built upon a constructivist
theoretical framework, in which “learning is not
viewed as transfer of knowledge but the learner
actively constructing, or even creating, his or her
knowledge on the basis of the knowledge already
held” (Duit & Treagust, 1998, p. 8). Similarly,
this study uses the same framework in order to
explore the meaning-making of students, teachers,
and administrators involved in Project 3D-VIEW.
Technological tools support students’ cyberlearning strategies as they make observations, ask questions, collect and analyze data, draw conclusions,
and suggest ideas for further investigation. For
instance, students use an interactive 3D-animation
to visualize molecules in the atmosphere and then
collect data on the number of molecules of each
atmospheric gas. They “fly” around different types
of volcanoes (i.e., shield, stratovolcanoes, and
cinder cones) and ask questions before comparing and contrasting their features, which develops
their skills of scientific inquiry. Additionally, each
curriculum unit includes an original accompanying
fiction or nonfiction reader that infuses contextual
situations that address the science content from
the lessons.

The constructivist design is supported throughout the curriculum, which uses the “5E” model for
inquiry-based science lessons: Engage, Explore,
Explain, Elaborate and Evaluate (BSCS & IBM,
1989). Students are engaged into the material with
a 3D animation, a vignette, teacher demonstration,
or other way to pique interest and activate prior
knowledge on a topic. Next, they explore the new
material through an inquiry-based hands-on lab,
cyberlab, or field experience. For instance, in the
Atmosphere unit, students use a 3D visualization
to explore the composition of the atmosphere. The
Explain section gives students the opportunity to
discuss their findings with peers and the teacher,
respond to written and oral questions, and make
meaning of their exploration before they elaborate
with activities that allow them to extend their
learning to a different area or using different
variables. Finally, students demonstrate mastery
of objectives in the evaluation.

Use of 3D Technologies in Education
3D technologies have been used extensively
in fields such as medical and engineering post
graduate education, allowing students to visualize
concepts and ideas, virtually manipulate tools, and
more (Balamuralithara & Woods, 2009; Mohler,
2001; Petersson, Sinkvist, Wang, & Smedby,
2009; SilÈn, Wirell, Kvist, Nylander, & Smedby,
2008). In higher education, 3D technologies
have been implemented, for instance, in physics
classes to help students picture abstract concepts
such as the electromagnetic spectrum (Yehudit &
Belcher, 2005), or in biology classes to learn about
processes such as diffusion and osmosis (Sanger,
Brecheisen, & Hynek, 2001). The use of 3D in
science instruction for young learners has not yet
been studied extensively. Several papers discuss
the development of programs using 3D Virtual
Reality (VR) technologies (Campbell, Collins,
Hadaway, Hedley, & Stoermer, 2002; Winn, 2002;
Yair, Mintz, & Litvak, 2001). Quest Atlantis used a
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3D-gaming environment to teach science concepts
to 10 and 11-year olds. The study found that science knowledge improved, as demonstrated in a
pre/post design, but that student engagement was
very low. Students were often distracted by the 3D
and had difficulty manipulating the technology
(Lim, Nonis, & Hedberg, 2006). Other studies
found that different types of 3D visualizations
(e.g., illustrations, animations, and interactive
tools) can help middle and high school students to
learn chemistry concepts and increase the appeal
of these ideas (Korakakis, Pavlatou, Palyvos, &
Spyrellis, 2009; Wu, Krajcik, & Soloway, 2001).
In Project 3D-VIEW, the 3D technologies are
used to scaffold learning experiences. For instance,
students view animations of weathering, erosion,
and deposition to help them connect real world,
large-scale processes to the hands-on models that
they experience in the classroom. Alternatively,
they use a cyberlab to collect data on properties
of various atmospheric layers, i.e., temperature,
pressure, molecular makeup. This best practice of
technology use allows students to extend beyond
their capabilities in terms of conceptual understanding, thinking, and data analysis (Songer, Lee,
& McDonald, 2003). The 3D technologies are
central to 3D-VIEW and are seamlessly blended
throughout all five units both as a means for investigation and scaffolding student learning and for
demonstrating understanding (Marx, et al., 2004).
It must be noted that the 3D-VIEW technologies
are different from most other 3D visualizations,
in that in Project 3D-VIEW, the program uses
3D stereoscopic imagery where the images are
offset, giving the perception of depth. 3D-VIEW
students use special glasses to see these images,
videos, and animations.
Visualizing content became a primary means
by which the program could “immerse” students
in virtual 3D worlds, whether up through the
atmosphere, down onto the seafloor, or within
the inner structures of cells. Initially 3D-VIEW
piloted a lithosphere unit with three alpha schools
(in New York, New Jersey, and California), each
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equipped with a “GeoWall” system. These systems
included software, a large polarization preserving
screen, dual projection system with rack to offset
images, and linear polarized filters which costs
approximately $15,000 (Landsberg, SubbaRao,
& Surendran, 2005). Students wore black plastic,
polarized 3D-glasses that allowed them to view
the offset images. The GeoWall system had been
successful in museums and in higher education
courses (Landsberg, et al., 2005; Ronen, 2002),
but proved much too expensive for the average
elementary or middle school. Moreover, the dual
projection system required calibration and became
unwieldy for teachers, many of whom were sharing
classrooms or teaching in small spaces. In response
to this alpha testing, Project 3D-VIEW refocused
its efforts on developing 3D materials for regular computer screens, those already installed in
classroom and computer labs in schools. The 3D
visualizations required inexpensive red-cyan 3D
glasses rather than the black polarizing glasses.
Schools used the 3D visuals in different ways,
some with students on individual laptops; some
had groups of students working on computers
while others projected the materials onto a screen
or interactive white board.

CASE DESCRIPTION
Implementation of 3D-VIEW
and Research Questions
The 3D-VIEW team developed a professional
development course to train and support teachers on using the five-unit curriculum, its content
and pedagogy inherent throughout the program,
and on manipulating its 3D assets. Through the
several phases carried out over five years, including alpha-school piloting, beta testing, and full
implementation, nearly 1,000 teachers in all 50
states successfully completed the training. To be
selected for training, teachers were required to
teach 5th and/or 6th grade and agreed to imple-
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ment at least one complete unit. Many teachers
adopted several or all units. Participating schools
were remarkably diverse and included high-need
urban schools in Washington D.C., New York
City, and Newark, N.J.; suburban areas in New
York and California, schools with high Native
American and Hawaiian populations; and very
rural schools throughout the country. In our case
study, we sought to examine the ways in which
the implementation of Project 3D-VIEW, in these
diverse environments, could affect:
1.
2.

Student achievement and understanding of
science concepts; and
Student interest and engagement.

STUDY DESIGN AND FINDINGS
This mixed methods case study (Creswell,
2003b; Johnson & Onwuegbuzie, 2004) pulled
together a variety of data sources and analysis
techniques. The case study design allows for an
in-depth discovery of student and teacher ideas,
as well as an examination of student learning.
The design paired statistical findings with qualitative analysis, forming the case study. While
the quantitative components test hypotheses and
examine statistical changes, the qualitative data
analysis focused on the feelings and reactions of
3D-VIEWstakeholders. In this case, we construct
meaning from a variety of data sources to study
the “bounded system” of participation in Project
3D-VIEW. Creswell (2003) explains, “A mixed
methods design is useful to capture the best of both
quantitative and qualitative approaches” (p. 22).
Using qualitative and quantitative data allowed
the researchers to identify statistical trends as well
as examine detailed, in-depth views of students,
teachers, and administrators in a few representative
schools throughout the United States. The data
were collected over four years, with the majority
of the data being collected within one semester.

Quantitative Studies
External researchers conducted quantitative
studies to examine student learning of specific
standards-based science concepts covered in 3DVIEW. The first study, conducted by Professor
Paul Kim of Stanford University, used a pre/post
study design in which students in two 5th grade
classrooms at the same school in California were
compared (n=41). The experimental group studied plate tectonics using 3D technologies (e.g.,
stereoscopic illustrations and animations), while
the control group was exposed to comparable 2D
visuals. In this study, students using the 3D tools
performed significantly higher on the posttest
than the control group students, as determined
by an ANOVA (F=7.03, p <.05). There was,
however, no statistically significant difference in
the attitude of students in the 3D and 2D groups
and no differences based on gender or ethnicity
were noted (Kim, 2006).
The second quantitative study was conducted
in collaboration with an outside evaluation firm.
In this investigation, the project team used a suite
of instruments, including observation protocols,
teacher surveys, and administrator interviews to
assess all aspects of implementation including
content, instructional strategies, student participation levels, and use of 3D technologies (Century,
Freeman, Rudnick, & Leslie, 2008). The team
used the diverse tools to identify classrooms in
which Project 3D-VIEW was being implemented
in line with the authors’ intention–that is, for example, using inquiry-based pedagogical models,
consistently using 3D technologies as written
in the teacher’s guide, allowing for student exploration and reflection, and utilizing diverse
instructional modalities. The team collaborated
with researchers from the Center for Elementary
Mathematics and Science Education (CEMSE) at
the University of Chicago to establish the Fidelity of Implementation of Project 3D-VIEW by
first establishing the “critical components,” the
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significant elements of Project 3D-VIEW that the
project team considered to be significant factors
in implementation. Classrooms that integrated a
high number of these critical components were
deemed “high fidelity” schools.
After selecting high fidelity schools from
across the country, students took content tests
developed using reliable and valid items from the
New York State (NYS) Intermediate Level Science assessment (ILS) that aligned with 3D-VIEW
objectives. The tests included both multiple choice
and constructed response questions, allowing the
research team to examine student performance
on an item-by-item basis. Only those items that
correlated to standards addressed in Project 3DVIEW were selected for inclusion in the chapter
tests. The multiple-choice items were administered
and graded electronically. Constructed response
items were hand-scored in accordance with the
NYS rating guides. The percent of students responding correctly to each item was recorded and
results were compared to schools throughout NYS
(Wilson, 2009).
Greater than 70% of high fidelity students
(n=864) tested demonstrated mastery of topics
including cells, plate tectonics, food webs, photosynthesis, and methods of scientific inquiry.
Additionally, Project 3D-VIEW students from
high fidelity classrooms out-performed suburban
students 47.8% of the time on the NYS assessment
items, and urban students 87.5% of the time. 3DVIEW students outperformed all students 66.67%
of the time. Notable was that the 3D-VIEW students tested were 5th and 6th grade students, and
the comparison group was made up of 8th grade
students throughout New York State. Additionally, the majority of these high-fidelity Project
3D-VIEW schools were those with underserved
populations, i.e., schools with high percentages
of underrepresented minorities and/or eligible for
free or reduced-cost lunch (Wilson, 2009).
The quantitative studies showed that participation in Project 3D-VIEW as written, including
inquiry-based approaches and engaging students
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with 3D stereoscopic visuals, leads to learning
gains. This finding was true in a sample of approximately 900 students from across the United
States. It was also apparent across 3D-VIEW units,
as students were tested on content from all five
of the modules.

Qualitative Study
As Merriam (1998) explains, “Qualitative researchers are interested in understanding the
meaning people have constructed, that is, how
they make sense of their world and the experiences
they have in the world” (p. 6). The format and
methodologies are quite different from quantitative techniques. Qualitative research is inductive;
rather than beginning with a hypothesis it uncovers
common ideas and themes across multiple data
sets, while giving a strong voice to participants
and settings by using predominantly narrative data
sources, such as interviews, questionnaires, and
documents (Lodico, Spaulding, & Voegtle, 2010).
The qualitative component of this study used the
case study method, in which the researchers seek
to gain an in-depth look of a “bounded system,”
in this case high-fidelity 3D-VIEW schools (Merriam, 1998). Using a case study methodology
results in a rich, thick description of the themes
of student, teacher, and administrator experiences
and perspectives (Creswell, 2007).
U.S. Satellite researchers traveled to ten highfidelity schools throughout the United States including schools in Florida, Oklahoma, Colorado,
North Carolina, and Indiana to collect a variety of
qualitative data. Researchers worked onsite for two
days in each location using classroom observation
protocols, student focus group interviews, one-onone interviews with teachers and administrators,
and researcher field notes. The researchers used
the CEMSE observation protocols and recorded
additional field notes as they observed between
two and six science classes employing the Project
3D-VIEW curriculum, depending on scheduling
and implementation in the school. The observation
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data were analyzed by CEMSE researchers and
results were shared with U.S. Satellite researchers
for analysis and inclusion in the case study.
Researchers also conducted semi-structured
focus group interviews with seven to twelve students. Interview questions began with interview
protocols aimed at probing students’ attitudes
about Project 3D-VIEW, as well as their content
knowledge. These interviews were videotaped
(with permission from schools, parents, and
students) and transcribed by the researchers.
Semi-structured interviews with teachers and
administrators explored details such as the reasons
for bringing the program to the school, reactions
of students and parents, and perceived student
outcomes. Interviews with adults were either
audio recorded or videotaped and transcribed by
the researchers.
Together, these data sources were used to
construct a case study (Merriam, 1998) in order
to provide a better overall picture of the teaching
and learning in a 3D-VIEW classroom, as well
as teacher and student perceptions of the experience. Data were analyzed using the techniques
of grounded theory analysis (Charmaz, 2000;
Dey, 1993) in which transcripts, field notes, and
other sources were examined line by line with
notes recorded and ideas grouped together. These
techniques were used for individual data sources,
then across data sources, using constant comparison, where new data is continuously compared
to existing, already-analyzed data (Creswell,
2007). Common ideas were chunked together as
categories were discovered and then linked as
interrelationships uncovered, processes known as
open and axial coding (Strauss & Corbin, 1990).
This type of inductive process is in-depth and
purposeful and results in emergent themes that are
meaningful across data sources. In this study, data
analysis revealed two major themes: high student
engagement and perceived increases in student
understanding of science concepts.

FINDINGS AND ANALYSIS
The two themes emerged throughout the data
sources. A Louisiana teacher noted both in one
comment:
... one positive that I’ve seen is the engagement.
The kids have been excited. I’ve had parents stop
me in the community, and tell me this is the most
excitement they’ve heard from their kids. Their
kids normally won’t say anything, and they come
home and volunteer about how much they’ve really enjoyed the program. When we did the unit
on sound and energy, and eyes and ears the kids
kept coming up and asking, “When are we going
back to Project 3D-VIEW?” So they have really
enjoyed it and learned it, I have found this year.
Also that the students have retained more information, they’re able to, even the next day remember
questions on the previous day’s subject, when in
the past they haven’t been able to do that.
This teacher notes the broad nature of students’
engagement, which goes beyond the classroom as
was noted by parents, meaning that students take
their excitement home with them. When compared
with other units/curricula (in this case the unit
on “eyes and ears”), students seemed to prefer
Project 3D-VIEW. Similarly, Shara, an AfricanAmerican female student in Georgia (all names
are pseudonyms, which were selected to reflect
students’ ethnic backgrounds) described her views
on participating in Project 3D-VIEW, saying:
It was easier, more activities, more learning. Funnier than our science book and more up to date
and more information that you know right now
because we wouldn’t, we wouldn’t know this much
if it wasn’t for the NASA program. We would be
in sixth grade like (indistinct). Now science rules!
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Theme 1: High Student Engagement
Teachers, administrators, and the students themselves discussed their appreciation of Project
3D-VIEW and preference for learning using the
3D technologies as opposed to textbooks or other
more traditional approaches. A group of students
in Oklahoma explained:
Tom: I like it because this year science has been
my favorite class, every day I hope, every
day when I come to school I hope that I get
to do 3D because I like 3D-VIEW because
it is really cool. And this year science is my
favorite class; last year my favorite class
was math.
Mary: I really didn’t like science at first because
I really didn’t understand it all, but now I
understand it better.
Interviewer: So you like science now?
Mary: Yes
Tyrese, a Black male student in North Carolina
noted, “This year we had learned new things and
did lots of projects, and I got a chance to like science.” Promoting student engagement in science
and other STEM disciplines is a national priority in
the United States (President’s Council of Advisors
on Science and Technology, 2010), and there are
many ideas on how to accomplish this task. For
instance, the Next Generation Science Standards
stress the importance of engineering and science
practices, both of which are included in Project
3D-VIEW (Achieve, 2012). Engineering skills
are included within Project 3D-VIEW, and can be
a way to engage students into STEM. Adrian, a
Black male in North Carolina, noted that one of his
favorite projects in 3D-VIEW was an engineering
based activity, “One of the class projects that we
did, when we had the blueprints of a building and
we had to build it. We had to make it so it could
withstand an earthquake.”
Across the interviews, students described 3DVIEW as fun. They often referred to the 3D visu-
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als, hands-on activities, and field experiences in
their descriptions. Oscar, a Latino male in Denver,
Colorado, discussed his perspective that learning
with Project 3D-VIEW was enjoyable, saying:
Um, at the same time it’s fun... at the same time
we’re learning as we’re having fun. Like [a classmate] said, it shows you the arrows of how it’s
forming, and in a book, it’s just a picture of it. Not
many stuff on it, like on the 3D-VIEW.
Mark, a White student in North Carolina
agreed, explaining:
Because when we do [3D-VIEW], it’s more interesting. Like we don’t zone out or anything because
it is fun, kind of. But last year when we did the
books and stuff it wasn’t much fun, so it wasn’t
that much, well, fun.
Like many students, Oscar and Mark both described 3D-VIEW as “fun,” and Mark suggested
that it helped him to pay attention and stay focused
on the material. Studies have shown that students
learn better when engaged with the material; this is
particularly true for lower ability learners (Carini,
Kuh, & Klein, 2006; Marks, 2000). Therefore, uncovering the theme of student engagement across
data sources is an important finding.
A group of students in Florida noted the “fun”
aspect of the program as they compared 3D-VIEW
to their traditional textbook:
Rasheed: The animations, they give us more
details than the books do. Like, it actually
shows what’s happening. So, you don’t have
to read it and then picture it in your mind.
It’s happening.
Diana: The science book does have pictures but
they’re not good.
Interviewer: Ok.
Jones: Um, that, in this, the 3D-VIEW, with NASA,
it’s funner.
Interviewer: Why is it funner?
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Jones: Cause you get to wear 3D glasses, and it
pops up in your face. And the NASA’s more
easier.
Interviewer: Why is it easier?
Jones: Cause it has less questions.
Miguel: The book is boring, and it don’t help you.
Diana: It’s fun and it’s learning. It makes you
get smart.
Interviewer: Ok. Who can tell us why you think
it helps you learn?
Tamara: It helps you, um, learn, because it like,
shows, what the, like, what’s happening.
And in the book, you have to actually read
what’s happening, or just look at, it’s hard
to tell a picture.
The sentiments of these students were common
across the study. Often, learners compared their
work in Project 3D-VIEW with reading a traditional textbook, and commented on the importance
of the animations in “helping” them to learn and
to be interested in the material. Ebony, a Black
female in North Carolina, explained:
Because it was a lot more interesting like, you look
to science book you just look at the picture and
read, read what it says. You just read information
and it doesn’t really, you don’t really think about
it and learn it, but with the 3D-VIEW, it kind of
made it interesting, it kind of made you want to
learn it.
This student speaks from her perspective
about the link between engagement and learning
by explaining that the materials made her want
to learn. Another group of Florida students also
discussed their learning with 3D-VIEW versus
their textbook:
Manny: We do a lot more work, with the 3D thing,
and less work with the book.
Interviewer: So, why is doing more work a good
thing?
Wendy: ’Cause we actually like it.

Interviewer: Ok.... go ahead, what were you going
to say the difference with 3D is?
Xavier: For me, it’s easier.
Interviewer: Why do you think it’s easier?
Xavier: Well, you, it have more information. Like
it has those little things, the videos and
animations... ‘Cause we go places. ‘Cause
in the book...
Manny: In the book, it’s not like you can actually see the stuff... like the Earth turning or
stuff like that.
Xavier: Yeah, we can talk about it, but not understand it happening.
Manny: In the book, we just see pictures.
It is interesting that Manny and his classmates
felt that they are doing more work with 3D-VIEW,
but that the work seems easier because of the
visuals. They believed that the visuals helped
them to “go places” and better understand ideas
such as the rotation and revolution of the Earth
thanks to the visuals.
Tyrese in North Carolina, stressed the importance of the 3D and wearing the 3D glasses when
he explained:
I liked the 3D it wasn’t too much 3D, but I did
like it. We used 3D glasses, which made it more
exciting. I think it’s kind of cool because you get
to see images on the computer and 3D and well
it doesn’t pop out of the screen quite, but, but
you do get to see like stuff that you learn with
and like that picture of the, of that fly and the I
don’t know how to explain it, but my point is that
without 3D-VIEW it would be a little bit boring.
As noted in the background information, the use
of 3D visuals was balanced with other hands-on
activities, technological tools, etc., so as to avoid
eye fatigue and other problems. Tyrese credits the
3D visuals with helping to overcome boredom
within science lessons.
These comments were echoed throughout the
data sources, making engagement a very important
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theme. Student engagement has shown to be an
important factor in learning, but more significantly
disengagement is a barrier to learning (Carini, et
al., 2006; Marks, 2000; Steinberg, 1996). This
suggests that if 3D technologies at a minimum increase student engagement that this may be reason
enough to use them in science class. In addition to
students and teachers, school administrators saw
the value of the effects of 3D-VIEW on student
engagement. For instance, when asked if she would
continue the use of the program the following year,
one principal in Oklahoma responded:
100% yes, yes. Not that we don’t have a need for
textbooks, but I’m sure commercials, advertising
companies out there…There’s a lot of science
behind keeping the general population, keeping
students’ attention, and you have to maintain,
and you have to capture their attention or you
are really struggling with those. The teachers
struggle. The students struggle, just trying to find
that learning opportunity.
As this principal explains, student interest and
engagement in U.S. schools has been problematic,
and therefore improving it is a challenge (Steinberg, 1996). Engagement in school is important to
cognitive development and engaged students are
more likely to pursue higher education (Carini,
et al., 2006). Therefore, this theme of student
engagement is one with important implications
for future curriculum development in the STEM
disciplines. As developers, it is essential that we
create curriculum products that not only stress
content knowledge and develop scientific practices, but that also interest and engage students

Theme 2: Perceived Increases
in Student Understanding
of Science Concepts
The quantitative studies documented strong
student achievement associated with Project 3DVIEW. This qualitative part of the case study found
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that teachers and students also felt that student
content knowledge had increased. Across data
sources, teachers and students alike discussed
that the 3D technologies helped learners to build
conceptual understanding. A Caucasian female
student, Mary, in Oklahoma explained:
Yeah, because when we look at a textbook it is flat,
but in the 3D-VIEW it pops out at you, and you
can understand it better. Instead of like, instead
of like in textbooks where it says inside the cell,
3D-VIEW you can actually see it and understand
it clearly.
Mary is crediting the 3D stereoscopic visualizations with helping her to build conceptual
understandings of cells and organelles. Mario, a
Latino male in Colorado agreed, noting:
Like, I kinda didn’t really understand volcanoes,
or hot spots, or plates. But, when I saw the 3D, it
kinda made me think that–how do they form? It
helped me understand how the plates move and
how the hotspots create more volcanoes...
Here, Mario alludes to critical thinking and
science practices–he notes that seeing the 3D
animations of plate tectonics concepts made him
question deeper and want to learn more about the
topic, an important skill of scientific inquiry. When
asked whether 3D-VIEW should be implemented
at other schools, Brad, an Oklahoma student,
responded:
I would recommend they should take it because
3D-VIEW has helped me and a lot of other kids
learn science a lot better than we had been with
a book that’s flat laying there, and it shows you
what happening and what it does while its happening instead of just showing you an example of
what it is, it doesn’t actually, in a book it doesn’t
actually show you what is happening. I would
recommend it that they should take it.
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Like Mario and Mary, Brad stresses the importance of the three-dimensional nature of the
Project 3D-VIEW images, crediting them for his
perceived increased understanding of science
concepts.
Hannah, a Caucasian female in Indiana said,
“I think I learned a whole lot more seeing like
all the animations and how it breaks down and
I’m learning more.” Similarly, Beth, a student in
Oklahoma, noted, “3D-VIEW has really brought
up my grade because it makes me pay attention
more and understand.” Another Oklahoma student,
Ling, explained why she felt that 3D-VIEW helped
increase her understanding:

Igneous rock is formed by magma that comes up
and turns into lava and hardens and that forms
igneous. Metamorphic usually is when heat and
pressure is applied to a different type of rock and
merges or forms into another type of rock.

I would say that 3D-VIEW is really nice because
you get to see more details in it and I get a better
learning on the image, and because it has length,
depth, and width. I think it gives me a better
knowledge because it pops out too and you can
really actually see it.

This student understood that erosion is the
movement of sediment, and credited the 3D
visuals with helping him to better conceptualize
what happens during the process. Erosion is a
significant focus of the hydrosphere unit, where
students study the process in different contexts,
i.e., on coastlines, riverbanks, and glacial fields.
Fifth graders in Colorado discussed their understanding of concepts in the atmosphere unit related
to weather, specifically warm and cold fronts.

Like these exemplars, many students expressed
the belief that they learned better through Project
3D-VIEW activities and stereoscopic visuals. Perceived achievement may be an important factor in
student success in school. That is, research finds
evidence that feeling one does well and achieves
in school can lead to both engagement and actual
achievement (Greene & Miller, 1996; Kaplan &
Midgley, 1997; Skinner, Wellborn, & Connell,
1990). Promoting student success and the belief
that they can succeed at the upper elementary and
middle school level can lead to true achievement
in high school and beyond.
In addition to discussing their beliefs about
the conceptual understanding, students were able
to discuss complex scientific concepts, many of
which they had learned about months before their
focus group interviews with the researchers. For
instance, Charles, a White male in Louisiana
discussed the formation of different rock types
as he explained:

In a Florida focus group, a student explained
that 3D-VIEW helped him to build an understanding of the process of erosion. He said:
Because in the textbook, all it say is that it rains
on it and takes it away. Then it builds rock. And,
in 3D-VIEW, you can see that it hits it and it falls
down and then it takes it away and stuff.

Interviewer: Mhhm. And what is wind exactly?
Someone else?
Anna: Molecules that bounce off each other. They
are spinning and moving.
Jose: The warm molecules... they bounce off, but
the cold molecules go slow and stay together.
(inaudible) because the colder air molecules
are more dense and the warmer ones are
less, that’s why the colder air molecules are
at the bottom and the warm air molecules
are at the top.
Interviewer: And how does that fit in with your
high and low pressure systems?
Jose: Let’s see–the high and low pressure systems. The high pressure is with the warm
air molecules and if a cold front comes in,
all the warm air molecules will go up and
the high pressure will go to low.
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Interviewer: What do you mean go to low?
Jose: Because the cold front, it has cold air molecules and it pushes the warm air molecules
upwards. The higher pressure becomes low,
because it’s in that state.
Interviewer: Maria wants to add to that.
Maria: The high pressure, the cold front, goes
to the bottom and the warm air goes to the
top because the cold front pushes it up. The
warm front pushes down the cold stuff.
Interviewer: And what is a front, exactly?
Eduardo: Um, a front is where the warm air, it’s
like the.. (drawing line in the air)
Interviewer: It’s ok, someone can help you out.
Danielle: It’s where the warm air and cold air meet.
Interviewer: And what happens at a front usually?
When there are two types of air meeting?
Maria: Like, uh, rain or something?
Interviewer: Why does rain happen there?
Anna: Because the warm air has a lot of humidity in it, and the cold air sinks because it is
more dense. And the warm air wants to get
cold and go back to the bottom. And then
the rain starts dripping down.
Interviewer: What’s happening to the warm air?
Jose: At the cold front, the cold air goes underneath when they bump into each other, and
the warm air goes up and the cold air goes
down. The warm air will stay up above the
cold air molecules and the cold air has the
clouds, it brought the clouds. The cold front
will bring the thunderstorm, rain clouds, hail
clouds, snow clouds.
While the students above did not give perfectly
accurate in explanations of air masses and fronts,
e.g., “The high pressure is with the warm air
molecules....” The major concepts were strong,
especially for these 5th graders. They understood
density and relationships between air temperature and humidity brought on by frontal motion.
Research on student thinking about weather tells
us that students have many misconceptions about
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weather concepts and about the atmosphere, in part
because many of these phenomena deal with the
invisible state of matter, specifically, water vapor,
a gas (Henriques, 2002).
A group of learners in Georgia discussed their
use of interactive 3D cells to learn about the similarities and differences in plant and animal cells.
Juan: When we clicked on the cell, the screen was
like inside the cell, and we saw all the different parts and when we clicked on them, they
showed us what they were and what they did.
Interviewer: Can you give me an example of
something in the cell? What cells did you
guys look at? Why types of cells?
Group: Animal and plant cell.
Interviewer: Ok, animal cell and a plant cell. Can
you tell me something that a plant cell has
that an animal cell does not?
Juan: A cell wall.
Interviewer: Very good. The second thing?
Carlos: A chloroplast.
Interviewer: A chloroplast, and what happens in
a chloroplast?
Carlos: It produces the chlorophyll.
George: Which makes it the green color.
Interviewer: And that is going to do what process?
Carlos: Make sugar.
Terrence: Photosynthesis.
Cells are a typical middle school life science
topic. These students extended their understanding of photosynthesis as they used NASA data
to study productivity. Within the biosphere unit,
there were several activities in which students were
asked to interpret NASA vegetation imagery in
order to infer characteristics about the biome in
which the data were collected. The same group
continued their discussion of photosynthesis,
moving into productivity.
Tina: [Productivity is] like how much vegetation
it grows and how much vegetation it has.
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Shara: It’s the way that the Earth goes fluently
through its processes, well, and more photosynthesis is happening on Earth.
Interviewer: Ok so how does photosynthesis relate
to productivity? What is the connection?
Terrence: With productivity, plants use photosynthesis to make more of themselves and
increase productivity.
Interviewer: Ok does everyone agree? Does
anyone have anything to add?
Kwesi: Like productivity you have more flowers
and stuff and photosynthesis makes, makes
energy for the flowers...
Interviewer: Ok good, what were you going to say?
Shara: And uh, the soil, and the soil and water
and sun is, well, the soil is not always needed
because tropical rain forests don’t have that
much soil, but it is still the most productive
place you can possibly find. And sun and
water is usually, it at the tropical rain forest…
Interviewer: So let’s talk a little bit about the
tropical rain forest being the most productive. Which is the least productive biome,
land biome?
Carlos: The desert.
Interviewer: And why do you say that?
Carlos: Because it doesn’t have a lot of plants
and it’s very dry and hot.
Juan: I was going to say the same thing.
Interviewer: So we looked at the animation of the
greening. Were there deserts in the U.S.?
Group: Yes
Interviewer: Where were they located?
George: Like Arizona.
Interviewer: And how did you know they were
deserts there? Did they say desert?
Group: No
Shara: It was light green.
Juan: It was color-coded.
Shara: Like the darkest, the green on the Earth
is the more productive.
Carlos: Dark would be the most productivity and
yellow would be almost no productivity.

In the dialogue above, the students discussed
the false color imagery that is used by NASA to
assess productivity on land. The colors represent a
level of productivity that corresponds to different
biomes (e.g., desert, tropical rainforest). Analysis
of authentic scientific data, in this case vegetation
imagery, is an important inquiry skill. Engaging
students in scientific inquiry practices such as data
analysis often leads to improved student engagement, greater motivation, increased conceptual
understanding, and higher grades (Minner, Levy,
& Century, 2009; Morell & Lederman, 1998).
Teachers and administrators appreciated the
high level at which their students were learning
and being challenged. One principal in Louisiana
described how her 5th grade teacher implemented
3D-VIEW in their school:
First of all, I feel like that Amanda [the teacher]
made it work with our state grade level expectations. She intertwined the two of them, to make sure
she covered everything that the state of Louisiana
says that she has to cover, and our children in fourth
and fifth grade learn more science this year than
they ever learned in the past, ever. And, my only
hesitation is that I am a little bit worried that now
when they go to middle school, that they may not
continue on the same level. I really think that they
have been taught on a level that most elementary
kids don’t get to experience. The hands-on, the
technology aspect of it, they would not get if they
were using a traditional basal series for science...
My opinion, I think that it’s been wonderful, a
wonderful way to teach the children, and I think
it’s a great resource for any teacher of science.
In today’s culture of accountability, all teachers
struggle with engaging students and challenging
them. Throughout the data sources, there were
many pieces of evidence that supported student
engagement and perceived learning. Field notes
revealed students’ excitement to attend science
class and use 3D materials, and that students
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seemed confident and well versed in the science
content, which supported the quantitative findings.

Other Aspects of the Curriculum
It was not only the 3D technologies that seemed
to engage students, but also the hands-on, inquirybased activities prevalent throughout the curriculum. One Georgia student noted, .”.. last year it
was kind of boring, it was just out of the book and
listening to teachers talk, but this year we got to
do a lot of hands-on things.” Likewise, Louisiana
students discussed their understanding of glaciers
and rivers, and their roles in shaping landscapes.
Interviewer: What is a glacier?
Jen: It’s like a pile of ice, frozen.
Mark: It’s a slow moving ice river.
Amit: And it breaks down. It like breaks down
things and it can move like sediments.
John: Like boulders.
Mark: Like huge boulders.
Ruby: They’re just layer after layer after layer
of ice.
Interviewer:... So, what happens when the glacier
moves, what does it do to the landscape?
What is that term called?
Meg: It makes ridges.
Beth: It like carves it. We did an experiment. It
was uh, we had like a box and then we had
all this sand (group agrees) and then we took
like rocks and made pathways and then we
took water and we poured it and it made like
the stream into the end.
Meg: And we tried putting like rocks and stuff…
Group: To see if it would change; and with the
water; to see if it would change the path
Interviewer: Did it change the path?
Group: Yeah
Taneisha: It shaped the way the land. Like it made,
like dents and stuff in the land…
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Mark: That’s when we learned about oxbow lakes
and all. You tried to curve the stream and
it would go down and flow over the banks
and it would form an oxbow lake, and we
would have some water sitting in a sort of
C-shaped lake.
Interviewer: Very cool. Did you guys also do where
you tried to speed it up or slow it down?
Group: Yeah
Interviewer: What did you guys learn about that?
Amit: Like the river it tries to move in the easiest
way possible, so yeah.
Mark: My group we tried to create a dam with
sticks and grass and it would work until we
poured a lot of water in there and it took
the sand and it had a mudslide. The dam
flew down.
Specifically, the students in this focus group are
referring to two inquiry-based laboratory activities
in the 3D-VIEW hydrosphere unit. During these
experiences, students modeled glaciers and rivers
and investigated changes in model landscapes. This
and other discussions illustrate that students found
the traditional activities and the 3D technologies
very memorable.
These findings, coupled with the student learning gains (Kim, 2006; Wilson, 2009), suggest that
NASA Project 3D-VIEW is a successful model for
using 3D-stereo technology in upper elementary
and middle school classrooms. This work contradicts previous studies with similarly aged students
in which the learners did not find the 3D experience to be engaging, but rather distracting (Lim,
Nonis, & Hedberg, 2006). The study shows that
embedding 3D tools including stereophotographs,
animations, and interactive data activities along
with hands-on, inquiry based laboratory activities
within a standards-based curriculum can lead to
high levels of student engagement and perceived
improvement in conceptual understanding.
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CURRENT CHALLENGES
FACING THE ORGANIZATION

SOLUTIONS AND
RECOMMENDATIONS

There are several challenges facing the Project
3D-VIEW staff as we initialize the search for a
publishing partner to bring the curriculum to the
broader market in the United States and beyond.
First, 3D stereoscopic technologies are becoming more and more prevalent in society. Today’s
children regularly go to 3D movies, play 3D
video games, and have probably seen 3D televisions. In order for Project 3D-VIEW to remain
as engaging as other 3D modern initiatives to
students, the Project must continue to infuse the
most cutting-edge technology. This will mean
ensuring that the imagery is crisp, that the 3D
provides the greatest illusion of depth, and that
the high level of interactivity persists, all without
the budget, expertise, and resources of a film or
television studio.
Another challenge is ensuring the balance
between stereo 3D and normal images and videos because students’ eyes strain with excessive
use. When used sparingly, 3D is highly positive,
whereas too much 3D use can detract from student
learning. Several students complained of headaches when consistently wearing the 3D glasses.
When asked what they would improve about the
program, a comment was about headaches from
the glasses and viewing images if they did so for
an extended period of time.
Additionally, the integrated, thematic approach
of the 3D-VIEW curriculum design is consistent
with research and best practices in science education (Czerniak, 2007), but it does not reflect the
structure of many today’s schools. In most United
States middle and high schools, science instruction is compartmentalized (i.e., physical science,
biology and earth science are taught in separate
semesters and at different grade levels). In many
cases, respective state departments of education
mandate this structure, and it is therefore difficult
to implement integrated curricula even though it
may lead to improved student achievement.

Based on the findings, the Project 3D-VIEW staff
recommends continued use 3D stereoscopy within
inquiry-based curricula for upper elementary
and middle school students. 3D tools, such as
stereophotographs, interactive visualizations, and
animations, should be balanced with traditional
hands-on activities. Additionally, curricula should
include the opportunity for students to learn concepts in a variety of ways (e.g., through tactile and
kinesthetic learning, reading, writing, visuals).
The 3D tools should not simply be presented as
an add-on to a curriculum, but rather thoughtfully
integrated to enhance understanding of concepts.
For instance, in 3D-VIEW, 3D stereoscopy is
employed for students to “fly through” plant and
animal cells or glacier-carved valleys in order
for them to understand these three-dimensional
concepts.
In order for programs using cutting-edge
technologies such as 3D stereoscopy to be successful, they must include strong, research-based
professional development. Project 3D-VIEW includes sustained professional development for all
teachers seeking to implement the program. These
teachers engage in online or onsite experiences
in which they build content knowledge, come to
understand the pedagogical philosophies inherent
in 3D-VIEW, and increase their comfort with the
technology. Such professional development leads
to higher fidelity of implementation and greater
opportunity for success.
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KEY TERMS AND DEFINITIONS
5E Model: A model for developing inquirybased science lessons developed by the Biological
Sciences Curriculum Study.
Inquiry-Based Learning: A model for learning in which students engage in scientific practices
such as asking questions, collecting data, and
supporting ideas with evidence.
Standards-Based Curricula: Curricula designed with the goal of guiding students to achieve
mastery of local, state, and national educational
standards.
STEM: Science, Technology, Engineering,
and Mathematics, a current focus of education
in the United States.
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Scientific Practices: Skills and techniques
used by scientists and engineers.
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ABSTRACT
The focus of this chapter is how video games can be utilized for instructional purposes, specifically in
the STEM areas (Science, Technology, Engineering, and Mathematics). Gaming, as an instructional
tool, enables educators to create participatory learning activities, assess understanding of complex and
ill-formed situations, facilitate critical thinking and problem solving capabilities, and ensure active
engagement across the learning continuum for all students. How to use it effectively, however, is a topic
of debate among many educational scholars.
In order to create innovative ways to teach classic concepts using video games, instructors need diverse
skills: technology skills to access video games that meet the needs of today’s learners for active engagement, instructional skills to integrate theory and practice, as well as adhere to the standards of academic
rigor, and leadership skills to guide students to higher levels of critical and creative thinking.
Therefore, this chapter will explore the vast world of video games and the opportunities for instructors to incorporate them into lesson planning. The basis of this empirical work is to align the guiding
principles of STEM with the identification of accessible games, based upon learning principles and
assessment strategies. The challenge for 21st century educators will be how to bridge the gap between
the traditional development of skill sets to meet workforce demands in a dynamically changing global
economy that simultaneously creates employees who are capable of innovation, collaboration, and deep
critical thinking.
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GAMEPLAY AND LEARNING
To this point, there have been many successful
implementations of gaming for educational purposes. One example is a study by Rosser, Lynch,
Haskamp, Gentile, and Yalif (2007), which was
conducted at the Beth Israel Medical Center in
New York for the Laparoscopic Skill and Suturing Program. The participants were introduced
to Gastrointestinal and Colonoscopy procedures
using a specially designed videoscopic surgical
environment. The video games were Super Monkey Ball, Star Wars: Racer Revenge, and Silent
Scope. Each game tested a specific skill that would
be applicable surgical techniques such as depth
perception, spatial awareness, task accuracy, precision, and speed. The study found a correlation
between video gaming skills and laparoscopic
surgical skills “those surgeons whose video gaming exceeded three hours or more per week, had
37% fewer errors and 27% faster completion in the
Rosser Top Gun Laparoscopic Skills and Suturing
program than did their non-gaming counterparts.”
The benefits of using games in all of the STEM
areas, not just science, are noted throughout the
literature. Implementation of their use is evolving.
Some of the hindrances to their incorporation into
the total spectrum of best practices for learning
are: the cost of the technology, thus insufficient
hardware and software, the unwillingness of some
educators to try new pedagogical techniques, and
the lack of educator training. Most of the articles
also point to the lack of empirical evidence to
prove that the games actually do impact learning
and to what extent.
In 2003, Rollings and Adams defined gameplay
as “one or more causally linked series of challenges
in a simulated environment” (Kiili, 2004, p. 16).
It is these progressive challenges that engage
the players and connect them with the game by
continually testing their skills and checking for
understanding and compliance of the rules before
allowing them to advance. By presenting both
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well-defined and ill-defined scenarios, players
must continually re-evaluate their strategies and
test contrasting situations to progress through the
game’s hierarchical intricacies. It is the specific
process that provides the educational bridge to
learning, not only about the complexities of the
game, but also contributes to the player’s higher
level of critical and creative thinking. It is through
exploration and testing ideas in the game that
provides results.
The simulations in the games create a highly
interactive environment for reflective learning and
processing of experiences. According to Clark
and Mayer (2008), several principles would be
engaged in this process: The Segmenting Principle
would have the learning process broken down into
phases or manageable chunks where the learners
could practice independently and then interact with
other players; and, the Personalization Principle
would be evidenced by the conversational style that
emerges in the gaming community. Mini societies
emerge within the game because individual players create unspoken rules. Interestingly enough,
much of the dialogue that takes place within the
game has nothing to do with the dynamics of
playing the game. Players were using this time
to bond and form strong social networks. These
social networks included players from all around
the world, creating a link that fashioned intricate
team building between people who would otherwise never interact.
Team building is essential to learning, as well
as functioning in the workplace. We, as humans,
gravitate towards a group for a sense of belonging.
The act of even assigning a name to a certain group
can form a sense of community. Ellis asserts, “A
meta-analysis of team building research found that
team building interventions tend to emphasize
at least one of four possible components: goal
setting, interpersonal relations, problem solving,
and role clarification.” All of this can be realized
within the group dynamics and encouraged with
specific gameplay expectations. Clark and Mayer
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(2008), posits, “To be effective, the goals, activities, feedback, and interfaces of simulations and
games must align with the desired instructional
outcomes.”
Van Eck (2006) states, “Jeopardy-style games,
a staple of games in the classroom, are likely to be
best for promoting the learning of verbal information (facts, labels, and propositions) and concrete
concepts. Arcade-style games… are likely to be
best at promoting speed of response, automaticity, and visual processing. Adventure games are
likely to be best for promoting hypothesis testing
and problem solving.” It is critical, therefore, that
we understand not just how games work, but how
different types of games work and how game taxonomies align with learning taxonomies” (Clark
& Mayer, 2008, p. 358).
The common theme found throughout indicates that gaming and its effect on learning
is positive. Games are adaptable to almost any
subject. They provide immediate responses, experiential learning, and social interaction. They
allow for a proactive, exploratory nature and the
competition stimulates the students’ involvement.
Students learn by doing. The games allow for
simulations of experiences students might never
have the possibility of experiencing in real life.
Students who are strong in specific content areas
but weak in others can combine their strengths to
feel more successful (Cheng, Holmes, Leonard,
& Minogue, 2009).
In addition to providing aid to the instructional
process, video games can serve as a motivational
factor because of the interaction and reward
system that a game provides. The rewards that
players receive are intrinsic motivation. As players
improve specific skills, they are promoted to the
next level. This provides positive reinforcement
and encourages players to work at specific objectives in order to obtain all of the trophies. From
a learning perspective, the reward for the player
(the student) is the act of playing the game and
continuing to explore new possibilities that the
game offers. “Intrinsic motivation tends more to

be appetitive, new information arousing a slight
interest leading to an appetite for more” (Beswick,
2007). Using video games as a motivator provides
an environment that gives the student the desire
to learn. They “recast a learning task into one
that is game-like which fundamentally alters the
experience of the learner… they introduce tension and crises to simulate the real experience for
practice” (Neal & Quinn, 2011). Since the skill is
placed in context within the game that the learner
has to explore, the learning experience becomes
immersive. The game serves as practice in the
overall learning experience and challenges the
learner to stay engaged.

STEM EDUCATION
Brooks-Young (2010) identified top skills that
are requisite for today’s workers. These skills,
collaboration, professionalism, critical thinking
and problem solving, were also discussed by the
After School Alliance (2007). A call to action is
evidenced by the following facts:
•
•
•
•

80% of future jobs will require STEM literacy and skills.
Students in the United States rank 25th in
math and 17th in science among their peers
in industrialized countries.
Only 43% of graduating seniors are ready
for college math and 27% are ready for college science.
32% of U.S. college undergraduates are
graduating with a bachelor’s degree in science or engineering.

The last boom in STEM careers happened
after the first moon landing and “today, just under
half of NASA’s scientists and engineers could
retire” (Demski, 2009). Since there is a need
to increase participation and interest in STEM
areas, President Obama issued a national call to
action to promote STEM education. As a result,
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a partnership of industry groups and technology
companies was formed to focus on creating video
games to promote STEM education. Michael D.
Gallagher, CEO of the trade association representing U.S. computer and video game publishers
states, “Computer and videogames are one of the
most effective ways to reach America’s children
and encourage them to remain interested in vital
STEM principles” (Avonowitz, 2009).

Science
Science is a subject of complex vocabulary, tedious
reading, and is, at times, hard to understand. How
can we move away from the typical 2D diagrams
and pictures and unrelenting vocabulary and use
something that makes science fun, interesting, and
a little easier to learn? Scientists and educators say
video games can reshape education (Cronin, 2009).
When they are used to simulate real-world situations, they help students develop critical thinking
skills and enhance understanding (Greenemeier,
2009). One example of how gaming can be used
in a real-world situation is through CellCraft. In
this game, students become cells and have to keep
themselves alive. The format motivates students
while they are learning the parts of a cell and the
new vocabulary associated with cells (Pederson,
2011). Another game being developed for science
education portrays how diseases simultaneously
affect health in a fictitious city. Students learn
how disease is spread and the impact of human
interactions (Greenemeier, 2009). While some of
these games cost money, others can be obtained
free of charge. The free interactive game “Dissect
a Frog” from the website Surgery Games provides
the detailed experience of performing an actual
dissection, complete with guiding the simulated
tools to perform the surgery. Students then are
required to identify different parts of the frog’s
anatomy. This game can be used in any level science class or advanced classes of anatomy and
physiology.
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The River City Research project, with funding from the National Science Foundation, has
developed an interactive computer simulation to
help middle level science students learn scientific
inquiry and 21st century skills. One particular
article states: “A variant of the River City ecology game diminished the learning gap between
D and B students to the point where nearly all
students were performing at the B level” (Mayo,
2009). All of the articles that apply say similar
positive things when it comes to the use of video
games and learning academic subjects. Unlike
lectures, games can be adapted to the pace of the
user because complex tasks are presented first as
a small core experience that is practiced multiple
times before being extended into a longer, more
complex sequence. Another reason is due to how
the content is reinforced through continuous,
immediate feedback. In addition, seeing visual
progress through points, awards, levels and titles
can also boost confidence and self-efficacy. Lastly,
learner control and navigation through activities
and tasks can prove an important feature of effective learning games.
A study evaluated a Multiplayer Educational
Gaming Application (MEGAs) covering key genetic concepts in a high school biology course. MEGAs are teacher created for instructional purposes
with the classroom teacher as the primary game
author. This is convenient because the teacher can
make modifications and adaptations at any time.
The study focused on how the game impacted the
understanding of genetics and engagement in science class activities. It compared the impact of using the game as opposed to traditional instructional
methods. The question they posed, “Is genetics
difficult to teach and learn?” Can MEGAs help?
The MEGA was used only as a review for a unit
test. The study used a posttest only control group.
The control group used traditional review strategies. The two groups of students reviewed for an
identical unit test. The test performance showed
no difference in achievement, but the study also
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used the Protocol for Classroom Observations to
observe student engagement. The group using the
MEGA was more engaged and was more motivated
to interact longer. The game was a “hook” that
got the learners to participate (Cheng, Holmes,
Leonard, & Minogue, 2009).
The MEGA study authors noted its limitations.
The empirical research about the impact of video
games is limited at this time. The Federation of
American Scientists advocate a study to determine
“… how the addictive pizzazz of video games can
be converted into serious learning tools.” There
will soon be 75 million Americans 10-30 years
old that grew up on video games and 45 million
households that have video consoles. They note
the success of using games in training the military
and suggest that interactive games be exploited
to teach children (Feller, 2006).

Technology
The world of technology is rapidly expanding and
encompasses many fields in the market today.
Emerging trends such as mobile technology and
cloud capabilities has tremendously impacted the
way we live and play. In terms of learning applications, a skilled instructor would use the best of
existing pedagogical methods while embracing
new ones to ensure the best possible outcomes
for students.
The Nintendo Wii is an end product of great
research and step-by-step development using
improvement iterations. It was this drive to give
players a chance to be part of the game by being
immersed in a fun and interactive manner that
ultimately became a cross-channel technology
phenomenon. In addition to academic benefits,
there can also be physical benefits of using video
games. The Nintendo Wii’s balance board allows
the user to stand and move around in order to perform various tasks within the game. For example,
the game titled “Wii Fit” coaches and encourages
the user to perfect a variety of yoga positions
varying in difficulty levels. One of the Wii Fit

games requires a user to lean from side-to-side in
order to navigate a bubble through a rocky water
terrain. Lean too much one way or not enough
another direction and the bubble threatens to hit
the wall and burst. Instructors could use the Wii
Balance board to teach children in need of physical therapy to balance while playing intuitive and
entertaining games (Rice University, 2011). As
a rehabilitation device, the Wii is relatively new;
however, it is improving outcomes for patients with
a wide range of physical or cognitive conditions.
Gaming platforms, such as the Xbox Kinect, have
also harnessed the ability of motion capture that
allows the users to move their body and act as
the game controller. Thus, encouraging physical
movement promotes a healthier lifestyle.
The iPad and its partners in the tablet community have introduced a completely different
area of options in the gaming community. Applications that are easy to download and widely
accessible, even on the common smart phone,
can change how instructors access and distribute
learning materials. Instructors that do not have
computers or laptops available in their classrooms
can still take advantage of the many applications
being created just for educational purposes. Applications range from interactive storybooks that
feature foreign languages to manuals that teach
complex concepts of the law. There are hundreds
of applications available to download with many
of them offered free.
Diana Darrow, a Reading Recovery teacher and
a library media specialist at Bel Aire Elementary in
Tiburon, CA, suggests that using iPad applications
in the classroom will help instructors meet objectives according to Bloom’s Revised Taxonomy.
We currently live in a world where information
can be accessed everywhere we go; it’s to the
point where students are suffering from information overload (Darrow, 2011). Overwhelmed by
the task of “remembering” what to remember,
students simply shut down and lose focus. Simple
applications can bring the focus back to important
content, allowing students to have fun while they
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are learning. Many instructors believe that games
are made to be enjoyable; yet, when paired with
educational concepts, students are energized
and even encouraged to reach goals they never
thought possible.
In this arena, technology can also be used for
student creation and exploration of content. Halo,
a game offered through the XBox 360, offers a
unique option to its huge fan base. Players create
their own maps that they can share with other
players. Strict objectives are achieved using a
variety of simple and complex programming and
creation tools. Some maps have simple goals,
like drive a vehicle through an obstacle course
or shoot grenades through targets in the distance
while maneuvering in a jet pack. When creating
scenarios with complex courses, students learn
how to develop and manipulate tools is a 3d environment. One particular map editing program
called “Sapien” offers an interface where the user
can view models and vehicles while playing sounds
and running physics in a 3d window. “Sapien is
used for many purposes, including the population
of characters, weapons, items, scenery objects,
and game play and mission objectives” (Gearbox
Software, 2007). There are many online communities devoted to creating and completing these
complex maps; some of them require complex
strategies to complete the mission. An instructor
can use the Halo map editor to teach design, 3D
modeling, and programming, as well as physics
and engineering.

Engineering
Engineering is a rapidly developing field that
offers many career tracks: mechanical, electrical
and civil to name a few. Curriculum supporting
these different tracks can be tedious, offering
little variety in the many calculations they must
perform. In his article Simulation Nation: The
Promise of Virtual Learning Activities, Prensky
describes how simulation technology allows the
learner to try alternatives virtually and see the
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consequences (Prensky, 2009). This application
would be extremely useful for engineers due to
the design element of interfacing with reliability
and safety issues. Behaviors can also be modeled
with simple inputs and “clear sensual outputs.”
Getting students excited about STEM careers,
especially engineering can be difficult. Algebra,
geometry, earth science, and physics taught in the
traditional way make it difficult to attract kids to
the profession, especially when they’ve grown-up
with the “instant engagement and gratification”
of modern digital technology (Demski, 2009).
This is leading educators away from textbooks
and toward education that uses “real-world interactive scenarios” (Coller & Shernoff, 2009).
Starting the inclusion of “serious games” into
lesson planning could be introduced to spark
interest. “Serious games” is the term used to describe real-world interactive scenarios (Djaouti,
Alvarez, & Jessel, 2010). They “recast a learning
task into one that is game-like and fundamentally
alters the experience of the learner.” The skill is
placed in context within the game that the learner
has to explore; therefore, the learning experience
becomes immersive. These types of games serve
as practice in an overall learning experience. A
“serious game” can challenge the learner to stay
engaged, as well as “introduce tension and crises
to simulate the real experience for practice” (Neal
& Quinn, 2011).
A lesson plan for teaching the binary number
system, used by engineers in the design of digital
devices, includes use of the Binary Box Game. It
was created by the Center for Educational Outreach
at Tufts University. The students are “introduced
to the concept of binary coding as a language
and its practical applications in digital and communication systems” (George, Panetta, & Patel,
2010). Minecraft, a game that forces the player to
construct a safe and diverse world, teaches users to
survive with the dangers that prowl the landscape.
Minecraft was developed by Markus Persson in
May of 2009. It is a simple game that appears to be
just blocks and a flat landscape. However, it is one
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of the most top rated games that is always adapting and changing to the players needs. Feedback
for changes within the game is welcomed from
the community. Markus developed the game on
his own in hopes of eventually releasing it as an
open source program (Persson, 2009). Minecraft
can help teach concepts like architecture, drafting,
design, adaptation, social interaction, technical
writing, and teamwork.
Another game, SimCity 3000, is a simulation
game that allows the player to create complex
cities using a variety of real-life scenarios. The
cities thrive or fail, depending upon the player’s
decisions. Players can zone specific parts of their
city for commercial or residential use, choose ecofriendly power options and provide transportation
to their “Sims” that allows for quick and safe
commutes. The SimCity 3000 website provides
an in-depth teacher’s guide that is complete with
instructions on how to play the game and use it
in the classroom. The lesson plans included can
be used to teach a multitude of subjects such as
math, history, social studies, and world economics. Jen Deyenberg, a primary teacher in Scotland
shares her experiences with using SimCity in her
social studies class. She uses the game to teach
her students about the effects of government and
the responsibilities of lawmakers (Deyenberg,
2010). Normally, subjects like lawmaking can
be uninteresting for a class of children. However,
SimCity 3000 brings their decisions to life. “A
simulation environment allows students to experiment with different approaches and strategies.
They immediately see the consequences of their
decisions or lack of decision making” (Deyenberg, 2010). SimCity can be used in courses that
teach architecture, drafting, design, law, politics,
geography, or math.

Mathematics
Many aspects of education, especially mathematics, require repetitive practice. Children learning
their multiplication tables may use flash cards or

numerous worksheets in order to learn a complex
concept. These ideas can be easily adapted to the
video game format, where players are encouraged
to play over and over again until they master
new skills in order to reach new game levels.
DimensionM is a computer program that helps
students learn math skills like linear algebra.
There are comparisons between traditional math
instruction and newly developed video games,
and many researchers are seeing that students are
more successful when learning with video games
(Mims, 2010).
Mathematics instruction using mobile technology is becoming increasingly popular, too.
Synthetic Vision, an application for the iPad,
allows pilots to view flight paths and digital
representation of the terrain they are traveling over. The application can be used to teach
weather patterns, the terrain of the United States
and travel time versus distance. It can also be
incorporated into math classes when performing
the calculations. Synthetic Vision includes aeronautical charts, weather, and terrain capabilities.
This is simulation software that costs around.99
cents. This is an inexpensive alternative to most
simulation packages. Applications on the iPad,
such as Rocket Math, offer learning objectives
like identifying fractions to working with square
roots. The purpose of the game is to accumulate
points in order to allow the student to turn them
in for various rocket parts. Students are eager to
obtain the right answers in order to build a better
rocket. Video games used for mathematics instruction offer fun incentives and reach the same goals
that a worksheet would offer.
DimensionM, the futuristic mathematics series, is used in thirteen middle schools in Texas.
Schools in the Plano Independent School District
have joined hundreds of other schools across the
state in using this technology to help teach mathematics and raise academic achievement scores on
high stakes tests. Educators in the Dallas, Texas
area liked the program so much they joined the
educational gaming movement by purchasing the
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DimensionM for use in their 35th Annual Mathematics Olympiad. This is the first time software
has replaced paper and pencil in the events. The
attraction to the games for educators and students
alike comes from a design that engages students
in a series of quick-paced, immersive missions
that are embedded with more than 200 math
lessons. During the process of the games, the
students accumulate points while they assimilate
math concepts learned in the classroom through
previous instructions.
The research in mathematics and gaming
discusses the advantages of video game use for
learning, as well as assessment. Stealth assessment can be described as disguising educational
content in such a way that students do not know
that they are being assessed because they are
engrossed in game play. To accomplish a stealth
assessment, Shute, a professor of instructional
systems at Florida State, employs video games
that have been specially designed to give teachers a way to review how students solve complex
tasks while immersed in “virtual worlds.” Another
game used to assess students’ math skills is Math
Blaster 9-12. Math Blaster is a video game that
requires students to complete a number of levels
to collect medallions to eventually win the game.
Three levels of this game include Crater Crossing,
Banana Splat, and Bridge Builders. The activities
included in these levels require direct and immediate application of basic arithmetic operations.
Researchers used the game Math Blaster 9-12
to complete a study about whether or not video
games boost student-learning gains and enhance
the quality of students’ overall learning experience. One element researchers investigated was
the issue of boredom vs. confusion. Is it better
for the student to be bored or confused? They
determined that confusion was better because
it kept the students engaged. Confusion allows
for the students to explore and figure things out,
whereas if they are bored, it is likely because the
material may be too easy (Rodrigo, 2011).
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Video games are powerful motivators. Katie
Salen, a game designer at the New School University says, “They drop kids into complex problems
where they fail and fail, but they try again and
again.” In many cases with traditional approaches,
kids give up. She cites the fact that only one-third
of eighth graders earn “proficient” math scores
on national assessment tests. She was part of a
group of game designers and experts who worked
with the New York City Department of Education to open a new school, Quest to Learn. It is a
school of sixth-graders who will learn primarily
through video game inspired activities (Locke,
2010). Joel Bleah, a trigonometry, discrete math,
and statistics teacher at University High School in
Newark, NJ used SimCity to teach geometry and
civil engineering using specific teaching standards
for New Jersey. Bleah (2005) states, “Research
has shown that it is games, not education that is
teaching students to think. The digital natives, as
this new generation is called, learn differently.”
He asserts that this generation relates to digital
media as opposed to written text. Teachers are
taught from the beginning to think about the
learning habits of their students and construct
instructional modules based upon these unique
styles. Gaming systems are changing every year
and are introducing new technologies and concepts
to this digital generation. Educators must follow
suit or risk being left behind.

CONCLUSION
Video gaming in STEM Education is the catalyst
to generate participatory learning activities, assess understanding of complex and ill-formed
situations, facilitate critical thinking and problem
solving capabilities, and ensure active engagement
across the learning continuum for all students.
Recognizing there is a distinct difference in
how content information is now being processed
creates an avenue for educators to reshape how
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students construct knowledge and interact with
each other. Vygotsky’s (1978) theory of Social
Educational Learning posits that social interaction
has a fundamental role in the cognitive development process (Meadows, 1998). Therefore, the
strategies involved in the learning process through
interactive video game play provide opportunities
for each participant to construct new knowledge
through dynamic social interactions. Students
build upon their prior knowledge and internalize
new information while engaging with other players. This interaction meets their psychological
learning requirements and keeps them engaged in
game-based learning with other players. Surowiecki (2004) referred to these interactions as the
“concept of collective intelligence or the wisdom
of the crowds” (McLoughlin & Lee, 2007, p. 10).
In this context, learners are in control of the method
of information discovery, its distribution, modification stimulating and engaging environment that
is the essence of participatory learning through
social interaction. Today’s learners represent a
culturally diverse population seeking flexibility,
active engagement and a stimulating learning
environment for their educational experience.
Video gaming, as a teaching methodology,
provides a multiplicity of scenarios to discover
innovative ways to instruct classic concepts in science, technology, engineering, and mathematics.
The benefits of using games in all of the STEM
areas are noted throughout the literature; however,
most of the research points to the lack of empirical
evidence to prove that the games actually do impact learning and to what extent. Implementation
of their use is evolving. Some of the hindrances
to their incorporation into the total spectrum of
best practices for learning include, but are not
limited to, the cost of the technology, insufficient
hardware and software, the unwillingness of some
educators to try new pedagogical techniques, and
lack of educator training.
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KEY TERMS AND DEFINITIONS
Gaming: Participants play a video game, either
as an individual or against other players. Dynamic
social interactions can take place in a physical set-

ting (i.e. a classroom or at home with players next
to each other) and/or in an online environment.
iPad: The iPad is a tablet computer manufactured by Apple.
MEGA: This term is used to define a Multiplayer Educational Gaming Application. MEGAs
are teacher created for instructional purposes with
the classroom teacher as the primary game author.
This is convenient because the teacher can make
modifications and adaptations at any time.
Simulation Games: These types of games create a highly interactive environment for reflective
learning and processing of experiences.
STEM: This term is used to define the following academic areas: Science, Technology,
Engineering, and Mathematics.
Wii: The Wii is a video game console manufactured by Nintendo.
Xbox: The Xbox is a sixth-generation video
game console manufactured by Microsoft.

This work was previously published in “Cases on E-Learning Management” edited by Harrison Hao Yang and Shuyan Wang,
pages 103-117, copyright 2013 by Information Science Reference (an imprint of IGI Global).
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Section 5

Issues and Challenges
This section contains 10 chapters, giving a wide variety of perspectives on STEM Education and its implications.
The section also discusses new ethical considerations within transparency and accountability. Within the chapters,
the reader is presented with an in-depth analysis of the most current and relevant issues within this growing field
of study. Crucial questions are addressed and alternatives offered.
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Self-Regulated Learning
as a Method to Develop
Scientific Thinking
Erin E. Peters Burton
George Mason University, USA

ABSTRACT
The development of skills and the rationale behind scientific thinking has been a major goal of science
education. Research has shown merit in teaching the nature of science explicitly and reflectively. In this
chapter, the authors discuss how research in a self-regulated learning theory has furthered this finding.
Self-regulation frames student learning as cycling through three phases: forethought (cognitive processes
that prepare the learner for learning such as goal setting), performance (employment of strategies and
self-monitoring of progress), and self-reflection (evaluation of performance with the goal). Because students have little interaction with the inherent guidelines that drive the scientific enterprise, setting goals
toward more sophisticated scientific thinking is difficult for them. However, teachers can help students
set goals for scientific thinking by being explicit about how scientists and science function. In this way,
teachers also explicitly set a standard against which students can self-monitor their performance during
the learning and self-evaluate their success after the learning. In addition to summarizing the research
on learning and teaching of self-regulation and scientific thinking, this chapter offers recommendations
to reform science teaching from the field of educational psychology.

INTRODUCTION
Learning how to think scientifically is important
for an informed citizenry. In this era of information
exchange and connectedness, knowledge continues
to grow in an exponential way and technology fortifies this progress. Students graduating from K-12
schools must have the skills and knowledge to be

independent learners, which includes the ability
to think scientifically. Although it is important to
generate students who are interested in pursuing
science as a career, we also must be mindful that
all students will be making future decisions based
in science for their community. Therefore it is
imperative that all students are scientifically literate when they leave formal schooling. However,
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there are still many unresolved issues regarding
teaching students to understand science as a way
of knowing effectively.
The purpose of this chapter is to present a
literature review of the methods used to teach the
nature of science in the classroom with particular
emphasis on explicit and reflective approaches.
Additionally, this chapter will address the parallels found between science education literature on
explicit and reflective approaches and processes
found in self-regulated learning theory. Because
self-regulated learning theory has more articulated processes of learning that are not currently
described in science education, adoption of a selfregulation oriented framework to study explicit
and reflective teaching of the nature of science
affords clearer methods of measuring learning.
Empirical studies that have used self-regulated
learning theory to teach the nature of science using
explicit and reflective approaches are presented,
and recommendations are made for future work
in teaching the nature of science.

THE ROLE OF SCIENTIFIC
THINKING IN SCIENCE EDUCATION
Scientific literacy contains two components:
scientific knowledge and knowledge about the
scientific discipline (Duschl, 1990). Scientific
knowledge is the body of information that is
factual and content-based. Knowledge about the
scientific discipline is considered the methods
that generate and validate scientific knowledge,
which are the inherent guidelines that scientists
use to ensure that the information that is generated from their scientific activities are valid and
reliable (Lederman, 1992). In a standards-based
and high-stakes testing environment, scientific
knowledge is given priority, with little or no time
left for teaching about the scientific discipline and
knowledge validation strategies. A focus on static,
factual knowledge results in a lack of understanding of how that knowledge comes about, and little
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understanding of what it is to be a scientist (Tobin
& McRobbie, 1997). Without knowledge of the
basic guidelines regarding the dependence of the
scientific enterprise on characteristics such as
rationality, precision of language, and attempts
to limit bias as a standard for understanding the
world around them, one must depend on other
forms of knowing, such as tradition or instinct.
Although ways of knowing such as instinct and
tradition create a well-rounded human being,
thinking scientifically is vital in making rational
decisions. The famous physicist, Richard Feynman
is attributed the quote, “Philosophy of science is
about as useful to scientists as ornithology is to
birds.” Ignoring that birds do not have the cognitive
capacity to understand ornithology, there are two
reasons to disagree with this statement:
1.
2.

Thinking is more powerful when the execution of the thinking is apparent to the thinker;
and
Philosophy of science should be taught in
science classes so that the learners who may
not consider themselves to be “scienceminded” have a grasp of the guidelines for
knowledge generation.

Scientific thinking skills have been advocated
as an important component of science education
because they provide a framework on which the students can incorporate content knowledge (Duschl,
1990; Lederman, 1992; McComas, Almazroa,
& Clough, 1998; Parkinson, 2004, Peters, 2006;
Turner, 2000). Learning the nature of science
should not take the place of learning science
content, rather they should be taught simultaneously. Students who have a deep understanding
of the nature of a scientific endeavor can use this
knowledge to create more scientifically valid
content knowledge (Akerson & Abd-El-Khalick,
2003; Crawford, 2005; Duschl, 1990). When
knowledge generation guidelines are hidden, then
they may not even be agreed upon or apparent to
all involved. Knowledge is most powerful when
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one understands both the content and the course
of action in which the content came to be.
Conversely, ways of knowing in science should
be taught in conjunction with content in a secondary science classroom. Scientific knowledge
and knowledge about science have a relationship
where one cannot be fully understood without the
other; the two are inextricable. Much has been
written about the danger in teaching science as
a way of knowing devoid of significant science
content (Brickhouse, Dagher, Letts, & Shipman,
2000; Johnson & Southerland, 2002; Olson &
Clough, 2001; Ryder, Leach, & Driver, 1999;
Smith & Sharmann, 1999). These authors contend
that a robust understanding of the mores of the
scientific discipline cannot be formed without the
reality of the content to support the rationale. If
students only understand the technical aspects of
the nature of the scientific endeavor, as would be
the case in a decontextualized educational setting,
then they are unable to apply their knowledge
to socio-scientific issues. The future population
is dependent on a citizenry that is scientifically
literate, and secondary education must pursue
this fully with instruction that intertwines both
content instruction and instruction on ways of
knowing in science.

INCORPORATING SCIENTIFIC
THINKING INTO INSTRUCTION
Secondary science educators have demonstrated
their proficiency in teaching content, but scientific
epistemology instruction that occurs in a meaningful way is not yet pervasive in secondary school
systems. Teaching scientific epistemology well
in the schools requires defining what is meant by
ways of knowing in science. There have been many
different orientations regarding what science is
and how it is performed such as positivism, logical empiricism, critical rationalism, structuralism,
semantic views, and postmodernism. Perspective
of scientific epistemology must also be defined,

as it could be oriented by scientists, philosophers
of science, or science educators (Stenhouse, 1985;
Duschl, 1988; Hodson, 1993), the scope of the
view taken (Ryan & Aikenhead, 1992), and the
use of qualitative or quantitative measurement
(Gallagher, 1991; Lederman, Abd-El-Khalick,
Bell, & Schwartz, 2002). Fortunately, the education community has been able to come to somewhat of a consensus on several key aspects that
should be taught in the K-12 setting (McComas,
2005; Lederman, 2007; Osborn, Simon, & Collins, 2003). The convergent aspects of scientific
epistemology recognized in the education community are commonly known as the nature of science. The nature of science can be defined as the
inherent guidelines that scientists use to develop
and verify scientific knowledge. The guidelines
that have been explicated include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Scientific knowledge is durable yet
tentative,
Empirical evidence is used to support ideas
in science,
Social and historical factors play a role in
the construction of scientific knowledge,
Laws and theories play a central role in
developing scientific knowledge, yet they
have different functions,
Accurate record keeping, peer review, and
replication of experiments help to validate
scientific ideas,
Science is a creative endeavor, and
Science and technology are not the same,
but they impact each other (Lederman,
1992; McComas, 2008).

In the United States, all 50 states have adopted
nature of science knowledge standards, to varying
degrees, into their curriculum framework and map
exactly to this list of aspects (McComas, Lee, &
Sweeney, 2009). The standards for teaching the
nature of science are in curriculum and are being assessed by high-stakes testing. Educational
researchers and teacher educators must work to
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establish effective, meaningful ways to incorporate nature of science instruction into the already
time-honored content instruction in K-12 science
classrooms.

TEACHING EXPLICIT AND
REFLECTIVE APPROACHES TO
THE NATURE OF SCIENCE
Although it is intuitive to think that by conducting inquiry that students will understand how
scientists operate, there is a body of research that
demonstrates explicit instruction in the nature
of science has been found to be more effective.
Several researchers have advocated that novice
learners should be provided with direct instructional guidance (Cronbach & Snow, 1977; Klar &
Nigam, 2004; Mayer, 2004; Shulman & Keisler,
1966; Sweller, 2003). Implicit instruction refers
to conducting scientific activities and expecting
students to synthesize ways of knowing in science
from these activities. Explicit instruction refers
to teacher scaffolding in developing students’
abilities to develop goals aligned with science
and to be metacognitively aware of the strategies
they are employing in their scientific activities. A
review of the literature regarding the teaching and
learning of the Nature of Science (NOS) shows
a progression of methods of teaching NOS using
implicit means, then a shift to explicit means,
and most currently, a movement of explicit and
reflective approaches to teaching NOS.
An emphasis on implicit means to teach the
nature of science can be traced back to curricula
that emerged in the 1960s and 1970s such as
the Physical Science Study Curriculum (PSSC)
and the Biological Sciences Curriculum Study
(BSCS), which advocated for hands-on activities
and science process skills in an inquiry-based
format (Lawson, 1982; Rowe, 1974), but did not
explicitly emphasize NOS ideas. Several largescale studies on these curricula came to the same
conclusion: implicit NOS instruction was not ef-
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fective as compared to traditional means of teaching science. Studies of the PSSC curricula found
that they did not enhance students’ NOS views as
compared to traditional textbook-centered curricula (Crumb, 1965; Trent, 1965) as measured by
Test on Understanding Science (TOUS) (Klopfer
& Cooley, 1961). Likewise, a study of the BSCS
Yellow curricula demonstrated that students using
these materials, which made no explicit references
to NOS but utilized an inquiry-based approach, did
not perform significantly better on the TOUS or
the Processes of Science Test than students in a traditional high school biology program (Jungwirth,
1970). A comparison of the influence of BSCS
Yellow, PSSC, and traditional science courses on
students’ NOS views using 3,500 students from
44 high schools yielded no significant differences
among treatments (Tamir, 1972) as measured by
the Science Processes Inventory (Welch & Pella,
1967). Meichtry (1992) compared a large group of
students who used the BSCS curriculum (n=1004)
with students who were engaged in a traditional
biology course (n=603) and found the BSCS
group’s understandings of developmental and testable NOS significantly decreased as compared to
the traditional group, as measured by the Modified
Nature of Scientific Knowledge Scale (MNSKS).
Other interventions that utilize an implicit NOS
approach, such as the one carried out by Moss,
Abrams, and Robb (1998) which engaged 11th and
12th grade students in inquiry-oriented projects
with a scientist partner for one year, have also been
ineffective in improving student NOS views. In
light of these large-scale studies over an extended
period of time, the expectation that students will
develop NOS ideas as a consequence of engaging in inquiry-activities alone is unsupported and
other techniques to develop student ideas about
NOS were explored.
In response to the lack of effectiveness of curricula that employ implicit means, a shift in NOS
instruction occurred toward more explicit means,
where NOS is considered a cognitive learning
outcome to be planned for and actively pointed
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out during instruction (e.g., Akindehin, 1988). At
this time it was suggested that nature of science
should no longer thought of as an affective element
of instruction, rather it is to be considered a cognitive objective. Orientation of planned for NOS
ideas came from various NOS aspects (Billeh &
Hasan, 1975) and history and philosophy of science
(Ogunniyi, 1983). Because it is understood that
teachers cannot possibly teach something they do
not understand themselves, emphasis on teacher
understanding of NOS is prominent, in additional
to an added element of reflective instruction (e.g.,
Abd-El-Khalick, 2001; Abd-El-Khalick, Bell, &
Lederman, 1998; Akerson, Abd-El-Khalick, &
Lederman, 2000). In these studies, an explicit and
reflective approach included overtly instructing
NOS aspects and then providing structured opportunities to reflect on the aspects in a context
of the activity or of science content. In this way
the various NOS aspects were identified by the
instructor and when reasoned to be intelligible
by the learner, the learner was given opportunities to articulate their understanding and apply it
in other domains of knowledge. Various studies
have provided evidence that teacher NOS views
can be improved using an explicit and reflective
approach (Abd-El-Khalick, et al., 1998; Akerson,
et al., 2000; Shapiro, 1996) and that an explicit approach is more effective than an implicit approach
in shifting teacher NOS views to be more sophisticated (Abd-El-Khalick & Lederman, 2000;
Akerson & Hanuscin, 2007; Hanuscin, Akerson,
& Phillipson-Mower, 2006; Khishfe, 2008; Peters,
2009; Peters & Kitsantas, 2010a; Scharmann,
Smith, James, & Jensen, 2005; Schwartz, Lederman, & Crawford, 2004). A succession of studies
with pre-service elementary teachers has shown
evidence supporting the effectiveness of an explicit
and reflective approach to teaching the nature
of science (Abd-El-Khalick, et al., 1998; AbdEl-Khalick & Akerson, 2004; Abd-El-Khalick,
2005). Continued studies on implicit approaches
for NOS instruction remained consistent that this
approach is generally not successful in improving

learners’ NOS views (Sandoval & Morrison, 2003;
Schwartz, Lederman, & Thompson, 2001). There
is consistent, clear, and convincing evidence that
explicit and reflective method of instruction is
productive and continued research on how and
why these methods work should be explored.
Although generally successful, explicit and
reflective means of NOS instruction is not without
difficulties for learners. Many studies have found
that explicit and reflective means of instruction
do not result in improved NOS views for all
learners involved in the treatments (Carey, Evans,
Hona, Jay, & Unger, 1989; Khishfe & Abd-ElKhalick, 2002; Leach, Hind, & Ryder, 2003; Liu
& Lederman, 2002; Morrison, Raab, & Ingram,
2009; Tao, 2003), and some do not retain their
improved views, challenging the idea that the
learner fully conceptualized the new concepts
(Akerson, Morrison, & Roth McDuffie, 2006).
Additionally, even teachers with sophisticated
views of the nature of science have difficulty
translating their understanding into classroom
instruction (Abd-El-Khalick, et al., 1998). The
mechanisms behind the usefulness of explicit and
reflective instruction for teachers should continue
to be examined and explicated.

STUDENTS’ NOS KNOWLEDGE
Fewer studies have been conducted that examine
student learning of NOS, but evidence from these
studies are still consistent with the teacher learning
of NOS studies; explicit and reflective methods
are more effective than implicit method of instruction. Smith, Maclin, Houghton, and Hennessey
(2000) found that sixth-grade students who had
been in an inquiry classroom since first-grade
with the same teacher held more informed views
of the NOS in the areas of empirical testing, collaborating with colleagues, making explanations,
and developing scientific ideas. Akerson and
Abd-El-Khalick (2003) found that fourth-grade
students in a classroom that emphasized implicit
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NOS instruction through inquiry did not have
informed views of NOS. In studies have compared
implicit and explicit/reflective NOS instruction
with students, student who experienced explicit/
reflective NOS instruction improved their NOS
views significantly over students in a comparison
group (Khishfe & Abd-El-Khalick, 2002; Peters
& Kitsantis, 2010b). In both the teacher and
the student populations, explicit and reflective
instruction has resulted in improved NOS views
over implicit methods of instruction.

MECHANISMS OF EXPLICIT AND
REFLECTIVE INSTRUCTION
Evidence points to the effectiveness of an explicit
and reflective approach, so future investigation
into these instructional components has merit. A
review of the description of “explicit” and “reflective” in the above-mentioned studies is helpful in
understanding the cognitive processes behind an
explicit and reflective approach to NOS instruction. Foremost, explicit teaching of NOS should not
be confused with an instructional technique called
“explicit teaching” (Rosenshine & Stephens, 1986)
where there is a statement of goals at the beginning of instruction and a step-by-step procedure
to achieve those goals is provided to the learner.
Rather, explicit methods of teaching NOS involve
“cognitive instructional outcomes that should be
intentionally targeted and planned for in the same
manner that abstract understandings associated
with high-level scientific theories are intentionally
targeted” (Khifshe & Abd-El-Khalick, 2002, p.
555). Several NOS researchers describe an explicit
instructional approach as one that deliberately
focuses learners’ attention on various aspects of
NOS during classroom instruction, discussion,
and questioning (Akerson & Volrich, 2005; Bell,
Matkins, & Gansneder, 2010; McDonald, 2010).
Not to be confused with didactic teaching, explicit
approaches are based on the assumption that NOS
instruction “should be planned for instead of being
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anticipated as a side effect or secondary product”
(Akindehin, 1988, p. 73).
Reflective instructional elements have been
defined in the NOS literature as “providing students with opportunities to analyze the activities
in which they are engaged from various perspectives (e.g., a NOS framework), to map connections
between their activities and ones undertaken by
others (e.g., scientists), and to draw generalizations
about a domain of knowledge (e.g., epistemology
of science)” (Khifshe & Abd-El-Khalick, 2002, p.
555). In a more holistic description of reflective
approaches to NOS, Abd-El-Khalick and Lederman (2000) explain that “reflective elements are
designed to emulate the sort of activities that historians, philosophers, and sociologists engage in
their efforts to understand the workings of science”
(p. 691). Likewise, Scharmann, Smith, James,
and Jensen (2005) believe reflective instruction
should challenge learners to think about how their
work illustrates NOS, and how their inquiries are
similar to or different from the work of scientists.
Although the terms “explicit” and “reflective”
have been described in the literature, they are
very general and difficult to operationalize. Other
models of learning that are more descriptive and
have precision of language are available to further
explicate the concepts of “explicit” and “reflective,” and research along these lines may help to
explain some of the limits to the success of explicit
and reflective approaches to NOS instruction.

SELF-REGULATED LEARNING
AND THE NATURE OF SCIENCE
Self-regulated learning is a field that has potential to elucidate the mechanisms behind the
successes and barriers of explicit and reflective
NOS teaching and learning. Self-regulation
refers to self-generated thoughts, feelings and
actions that are planned and cyclically adapted
to the attainment of goals (Zimmerman, 1990)
and is a process that learners adopt when they
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are actively metacognitively, motivationally, and
behaviorally participants in their own learning
(Zimmerman, 1986). Self-regulated learners are
self-aware of what they know and what they do
not know are strategic in their approach to learning, and attribute their successes and failures in
learning to their own processes, rather than any
uncontrollable factor or innate talent. The features
of self-regulated learning can be categorized even
further into measurable processes that map to the
features of explicit and reflective NOS instruction.
Mapping the ideas provided in explicit and reflective NOS instruction to self-regulated learning
will help to provide a more detailed description
of explicit and reflective NOS instruction and
will also provide devices from which to measure
each factor of a learner’s process given explicit
and reflective NOS instruction. Self-regulatory
methods of learning have been shown to be effective in aiding learners to explicitly analyze the
skills or knowledge that is needed to achieve a
particular goal. To accomplish the goal of learning
about the nature of science and science content,
students can perform inquiry-based activities, be
prompted to think about why they are conducting certain processes, and, in turn, evaluate their
thinking in terms of the agreed-upon processes
of the scientific community. Research has shown
improvement using self-regulated learning strategies in the diverse areas related to academic learning: intrinsic motivation (Ryan, Connell, & Deci,
1984), academic studying (Thomas & Rohwer,
1986), classroom interaction (Rohrkember, 1989;
Wang & Peverly, 1986), use of instructional media
(Henderson, 1986), metacognitive engagement
(Corno & Mandinach, 1983), self-monitoring
learning (Ghatala, 1986; Paris, Cross, & Lipson,
1984), dart throwing (Kitsantas, Zimmerman, &
Cleary, 1999), and writing revision (Zimmerman
& Kitsantas, 2002). Using the course of action in
the iterative self-regulation model as a lens for
NOS learning, the research can move forward
and become more explicit itself.

Self-regulated learners enter three phases of
a learning cycle: forethought, performance, and
self-reflection as illustrated in Figure 1 (Zimmerman, 2000). The forethought phase refers to
influential processes that precede efforts to act
and set the stage for action such as analyzing tasks
and setting process-oriented goals (e.g., asking
students to organize the content they already knew
about the inquiry problem). The performance
phase includes processes that occur during the
action, such as implementation of the task and
self-monitoring (e.g., asking students to conduct
hands-on inquiries and to monitor their progress).
The self-reflection phase refers to the processes
that occur after the performance efforts which
influence a person’s response to the action such
as the use of standards to make self-judgments
about the performance (e.g., students compare
their activities in the inquiry against the nature
of science). Because students continue to cycle
through the self-regulation feedback loops, when
students enter successive iterations of the loop,
they have more sophisticated forethought, performance, and self-reflection. There is evidence that
attainment of high levels of academic achievement
requires a self-regulatory dimension of competence in addition to basic talent and high-quality
instruction (Zimmerman & Kitsantas, 2007). One
possible reason that teachers and students have
difficulty understanding the nature of science is
their lack of exposure to the same inherent ways of
knowing as a scientist (Hogan, 2000). In order to
construct accurate ideas about how science works
as a discipline, a novice must have guidance to
the particular processes and knowledge that are
necessary to the field (Kirschner, Sweller, &
Clark, 2006). Although self-regulatory processes
are internally driven, they can be encouraged by
mentors or an appropriately constructed learning
environment (Zimmerman, 2000), thus allowing
an explicit and reflective NOS approach to serve
as a type of “mentor” to teach students how science is performed in a directed way. Self-regulated
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Figure 1. Self-regulated learning in science inquiry

learning strategies provides a framework that can
scaffold naïve views of the nature of science to
more developed views of the nature of science,
which can transform the way nature of science
knowledge is taught because the explicit features
of NOS instruction from the literature map directly to the forethought phase, and the reflective
features of NOS instruction map directly to the
self-reflective phase of the self-regulation model.
The performance phase describes the student
performance during the learning activity.

FORETHOUGHT
Within each of the three processes of forethought,
performance, and self-reflection there are variables
that further explain how the self-regulation cycle
works to improve NOS learning. The forethought
phase includes the subprocesses of goal setting,
strategic planning, self-efficacy beliefs, task interest, and goal orientation. A list of subprocesses
for forethought, performance, and self-reflection
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can be found in Figure 2. The means in which “explicit NOS instruction” has been used in science
education literature is directly connected to each
of the subprocesses within forethought, and will
be discussed in this section. Goal setting refers to
the decisions made regarding specific outcomes
of learning (Locke & Latham, 1990) and determines the point at which self-reflection occurs
at the end of one cycle. Strategic planning refers
to the methods the learner chooses to attain the
preferred goals (Zimmerman & Martinez-Pons,
1992). Self-efficacy refers to personal beliefs about
one’s capability to perform at a particular level
(Bandura, 1986). Task interest refers to an orientation to continue learning efforts, even without
extrinsic rewards (Deci, 1975). Goal orientation
is a spectrum of the person’s rationale underlying
the intended goal that ranges from performance,
where the orientation is toward rewards such as
good grades, to mastery, where the orientation is
toward learning to be competent at a task despite
any outward recognition (Ames, 1992). Goal setting and strategic planning are deliberate, cogni-
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Figure 2. Subprocesses of self-regulated learning oriented to explicit and reflective approaches

tive choices, but they are also dependent on the
variables of self-efficacy beliefs, task interest,
and goal orientation, which are based in belief
systems. For example, a student with high selfefficacy in science will tend to set higher goals
(Zimmerman, Bandura, & Martinez-Pons, 1992)
and will plan more effective strategies to reach
those goals than less self-efficacious students
(Zimmerman & Bandura, 1994). A student who
has an intrinsic task interest and a mastery goal
orientation will be more likely to pursue learning how to accomplish a task regardless of any
recognition from outside entities. The end goal
of learning NOS for a proficient learner is to
understand how scientific knowledge came to be
and why it is distinct from other ways of knowing, rather than to merely get good grades for the
sake of perception.

Planning and focusing student efforts are
characteristics of an explicit approach to NOS,
which are identical characteristics in goal setting
and strategic planning, the two variables that can
be actively set during instruction during the forethought phase. Explicit NOS instruction have been
described as “cognitive instructional outcomes
that should be intentionally targeted” (Khifshe &
Abd-El-Khalick, 2002, p. 555) and an approach
that deliberately focuses learners’ attention on various aspects of NOS during classroom instruction,
discussion, and questioning (Akerson & Volrich,
2005; Bell, Matkins, & Gansneder, 2010; McDonald, 2010), which “should be planned for instead
of being anticipated as a side effect or secondary
product” (Akindehin, 1988, p. 73). Advocates of
an explicit approach to NOS instruction are recommending similar processes as goal setting and
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strategic planning of NOS aspects within inquiry
instruction. Table 1 illustrates the parallel nature
of descriptions of explicit NOS approaches and
their relationship to goal setting and strategic
planning. A better understanding of how and
why explicit NOS approaches are successful and
not successful, a model for self-regulation gives
guidance in unpacking processes of goal setting.
Within goal setting, there are seven advantageous properties of goals that emphasize why an
explicit approach would lead to more successful
attempts at learning NOS (Zimmerman, 2008):
•
•
•

Specificity of goals,
Proximity of goals,
Hierarchical organization of short-term
and long-term goals,
Congruence or lack of conflict among
one’s goals,
Level of challenge of goals,
Self-set or assigned origins of goals,
Conscious quality of goals, and
Alignment of goals on learning outcomes.

•
•
•
•
•

When goals are more specific, they are more
attainable (Bandura, 1988). For example, a specific goal regarding the nature of science would
be “I will be sure that each of my assertions in

my conclusions are directly related to evidence
I observed,” whereas a general goal would be “I
want to do science better.” The specific goal is
more distinct and measurable, and the learner
is able to determine when they have achieved
the goal. The general goal is too nebulous to be
measured, and the learner will be unsure when the
task has been successfully completed. Proximity
of goals refers to the length of time in which the
goal is intended to be reached and is related to the
hierarchical organization of short-term and longterm goals (Zimmerman, 2000). An example of a
proximal goal in the short term would be “I will
understand the relationship between models and
theories in biology by the end of the week,” as
opposed to a long-term, distal goal, “I will learn
all of the major theories in biology and their role
over time in developing the field of biology by the
end of the year.” Whereas they are both admirable
goals, the proximal goal provides more prospects
to remain on task and to produce a successful
outcome than the distal goal, and if properly
organized into hierarchy that the proximal goals
must be reached first, is profitable to the learner.
If only distal goals are set, the learner will have
more difficulty being motivated to reach the goal
than if the learner set both proximal and distal
goals. An example of how NOS instruction paral-

Table 1. Examples of alignment of explicit NOS approaches to subprocesses of forethought phase of
self-regulation
Forethought
Subprocess

Explicit NOS Instruction

Goal setting

“Cognitive instructional outcomes that should be intentionally targeted” (Khifshe & Abd-El-Khalick, 2002, p. 555)
Focuses learner attention on various aspects of NOS (Akerson & Volrich, 2005; Bell, Matkins, & Gansneder, 2010;
McDonald, 2010)
“should be planned for instead of being anticipated as a side effect or secondary product” (Akindehin, 1988, p. 73).

Strategic
planning

Learning declarative knowledge about each NOS aspect, then application of each NOS aspect, then integration of
NOS aspects with a way of knowing in science through context of content

Self-efficacy

Explicit approach to NOS instruction leads to attainable goal in which student experiences success, increasing selfefficacy of understanding the scientific enterprise

Task interest

Knowing how knowledge is constructed in science leads to more interest in content

Goal orientation

Student who wants to understand how inquiry should be approached needs to understand the underpinnings of the
development of scientific knowledge, otherwise the student may be oriented to merely complete the inquiry to get a grade
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lels this principle is the breakdown of NOS into
aspects, such as the seven aspects discussed above.
Learning the whole of NOS would be overwhelming to a learner if it were not described in more
reduced terms. Learners who have congruence of
goals regarding NOS would aspire to understand
how knowledge is acquired and validated in the
scientific enterprise, and would not be deterred by
conflicting goals set from external sources, such
as a classroom oriented only toward memorization
of scientific facts. For example, a learner who
wants to understand about the inherent guidelines
from which science as a discipline operates and
is in a learning environment that explicitly points
toward NOS examples within the context of the
classroom learning has congruence of goals.
Goals that are set higher than can be achieved
are not productive, so learners must be able to set
goals that are challenging, yet within their reach
(Locke & Lathan, 1990). The nature of science,
being an epistemology, is difficult to for a novice
learner to explicate given only implicit instruction.
Explicit instruction is necessary to help learners
set goals that are reasonable in a field where they
do not have much experience. Another advantageous property of one’s goals is the origin of the
goal. Learners who set goals for themselves are
more committed to attaining those goals because
of their perception of self-determination and
autonomy (Deci & Ryan, 1991; Schunk, 1985).
Unfortunately, students rarely have access to
the world of scientists or their epistemology in
everyday life (Hogan, 2000). In this case, NOS
instruction should begin with assigned origin of
goals, where the instructor explains the learning
objective explicitly for the nature of science, and
then shifts instruction to encourage a self-set
goal for students to become more aware of the
inherent guidelines of the scientific enterprise
(Peters, 2009; Peters & Kitsantas, 2010a; Peters
& Kitsantas, 2010b). Conscious quality of goals
refers to the level of intentionality in setting the
goals. Learners are influenced by intentional as
well as low conscious goals, and high conscious

goals are more reliably reached than low conscious
goals (Howard & Bray, 1988; Locke & Latham,
2002). In NOS instruction, high conscious goals
are set when the instructor makes the features of
NOS explicit to students because they are emphasized as important and prominent in the learning.
Lastly, alignment of goals with learning outcomes
refers to three circumstances: the focus of learning
product, learning process, or general goal. A goal
that is “do your best” is a general goal; “make
three empirical observations” is a product goal;
and “consider that observations should be based on
standards such as the metric system” is a process
goal. General goals tend to not result in productive learners at any point (Kanfer & Ackerman,
1989). However, novice learners have a higher
performance when they begin learning with a
process goal, but as that skill becomes automatic
to the learner, switching to a product goal produces
higher performance (Zimmerman & Kitsantas,
1997). In the case of NOS instruction, prompting
students to behave in a way of scientists explicitly
(such as making empirical observations and accurate record keeping) helps them to understand
why there are particular traditions in doing science
(such as multiple trials). Once the behaviors that
yield valid scientific information are automatic
to learners, then product goals can be introduced
such as “be sure to generate valid conclusions.”
Both goals must be initiated explicitly. Unpacking
elements of goal setting is helpful in explicating
what explicit NOS instruction means beyond planning and focusing learners’ attention deliberately
on NOS aspects.
Strategic planning is closely related to goal setting and is distinguished by proactive or reactive
learners. Proactive learners design their own strategies to help with cognition, control interruption
due to affective factors, and direct performance
into productive lines (Corno, 1993; Paris, Byrnes,
& Paris, 2001). Proactive learners are committed
to their goals, exert greater efforts in reaching the
goals, and demonstrate persistence in their learning
(Wigfield, Tonks, & Eccles, 2004). Conversely,
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reactive learners take little responsibility for their
own learning and rely on outside indicators or
extrinsic rewards to determine success. Proactive
learners find value in the learning, and this finding
can be used to enhance NOS instruction, because
the very cognitive outcomes of NOS are the rationale of why scientific processes are done in a
specific way. For example, a student may design
an experiment to include multiple trials of each
level of a variable. However, if NOS instruction
changes the student’s understanding from “I record
three trials of all levels because that is what we
always do” to “multiple trials are necessary in
ensuring valid information and it depends on the
content as to what is the minimum multiple trials
necessary,” then the student has placed value on
the task and has transformed their understanding
of NOS.
Goal setting and strategic planning can be
addressed in the classroom as overt processes,
but they are also dependent on affective elements
such as self-efficacy of NOS understanding, task
interest, and goal orientation. Including selfefficacy of NOS understanding, task interest, and
goal orientation revisits the idea that NOS can be
thought of in affective terms into understanding
factors that encourage NOS understanding, but
does not exclude cognitive outcomes such as the
ones that come from goal setting and strategic
planning. Considering self-regulation as a lens to
view productive NOS instruction requires both a
cognitive orientation and an affective orientation
that are interactive.
Self-efficacy is a powerful component in the
learning process because it is the key to changing
one’s actions (Bandura, 2006). If a learner does
not believe they can change their actions, then
they will not persevere in the face of adversity,
which is common for learning new knowledge.
Learners with a strong self-efficacy approach
problems with confidence and welcome challenge. Self-efficacy, if low, can be debilitating
and limiting to a learner. Improving explicit and
reflective NOS instruction in a more articulate
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way requires a consideration of self-efficacy. One
of the most influential sources of self-efficacy is
the interpretation of the result of one’s own previous attainments, otherwise known as mastery
experience (Bandura, 1997). One’s judgment of
competence in NOS would depend on prior tasks
that involved NOS and the interpretation of the
results. When learners believe they are successful
based on their interpretation, their confidence of
their ability to learn NOS increases and they seek
more challenging tasks in the field. Self-efficacy
is a key for developing a more sophisticated NOS
understanding, as it is well known that NOS must
be addressed iteratively over time and in many contexts. Another influential source of self-efficacy
is modeling, where learners learn by watching a
proficient mentor complete the task, and coping
models have been shown to be more helpful in
raising confidence than mastery models (Schunk,
1987; Schunk & Hanson, 1988). Coping models
are mentors who struggle to solve the problem,
and mastery models are those who treat mistakes
as though they did not occur. Models who overtly
struggle through problems provide more information about the processes involved in getting to the
solution of the problem than mastery models.
Explicitly planning NOS events in class has an
influence on self-efficacy because it reveals the
processes involved in attaining NOS knowledge,
educating the learner in how to do the learning,
not merely what content to learn.
Task interest is an additional affective factor that contributes to forethought in learning.
Individuals who have more interest in a task
tend to focus their attention more, have more
persistence in learning the task, and are more
emotionally invested than an individual with
less task interest. Here interest means interest
in the content, not in extraneous features such
as the “fun” environment in which the content
is taught (Hidi, 1990; Schiefele, 1991). Value is
thought of as the learner’s perceptions of utility
and importance of the subject matter (Garcia &
Pintrich, 1994). If learners are unaware of the
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underpinning guidelines that scientists use in their
discipline, then it is difficult to have value and
interest in the content. Often, learner goals will
be oriented toward recognition or merely passing
the course by completing all of the assignments.
Science teaching that only addresses the factual
content does not foster interest or the belief that
learning science is valuable beyond passing the
test. Teaching learners how the factual knowledge is generated and accepted in addition to the
factual knowledge has potential to increase task
interest in learning science, and thus support rich
forethought for the learner, preparing the learner
to perform well in the task at hand.
Goal orientation ranges from mastery goal
orientation, which is a state where a learner
seeks to improve intellectually, to performance
goal orientation, which is a state where a learner
seeks to gain recognition relative to others by
performing the learning task. Goals orientation
is related to self-efficacy and task interest in that
mastery goal orientation is positively correlated
with a preference for challenging activities (Ames
& Archer, 1988), high levels of interest, task involvement, and persistence (Elliot & Dweck, 1988;
Harackiewicz, Barron, Pintrich, Elliot, & Thrash,
2002). Conversely, performance goal orientation
is correlated positively with surface level learning
strategies (Graham & Golan, 1991, Nolen, 1988)
and self-handicapping strategies (Urdan, Midgley,
& Anderman, 1998). Productive learners possess
a mastery goal orientation where they learn to
develop their competencies and deal with their
deficiencies. Teaching NOS explicitly provides
a means for learners to be competent in acquiring science knowledge outside of class, because
with a developed understanding of NOS, a learner
knows why particular methods in science are
used and can adapt their performance to be more
“science-minded.” Consider that a science class,
which only teaches science content, devoid of NOS
instruction, cannot equip a student to develop their
own scientific knowledge from investigations. A
learner who is competent in a content-only science

class can master memorization of theories, laws,
and other factual information, but little else if it
is not explicit. However, a class that incorporates
explicit NOS instruction provides ways to support
claims with empirical evidence, to be creative, to
connect the development of scientific knowledge
with social and historical factors, and to develop
habits of mind of scientists, among other competencies related to a scientific way of knowing.
Explicit NOS instruction is described in science education literature as intentionally targeted
cognitive outcomes. The forethought phase of selfregulatory theory (Zimmerman, 2000) provides
a mechanism that directly maps to explicit NOS
instruction, as it is the introductory processes that
a learner must engage to be successful in the performance of a task, as shown in Table 1. Teachers
can help students adapt active cognitive processes
such as goal setting and strategic planning, while
enhancing self-efficacy of science learning, task
interest and goal orientation in the design of the
learning environment. Within the forethought
phase, proficient learners should set challenging
yet attainable goals, choose productive strategies
to achieve those goals, foster high self-efficacy
about learning science, find tasks meaningful,
and be oriented to achieving the goal in order
master the content and task. Explicit instruction
in NOS has the potential to address all of these
factors that enhance learning. Pointing at learning
outcomes for NOS, as suggested in science education literature, is a beginning to this process, but
could be more clearly articulated with the help
of the self-regulatory model. Future research into
the interactions of the self-regulatory features of
forethought and of explicit NOS instruction is
needed.

PERFORMANCE
The processes that occur during the learning effort are categorized as the performance phase.
Although the performance phase does not map
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directly to explicit and reflective NOS instruction, there is merit in describing the performance
phase processes in terms of NOS instruction because of the cyclical nature of the self-regulatory
model. Three types of control processes have
been identified during the performance phase of
self-regulated learning: attention focusing, selfinstruction, and self-monitoring (Zimmerman,
2000). Attention focusing occurs when learners
can shift attention away from competing factors
and focus on a task that will help them achieve
their goal (Corno, 1993). Self-instruction refers
to the ability of a learner to tell themselves
how to proceed in a task, and has been shown
to improve students’ learning (Schunk, 1982).
Self-monitoring occurs when learners check on
their progress during the task. By examining the
roles of these three subprocesses, one can see the
importance of an explicit and reflective approach
in learning NOS. For example, without explicit
instruction in NOS, a novice science learner may
not pay attention to appropriate knowledge and
skills in class because they do not know what is
important. Without explicit instruction in NOS, a
novice science learner may not know what steps
are needed to self-instruct to complete the task of
inquiry in a way that is scientifically valid. Finally,

if a learner has no standard to compare against, in
this case the guidelines of the scientific enterprise,
they cannot self-monitor during their performance.
Explicit NOS instruction helps to articulate the
standards in science and consequently students
overtly know how to do science in a way that is
compatible to the scientific enterprise.

SELF-REFLECTION
It is not surprising that “reflective NOS instruction” corresponds directly to the self-reflection
phase of self-regulated learning theory, as the
names might suggest. Reflective instructional
elements in NOS instruction are described in
science education literature as direct opportunities to compare student science work against the
principles defined in NOS and to make generalizations about domains of knowledge. Again, the selfreflection phase of self-regulated learning offers
a more articulate model of what NOS instruction
strives to attain in the reflective approach as seen
in Table 2. There are four subprocesses within
self-reflection: self-evaluation, attributions, selfreactions, and adaptivity. After the performance of
a task, learners often engage in self-evaluation first

Table 2. Examples of alignment of reflective NOS approaches to subprocesses of self-reflection phase
of self-regulation
SelfReflection
Subprocess

Reflective NOS Instruction

Selfevaluation

“Providing students with opportunities to analyze the activities in which they are engaged from various perspectives
(e.g., a NOS framework), to map connections between their activities and ones undertaken by others (e.g., scientists),
and to draw generalizations about a domain of knowledge (e.g., epistemology of science)” (Khifshe & Abd-El-Khalick,
2002, p. 555).
reflective instruction should challenge learners to think about how their work illustrates NOS, and how their inquiries
are similar to or different from the work of scientists (Scharmann, Smith, James, & Jensen, 2005)

Attributions

Reflection what the student has done with what is done in the discipline of science gives students the connection to
attribute their successes or failures to the strategies, not a hidden “talent” for science

Self-reactions

Reflection activities in NOS instruction gives students clear messages when they are making choices that lead to valid
information and when they are not making choices that lead to valid information

Adaptivity

“Reflective elements are designed to emulate the sort of activities that historians, philosophers, and sociologists engage
in their efforts to understand the workings of science” (Abd-El-Khalick & Lederman, 2000, p. 691).
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and compare self-monitored information against
a standard or goal. Khifshe and Abd-El-Khalick
(2002) called directly for students learning NOS
to reflect by mapping “connections between their
activities and ones undertaken by scientists” (p.
555). Here the standard or goal is the activity of
scientists, and they are in effect asking students to
self-evaluate their performance in science against
the standard of the field.
Once learners self-evaluate their performance
and judge it to be aligned or misaligned with a
standard, they ascribe attributions to their successes or failures. Attributing success or failure
of a performance is key in promoting learning
because if the learner attributes errors to their
ability (they were not born with the skills of being a scientist) or an outside factor (the belief that
the student made errors because teacher just does
not like him/her) rather than effort or process,
then the learner may give up trying to improve.
That is, productive learners attribute their successes or failures in a task to strategies. Given
the chance to reflect on their understanding of
NOS, students have the opportunities to see their
strategies retroactively and could be encouraged to
attribute their successes or errors to effort, rather
than innate ability. Additionally, students who
have an understanding of NOS can comprehend
that there is a rationale for the strategies utilized
in science, rather than harbor an understanding
that broadly a person can think like a scientists or
not. An explicit and reflective approach to NOS
instruction affords the learner the steps to fully
participate in the scientific enterprise.
Positive attribution leads to positive selfreactions, which are the methods a person chooses
to further their understanding of the learning situation or the way they react to their self-evaluation
and attribution. Personal attributions of successes
and failures to strategy (learning activities) have
resulted in positive self-reactions, and attributions
to ability (being born with a skill) have been shown
to result in negative self-reactions (Zimmerman
& Kitsantas, 1997). Consider when a student

conducting scientific inquiry in the classroom
with a group and the data analysis they are conducting does not yield a consistent trend. The
learner could give up and resign themselves to
not being science-minded (a negative attribution
and self-reaction) or the learner could reconsider
her strategies and reflect upon the empirical NOS
aspect and realize that more trials are needed for
a valid and reliable investigation of the scientific
phenomena. An explicit and reflective NOS approach is required for the positive attribution and
self-reaction to transpire.
Constructive attributions also help learners
identify the source of learning errors and adapting their future performance (Zimmerman &
Martinez-Pons, 1992). The more experience a
learner has, the more adaptable their reactions to
self-evaluations become. In this process, learners
try a variety of learning strategies until they find
the ones the work best for them in the situation.
An example connection between NOS learning
and adaptivity can be illustrated in the learning
that occurs during “hands-on” but not “mindson” labs. These “hands-on” (but not “minds-on”)
labs require only variable manipulation to solve a
problem, with no consideration of the phenomena
behind the variables, such as a superficially executed bridge building activity. Bridge building
is a traditional activity in classes where students
work together to build a bridge which will hold a
particular amount of weight given specifications
on variables such as materials and size. Rarely
does the process of building a bridge require
students to investigate phenomena such as static
equilibrium forces or loads. Instead, this activity
often requires students to try out different arrangements of a bridge to see which one holds more
weight through trial and error without regard to
the phenomena governing the bearing of weight.
If the students were required to understand the
basics of static equilibrium forces and center of
gravity, then they would be more adaptive thinkers when their bridge did not hold the required
amount of weight. That is, they would have more
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information to draw from in considering alternate
arrangements for the bridge. In the same way,
knowledge of NOS allows students to think more
flexibly about why they undertake the processes
they do in scientific inquiry and can adapt their
process if an error occurs. Reflecting on the aspects
of NOS when considering findings of an inquiry
activity, learners have more information to draw
from regarding the validity of their scientific work.
The forethought, performance and self-reflection phases exist in an iterative cycle in selfregulation theory, and the connections between
self-reflection and forethought complete this
cycle. Accurate self-evaluations and attributions
of strategy lead to favorable self-reactions. Positive
self-reactions augment constructive forethought
about one’s ability to be a productive learner, which
leads to productive goal setting and strategic planning, higher self-efficacy, and higher task interest
(Zimmerman & Kitsantas, 1997). Forethought
prepares the learner for the optimum performance
possible, and then accurate self-reflection on the
performance leads to a more powerful forethought
phase for the next iteration of the cycle. In terms
of NOS knowledge, an explicit approach to NOS
learning in science instruction prepares the learner
for high performance in learning science, especially via inquiry, and provides a structure for
students to compare their performance against
the customs of the scientific field, which develops
into more sophisticated knowledge about scientific
endeavors in each iterative cycle.

COMPARING NAÏVE AND SKILLFUL
SELF-REGULATED NOS LEARNERS
The interactions of subprocesses in the three phases
of Zimmerman’s (2000) self-regulated learning
model are complex, and a description of a naïve
and a skillful self-regulated learner within the
context of NOS learning aids in illustrating how
to self-regulated learning articulates an explicit
and reflective approach. A naïve learner, we will
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call her Natalie, begins by setting non-specific,
distant goals such as “I will get an A in science.”
Natalie has set a goal, but it is not a productive or
informed goal and will be difficult to monitor and
assess during her performance in science class.
Natalie has decided that she wants to be a higher
performer in science, no matter what, and is less
interested in the subject matter than she is in getting on the honors list. Outwardly, this may sound
like a goal that will drive Natalie toward success,
but that success is not focused on learning and
can possibly be attained by memorizing material
for assessments. She wants to do well this year
in science, but she has not done well in science
in the past and she cannot coherently express the
plans that she has to change her learning strategies.
She knows that science operates differently than
other subjects, but cannot describe the “rules’ of
scientific inquiry, which makes her less interested
in pursuing her studies of science outside of class.
When Natalie goes to science class and performs
her tasks in class, she does not have a focus beyond getting the assignments completed. Often,
she will enter into a lab by saying to herself, “I
don’t really know how to be a scientist, so I won’t
be surprised if I fail this lab” which sets up her
attribution for failure to be an unchangeable, innate entity. She only knows if she is doing well
in science when her teacher gives her a grade or
some verbal feedback, which Natalie avoids as
much as possible because she just wants to complete the assignments. When she fails a scientific
inquiry assignment, she resigns herself that she
just is not scientifically minded, so she does not
try anything differently to learn how scientists
think, and continues to fail at learning science.
In this example of a naïve science learner, there
are many opportunities to redirect poorly chosen
learning strategies by explicit and reflective NOS
instruction. Natalie has little direction, and explicit
NOS instruction would provide direction, while
reflective NOS instruction would give her opportunities to evaluate her own learning.
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A skillful learner in science, Sabrina, begins
by setting a goal for the year that is focused on
learning rather than on recognition (“I will learn
the role of evidence in science”) and sets benchmark goals to reach this distant goal (“I will first
learn why many trials are needed in labs, then I
will learn what is meant by valid results”), and
she understands the hierarchy of her set of goals.
This process of setting goals has worked for her
in other classes, so she believes that this strategy
will work for her in science class this year. She
feels ownership of this type of learning because
the teacher has explicitly described how scientific
epistemologies relate to the content knowledge and
to the labs they do in class, so she in intrinsically
interested in learning how to think scientifically.
She feels comfortable being challenged in her
scientific thinking because the teacher supports
her synthesis of domains of knowledge by pointing
out how different fields of science discover and
validate knowledge. During class, Sabrina often
asks why particular processes in science are used,
and the teacher elaborates on the scientific enterprise in response. She is aware of what she needs
to do to solve problems in science because instead
of following a prescribed set of steps, Sabrina
has developed a way of knowing in science that
allows her to compare how professional scientists
act and think to her own thinking. She actively
seeks out help when her ways of knowing in science do not correspond to the nature of science.
She does not worry too much about “messing up”
during science labs, because she knows that the
teacher provides students opportunities to reflect
on the logic of their own thinking. When Sabrina
fails, she knows that she needs to try some other
learning strategy, and she draws from the explicit
and reflective NOS instruction to adapt the ways
that she is thinking about her scientific inquiry in
class. The compilation of successes and failures
along with their corresponding learning strategies help Sabrina to make a library of academic
strategies that work for her and she draws from

them to create new goals, with the help of the
teacher’s explicit and reflective instruction into
other NOS aspects.

EVIDENCE OF SELFREGULATION OF NATURE OF
SCIENCE KNOWLEDGE
Several studies have investigated the effect of a
self-regulatory intervention and explored the role
of subprocesses of goal setting, self-monitoring,
and self-evaluation in learning NOS. Quasiexperimental studies comparing explicit NOS
instruction with implicit NOS instruction using an
intervention of metacognitive prompts designed to
help students with goal-setting, strategic planning,
self-monitoring, self-instruction, and adaptivity
demonstrated success in improving NOS knowledge and content knowledge (Peters, 2009; Peters
& Kitsantas, 2010a, 2010b; Peters Burton, 2010).
The implicit group in these studies was not given
overt opportunities to engage in the self-reflection
phase of a self-regulatory loop of forethought,
performance, and self-reflection, while the explicit group was given prompts to encourage selfregulatory processes. Evidence from these studies
indicates that goal setting, self-monitoring, and
self-evaluation are useful in developing both NOS
knowledge and content knowledge. The students
in the explicit treatment reported having a higher
value placed on empirical evidence in making
conclusions, and the implicit treatment depended
more on didactic learning (Peters, 2009). As
students are often unaware of the traditions that
guide scientific knowledge development (Hogan,
2000), the prompts acted to set goals for learning
about the scientific enterprise that were proximal
and attainable, which the students then adopted
for their own. Similarly, these results emphasize
that the pedagogic knowledge gained from student
engagement in science activities are not necessarily aligned with the science as a way of knowing,
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and that the expert domain of learning science
is supported when taught explicitly (Kirschner,
Sweller, & Clark, 2006). Self-monitoring was
completed by the explicit group when they used
the prompting intervention to check their work
against the NOS aspects that were identified in
the prompts. Self-evaluation in the studies were
operationalized in three ways: 1) questions regarding student work alignment with scientific way
of knowing, 2) social feedback of student work
through reaching consensus on conclusions, and
3) comparison of student work with the examples
provided in the intervention. The explicit group
used the prompts as scaffolds to accurately selfevaluate, while the implicit group tended to
check answers with the teacher, which illustrates
that they did not understand the NOS knowledge
deeply enough to know if they performed well.
Attempts at utilizing self-regulation to increase
NOS knowledge have shown to be promising, but
the body of evidence is not yet convincing without
more investigation.

FUTURE OF NOS RESEARCH
Explicit and reflective approaches to NOS instruction shows potential to inform NOS learners more
effectively. However, more precision of language is
needed about why explicit and reflective methods
are effective. Self-regulatory theory as applied
to NOS instruction helps to expand and explain
many of the processes of learning that occur by
the use of explicit and reflective methods. Examining the variables within each phase of selfregulation in the context of the nature of science
provides a finer-grained examination of explicit
and reflective by mapping directly to forethought
and self-reflection respectively. A key element of
self-regulated learning is goal setting, and because
students are often not engaged with the scientific
community, NOS goals must be set for students
because naïve NOS learners are not yet capable of
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setting goals for themselves. Only when students
have clear goals for learning about science can
they understand how to strategically plan their
learning activities, self-monitor their progress, and
self-evaluate their work against the standards of
the field of science. Much work has been done in
other fields regarding self-regulation, and it is time
to put this knowledge to use in moving the field
of science education forward. The study of NOS
knowledge is especially fruitful, given the close
match of self-regulation to explicit and reflective
approaches, and the resulting expansion of learning processes behind explicit and reflective yields
many opportunities for future research. Keys to
developing scientific literacy for all students must
be approached in a systematic way if it is to be
successful. Self-regulation of the nature of science
has great potential to support reticent students to
develop strategies that lead them to become more
science-minded.
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A Novel Strategy to Improve
STEM Education:
The E-Science Approach
Samar I. Swaid
Philander Smith College, USA

ABSTRACT
Undergraduate traditional instructional delivery that does not utilize computation is linked significantly
to students’ low performance and thereby attrition. Over the last two decades, new computational technologies, information, and communication have emerged, creating comprehensive cyberinfrastructurebased service systems, or what is termed here e-science. E-science environments are virtual systems that
support data management, data mining, information acquisition, visualization, computing services, and
people collaboration over the Web. Although a number of attempts have been successful in utilizing escience environments to change how research is conducted, using e-science environments for education
has been rarely realized. This chapter describes a project that aims to transform Science, Technology,
Engineering, and Mathematics (STEM) education through using e-science systems at the undergraduate
level. The strategy is built on three arms: (1) injecting Computational Thinking (CT) in STEM education;
(2) using e-science for STEM learning; and (3) building a community-of-practice around e-science. By
using e-science resources and services, an inquiry-based approach to learning can be the key to students’
motivations, achievements, and enthusiasm for science.

INTRODUCTION
Without Change there is no innovation, creativity,
or incentive for improvement. Those who initiate
change will have a better opportunity to manage
the change that us inevitable. - William Pollard
The fact that students in the United States lag
far behind their international peers in Science,

Technology, Engineering, and Mathematics
(STEM) has been well publicized and documented.
The United States is not meeting its current and
projected needs for scientists and engineers. As
noted by President Barack Obama, “Reaffirming
and strengthening America’s role as the world’s
engine of scientific discovery and technological
innovation is essential to meeting the challenges
of this century” (White House, 2009). At the
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undergraduate level, and across all disciplines of
STEM, students who started in STEM fields were
less likely to complete degrees in any fields than
students who intended to major in non-STEM
fields, with a percentage of 15 to 17% of STEM
bachelor degrees to the total bachelor degrees
(AAU, 2011). As such, with no surprise, active
scholarship began to research methods to improve STEM undergraduate education suggesting
techniques to engage students and enhance the
learning experience.
In addition, diversity in STEM is crucial to
contribute to educational and research environments that reflect and draw on diverse perspectives for stronger science (NAS/NAE/IOM, 2011).
However, women and ethnic populations, remain
highly underrepresented populations in STEM
fields. According to the Census Bureau projections, the aggregate US minority populations
will become the majority by 2042 (Vincent &
Velkoff, 2010) and these fast-growing populations
are the most underrepresented in higher education in certain STEM fields (Garces & Espinosa,
2013). As a result, new scholarship on teaching
and learning has led to the development of techniques that have been demonstrated to be more
engaging and more effective at helping students
from underrepresented populations to learn and
succeed. Building on this work, Philander Smith
College, which is the oldest Historically Black
Colleges and University (HBCU) in Arkansas,
developed a five-year project to inject e-science
systems and resources to improve undergraduate
STEM learning and teaching, as discussed in the
following sections.

BACKGROUND
With advances in computation, information and
communication technologies, there has been a
move toward creating cyber-based service systems that support and facilitate scientific research
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(e-science systems). E-science systems enable
computationally-intensive research that requires
using large datasets, distributed grids, and/or visualization (Bietz & Lee, 2012; Biswas et al., 2001;
EDUCASE, 2009; NSF, 2007, 2013). As other
service systems, e-science systems are formed
of advanced technologies, networks, groups of
people and other sub- systems (Swaid & Wigand,
2009). Although a number of e-science systems
has emerged (e.g., TeraGrid, XSEDE, NBCI, and
iPlant), limited number of researchers know how
to utilize these powerful resources for scientific
research and education. Therefore, it is imperative
to train next generation of STEM investigators on
the concepts and resources of e-science systems.
According to NSF (2013),
[S]ustaining this revolution across all areas of
science, engineering, and education requires the
formation of a citizenry and workforce with the
knowledge and skills needed to design and deploy
as well as adopt and apply these cyber-based
systems, tools and services over the long-term.
The opportunity for such preparation should be
available at all stages of formal and informal
education (K-16 and lifelong), training and professional development, and must be extended to
all individuals and communities.
In order to begin the process of training on
e-science systems, computational thinking skill
set should be developed first. To think computationally, or Computational Thinking (CT) is a
skill set that STEM graduates need to demonstrate
(Wing, 2006). Although the concept of using
computation to solve problems is old, injecting
CT in a systematic way across STEM fields to
develop analysis and problem solving skills that
are essential to succeed in today’s workforce of
STEM, is the new direction by most academic
institutions (NSF, 2013). Wing (2006) describes
Computational Thinking (CT), a set of thinking
skills, habits and approaches that draws on the
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concepts fundamental to computer science, and
involves using computers to process information
and solve complex problems. People with CT skills
would be capable of designing systems, solving
problems and understanding human behavior
(Wing, 2006, 2008, 2011). As CT becomes more
as the cornerstone of research methodologies in
natural, physical and social science, the demand
for training on using CT for research and education has began to rise. The National Academies
(2011), identified key elements of CT as:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Abstraction;
Data,
Retrieving;
Algorithms;
Design;
Evaluation; and
Visualization.

Number of projects provided learning opportunities pathways to CT and e-science (NSF, 2007,
2013). For example the Institute for Chemistry
Literacy through Computational Science (ICLCS)
project (Mattson et al., 2012) focused on providing professional development for high school
chemistry teachers to infuse computational tools
with chemistry curricula. Teachers were trained
on using simulation and visualization tools for science, science content instruction and methodology
of the chemistry teaching. Other projects such as
Alabama’s Math, Science, Technology Initiative
(AMSTI) project (Jenkins et al., 2012) introduces
computing in Alabama high schools to improve
math and science in the state of Alabama. The
Tri-P-Lets (Three P learning Environment for
Teachers and Students) of university of Memphis
focused on problem solving skills, programming
concepts, and software development (Qualls &
Sherrill, 2010). Also, the Science Education in
Computational Thinking (SECANT) project of
Purdue University collaborating with two high
school physics teachers to incorporate selected
materials of the Matter & Intercation curriculum

with computational thinking principles (Allan et
al., 2010). Similarly, the Northwest Distributed
Computer Science Department (NW-DCSD)
project brings 24 multi-disciplinary faculty from
19 diverse colleges and universities to foster interinstitutional and multi-disciplinary computing
and computer science education collaborators in
the Pacific Northwest region of the United States
(Kranov et al., 2010). Another project aimed to
train majority of minority students in the state of
Arkansas on e-science is the Arkansas Cyberinfrastructure Minority Training Education Consortium
(AMC-TEC) project (for more details, see Walker
et al. (2012)). This project describes an attempt
by two minority servicing institutions in Arkansas
on using e-science systems, as described next.

PHILANDER SMITH COLLEGE
AND E-SCIENCE SYSTEMS
Philander Smith College in Little Rock, Arkansas,
is a private, historically black, four-year, liberal
arts institution affiliated with the United Methodist
Church and the United Negro College Fund with
a current total enrollment of 732 students. It is
comprised of five academic divisions: Education, Humanities, Social Sciences, Business and
Economics, and Natural and Physical Sciences.
More than 240 students are majoring in STEM
fields of biology, chemistry, computer science,
and mathematics. In addition, the division has
an articulation agreement with the University of
Arkansas, Fayetteville (UARK), to implement the
3/2 Engineering Program, that allows students to
receive an additional engineering degree from
UARK. The mission of the Division of Natural
and Physical Sciences is three-fold:
1.

To provide an inspiring learning atmosphere
through student-oriented pedagogical approaches, experienced faculty and highquality undergraduate programs;
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2.

3.

To produce not only versatile students who
are capable of meeting challenges in advanced study and professional career, but
also who are aware of their social and ethical
responsibilities; and
To provide service to both the relevant
STEM professions and public of the State
of Arkansas.

As a result of, the division has been exploited
a number innovative approaches to STEM education. One key approach is to use e-science systems
to support STEM education. The division in
collaboration with another HBCU in Arkansas,
implemented the Arkansas Cyberinfrastructure
Minority Training Education Consortium (AMCTEC) project that was awarded in 2010. The AMCTEC project aimed to produce a workforce that
is capable of using national e-science resources
for research and education (Walker et al., 2012).
The project was built on the foundation of using Arkansas Research and Education Optical
Network (ARE-ON) project. Arkansas invested
10 million dollars in implementing the ARE-ON
as a statewide high speed optical networking
services to all four-year public universities within
Arkansas, for research, education, telehealth
services and emergency preparedness. Although
most universities of Arkansas were aware of the
ARE-ON as an advanced resource to support
e-science systems, a limited number knew how
to best utilize it for education. The AMC-TEC
project was designed to engage the two HBCUs
to collaborate on improving STEM education
via e-science (Walker et al., 2012). As Philander
Smith implemented the core goals of the project,
it became necessary that a customized strategy is
needed to train faculty and students on a number
of national e-science systems that would improve
STEM students learning experience and also,
enhance faculty capabilities on using CT and escience in the classroom.
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IMPROVING STEM EDUCATION:
THE E-SCIENCE APPROACH
The Division of Natural and Physical Sciences
developed a five-year project, the HBCU-UP II,
that aims to:
1.
2.
3.

Provide multi-module interdisciplinary expository research opportunities for STEM
students;
Transform STEM education by using escience systems;
Improve the readiness of incoming high
school students in the areas of STEM via
its Science Technology and Engineering
Preparatory Program (STEPP).

In this chapter, I describe a systematic framework to transform STEM education by using
e-science systems and services.

A Two-Phase Strategy toward Using
E-Science for STEM Education
In order to use effectively e-science systems for
education, CT elements should be introduced
and, potential of e-science systems should be
explained, before using e-science systems across
STEM curricula. In addition, as Wenger (2004)
describes that creating communities of practice
enhance sharing successful practices among community members, a community of practice around
e-science is established (see Figure 1).

Phase I: Computational Thinking
In order to prepare future investigators of STEM
fields for complex knowledge, reasoning, and
problem solving with multidimensional data
and sophisticated representations, CT elements
are introduced to students across different gatekeeping courses of STEM (i.e., Biology I, Biology
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Figure 1. Project phases

II, Calculus I, Calculus II, College Chemistry I,
College Chemistry II, Programming I, Programming II, Applied Computer Science, and Intro to
Engineering) (see Table 1). Gate-keeping courses
often give the students their first and their formal
exposure to a deep understanding of science.
These courses influence greatly whether students,
especially minorities, will continue their journey
in college, studying science (Labov, 2004). As a
result, introductory STEM courses have evolved
into plethora of approached and emphases (Labov,
2004), and more attention is given on how these
courses are delivered and the effective pedagogies
to improve science education at all levels (Etkins
et al., 2007; National Research Council, 2000).
Thus, the project is designed focusing on infusing e-science in STEM gate-keeping courses.
In the first year of the project, CT elements are
injected in courses of Biology II, Genetics, Chemistry II, Calculus I, Calculus II, College Algebra,
Computer Science Research. In the second year,
2013-2014, the courses of Biology I, Chemistry
I, Programming I, Programming II, Applied
Computer Science, Programming Languages have
been modified with CT in mind (see Table 1). For
faculty to be trained on CT and e-science systems,
one workshop was held on-site presented by the

Extreme Science and Engineering Discovery Environment (XSEDE) group in 2013. The Extreme
Science and Engineering Discovery Environment
(XSEDE) is a five-year, $12-million project supported by National Science Foundation. It is a
single e-science system that scientists “can use to
interactively share computing resources, data, and
expertise” (XSEDE, 2013). In the workshop, topics of computational thinking through curricula,
algebraic thinking, dynamic variation, iteration
and diffusion were discussed. The workshop was
ended by a demonstration of the XSEDE portal
and its different services and resources. As the
faculty are trained on CT and XSDEDE e-science
systems, it was easy to build a social learning
system, toward what is called Community-ofPractice, as shown in the section below.
A Community of Practice around E-Science
Communities of practice are defined as, “…groups
of people who share a passion for something that
they know how to do, and who interact regularly
in order to learn how to do it better” (Wegner,
2004, p. 2). It has been found that Communities
of Practice (COP) support the development of
social collective learning systems, that exhibit
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Table 1. Computational thinking elements use in STEM courses
Courses

Computational Thinking Elements
Abstraction

Data

Retrieving

Algorithms

Biology I*

√

√

Biology II*

√

√

Design

Evaluation

Visualization

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

Genetics

√

√

√

√

Applied CS*

√

√

√

√

Programming I*

√

√

√

√

Programming II*

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

CS Research

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

Programming
languages

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

Intro to
Engineering*

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

Chemistry I*

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

Chemistry II*

√

√

√

College Algebra*

√

√

√

√

Calculus I*

√

√

√

√

Calculus II*

√

√

√

√

* Gate-keeping STEM courses

many characteristics of systems such as structure, complex relationships, self-organization,
dynamic boundaries, ongoing negotiation of
identity and cultural meaning (Wenger, 2012). In
COP, members share common concerns, ideas,
set of problems, or interest in a topic, in order to
achieve individual or group goals (Eckert, 2006;
Wegner, 2004). COP has to satisfy four main
characteristics:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Domain;
Community;
The practice; (Wegner, 2004); and
Community sphere,

in which participants communicate, meet
and collaborate. Community’s sphere might be
a physical, virtual or hybrid. Physical sphere is
as the case when teachers meet for professional
development face-to-face. On the other hand, virtual one, as the case of e-science platforms; where
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participants meet over the Web. Hybrid sphere is
when people meet face-to-face and virtually with
their peers to share knowledge and experiences.
Although COP is not a new unit in organization
structure, it influences how people learn within a
structured social learning system (Wenger, 2000).
For cultivate COP, there are seven principles to
be applied:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Design for evolution;
Open a dialogue between insider and outsider
perspectives;
Invite different levels of participation;
Develop a public and private spaces;
Focus on value;
Combine familiarity and excitement; and
Create a rhyme for a community.

Regardless the different views for COP’s definition, conceptualization, level and structure of
COP, the term COP refers to a relatively informal,
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intra-organizational group supported by management to increase learning or creativity (Cox, 2005).
An E-Science based COP is created and a series
of steps are applied to ensure its aliveness and
growth. The project sponsors an annual Cyberinfrastructure (CI) Day to be held at the institution inviting speakers from industry, universities,
research labs and government, to present their use
of CT and e-science resources. It is hoped by these
activities, the e-science COP members share and
learn from other practitioners. On April 2013, oneday event of CI was held inviting speakers from
different local, regional and national organizations.
Total of 183 attendees attended the CI Day from
a variety of disciplines and sectors. Speakers
introduced topics of the Arkansas Research and
Education Optical Network (ARE-ON) project that
aims to promote collaborative learning through
advanced networking, technology and research
in Arkansas. Other speakers introduced topics
of using e-science in engineering education. A
computer science educator described CT and its
concepts. Others described how 2D and 3D visualization techniques are used in genetics research.
Also, e-science resources for medical sciences and
health sciences were demonstrated. An educator
from another HBCU, discussed best practices
and challenges in using e-science by minority
serving institutions. In addition the Director of
the Computer Information Services of Philander
Smith presented the Information Technology infrastructure and the plans for more advancement
to support using e-science. The event ended with
STEM faculty of Philander Smith presenting their
experiences in injecting e-science in their teaching
and provided feedback on the developed learning modules (Swaid, 2013). In addition to the CI
Day, STEM faculty were offered comprehensive
training on computational thinking elements and
e-science resources via technical workshops, such
as workshops for computational chemistry, computational biology, computational mathematics and
high performance computing. Finally, an annual
STEM research forum was held at Philander,

inviting undergraduate, and graduate students,
faculty and researchers to present their research
on using e-science and computational thinking
in their disciplines. This allowed for an informal
discussions, increased domain knowledge, reflection on and in practice of using computational
resources, and a strong sense of community of
practice among members.

Phase II: E-Science for STEM
E-science systems consist of computing technologies, data storage system, data repositories, visualization tools, people and other sub-systems all
linked together by high performance networks to
enable data-intensive scientific research. The second phase of the project to begin in 2015-2016 aims
into using XSEDE, iPlant and NBCI e-science
systems for the STEM education. XSEDE would
be used mainly for Computer Science, Chemistry
and Mathematics. The XSEDE provided access
to Open Science Grid (OSG) and the Longhorn
resources to be used for STEM education. The OSG
is a consortium of software, and service, from a
number of national universities, laboratories and
computing centers (XSEDE, 2011). The project
is funded by the National Science Foundation
and Department of Energy, and provides staff for
managing various aspects of the OSG. The OSG
is chosen for three main reasons:
1.
2.
3.

It enables a framework to teach distributed
computing and its application;
Provide software that enables high throughput computing for users at all scales; and
OSG supports a virtual community of practice that involves researchers and stakeholders and builds a virtual organization where
participants can share resources (OSG,
2011).

OSG has been used by researchers from a variety of fields such as astrophysics, biochemistry,
engineering, mathematics, text mining, and more
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(XSEDE, 2011). The other education resource
that is requested is the Longhorn. The Longhorn
is the Dell/NVIDIA visualization and data analysis
cluster at Texas Advanced Computing Center,
consists of 256 dual-socket nodes, each with
significant computing and graphics capability
(XSEDE, 2011). The main reason for requesting
the Longhorn is the Longhorn’s capabilities as a
hybrid CPU/GPU system for remote, interactive
visualization and data analysis (XSEDE, 2013).
Users of Longhorn are provided with a Web-based
interface, and a visualization portal.
The other e-science system that would be used
for biology and computer science education is the
iPlant. iPlant is an e-science system that supports
computational analysis, modeling, analysis, data
discover and visualization for plant science (Goff,
2008). It involves plant biologists, computer and
information scientists, engineers, and experts
from other disciplines. The iPlant system brings
together strengths in plant biology via bioinformatics, computational science and high performance
computing technologies. Main features of iPlant
e-science system are:
1.
2.
3.

It provides a number of data and informatics
tools number;
It is easy to store and share data between
collaborators; and
It provides services to support collaboration
(Goff, 2011; Illumina, 2013; Ledford, 2009).

In addition, the National Center of Biotechnology Information (NCBI) would be used for
biology courses. The NCBI maintains a molecular
biology public database, and a set of software
tools to support analyzing genomic data. Previous Collaborative research projects among NCBI
investigators have led to the development of innovative algorithms (e.g., BLAST, PSI-BLAST,
and VAST), novel research approaches (e.g., text
neighboring) and fundamental resources (e.g.,
PubChem and CDD) that have transformed the
field of biology (NCBI, 2013, 2002). The use of
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NCBI for biology aims to provide students with
a multidimensional perspective on computational
biology. In addition to these e-science systems,
faculty would use recourses of institutional repositories (e.g., MIT OpenCourseWare, Computing
and Information Technology Interactive Design
Educational Library; MathWorld and Virtual
Computational Chemistry Laboratory) in their
teaching.

FINDINGS
At this phase of the project, faculty learns how to
inject CT elements in course work of the different areas of biology, chemistry, computer science
and mathematics. Based on survey administrated
to STEM faculty after the CI Day and after the
XSEDE workshop on 2013, 93% of them have improved understanding of computational thinking
and e-science. More importantly, 100% of faculty
are encouraged to implement CT in their teaching.
Work is in-progress to develop a reliable scale
to measure the effectiveness of injecting CT and
e-science in undergraduate education. Feedback
from students during the Cyberinfrastructure day
indicate the 83% of students are more motivated
to learn computational thinking and its use in
their fields.

FUTURE TRENDS
As more e-science systems emerge, it is hoped
that future investigators in STEM disciplines are
well trained on how to utilize e-science systems for
research and education. STEM educators are encouraged to integrate CT and e-science resources
into their conversations and curricula. Current
STEM educators, who are already engaged in CT
and e-science, are expected to develop learning
modules and to add to existent e-science based
repositories. Not only that, but also, educators
need to construct measurement tools to assess
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and evaluate the effectiveness of using e-science
in preparing STEM future workforce. Changing
how STEM education is delivered might be one
key to motivate students to study STEM.

CONCLUSION
E-science environments that support learning with
cyberinfrastructure tools of networked computing
and communications technologies are the key
component needed to train future investigators on
how to solve complex problems and issues (Atkins et al., 2003). The e-science-based approach
to improve STEM Education that is described
in this chapter supports efforts that work on
ensuring human infrastructure is built around escience. Considering the acceleration in advanced
technologies that is coupled with complex data,
innovative approaches are needed to set the stage
for not only a robust e-science capable workforce,
but also for a diverse one.
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KEY TERMS AND DEFINITIONS
Computational Science: An interdisciplinary
field which relies on mathematical modeling,
computation and simulation to solve problems
in science.
Computational Thinking: A fundamental
skill-set that enables problem solving via abstraction, algorithm development, system design and
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data processing to create computational tools that
would automate solving the problem.
Cyberinfrastructure: Advanced computational systems that rely on high performance
computing technologies and networks to enable
data-intensive discovery.
E-Science: Cyber-based environment that
consists of advanced computing technologies,
networks, large datasets, distributed grids, visualization tools and people to enable scientific
research.

HBCU-UP II: Five-year project of Philander
Smith College of Little Rock, Arkansas, to transform STEM education at the undergraduate level.
PSC Cyberinfrastructure Day: An annual
interactive one-day event that is held at Philander
Smith College, to bring researchers and professionals to describe the applications of high performance computational technologies, and how it
can be used to improve science education.
Service Systems: Systems that are composed
of technologies, organizations, networks, subsystems and people to deliver service to the end
consumer.

This work was previously published in a “Handbook of Research on Education and Technology in a Changing Society” edited
by Victor C. X. Wang, pages 860-871, copyright 2014 by Information Science Reference (an imprint of IGI Global).
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Conceptual Mapping Facilitates
Coherence and Critical Thinking
in the Science Education System
James Gorman
Northbridge High School, USA
Jane Heinze-Fry
Museum Institute for Teaching Science, USA

ABSTRACT
In this case, the authors propose a pathway of visual mapping through which the science education system
from professional educators who produce representations of national and state standards to curriculum
coordinators at the school district level to individual teachers and students in the classroom could be
aligned in order to promote meaningful learning of a connected set of concepts. Conceptual mapping
is demonstrated to be a tool that promotes critical thinking, cohesion, and meaningful learning in opposition to the learning of arbitrary facts and rote memorization. The authors offer many examples of
conceptual maps that have been produced to externalize thinking at each level. This chapter provides a
“synthesis case” demonstrating that not only does it require critical thinking to create conceptual maps,
but, equally salient, these visual representations of our thinking catalyze further critical thinking and
coherence within the science education system.

BACKGROUND: CRITICAL
THINKING, MEANINGFUL
LEARNING, CONCEPTUAL
MAPS, AND THE SCIENCE
EDUCATION SYSTEM
Critical Thinking and
Concept Mapping
A host of researchers have linked constructing
concept maps (cmaps) with critical thinking (Jona-

ssen et al., 1998; von der Heidt, 2011; Fonseca
& Extremina, 2008.) As the chapters in this book
will make abundantly clear, “critical thinking” has
been defined different ways by different authors.
Further, Krathwohl (2002) recognized the terms
‘critical thinking’ and ‘problem solving’ lacked
clarity of meaning in popular usage and advised
that “one must determine the specific meaning
of ‘problem solving’ and ‘critical thinking’ from
the context in which they are being used.” A clear
articulation of the relationship between cmapping
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and critical thinking comes from the field of nursing education. Daley et al. (1999) turned to a Delphi
research project of the American Philosophical
Association (APA) (1990), which published a
consensus definition of ‘critical thinking’ based
on the views of 46 published critical-thinking
theorists from numerous disciplines. This definition states: “Critical thinking is the process of
purposeful, self-regulatory judgment. This process
gives reasoned consideration to evidence, contexts,
conceptualizations, methods, and criteria” (APA,
1990, p. 2). She continues with Facione (1995)
“Like many other descriptions of higher order
thinking, the original Delphi authors conceptualized a simultaneous, metacognitive, self-appraisal
of one’s thinking process (that is, thinking about
and evaluating one’s thinking while engaged in
the process of purposeful judgment (p.2). Drawing
the connections clearly to the cmapping process,
Daley concludes: Cmaps. . . link directly to the
APA (1990) definition of critical thinking. Cmaps
are metacognitive tools that assist learners to
develop a self-appraisal of their own individual
thinking processes. The maps foster a careful
consideration of evidence drawn from clinical
practice. Through use of cmaps, learners develop
the ability to consider the context of nursing practice in their conceptualization of client problems.
Finally, purposeful judgments are made regarding
interventions based on how methods and criteria
are linked to the conceptualization of the problems.” Chabeli (2010) sinks deeper, providing a
table correlating core cognitive critical thinking
skills, related subskills and affective dispositions
with the educational processes of cmapping.
In his literature review pertaining to the use of
cmapping techniques and technologies for education and performance support, A. Cañas (2003),
listed “to teach critical thinking” along with a
variety of uses of cmaps. Novak and Cañas (2008)
further explain, that the creation of cmaps clarifies
a growing conceptual framework as individuals (or
a group) learn a new field of study. This conceptual
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framework is very significant because it forms one
of the filters through which the world is observed
and interpreted and forms the basis for problemsolving and decision-making processes. Note that
these complex mental processes are undergirded by
the higher order thinking processes of analyzing,
synthesizing, and evaluating (Anderson & Krathwohl, 2001). Thus, we will restrict our comments to
critical thinking as being able to carry out complex
problem-solving and decision-making, supported
by the foundation of Bloom’s higher order thinking, as defined by the American Philosophical
Association (APA), and as applied by Daley et
al. (APA, 1990; Daley et al, 1999). Further, we
make the intellectual leap that strand maps also
require critical thinking in their construction. We
will demonstrate connections between critical
thinking and conceptual mapping at all levels of
the science education system. We will articulate
some of the critical thinking questions that are
asked at each level and we will ask how clarity
at each level contributes to the coherence of the
system. The salience of this work is highlighted by
the addition of “metacognitive knowledge” to the
revised Bloom’s taxonomy. Regarding knowledge
about cognition in general and one’s own cognitive knowledge, Krathwohl (2002) stated, “It is
of increasing significance as researchers continue
to demonstrate the importance of students being
made aware of their metacognitive activity, and
then using this knowledge to appropriately adapt
the ways in which they think and operate.” We
hope that our work demonstrates the importance
of cognitive knowledge for those who work at all
levels of the science education system.

Meaningful Learning: Theoretical
Underpinnings of Conceptual Maps
The authors will use the term “meaningful learning” as defined by David Ausubel (1978). In
its simplest form, meaningful learning requires
learners to actively attach new learning to their
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prior knowledge. Conceptual learning requires the
perception of “regularities in objects or events”
and labelling them with a term. Meaningful learning requires that:
1.
2.
3.

“The learner has prior knowledge that is
relevant to the new learning to be done;
What is to be learnt is presented in ways that
have meaning; and
The learner must choose to learn meaningfully” (Novak, 1998).

Meaningful learning, organized in concepts
linked in a hierarchical fashion enables long
term retention and application of those concepts.
Meaningful learning contrasts with rote learning,
in which learners memorize arbitrary concepts,
do not link them to prior understanding, and consequently do not store them in long term memory
nor have access to them for future problem-solving
and decision-making. Meaningful learning is
characterized by both progressive differentiation
and integrative reconciliation. During progressive
differentiation, learners over time add subordinate
(more specific) concepts to a superordinate (more
general) concept. During integrative reconciliation
learners restructure conceptual understandings
under a new overarching concept.

Conceptual Maps
Conceptual maps are visual representations
of knowledge that clarify relationships among
multiple concepts. The structure of a topic can
be viewed holistically through both strand maps
and cmaps. Content presented in either form
provides an opportunity to more easily spot patterns of linkages than content presented through
traditional bullet points or numbering schemes.
While similar in addressing linkages of concepts,
strand maps are structurally distinct from cmaps.
Strand maps would be helpful in demonstrating
the progression of learning over grade spans. The

Commonwealth Massachusetts has employed the
use of learning progressions to inform the science
curriculum review process (Foster & Wiser, 2012).

Strand Maps
Strand maps represent learning progressions, the
development of linkages among concepts over the
K-12 grade levels. They show the progressive differentiation of big ideas of science over time and
the integrative reconciliations that occur going
from one grade span to another.
Learning progressions can account for how
students think and learn about science from a
cognitive perspective. A learning progression, by
definition, bridges the scientific version of a big
idea to the intuitive ideas children develop about it
before formal instruction (Corcorcan et al., 2009;
Wiser & Smith, 2009). While learning progressions are research-based, they are hypothetical;
they are ideal paths for successful conceptual
development about a big idea; they propose how
a network of knowledge about a big idea could
coherently evolve over long periods of time from
young children’s ideas if students are exposed to
curricula with appropriate consideration given to
“concepts, stepping stones, levers, and linchpins.”
(Wiser & Smith, 2009; Wiser et al., 2009) That
is why a learning progression can be so useful; it
invites standards developers to design coherent
standards that will bring the learning progression about according to cognitively appropriate
core ideas.
While strand maps do show conceptual relationships between key concepts, they do not
include a variety of linking words that explicate
the nature of the relationship between connected
concepts; nor are they designed to clarify meaning of particular concepts. Additionally, some
standards expressed in strand maps may contain
more than one specific concept or skill, depending on how those are written and connected to
other standards. We have seen these maps used
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Cross-Links: Are particular propositions
that connect and integrate different parts
of a cmap. One of the strengths of cmaps
is that they can actually show this integration, while linear outlines so often used in
teaching and learning can not perform this
function.

to clarify representation of learning standards at
both the national and state levels. [See Science
Literacy Maps at the National Science Digital
Library: (http://strandmaps.nsdl.org/) See the
Massachusetts Science, Technology and Engineering Framework Strand Maps at: (http://www.doe.
mass.edu/omste/maps/default.html).

•

Concept Maps

Cmaps have been used extensively as a research and “learning-to-learn” tool to clarify and
demonstrate how individuals are thinking about a
particular concept. In this chapter, we will provide
one example in which cmaps were used at the
curriculum coordinator level to demonstrate the
relationship between a school’s program and the
state standards. In practice, we have seen these
maps used by both teachers and students. We will
provide a case study to demonstrate in depth how
one of the authors and one of his students exemplify
the application of meaningful learning theory to
practice through their use of cmaps.
In our view, strand maps and cmaps are
valuable visual representations that clarify how
individuals serving across the science education
system represent the key science concepts. As
such, these maps provide “clear thinking,” which
is the foundation for advanced critical thinking,
problem-solving, and decision-making.

Cmaps as defined by Novak (1984) are generally
applied at a “finer grain size” than strand maps.
These graphical tools for organizing and representing knowledge are characterized by four elements:
concepts, propositional linkages, hierarchy, and
cross-links.
•

•

•
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Concepts: Are defined as perceived regularities in objects (such as “plant”) or events
(such as “photosynthesis”). Generally, each
concept is represented by a one-word label
enclosed in a circle or box. (This contrasts
with the “standard” composed perhaps of
multiple concepts enclosed in a circle or
box on a strand map).
Propositions: Are two or more concept
labels linked together in a semantic unit.
The simplest propositions are composed
of only 3 words, such as “grass is green.”
The more the propositions radiating from a
concept label, the richer the meaning of the
concept. When a teacher reads a student’s
cmap, the linking words found on the lines
between concept labels clearly indicate
how the student is making the connections.
Hierarchy: Describes the nature of the
organizational layout of the concepts. The
most general concept (superordinate) is at
the top of the cmap. Progressing to the bottom, the concepts get more and more specific (subordinate). Thus, the map reveals
the relationship of the parts to the whole.

Science Education System
The authors present their conceptual mapping experience in a sequential fashion that reflects their
thinking about the hierarchy of the U.S. Science
Education system from the most broad level, the
national level down to the most particular level
of the individual student learner. The chapter
will link readers to conceptual maps produced
at the national level by the AAAS Project 2061;
at the state level by the Massachusetts Department of Elementary and Secondary Education
by Jacob Foster and the co-authors; at the school
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district level by the curriculum coordinator of
the Lexington Public Schools and co-author Jane
Heinze-Fry; at the teacher level by co-author of
this chapter James Gorman; and by student teams
and an individual student in Gorman’s physics
classes. The authors will focus on how conceptual
maps are produced through critical thinking and
how they can provide the foundation for critical
thinking questions key to each level of the system.
Our hope is that this chapter will catalyze readers
to think of conceptual maps as effective tools to
enhance critical thinking, meaningful learning.
and coherence across the entire science education
system. The authors visualize an emerging synergy
of the levels of the science education system in
which the conceptual maps of each level may
serve as advance organizers for each succeeding
level of the system.

CONCEPTUAL MAPPING
FACILITATES CRITICAL THINKING IN
THE SCIENCE EDUCATION SYSTEM
The National Level: U.S.
Science Education Reform
and the First Strand Maps
Context: Bulleted Standards
to Strand Maps
Science education in the United States has been
undergoing concerted reform for decades. The first
American Association for the Advancement of
Science (AAAS) Project 2061 publication, Science
for All Americans (AAAS, 1989), set out to define
science literacy and lay out some principles for
effective learning and teaching. This was quickly
followed by Benchmarks for Science Literacy
(AAAS, 1993), specifying how students should
progress toward science literacy, recommending
what they should know and be able to do by the
time they reach grade levels 2, 5, 8, and 12.

The Atlases of Science Literacy (AAAS, 2001,
2007) transformed the benchmarks into strand
maps that demonstrated how the most important
ideas of science fit together and develop across the
K-12 grade spans. Each strand map focuses on a
topic important for literacy in science, mathematics, and technology and displays the benchmarks
across the K-12 span that are most relevant to
understanding it. For each benchmark, there is a
suggestion of earlier benchmarks upon which it
builds and later benchmarks that it supports, thus
highlighting the developmental nature of the topic.
These maps can be viewed on the Web at http://
strandmaps.nsdl.org.

Critical Thinking to Create Strand Maps
Even a brief look at these maps generated by
Project 2061 of the AAAS leads one to wonder
at the number of critical thinkers who contributed
to their construction. It is clear that a considerable
amount of higher order analytical, evaluative and
synthesis style thinking went into the construction of these maps. They rest on a foundation of
knowledge of the content and the processes of
science and of the research into student thinking
at different grade levels. Of particular note is the
use of the Web in making these maps accessible
and the linking of these maps to both science
education research resources about how students
think and instructional resources peer-reviewed
for these standards.

Catalyst for More Critical Thinking
Not only, then, did it take critical thinking to construct these strand maps, but they are designed for
continued critical thinking to keep them updated
with new research and newly created and reviewed
resources. Further, curriculum coordinators can
use them to guide the development of science
curriculum at the school district level and teachers
can use them to guide curriculum design at the
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classroom level. In this process, educators will
continue to evaluate and make decisions about
the design of instruction at those levels. We see
that the construction of the Atlas maps promotes
critical thinking by those who constructed them
and will be responsible for revising them and
for those who use them. What critical thinking
questions might these professionals address upon
which these maps cast light?
Those who construct the maps might ask: Do
these maps reflect our best learning progressions
research of science concepts across the K-12 grade
spans? Do the strand maps show salient connections across the traditional science disciplines?
Do they show important prior knowledge that is
prerequisite to learning more complex concepts?
Is updated research provided for teachers to understand what students think at each level?
For teachers using the maps: What prior learning should my students have before I start to teach
certain concepts? What prior thinking is common
about the concepts I teach? What can I tell my
students to expect about what they might learn
next once their understanding of the concepts at
my grade level are understood? What instructional
resources are available to teach the concepts for
which I am responsible? If I am not satisfied with
the progress of my students, are there additional
resources I might try in the future? Are there ways
to feed back to the map designers if I identify
alternative learning pathways in my students?
For those responsible for a state’s curriculum
framework: Could state standards be represented
in strand maps? Would such a representation lead
to more coherence in the standards as they are revised? Can the Atlas strand maps offer meaningful
connections as standards are revised? How have
these strand maps produced by national leaders
in science education influenced critical thinking
at the state level of the science education system?
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The State Level: Creation
of Strand Maps for Science,
Technology, and Engineering
Curriculum Framework Review
Context: The Science
Standards Review Process
At the state education governance level, the authors
describe how strand maps influenced the critical
thinking of the committee responsible for revising the Massachusetts Science, Technology and
Engineering Framework (MADESE, 2001/2006)
which establishes the state’s standards for grades
PreK-12. In 2008-2009, the MA Department of
Elementary and Secondary Education set out to
produce strand maps of the state science standards,
modeled on the AAAS Atlases for Scientific Literacy (AAAS, 2001, 2007) to facilitate the review
and revision of those standards (Heinze-Fry et al.,
2010). CmapTools was used for the initial production of these state science strand maps.

Strand Maps: Representation
of Progressions of Learning
The current Massachusetts science strand maps
(available at http://www.doe.mass.edu/omste/
maps/) show how students’ understanding of ideas
and skills that lead to scientific and technological literacy might develop over time from PreK
to high school. The Atlas for Science Literacy
strand maps were used as a model for the Commonwealth’s strand maps. All figures in this section are examples taken from the Massachusetts
strand maps. Clear text and color-coding can be
viewed via Internet. Each cell of the strand map
is an actual state science standard. The arrows
between cells represent conceptual (not curricular)
relationships between concepts.
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The strand maps enable educators to see how
the knowledge and skills students learn in different
grades depend on and support one another. Thus,
strand maps represent a progression of learning.
For example, Figure 1 presents a portion of the Life
Science strand map on the topics of characteristics
of living things and evolution and biodiversity.
Foundations of understanding about evolution
and biodiversity are established at the grade 3-5
level. Students are expected to “Give examples
of how inherited characteristics may change over
time as adaptation to changes in the environment
that enable organisms to survive. In grades 6-8,
students are expected to develop ideas of evolution
further and be able to “recognize that biological
evolution accounts for the diversity of species
developed through gradual processes over many
generations and to give examples of ways in which
genetic variation and environmental factors are
causes of evolution and the diversity of organisms.”
By high school, students are expected to construct
an even more detailed conception of evolution
and be able to “describe species as reproductively
distinct groups of organisms; describe the role
that geographic isolation can play in speciation;
[and]explain that evolution through natural selection can result in changes in biodiversity through
increase or decrease of genetic diversity within
a population.”
As we discuss the strand maps, we will use
terminology that is specific to Massachusetts. It
is worth taking a moment to define strand, topic,
standard, and link. A strand is a science subject
or discipline in the state Framework; each strand
is represented on its own strand map and assigned
a color scheme (Earth and Space Science—blue;
Life Science—green; Chemistry—blue-green;
Introductory Physics—purple; Technology/
Engineering—yellow-brown). A topic is a major
subcategory within a strand and is assigned its
own color from within the strand color scheme.
For example, there are six topics within the Life
Science strand: anatomy and physiology; cells and

biochemistry; heredity and genetics; characteristics of living things; evolution and biodiversity;
and ecology. A standard is a particular learning
expectation. A standard specifies what students
should know and be able to do and explicates the
knowledge or skills to be assessed.
A link is an arrow that connects standards
and represents the conceptual relationship between the two standards. These links are meant
to make explicit the concepts that are considered
necessary in order to learn later concepts, not
any possible connection between concepts. Links
within strands are solid; links across or between
strands are dashed. An arrow leaving a standard
implies that the concept contributes to learning
the concept of the next, connected standard. These
links are primarily based upon available cognitive
research (often limited) specific to a particular
idea, general principles of cognitive development
(for example, concrete before abstract), logic of
the subject matter, and wisdom of practice/ professional judgment.
One additional principle informed the development of these strand maps: simpler is better.
The maps aim for as few arrows and crossings as
possible. Placement of topics and concepts on the
maps is first by “affiliation to a topic” but when
needed standards are moved to place them in closer
proximity to conceptually connected standards.
Figure 1 presents an excerpt highlighting two topics from the Life Science strand map that illustrate
each element discussed here. Topics are listed on
the left: “Characteristics of Living Things” and
“Evolution and Biodiversity.” Each cell encloses
one standard; each arrow represents a conceptual
relationship between standards.

Features Revealed by Strand Maps
of the State Science, Technology
and Engineering Framework
The strand maps revealed two major features of
the current state framework:
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Figure 1. Excerpt from the Life Science strand map showing standards from multiple topics and cross-linking with Earth & Space Science
(From “Strand Maps of the 2001/2006 Science and Technology/Engineering Standards” http://www.doe.mass.edu/omste/maps/)
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1.
2.

Standards with varying levels of conceptual
support across the entire PreK-12 span; and
Recurring patterns of relationships among
standards.

In particular, the strand maps revealed standards that were not conceptually supported in
early grades and “opportunity-to learn-gaps” in
which standards for a topic were at early and late
grades but without concepts bridging those years,
and some standards that were simply isolated from
other standards. Patterns of relationships among
standards included diverging and converging
concepts and cross-linking within and among
topics and strands. Readers will recognize the
significance of these patterns for their visual
representation of Ausubelian learning theory.
Unsupported Standards
Some topics revealed unsupported standards, in
which some upper grade-span standards did not
have related standards at early grade levels. Sometimes this is quite reasonable given the topic. For
example, a number of chemistry concepts are not
reasonably considered by elementary or middle
school students. Further, not all grade spans must
have concepts for each topic. However, this feature
is revealed a number of times in each strand. For
example, in engineering design, knowledge and
skills needed to successfully represent problems
and solutions are missing. In particular, analysis
of the AAAS Atlases revealed two concepts fundamental to the development of this topic (Figure
2). Thus, the current framework targeting the
topic of engineering design might benefit from
the addition of foundation standards that emphasize student ability to “draw pictures that portray
features of a thing being described” (PreK-2)
and to make “scale drawings that show shapes
and compare locations of things very different in
size” (Grades 3-5).
A second type of unsupported standards is
represented in an “opportunity-to-learn gap,” a
break in learning of a topic for a full grade span

or more. An example of this is depicted in an
excerpt from the Physical Science strand map in
Figure 3. The framework stipulates that students
begin learning about motion in PreK-2 but then
not again until grades 6-8. This presents a large
conceptual challenge, as it may be between 4 and
6 years without learning about force and motion.
How to address this gap, and others like it, is a key
issue in the review process. Likely the reviewers
will need to reference national documents such
as the AAAS Benchmarks to identify appropriate
concepts for grades 3-5.
Figure 3 also illustrates a third type of unsupported standard: isolated concepts. At the PreK-2
level, a standard suggesting that students be able
to “recognize that under some conditions, objects
can be balanced” is not developed further at any
grade level; nor is it conceptually related to any
other standard. This is also the case for the high
school standard suggesting that students “describe
conceptually the forces involved in circular motion.” Isolated content sends up a “red flag.” Research indicates that arbitrary content is learned
in a rote manner; i.e., not learned meaningfully,
and is, therefore, less likely to be retained and applied in the future (Ausubel, 1978; Novak, 2009).
Patterns of Divergence, Convergence, and
Cross-Linking
Three patterns of linkages among standards resonate with Ausubelian learning theory: diverging,
converging, and cross-linking standards. Awareness of and emphasis on these linkages increase the
opportunities for educators to facilitate meaningful
learning by PreK-12 students in the classroom.
Diverging standards reflect what Ausubel
would have called “progressive differentiation.”
Subordinate concepts are linked to or ‘subsumed’
under superordinate concepts. Learners add details to their general understandings, deepening
conceptual structure. Figure 1, for instance visually represents the progressive differentiation of
“evolution” over the Grade 3-high school spans.
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Figure 2. Portion of the Technology/Engineering strand map showing weakly supported standards for representing problems and solutions.
Standards from the Atlases of Science Literacy that would better support those begin with “AAAS”(From “Strand Maps of the 2001/2006
Science and Technology/Engineering Standards” http://www.doe.mass.edu/omste/maps/)
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Figure 3. The force and motion topic of the Physical Science strand map showing an opportunity-to-learn gap (grades 3-5) and two isolated
concepts (grades PreK-2 and HS) (From “Strand Maps of the 2001/2006 Science and Technology/Engineering Standards” http://www.doe.
mass.edu/omste/maps/)
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In a second pattern, simple ideas introduced
in early years are synthesized into more complex
understandings in later years. None of the relevant
concepts are more general than the others. The
standards represent the learning of many new
linkages among concepts that are non-arbitrary
and relate to a broad background of generally
relevant content in cognitive structure. Ausubel
might have labeled the example in Figure 4 as a
“combinatorial relationship.” Much construction
of knowledge must be carried out in early grades
in order for high school students to be able to
“provide examples of how the unequal heating
of Earth and the Coriolis effect influence global
circulation patterns, and show how they impact
Massachusetts weather and climate.”
A third pattern, cross-linking between topics
within a strand and between strands themselves,
is also commonly found throughout the standards.
For instance, in Figure 4, the PreK-2 standard
“understand that air is a mixture of gases that is
all around us and that wind is moving air” is an
“Earth Processes and Cycles” topic standard that
lays a foundation for higher-level “Energy in the
Earth System” topic standards. Additionally, in
Figure 4, there are two standards from the Physical
Science strand (found in sharp-cornered boxes with
dashed arrows) that are crucial to the understanding of a Grade 6-8 standard in this excerpt from
the Earth and Space Science strand.

Using Strand Maps and Learning
Progression Research to
Revise State Standards
While we see the great value and potential of
learning progressions on standards development, it
is important to note that a full standards development process based on learning progressions is
not possible at this time due to the early state of
learning progression research. As such, the best
we can do at this time is to revise our current
standards to include what cognitive insights are
now available. Using strand maps to visualize the
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progressions of standards is key to this process.
For the present, our revision process will use what
research is available, as well as collective wisdom
of those teaching students, to appropriately address
the features or patterns identified in the strand
maps that may hinder student learning of science.
Strand maps will help us enhance the relationships
and progressions of standards to better support
student learning of science.

Critical Thinking and Strand Maps
It certainly took a considerable amount of critical
thinking to produce these maps (note the transformation of an outline style to a learning progressions style with linkages among concepts).
In addition, a considerable amount of judgment
went into the creation of linkages among the science silos (cross-links). In addition, positioning of
concepts to reduce confusion from crossed lines,
thus meeting the “keep it simple” criteria, was
required. Also, a considerable amount of effort
went into filling in potential gaps with input from
the AAAS Atlas maps.
The strand maps enabled the committee to
question the relevance of some learning standards
and to question the strength of learning progressions of the big ideas of science over the K-12
grade spans. Understanding these features is key
to revising state standards to enhance progressions
of learning across grade spans to make explicit
conceptual relationships across grade spans. State
standards revised into strand maps offer a foundation to integrate efforts across the educational
community that target meaningful learning.
It is important that these maps offer visual
representations that were distributed to each
member of the review committee to reflect on
and offer feedback in groups. As groups, they
worked to review and update the standards. They
struggled with many critical thinking questions:
Do these maps represent what the Commonwealth
of Massachusetts expects its students to know and
do over the preK-High School experience? Are

Figure 4. Portion of the Earth and Space Science strand map showing converging concepts leading to the high school standard #1.4. Crosslinking between topics and between standards is demonstrated. (From “Strand Maps of the 2001/2006 Science and Technology/Engineering
Standards” http://www.doe.mass.edu/omste/maps/)
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the learning standards linked in clear learning
progressions over the grade spans? Do the citizens of the Commonwealth support the learning
standards inclusion of science content and science
and engineering practices? Which concepts need
more support? How can those gaps be filled?
Which concepts should be eliminated?

The School District Level:
Coherence with State Standards
Strand maps take a big step toward demonstrating the Pre-K-12 grades connectivity among the
Massachusetts standards. Standards connected to
prior standards imply that curriculum, teacher’s
instruction, and student’s learning will be targeted
toward connectivity and greater coherence. Such
an approach foregrounds meaningful learning
over rote learning.

Context: Concept Maps to Align Local
Curriculum with State Standards
In 2006, the elementary science curriculum coordinator at the Lexington Public Schools worked
with Heinze-Fry to investigate how the local life
science curriculum benchmarks and the interdisciplinary Big Backyard Program aligned with state
standards. Cmaps facilitated this process. (Note
that this investigation preceded the development
of the state strand maps.) CmapTools was used to
create a template cmap of the MA Life Science
Framework. (Today, either strand or cmaps could
be used for this comparison.) The Science, Technology, Engineering Framework is available in pdf
format at http://www.doe.mass.edu/frameworks/
scitech/2001/0501.pdf.
Individual school districts, as is the case with
the Lexington Public Schools, often operate
from local curriculum guidelines. The Lexington
Elementary Science Benchmarks described the
overall goals and objectives of the entire science
program. These goals included conceptual content
from the life sciences, earth sciences, and physical
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sciences, as well as inquiry skills. (The original
document used in this study has been updated.
The current Lexington Public Schools K-5 Science and Technology/Engineering Curriculum
is available at http://lps.lexingtonma.org//site/
Default.aspx?PageID=1614.)
A color-coding system was used to compare life
science concepts from the Lexington Elementary
Life Science Benchmarks with the state template
map. Concepts were color-coded to indicate
alignment with the state (green in Web version;
medium-gray in print version), nonalignment with
the state (red in Web version; dark gray in print
version), and more depth than the state (yellow
in Web version; light gray in print version). The
same method was used to examine how the interdisciplinary Lexington Big Backyard program
supports the state’s life science framework.
This alignment can be viewed in color and
with submaps on the Web at: http://cursa.ihmc.
us:80/servlet/SBReadResourceServlet?rid=1143
727786182_1874593061_6336&partName=html
text. To view the Lexington Benchmarks concept
list, one can click the icon at the bottom of the
‘Environment’ concept.
The analysis visually represented in Figure 5
is useful in that it offers a clear visual indicator
of “fit” between the state framework and local
benchmarks. Its utility comes primarily in assuring
that the district addresses the state frameworks.
This alignment strategy offers insight into recommendations that can easily incorporate “red
concepts” into existing instructional activities and
objectives. As state science testing becomes more
high stakes along with English and mathematics,
such alignment methods increase in value. While
other alignment strategies exist, cmapping offers
a particularly robust decision-making tool for a
constructivist-based learning community. In addition to providing a visual framework, the cmaps,
by demonstrating connections among concepts,
can help teachers develop instructional activities
in a cohesive manner.
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Figure 5. ‘Core’ concept map aligning Lexington Benchmarks with state framework

Potential to Facilitate Critical
Thinking and Coherence
Depending upon school policy, the science
coordinator could work to increase alignment
of the local curriculum to the state framework.
Assuming closer alignment is desired, content
areas coded ‘green’ should remain in the local
curriculum. In general, educators should consider
the green-coded concepts as “core” and strive
for high performance by all students in attaining
them. The curriculum coordinator should work
to incorporate content areas coded ‘red’ into the
local benchmarks. The Department of Elementary
and Secondary Education [transformed from prior
Department of Education (DOE)] might also take

note of this analysis. The maps demonstrate areas
that the locality considers significant and are areas
left unaddressed at the state level. During the review process, participants in the review process
consider the importance of those concepts in the
larger scheme of the state framework.
Alignment maps could be used in a number
of ways by the science coordinator to more fully
integrate the educational system. Sharing these
alignment maps with teachers and volunteer parents demonstrates how their efforts in individual
activities contribute to the development of a larger
integrated “whole” for their learners. Individual
teachers could create cmaps to align their particular class with local or state curricula to see how
their classroom work supports systemic priorities.
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And they could further link digitized instructional
materials to the maps, as demonstrated in the next
section, to make the educational system even
more coherent.

The Classroom Level: Teacher’s
Instructional Use of Concept Maps
Guided by state and local standards, teachers
through instruction and assessment need to provide
an environment that promotes meaningful learning
by their students. Foremost in a teacher’s mind has
to be what order he/she is going to guide students
through the established standards which do not
prescribe an order but demonstrate a progression
of concepts and skills. John Dewey (1910, p. 204)
provides insightful advice for teachers:
...[J]ust because the order is logical, it represents
the survey of subject matter made by one who
already understands it, not the path of progress
followed by a mind that is learning. The former
may describe a uniform straight-way course; the
latter must be a series of tacks, zig-zag movements
back and forth.
The most prudent route for teachers is to become familiar with their subject area’s pertinent
standards described in their state’s curriculum
framework as well as their district’s ‘core’ cmap
if available. This will form the foundation of the
curriculum and instruction, addressed in this
section. It will also guide assessment of student
learning, addressed in the Evaluating Concept
Maps For Evidence of Meaningful Learning: the
Teacher’s Assessment Role section.

Concept Mapping Facilitates Teacher’s
Critical Thinking and Topic Order
Each teacher comes to the classroom with a
personal understanding of the subject area. An
expert teacher is one who can move back-and-forth
between personal understanding and a sequenced
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presentation of concepts (Kinchin, 2009). In order to strategically organize the presentation of
concepts, teachers must reflect deeply upon their
own understanding of the subject. AfamasagaFuata’i (2006) has demonstrated the usefulness
of cmapping for this purpose. She worked with
pre-service teachers to construct concepts maps
which represent their understanding of topics they
were given. A fascinating observation was that in
the process of critically thinking about how two
concepts were related, teachers were also drawn to
reflect on the relationship between those concepts
and ones beyond the scope of their topic.
Gorman has also found this process of reflection to be very effective in his classroom experience. This practice has resulted in the creation
of a “course organizer,” which is a collection of
linked cmaps with student resources attached.
The process of constructing a course organizer
is laborious because the authors are forced to
clarify their own thinking in the process but so
worth the investment of time and energy. For his
course organizer, Gorman started by establishing
the overarching concepts between which he then
seeks to establish relationships (see Figure 6a for
an example). This version is the result of much
work and re-working, as new insights change the
structure periodically. Part of the beauty cmapping
brings to one’s understanding is the visualization
and construction of a record of how one’s understanding changes over time. We will delve more
deeply into this idea in the student section below.
Key features of a course organizer are:
1.
2.
3.

It is composed of cmaps;
Resources are attached to concepts; and
Progress can be visualized.

It is crucial that the cmaps have concise concepts since the intent is to break the concepts
down for the students. No lengthy statements
are allowed. Linkages between concepts must
clearly but concisely express the relationship,
thereby giving the students some insight into
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Figure 6. Example of a course organizer: a) Gorman’s physics course home page; b) 2D motion unit
organizer with a partial view of the resources available for the vector addition concept
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how the two concepts are related. Limiting the
number of relationships lends clarity to the overall
structure. The purpose here is to create a scaffold
for future student work, not to do the work for
them. Resources should be attached to pertinent
concepts (see Figure 6b). Associated resources
help students build their own understanding of the
concept that they are linked to which can include
activity sheets, tutorials, labs, videos, Web pages
or any resource in digital format if CmapTools is
used. Another important feature is the ability to
provide a visualization of progress that not only
highlights current concepts but also those already
covered. Gorman used different color shadows to
differentiate between current and past concepts.
Tracking progress has a couple of pedagogical
advantages to the cmap-based course organizer.
First, student attention is drawn to the concept at
hand and how it relates to previous concepts. Second and more important, the linearity of progress
through the concepts covered in class is countered
by the cross-links between the different branches
on the organizer. The 2D motion unit organizer
in Figure 6b demonstrates this point very well.
There are three branches evident:
1.
2.
3.

Unidirectional 1D motion concepts which
were studied in the previous unit;
Vector branch; and
The projectile branch.

In class, as the students progress down each
branch, they can “miss the forest amid the trees.”
The organizer seeks to remind them of the more
complex big picture. Lastly, these organizers help
scaffold learning by providing a framework with
which students can begin constructing their own
understanding (Ausubel, 1968). Prior knowledge is
placed into context of the new unit. However, the
organizer’s author has carefully tried not to provide
the students with too much information about the
relationships among the concepts. Students are
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expected to create their own understanding of the
topic and not memorize the organizer.
When developing course organizers, physics
teachers may wish to consult Hyperphysics (http://
hyperphysics.phy-astr.gsu.edu), a Web resource
where non-Novakian cmaps are used to help
students learn about physics. Conceptual nodes
contain links to written tutorials with examples
and calculators. Over the years Hyperphysics
has continued to develop tutorial resources for
chemistry, biology and geophysics. Curriculum
developers have also started to provide a cmap
overview of their curriculum. For instance, the
Boston Museum of Science’s acclaimed Engineering The Future (ETF) curriculum published unit
cmaps in the appendix of their teacher manual
(Gorman, 2008). These cmaps are static as it
is a print resource so no links can be attached
like Gorman’s digitally available unit organizers
but they provide a cohesive view of the central
concepts and the relationships among them. As
of the writing of this chapter, Kahn Academy
has begun to create “knowledge maps” for their
lectures and activities (https://www.khanacademy.
org/exercisedashboard). These knowledge maps
lack the propositional phrases of Novakian cmaps,
but do have links that turn colors according to the
user’s progress through the activities associated
with that particular concept.
Course organizers help clarify the teacher’s
own understanding and provide a hierarchical view
of the topic which can be used in the classroom
as a scaffold to facilitate student understanding.
An important facet of unit organizers is that prior
knowledge is present so that new concepts are
shown in relation to them. Cross-linking between
branches is a key component as well as showing
the progress through a unit. Taking this first step
helps teachers break a linear model of teaching
(which only promotes a naive, false certainty in
students’ minds) and bring students to an awareness of more complex understandings.
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Concept Mapping Positively
Impacts Presentations
Rooted in a strong awareness of their own understanding and the resulting self-confidence,
teachers can then begin to construct lesson plans
that promote critical thinking. PowerPoint presentations are at the core of many teachers’ repertoire
and can be a useful tool. However, Kinchin (2007)
found that use of linear presentation formats like
PowerPoint in an unreflective manner tends to
result in short-term learning. They also promote
surface learning or rote learning which does not
lead to critical thinking or mastery of the material. This is not to say that all linear presentation
formats are always bad because in his survey
students saw the advantages of bullet-pointed
presentations for short-term learning goals. Interestingly, the students were able to recognize
the tension between short-term and meaningful
learning. This suggests students often adopt a rote
learning style to successfully navigate through
their school years.
To combat this problem, Kinchin applied
cmapping principles to transform the linear
PowerPoint format into a more interconnected
structure. Students were presented with a cmap
which only contained the main concepts of that
presentation. Figure 7 is an example of this methodology from Gorman. The slides are numbered
in the order they appear in the presentation. This
is not meant to be a substitute for taking notes
so the bullet-points are not quite readable on the
slides. However, the main concepts covered on the
slides are more readable. As a cmap, relationships
contain linking phrases to move students to think
more deeply about the topic. These links not only
reveal a hierarchical structure among the concepts,
but also provide cross-links between slides which
are significantly separated in the linear presentation (e.g., the cross-link between slide 5 and 11
or slide 6 and 10).
Moon et al. (2008) followed up on these observations with a quantitative study involving pre- and

post-tests. Students were presented with one of
four different formats of the same material: journal
article in traditional text, a hypertext version of the
journal article, a Microsoft PowerPoint presentation, and a set of cmaps with attached resources.
When comparing pre- and post-test score, they
found that the cmap group showed more learning
in comparisons of their pre-test and post-test scores
compared to the PowerPoint group. A survey also
revealed a compelling preference for cmap format
over PowerPoint. Therefore, this study provides
positive evidence for a teacher to present material
in cmaps as it can promote meaningful learning.
Of significant note is the Concept Mapped
Project-based Activity Scaffolding System (CoMPASS) under the direction of Sadhana Puntambekar. CoMPASS is geared toward middle school
students and combines a hypertext environment
with design challenges. Physics-based units have
been developed to facilitate students’ visualization of the relationship between concepts and
principles. Cmaps are used to supplement the text.
In agreement with the previously noted works,
Puntambekar et al. (2003, 2007) confirms that
when cmaps are used to provide a visual relationship between concepts it promotes meaningful
learning and results in significantly improved
post-test scores. The significance of this study is
that cmapping has been proven to promote critical
thinking in grades 6-8. The CoMPASS project can
be accessed at http://www.compassproject.net.

The Classroom Level: Student
Concept Maps Represent
Meaningful Learning
Teaching is more than delivering a presentation
or organizing meaningful lessons for students, it
is about prompting and facilitating learning in
the classroom. A significant shift from focusing
on content to the process of learning the content
has already been made by teachers who create
course organizers and incorporate cmapping into
lessons. With the materials in place, now the
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Figure 7. A cmap view of a lecture slides on MRSA treatment and molecular geometry/bonding. Each
slide’s position in the linear PowerPoint presentation is noted with a number.

teachers are ready to engage with the students
helping them to create their own understanding
of the topic. Teachers must be keenly aware that
students’ understandings will not be a copy of the
their own, but will instead reflect each student’s
experiences and prior knowledge.
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Concept Mapping to Facilitate
Personal and Negotiated Meaning
In a meaningful learning environment it is important to start with students’ prior knowledge
because this is the foundation upon which new
knowledge will be constructed. In the teacher
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section, we reviewed the value and process for
reflecting upon their understanding of a topic. For
students, however, the process is more in depth as
they have little to no knowledge or understanding
of the topic. If a student were given the expert
cmaps that the teacher created the student could
be overwhelmed. Furthermore, provision of the
connections actually blocks the development of
the students’ own critical thinking skills.
Novak (1984) promotes the use of expert
skeleton cmaps (ESCM) which are developed by
a teacher from his expert concept maps and can be
used as pre-tests to see what knowledge the student
has about a particular topic. These pre-tests are not
graded. ESCMs also serve as advance organizers
to scaffold learning by providing starting points.
That is, ESCMs provide an initial hierarchical
structure which incorporates prior knowledge and
a “parking lot” populated with threshold concepts.
“Threshold concepts” are central to the mastery
of the subject area (Meyer & Land, 2003). Some
main attributes of threshold concepts are transformative (changes the student’s view of the subject),
troublesome (often are counter-intuitive or alien),
irreversible (unlearned only through considerable
effort), and integrative (showing the relatedness
between two other concepts which were previously
hidden) (Meyer & Land, 2005). The utilization of
threshold concepts not only focuses the student
to critically think about these key concepts but
also empowers the teacher to recognize/assess
when students have acquired key understanding
and help negotiate a more precise meaning with
the students. Through this process, students’ assumption of concepts can be concretely visualized
over time as the cmaps evolves in complexity to
reflect their new understanding.
Novak (1984) found that ESCM help build
mapping skills and learner confidence while
promoting meaningful learning, as we will point
is a manner of promoting critical thinking in
the classroom. Additionally, ESCMs reduce the
chance of misconceptions being perpetuated and
maximize the chance that the knowledge structure

will help remove or at the least decrease misconceptions (Novak, 2002). Figure 8a is an example
of an ESCM for a physics 1D motion unit. This
concept has also been extended to enriched ESCMs by Marée et al. (2012) which like the unit
organizers above have resources attached to each
concept and found that students’ test scores correlated with their cmap scores.
There is one last key component of a ESCM,
the focus question which serves to limit the
scope of the cmap. Research has demonstrated
that phraseology employed in a focus question
directs the structure and quality of the resulting
cmap. Derbentseva et al. (2004, 2006) studied
declarative vs. dynamic focus questions as applied to cmapping and established that dynamic
focus questions encouraged the use of richer
propositional phrases. Therefore to encourage
more critical thinking, dynamic focus questions
should be used as much as possible (i.e., “How
do the different parts of the plant help to produce
food for the plant?” as opposed to “What are the
parts of a plant?”).
Gorman administers ESCMs as pre-tests not
only to get a sense of what students understand,
but also to provide students with time to reflect
about what they might know or understand about a
particular topic. This activity can be eye-opening
for students and helps start the teacher-student
conversation. Figure 8b is the result of a student’s
first attempt to express what he knew using the
ESCM. The student only made three connections
to the existing structure and was unsure how the
other concepts fit in. After some meaningful
learning time, the student then revised his cmap,
Figure 8c. Notice that in this cmap, the majority
of the concepts are used as well as additional
concepts the student has acquired. However, some
misconceptions are present. Once the teacher assesses where the students are starting from, he can
make adjustments to the lessons to follow. After
some instruction, it is important to have students
compare their cmaps and negotiate the meaning
of the individual concepts.
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Figure 8. Student example of how his personal understanding has evolved over the unit from a basic
spoke structure to the complexity of a network. This example is from a unit on motion with the focus
question, “How can motion be described/represented?”
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There are a myriad of different methods to
encourage negotiation and group construction of
a cmap. Gorman prefers to break students up into
groups of three or four and have them negotiate
meaning to arrive at a group cmap using 2’x3’
whiteboards (Wells et al., 1995) because students
can easily erase and redraw their cmap. Sticky
notes or index cards would also work well as they
can be easily rearranged. As a teacher, this is one
of the best times to listen in on student conversations and observe their cmaps. The teacher can
quickly identify misconceptions and ask probing
questions to make the students critically think
about their understanding. Giving them the answer
is counterproductive when facilitating critical
thinking. When circulating through the classroom
and monitoring conversation, the teacher can
clearly observe the progressive differentiation
(lengthening of chains) and integrative reconciliation (the changing of hierarchical structure and
cross-linking). Occasionally, a debate will erupt
in a group and the teacher will be brought in to
mediate. More often than not, both the students
are correct but they think they are at odds with
each other because they have been accustomed to
thinking that there is only “one correct answer.”
Once each group has been given enough time,
the groups switch whiteboards and compare
their negotiated cmaps, with the opportunity
of incorporating any new insights on their own
cmap. The rotation continues until the groups are
back at their own whiteboard where they review
and consider the comments. Their homework
is to revise their own personal cmap, the result
of which can be seen in Figure 8d. The teacher
should be cognizant of the misconceptions and
holes in student understanding. After additional
meaningful learning time, which seeks to address
the persistent misconceptions and elaborate on
existing understanding, students revise their cmap
to reflect their current understanding. The yellow
notes in Figure 8e which was created in CmapTools
are the teacher’s comments to the student. This
version can then be revised in groups and after

an additional remediation period a final cmap is
constructed, Figure 8f. Comparing the depth and
complexity of understanding between the first
cmap and last in Figure 8 reveals that this student
has significantly improved over the course of the
unit. Kern (2008) provides a similar methodology
with four cmapping periods each with a different
emphasis and role for the teacher.
The knowledge portfolios assigned to Gorman’s physics class require the students to make
the individual topics of physics relevant to their
lives. Thus, the students were challenged to critically think about how the topics they were learning in the classroom applied to their lives. One
student’s way of demonstrating his connection
is demonstrated in Figure 8. The colorful background in the student cmaps were placed there
by the student who likes to ski, demonstrating
his way of relating to the topic. Steps like this tap
into students’ emotions (i.e., Bloom’s affective
domain) by making them realize that these concepts apply to their lives. Making these concepts
personal raises student responsiveness and causes
them to be active learners, a key component to
meaningful learning.
Teachers can focus their critical thinking about
teaching methods on a wide array of cmapping
activities. Anohina-Naumeca and Graudina (2012)
classified cmapping tasks and ranked them from
the simplest to the most difficult, Table 1. The
simplest tasks involve very little freedom to the
student and can be found in many text book chapter
review sections. These cmaps. though, require
the least amount of critical thinking while the
more difficult cmaps offer more freedom to the
creator. These are best for a meaningful learning
environment as they require the student to critically consider the relationship between concepts
and develop the structure of the cmap themselves.
There are two cmapping tasks which preclude the
use of linking phrases, the 3rd and 5th degrees.
The authors strongly advocate for the inclusion
of linking phrases because the students are then
forced to articulate the relationship between con-
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Table 1. Summary of cmap based intelligent knowledge assessment system (IKAS) developed at Riga
Difficulty
(Simplest
to Most
Difficult)

General Task
Fill the
Blank

Make a
Cmap

Cmap Structure
Given

1st

X

X

2

Student
Driven

Concepts

Linking Phrases

Some
Concepts in
Structure

Parking
Lot

X

X

X
X

X

X

X

rd

X

X

X

4th

X

X

X

nd

3

5

th

6

th

X

X

X

X

X

X

Not
Used

Already in
Structure

Parking
Lot

X
X
X
X

Technical University, Latvia (table modified from Anohina-Naumeca and Graudina 2012)

cepts. As Vygotsky (1997, p. 218) states, “Thought
is not merely expressed in words; it comes into
existence through them.” The externalization of
student thoughts is a crucial factor to facilitate
critical thinking and opens up a space for dialog
and negotiated meaning.
Mirzaie et al. (2008) conducted a study with
high school chemistry students in which they
used cmapping with half of the students and
traditional instruction with the other half. Their
cmapping methodology was similar to the one
described above. The teachers administered preand post-tests but the uniqueness of their study
is that test questions were designed according to
Bloom’s taxonomy. The assessments focused on
the Bloom’s factual and conceptual knowledge
dimensions and covered all cognitive process dimensions. In their analysis, Mirzarie et al. found
that both groups of students performed similarly on
the lower cognitive skills (remember, understand
and apply). However, the students who were immersed in a cmapping environment significantly
outperformed the traditional classroom students
on questions which involved the higher critical
thinking skills (analyze, evaluate and create).
Cmapping forced the students to break down the
information into parts and find evidence to support
the generalizations they were making (analyze).
The students then had to fit these new insights in
relationship with their prior knowledge (create).
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After reviewing other student cmaps, students
needed to “negotiate meaning.” (evaluate). Each of
these skills are given little emphasis in traditional
classrooms so it is little surprise that students
who consistently employed cmapping during the
learning process would excel with these higher
critical thinking skills. This work suggests that
instruction in the higher order cognitive processes
that address metacognition knowledge facilitates
learning of the higher order cognitive processes
of factual and conceptual knowledge in a science
discipline. Furthermore, it is easy to consider
that such instruction would also catalyze higher
order thinking across all the disciplines, not just
the sciences.

Evaluating Concept Maps For
Evidence of Meaningful Learning:
The Teacher’s Assessment Role
Teachers must grade and provide feedback on
their students’ work to report on their progress.
Johnstone and Otis (2006) suggest viewing cmaps
as a learning tool rather than an assessment tool.
However, even learning tools must be accompanied
by some form of assessment. Assessments can be
broken into two types: qualitative and quantitative.
Qualitative analysis of cmaps relies heavily on
the gross cmap morphology. Kinchin et al. (2000)
clearly identify three types of structure with a
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cmap: spoke, chain and network (Figure 9). A
spoke structure is similar to a bulleted list which
indicate learner readiness but does not demonstrate
an understanding as there are no links present
between concepts. Considering Bloom’s revised
taxonomy, spoke structures can also represent
the learner putting factual knowledge on paper
without any critical thinking involved. While
spoke structures are indicative of novice learners, teachers can guide students to rudimentary
understanding that is evident in chain structures
which are indicative of goal-oriented learning.
Rote learning encourages chain structures which
are resistant to change because student are not yet
personalizing the concepts. Considering Bloom’s
revised taxonomy, chain structures can also be

indicative of procedural knowledge. Students
who engage in meaningful learning, as seen in
the previous section, critically think about the
relationship between all the concepts. Thus, they
tend to produce network-like cmaps which show
a degree of cross-linking between concepts in
separate chains. Network structures are evidence
that critical thinking is occurring and, as a result, is
indicative of student understanding. Since network
structures emphasize the link between concepts
in different domains it could also be indicative
of Bloom’s conceptual knowledge dimension
which focuses on the interrelationship among
concepts. Content experts produce cmaps with
a great deal of network structure. Safayeni et al.
(2005) identified a fourth morphology called a

Figure 9. This cmap details knowledge structure variations which can be indicative of types and levels
of understanding (modified from Kinchin et al., 2000)
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cycle which is well suited to represent functional
or dynamic relationships including mathematical
relationships.
The four knowledge structures are not in opposition to each other and often several types can
co-exist in a single cmap. Dependent on the focus
question, a structure can evolve from spoke to
chain to cycles or networks and back again. Where
procedural knowledge is asked for, chains become
more prevalent, while mathematical relationships
favor a cycle structure. While evaluating cmaps,
the teacher should be cognizant about these types
of structures and how they can give insight into
the level of understanding.
It is instructive to apply Kinchin’s insights
(Figure 9) to analyze the cmap time sequence found
in Figure 8. What do the knowledge structures
imply about the student’s depth of thinking and
understanding? At the start of the unit, the student
took the skeleton map and was able to relate a
couple of concepts in a spoke-like arrangement.
By the next snapshot, this student was able to
add more concepts and make more connections
among them. The cmap has a single cross-link
and a chain element demonstrating the fact that
the student is beginning to think more critically
about the relationship between concepts. In the
fourth cmap, there are several chains linked by
phrases that are mostly accurate. This is evidence

the student has learned at least the definition of
each concept but has not yet achieved a cohesive
picture of how the concepts relate to one another.
The fruit of much critical thinking is clearly
evident in the final two cmaps where the student
was able to make cross-links between different
chains, thus forming a clear network structure
typical of an expert.
Knowledge structures present in a cmap provide a key initial impression of the understanding
held by a student, but it should not be the only
criteria. Hays (2007) suggests qualitative analysis in terms of depth of learning: deep, surface,
and non-learning. His methodology takes into
consideration knowledge structure and two additional factors: concepts and linkages. A rubric
which summarizes Hays’ criteria and Kinchin et
al.’s (2000) morphologies can be found in Table
2. A cmap demonstrates deep learning when new
concepts have been added as well as the linkages
are valid and explanatory. These qualitative depth
of learning criteria fit well with our observations
based on the knowledge structure of the student
cmaps in Figure 8 while taking into account the
concepts & linkages.
From a teacher’s perspective, quantitative
analysis is often the end result of most activities.
However, there are several concerns that need
consideration before setting out to “grade” cmaps.

Table 2. Rubric for the qualitative analysis of the depth of learning based on cmap analysis
Depth of
Learning
Deep

Surface

Non-Learning
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Criteria Comparing Final Cmap to the First
Concepts

Linkages

Overall Structure

• Original concepts remain.
• New concepts added

• Valid
• Explanatory
• Evidence of meaning in the mind
of the map author.

• Network and/ or cycles are present.
• Well defined organization.
• Increased number of cross-links between
branches.

Significant number of new
concepts but not linked with
prior knowledge.

The overall number of linkages has
not changed significantly.

• Chain structures are present.
• None to few cross-links.
• Explanatory power not significantly
increased.

None to few new concepts
added.

• Zero to few new linkages made.
• no new cross-linking between
concepts.

No change in knowledge structure or
significant reorganization of concepts.
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First, not all concepts are equal in value or weight.
Some concepts are not as crucial to understanding as others (Mintez & Quinn, 2007). Crucial
concepts definitely include threshold concepts
discussed earlier in reference to ESCMs. Second,
the most important concepts are more indicative
of student understanding than the overall number
of concepts present; bigger is not always better
(Clariana & Taricani, 2010). Expert maps tend to
have fewer concepts than novice maps as experts
are more prudent by selecting the key concepts and
linking them with meaningful phrases. Clariana
and Taricani (2010) found that a score derived from
the 16 most important concepts in cmap correlated
well with the performance on a multiple choice
test. Third, a student who demonstrates surface
learning might understand more than is portrayed
because that limited set of propositional phrases
might be enough to serve as a memory jog. Any
cmap assessment regime must be vigilant to assure
that students are accurately representing the full
extent of their understanding. Assessment criteria
must be made clear and upfront.
A widely used semantic grading rubric was
developed for Panama’s large-scale Conéctate al
Conocimiento Project to assess the meaningful
learning as evidenced by cmaps. This rubric is
content-based and details a set of six criteria:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

“Concept relevance and completeness,
Correct propositional structure,
Presence of erroneous propositions
(misconceptions),
Presence of dynamic propositions,
Number and quality of cross-links, and
Presence of cycles” (Miller & Cañas, 2008).

Even with a rubric, cmap assessment is inherently subjective in nature. However, while testing this rubric over many evaluators, Miller and
Cañas (2008) demonstrated a moderate level of
consistency between evaluators suggesting that
this rubric would have potential for large-scale
use. In a classroom where one teacher is assessing

all the cmaps, subjectivity between evaluators is
negated. A copy of this rubric can be found in the
appendix of Miller and Cañas (2008) at http://
eprint.ihmc.us/320/1/cmc2008-p253.pdf.
Analysis of large cmaps or large quantities
of cmaps can be taxing. In 2010, CmapAnalysis
was developed to alleviate some of the pain by
automating the collection of key parameters about
a set of cmaps (Cañas et al., 2010). This software
pulls out data relative to size, quality, and structural
properties while remaining flexible so that users
may define their own assessment parameters.
Output from the software is in the form of an
Excel spreadsheet (.xls) for ease of viewing and
manipulation. CmapAnalysis only accepts cmaps
in open CXL file format which can be easily
exported from CmapTools. This multi-platform
software is freely available through the Google
Code project at https://code.google.com/p/cmapanalysis/. While this software will not be able
to fully automate cmap analysis, it can mitigate
some of the more tedious aspects.
Meaningful learning can be assessed using
either qualitative or quantitative methods. Qualitative assessments are very well suited for formative evaluations which are extremely important
in meaningful learning because it starts a dialog
between the students and teachers. Quantitative
analysis arrives at a “score” for a cmap but the
process can be tedious and requires keeping several
caveats in mind.

DISCUSSION
In the recently published book Surpassing Shanghai: An Agenda for American Education Built on
the World’s Leading Systems, editor Marc Tucker
summarizes international student performance in
science as measured by the PISA assessments,
highlights case studies of the five countries who
are the top performers, and recommends an action
plan for the United States to reassert its efforts
in this playing field (Tucker, 2012). Among the
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top two recommendations is “coherence in the
design of the overall education system itself.”
The authors of this chapter described key levels of
the science education system, some of the salient
critical thinking questions that must be addressed
at each level, and how conceptual maps, as visual
representations, can facilitate clear understanding
of and communication about the science content
at each level. Our hope is that this chapter will
catalyze readers to think of conceptual mapping
tools in their application to enhance coherence,
critical thinking, and meaningful learning across
the entire science education system. The authors
visualize an emerging synergy of the levels of the
science education system in which the conceptual
maps of each level may serve as advance organizers for each succeeding level of the system. We
can visualize how each lower level in the system
can access and use the structure created at the
level above, select the most salient parts and add
parts particular to its needs, thus benefiting from
the work provided, but also adapting it to its own
critical thinking questions.
CmapTools is one mechanism which can be
used to link all of these efforts together, thus
making the system as a whole more coherent.
Curriculum coordinators can parse the requisite
knowledge into expert cmaps that clearly label
the relationship between concepts. The advantage
here is that the curriculum coordinator can directly
link their school or school system’s goals to the
standards while fleshing their meaning out for
educators. Teachers can also link their instructional efforts to the curriculum coordinators’
work. Students, in turn, can demonstrate mastery
of subject matter by linking their learning efforts
to the teachers’ instruction. A demonstration of
this vision can be found at http://cmapspublic3.
ihmc.us/rid=1HL3HCVNB-8H9KH3-J6J/Vision.cmap. The vision demonstrates that the
educational professional and governing institutions can articulate the standards of scientifically
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literate citizens, and school systems, individual
teachers, and students can demonstrate their unique
pathways to addressing those standards.
There are many further directions to pursue.
The table that articulates the two dimensions of
the new Bloom’s taxonomy (Krathwohl, 2002)
offers a fruitful tool to investigate further the
connections between metacognitive instruction
and its interaction with instruction targeting different types of knowledge at different levels of
cognitive processing. Validity of the cmapping/
critical thinking connection still requires work
(Daley, 1999). Other mapping strategies, such as
vee-mapping (Novak & Gowin, 1984) play a role
in problem solving and scientific research. Other
metacognitive strategies will surely be developed
as mind tools to develop other aspects of both
critical and creative thinking.
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KEY TERMS AND DEFINITIONS
Concept: A perceived regularities in objects
(such as “plant”) or events (such as “photosynthesis”). Generally, each concept is represented
by a one-word label enclosed in a circle or box.
Concept Map (Cmap): Guided by a focus
question, concept maps are visual representations
of the meaningful relationship between concepts.
Any relationship between two concept can be read
as a precise statement of fact.
Critical Thinking: A higher ordered thinking
skill directed toward the purposeful evaluation of
evidence, contexts, conceptualizations, methods,
and criteria.
Expert Skeleton Concept Map (ESCM):
A type of concept map developed by an expert
which is composed of a focus question, parking

lot of threshold concepts and an initial hierarchical structure which incorporates prior knowledge.
ESCMs serve well as advance organizers because
they scaffold learning by providing starting points.
Integrative Reconciliation: A metacognitive
skill during which the learner restructures their
conceptual understanding under a new overarching concept.
Learning Progression: A written description
of the road a learner follows to develop mastery
of skills or a concept.
Meaningful Learning: In Ausubelian learning
theory, meaningful learning describes the active
process of incorporating new learning to prior
knowledge. This new learning must be presented
in ways that are meaningful to the learner who
must in turn choose to learn.
Progressive Differentiation: A metacognitive
skill where the learner elaborates on an existing,
more general concept.
Strand Map: Stand maps represent learning
progressions, the development of linkages among
concepts over the K-12 grade levels. They show
the progressive differentiation of big ideas of science over time and the integrative reconciliations
that occur going from one grade span to another.
Threshold Concepts: Concepts which are central to the master of a subject area. Key attributes
of threshold concepts are transformative (changes
the student’s view of the subject), troublesome
(often are counter-intuitive or alien), irreversible
(unlearned only through considerable effort), and
integrative (showing the relatedness between two
other concepts which were previously hidden).

This work was previously published in “Cases on Teaching Critical Thinking through Visual Representation Strategies” edited
by Leonard J. Shedletsky and Jeffrey S. Beaudry, pages 296-334, copyright 2014 by Information Science Reference (an imprint
of IGI Global).
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Chapter 67

Using the Flipped Classroom
Instructional Approach to
Foster a Mathematics-AnxiousFriendly Learning Environment
Chris L. Yuen
SUNY Buffalo, USA

ABSTRACT
This chapter examines the nature and characteristics of mathematics anxiety learning and provides
instructional implications for highly mathematics-anxious learners, which are informed by lived experience. The discussion comes from research on the Mathematics Anxiety Learning Phenomenon (MALP),
a hermeneutic phenomenological study using Wilber’s Integral Model as the underpinning framework.
Based on the lived experience data, hermeneutic themes were developed, and it is shown that those
themes are capitalized upon in the flipped approach to foster a mathematics-anxious-friendly learning
environment. Using the themes from the study, the chapter argues that the flipped approach could be
beneficial to students who are highly mathematics-anxious. The system of linear equations with two
variables, a common mathematics topic, is used to illustrate how the flipped approach to instructional
design could recognize mathematics-anxious adult learners.

INTRODUCTION
“Mathematics anxiety” is a term that has been
tossed around by students and teachers alike since
the 1950’s. While it is undisputable that many
students suffer from mathematics anxiety, its
nature remains largely unknown to mathematics
teachers. Furthermore, the current established
remedies largely address mathematics anxiety
as an individual manifest, with only temporary

relief for students and without accounting for the
social learning environment. This is a reflection
of an unclear understanding of this widespread
phenomenon, resulting in students developing
unpleasant feelings and distaste toward the subject
of mathematics as a whole.
The aim of this book chapter is to examine the
nature and characteristics of mathematics anxiety
learning, and to provide instructional implications
for highly-mathematics-anxious learners which
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are informed by lived experience. Through the
flipped classroom instructional approach, one
could implement these implications that are often
overlooked with the traditional approach. The discussion of mathematics anxiety is from the author’s
dissertation research on the Mathematics Anxiety
Learning Phenomenon (MALP), a hermeneutic
phenomenological study using Wilber’s Integral
Model as the underpinning framework. Through
the lived experience data, hermeneutic themes
were developed, which can be capitalized upon
using the flipped classroom approach to foster a
mathematics-anxious-friendly learning environment. Through the examination of these themes
and the instructional implications, one can argue
that the flipped approach could be beneficial to
students who are highly mathematics-anxious.
This book chapter will be organized in the following manner:
1.
2.

3.

4.

Past research on mathematics anxiety,
The hermeneutic phenomenological study
on mathematics anxiety: its methods, data,
results, and the interpretation of the lived
experience,
The implications for mathematics-anxious
friendly instruction and how the flipped
classroom approach has great potential to
foster a more positive learning environment,
and
The chapter will conclude with an instructional example on solving systems of linear
equations of two variables, using the flipped
classroom instructional approach to demonstrate how an improved learning environment
could be mathematics-anxious friendly.

BACKGROUND
Definition of Mathematics Anxiety
Richardson and Suinn (1972) pioneered a widely
cited definition for mathematics anxiety as the
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“feelings of tension and anxiety that interfere
with the manipulations of numbers and the solving of mathematical problems in a wide variety
of ordinary life and academic situations” (p.551).
Mitchell (1984) characterized mathematics anxiety as a “behavior which has been learned on a subconscious, automatic, reflective level by pairing
previous experiences which were painful with the
activity of mathematics” (p. 37). Both definitions
were grounded in psychology, and they described
it as an individualistic phenomenon. However,
it seemed that there ought to be a social aspect
to mathematics anxiety. Consider the following
vignette to illustrate how social interaction may
affect a learner’s outlook:
Years ago, I was a faculty member who advised a
group of students who were enrolled in a bachelor
of business administration program who were
required to take a statistics course. I overheard
their conversations when they were selecting from
the different courses offered in a semester. Some
of the comments were, “Professor [Deleted] is
really tough, and he doesn’t answer any questions that you ask,” “His assignments are just
impossible,” and “The course goes way over
what I need to know.” What surprised me was
that the students had started an informal support
group to vent their negativity before the course
had even begun. When I confronted them about
what I had heard, they had no inhibitions telling
me how negative they felt toward the course and
toward that professor. Fast forward to the end of
the semester when the final examinations were fast
approaching, the same group of students talking
to each other, “I don’t care how to do this, but as
long as I can pull off a C minus, I’ll be happy,”
“I am ready to burn the lecture notes the minute
the final exam is over,” and “I will never take
Professor [Deleted]’s course ever again.”
This episode was a conflicted and challenging moment both for me as a fellow mathematics
professor and for these students. On one hand, I
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knew that they had a tremendous amount of apprehension, anxiety, and even anger before they
entered the statistics course, and on the other hand,
I found myself powerless in helping them overcome those emotions. From a social perspective,
the fact that these students were discussing the
nature of the course and this Professor [Deleted]
before the semester even began meant that they
must have obtained the information from someone else, perhaps from former students who had
taken the course. Because of the social nature of
students, they induce each other to sympathetically and emotionally resonate similar feelings
and emotions. In the end, the support group did
not produce a positive learning environment.
Rather, it created a platform for the festering of
mathematics anxiety among students.
Because the social environment is such a significant aspect of learning, it is conducive to redefine mathematics anxiety to encompass factors
beyond the individualistic behaviors, referred to in
this chapter as the Mathematics Anxiety Learning
Phenomenon (MALP), defined as:
[A] Before the learning process takes place, adult
learners have sets of beliefs about the subject
of mathematics, about their own abilities,
and about certain attitudes toward learning.
[B] The individual and social behaviors from
[A] affect how learning takes place―i.e.
learning what mathematical knowledge to
memorize, learning how to survive school
mathematics, and informing fellow learners
of one’s past experience.
[C] The individual and social behaviors from [B]
serve as perceptions to reinforce or change
the beliefs in [A].
[A], [B], and [C] altogether: They form a cycle
that repeats as the learner has multiple learning
experiences. This begs the question: how could
the cyclical learning phenomenon that is perpetuated in [A], [B], and [C] be sufficiently addressed

(and perhaps be broken) in classroom instruction
to optimize learning?
The cyclical nature of [A], [B], and [C] is
defined as MALP in developmental mathematics,
and it can be characterized in Figure 1.
In Figure 1, the circulation of [A], [B], and
[C] corresponds to the description in the figure,
and this is essentially the core of MALP. In addition to the core, MALP involves several ancillary
pieces. From [A] on personal beliefs, the effect of
such beliefs forms mathematics anxiety as well as
mathematical knowledge. For example, suppose a
learner misbelieves that a square has three sides,
then this faulty knowledge would generate anxious
emotions when the textbook shows a square with
four sides. For another instance, suppose a learner
believes that the content of a developmental mathematics course is largely useless, then classroom
behaviors such as exhibiting boredom, disinterest, and commenting to others could influence
the morale of other fellow learners, and in turn
influence social beliefs and group behaviors in
learning. Suppose one learner says to another,
“just memorize this, and you will get through
this quiz,” then it is likely that the listener might
stop comprehending the underlying mechanism
of such mathematics. While mathematics anxiety
as an emotion has been examined through psychological studies, this current study shows that a
learner’s outlook on learning mathematics can be
affected by the social behaviors of other learners.
Therefore, one must consider the social interaction
aspect of mathematics learning and how it can
play a role in mathematics anxiety. Moreover, the
learning submerged in the social beliefs induced by
mathematics anxiety has sociological and cultural
bases that could explain such ethnographic and
collectivistic behaviors as cited above.

Variables Linked to
Mathematics Anxiety
Numerous studies on using Mathematics Anxiety
Rating Scale (MARS) as a research instrument
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Figure 1. A concept map for the mathematics anxiety learning phenomenon (MALP)

have been conducted since the 1970’s. There are
too many to name and review here. A more recent
study by Ho et al. (2000) examined gender as a
specific variable by testing it against Chinese,
Taiwanese, and U.S. 6th-grade students, and
the study found that gender by nation student/
classroom interaction is significant. The study
also claims that “Asian students differ from U.S.
students with respect to attitudes, beliefs, and
emotions regarding mathematics” (p. 365). Such
a claim is later confirmed by Tang (2007). Another well-known study by Betz (1978) on college
students also links gender (p. 446) to mathematics anxiety, but furthermore, Betz has identified
that age, particularly in adult women, also plays
a role (p. 446). Furthermore, she also found that
the number of years of mathematics training in
high school, as well as the level of test anxiety,
are also significant variables.
Hembree’s (1990) meta-analysis has managed to synthesize 151 previous research studies
by showing several psychological variables that
correlate with mathematics anxiety. Hembree
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acknowledged that “the research of mathematics
anxiety has prospered, spurred by increasing perceptions that the construct threatens both achievement and participation in mathematics” (p. 34).
Hembree managed to show that “performance”
(pp. 37–38), “attitude” (p. 38), and “gender” (pp.
39, 45) are variables that play strong roles in mathematics anxiety. In particular, Hembree concluded
that “[a]cross all grades, female students report
higher mathematics anxiety levels than males”
(p. 45), but “the higher levels do not seem to
translate into [a] more depressed performance or
to greater mathematics avoidance on the part of
female students [in college settings]” (p. 45). The
conclusion is interesting for this current research
study for two reasons:
1.

Hembree’s meta-analysis reveals achieving
female college students can conceal their
anxiety during performance, or simply put, a
female student could experience mathematics anxiety without showing weakness in her
performance.
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2.

The fact that there is not greater avoidance
of mathematics in the college setting can
be explained by the fact that most U.S. college degree programs require some sort of
mathematical study to complete.

Most college students will take at least one
mathematics course to complete their degree requirements. Therefore, for most college students,
there is no avoiding mathematics. It is yet to be
seen whether college students who suffer from
mathematics anxiety would avoid mathematically
oriented study if they were given a choice to do
so. Regardless, Hembree’s research is a summing
up point for mathematics anxiety on its nature
and effect.
A follow-up meta-analysis by Ma (1999), confirmed that some of Hembree’s reported variables
are significant, such as grade-level groups, ethnic
groups, and the instruments measuring anxiety.
However, Ma did not find robust and significant
interaction effects among key variables such as
gender, grade, and ethnicity. Ma asserted that
these findings are different from Hembree because
“mathematics anxiety can take multidimensional
forms including, for example, dislike (an attitudinal
element), worry (a cognitive element), and feel
(an emotional element)” (p. 520).

Math Anxiety as Social Phenomenon
Some of the sociological studies on mathematics
anxiety were conducted in a similar manner to the
studies cited earlier. A salient feature of sociological studies is the link between parental influence
and the learner’s outlook in mathematics education experience. Geist and King (2008) reviewed
Campbell and Clewell (1999), Campbell, Storo,
and Educational Resources Information (1996),
Laster (2004), and Levi (2000), who all suggested
that parental attitudes and expectations “have a
direct correlation to their children’s achievement
in mathematics” (p. 44). Ferry, Fouad, and Smith
(2000) also studied the role of family contexts, and

they linked parental encouragement as a significant factor in mathematics learning experiences
and outcome expectancies (p. 360). They argued
that self-efficacy, personal attitudes, and outcome
expectations play a significant and influential role
in college mathematics students (p. 359). Perhaps
the most robust finding came from Dahmer’s
(2001) dissertation in which she studied sixty-six
families and found that parents’ own mathematics
anxiety is a significant contributing factor to their
children’s mathematics achievement, such as with
test scores. Even though none of these studies
claimed a cause and effect relationship between
parental anxiety and the learner’s mathematics
anxiety nor claimed a correlation between the
two, MALP does in fact seem to be perpetuated
among the participants in mathematics education—educators, learners, and parents.
While the above cited studies determined
parental influence as a significant factor linked
to their children’s mathematics outlook, there
are several diverging qualitative studies that are
worth mentioning here. Peressini (1996; 1998)
examined the parental role of mathematics education and concluded that “parents, because of their
incomplete knowledge of this true discourse, are
unable to engage in various activities that are part
of mathematics education (e.g. assisting their
children with mathematics homework)” (1998,
p. 575), and “… parents were involved in only a
limited and passive fashion” (1996, p. 3). Remillard and Jackson (2006) found some evidence and
provided a reason to explain Peressini’s claim. “…
[P]arents did not see the connections that are readily apparent to most mathematics educators and
teachers” (p. 255). On the other hand, Ginsburg
et al. (2008) acknowledged parents and children
struggle to make sense of school mathematics,
and consequently, they perceived that “they are
learning mathematics within the home as they
work with their children” (p. 24), and Pritchard
(2004) found that parental support among the New
Zealander subjects of the study was “generally
positive” (p. 483).
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The review on parental influence remains unclear on how such influence plays a role in MALP.
Even though some literature portrayed a positive
image of parent-child co-learning mathematics at
home, a careful perusal of some of the parental
quotes in these studies supports the perpetuation
of MALP, such as:
When he [the child] does his [math] homework,
I learn with him, ‘cause a lot of the stuff they’re
doing now, it’s new stuff … I never heard of that
when I was going to school, never. (Ginsberg et
al., 2008, pp. 23 – 24, italics added)
I remember like back in the day it was kind of easy,
but [my daughter’s class was] doing this, divide
by this and you add this … and I’m like “No way!
I don’t get it!” I know the old way, that’s it. So I
told [the teacher], “I’m sticking to the old way,”
and she was like, “Well … I think the new way is
kind of easy.” (Remillard & Jackson, 2006, p. 252).
These quotes are particularly interesting,
especially the second one where the parent attempted to exert power in the discourse. Parents
are supportive to their children’s mathematics
education, albeit the relative ease of confessing and
emphasizing “old stuff” versus “new stuff” shows
that parents are potentially harboring negativity
toward mathematics. They may in turn pass on
such negative views to their children. The overall
picture on parental support within the context of
school mathematics is that parents are seemingly
supportive of their children’s mathematics education, to the extent that they are willing to learn “new
math” with their children at home. However, the
social-educational environment that encompasses
parents, children, mathematics teachers, and other
educators as active participants, has not been conducive to parental involvement. It has insulated
them from the core discussion on pedagogy, on the
curricular content of school mathematics, and on
the reform efforts (Peressini, 1996). The result may
be that parental support has not been optimized
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in their children’s learning because negativity
toward school mathematics is harbored among
parents, children as learners, and the educational
system. In other words, one possible argument is
that negative attitudes towards mathematics, while
they could be easily explained by the technical and
challenging nature of the subject, could also be
a manifestation of parents who play a relatively
passive and powerless (Peressini, 1996; 1998)
role in educational discourse.
The findings on parental influence are important in that adult learners of developmental
mathematics must have all been influenced by
their parents or caretakers during their childhood.
In turn, these adult learners enter the mathematics
classroom with pre-conceived lack of self-efficacy,
personal attitudes, and outcome expectations,
with these beliefs having been established long
beforehand. Furthermore, the potential argument
on parental influence as a sociological factor for
mathematics anxiety may provide initial insights to
MALP on how it could be perpetuated. Secondly,
learner’s control in mathematics education seems
to play an important role for MALP, and often
adults in college developmental mathematics
courses play a dual role both as learners and as
parents. Such a dynamic is encompassed in the
MALP definition.

School as a Learning Environment
Perhaps the most relevant study that is closely
related to MALP is Givvin, Stigler, and Thompson’s (2011) hypothetical model on how the
school environment plays a role in the behaviors
of adult learners (Figure 2). Before Givvin et al.
(2011), Wieschenberg (1994) documented how
anxious mathematics learners suffer from the
notion of helplessness, a condition that De Corte,
Verschaffel and Depaepe (2008) referred to as
“sense making abandonment.”
Givvin et al.’s hypothetical account of mathematics instruction includes:
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Figure 2. Givvin et al.’s (reproduced from p. 6, 2011) model on the making of a community college
developmental math student: A hypothetical account.

•
•
•

“Teachers with narrow views of what it
means to know and do mathematics,
[instruction that] never made the underlying concepts explicit, and
Emphasized procedures and paid relatively
little attention to conceptual connections”
(p. 5).

They also claimed that “students who were
curious, who tried to understand why algorithms
worked, were often discouraged by the teacher…”
(p. 5). Furthermore, such MALP related instruction
produces three kinds of adult learners:
1.
2.
3.

“Some students learned on their own … the
value of connecting rules and procedures to
concepts,
Still others … were able to rely on a strong
memory [italics added], and
… College students … [who were w]ithout
conceptual supports and without a strong rote
memory, the rules, procedures, and notations
they had been taught started to degrade and
get buggy over time” (p. 5).

One common thread among these three kinds
of learners is how they all rely on memory to
play a critical role in doing mathematics, and
Ashcraft et al. (2002; 2005; 2009) also confirmed
that working memory would become problematic
for a learner experiencing mathematics anxiety.
Indeed, Schoenfeld (1989) asserted that many
students were exposed for years to “drill and kill”
style of instruction and assignments. Bessant’s
research (1995) on college students, reveals similarities to Schoenfeld’s (1989) assertion that “…
math anxious students who prefer to learn mathematics through detailed step-by-step procedures
are more apt to experience math test anxiety” (p.
338). Juxtaposing Givvin et al.’s model—conceptual atrophy, haphazard applications of rules,
and inconsistency in procedures—along with
Schoenfeld’s “drill and kill” and Bessant’s link
between step-by-step procedural learning, one
could summarize how an anxious learner might
experience the following:
1.

Learners’ who prefer detailed mathematics procedures as instruction often rely on
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2.

3.

memories to execute mathematics problems
in a step-by-step manner.
When memories begin to fail a learner,
affective anxiety begins to take over the
learner’s cognitive process, further inhibiting the retrieval of information in working
memory.
The result is a conceptual atrophy with
“buggy” memory and isolated concepts in
the learner’s mind, and thus, such an anxiety event would reinforce itself, ready to be
set-off in the next event when the slightest
mathematics challenge is posed.

The totality of Givvin et al. (2011), Wieschenberg (1994), De Corte et al. (2008), Schoenfeld
(1989), and Bessant (1995), shows strong evidence that school experience plays an important
role in how learners may operate during learning
mathematics, and in turn how the social aspect in
school may play a role in MALP.

METHOD AND RESEARCH
FRAMEWORK
In this section, I will discuss the research methods
and the underpinning framework for studying
MALP.

Wilber’s Integral Model as
a Research Framework
This hermeneutic phenomenological study was
conducted using Wilber’s (2000a; 2000b; 2006)
Integral Model as a fourfold lens, examining
the lived experience of six highly-mathematicsanxious adult learners. Hermeneutic phenomenology refers to the engagement and interplay
of the researcher’s personal reflection and lived
experience gathered from participants. Thus,
each participant was treated as an expert while
the researcher assumed an appreciative perceiver
role. Unlike other traditional research frameworks,
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such as positivism and constructivism, Wilber’s
framework does not bracket the subjectivity in the
inquiry process, and he believed that subjectivity
provides a unique blend of values. The underlying epistemology of Integral Theory subsumes
the following:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Every perspective discloses a unique window
to reality.
All perspectives form an integral conference
to reality.
An investigation of only a partial collection
of the perspectives would compromise the
integrality of the phenomenon.
The mode of inquiry is to seek and to embrace
divergent paths toward the truth.

Esbjörn-Hargens and Wilber (2006) laid the
epistemological foundation, stating that “all …
approaches have at least some partial truths to offer
an integral conference” (p. 529). Esbjörn-Hargens
(2006b) also suggested an intuition that “everyone
is right” and that “each practice or injunction
enacts and therefore discloses a different reality”
(p. 86). In other words, every perspective holds a
window to reality, and if one leaves out “one or
more perspectives, a fundamental aspect of the
integral whole would be lost and our ability to understand it and address it would be compromised”
(Esbjörn-Hargens, 2009, p. 6). Indeed, losing the
ability to understand the integral “wholeness”
when leaving out one or more perspectives is a
criticism of the bracketing of subjectivity.
Esbjörn-Hargens (2006a) described the quadrants as the “basic perspectives an individual can
take on reality” (p. 5). This includes the interior
and exterior of the individuals and collectives.
Each of the permutations, called a “quadrant,”
is irreducible, with its own valid claim and its
own mode of investigation. Table 1 illustrates the
characteristics of the four quadrants as a fourfold,
co-arising lens:
The integral approach inquires a psychosocial
phenomenon through four different perspectives:
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Table 1. An illustration of the characteristics of the quadrants, adapted from Esbjörn-Hargens (2006b)
Upper Left (UL): Interior-Individual:
“I” – Intentional (Subjective)
First-person perspectives
Experiential phenomena
Phenomenological Inquiry:
• Emotions
• Beliefs
• Attitude

Upper Right (UR): Exterior-Individual:
“IT” – Behavior (Objective)
Third-person (singular) perspectives
Behavioral phenomena
Behavior Analyses:
• Cognitive
• Behavioral

Lower Left (LL): Interior-Collective:
“WE” – Cultural (Inter-subjective)
“First- and second-person” perspectives
Cultural phenomena
Cultural & Worldview Investigation:
• Philosophical
• Educational
• Interactive

Lower Right (LR): Exterior-Collective:
“ITS” – Behavior (Objective)
Third-person (plural) perspectives
Social phenomena
Social Assessments:
• Environmental (i.e. the learning environment)

1.

Interior-individual’s (UL) phenomenological inquiry,
Exterior-individual’s (UR) behavioral
analysis,
Interior-collective’s (LR) cultural and worldview investigations, and
Exterior-collective’s (LL) social assessments.

•

The inquiry into MALP could reveal its nature
in great detail through the four perspectives (a.k.a.
the quadrivium) because “[t]he quadrants provide
a particularly helpful lens for researchers in that
the Left-Hand and Right-Hand quadrants are associated with qualitative and quantitative methods
respectively” (Esbjörn-Hargens, 2006b, p. 84).
Essentially, this means that the “All Quadrants”
approach is a mixed-method approach.
As a means of understanding how mathematics anxiety is cyclical and perpetuated in an adult
learners’ psyche, the four quadrant perspective in
the investigation of MALP is comprised of the
following correspondences:

•

2.
3.
4.

•

The UL quadrant corresponds to the individual learner’s learning experiences from
the first-person perspective.

•

The UR quadrant corresponds to reported observations (including from past research) on the individual learner’s cognitive process when learning mathematics,
and his/her belief systems towards the subject matter, towards his/her own ability to
learn the subject matter, and towards what
constitutes learning mathematics.
The LL quadrant corresponds to (including from past research) how the culture
of the mathematics learning community,
such as the socially shared opinions among
the learners in the mathematics learning
community, and how the culture relates to
MALP.
The LR quadrant corresponds to the social identity of learners in the mathematics learning community and the social role
they play in the mathematics education discourse, and how the social dynamics are at
play in MALP.

In sum, this research study assumes that the
quadrivium of the four co-arising perspectives
would provide rich and detailed data that disclose
the nature of MALP.
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Research Method and the General
Summary of the Participants
Six adult native speakers of English participated
in the study—two male and four female college
students—who had all graduated from their respective high schools. Also, they each self-identified
that they have been suffering from mathematics
anxiety, and they were generally interested in
how their anxiety has affected their learning of
mathematics. The phenomenological interviews
were conducted over a course of two months,
from December 2012 to January 2013, all in the
Western New York area. The interviews were all
conducted in a pleasant manner at quiet areas in
their respective colleges’ libraries. None of the
participants had difficulty or showed reluctance in
the journal portion of the study, and the participants
were all interested in the topics discussed. It was
noted that the participants took a liberal approach
in writing their journal entries, and therefore, the
topics and foci varied widely in the contents of the
entries. To determine the intensity of mathematics anxiety for each participant, I used the same
benchmark from Ashcraft and Moore (2009)’s
aMARS by rating the 25 Likert scales from 0 (no
anxiety) to 4 (extreme anxiety) so that the range of
the score is 0 to 100. Ashcraft and Moore (2009)
reported a mean of 36 with a standard deviation
of 16 (p. 199). Their method specified that one
standard deviation above the mean, or a score of
52, was statistically defined to be highly anxious.
All participants but one scored greater than 52

in the survey, confirming that they are highly
anxious. One participant received a score of 51,
which is statistically borderline highly anxious.
Table 2 shows a summary of the six participants
with their information tabulated.
All six participants chose non-mathematics/
science majors as their fields of study, and it is
interesting to note that all but one either took
or were taking statistics at the time of their participation. Because it would be too elaborate to
detail all six participants’ lived experience in this
chapter, I will present the findings through the
hermeneutic themes. The details can be found in
my dissertation.

RESEARCH FINDINGS:
HERMENEUTIC THEMES
Below are the thematic essences from the lived
experience data. The distillation process involved
multiple readings of the interview and journal
transcripts. Through the reading procedure and
sentential analysis (van Manen, 1990; Morgan,
2011), the following hermeneutic themes were
developed.

Major Theme (1A): The
Learner’s Beliefs
A mathematics-anxious learner often plays a
behavioral role in learning school mathematics
by relying on a set of prescribed steps that the

Table 2. Summary information of the six participants
High School
Graduation

College Major

Math Courses
Taken OR Taking

aMARS
Score

M1

1986

Communications and Business

Statistics

96

M2

2000

Hospitality Management

Statistics

87

F1

1976

Education

Algebra and Calculus

54

F2

2007

Business Management and Education

Accounting and Statistics

58

F3

1990

Education

Statistics and GRE Preparation

51

F4

Did not list

Nursing

Dosage Math and Statistics

57
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learner would mimic. Conditioned to conform to
the steps as opposed to deviate from the prescription for an alternative or better problem solving
experience, the learner comes to believe that this
is how mathematics should be done. When confronted with deviating from the prescribed steps,
anxiousness may brew in the learner because the
prescribed steps would no longer be of use to
him/her, and the trigger may originate from past
disappointments and traumas. Meanwhile, requiring a learner to navigate and reflect upon his/her
own problem solving process without prescribed
steps is an anxiety-inflicting event, and there are
two dynamics involved. First, the learner lacks
security to devise his/her own steps in a problem
solving strategy, and second, instructors often do
not encourage or cultivate ingenuity to solve mathematical problems in a creative manner. When an
anxious learner observes another talented learner
deviating from prescribed steps and managing
to solve problems, the success is often attributed
to born talent or nature’s gift than no amount of
nurturing could make up for.
As the title of this major theme suggests, the
learner’s belief is a considered to be an individualinterior (UR) element because it is situated and
often developed within an individual. However, the
actual beliefs are negotiated through the learner’s
experience, such as pretending to conform in
learning mathematics, or realizing that achieving
perfection is the learning expectation. Therefore,
despite the UR nature of this major theme, there
are aspects of it that are related to the collective
(LL and LR) perspectives.

Major Theme (1B): Cultural Beliefs
This theme is further developed when one examines how mathematics instruction is delivered.
Many mathematics instructors may deliver instruction through the manner of prescribed steps
because they could have the same beliefs as the
learners in Major Theme (1A). While some prefer
this behavioral learning strategy of mimicking

steps, others may find the strategy frustrating.
Oftentimes, the instruction that relies on such a
strategy presumes one single way to do mathematics, therefore frustrating the group of learners
who wants to develop skills beyond following
prescribed steps. If a learner begins to question
a particular method and/or its application, many
instructors would find it challenging to provide a
satisfactory response for the learner, leaving him/
her a sense of mystery about doing mathematics
in a particular fashion. Moreover, this mystery
could become yet another disappointment when
the expectation is not fulfilled. Because of the
sense of insecurity among individual learners,
many of them expect some sort of individualized
engagement. They believe that the remediation
and re-assurance of the execution of prescribed
steps are appropriate during such engagements.
On the contrary, engagements targeting beyond
the prescribed mathematical steps could be construed by some learners as deliberately obtuse for
no meaningful reason. This kind of remediation
would push them out of their “comfort zone”
and further reinforce their insecure and anxious
feelings. Perhaps this troubling the emotion they
feel leads them back to their former traumas and
regrets with learning mathematics.

Major Theme (2): Roadblocks
of Learning Mathematics
The participants in the study pointed out several
roadblocks that prevent learners from thriving
through a litany of issues in the school learning
environment:
•
•
•
•

Lack of individual engagement and oneon-one tutoring.
Incomprehensible mathematics texts.
Lack of resources to support doing
homework.
Frustrated and angry mathematics
instructors.
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•
•
•
•
•

Excessively fast pacing in instructional
delivery.
The belittling of asking not-so-clever
questions.
Lack of reasoning in word problems, equations, and symbolisms.
Lack of opportunity for one to take control
over his/her own learning (this will be addressed as a separate major theme).
Lack of transparency on the application
value of mathematical concepts.

While the above may be seen as a “dirty
laundry” list of blaming the educational system
for one’s failure in learning mathematics, the
collective of these roadblocks paint a despairing
reality about how anxious learners perceive the
social learning environment. Many of them felt
that asking questions in class would be a futile
exercise because they may not receive answers
that could be meaningful to their own learning
experience. Other learners may feel a disconnection between the classroom experience and
the homework experience. When they attempt to
reconcile the two, either there are little resources
available, or the resources are not written in a
way that is accessible. This leaves these learners
very few alternatives to play an active role (see
Major Theme (5)) in learning mathematics. Also,
a frustrated or angry instructor may become the
learners’ roadblock because the instructor could
become unapproachable or be seen by adult
learners as uncooperative. All of these became
a horrendous concoction of social norms that
are not conducive for learning. Simply put, the
learners enter the school environment with their
expectations of themselves, the learning experience, and how to interact with other individuals
within the subject discourse. However, often the
expectations are not met, and without sufficient
control, a learner is unable to find ways to meet
those expectations independently. Henceforth, this
becomes the roadblock for learning mathematics.
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The result of these roadblocks, found in the cultural
contexts of social learning, may root itself in the
learner’s psyche as disappointment and trauma.

Major Theme (3A): Duality as a
Way to Perceive Mathematics
When an anxious learner arrives at the mathematics classroom with their beliefs and then experiences numerous roadblocks, how can they find a
way to make sense of their learned mathematics?
Certainly, if a learner continues to leave the anxious
and incomprehensible portion of mathematics
unreconciled, then it is unlikely they will be able
to survive school mathematics for a prolonged
period of time. In other words, a learner must
find some resolution to the portion of mathematics that is inaccessible to them, and that could be
the reason many learners develop a perception of
mathematics as two independent entities, or as a
duality. Overall among the participants, it seems
that their mathematics anxiety tends to set in when
the mathematics discourse in a learning event is
inaccessible to them. In this theme, the learner’s
perception of the duality of mathematics develops
from the distinction between these two portions of
mathematics: accessible and inaccessible.

Major Theme (3B): Discrepancy of
Expectations in Social Interaction
As a continuation from Major Theme (3A), this
theme captures the essence that there are different
expectations in teacher-learner and learner-learner
interactions. In teacher-learner interaction, every
participant described some form of dissatisfaction.
For example, one participant reported that he was
doodling in class because he was disengaged;
another participant’s teacher expected him to
ask better questions; and one other participant
attributed her inability to learn to the fact that her
professor’s pacing was too quick for her. In each
case, there was some kind of discrepancy in the
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teacher’s and learners’ expectations. Simply put,
the teacher wants particular kinds of outcomes, but
adult learners expected instruction to be different
because they had certain beliefs about how they
could best learn mathematics.
Similarly, a discrepancy of expectations was
also seen in the learner-learner interaction. One
participant’s embarrassing experience in helping
his daughters and another participant’s frustrating
moments with her granddaughter and with one of
her students were examples showing that different
expectations about the social interaction led to
frustrating experiences for both participants. This
theme is of particular importance because this
discrepancy is a trigger for the anxious emotion
among adult learners. One possible explanation
for this major theme is that adult learners may
view mathematics dualistically (see Major Theme
(3A)), and this difference in perception leads to an
ineffective communication among parties.

Major Theme (4): The Necessity
of Strong Rote Memorization
Skills in Learning Mathematics
Among the six participants, three of them explicitly described that strong rote memorization
skills are necessary to learn mathematics. As
described in Major Themes (1A) and (1B), the
beliefs and expectations are to follow prescribed
steps and to employ a behavioral learning strategy.
Furthermore, because of the roadblocks outlined
in Major Theme (2), the successful learning of
mathematics (a.k.a. passing school mathematics
courses) necessitates strong rote memorization in
order to do well on tests and examinations. For
the group of learners whose rote memorization
comes naturally, they generally could pass school
mathematics, course after course, semester after
semester, year after year, as long as learning and
instruction do not target beyond the behavioral
strategy. For the group of learners whose rote
memorization skills are not strong enough, they

may adapt by having an unending amount of patience and repetitious practice to “survive” school
mathematics.
There are two reasons why rote memorization
is a necessity for the behavioral learning strategy.
The first has to do with the nature of prescribed
steps and procedures that the learners attempt to
mimic without sufficient processing to explain
how the steps are connected in a coherent manner.
This makes memorizing each step in a procedure
an independent process. The second has also to do
with the reasoning that could have made connections among different procedures and concepts. As
one of the participants described, the instructional
delivery for a mathematics course is characterized as “piecemeal,” making each procedure and
concept an independent entity for the learners.
Without developing relational connections among
mathematical concepts, the learners rely on rote
memorization to survive the grading process of
their mathematics courses. The lack of connection
among prescribed steps, procedures, and concepts
could also explain how the learners could forget
them so easily once they have been assessed.
Receiving a good grade can be a strong external
motivation for many learners, and once that has
been attained, there are relatively few reasons to
continue to retain those memories of piecemeal
steps and procedures. Certainly many anxious
learners are not compelled by the application value
of school mathematics.
The above made a distinction for two different
groups of individuals whose learning style relies
on rote memorization or not. However, there
exists a third group of learners, whether they
have strong rote memorization skills or not, who
prefer the mathematics learning experience to be
less rote oriented but more logic-and-reasoning
oriented—the conceptual learner. A teaching
style that targets the behavioral learning strategy
of memorizing steps could be a source of anxiety
for this particular group of learners. Furthermore,
this could be the source of regret for some of these
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learners, such as regretting not asking better questions in class so that the teacher’s response could
have furthered reasoning and understanding in the
learner’s conceptual development while learning
mathematics.

Major Theme (5): Gaining
Learner’s Control
This major theme can be viewed as hopeful because all participants were successful in school
mathematics, each in his/her own unique ways.
Initially, however, they arrived at the classroom
with their own beliefs, struggled with roadblocks,
suffered from past and current disappointments,
created their own perception of duality in mathematics, and arduously memorized prescribed
steps and concepts. Ultimately, this eventual
theme described the significance of taking control
of one’s own learning, where each participant
took control in some fashion. For example, one
participant found technology that could address
his own shortcomings and weaknesses, and another participant took control over the pacing of
instructional delivery by replaying and rewinding
the video lectures that came with the mathematics
text. On the other hand, some of the participants
had means of control that were much more drastic. Two participants changed schools until they
found the learning environments conducive to
their needs. One failed her high school algebra
course, but she found refuge in business mathematics. Each participant had a unique story, but
everyone eventually found ways to take control
over their own learning. Perhaps this is the reason
why they found eventual success, but even more
importantly, it seems that taking control in one’s
own learning can overcome past traumas, regrets,
and disappointments. This also means that this
major theme provides a key element to implicate
improvements for mathematics instruction. One
caveat is that the actual action of gaining learner’s
control can be a covert and subconscious act.
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Most participants discussed what they did, but
the realization only came during the interviews
and the journal writing which elucidated the ways
they had compensated for their less than perfect
learning environments, about which they spoke
with negative feeling.

INSTRUCTIONAL IMPLICATIONS
INFORMED BY THE
HERMENEUTIC THEMES
Based on the previously mentioned developed
hermeneutic themes, the following instructional
implications are recommended.

Affecting Active Learner’s Control
Affecting active learner’s control remains a
prominent feature that repeatedly appears in the
lived experience data, and a truly learner-centered
instruction would take control into account. In
particular, one participant pointed out that her
control over the pace for instructional delivery
had made her feel more confident in her own
learning than passively following a live lecture. It
is the element of control that she identified as the
reason that her preparation for the GRE examination was to more successful than her past college
mathematics experiences. Therefore, when an
instructor designs learning activities for adults,
one way to foster some positivity into the social
learning environment is to consider elements that
allow the learners to take the lead.
For example, the flipped classroom instructional model could take advantage of the learner’s
control to engage in instructional delivery outside
of the classroom and develop problem solving
skills in class with the guidance of an instructor. The outside classroom component of the
flipped model usually includes video lectures,
Internet resources, and other hands-on learning
activities/manipulatives for learners to develop
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the underlying understanding of a topic/concept.
The advantage of this component is that a learner
controls the pacing and delivery of instruction, and
therefore, the anxious individual could perceive
the experience to be less frustrating, perhaps resulting in a more positive experience than before.
Also, often learners can sense the unwelcoming
attitude of some instructors (e.g. one participant’s
hallway observation of a mathematics class,
another’s first college instructor who asked the
class to pose questions but expected none), and
the outside use of class resources can prevent
this effect from happening. For example, video
lectures can be done as PowerPoint presentations,
and interactive manipulatives can be demonstrated
entirely through a Whiteboard or through the Geometer’s Sketchpad. The elimination of seeing a
live person’s facial expression while materials are
presented can minimize unintentional transference
of negative attitudes to the learners. After students
have experienced learning activities outside of the
classroom, the inside-of-classroom component is
intended as a workshop to facilitate the development of problem solving techniques for a learner
under guidance. This means that the activities of
this component remain interactive between the
instructor and the learner and/or among learners, allowing the learner to remain in control of
manipulating how to solve problems. This allows the learner to maintain more control during
the problem solving, rather than to be a passive
listener during a traditional lecture. Because of
the outside-of-classroom component, this would
mean that there is more meaningful time spent on
facilitation of problem solving in the classroom.
This flipped classroom instructional approach is
one just good example of allowing learners to gain
control and play an active role in learning. Any
design element, responding to Major Theme (5)
on learner’s control that aims to gain individual
access to learner’s control is within what this
implication prescribes.

Helping Learners’ to
Reconceive Mathematics: A
Dual Instructional Approach
Another prominent theme from this current study
is how learners perceive mathematics as a duality (Major Theme (3A)). Traditional instruction,
however, often treats mathematical topics as a
singleton process—for example, an instruction
of Pythagorean Theorem of applying a2 + b2 = c2
to find the measures of a side in a right triangle.
Or, traditional instruction comes in the form of
multiple representations—for example, solving
quadratic equations ax2 + bx + c = 0 (with a ≠ 0)
both algebraically and graphically. Because mathematics is traditionally conceived through a formal,
logical system, the inter-relationship among steps
and procedures are often assumed and implicit.
To improve instruction, one could help learners to
reconceive mathematics in a dual manner—both
conceptual and procedural—respectively as the
rational and functional approaches:
•

•

Rational Approach: Instruction that targets the concept and the inner workings
of a mathematical idea. For example, the
illustration of completing square to derive
the quadratic formula is a rational approach
to solving quadratic equation.
Functional Approach: Instruction that
targets a procedural step-wise nuances and
the presentation of solutions. The illustration of the step-wise use of the quadratic
formula to solve quadratic equations and
the presentation of its mathematical work
to make the solution readable is an example of instruction that places emphasis in
the functional approach.

In my past teaching, I have attempted to
counsel my students that every topic could be
learned twice. The rational approach to under-
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stand a concept demands a very different skill
set than the functional approach to mastering the
procedural mechanism and nuances for presenting mathematical solutions in a readable manner.
The distinction between the two approaches is
analogous to teaching language arts and writing. Understanding a mathematical concept is a
process like brainstorming and collecting logical
and reasonable ideas for writing, and this is what
the rational approach should target. Mastering the
steps, mechanisms, and nuances for a procedure
is like putting the ideas down on paper coherently with conventional grammar and mechanics,
and that is what the functional approach should
target. While the teaching of writing generally
differentiates the two as separate learning skills
(beginners working on grammar and mechanics
and advanced writers working on refining ideas),
traditional mathematics instruction does not distinguish the two. Here, I argue that using the dual
instructional approach is more learner-oriented,
and one could achieve better learning gains in an
anxious-friendly environment.

Fostering and Sustaining Positivity
This implication responds to Major Themes (1B)
on cultural beliefs and (3B) on discrepancy of
expectations in social interaction. Recall in the
previous chapter on MALP cyclicity that frustration and negativity fester within the cycle and
consequently brew anxiety in a learner, and this
instructional implication addresses the learner’s
psyche by fostering and sustaining positivity in
instruction. This means that the instructor must
be vigilant in actively listening to the learners’
interaction and counsel them when the interaction
becomes a fellowship ground that festers negativity. Consider the interaction between one participant and her granddaughter on using the “Big 7”
strategy for division. Both were frustrated because
the participant wanted to show her granddaughter
how to divide through long division. Her grand-
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daughter, on the other hand, knew that her teacher
may not accept the quotient solutions unless they
were obtained through the “Big 7” strategy. While
it is beyond the scope of this study to find out why
her granddaughter did not perceive long division
as the procedure of choice, I speculate that this was
purely a preference of instructional design made
by the granddaughter’s mathematics teacher. A
further conjecture is that the teacher did not make
it clear to the students that long division as a procedure is generally a mathematically acceptable
procedure, for it seems the instructional goal on
that particular assignment was to have the students
to practice an alternative method. As such, the
result did not produce meaningful learning gain
for the granddaughter, but it also affected this
participant—a conceptual learner—in a negative
way. Suppose this incident were to take place in a
classroom where an instructor was present. The
negativity and frustration could be completely
averted through redirection in social learning.
Recall that adult learners are self-directed. They
can be motivated when the appropriate reason is
made known to them, giving them a purpose and
internal motivation to practice whatever topic at
hand. Similarly, the implication for mathematics
instructors is a reminder to carefully observe any
social learning interaction, and to preemptively
redirect and/or intervene the learners when signs
of negativity appear.
The idea of fostering and sustaining positivity
in the classroom environment and instructional
discourse also helps revitalize the stale aura that
was mostly caused by the unmet needs of various
learning styles, resulting in intimidation among
the learners who stayed tacit and passive during
learning. This is also a sign of frustration being
festered during the individuals’ perception of
their own (inadequate) learning. Therefore, this
qualifies as an opportunity for an instructor to
intervene to break the stale aura and redirect the
learners’ attention into a more positive attitude
toward the learning activity.
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Creating a Parallel Context
for Application
This instructional implication is inspired by one of
the participant’s stories about how he was engaged
to learn about Shakespeare, and more generally it
is inspired by the Major Theme (2) on roadblocks
of learning mathematics. The teacher in the story
made Shakespeare’s literature applicable to students by showing them that it paralleled their own
sensibility in a way to that one can relate. Similarly
in mathematics instruction, one could also strive
to create a parallel context to help anxious learners to engage themselves so that they can relate to
the mathematical skills at hand. Instead of using
the passé canned response of telling the learners
that geometry is useful for mechanical engineering, it might be more motivating for learners if
the classroom environment is contextualized as a
problem that the learners must solve by using the
developed skills. To this end, one could strive for
instruction to have a sense of immediacy in application, and adult learners could readily attempt
applying mathematics skills to problem solve., In
a hands-on manner, adult learners could also find
meaning and interrelations of mathematical skills
and procedures while problem solving, thus allowing them to gain control in their own learning.
I will cite an example from my own teaching. Instead of organizing the developmental
mathematics curriculum by skills and procedures
such as the “Logarithm” unit, I organize it by
contextualized topics, such as “The 2011 Japanese
Sendai earthquake and tsunami” as a logarithmic
unit. In this example, I first engaged the learners
through the videos and visuals of the devastation
of the earthquake and tsunami, allowing them to
“feel” the severity of the natural disaster. Then we
discussed how the intensity of energy is measured,
through a logarithmic scale, and segue into a
more formal discussion of logarithm. This 2011
natural disaster is particularly fitting because both
earthquake energy, measured in Richter’s scale,
and radiation energy, measured in micro-Sievert

(μSv), are logarithmic. Learners who experienced
the entire topic were surrounded by how the
measurement works. Furthermore, when I began
asking students to solve problems on logarithm,
I made sure that the problems were relevant and
related to calculation of energy. Finally, when the
learners were comfortable working with those particular scales, I introduced other more traditional
logarithmic scales such as how to solve problems
with half-life and depreciation. The end result was
that while the learners may not have immediately
related to an earthquake and/or tsunami, they still
felt a sense of sympathy toward what happened in
Japan, and that emotion was a link to help them
connect the mathematics and science involved
in situation like this. Compared to the traditional
instruction by which one usually introduces the application of logarithm in half life and depreciation,
learners could more immediately engage themselves to thoroughly appreciate the mathematical
topic through a contextualized theme (Casper
& Yuen, 2011). This particular implication can
be generalized however an instructor sees fit to
parallel a context in the classroom for learners to
make a concept immediately applicable.

Facilitating Learners to Redefine
Mathematics as a Subject
for Logical Reasoning
Last, but not least, the fifth instructional implication is to help behavioral learners redefine the subject of mathematics. This implication is inspired
by Major Themes (1A) on personal beliefs, (3A)
on duality, and (4) on the necessity of strong rote
memorization. Throughout this study, the lived
experience data showed that the learners who
prefer prescribed steps are indeed similar to how
Givvin et al.’s (2011) model described them—a
belief that mathematics means rules, procedures,
and notation. Together, this belief and the vocalization of preferring to learn in this fashion create a
stale aura not conducive to conceptual learning.
To rectify this particular social learning issue, it
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is of utmost importance for instructors to help
learners perceive mathematics as a tool in logical reasoning. In other words, a learner’s view
should be developed and facilitated through the
dual rational and functional approach so that one
believes that doing mathematics is just problem
solving. Obviously, altering one’s personal belief
is not an overnight event. Rather, this should be an
ongoing endeavor, perhaps throughout the entire
developmental mathematics course, to help adult
learners to gain experience in using mathematics for problem solving. The result may be that
mathematics is a logical reasoning tool that guides
and assists them in navigating the problem solving process through the rational approach. When
behavioral learners begin to perceive mathematics
as a logical reasoning entity, then they may most
likely begin to attempt to learn mathematics as
conceptual learners. In line with the previous
implication, the stale aura of the mathematics
classroom may then begin to dissipate. In sum,
this instructional implication calls for utilizing
the rational and functional approach strategically,
during direct instruction and during social learning
among learners, to nurture them into operating in
a more conceptual manner. Through consistency
(Perry, 2006) and MALP Component [C] on belief
adjustment, learners will accumulate successful
and positive problem solving experience through
logical reasoning. Gradually, these learners will
recreate a different vision of mathematics and
come to see the importance of logical reasoning
and its relationship to and usefulness in doing and
learning mathematics.
The above five implications are meant to be
presented from individualistic to collectivistic.
Each implication is motivated by the hermeneutic
major themes as well as by the nature of MALP.
Each also responds to past research literatures such
as Wieschenberg’s (1994) idea of helplessness and
Schoenfeld’s (1989) description on students’ ritualistic way of problem solving (i.e. in five minutes
or less and then give up). More importantly, the
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implications also aim to deemphasize the reliance of rote memorization, which Ashcraft et al.
(2002; 2005; 2009) documented to be problematic
for mathematics anxious individuals to retrieve.

IMPLEMENTING THE
IMPLICATIONS IN THE FLIPPED
CLASSROOM INSTRUCTION
The flipped classroom instructional model emphasizes a reversal of standard classroom learning
by providing instruction outside of the classroom
and focusing on problem solving, collaborative
learning, and furthering conceptual developing
inside the classroom. Tucker (2012) suggested,
“… the core idea is to flip the common instructional approach: With teacher-created videos and
interactive lessons, instruction that used to occur in
class is now accessed at home, in advance of class.
Class becomes the place to work through problems,
advance concepts, and engage in collaborative
learning.” Another description of the model is “[i]
nverting the classroom means that events that have
traditionally taken place inside the classroom now
take place outside the classroom and vice versa”
(Lage, Platt, & Treglia, 2000, p. 32). In this sense
the terms “flipped” and “inverted” are justified.
This model of particular interest for fostering a
mathematics-anxious-friendly learning environment because it was reported that “students take
ownership of their learning” through the demand
of the inverted classroom (Lage, Platt, & Treglia,
2000, p. 37). Berrett (2012) confirmed the claim
of better learner’s control (p. 36), with a reported
learning gain of about twice the rate of those traditional models (p. 39). Because active learner’s
control is an implication informed through the
hermeneutic phenomenological study, the flipped
classroom model is an ideal choice as the basis
for the design of a mathematics-anxious-friendly
learning environment. Since there is no one single
correct design instruction, any flipped approach
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informed by and based on MALP would have the
potential to foster a mathematics-anxious friendly
learning environment. To this end, the discussion
below is not meant to be exhaustive; rather, its
purpose is to provide an example as a model of how
the flipped model can be beneficial. One will first
examine the “outside-of-classroom” component
that addresses the individualistic implications and
then the “inside-of-classroom” component that
addresses the collectivistic implications.

Outside-of-Classroom
Instructional Component
For the most part, the outside-of-classroom instructional component is largely an independent
event that engages the learner through a variety
of activities such as video lectures, manipulatives, explorations, and short exercises. Ideally, it
should be learner-centered by providing a blend of
activities from which a learner can choose. This
way, the learner can affect active control over
the choices, the pacing, and his/her own environment while engaging in these activities. To help
the learner reconceive mathematics as problem
solving as opposed to prescribed steps, the blend
of activities should emphasize rational development, while the inside-of-classroom instructional
component would emphasize both the rational
and functional developments. It is important to
note that if video lectures are used as a form of
the outside-of-classroom component, they should
be short clips accompanied with other kinds of
explorative activities. The topic of the systems of
linear equations with two variables provides an
excellent example:
Ax + By = C


Dx + Ey = F

The typical instructional approach in developmental mathematics engages the learners in three
prescribed procedures:

1.
2.
3.

The graphing method,
The substitution method, and
The addition method.

However, in the flipped approach, it might
be worthwhile to have the learners manipulate
pictorially an anchoring puzzle problem, such as:
A farmer has 20 animals consists of cows and
chickens. Among these animals there are a total
of 48 legs. Assuming each cow has four legs and
each chicken has two legs. What are the numbers
of cows and chickens each?
It is important to allow a learner to invest
meaningful effort into a problem like the above
without formally introducing them to the setup
of the two linear equations and the three typical
solving methods. This way, the problem solving
process would orient the learner to utilize his/her
rational ideas. Once the learner managed to solve
the problem (in this case, the solution would be four
cows and sixteen chickens), then the video clips of
lectures with follow up on the anchoring problem
and steps to solve it would be appropriate. At this
stage, the video clips would continue to develop
the use of rational ideas. When implemented successfully, this outside-of-classroom component:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Affects active control in a learner,
Targets the instruction in the rational
approach,
Fosters positivity by avoiding the exposition
of prescribed steps,
Creates a parallel context for application of
the systems of linear equations, and
Facilitates that the learner visualize mathematics as logical reasoning.

All five of these features come directly from the
MALP instructional implications, and they help
reinforce the belief system in MALP component
[A] that the learner would bring some positivity to
the inside-of-classroom’s social learning activities.
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Inside-of-Classroom
Instructional Component
As for the inside-of-classroom instructional
component, one could focus on and reinforce the
development of rational skills, but also emphasize
the development of functional skills through a
variety of learner-led activities such as discussion, problem solving workshops, and very brief
lectures. This component is not all that different
from how current literature emphasizes that the
instructor should serve as a facilitator to be attentive to a learner’s ideas and their development, to
redirect a learner in problem solving when necessary, and to foster both rational and functional
skills. In particular, there are three goals in the
classroom that a learner must achieve:
1.
2.
3.

To further the rational ideas in the underlying
problem solving processes,
To develop pragmatic communication and
presentation skills within the mathematical
topics at hand, and
To mediate constructive communication
among learners as they collectively engage
in the learning activities.

To continue with the previous example of solving systems of linear equations, a learner could
enter the classroom with different stations set
up. The instructor could set up multiple problem
solving stations where each has a problem set.
These stations may differ in the difficulties of
the sets. Learners would be assigned to stations
based on their abilities. The instructor would
observe and facilitate the group problem-solving
process while attending to the development of
mathematical and communication skills of each
individual. At this stage, learners would lead a
discussion on their solving methods, which may
begin to form prototype solving procedures.
A concluding activity would be to debrief the
class about their presentations, comparing and
contrasting the prototype solving procedures to
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the typical textbook standard three. One could
also assign learners some further activities (such
as on MyMathLab or Hawkes Learning System)
after the inside-of-classroom component. When
implemented successfully, this component:
1.
2.
3.

Targets the instruction in the both the rational
and functional approaches,
Fosters positivity by allowing the learners’
ideas to emerge and meet the standard typical
prescribed procedures, and
Facilitates that the learner conceptualize
mathematics to further their problem solving
skills.

All these features come directly from the
MALP instructional implications, and they help
reinforce a more positive social learning environment in MALP component [B]. When a learner
returns home after this component, one would be
ready to study the textbook standard procedures,
and with two MALP components [A] and [B]
overhauled, it is more likely that one would adjust his/her belief systems in MALP component
[C] through a reflection of the holistic learning
experience.

CONCLUSION
This book chapter has been devoted to a discussion
of how the social aspect of learning mathematics
may have an effect on a mathematics-anxious
learner, and through a hermeneutic phenomenological study, one can explore how these learners
perceive their experience. The lived experience
data provided by the participants yielded salient
information to directly implicate mathematics instruction. The flipped classroom instruction model
could be one way to address these implications.
While Wilber’s theoretical framework subsumes to
embrace divergent paths to the truth, the research
on the social experience of mathematics-anxious
learners profoundly paints a reality that awakens
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mathematics educators. How we may continue to
ponder, reflect, and design instruction to alleviate
the unpleasantness in learning mathematics with
anxiety ought to be one of the foremost considerations in designing and delivering mathematics
education.
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KEY TERMS AND DEFINITIONS
Dual Perception of Mathematics: Mathematics-anxious learner’s perception of the subject and
its content of mathematics: By compartmentalizing mathematics into “accessible” and “inaccessible,” the learner maintain a stability in relative
control in the social learning environment.

Functional Approach: Instruction that targets
a procedural step-wise nuances and the presentation of solutions.
Hermeneutic Theme: Theme is the experience
of focus, of meaning, of point. Theme is a form
of capturing the phenomenon one tries to understand. Theme is the needfulness to make sense,
is the sense we are able to make of something,
is the openness to something, and ultimately is
the process of insightful disclosure (van Manen,
1990, pp. 87–88).
Mathematics Anxiety: Feelings of tension
and anxiety that interfere with the manipulations
of numbers and the solving of mathematical
problems in a wide variety of ordinary life and
academic situations. (Richardson & Suinn, 1972,
p.551). Behavior which has been learned on a subconscious, automatic, reflective level by pairing
previous experiences which were painful with the
activity of mathematics (Mitchell, 1984, p. 37).
Quadrivium (in Integral Theory): The
four co-arising perspectives (individual-interior,
individual-exterior, collective-interior, and collective-exterior), each irreducible, with its own valid
claim, and with its mode of investigation. In the
study for this chapter, each perspective realizes as
phenomenological inquiry, behavioral analyses,
cultural investigation, and social assessments.
Rational Approach: Instruction that targets
the concept and the inner workings of a mathematical idea.

This work was previously published in “Promoting Active Learning through the Flipped Classroom Model” edited by Jared
Keengwe, Grace Onchwari, and James N. Oigara, pages 245-268, copyright 2014 by Information Science Reference (an imprint of IGI Global).
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ABSTRACT
This chapter investigates the presence and status of environmental education principles, as well as factors for encouraging positive environmental behaviour in students, within three sixth-grade curricula
in Nova Scotia, Canada: science, social studies, and health education. The results of the research show
a strong reliance on knowledge-based connections to the environment and less importance shown to
experiential learning, attitudes, and values. The results also reveal a significant decline in the time and
resources allotted to environmentally focused education of these subjects. The effect is a diminished
and marginalized environmental education presence in sixth-grade education in Nova Scotia within the
context of the Decade of Education for Sustainable Development.

INTRODUCTION
Environmental education (EE) has grown in
importance since its formal, global introduction
in the 1972 Stockholm Declaration. Since then,
numerous charters and declarations have further
defined and developed the concept of EE. Presently, there is a global emphasis on educating
ecologically literate citizens; this is most evident

through the UN Decade of Education for Sustainable Development (2005–2014), and the growing
acceptance and popularity of related concepts such
as Education for Sustainability (EfS). While there
are some differences among these concepts, EE
is not in competition with Education for Sustainable Development (ESD), or EfS; rather, these
approaches are complementary (Mckeown and
Hopkins, 2003). EE, ESD, EfS and other similar
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educational concepts can, and often do, work together to raise public awareness and bring about
positive environmental and in some cases social
change.
EE, ESD, and EfS are alike in calling for a
reorientation of formal education as well as an
increase and improvement concerning awareness
of environmental issues and actions to undertake
(Mckeown and Hopkins, 2003; Henderson and
Tilbury, 2004). ESD uses education as a means
to achieve environmental, economical, and social
sustainability (Mckeown and Hopkins, 2003).
This type of education emphasizes investigating
the connections among physical/biological, socioeconomic environments, and human actions and
development in all disciplines (United Nations,
1992). EE works to develop a population that is
aware of, and concerned for, the natural environment. The emphasis is placed on knowledge,
skills, attitudes, motivations, and actions aimed
towards solving current environmental problems
and helping to prevent future troubles (UNESCOUNEP, 1976; NAAEE, 2010). Furthermore, EE
has an interdisciplinary focus on social, political,
cultural, ethical, and environmental issues and the
interconnectedness of these topics (Hart, 2003).
EfS focuses more on the ability to create a sustainable future, complex social issues, and developing
skills and knowledge to manage complex issues
(Henderson and Tilbury, 2004). While distinctions are often made between EE, ESD, and EfS,
the similar end goals enable these educational
concepts to work well together. For this study, EE
was selected as the primary educational concept
due to its focus on knowledge, attitudes, skills,
awareness, and participation, which is similar
to the curriculum goals and structure of public
elementary education in Nova Scotia, as well as
the broad range of EE in how it can encompass
nature study, conservation education, outdoor
education, social problems, values, human health,
and more through interdisciplinary learning (Hart,
2003; Moroye, 2009).
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In Canada there are various initiatives meant
to improve the status of EE nationwide. In 2000,
the Council of Ministers of Education, Canada
released a report, Education for Sustainability:
The Status of Sustainable Development Education in Canada, which was prepared by Manitoba
Education and Training (Sustainable Development
Initiative). This report provides a historical review
of sustainable development, an inclusive view
of progress for ESD in Canada, and presents a
framework for future action (Council of Ministers
of Education, Canada, 2000).
The years 2005 and 2006 witnessed collaboration among Learning for a Sustainable Future,
Manitoba Education, and Environment Canada to
promote the development of provincial/territorial
ESD working groups. Also created was a national
group, ESD Canada, which is an association of
ESD experts and working groups that is hosted
by Learning for a Sustainable Future (Council
of Ministers of Education, Canada, 2010). The
Education for Sustainable Development Working
Group identified four priority areas for successful
ESD in Canada, which mirror the focus of this
research:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Integration of sustainable-development
concepts into curricula;
Provision of ESD-related pre-service and
in-service teacher education and support;
Development of ESD-related teaching resources and materials; and
Implementing and assessing ESD programs
at school and school district/board/division
levels (2010, p. 11-13).

That these areas have become priorities
demonstrates the growing significance of environmentally-related education in Canada and the
timeliness of this research.
Three of the more recent nationwide documents
are the Council of Ministers of Education Canada’s
Learn Canada 2020 (2008), which aims to provide
all Canadians with quality, life-long learning op-
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portunities including ESD; Environment Canada’s
Framework for Environmental Learning and
Sustainability in Canada (2002), and the Council
of Ministers of Education Canada’s document
Background – Developing a Pan-Canadian ESD
Framework for Collaboration and Action (2010).
These documents stress the importance of integrating environmentally-focused learning in all
levels of education, provide recommendations
on how this integration can be achieved, and offer support to educators in moving forward with
sustainable education.
In addition to global and national efforts, provincial initiatives have attempted to promote the
inclusion of environmentally-focused education
in the formal education system. Two provinces
at the forefront of environmental learning are
Manitoba and British Columbia. In Manitoba,
for example, the Department of Education, Citizenship, and Youth developed an Education for
Sustainability Action Plan 2004-2008 for both
elementary and secondary classrooms (Farthing,
2005). Additionally, senior school administrators
were provided ESD training in 2007, 2008, and
2009 from Ontario’s York University’s Sustainability and Education Academy (SEdA) (Council
of Ministers of Education, Canada, 2010). SEdA
has offered similar educational programs in Ontario in 2007 and 2008 and in Saskatchewan in
2011. In British Columbia, endeavours in EE and
ESD are supported by external partnerships, such
as British Columbia Hydro, Destination Conservation, and Green Learning, among others. As well,
the British Columbia ‘Green Schools’ Website
provides numerous resources for educators of
all grades (Council of Ministers of Education,
Canada, 2010).
In Nova Scotia, EE has historically been
included in some formal curricula (mainly science) and in teaching documents dating back to
the 1940s. Informally, EE in the province has
been thriving, with such groups as Clean Nova
Scotia and the Sierra Club of Canada – Atlantic
Chapter visiting schools to speak with students

on environmental issues and actions. Given the
importance of developing sensitivity towards the
environment during the younger years (Wilson,
1996; Kalinowski, 1991), a focus on EE in the
elementary grades is crucial. Yet limited research
investigates EE’s status within elementary curricula. Research in this area tends to focus more on
policy and practice gaps (See, for example, Grace
and Sharp, 2000; Barraza, Duque-Aristizabal, and
Rebolledo, 2003; Stevenson, 2007) or influences
on a teacher incorporating EE (e.g. Ernst, 2009;
Moseley, Huss and Utley, 2010; Tan and Pedretti,
2010). These are worthy areas of study; however
it is important to know what expectations on
educators and how the curriculum (a document
not necessarily designed by classroom teachers)
addresses environmental behaviours, knowledge,
attitudes, and experiences. It is crucial to investigate the current presence (or lack thereof) of EE
within curriculum documents, and what value is
placed upon it by curriculum developers. Through
content analysis of three curricula (science, social
studies, and health), this research provides insight
into the current presence (or lack thereof) of EE
within Nova Scotia’s sixth grade, the value of that
EE, and suggestions for improving EE’s ongoing
integration.

SETTING THE STAGE:
THE DEPARTMENT
Located on the eastern coast of Canada, Nova
Scotia is bound by the Atlantic Ocean, the Bay
of Fundy, and the Gulf of Saint Lawrence. The
province includes what is known as the mainland
peninsula and two islands, Cape Breton Island
and Sable Island. Nova Scotia has a population
of approximately 921,000 (Statistics Canada,
2012). The provincial capital is Halifax. The
Halifax Regional Municipality (HRM) is located
on the mainland, with a population of nearly
400,000 (Statistics Canada, 2012). Additionally,
many environmental groups in Nova Scotia have
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headquarters in the HRM, including Clean Nova
Scotia (established in 1988), Sierra Club of Canada
– Atlantic Chapter (established 2001), Nova Scotia
Environmental Education Caucus (established
2003), and the Young Naturalists Club – Halifax
Chapter (established 2005).
Within the Nova Scotia school system for both
elementary and secondary students there are different curriculum hierarchies. The first level is
the specific curriculum outcomes. These are to
be covered daily by teachers and achieved by students. The type and number of outcomes depends
on each subject and builds upon previous grades
(Atlantic Provinces Education Foundation, 1996).
For example, a specific curriculum outcome in
sixth grade science is: “Students will be expected
to classify and compare the adaptations of closely
related animals living in their local habitat and in
different parts of the world and discuss reasons
for any differences” (Nova Scotia Department of
Education, 2008).
The second level of outcomes is known as the
key-stage learning outcomes. These are milestones
students must have achieved at the completion of
grades three, six, nine, and twelve in each subject
(Atlantic Provinces Education Foundation, 1996).
For example, by the completion of sixth grade
science, “students will be expected to describe
the positive and negative effects that result from
applications of science and technology in their own
lives, the lives of others, and the environment”
(Nova Scotia Department of Education, 2008).
The third level of outcomes is the general curriculum outcomes. These frame the previous two
levels with a set of broad foundational outcomes
and feature in each subject (Atlantic Provinces
Education Foundation, 1996). For example, a
general curriculum outcome for sixth-grade science is “Students will be encouraged to develop
attitudes that support the responsible acquisition
and application of scientific and technological
knowledge to the mutual benefit of self, society,
and the environment” (Nova Scotia Department
of Education, 2008).
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The fourth level of outcomes is the “Essential
Graduation Learnings”. These describe the knowledge, skills, and attitudes in six key areas that students are expected to achieve by graduation from
high school in all the Atlantic Provinces. There
are six different “learnings” that students should
demonstrate knowledge, skills, and attitudes in;
for example: Citizenship as a learning and graduates “will be able to demonstrate understanding
of sustainable development and its implications
for the environment” (Atlantic Provinces Education Foundation, 1996). The key-stage outcomes,
general outcomes, and essential graduation
learnings all influence the specific curriculum
outcomes. While curriculum is ultimately more
than documents and is dependent on the teacher
for how it is interpreted and presented, the documents discussed here are utilized by educators in
Nova Scotia.
There are additional documents that influence
the curricula of Nova Scotia, including: Foundation for the Atlantic Canada Social Studies Curriculum (Atlantic Provinces Education Foundation, 1999); Foundation for the Atlantic Canada
Science Curriculum (Atlantic Provinces Education
Foundation, 1998), Foundation for Active, Healthy
Living: Physical and Health Education Curriculum (Atlantic Provinces Education Foundation,
1998), and Pan-Canadian Common Framework of
Science Learning Outcomes K to 12 (Council of
Ministers of Education Canada, 1997). The three
foundation documents describe the subject keystage curriculum outcomes, general curriculum
outcomes, and the Essential Graduate Learnings
across the four Atlantic Provinces (Newfoundland
and Labrador, Nova Scotia, Prince Edward Island,
and New Brunswick). The documents ensure that
these four provinces have the same curricula foundations for subjects; it is the specific curriculum
outcomes that differ in each province. These three
types of outcomes influence the particulars of the
specific curriculum outcomes for each province.
The Pan-Canadian Common Framework of Science Learning Outcomes K to 12 directly affects
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the science specific curriculum outcomes. The
outcomes in Nova Scotia are duplicates of the
outcomes in the Common Framework and this is
explained in the sixth-grade science curriculum.

SETTING THE STAGE:
THE CLASSROOM
The sixth grade is an important year in terms of
transition: physically, mentally, and emotionally,
as students enter adolescence and move from
elementary to junior high (San Antontio, 2004,
quoted in Mueller, 2009). In elementary grades,
teachers and students are able to form closer relationships through smaller classes and greater
levels of interaction. This enables teachers to
have a better effect on how students approach
subjects (Witmer, 2005; Fredriksen and Rhodes,
2004). This time is also one of cognitive progress;
children are increasingly able to think critically
and theoretically, reflect on multiple perspectives,
enhance their knowledge of different subjects, and
relate their knowledge to new learning situations
(Eccles, 1999). This maturity shows the sixth
grade to be an appropriate time to introduce more
complex environmental topics and discussion
(Littledyke, 2004).
In traditional, public education, the environment is marginalized primarily to a few subjects,
such as science and geography, and fragmented
into unconnected pieces (Ross, 2007). This fragmentation works against the understanding of
the environment a holistic totality (Ross, 2007).
Moreover, traditional empirical-analytical curriculum perspectives rely heavily on knowledgebased lessons, as opposed to critical thinking,
active learner participation, and applied, hands-on
experience (Stevenson, 1993). This reliance on
knowledge more so than attitudes or hands-on
experiences weakens positive environmental behaviours (Littledyke, 2008). To achieve ecological
literacy, equal weight must be given to hands-on
experiences, heart-felt attitudes, proactive behav-

iours, and, indeed, knowledge (UNESCO, 1977;
NAAEE, 2010). As Ross (2007) points out, it is
important not to let the “necessity” of learning
the systems of the environment eclipse equally
important aspects such as values and out-of-doors
experiences.
While EE may be viewed as different from traditional subjects, it can fit within their outcomes.
Science education is possibly the most “natural”
subject for EE, yet is not without its imperfections.
Despite the inclusion of environmentally-related
concepts in a typical science curriculum, the environment becomes objectified in terms of natural
resources and students are alienated from experiencing nature even as they study it (Littledyke,
2008). Other scholars (Jensen, 2004; Ross, 2007;
Moroye, 2009) also advocate for taking EE beyond
natural science subjects: into the humanities to
ensure desirable changes for the future and action
empowered students, and into health education to
inform and empower students to the connections
between health and environmental problems. Arguably, one of the most important reasons for the
integration of environment and health education
are the environment-health issues, such as asthma,
allergies, and obesity, to name a few (Brown, 2004;
Morrone, 2001). The pairing of environment and
health provides students with real world relevance
and integrates multiple disciplines (e.g., biology,
chemistry, mathematics, technology, language
arts), thus adding interdisciplinarity and depth to
student learning (Dereski et al., 2002).
EE also has its place in social studies. In
Scotland, the environment is integrated into social
studies for students aged five to fourteen (approximately kindergarten to grade nine) through
studying the consequences of human resource use
and environmental conservation (Ross, 2007).
Embracing the environment as an integrating
theme within all subjects has also been found to
significantly improve student performances in
reading, writing, math, science, and social studies
(Lieberman and Hoody, 1998, quoted in Morrone,
2001). Furthermore, environmental education is
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inherent in all subjects and facets of education:
“All education is environmental education. By
what is included or excluded, students are taught
that they are part of or apart from the natural
world” (Orr, 2004, p. 12).

CASE DESCRIPTION: METHODS
For this study, the focal question was: to what
extent do the selected sixth grade curriculum
outcomes incorporate the fundamentals of EE,
as identified by the principles and objectives
(described below)? In this study, curricula refers
to the documents that teachers use as the basis for
their lesson plans, student assessments, and, most
importantly, what specific outcomes teachers are
expected to cover. Three curricula within the Nova
Scotia sixth-grade curriculum were analyzed:
Social Studies 6: World Cultures (2010); Atlantic
Canada Science Curriculum: Grade 6 (2008);
Health Education Grades 4-6 (2003); and Learning Outcomes Framework (2011) (for updated
health education outcomes). The choice of these
three curricula was informed by the Council of
Ministers of Education Canada’s pan-Canadian
ESD framework, which notes that in Nova Scotia
environment-related outcomes tend to be more
focused in the subjects of science, social studies, English language arts, health education, and
technology education (Council of Ministers of
Education, Canada, 2010).
First, the documents were examined for the
quantity of terms related to EE using a content
analysis and a constant comparison approach
(White and Marsh, 2006; Glaser and Strauss,
1967). To determine quantity, any curricular
outcome that made explicit mention of learning
about, for, and in the natural, physical environment
was included, also known as a head, hands, and
heart approach, respectively (Tilbury, 1997). For
example, in sixth-grade social studies “Students
will be expected to compare the use of resources
and sustainability practices between Canada and
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a selected country”. This specific curriculum
outcome requires learning about the environment,
using skills for a comparison, and could include
study in Canada’s natural resources and current
sustainable practices. Determining the quantity of
outcomes was carried out to ensure all outcomes
related to the environment were further analyzed
for their relevancy to EE principles and objectives.
Next, the quality of the outcomes related to
EE was then analyzed to evaluate the extent to
which they covered the fundamental principles
of EE as originally defined by UNESCO-UNEP
(1976) through the Belgrade Charter and three
of the five EE objectives identified by the Tbilisi
declaration (UNESCO 1977). Specifically, the a
priori codes used for qualitative analyses were:
Principles of EE:
1. EE should consider the environment
in its totality – natural and man-made,
ecological, political, economic, technological, social, legislative, cultural,
and esthetic. [sic]
2. Being interdisciplinary in approach for
a balanced perspective.
3. Connecting environmental sensitivity,
knowledge, problem-solving skills, and
values to every age, with emphasis on
sensitivity in the early years.
4. Empowering/enabling learners to
have an active role in their learning
experiences.
5. Incorporating local, national, regional,
and international points of view for environmental issues and the importance
of co-operation for problem solving.
6. Emphasizing complexity of environmental issues and the importance of
critical thinking.
7. Explicitly considering the environment
in development and growth.
8. Utilizing diverse learning environments and approaches.
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Objectives of EE:
1. Knowledge: to help social groups and
individuals gain a variety of experience
in, and acquire a basic understanding
of, the environment and its associate
problems.
2. Attitudes: to help social groups and
individuals acquire a set of values and
feelings of concern for the environment,
and the motivation for actively participating in environmental improvement
and protection.
3. Skills: to help social groups and individuals acquire the skills for identifying
and solving environmental problems.
4. Awareness: to help social groups and
individuals acquire an awareness of and
sensitivity to the total environment and
its allied problems.
5. Participation: to provide social groups
and individuals with an opportunity
to be actively involved at all levels
in working towards the resolution of
environmental problems.
These principles and objectives were used in
comparison with specific curriculum outcomes to
examine the quality of that existence. For example,
does the outcome emphasize the acquisition of
knowledge, the development of skills, attitudes, or
awareness, and/or does it promote active student
participation in learning and problem solving? This
is then taken further to determine if the outcome
in question is in keeping with one or more of the
eight principles, where a principle(s) is appropriate. For example, does the outcome incorporate
multiple viewpoints? Or, does the outcome take
an interdisciplinary view? Or, does the outcome
encourage sensitivity towards an environmental
issue? If an outcome does include at least one of
these principles and/or objectives, its EE quality can be seen as greater than the outcomes not
containing any of the principles/objectives.

As such, the greater the inclusion of these principles and objectives, the greater potential there is
for achieving the goals of EE and the more substantial is the presence of EE in formal education
outcomes. Finally, the qualitative analysis allowed
for each EE-related outcome to be categorized in
terms of its coverage of knowledge, skills, and/or
attitudes related to EE. For the five EE objectives,
knowledge, skills, and attitudes were selected for
analysis; awareness and participation were not.
Awareness was not included as its targets - namely
understanding and sensitivity - can be achieved
through both knowledge and attitudes: sensitivity towards environmental issues can be gained
through feelings of concern, while awareness of
environmental problems can be gained through
understanding the environment and its associated problems. As well, school curriculums (e.g.
Nova Scotia’s curricula) tend to emphasize skills,
knowledge, and attitudes as areas of learning, not
awareness, and so it was unlikely that it would
be identified as distinct from knowledge and attitudes. The decision to not include participation
was made based on the understanding that it is the
four previous objectives that lead to participation
in environmental matters.

CASE DESCRIPTION: RESULTS
Each subject has a different number of specific
curriculum outcomes: Social studies has 17 total, science has 32, and health education has 40.
Table 1 shows the breakdown of specific curriculum outcomes related to three objectives of
EE: knowledge, skills, and attitudes (also known
head, hands, and heart approaches), for each
subject. Thus, Table 1 shows that social studies
has four outcomes, science has seven, and health
education has five outcomes that are related to
EE. This identification enabled in-depth, qualitative analysis of the specific curriculum outcomes
connected to EE.
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Table 1. Categorization of EE related outcomes
in sixth grade curricula

Knowledge

Social
Studies

Science

Health
(2003)

1

7

2

1

1

Skills
Attitudes
Knowledge and Skills

1

3

Knowledge and
Attitudes

1

1

1

1

1

13/32

5/40

Skills and Attitudes
Knowledge, Attitudes,
and Skills
TOTAL

1
4/17

In science, 13 outcomes out of 32 address the
environment in some capacity. Many of these
outcomes are knowledge-based, for example:
“Students will be expected to explain various methods by which electricity is generated, including
renewable and non-renewable energy” (specific
curriculum outcome for the unit on electricity),
and “Students will be expected to identify changes
in animals over time and research and model the
work of scientists” (specific curriculum outcome
for the unit on diversity of life). When an attitude is
addressed, this is considered to be separate from the
specific science attitude outcomes for grades four,
five, and six. (For science, the attitude outcomes
are spread out over grades 4-6 and it is difficult to
ascertain which attitude outcomes are purposely
intended for the sixth grade.) There is some overlap
in terms of the target categories. Two outcomes
have the potential to target both knowledge and
skills (e.g., “Students will be expected to classify animals as vertebrates or invertebrates and
compare the characteristics of mammals, birds,
reptiles, amphibians, and fishes”), one outcome
targets primarily skills (“Students will be expected
to create and analyse their own chart or diagram
for classifying and describe the role of a common
classification system”), and two outcomes give
emphasis to both knowledge and attitudes (e.g.,
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“Students will be expected to describe how our
actions could lead to reducing electrical energy
consumption in our environment”). The remaining
eight outcomes all emphasize knowledge (Nova
Scotia Department of Education, 2008).
Social studies has four outcomes related to the
environment and has the only outcome that targets
all three EE objectives. That outcome is: “Students
will be expected to take age-appropriate actions to
demonstrate an understanding of responsibilities
as global citizens” (Nova Scotia Department of
Education, 2010, p. 27). The expectations for this
outcome are broken down into three specific statements: “explain the rights and responsibilities of
being a global citizen [a knowledge target]; support
a position on a local/national/international issue
after considering various perspectives [an attitude
target]; and plan and take age-appropriate actions
to address local/national/international problems or
issues [a skill target]” (Nova Scotia Department
of Education, 2010, p. 27, emphasis mine).
As the health curriculum is currently undergoing changes, only the 2003 curriculum is fully
analyzed and included in Table 1. This curriculum was still in use in classrooms at the time of
research. Within the 2003 curriculum, there are
approximately five outcomes related to the environment. An example of a knowledge target is the
following curriculum outcome: “Students will be
expected to identify ways in which individuals,
communities, and countries co-operate to protect
and maintain environmental health” (Nova Scotia
Department of Education, 2003, p. 17).
The results show that for each subject, outcomes related to EE tended to be focused on
environmental knowledge rather than a mix of
knowledge, skills and attitudes. The following section considers these findings within the context of
EE’s objectives. It is important to note that the time
devoted to social studies and science’s combined
results is just 15.4% of each school week (Nova
Scotia Department of Education, 2002). Such a
brief amount of time, especially in comparison
to language arts and mathematics, which take up
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more than 50% of each week and each day (Nova
Scotia Department of Education, 2002), further
reveals the insignificant position and status EE
has in the sixth grade.

CASE DESCRIPTION: DISCUSSION
Science
Nova Scotia’s current sixth-grade science curriculum was created in 2008 and is largely based
on the Pan-Canadian Common Framework of
Science Learning Outcomes K to 12 (1997) and
the Foundation for the Atlantic Canada Science
Curriculum (1998). According to the Pan-Canadian document, “scientific literacy is an evolving
combination of the science-related attitudes, skills,
and knowledge students need to develop inquiry,
problem-solving, and decision-making abilities, to
become lifelong learners, and to maintain a sense
of wonder about the world around them” (Council
of Ministers of Education, Canada, 1997, p. 4).
However, there is a discrepancy in how this vision
is to be achieved in Nova Scotia’s scientific curriculum. Currently, there are four foundations of
science education in Canada to support this vision:
science, technology, society, and the environment
(STSE); skills; knowledge; and attitudes. STSE
focuses on students developing an understanding
of the nature and relationships of science and
technology, and the social and environmental
contexts of science and technology (Council of
Ministers of Education, Canada, 1997). The skills
foundation centres on inquiries, problem solving,
communication, and making informed decisions
(Council of Ministers of Education, Canada, 1997).
Knowledge is the understanding of life science,
physical science, and Earth and space (Council
of Ministers of Education, Canada, 1997). Lastly,
the attitudes foundation encourages students to develop attitudes that support responsible scientific
and technological knowledge and skills that will

benefit self, society, and the environment (Council
of Ministers of Education, Canada, 1997).
Of these four foundations, only three are actually incorporated into Nova Scotia’s specific curriculum outcomes; attitudes are not integrated as
specific curriculum outcomes. Instead, attitudes
outcomes are spread out over three years – grades
4-6. This creates concerns for addressing a key
goal of EE: developing a set of values and feelings
towards the natural environment that motivate
participation in positive environmental actions.
Without explicit, mandated attitude outcomes
for the different grade levels it may be difficult to
cultivate more uniform, responsible environmental
attitudes that are further developed each year, as
the responsibility will fall to the preferences and
capacity of the individual teacher (e.g. Tan and
Pedretti, 2010; Cotton, 2006; Hart, 2003; Grace
and Sharp, 2000; Shuman and Ham, 1997). In fact,
in an outdoor/EE program attitudes are typically
considered to be a major emphasis and outcome,
with the quantity of knowledge and skills fluctuating depending on the intellectual development
of each grade level (Kalinowski, 1991; Griset,
2010). Furthermore, it is repeatedly stated in Nova
Scotia’s general curriculum outcomes for science
(which frame the specific curriculum outcomes)
that students will understand the relationships
among the environment, science, and technology,
and that students will develop responsible attitudes
towards the environment during the application
and acquisition of science and technology (Nova
Scotia Department of Education, 2008). This
framework of understanding, attitudes, and connections appears to work within the five objectives of EE. Therefore, it would be ideal that the
specific outcomes target EE principles as a way
of achieving the goals.
Examining all of the specific curriculum
outcomes for sixth-grade science, not only those
related to EE, reveal that in each science unit
(diversity of life, electricity, flight and space), all
of the knowledge-based outcomes from the Pan-
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Canadian document are incorporated as specific
curriculum outcomes. Skills and STSE outcomes,
however, are another story. In the units of flight
and space, there are significant reductions in the
number of skill-related outcomes, and in each of
the other units (except for electricity, which is
entirely inclusive of the Pan-Canadian outcomes)
three STSE outcomes are omitted. This calls into
question the reasons for which outcomes are selected, reveals a deficiency in hands-on activities
that can empower students and help achieve the
EE goal of problem-solving skills, and shows
an emphasis on knowledge-based outcomes
rather than a balance of the four foundations of
the Pan-Canadian document. For instance, this
STSE outcome from the diversity of life unit:
“describe how personal actions help conserve
natural resources and protect the environment in
their region” (Council of Ministers of Education,
Canada, 1997, p. 158) is not included in the Nova
Scotia curriculum, despite being a part of the STSE
foundation and arguably an opportunity for skill
and attitude development.
Thirteen out of the thirty-two outcomes explicitly include the environment. When this is broken
down further by unit, the amount of EE becomes
less balanced (see Table 2).
Of these thirteen outcomes, the majority are
knowledge related. This emphasis conflicts with
the development of an individual’s ecological self
and the principles of EE. It is not the quantity
that necessarily reflects the importance given
to the study of the environment. Furthermore,
Table 2. Sixth grade science outcomes breakdown
Unit

Total Number
of Outcomes

Number of Outcomes
Related to EE

Electricity

9

2

Flight

7

1

Earth and
Space

8

2

Diversity of
Life

8

8
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the distribution of outcomes is also questionable
and points to a restriction of the environment to
one primary area. This negates human interaction with the natural environment in other ways
(securing and utilizing electricity, transportation
and travel, etc.).
The consumption and conservation portion
of the electricity unit for the sixth grade contains
few specifics on how energy conservation benefits
the environment: “Students should discuss the advantages to the environment of using less energy.
Students could investigate how the demining of a
river affects a local environment or how fossil fuel
energy sources contribute to greenhouse gases”
(Nova Scotia Department of Education, 2008, p.
36). This is in direct contrast to the curriculum
outcomes which state definite expectations, for
example: “Students will be expected to describe
how our actions could lead to reducing electrical
energy consumption in our environment” (Nova
Scotia Department of Education, 2008, p. 36,
emphasis mine). The “should” and “could” stated
above provide the potential for discussion and
investigation. While this is beneficial for allowing
a teacher more freedom in how the outcome is
accomplished, it also takes away from mandating
opportunities for emphasizing the complexity of
environmental issues, connecting environmental
knowledge, values, and problem solving, as well
as considering the issue through an ESD lens, all
of which are EE principles.
The diversity of life unit also has predominantly knowledge-based outcomes. Many of the
outcomes stress identification and classification of
characteristics pertaining to animals, plants, and
microorganisms. There is no specific call for an
emphasis on local species, nor is there consideration given to appreciating and experiencing the
local diversity of life (an EE principle). While
some may argue that appreciation falls under
attitudes, this is problematic due to the fact that
attitudes are not included in a single grade level,
as discussed previously. Yearly inclusion may
emphasize the value in developing and retaining
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a sense of responsibility towards the planet, thus
achieving both an EE principle and an overarching goal of science.

Health Education
A recent change has shifted the focus of sixthgrade health education. Previously, the 2003 curriculum emphasized “healthy body, values, and
relationships”. There were five outcomes within
the curriculum that could potentially be related
to the environment and, within that five, one
outcome that explicitly addressed environmental
health (“Students will be expected to identify
ways that individuals, communities, and countries
co-operate to protect and maintain environmental
health,” Nova Scotia Department of Education,
2004, p. 9). As of February 2011, the Nova Scotia Department of Education released a new set
of specific curriculum outcomes for sixth-grade
health education. These new outcomes again
centre on the concept of healthy living, this time
also including community. However, these fifteen
new outcomes do not address the environment in
any capacity. The amendments to health education
were conducted for grades primary to nine and
were carried out to support the government’s goal
of healthier students through a greater emphasis
on areas such as nutrition, addiction prevention,
and mental health (Nova Scotia Department of
Education, 2005).
The recent changes to health education diminished what little opportunity existed for EE
within the curriculum. The previous outcomes
addressed the environment in a minimalistic
way; of the five outcomes, only one outcome
was unambiguous in its target of environmental
health and addressing multiple viewpoints, interdisciplinary connections, and the environment
in its entirety (see Results section for outcome).
The remaining four outcomes had the potential to
include the environment, but this depended on the
teacher or classroom. For example, the outcome

“students will be expected to examine the role
of the media in shaping and reinforcing lifestyle
values and practices” (Nova Scotia Department
of Education, 2003, p. 17) had the capability to
address the EE principles of critical thinking (e.g.,
how the media portrays choices that benefit the
environment and the individual).
Given that there are now no outcomes that
address the environment, there is room only for
improvement. For example, the outcome “Students
will be expected to identify responsibilities of
global citizenship and take age-appropriate action
to address a global health issue” (Nova Scotia
Department of Education, 2011, p. 167) could
encourage students to investigate global health
issues related to the environment by examining
issues such as water quality and accessibility, or
the use of pesticides on crops; however, inclusion
depends on the teacher.
The integration of EE principles and objectives
into health education makes sense as the subject
moves beyond the simple acquisition of knowledge
to a more balanced program of knowledge, values,
and experiences. Particularly where the environment is involved, an extreme quantity of knowledge
at the expense of ideals and practicality can lead
young students to anxiety and action-paralysis
(Jensen, 2004). Conversely, when students are
involved in deciding what to learn and how, they
are more likely to advocate for individual and
societal change (Jensen, 2004).

Social Studies
The aims of sixth grade social studies are to integrate disciplines (e.g., geography, history, and
economics), as well as provide students with a
multidisciplinary lens through which to view issues from a variety of perspectives (Nova Scotia
Department of Education, 2010). The specific
units of the social studies curriculum, six in total,
have a sum of seventeen specific curriculum outcomes. Four of these are explicit in their inclusion
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of the environment. How those outcomes address
the environment and incorporate components of
the goals and objectives reveals the quality of
EE in place.
The outcomes that are related to the environment are to: “compare climate and vegetation in
different types of physical regions of the world”
(Outcome 6.2.1); “assess the relationship between
culture and environment in a selected cultural
region” (Outcome 6.2.2); “compare the use of
resources and sustainability practices between
Canada and a selected country” (Outcome 6.2.3);
and “take age-appropriate actions to demonstrate
an understanding of responsibilities as global citizens” (Outcome 6.5.2) (Nova Scotia Department
of Education, 2010).
The first three outcomes comprise Unit Two:
Environment and Culture. The primary focus
and aims of these outcomes is knowledge. Some
research and analysis are required, which can be
identified as both a skill and a means of empowering students in their learning. Absent are attitudes,
awareness, values, and active participation. Given
that outcomes are meant to describe “what students
are expected to know, be able to do, and value by
the end of the year” (Nova Scotia Department of
Education, 2010, p. 24) it is discouraging that
the only outcomes specifically pertaining to environment and culture do not sufficiently address
attitudes, values, or promote active participation
in environmental issues of sustainability or connections between nature and local culture.
One area of social studies in which addressing
the environment, particularly through the principles of ESD, would be expected is Unit Three:
Some Elements of Culture, which explores how
economic systems relate to cultures. The economy
and the environment are intertwined, particularly
in a country like Canada that relies strongly on
the exploitation of its natural resources. However,
the environment is not included in this unit. Unit
Five: World Issues also has the potential to include
a humanities perspective on the environment by
discussing the responsibilities and age-appropriate
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actions for students as global citizens. Again,
without explicit curriculum statements including
the environment it is unlikely to be addressed.
The lack of inclusion contrasts with a graduate
learning expectation: “students are expected to
learn how to assess social, cultural, economic,
and environmental interdependence in local and
global contexts” (Atlantic Provinces Education
Foundation, 1996, p. 8). As expressed in the graduate learning statement, an expectation of global
citizenship is an understanding of the environment
and its place within social, cultural, and economic
domains. Thus, students should be introduced
to their responsibility towards the environment
as citizens, examine issues from a variety of
perspectives, include ESD in their learning, and
be encouraged to assume ownership of, and take
action on, local environmental issues.
Currently, there is a disparity in the specific
curriculum outcome expectations and realities for
environmental learning. In spite of the indications
that social studies is an interdisciplinary subject,
and the fact that EE is itself interdisciplinary,
the outcomes related to the environment are
inadequate in how they address it. Furthermore,
the lack of outcomes related to the environment
in the different units, as well as throughout social
studies as a whole, demonstrates that this sixthgrade curriculum could be improved.
This disparity is further demonstrated when
the principles underlying the curriculum are
compared with the outcomes of that same subject.
For example, social studies has six underlying
principles, some of which are:
•
•
•

Active social studies encourages students
to assume increasing responsibility for
managing their own learning.
Integrative social studies crosses disciplinary borders to explore issues and events.
Issues-based social studies considers...encourages consideration of opposing points
of view, respect for well supported positions, sensitivity to cultural similarities
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and differences, and a commitment to social responsibility and action. (Nova Scotia
Department of Education, 2010, p. 14)
These three principles are in direct accord with
some of the principles of EE, including interdisciplinarity, active participation, and examination of
issues from multiple viewpoints. In spite of this,
the majority of the specific curriculum outcomes
either emphasize knowledge-based expectations
or are ambiguous in their explanation.

SOLUTIONS AND
RECOMMENDATIONS
With the challenges identified in this chapter in
mind, it is important to note that curriculum documents can move towards achieving the principles
and goals of EE emphasized in this study without
having to significantly overhaul any of them. For
example, utilizing the outdoors as a classroom
can enable students to create greater connections
with nature through hands-on activities (Griset,
2010). Greater links among specific curriculum
outcomes related to the environment will also
work towards emphasizing the interdisciplinary
nature of the environment and consideration of
the environment in its totality.
Our research shows that the current curriculum
within the three subjects of science, health education, and social studies, when compared to the
eight principles of EE (UNESCO-UNEP, 1976;
UNESCO, 1977) do not have significant coverage
of EE concepts, principles, and objectives. In addition, what coverage there is tends to be focused
on factual information and knowledge. While
there is currently no standard for the “perfect”
integration of EE, given the marginalization of
the environment in current curricula additions
would be an improvement. In addition, for Nova
Scotia curriculum to better follow the guidelines of the Council of Ministers of Education,
Canada’s (2010) pan-Canadian ESD Framework

for Collaboration and Action every subject in
the sixth-grade curriculum should integrate the
environment and concepts of EE, and outcomes
related to the environment must expand beyond
solely knowledge and into experiential learning,
attitudes, and values.
In the subject of science, the curriculum could
incorporate more hands-on activities to avoid a
dominance of knowledge-based outcomes. Particularly, given that current outcomes emphasize
learning to identify plant and animal species, as
well as studying the Earth’s cycles of seasons and
tides, experiential learning in the outdoors could
be included in the curriculum. This would provide
students with hands-on skills, and encourage the
study of, and interaction with, local species. Such
study can positively influence student perceptions
on the natural environment, their interaction with
it, and sustainable lifestyle choices (Griset, 2010).
Additionally, given the importance of developing
sensitivity towards the environment during the
younger years (Kalinowski, 1991; UNESCO,
1977), attitude outcomes could be more predominant in the curriculum. Having specific curriculum
outcomes for attitudes in each of grades 4, 5, and
6, building upon each other as opposed to one
outcome for all three years, could facilitate the
development of greater environmental empathy.
More in-depth class discussion on curriculum
related matters, such as the environmental impacts
of renewable and non-renewable electricity, the
impacts of air and space craft on human health,
environmental health, and human disturbances
on ecosystems and their inhabitants, could help
students to understand more than the facts on
these issues. This would address EE principles
of taking interdisciplinary views, considering the
environment in its totality, taking into account the
local environment, and targeting the objectives of
awareness, knowledge, attitudes, and skills.
In the subject of health, at least two of the
2011 curriculum outcomes could be revised to
incorporate the environment in a variety of targets
(knowledge, values, and skills). These revisions
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would enhance health education by empowering
students with the knowledge of the effects of
spending time in nature on disposition and mental
health, and the impact of environmental pollution
on human health and the health of communities.
Specifically, the current health outcomes could
incorporate the effects of the environment on
human physical and mental health, and the human impact on the environment. This circular
cycle of health could also be acknowledged and
incorporated into the existing curriculum.
In the subject of social studies, at least four
outcomes could be adapted to include the environment in varying capacities (see Table 3).
The social, political, and historical aspects of
the environment also need to be taken into account throughout the social studies curriculum.
Outcomes related to the environment need to be
spread out among all six units, as opposed to being predominately relegated to a single unit. The
suggestions could be included in the delineations
following each outcome or could be included in
the teaching strategies columns within the social
studies curriculum document. How teachers
achieve the explicit, demanded outcome depends
on the individual.
Time constraints are an overarching barrier for
all components of education. Nevertheless, there
are ways by which using class time in different,

efficient ways could provide more effective and
less marginalized opportunities for EE. Given
that science and social studies comprise only 15.4
percent of each elementary week, greater connections between their specific curriculum outcomes
and the outcomes of subjects like mathematics
and language arts (which are given more than 50
percent of each week) could use the same amount
of time to cover more outcomes. Additionally,
students would be taught with a more interdisciplinary view as they drew connections between
language arts, social studies, and the environment.
While studies about the environment are currently within science, social studies, and health
education curricula, EE could easily be included
in every sixth-grade subject in a variety of ways.
Visual arts can promote the recycling of materials
to create art, or utilizing artistic expression to communicate emotions towards the environment and
the difficulties it faces. Music classes could allow
students to explore nature’s music (for example,
song birds) in local settings. Physical education
could involve outdoor activities to connect students
with their local environment. Mathematics could
involve problem-solving questions concerning
population increases and decreases, and graphing
these changes. This could also lead to students
exploring the causes of population changes in a
science-based lesson. French, much like language

Table 3. Revising the social studies curriculum for EE
Current Curriculum Outcome(S)

Suggestions to Improve EE Content

Unit Three: Some Elements of Culture
Outcome: “students will be expected to explain how traditions
relate to culture in a selected cultural region”
Outcome: “students will be expected to explain how economic
systems relate to cultures”

Both of these outcomes are in the social studies unit on elements of
culture. Each can include discussions and research on the environment
– as a physical and spiritual force that shapes cultures, and as natural
resources that support many global economies, including Canada’s.
This also helps to address concepts of ESD.

Unit Four: Expressions of Culture
Outcome: “students will be expected to analyze how the arts
reflect beliefs and values in a selected cultural region”

This outcome could provide students the opportunity to learn about
local Aboriginal reflections on their connection with nature (for
example, stories on the creation of the world and the region of Nova
Scotia).

Unit Five: World Issues
Outcome: “students will be expected to analyze the effects of
the distribution of wealth around the world”

This outcome could include the environment in how areas of lower
economic status often face greater environmental destruction and
pollution, as well as the exploitation of environments for greater
material gain around the world and the divisions that arise.
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arts, could include reading environmentallythemed books and short stories, or creative writing
on local environmental concerns and what students
love about the environment.
Based on the results of this research and a
general consensus that can be found in relevant
ESD and EE literature, some general pedagogical improvements for ESD can be gleaned. First,
professional development and support (for example, through resources and connections with
environmental groups) for educators will naturally
assist them in terms of identifying connections
between ESD and current curriculum outcomes.
This applies not only to current curriculum and
provides interdisciplinary education that can
more easily meet the objectives of ESD, but also
creates opportunities for covering curriculum
outcomes from beyond the traditional social and
natural sciences. Second, a general improvement
for ESD is to ensure that as curriculum documents are updated now and in the future timely
and relevant connections are made with ESD and
with curriculum outcomes from other subjects, for
example, using concrete examples about pressing
natural resource extraction events (e.g., the Alberta oil sands in Canada) can be studied from a
scientific perspective as well as social, economic,
and political perspectives.

FUTURE RESEARCH DIRECTIONS
As the future of EE in schools is a shifting concept,
additional investigations into curricula, teachers, and administrative professionals (principals,
school board members, and Department of Education employees) are needed to determine an
understanding of how EE is valued and integrated
by educational institutions. In particular, future
research directions could include a study on the
curriculum documents of physical education and
language arts for their inclusion or exclusion of the
environment as a holistic, interdisciplinary subject,

the attitudes and experiences taught/provided to
students, and resources available.
The Council of Ministers of Education, Canada’s pan-Canadian ESD framework notes that in
Nova Scotia environment-related outcomes tend to
be focused more in the subjects of science, social
studies, English language arts, health education,
and technology education (Council of Ministers
of Education, Canada, 2010). An initial review
of the English language arts specific curriculum
outcomes ruled out the inclusion of the subject
due to a lack of outcomes explicitly related to the
environment. Additional research is needed on this
subject and its relationship with EE and ESD. As
well, physical education can be strongly tied to
health education and so should undergo a similar
research study regarding EE and ESD. Currently,
technology education is not its own subject in
Nova Scotia’s sixth grade and therefore does not
have its own curriculum document. However, additional research could be done into the presence
of technology education across the grade level and
its relationship with EE.
Another future research direction is conducting
a study on the relevancy, importance, and feasibility of including EE across all sixth-grade subjects,
in curriculum outcomes, resources, and teachertraining for those subjects. Since EE is a versatile
subject that covers a multitude of topics, it can be
well integrated into current curriculum subjects
rather than existing as a silo. As such, research
into best practices, possibilities, and opportunities
for integrating EE across all subjects is needed.
Related to this is a third future research direction:
a case study investigating individuals who have
attempted to overcome challenges to incorporating
EE into the classroom and curriculum.

CONCLUSION
The findings of the content analysis demonstrate
an overall marginalisation of EE in Nova Scotia’s
sixth-grade curriculum. This is demonstrated by
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the scarcity of hands-on and attitudes-based outcomes within the science curriculum, the minimal
consideration of the environment in its different
forms in the social studies curriculum, as well as
the complete elimination of environment-related
outcomes in health education. The prominence of
knowledge-based learning also presents a challenge in terms of cultivating and encouraging
positive environmental behaviours among youth.
While knowledge has undeniable importance in
understanding environmental benefits, concerns,
and possible solutions, other domains are equally
important. Currently, attitudes and experiential
learning are both diminished in terms of curriculum outcomes and suggestions for teaching.
Without an emotional and physical connection to
nature, positive environmental behaviours may
be less likely to occur, be reinforced, or increase
(Wilson, 1996; Griset, 2010). There is potential
for improvements through the inclusion of more
EE into the curriculum requirements and suggested activities, greater integration of EE across
subjects to enable teachers to achieve multiple
curriculum outcomes at once, and additional
hands-on activities and collaboration with local
environmental groups. Determining the feasibility
and success of these potential improvements for
positive environmental behaviours are two future
research directions.
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INTRODUCTION
Technical education involves the purposeful application of mathematical and natural sciences,
technology and techniques. It must efficiently
use available resources, protect health and safety,
be cost-efficient and environmentally sound, and
generally manage risks throughout the entire
lifecycle of the learning process.
In an era of high technology, many problems
of the scientific and technological progress can
often be solved only with the help of the very complex, often unique technological equipment and
scientific instruments. Therefore, such expensive
and rare devices are necessary for the effective
educational process in the area of science and
technology. To ensure the efficiency of the learning process, the technical education qualifications
have been developed based on the outcomes-based
criteria and professional competencies while taking advantage of the new pedagogical strategies
and education technologies.
Laboratory work is recognized as a key element
of many educational disciplines, particularly in the
nanotechnology and the applied sciences (Ahmed,
2012). The ubiquity of network access and the
increasingly complex delivery and study patterns
of students have led to a steady increase in the
development of remote laboratories over the last
decade. When utilized to support the appropriate
educational objectives these laboratories have a
number of major benefits including significantly
enhanced flexibility and convenience for students,
improved reliability, reduced maintenance costs
and the opportunity for sharing laboratories across
multiple universities.

REVIEW OF LITERATURE
During the past 20 years of Web and information technology development, e-learning systems
have been widely used in higher education (Kim
& Bonk, 2006). As the use of e-learning has in-

creased, so has research into those factors affecting
learners’ attitudes toward e-learning (Fuller, 2012;
Lee, Tseng, Liu, & Liu, 2007).
E-learning is one of the most promising applications of network and information technologies, and characterizes the most recent evolution
of distance learning representing a situation in
which instructors and learners are separated by
distance, time, or both. Essentially, e-learning
is the use of the telecommunication technology
to deliver information or knowledge available to
learners regardless of time restrictions or geographic proximity, and the learning environment
is emerging as the new paradigm in education
(Shee & Wang, 2008). This approach to learning
expands the scope of interaction, between learners
and instructors (through the software), and among
learners, removing limitations of time and space
through the use of asynchronous and synchronous
learning tools; thus satisfying the educational requirements and expanding the demand for higher
education (Sun, Tsai, Finger, Chen, & Yeh, 2008;
Fengfeng, 2013).
As e-learning environments have grown, so
grew the interest of researchers and educators
in the students’ self-regulation in e-learning.
Self-regulated learning is an active process of
development in which learners set goals for their
learning based on past experiences and the contextual features of the current education. Recent
years has seen a growing adoption of the electronic
portfolio (ePortfolio) practice in higher education
and professional training. ePortfolios are commonly characterized as a constructive learning tool
by which students can become involved in a self
directed process to keep track of learning progress
for course assessment (Cang &Chau, 2013).
The concept of using the remote control (remote access to equipment) in science and technical education is not new. Scientists often use the
advantages of the remote access when they cannot
perform an experiment in a laboratory physically
or in the case of danger. Recently, number universities have made many advances in implementing
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remote laboratories (Gomes et al., 2007; Jara et
al., 2009; Lazar & Carari, 2008). However, much
work remains to be done to improve these learning resources from the pedagogical point of view.
The science and technical education and
remote access to equipment should take advantage of the opportunities provided lately by the
information and communication technologies. In
this context, traditional laboratories can benefit
from the Internet, which can be used by students
for remote access to the laboratory scientific or
technology equipment. The remote control of the
real processes is commonly known as the remote
laboratories and can be incorporated into the
control science and engineering courses in order
to avoid typical constraints of traditional laboratories, such as scheduling, the cost of equipment
and location.
Now in many universities with the availability
of the Internet, both campus and distance-based
educators in disciplines that traditionally have
a strong laboratory component like chemistry,
physics and technology have been exploring the
inclusion of experiments into their face-to-face
and online courses (Alexander, & Smelser, 2003;
Kennepohl, Baran, Connors, Quigley, & Currie,
2005). In many instances, the online software
components are simulated and offer the “so-called”
virtual laboratory experience (virtual experiments). However, some groups have directed their
efforts towards allowing students control remotely
the real experiments. For example, the approach
used in Stanford University for optical experiment
is described under the Cyberlab project (Hesselink,
Rizal, & Bjornson, 2000). Other universities use
mostly interactive simulations, but are also exploring online remote process control by way of
a residence time distribution experiment (Zurn,
Paasch, Thiele, & Salzer, 2003).
A remote laboratory is the equipment remotely
controlled and operated over the Internet. Remote
access to experiments offers distance educators
another tool to integrate a strong laboratory
component into a science course. Although users
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are not at the physical location of the equipment
the real components and instrumentation are still
being used. With the prevalence of the Internet
based activity the lab service can be offered by
students in order to accommodate a more flexible
lifestyle. Since virtually all modern instruments
for material science and technology now are
operated through a computer interface, remote
control of the instrumentation is not only relatively
simple, but it enhances students’ opportunities
to learn the subject matter. Students perform the
real-time analysis and take part in the technology
process using scientific equipment, methods, and
skills that are common to the modern physics and
technology fields. Students obtain real data using
real samples to receive experimental data, just as
they would if they were in a real laboratory with
the real equipment. This approach allows students
to conduct the instrumental science experiments
thus providing them with an advantageous route
to upgrade their laboratory skills using e-learning.
As a part of this technology the remote access
to lab equipment over the Internet for education,
research and experimental work in real time has
been implemented using the Workplace as a
Service (WaaS) or Software as a Service (SaaS)
technologies enabling students to have high interactivity and flexibility during the e-learning
process.
The alternative virtual laboratory (interactive
software) differs from the remote lab process in
that the equipment is real and all results are the real
world results. Although software simulations or
virtual laboratories can be also used to overcome
the disadvantages of traditional laboratories, any
simulation is simply a model of a physical process, which is just an approximation and cannot
represent every aspect of the real phenomenon.
Therefore, the use of virtual laboratories can
be considered as an intermediate (or preliminary) activity between traditional (face-to-face)
laboratories and remote access to the laboratory
equipment.
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On the other hand, the software based simulation has its advantages. Some systems are too
dangerous (for example use the x-ray or nuclear
radiation) and expensive to allow any real world
experimentation. To be effective the interactive
software should provide a real time visual feedback that accurately represents the real process in
response to any change introduced by a student.
Without interactivity the passivity of students
slows down their learning process considerably.
However, simulation does not provide the same
feel as working in a real laboratory. A number of
online laboratories allow users to connect to realworld laboratory devices. The remote laboratories
exist in the physical world with real experiments
conducted on real samples; students receive the
data with errors and less than ideal results, which
can be viewed as a beneficial aspect of the learning
process. But creators of some simulated experiments spend a lot of effort incorporating errors
into their programs to make them more realistic
and place the learner into the environment that
requires the problem-solving skills. Some systems
have elements of both simulated and real world
experiments.
The trend that is gaining momentum is to
complement the face-to-face classes with webbased resources, and this is known as blended
learning (Garrison & Kanuka, 2004). This style
of learning is defined as the integration of the traditional classroom methods with online activities
and nowadays in the educational methodology it
becomes increasingly important to complement
not to replace the traditional forms of teaching
(Mitchell & Forer, 2010). This learning method
represents an opportunity to integrate the innovative technological advances offered by online
learning with the interaction and participation
offered in the best of traditional learning. Moreover, this method is usually applied to adapt the
new subjects to the process of convergence to
European Space of Higher Education (Clausen,
2005), in which the use of e-learning resources
plays an important role.

However, the blended learning approach in the
engineering (technical) or science education for
undergraduate studies was not so common until
recently (López-Pérez, Pérez-López, & Rodríguez-Ariza, 2011). The main reason is that there
was no replacement for the laboratory exercises,
which are an important part of this education. As
noted above, the e-learning tools can be used to
add virtual and remote experiments to the learning
process. Nevertheless, it still cannot be expected
that virtual and remote e-learning tools will totally
replace local laboratory exercises. Therefore a
combination of the in-classroom lessons and the
self-study of e-material with both local and virtual/
remote exercises can bring the best educational
results. This approach has been recently applied
in several engineering courses (Moulton, Lasky,
& Murray, 2004).

KEY CHARACTERISTICS OF
THE REMOTE ACCESS TO
LABORATORY EQUIPMENT
According to the Federal Program “Development
of Nano-Industry Infrastructure in the Russian
Federation in 2008-2011”, the Ministry of Education and Science of the Russian Federation has been
given the mandate to create a number of remote
access centers based on the modern scientific
equipment for distance learning and professional
training over the Internet in the fields of nanotechnology, physics of surface and nanosystems.
In Russia, the term “remote access to laboratory
equipment” for science and technical education is
used to describe the modern trend in web-learning
and training over the Internet that employs new
information and communication technologies (elearning, blended learning, flexible learning) in
the universities. Science and engineering students’
involvement in the practical work contributes to
the development of their understanding of the
concepts and processes of science and technology.
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For material science and nanotechnology
education, the common scientific work in the area
of the researching of new materials is based on
various spectroscopic or microscopic measurements (such as x-ray, photoelectron or optical
spectroscopy, scanning electron microscopy,
etc.). The professional skills include the ability
for a future worker to perform specific operations
using the scientific and technological equipment.
In many cases the design of the remote laboratories incorporates an application that supports
rich interactions with the physical equipment.
Whether this application runs remotely on the
students’ computers (as it is most often the case)
or on laboratory servers the application usually is
not designed with the shared access usage model
in mind.
The project, Contract with Ministry Education
and Science Russian Federation #16.647.12.2035,
performed by the Southern Federal University
(SFU) was launched to develop the Internet-based
system that enables students to perform the realtime distant experiments in the areas of material
science and nanotechnology. SFU Remote Access System (SFU RAS) incorporates the XPS
spectrometer - ESCALAB 250 with high sensitivity and high resolution quantitative imaging
and Helios NanoLab DuolBeam which provides
outstanding imaging with a special electron beam
column that includes along with a complete suite
of detectors a new imaging chain that achieves a
super contrast and resolution, while the focused
ion beam’s superior performance provides fast
milling and sample preparation.
The remotely accessible laboratories allow
students and researches to perform real time
experiments from anywhere over the Internet by
logging into their account on the SFU website
through the Internet portal “Nanotechnology”.
The description of this project is available (in
Russian) on the Internet portal of the Russian
Federal Ministry of Science and Education (http://
www.portalnano.ru/read/iInfrastructure/russia/
nns/sfedu/nanoscience).
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The X-Ray Absorption Spectrometer (Rigaku
R-XAS) is available now in the mode of remote
access too for education and scientific work. The
spectrometer is designed for measuring the X-ray
Absorption Near Edge Structure (XANES) for
chemical state analysis. The atomic valence and
coordination state of a selected element can be
determined by measuring its absorption spectrum.
The Rigaku XAS is capable of working with any
type of samples: crystals, solids, liquids, films
and gases.
Now we have three laboratories providing
the new e-learning and remote access services to
students and researchers. Obviously this expensive
equipment is not available in every department of
SFU especially in educational institutions located
in different cities at the distance of about 60 kilometers. This distributed nature of the university
was among the drivers behind the development of
the remote experiments at SFU. We are exploring
blended learning and methods of extending the
flexibility of laboratory teaching in terms of time
and location.
All experimental results received by SFU
RAS are stored on the specialized server and can
be viewed online as soon as the experiments are
finished. One of the key design goals of SFU RAS
is the maximization of the student education flexibility. The system allows different configurations
that provide different levels of equipment availability using fewer resources than a conventional
laboratory and reducing costs.
Many science and technological laboratory
exercises require specialized software tools to be
available to the user. Ordinarily this would require
that a licensed version of the tool to be installed
by a student on the remote client computer that
they are using to carry out a remote laboratory
experiment. This creates a requirement at the client
(or student) end which may not always be possible
to meet. The solution that we adopted provides an
elegant side-stepping of these problems. We utilize
virtualization software to set up multiple virtual
PCs running on laboratory servers connected to
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the physical experiments. All necessary software
(both operating system level and user tools) is
installed in the virtual machines. When a student
logs in and allocates an experimental apparatus he/
she is provided with the IP address of the virtual
machine that is connected to their experimental
hardware. Students can then connect to this virtual
machine and use the software running on it to access and control the experiment. As a result the
control applications run on the virtual machines
removing the requirement for software installation on client computers but the virtual machine
interface is displayed on the student’s computer.
This architecture allows students to utilize
rich monitoring and control applications without the need to install these applications on the
computer being used to access to the laboratory.
This approach has proven to be highly successful
and circumvents one of the major limitations of
many other remote laboratories. It does however
have one major limitation – the virtual machines
are limited to a single connection. This means
that, while we could readily modify the server
software to allow multiple students to connect to
the same equipment (and hence see the equipment
video feeds, since these operate through the Web
interface), only one is able to connect to the virtual
machine that hosts the control applications, and
hence only student can control and monitor the
equipment. This considerably limits the ability to
support effective student-student or student-tutor
interactions.
In broad terms, the SFU RAS architecture
divides an online lab into three distinct parts: the
lab client, the Service (Request) Broker and the
lab server. The lab client is the user interface to
the SFU RAS while the lab server connects to
the lab hardware and manages the execution of
user submitted experiments. Actually, lab clients
and lab servers contain lab-specific functionality.
The Service Broker is responsible for providing
functionality that is generic and useful to all types
of web-activities. Services such as user authentication (or authorization) and data storage are

built into this middleware layer. Therefore SFU
RAS provides the framework for deployment of
e-learning functionality in a distributed fashion
using web services. This allows the online labs
developed on the system to be made available to
users worldwide using standard network protocols. The architecture of SFU RAS is presented
on Figure 1.
In addition to the lab client, service broker
and lab server, standalone web services are added
to manage the experiment data storage and lab
scheduling. User begins an interactive lab session by logging on to the Service Broker at their
university and authenticating themselves to the
system. The student must first schedule a time to
use the lab. At the scheduled time the student logs
in and is able to launch a lab client. This client
interacts directly with the lab server and once a lab
session begins the Service Broker relays screens
from the lab server to the client computer. Using
information from the database the service broker
can authorize the user to the lab server in a way
that can be stored on the lab server for the duration of the scheduled experiment session. The
general information can be found online at the
following address: http://lactes.sfedu.ru/MIM/
Poster/page_01.htm (Poster).
SFU RAS is implemented as a multi-functional
web resource. The services offered cover the needs
of distance learning and scientific work providing remote access to laboratory equipment. The
system provides diverse advantages including
advanced collaboration and communication, convenience (didactics, learning) efficiency, system
user control, personalization, task orientation
and others (Safontsev, Mazuritskiy, Konoplev, &
Boldireva, 2013).
SFU RAS enables distant research of the atomic
and electronic structure of nanomaterials using
external access to the electron-ion scanning microscopy, X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS)
and X-ray absorption spectroscopy (XANES).
Interactive real-time experiments are fundamentally different from their batched counterparts.
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Figure 1. The SFU RAS remote laboratory architecture

They require control of the lab hardware while the
user sets parameters and receives results. It differs
from the batched model where experiments are
queued and run when the lab hardware is available.
Therefore the interactive experiment requires the
lab hardware to be available to a single user only
for the duration of their session – typically 1-3
hours – and may require scheduling.
Another main difference between interactive
and batched labs involves the role of the service
broker. Interactive experiments require real-time
data exchange and potentially much greater bandwidth between the lab client and the lab server. The
batch oriented functionality of a service broker
that uses web services to route all communications
between the lab client and lab server will not work
effectively for the interactive experimental work.
Now we have the possibility for batched labs and
some interactive experiments too. In order to support the deployment of interactive experiments the
system would have to be modified, particularly
in the area of the SFU RAS shared architecture.
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Developers of the interactive labs need the
same data storage capability as well as access
to the other generic services as available to the
batched labs. However, the nature of an interactive
experiment is such that the methodologies used for
batched labs do not apply. Interactive experiments
require real-time or close to real-time control of
lab hardware. Furthermore, such active control
must be achievable for a variety of observational
modes. Most of the experiment information in
batched labs is transmitted as text-based messages. However, an interactive lab developer may
want students to observe for instance a video of
a sample through a microscope. Developers of
the interactive labs need the freedom to utilize
those communication protocols that best fit their
needs while still having access to the features of
the SFU RAS shared architecture.
Having a common access to the experiment
control application is only a part of a good design.
To enrich the application further we have a built
in support for the student-tutor interaction. The
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current implementation supports only online textbased chat but the architecture allows the straightforward integration of video and audio interaction
as well as other coordination and support tools.
The initial focus of the most remote laboratory
development efforts is on technical architectures
including experimenting with real-time audio and
video streaming and dealing successfully with the
arbitration of multiple simultaneous connections to
the shared online laboratory apparatus and equipment. To a significant extent most of these issues
have been successfully overcome with continuous,
reliable and high quality services being maintained
for much of the past decade. This progress has resulted in a recent shift in the focus of development
effort away from technical refinement towards
consideration of the pedagogical aspects of remote
laboratory access. This includes a more reflective
consideration of the laboratory learning context
in general (both conventional laboratories where
students are proximate to the equipment they are
using as well as remote laboratories) and the place
of the experiment simulation.
Software simulators which are available in
the SFU RAS system allow students to see and
analyze along with the virtual scientific materials
the objects of the real research (spectra of chemical elements, mapping of surface) that they may
come across in their future professional work.
The simulations with the realistic 3D-graphics
and virtual labs enable interactive e-learning as a
step to hands-on experimental work and obtaining
professional skills on laboratory equipment. The
related database contains the results of experiments and provides the search, edit and update
experimental information functionality.
Multilevel targeting is the important property
of SFU RAS that enables an effective teaching of
students and professional training of people with
different initial backgrounds. In a sense, learning
strategy is the reverse of that used in the traditional
approach: study of the general laws and theoretical
principles is the first step, and the second step is
introduction to the practical applications.

The educational concept of SFU RAS can be
summarized as follows:
1.
2.
3.
4.

From practical applications to the fundamental laws of science.
From general introduction to modern equipment to basic user experiences.
From software modeling to remote access to
laboratory equipment (mastery of methods
and technologies).
From distance learning to professional work.

COMPETENCY BASED E-LEARNING
The need for the competency-based education
has been recognized for years because preparing
graduates for a wide range of professions and trades
has been a concern for employers. The reality is
that education and work are often disconnected and
new graduates do not have the basic skills to be
effective professionals. The typical areas of the universal skills: science, math, creative thinking and
problem solving, managing, working in groups,
and working effectively within an organization.
Additionally, graduates need specific entry-level
skills to function in their specific disciplines.
Though the terms “competency” and “competence” are often used interchangeably there is an
important distinction between them (Epstein, &
Hundert, 2002; Whiddett, & Hollyforde, 2003).
A competency is a single skill or function yet it
includes the underlying knowledge, abilities and
attributes necessary for effective work. A competency is usually understood as a broad composite
statement detailing an observable set of behaviors
reflecting components of knowledge, skills and
attitudes. Professional competencies represent the
skills and abilities the individual needs to perform
jobs or tasks that may be assigned. When reviewing the professional qualifications of a candidate
for employment, or evaluating the ability of a
potential employee to work effectively on a new
position it is important to understand the educa-
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tional competencies to be sure they can perform
the job (Spencer, & Spencer, 2008). Properly
assessing competencies will identify areas that
need to be targeted for educational development
before being placed in a position.
Therefore, competency should be understood
as a complex combination of knowledge, skills,
abilities/attitudes and behaviors needed to carry
out a professional activity leading to positive
results. Knowledge can be understood as a background, concepts, ideas, principles, theories and
practices related to a professional work. Skills can
be understood as a capacity learned or acquired
through training in order to perform actions by
applying knowledge. Abilities/attitudes can be
understood as the physical, mental or emotional
capacity to perform professional tasks.
We are considering here the term competency
and the concept of competency-based education
used in SFU RAS as the pedagogical strategy and
methodology of curriculum development (Safontsev, Mazuritskiy,, Konoplev, & Boldireva, 2012).
The competency-based model of curriculum
framework is preferable for science and technical education. This model provides the basis for
curriculum development, accreditation standards,
practices and certification. First, a catalog of
competencies has to be developed based on the
information about tasks, responsibilities and necessary knowledge, skills and attitudes. This is done
through involvement of experts and relevant stakeholders. Entry-level educational programs consist
of didactic, theory and lab experiences designed
to provide a core of technical knowledge, skills,
and problem-solving abilities fundamental to the
competent professional practice. Upon completion
of an entry level program it is assumed that the
student possesses the general characteristics and
has acquired the requisite proficiencies during the
professional education.
Competencies within professional contexts
require different aspects of knowledge, skills and
abilities. The challenge is to determine which competencies have to be grouped together to provide
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the compositions needed for performing tasks.
Another problem is designing learning experiences
that support students as they practice using and applying these competencies in different situations.
Continual refinement of defined competencies
is necessary so that enhanced performance in a
variety of contexts can be assessed. In essence it is
a process-specific activity of the teacher to create
a modeling educational structure connected with
the future professional work of students.
E-learning using the SFU RAS with interactive
simulations and remote access to the laboratory
equipment is based on the competency-based approach. Each competency is presented by a general
definition followed by a listing of knowledge,
skills, or attributes that students are expected
to demonstrate. This list is divided into basic,
intermediate, and advanced levels that represent
the increasing complexity and the corresponding
level of abilities that should be demonstrated by
a student during the future professional work.
The most conceptually significant property of the
competency-based science and technical education
is the ability to solve the professional tasks using
the scientific methods, technology and capabilities
of the modern equipment.
Figure 2 presents the visual part of the software
simulation for professional methods of surface
control that is used for teaching students in the
field of nanotechnology education.
The interactive 3D simulation model of the Xray Photoelectron Spectrometer and physics of the
processes inside ESCALAB-250 are intended for
development of certain professional competencies:
quantitative analysis of surface (with depth from
1 nm), mapping of surface analysis, elemental
composition as a function of depth and others. The
simulation (physics, technique and visualization
the processes) reflects all actual processes involved
in the operation of this equipment: the sample is
irradiated with low energy x-rays and at the next
step the emission of photoelectrons and Auger
electrons. Based on the measured energies of the
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Figure 2. Program simulator ESCALAB 250: 3D-Model of equipment, mapping of surface analysis,
elemental composition as a function of depth

peaks in the spectrum the number and types of
atoms on the surface of the sample can be found.
The simulation and virtual experiments are the
first steps in the way to the remote access to the
real laboratory equipment that can be used in the
future professional work. Therefore along with the
theory the significant part of the learning module
“X-ray Photoelectron Spectroscopy” consists of
the problem solving unit based on simulations
and virtual experiments. There are special tasks
included in the learning module, which is very
important for development of the professional
skills. In addition this approach aims to create
individual educational trajectories for each student allowing them to choose the sequence of
the learning modules and receive support from
teachers where necessary.
Figure 3 graphically represents the capabilities
of the Nova NanoLab 600 used by researchers and
developers to create, modify, and characterize
complex structures below 100 nanometers. Nova
NanoLab enables characterization of these struc-

tures using special methods, among them modification and view for surface-reconstruction, high
resolution in-lens backscattered electron imaging
for phase contrast characterization. In addition
Nova NanoLab 600 is capable of the secondary
ion imaging for grain contrast, imaging mode for
real-time imaging for sub-one nm characterization.
Program simulator has been used in SFU RAS for
e-learning of students and for professional training.
Nova 600 software combines ultra-high resolution field emission scanning electron microscopy
(SEM) and a new multidisciplinary high resolution
focused ion beam (FIB).
It is used in the nanotechnology laboratory
and has a wide application range for nanoscale
prototyping and machining. Knowledge of these
methods and ability to work on the equipment in the
different modes are the key competencies for the
graduate students in the area of nanotechnology.
E-learning is essentially the computer and
network-enabled transfer of skills and knowledge.
SFU RAS e-learning applications and educational
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Figure 3. Program simulator NanoLab 600: 3D-Modeling of scanning electron microscopy (SEM) and
focused ion beam (FIB); mapping of surface with different resolution

processes include web-based and computer-based
learning, virtual laboratories and remote access to
scientific equipment. Content for each student is
delivered over the Internet and can be self-paced
or instructor-led and includes different forms of
multimedia: text, images, animations, audio and
video.
The competency-based science and technical
education in the SFU RAS requires changing
the traditional structure of the studying course
including chapters, issues and themes on the new
so-called “module-based structure” of the courses.
The educational module in this framework (pedagogical approach) is a relatively independent educational unit that includes all necessary learning
materials (theory, labs, practical issues, tests and
others) for mastering of one of the conceptually
significant and practically oriented competency
of the studied course. The didactic structures of
the learning modules help to develop necessary
skills that lead to development of the professional competencies enabling a student to solve
effectively tasks related to the future profession.
After the revising structure of the course all its
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learning elements (themes) are grouped together
in the new construction and each of them finds a
place in the new modular structure.
As it was mentioned above, a competency
includes not only the mastery of certain knowledge but also the skills and ability to use them for
solving professional problems. Competencies may
have progressing levels of mastery and reinforce
one another from the basic to advanced levels.
We believe the impact of increasing professional
competencies is synergistic, and the whole is
greater than the simple sum of the parts.
The latest Russian Federal educational standards are based on the competency-based approach outlining the curricula for students of any
level. Moving in the competency-based direction
requires changing both content and technology
of education. It has the potential to significantly
affect students’ learning outcomes – particularly
if it is taken into account while designing the
laboratory experience. The list of professional
competences focuses on the development of skills
in the practice-oriented activities and ability to
create new scientific technologies that meet in-
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ternational standards. The central place is given
to the student’s project tasks (solving scientific
and technological problem situations in the laboratory) and using SFU RAS these tasks can be
performed remotely. The task is the specific test
item or performance assessment through which
evidence pertaining to student competencies can
be derived. Our system is focused on outcomes
(competencies) that are linked to workforce needs
as defined by employers and the profession. Virtual
labs and remote access to lab equipment enable
the development of the range of these skills for
each student helping graduates to be successful
in their professional career. The access to the
modern scientific laboratory equipment over
the Internet provides equal opportunities for all
students regardless of their location.
Moreover, the key competencies of the undergraduate students include not only specific
professional knowledge, skills and abilities, but
can be applied to all professionals creating a layer
of abstraction from the specific context in which
professionals work. This includes general competencies like communication, managing, working in groups, and working effectively within an
organization. The SFU RAS supports the online
text-based chat, video and audio interaction as
well as the other coordination and support tools.
Therefore along with the traditional teaching activities, there are other activities also suggested
for students (for example online discussion for
solving a project task) which support the set of
the general professional key competencies.
The discussion above outlines how different
factors impact the learning outcomes and whether
or not remote access actually enhances certain
learning outcomes in the science and technical
education in comparison with its traditional faceto-face counterpart. According to our experience
there is a proposition that there is no significant
difference between the educational outcomes from
students who performed an experiment remotely,
versus those who carried out the laboratory work

with the equipment and apparatus. From a broader
perspective in the mode of remote access to expensive laboratory equipment we have more cost
effectiveness, whilst the learning effectiveness is
the same as in traditional education. But we have
to acknowledge that the process and environment,
in which learning takes place (online via Internet
or face-to-face in laboratory) involves a complex
array of different factors that influence learner’s
satisfaction and achievements. In reality, the
traditional classroom experience is irrevocably
changed, and the question is how do we best assist students to be successful in the new learning
context?

CONCLUSION
The remote laboratory access through the means
of the SFU RAS e-learning system provides the
opportunity for the various groups of students
to engage in the laboratory-based learning. The
groups that can specifically benefit from this educational approach include, but are not limited to,
students with disabilities and students for whom
doing the hands-on laboratory work could be problematic due to the geographical constraints. Using
remote access enables a web-based interaction and
increases the flexibility of the learning process
for scientific education therefore it serves as an
important tool that provides quality laboratory
experience to students. The increased flexibility
of the laboratory access provides the solution to
the logistical challenges both for students and the
university enabling more efficient utilization of
the limited resources. We hope to create a new
educational model that fully takes advantage of
these new possibilities rather than being based on
the time that students spend in classrooms.
The move from the face-to-face learning to
the remote interaction model requires changes
to the wide range of components of the learning
environment and pedagogical strategy. Some of
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these changes have already been shown to impact
positively the outcomes of the learning process;
many more are yet to be explored. The practical
experience of operating the remotely controlled
scientific and engineering equipment is a valuable asset for students and it provides a solid
foundation block for their professional career.
To take the full advantage of this learning model
we need to focus on the real-world requirements
of the current job market as it relates to the hightechnology industries. Moreover, we think that
such models as blended learning, utilization of
online discussions and strategies based on social
dynamics look promising and, if applied properly,
can further enrich the educational outcomes for
students.
The experiment carried out in SFU using
the remote access to the scientific equipment
was conducted in order to promote autonomous,
collaborative and proactive learning. The results
show that the implementation of this approach has
a positive effect on learning outcomes and leads
to the faster and more efficient development of
the professional skills.
In our view, remote laboratories provide a
significant advantage over the traditional approach. For these benefits to be fully realized
we must take a holistic approach considering the
complex interplay between the desired educational
outcomes, pedagogical design, and the nature of
the technology supporting the laboratory. In this
paper we have discussed the technological and
pedagogical aspects related to the current remote
laboratories and how they relate to the factors that
affect student learning.
SFU remote e-learning system is being
continuously improved in order to optimize the
technical approach and pedagogical strategies of
education according to the modern theories and
models (Kennepohl, 2005; Kyei-Blankson, 2011;
Keengwe, 2012; Artino, 2013).
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ABSTRACT
Research in Environmental Socialization (ES) and the impact of significant life experiences suggest
that childhood play in outdoor environments shape later adult activities or career interests. Few studies
have investigated how childhood experiences influence curricular interests of preservice and inservice
teachers. This preliminary study examines what ES factors of teachers raised in rural and/or non-rural
environments reveal about their interests in science topics and field-based learning opportunities. Results
suggest that teachers growing up in rural areas were slightly less interested than non-rural teachers in
field-based learning and expressed less experience with environmental education. Teachers with more
ES experiences (e.g., played in the woods, built forts) expressed greater interest in science-related topics
than those who had indicated fewer experiences. Rural teachers tended to have more ES experiences
than non-rural teachers. The authors discuss how environmental socialization factors influence teacher
preference for curricular programs specific to environmental and ecological topics and raise questions
about the changing environmental socialization experiences of preservice and novice teachers.
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ROOTED IN TEACHING: DOES
ENVIRONMENTAL SOCIALIZATION
IMPACT TEACHERS’ INTEREST
IN SCIENCE-RELATED TOPICS?
From the earliest years, children are actively engaged in their local surroundings. They explore their
surroundings, discover new spaces, and construct
personal places where their initial ideas and foundational knowledge are developed. This physicalworld socialization begins in the home and over
time, extends out into the local community. Each
day offers new situations, events, and potential opportunities for furthering the child’s understanding
of the natural world. Over time, such experiences,
combined with their social interactions with peers,
family or local experts, contribute to what is known
and how this knowledge is to be used (Piaget, 1954;
Vygotsky, 1978; Wertsch, 1984).
Our students grow up in varying social communities, or lifeworlds (Lim & Calabrese Barton,
2006)—places where they seek out and interact
with resources that enable cultural reproduction.
Constructed around the physical, social, and emotional dimensions, an individual’s lifeworld is the
most basic knowledge-shaping mechanism. Too
often, educational researchers take for granted how
the context of one’s upbringing has influenced her
development into an adult social being.
Whether a student’s lifeworld includes the
sights and sounds of city life or country living, the
extent in which knowledge has been learned and
the ways in which it has been communicated to
others has been shaped by formative interactions
within her environment. The role of the teacher
then, is to draw from this foundational knowledge,
making connections to her prior experiences and
interests as a means of developing more complex
ideas and understanding. While this constructivist
school of thought is prevalent in many teacher education programs, there seems to be an expanding
crevasse between the experiences of today’s youth
and the appropriate pedagogical approaches used
to bridge the gap toward understanding.
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At present, we live in a day and time in which
our nation’s youth spend less time investigating
and exploring their local surroundings. Richard
Louv’s (2005) book, Last Child in the Woods,
describes how changes in our children’s daily
activities have influenced their connection with
nature and the outdoors. Elementary teachers, as
well as science teachers, must provide learners
with experiences within and knowledge about
their local surroundings. Lim and Barton (2006)
propose the idea of community science, using
lifeworld places as a context for connecting the
science of the curriculum to the students’ experiences occurring outside of the classroom and
in the local community. To preserve the places
that shape the knowledge of future generations
requires a redirection and reconnection with our
natural world.
Over the past two years, we have conducted
surveys with pre-service and in-service educators
within a six county regional area to assess interest
in teaching ecological and environmental topics.
Data collected were influential to the development
of curricular programs and workshops offered
through our university’s outdoor education facility. While analyzing the responses by county, we
detected patterns between the respondents’ area of
upbringing and their science topic interests. Upon
further examination, we noted that the childhood
activities indicated by the respondents seemingly
correlated to their preferences in potential programs. In this chapter, we discuss our preliminary
findings from the analysis of data and introduce
how patterns in environmental socialization experiences may contribute to teachers’ curricular
choices and interests.

LITERATURE REVIEW
Sense of Place and Place-Identity
Shared among researchers of this study, is
our interest in place and the development of a
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place-identity. Though our discipline areas and
backgrounds differ (e.g. education and recreation
management), we are aware of how our own identities and interests have been shaped by earlier
interactions with our environment. Given this,
we contend that the notion of place is significant
in understanding self—that the meaning derived
from past encounters have played into what we
know, how we know it and how we communicate
it to others. Relph (1976) describes how nearly
every individual has “a deep association with and
consciousness of the places where we were born
and grew up, where we live now or where we
have had particular moving experiences” (p. 43).
From our own lived experiences, we are able to
identify places where we feel welcome, comfortable and secure just as we are likely to avoid or
have limited interactions within those places in
which we are not.
The notion of place-identity includes the relationship between human action and physical space.
For the social scientist, an individual’s sense of
place includes meanings and experiences of those
who live in, visit, or imagine place as shaped by
structural forces and/or past interactions (Massey
& Jess, 1995). The formative experiences that occur in these spaces have a powerful impact on our
understanding of self, our feelings of belonging,
and our degree of attachment (Cresswell, 2004).
This leads us to wonder how place plays into the
statistical trends of the nation’s professional teaching force. As members of the civilian workforce,
elementary teachers are listed within the top fifteen occupational groups in the country (Bureau
of Labor Statistics, 2010). Data reveal that most
are employed in school systems similar to their
upbringing—places that are familiar, comfortable
and likely to promote the same cultural values
and norms among group members.
Of the 3.4 million teachers, the demographic
patterns have remained fairly consistent over the
past four decades—the majority of the teaching
force is white (71% city, 84% suburban, 90%

rural) and female (76%). Eighty-four percent of
this workforce is likely to remain at the same
school in which they were originally employed
(Chen, et al., 2011) with teacher turnover in rural
schools much lower than the turnover rate found
in urban school environments (Ingersoll, 2001).
Given these stable demographic trends, we propose that the notion of place must be significant
to this particular professional group and question
if the foundational experiences of teachers have
influenced their interests and attitudes toward
curricular topics, specifically those associated
with the natural sciences.
For the purposes of this study, we explore
teacher interest in environmental and ecological
concepts based on area of upbringing. In addition,
we have employed environmental socialization
measures to investigate if the earlier formative
experiences of pre-service and in-service teachers’
indicate curricular preferences.

Contexts of Environmental
Socialization
As previously introduced, many formative learning experiences occur in informal settings; these
include routine actions that occur in the home
and extend to the boundaries of the local community. Much research has been conducted on
the variation in learning opportunities, ranging
from relatively formal and structured to entirely
informal and ad hoc (Aubusson, Griffin, & Kearney, 2012, p. 1123). Because the formulation of
an individual’s ideas and thoughts are cumulative,
personal, and influenced over time, the knowledge
one possesses is quite difficult to trace. This poses
numerous challenges to any educator, especially
science teachers, as many misconceptions or
alternative conceptions (Koch, 2009) are formed
and reinforced early on. It is critical therefore, to
consider the prior socialization experiences of our
students and to develop further understanding in
the context of their lifeworlds.
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During childhood, one develops both positive
and negative attitudes toward her local surroundings. “Childhood is also a period of socialization,
of adult investment in the creation of socially relevant skills and beliefs, and motives” (Garbarino,
1989, p. 18). A child’s appreciation of her natural
environment develops through associations, with
both peer and adults, occurring in particular places
(Tanner, 1980; Peterson, 1982; Chawla, 1988;
Chawla & Hart, 1988; Bixler, Carlisle, Hammitt, & Floyd, 1994). Bixler and Morris (2000)
describe this as environmental socialization, a
process that involves:
repeated experiences resulting in practical knowledge of the physical environment, conceptualization of self in terms of the environment in which
rewarding actions take place, and the development
of primary and ancillary skills and competencies
that allow rewarding activities to be carried out
efficiently (p. 67).
Environmental socialization contributes to
the individual’s understanding of her world and
has the potential to impact future preferences,
motivations, attitudes, and beliefs.
Research on environmental socialization has
been conducted on individuals in less formal
learning situations. Studies on socialization into
conservation and outdoor recreation indicates that
many outdoor activities and comfort in nature
settings are learned during childhood (Sofranko
& Nolan, 1972; Decker & Purdy, 1986; O’Leary,
Behrens-Tepper, McGuire, & Dottavio, 1987;
Scott & Willits, 1989). Participation in these
outdoor recreational activities encompasses a
basic knowledge of natural science and has the
potential to cultivate interest in the natural world.
This accumulation of childhood experiences in
nature can lead to a body of knowledge and appreciation of the environment (Bixler, et al., 1994).
Additionally, early childhood education research
supports the idea that outdoor experiences are
important to children’s development and interest
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in outdoor activity (Cobb, 1993; Rivkin, 1995;
Wilson, 1996; Bredekamp & Copple, 1997; Moore
& Wong, 1997).
In past socialization studies for example, the
roots of conservation behaviors were explored.
Research on the significant life experiences of
conservationists revealed how earlier formative
experiences with one’s environment led to interests
and careers in professional conservation work.
Dozens of studies in North America, Europe,
and Africa point to the importance of childhood
interactions with natural environments, the presence of environmentally concerned adults, and
sometimes a negative experience involving environmental damage or loss (Tanner, 1980; Chawla,
1988; Chawla & Hart, 1988, Palmer, 1993). These
findings mirror others reported in the outdoor
recreation socialization literature.
The other striking parallel from the literature
is the significance of an opportunity for repeated
experiences over time. In a qualitative study of
the socialization of paddle sport enthusiasts, the
dominant theme emerging from the data was
the reported frequency and variation in outdoor
experiences noted by the informants. This accumulation of experiences not only cultivated the
enthusiasts’ competencies, interests and preferences, but also contributed to their comfort in the
outdoors (Bixler & Morris, 1998; James, Bixler,
& Vadala, 2010). Conservationists also reported
an amassing of personally meaningful outdoor
activities (Chawla, 1988), though the impact of
these repeated experiences were less clear.
It seems plausible to argue that this ongoing
environmental socialization process contributes to
the development of an individual’s place identity.
As children explore their surroundings and engage
in repeated experiences in various settings, they
acquire skills, knowledge and interests that positively (or negatively) influence their comfort in
these spaces. Readiness of the child and freedom
from parental restrictions, as well as availability
and access to natural environments also impact
the extent and number of experiences (Vygotsky,
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1978; Novak, 1998). Human development, social
influences, and opportunities for multiple experiences have an effect on children’s receptiveness
to natural environments (Tanner, 1980; Peterson,
1982; Chawla, 1988; Bixler, et al., 1994; James,
Bixler, & Vadala, 2010).
Human development influences an individual’s
readiness and ability to learn (Piaget, 1954; Arends, 2000). Three domains of human development
affect an individual’s readiness and learning:
1.
2.
3.

Physical the psychomotor abilities and physical growth,
Cognition the mental processes of acquisition of knowledge and perception, and
Psychosocial the personality, social and
emotional development (Berger, 1988; Bee,
1997).

Children’s awareness of their environment
and ability to interact socially is interdependent
upon each domain and their particular stage of
development. Thus, the developmental stage of
children acts as a filter through the environmental
socialization contexts of formal, non-formal, and
informal learning.
While a positive attitude toward being in
natural environments is important, being part
of a supportive social group is also necessary
(Cheek & Burch, 1976; Vygotsky, 1978). Many
of the outdoor opportunities children have, such
as playing outdoors, going camping, attending
summer camp, or visiting parks, are primarily
a function of being in a family that values these
experiences (Bixler & Morris, 2000). Frequent
engagements with supportive group members
make repeated experiences within a physical
environment possible; similarly, positive social
interactions that take place before, during, and
after such encounters shape the child’s expanding
understanding and respect for her surroundings
(Vygotsky, 1978). This leads to the importance
of the social and cultural influences.

Social influences that permeate a child’s ability to become socialized into natural environment
are parents, peers, and institutions. Each influence
provides opportunities for introduction, extension,
and enrichment of knowledge and awareness of
natural environments as well as a socially supportive network. Parental values determine not
only access to natural areas and opportunities
for exploration or learning of natural areas, but
also access to a socially supportive network (e.g.,
peers, mentors, and clubs). Interactions with peers
in natural environments provide opportunities
for learning of skills, support, and social norms.
Institutions such as clubs or youth organizations
(e.g., Girl Scouts, Boy Scouts, or Camp Fire Boys
and Girls) offer educational opportunities to learn
about the natural world as well as peers and mentors
that have similar interests (Vygotsky, 1978; Hammerman, Hammerman, & Hammerman, 1994;
Rivkin, 1997). Socialization into the outdoors
occurs through parental values, peers, interest,
social supportive network, and opportunity.
Finally, access to natural areas for people can
be limited through location, cost, time, convenience, or familiarity. For some adults the priority
of spending time in a natural setting is worth the
effort, but for others the lack of accessibility, the
lack of interest, or the lack of opportunity often
prevents participation. Those who experience
natural environments can develop a social network
that provides an introduction, support, guidance,
and instruction into outdoor leisure pursuits (Tanner, 1980; Chawla, 1988; Chawla & Hart, 1988;
Palmer, 1993). This supportive social structure is
integral to development of skills and competencies
that enable enjoyment from natural environments
(Bixler & Morris, 1998). In examining the environmental socialization experiences of potential
and in-service teachers, it would seem likely that
the locale of an individual’s upbringing would
influence access to natural areas and the networks
available within particular settings.
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In a recent study, James, Bixler and Vadala
(2010) produced a developmental model from
the data, describing natural history oriented
environmental professionals. In each developmental stage, there are experiences contributing
to the development of interest in natural history
pursuits. Playing in nature, building forts, collecting critters or specimens (e.g., rocks, plants),
pretense (e.g., playing Swiss Family Robinson)
and getting dirty were found in early childhood
experiences. Additional childhood experiences, of
these nature-minded individuals, included caring
for family pets, travel to different geographical
areas (e.g., parks, farms), involvement in scouting,
and going to residential camps. Sporting events
were present but did not dominate the childhood
experiences of the study participants. Each outdoor experience provided opportunities for the
development of skills and competencies such as
tolerance for weather extremes, wayfinding in unstructured environments, travel planning skills, and
activity-related ancillary skills (Bixler & Morris,
2000). These competencies support nature-based
interests that can lead to occupational choices,
such as committed conservationists (Tanner, 1980;
Chawla, 1988) and naturalists (James, Bixler, &
Vadala, 2010) to personal interests, such as kayaking (Bixler & Morris, 2000) As evident thus far,
the application of environmental socialization
measures may offer additional insights for content
areas preferences among teaching professionals
as well as their beliefs and attitudes toward the
teaching of content, specifically science-related
concepts.

Shaping Teacher Beliefs and the
Formal Schooling Process
Research in teacher education reveals how significant formal schooling experiences have been to
those pursuing degrees in education (Brookhart &
Freeman, 1992; Southerland & Gess-Newsome,
1999; Windschitl, 2003) as well as their beliefs
and attitudes toward teaching (Freeman & Smith,
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1997; Haim, 2003; Bleicher & Lindgren, 2005;
Decker & Rim-Kaufman, 2008). According to
Richardson (1996), three categories of experience influence the development of beliefs and
knowledge about teaching and begin at different stages of one’s career: personal schooling,
experiences with schooling and instruction and
formal knowledge. These experiences include
earlier social and environmental interactions that
contribute to one’s foundational knowledge about
teaching, shape beliefs about the profession, and
influence interests in subject matter.
While much research has been conducted
on the formative schooling experiences that
contributed to teaching as a career choice, few
studies have examined how one’s upbringing has
influenced curricular interests or confidence in
teaching environmental or ecological concepts.
Victor (1962) examined the reluctance of elementary school teachers to teach science as the
result of inadequate science background. More
recent studies have been conducted on preservice
teachers efficacy in teaching science (Bleicher &
Lindgren, 2005; Decker & Rim-Kaufman, 2008;
Southerland & Gess-Newsome, 1999) or efficacy
in teaching environmental concepts (Moseley,
Reinke, & Bookout, 2002; Moseley & Utley,
2008; Powers, 2004.). Though such studies reveal
similar findings to those conducted more than
five decades ago, there has been no examination
of teaching efficacy that has extended beyond
formal education and into the informal experiences of one’s upbringing. Only Soy’s study of
prospective teachers at the State College of Iowa
(1967) touched on factors associated with choice
of subject fields by geographic locale; she found
prospective teachers who choose science, as an
area of concentration were more likely to come
from a farm background.
Making sense of science-related concepts
in one’s natural surroundings is influenced by
motivation and choice. Learning processes are
typically derived from exploration and inquiry
into a problem, question, or a specific contextual
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phenomenon; such helps young people develop
new ways of thinking, interpreting and engaging
in inquiry. Tension between everyday learning
and teachers’ view of learning (His, 2007); need
for school science to “acknowledge the potential
of exploiting natural learning processes that operate when students occupy settings beyond the
classroom. A reframing of what counts as legitimate learning in school science. Dewey (1938)
asserted the need for teachers to incorporate the
prior experiences and interests of students into
meaningful, learning episodes. In fact, during
the progressive education movement the idea
of “learning by doing” included a more holistic,
interdisciplinary approach that promoted learning
about one’s surroundings by exploring within
those surroundings. Such a context was considered
preparatory for future life experiences, shaping
the individual’s future actions within and toward
it. Learning occurred in both formal and informal
settings, extending beyond the four walls of the
classroom. Teaching was a shared responsibility—between educators, parents, and members
of the community.
As discussed by Louv (2005), there is a broadening disconnection between individuals and their
local surroundings. Understanding the environment has become a sequence of mandated science
courses regulated by a standardized curriculum.
Teachers are expected to develop students’ interests in curricular topics while simultaneously
assessing the extent of knowledge learned along
the way. For the teaching professional, personal
experiences are inseparable from their own
previous experiences in informal settings (as
children) and their more formal experiences (as
students). We must consider that the latter learning opportunities occur for seven hours a day and
approximately 120 months of their most formative years. Through the socialization process, the
school environment shapes and conditions their
understanding of self, place identity and of course,
their attitudes toward learning. It is during this
time that our experiences with acquiring subject

knowledge can be supported or resisted, emphasized, or ignored. Pedagogy plays heavily into how
content knowledge is interpreted and acted upon.
For the professional educator, all three categories
shape their beliefs and attitudes toward teaching
and their self-efficacy toward particular content.

Self-Efficacy and the
Teaching of Science
Bandura’s (1977) theory of social learning includes how the motivation to perform an action is
more likely to result in a favorable outcome if the
individual is confident that he can perform that
action successfully. The construct of personal selfefficacy is situation-specific as well as subjectspecific (Bandura, 1997). Beliefs, attitudes, and
comfort play important roles in how individuals
organize knowledge and information, process and
respond. Studies have revealed that perceived
academic efficacy is influential in career choice
and development. It predicts academic grades,
range of career options, and persistence and success in chosen fields (Bandura, 1997, p. 239).
Perceived self-efficacy accounts for variations
in these different intellectual aspects of occupational pursuits when past academic achievement,
scholastic ability, and occupational interests are
controlled (Lent, 1986, p. 87). Inseparable from
an individual’s socialization experiences is the
efficacy that develops from these encounters occurring in specific places with particular group
members.
Standardized curricula and accountability
systems are realistic constraints of the classroom
teacher, yet these same limiting structures are
often a professional “scapegoat” for educators
who do not feel comfortable or knowledgeable
about a given topic or content area. Elementary
teachers for example, make daily curricular choices
based on district and state accountability systems.
A majority of the school day time is devoted to
content areas and skills that are assessed (reading, mathematics, writing) while other curricular
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areas (science, social studies) are skimmed over
or avoided completely. While time may be a realistic constraint for some, others use these same
accountability systems to avoid topics or curricular
areas in which they lack interest or background
experience. Similarly, we find secondary teachers in positions for which they are not qualified,
prepared, or interested.
Fear of science, inadequate science background, lack of interest, difficulty of content and
negative attitudes have been reasons cited by
elementary teachers’ in regard to their reluctance
to teach science (Victor, 1962; Soy, 1967; Blosser
& Howe, 1969; Westerback, 1982; Gabel, et al.,
1987). Similar to Perkes notion of “sensed adequacy,” self-efficacy has been used in research
on science teaching and teacher education. A
number of teacher-efficacy studies have focused
on elementary teachers, and their ability to teach
science (Freeman & Smith, 1997; Richardson &
Liang, 2008). Such studies indicate a high correlation between sense of adequacy and one’s
preference to teach science.

PURPOSE OF THE STUDY
This collaborative study emerged from survey
data collected for programming purposes for the
university’s environmental education facility.
While categorizing teachers’ interests in curricular programs and professional development,
the researchers noted patterns from respondents
given their earlier childhood experiences and
the locale in which these interactions took place.
This chapter examines the relationship between
teachers’ early environmental socialization and
their indicated interests in curricular topics. More
specifically, in that the survey data includes responses from teacher educators, we are interested
in the relationships between the teacher’s childhood locale (non-rural, rural), the activities she
engaged in during these formative years, and her
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interests in science related programs as a teaching
professional. The additive measures were taken
from the James, Bixler and Vadala’s (2010) Developmental Model for Natural History Oriented
Environmental Professionals.
The primary research questions guiding the
paper include:
1.

2.

3.

4.

Are their differences between teachers who
grew up in a non-rural environment versus a
rural environment and interest in field-based
learning and environmental education?
Are their differences between teachers who
grew up in a non-rural environment versus
a rural environment and interest in teaching
science related topics?
Are their differences between teachers who
grew up in a non-rural environment versus a rural environment in environmental
socialization?
How does environmental socialization based
on growing up in a non-rural environment
versus a rural environment relate to preference for teaching science related topics and
interest in field based learning and environmental education?

Instrumentation
Content and construct validity of the instrument
was assessed prior to distribution. Students
enrolled in an undergraduate level recreation
assessment course, two representatives from environmental education facility, and three faculty
members representing two college departments
(education and recreation) developed the initial
survey instrument. In addition, this survey was
analyzed by graduate level education students and
then piloted for appropriateness of terminology,
clarity of questions, and final edits. All individuals
involved in the development of the instrument were
asked to take the survey using an online survey
instrument (SurveyMonkey.com) to determine the
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approximate average response time. The instrument was designed to take respondents less than 30
minutes. The survey instrument was comprised of
27 questions and included demographic information, environmental socialization measures, and
field-based topic interest questions. Data were
imported into SPSS, Version 14 for analysis.
Surveys were distributed through the university listserv to all undergraduate program student
teachers in the teacher education program and their
cooperating teachers during the spring 2008. The
cover letter was developed into a webpage and
embedded within the body of the e-mail message; the link to the survey was provided. Consent
was evident if the participants chose to respond
to the survey. An e-mail reminder that included
the survey link was sent out again in late April.
Around that same time, one representative of the
research team attended a student teaching seminar
and requested the completion of surveys if not
done so at that time.

RESULTS
Demographic Profile
All respondents were local practitioners or student teachers in a six county region. Of the total
sample, there were 88 usable surveys for this
study. Forty-nine of the participants identified
themselves as having grown up in a rural area (R);
the remaining participants (n=39) indicated the
area of their upbringing as non-rural (NR). One in
seven (14.8%) of the sample population were male
and were equally represented in each group (14.6%
R, 15.4% NR). The average age of all respondents
was 38.9, while the mean for rural teachers was
38.4 (standard deviation [s.d.] = 11.2) and 39.8
(s.d. = 10.2) for NR teachers. Only one participant
was non-Caucasian. A crosstab analysis revealed
that during childhood NR teachers moved more
than expected while R teachers moved less than

expected (chi-square = 17.9, p<.001, contingency
coefficient = .413). The average number of years
teaching for the full sample was 15.0, while rural
teachers averaged 16.1 (s.d. = 8.9) and non-rural
(NR) teachers 14.0 (s.d. = 8.3). There was not
a statistically significant difference (p=.296) in
reported years of teaching. A crosstab analysis did
not reveal any unexpected associations (p=.889)
when years of teaching were categorized based
on five year intervals (i.e., 0-5, 6-10, 11-15, 16
or more). Similar percentages were found in each
teaching category for both R and NR teachers.

Rural and Non-Rural Teachers:
Interest in Field-Based
Learning and Experience with
Environmental Education
Rural and non-rural teachers were not statistically
different (p=.485) regarding their “experience
with environmental education.” Both teacher
groups indicated “none” to a “small amount”
(R, mean=1.52; NR, mean=1.62) based on a
4-point Likert scale (1=“none” to 4=“I am very
competent in EE”). Using a 4-point Likert scale
(1=“not at all interested” to 4=“very interested”),
an independent sample t-test revealed that rural
teachers were slightly less interested (mean=2.67)
but not statistically different (p<.05) than NR
teachers (mean=3.03) in “providing students with
field based experiences different from a typical
classroom setting.”

Rural and Non-Rural Teachers
Interest in Field-Based Topics
Of the 10 science related topics suggested for curricular development or program implementation,
crosstab analysis did not reveal any statistically
significant associations (see Table 1). Few topics generated more than 40% interest with NR
teachers more interested than rural teachers in 6
of 10 topics.
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Table 1. Crosstab analysis comparing rural (R) to non-rural (NR) teachers on interest in 10 science
related topics
Topic

Rural Teacher Interest In

Non-Rural Teacher Interest In

p-Value

34.7%

35.9%

.907

Forest Ecology
Geology

28.6%

43.6%

.143

Mountain Ecology

36.7%

38.5%

.868

Animal Ecology

49.0%

53.8%

.650

Ponds and Streams

53.1%

46.2%

.520

Cherokee Culture

36.7%

35.9%

.935

Web of Life

41.0%

32.7%

.417

Mountain Bog

16.3%

20.5%

.613

Night Hike

22.4%

20.5%

.822

Town Hall

26.5%

38.5%

.233

Rural and Non-Rural Teachers
and Environmental Socialization
Teachers were asked to identify any of the
twenty-five environmental socialization items
they engaged in during their formative childhood
years (e.g., “I played in the woods”). Six additive
measures were created based on guidance from
the environmental socialization literature (Bixler
& James, 2005; James, Bixler, & Vadala, 2010).

The six measures were labeled: Water-based (score
range=0-3), Played in Nature (score range=0-7),
Sports-based (score range=0-3), Camps/Groups/
Scouts (score range=0-4), Parks/Travel (score
range=0-5), and Critters (score range=0-3).
Independent sample t-tests revealed only one
statistically significant difference (p<.05); rural
teachers had a higher group mean score than NR
teachers on the “Critters” measure (see Table 2).
In other words, rural teachers, on average, were

Table 2. Independent sample t-test analysis comparing rural to non-rural teachers on environmental
socialization measures
Mean

Std. Deviation

p-Value

Water-Based

Non-rural
Rural

1.79
2.04

1.06
1.12

.296

Played in Nature

Non-rural
Rural

3.15
3.79

2.08
2.09

.156

Sports-Based

Non-rural
Rural

2.03
2.43

1.20
.91

.078

Camps/Groups/Scouts

Non-rural
Rural

1.05
.88

1.02
1.03

.434

Parks/Travel

Non-rural
Rural

2.53
2.96

1.68
1.63

.239

Critters

Non-rural
Rural

1.18
1.69

.68
.89

.004*

Note: Water-based (score range=0-3), Played in Nature (score range=0-7), Sports-based (score range=0-3), Camps/Groups/Scouts (score
range=0-4), Parks/Travel (score range=0-5), and Critters (score range=0-3). Asterisk (*) represents a statistically significant difference
(p<.05) between groups.
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more exposed to critters as a child than NR teachers. Rural teachers also had higher mean group
scores for four of the remaining five measures.
The “Camps/Groups/Scouts” measure was the
exception.

Rural and Non-Rural Teachers:
Interest in Science Based
Topics Given Environmental
Socialization Scores
Independent sample t-tests were run to analyze
whether teachers who expressed interest in any of
the 10 topics were more likely to have statistically
significant higher mean scores from those with
no interest. Tests were run across each of the six
environmental socialization measures. For rural
teachers, there were 23 group mean differences
across topics for all six measures (see Table 3).
Twenty of the 23 significant differences revealed
that those with interest in a topic had a higher group
mean score for the environmental socialization
measure (see Table 3). Upon closer examination,
six group mean differences for the “water-based”
measure were revealed: forest ecology, mountain
ecology, animal ecology, ponds and streams, night
hikes, and town hall. Similarly, six differences
were also found for “played in nature;” this included forest ecology, geology, mountain ecology,
ponds and streams, mountain bog, and Cherokee
culture. Five differences were found for “camps/
groups/scouts”: forest ecology, geology, web of
life, night hike, and town hall. Four differences
were revealed for the “parks/travel” measures:
forest ecology, geology, ponds and streams, and
web of life. One difference was found for both
“sports-based” and “critters.” The three statistically significant differences that revealed those
with “no interest” having a greater mean score
than those who expressed interest were linked to
the “town hall” topic.
For non-rural teachers, there were eight statistically significant mean differences across topics
for two of the measures (“played in nature” and

“parks/travel”); there were no differences for the
“water-based,” “camps/groups/scouts,” “sportsbased,” or “critters” measures. For the “played
in nature” measure, four differences were found:
forest ecology, geology, mountain ecology, and
mountain bog. Similarly, four differences were
revealed for “parks/travel.” This included the
topics of geology, mountain ecology, web of life,
and mountain bog (see Table 3).
Beyond the findings of statistical significance,
of the 60 comparisons performed for each teaching
group, approximately eight of ten teachers who
expressed an interest in a topic had higher mean
scores than those who did not. Moreover, much
was revealed from percentages indicated in Table
1; rural teachers who expressed interest in a topic
tended to have greater mean scores than non-rural
teachers who expressed an interest in a topic.

Rural Teachers and Non-Rural
Teachers: Environmental
Socialization and Correlation
with Interest in Field-Based
Learning and Experiences with
Environmental Education
Two statistically significant and moderate positive
correlations (p<.05) were found for rural teachers
for the “sports-based” and “parks/travel” measures
given their interest in field-based learning (see
Table 4). In other words, as experience in sports
based or parks/travel increased so did interest in
field-based learning. Two statistically significant
correlations were also found for non-rural teachers although they were for different measures:
“water-based” and “played in nature.” In this case,
as experience in water-based or played in nature
measures increased so did interest in field-based
learning. Additionally, the strength of association for three of the environmental socialization
measures was quite dissimilar when comparing
teacher groups particularly for water-based, sportsbased and critters.
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Interested
Not interested

Interested
Not interested

Interested
Not interested

Interested
Not interested

Interested
Not interested

Interested
Not interested

Interested
Not interested

Interested
Not interested

Interested
Not interested

Geology

Mtn.
Ecology

Animal
Ecology

Ponds &
Streams

Web of
Life

Mountain
Bog

Night Hike

Cherokee
Cult.

Town Hall

1.67
1.87

1.57
1.92

1.75
1.81

2.25
1.68

1.94
1.69

1.89
1.71

1.90
1.67

2.07
1.62

2.06
1.59

1.54
2.22*

2.28
1.90

2.73**
1.84

2.37
1.97

2.00
2.06

2.38**
1.65

2.37**
1.72

2.44**
1.81

2.43
1.88

1.67
1.87

3.43
3.00

4.00
2.94

4.75**
2.74

3.81
2.69

3.50
2.86

3.33
2.94

3.87*
2.71

3.82*
2.64

4.21**
2.56

3.85
3.78

4.44*
3.42

4.55
3.58

5.13**
3.54

4.00
3.97

4.35**
3.17

4.17
3.44

4.50*
3.39

4.86**
3.37

5.12**
3.09

R

NR

2.65**
1.72

R

NR
2.00
1.68

Played in Nature

Water-Based

1.17
.87

.93
1.12

.75
1.13

1.25
1.00

1.12
1.00

1.17
.95

1.05
1.06

1.13
1.00

1.00
1.09

1.35
.88

NR

.46
1.03*

1.00
.81

1.37*
.74

1.37
.78

1.37**
.64

1.04
.69

1.00
.76

1.11
.74

1.36**
.69

1.35**
.62

R

Camps Groups Scouts

2.60
2.50

2.79
2.40

2.12
2.64

3.50*
2.29

2.75*
2.39

2.78
2.33

2.86
2.17

3.20**
2.12

3.23**
2.00

3.07
2.24

NR

2.92
2.97

3.39
2.71

3.36
2.84

3.37
2.88

3.63**
2.64

3.46**
2.39

3.00
2.92

3.28
2.78

3.71**
2.66

3.82**
2.50

R

Parks Travel

2.00
2.04

1.93
2.08

2.37
1.94

2.25
1.97

2.00
2.04

2.06
2.00

2.29
1.72

2.13
1.96

2.29
1.82

2.07
2.00

NR

2.46
2.42

2.39
2.45

2.27
2.47

2.62
2.39

2.69
2.30

2.61
2.22

2.54
2.32

2.50
2.39

2.79*
2.29

2.41
2.44

R

Sports-Based

1.13
1.21

1.36
1.08

1.25
1.16

1.50
1.10

1.31
1.09

.67
.70

1.19
1.17

1.27
1.12

1.29
1.09

1.36
1.08

NR

R

1.78
1.64

1.82
1.66

1.50
1.73

1.69
1.70

1.85
1.52

1.83
1.56

1.89
1.58

2.00
1.57

1.94
1.56

1.31
1.83*

Critters

Note: Statistically significant mean differences between “Interested” and “Not interested” within each teaching group are represented in the Table with an asterisk (**p<.05, *p<.10). Waterbased (score range=0-3), Played in Nature (score range=0-7), Camps/Groups/Scouts (score range=0-4), Parks/Travel (score range=0-5), Sports-Based (score range=0-3), and Critters (score
range=0-3.

Interested
Not interested

Forest
Ecology

Measure Topic

Table 3. Non-rural (NR) and rural (R) teachers interest in topics given their environmental socialization mean scores
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Two statistically significant correlations were
found for rural teachers given their experience with
environmental education for “played in nature” and
“parks/travel” while four statistically significant
correlations were found for non-rural teachers:
“water-based,” “played in nature,” “parks/travel,”
and “critters.” Again, much as was found for
interest in field based learning, the strength of
association for water-based, sports-based and
critters were quite dissimilar when comparing
teacher groups.

DISCUSSION
We examined how teachers’ environmental socialization experiences contributed to their expressed
interest in particular science-related topics. More
specifically, we looked at the relationships between
the teachers’ childhood locale (rural, non-rural),
the activities they engaged in during these formative years and current interests in science-related
programs as teaching professionals.
We found that teachers who grew up in rural
areas were slightly less interested than non-rural
teachers in field-based learning and expressed less
experience with environmental education. This
did not fit with our initial expectations that rural
teachers would be more likely to participate and
express interest in field based opportunities. We
would expect that rural teachers, situated in more
open, less densely populated social environments,
would be more likely to engage in outdoor activi-

ties. In this, we inferred that such environmental
socialization experiences would result in higher
levels of interest in field-based opportunities.
Given this outcome, we questioned how the term
“environmental education” had been interpreted
and wondered if it may have conveyed a different
meaning to teachers growing up in rural environments. We did find that regardless of teacher
group, respondents had little to no experience
with environmental education. This supports the
findings of previous research studies conducted
on teacher preparation and efficacy toward environmental education (Mastrilli, 2005; Mosely,
et al., 2002; Mosely & Utley, 2008; Plevyak,
Bendixen-Noe, Henderson, Roth, & Wilke, 2001,
2004; Powers, 2004).
Controlling for environmental socialization
experiences we found the teacher’s interest in
science related program topics were not significantly different for rural and non-rural teachers.
Our thought was that rural teachers would express
greater interest than NR teachers on the majority of the topics. In fact the opposite occurred.
Non-rural teachers expressed greater interest in
6 out of 10 the science related topics, although
few topics generated more than 40% interest by
either teaching group.
Soy (1967) investigated teachers’ attitude toward science and found that negative attitudes had
been developed throughout their earlier schooling
experiences. In follow-up interviews, Soy found
that the prospective teacher’s content preference
had been established prior to graduation from high

Table 4. Teacher interest in field-based learning (FBL) and experience with environmental education
(EE) and correlation with environmental socialization
WaterBased

Played in
Nature

SportsBased

Camps Groups
Scouts

Parks Travel

Critters

Interest in
FBL1

Rural Teachers
Non-rural

.121
.350*

.269
.385*

.352*
.172

.197
.049

.302*
.208

-.066
.297

Experience
with EE2

Rural Teachers
Non-rural

.191
.418**

.375**
.431**

.067
.258

.229
.280

.345*
.397*

.230
.362*

Note: 1 Used a 4-point Likert scale where 1=“not at all interested” and 4=“very interested.” 2 Used a 4-point Likert scale where 1=“none”
and 4=“I am very competent in EE.” *p<.05, **p<.01.
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school. Soy concluded that the prospective classroom teacher, who chose science as her content
preference usually had more background in science
and mathematics and in this, was more likely to
come from a farm background than the prospective teacher who had chosen other subject areas.
If this trend has been maintained over time, then it
would seem reasonable to expect more interest in
the science-related program topics from teachers
who had indicated a rural upbringing. That was
not the case given our findings.
Perkes (1975) probed relationships between
teacher background and the individual’s commitment and confidence to teach science. Results from
her study indicated that previous frustration or dissatisfaction with science-related experiences significantly and negatively related to the individual’s
tendency to take science courses in college and
influenced their sensed adequacy to teach science.
Given that environmental socialization includes a
greater accumulation of experiences that develops
skills and competencies in the natural sciences,
we believe these past experiences are influential
in developing efficacy toward science content
and may impact future teaching preferences for
natural sciences. Findings in this preliminary
study indicate rural teachers had more exposure
to environmental socialization experiences for
five of the six measures.
Upon examination of the environmental socialization experiences noted by rural teachers, the
analysis indicated that there were many statistically significant differences between those who
expressed interest in a topic versus those who did
not. Each of the six environmental socialization
measures revealed one or more mean differences.
Rural teachers who expressed an interest in forest
ecology, for example, had greater mean scores
for four environmental socialization categorical
measures (water-based, played in nature, camp/
group scouts, and parks/travel) then those with a
rural upbringing who expressed no interest in forest
ecology. For the NR teachers on the other hand,
only one significant difference was found (higher
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mean score in “played in nature”) for those who
expressed an interest in teaching forest ecology.
Across a number of topics, there were commonalities found among rural and NR teachers.
As would be expected, those teachers with more
environmental socialization experiences tended
to be more interested in science-related topics.
Teachers who expressed interest in topics tended
to have greater environmental socialization experiences. When examining teachers’ environmental
socialization and interest in field-based learning,
there were significant relationships found for rural
teachers concerning “sports-based” and “parks/
travel” measures. The more interested the teacher
was in field-based learning, the more likely she
was to have had experiences in sports and with
travel. In contrast, NR teachers interested in fieldbased learning were more likely to have indicated a
greater number of experiences with “water-based”
activities and “playing in nature.” Additionally,
while teachers in this study had little experience
with environmental education, there were a couple
significant positive correlations found for rural
teachers’ environmental socialization as linked
to “playing in nature” and “travel.” As experiences with environmental education increased
so did the likelihood that the individual played
in nature and traveled as a child. For non-rural
teachers, significant positive correlations were
found for playing in nature, travel, water-based
activities and playing with critters. Intuitively
each of these findings makes sense as it would
be expected teachers with greater ES experiences
(particularly those associated with experiencing
the natural world) would seek opportunities to
learn more about their immediate surroundings,
whether field-based or in the context of a formal
learning environment.

IMPLICATIONS
Results from this study indicate the impact of
childhood experiences and the significance of
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the learning environment. It is important that
teachers include, regardless of their efficacy toward particular topics, opportunities for students
to explore and interact with their natural world.
As described in previous studies (Tanner, 1980;
Peterson, 1982; Chawla, 1988; Chawla & Hart,
1988; Bixler, Carlisle, Hammitt, & Floyd, 1994),
early environmental experiences that support
nature-based interests can lead to career/vocation
choices. Investigating preservice teachers’ past
Environmental Socialization (ES) experiences
could offer insight into their sensed adequacy
toward content or their preferences in instructional
planning and delivery, specifically incorporating
ES experiences into undergraduate experiences to
foster preservice comfort in teaching outdoors as
well as science.
We found that teachers from a non-rural
environment tended to express more interest in
topics that were typical of those brought up in a
rural environment. Whereas the teacher with a
rural childhood was less interested in field-based
learning, we wonder if this lack of interest is due
to their familiarity with the topics from earlier ES
experiences within their rural environment. Thus
implying teacher preparation programs should not
only consider the preservice teacher’s childhood
ES experiences and surrounding environment but
determine ways to incorporate ES competencies
into curriculum. Examples of ES competencies
that could be incorporated into curriculum include
dressing for weather, outdoor classroom management, multiple outdoor teaching practice sessions
in different natural locals as well as getting hands
dirty handling bugs/worms or dirt. Fostering
these ES competencies might encourage comfort
in teaching science content both in and out of
the classroom as well as field-base learning or
environmental education.
Not only is building ES competencies important in undergraduate preservice curriculum
but research in ES indicates a social supportive
network, knowledgeable experts, multiple expe-

riences in natural settings and access to natural
environments not only is important to children but
young adults. Through ES competency building
in curriculum, preservice teachers are exposed
to “experts” in the field and have opportunity to
access natural areas multiple times. Thus creating
comfort with the natural environment, which may
foster additional comfort in teaching outdoors.
One other implication of environmental socialization is to be a self-reflective teacher—understanding how past experiences influence choices in
content, how one teaches and one’s proclivity for
field-based learning. By acknowledging one’s ES
influences, upbringing, and future, self-reflection
offers the pre-service teacher insight to overcome
their own discomfort in science content. Why does
this matter? While student learning is of utmost
importance, ultimately our nation can be impacted
environmentally as well as economically through
a lack of available competent science teachers.
In a study conducted by Phenice and Griffore
(2003), the researchers explored how environmental education played into young children’s
perceptions of their place in relation to their natural
world. Described as the ecopsychological self,
this natural sense of self-identity connects well
to environmental socialization and the notion of
place. Our findings support the need for further
investigations of early schooling experiences and
how one’s interactions within a given environment
shape individuals understanding of self. We must
not lose sight of the significance of such experiences, as present day instructional decisions will
surely impact future attitudes, interests and actions.
Finally, we assert the need for community
science (Adams, 2012), a pedagogical structure
that allows for localized ways of enacting science.
“Community science is contextualized science—
science shaped by people’s sense of place” (p.
1167). As a potential area of science education,
an examination of students’ place attachment,
identity development, and academic efficacy
toward science is essential.
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LIMITATIONS AND
FUTURE RESEARCH
In future studies, we intend to identify and define
rural, suburban, and urban categories to fit the state
census description of such locales. We believe this
will help us identify the childhood activities within
a specific type of environment. In addition, we
intend to include attitudinal measures specific to
the teaching of science on the survey instrument.
Since the population sample was limited to a group
of student teachers and their cooperating teachers
during an academic semester, the findings of this
study will provide baseline data for comparative
purposes in the future.
Next, there is a need for further study of the
teaching professional’s beliefs and identity as influenced by environmental socialization. Teacher
preparation programs generally include a greater
number of methods courses for the teaching of
language arts and mathematics than in science, thus
influencing how preservice teachers perceive the
importance of science in the elementary curricula.
We intend to explore further how environmental
socialization play into preservice teachers’ course
of study choices, especially those in elementary
programs who often must select an area of concentration within the general curricula.
Finally, we conclude with questions for future
studies. How does environmental socialization
play into an individual’s content interest during the
formal schooling process? Is there a relationship
between environmental socialization and selfefficacy toward the teaching of particular content
knowledge? How does environmental socialization
play into the elementary teacher’s self-efficacy to
science-related content? Several studies (Mosely
& Utley, 2008; Mosely, Reinke, & Bookout, 2002;
Zint, 2002) have been conducted on this topic, but
without regard to environmental socialization.
Perhaps through the addition of this lens, science
educators will have a better understanding of
factors influencing self-efficacy in the teaching
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of science content, especially among elementary
teachers who are responsible for addressing all
curricular areas.
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Women’s Roles:

Do They Exist in a
Technological Workforce?
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ABSTRACT
Women have played a significant role in the birth and history of technology, yet their roles have diminished
in recent decades and their voices have often gone unheard. Slocum (1975) states that though “women
were probably its first inventors” (pp. 36-50), their roles are largely unrecognized and acknowledged.
Lois Mossman, for example, one of the first women to play an active role in the pedagogy of the field now
known as Industrial Technology, is rarely mentioned in contemporary literature or in discussion about
the field of Industrial Technology. The myriad of Science, Technology, Engineering, and Math (STEM)
programs are found throughout academia and the professions in the United States; however, women
in these programs and fields are still underrepresented and their roles relegated to the margins. This
chapter identifies and discusses the apparent inequality of the roles of women in the field of technology.
Additionally, it offers several potential solutions for addressing the inequality, and offers recommendations on how women can assume, retain, and provide service in roles as technology leaders.

INTRODUCTION
Women have had few significant roles in maledominated professions such as technology, engineering, and related fields. According to the
National Science Foundation (NSF), “In the past
15 years, numerous reports have identified low
numbers of females working in technology related
fields” (Jacobs-Rose & Harris, 2010, p.12). Cultural trends in society have been blamed for this
tendency. A women’s role in technological related

fields has changed following World War II, women
transitioned from staying at home and taking care
of the house to pursuing careers in nontraditional,
male-oriented careers, “Historically, society believed a woman’s role was in [the] home, caring
for her husband and children, as opposed to the
workplace” (Domenico & Jones, 2006, p. 2). According to Nieva and Gutek (1981), “the integration of a women [‘s] [role] into the workforce was
a slow process and was often viewed unfavorably
by society” (p.2). There was basically no role for
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women to participate in either teaching technology
or pursuing a professional career in the field. Over
the past 30 years, women’s roles have begun to
shift and has become more common to see them
participating in teaching technology and obtaining
careers in technological fields; however, their roles
are still limited in that “Women are [still] underrepresented in Science, Technology, Engineering,
and Math fields of study and careers with a subset
of STEM- Technology Education- possibly one of
the least integrated fields for women as students
and professionals” (Zuga, 1999, p.1) and in these
fields according to Kucharvy (2011), “women
have long accounted for small minorities of U.S.
STEM graduate classes” (U.S. Graduate Schools
as Magnets for Foreign-Born STEM Aspirants
section, para. 2).

BACKGROUND
As women are becoming increasingly important
additions to the technological workforce and as
the workforce changes, Bell (1999), states that
“… there is an increasing demand for companies
and managers to be more sensitive to cultural
diversity. Technology is available to everyone
today, so what really make a difference to an
organization is people and how effective they are
in maximizing their potential” (p. 1). The role
of women in technological areas has to be reevaluated. According to the Department of Labor
(2009), “women are projected to account for 51.2
percent of the increase in total labor force growth
between 2008 and 2018” (“Quick Stats on Women
Workers,” para. 3). Technological advancements
are constantly being made, and companies and
academic institutions are becoming more evenly
matched. As they examine how to differentiate
themselves, both need to reconsider their assets
in terms of inclusion, and not exclusion of women
and their roles.
Diversification in the workforce is essential.
This allows for different viewpoints, perspectives,

and solutions to problems that may exist and
women can play very pertinent roles in shaping
those viewpoints, perspectives and solutions. Metz
(2006) stated that “due to the lack of female [roles]
in technology, the global market suffered the loss
of innovations that women could have brought to
different professions within technology” (p. 13).
The Industrial Technology programs unify the
use of technology with society, and thus, diversity is definitely needed. Because women do not
have many roles in nontraditional fields, they are
outnumbered in Industrial Technology which has
become an issue among technologists. Silverman
(1999) noted that:
Experience has shown that women are interested in nontraditional occupations when they are
actively recruited. Female high school students
who are good at math and science and enjoy
hands-on technology projects often turn away from
higher level classes in these subjects because they
are not aware of the kind of nontraditional careers
available to them and cannot see themselves in
technical or scientific jobs. (p. 3)
Assimilation of token females is not an acceptable answer either, “The goal of diversity is not to
assimilate women and minorities into a dominant
white male culture, but to create a heterogeneous
organizational milieu” (Thomas, 1990, p. 1). If
that is the case, why are there so few roles for
women in technology related programs? Nelson
(2004) posits that women’s voices are missing
from technology due to three primary reasons:
1.
2.
3.

Women of the world lack access to
technology.
Technology alienates and often exploits
women.
Decisions about technology are made without
women’s voices (p. 2) .

Kulatunga, Shaw, and Nelson (1999) found that
“the faculty population of Industrial Technology
departments was reported to be less than 8% female by one study” and a more recent study puts
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the “percentage of Industrial Technology faculty
at the university level at 9.8%” (Kasi & Dugger,
2000, p. 6). Another study found that women
students “represent only 16% of Industrial Technology majors” (Kasi & Dugger, 2000). After its
inception, women and their voices along with their
roles were closed off from Industrial Education
programs and the fields of Science, Technology,
Engineering and Mathematics (STEM).
According to Zuga (1997), “the early female
advocates and practitioners in industrial arts
were slowly eliminated and the record of their
participation in the field conveniently forgotten” (p. 206). Slocum (1975) adds that “most
accounts of the history of technology exclude or
downplay the contributions of women” (p. 2).
Even “definitions of technology, historically and
currently, are often male-centered and exclude
women’s areas of expertise” (Koerber, 2000, pp.
58-73). For example, Frederic Gordon Bonser
and Lois Coffey Mossman both profoundly influenced the creation of the field now known as
Industrial Technology; however, after reviewing
the relevant historical literature, Lois Mossman’s
name was slowly phased out in the history and
in the discussion of Industrial Technology. Zuga
(1997) stated the fact that:
The increasingly male-dominated profession
of industrial arts mirrored these social patterns
and, soon, even the early voices of the women
were erased through the way in which the industrial arts literature from the 1930s through the
1950s exhibits a lack of women’s voices, while
the literature from the 1880s through the 1920s
and the 1960s through the present incorporates
women’s voices. There was a collective suppression of women’s voices by simple omission such
as the habit of referring in conversation and in
press to the most frequently used definition of
industrial arts, as the ‘Bonser’ definition (Smith,
1981; Lux, 1981) and which is the Bonser and
Mossman (1923) definition. (p.206)
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Lack of Women Roles in
Nontraditional Fields
Do women currently have any significant and relevant roles in Industrial Technology or the STEM
fields? It is evident their roles in general have
changed from stay-at-home mothers/daughters to
active participants in the workplace. Traditionally,
society has strongly suggested that a woman’s place
was in the home and not in an industrial setting.
Societal views of women’s roles in the workplace
began to change by the mid-nineteenth century
when women’s roles included not only taking care
of the home and family, but working as teachers,
nurses, and clerical workers. Because “these [roles]
were perceived as feminine, and society deemed
them appropriate for single women” (Nieva &
Gutek, 1981, p. 2), society slowly accepted that
women’s roles are not just relegated to the home.
In fact, “by the mid-1990’s approximately 46% of
the American workforce was female” (Stephenson
& Burge, 1997, p. 155). Additionally, “by the year
2000, about 47% of the workforce was comprised
of women, while 61% of all American women
were employed” (Johnston & Packer, 1987, p. 85).
Despite their growing roles in the workplace,
“women continue to be concentrated in nearly
the same proportion today as in the 1960s, in
‘traditionally female’ occupations such as clerical work, nursing, teaching, food service, library
work, retail sales, and domestic work” (Nash,
1991, p. 2). Even though there has been some
improvement in the involvement of women in
nontraditional fields, “little change has been made
towards increasing female [roles] in STEM fields
despite millions of dollars spent to overcome the
shortage of women in STEM studies and careers”
(Haynie, 2005, p. 65), their roles are still underrepresented in STEM fields of study and careers
(National Education Association (NEA), 2003;
National Science Foundation (NSF), 2002; National Science Foundation (NSF), 2003a, 2003b).
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From literature reviewed, gender equity was not a
new problem, but one that needed more research.
Rose and Harris (2010) stated that, “although
advancements in gender equity have been made,
these advancements are not enough. The fields of
Science, Technology, Engineering and Mathematics (STEM) currently have a shortage of female
[roles] in the workplace and universities” (p. 2).
Young women need to be encouraged to play active roles and guidance roles in pursuing STEM
careers, but according to Kandaswamy (2003),
“cultural deterrents to female inclusion in these
fields are very resilient” (para. 6). The necessity
for female role models in STEM and technology
education is the key to attracting women and girls
to this mostly male-dominated field and career,
“Young girls need female technology education
and STEM role models to guide them into these
non-traditional fields since gender role modeling directly supports intellectual and emotional
growth” (Grant & Ward, 1992, pp. 36-37). Societal
acceptance for women to pursue roles in STEM and
technology education has not been forthcoming,
especially without some barriers to discourage
women (Kandaswamy, 2003).
According to Brown and Barbosa (2001),
“a barrier is any obstacle that prevents forward
movement or any event or condition that makes
career progress difficult” (para. 2). Such barriers
include establishing an occupation for one sex and
not another, gender discrimination, insufficient occupational skills, meager academic achievement,
and in some cases, lack of transportation were seen
by women to be barriers as to why they could not
play active roles in STEM or technology education
fields or careers. Negative perceptions can also be
a barrier for women. The perceptions of educators,
counselors, and administrators to female participation in nontraditional programs and careers and
their inappropriate treatment of female students
could be considered a major barrier for females
considering enrolling in STEM or nontraditional
programs. Sheng, Hall, and Rojewski (1996) stated
that negative perceptions “can range from subtle

discouragement through comments such as “Are
you sure?,” “This is a male-dominated field,”
and “Why do you want to choose that major?”
to refusal to enroll female students in programs
considered nontraditional for their gender” (p. 3).
Another barrier that sometimes goes overlooked is
childcare. Because society perceives the woman’s
role to stay at home and take care of the home,
this could be another deterrent or barrier that
women have to overcome in order to play active
roles in STEM programs or nontraditional careers.
Swanson and Woitke (1997), “indicated barriers
partially explain the gap between the abilities of
women and their achievements, or these barriers
could explain the inhibitions of women’s career or
[role] aspirations” (p. 443). Women are introduced
to these barriers from childhood and they continue
to be introduced and reinforced throughout their
schooling, college, and professional lives. According to Schlossberg (1984), women live through a
long series of transitions defined as “any event or
non-event that results in change anticipated, unanticipated… [in] relationships, routines, assumptions and roles” (p. 47). During their transitional
phases, active women role models in the STEM
programs and industrial technology programs are
needed to encourage other women to take part in
roles leading to nontraditional professional positions and careers in the academy. These barriers
can be ameliorated, but technology educators and
organization leaders must play leadership roles in
order for this to happen.
In order for women to meaningfully participate
in the plethora of technology areas currently available, there needs to be changes on a global level.
The lack of roles for women in industrial education is evident not only in the United States, but
in other countries as well. For example, in Korea
a technology education program was offered to
both boys and girls in academic high schools until 1969. Subsequently, the program was mainly
offered to the boys while the girls were taught
home economics. This was manifested because of
tradition and the socially accepted idea that social
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and business life was for a man and home life was
for a woman. Bostic (1998) argued that “society’s
idea of what is ‘proper’ work for females may be
the most influential factor” (p. 2) in determining
women’s choice of careers. Many women today
however, will not accept that “home life” ideology
because technology itself does not discriminate,
nor does it fit only one gender. There should be
homogeneity in technology education because
women not only have ideas, concepts, and solutions to everyday technological problems, but also
may bring perspectives that men may not ordinarily bring. For example, “the garment and textile
industries were built mainly on the inventions of
women” (U.N. Platform for Action Committee,
2003, para. 4) and it was their perspectives that
contributed to this industry. The regular decline
of women’s roles and their voices from STEM and
technology education is slowly being reversed as
women are beginning to assume active roles in industrial education. However, they have a long road
ahead of them considering that they are working
from the deficit created by past omissions in that
“about two percent, at best, of the total profession
of teachers and teacher educators are estimated to
be female” (Wright & Devier, 1989, p. 206; Quon
& Smith, 1991). Technology educators speculate
that the omission of women’s voices over time may
have changed the course of Industrial Arts and
Technology Education. According to Shanahan
(2006), “the advancements that females could
contribute to the technology majors are endless”
(p. 13). Moreover, the roles of women in STEM
and technology education are very important, and
“with the additional innovations that females can
bring to the field of technology, our society can
achieve higher levels of technological success”
(Jacobs-Rose & Harris, 2010, p. 13).

RECOMMENDATIONS
Increasing the number of female roles in STEM
and technology education careers has and will
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continue to be an issue in society. Effective recruitment of females into nontraditional fields has to
be explored. If not, it is expected that the number
of women in this field will continue to decline.
Technology leaders and educators must become
more active in encouraging girls and women to
consider pursuing degrees in technological fields.
Individuals presently involved in these and related
fields must persuade future female students, as well
as themselves, that the field of technology is not
taboo for women, that there are influential roles
that women can be involved in, and that their presence will be welcomed and embraced. Enrollment
of women in STEM and technology programs as
students and as potential teachers of these fields
must be a priority in that “The number of females
in higher education increased by 17% from 1988
to 1998 and will continue to increase” (Chang &
Dugger, 2001, p. 5) and even though according
to Kucharvy (2011), “women now account for
58% of all U.S. college students…, they, however,
represent only small-and declining- minorities of
quantitative degrees” (College STEM Challenges
section, para. 5). Women are also underrepresented
in faculty positions in technology departments.
One study found that “the faculty population
of Industrial Technology departments was less
than 8% female” (Kulatunga, Shaw, & Nelson,
1999, p. 6). Another study put “the percentage
of Industrial Technology faculty at the university
level at 9.8%” (Kasi & Dugger, 2000, p. 2). Thus,
it is evident that in addition to actively recruiting
female students into the disciplines, attracting and
retaining female faculty should also be priorities.
Egalitarian, the concept of equality of humankind, needs to be stressed in academia and
educators and leaders need to educate, from within
the student body, young women about the various
paths that can be taken in STEM and technology
education. The professions must not only educate
their students, but themselves and their colleagues
about the ominous costs of leaving women out as
decision-makers in and about technology. Information must be provided to families, educators,
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administrators, guidance counselors, and trainers
about the “diversity, accessibility, and learning
styles” (Gardner, 1993, 1999) of girls and the
nature of their learning needs. Opportunities
need to be created for teachers who teach math,
technology, and science in the classroom to not
make those subjects appeal more to males than
females. McCarthy and Berger (2008) stated that
we as educators and administrators need to “create
opportunities for elementary teachers to become
more familiar and comfortable with the use of
math, technology, and science in the classroom,
especially emphasizing that all human being, not
just males, can be successful in these areas” (p.
75). Educators that are in the pedagogy of math
and science in elementary schools are encouraged
to instill a sense of comfortability into the students
because without this positive reinforcement, some
students, mainly females will not feel that they can
pursue careers in STEM programs. The literature
(Sadker & Sadker, 1994; Sanders, 2005) suggests
that young girls, who look to the teachers as role
models, feel inadequate to pursue science, math,
and related topics due to their teachers’ implied
message that these topics are not for females.
Adding to the dilemma is the fact that over 80
percent of elementary school teachers are women
(NEA, 2003a).
The next recommendation is to incorporate
STEM and promote a technology education ideology early in children’s lives both in the home
and in education. This would be beneficial as
they mature and begin to choose careers. Parents
should encourage all their children to help hang-up
pictures, connect a home theater system, even do
little things around the house with tools or assist
in working on the car. Consequently, girls and
boys begin to develop technology concepts early
and feel better about using those concepts when
aided by a role model. A recent study conducted
by McCarthy and Berger (2008) indicated that
the participants had “positive or very positive
experiences with fathers or grandfathers while
using tools and technology in their early child-

hood experiences” (p. 8). Though there may not
seem to be an apparent link, there also needs to
be more males entering the field of early childhood education. More males can help increase the
number of positive male role models in STEM and
technology education. In addition, these males
need to be open-minded about the potential of
females entering into nontraditional programs.
Positive feedback and encouragement need to be
expressed by these males toward females to ensure
them that these are not just male-dominated areas,
but fields that are open to everyone.
Promoting and encouraging women-friendly
workplaces are other facets of increasing the role
of women in STEM and technology education.
According to Nelson (2004), these workplaces
need to “value, reward, and promote women for
their contributions” (p. 7). Female leadership needs
to be fostered in nontraditional fields and these
women need to have other female role models
to imitate. Men in the profession can also aid in
mentoring females, fostering inclusion, and providing leadership where appropriate. Educators
and administrators also need to show students how
technology impacts the quality of life as well as
our environment. Nelson (2004) states that, “we
should promote sustainable products and practices
to our students and teach them about appropriate
and alternative technologies” (p. 7). Reaching
out to our female students on a personal level
and encouraging them to assume roles in STEM
and technology education are additional recommendations. Teachers, professors, counselors, and
administrators need to inform women, in their
respective profession, that they can attain and
prosper in innovative technological areas.

FUTURE OF WOMEN’S
ROLES IN TECHNOLOGY
The technology education program have been gender biased for decades and women are beginning to
speak out about the “back seat” position that they
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have been forced to take. On a positive note, some
companies promote a “women-friendly” environment. According to The National Association for
Female Executives (NAFE) in Forbes’s “The Top
50 Companies for Women in 2011” (Goudreau,
2011), the following companies apply female
aptitude and provide policies and practices that
inspire women’s advancement. These include Abbott, American Express, Bank of America, General
Mills, IBM, KPMG, Kraft, Marriott International,
Procter & Gamble, and Prudential. Among these
10 companies along with the other 40, “women are
32% of top earners and 14% of chief executives”
(Goudreau, 2011, para. 3). Other companies using
these companies as benchmarks and copying their
efforts have proven to be beneficial to women.
Companies must realize the potential roles that
women can play in technological areas and the
potential impact of these roles on the global market. Companies must approach the recruitment of
women differently as well such daycare options
needs consideration, back-to-school programs may
have to be structured, and most importantly, the
roles that the women play must be clearly defined
and achievable. “Women comprised 46.8 percent
of the total U.S. labor force and are projected
to account for 46.9 percent of the labor force in
2018” (Goudreau, 2011, para. 2) and they are
also “projected to account for 51.2 percent of the
increase in total labor force growth between 2008
and 2018” (United States Department of Labor,
2009, para. 3). Domenico and Jones (2006) stated
that, “women’s career aspirations have evolved
steadily during the twentieth century, resulting
in their increased workforce participation rates”
(p. 5), but despite the growth, women are still
predominantly in female-oriented jobs. Shown
in Table 1 are the 20 most prevalent occupations
employed by women (U.S. Department of Labor,
2009).
The table illustrates that, although women have
increased their roles in the labor force, they are
still in careers or jobs traditionally held by them
(Rainey & Borders, 1997). This substantiates
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other researchers’ findings that “… most research
reveals women continue to work in lower-paying,
traditionally female-oriented jobs” (Watson, Quatman, & Edler, 2002, p. 5). However, some women
have found their respective roles in nontraditional
careers as evidenced in Table 2, which was adapted
from statistics in the Women’s Bureau of the United
States Department of Labor (2009).
McCarthy (2007) stated that “there have been
hundreds of programs attempting to redirect
female interest to the STEM fields; however,
these programs have had little success, and the
amount of female involvement has leveled off”
(p. 19). More effort is needed to increase female
roles in technical careers. Several government,
Table 1. Occupations for employed women in 2009
Occupation

Employed

Secretaries and administrative assistants

3,074,000

Registered nurses

2,612,000

Elementary and middle school teachers

2.343,000

Cashiers

2,273,000

Nursing, psychiatric, and home health
aides

1,770,000

Retail salespersons

1,650,000

First-line supervisors/managers of retail
sales workers

1,459,000

Waiters and waitresses

1,434,000

Maids and housekeeping cleaners

1,282,000

Customer service representatives

1,263,000

Child care workers

1,228,000

Bookkeeping, accounting, and auditing
clerks

1,205,000

Receptionists and information clerks

1,168,000

First-line supervisors/managers of office
and administrative support works

11,163,000

Managers, all others

1,106,000

Accounts and auditors

1,084,000

Teacher assistants

921,000

Cooks

831,000

Office clerks, general

821,000

Personal and home care aides

789,000
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Table 2. Nontraditional occupations for women
in 2009 (in thousands)
Occupation

Females
Employed

Percentage of
Females

Computer software
engineers

192

20.2

Engineering technicians,
except drafters

71

19.6

Chemical engineers

12

18.4

Industrial engineers,
including health and safety

32

17.4

Industrial production
managers

39

16.4

Engineers, all others

48

13.8

Electrical and electronics
engineers

29

9.4

Computer hardware
engineers

5

8.6

Engineering managers

10

8.1

Civil engineers

24

7.1

Aerospace engineers

8

6.1

Mechanical engineers

18

5.9

Electricians

17

2.2

nongovernment, and community-based mentoring
programs have been put in place to combat the
lack of women playing intricate roles in STEM
and technology education programs. According
to Rose and Harris (2010), “The National Science
Foundation highlighted 209 funded grants for
projects addressing gender issues in its publication, New Formulas for American’s Workforce:
Girls in science and Engineering” (p. 4). These
programs provide mentoring for current teachers
as well as classes to encourage female students
to become involved and play active roles in technology fields. Because mentoring has received
positive feedback and students are more receptive
to it, “a majority of the programs featured in this
report suggests that all programs are paired up
with a mentoring program” (p. 4). Programs that
pair students with a mentor are beneficial because
this allows for more experienced students to share
their knowledge. Also beneficial is that it allows

professors and professionals to obtain a better
understanding of the obstacles that females face
when contemplating a degree programs and even
a profession. Other than programs that address
the lack of women roles in STEM and technical
careers, publications have also begun to address
this issue as well.
Research publications such as The American
Association of University Women Educational
Foundation’s tech Savvy (American Association of
University Women Educational Foundation, 2000)
and Women at Work (Bureau of Labor Statistics,
2003) have also acknowledged the fact that there
is a gender gap and recognized the disturbing
deficiency of females preparing to work in STEM
fields. According to Dyer (2004), “in response to
this shortage governmental and nongovernmental
organizations have created a wide array of program
and strategies” (p. iii). Rose and Harris (2010)
stated that these organizations developed “123
technology projects, which focused on computer
development and application along with career information. Fifty-seven of the projects offered were
intended for females only” (p. 4). The two largest
foundations that are bringing attention to gender
diversity in the STEM fields are The American
Association of University Women Educational
Foundation and the National Science Foundation
(NSF). Between 1993 and 2001, these foundations
donated $90 million dollars among 416 projects
directed toward increasing the involvement of
females in STEM fields and technical careers.

CONCLUSION
Decades of underemployment for women in STEM
and nontraditional fields are being progressively
and incessantly requited through the tireless efforts of women and some men in academia and
in corporate America. Women’s career ambitions
have progressed gradually during the twentieth
century and this change in the job market is
becoming apparent. Women now hold 16 CEO
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positions in the Fortune 500 companies and this
year witnessed Virginia Rometty becoming the
first women to hold the CEO position of IBM in
its hundred year history. Rose and Harris (2010)
indicated that:
The gender gap in engineering and technology
fields has been well-documented. Gender equity
in engineering and technology is an issue that
continues to persist at the national level. From
the studies presented, the accomplishments and
discouragements of females entering into technology careers are evident. The literature indicates
that females are needed in technical fields of study.
With all of the previous deterrents females have
faced in entering into the workforce, it is imperative to discover what attracts females to technical
careers. (p. 4)
More studies are needed to evaluate the roles of
women who continue to pursue careers in STEM
and nontraditional fields as well as their roles
once they have obtained employment. The types
of career roles that women choose and aspects
manipulating those roles are pertinent issues to
examine. Educators, legislators, administrators,
and companies need to develop a new way of
thinking about making the roles in STEM education and nontraditional fields more applicable and
interesting to girls and young women throughout
their educational careers. According to McCarthy and Berger (2008), “inclusion of technology
education and STEM in the primary school curriculum, meaning both the inclusion of better
science and math learning experiences as well as
technology education, is needed” (p. 8). Society
has to realize that there are roles for women in
STEM education and nontraditional fields, and
that realization starts with educators. Educators
must continue to eliminate gender stereotyping
related to occupational decision making and we
have to “emphasize the importance of considering
nontraditional career choices for females since
they will be the largest group of new entrants to
the workforce in the near future” (Sheng, Hall, &
Rojewski, 1996, p. 13). A recent book by Hewlett
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and Rashid (2011), entitled Winning the War for
Talent in Emerging Markets: Why Women are the
Solution stated that:
Today, 34.1 percent of the workforce is female- in absolute numbers, more than thirty-six
thousand women. Women make up 40.3 percent
of entry-level workers, 24.2 percent of midlevel
managers, 6.5 percent of senior managers, and
6.2 percent of top-tier leaders, nearly double the
number six years ago. (p. 176)
With those numbers steadily rising, a woman’s
role has to be established in STEM and nontraditional fields. The numbers are there, but the
question still is do they exist in a technological workforce? Plus, why do those that pursue
STEM do so and what about these people make
them different? As a technology leader in the
educational realm, his or her part is to not only
impart knowledge about technology, but also be
dynamic in the recruitment and retention of women
in instructional and educational technology. Encouraging women in courses to accompany the
instructor when hosting career fairs, when promoting the department or college, including women
in brochures, and providing women with positive
reinforcement as they matriculate into educational
programs can help. These are just minute ways that
we, as educators, can do as technology leaders to
effectively recruit and retain women to become
future technology leaders.
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KEY TERMS AND DEFINITIONS
Industrial Arts: A program of study that
focused on changes made people in the forms
of material to increase their values, and of the
problems of life associated with those changes.
Industrial Technology: A program of study
that incorporates an array of technological and
managerial courses that prepares students for
employment in business, industry, education, and
government.
Non-Traditional Field: An occupation, field
of work or program of study in which individuals
from one gender are underrepresented or encompass less than 25 percent.
Role: Socially anticipated conduct pattern
usually determined by an individual’s standing
in a particular society.
STEM Programs: Programs that include the
fields of study in science, technology, engineering,
and mathematics.
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ABSTRACT
Presented in this chapter are findings related to the use of the Mobile Studio concept in STEM classes including how the use of an innovative technology that replaced traditional equipment in STEM classes was
able to increase student learning. Findings also show that the Mobile Studio Learning Platform supports
variations in instructional style and goals as well as learning across different content areas and type of
implementation. Use of the Mobile Studio was piloted and implemented in multiple undergraduate engineering courses; the pedagogy expanded beyond this original setting to include use in K-14 sites as well
as pre-service and in-service training for science teachers. Data from multiple sources are presented in
support of the finding that diverse learners with various instructional needs and user characteristics are
positively served by the use of student-centered mobile technology within the domain of STEM education.

INTRODUCTION
Learning and teaching in the 21st century requires
the use of new strategies to engage students and
promote enhanced learning opportunities, particularly in areas important to success for the future.
This is especially true in the STEM area (Science,
Technology, Engineering, Math) (Brown, Hansen-

Brown, & Conte, 2011). Students of the 21st century are diverse in nature; they are multi-cultural,
come to education with different experiential
backgrounds, and generally, have had technology
as a central component of their upbringing from
computers to cell phones to multimedia players
and beyond. In addition, we now know that to
succeed in an increasingly competitive workforce,
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the incorporation of technology into education is
no longer thought of as an option, but a necessity
(Earle, 2002). Because of these factors, a major
focus of educational technology development and
research has been the development of effective
ways to teach students of the 21st century using
evidence-based practices supported by technology integration.
The purpose of this chapter is to present findings
summarizing five years of student data gathered
from a program that developed, implemented, and
replicated an integrated hand-held mobile technology device into STEM education. The chapter
includes information on how multiple instructors
who used the approach over multiple semesters in
multiple courses increased and changed their use,
strengthening student learning. In addition, using
data obtained from cross section assessment for
one course over several terms, results show how
the Mobile Studio Learning Platform impacted
student cognitive outcomes.

BACKGROUND
Constructivist-based and constructionist-based
instruction, both supportive of discovery learning,
have been shown to be effective ways of helping
students to obtain and retain new concepts and
skills (Clinton & Rieber, 2010; Piaget & Inhelder,
1955; Vygotsky, 1978). These forms of instruction
allow the learner to explore and tryout new concepts in relation to what they already understand,
using trial and error to develop or strengthen
understanding. Constructivist theory indicates
that inquiry learning, rooted in guided teaching,
enables learners to understand complex material
through their own experiences (Powell & Kalina,
2009). Inquiry learning can be taught through active experimentation and real world experience;
both have been noted as beneficial for knowledge
building, and are the main tenets of constructionism (Kafai & Resnick, 1996). Romiszowski
(2009) explained the specific benefits for active
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knowledge building in terms of retention, “Retention of a complex task … and mastery of new
skills, is based on the execution of authentic and
learner-relevant tasks, learned through exploratory
practice followed by expository review” (p. 218).
Research has shown that technology can play an
active role in assisting instructors in providing
constructivist and constructionist instruction and
guided learning (Akhras & Self, 2000; Cheng,
2006; Newman & Gullie, 2009). Through the
use of Web-based tools as well as local technology, students’ learning can be scaffolded to meet
both individual and group needs and can be tied
to hands-on, real life experiences, data sets, and
simulated outcomes (Newman, Reinhard, & Clure,
2007). Rodd and Newman (2009) have reported
positive outcomes related to the use of technology
in STEM education; students who had access to
technology supported, technology guided, and
technology reinforced learning had more positive attitudes toward learning the content, greater
retention of direct content, and greater transfer to
other areas.
Despite these findings, a major barrier still
exists within the applied science and engineering fields (Jonassen, Strobel, & Lee, 2006).
Web-based practices do not allow students the
hands-on tactile practice that is needed to stimulate
constructionist learning of applied knowledge and
the real equipment is generally available only in
expensive, controlled lab settings. To address this
barrier, the Mobile Studio concept was developed,
designed, and implemented under National Science Foundation funding1. The key objective of the
Mobile Studio concept is to provide an affordable
technology that can be used anytime and anywhere
to implement student-centered laboratory experimentation thus vastly increasing the amount of
real life, hands-on experience to which a student
can be exposed, providing students more freedom
than site-based labs which are limited by time and
space. In the pilot, an Input/Output circuit board
(I/O board) was developed that can be plugged in
to students’ individual laptops; the measurement
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functionality realized with the combination of the
I/O board, the laptop, and supporting software
and courseware (the Mobile Studio Learning
Platform) is applicable to multiple aspects of
STEM education.
The Mobile Studio Platform has been used in
multiple settings from urban to suburban, including
K-14 classrooms, pre-service education, and professional development trainings. In these settings,
students were noted to be more engaged in learning (Newman, 2005). In addition, the Platform
was noted by evaluators and participants (using
direct observation, interviews with project staff,
and student surveys) to meet sound educational
practice, to be easy to integrate into the regular
classroom and to make good use of an inquirybased, multimedia approach to learning (Rodd &
Newman, 2009). Subsequent studies examined
full integration of Mobile Studio into developer
taught or supervised classes (Connor, et al., 2011;
Newman, Morris, Deyoe, Murphy, & Connor,
2010; Newman, Clure, Rodd, & Morris, 2010).
The results of these investigations, occurring over
multiple semesters, showed that the Mobile Studio pedagogical approach, as well as the Mobile
Studio Platform was adaptable to varied learner
and instructional styles and resulted in greater
learner reported retention of knowledge. What was
not yet available in these studies was consistent
evidence documenting learner outcomes and the
ability of the technology and pedagogy to transfer
to non-developer classes and sites.
The extended case study described in this
chapter includes information on how the use of the
Mobile Studio supported variations in instruction
and learning by level and type of implementation
across different sites and how it impacted student
learning. The chapter ends with a discussion of
the importance of the use of the Mobile Studio
pedagogy in education and potential future ways
the Mobile Studio can be used to enhance STEM
education.

The Mobile Studio
The Mobile Studio Learning Platform was developed to provide the same hands-on experience that
was previously only possible with a traditional,
large and expensive electronics laboratory station
such as the industry standard Agilent Technologies
Multipurpose Lab Station (http://cp.literature.
agilent.com/litweb/pdf/5989-8649EN.pdf) in a
compact, portable and inexpensive package. A
standard lab station, shown generically in Figure
1, is required to investigate the properties of any
electronic system (e.g. radios, amplifiers, robots).
The Digital Multi-Meter (DMM) is used to make
preliminary, basic low frequency measurements;
the DC power supply provides the power for the
Device Under Test (DUT); the Function Generator
provides the electrical input voltage signal that is
acted upon by the DUT; the Oscilloscope is used
to display both the input signal from the Function
Generator and the output signal from the DUT
to characterize the operation of the DUT, and
the laptop is used to control the equipment and
to record and analyze the collected data. There
are many equipment options available for such a
measurement station, but typically the total cost
runs between $10,000 and $15,000, not including
the computer. This includes the cost of control and
data collection software and the communication
interfaces between the equipment and the computer. In addition to the cost of the equipment, a
laboratory configured with such stations requires
support staff to maintain and limits student access
to either scheduled class time or a few extra open
shop hours each week, which also requires staffing by instructors, teaching assistants or lab staff.
All of these costs prohibit the use of constructive
student centered learning in high need K-12 and
higher education settings.
Costing less than $150, the Mobile Studio is an
inexpensive alternative to the traditional measurement station that allows every student to have his
or her own electronics laboratory.
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Figure 1. Standard lab station

Figure 2 demonstrates that all of the expensive,
traditional hardware is replaced by a single device
(the Mobile Studio I/O Board). The roughly 100
times smaller cost is realized by applying three
key design criteria. First, the device was designed
specifically for educational use and not intended
for the very broad range of applications for which
the standard measurement equipment are used.
Second, some reduction in performance is accepted
as a cost tradeoff as long as the educational functionality is fully realized. Third, and possibly the
most important, the computing power of the laptop
is used to replace much of the special purpose
computing power found in standard instruments.
Most laboratory activities developed for student
Figure 2. Hardware replaced by a single device
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learning use a computer of some kind for data
collection and control, so the laptop is part of the
station anyway and can be more fully utilized than
is the case with standard equipment.
Shown in Figure 3 is an application of the
Mobile Studio I/O Board indicating where on
the board one connects to the Oscilloscope, the
Function Generator, and the DC Power Supply,
respectively. The computer is not shown, only
the USB cable that connects it to the I/O Board.
A more complete representation of the Mobile
Studio Learning Platform is shown in Figure 4.
Note that, in addition to the I/O Board, which
provides connection to the DUT, the platform also
includes the Mobile Studio Desktop Software and
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Figure 3. Application of the mobile studio I/O board indicating where on the board one connects to the
oscilloscope, the function generator, and the DC power supply

Figure 4. Mobile studio learning platform
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training/courseware materials, which are provided
for free through the Mobile Studio Project webpage
(mobilestudioproject.com).
The Mobile Studio can be used anywhere,
thereby providing immediate access for handson exploration of STEM concepts. Students can
do experiments as part of class, part of lab, as
homework, and during their free time. With this
technology, students have the freedom to explore
on their own, at their own pace. Instructors have
the freedom to assign tasks to students that can
be completed for homework or an outside project,
and increase student-centered learning. Equally
important, within the STEM discipline, instructors
do not have to separate theory and practical lab
segments of instruction. A real studio approach to
learning can take place even in large classrooms.

Support for Multiple Instructional
Uses and Diverse Student Needs
The potential of the Mobile Studio to support
diversity of both student and instructor was
demonstrated through its incorporation into the
pedagogy through multiple phases of development
and transition. Successful phases of implementation included:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Developer piloting and integration of use,
Full-integration and refinement of use within
the first, original course by the developer/
instructor,
Replication of use within the same content
domain by a non-developer instructor, and
Transferability of use to different courses
and contexts.

The Mobile Studio Platform successfully
served a diverse student body within and across
all of these settings. A review of data revealed
that the students involved in the project were
characteristic of diverse student bodies (e.g., K-14
urban and suburban, private and public schools;
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and higher education sites that reflected training and research goals and that served minority
populations). Students also represented a variety
of learning styles, indicating the Mobile Studio’s
adaptability to suit a diverse set of learning needs.
In addition, over the course of the project, use of
the Mobile Studio was implemented into a variety
of settings reflecting different courses, different
levels of instructor’s familiarity with the board
and its software, different instructional styles,
and different instructional goals. For instance,
the Mobile Studio initially was used primarily for
didactic instruction, but later, became primarily
student-oriented reflecting an active experiential
approach. Evaluator observations across these
sites confirmed the use of the Mobile Studio to
demonstrate instructor-provided content theory
and real-life examples of the theory through
step-by-step modeling, worksheet guided inquiry,
independent practice, and partner/small group
problem solving; as a result, student’s self-reported
learning styles were met. In addition, evaluator
observations confirmed the use of the board within
lectures, embedded within laboratory exercises,
for summative content review, and stand-alone
lab exercises.
Instructors also extended the use of the Mobile
Studio beyond the traditional classroom setting
to include pilot use at K-14 sites; pre-service
and in-service training for science teachers; and
at international sites for undergraduate students.
These included a presentation of units for 4th
grade students in a science class at a suburban
elementary school and use in high school classes
in two urban sites and three high school student
summer institutes, one summer institute for underrepresented students in engineering and in
introductory and advanced physics courses at the
undergraduate level, and in international colleges
with limited laboratory equipment. The Mobile
Studio also was used for components of pre-service
education for science teachers at a private urban
college, and, as the focus of in-service science
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teachers’ professional development at two sites
(i.e., one site offered during the academic year
and one offered as a summer institute).
Indicators of preliminary as well as long-term
learning were noted by evaluators and participants.
In the 4th grade class, for example, students were
observed to be actively engaged in and enjoying
module use. In this setting, the Mobile Studio
was used to reinforce and expand on their prior
learning of connectivity; it helped them to engage
in hands-on discovery and self-exploration by
allowing students to see virtual changes when
they manipulated variables. This visualization
and immediate feedback was noted to motivate
students working with the module. Later on-site
recall testing, in the classroom and on a similar
state exam unit, indicated that the module was
adaptable to their varied ability levels and learning styles and facilitated transfer of knowledge
from practice to direct assessment. Similar data
were obtained when piloting use of the Mobile
Studio at other K-14 sites and during professional
development. Users were observed to be actively
engaged in hypothesis development and testing;
perceived the material to be relevant to the topics covered during their regular instruction; and
reported that they enjoyed learning through this
device more than in regular lab settings. Teachers
also reported potential for greater flexibility and
differentiated instruction in the classroom as a
result of having immediate, integrated practice
available in the classroom. The findings of these
piloted non-higher education uses offer strong
support for integration of Mobile Studio within
STEM curriculum as a supplement to or a replacement for stand-alone lab work.
As part of the expansion and transferability of
use, the Mobile Studio also has been presented to
international engineering schools in Africa. Six
engineering schools are now using the Mobile
Studio technology for their classes due to its low
cost and accessibility; as a result, the Mobile
Studio facilitated independent experimentation

for students who would otherwise not have the
opportunity to learn individually through a handson approach.

THE EXTENDED CASE STUDY
To assess potential impact of the Mobile Studio
on student outcomes, the authors of this chapter
collected and analyzed data from a pilot higher
education site. Following is a summary of the
findings of five years of replicated study.

Participants
Students involved in this extended case study
were enrolled in multiple classes over multiple
semesters at a private university. A final matched
data set (pre-post with all covariates) of 923
students was obtained. The majority of students
were undergraduates from three courses: Electric
Circuits—an introductory level course for electronics majors, Introduction to Electronics—a
higher level course for electronics majors, and
Electronic Instrumentation—a higher level course
for students with majors outside of electronics.
Over 95% were studying for a major in engineering (electrical, computer, mechanical, or other).
Males outnumbered females by over a 4:1 ratio.
Two-thirds of students declared their ethnic origin
as Caucasian. Over three-quarters of the students
(76%) were in the 19 to 20 age range.

Instrumentation
Pre-course surveys of students enrolled in the
classes involved in this case study were used to
assess potential confounding learner variables
represented by student demographics (academic
status, academic major and minor, gender, ethnicity, English as primary language, GPA, and SAT
scores) as well as student attitudes toward learning
(STEM anxiety, interest in engineering content,
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engineering as a field of study, and self-reported
level of preparation in a variety of pre-requisite
skill areas). Student preferences towards learning styles also were surveyed using the Index of
Learning Styles (ILS; Felder & Silverman, 1991).
Post-course surveys assessed students’ perceptions
toward the benefits of Mobile Studio I/O board
use as well as perceptions of the overall course,
the role of the instructor, and the format and
setting during Mobile Studio use. Independent
evaluator-based classroom observations were
used to document instructional use of Mobile
Studio including instructional purpose, student
interactions, and immediate outcomes in full
implementation of Mobile Studio use. Data from
exams were collected and compared to identify
changes in content knowledge on items where
use of the Mobile Studio was integrated into the
curriculum. Selected items of the test data were
consistent over semesters and across instructors;
domains of items were consistent from lower to
higher level (pre-requisite to advanced) courses
and from complimentary to supporting courses
(e.g., physics to electrical engineering).

Design
Pre-surveys were administered to students during class in the first week of the semester; postsurveys were administered during the last week
of the course. Classroom observations took place
throughout instruction. Two observers were present at some sessions to document reliability of the
observations. Student interviews were conducted
by phone following completion of the semester.
Cognitive test data were from final examinations;
content validity of items on the test was provided
via the instructors’ tables of specifications and
through observations. Individual items were
labeled for data analysis purposes as Control (no
use of Mobile Studio for that content) and Use
(Mobile Studio was used to teach that item’s content). Use was further broken down to delineate the
type of use as reflected by Bloom’s taxonomy and
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instructional style. Student variables (e.g., gender,
ethnicity, prior use, learning style) were used to
document the ability of the Mobile Studio to serve
diverse learners. As part of the documentation
process, the phases of implementation and transition of the Mobile Studio were reported. Presented
in Table 1 is a summary of the five years of data
collection, the type of use, and setting of use.

Variations in Instructor and Content
Extensive data were collected from the classes.
Analyses showed that students reported positive
perceptions of Mobile Studio use, especially
related to format and setting of the incorporation
of the technology, the role of the instructor/TAs,
and the supplementary materials provided for use.
Data indicated instructor experience using the
boards was associated with student perceptions.
As the incorporation of the Mobile Studio
into a course moved from first-time use by the
developer and non-developer replicate instructor
(Circuits course) and context-transfer instructor
(Electronic Instrumentation course), the students’
positive perceptions of its use increased (see Figure
5). For example, student responses in the Circuits
courses taught by the developer steadily increased
as the developer fully integrated and began to refine
the use of the Mobile Studio within the course.
Positive perceptions were notably lower when the
non-developer instructor incorporated the Mobile
Studio into instruction for replication purposes the
first time, but subsequently increased in all areas
as non-developer replication continued. This indicated that instructor familiarity with the Mobile
Studio Platform and the Mobile Studio pedagogy
play an important role in students’ perceptions of
their learning through use of the boards.
Students identified specific areas where the
Mobile Studio supported learning including developing problem-solving skills; transferring the
knowledge and skills learned outside the course
setting; and increasing interest, motivation, and
confidence in the content area. Interviewee com-
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Table 1. Mobile studio implementation
Project
Year

Semester

One

Spring 08

Two

Circuits/Developer

Summer 08

Integration into course

Circuits/Developer

Fall 08

Integration into course

Circuits/Developer

Refinement of integration

Circuits/Developer

Refinement of integration
Transfer to another context/course

Circuits/Developer
Electronic Inst./Developer

Refinement of integration and Expansion of
content within course

Circuits/Developer

Spring 10

Replication to new instructor
Transfer to a higher level course
Transfer to another context/course

Circuits/Non-developer Replicate
Intro to Electronics/Non-developer Transfer
Electronics Inst./Non-developer Transfer

Fall 2010

Continued Replication/Refinement, Continued
Transfer to a higher level course Continue Transfer
to another context

Circuits/Non-developer Replicate
Intro to Electronics/Non-Developer Transfer
Electronics Inst./Non-developer Transfer

Replication with 2nd replicate instructor
Continued Transfer to a higher level course
Refinement of Transfer to another context

Circuits/Non-developer Replicate 2
Intro to Electronics/Non-developer Transfer
Electronics Inst./Non-developer Transfer

Summer 09

Four

Fall 09

Spring 2011
Five

Course/Instructor

Pilot

Spring 09

Three

Institution

Fall 2011

ments expanded on the reason behind specific benefits of the Mobile Studio for content—“Lecture
didn’t always describe all the different scenarios
and what they would look like but using software and the board helped us understand what
it looked like and how adjusting gave us a better
understanding of how to change frequency;” and
for transfer of knowledge to real-life situations—
“[when] building prototypes at a company …

you could use the skills learned in lab to actually
build a circuit rather than just show a diagram.”
Perceptions decreased for students in the higher
level transfer course (Introduction to Electronics)
potentially from the continuous turnover in TAs
who taught the lab sessions using the I/O boards;
while the instructor and use in the course was
replicated, the TAs supporting use were always
novice instructors.

Figure 5. Student perceptions of mobile studio use by phase of implementation
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Variations in Instructional Goals
Data indicated that Mobile Studio Platforms were
used in experiential, didactic, constructivist, and
constructionist instructional settings, and that they
met diverse instructor and student needs. Mobile
Studio Platforms were used successfully to support
or provide demonstrations, scaffolded learning,
guided inquiry, autonomous use, and collaborative learning. Partner-use also was common in
employing the Mobile Studio; 65% of students
worked with one peer at least once and with 2 or
more peers in hands-on settings almost one-third
of the time (31%). These percentages are markedly
higher than data prior to inclusion of the Mobile
Studio (prior semester observation of 12%). When
queried as to the major benefits of use of Mobile
Studio, interviewees signified that active experimentation and concrete experience allowed them
to understand the conceptual aspect of the course
content: “[it] helped to be able to actually build
circuits and test rather than just learning from
reading and lecturing. It was a hands-on way of
learning.” Another student responded by saying,
“It is really useful to have a function generator
to carry around to try things out and sit down on
your own to see how it works … it gives a much
deeper understanding of frequency response and
how everything works in different situations.”

Benefits of Use and Concomitant
Student Variables
Students’ responses depicted specific benefits of
Mobile Studio use; however, several concomitant
variables appeared to impact these perceptions.
Notable variables included instructor experience
with the board, student experience with the board,
and student familiarity with the material taught.
Data indicate that whenever any of these forms
of experience increased, more gains in learning
were reported. This was especially true of student
affective attitudes toward anxiety and preparation,
and higher level learning such as, the development
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of problem-solving skills; transfer of learned
knowledge outside the classroom; interest and
confidence in course content.
As integration of the Mobile Studio moved
from first-time use in instruction, students reported
anxiety decreased, and reported levels of preparation increased. As shown in Figure 6, when the
Mobile Studio approach was implemented for the
first time, more students reported anxiety about
their ability to solve engineering problems (64%
Circuits pilot; 56% Circuits replication; 56% Introduction to Electronics Year Three; 51% Electronic
Instrumentation Year Three). When the Mobile
Studio approach was implemented a second time,
anxiety levels decreased by an average of 3%. A
considerable difference in students reported anxiety was noted the third time the Mobile Studio
was implemented as students’ anxiety decreased
by 12% (i.e., 60% to 48% anxious). Students’ reported levels of preparation to learn engineering
was maintained or increased as implementation
recurred by the same instructor.
As shown in Figure 7, students reported more
positive perceptions when the instructor had more
experience with the Mobile Studio. For instance,
less than one-half of the students perceived
the same benefits to Mobile Studio use if the
instructor had less familiarity with the Mobile
Studio, even if their background knowledge was
high (e.g., Circuits replication in Spring 2010
of Year Three and Introduction to Electronics
higher level transfer in Year Four). As noted in
Figure 7 in each area, the second and third time
the Circuits replicate instructor implemented the
Mobile Studio, student perceptions increased to
50% or more students noting the benefits of the
Mobile Studio for learning skills and affective
learning. The continual replacement of TAs (who
led the lab settings) in Year Four for the higher
level transfer, and lack of use in the lecture by the
course instructor, contributed to low student perceptions as indicated in student interview remarks
(e.g., “Normally we were given a lab to do but we
never learned the information in class. It was hard
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Figure 6. Student attitudes toward anxiety and preparation in engineering

Figure 7. Perceptions of mobile studio benefits
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to apply something we never learned before” and
“There should be more use of the boards during
the actual lecture, so concepts can be practiced
as they are covered by the instructor”).
Another factor that appears to contribute to
students’ perceptions is background knowledge
related to the content (i.e., students in the contexttransfer phase, Electronic Instrumentation, had little
to no prior coursework in electrical engineering).
Students in the context-transfer courses indicated
less motivation and interest in the content area than
students in the other courses, potentially due to the
differences in their area of study and background
knowledge in electrical engineering. Interviewees’
comments from the context-transfer course on the
usefulness and benefits of the board expanded on
this factor (e.g., “I don’t think [the board is] useful
in my field, but I was kind of afraid of electronics,
but now I am confident in it,” “I think it is more
useful to those who enjoy playing with circuitry,”
and “For someone more interested than me they
could take time to figure things out.”)

Impact on Student Learning
Analysis of cognitive data available for the Circuits course indicated a positive impact of the
Mobile Studio when integrated into instruction.
When students had access to the board as part of

learning a specific content area, they exhibited
greater levels of knowledge retention as assessed
through final exam test questions. For comparison
purposes, the instructors established a “control”
item where one identical item was provided on
exams that did not include material for which the
Mobile Studio was used as an instructional aid.
Data indicated that the different groups of students
had similar scores on the control item and thus
could be deemed “equal” (see Table 2).
Overall, the student cognitive data evidenced
positive outcomes related to Mobile Studio use
within the Circuits courses when taught by the
developer and when replicated with another instructor. When results were compared for items
where material was taught using the approach,
those students who received the Mobile Studio
had higher scores than those who did not (see
Figure 8). Consistent with prior findings, associating factors for student knowledge retention are
instructor familiarity and experience integrating
the boards into the curriculum, as well as higher
levels of learning applied to students’ practice of
content. In the most recently taught replication
course in Spring 2011 (see Figure 8), another
evident confounding variable for long-term outcomes was the accessibility of the Mobile Studio
for students to use at their leisure, on their own
time, whenever they wanted.

Table 2. Learning levels applied in circuits course content using the mobile studio: reflected by item
Item

Implementation Phase*
Fall 08
1st Integration

Spring 09
2nd Integration

Fall 09
Refinement

A

I/O Boards Not Used/Control

I/O Boards Not Used/Control

I/O Boards Not Used/Control

B

Guided Inquiry/Analysis/Synthesis

Synthesis/Evaluation

Synthesis/Evaluation

C

I/O Boards Not Used

Understanding/Demonstration/Limited
Guided Inquiry

Understanding/Demonstration/Limited
Guided Inquiry

D

Guided Inquiry/Analysis/Synthesis

Analysis/Synthesis/Evaluation

Analysis/Synthesis/Evaluation

E

Guided Inquiry/Analysis/Synthesis

Analysis/Synthesis/Evaluation

Analysis/Synthesis/Evaluation

F

I/O Boards Not Used

Understanding/Demonstration/Limited
Guided Inquiry

Understanding/Demonstration/Limited
Guided Inquiry

*Developer taught courses.
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Figure 8. Cognitive outcomes from circuit courses by phase of implementation

DISCUSSION
The belief that students learn best through didactic,
traditional instruction is no longer the norm; constructivism and constructionism play a key role in
planning new instructional techniques and strategies. This change has initiated a shift in education
to include technology, often Web-based instruction, particularly in STEM education. Despite this
educational shift, barriers to learning remain for
instructors and students, in meeting diverse needs
for students and facilitating active learning, and
ultimately gaining knowledge retention.
The development and implementation of the
Mobile Studio pedagogy and the Learning Platform helps to alleviate some of these barriers.
Summative data from the five-year study of the
approach indicated that use of the Mobile Studio
pedagogy and Mobile Studio Platform supports
diverse types of instruction and diverse learning
needs. Analysis of cognitive data indicates that
students retained more knowledge at the end of
the term when instruction included use of the
Mobile Studio than they did for content when
the board was not included. Full integration of
the Mobile Studio approach resulted in an overall
increase in knowledge generation and retention.
This appears to be supported by constructivist
and constructionist approaches to discovery learn-

ing and supplemented by collaborative learning
practices. Data indicated that when students
used the approach for practice at higher levels
of learning, they retained the knowledge longer,
and frequently used Mobile Studio experiences
as reference points in later learning. These results
appear to be strengthened by the “mobile” aspect
of the pedagogy. Student responses indicated that
the “mobility” of the Mobile Studio provided
them with the opportunity to practice what had
traditionally been “lab only” experiences outside
the classroom setting (e.g., in their dorm room, at
the campus center, alone, with peers, as part of
required or volunteer homework) and increased
their knowledge reinforcement and rehearsal time.
These findings support a hypothesis of improved learning and knowledge retention resulting
from use of the Mobile Studio; students who have
access to mobile technology have greater longterm retention of knowledge and score higher on
applied problems. The data also support hypotheses about the ability of the board to support higher
levels of instruction and learning that will further
generate knowledge construction and retention.
Although the benefits to using the Mobile
Studio approach in education are evident, specific
challenges in implementation must be understood
as the approach is adopted, these include instructor experience with implementation and students’
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background experience related to the content.
Preliminary findings indicate that with instructor training and professional development in the
use of the Mobile Studio approach and different
ways to integrate it into the curriculum, instructor
experience and awareness of the importance of the
Mobile Studio would increase, further developing
a successful learning environment. The research
of Cunningham et al. (2008) shows that higher
education institutions’ support of professional
development for K-12, undergraduate, and graduate instructors that involves authentic use of the
technology and curriculum development over a
long-term period helps to improve the quality of
instruction and student learning. This would indicate that the next step in disseminating the Mobile
Studio pedagogy and the Mobile Studio Learning
Platform is to design, develop, and disseminate
professional development to K-14 settings. As
noted earlier in the chapter, in those K-12 settings
where use has been supported by both onsite and
training and embedded assistance, pilots involving K-12 teachers and students showed positive
learning outcomes. Longitudinal case studies,
similar to the one presented in this chapter, need
to be conducted at the elementary, middle, and
high school levels.
Further dissemination also needs to be expanded to other areas of STEM. In K-14 education,
engineering, science, technology, and mathematics frequently overlap in instructional practices.
For instance, secondary college physics content
covers many concepts included in engineering
courses that are supported by Mobile Studio. National standards for elementary and middle school
mathematics and science instruction also cover
engineering concepts supported by Mobile Studio.
All of these efforts support the continued
technology education of 21st century students
further engaging educators in a TPACK process.
The adoption of the Mobile Studio as part of a
STEM curriculum would enable students to have
hands-on real life learning experiences, foster independence in learning, and could also facilitate
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collaborative learning through inquiry-based projects. Once students have an initial understanding
of the Mobile Studio and how it works, student
learning will become even more student-centered.
Self-assessment and critical reflection practices
would increase, thereby promoting a deeper understanding of topics and critical thinking practices
desired for 21st century students.
We have seen that Mobile Studio works, but a
major challenge for any new pedagogy is paying
for it. Most good technology-intensive educational ideas are too costly to implement. They
work well in a small pilot but cannot be scaled
up or sustained. Under real constraints of finite
size teaching staff, limited facilities and limited
budgets, it is the cost-benefit ratio that matters.
For Mobile Studio, it is possible to develop
an attractive, low-cost, multi-context business
model that is able to cover all possible options
for the application of mobile learning platforms.
In its simplest possible form—the replacement
model—where, rather than paying more than $10k
per lab station and maintain a costly infrastructure,
standard stations are replaced with a laptop and a
Mobile Studio I/O board. This model is attractive
to engineering and science schools in third world
countries where 50 students are typically asked to
stand around and watch two complete the experiment. Replacing the single station with mobile
hardware can provide 20 stations so that all students experience the hands-on learning necessary
for quality STEM education. At a United States
school, this approach can save so much money for
existing labs that it becomes possible for courses
that have never included a lab component to add
hands-on activities.
There is a more general business model that
opens up almost unlimited possibilities for creative
instruction. In the full Mobile Studio learning
model, students could buy the hardware and get
access to all of the software, training and learning
materials at a cost comparable to that of a textbook,
which provides essentially all the equipment necessary for commodity level labs and lab activities.
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Students end up with their own personal lab they
can use anywhere, even for tinkering. Both models
can be modified to accommodate local issues (e.g.
sites where schools supply texts or those where
students rent rather than purchase books).

CONCLUSION
The use of mobile technology, in this study a
mobile lab platform used in place of traditional
laboratory equipment, provides alternative, flexible learning tools that work for students of all ages,
with all types of instructional goals, and extends
availability to promote equity. In this chapter, we
have highlighted one specific mobile device, but
data indicate that across all mobile technology
devices, instructors’ training, and their preparation
in integrating the technology within instruction
impacts student outcomes. This training should
include an in depth overview of the device, sessions on how to integrate the tool into classroom
instruction, and how to use the device to support
a variety of learning activities in and out of the
classroom. This training should occur through
a continuum of presentations, direct, hands-on
application, long-term mentoring, and faculty
sharing sessions.
The primary advantages to using the mobile
technology are adaptability, cost effectiveness,
and support for educational equity. Mobile technology, and more specifically the Mobile Studio
Platform, supports a diverse student population as
well as an extensive range of classroom activities
from didactic instruction to hands-on experiential, student centered learning. The technology
supports multiple learning styles and its use in
the classroom supports long-term and transferred
learning of content. One of the greatest benefits
of mobile technology, and the Mobile Studio
Platform, is the potential for student use in high
need K-12 and higher education settings where
resources are sparse due to high cost. With the
use of these mobile tools, instructors can integrate

experiments and lab work into classes to not only
extend STEM curriculum, but to facilitate the
independent, critical thinking necessary for 21st
century students.
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KEY TERMS AND DEFINITIONS
Active Experimentation: Application of
learned concepts in real world situations to see
the results.
Constructivism: Learning theory that states
an individual’s learning is contextual and is based
on their building of knowledge through their
experiences.

Constructionism: Learning theory that states
that individuals construct learning through handson building.
Embedded Professional Development:
Classroom-based professional development incorporated within the school day; active involvement of the instructor is the key to success of the
professional development.
Mobile Studio I/O Board: A hardware platform designed for use with a laptop and appropriate
software to simulate hardware used in electronics
laboratories.
Mobile Studio Pedagogy: The use of the
Mobile Studio Desktop software and the I/O
board for authentic hands-on learning in and out
of the classroom.
Studio Approach to Learning: A learning
environment in which students actively participate
in their own learning through technology-based
experiments and collaborative group work; typically an integrated lecture/laboratory format.
Training Professional Development: Professional development that is presentation-based;
typically new ideas are taught by one or more
facilitators through various formats.
Transfer of Learning: Refers to the concept
that learning in one context can be used in another
context to benefit the individual’s overall understanding; relates to prior experience.
TPACK: Understanding of each of the components of the TPACK framework (technology,
pedagogy and content) and ultimately how the
relationships between technological knowledge,
pedagogical knowledge and content knowledge
can be leveraged to maximize student learning.

This work was previously published in “Pedagogical Applications and Social Effects of Mobile Technology Integration” edited
by Jared Keengwe, pages 114-132, copyright 2013 by Information Science Reference (an imprint of IGI Global).
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Chapter 73

Developing an Online
Mathematics Methods Course
for Preservice Teachers:
Impact, Implications, and Challenges
Drew Polly
UNC Charlotte, USA

ABSTRACT
This chapter presents the theoretical background and overview of the design of an asynchronous online
mathematics pedagogy course taken by graduate students who are seeking their initial teacher certification.
The authors provide the theoretical underpinnings for the design of the course, and then using designbased research, describe the refinement of the course over three iterations of designing and implementing
the course. Lastly, implications for the design and delivery of asynchronous online courses are discussed.

OVERVIEW
The increased demand in online course offerings
in higher education has brought on increased
pressure for all Colleges and Universities to offer
their curriculum and course offerings in 100%
online formats (Ko & Rosen, 2010). College
and university students are demanding flexible,
technology-rich course experiences that provide
students with opportunities to learn a variety of
content in engaging, online learning environments
(Polly, 2013). To this end, there is increased pressure from higher education administration placed
on faculty to redesign face-to-face courses into

online versions of the same course. While some
content areas have succeeded in the successful
migration of face-to-face courses into online
formats, a problematic area for online instruction
has been education courses, focused on contentspecific pedagogies that preservice teachers are
expected to master in order to become a successful classroom teacher (Dede et al., 2009; Sobel,
Sands, & Dunlap et al., 2009).
Prior studies (Polly, 2013; Polly, under review)
have examined preservice teachers’ quality of work
and their reported experiences while participating in an online mathematics pedagogy course
designed to teach preservice teachers how to

DOI: 10.4018/978-1-4666-7363-2.ch073
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effectively teach mathematics to primary school
children (ages 5-11). This chapter looks to extend
that line of work by describing the theoretical
framework behind the design of the course. I
then use design-based research as a framework
for describing how the course has been modified
across 4 years based on formative data.

THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK
The theoretical foundation for this course is heavily rooted in the epistemological framework of
learner-centered instruction (National Partnership
for Excellence and Accountability in Teaching,
2000; Polly & Hannafin, 2010) as well as the construct of zone of proximal development ([ZPD];
Tharp & Gallimore, 1991).

Learner-Centered Instruction
The American Psychological Association Work
Group (APA Work Group, 1997) conducted an
extensive synthesis of the research base on teaching and learning, learning theory, and educational
psychology, and published a set of Learner-centered Principles available here: http://www.apa.
org/ed/governance/bea/learner-centered.pdf.

The Principles have been derived to provide
empirically-based recommendations for K-12
education (McCombs & Whisler, 1997) and professional development (Orill, 2001; Polly, 2011).
Further, these Principles provide a foundation for
teacher education courses (Polly, 2013). Specifically, learner-centered experiences for teachers
or preparing teachers should: prepare teachers/
teacher candidates to identify and impact issues
related to student learning (Heck, Banilower,
Weiss, Rosenberg, 2008), give teachers/teacher
candidates some ownership and choice about their
learning experiences (Garet et al., 2001), support
collaboration among teachers/teacher candidates
and more knowledgeable others (Glazer & Hannafin, 2006), be part of a larger comprehensive
change processes with ample ongoing support
(Fishman, Marx, Best, & Tal, 2003; Orrill, 2001),
deepen their knowledge and proficiency related
to specific pedagogies, content and the intersection of content and pedagogy (Heck et al., 2008;
Garet, et al., 2001); and provide opportunities
to reflect on lessons and work samples from
classroom-based activities (Loucks-Horsley et al.,
2009). Table 1 provides an overview of features
of the online mathematics pedagogy course and
how they embody principles of learner-centered
instruction for teacher education.

Table 1. Alignment between characteristics of effective teacher learning environments and course activities Adapted from (Polly, 2013)
Characteristics of Learner-centered
environments for teachers

Course Activities Teacher candidates…

Address student learning issues

Complete the Culminating Diagnostic Project, which involves pre-assessing, teaching and
post-assessing students.

Provide teachers with ownership

Select topics for Culminating Diagnostic Project, Curriculum Evaluation and other activities.

Promote collaboration

Collaborate with classmates on blogs and with in-service teachers on all clinical projects.

Provide ongoing support

Turn in the Culminating Diagnostic Project at various times during the semester for feedback
and support.

Develop knowledge of content and
pedagogy

Complete cognitively-demanding mathematical tasks in each module, analyze curriculum, and
examine video-based and text-based vignettes.

Support the reflection process

Write on blogs throughout the semester and reflect on the impact on students during the
Culminating Diagnostic Project.
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Teaching as Assisted Performance
In addition to the Learner-centered Principles, this
course is also grounded in the construct of teaching as assisted performance (Tharp & Gallimore,
1991), which is based on Vygotsky’s (1978) zone
of proximal development (ZPD). ZPD provides
an empirically-based framework for examining
ways to develop and support learners. Tharp and
Gallimore (1991) explicated ZPD in the context
of teaching and referred to this idea of teaching
as assisted performance, where more knowledgeable others (i.e., professors, classroom teachers)
can support teacher candidates’ development of
knowledge and skills related to teaching.
Tharp and Gallimore elaborated on four stages
of ZPD. During Stage I, within the ZPD more
capable or knowledgeable others support learners by modeling, coaching or other scaffolds.
Meanwhile, learners in Stage II become increasingly self-supported and able to carry out the task
without assistance from others. Stage III, referred
to as internalization, focuses on independent
growth with assistance from others potentially
hindering performance. Stage IV involves the
recursive process back through the ZPD, during
which learners have to frequently modify their
actions based on the environmental surroundings
and context (Tharp & Gallimore, 1991).
In the case of this online mathematics pedagogy course, these students are learning how
to teach and need a lot of scaffolding and support. To this end, much of the course focuses on
Stage 1 of Tharp and Gallimore’s levels of ZPD.
Teacher candidates in the course are supported in
the following ways: modeling how to write highlevel mathematical tasks and receiving extensive
feedback from the course instructor, designing an
assessment to give a small group of students with
feedback from both their internship teacher and
the course instructor, writing 5 lesson plans for
their small group of students with feedback from
their internship teacher and the course instructor,

and giving the assessment again as a post-test and
analyzing data with feedback from their internship
teacher and the course instructor.
In the online course, teacher candidates teach
their 5 lesson plans independently. In the semester
after this class, teacher candidates complete their
full-time student teaching internship. In their
internship, candidates are primarily in Stages I
as they receive feedback from their internship
teacher, and Stage II, as they complete many of
the responsibilities of a full-time teacher with
minimal assistance.

METHODOLOGY
Overview of the Course
This online mathematics pedagogy course is the
second of two such courses that teacher candidates
complete in their teacher education program. In
the first course, which is taught in a face-to-face
setting, they learn research-based pedagogies and
strategies for teaching mathematics to primary
school (age 5-11) students. In the second course,
teacher candidates spend more time working
with the design of learning environments, lessons, curriculum, and assessment of students’
understanding. Teacher candidates also use a
task-based approach where they solve multitudes
of mathematical tasks to deepen their knowledge
of content and pedagogy (Polly, McGee, & Martin,
2010). This study reports data for four sections of
the course, taught each fall from the Fall, 2010
through the Fall, 2012 semester.

Design-Based Research:
An Iterative Approach
The refinement of the course over the four years
that it has been offered online has been grounded in
design-based research methods (Design Based Research Collective, 2003; Sandoval & Bell, 2004).
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The original course was situated in the theoretical
frameworks described in the previous section:
Learner-Centered Instruction and Teaching as
Assisted Performance. Through the collection
of informal and formal data sources, the course
has been revised and refined. In this section we
describe the process of revising course activities.

Data Sources
The data sources used to refine and modify the
courses included students’ assignments, student
feedback, and trends in mathematics education.
•

•

•

Course Assignments. Teacher candidates
designed cognitively-demanding mathematical tasks, lesson plans, and completed
numerous classroom-based assignments
during the semester. These were collected
and examined for grades and also informed
future iterations of the course.
Student Feedback. Student feedback was
collected anonymously via a detailed survey about course assignments as well as
the university-specific course evaluation
form. Both were collected electronically.
Trends in Mathematics Education. The
state in which the university is located adopted the Common Core State Standards
for Mathematics in 2011, which has influenced the past few years of the course
(Common Core State Standards Initiative,
2011). Documents generated by the state’s
Department of Education and nationallycreated documents have informed the design of this course.

Data Analysis
This online mathematics pedagogy course is taught
only during the fall semester. Data sources were
collected and analyzed after each semester with
revisions and modifications made for the version
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of the course offered the fall. In the case of the
Common Core State Standards, modifications
were made as documents and more information
became available.
Data was analyzed using inductive qualitative
analysis. In the spirit of design-based research,
data was used in a formative way to evaluate the
versions of the course, and then inform the design
and modifications of future courses. Data sources
were organized by their type: course assignments,
student feedback, and trends in mathematics education. The next section provides empirically-based
modifications that were made to the online course.
These are organized by each type of data source.

FINDINGS: MODIFICATIONS
OF THE COURSE
Course Assignments
The teacher candidates’ performance on course
assignments was analyzed each semester to see
how students were performing.

Task Writing and Lesson Plans
Teacher candidates write 5 lesson plans that they
teach to a small group of students. In the course,
students have always received a great deal of
feedback on their lesson plans. However, when the
course moved into an asynchronous online format
in the Fall, 2010 semester, students struggled more
with the progression and sequence of learning
activities within a lesson. Further, students also
struggled at posing cognitively-demanding tasks
(Table 2), with most tasks being Memorization
or Procedure without Mathematical Connections
levels. In future semesters, more course activities
were included on writing cognitively-demanding
tasks and how to build lessons around those tasks.
While substantial feedback is still needed in
courses, the scaffold of seeing multiple examples,

There are 9 dozen cookies in the bag. If you eat 6 cookies how many
are left? Show your picture using a picture and an equation.

There are 9 dozen cookies in the bag. If you eat 6 cookies how many
are left?

What is the product of 9x6?

Students explore tasks that can be solved with an
algorithm, but have to generate more than one
representation.

Students explore tasks that require only an algorithm and
only one mathematical representation.

Students recall a fact that is expected to be known.

Procedures with Mathematical
Connections

Procedures with Mathematical
Connections
Low Cognitive
Demand

There are 24 yards of fencing for the garden. If you want to make a
rectangular garden with side lengths that are whole yards, what are
the possible dimensions of the garden? Which garden is the largest?
Students explore mathematical tasks that require them to
choose an approach, complete the task, and explain their
steps and decision-making.
Doing Mathematics
High Cognitive
Demand

Example

and practicing writing tasks and building plans
around high-level tasks led to improved teacher
candidate performance (Polly, 2013; Polly, under
review).

Description

Interviewing Primary School Students
In the first methods course, teacher candidates
used to conduct a series of interviews for one
student and create a case study. When that assignment was modified in Fall, 2009, the second
course started incorporating the assignment. A
review of teacher candidates’ work indicated that
by only interviewing one student, teacher candidates were not getting a very well-rounded view
of students’ mathematical thinking. In the Fall,
2011 semester, the assignment was modified to
include 3 students per interview- a high-achieving
student, a low-achieving student, and one in the
middle. Teacher candidates’ reflections on their
assignment indicated that they had the experience
of seeing various levels of student thinking and
could then clearly distinguish students’ mathematical thinking for each of the students that
they interviewed.

Student Feedback
Student feedback on both the open-ended survey
and the course evaluation were used to modify
the online course.

Timing of Assignments
Memorization

Name of Task Type
Cognitive Demand

Table 2. Types of Mathematical Tasks
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Teacher candidates in this online course were
also taking two other pedagogy courses in other
subjects. As a result, there were times when the
work load was overwhelming. As a result, the
course instructor began working with other instructors in order to try to avoid conflicts of due dates
with other courses. Further, based on feedback in
the Fall, 2010 semester from students, the Fall,
2011 and Fall, 2012 course sections included a
lot of reading and mathematical tasks early in the
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semester before teacher candidates were heavily
involved in clinical/classroom-based assignments.
When clinical assignments started, the amount of
reading and mathematical tasks decreased to keep
the work load manageable. Still, more assignments
and work has been done in these online courses
compared to prior face-to-face versions of this
course (Polly, 2013).

Trends in Mathematics Education

Collaboration

Curriculum Analysis

Teacher candidates enjoy collaborative activities
in face-to-face courses, and on course evaluations
reported missing some of that work in this online
course. As a result, two discussion boards were
established using a free wiki on PBWorks (www.
pbworks.com). One discussion board focused
on teacher candidates describing their problem
solving strategy for solving the mathematical task
that they explored each week. Teacher candidates
write about their ideas and strategies without
providing answers. Second, a discussion board
was established to discuss readings and video
cases that teacher candidates examined each week.
This discussion board included groups of 3-5
people, so that there was more interaction with
3-5 posts and responses instead of a post from
every teacher candidate in the course. Teacher
candidates reported enjoying this collaboration
where they could dialogue and share strategies
and ideas with one another.

Teacher candidates analyze a series of lessons
from a primary school mathematics textbook or
curriculum in the course. In both the Fall, 2010
and Fall, 2011 semesters, schools in our area
started making more modifications to lessons
found in textbooks. As a result, the assignment
needed to be changed so that teacher candidates
in their classroom could examine a curricula and
then work through the process of modifying a
lesson to meet their students’ needs. This assignment required a lot of support from the clinical/
classroom-based teacher who knows their students
well. In cases where the clinical teacher was not
very helpful, this assignment was very difficult
for teacher candidates to complete.

Clinical Classroom-Based Assignment
Some of the teacher candidates in the course have
had minimal time working with primary school
students in classrooms. This mathematics pedagogy course has always been well-liked by students
since they spend time in classrooms, tutoring,
teaching lessons, and working with students. As
the course moved into an online format, there was
a need to provide more experiences for students
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to be in classrooms and work with students. The
student interviews described earlier supported
this initiative. As did the course’s major project,
where teacher candidates pre-assess a group of
students, teach 5 lessons, and then post-assess to
examine student growth.

Formative Assessment
There has been a large emphasis in mathematics
education on assessing students’ mathematical
thinking informally during instruction. During
the online modules this concept was focus was
built in through viewing video cases, reading
written cases, and when teacher candidates wrote
lesson plans. During the lesson planning assignment, teacher candidates analyzed examples and
wrote lesson plans including questions to ask to
formatively assess their students’ mathematical
understanding. After the Fall, 2010 semester,
teacher candidates in their final project were able
to adequately formatively assess students, but in
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depth analysis indicated that subsequent lessons
did not address students’ needs. In the Fall, 2011
semester, teacher candidates were required to
provide a rationale for each lesson plan, including
a response to how they are using data from prior
lessons to inform that lesson plan. This requirement
helped to increase the alignment between teacher
candidates’ data and their subsequent lesson plans.

Common Core State Standards
The Common Core State Standards have drastically
changed the way mathematics is taught in primary
schools here in the United States. As a result of this
transition, in the Fall, 2011 semester, this online
mathematics pedagogy course included a number
of supporting documents created by our state’s
Department of Education. Further, assignments
were modified in order to address how the activities
aligned or supported the Common Core Standards.

Summary
The course modifications described above were
all made in light of the quality of teacher candidate performance on course assignments, student
feedback, and trends in mathematics education.
In a previous paper, an empirical analysis of
teacher candidates’ mathematical task showed a
statistically significant increase in the quality of
mathematical tasks (Author, 2013). In the next
section I discuss implications and future directions
in regards to this course and online instruction.

IMPLICATIONS AND
FUTURE DIRECTIONS
The modifications and refinement of this asynchronous online mathematics pedagogy course
has implications and future directions for online
instruction. These are discussed.

Supplementing Online Modules
with Clinical Experiences
The online mathematics pedagogy course included both video and written cases that teacher
candidates analyzed in each module. These cases
provided experiences of real-life classrooms for
teacher candidates to examine. In addition to
these, data from students’ assignments and student
feedback indicated that pairing these cases with
effective clinical, classroom-based experiences
was a significant influence on teacher candidates’
course experience. As stated earlier with the curriculum analysis, teacher candidates relied heavily
on the support of their classroom teacher to support their work. This was also true in the major
diagnostic project, where teacher candidates had
to pre-assess, teach 5 lessons and post-assess a
small group of students.
In line with the construct of teaching as assisted
performance (Tharp & Gallimore, 1991), learners
require support and scaffolding of more knowledgeable others. In the case of this course, those
people included the course instructor with feedback on assignments and instructional materials
and the clinical teacher, who provided onsite support to teacher candidates. Future online courses,
especially those in teacher education programs,
need to make sure that the clinical or application
component of the course includes worthwhile
activities with adequate on-site support.

Providing Timely Scaffolding
and Support
In a face-to-face college course instructors are
able to provide feedback immediately to teacher
candidates on in class activities. In an asynchronous environment, such as this online mathematics
pedagogy course, teacher candidates needed and
wanted timely feedback and support. In the case
of writing cognitively-demanding mathematical
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tasks and lesson plans, providing feedback within
a week was appropriate. The dilemma occurred
when teacher candidates had to solve mathematical
tasks. The online discussion forum provided ideas
and strategies to support teacher candidates, but
those who were on the wrong track and not using
appropriate strategies were stuck until after they
turned their work in.
Future sections of this course may look for an
intelligent tutor or a resource to provide further
information and support to teacher candidates in
the module, so that they are not stuck and have to
turn in work that they are unsure of. Some educators would argue that some level of frustration and
uncertainty is o.k. In the case of this course, the
goal is to support teacher candidates, so reducing
frustration levels is definitely a goal.

Examining the Influence
of Online Instruction
As more online courses are offered by universities,
there is a need to examine the influence of these
courses on teacher candidates’ performance and
the skills and knowledge that they gain. Guskey
(2000) offers a multi-level framework for evaluating teacher learning outcomes, which has application in the context of online pedagogy courses as
well. Table 3 provides an overview of Guskey’s

levels adapted for teacher education program. Researchers of online pedagogy courses should look
at studies that address multiple levels, especially
Levels 3 (use of knowledge and skills) and Level 5
(impact on student learning). Through the lens of
design-based research, subsequent studies should
more formally examine teacher candidates’ growth
and their impact on students. While some of that
work has been done in this course (Polly, 2013),
more follow-up studies are needed.

CONCLUSION
The design of this asynchronous online mathematics pedagogy course was grounded theoretically in
the constructs of learner-centered instruction and
teaching as assisted performance. In this chapter
I provided a description of course modifications
that were empirically-based off an analysis of
teacher candidates’ performance on assignments,
teacher candidate feedback, and trends in mathematics education. Of the modifications, some
of the noteworthy structures included providing
scaffolding and support in an asynchronous online
environment, supporting collaboration through
students, and building in more worthwhile, effective clinical experiences in classrooms.

Table 3. Multiple levels of evaluation (Adapted from Guskey, 2000)
Level

Questions to Ask

Data Sources

1: Teacher candidates’ reactions

How did the teacher candidates feel about the learning
activities?

Survey, interviews

2: Teacher candidates’ acquired
knowledge and skills

What knowledge did teacher candidates gain?

Test, performance-based assessments

3: Teacher candidates’ application of
new knowledge and skills

How are teacher candidates applying the knowledge
and skills that they learned?

Performance-based assessments,
observations, artifacts of practice

4: Impact on the teacher education
program or course

How did the learning experiences influence the
teacher education program or the design of the course?

Artifacts of practice, survey, interviews

5: Impact of those taught by the
teacher candidates

What impact have the teacher candidates had on
students?

Tests, projects, informal assessments
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Section 6

Emerging Trends
This section highlights research potential within the field of STEM Education while exploring uncharted areas
of study for the advancement of the discipline. Introducing this section are chapters that set the stage for future
research directions and topical suggestions for continued debate, centering on the new venues and forums for
discussion. A pair of chapters on the usability and effectiveness research makes up the middle of the section of the
final 10 chapters, and the book concludes with a look ahead into the future of the STEM Education field, with “Why
Immersive, Interactive Simulation Belongs in the Pedagogical Toolkit of ‘Next Generation’ Science.” In all, this
text will serve as a vital resource to practitioners and academics interested in the best practices and applications
of the burgeoning field of STEM Education.
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Chapter 74

Opening Both Eyes:

Gaining an Integrated Perspective
of Geology and Biology
Renee M. Clary
Mississippi State University, USA
James H. Wandersee
Louisiana State University, USA

ABSTRACT
The focus of this chapter is an exploration of integrated geology and biology learning—from past to
present. The chapter explains why active and integrated geological and biological learning became the
lodestar of the authors’ decade-long EarthScholars Research Group’s research program. The authors
argue that using an active and integrated geobiological pedagogical approach when teaching geology
or biology provides natural opportunities for students to learn and do authentic scientific inquiry in
a manner similar to how contemporary scientists conduct their work. The authors further review research that concerns the active, integrated geobiological science learning approach—in middle school,
secondary, and college classrooms, laboratories, and field studies. The authors favor a gradual course
transition to this pedagogy, while highlighting the advantages of adopting such an approach—both for
teachers and students. Finally, the authors conclude the chapter with challenges and future directions
in the design of active, integrated geobiological science learning environments.

INTRODUCTION
During the 2010 holiday season, a former student
approached us in a crowded sporting goods store.
It was practically a decade since she was registered
in one of our large introductory geology courses,
and yet she favorably recalled the experience, and
sought us out to tell us so. When we asked what
she remembered most about the course—and what

she liked the most—she replied she enjoyed the
petrified wood in the classroom (Clary & Wandersee, 2007). She also pleasingly volunteered the
statement that our planet was 4.6 billion years old.
When we reflected back on that introductory
geology course for non-science majors, we realized
that this former student targeted not only what was
successful with our class, but also the successful
underpinnings of our entire research program.
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For ten years, our EarthScholars Research Group
has advocated “opening both eyes” in every science class and informal learning experience,
and immersing learners in the integrated and
interdisciplinary nature of the sciences. Through
state, national, and international field-based,
image-based, and archival research, we seek to
integrate geological and biological learning with
the ultimate goal of improving public understanding of these sciences. EarthScholars’ research has
focused on traditional classrooms at the middle,
high school, and college level, as well as nontraditional online and distance classroom settings,
and informal educational environments.
In our research program, we stress that most
biological and geological learning, and informal
and formal science educational programs, are
separated for artificial reasons. This separation is
to the detriment of meaningful science learning.
We seek to bridge informal and formal learning,
and improve the articulation of the sciences, for
a more scientifically literate population.

INTEGRATED GEOLOGICALBIOLOGICAL LEARNING: A
HISTORICAL REFERENCE
Even within elementary grades, students often
have definitive periods or days specifically dedicated to different subjects. By the time students
reach middle school settings (US grades 6-8), their
classes consist of separate courses within “life
science” or “physical science” or “Earth science,”
with scientific content presented independently
from mathematics instruction. However, the compartmentalization of scientific sub-disciplines in
educational settings does not have a history that
parallels that of scientific investigations.
The earliest analyses of our natural world were
grouped under the general heading of “natural
philosophy.” Natural philosophy’s encompassing nature resulted in an integrated approach
to observed problems arising from nature, with

mathematical expressions used as needed to explain and clarify the collected and recorded data.
Chemistry, physics, and much of geosciences content can be subsumed under natural philosophy’s
earlier organization.
As scientific methodologies developed, the
modern scientific approaches differed from natural
philosophical ones in systematic observation and
research. However, even with modern scientific
approaches in the 1800s, scientific sub-disciplines
were not separated in instruction, nor taught independently in schools. Before 1900, students in US
classrooms generally studied an integrated science
approach with chemistry, physics, and geosciences, with mathematics routinely included in
the investigation and study of natural phenomena.

BENEFITS OF INTEGRATED
SCIENTIFIC LEARNING: THE
HUMAN CONSTRUCTIVIST VIEW
As firm supporters of the inclusion of the history
and philosophy of science in science teaching
(Matthews, 2003), we recognize that the most
effective methods for science instruction do not
necessarily involve new approaches or the latest
technology. In our research and historical investigations, we concluded that the re-appropriation of
some historical techniques can add value in modern
science classrooms. For example, our research
demonstrated that several historical visualization
methods—including aquarium view graphics or
scientific caricatures—can be used for effective
teaching and assessment (Clary & Wandersee,
2005, 2010a). We further recognize that the older,
more integrated approach in science classrooms
more authentically represents the interdisciplinary
nature in which contemporary scientists conduct
research. We propose a return to the “natural
philosophy” by which science instruction was
historically conducted.
In 2002, we founded EarthScholars Research
Group with the mission to promote interdisci-
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plinary approaches in science classrooms. As a
botanist and biology educator (Wandersee) and
a geologist and geoscience educator (Clary), we
actively research geological and biological integration in multiple educational settings, including
traditional, informal, and online classrooms. Our
research consistently demonstrates that an active,
integrated geobiological approach provides natural
opportunities for students (both formal and informal) to learn and conduct authentic scientific
inquiry, similar to the approaches utilized by our
contemporary scientists. Guiding our science
educational research is the learning theory of
human constructivism, which promotes inquiry
based and active learning strategies that reflect the
interdisciplinary approach of modern scientists in
typical field and laboratory investigations.

Human Constructivism
Based upon the work of cognitive psychologist
Ausubel (1963, 1968; Ausubel, et al., 1978) and the
pioneering work of science education researcher
Novak (1963), the learning theory of human
constructivism postulates that humans construct
meaning from their lived experiences when they
integrate new concepts into their existing knowledge framework in new, non-verbatim ways.
Therefore, in order for instruction to be effective
and conceptual change to occur, learners must be
able to anchor new knowledge and experiences
into their existing cognitive structures. Ausubel
(1968) stated that the most important factor was
what the learner already knew when entering the
science classroom; teachers should determine this
existing knowledge and modify instruction accordingly. Because learners often possess scientifically
inaccurate views of how certain natural phenomena
operate, teachers have to identify these alternative
conceptions (often termed misconceptions in the
science education literature) and directly address
them with instruction (Novak & Musonda, 1991;
Wandersee, et al., 1994). Otherwise, instruction
can be ineffective.
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The science classrooms of teachers advocating
the human constructivist approach can be noticeably different from other science classrooms.
Instead of covering an entire textbook in the
school year with a “mile-wide, inch-deep” approach, constructivists advocate a “less is more”
curriculum in order to teach a selected number
of important scientific constructs in a meaningful way. The constructivist approach advocates
understanding over awareness, and meaning
over memorization (Mintzes, et al., 1998, 2000).
When students are aware of and monitor their own
learning, meaningful learning can result (Novak,
1998; Novak & Gowin, 1984). This process, often
termed “metacognition,” involves both awareness
and monitoring of the learning process by the
learner (Gunstone & Mitchell, 1998). When the
US National Research Council (2010) proposed
the new US framework for K-12 science education,
the selected core constructs, organizing themes,
and vertical alignment across grade levels (with
new concepts in each grade level building from
previous years) echoed human constructivist
guidelines.

Active Learning
Human constructivism supports hands-on, active
learning strategies, in which students actively engage in scientific inquiry and build more powerful
cognitive structures by connecting their experiences within their existing knowledge framework.
In the 1990s, DeBoer (1991) recognized that one
of the primary goals of science education since the
mid-twentieth century was the inclusion of inquiry
based activities in the classroom. Student-led
inquiry investigations are still affirmed as important components of twenty-first century science
classrooms (DeBoer, 2005), but not all inquiry
classroom activities are student-driven (Asay &
Orgill, 2010). However, researchers continue to
affirm the value of active and student-centered
learning (McConnell, et al., 2003; Lawrenz, et al.,
2005; Michael & Modell, 2003). Hands-on, active
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learning more closely parallels scientific research
processes, and can provide genuine investigative
experiences for students (Felzien & Cooper,
2005; Hemler & Repine, 2006). The benefits
of inquiry learning also include more positive
attitudes toward the research process (Lord &
Orkwiszewski, 2006). The value of active learning strategies is likewise confirmed in informal,
field experiences (Elkins & Elkins, 2007), which
can provide holistic experiences (Bernstein, 2004)
and supply an environmental context for students
(McLaughlin, 2005).

Interdisciplinary Science and
the Nature of Science
In field investigations, learners are typically exposed to interdisciplinary science approaches during observation, sampling, and analysis. Because
our natural world is not compartmentalized into
separate chemical, physical, geological, and meteorological components, professional scientists,
and researchers do not work in isolation within
one scientific discipline. Therefore, in order to
promote a more legitimate view of scientific endeavors, our constructivist guidelines promote the
interdisciplinary approach to reveal the interconnectedness of the sciences, both within traditional
classrooms and informal field excursions.
In addition to the interdisciplinary nature of
science, instructors must counteract what Duschl
(1990) termed “final form science.” When scientific content is presented only within the current
knowledge parameters, we reinforce the misconception that scientific understanding has always
existed in this final form. When we incorporate
the history of the science in the classroom, and
reveal how scientific knowledge is restructured
and modified as new knowledge is available,
then we demonstrate the dynamic nature of the
evolving body of scientific knowledge (Duschl,
1994). If we can successfully demonstrate to our
students that science is not static, then our students

can recognize that our scientific knowledge base
evolves. With this acknowledgment and understanding, students can engage in what Langer
(1997) described as “mindful learning.”
The realization that science is not static has
an additional benefit for our students: When we
incorporate historical scientific controversies in
the classroom, we also reveal to our students that
misinformation reported in the scientific literature is ultimately corrected (Clary, et al., 2008).
Therefore, our students are better able to understand the nature of science and recognize that it
is through scientific replication that a scientific
body of knowledge rectifies itself. With this more
thorough understanding of how science operates,
students are less likely to dismiss all science as
inaccurate or ineffective when they encounter differing points of view, or accusations of scientific
misconduct in modern controversial topics.

INTEGRATED GEOLOGICALBIOLOGICAL LEARNING IN K-12,
COLLEGE, AND INFORMAL
EDUCATIONAL SETTINGS
When we founded EarthScholars Research
Group, we recognized the potential classroom
benefits of an inquiry based, interdisciplinary
approach, which incorporated both the life and
Earth sciences. However, we also recognized
that, with the exception of informal educational
settings, K-12 science teachers must work within
an existing educational system and cover specific
content with mandated standards, competencies,
or learning objectives. Therefore, we researched
pedagogical integration in typical science classes
(Earth science, biology, integrated) at the middle
school and high school levels. We researched the
incorporation of an interdisciplinary geobiological approach with the benefits of active learning
and inquiry investigations within the existing
educational system.
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By carefully choosing topics that pique students’ interest and serve as portals for several
content strands of the US National Science Education Standards (National Committee on Science
Education Standards and Assessment, 2006), we
sought to document the learning benefits of an
interdisciplinary, active learning approach, as
well as facilitate its implementation within science classrooms. Since our research mission has
been the integration of biological and geological
content through active learning and inquiry approaches, we typically addressed Life Science
and Earth/Space Science content strands, as well
as the Science as Inquiry, History and Nature of
Science, and Unifying Concepts and Processes
in Sciences standards in our research approaches.
Our research investigated both middle school
science classrooms (US grades 6-8) and high
school science classrooms (US grades 9-12).
We also extended our investigations into college
geology and biology classrooms, and informal
educational settings. These informal educational
settings could be environments which extended
the traditional or online classroom, and/or which
served as educational sites for the general population.

Middle School Science Classrooms
Although some middle school science classrooms
are divided into content according to grade level
(e.g., Life Science in US grade 7, Earth Science
in US grade 8), some of the US state curricular
frameworks include an “integrated science” approach. However, the integration approach is not
necessarily an interdisciplinary approach; instead,
many middle school classrooms teach “integrated
science” with separate units in biology, geology,
chemistry, and physical science. Although students may receive instruction in several science
content areas in an academic year, the content of
each sub-discipline is still delivered independently
from the other science content areas.
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Interdisciplinary Science Portals
We began to research topics that could serve as
portals through which to address both life and
Earth science concepts simultaneously, in order
to facilitate integrated science instruction at the
middle school level. One of our earlier interdisciplinary portal investigations was amber,
the mineraloid that both serves as a fossil and
a repository for fossils. Through amber, several
scientific concepts could be easily focused upon
in middle school science classrooms, including
a study of botany (properties of resin and tree
physiology), entomology (identification of insects,
and species percentages as represented in amber),
organic evolution (extinct insect and tree species,
and with more recent research, Cretaceous bird
and dinosaur feathers (McKellar, et al., 2011)),
ecology (environments represented by the trees
producing resin and the included insects), chemistry (polymerization and desiccation reactions that
produce amber from resin), and geology (geologic
time, fossilization, paleoenvironment reconstruction) (Clary & Wandersee, 2009a). Amber served
as a unique vehicle to introduce several scientific
concepts; most middle school students were inherently interested in amber’s potential for dinosaur
cloning because of Crichton’s (1990) novel, and
its subsequent movie, Jurassic Park. When amber
was used as a vehicle to extend learning beyond
the science classroom, students were intrigued to
learn that Czar Peter the Great built a complete
room from amber, which was dismantled by the
Nazis in World War II and never recovered.
Fortunately, amber offered a large number
of topics through which science content could
be delivered. A study of amber could be easily implemented in most middle school science
classrooms, and then a selected number of topics
in other science areas could be scaffolded onto
the original investigation for an interdisciplinary approach. We concluded that amber could
facilitate a more accurate representation of the
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interconnectedness of the scientific community
(Clary & Wandersee, 2009).
Amber is not the only portal through which
interdisciplinary science content can be delivered.
With the current scientific and political interest
in changing climate, we turned our investigation
to the carbon cycle. While most students are well
aware of the hydrologic cycle and its role in Earth
systems, students appeared to encounter more
difficulties with the carbon cycle, and demonstrated little understanding of how carbon moves
through the various “spheres” of our planet (e.g.,
atmosphere, lithosphere, hydrosphere, biosphere).
However, this important construct has several
ramifications, and carbon literacy is needed so
that our future citizens can make wise decisions
about our planet.
Using the principles of human constructivism,
we researched and investigated an interdisciplinary biological-geological approach that would
build upon the incoming knowledge of middle
school students. Although not readily familiar
with a “carbon cycle,” the students were typically
familiar with one subset and variable within in:
coal (Clary & Wandersee, 2010b). The formation
of coal touches upon ancient environments, extinct
plant species, sea level changes, and climates that
were vastly different than the ones we experience
today. Because coal is an inexpensive fossil fuel
resource with relatively abundant reserves, we
mine it for its energy value. However, our human
extraction of coal and our consumption of it impact the Earth. From coal’s formation, through its
lithification, extraction, and burning as an energy
resource, this subset of the carbon cycle efficiently
addresses Earth System Science, and can be used
effectively in the classroom in a variety of active
learning strategies. Through classroom investigations of the different types (or ranks) of coal, their
carbon content, and the implication of coal use in
the human carbon footprint of the planet, teachers
build upon students’ pre-existing understanding
of fossil fuels. Extending a coal cycle unit into
biological and geological content standards can

be accomplished in a variety of ways, with several
free Web-based resources available to teachers.
This integrated geobiological approach facilitates
inquiry learning in the classroom, and better prepares students to evaluate the role of fossil fuels in
the current discussions on climate change (Clary
& Wandersee, 2010b).
Although the topics of coal and amber may
appear to be obvious portals for integrated science
learning, the majority of topics covered in middle
school science classrooms can be extended beyond
a single science content strand. For example, plants
are typically incorporated into a classroom via the
required unit on botany, but plants can be used to
address content standards in other scientific arenas,
including climate change, ecology, and geology
(Clary & Wandersee, 2011a). Not only can plants
be extended into other scientific disciplines, but
most plant active learning and inquiry activities
in middle school classrooms are relatively easy
to incorporate (e.g., fruit investigations, floral
scent experiments, pollinator identifications,
exploration of natural dyes, plants’ specific soil
and pH requirements). In addition to providing
opportunities for a pedagogically geobiological
integrated science curriculum, there is another
important reason that plants should be incorporated throughout the science curriculum: Although
human existence depends heavily on plants, our
earlier research revealed that humans typically
do not notice the plants in their environments,
but focus instead on the animals. We coined the
term “plant blindness” to explain this phenomenon
(Wandersee & Schlussler, 1999; Wandersee &
Clary, 2006a). Because plants are important in
our daily lives, students benefit from the realization of the plant interconnectedness of our world.

History and Philosophy of
Science Inclusion
The historical development of scientific constructs provides opportunities for geobiological
integration in middle school science classrooms,
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with an additional benefit of facilitating a more
thorough understanding of the nature of science
within our students. For example, the premier
“soap opera” of paleontology reveals the ultimate competition in the discovery and naming
of dinosaur species between Othneil Charles
Marsh and Edward Drinker Cope (Clary, et al.,
2008). While some teachers may be reluctant to
incorporate the history of science when it illustrates that scientists blundered in double-naming
species, erringly reconstructed extinct reptiles,
and employed questionable tactics in their haste
to outperform their rivals, our research revealed
that these controversies validate the foundations
of the scientific process. Ultimately, the scientific
community identifies and corrects the mistakes
of errant researchers.
Fortunately, active learning and inquiry-based
activities need not be discarded when including
the history and philosophy of science in the science classroom. Not only did practicing teachers
acknowledge that the Cope-Marsh controversy
would pique the interest of their students, but
they further developed strategies for successful
incorporation of the Great Dinosaur Feud in their
classrooms (Clary, et al., 2008). The most popular
strategy was a “trial by jury,” or an analogous trial
variation with a modern television show format
(e.g. “Jerry Springer,” “Judge Judy.”) Teachers
also developed a “rush to publication” activity, in
which student groups had to describe and name
new dinosaurs before their peer groups did so.
When students recognized that the group that
named the dinosaur group was the only group
rewarded, the groups’ descriptions and conclusions tended to become disorganized and sloppy
in the rush to receive the reward. The teacher then
introduced historical controversies, and addressed
how Cope and Marsh conducted sloppy science in
their attempts to out-perform their rivals.
Any historical investigation of dinosaurs can
include multiple geobiological learning opportunities for students. Geologic history, extinction, evo-
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lution, endothermy, avian-dinosaur relationships,
fossilization processes, and paleoclimatology are
a few examples of the interdisciplinary opportunities afforded by dinosaur study. Because most
students are inherently interested in dinosaurs, we
researched variations on their potential inclusion
in science classrooms.
Since children’s dinosaur books are popular
items, several of our middle school students
have been exposed to multiple representations
of dinosaurs. We opted to investigate whether
student investigations of historical dinosaur representations might convey the changing nature
of science (Clary & Wandersee, 2011b). In the
1800s, dinosaur remains were first recognized and
described as extinct species. The early scientific
representations that emerged from the fossils
generally portrayed dinosaurs as slow, dim-witted
lizards. Some fossils were inaccurately assembled,
such as Mantell’s Iguanodon: Mantell mistakenly
placed the thumb spike of the dinosaur at the
end of its nose! As more fossils emerged and
more data were collected, the reconstructions of
the dinosaurs were likewise modified to reflect
the more current status of scientific knowledge.
When students locate and analyze illustrations of
the same dinosaur through various decades, the
progression of dinosaur visualizations reveals that
misconceptions in dinosaur science are corrected
through additional research. The illustrations also
facilitated an integrated scientific investigation of
fossilization processes, extinction, populations,
and ecosystems (Clary & Wandersee, 2011b).
In yet another historical investigation that
potentially involves dinosaurs, we tapped into the
enthusiasm—and at times disgust—that students
bring into a classroom coprolite investigation
(Clary & Wandersee, 2011c, 2011d). William
Buckland, eccentric minister and first reader in
geology at Oxford University, began examining
fossilized excrement in the 1820s. Although the
topic was unusual, Buckland approached it in true
scientific fashion. His research methods involved
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early attempts to recreate the anatomy of extinct
organisms and the environmental conditions under
which they lived; this illustrates sound, experimental methodology to our students (Duffin, 2006;
Brook, 1993; Pemberton & Frey, 1991). Students
are typically amazed to discover that Buckland had
coprolites chemically analyzed for their phosphate
content, and that he injected Roman cement into
the intestines of local fish in order to recreate the
spiral structures he observed in the coprolites that
he collected in Lyme Regis, England.
Likewise, coprolites in the classroom can
facilitate student research experiences. Similar
to Buckland’s investigations, student teams can
create “coprolites” from a prehistoric animal by
describing its diet, and choosing representative indigestible materials that would reflect the animal’s
eating habits. When these indigestible materials
are baked into coprolite “cookies,” they become
the remains of a mystery organism for another
team (Clary & Wandersee, 2011c). These inquiry
and active strategies build upon students’ original
interest in scatological topics, and invite deeper
study. We also have confirmed that scatological
topics retain the interest of older, high school
students, providing portals for interdisciplinary
study and opportunities to address multiple US
National Science Education Standards.

Secondary Science Classrooms
The integrated pedagogical approach we advocated and researched for the middle school classroom,
including the implementation of interdisciplinary
scientific portals, the use of active learning and
inquiry based projects, and the incorporation of
the history and philosophy of science, is also
needed and beneficial in high school science classrooms. Many of the middle school activities that
we developed can be adapted to a more rigorous
high school setting and/or a more scientifically
literate student population. In addition, many of
the research findings are transferable into other
educational settings.

Interdisciplinary Secondary Science
Many high school teachers lament the compartmentalization of knowledge by some of our
students. It is not that unusual for students to ask,
when faced with reading a logarithmic scale when
analyzing earthquake events, or when discussing
the physiology of extinct organisms, whether they
need to “know” mathematics or biology for the
Earth Science course! Although most high school
courses are developed around specific scientific
content (e.g., biology, chemistry, physical science,
Earth science, physics), we maintain that the integration of material across scientific disciplines
promotes scientific habits of mind within our
student population.
In order to ascertain the incoming knowledge
of our students, we designed and researched the
Botanical Sense of Place and Geological Sense of
Place writing templates (Wandersee, et al., 2006;
Clary & Wandersee, 2006). Through the analysis
of student responses, we learned that our students
are most often influenced by the local landscape,
although large magnitude events and unusual
specimens may capture their attention and pique
their interest. Therefore, when we researched
sand as an interdisciplinary portal in the science
classroom, we developed activities that built scientific content knowledge from local sand samples
with which students were most familiar (Clary &
Wandersee, 2011e). In our sand investigations,
students face the task of procuring a naturally
deposited sample of sand, and then reconstructing
the sands’ tectonic journey from its rock origins,
through its weathering, and transportation, to its
final deposition. When students first view their
local sand samples under a microscope, many
are amazed to find that there is an assortment of
clasts, which detail a story that is unique to the
sample (many students predicted a homogeneous
collection of grains before microscopic examination). In addition to the obvious geological content
that sand can address, biological concepts can
be introduced, particularly when sand samples
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contain microfossils. Fortunately, there are several sand aficionados who collect sand samples
from around the world; some collectors post assorted microphotographs of unique and diverse
specimens. Teachers can extend sand comparisons
from local areas to geographically wide spread,
worldwide samples.
Similar to middle school classrooms, fossils
can serve as a valuable interdisciplinary portal to
address several scientific constructs in high school
science classrooms (Clary & Wandersee, 2008a).
We specifically developed the concept of marquee
fossils as a portal through which high school teachers could construct meaningful learning, building
upon the prior knowledge of their students. Outside of the science classroom, a marquee serves
as a sign (often with chasing flasher lights) that
draws attention to and identifies a facility. In the
science classroom, the marquee fossil serves as
a unique fossil with unusual characteristics that
captures students’ attention, and invites them in
for further interdisciplinary study. Marquee fossils
can be appropriated for geological, biological, and
environmental concepts involved in the study of
fossilized organisms, their paleoenvironments, and
the subsequent changes in climate that the area
has experienced since the organism lived (Clary &
Wandersee, 2008a). Students can compare extinct
marquee fossils to their extant relatives, create
replicas of marquee fossils in the classroom, and
recreate the environment of their local area at the
time of the living marquee fossil. We concluded
that marquee fossils inspire students to delve
deeper into scientific content, and integrate it
within other disciplines.
In addition to using sand and local fossils to
facilitate interdisciplinary, inquiry based learning,
we also researched the incorporation of another,
locally available material. Most science classrooms have easy access to a supply of gravel that
is used in construction or to line roadways. This
inexpensive resource can also be used in investigations to foster critical thinking skills (Clary
& Wandersee, 2012). Students can investigate
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weathering and erosion, transportation, composition, and physical properties of gravel (such
as hardness and streak) to investigate the rock
cycle, ecology, natural resources, and geologic
time. Some gravels also contain fossils and can
be used to illustrate changes in Earth history and
evolution. Students can incorporate gravel into
experiments and test which type of gravel works
best in filtration, absorbs more solar energy, or is
more durable in parking lots.
Similar to our middle school classrooms, our
interdisciplinary investigations at the high school
level included dinosaurs. High school students
typically were still enamored with the topic, and
relished the opportunity to selectively investigate a particular genus in more detail (Clary &
Wandersee, 2011f). Although the Adopt-a-Dino
project resulted in positive student responses
and was interdisciplinary in nature, we continued to investigate ways in which to improve and
maximize learning benefits. Because artists in
the nineteenth century struggled with the depiction of aquatic organisms before the advent of
parlor aquaria (Clary & Wandersee, 2005), we
hypothesized that our students might encounter
similar difficulties. However, when we required
that students incorporate a paleoenvironmental
reconstruction of their dinosaur, and include air,
terrestrial, and water components, we found that
student solutions exhibited much higher creativity
than previous projects we assigned.

Inquiry and Active Learning in
Secondary Classrooms
In addition to the incorporation of interdisciplinary
topics to showcase the interconnectedness of scientific concepts, there remains value and need for
active learning and inquiry based activities within
high school science classrooms. The pedagogical
approach we recommend and research, especially
at the secondary level, involves student-led inquiry,
in which students generate their own questions
and design subsequent investigations (Clary &
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Wandersee, 2010c, 2011g). In order to effectively
incorporate student-led inquiry, teachers must first
tap into students’ prior knowledge, and then link
new content to their existing cognitive frameworks.
In a “green root beer laboratory,” the classroom
engages in a fun activity of producing and bottling its own root beer. First, however, students
review ecological principles and investigate where
the root beer ingredients are produced, and how
much transportation was involved in getting the
products from their components’ origins to the
grocery shelves (Steffen, 2007; Clary & Wandersee, 2010c). Other active learning strategies
in a green root beer laboratory include classroom
calculations of the amount of plastic and/or energy
saved when recycled plastic bottles are used. Finally, as the culminating activity, teachers allow
students (or small student groups) to generate their
own inquiry questions, design investigations to
answer the questions, and conduct the necessary
experimentation. Naturally, the teacher’s role is
to offer guidance, and to ensure that safety rules
are followed and personal protective equipment
is used.
Historical events and the history of science can
also form the basis for eventual student-led inquiry
activities in secondary science classrooms (Clary
& Wandersee, 2011g). Contemporary volcanic
eruptions fascinate students, and provide a natural
opportunity to discuss the historical eruption of
Krakatoa. In 1883, the news of this eruption traveled rapidly around the world by way of the first
“Internet”—or wired telegraphy. In the Krakatoa
investigation, students first participated in “curiosity starters” by reading authentic period news
reports. Next, activities in the classroom engaged
all five senses during the sensory priming stage of
the investigation: Students touch and see pumice.
They observe that, counterintuitive to predictions,
this is one rock that floats! The sense of smell is accessed with safety matches in the classroom, since
striking safety matches releases sulfur compounds
that can be detected at very low concentrations.
The sounds of actual eruptions are available on

the Internet (Oregon State University, 2011); the
Krakatoa video also recreated the sounds of the
original eruption (Burke & Hall, 2005). Finally,
commercial candies with trapped pockets of carbon
dioxide (CO2) gas engage students’ sense of taste.
Building from the curiosity starter readings and
sensory priming activities, students form their
own questions for subsequent investigations. We
termed this student-led inquiry part of the project
the “scientific wanderings” phase. In general, students have no difficulty generating questions for
subsequent investigations, and the historic eruption
of Krakatoa—one of the first well-documented
natural disasters—offers multiple opportunities
for interdisciplinary study. Possible investigations
include animal behavior prior to eruptions (biology), the causes of volcanic eruptions (geology),
plant and insect survival and recolonization after
volcanic eruptions (ecology), and distances traveled by eruptions’ sounds (physics).

College Science Classrooms
Research consistently demonstrated the rich
benefits that can result from inquiry learning in
K-12 science classrooms. Although it may appear
intuitive that the university classroom should
provide more inquiry opportunities for our future
scientists, the reality is that the first university
science courses that students encounter are often
bereft of inquiry (Drew, 2011). Introductory science classes typically are delivered in large lecture
settings with intense mathematical requirements;
at least one professor has termed our science and
engineering curriculum, the “math-science death
march” (Drew, 2011).
The earliest research investigations of the
EarthScholars Research Group attempted to counteract the introductory university, single science
discipline, “sage on the stage” lecture classroom.
In our early research of informal science settings,
we encountered petrified wood. Fairly ubiquitous
fossils, petrified wood samples offered an obvious
portal through which multiple, interdisciplinary
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scientific constructs could be taught, with several
of them identified by the Earth Science Literacy
Initiative (2010) as “big ideas” in Earth Science.
We researched and identified the science content
areas that could be included with petrified wood
study, and next hypothesized that an introductory
Earth history classroom with integrated petrified
wood study might result in positive student learning gains (Clary & Wandersee, 2007). Through our
research, we developed and validated the Petrified
Wood Survey (PWS) as a testing instrument that
measured students’ understanding of fossilization, geologic time, and evolution. Conducted
over three semesters (N = 515), we confirmed
that significant student gains were made over the
semester in student understanding, regardless of
whether petrified wood was directly incorporated
in the classroom. However, when we exposed
the treatment group to integrated petrified wood
study (e.g., mini-laboratory comparisons of modern and fossilized wood, online discussions that
compared and contrasted petrified wood/modern
wood samples, independent research opportunities to investigate the origin and public display of
petrified wood specimens), students performed
significantly better on interdisciplinary science
assessments (α = 0.05). Gains were made in
students’ conceptual understanding of geologic
time, evolution, and fossilization processes; the
content area with the least gains was geochemistry.
In particular, students still failed to recognize the
role (or lack thereof) of oxygen in petrified wood’s
formation, and the origin of petrified woods’
colors. However, when we analyzed the original
scientific misconceptions that students exhibited at
the beginning of the semester, it appeared that both
weak and strong cognitive restructuring occurred
within our students (Clary & Wandersee, 2007).

Informal Field Investigations
in Online Environments
A rallying cry of many geologists is that “geology is
best taught in the field.” The human constructivist
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learning theory also promotes field investigations,
especially those that facilitate interdisciplinary
and active learning, inquiry approaches. It can
be difficult to organize large introductory classes
into field excursions, and even more problematic
when students are enrolled in online courses, and
separated by large geographic distances.
We designed an autonomous field investigation
in an online paleontology class, and directed our
students to locate fossil collecting sites, plan an
investigation, procure fossils, and then identify
the ones they collected (Clary & Wandersee,
2008b). Students downloaded a required logo
and were directed to place it next to each fossil
that they documented through photography. In
general, students performed extremely well on
this assignment, and there was a significant positive difference (α = 0.05) between the scores of
this assignment and previous laboratory projects.
While instructor flexibility and adaptability were
necessary, the students in online environments
did not encounter more difficulties than students
in traditional paleontology courses. By focusing
upon fossils, the assignment also integrated the
physiology of the organism, fossilization processes, and geological ranges for an authentic
geobiological approach.
When some students encountered difficulties
with field excursion assignments, we modified
our expectations and researched whether informal
learning environments—such as those offered by
museums, university geology displays, and fossil
parks—could also provide settings for meaningful
learning experiences and integration of course
material (Clary & Wandersee, 2009b) . Since
the local environment typically impacts students’
sense of place the most (Clary & Wandersee, 2006;
Wandersee, et al., 2006), we designed a fossil
investigation that would include local informal
educational sites. Our students, most of whom are
in-service teachers, were required to investigate
fossil specimens at a minimum of three informal
sites. The interdisciplinary investigation was successful for our students. The three stable findings
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that emerged from our research were that the
informal sites affirmed the local environment’s
importance and placed it in a larger context; the
student-directed activities maximized learning;
and the informal educational sites supplied an
interdisciplinary “big picture” (Clary & Wandersee, 2009b).

Informal Learning Environments
Our research demonstrated that field investigations
and informal educational sites support meaningful
learning by providing students with interdisciplinary learning opportunities while affirming
the importance of their local geographical area.
However, informal education is important beyond
the traditional classroom. The value of informal
learning environments was well established before
we began our interdisciplinary research investigations within them (McComas, 1996). Several
researchers have examined the theoretical bases
behind informal learning, the motivation of the
informal learners, and assessment of learning at
informal sites (Rennie & Johnson, 2004; Anderson, et al., 2003; Falk, 2001; Falk & Dierking,
2000; Meredith, et al., 1997; Orion & Hofstein,
1994). While it may seem obvious that informal
education is the default learning style for an adult
population, researchers have also demonstrated
that even school-age students engage in informal
learning more often than learning in traditional
classroom environments (Falk & Dierking, 2002).
Our research program in informal learning
environments promotes the bridging between
informal sites and traditional, formal classrooms
(Wandersee & Clary, 2012). Similar to the artificial
compartmentalization between geology, biology,
and other science disciplines, the separation of
informal and formal learning has been detrimental
to science learning. When active learning and
inquiry-based investigations accompany informal
education sites, learners are provided with authentic opportunities to engage in scientific activities.

Our research program encourages geobiological
investigations in informal sites that are integrated
within traditional classrooms (Clary & Wandersee,
2008b, 2009b). It logically follows that authentic
science course work calls for a field component
(Wandersee & Clary, 2006b). By incorporating
informal learning opportunities and field work in
our science curriculum, we demonstrate to students that the instructors not only teach science,
but can also do science. There exist numerous
successes of fieldwork and informal learning
environments that are coupled with traditional
science classes (Drake, et al., 1997; Woltemade
& Stanitski Martin, 2002; Haines & Blake, 2005;
Clary, et al., 2005).
Beyond the traditional science classroom, informal sites can facilitate interdisciplinary science
learning for those visitors who are unassociated
with formal learning environments. Therefore,
we also must consider the casual visitors to these
informal science sites, and determine whether the
opportunities for integrated geobiological instruction are optimized for meaningful learning. One
of our informal research avenues has been that of
fossil parks, or public sites that allow visitors, for a
small fee, to collect and keep a limited number of
fossils (Clary & Wandersee, 2011h). However, not
all fossil parks—or informal educational sites—
are equal. Following an in-depth investigation of
the first three US fossil parks, we identified key
variables and developed an optimized model for
park development that would facilitate geobiological learning for visitors. Our research model
concluded that the site needs to develop an informative pre-visit website; provide authentic in situ
collection opportunities as opposed to spoil piles;
supply—or at least allow—authentic collecting
tools; be accessible for all visitors; install semipermanent signage (as opposed to brochures) that
visitors can access, hands-free, to aid in their fossil
identification; and supply learning opportunities
for an integrated geobiological field experience
(Clary & Wandersee, 2011h). These informal
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sites should emphasize important constructs in
science, including evolution, biodiversity, and
geologic time. Safety considerations for visitors
must also be incorporated within the design of the
park. When correctly designed and implemented,
informal sites can educate the general population for increased scientific literacy. However,
we also concluded that the optimized fossil park
could effectively serve as an outdoor laboratory
for our secondary and college students (Singer,
et al., 2005).

DISCUSSIONS AND
RECOMMENDATIONS FOR
IMPLEMENTING A GEOLOGICALBIOLOGICAL APPROACH
The EarthScholars Research Group program
advocates integrated geological and biological
content to facilitate a more holistic view of science
within our students. Our guiding theory of human
constructivism further advocates the incorporation
of active learning and inquiry based projects in
order to provide a more authentic scientific experience, and avoid what Schwab (1962) termed the
“rhetoric of conclusions” in the science classroom.
Although our research has revealed and documented the benefits of the integrated geobiological approach, we propose that teachers facilitate
a gradual transition to this pedagogical strategy.
As with any approach, the human constructivist
guidelines note that instructors must build upon
the pre-existing knowledge of the learner. When
students enter our classrooms with limited field
experience, having been subjected to cookbook
science investigations, the instructor must ascertain the prior knowledge and experiences
of the student, and build instruction, as well as
methods, accordingly. However, we definitely
recommend a move from the cookbook strategy
with pre-supplied laboratory equipment. In accordance with the “less is more” philosophy of
human constructivism, students who were given
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fewer laboratory supplies developed and provided
more creative solutions than those who were given
typical laboratory materials (Jordan, et al., 2011).

Advantages for Teachers
When student-led inquiry investigations are incorporated within the science classroom, teachers may
expect more motivated students. First, however,
the background knowledge of students must be
determined, and classroom investigations and
instruction must be built accordingly. Students
will then have the necessary knowledge and
skills for further investigation. After classroom
introduction, when students are allowed to choose
the direction of their subsequent investigations,
they have a vested interest in the process. Gowin
(1981) noted that for successful science education to occur, it must scaffold upon an integration
of thinking, feeling, and acting within a learner.
When student interest can determine the direction
of classroom inquiry, then the affective domain
of the learner is addressed.

Advantages for Students
We propose that students also have much to gain
with an active learning, interdisciplinary inquiry
approach. When we bridge and integrate disciplines of science within the classroom, we expose
students to a more holistic view of the way that
science actually works, and in so doing, facilitate
a more accurate understanding of the nature of
science. The integrated, interdisciplinary approach can facilitate students’ understanding of the
Earth’s complexity (Orr, 1994). In an integrated,
inquiry based active learning classroom, students
can participate in authentic research experiences
that form the crux of scientific endeavors. They
not only learn about science, but they actually
do science. Although students will not leave the
classroom having covered the entire textbook,
teachers have facilitated an in-depth understanding of carefully selected, important scientific
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constructs. However, with sustained meaningful
and mindful learning throughout their schooling,
students integrate these constructs within their
cognitive framework, and build upon them. Over
time, students are able to continuously build more
powerful knowledge structures.

CHALLENGES AND
FUTURE DIRECTIONS OF
INTEGRATED GEOLOGICALBIOLOGICAL LEARNING
We think that interdisciplinary geobiological
instruction in middle, high school, and college
science classrooms, coupled with an integrated,
well-planned informal field experience, should
be seen as a goal for science instructors. The active learning, inquiry based approach should be
viewed as the core of geobiological understanding.
Without including biological content in geological settings, or geological content in biological
topics, we fail to explore a topic fully: we fail
to “open both eyes” in a scientific investigation.
Contemporary scientists research and attempt to
gain knowledge by focusing upon all the variables
within the system being studied. They cannot
ignore the biological components of the Earth
system when investigating weathering and erosion, nor can they ignore fossilization processes
when reconstructing the physiology of extinct
animals. Likewise, teachers must provide the
necessary tools and experiences in order to reveal
the interconnected nature of scientific inquiry,
so that we encourage our students to open both
eyes and experience a more authentic approach
to science in the classroom. It is our hope that
our research findings can provide guidance for
educators seeking to incorporate an interdisciplinary science approach that capitalizes on informal
science learning opportunities within traditional
classrooms. We likewise hope that our research
provides guidelines for effectively designing

informal educational sites that maximize viewer
understanding.
We caution, however, that each classroom is
different, and educators must effectively ascertain
the optimum teaching requirements within each
new situation. Both underteaching and overteaching can have negative consequences: If instructors
present too much content, students can become
overwhelmed with information overload. On the
other hand, if teachers fail to supply ample content
in the classroom, or link it to students’ existing
knowledge structures, then students are unable
to connect the new material in a meaningful way.
Successful science instruction must locate an
optimal teaching point in each, unique classroom.
Science educators must also be cautious in
how formal and informal learning are supplied
in a classroom, and how to balance classroom
investigation and content delivery with individualized student-led inquiry investigations. Teachers
must also work within pre-determined guidelines,
and address state and national standards in their
classrooms. Therefore, each class, each subject,
and each topic will provide a unique challenge—as
well as an opportunity—for the science educator.
However, we encourage science educators to embrace the opportunities as well as the challenges.
The public’s scientific literacy is intricately linked
with our efforts.
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ABSTRACT
Science teaching is approached with hesitation by many PreK-8 teachers. This chapter explores the
research on attitudes toward science and learning science as well as the perceived science efficacy of
elementary pre-service teachers. It also describes a content-based, pedagogically rich life science course
for pre-service preK-8 teachers that incorporates active and interactive teaching techniques in lieu of
the traditional science methods course. Using evidence from this project and other research studies,
the chapter argues for the inclusion and modeling of these approaches when preparing teachers of science and proposes that this non-traditional approach for teaching content-based courses for preparing
teachers be considered in place of traditional science methods courses.

ORGANIZATION BACKGROUND
Over twenty years ago, a large public university
in the southeastern United States took a bold step
and changed their science methods course from a
traditional, pedagogically focused format to a duo
of content-based courses: one in biology, and one
in chemistry/physics. This unusual move was in
response to a growing body of research indicating

that increasing teachers’ content knowledge of
science leads to increased achievement of their
students (Druva & Anderson, 1983; Wayne &
Youngs, 2003). Teacher preparation programs
were being criticized for their superficial curriculum that lacked appropriate emphasis on
preparing pre-service teachers to teach rigorous
content (National Commission on Teaching and
America’s Future, 1996). This university felt it
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was imperative to increase the content knowledge
preparation of its PreK-8 teacher graduates and
thus changed their requirements.
Teacher preparation program design and
requirements vary throughout the United States.
Additionally, states have different requirements
for obtaining a teaching certification. Typically,
secondary level teacher candidates must hold a
degree in a specific field of study (English, music, science, mathematics, etc.) and a minor in
education. However, students seeking elementary
certification are required to take fewer courses in
each field of study and more courses in education. These candidates usually take a minimum
number of college credit hours in science content
courses along with an additional science education
methods or integrated methods course to prepare
them for the classroom (U.S. Department of Labor, 2014). At this university, preK-8 pre-service
teachers complete eight hours of content-based
science, but in lieu of the typical science methods course they take an additional eight hours of
content-based courses specifically designed for
elementary education majors. Four of these additional hours consist of the course, Biology 3000,
Life Science for Elementary Teachers. The first
author has taught this course for over twenty years
with a focus on providing the deep understanding
of science content needed by elementary teachers,
through reform-oriented, research-based pedagogical techniques. This study examines whether
this life science content course for pre-service
teachers experiences results in increased science
attitudes and increased self-efficacy.

SETTING THE STAGE
Elementary teachers are expected to be all things
for all students: content delivery experts, special
education providers, learning disabilities specialists, guidance counselors, health advisors, and
pedagogy authorities, as well as content specialists
in all traditional subject and skill areas. This is a
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tall order for anyone, particularly a new teacher
who is years away from becoming a master educator (Berliner, 1988). The National Commission on
Teaching and America’s Future (1996) reported
that one-third of all new teachers leave after three
years, and 46 percent are gone within five years.
Ingersoll (2003) estimated that 40-50% of teachers leave within the first five years and that rate
has remained fairly consistent (Ingersoll & Perda,
2012). Ingersoll and Perda also noted that there is
more pre-retirement attrition of mathematics and
science teachers than those in any other subject
areas.
The quest for excellence in all aspects of
education is perhaps most pressing in the area
of science. High quality science educators, using reform-based instructional methods, are
vital to the development of future generations of
scientifically literate citizens. Teacher preparation programs have a duty to effectively prepare
candidates to meet this goal and to successfully
handle the expectations and demands of this challenging career. With the increased emphasis on
in-depth science content knowledge and delivery
methods in K-12 classrooms, teachers now more
than ever must be fully prepared, self-confident,
and accomplished in conveying science content
and skills to their students.
The development of national standards detailing content to be taught in all subjects at all grade
levels has helped to elevate and standardize the
educational process in the United States. The
National Science Education Standards (NSES)
provided teachers with clear student goals and
administrators with professional development
requirements (NRC, 1996). The NSES influenced
various states’ own science learning and associated
state-wide standardized testing. National and state
entities have continued to expand and mandate
rigorous standards which teachers must ensure
students attain. The Next Generation Science
Standards (NGSS Lead States, 2013) require that
teachers be well-versed in science subject matter
and able to directly apply that knowledge through
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hands-on activities and project-based learning
(NRC, 2011). A science-specific section within
the Common Core Science Standards has set clear
expectations for the reading, writing, speaking,
listening, and language of science, while enabling
students to communicate information and results
(Common Core Standards Initiative, 2010). In
this demanding climate, it is especially critical
for teacher preparation programs to recognize and
address the interacting factors that support effective teacher development. Wayne and Youngs’
(2003) review reinforced the critical role teacher
preparation programs play. They found that the
quality rating of the teacher college was positively
correlated with their pre-service teachers’ future
students’ scholastic achievement.

Science Attitudes, Science
Self-Efficacy, and Science
Knowledge of Teachers
Regrettably, the teaching of science is often approached with hesitation and even fear by preservice teachers and even experienced educators
(Riggs & Enochs, 1990; Yuruk, 2011). Science
anxiety is common in elementary science methods
students (Appleton, 2007; Epstein & Miller, 2011;
Finson, 2001; Gunning & Mensah, 2011; Westerback, 1982). Practicing elementary teachers with
greater apprehension rely upon teacher-directed
instructional strategies, whereas those who are less
anxious are more likely to use reformed strategies
such as open-ended inquiry and student-centered
instructional strategies (Czerniak & Shriver, 1994;
Lumpe, Haney, & Czerniak, 1998).
Teachers’ level of self-efficacy impacts their
success and the subsequent academic achievement
of their students (Bandura, 1993; Fencl & Scheel,
2005; Hackett, Betz, Casas, & Rocha-Singh,
1992; Haney, Lumpe, Czerniak, & Egan, 2002;
Marshall, Horton, Igo, & Switzer, 2009; Palmer,
2006; Ross, 1992). Self-efficacy can be defined
as, “People’s judgments of their capabilities to

organize and execute courses of action required
to attain designated types of performances” (Bandura, 1986, p. 391). In the area of teacher preparation, self-efficacy is specifically understood
as teachers’ belief in how well they are able to
influence their students’ motivation for learning
and subsequent achievement (Tschannen-Moran,
Hoy, & Hoy, 1998). Educators who possess high
self-efficacy approach their role of teacher in a
more confident and assured manner (Bandura,
1977, 1993; Bursal, 2008; Tosun, 2000; Yuruk,
2011). Improving pre-service teachers’ attitudes
toward science and teaching science, as well as
increasing their self-efficacy in key scientific
concepts, can create positive outcomes regarding
future teaching ability. Alternatively, low selfefficacy results in less confidence and assurance in
conveying subject matter. What steps can teacher
preparation programs take in order to support the
development of positive attitudes and increased
self-efficacy? Two important components emerge
from a review of the literature: increasing science
content knowledge, and modeling innovative,
reform-oriented teaching methods.
A solid foundation of content knowledge is an
important factor contributing to overall teacher
success (Druva & Anderson, 1983; Monk, 1994;
Wenglinsky, 2002). Greenwood and ScribnerMacLean (1997) expressed this with the statement that teachers cannot teach what they do not
themselves understand. Tosun (2000) found that
pre-service teachers with adequate backgrounds
in content-specific science courses ultimately
held more positive beliefs and attitudes towards
teaching that particular subject at the elementary
level. Teachers confident in their knowledge of the
subject material have less anxiety, exhibit more
positive attitudes, and have increased assurance in
their ability to teach science (Bursal, 2012; Druva
& Anderson, 1983; Wenner, 1993).
Research has identified key beliefs and attitudes
that impact a teacher’s instructional quality. Selfefficacy towards teaching and learning science has
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been shown to heavily influence the effectiveness
of classroom teachers (Bandura, 1977, 1993).
Study results drawing conclusions between student
achievements and teaching methodologies (Barufaldi, Bethel & Lamb, 1977; Bianchini & Colburn,
2000; Monk, 1994; Shapiro, 1996) point to the
fact that the overall attitude of a teacher towards
science content affects instructional quality and
effectiveness in the classroom. Unfortunately,
although teachers have anxiety related to teaching and learning science in the traditional way,
they tend to continue to use the same ineffective
methods with which they themselves were taught
(Michelsohn & Hawkins, 1994; Prawat, 1992).
Promisingly, Westerback and Long (1990) suggested that teachers who were more comfortable
with science were likely to devote additional time
to teaching it and to use more creativity and diversity in their methods. This study puts forward
a novel idea: combining a science content course
with gorous pedagogical approaches. This is an
idea that, when implemented, may well ease fears
and discomfort in the subject area of life science
for beginning teachers.

A New Paradigm
Students of any age must do more than simply read
the textbook, cruise the internet, watch an online
video, or passively listen to a lecture. In order to
learn science, students must be engaged in both
a minds-on and a hands-on approach (Bonwell &
Eison, 1991; Erlauer, 2003; Shymansky, Kyle, &
Alport, 1983; see also Anderson, 2002; Bransford,
Brown & Cocking, 2000). Much of science practice and research in the real world is based on the
concerns, curiosity, and interests of the scientist
(Ziman, 2002). Unfortunately, these qualities are
not always fostered in science classrooms (King,
Shumow, & Lietz, 2001).
Biology 3000, Life Science for Elementary
Teachers, uses the interests and current background knowledge of pre-service teachers to
guide coursework and to foster interest. Because
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this content-based, pedagogically rich approach is
relatively unique in teacher preparation programs,
it is imperative to determine its effect on preservice educators’ attitudes towards science, their
attitudes toward the teaching of science, and their
life science knowledge self-efficacy outcomes.
With the awareness of the truism that teachers
often teach the way they were taught, Biology 3000
course content is delivered via research-based
methods with the explicit intention of providing a model for future classroom instruction. A
heavy reliance on holistic, brain-based learning
fosters the acquisition and retention of life science
knowledge. The brain stores information differently depending on how it is packaged. In other
words, emotional, vivid and connected information
is set in the brain more deeply than abstract, boring, or arbitrary facts (Erlauer, 2003; McGaugh,
2003; Wolfe, 2010). Thus, hard-to-remember
facts and concepts should be bundled into more
easily recalled packages. With that in mind, the
Biology 3000 instructor uses mnemonics, songs,
and rhymes as well as memorable activities like
carousel brainstorming, word sorts and foldable
graphic organizers of information (Lipton &
Wellman, 1998; Zike, 2004). These strategies and
others are extensively incorporated into group
work, hands-on inquiry and long-term laboratory
activities. Fencl and Scheel (2005) reported that the
use of instructional strategies requiring students
to work actively, creatively, and in a collaborative manner supported the development of selfefficacy. Burgeoning teachers must know a large
amount of science content information in addition
to having the confidence and appropriate pedagogical skills to deliver that content to students.
Biology 3000 conveys rich content information
while the instructor models and incorporates the
sophisticated skills and behaviors expected of
competent and effective educators. What happens
in this course is very similar to what should be
happening in the preK-8 classrooms of effective
science teachers.
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A Focus on Bloom’s Taxonomy
When their teachers are following a traditional “I
teach, you learn” model, students—particularly
at the K-12 level—are habituated to being plainly
told what they must know by both textbook and
instructor. Memorization reigns, and regurgitation
of content information and proper use of vocabulary rule the day. Generating their own questions,
exploring ideas, engaging in reflection and metacognition, and personally applying content to real
world situations is rarely done in such classrooms.
In contrast, Biology 3000 explicitly incorporates
Bloom’s Taxonomy (Bloom, Engelhart, Furst,
Hill, & Krathwohl, 1956) as a framework for
building instruction. Revised slightly by Anderson & Krathwohl (2001), Bloom’s Taxonomy is
divided into six cognitive domain levels arranged
from lower-order to higher-order thinking skills:
remembering, understanding, applying, analyzing, evaluating, and creating (see Figure 1). The
last three categories are often referred to as the
higher level thinking skills. The use of Bloom’s
Taxonomy helps educators focus on developing
those skills in their students, thus ensuring that
information is learned more thoroughly and retained longer.

Following are illustrative phrases or examples
from Biology 3000 that are grouped in the six
categories from lower order thinking skills to
higher order thinking skills:
1.

2.

3.

4.

Figure 1. Diagram of Bloom’s Taxonomy adapted
from Anderson and Krathwohl (2001)
5.

6.

Remembering: Retrieving stored information, reciting back:
◦◦
List the kingdoms of life from simplest to most complex.
◦◦
State the steps in cell division and
what happens at each stage.
Understanding: Revealing depth of understanding of the vocabulary and concepts:
◦◦
Explain in your own words the concept of photosynthesis.
◦◦
Paraphrase the assigned reading
from the class website.
Applying: Solving problems:
◦◦
Calculate the population of bean
bugs within the study area.
◦◦
Solve problem #17 from the reading
on the class website.
Analyzing: Unpacking concepts, developing
theories or models:
◦◦
Derive: State your personal view
on hunting. Then using what you
know about natural systems, derive
an argument opposing your personal
viewpoint.
◦◦
Simulate: You are a wildlife manager, how would you determine the best
number of deer for the habitat given?
Evaluating: Assessing and choosing from
various options/possibilities:
◦◦
Determine which of the following
narratives is the best explanation for
the scenario given.
◦◦
Select from among available options
for genetically modifying a cell, and
justify your choice.
Creating: Synthesizing, combining components in new and unique ways:
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◦◦

◦◦

Design: After reading about succession, use the information you’ve
gained to design a CD. Be sure to title
the CD, name the group, and list the
titles of 6-12 tracks, so as to clearly
illustrate your understanding of the
topic.
Make up: Formulate a multiple
choice test question from the content
we have covered since the last exam
on an index card. On the back of each
card, identify the correct answer to
your question, and explain why it
is the correct answer and why other
choices are not.

Careful attention to Bloom’s Taxonomy supports the instructor in planning and delivering
effective instruction. Organizing objectives within
the framework of this taxonomy ensures that
the students gain those important higher order
thinking skills. Additionally, the taxonomy can
guide the teacher in creating assessments that
match the stated objectives and require more indepth thinking than merely the regurgitation of
material. Bloom’s Taxonomy enhances student
learning by providing opportunities for exercising critical thinking skills and enabling students
to apply, analyze, synthesize and evaluate. As
the pre-service teachers experience the variety of
learning tasks and thinking skills required from a
curriculum built around all the levels of Bloom’s
Taxonomy, they develop an understanding of what
types of questions and tasks they will someday
need to use in their own classrooms. This helps
them start to develop that important pedagogical
content knowledge that is so critical to good teaching (Shulman, 1986) and prepares them to become
more intuitive teachers by increasing their critical
thinking skills, building upon current knowledge
and enabling them to begin to apply, analyze,
synthesize, and evaluate as it also prepares them
to become more intuitive teachers.
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Situated Learning
There is also heavy reliance on situated learning in
Biology 3000. Lave (1993) suggested that learning is highly situated, meaning it is connected
to the context and community within which it is
applied. This contrasts with many typical classroom learning activities which involve ingesting
knowledge that is often abstract, out of context,
and foreign to the learner. Social interaction is a
critical component of situated learning – learners become part of a “community of practice”
(Wenger, 1998).
As the novice pre-service educators move
through Biology 3000, they become more active
and engaged within the classroom culture and
move from practicing to proficient. Examples of
situated learning occur throughout the course.
In a unit on ecological succession, students are
prompted to look out the window to understand
how succession occurs in their neighborhood.
They are also given application questions to work
on together. A sample problem:
A forest fire burns through Barfield Park’s natural area in the western part of our county. Is this
primary or secondary succession? How do you
know? Explain through a series of posters (using
no words) what happens succession-wise to this
area in the next 200 years.
Another group might be given a different scenario such as a newly dug pond in the field behind
their own home. Situated learning is also employed
during tree leaf identification and nature walk
learning experiences on the campus. In addition,
students collaborate to investigate specific questions and learn scientific process skills by growing
plants from garlic cloves, or germinating bean and
corn seeds. Students compare data collected, ask
questions, and solve problems in relation to these
investigations. Another favorite situated learning
activity occurs when groups of students choose
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biomes they may have visited and research that
biome’s climate and other factors such as rainfall,
temperature, vegetation types, indigenous animals,
soils, and more. Each team then makes a poster
depicting the biome using no words, labels, titles,
or narrative. After posting their work, groups visit
each poster and complete a biome matrix of information gained. When time is called, students ask
questions of each expert group to fill in any gaps
in their knowledge about each biome. Throughout
the semester, student pairs, trios, and quads are
formed and reformed so that each student works
with every other student multiple times. Many
of the assignments support or require partner or
group work. This ensures that students are a true
community of learners with each invested in the
success of their peers.

Use of Active Learning Techniques
Students of all ages have difficulty remaining
focused for long periods of time. McKeachie
(1986) reported that immediately following a
lecture students remember 70% of the information
presented in the first ten minutes and only 20% of
that from the last ten minutes. The use of active
learning techniques can help maintain student
attention and support retention. Both interactive and collaborative learning experiences are
emphasized. Activities such as Think-Pair-Share
and Small Group Exercise are commonly used in
Biology 3000, along with many others (Angelo
& Cross, 1993; Bonwell & Eison, 1991; Brent &
Felder, 1992; Johnson, Johnson & Smith, 1998;
Lyman, 1987; Meyers & Jones, 1993).
In Biology 3000, a Book of Biology (BoB)
incorporating modified Cornell note-taking format (Pauk & Owens, 2005) is used extensively
to reinforce content and prepare students for their
own science classes. BoB is a composition book
organized with a student-generated table of contents and index, along with allocated sections for
major content topics. Students are required to
take lecture notes (input) which they record on

the right side pages. Left side pages are reserved
for output. Output can take many forms such as
student generated questions, student responses to
class questions (either individually or after talking with a partner or group), lists of examples,
diagrams which explain and expand knowledge,
data tables and conclusions, problem solving,
predictions, sketches of schematics or flow charts,
arguments supporting or refuting a statement, or
paraphrasing lecture notes in their own words.
This results in an easily navigable resource to use
in preparing for exams in the course as well as a
template of content material and lesson ideas for
use later in their own science classroom. BoB is
a simple way to make sure students stay on topic
and on task. An unintended bonus is that former
students often cite BoB as their go-to resource for
life science information, ideas for lesson introductions, instructional strategies, and more.
An example of another active learning activity
used in Biology 3000 is an activity called Write
Around. At the beginning of class students are
asked to write a fact related to a topic from the previous lecture or from an assigned reading. Papers
are then passed around to a neighbor who must
either add to the current fact or write something
new. After 8-10 rounds, papers are returned to
their owners. At that point students compare the
Write Around papers to notes previously taken in
BoB, check for discrepancies, clarify information,
and/or choose to add information to BoB which
may be missing. Write Arounds allow students to
review, actively analyze, and use knowledge on
their own. They arrive at conclusions about what
they don’t know and are able to own the knowledge they do possess. Carousel Brainstorming is
also commonly used. A favorite variation of this
technique is when each of six posters is titled with
one of the six kingdoms of life. Each small group
is given a different colored marker and assigned
one of the six kingdoms. Each group then writes
bulleted statements or words about their kingdom
topic. Groups then rotate to the next poster and
must add at least 2 items as well as place a ‘+’
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beside statements they strongly agree with and
a ‘?’ beside statements about which they remain
unsure. This activity allows an instructor to quickly
identify areas of misconceptions and areas of
agreement among the groups.
Activities such as these foster a community of
learners, situate the learning within context, and
keep students engaged in the material. One student
commented after completing Biology 3000, “I
am so thankful for teaching in such a visual and
interactive way. It was helpful to a learner like
me…I hope you are still teaching the same way
you taught me!” Another student said, “Alone we
don’t know everything, but together we do know
everything!” Although an exaggeration, this statement highlights the impact of truly empowering
teaching techniques that build, enhance, and foster
the cooperative aspects of science learning.

Non-Traditional Course Materials
Adhering to the relatively new course content
source ideology, there is no textbook requirement. Science content information is not static,
and the use of technology in schools is increasing
exponentially. Thus Biology 3000 replaces the
traditional text with a content-heavy class website,
a variety of informational handouts, and semester
long access to the website BrainPop (www.brainpop.com), where students can access educational
videos, activities and sample lessons on science
content. In addition, internationally recognized
and award-winning resource guides are provided.
These guides include Project WILD (2012), Project WET (2011), Project Aquatic WILD (2011)
and Project Learning Tree (2013), along with
curriculum from Population Connection (www.
populationeducation.org). The materials all have
been cross-referenced to K-12 science standards
for each state in the United States (NRC, 1996),
the Next Generation Science Standards (NGSS
Lead States, 2013), and the Common Core Science
Standards (Common Core Standards Initiative,
2010). The guides are used in several ways within
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Biology 3000. The instructor uses them to deliver
portions of the course. Guide activities supplement
and reinforce lecture and content acquisition. An
example from Project WILD is the activity entitled
“Oh, Deer” (WILD, 2012). In this simulation,
students learn how population size changes over
time while directly participating in a hands-on
learning activity in the out-of-doors. Biological
concepts including population dynamics, limiting
factors and growth curves are creatively and effectively covered in this activity. Another major
use of the guides is in aiding the development of
a resource box, a requirement for all the enrolled
students. They must choose a minimum of two
lessons from each guide and collect all reusable
materials required to create ready-to-use activity
packs. Therefore, all the pre-service educators
will leave the class with a variety of high-quality
lessons that are ready to put into practice immediately. Based upon responses from former students,
the resource boxes have proved to be invaluable
assets in preparing and implementing lessons in
their own classrooms.

CASE DESCRIPTION
This research project aimed to verify that contentbased, pedagogically rich science courses improve
science and science teaching attitudes while
increasing the self-efficacy of students enrolled
in the course. Participants in this study were 166
undergraduate elementary education students (139
women, 27 men) from a large (~25,000) public
university in the southeastern United States. The
sample included all students from three consecutive sections of a biology content course for preservice teachers, Biology 3000, Life Science for
Elementary Teachers. All sections were taught
by the same tenured faculty member from the
Biology Department. Pre- and post-surveys were
completed by students on the first and last days
of attendance. Students received no incentives or
grade for completing the surveys.
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Research Questions
Specifically, this study sought to address the
following four challenges in elementary science
teacher preparation:
1.

2.

3.

4.

Does Biology 3000’s approach emphasizing Bloom’s Taxonomy, situated learning,
and active learning strategies improve preservice teachers’ general attitudes toward
science?
Does Biology 3000’s approach emphasizing Bloom’s Taxonomy, situated learning,
and active learning strategies improve preservice teachers’ attitudes toward teaching
science?
Does Biology 3000’s approach emphasizing Bloom’s Taxonomy, situated learning,
and active learning strategies increase preservice teachers’ self-efficacy in specific
life science content areas (methodology
and philosophy, the cell, genetics, evolution,
diversity of life, plants, animals, and ecology) covered on the Middle School Praxis
Examination?
How can data obtained in this study inform
the future development of the course or
similar courses which prepare elementary
teachers?

Research Methodology
Students completed surveys that covered three
areas of focus: their general attitudes about
science, their attitudes toward the teaching of
science, and their self-efficacy with respect to
understanding and teaching specific life science
content. Two attitude surveys were obtained from
the book Elementary Science Methods: A Constructivist Approach by Martin (2012). The two
surveys contained a total of 40 items measuring
science-related attitudes, 20 of which pertained
to attitudes about science (e.g., dangerous/safe
and sad/happy) and 20 pertaining to attitudes

about teaching science (e.g., disorderly/orderly
and unsuccessful/successful). Students rated each
item using a 5-point scale (1 = negative attitude,
5 = positive attitude) which correlated with the
negative/positive words (e.g., sad/happy). Higher
scores indicated more positive attitudes.
The third survey administered was the Praxis
Readiness scale; a 43-item measure of selfefficacy related to specific biological content.
The measure addressed biological topics covered
on the middle school science Praxis examination.
The Praxis is one of a series of American teacher
certification exams developed and administered
by the Educational Testing Service (ETS, 2013).
Various Praxis tests are usually required before,
during, and after teacher training in the United
States. Usually the participating students are required to pass the Praxis I, which covers reading,
writing, and mathematics in order to be admitted
into the teacher education program. The Praxis
II examination covers specific content areas for
certification at the middle and high school levels
and is usually taken toward the end of the teacher
training coursework.
Items on the Praxis Readiness scale given in
Biology 3000 were developed by reviewing the
major topics and themes on the middle school
science Praxis II examination (ETS, 2013). The
instrument included 43 items, which students rated
using a 5-point confidence scale. Actual wording
for the rating scale were as follows:
1 = EEEKKK!!! I need help with this content info
and how to teach about it.
2 = I don’t understand this and would need lot
of background before I am comfortable
teaching it.
3 = I am not sure I understand it and would not
know how to teach about it.
4 = I understand this, but need some review. I am
not sure how to teach about it.
5 = GOOD TO GO! I understand this and can
teach this now.
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Sample survey items included, “Distinguish
between prokaryotic and eukaryotic cells,” and,
“Demonstrate understanding of Mendelian inheritance.” From this total of 43 individual items,
ten content area categories were identified. These
Praxis knowledge content categories were assembled by grouping questions on similar topics.
For example, a category entitled “Methodology
and Philosophy” was created by grouping questions on general concepts of science and common
scientific practices. Higher scores indicated more
positive self-efficacy and confidence about teaching the content.

Findings
In the current study, the attitude measures showed
acceptable internal consistency for both pre-test
and post-test. The subscales used to measure
groupings of content areas by survey items showed
acceptable internal consistency for both pre-test
and post-test, ranging between 0.651 and 0.933
respectively (see Table 1).
In examining the two attitude surveys and the
Praxis Readiness Survey content areas, two-tailed
paired t-tests were used to compare pre- and posttest attitude and self-efficacy data (see Table 2).
Analyses were performed using SPSS version
20.0 statistical software (IBM Corp., 2011). It
was expected that over the course of the semester
students developed more positive attitudes about
science and teaching science and higher levels of
self-efficacy about teaching all content areas assessed. As the data in Tables 1 and 2 show, these
expectations were strongly supported.

DISCUSSION
We recognize this study is limited by the fact that
it was conducted in only one institution of higher
learning on a single course and instructor. Nonetheless, results are encouraging considering the
apprehension with which many pre-service and
in-service teachers approach science in general.
While the instructor has multiple years of teaching at the college level in biology and holds a
Ph.D. in Environmental Science, her training for
a Master’s degree in Curriculum and Instruction
was over 30 years ago and she is not considered
an education specialist by her peers. Also, students
enrolled in the class were on a variety of different
career paths within education. Students included
those seeking grades PreK-3, grades 5-8, or grades
K-6 certification as well as individuals seeking
accreditation in early childhood, special education,
and specialists in other related jobs such as speech
pathology or audiology. For significant gains to
have occurred across this diverse population is
remarkable.
The main findings are discussed in terms of
the four research questions:
1.

Does Biology 3000 improve pre-service
teachers’ general attitudes toward science?

Students’ attitudes toward science became
more positive by the end of the semester. Biology
3000 increased developing teachers’ interest in
science and reduced their anxiety toward learning
and teaching science-related content. This increase
in general science attitudes and enthusiasm for the

Table 1. Results of paired t-test on students’ attitude toward science and teaching science
Pre-Test

Post-Test

Mean(SD)

α-Coefficient

Mean(SD)

α-Coefficient

Paired t (165)

Attitudes about Science

55.43(9.85)

0.899

63.0211.06)

0.936

8.48*

Attitudes about Teaching

57.84(12.23)

0.932

66.49(11.38)

0.957

8.91*

N = 166
* Indicates a significant value (p < 0.0001)
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Table 2. Results of paired t-test on students’ self-efficacy in specific science content areas on the Praxis
examination. All means show a positive change.
Pre-Test

Post-Test

Mean(SD)

α-Coefficient

Mean(SD)

α-Coefficient

Paired t (165)

Methodology and Philosophy

8.56(1.89)

0.803

11.2(1.14)

0.651

18.25*

Math, Measurements and Data

8.89(1.95)

0.781

11.27(1.10)

0.672

15.31*

Basic Principles

1.88(0.96)

-

3.65(0.58)

-

20.46*

The Cell

13.46(3.25)

0.867

18.04(2.30)

0.828

18.16*

Genetics

20.73(6.91)

0.933

28.29(5.49)

0.889

14.37*

Evolution

9.62(3.27)

0.902

13.64(2.32)

0.816

15.31*

Diversity of Life

8.39(1.90)

0.831

11.33(1.32)

0.83

17.40*

Plants

12.57(3.19)

0.824

17.27(2.65)

0.798

16.86*

Animals

2.3(2.25)

0.877

5.28(1.82)

0.785

15.92*

Ecology

18.27(5.37)

0.91

29.25(2.93)

0.768

25.06*

N = 166
* Indicates a significant value (p < 0.0001)

subject supports pre-service teachers in becoming
more effective science teachers (Patrick, Hisley, &
Kempler, 2000; Tobin, Tippins, & Gallard, 1994)
although it should be noted that not all studies have
demonstrated such a relationship (Munck, 2007).
This student’s comment regarding Biology 3000
reveals the course’s impact on science attitudes,
“Science wasn’t my thing, but I gave it all [in the
class] and now I love it!!! Thank you, thank you,
and thank you!”

many experienced as a result of this class: “This
was the subject that made me most nervous about
teaching. I feel much more confident now.”

2.

A significant positive change in confidence was
revealed from pre-test to post-test for all life science
content areas. The pre-service teachers increased
their self-efficacy related to critical life science
content they are required to know in order to pass
the Praxis examination. Students gained comfort
with the life science materials and developed a
deeper understanding of the content. A number
of pre-service teachers who have completed the
Biology 3000 course have taken the time to report
on their experience with the Praxis exam:

Does Biology 3000 improve pre-service
teachers’ attitudes toward teaching science?

The findings indicated that Biology 3000
helped pre-service teachers develop improved
attitudes toward teaching science. Research has
shown that many pre-service teachers feel hesitant
and fearful toward teaching science (Appleton,
2007; Epstein & Miller, 2011; Finson, 2001;
Gunning & Mensah, 2011; Mallow, 1982). This
course helped them gain confidence in their own
teaching ability, thus supporting their development into quality science educators. The following
student comment encapsulates the growth that

3.

Does Biology 3000 increase pre-service
teachers’ self-efficacy in specific life science
content areas (methodology and philosophy,
the cell, genetics, evolution, diversity of life,
plants, animals, and ecology) covered on the
middle school praxis examination?

I just wanted to let you know that your class was
challenging and it has truly been one of the best
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I have taken. I have taken all my Praxis II tests
and consistently scored the highest on the science
portion of the tests…I had no problems answering the questions. I have used a great deal of the
classroom management and strategies you used
during our course. During my student teaching I
taught science to second grade using a lot of your
methods (I also used them for social studies!).
They recently took their benchmark and did so
well on their tests! I just wanted to let you know…
I took my middle school content knowledge Praxis
and received my scores yesterday. I knew I killed
the science portion of the test…felt more confident
of that than anything else. I got my scores and
saw I scored higher in science than in math (and
I am a math person!).
I just want to THANK YOU again for everything.
I took the Content Knowledge Praxis last weekend
and blew it out of the water. The only questions
I answered with complete [certainty] were biology–based.
The results from the present study as well as
the qualitative responses from the students clearly
support the findings of Tosun (2000) that preservice teachers with a background in a content
specific science course ultimately held more
positive beliefs and attitudes towards teaching
that particular subject at the elementary level.
Possessing a greater understanding of the content
and a positive attitude towards science and science
teaching are key ingredients in the making of a
successful and effective science teacher.
4.

How can data obtained in this study inform
the future development of the course or
similar courses which prepare elementary
teachers?

The findings of this study validate the current
approach used in Biology 3000. The content-focused, pedagogically rich instruction has produced
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improved science attitudes and self-efficacy in
pre-service teachers taking the course. Possessing a positive attitude toward the subject matter
and confidence in content mastery are essential
affective assets of professional teachers. Methods
courses with a less positive effect on student attitudes might benefit by considering an approach
like that employed in Biology 3000. However, this
study did not include a comparison component, so
we cannot attribute the growth unequivocally to
the teaching approach. Other hidden factors could
be playing a role. Also, there is not yet data to
show that the growth in this course is measurably
better than that which occurs in any other type of
science methods course. These preliminary and
promising findings do encourage a closer look into
the factors that are making the course successful. Future research should seek to tease out the
significant factors in order to guide the continued
improvement of this specific course and teacher
preparation programs in general.

CURRENT CHALLENGES
FACING THIS RESEARCH
Three core challenges have been acknowledged
facing this research and its future expansion.
First, the specific aspects of the course leading to
the improved science attitudes and self-efficacy
remain unclear. We have posited the importance
of certain activities and instructional methods employed in this course, but more research is needed
to verify the causal link between those factors and
the positive outcomes in the pre-service teachers.
Second, the current research is limited in that it
only examined one course taught by one instructor.
A comparison study examining the self-efficacy
and science attitudes of pre-service teachers who
have taken Biology 3000 with those who have
had a similar course taught with a traditional approach would be informative. It is hypothesized
the results would further support the implementation of content-based, pedagogically rich courses
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incorporating active and interactive teaching techniques in lieu of the traditional science methods
courses. A last challenge lies in tracking former
Biology 3000 students to determine if their positive attitude and heightened self-efficacy remains
after one, three, and five years in the classroom.
A longitudinal study, while logistically difficult,
would provide valuable information regarding how
persistent the improved attitudes are, and whether
they have an impact on the pre-service teachers’
future teaching effectiveness.

SOLUTIONS AND
RECOMMENDATIONS
Classroom teachers usually teach as they were
taught. Many content courses taken by pre-service
teachers in college are not specifically tailored for
those going into teaching, nor are they taught by
faculty with a background in pedagogical content
knowledge. Therefore, appropriate pedagogical
methods are not always modeled effectively (if at
all) in these content rich courses. That can make
it difficult for prospective teachers to know how
to apply and transfer the content knowledge to
their future students and future classroom situations. Methods courses are expected to provide
the connection between content and delivery.
Unfortunately, that connection is sometimes lacking (Raizen & Michelsohn, 1994) and pre-service
teachers without a strong understanding of the
content can find themselves underprepared for
the classroom. It has been said that “relevance is
the key that unlocks the door to learning” (Ende,
2012, p. 45). Unfortunately, it is this relevance that
is often missing from standard content courses
taken by future teachers.
We suggest that the explicit use of Bloom’s
Taxonomy, active learning instructional strategies,
and situated learning when planning instruction is
critical for developing teachers who are confident
in their understanding of scientific principles and
unafraid of learning and teaching science. The

pre-service teachers in this study commented on
their increased assurance in both self-efficacy and
positive attitudes regarding science and the teaching of science. In addition, this research supports
the incorporation of both active and collaborative
learning techniques which include both written and
verbal constructs. These practices foster a community of learners whereby pre-service teachers,
alone and together, engage with the material to
develop greater understanding of concepts and
topics while experiencing appropriate pedagogical techniques.
It is hoped that these preliminary findings
will encourage teacher development programs to
evaluate the techniques and approaches used in
traditional science methods courses and in science
content courses in which pre-service teachers enroll. Well-prepared pre-service teachers must have
strong science content knowledge, positive science
attitudes, and high self-efficacy in learning and
teaching science. We contend that the integration
of content and pedagogy is imperative to developing excellent teachers who not only understand
concepts, but are able to translate those concepts
into relevant and easily understandable examples
for their students
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KEY TERMS AND DEFINITIONS
Active Learning: A broad term referring to
teaching methods that put the responsibility of
learning on the learners themselves.
Bloom’s Taxonomy: A classification of the
main learning objectives arranged from lowerorder to higher order thinking skills first proposed
by Benjamin Bloom.
Content Course (Content-Based Course): A
college class for pre-service teachers that focuses
more on conveying subject matter knowledge
rather than teaching strategies or educational
theories.
Pre-Service Elementary Education: A
course of study offered at a university in order to
prepare future elementary education teachers for
the profession.
Pre-Service Teacher: A student teacher who
has not yet completed their training or certification in teaching.
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Science Methods Course: A teacher preparation course focused on conveying strategies and
methods for teaching science content.

Self-Efficacy: The amount of confidence an
individual has in their ability to complete a given
task or reach a specific goal.
Situated Learning: Learning that takes place
in the same situation within which it can be applied.

This work was previously published in “Cases on Research-Based Teaching Methods in Science Education” edited by Eugene
de Silva, pages 277-302, copyright 2015 by Information Science Reference (an imprint of IGI Global).
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ABSTRACT
This chapter challenges existing school science curricula modes for teaching atomic-molecular structure
and describes a current research project designed to provide supporting evidence for reviewing school
science curricula. Using evidence from this project and other research studies, the chapter argues for
the introduction of atomic-molecular structure in the curriculum at Year 3 or 4 and proposes that consideration be given to devising a spiral curriculum in which the macroscopic and microscopic properties
of matter are taught concurrently rather than sequentially.

ORGANIZATION BACKGROUND
Three years ago, a former high school teacher
responded to questions about matter and atoms
from his young son. His son’s interest and apparent capacity to grasp the concepts led to the
teacher offering to teach the rest of his son’s
primary class. The apparent success of this
early venture led to further development of the
teaching and learning program and the backyard
development of innovative hands-on models to
better facilitate the learning. We are two science
teachers, now University educators of preservice

primary teachers, who became interested in this
program. Our study seeks to verify whether the
teacher’s claims of success can be supported by
research. Consequently, the research participants
in this case are a diverse class of Year 4 children
in a school new to the specialist science teacher.
Our research examines the development in these
children’s understanding of atomic-molecular
theory from their learning experiences with the
specialist science teacher following 10 hours of
instruction on atoms, molecules, and elements (1
hour per week over a 10-week period).
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SETTING THE STAGE
Commonly, the teaching of atomic-molecular
structure begins in high school. For example, in the
new Australian Curriculum: Science (Australian
Curriculum, Assessment and Reporting Authority
[ACARA], 2013) the first mention of ‘atoms’ is in
Year 9, when most students are 14 years old. The
new K-12 Next Generation Science Standards from
USA (National Research Council [NRC], 2013) are
based on disciplinary core ideas from their earlier
framework (NRC, 2012). This K-12 Framework
introduces particles at Grade 5, and then elaborates
these as atoms at middle school level, Grade 6. By
the end of Grade 8 students should know there are
approximately 100 different types of atoms, but
even in this bold new curriculum which aims to
introduce core ideas in science, technology and
engineering from students’ earliest schooldays,
the details of atomic-molecular structure and the
Periodic Table are still not tackled until Grade
9. However, at least this progression attempts a
spiral curriculum (pioneered by Bruner, 1960)
by introducing the scientific language of atoms
earlier and building upon this baseline. The new
national science curriculum to be introduced in the
United Kingdom from September 2014 appears at
first glance to be conservative, but introduces the
particle model and atoms from Key Stage 3, i.e.
Year 7 and onwards (Department of Education,
2013). However, this is classed as high school and
part of the secondary science curriculum; there
is no mention of atoms in the primary science
curriculum.
Yet an Australian researcher (Jakab, 2013)
found that most of her participants aged 8 years
or older could state some everyday knowledge
of molecules when first asked, and some 11 year
olds had sophisticated knowledge, one expressing
the aspiration to become a particle physicist. This
chapter will report on an independent innovative
attempt to teach children of equivalent age about
atoms, atomic-molecular theory and the Periodic
Table.

This practice of leaving atomic-molecular
structure to high school seems to be the consequence of the developmental stage theory of Piaget
and others (Inhelder & Piaget, 1958). Interestingly,
in the Australian context, this approach also seems
to coincide with broad student resistance to, and
lack of enthusiasm for, the learning of science.
This is evidenced by measureable decline in the
number of Australian secondary students who
continue with the study of science, particularly
the physical sciences, into the final years of high
school and university (Goodrum, Druhan, &
Abbs, 2011). Yet research reported by Tytler
and Osborne (2012) has shown that students are
highly interested in science at 10 years of age,
and form their career aspirations by age 13 or
14. The importance of engaging students early in
science education is supported by other studies:
grade 8 students who expected to have a career in
science are more likely to graduate with a science
degree (Maltese & Tai, 2010; Tai, Lui, Maltese,
& Fan, 2006) and 65% of a sample of scientists
and graduate students had developed their interest
in science before middle school (Maltese & Tai,
2010). Leaving the ‘Big Ideas’ of science until
high school may be too late.

The Problem with Piaget
The Piagetian model of developmental stages
(Inhelder & Piaget, 1958) holds that children pass
through four defined stages of cognitive development. Infants to age 2 years are in the sensorimotor
stage, and from ages 2 to 7, children are in the
pre-operational stage, during which they cannot
conserve quantity nor think logically. Children
aged 7 to 11 years are in the concrete operational
stage in which they begin to think logically but
only with practical aids, and from ages 11 to
16 years and onwards, children transition to the
formal operational stage with the development of
abstract thinking. It is on this basis that abstract
concepts such as atoms are delayed in curricula
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until children are in the middle of the proposed
transition to the formal operational stage.
Curiously, some curricula are inconsistent,
in that some abstract concepts such as atoms and
DNA are delayed, whereas other abstract concepts,
such as energy, are not. For example, energy is
introduced in Year 6 in the Australian curriculum
(ACARA, 2013) and in Grade 4 in the new USA
standards (NRC, 2013). However, the forthcoming
UK curriculum is more consistent in that neither
atoms nor energy concepts are mentioned in the
primary curriculum (Department of Education,
2013).
Piaget’s theory has been challenged by developmental psychology (Bidell & Fischer, 1992).
Children’s cognitive development is highly variable, and variability exists at all ages, in all areas
of learning and at all points in learning (Siegler,
2007). Not only does variability exist between different people, it is also evident within an individual
solving the same problem at two points close in
time, or even within a performance on a single
problem. Variability in thought and actions occurs
in infants (Adolph, Bertenthal, Boker, Goldfield,
& Gibson, 1997), toddlers (Chen & Siegler, 2000),
pre-school children (Flynn, O’Malley, & Wood,
2004), older children, and adults. In a study of the
development of scientific reasoning (Schauble,
1996), grade 5-6 children and non-science adults
demonstrated significant variability in understanding of content and experimental strategies. The
way people think is constructive, dynamic, and
culturally embedded as are the organisation and
pattern of their psychological structures (Fischer &
Bidell, 2006). Rather than following distinct hierarchical stages, children’s cognitive development
shows variability in the age, synchronicity and
sequence of acquisition of specific skills (Bidell
& Fischer, 1992), and this variability is dependent
upon factors such as the area of learning, cultural
background, learning history and learning style.
Siegler’s overlapping waves theory (Siegler,
1996,1998, 2006) also recognises the variability
in cognitive development. For example, in solv-
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ing problems, children choose adaptively among
strategies, with some strategies becoming less
frequent, others becoming more frequent; new
strategies are discovered and others abandoned.
A similar pattern of variability has been found in
the age, synchronicity, and sequence of children’s
understanding of the concept of matter. Applying
Fischers’ dynamic skill theory (Bidell & Fischer,
1992) and Siegler’s overlapping waves theory
(Siegler, 1996, 1998) to the US sample from
Third International Mathematics and Science
Study (TIMSS) data set, Liu and Lesniak (2005)
proposed a model of student matter concept development from elementary to high school which
comprised a series of multiple successive and overlapping waves. A subsequent phenomenographic
study by the same authors (Liu & Lesniak, 2006)
of grade 1 to grade 10 students’ conceptual progression patterns on matter confirmed that there
was no clear conceptual leap between different
grade levels.

Children’s Curiosity and
Innate Capabilities
Piaget’s theory underestimates children’s capabilities. Many young children display uninhibited
curiosity that has an affinity with the scientific
method and philosophy itself. As the following
examples will show, they are more than simplistic
thinkers and are able to engage in quite sophisticated reasoning processes that are the foundations
for scientific thinking (Fleer, 2009). Elementary
aged children used the intuitive rule “everything comes to an end” when asked to consider
the continual subdivision of both material and
mathematical objects (Smith, Solomon, & Carey,
2005; Yair & Yair, 2004). In discussions about the
process of evaporation (Tytler & Peterson, 2000),
5 year-old children used elementary conceptions
of substance. Prior to instruction, children aged
7-10 were able to express naïve ideas of the particulate nature and behaviour of matter (Nakhleh &
Samarapungavan, 1999). Similarly, Jakab (2013)
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describes how 6-11 year-old children were able
to articulate ideas about the molecular nature of
matter when offered the use of molecular artefacts
such as symbols, diagrams, models and a website
with interactive models.

The Importance of Background
Knowledge and the
Quality of Instruction
The conclusions of cognitive psychology (Hirsch,
2006; Willingham, 2008) reveal that learning history and learning style are important factors in the
conceptual development of children. Background
knowledge is critical in providing contextual
information enabling children to make sense of
what they read, view, and absorb from the world
around them. Therefore, both Willingham and
Hirsch consider it integral to practice to expose
children to background knowledge that may appear
to be beyond their immediate full understanding
but which helps to provide contextual information for future learning. In this, they follow in the
footsteps of Bruner, who in 1960 suggested that
no content should be off limits for school-age
children. He said
We begin with the hypothesis that any subject can
be taught effectively in some intellectually honest
form to any child at any stage of development. It is
a bold hypothesis and an essential one in thinking
about the nature of the curriculum. No evidence
exists to contradict it; considerable evidence is being amassed that supports it. (Bruner, 1960, p. 33)
Bruner went on to suggest that children are
able to get an intuitive grasp of a complex concept
before they have the background and maturity to
deal with the same topic in a formal manner. More
recently, Lehrer and Schauble’s (2000) research
showed that revisiting science ideas enables
students to understand and apply concepts that
they would not typically understand until several
years later.

Murphy (2012) supports Vygotsky’s contention that learning leads development, so teachers
should always be challenging students rather
than waiting for them to reach a predetermined
developmental stage. Unfortunately, curricula do
not always reflect these insights, and rarely give
children the opportunity to engage with concepts
beyond their current level of thinking or to revisit
them periodically. Willingham (2008) points out:
For children and adults, the understanding of
any new concept is inevitably incomplete... If you
wait until you are certain that the children will
understand every nuance of a lesson, you will
likely wait too long to present it. If they understand
every nuance, you’re probably presenting content
that they’ve already learned elsewhere. (p. 39)
It is the thinking of researchers such as Bruner,
Willingham, and Vygotsky that encourages the
earlier introduction of concepts, with concrete
aids where possible. This aims to facilitate the
transition of children through development in
their cognition, whether or not such development
occurs in set Piagetian stages or more gradually.
The conceptual understanding of children
may be limited more by the quality of instruction
than by any developmental process. In the 2007
National Academies report (Duschl, Schweingruber, & Shouse, 2007), Taking Science to School:
Learning and Teaching science in Grade K-8, the
authors reviewed the extant literature on cognitive and developmental psychology and science
education. The conclusion from this review was
that what young children are capable of is largely
dependent on their prior opportunities to learn,
and is not determined primarily by some fixed
sequence of developmental stages. A student (or
even a whole class) not understanding something
does not mean that the task was developmentally
inappropriate. Lack of understanding may indicate
a lack of prerequisite knowledge or an ineffective
way of presenting the material to make it easier
to understand.
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We note that the concept of teaching the ‘Big
Ideas’ of science to younger children is not new.
Other researchers have worked on ways of doing
so; but thus far, curriculum policy has kept its
distance from the outputs of such research. Effective teaching interventions can allow children
to learn about atoms and molecules. Using roleplay and building molecules with ball and stick
molecular models can assist grade 5 students to
learn about important molecules and their properties (Brown, Rushton, & Bencomo, 2008). Third
grade students, exposed to a one-hour digital
presentation of molecular models, were able to
describe and draw accurate representations of molecules (Halpine, 2004). In 1993, Lee, Eichinger,
Anderson, Berkheimer, and Blakeslee showed that
addressing common misconceptions about matter
and molecules improved Grade 6 students’ understanding and application of the kinetic theory of
matter to states of matter, changes of state, thermal
expansion, and dissolving. The use of scientific
modelling and argumentation in instruction is
important in developing primary aged children’s
understanding of the atomic nature of matter
(Schwarz et al., 2009). Acher, Arcà, and Sanmartí
(2007) describe how 7-8 year old children used
a “model of imaginary parts” (p. 401) built from
their idea about the discrete materials to explain
the behaviour of different materials. Extensive
research by Nussbaum (1998) has demonstrated
that in order to build students’understanding of
atomic-molecular theory, they need to be engaged
in cycles of model building and deep discussions
about alternative theories and essential metaphysical and epistemological issues.
The recent development of learning progressions acknowledges that there are multiple pathways of conceptual change possible for student
understanding of matter (Johnson & Tymms,
2011; Merritt, Krajcik, & Shwartz, 2008; Stevens,
Delgado, & Krajcik, 2010; Wiser & Smith, 2008).
However, most of these studies were based on
existing curriculum models in which the macro-
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scopic nature of matter is located in the primary
curriculum and particulate models introduced in
lower secondary years. Yet a longitudinal study
of junior high school students in Grades 9 and 10
(Margel, Eylon, & Scherz, 2008) suggested that a
long-term development of the particulate model
requires building a strong foundation of knowledge about the microscopic structure of materials
through a process of spiral instruction. In science,
the judicious use of models, with clear explanations as to how they do and do not resemble the
actual thing they are modeling, can be helpful in
presenting abstract concepts to young children.
In earlier research (Donovan & Venville, 2004;
Venville & Donovan, 2005), one of the authors
and her colleague consulted expert geneticists
for their opinions on essential genetics concepts
students should acquire for everyday life, and on
ways to teach these concepts. They recommended
early introduction to vocabulary and use of pictorial and spatial models wherever possible. These
findings led to the development of a simple wool
model successfully used to introduce the essential
vocabulary of DNA, gene, allele, and chromosome
at a variety of age levels, the youngest being Year
2 students (aged 7 years). These students (Donovan & Venville 2005; Venville & Donovan, 2007,
2008) happened to be at an Islamic school and were
all English-second-language students identified
in Year 1 as requiring remedial assistance. At a
subsequent post-test, these students demonstrated
clear understanding that genes are made of DNA;
that these molecules are responsible for our appearance being similar to that of our parents; and
that identical twins would have the same DNA
as each other. The model enabled them to learn
some valuable genetics vocabulary and to link
it with concepts of family identity. Consistent
with Carey (2010), there is no claim that this fast
mapping of the words ‘genes’ and ‘DNA’ enabled
these students to develop full understanding of the
words with all nuances of meaning. However, in
current non-spiral curricula, which do not afford
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further exposure and opportunities for discussion
and instruction, the extended mapping of these
concepts, which Carey (2010) describes so clearly
in the context of her research, will not occur.
Opportunity has been lost. Thus we concur with
Willingham’s (2008, p. 39) notion that, “Without
trivializing them, complex ideas can be introduced
by making them concrete and through reference
to children’s experience.”
Finally, support also comes from the field of
neuroscience. It is now accepted that the brain
is not fully developed early in life as was once
thought. Instead, it has plasticity – structural and
functional changes are possible throughout life.
However, development is not linear. In very early
life, the main plasticity involves the formation of
new synapses, from 2,500 per cortical neuron at
birth to 15,000 synapses per cortical neuron by age
3 (Gopnik, Meltzoff, & Kuhl, 1999). Adults have
about half that number, so further development
involves synaptic pruning. Neurons that are frequently used develop stronger connections; those
rarely or never used eventually die. Learning may
be defined as the ability to acquire new knowledge or skills through instruction or experience,
memory as the process by which that knowledge
is retained over time, and plasticity as the capacity
of the brain to change with learning (Sousa, 2001).
Information is initially placed into short-term
memory, but over time is transferred into longterm memory, involving physical changes in the
brain (Sousa, 2001). Drubach (2000) identified
two types of such physical changes: a change in
the internal structure of neurons, especially in the
area of synapses; and an increase in the number
of synapses between neurons. Further, recent
neuroscience research suggests that ages 5-10 are
years of heightened brain plasticity (Abdeldayem,
2012), during which the acquisition of science’s
‘Big Ideas’ could be perfectly timed.

Children’s Prior Knowledge:
The Influence of Media on
Children’s View of Science
The changing structure of the brain involved with
learning results from the input of data. Children
of today are surrounded by the mass media. A
recent study conducted by one of the authors
and her colleague (Donovan & Venville, 2012a,
2012b) of 141 children aged 10-12 years in four
non-metropolitan areas in three Australian states
reported an average level of exposure of 5 hours
and 10 minutes per day. This averages 2 hours
and 30 minutes per day less than for children
in the USA (Rideout, Foehr, & Roberts, 2010).
Television (TV) was the main contributor to this
usage, averaging 800 hours per year. Children are
thus exposed to considerable input of information.
Surprisingly, the study revealed very little
research into the influence of this exposure to the
mass media on children’s academically relevant
knowledge. Much is known of its influence on
opinions, beliefs, attitudes and behaviours such as
body image, risk-taking, and violence, but only a
few studies had exposed children to specific TV
programs or movies and probed how concepts
presented were taken up by children. By contrast,
the author’s study considered the totality of children’s voluntary exposure to entertainment mass
media, and followed up these named examples for
mentions of genes and DNA. These were crossreferenced to the understandings about genes and
DNA expressed by 62 of the children in face-toface interviews.
Although the study design cannot demonstrate
causality, the evidence did indicate the likelihood
that the participants’ knowledge of genes and DNA
(which, like atomic theory, is not taught in schools
until children are aged 14 or 15) has been derived
from their exposure to the mass media. The same
genetics themes arose from the children, particu-
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larly DNA being used to solve crime and to resolve
family relationships, as appeared prominently in
the media examples they mentioned (Donovan &
Venville, 2012a). Specifically, words used by children to describe how DNA is used to solve crime
paralleled the way it is presented in crime shows
that 79% of them reported viewing, despite these
shows being rated for ages 15 years and older. For
example, 12-year-old Annette (a pseudonym) said,
“They use a special machine, and the machine will
determine if it knows the DNA or if it’s used that
DNA before, and it will also show what the DNA
looks like so you can compare it with other DNAs
and find a culprit” (Donovan & Venville, 2012a,
p. 25). Further evidence came from their relative
lack of knowledge about the biological structure
and function of DNA, which also paralleled the
relative lack of this information in the mass media
(Donovan & Venville, 2012a, 2012b). With 89%
of the children knowing about DNA and 60% of
them knowing about genes, this finding relates
to the greater exposure of DNA compared with
genes in the media. Collectively, this evidence
indicates that, without formal teaching, primary
children are capable of understanding more about
genes and DNA than previously imagined and
that the mass media are the most likely source of
their information.
The children themselves (80% of them) acknowledged that TV was their major source of
information, and were remarkably perceptive
about which specific programs provided more
information about DNA and genes (Donovan
& Venville, 2012a). Furthermore, 27% of the
participants had conducted their own research
into genes and DNA and achieved sophisticated
understandings. For example, 11-year-old Willis
viewed few crime shows but had become interested in DNA from documentaries. He was able
to describe in detail how DNA databases work,
how to take a biopsy to test for cancerous cells,
and knew that animals, humans and plants all have
DNA. Thus, the participants in this study support
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Tytler & Osborne’s (2012) findings that primary
children are highly interested in science.
The favourite TV show nominated by participants in this study was The Simpsons (Donovan
& Venville, 2012b). Searching The Simpsons
wiki (http://simpsons.wikia.com/wiki/Simpsons_
Wiki) indicates the show often mentions words
related to atoms and atomic theory, with character
Homer working in a nuclear power plant, outside
of which is Nuclear Lake where waste is dumped.
The local football team is The Springfield Atoms
and the baseball team is The Springfield Isotopes.
Many plotlines involve science and the show is
far-reaching – even the eminent journal Nature
was moved to select the staff’s 10 favourite science moments in The Simpsons (Hopkin, 2007).
However, it is not the only TV show to contain
references to science. From classics such as Dr
Who to the meteoric rise in popularity of The Big
Bang Theory, today’s children are bombarded
with science as part of their daily entertainment.
Science is also found in other mass media. For
example, 11-year-old John, one of Jakab’s study
children (Jakab, 2013) is very knowledgeable
about molecules because he loves fantasy and
science fiction books. He knew about methane
from the plotline of a book that he has read. It
would benefit primary school teachers to consider
the sources of scientific vocabulary and concepts
in the everyday worlds of the children they teach
and ‘add the science’ to such encounters. At the
very least, teachers should acknowledge that their
children bring prior knowledge to the classroom,
some of which may have been derived from their
encounters with the mass media.

Challenging the Paradigm
Science educators continue to express concern
over the failure of traditional science curricula and
traditional science pedagogy to engage students’
interest in science (Tytler, Symington, & Smith,
2009). Wiser and Smith observe
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… science curricula treat knowledge as unproblematic facts; few students have any appreciation of the coherent nature of scientific theories
or the role of ideas, models, and symbolisation,
and cycles of hypothesis testing in their creation.
(Wiser & Smith, 2008, p. 226)
Margel, Eylon, and Scherz (2008) acknowledge
that, despite the considerable time spent on instruction, existing traditional science curricula do not
lead to robust particulate conceptions by the end
of high school. Students’ lack of understanding
of matter and atomic-molecular theory continues
to be reflected in many common misunderstandings (Özmen, 2004; Özmen & Ayas, 2003; Stein,
Larrabee, & Barman, 2008; Vosniadou, 2012)
even amongst senior high school students and
college students of chemistry. Consequently, the
argument that atomic-molecular theory should be
introduced when students are ‘developmentally’
ready is flawed.
Johnson and Papageorgiou (2010) suggest
that students’ poor understanding of the particle
theory of matter is a result of the ‘solid, liquids,
gases’ context in which it is taught. Their work
found that 9-10 year old children demonstrated
greater understanding of the particle model when
it was taught within the framework of a concept
of substance. Wiser and Smith (2008) argue that
atomic–molecular theory should be taught before
students have a complete scientific theory of matter
at the macroscopic level. How this is to be done
has not been extensively explored. Our contention
is that the elements of atomic-molecular theory
should be introduced early in primary school, and
continued within a spiral curriculum, revisited
each year.

CASE DESCRIPTION
Research Participants
This pilot research project aims to verify claims
made by a specialist high school science teacher
that Year 3 and 4 children can learn atomicmolecular theory. Owing to mass media coverage
of this teacher’s innovative program, other schools
have become interested in its uptake. Specifically,
our research is being conducted in a metropolitan
Catholic primary school in Queensland, Australia,
because a parent of children at the school suggested to the Principal that their school could
become involved. This made it an apparently
ideal candidate to host the pilot research, as the
specialist teacher has had no previous contact with
the school that could confound the results. It is
envisaged that future studies would expand the
number of schools, contexts, and regions in which
this program is offered to seek information about
its generalisability to the Australian primary school
population. Such broader research would also be
more generalisable to the international scene. This
chapter presents only preliminary results from the
pilot study, in the hope of stimulating interest from
potential collaborators to further this research.
Prior to commencing the research, ethics permission from both the Catholic education sector
and our University was obtained, and the agreement of the Principal and classroom teacher. All
participation in the research was with the written
permission of parents and the continued willingness of the children to be involved, ascertained by
asking them if they were happy to be interviewed
each time. All names used in this chapter are pseudonyms from an appropriate cultural background.
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The participants are thus a single class of 26
Year 4 children (average age 9 years 9 months)
and one Year 1 child (Marcia, aged 6 years and
present by the request of the parent). It is a diverse
class. Three children (Kensei, Oliwia and Nadine)
have English as their second language (ESL), with
the latter two arriving late into the program from
a holiday in their home country. Joel is another
ESL student who also has Speech-Language Impairment (SLI). Edward has been designated as
SLI and Intellectually Impaired (II), and requires
an individualised learning program. Loughlin has
Autism Spectrum Disorder (ASD) and Danisha is
Hearing Impaired. The regular class teacher has
welcomed the program as a professional development opportunity for herself as well as an extra
learning opportunity for her students. At various
times, a teacher aide and interested parents have
joined the class to assist the children.

Research Questions
Specifically, this pilot study sought to answer the
following four research questions:
1.
2.
3.

4.

What do children aged 9 years believe science is, and what is their attitude towards
science?
What prior knowledge about atoms, molecules, elements, and sub-atomic particles
do children aged 9 years possess?
What knowledge about atoms, molecules,
elements, and sub-atomic particles can
children aged 9 years gain through an intervention designed by a specialist high school
science teacher?
How can data obtained in this study inform
the future development of the intervention?

Research Methodology
The pilot project employs qualitative methodology involving the triangulation of three sources
of data. The primary data set consists of the in-
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formation gained from semi-structured interviews
with individual children; this constitutes the main
data presented here. Prior research experience
with children of these ages yielded an expectation that repeating and paraphrasing questions in
response to direct queries or body language would
be necessary to achieve negotiated understanding
of the questions. Consequently, a semi-structured
interview protocol (Creswell, 2005) was the most
appropriate method to yield rich qualitative data
about children’s conceptions about atoms. A secondary data set comprises the children’s responses
to classroom assessment tasks and the third data
set is derived from teacher reflective journals.
The participant interviews are being conducted
at three intervals – Stage 1: pre-instruction, Stage
2: post-instruction and Stage 3: approximately
two months after post-instruction to assess children’s retention of understanding. During the
audio-recorded interviews, the children are able
to draw or sketch how they visualise aspects of
their thinking. In Stages 2 and 3, children have
access to the models they have used in class in
order to support their attempts to explain their
understandings to the interviewer. At the time of
writing, only Stages 1 and 2 interviews have been
conducted. The authors (the researchers), without
input from the specialist teacher, are conducting
all interviews with the children to maintain appropriate distance and lack of bias.
The triangulation of data allows us to substantiate learning by matching the children’s responses
in interviews to responses on teacher devised
assessment tasks (e.g., short response test items,
investigation reports), and to teacher reflections on
the learning processes. The children’s responses
to the interviews and assessment tasks are being
analysed using a coding schema derived from
Stevens, Delgado, and Krajcik (2010). The teacher
reflective journals are analysed for teaching
objectives, pedagogical strategies, and teachers’
perceptions of student learning.
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What Was Taught during the
10 Hours of Instruction
In brief, the learning and teaching program covered the atomic nature of matter, properties of
metals and non-metals, including conductivity,
the structure of atoms, and the relationship of
atomic-molecular structure to the properties of
elements and their position on the Periodic Table.
The children were taught how to read and interpret
the Periodic Table in terms of the related properties
of groups of elements such as the noble gases, the
halogens, and the alkali metals. Valence electrons,
covalent bonding, and the law of conservation of
mass in simple chemical changes through conservation of atoms were also covered. The interview
questions were drawn from the learning and
teaching program but utilised different specific
examples where possible. Consequently, a greater
appreciation of what was covered in the teaching
and learning program can be ascertained from the
interview questions, and the marking scheme for
scoring these questions, supplied in an appendix
to this chapter.
In particular, the specialist teacher believes
that the sequence of introduction of the concepts
is critical, and this has been the subject of deep
consideration in his development of the program.
Also unique are samples and models that he has
developed to support the learning. The samples
include a set of 12 metals and 7 non-metals that
the children can handle, including hydrogen and
helium in balloons. The models include an atomic
shell model to which children can add protons
and electrons to build up the first 10 elements,
and magnetic molecular models that accurately
simulate the shapes of molecules, valency, and the
sense of the involvement of energy in the making
and breaking of bonds. Learning was also supported by worksheets and videos created by the
specialist science teacher.

Findings
In this chapter, we will present only the results
of the comparison of the preliminary analysis of
the repeated questions in the pre and post interviews. Analysis of the extra questions asked at
the post-interview is still ongoing. The analysis is
presented within two domains, the affective and
cognitive domains.

The Affective Domain
Asking the children if they liked science in the
pre-interview showed this class was already very
switched on to science, with 24 out of the 27
children reporting liking the subject. This was not
necessarily an expectation of the researchers, as
studies have shown that the teaching of primary
science in Australia is patchy (Goodrum, Hackling, & Rennie, 2001). The remaining children
were unsure. In the post-interviews, the number
of unsure children dropped to one, Oliwia, who
said she was “in the middle” and she “liked the
activities, nothing much to dislike”. English is a
second language (ESL) for Oliwia and she arrived
late into the program owing to a holiday in her
home country. However, her sister Nadine, in the
same circumstance, was more positive, enjoying
science, and loving the experiments. One child,
Merryn, said he did not like it now, as it was
too hard. Interestingly his brother Tristan had a
much more positive outlook, saying he liked it in
both interviews, and looked ahead to the value
of learning now about atoms for his future studies at high school. In the post-interview, Tristan
expressed how much he enjoyed using chemicals
and building molecules.
More differences were seen in the reasons why
the children liked science. In the pre-interview, the
main reason given was “fun”, whereas in the postinterview the main reason given was the enjoyment
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of learning about atoms and molecules. Still a
quarter of the class mentioned fun, and a quarter of
the class now expressed a strong love for science,
that it was their favourite subject, indicating their
feelings had intensified since the pre-interview.
Enjoying the experiments, activities, and models
featured strongly in their responses, as did enjoying
the challenge of learning about new things they
did not know about before. Loughlin, the child
with ASD, saw science as a means of making the
world a better place, and Andrew, who also liked
science, had been prompted to think deeply about
the conflict between religion and the Big Bang
because of the lessons.
Differences occurred in what the children
thought science was, as seen in Table 1. Numbers
refer to how many children mentioned each idea,
but as children frequently mentioned several
ideas, the numbers do not total to the number of
children in the class.

Table 1. Ideas generated by children in response
to the question: What do you think science is?
What do you think science is?

Number of Children
Mentioning Each Idea
Pre

Post

experiments/data

7

7

chemical/mixing/explosions

7

1

the earth/volcanoes/rocks

5

0

discovering/finding or learning
about new things or how things
or the world works/inventing

4

10

space/sun/galaxies

3

2

gravity/push/pulls/friction

3

0

Periodic table/elements

2

7

engineering/technology

2

1

atoms/molecules/electrons/
protons

2

15

cure diseases/cancer/germs/
medicine

2

3

animals/nature/plants

2

1

dinosaurs/extinct animals

2

1
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Several trends are evident in Table 1. Before
the pre-interview, the children had recently studied
earth sciences, particularly volcanoes, accounting
for the relative popularity of this answer, but it is
apparent that not all children were constrained by
this recent experience in their suggestions of what
science is. Four children were already familiar with
the Periodic Table, elements or atoms and atomic
structure. Following the intervention, there was
a large increase in the belief that science is about
atoms and molecules, with more than half the class
expressing this view, some of whom and others
also mentioned the Periodic Table of elements.
Again, children simply referring to what they had
recently done could apparently explain this result.
However, the numbers mentioning biological
and space sciences changed only marginally, so
recent experience does not entirely explain the
new popularity of atoms and molecules. Experiments were still popular, but the ‘flashy’ idea that
science is about chemicals and explosions gave
way to more thoughtful interpretations of science,
despite the program having included exploding a
hydrogen-filled balloon. In particular, there was a
large increase in the numbers of children believing that science is about discovering and learning
about new things and how the world works.
At the end of the pre-interview we also asked
the children where they had learned the science
ideas they had spoken of during the interview. In
descending order, their responses were school (11),
parents (9), mass media – TV and movies (8), older
sibling/cousin studying science (7), books (4),
Periodic Table/element board (3), science show/
museum (3), iPad game (1), and YouTube video
(1). Again, many of the children cited more than
one source of their information so the numbers
do not match the number of participants.

The Cognitive Domain
Notwithstanding the importance of the affective
domain, our main interest nevertheless was in seeing what children had learned from participating
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in the program. Considering only the questions
repeated in pre and post-interviews, referring
to specific knowledge about atoms, molecules,
elements, and sub-atomic particles, scores were
assigned to the answers as indicated in the copy
supplied in the appendix. Figure 1 shows the
change in these scores (out of 50) between the
pre and post-interviews.
Firstly, considering the pre-interview scores
in Figure 1, it is clear that, while most children
had minimal specific knowledge of atoms and
molecules before the program, two children
(numbers 9 and 27) had substantially more knowledge. These two children (Christian in Year 4 and
Marcia in Year 1) are the children of the parent
who had pressed for the program to be taken up
by the school, which probably explains their preknowledge.
Secondly, considering the difference between
the pre and post-interview scores, it is clear that
every child in the class gained knowledge. In high
school, a pass would be awarded to 14 year olds
scoring 25 or better on a test incorporating such
questions; on that criterion, 14 of these children

passed. However, high school tests are often multiple-choice questions, an easier option than being
asked face to face for an answer as these children
were. Also, considering these children are only
9 years of age, an argument could be made that
a score of 20/50 would indicate sound learning.
On that criterion, 21 children passed. Given the
diversity in this class, this is an outstanding result.
An alternative way of viewing their progress
is shown in Figure 2, which maps the percentage
increase in the knowledge of participants.
Figure 2 indicates that all participants experienced substantial increases in their knowledge.
Children with the lowest percentage increases
(children numbered 8, 9, and 27) were those
with the highest starting knowledge. What is
particularly telling is the gain made by children
with special needs, as indicated in Figure 2. The
intellectually impaired child, Edward (number 15),
showed a 900% increase in knowledge. He was
personally cognisant of this right from the start.
One of the researchers, having completed the preinterviews, sat in on the first lesson to observe. At
the end of the lesson, Edward ran up to her and

Figure 1. Individual participants’ knowledge scores (out of 50) in pre and post-interviews
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Figure 2. The percentage increase in knowledge of individual participants as a result of the program

said, “I didn’t know your questions the other day
but now I know what an atom is!” His excitement
was palpable. An ESL child, Kensei (number 14),
showed a 1200% increase in knowledge as a result
of the program, and Joel (ESL and SLI, number
23) showed a 1700% increase.
Further findings will be presented from analysis
at a whole group level (n=27), for each subsection of knowledge examined: atoms, molecules,
elements, and sub-atomic particles.

Atoms
At the pre-interview, only three children had heard
of atoms, but they knew very little else, other than
two children knowing that atoms are very small.
Not surprisingly, at the post-interview, all children
had heard of atoms, all but one knew they are
very small and most children offered several additional pieces of information about atoms. In all,
18 children knew that atoms make up everything,
11 could explain exactly how small atoms are, in-
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cluding five remembering a specific analogy used
by the specialist teacher, five children launched
into descriptions of the sub-atomic particles, and
two thought to mention that elements have unique
atoms. Only Matthew was unable to expand much
on his claim of knowing the word.
When asked to draw an atom, 24 children made
no attempt during the pre-interview, one drew a
circle with flagella and dots in the middle, one drew
a single circle, and one drew concentric circles.
In the post-interview, only two children could not
attempt a drawing, with one of these drawing the
symbol for the element carbon. Ten children drew
small dots, solid circles, single circles or circles
side by side, two drew circles with connectors like
the models, and one attempted to draw the fuzzy
ball model of an atom, explaining that’s what it
was. The remaining 12 children came closer to
drawing the internal structure of atoms, as one
drew concentric circles with a nucleus, and six
advanced on that by adding particles in the centre
and on the rings. Five children drew atoms as
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concentric circles with positive protons in the
nucleus and negative electrons on the rings, and
could generally name the specific elements whose
atoms they had drawn, as shown in Figure 3.

Figure 3. Seb’s drawing of an oxygen atom

Molecules
At the pre-interview, 14 children claimed to have
heard of molecules, but that was all most had done,
and they could not substantiate this with any other
appropriate information. One child suggested it
was something in a chemical, two thought it had
something to do with liquids, one may have been
thinking of models by suggesting it had to do with
circles and toothpicks, one suggested germs, another suggested a machine and one said molecules
help people survive. Only two children thought
that molecules were bigger than atoms, none
could name any molecules, and only two children
attempted drawings. One drew linked circles and
explained these were germs, whereas the other
drew an oblong (the molecule) with smaller, filled
in particles representing atoms inside.
At the post-interview, all except Edward,
the intellectually impaired child, and Danisha,
the hearing impaired child, now knew the word
‘molecules’. The relatively larger size of molecules compared with atoms was known by 16
children, the others having forgotten or thought
they were the same size. When asked for more
information, seven children explained molecules
were atoms joined together, while another eight
children provided this information via a molecular or structural formula. Eleven children named
appropriate molecules when asked, and these
included water, carbon dioxide, hydrogen gas,
methane, ethane, and acids. Seventeen children
attempted a drawing, though one drew only a dot
and one simply wrote H2O. Loughlin (with ASD)
drew the electron configurations of oxygen and
hydrogen showing the sharing of electrons to make
water, as seen in Figure 4.

The remaining molecules drawn ranged from
simple ball-and-stick representations of water,
CO2, H2 and O2, to complex molecules such as
CH3CH2OH, CH6ON2, C2H3ON, and CH3CH(OH)
CH(OH)NH2 all drawn correctly as far as bonding
and valency were concerned. The children who
drew the last three molecules proudly declared
they were “their own made-up molecules” and
Victoria, who drew C2H3ON, needed to use the
models to make it first before correctly drawing it.
Of particular interest was Marcia who is in Year 1
(6 years old). She correctly drew CO2 and explained
the double bonds attaching each oxygen atom to
the carbon. Some of the children’s drawings were
too pale to reproduce well, but Figures 5 and 6
show two of the more complex molecules drawn.
Figure 4. Loughlin’s drawing of H and O forming water
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Figure 5. Andrew’s structural and molecular
formula for ethanol

Elements
In the pre-interviews, only four children said
they had not heard the word ‘element’, but, when
they were asked for more information, it became
apparent that only three interpreted the word in
its chemical sense. Marcia (the 6 year old) knew
it was something with one type of atom, Olinda
knew that two letters meant iron, and Christian
mentioned that the element gold had gold atoms.
Nine children spoke of earth, air, fire and water
or variations on this, with two specifically men-

tioning they had seen this on TV. Tristan also
referenced TV and referred to elemental powers,
and Loughlin referenced the word ‘element’ as
something you are good at, as in, ‘You’re in your
element’. Others were unclear in their responses
or said they had only heard the word and did not
know more about it. Marcia was the only child
who could name four elements, and she and her
older sibling Christian were the only two who
knew any letters representing elements (H, O,
Fe, Ca, and Cu).
In post-interviews, only Oliwia claimed not to
know the word ‘element’ because she was away at
the time, although her sister Nadine had also been
away on holiday but recognised the word. Oliwia
and two others could offer no further information
about elements, Edward and Kensei were unclear,
and three children persisted with earth, air, fire,
and water variations. Fifteen children specifically
said that elements were made of one type of atom,
eight mentioned the Periodic Table, examples
were given, and three children knew there were
118 in all and that scientists had made some of
these, whereas one child mentioned there were
92 natural ones. Other information supplied were
that the elements were arranged from lightest to
heaviest, and that the atomic number tells us what
type it is, and Nathan volunteered that the left hand
side of the Periodic Table were metals with loose

Figure 6. Oliwia (ESL) drew a complex made-up molecule correctly
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electrons whereas the right hand side were nonmetals with tight electrons. When asked to name
elements, eight children could not do so correctly,
whereas others began reciting the elements in order from hydrogen and helium, and others named
anything from 3-15 different elements. Mark, who
had answered the earlier question about what an
element is with earth, air, fire and water, answered
the question to name some elements with a long
list, including titanium, vanadium, chromium,
zinc, gold, silver, sulfur, silicon, iron, iridium,
mercury, lawrencium, hafnium, samarium, and
phosphorus. An equally long list of gold, argon,
silver, tin, hydrogen, helium, beryllium, lithium,
neon, carbon, oxygen, fluorine, sodium, plutonium, and silicon was given by 6-year-old Marcia,
and Hanadi gave the second longest list: copper,
iron, hydrogen, helium, lithium, beryllium, boron,
carbon, fluorine, oxygen, neon, gold, silver and
nitrogen. When asked to supply letter names for
elements, only two children (Benedict and Evelyn) could not. Edward knew H is hydrogen, O
is oxygen, and C is carbon despite his intellectual
impairment and speech and language difficulties.
Most children correctly gave the letters for several
elements, often from the first 10 in the Periodic
Table, with 13 children also knowing Au is gold,
and Nathan even knew einsteinium is Es. There
were very few errors.

referring to the sub-atomic particles. Six children
clearly knew the correct charges and locations
of both protons and electrons; and six had the
right idea but confused the words ‘protons’ and
‘electrons’ either in location or in charge, indicating they had not consolidated the terminology. A
further 10 children got either the location or the
charge of protons and electrons correct but did not
comment on the other criterion. Only two children
(Oliwia and Benedict) made it clear that protons
and electrons are parts of atoms but could not
state the location in the atom of these particles or
their charge. Seventeen children knew that both
protons and electrons are smaller than atoms, and
17 children explicitly explained the octet rule (the
first shell having two electrons and the second
shell having eight).
The only ‘extra’ question asked in the postinterview commented upon here is the requirement
to use the atom nucleus-shell model to make neon,
as this informs our knowledge of their understandings of sub-atomic particles. The children were
asked to find neon in the Periodic Table and
then make it, so they had to work out that it was
element 10 and what that meant in terms of the
locations of protons and electrons. The model is
shown correctly completed in Figure 7. Neutrons
were not emphasised in the intervention and not
included in the model.

Sub-Atomic Particles
In the pre-interview, only four children had heard
of protons, whereas eight had heard of electrons.
However, their further answers indicated that they
were conflating electrons with electricity and
electronics, rather than referring directly to the
sub-atomic particles themselves. The few suggestions regarding the size of protons and electrons
were incorrect.
In the post-interview, all children had now
heard of both protons and electrons, and all but
three (Edward, Danisha, and Merryn, the child
who said science was too hard) were now clearly

Figure 7. Atomic nucleus-shell model correctly
depicting neon (designed and made by I. Stuart)
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The children put the correct heavier red balls
(protons) in the central cup representing the
nucleus, and located the lighter white balls (electrons) on the wire shells surrounding the nucleus,
two on the inner shell, and eight on the outer
shell. Every child except Edward was able to use
the model to make neon correctly. This indicates
that, although some children could not explicitly
explain the octet rule, they knew the principle.
This understanding was further demonstrated
when responding to the question about neon’s
bonding capability. Most children knew it would
not easily bond with other elements because the
shells are full/there’s no more room/its electrons
are tight. Only five children thought it might be
able to bond with other elements but could give
no convincing reasons why. Interestingly, once
they began using the model, only two children
now confused the words ‘protons’ and ‘electrons’,
so four children had self-corrected.

DISCUSSION
We recognise this is a small-scale pilot study with
just one class of children. Nonetheless, we find
the results startling, especially when considering there were some factors operating against
the successful implementation of the program in
this context. Firstly, the specialist science teacher
had no pre-existing collegial relationship with the
classroom teacher, so he felt very much the visitor
in her classroom. It also became apparent that she
has a very different pedagogy, in that she rarely,
if ever, addresses the whole class for instructional
purposes. Instead, she moves and instructs each
group in turn. As a former high school teacher,
the specialist science teacher is used to being
able to gain the attention of the whole class for
instructional periods of at least ten minutes at a
time, and it took him a while to realise this strategy was not successful in this group. He also felt
constrained in terms of fully utilising the parents
and aides and in using classroom tests to ascertain
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the individual unaided knowledge of each individual child. This was also a more diverse class in
terms of children with special needs than would
be typical of a high school science class; so again
the specialist science teacher had to make some
adaptations ‘on the fly’. For every child to have
gained as much knowledge as indicated in Figures
1 and 2 is truly remarkable in any circumstances,
doubly so in this case.
The findings will be discussed in terms of the
four research questions:
1.

What do children aged 9 years believe science is, and what is their attitude towards
science?

In the affective domain, children who already
liked science generally liked it more, developed
more sophisticated understandings of what science
is, and appreciated the challenge of learning about
atoms and molecules. Only one child thought it
was too difficult. The positive response of children
with special needs to the program is particularly
gratifying.
2.

What prior knowledge about atoms, molecules, elements, and sub-atomic particles
do children aged 9 years possess?

The results from the pre-interviews indicate
that most of these 9-year-olds had relatively little
prior knowledge of atoms and molecules, indicating this would be an opportune time to begin
instruction, before misconceptions are acquired.
Some had encountered the words ‘atoms’, ‘molecules’, and ‘elements’, showing these words are
not beyond their sphere of reference, again indicative of this being an opportune age for exposure
to this ‘Big Idea’ of science.
It is clear that children are exposed to some
ideas about atoms and molecules from various
sources, including the mass media. It is of concern
that children referenced misconceptions about
elements (earth, air, fire, and water) to television.
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This confirms the potential benefit of teachers
deliberately drawing out the conceptions of children in their classrooms with consideration of
knowledge they may have acquired from the mass
media in order to expose children to the scientific
use of these terms. The findings of this small-scale
study also support the findings of Jakab (2013),
in that more children claimed to have heard of
molecules than had heard of atoms.
3.

What knowledge about atoms, molecules,
elements, and sub-atomic particles can
children aged 9 years gain through an intervention designed by a specialist high school
science teacher?

Children were able to acquire a great deal of
detailed and specific knowledge about all aspects
of chemistry to which they were exposed. Children
were now more aware that atoms are the building
blocks of matter that make up everything, and
had gained various degrees of understanding of
atomic-molecular structure. Their understanding
of molecules was wide-ranging, with fewer than
expected being able to express confidently that
molecules are atoms joined together, yet some
were able to draw complex organic molecules.
Confusions regarding the nature of elements were
remedied in all but three children, with four other
children lacking specific knowledge of what elements are. However, some children could recite
long lists of elements, including some less common
ones such as lawrencium, hafnium, and einsteinium. Most were accurate in their knowledge of
the symbols used to represent elements, including
some of those that are less obvious by not being
the capital letter of the element’s name, such as
gold (Au), silver (Ag), and iron (Fe).
Children now had degrees of knowledge about
sub-atomic particles, protons and electrons, although this terminology was not consolidated in
all. Nonetheless, when children manipulated the
model to make neon, only two children continued
to confuse protons and electrons, indicating the

importance of hands-on models to help children
establish their understandings. That every child
other than Edward (who is intellectually impaired)
was able to manipulate the model to make neon
with correct proton and electron arrangements
is outstanding. As former high school teachers,
we note that these concepts are often presented
without hands-on models to high school students,
in deference to their posited capacity to understand
abstract concepts, and yet this approach is often
unsuccessful in establishing sound understandings. We would suggest that such models would
be beneficial whenever children first encounter
these concepts, without regard to the Piagetian
stage they are thought to be in. However, given
the apparent capacity of 9 year-olds to comprehend these concepts with these models, we would
suggest that starting at this age would be optimal,
providing many opportunities to revisit these
concepts over the following years.
The findings clearly indicate that, with appropriate instruction, children of this age are capable
of dealing with the microscopic nature of atoms
and sub-atomic particles. Such an understanding
makes the macroscopic properties of matter, such
as the shiny nature of metals, conductivity, and
changes of state with temperature, eminently more
explainable and comprehensible. We contend that
teaching macroscopic and microscopic in tandem
is likely to yield better results than the current
approach of dealing only with macroscopic properties in primary school, delaying microscopic
understandings to high school.
4.

How can data obtained in this study inform
the future development of the intervention?

Ten hours at one hour a week is not a lot of
time to introduce such a wealth of information, nor
does it provide ideal opportunities to consolidate
this knowledge. The classroom teacher did do
some consolidation activities, such as showing
some of the specialist teacher’s short explanatory
videos, in between science classes. However, if
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tackled over a longer period of time, with more
opportunity for diagnostic assessment of progress
and consolidation of ideas, it would seem reasonable to suppose that even more dramatic gains in
learning could be achieved. This study informs
the future development of the intervention in that
these data suggest:
•

•

•
•

That Year 4, or possibly even Year 3 (before they become confused by what they
see on TV or hear from other sources) are
opportune times to introduce children to
the concept of atoms,
That taking the program more slowly,
which probably means covering less information at this year level and leaving some
to subsequent years, would be beneficial,
The need to be more careful to consolidate
the nature of molecules as compared with
atoms, and
The need to be more careful to consolidate
the terminology of protons and electrons.

In addition, the specialist science teacher suggests that his introduction of magnets may have
confused children’s understanding of positive
and negative charge and recommends omitting
this in future.
A concern raised by the classroom teacher
was whether the mathematics knowledge and
capability of the children would hamper their
understandings of how elements are constructed.
However, that so many children grasped the octet
rule indicates that at this level this is not an issue.
With other classes, the specialist science teacher
has introduced all the prefixes for smaller and
smaller sizes, and has found children rather enjoy
terms such as ‘pico-’, ‘nano-’, and ‘yocto-’, but
the classroom teacher vetoed this approach with
this class. In general, these concerns remind us
that the mathematics capabilities of the children
do need to be considered in consultation with
the classroom teacher when implementing some
aspects of this program.
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CURRENT CHALLENGES
FACING THIS RESEARCH
The main challenge will be extending the research to a greater number of diverse schools in
the first instance, consolidating our contention
that children of this age can successfully learn
atomic-molecular theory, and further refining
the program. Following this, we would aim to
develop a learning progression to introduce these
concepts in a spiral curriculum over a number of
years, and test the efficacy of this with a longitudinal study. The final research thrust would be
to develop a professional development program
that is effective in up-skilling existing primary
teachers and a program for pre-service primary
teachers so that they are confident in their ability
to teach atomic-molecular theory.

SOLUTIONS AND
RECOMMENDATIONS
It is hoped that publication of even these preliminary findings will excite interest in this work.
Further publications, particularly once the extra
interview questions are fully analysed and the
retention interviews have been conducted and
analysed, will hopefully further engender interest
that may translate to collaborations with schools
nationally and perhaps internationally. Whilst being suitably cautious and cognisant of the small
scale of this research, we conclude that the findings
indicate that children have greater capability of
understanding the microscopic aspects of atomicmolecular theory than was generally recognised
previously. In this, these findings support those
of other pioneering researchers mentioned in this
chapter, such as Jakab, Liu and Lesniak, Nussbaum, Halpine, and Wiser and Smith.
We contend that appropriate instruction, including the thoughtful use of excellent hands-on
models, is critical to children gaining understanding of this ‘Big Idea’ of science. It is clear that the
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models were particularly helpful to children in this
study, and that they enjoyed using them. Furthermore, the children themselves judged the program
appropriate for them; with only one believing it
was too hard. They relished the opportunity to
challenge their thinking and this furthered their
interest in, and enjoyment of, science.
We argue that the Piagetian constructs for
curriculum development should be discontinued.
We suggest that primary curricula should include
the ‘Big Ideas’ such as atomic-molecular theory
at the time when children are encountering these
concepts in the mass media, are cognitively ready
and show interest in these ideas. Research indicates
that if children were exposed to atomic-molecular
theory in Years 3 and 4 they would be well primed
to capitalise on their interest in genes and DNA
in Years 5 and 6. Such would be the advantages
of a spiral curriculum in which the macroscopic
and microscopic properties of matter are taught
concurrently rather than sequentially.
At the very least, science curricula should
be sufficiently flexible for teachers to be able
to take advantage of opportunities that present
themselves. When children ask about atoms and
elements, or genes and DNA, teachers should be
able to take the time to capture and use this interest
to establish science concepts, without stressing
about how much set content there is to cover in
the mandated curriculum.
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KEY TERMS AND DEFINITIONS
Affective Domain: The field of study concerning perceptions, beliefs, and attitudes about a topic.

Atomic-Molecular Theory: One of the ‘Big
Ideas’ of science; all matter is made of atoms,
many of which are joined to make molecules.
Cognitive Domain: The field of study concerning knowledge held about a topic.
Learning Progressions: Sequences of concepts increasing in sophistication designed to be
taught each year so that learning progresses over
time; such progressions are integral components
of a spiral curriculum.
National Science Curriculum: Detailed plans
for learning and teaching of science developed for
implementation across a nation, including such
curricula for Australia, the USA and the UK.
Piagetian Model of Developmental Stages:
This idea, developed by Jean Piaget and other
psychologists, contends that children experience
distinct phases of development in terms of their
cognitive capacities.
Primary Children: Children who attend primary school: in Australia, this includes children
from ages 6 to 11 years.
Scientific Literacy: The capacity of people to
understand science sufficiently to make informed
decisions about scientific issues.
Spiral Curriculum: An idea developed by
Bruner and others, that concepts are best presented
early to create foundational knowledge, and then
revisited often and built upon over successive
years.

This work was previously published in “Cases on Research-Based Teaching Methods in Science Education” edited by Eugene
de Silva, pages 30-63, copyright 2015 by Information Science Reference (an imprint of IGI Global).
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ABSTRACT
Service science is a new trans-disciplinary science and technology in the 21st century. In this chapter,
firstly, new definitions of service and new directions for service are described for innovations in various
industries. Service science should cover not only traditional service industries but also important basic
industries such as information or manufacturing industries. Then, the importance of a system’s approach to
creating service values is emphasized. In particular, system science and knowledge science are important
from the viewpoint of maximizing service value. Finally, education for service innovation considering such
trends is proposed and evaluated by implementing it as a management course for professionals in business.

1. INTRODUCTION
The importance of services has been focused on in
various fields in the 21st century. Service science
has become a common thread in information and
knowledge industries or other industries for two
main reasons. The first is the fact that the GDPs of
advanced countries like the US, Japan, and Europe
have exceeded more than 70%, and in developing
countries, their GDPs are rising. The second is
the global trend in emphasizing the service business in information/manufacturing industries

such as IBM, HP, or GE. Also, the importance
of education and research on service science at
universities has been discussed in the US, Europe,
China, and Japan. A combination of strengths in
Japanese industries such as high productivity in
manufacturing and Japanese hospitality in traditional service industries is particularly important
for them to gain a competitive advantage.
Various new proposals have recently been actively proposed in service research for such trends
in service science, such as Service dominant logic
(SDL) (Vargo & Lusch, 2004) (Lusch & Vargo,
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2006), Service as a theater (Fisk, Grove & John,
2008) and Service innovation (Cambridge, 2007).
These new concepts related to service are based
on the idea of “value in use” and how a person
who receives a service recognizes the value of the
received service. That is, all discussions on service
values provided to various services are important
in service businesses. Human related technologies
and IT technologies have a particularly great impact on effectively creating service values, which
service innovators are intensely looking at.
New trends in service science, which include
new definitions of service, systems’ approaches
using various human related technologies and
IT technologies, and the importance of knowledge science, are investigated in this chapter.
In particular, knowledge science, which deals
with human knowledge and covers knowledge
creation, knowledge management and human
related technologies, has an important role for
service value creation. Also, service science is a
trans-disciplinary science and technology for value
creation, which integrates business science such as
marketing theory, information science, knowledge
science and so on. In addition, innovation needs
new value creation for customers and service
science should provide various methodologies
for service value creation.
Based on such considerations, a new educational course on service management that takes
into consideration human factors is crucial for
service innovators from the viewpoint of creating
service values. Therefore, a new curriculum for
service innovators was developed by the Japan
Advanced Institute of Science and Technology
(JAIST) (Kosaka, 2010). Thus, the importance of
education, management, and science to services
and services innovation has been recognized, and
subjects from these fields have been taught at the
MBA level. Furthermore, IT service technologies
are now subjects taught in many information
science departments. Despite these encouraging
developments, we should realize that successful
innovation in the 21st century will also involve

technologies related to human behaviors. Here,
knowledge science, including ethnography,
design, or other human related technologies, is
stressed as a characteristic of this educational
course.
In this chapter, new trends in service science
and a new educational program on service based
on such trends is explained, which is the innovation
management of service and technology (iMOST)
course developed by JAIST.

2. NEW DEFINITIONS OF SERVICE
Several definitions of service have been proposed
in the area of service marketing (Lovelock & Wirtz,
2007) or service engineering (Arai & Shimomura,
2004). Of these, the following four definitions
are important in considering service innovations,
which regard service as supporting activities or
value-co-creation with customers.

2.1. “Service is to Support People
or Organizations to Achieve
Objectives” by Kameoka
Kameoka was one of the founders to start research and education on service science in Japan.
He established a Management of Technology
(MOT) education course at JAIST and stressed
the importance of service science for MOT. His
“service science” (Kameoka, 2007) (Kameoka,
2010) expressed new trends and new understandings of service and contributed greatly to service
science research in Japan. He also considered a
new concept about the Management of Service
(MOS) education course related to MOT at JAIST.
He defined service as activities to support
people or organizations for them to achieve their
objectives. This definition was derived by taking
three items into account.
1.

The definition of service should cover services in various industries not only traditional
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2.

3.

service industries but also manufacturing or
information industries.
The concept of service should be transversally applied to various fields, such as
service management, service engineering,
and social service.
The definition of service should take into
consideration customers’ satisfaction with
the services they have been provided with.

His definition of service coincided with the
direction of current service science, which should
be trans-disciplinary and applied to various fields.
He also defined service from the viewpoints of
knowledge science, where service can be defined
as a knowledge creation process of creating values
for customers. A service business can be defined
as providing created knowledge to customers.
Therefore, service is related to knowledge creation.
Moreover, he applied this concept of service to
servitization in the manufacturing industry, and
pointed out that customers’ values could be created
by integrating services and products.

Figure 1 illustrates the concept of the total
value of customers, as defined by Kameoka
(2007). The total value of customers consists of the
product value, service value provided by service
providers, and customers’ added value. As many
products have now become more commoditized
and product values have been decreasing, services
have become more important for customers’ total
value according to Figure 1.
Servitization in manufacturing industries
is particularly a key issue for them to obtain a
competitive advantages and creating service value
for customers is essential in the industries of the
21st century. Here, service value creation means
the creation of knowledge for the value creation
of customers and service business is the process
expressing created knowledge through service
activities. New value-added services should
be created by product providers, new service
providers, and users, who generate service innovation. This consideration means that service
value creation is not only important for traditional
service industries but also for manufacturing or
information industries.

Figure 1. Customers’ total value as defined by Kameoka (2007)
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2.2. “Definition of Service in
Japanese Traditional Ryokan
(Japanese hotel)” by Oda

achieving these objectives, and results in compensation. We have used this definition of service
in this book.

There are many Japanese traditional hot spring spas
called ryokan in Ishikawa prefecture where JAIST
is located, where traditional Japanese hospitality
(omotenashi) services are provided. Kagaya is
one of the most well-known ryokan, which has
retained its preeminence among Japanese hotels
for 33 years. Sadahiko Oda, who is the chairman of
Kagaya and is a well-known service practitioner,
describes service as an activity that:

2.3. Value Co-Creation with
Customers in Service by Fisk et al.

1.
2.
3.

Provides professional techniques,
Satisfies the customer, and
Results in compensation.

These three factors in service are necessary
conditions for successful service businesses and
inspire fundamental philosophy in service science.
According to his definition, most productive human activities are considered services, and services
cover various types of business activities. These
definitions are outlined in Figure 2.
By combining Kameoka’s and Oda’s definitions, service is defined as an activity that supports
human beings or organizations and enables them
to achieve their objectives or desires. It provides
professional techniques, satisfies customers by

Value co-creation with customers is an important
concept in US or European service science. Fisk
et al. (Texas State University) proposed a new
concept of “Service as a theater” (Fisk, Grove
& John, 2008). This concept uses the metaphor
of a theater to explain the relationship between
excellent service and good collaboration between
a service provider and a customer. Actors in a
successful play perform well and responses from
the audience encourage them to perform better.
This intimate collaboration between actors and
the audience can create a successful play. Also,
“Service as a theater” indicates that it is necessary
for customers to participate to create excellent services. This directly explains a basic characteristic
of service in which value in service only occurs
if customers accept the service and recognize
its value. For example, let us consider a class at
a university, which is a kind of service. Even if
the lecturer provides an informative lecture, it is
of no value if students doze off during it. When
students actively participate in the lecture and
interactively discuss it, its value increases. Value

Figure 2. Definition of service (Kosaka(2012))
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co-creation between students and the lecturer is
therefore achieved. Thus, the service value is cocreated by the service provider and customers and
customer participation in the service is important
to attain a rewarding service.
“Service as a theater” has many implications
for creating a rewarding service, which are the
relationship between the front and the back stages,
the importance of the scenario writer, and the
planning of acts as a process. For example, the
service encounter with a customer at the front of
the stage in a fulfilling service is well supported
by the back stage that satisfies the customer
with a premium service. This involves effective
collaboration between the front and back stages.
Similarly, actors in a successful play on the front
stage are greatly supported by people on the back
stage. The scenario writer is also important, who
has written a story that conveys a good impression
on the audience and has planned the process in
acts. This can be applied to services and a good
service is designed as a process or a story to provide customer satisfaction.

The value of goods in GDL is determined by
products, but the service value in SDL is determined by the customer on the basis of “value in
use.” These are summarized in Table 1.
Many researchers in service science have recently been looking at the importance of this concept. The concept of “value in use” is essential to
maximize human satisfaction with services. SDL
provides a new viewpoint of services, and goods
are some factors in provided services to customers from the viewpoint of SDL. This concept is
very suitable for explaining the global business
of the 21st century.
Vargo and Lusch also stressed the importance
of value co-creation with customers in SDL. The
service value in SDL is determined by customers. Therefore, they are collaborators in creating
service value and active participants in service
creation. The major characteristic of SDL is that
service value can be co-created by service providers and customers.
This SDL concept has been having a great
impact on recent service science and it is particularly important in the manufacturing industry.
The value of products provided to customers is
clarified through a comparison of GDL and SDL
viewpoints. Manufacturing industries in the 20th
century have focused on the development of
outstanding products that perform well and are
inexpensive. The development of new technologies to make their products competitive has been
a critical factor in the success of companies.
Therefore, R&D, design, production, and marketing that were related to products were integrated

2.4. Changing Mindset from GDL to
SDL Proposed by Vargo and Lusch
Vargo and Lusch (2004) proposed a new concept
of service. This was called Service dominant logic
(SDL), where they claimed that our economy has
been shifting from a goods economy to a service
economy. The most important point in SDL is that
the determination of value in SDL differs from
that in Goods dominant logic (GDL).

Table 1. Goods dominant logic and service dominant logic
Dominant Logic

Goods

Service

Role of the Customer

The customer is the recipient of goods

The customer is a co-producer of the
service

Determination and Meaning of Value

Value is determined by the producer

Value is perceived and determined by the
consumer on the basis of “value in use”

Interaction

Customers are acted on to create
transactions with resources

Customers are active participants
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just to create excellent products. Here, the value
of products was determined by producers from
the viewpoint of performance, function, and cost.
This economic principle is GDL, and GDL was the
major dominant logic in the 20th century economy.
Services that are only designed based on service
providers’ ideas and provided to customers in one
way can be considered to conform to GDL. GDL
represents the viewpoint of providers.
However, only customers can determine the
values of products or services. Even if products
have excellent functions and perform very well,
these products have no value if customers do not
want to use such functions or performance. Vargo
and Lusch defined this mindset on service value as
“value in use”, which is the fundamental concept
of SDL. If we consider the value associated with
one product, there are great differences between
the GDL (lens) and SDL viewpoints (lens). The
value of a product is greater if a customer’s need
is high, and smaller if his/her need is low. The
enhancement of functions or performance is not
directly connected to the creation of customer
value.
The differences between GDL and SDL are
summarized in Table 1 from the viewpoints of
a customer’s role, value, and the relationship
with the customer. Customers in GDL are just
recipients of products and the value of products
is determined by providers. The role of customers
is just to transact information about purchasing
products. Customers in SDL, on the other hand, are
collaborators to create service value and determine
the value of products or services based on “value
in use”. Thus, customers are active participants
in creating services. This SDL concept can not
only be applied to services but also to products.
The author spent 31 years in the research laboratory of a global electronic and information company. Designers and researchers in manufacturing
companies only tended to consider the importance
of technologies for products’ functions or performance from experiences in this company. Also,
Japanese companies’ success in the 20th century

was brought about by pursuing GDL. However,
globalization and product commoditization have
been proceeding in the 21st century, and the value
created by services or products has been more
dependent on people’s needs based on national
culture and the economic level. Therefore, SDL
has become more important for global businesses
in the 21st century.

3. NEW DIRECTIONS FOR
SERVICE INNOVATION
3.1. Who is the Customer?
Importance of Identifying
Customers’ Needs
It is very important for value creation with customers to recognize who are actual customers
and what their true needs are from the viewpoint
of SDL or service definitions in Section 2. If the
target customers are fixed, their needs can be identified to satisfy customers by providing suitable
services or products corresponding to their needs.
The customers determine the value of services
or products and are only satisfied if the provided
services or products fit their requirements.
Let us consider the case of Steve Jobs at Apple.
Many books related to Steve Jobs such as that by
Isaacson (2011) have been published. The author
wanted to know how Jobs developed popular
new products such as the iPhone, iPad, and iPod.
Finally, he found that Jobs was the greatest user
of Apple products. As a customer, he had been
aiming at “value in use” in the details of products
or services. This was the SDL approach from the
customers’ viewpoint and values between Apple
technicians and Jobs had been co-created for new
products. He was an active participant as a customer in developing new products and performed
the role of a customer in SDL.
His approaches are explained concretely in
the following:
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•
•
•

•
•

Design or use has a higher priority than
technology. Technologies are completely
improved to satisfying users’ requirements.
Value creation for customers in scenarios of
product use is pursued by combining products, the Internet, and other technologies.
Products should be designed to provide a
good impression and to surprise users in
scenarios of product use from the moment
they open their packages.
Designers should strive for details of products from the viewpoints of users when developing products or services.
Jobs’ presentations of new products at exhibitions are like plays in a theater and create
emotions in audiences through excellent
scenarios and interactive communication
with users. This is a very effective method
of sharing the values of new products.

Steve Jobs posed himself as an extreme user and
played the role of a customer in SDL to develop
the iPod, iPhone, and iPad. This is a perfect SDL
approach to servitization in the manufacturing
industry.

3.2. Two Interpretations
of Service Innovation
The term “service innovation” consists of “service” and “innovation”. As the name implies,
service innovation fuses two views. The first focuses on innovation in current service industries.
It aims to provide the means to improve productivity and quality in service industries such as hotel
lodgings and travel. The second view focuses on
applying service concepts and individual service
approaches.

3.2.1. First View: Innovation
in Service Industry
The first view of service innovation involves
innovation in the service industry. This is a con-
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ventional view of service innovation where new
technologies such as information technology or
new hardware technology are employed to create
new values or improve productivity in traditional
service industries such as hotel and travel businesses. How to apply new technologies and how
to improve productivity are major issues in innovation in the service industry.
For example, financial industries introduced information and network technology to their business
processes and they achieved various innovations
to improve their productivity. Also, distribution
industries such as Seven-Eleven convenience
stores introduced point of sale (POS) terminals
connected to information networks and improved
their productivity. These established innovations
have contributed to competitiveness in industry.
However, this view of service innovation is that
based on GDL because ideas about innovation
that applied new technologies were considered by
providers and applied to their customers. This is
the push type of service innovation, which is the
same as product innovation.

3.2.2. Second View: Innovation
through Service Value Creation
The second view is innovation introduced through
value co-creation between customers and providers
from the viewpoint of SDL. Recent new services
or new businesses fit this category, where new
values in products or new services are created
from the viewpoints of customer. This type of
service innovation creates new business fields
such as those created by Apple. It emphasizes new
value creation by using information technology
to help customers in the 21st century. The rise of
Google, Mobile phone services, and IC card applications is a clear indication that such emphasis
is needed. In this sense, service innovation is an
important business issue with this trend in the era
of the Internet and globalization. The four main
targets of service innovation in the 21st century
are specifically:
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•

The convergence of IT technology and
services in developing and providing new
services:
◦◦
Servitization in the manufacturing
industry.
◦◦
IT ‘solution’ services for various
industries.
◦◦
Services in the information industry.

Seven items are important from the service
definitions or SDL to create the second type of
service innovation.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Specify the target customers.
Co-create values with the target customers.
Design the service as a process of service
value creation.
Employ professional technologies or
knowhow.
Strive for details of services or products to
satisfy customer.
Prioritize service value for customers such
as design over technologies.
Integrate various technologies or knowhow
to satisfy customers.

3.3. Relationship between
New Technologies and New
Services in Innovation
Innovation, new technologies, and new services are
activities for customer value creation and should
be discussed in the same context as the above
consideration. New technologies and new services
in innovation have been developed with very
significant correlations, which can be explained
through examples of servitization in industries.

3.3.1. Servitization in Industries
According to Development of
Advanced Technologies
Information Industry
Figure 3 outlines trends in the information system
business and although this example is IBM, it can
be applied to Fujitsu, Hitachi, or other information companies.
IBM (International Business Machine Co.)
was originally a company involved in manufacturing computer products and sales. IBM shifted

Figure 3. Servitization in information industry
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from being a manufacturing company to a system
integrator due to the driving force of software
technology, importance of applications, and
semiconductor technology. System integration
needs system engineering such as planning, system
design, application software, project management,
and operation. Then, they shifted from being a
system integrator to a business solution provider
due to driving forces such as the Internet, globalization, and open innovation. They understood the
importance of service and proposed the concept
of Service Science, Management, and Engineering (SSME), which emphasized the necessity for
intensive research in service science.
Distribution Industry: Seven Eleven
The next example is Seven-Eleven as outlined in
Figure 4. This represents trends in the retail business. 7-Eleven (US logo spelling) was originally a
US convenience store. Mr. Suzuki, the chairman

Figure 4. Distribution industry
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of Seven-Eleven Japan Co., bought 7-Eleven and
he created a Japanese style convenience store using POS network and data analysis technologies.
Its main characteristics are 24-hour operation,
more variety/less quantity, and merchandise facing control of analysis of customer data. Now,
Seven-Eleven is shifting from the retail business
to being a service provider of services in daily
life such as financial services, PB goods, and
home delivery services due to the driving force
of Internet mobile phone and content businesses.
Through these examples, we can understand
that businesses are progressing from being manufacturing businesses to system businesses, and
from system businesses to service businesses.
Also, key issues in businesses are shifting from
hardware to software, and from software to services. The direction of servitization in the progress
of businesses is aimed at providing values that
enable premium quality and satisfaction in our
daily lives.
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3.3.2. Relationship between
New Technologies and New
Services in Innovation
The relationship between new technologies and
new services for innovation is outlined in Figure 5,
which was summarized from these examples. New
technologies are stimulating new services and new
services are requiring new technologies based on
social and business environments or human needs
in daily life. This relationship is very important to
innovate services. If we look at new trends in the
service economy in the 21st century, new concepts
such as smart planets, smart cities, and smart grids
are being discussed, where various hardware and
services are integrated using information technology to satisfy customers’ needs. That is, the fusion
of various technologies in the 21st century, such
as hardware infrastructures, information systems
and networks, services, and operation is necessary
for the new service economy.

4. SYSTEM’S APPROACH TO
CREATION OF SERVICE VALUE
4.1. Service System based
on Definitions of Service
Services consist of the following three factors
according to their definition in Figure 2.
1.
2.
3.

Service providers who use professional
techniques.
Customers who utilize services and gain
satisfaction from provided services.
Collaboration between service providers
and customers gained by the exchange of
services and compensation such as money.

Service value for customers is also created
through collaboration between service providers
and customers according to SDL. Based on these
relationships, services can be described with the

Figure 5. Relationship between new technologies and new services in innovation
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service system in Figure 6 that consists of customers, service providers, and their collaboration in
service co-creation activities. In other words, the
service system includes human beings who act
as service providers or customers, and the main
objective of the service system is to maximize
the service value for customers to achieve their
objectives and ensure they are satisfied. Various
technologies related to knowledge science or
system science are used to maximize the level of
customer satisfaction.

1.

2.

4.2. Technologies to Optimize
Service System
As we can see from Figure 6, the service system
consists of three parts, i.e., customers, service
providers, and the collaboration between them.
Optimizing the service system means efficiently
achieving the customers’ objectives. There are
several technologies to optimize the service system
that are dependent on the functions of each part.
Three types of technologies are required.

3.

Technologies for Analysis of Customers:
The first category is the human related
trans-disciplinary technology to analyze
customer data, such as those from persona
marketing, brain science, and ethnography.
These technologies are related to knowledge
science and are explained in detail in Section
5.
Technologies to Co-Create Service Values:
The second category is the technology for
the co-creation of service values, such as
“Service as a theater” (Fisk, Grove & John,
2008) and “Ba” in knowledge management
(Nonaka & Takeuchi, 1995). The service
field concept proposed by Kosaka, Zhang,
Dong & Wang (2012) is also important for
the co-creation of service values.
Technologies to Optimize Services: The
third category is the technology to optimize services, such as service integration,
simulation, optimization, and advanced
information equipment. These technologies
have been utilized in current manufacturing

Figure 6. Service system and technologies for optimizing service system (Kosaka (2012))
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industries or service industries. Information
technologies have particularly influenced the
optimization of services.
The approach to the service system in Figure
6 is very effective to create service values. New
technologies to analyze customers in the first category and co-create service values in the second
category are required for service value co-creation
based on the SDL concept, which are related to
knowledge science.

4.3. Information Technologies
for Service Providers
IT technologies have become essential in various industries and have been utilized at the front
stage, back stage, and in the network of services to
improve their quality and enhance service values.
•

•

•

Front Stage: Ubiquitous information terminals, such as car information systems
and mobile phones are utilized at the front
stage of services, which is a service encounter with customers that provides user
interfaces and a network service environment. People can utilize information services though the Internet at any time and
from anywhere. Self-service functions at
terminals such as ATM machines in banks
improve service productivity.
Back Stage: Various information technologies, such as that for data mining, are
used to analyze customer data for marketing purposes at the back stage of services.
The results obtained from these analyses
can be used to raise customer satisfaction
and improve the quality of services.
Networks: The most important network
is the Internet, which aggregates various

services and provides them to the world at
very low cost. Many new business models
have been created by using the Internet,
and the long tailed business model is one
such example.
IT businesses have been shifting from selling
products to providing services through system
integration, consulting, and outsourcing to provide
these IT systems, or services. The Internet has
also been the most essential element to providing
new information services such as Google, Yahoo,
and YouTube. According to such an IT business
environment, IT service management related to
IT systems has become a major service business.
Technologies related to IT service businesses can
be categorized into five areas (a–e). These IT service technologies are also important to effectively
implement IT service businesses and are:
•
•

•

•

•

IT planning, including analyses of user
requirements, values, and the relationship
between IT and business functions.
IT service software and architecture, including Web services, service oriented architecture (SOA), and enterprise information system architecture.
Data management, including data mining,
data base management system (DBMS),
customer
relationship
management
(CRM), and data base marketing.
IT service management, including
Information technology infrastructure library (ITIL), service level agreements
(SLA), outsourcing, and offshore services.
IT resource management, including quality assurance, IT asset management, and
maintenance.
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5. KNOWLEDGE SCIENCE RELATED
TO ANALYSIS OF PEOPLE
5.1. Knowledge Science
and Service Science
“Knowledge” is an extremely important concept
in considering the direction in which our society
should move. Knowledge science tries to identify
the important issues about knowledge, for example,
“What is knowledge?,” “Of what practical use is
knowledge,” or “How can knowledge be created?”
Also, knowledge science approaches various
issues from perspective of “knowledge,” a new
point of view, employing every means possible
without regards to the borders of the traditional
disciplines. Therefore knowledge science covers
various research areas related to knowledge, for
example, knowledge creating using data and text
mining technology, creativity support methodology using KJ-method, human related technology
such as ethnography or brain science, knowledge
management, decision making and so on.
There is a close relationship between knowledge science and service science. In examining
this relationship we should consider three aspects.
Service Value and Knowledge Creation: Kameoka (2007) defines “service” as actions which
support activities for achieving objectives. In
knowledge science, “service” can be defined as a
knowledge creation process for creating value for
customers. Also service business can be defined
as a service providing knowledge to customers.
Therefore, service is related to knowledge creation.
Knowledge for the Purpose of Satisfying
Service Recipients: Service quality is obviously
related to the satisfaction felt by the recipient of
that service. To improve service quality, we need
to analyze human behavior, the service recipient’s
requirements, and characteristics about people in
general. In doing so, we can employ methods and
knowledge from the fields of ethnography, design,
hospitality, brain science, etc. The knowledge and
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methodologies of such fields related to human
analysis should be recognized as indispensable for
service science in the 21th century, and JAIST’s
school of knowledge science puts an emphasis
on them.
Knowledge Management and Services Innovation: Nonaka & Takeuchi (1995) proposed
the SECI model for knowledge creation in an
organization. The essence of innovation is the
knowledge creation process. Only humans can
create new knowledge, and knowledge workers
perform the most important roles in innovation.
Service innovator education should provide the
opportunity for acquiring excellent experience
to students who have the ability of integrating
theory and practice.

5.2. Technologies in Knowledge
Science to Analyze Customers
Knowledge science related to analysis of people
plays an important role in creating service values.
We need to analyze human behavior, the service
recipient’s requirements, and the characteristics
of people in general to improve service quality. Methods and knowledge from the fields of
ethnography, design, hospitality, and brain science are effective for this purpose, which are
researched strongly in the school of knowledge
science at JAIST. The following are examples of
such technologies.
Analyses of Conventional Interviews or
Questionnaires: Analyses of interviews or questionnaires are easy and popular in conventional
marketing surveys. These interviews or questionnaires collect users’ thoughts about target products
or services through interviews or questionnaires.
Unstructured interviews are usually used due to
flexibility according to the interview situation.
These collected data are subjective and contain
users’ intentions or biases. Therefore, the results
obtained by analyzing collected data are sometimes
different from users’ actual needs.
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Ethnography: Ethnography, which has been
employed in anthropological and sociological
studies, has been introduced to business fields
such as marketing, design, and organizational
reform. Ethnography in business aims at clarifying customer needs by observing the behaviors of
targeted people and recording them as field notes,
pictures, and video data, and analyzing these data.
Ethnographers through field work at real sites can
obtain various findings related to actual customer
needs. However, the findings through ethnographic
observations depend on ethnographers’ personal
subjects and abilities, and ethnography is a method
of qualitative research.
Many textbooks or technical papers related
to ethnography and its application to business
(Kishimoto, Tarasawa & Hirata, 2009) have been
published. Business ethnography has particularly
been aimed at applying qualitative methodology to
fact-finding in business situations. However, there
are several restrictions such as time or budgets
in applying ethnography to the business field.
Therefore, methodology in business ethnography
requires engineering procedures such as standard
procedures and support tools to shorten the term
of projects while retaining the characteristics of
ethnography. The combination of qualitative and
quantitative research is also used to accomplish
the objectives of business ethnography.
Data Mining Technology: Data mining technology has been utilized to identify user needs
and applied to the distribution or other service
industries. It is used to identify user needs by using
collected sales or operational data. Then, actual
user needs are clarified and service quality can be
enhanced. The most important IT is the Internet,
where there are many kinds of customer data such
as word-of-mouth and Web site access records.
Service requirements and/or service satisfaction
are obtained through analyzing word-of-mouth or
questionnaire data on the Internet, and the actual
service needs associated with target customers are
identified. Then, suitable services are provided,
and ideally customers are highly satisfied. The

technology is used to collect and analyze consumer
data to identify service needs.
Brain Science: Human related technologies
such as brain science (Maki, Yamashita, Watanabe,
Mayanagi & Koizumi, 1995) and eye tracking have
recently been introduced in the area of marketing,
design, and services. These technologies are very
effective for identifying customer satisfaction
because service values are dependent on human
characteristics and human thinking. Brain measurement technologies such as functional near
infrared spectroscopy (fNIRS) have therefore been
utilized to measure brain activities regarding customer satisfaction or decision making (Shirahada,
Imoto, Kosaka & Katsura, 2010).
Persona Marketing Approach: A persona is
an imaginary person who can be determined by
analyzing specific data related to target customers
(Pruitt & Adlin, 2007). He/she can be used for
effective service creation and improvement by
studying his/her characteristics and requirements
as well as satisfaction regarding the provided
services. If there are several patterns in a target
group of customers, a clustering approach is used
to identify customer groups and a persona is then
determined for each group. This persona marketing approach can be understood as identifying
the target customers’ needs. That is, the target
customers are categorized into several groups
based on various customer data by using clustering
methodology and it is thus described by several
persona characteristics.

6. EDUCATION FOR SERVICE
INNOVATION - INNOVATION
MANAGEMENT OF SERVICE AND
TECHNOLOGY (iMOST) COURSE
6.1. Background to iMOST Course
As described in the previous subsections, service
is crucial to creating innovations in the 21st century. Working professionals should change their
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mindset from GDL to SDL. Also, they should
be familiar with technologies related to analyzing human data. Educational courses for service
innovation must not only take into consideration
current innovation education such as Management
of Technology (MOT) but also new definitions
of services, systems approaches to services, and
technologies to analyze human data. The new
service education course should integrate such
various concepts and technologies.
Various approaches have been undertaken in
Japan to meet such requirements. In particular,
the Japanese Ministry of Education, Science and
Technology (JMEST) started the “Program of
Education for Service Innovators” in 2007 and
JAIST’s proposal for a new education services
management course called Management of Service
(MOS) was selected and implemented at one of
the 13 universities including Kyoto University or
Tokyo Institute of Technology selected by JMEST.
The importance of education, management,
and science to services and services innovation has been recognized in Japan, and subjects
from these fields have been taught at the MBA
level. Furthermore, IT service technologies are
Figure 7. Concept underlying iMOST
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now subjects taught in many information science departments. Despite these encouraging
developments, we should realize that successful
innovation in the 21st century should also involve
technologies related to human behavior. People in
this century will have to adapt to new technologies like the Internet and ubiquitous information
environments and deal with new issues such as
globalization. We at JAIST believe that knowledge
science covering technologies related to human
behavior, and information science acquired by
studying the Internet and data management can
be exploited to enhance the quality of services to
ensure that society benefits from the new services
that will appear in the future. JAIST developed
a new curriculum in the MOS course for service
innovation and education based on knowledge
science and information science.
As described in Subsection 3.3, innovation
is related to new technologies and new services.
Therefore, we integrated MOT and MOS to create a new educational course, i.e., the innovation
management of service and technology (iMOST)
for innovators after we finished developing MOS,
which is outlined in Figure 7. It emphasizes new
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value creation by using knowledge science and
information science to help customers in the 21st
century. The iMOST course is in step with new
trends in the era of the Internet and globalization.

6.2. Outline of MOS
6.2.1. Survey of Trends toward
Service Science Education
The topic of how to educate people in service
science has been discussed all over the world.
According to a survey (Kameoka, 2007), services
marketing and services management are being
taught at the MBA level in the United States,
and IT services such as Web services and service
oriented architecture (SOA) are topics in the
country’s information science departments. Many
universities are trying to integrate services education and information science into the curricula
of their MBAs to create a new education field of
service science. UC Berkeley recently presented
a new concept in the discipline of service science
that took into consideration the service life cycle
and trans-disciplinary activities (Glushko, 2008).
Moreover, the trends in Europe are the same as
those at U.S. institutions and they have recognized
the importance of practical experience in services
education, and they have designed higher level
courses by including lectures on services engineering management and seminars involving case
studies and IT technology (Stauss, Engelmann,
Kremer & Luhn, 2008). They have also offered
internships. Moreover, several major universities
in China have been collaborating on services science education. Peking University (Tung, 2008)
offers an IT services engineering course that
focuses on IT planning, IT service technology,
data management, IT service management, and
IT resource management.
Thus, business science such as marketing and
information science seem to be respected in current education in services.

6.2.2. Basic Concept
Underlying MOS Course
We developed the MOS course according to three
basic concepts.
Innovation Orientation
“Innovation orientation” is one of the basic
educational concepts of the JAIST MOS course.
There are generally two main aspects to service
innovation: innovation in the service industry and
innovation through service value creation. The
former is aimed at improving the productivity
of services and to add value to specific goods
and services. The latter is aimed at creating new
markets on the basis of service perspectives such
as Service Dominant Logic.
JAIST’s MOS course places a great deal of
emphasis on the “innovation by service” aspect.
It requires students to have a mindset of creating
value co-creation that focuses insights into their
business and retains clear customer points of views
to achieve innovation. Services include value
creation for customers on the basis of customers’
value-in-use and thinking on value co-creation
(Vargo & Lusch, 2004). There is a need to analyze human data that not only include customers
as service recipients but also workers as service
providers to accomplish innovation based on the
service concept. JAIST’s educational program
has focused on knowledge science and knowledge
management that are quite relevant to human nature. Therefore, the MOS course has advantages
in thinking on how we should create and share
knowledge that is available for value co-creation
with other people.
Design Orientation
The JAIST MOS course emphasizes design
orientation so that students can plan innovation
concepts. There are many cases where new service
businesses are created by combining new technol-
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ogy with problems that should be solved. JAIST’s
educational program focuses on design orientation
that leads to such practical cases.
It is necessary for us to understand customers in proposing new values. The JAIST MOS
course includes not only the planning and design
of resources but also the creation process for
customer knowledge. We have tried to introduce
technologies on knowledge science such as ethnography, persona marketing, and brain science
to teach students the creation process for customer
knowledge.
Practice Orientation
The JAIST MOS course has emphasized practice
orientation. The service innovation that we tried
to make into an educational program is now developing all over the world. Most new available
ideas have been generated by integrating academic
insights and practical trial and error. Therefore, the
service innovation education provided to students
needs to integrate theory and practice. The MOS
course based on this policy has required students
to nominate a research theme from their employment after they have acquired service relevant
technologies and best practices.

6.2.3. Four Disciplines for
Service Innovation
The MOS curriculum focuses on four disciplines
that are important for services innovation from
the viewpoint of technologies in a service system
and management in service businesses, which are
knowledge science, information science, business science, and trans-disciplinary science and
technology. Service innovators should have skills
in human science, social science, IT technology,
and management. Their abilities should range
from conceptualizing new services and being able
to integrate systems to being able to empathize
with service recipients to understand their needs.
Students who deem themselves to be innovators
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and have had over three years experience in business should study the basic theory and successful
examples related to service innovation and try to
solve real problems in their business field.
Knowledge Science: The importance of knowledge science was explained in Section 5. Customer
satisfaction is the most important factor to improve
service quality. Knowledge science can be utilized
to create new services and determine whether a
new service will satisfy the intended recipients.
Information Science: The information science and information technologies explained in
Subsection 4.3 provide the means to implement
new services. Internet, ubiquitous computing,
and data mining technologies can be utilized for
service innovation.
Business Science: Service marketing in traditional service industries has been taught at the
MBA level in business science. Lovelock and
Wirtz (2007) and Fisk et al. (2008) have written
informative textbooks explaining the characteristics of services in terms of their processes,
productivity, royalty management, and pricing.
The business model is also important. Not only
new technologies but also new business models
are important to innovation. New business models
for new businesses associated with the Internet
or other new technologies should be discussed.
Trans-Disciplinary Science and Technology:
Trans-disciplinary science and technology are, or
will soon be understood to be, essential for creating
new services. By trans-disciplinary, we mean the
threefold idea of integrating various technologies,
extending concepts that are valid in one domain
into concepts that are valid in various domains,
and applying general methods for optimization
and simulations to various problems.

6.2.4. Curriculum for MOS Course
Sixteen new subjects related to service innovation
were developed from the viewpoints of the four
disciplines according to the basic concepts. These
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can be categorized into three groups of service
innovation in business, service design methodology, and IT service technology.
Service Innovation in Business
1. Introduction to Service Innovation:
Service innovation and services science
trends, course orientation, outline of service
marketing, and IT services.
2. Service Creation Methodologies:
Methodologies based on hospitality management or Omotenashi (Japanese hosipitality),
service road mapping, and service value
modeling.
3. Marketing Innovation: Importance of
marketing based on services after products
have been commoditized.
4. Servitization in Manufacturing Industry:
Examples of services in the manufacturing
industry in Japan, business models, and the
infrastructure for services.
5. Service Risk Management: Investment
risks, financial risks, and risks of R&D in
the service business.
6. Service Management: Various methodologies for service management
Service Design Methodology
1. Trans-Disciplinary Technologies for
Services: Significance of trans-disciplinary
technologies.
2. Service Engineering and its Applications:
Service engineering methodologies and good
examples of service businesses.
3. Networks and Service Innovation: How
network technologies can foster service
innovation.
4. Design and Service Innovation: Design
methodology and service innovation.
5. Ethnography for Services: Applications
of ethnography to service innovation.

IT Service Technology
1. Services in IT Industry: Evolution of business models in IT industry and open source
resources.
2. Business System Design Based on IT
Technology: Business design and IT governance, finance, and service innovation.
3. IT Service Architecture: Service oriented
architecture (SOA), Web services, and system architectures.
4. Internet Service Systems: New Internet
technologies, such as information retrieval
technologies, their applications, and new
business models.
5. IT Service Management: IT service management technologies such as information
technology infrastructure library (ITIL) and
service level agreements (SLA) and their
applications to outsourcing.

6.2.5 Evaluations with Questionnaires
We evaluated the MOS curriculum by analyzing
the responses to questionnaires submitted by
students. In particular, “services in the manufacturing industry” and “services in the IT industry”
courses were highly evaluated as being useful for
business people. Table 2 summarizes the student
Table 2. Summary of students’ evaluations of
groups of classes
Group of
Classes

Up-to-Date
Knowledge

Basic
Knowledge

Practicability

Service
innovation
(n=68)

64 (90%)

60 (88%)

54 (78%)

Service design
methodology
(n=63)

54 (86%)

56 (89%)

47 (77%)

IT service
technology
(n=35)

30 (86%)

33 (94%)

34 (97%)

Note: Scores indicate number of affirmative answers to
questions
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evaluations into groups of classes in terms of
“up-to-date knowledge on service innovation”,
“practicability in real service businesses,” and
“basic knowledge of service technology.”
Most students evaluated the classes as having
provided ‘up-to-date’ and ‘basic’ knowledge on
service innovation in groups of business classes
that aimed to improve students’ abilities to create and plan service innovation concepts. It was
assumed that the classes provided opportunities
for them to learn about the cores of service studies such as Service dominant logic, Service as a
theater approach, and Japanese service hospitality and they were therefore highly evaluated by
the students. However, the scores for the item:
“practicability in real service businesses” were
lower than 80% of the affirmative rate. Therefore,
we need to make classes more sophisticated to
improve their practical aspects.
Most students evaluated the classes as having
provided ‘up-to-date’ and ‘basic’ knowledge on
service innovation in the group of service design
methodology classes that aimed to improve students’ abilities to create service innovation concepts and communicate them clearly with others.
However, we did not obtain a sufficiently high
affirmative score for the item “practicability in
real service businesses.” We assumed that this was
due to the fact that academics mainly explained
methodology and theory rather than applications.
Students highly evaluated classes as having
provided ‘up-to-date,’ ‘basic,’ and ‘practical’
knowledge on service innovation for the group of
IT service technology classes that was aimed at
teaching them about successful cases and service
technology in the information industry. There were
several courses explaining information technologies that improved service businesses especially
in terms of practicality. That is why this group of
classes was highly evaluated by students.
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7. CONCLUSION
The 20th century was the era of industrialization,
and various industrial products such as consumer
electronics, automobiles, and chemical products
enriched people’s lives. Information technology
in the form of the Internet and personal computers
began to satisfy our intellectual needs in the late
20th century and new information services such
as Google or Yahoo have since expanded all over
the world. The next frontier of civilization in the
21st century may be collective services that satisfy
us by combining industrial products, information
technologies, and new service concepts. We would
like to emphasize the significance of service science, which is a trans-disciplinary science based
on knowledge science, information science and
business science.
University engineering departments have and
still turn out competent engineers, but the needs
they fulfill are for the era of industrialization.
They have more recently incorporated information science departments and trained IT engineers.
Advanced education will have to expand in this
new era of service innovation. Universities need
educational courses on innovation management
based on service and technology like the ones we
described in this chapter, based on knowledge science and information science, if they are to help
create minds attuned to creating new businesses
and creating a society for the happiness of all.
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K-20 Education in Relation
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ABSTRACT
Information constitutes a central element of education as K-20 teachers design and implement curriculum for students to gain knowledge and skills. Librarians are information professionals and can play
a significant role in K-12 education. This chapter discusses library science, professionals in that field,
and their relationship to education, both teaching and learning. Library science’s impact on education
can be significant, and practices need to be assessed to determine results. Knowledge management is
used as a lens for identifying several conditions needed to incorporate library science and benefit from
it: curriculum, intellectual capital, leadership, community, collaboration, plans, and politics. Future
trends in library science implementation are also noted.

INTRODUCTION

BACKGROUND

Information constitutes a central element of education as K-20 teachers design and implement curriculum for students to gain knowledge and skills.
Librarians are information professionals, and can
play a significant role in K-12 education. This
chapter discusses library science, professionals
in that field, and their relationship to education,
both teaching and learning. Using a knowledge
management lens of sharing and practicing information practice, conditions for optimizing the
benefits of library science are explained.

In some cases, library science is overlooked or
undervalued in K-20 education, largely because
other members of the academic community do not
understand the field. Thus, before being able to take
full advantage of library science, educators need
to become aware of, and knowledgeable about,
that field, its practitioners, and their functions.

Defining the Field
Library science has been defined as “the professional knowledge and skill with which recorded
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information is selected, acquired, organized,
stored, maintained, retrieved, and disseminated
to meet the needs of a specific clientele, usually
taught at a professional library school qualified to
grant a post-baccalaureate degree (Reitz, 2012).
In synthesizing the domain of library science,
Curran (2001) asserted that library science deals
with several aspects of information: its origin,
properties, dissemination, acquisition, classification, organization, storage, retrieval, interpretation, and use. Library science deals with ways to
optimize the physical and intellectual access to
information.
Information literacy is most commonly defined
in terms of processes: the ability to locate, select,
evaluate, comprehend, interpret, organize, communicate, and use information purposefully. As
such, a case could be made that information literacy
consists of efficiently consuming and producing
information. Information literacy is needed in
order to intellectually access information in its
varied forms, and to act on it.
Curran (2001) stated that librarians “make
their living knowing about and managing the life
cycle of information—from invention through use
… they administer and manage the agencies and
people who do it” (p. 59). That is, library science
professionals have the ability to organize and
manipulate recorded information and technology.
They work with contextualized information and
disseminate knowledge, recognizing the value
of information, which is the practical ability to
apply knowledge to a specific demand. In terms
of qualifications, academic librarians need a
master’s degree in library or information science.
Educational librarians usually need a teaching
credential and a educational librarian credential.
Because both school and academic librarians
have a responsibility to provide intellectual access and instruction along with physical access to
information, the chapter will refer to both types
of librarians as educational librarians.
In daily parlance, the term “library” usually
refers to a physical place with resources, services,
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and professional staff. The California Education
Code defines a educational library as follows: “a library that is established to support the curriculumrelated research and instructional reading needs of
pupils and teachers and provides the collections,
related equipment, and instructional services of a
staff for an elementary or secondary school.” (EC
18810, Article 2). The code also stipulates that
only a credentialed teacher librarian can provide
library instruction. The law further stipulates that
any library must have:
•
•
•
•
•

A written explicit mission statement and
service objectives.
A fixed location in California.
Established hours of service.
An organized collection of information
and materials accessible for use by its primary clientele.
Designated, onsite, paid staff for library
services, one of which must have a master’s
degree in library/information science or a
California credentialed teacher librarian.

Post-secondary institutions are mandated to
provide on-site access to resources and services
to residents.Academic libraries maintain scholarly
and deep academic collections, and some collect
youth literature and educational resources. Many
academic libraries offer outreach services to local
high schools, such as tours and limited borrowing
privileges. A few permit high schoolers, particularly those taking advanced placement courses,
to borrow materials.

Operationalizing Library
Science in K-20 Education
Using their knowledge of library science, librarians facilitate communication and transmission of
knowledge and recorded information among humans in a social context, institutional or individual,
as well as the uses and needs of the information.
An information system is established between the
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interaction of documentary resources, technologies, methods and specialized human resources.
To that end, they tend to perform those functions
with a library setting, be it physical or digital.
The operationalization of library science in these
settings has distinctive features:
•

•

•

Interdisciplinarity: Library science is
not the purview of a single discipline, but
rather acts in a space in which different disciplines interact.
Linking Information Technology:
Design and implementation of significant
structures facilitates and improves access
to recorded knowledge, in any medium or
format.
Orientation towards the Information
Society: Increasingly, information resources are used in meeting social needs.

Educational libraries and their programs (that
is, resources and services), managed by educational librarians, exist in terms of their mission:
their communities. While one of the core criteria
of a library is a fixed location, it does not stipulate
that the location needs to be limited to a physical
location. Rather, the core function of libraries
is to provide information collections that their
clientele can physically and intellectually access.
The central business of educational libraries is
transmitting information that helps their clientele
generate knowledge. Thus, educational libraries
are distinguished from other libraries by their target
population – learners, their explicit instructional
charge, and their existence within, and support
of, their educational system.
Educational librarians have the responsibility
to provide not only information resources and
services but also information literacy instruction.
The professional working with contextualized
information disseminates knowledge, recognizing
the value of information, which is the practical
ability to apply knowledge to a specific demand.
Because information is now presented in various

formats within different settings, from the traditional to virtual, the educational librarian now
serves multiple roles.

MANIFESTATIONS OF LIBRARY
SCIENCE IN K-20 EDUCATION
Resources
The education community tends to think of library
science in terms of its resources, which makes
sense. The first priority of educational librarians
is to support the curriculum. Especially since
students vary in their learning abilities and styles
of reading, as and their backgrounds and interests,
the need to attract a rich variety of reading materials is vital. These days, the idea that a textbook
can meet the academic needs of all students in a
class is unrealistic. Moreover, students need to
make connections between academic subjects
and library resources are a viable way to cross
curricular lines. For example, a video of smoking
may be relevant to biology, chemistry, health and
social affairs. The same book may comply with
both reading skills of a first grader and a fifth
grader. Students can choose from a wide variety
of resources, increasing their power to take responsibility for their own learning.
The range of resources may be surprising: from
picture books to art prints, from audio books to
e-books, from bestsellers to professional reading,
from models to CAD (computer aided design) software, from bibliographies to student publications,
from minutes of board meetings to state policies,
from daily bulletins to foreign newspapers, from
database subscriptions to streaming video services,
from soft toys to computer games, from DVDs to
podcasts, from Spanish encyclopedias to Urdu romances, from Braille keyboards to screen readers,
from photocopiers to camcorders, from laptops to
response systems (e.g ., Clickers). Educational
librarians read reviews and carefully select highquality resources that meet the needs curricular
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and co-curricular activities of the academic community. The digital world expands exponentially,
the resources that the academic community can
access. Never before could the academic community have access to text, images, and sounds
from around the world. Never before could they
communicate with peers on common issues. Most
educational libraries are connected to the Internet,
and, depending on local policies, they support
online chat and video conferencing. However,
this also means that provides access to a much
larger number of people that can be published on
the Internet: children, activists, corporations, and
even psychotics. Traditionally, librarians chose all
resources for the library, but the Internet allows
little control, even with filtering software. More
than ever, educational librarians need to teach
students how to evaluate information.
The potential collection of resources can be
stunning, with some academic libraries offering
millions of print volumes, hundreds of online
database aggregators, and thousands of non-print
materials. At the other extreme, some school
libraries consist of just a few thousand print title
and no digital resources at all. Furthermore, a few
school libraries have gone completely digital, so
that students do not access any print materials.

Physical Access to Resources
While it may seem self-evident, for students to
become information literate requires that they
encounter information and engage in it. Textbooks
and other materials given to students provide
pre-selected, appropriate information, which
can serve as a controlled environment in which
students can comprehend and use information.
Classroom teacher are usually comfortable in this
closed universe because they know the material
themselves, and can resolve student problems
predictably. Teaching students how to discern
such prescribed information does develop critical thinking skills. However, it does not address
a vital part of information literacy: selection of
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information. On the other hand, if students are
left to their own devices to find information, they
are likely to seek the path of least resistance (as
do many adults): asking friends and family, using resources found at home. Young students are
often unaware of the variety of possible resources
and centers of information, and may even classify
some resources as purely as entertainment (e.g.,
television and radio) rather than recognize their
informational role, per se (Shenton & Dixon,
2004). Nor are resources in themselves sufficient
to guarantee information literacy; students still
need an environment that is conducive to learning
the processes by which they can locate, evaluate,
use, and share information. Such an environment
requires the effective allocation and management
of material and human resources. Educational
librarians ensure that the academic community
can access these resources physically and intellectually. The library collection is professionally
processed, described and recorded in the library
catalog for easy retrieval. The library Website provides organized access to digital resources, sometimes from the classroom, and even from home or
other off-site locations. The educational library
provides an effective bridge between classroom
materials and the vast world of information. The
physical collection includes a variety of selected
educational resources at different reading levels so
students can choose relevant and developmentally
appropriate materials for their task at hand. This
informational universe is still controlled, but it
offers opportunities for students to self-regulate
their information interaction, and teacher librarians can help them develop those skills.
If the library has Internet connectivity, students
can access subscription databases and digital
reference sources as well as filtered Websites.
This information universe is almost limitless, but,
again, the teacher librarian can guide students
in navigating the sea of information, and learning how to select, evaluate, and use appropriate
sources efficiently.
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As with resources, the range of facilities is
daunting, from a nine-story academic library to
a small school room with a dozen shelves. Almost all K-20 libraries have online catalogs and
public access computers. However, a few school
libraries exist without Internet connectivity or
even cataloging. As a result, students have very
different learning experiences depending on the
library’s collection and environment. In most
cases, academic libraries provide remote online
access to their databases and reference services,
while the majority of school libraries limit access
to the school site, and even sometimes just to the
library facility itself.
In addition, academic libraries routinely provide interlibrary loan service, which enables users
to borrow materials from other libraries throughout
the world. While school libraries can legally provide such services, very few do, largely because of
the short turn-around time that would be needed
in most cases as students do last-minute research.

From Intellectual Access
to Information Literacy
As noted above, information literacy enables
people to access, use, and communicate information effectively, and constitutes a procedural
knowledge aspect of library science. When educational librarians address information literacy in
their work with the academic community, they are
teaching information literacy skills. In conducting
reference and information service consultations,
educational librarians provide direct, just-in-time
instruction. As co-planners in curriculum development and instructional design, educational librarians often teach classroom teachers information
literacy skills and ways to impart that knowledge
to K-20 students.
Educational librarians provide such instruction
principally to ensure that the academic community
become effective lifelong learners. The explicit
mission of school librarians is to help students

and staff become “effective users of ideas and
information” (AASL, 1998, p. 7). At this point in
time, people need to be not only critical consumers of information but also effective producers of
information. To that end, education should not
only pass on existing knowledge but also teach
learners how to use tools and processes to create
knowledge in order to survive in a future world
that has not yet been defined. Likewise, literacy
now encompasses reading and writing in order
to survive in society. Indeed, the term “literacy”
has sometimes been replaced by “multiliteracies,”
and has been both parsed and broadened to explicit call attention to technology literacy, media
literacy, visual literacy, aural literacy, numeracy,
and even social literacy. The 2010 Common Core
State Standards, developed by the National Governors Association for Best Practices, reinforce
these ideas as they emphasize deep and broad
reading, the ability to write and research, and use
media technology for analysis and production.
Educational library programs have responded
to the notion of process-based literacies in their
promotion of – and instruction in -- information
literacy, which involves a number of interdependent competencies. Because educational librarians
work across the curriculum, and manage a wide
range of information resources, they can facilitate
cross-disciplinary information literacy skills.

Library Science as an
Academic Field of Study
Learning about library science differs from learning with library science. K-20 curricula can include
library science as an academic field of study, although its presence is not widespread. For example,
the American Library Association has accredited
fewer than sixty library science programs at the
master’s degree level. Most states have a couple
of accredited school librarian credential programs
and a handful of library technician programs at
the associate degree level.
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In K-12 settings, library science translates into
knowledge about the nature, architecture, and cycle
of information. Students learn how people access
and interact with information purposefully and
ethically. Students also learn how to use technology
tools and resources productively and responsibly
(Commission on Teacher Credentialing, 2011).
In post-secondary settings, students can pursue
library science studies at the associate degree to
become a library technician. These students learn
how to conduct daily library operations, and often
gain advanced technical skills.
A handful of universities offer undergraduate library science or information science majors, which
typically serve as a lead-in to graduate library
science programs. These undergraduate programs
tend to focus on critical use of information. More
generally, universities provide master’s and doctoral degree programs in library and information
science. Upon completion of their studies, these
students should have the following competences
(American Library Association, 2009):
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Library science foundational knowledge.
Expertise in information resources and
their management.
Expertise in the organization of recorded
knowledge and information.
Technological knowledge and skills.
Expertise in reference and user services.
Knowledge about research methods and
principles.
Administration and management
knowledge.

While the study of library science is required
for educational librarians, this chapter focuses
more on the ways that the application of library
science by information professionals can impact
K-20 education.
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THE POTENTIAL IMPACT
OF LIBRARY SCIENCE
ON K-20 EDUCATION
The sum total of the educational library program
impacts the education community as a whole and
can make the difference between failure and success for the those educational entities, from student
and teacher to administrator and parent. Library
science knowledge and application improves the
conditions for teaching and learning by:
1.

2.
3.

Providing a rich collection of relevant and
developmentally appropriate information in
varied formats that support the educational
institution’s mission and curriculum;
Providing services that enhance instructional
design and learning experiences; and
Providing an inviting and stimulating learning environment, in both physical and virtual
spaces.

Educational librarians’ specific efforts to
increase information literacy, in effect, improves
learning, not only in terms of library science
related knowledge but also in terms of learning
how to learn.

Assessment of Library
Program Impact
How is this impact evidenced? By looking at what
the educational library program, based on library
science, brings to the table in terms of resources
and services—and assessing what processes and
products are created by the academic community.
Is student work improving? Are students reading
more—and better? Are standardized test scores
rising? Are graduates gaining better postsecondary
options? Are teachers’ lesson plans more engaging? Is more differentiated instruction occurring?
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As reflective practitioners, educational librarians are increasingly assessing the impact of the
educational library program on student success and
school-wide improvement. Educational librarians
gather data through usage statistics, observation,
content analysis of sample work, feedback from
grantsmanship efforts, surveys, focus groups,
and analysis of other existing educational data.
In collaboration with other education community members, especially classroom teachers,
educational librarians are also conducting more
action research projects: identifying a problem
and seeking interventions to address the issue.
A synthesis of school library research (Farmer
& Safer, 2010) indicate that school library programs contribute significantly to the school’s
efforts. Here is a sampling of evidence.
Students improve language arts and problemsolving skills when educational librarians are
added to the teaching team.
•

•
•
•

•

•

Students improve their reading skills when
they have greater access to print resources
and high-quality libraries, spend more time
in voluntary reading, and receive information literacy instruction.
Students gain verbal ability when they
participate in an active, centralized library
program.
Students improve their study skills with
greater access to the library and having a
credentialed librarian available.
High school students improve their research skills when a educational librarian teaches them locational and retrieval
strategies.
Students improve motivation and academic
attitude, initiative, independence, and collaboration when educational librarians and
classroom teachers understand each other
and develop indicators of knowledge.
Students achieve more academically when
educational librarians collaborate with
classroom teachers and parents, when

more technology is available in the library,
when the library is inviting, and when library staffing is high-quality.
Likewise, Megan Oakleaf’s (2010) research
review of academic libraries’ value revealed that
high-quality programs significantly contribute to:
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

Student Enrollment: More successful
recruitment of potential students, higher
existing student retention, improved graduation rates.
Student Success: Greater professional
and graduate school acceptance, internship
success, better job placement and salaries.
Academic Achievement: Increased engagement increased learning, improved
test scores.
Faculty Research Productivity: Greater
number of publications and patents, better
tenure/promotion decisions.
Faculty Grants: More grants submitted
and funded, higher value of funded grants
Faculty Teaching: More effective instructional design and assessment, greater integration of information resources into courses.
Institutional Reputation: Better faculty
recruitment, greater community engagement, higher institutional ranking.

Oakleaf noted that research on the impact of
academic libraries has been limited and uneven.
Most work is conducted at the site level, which is
hard to generalize. The new document The Value
of Academic Libraries (Oakleaf, 2010) suggested
several evaluation tools, and the Association of
College and Research Libraries has been conducting workshops to help academic libraries measure
their impact more systematically.

Impact of Information Literacy
Information literacy may also be considered as
a set of skills or a mindset that can be seen as
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valuable from the individual’s point of view, to a
programmatic scale, to a site or system level, to a
governmental scale, all the way to an international
perspective. The true test of its value, though, is in
its implementation and assessment. At each level,
the conditions for learning and practicing information literacy must be explicitly identified and
assessed in order to optimize the factors for student
success. Both internal assurances and external accountability need to be in place in order to ensure
that all students are given equitable and ongoing
opportunities to learn these skills and apply them to
a variety of academic and personal contexts. Only
then will students themselves value information
literacy and strive to become information literate.
Traditional library skills are usually understood
– and considered to be the educational library’s
curriculum. However, the impact of information
literacy will not be felt if constrained to library
lessons. Particularly in today’s climate of accountability, the academic community often has to be
“convinced” of information literacy’s values as
it pertains to education as a whole. Dozens of
research studies that link information literacy and
student learning overall (Loertscher & Woolls,
2002; Oakleaf, 2010). Some key findings follow:
•
•
•
•
•

•
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Information literacy improves reading
comprehension.
Students in schools with school librarians
are more likely to enjoy reading and meet
reading standards (Scholastic, 2008).
When information literacy is integrated
into academic domains, students internalize skills better.
Collaboratively designed integrated information literacy instruction improves learning and research products.
Students who are taught information literacy in secondary schools are more successful in higher education than students
without that instruction.
Information literacy is a way of thinking,
which impacts lifelong learning.

Nevertheless, classroom teachers are more
likely to believe their peers and ask for concrete
local evidence rather than rely on librarian-originated reports that may seem self-serving. Here
are some ways to provide such documentation:
•
•
•

•

•

Student demonstrations of information literacy in action can be videotaped.
Samples of information-rich student work
can be shared.
Credible teachers who have experienced
success in incorporating information literacy can serve as spokespersons for the
library program.
Online and print-based lesson ideas that
incorporate information literacy and address content standards can be located and
shared.
Educational librarians can research and
share articles in subject-specific journals
of educational organizations (e.g., English
Teacher, Science, Teaching Children
Mathematics) that discuss information literacy’s positive impact on student learning.

CONDITIONS FOR OPTIMIZING
LIBRARY SCIENCE IN
K-20 EDUCATION
As library science is operationalized as information resources and services managed by educational librarians, it enables teachers to work
more productively and instruct more efficiently,
and it enables students to learn more effectively.
To insure that academic communities benefit
optimally from library science, the conditions for
maximizing library science benefits must be met.

A Knowledge Management Model
of Library Science Factors
Knowledge management has become a buzz
word in today’s business world. Increasingly,
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enterprises realize the importance of intellectual
capital. Companies hire individuals with tacit
(internal) knowledge, and socialize them within
the company so that such knowledge will be
made explicit and shared with their employees
so that new combinations of ideas can emerge,
and then be internalized; dynamic organizations
encourage dialogue between tactic and explicit
knowledge. This SECI model, developed by
Nonaka and Takeuchi in 1995, exemplifies the
use of library science to advance a common good.
Knowledge management consists of the systematic
management of collective information: gathering,
organizing, sharing, and analyzing it. By providing on-demand access to managed knowledge,
entities can deal effectively with situations that
emerge by drawing upon cumulated experience.
It has become evident that information literacy,
drawing upon library science principles, impacts
the societal whole – and that the society’s status
impacts educational attempts to prepare information literate citizens.
Related to the SECI model, Nonaka (1994)
posited two organizational approaches to amplify
organizational knowledge by individual contributions: a middle up-down model where a team leader
helps synthesize the group’s ideas and facilitates
their impact on others, and a hypertext model
where formal and informal links among individuals and groups optimizes relationships between
ideas. Educational librarians can foster library
science in both organizational approaches with
their connection across the academic community.
Osborn, Thomas, and Harnack (2001) applied
a knowledge management model to educational
settings, and particularized it for information
literacy efforts. The following factors need to be
considered in the broader educational sphere as
well as within each school setting:
•

General Knowledge: Reading and writing skills; critical thinking skills; ability to
learn independently using a wide variety of
sources.

•

•

•

•

•

•

•
•

•

•

Subject Knowledge: In-depth, domainspecific knowledge gained from academic
preparation and experience (e.g., how does
a mathematician think).
Information Literacy: Knowledge and
use of information literacy and associated
skills; belief in the value, promotion and
support of information literacy in teaching
and learning.
Cultural Knowledge: Inherited and learned
knowledge and values about the dominant
culture and other cultures; attitudes and
norms surrounding information literacy.
Languages: Attitude about, knowledge of,
and use of dominant language and other
languages used by the community; understanding of language learning processes;
relationship of language to information
literacy.
Intellectual Capital: Knowledgeable individuals who have the potential to impact
information literacy efforts; attitudes and
values of intellectual capital.
Educational Professionalism: Values
and practices of teaching and learning related to information literacy; ethical code
of conduct; active participation within the
educational community; ongoing professional development.
Educational Collaboration:
Communication and joint efforts among
stakeholders that impact information literacy.
Leadership and Management Policies:
Structure of decision-making processes,
development of student outcomes relative
to information literacy; resource allocation
practices relative to information literacy.
Educational Policies: Board-approved
policies and mandates relative to information literacy; monitoring of resources and
services; accountability efforts.
Legal and Religious Policies: Societallyderived regulations and value systems that
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•

•

impact information literacy (e.g., privacy,
access to information).
Knowledge of Communities: Cultural
values and practices, socio-political issues,
economic issues as they relate to information literacy.
Partnerships: Mutually-supportive relationships (e.g., suppliers, donors) between
the academic community and the community at large that impact information
literacy.

These factors do not necessarily advance
library. Ignorance about library science or inaction in its support negatively impact efforts. If
policies provide no money for joint planning
time or library collections, information literacy
will be impeded. In short, each of these factors
– or stakeholders – needs to become aware of
library science and its manifestations -- and the
positive role that it can play in its enterprises. To
optimize efforts that draw upon library science,
the educational enterprise conduct broad-based
planning that offers a strong argument for appropriate resource allocation to achieve the desired
results. For example, by mapping the entire curriculum, folding in information literacy skills, the
academic community has a value-added basis for
systematic planning, implementation, and assessment. The result? A total learning community
that values information literacy, undergirded by
library science. Such cross-site validation requires
ongoing communication and monitoring in order
to optimize instruction and learning. For instance,
if history teachers know that students learn how
to evaluate Web sites in language arts classes,
then they can focus on teaching students how to
evaluate print-based primary sources. Likewise,
science and math teachers can collaborate when
teaching numerical data analysis so that students
can apply that evaluate skill when conducting
science experiments.
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Curriculum as a Condition
for Library Science
Information literacy needs be realized through
its presence in the curriculum, which is in turn
impacted by the model’s factors. It needs to be
explicitly addressed through direct instruction
and meaningful learning activities, and it needs
to be integrated throughout the school program
rather than isolated in some sort of parallel universe of learning. Its assessment should be an
essential aspect of whole-school planning and
implementation.
While curricular presence is important, it
is not enough. As early as 1989, the American
Library Association’s Presidential Committee in
Information Literacy asserted:
What is called for is not a new information studies curriculum but, rather, a restructuring of the
learning process. Textbooks, workbooks, and
lectures must yield to a learning process based
on information resources available for learning
and problem solving throughout people’s lifetimes
(p. 7).
In short, to support information literacy, curriculum throughout the educational community,
needs to look different. Basic information literacy
skills cross disciplines and grades: identifying an
information task, determining key words, reading
information, evaluating resources, communicating
information. However, information literacy needs
to be contextualized in order to make meaning.
Beside the fact that good teaching often arises
out of a community of practice, teachers should
design learning activities that foster both subject
matter competency and information literacy with
educational librarians. For example, discerning
fact from opinion, which is typically addressed in
social studies, is part of the comprehension and
evaluation process within information literacy.
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Many discipline-specific content frameworks
include information literacy components, but they
are not always explicitly labeled as such. Therefore, teachers should look at content standards and
information competency standards simultaneously
together, taking into consideration the students’
prerequisite information literacy and available
information resources.
Using this approach, specific classes can also
focus on one information literacy skill, such as
working cooperatively toward a goal, which can
be implemented in a physical education or music
course as well as in a science course. Similarly, if
students are comfortable evaluating print resources, they can concentrate on evaluating Web-based
resources for the moment. Having an organizationwide scope and sequence across curricular areas
provides a venue for meeting specific information
literacy standards and linking them to the overall
intellectual framework.
On a more systemic level, the entire academic
community can examine information competency
standards alongside subject matter standards in
an effort to develop an interdependent matrix
of learning activities that can insure student
information literacy. In this model, developing a
hypothesis or a thesis statement both exemplify
the process of identifying a task. If the science
teacher introduces this concept prior to the language arts teacher, then the latter can build upon
the student’s recent learning, thus deepening
understanding and offering more opportunities
to practice that skill in other contexts. Within
an academic major, a general education course
could focus on generic information competency, a
gateway course could focus on discipline-specific
research resources, and a capstone course could
deepen research methodologies. Similarly, as each
grade level builds on the prior year’s knowledge
set, so too can information competency build upon
prior experience that is contextualized to optimize
meaningful engagement.

Intellectual Capital as a
Condition for Library Science
The heart of education is its people. Education
exists because of the students, and is only as
effective as the personnel who facilitate student
learning. Both individually and collectively, the
entire academic community has the potential to
contribute to information literacy efforts, based
on library science:
•

•

•

•

•

•

Administrators model and inspire community to a shared vision of library science,
supervise teachers and hold them accountable to information literacy goals, seek
support and funding, and advocate for the
library media program (Shannon, 2012).
Classroom teachers provide content and
developmental context, design and implement instruction and learning activities,
and assess results relative to information
literacy.
Educational librarians work with all students and teachers across the curriculum
in terms of information literacy processes,
teach information literacy, promote reading, and manage information resources and
facilities.
Technology specialists manage technology
resources, help train personnel, and deal
with technology plans and policies that impact information literacy.
Reading specialists diagnose and suggest interventions for struggling readers,
share bibliographies of leveled reading, assess facilities in order to optimize reading
environments.
Special education specialists diagnose and
suggest interventions for students with special needs, suggest assistive technologies
and other appropriate resources, suggest facility accommodations to facilitate information literacy for students with special needs.
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•

•

•

•

Counselors and psychologists address students’ academic and personal difficulties,
coordinate post-secondary learning activities, and connect the school and the community, all of which can impact information literacy efforts.
Health personnel can make sure the library
is a safe environment, and suggest appropriate accommodations for students with
health challenges so they can become information literate.
Co-curricular personal (e.g., activities personnel) link information literacy to personal interests through content and original
expression.
School board members make policies
about the school program and resource allocations to support the program.

As mentioned above, for students to become
information literate, the rest of the academic
community needs to be information literate. Too
often it is assumed that since adults have graduated from secondary, and possibly post-secondary
institutions, that they are information literate
themselves. While educators survive in society,
and may have learned to think like a historian
or other domain-specific expert, they might not
have explicitly addressed information literacy processes or know how to design learning activities
that integrate such direct training. Certainly, few
formally study library and information science.
On the other hand, educational librarians do not
possess in-depth knowledge about all curricula.
Rather, the goal is to identify and complement
each other’s areas of expertise with the intent of
“filling in the information literacy gaps” so that
needed structures and processes are in place for
the stakeholders to collaboratively provide the
conditions for information literacy to be achieved
by all students.
Underlying assumptions about library science lead to decisions about information literacy
instruction. Historically, librarians used phrases
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such as ‘library instruction,’ ‘user education,’
‘bibliographic instruction,’ each of which reflects
a specific philosophy about the relationship
among librarian, user, and resources. The first,
for instance, focuses on a sense of place or learning environment: the universe for information
use. The second term focuses on the recipient of
information, with an implication that the person
is somehow deficient. The third term focuses on
the content of instruction, with an emphasis on
technical skills.
Probably the most important factor in using
intellectual capital is instructional design and
implementation:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Identifying the desired student outcomes.
Identifying the content and information literacy standards with their associated concrete indicators.
Identifying relevant and available material
resources.
Designing instruction: content, delivery.
Designing learning activities.
Assessing processes and products throughout (i.e., pre-requisite skills, current student knowledge and needs, behaviors
and attitudes throughout the experience,
results).

Each step is critical, and problems at any step
can negatively impact the final result. Fortunately,
when each step is well executed, the results demonstrate how the whole is greater than the parts.
Instructional design transcends any one instructor since it is possible that a group might
develop an interactive online tutorial independent
of any specific course or designated instructor.
Particularly as just-in-time and situated learning
are gaining educational credence, instructional
design constitutes a thoughtful process in itself.
Additionally, the incorporation of self-standing
learning objects into instruction also speaks to
the potential modularity of instructional design.
Clearly, instructional design refers not only to a
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one-time effort, but needs to be implemented as
a campus-wide endeavor so that all stakeholders
can contribute – and can depend on each other to
provide the pre-requisite skills that articulate the
curriculum and optimize learning.

•

Leadership as a Condition
for Library Science

•

For intellectual capital to be wisely “invested” and
used, it needs to be supported through resources
and expectations that good leadership can facilitate. In 2004, the Australian government established a national research project, Leadership and
Learning with Information and Communication
Technologies, to investigate school-based leadership models that support teacher development
and student learning through the incorporation
of information and communication technology
(ICT) (Moyle, 2006). Principals were identified
as leaders for:
•
•
•
•

Spearheading a shared vision of what is
valued in teaching and learning.
Developing a school culture.
Setting the instructional direction.
Developing leadership in others.

Focusing on the principal’s role in mainstreaming information literacy instruction, Campbell
(1994) found similar roles:
•
•
•
•
•

Vision-building.
Evolutionary planning and restructuring.
Resource mobilization.
Monitoring and problem-solving.
Empowerment.

Relative to library science, Henri (1988) asserted that administrators can play a pivotal role by:
•

Creating a school culture of collaboration
and learning.

•
•

•
•
•
•

Scheduling time for collaborative planning
and assessment.
Recognizing teacher librarians as professional partners in the school’s program.
Appointing teacher librarians to curriculum
and other decision-making committees.
Encouraging teacher librarians to present
at staff development sessions.
Delegating responsibility to teacher librarians, such as budgeting and program
management.
Seeking outside support and funding to facilitate information literacy.
Recognizing and rewarding information
literacy efforts.
Advocating for information literacy within
the school and larger community.

Educational librarians must collaborate closely
with administrators to facilitate active advocacy
and support, aligning the library program’s agenda
to the institution’s vision and strategic plan. The
library program can model best practices relative
to information literacy. Educational librarians can
also support administrator’s efforts that incorporate information literacy.
As important as the principal and other administrators are as leaders, an even more powerful model of leadership is that of collaborative
leadership. This model is based on an inclusive
environment where information and expertise is
shared, and the community is empowered to act
upon a collective vision. Both the cognitive and
affective domains are acknowledged, which can
facilitate more sensitivity to cultural realities
(Chrislip, 2002). Nissen, Merrigan, and Kraft
(2005) identified four tasks needed to implement
collaborative leadership:
•
•
•
•

Plan for collaboration.
Identify current formal and informal
leaders.
Identify collaborative leadership tasks.
Balance short- and long-term outcomes.
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This collaborative model also facilitates the
typical teacher librarian leadership style: leading
from the middle. In her study of situating information literacy, Asselin (2005) asserted that:
Teacher librarians need to reposition themselves
as leaders in the new literacies required for
learning and solving problems with the Internet
and ICT. There is a clear need for instructional
leadership in existing critical-level new literacy
learning outcomes and in assessment and evaluation of all aspects of the new literacies of the
Information Age (p. 33).
In terms of information literacy advocacy,
educational librarians can lead in several areas:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Curriculum development that incorporates
information literacy.
Collecting and analyzing student work to
assess student information literacy levels.
Conducting literacy reviews and action research projects to provide evidence-based
best practice about information literacy.
Developing and implementing staff development about information literacy.
Serving on decision-making boards that
allocate resources for information literacy.
Creating policies that value and support information literacy.
Collaborating with community members
who are involved in information literacy
efforts.

argued that the library science based education
of local youth may influence the future of people
across the sea – and the nature of information itself.
On a broader scale, the public sector plays several
significant roles in supporting library science.
•

•

•

Academic personnel and educational librarians need to assess the community’s material and
human resources as a means to enrich students’
engagement with information.
•
•

Community as a Condition
for Library Science
Education is ultimately a community-based endeavor. Even with national curriculum and standards, how library science is played out depends
on the community’s resources and expectations.
This impact may seem short-termed as societies
become more transient, but it may be equally
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Facilitation: Providing financial and political backing on information literacy initiatives; providing venues for discussing
information literacy priorities; advancing
information communication infrastructure.
Regulation: Providing and enforcing Information and Communication
Technology (ICT) laws and regulations;
accrediting educational institutions; establishing ICT standards and guidelines.
Use: Bridging educational and economic
information literacy applications; identifying and meeting information needs;
producing and disseminating information;
keeping current in information literacy
trends; promoting ICT development and
education.17

•

Who produces information? Businesses,
government, education, agencies, organizations, groups, individuals.
How is information disseminated?
Newspapers, radio, television, telephone,
signs, posters, company memos, church
bulletins, Internet, loud speakers, street
talk.
What centers of information exist?
Libraries, other schools and institutes of
higher learning, museums, historical sites,
community agencies, community centers,
religious centers.
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•

Who has information literacy expertise? Librarians, educators, technology
specialists, information producers and
disseminators.

Together with community members, school
personnel can determine the potential role of
community resources with regard to student
information literacy: suppliers of information,
instructors, clients of student information projects (e.g., reading to toddlers, tutoring children,
creating community informational Web portals),
disseminators of student informational products.
In this respect, service learning provides authentic experiences where students can apply their
information literacy skills and can contribute to
their community in meaningful ways.
It should be noted when educational library
science practices veer too far from community
values and norms, then disconnects occur: between teachers and families, between children and
families, between administrators and community
leaders. On the other hand, education and community can inform each other about novel views
about library science and the evolving world, so
that both parties can adjust to an unforeseeable
future. Otherwise, either will be stuck in the past,
unable to survive or compete successfully.
Academic personnel need to be aware of these
cultural values in order to validate current beliefs
and bridge to new understandings. When institutions serve a variety of cultures, which may clash,
then administrators and educational librarians
need to focus on identifying overriding common
information literacy values and goals that all community members can agree to. Otherwise, students
may get mixed messages about information and its
use, and instruction may be undermined by family
values. Little positive learning will occur. Therefore, academic personnel may find that they will
need to educate the community about information
literacy and library science so that they will feel
less threatened by change and more empowered

to help young people. To this end, educational
librarians should find other educational colleagues
at different levels with which to strategize.

Collaboration as a Condition
for Library Science
Even if all the ingredients for library science are
in place, little student learning will occur if those
ingredients are not effectively combined and
implemented. Too often, educational stakeholders exist in a mental silo, carrying out their own
agenda with little regard to its impact on others – or
realization that others’ efforts might benefit them.
Particularly in today’s educational environment
where institutions are asked to assume so many
responsibilities, ongoing communication and collaboration are key for optimal results.
Collaboration can be considered along a couple
of dimensions: the parties involved, and the quality
of the collaboration itself. The former can range
from two individuals to the entire institution and
beyond. Since any two entities a potential collaborative relationship can occur, when several
entities collaborate group dynamics can emerge.
When traditional top-down communications occurs, little interaction ensures. In contrast, when
educators who work directly with students find
a common information need and goal a rich interdependent collaborative environment is more
likely to happen.
Groups automatically form in school settings
because people have similar tasks: by position
(e.g., teachers), by target audience (e.g., grade
levels), by content expertise (e.g., mathematics),
by seniority (e.g., first-year staff). Each person
within the group assumes at least one psychological role, such as: expert, enthusiast, processor,
problem-solver, scapegoat, and so forth. Over
time, as members negotiate roles and behaviors,
they develop norms that help them sustain their
existence and facilitate their efforts. As goals are
reached or members change, the group re-forms
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(Johnson, 1994). When a group with common
values and goals strives together to improve, it
can become a community of practice. The members build a joint body of knowledge, and help
new members become contributing participants
(Wenger, 1998).
In the field of collaborative learning, several
key elements comprise best practice (Khoury,
2004). These elements apply equally well to
school-wide collaboration:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Heterogeneous groups facilitate cross-fertilization of different ideas.
Academic tasks provide meaningful
direction.
Social tasks facilitate trust and
interdependence.
Distributed leadership offers multiple opportunities for broad-based decision-making and optimizes implementation.
Group autonomy gives people more authority to control their behavior.
Group
accountability
reinforces
interdependence.
Individual accountability makes each person responsible for his/her contribution to
the overall goal.

As might be guessed, both individuals and
groups can act as entities in collaborative efforts.
In any case, though, for those elements to
be effective, tasks and roles need to be clearly
delineated, and efforts need to be monitored and
assessed. In investigating possible inhibitors and
enablers of information literacy efforts within
the academic community, Kuhlthau (1993) found
three primary inhibitors: lack of time, confusion
of roles, and poorly designed assignments. Four
basic enablers she found were: team teaching
approach, sharing understanding of learning as
a constructivist process, shared commitment to
lifelong learning, and competence in developing
learning activities and strategies. Educational
librarians need to assess their environments to
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determine what inhibitors and enhancers exist so
they can plan strategically in their pursuit of an
information literacy agenda.

Plans and Policies as a
Condition for Library Science
For library science to be supported, plans and
policies must be in place and monitored. Policies
may also set up the conditions for library science
related planning and implementation. The California Department of Education (1998) identified
representative focus area policies that can impact
information literacy.
•

•

•
•
•

Staffing: Established staffing levels for
library programs, both professional and
paraprofessional; volunteer staff policy;
hiring and evaluation criteria; district or
system leadership and coordination responsibilities; established lines of authority; staff development policy.
Collaboration: Teaching staff evaluation
criteria on collaboration; scheduling facilitating collaboration; required representation by library on committees.
Access: Facility hours and services; circulation policies; resource sharing policies.
Resources: Selection policy; challenged
materials policy; acceptable use policy;
disposal policy; funding policy.
Student Achievement: Graduation requirements; expected student outcomes;
assessment processes and analysis.

While plans and policies are necessary for
benefits based on library science, they are not
sufficient in themselves. Policies should stem
from identified needs and values. For policies to
be effective, they should be created by all of the
stakeholders who are influenced by them. Thus,
a policy on information literacy student outcomes
should include input from library staff, students,
faculty, administrators, and possibly community
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members. Otherwise, the academic community
will not have a sense of ownership for the policy,
and may be unwilling to enforce it; the policy
will likely be ineffective. Generally speaking,
the smaller the distance between the decision
maker and the person who implements those decisions, the more likely that such decisions will be
implemented. National plans and policies can be
extremely difficult to monitor unless a thorough
infrastructure is in place to audit local efforts and
a strong incentive program (or punitive action)
motivates stakeholders.

FUTURE TRENDS
One thing is certain: tomorrow’s students will be
bombarded with information. They will need help
discerning what is true and what is relevant. They
will also need to figure out what to do with the
information they choose. Uniquely positioned to
gather and organize high-quality information, educational information professionals will continue
to act as critical partners in helping students to
access and produce knowledge in a digital age.
Increasingly, educators and administrators
are sharing and coordinating valuable library
resources at local, regional, and national levels,
often through central library services, to provide
cost-effective access for entire learning communities. The following examples indicate several
trends that in turn point towards the future role
of K-20 librarians.
Individual libraries and higher education consortia now coordinate educational Web sites and
learning objects organized by subject. Academic
libraries tend to use the DSpace institutional
repository system developed by Massachusetts
Institute of Technology (MIT) (http://www.
dspace.org). The Creative Commons includes a
federated repository system to collect, organize,
and disseminate all forms of documentation.
Thinkfinity serves as a federated repository for

K-12 learning objects. MERLOT (http://www.
merlot.org), another learning object repository
for higher education, is also spearheading an
open textbook initiative that enables the academic
community to access textbooks through Creative
Commons agreements. The Open Archives Initiative (http://www.openarchives.org) facilitates
cross-protocol dissemination of information.
The IMS Global Learning Consortium and the
International Committee of Documentation are
developing standardized formats and controlled
vocabularies to facilitate interoperable databases
and overall learning environments. Librarians
serve as part of this international librarian team
to ensure equitable access by K-20 educational
communities around the world. Users will be able
to find the information they need by standard,
format, concept, reading level, developmental
level, and other factors.
Balancing this international coordination of
resources, local educational librarians can collaborate with local public and special librarians to
focus on local or ephemeral sources of information
such as historic landmarks, school alumni, town
happenings, and nearby agencies; their portals can
combine national and local links seamlessly for
their learning communities. Other “packages” of
information might consist of 3D printed objects,
interactive broadcasts, picture phone messages,
referral expert systems, and digitized publications.
The key will be to match information with anticipated use, and to modify those packages based on
their actual application; this kind of analysis will
become routine.
Educational librarians now routinely create
LibGuides to collate resources as well as learning aids. They also provide Web-based tutorials,
multimedia presentations, and learning activities,
such as simulations, WebQuests, and virtual trips,
which can be embedded into learning management systems. Besides providing statewide access
to subscription database aggregators, Georgia’s
project GALILEO (http://www.galileo.usg.edu)
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includes document that train both students and
librarians to locate, evaluate, and use electronic
resources.
The vast majority of post-secondary educational institutions offer online courses, and K-12 is
joining the trend. Even current online high school
enrichment programs such as the University of
California College Prep Online include the input
of a K-12 cybrarian. Not only can K-12 cybrarians locate, evaluate, and organize materials,
but with improved data archiving and statistical
tools, they would also be able to assess students’
success with those sources in order to fine tune
selection and delivery methods. K-12 cybrarians
can also serve as online reference homework
experts to help students upon need, building on
present 24/7 reference services. For instance, 24/7
Reference expanded its service to K-12 students,
developing “scripts” to help librarians give better
service to youth.
These online venues also provide rich opportunities for information literacy instruction as
educational librarians—or automated assessment
tools—diagnose student research process success. Either source can redirect student research
strategies and suggest more effective approaches.
Advantages of the human interface include the
personal touch, as well as the possibility for
follow-up discussion or assistance with related
questions. Either method, though, could merge
with existing statewide student record systems,
sending results to students’ instructional teams,
including local librarians in order to leverage the
e-learning situation.
As e-education evolves, most students will
access their instruction primarily via technology,
including under-served populations such as migrants, students with special needs, and students
with time constraints (e.g., athletically-gifted
students, full-time workers, teenage parents with
several children, incarcerated juveniles). A model
of a stable instructional team of online teachers
and cybrarians with whom students could work for
several years (e.g., primary grades, middle school,
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and high school) would facilitate interaction and
optimize developmentally-appropriate learning.
As these educational teams become personally
acquainted with students, they could provide
them with better, more individualized service.
An example of this educational model, the Los
Angeles County Office of Education’s distance
learning initiative for migrant children, included
a K-12 cybrarian who gave stable, personal attention to these students regardless of where
they moved. Unfortunately, with budget cuts, that
interactive service was eliminated. Nevertheless,
this program established an admirable model for
future e-education efforts by creating an environment in which cybrarians and e-teachers could
work with students to provide the most effective
learning activities.
Regardless of the system of instructional delivery, librarians should serve on the instructional
team as a cross-curricular resource specialist and
literacy partner, linking library science to other
academic domains. The librarian can serve as
an information generalist, focusing on students’
personal and developmental information needs,
rather like a personal trainer or family physician.
The local librarian can also help provide drop-in
e-learning students with the technology and related
skills needed to succeed in distance education
situations. When students need more in-depth or
specialized library service, the librarian can refer
them to a district or regional subject specialist
librarian. In effect, this tiered system would provide optimal service through its commitment to
understanding each student and to offering varying
degrees of educational expertise.
As praiseworthy as these future scenarios
about library science in K-20 education appear,
they require a flexible mindset and organizational
structure. Because information and information
literacy changes constantly, because the world
at large changes constantly, the academic community must respond to these dynamics if they
hope to have any chance of improving teaching
and facilitating student information literacy
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achievement. Simultaneously, schools serve as
institutions of the dominant culture. Therefore,
tensions exist between established power and
purposeful improvement. Some of the current
trends in education, anticipated as early as 1991
by Thompson, include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

School Purpose: From selecting the best
to ensuring that all students learn.
Nature of Knowledge: From absolute
truths to making meaning.
Nature of Learning: From passive reception to active engagement.
Nature of Teaching: From sage on the
stage to guide on the side.
Curriculum: From a highly structured sequence set of fixed knowledge to a cyclical
set of contextualized perspectives.
Leadership: From hierarchical authority
to transformative empowerment.
Assessment: From standardized input
points to integrated and outcomes-centered
cycled of inquiry.

These patterns are not absolutes that educational librarians can count on. Rather, they point
out options that can be called upon when discussing education options.

CONCLUSION
Library science provides the basis for mediation
between the academic community and the information it needs to carry out its functions. Educational
librarians apply library science principles as they
develop and manage the community’s information
collection. In today’s society, the proliferation of
information requires that educational librarians
increasingly need to interpret, filter and evaluate that information – and help their educational
communities to perform those functions as well.
Educational librarians apply library science based
technical processes (tools such as thesauri, citation

indexes, catalogs authorities, classification and
cataloging standards) to organize and optimize
the efficient retrieval of the needed information.
In addition, education librarians foster information literacy in academic communities, largely
through cooperative strategies. The educational
librarian’s role becomes that of a guide, not only
for the purpose of facilitating physical access to,
and use of, existing information resources, but
also to facilitate the creation of new information
developed and made possible by the computer
search capabilities.
All the conditions for information literacy—
resources, intellectual capital, leadership, community, plans and policies, collaboration—need
to be continuously audited, assessed and negotiated in order to provide the most efficient educational experiences to support information literacy.
Educational librarians need to be aware of these
changing dynamics, and serve as a change agent,
providing appropriate leadership via professional
development, communities of practice, and educational reform efforts.
Oakleaf’s 2010 research review of academic
libraries offers several suggestions for ways to
evaluate the effectiveness of academic libraries.
Likewise, in 2012 American Association of School
Librarians also developed a workbook to guide
school librarians in evaluating their programs to
show their value-added factors. Because these
tools are so recent, as is the concept of valueadded programs, systematic library evaluation
trends have yet to surface. Nevertheless, librarians
have been strongly encouraged to conduct such
evaluations as well as do other research on their
roles within K-12 education.
It should be noted that educational librarians
cannot force change on the rest of the academic
community. Even “islands” of innovation are
not as successful as system-wide approaches
to change because the former may not be scalable. These islands usually involve close-knit
relationships among a small group of educators:
a closed culture. Even though outside funding
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can help these islands sustain long-term status,
the goals and expectations are usually very narrow and specific. School-wide initiatives, on the
other hand, enlist administrative support, leverage
larger-scale resources, generate supporting policies, and encourage establish support mechanisms.
Therefore, educational librarians should leverage
the use of collaboration and distributed leadership
to facilitate the conditions for maximum impact
of library science.
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KEY TERMS AND DEFINITIONS
Change Agent: A person who leads or facilitates change within the organization, by championing the change and its implementation.
Collaboration: The process of sharing
resources and responsibilities to create shared
meaning and attain a common goal; interdependent cooperation.
Community of Practice: A group of people
with mutual goals who share their knowledge of
best practices to reach those goals.
Information Literacy: The ability to locate,
evaluate, use, manage, and communicate information effectively.

Instructional Design: A systematic analysis
of training needs and the development of aligned
instruction.
Knowledge Management: The systematic
management of collective information.
Learning Objects: Self-contained modules
that can be incorporated into training to aid teaching or learning.
Librarians: Professionals who professionals
have the ability to organize and manipulate recorded information and technology, and provide
physical and intellectual access to these resources.
Library Science: The professional domain
that deals with ways to optimize the physical and
intellectual access to information.
Repository: A collection of resources that can
be accessed to retrieve information.

This work was previously published in a “Handbook of Research on Teaching and Learning in K-20 Education” edited by Victor
C.X. Wang, pages 377-398, copyright 2013 by Information Science Reference (an imprint of IGI Global).
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Blend the Lab Course,
Flip the Responsibility
Mark A. Gallo
Niagara University, USA

ABSTRACT
An upper-level special topics course in Applied, Environmental, and Medical Microbiology was offered
for the first time. It was decided by the author to offer it as a blended course. There were some compelling
reasons to do so: first and foremost, it allowed class time to be spent doing what one should in a lab-intensive
course: remark on current state of knowledge and literature, describe experimental design, discuss potential
outcomes, troubleshoot technical problems as they arise, and offer suggestions regarding students’ research
throughout the process. The ultimate goal and real value of the blended classroom in this instance was
elevating the level of student responsibility and forcing them to view a science class as something more than
a collection of facts: rather as a very active class, one that requires individual action. It was also designed
to allow the students to participate in fundamental scientific research with the help of a mentor in a manner
that was/is still practiced and in full view of peer review. The role of the faculty member changes to one of
providing guidance instead of content in the classroom, and so it gives one more individual time with the
students; this time can be used for diagnostic, formative, and summative assessment.

INTRODUCTION
The blended classroom provides a means to offload some of the content of a course to online
media and allow more of the classroom to be
used for interactive dialog with the learner. This
strategy makes logical sense for certain courses,
and is especially useful with motivated learners
who will responsibly prepare for the face-to-face
time. The synchronous and asynchronous interac-

tions each have their strongpoints and when both
are used effectively it can have a synergistic effect
on the learning.
A challenge for any discipline is how to best
transition the beginner in the field, the novice,
to a position of mastery. This is particularly true
in the sciences where not only is there a large,
ever-expanding content base, but there is also the
technical knowledge and skills needed to design
an experiment as well as a way of approaching
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the subject, all of which is foreign to the beginner.
The mechanics of an upper-level advanced special topics in microbiology operated in a blended
fashion are described in this chapter. This was
the first time for the faculty member to run the
course and it was one of the first courses with an
online component for many of the students. Students worked in groups and were responsible for
formal experimental write-ups as well as online
videos outlining their background information,
their methodology and experimental design, their
results, and their conclusions. The students worked
progressively through a series of experiments,
starting with well-defined studies to those that
were more exploratory in nature and had a large
inquiry-based component. The final projects were
in conjunction with a primary investigator and the
results of their studies were of high value to the
scientific community.

BACKGROUND
Lessons from Psychologists
on Cognition
Cognitive load theory (Sweller, 1988) maintains
that we possess a very large long-term memory
in which we develop schemas. It is within this
framework that knowledge is stored. Learning is
the construction of such framework. From this
theory it follows that optimal instruction would
involve providing novice learners with many
examples of problem sets that have been worked
through rather than asking them to perform
problem-solving.
So how best to deal with complex tasks and ask
the learner to draw upon their memory to draw an
appropriate conclusion? Scientists confront this
situation as they design experiments to address
new questions. It is also valuable for a healthcare
professional confronted with a patient with an
unknown illness or malady. It is for these reasons
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that educators have begun to use authentic real-life
scenarios that could presumably ask the student to
draw upon their knowledge and skills to perform
a particular task.
The old adage that practice makes perfect holds
true in the many professions, senior physicians
are able to quickly come to the correct conclusion as they hold the entire complex spectrum
of an affliction as something that can be used in
their working memory. A novice would not have
built a correct schema, especially in a novel situation, and hence has little memory to draw from.
Trial and error is not an option, as there are too
many potential options, most of which will lead
to costly errors.
Therefore if too much unconnected, unfamiliar
information is provided to the learner, they will
undoubtedly fail based on cognitive load theory
(vanMerrienboer & Sweller, 2010). Inadequate
instructional design may lead to overloading the
working memory capacity of the learner. There are
a number of strategies that are effective based on
what we know about cognitive load theory. Several
have been outlined by vanMerrienboer & Sweller
(2010): create goal-free tasks where there may be
multiple solutions; provide students with worked
examples that they may critically analyze; provide
a partial solution that students must complete;
deliver just-in-time teaching so as not to provide
everything up front; give simple problems to work
through first then add ones with higher complexity; add scenarios where the outcome is the same
but with different variables to further expand the
rule set; ask learner to self-explain the information
as they see it; allow learner to criticize worked
examples and then provide their own explanations;
and provide ample guidance initially but gradually
remove to the point where there is no guidance.
Cognitive load theory holds that there is a particular, relatively small level of working memory
at any one point but a large long-term memory
from which to create it, therefore there is a cognitive load at any one point. The research regarding
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cognitive load theory has led to the development
of instructional strategies that enhance learning
(van Merrienboer & Sweller, 2005). Individuals
combine memories into holistic images so that
the working memory can minimize the number of
variables that it is dealing with at any one time. This
is noted in experts, such as master chess players,
where they do not nor cannot calculate or retrieve
from every conceivable move but rather recall a set
of scenarios upon which to chose their next move.
The same concept holds true for experts versus
novices in other fields. Recalling from memory
and applying one’s long-term memory schemes to
a present situation holds true well beyond humans.
A dog does not calculate the trajectory and speed
of a ball to run to the proper site to catch it, but
rather it uses visual cues and past experiences to
know where to go to intercept the ball; physician
knows in many cases based on the patients’ presentation the cause of their malady; and a scientist
can make predictions regarding the outcome of an
experiment and then can analyze the results and
formulate hypotheses and design the next steps.
The novice is at a distinct disadvantage, as
they do not have the long-term memories from
which to draw upon and build appropriate schemas. It therefore follows that it is inappropriate
to ask the novice to “think like a scientist,” or to
put it another way, to “act like an expert” in any
field because they do not have the constructs or
appropriate scaffolding in their minds. We learn
by acquiring new information and incorporating
it into our existing long-term memory. Its value
can then be tested at some later time for validity.
Based on all of this learning should evolve
from simple to complex, from short experiments
with anticipated results to lengthy experiments,
and from expected to challenging unpredictable
results. This pattern follows Bloom’s taxonomy
(1956). One should view the levels more as a spiral
upward where instruction should always begin at
the lower stages of cognition and move upward
as the learner develops the proper knowledge,
skills, and attitude.

The State of Science Education
Recommendations of the NRC (2010) and AAAS
(2009) and the National Academies of Science
(2007) are that faculty should begin modeling the
actions of a scientist even at the start of a degree
program and that students need an early introduction to higher-level cognitive tasks. However
others (Guo, 2008) contend that students need
a strong background of factual information first
before they can participate in higher order thinking. Novices must practice operating in higher
cognitive domains however developing learning
goals at a broad range of levels is challenging for
the course instructor.
Many have noted the dramatic advances in the
field of biology and new information on validated
ways to teach. The question has arisen: are we
using this information and adapting new teaching
strategies (Labov et al., 2010)? Are we integrating
new scientific breakthroughs and new methodologies in the undergraduate biology curriculum? The
National Research Commission (2010) reported on
how new technologies and tools have allowed for
innovative ways to study biological processes and
together with technologists and engineers may be
able to solve particular societal problems, namely
food, energy, environment and health issues.
The College Board has undergone a revamp of
the advanced placement biology course to address
advances in our understanding of science and
teaching and learning (http://media.collegeboard.
com/digitalServices/pdf/ap/2012advances/APBiology_CED_Fall2012.pdf). This is due to the
changing expectation of undergraduate biology
programs where quantitative reasoning, data
interpretation, making inferences, and ability to
perform problem solving in a collaborative setting are becoming the norm. There is a shift from
large volumes of content to with minimal depth
to fewer concepts in greater detail and level of
understanding (Mervis, 2009; Wood, 2009).
The National Research Council (1996) has
stressed the importance of students and teachers
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alike understanding current scientific thought.
This point has been re-iterated in The National
Academy of Sciences’ report on the Framework for
K-12 Science Education (2011) where they highlight the need to not only introduce the content of
science but to also integrate the practice of science
in the classroom. They envision this as an ongoing process so that students can build upon their
proficiency and appreciation of science through
practice in these fields. The National Academy of
Sciences set forth a framework that is meant to be
a guide to ensure that all students have sufficient
knowledge, appreciation for, and experiences in
the sciences as a general consumer, an informed
citizen, and as an individual who would be able
to continue into STEM study, ultimately leading
to careers in these areas.
This continuum (K-12 student to practicing
scientist/technician/engineer) requires a college
curriculum that builds upon earlier experiences.
The National Science Foundation recognizes this
need and has developed programs that directly
support research experiences for undergraduates
(REU) at institutions that have active ongoing
research programs typically found in R1 institutions, as classified by the Carnegie Classification
of Institutions of Higher Education (http://classifications.carnegiefoundation.org).

Traditional Class
Pedagogical Design
It has been recognized by others that traditional
lecturing is not always the best strategy for science
education (Dehaan, 2005) and that other options,
such as inquiry by the learner, have been used
with success (Knight & Wood, 2005). Others
have utilized experiential learning in the sciences
(Debburman, 2002) to improve skills mastery.
Information literacy is also lacking in today’s
students (Firooznia & Andreadis, 2006), in spite
of all the talk of these students belonging to the
“connected generation” and hence is presumably
technologically savvy.
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Many science courses consist of a lecture and
lab component. In many instances these two are
split, they may receive a different course number
and even separate grades. In a large number of
cases the two are taught by different people and
hence feel unconnected. Very different student
learning objectives and learning styles can be found
in the two arenas, with the “class” maintaining a
traditional lecture format and the lab being very
hands-on. There may also be recitation sections
for the lecture component of the course and it is
during these that students typically have an opportunity to interact with the instructor through
question/answer or other means of dialog.
A traditional lab class would supply the student with a protocol and all of the materials and
supplies would be available for the experiment
of the day. When the experiment was over all of
those supplies would conveniently disappear to be
replaced with the ones needed for the next experiment. Student success or failure is for the most
part due to the experimental design and the quality
of the materials provided to them. This passive
mode of performing science – following a protocol from a handout – has several flaws. First and
foremost it does not follow the scientific method
whereby one typically makes some observations
of a particular phenomenon and then designs an
appropriate study to advance our understanding
of the phenomenon.
Therefore it should follow that the lab is where
inquiry occurs, it is the place where students are
asked to make observations, identify interesting
areas of study, formulate hypotheses, identify
variables, design experiments, gather data, analyze
data, draw conclusions, make inferences about the
universality of their findings to other situations
and suggest further areas of study. Domin (1999)
had suggested that there are four different types of
lab instruction styles: expository, problem-based,
discovery and open-inquiry. In some instances,
namely the expository and discovery, the procedures and protocols are provided, whereas in
the problem-based and open-inquiry the learner
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creates the experimental conditions. For all but
open-inquiry the outcomes are known. The expository lab relies on explicit instructions as to what
to do and what should occur.
For the problem-based lab the instructor
provides information and then poses a problem
for the student to address. In a discovery lab the
conditions are such that the learner follows a procedure and then based on those results attempts
to reconcile why they received these results; this
technique allows students to “re-discover” some
of the basic properties or principles in a field. The
open-inquiry lab is the most challenging in that
the student must understand the existing theories
and then use present knowledge and design an
experiment to address some novel question.

Problem-Based Learning
The approach of modeling the scientific process –
becoming familiar with the literature regarding a
topic, recognizing the current state of affairs and
understanding, proposing experiments and then
carrying out research to move the field further –
is typically referred to as problem-based learning
(PBL). This has been effectively used by others
in the K-12 (Lockhart and LeDoux, 2005) college
(Kolber, 2011) and was effectively described in
medical school curricula (Barrows, 1996; Kolkhorst et al. 2001; Yiou & Goodenough, 2006).
Many of these describe using PBL to effectively
gather information and develop an understanding of a scientific endeavor. Although they may
be discovery-based for the individual they are
not specifically designed to push the knowledge
envelope beyond our present collective level of
understanding; these experiences do not result in
a publication or a funded grant proposal.
Problem-based learning involves a multi-step
process where students first encounter a problem
and try to solve it with their current knowledge,
second identify learning objectives and perform
research, and third apply their knowledge to solve
the problem. This has been used effectively at

medical schools, starting at McMaster University
in Hamilton, Ontario (Neville, 2009) and its effectiveness reviewed by others (Albanese & Mitchell,
1993). It must be stated that its usefulness has been
controversial. It had been noted that over time it
can become “ritualized” where the learner begins
to see the goal as providing a lucid presentation
on the material they were assigned and then they
would feel satisfied and fail to remain engaged
regarding others’ findings (Wiznia et al., 2012).
This group created PBL 2.0 to eliminate some of
these shortcomings. Student assessment became
based on preparation for class, analysis and discussion of learning objectives, ability to work with
others, and foster active discussion. They found
that it was difficult to accurately assess the change
as some students as well as instructors did not
adopt this new strategy and it was not a controlled
study with groups either performing this or not.
For all the discussion regarding PBL it still
must be emphasized that it does not translate to
higher exam scores (Prince, 2004) and others have
questioned why (Handelsman et al., 2004). At issue with little guidance and allowing exploration
of a subject area by a novice is the issue that the
experience may never provide a robust learning
environment and the student may never discover
the fundamental principle (or take-home lesson).
Kirschner (2006) explored the values of minimally
guided instruction, something that would include
problem-based learning or inquiry learning or
experiential learning. They find faults with the
commonly held notion that these scenarios actually help students solve “authentic” problems
and that strongly held beliefs by constructivists
have little factual basis for their claims and that
when one considers epistemological arguments
the process runs into problems from a human
cognition point of view.
A novice does not think about a problem the
same way as an expert in a field, nor does a novice
approach the solution the same way as an expert.
As stated by Maslow (1966) “If all I have is a
hammer, everything looks like a nail.” If left to
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one’s own devices students may never come to a
satisfactory solution to a problem. A high level of
anxiety and frustration could ensue for the student,
and some would give up rather than continue
trying things that don’t work. Putting forth the
persistence of Thomas Edison is difficult under
the time constraints of a class. The expert can
draw from a vast long-term memory that allows
for complex activities and choosing a correct path
with little variance or deviation. Stevens (2005)
had developed a computer simulation environment where one could perform complex problem
solving; it was initially developed to analyze how
first-year medical students fared compared to expert practicing physicians in deriving the proper
diagnosis for a particular case. What was noted
was experts used a very short path to come to the
right conclusion, whereas novices would order
unnecessary tests, draw inappropriate conclusions,
and rarely derive the correct diagnosis. A number
of exercises were developed for these Interactive
Multi-Media EXercises (IMMEX) and they are
available for users (http://www.immex.ucla.edu.
It can be argued that novices become better at
deriving the correct answer with time, which
confers with Kirschner’s argument that experts
do draw upon their vast background knowledge
to perform problem-solving and it is an unfair
and unreasonable expectation for novices to use a
similar path. If nothing is ever learned and hence
incorporated into our long-term memory then
we would all be at the same level of inefficiency
every time we experience a problem, even ones
we have previously encountered.
Anderson states, “All that there is to intelligence
is the simple accrual and tuning of many small
units of knowledge that in total produce complex
cognition. The whole is no more than the sum
of its parts, but it has a lot of parts” (Anderson
et al. 1996). They propose that giving models
of working through a particular problem is as
effective as providing abstract instruction. This
is not to say that an individual learns by merely
pouring “factoids” into their heads, but rather that
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the information needs to be linked together and
inferences made regarding the relationships of this
information. This allows one to use the information in the correct situation. Anderson (1996)
proposed a theory called Adaptive Character of
Thought (ACT), which implies that declarative
knowledge is a fairly direct encoding of things in
our environment; procedural knowledge is a fairly
direct encoding of observed transformations; and
the two types of knowledge are tuned in to their
application by encoding the statistics of knowledge
use in the environment.
Asking a student to acquire appropriate information, discern the present day understanding in
the field based on the data and then propose further experiments, including appropriate controls
is doomed to failure if we believe that students
are going to think and act the same way as an
expert scientist in the field. Guidance is necessary, yet it is reasonable to expect the student to
build up a level of confidence and learn from each
experience, eventually being able to transfer their
problem-solving skills to a new context. Many
educators incorrectly presume that a student that
learns about a discipline is prepared to practice
that discipline. This has been a criticism of medical
school training and has led to many re-structuring
their curriculum to be more akin to problem-based
learning. The outcome of the switch has been critically examined (Hartling et al, 2010) and it has
been observed that group-based problem solving
encouraged the activation of prior knowledge and
facilitated the comprehension of new information
and improved the critical thinking of students
(Schmidt et al, 2011).
Inquiry-based learning requires the individual
to develop one’s own knowledge and/or solutions
to a particular problem. It is the responsibility of
the learner to identify the problem and then determine what is known, what needs to be known, and
how to proceed to gather the missing knowledge.
McCray (et al, 2003) in a report on STEM undergraduate education noted that the use of unguided
instruction alone can have negative consequences.
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Students may become frustrated and do poorly on
exams as evidenced by the performance of the U.S.
in international comparisons. Kirschner (2006)
stated that the epistemology of a discipline should
not be confused with a pedagogy for teaching or
learning it. The practice of a profession is not the
same as learning to practice the profession. Horn
and Friedrich (2003) noted that if a high enough
level of interest is generated then the student will
read the material on their own and then engage in
knowledge synthesis. This is more apt to happen
if the student can see the relevance of the work. It
is much easier for the learner to find significance
to an area of study if it has relevance to their
everyday life. So how best to stimulate intrinsic
interest and motivation in the sciences?

EXAMPLES OF OTHER COURSES
Momsen (2010) explored the cognitive levels used
by faculty in an introductory biology class at a
large number of schools and found quite a range
in both their teaching and testing. They noted that
although many contend to assess higher cognitive
skills and contend to do so on the syllabus fewer
do so in practice. Kolber (2011) developed an
upper-level undergraduate Biology course where
the students would work on one problem for the
entire semester. It was designed to improve primary
research acquisition and reading, and strategies for
hypothesis development by dividing the class into
a discovery phase and an analysis phase.
A freshman biology course that introduces
students to a medical issue and involves some
biotechnology techniques had been developed
(Bonds et al., 2006). It does require students to
work through cases by initially analyzing genetic
traits at the Nation Institutes of Health Online
Mendelian Inheritance in Man (OMIM) site and
then using fictitious characters’ DNA samples
for PCR to arrive at results. The students deemed
this PBL-discovery model interesting. The class
surveys also point to a high degree of enjoyment

of the course. It was argued by the authors that it
provided the students with transferable skills to
other similar problems, and helped develop team
research orientation towards problem solving. The
survey asked if they felt that they “had to think like
a scientist and solve a scientific problem” to which
all students agreed. One group created a science
literacy course termed C.R.E.A.T.E. – Consider,
Read, Elucidate and hypothesize, Analyze data,
Think of the next Experiment (Hoskins et al.,
2011). They used it to introduce learners to a series
of papers from the same lab and noted a marked
effect on the students’ ability to read the literature
as well as change their attitudes about the process
of science and scientists. Programs have been developed before for graduate students (Wagner et
al. 2012) where they perform scientific research.
A hybrid/blended course for health care professionals was analyzed for its effectiveness at the
National Institutes of Health (Wallen et al., 2011).
A genetics course was designed with a number of
web-based learning modules as well as monthly
traditional face-to-face lectures. They provided
them with a pre- and post-test. The study did
have some issues. The population used for the test
was employees of varying ages and years at work
and experience with computers. Not surprisingly
there was only a 45% response rate for the posttest. Also the knowledge post-test did not show
a high percentage of the participants displaying
knowledge in the items on the exam. There was
improvement, but not proficiency; a multitude
of reasons were mentioned, however it was concluded that perhaps their online materials needed
tweaking to better serve the needs of the learner.

Becoming a Scientist
Are we using appropriate techniques to mentor
the next generation of students from novice to
mastery in the life sciences? What would a course
design look like to meet these goals? How best to
structure the logistics of the course? Most fall short
in that they model the scientific process however
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they are not involved in real scientific discovery.
They also follow a typical timeframe of lecture/lab.
Sadly most scientific research does not follow a
strict time schedule and hence they receive a false
sense of the actions of scientists and the pace of
scientific discovery. It should also be noted that
research does not always occur in the lab. It is also
important for students to recognize that there is a
large existing body of knowledge and it must be
examined. Much research in the scientific world
now involves data mining, namely using available
databases to make inferences, draw conclusions
regarding the existing state of understanding. It
should be possible to adopt strategies that would
enhance the learning setting in such a way that it
represents the research environment. Experiential learning with the end result being working
on projects that may result in publications is an
ambitious goal for an undergraduate course.
So how best to “create” a scientist from a
student? One model would be to begin with a
structured modeling of the process with selfreflection by the expert as to what they are thinking through the process. Then allow the students
to view worked out problems – in the form of
primary literature - to view how other scientists
have arrived at a particular solution. Next, allow
the learners to discuss/describe what they have
learned about the problem and the process of
addressing the problem. At this point it should
be possible to allow the learner to work through
a novel situation.

Flipped Courses
Why provide content online? It provides some
advantage to the students, namely it’s portable,
convenient, allows for flexibility in speed of
listening, can repeat as needed, and can promote
participation for a larger number of students, and
may even provide a more comfortable learning
environment for some students. Thiele (2003)
noted that the students especially liked to work
at their own pace and in a location of their choos-
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ing, which was particularly attractive to the nontraditional learner.
The flipped classroom has been championed
by Selman Khan and his Khan Academy (http://
www.khanacademy.org). All of his videos are
available online on youtube.com. It has both
proponents and critics, some see the value of
allowing students to view the content outside of
class time, where they have the ability to pause,
review, and revisit parts of the mini-lessons. The
Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation and a few other
donors have supported the academy. Others argue
it lacks interactivity and active engagement (Ash,
2012). It has been stated that the video is merely
a high-tech version of a lecture.

Why Blend?
Why introduce a blended class? It has the potential
of allowing class time to be used for interactive
dialog with the individual student and extends the
classroom experience and the learning environment. Why flip or blend a class? To optimize your
face-to-face time with students and enhance the
interactivity blending facilitates synchronous and
asynchronous learning. The blended classroom
appears to be the best of both worlds, there is a
democratization in the online component where
students have time to think more deeply about their
comments and expand the course beyond class
time. There is also the face-to-face component,
which Meyer (2003) noted is enjoyed by students
because of the speed of the conversation and the
ease of building upon others’ thoughts.
Technology has made it possible to deliver materials online. However it is crucial that the online
and in class learning are interrelated. How best
to leverage the advantages of online and in class
time to enhance learning? What are deemed best
practices? Derntl & Motschnig (2005) proposed a
layered framework they termed a Blended Learning Systems Structure (BLESS) model. They noted
that the students had a high degree of motivation
towards the course. It was also noted in student
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evaluations that they still prefer to make major
decisions while in personal contact in class and
the online component could be used to elaborate
their materials and exchange additional comments.
One of the purported values of online technology
is the ability to improve problem-solving skills.
Kim and Hannafin (2010) propose the construction
of a technology-enhanced learning environment
(TELEs) whereby the technology can be used to
scaffold students’ critical and problem-solving
abilities. They defined problem solving as situated, deliberate, learner-directed, activity-oriented
efforts to seek divergent solutions to authentic
problems through multiple interactions amongst
problem solver, tools and other resources. They
developed a five-part framework: identification of
the issue, exploration of the evidence, reconstruction of the information by proposing answers or
explanations, communication of the results, and
revising and remodeling the ideas upon collaborative feedback. Toth (2009) developed a freshman
biology course that contained a blend of virtual
and in-class activities. They felt it was best to use
an incremental assistance approach with virtual
segments provided either before or after in-class
discussion. One of the issues with the virtual
sections is that all of the possible errors that can
occur in a lab situation were not addressed in
videos and hence even after watching them the
students were still prone to mistakes.
Although one may argue that an online course
decreases the need for face-to-face meetings and
would lead to the abolishment of the traditional
classroom and ultimately the death of brick and
mortar institutions a blended class increases the
interactions between the faculty member and
the student. But what constitutes the appropriate
amount of blending? How much of an upper level
course could be online and how much is face-toface and how much is independent activity in the
lab? Time constraints become obvious. A course
has a set number of contact hours, a student will
only invest so much time into online instructional
materials and lectures, and unsupervised lab time

can be disastrous regarding the outcome of the
experiment and downright dangerous to the student. The task of finding an ideal mix of guidance
versus independence, and of in-face versus online
is a challenging one.

METHODS
Niagara University
Niagara University is a traditional private, liberalarts institution of approximately 3,000 undergraduates and several hundred graduates enrolled
in a select number of programs. Approximately
one half of the student body lives on campus.
Most courses are offered in the classical sense
with regularly scheduled meeting times, there are
only a few online offerings. A course management
system is used, but there is a large range of use
of its by the faculty with some refusing to use to
others who place much of their course materials
online.

Biology Department Goals
Course was designed to meet the department
goals, namely to:
1.
2.

3.

4.

Provide pre-professional education and
training;
Provide students with an integrated contemporary knowledge of biology to prepare
graduates for advanced degrees and careers
in research, industry, education and business;
To provide high-quality, laboratory-rich
learning environment where students learn
by doing experiments, analyzing data and
drawing conclusions;
To provide opportunities for interested and
qualified students to participate in meaningful and significant research under faculty
guidance; and
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5.

To provide opportunities for students to gain
skills in searching the literature, interpreting
data, and organizing and giving scientific
presentations in a supportive environment
of their mentors and peers.

Course Design Principles
The logic and rationale behind this course development started initially as a traditional 3 one-hour
lectures and one three-hour lab per week. As more
thought went into the development of the course
it was recognized that there were some problems
inherent in this arrangement. First, as an upper
level course it was important to ask what courses
were necessary pre-requisites. Second, as a labbased course it was important to consider what
were the necessary skills by the student prior to
taking the class. Third, how does the course in
general and the blended design in specific fit into
the goals of the department? Fourth, how does the
course meet the science standards put forth by
such groups as The National Research Council,
the American Association for the Advancement of
Science, the Council of Undergraduate Research,
Howard Hughes Medical Institute, and a host of
other organizations involved in re-vamping and revitalizing the undergraduate science curriculum?
Fifth, primary research cannot be pigeonholed into
three-hour time blocks, so how best to manage lab
time and effort requirements? Sixth, how best to
manage synchronous and asynchronous learning
environments? Seventh, how best to create an
environment where students had to, and perhaps
even want to collaborate? Eighth, how to explicitly
outline the expectations of open-ended inquiry?
Ninth, how to align expectations and goals of
student and instructor? Tenth, how to reflect on
the high and low points of the course with the
expectation of making the appropriate changes
for future offerings?
A workable compromise for an upper level
4-credit course was three hours of scheduled class
time per week, two to three hours of online material
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that included reading and writing, and lab work as
necessary, typically four hours per week. It was
determined that lab work would be performed
in groups so students could feel comfortable in
their collective knowledge and skill set however
some components required minimal effort to accomplish so they would arrange to perform these
activities alone.
The course was designed using “backward
design” or “understanding by design®” a method
championed by Wiggins and McTighe (2012)
where one begins by choosing the student learning objectives, then work backwards to decide
what one would consider an acceptable level of
competency and decide how to assess that, and
then develop instructional strategies and learning
experiences to provide the appropriate competencies to the learner. Some pertinent objectives for
this course include: At the end of the course the
student will be able to: read, interpret, evaluate
a research article; write a scientific research
paper; design an experiment; exercise proper,
safe lab technique; prepare all of the necessary
experimental conditions, including purchase of
expendables, creation of reagents, materials and
supplies; use appropriate measuring tools, equipment; interpret results of an experiment; draw
appropriate conclusions from an experiment and
suggest further experiments.
Appropriate assignments for the above included the following: Read, annotate, and be
prepared to discuss in class the primary research
articles provided on class web site; Team project–
write research article and produce video regarding their projects; Create proper experimental
designs; Always perform safety checks, verified
in some cases by proper product in the lab; Fill
out purchase orders for materials not available
in general stock room; Demonstrate proficiency
in use of micropipettes, micro-balances, microcentrifuges, thermal cycler, gel electrophoresis
equipment, gel documentation equipment; Embed
individual and group interpretation of results
in videos and written lab reports. Proper gene
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annotation and interpretation of BLAST results
should be noted. Accurate DNA primer development from appropriate region in gene as well as
additional bases on end should be noted in primer
sequences submitted for synthesis; Recognition
of initial experimental design and the effects of
changing environmental conditions on yield. Determining what, if any, degeneracy in the DNA
code was necessary in order to amplify the gene
of interest from another organism. Determining
the size of the product and reconciling that with
the predicted size of product. Using appropriate
controls to strengthen the values of your results.
What can you report to Dr. Gulick? Finally, Recognize the successes and shortcomings of each
of the experiments and using this knowledge in
a manner consistent with the overall goals of the
individual projects. Limited time and the number
of replicates were recognized as potential problem
areas. What could/should be done next? Were your
experimental results “clean”? Should anything be
repeated? What, if any changes should be made
in the experimental design?

Course Assessment
Some of the course assessment was standards
and skills-based and it was made clear that the
student should provide evidence of the following
knowledge and skills:
•

Bioinformatic Analysis:
◦◦
Search National Center for
Biotechnology Information for gene
sequence of interest.
◦◦
Sort out appropriate entries.
◦◦
Delimit region of interest in DNA.
◦◦
Define the features that make up a
gene.
◦◦
Choose proper database for sequence
search.
◦◦
Execute a BLAST and choose appropriate limitations on the search.

◦◦

•

•

•

Interpret the results of a BLAST
analysis.
◦◦
Discriminate between high and low
quality matches.
◦◦
Organize and cluster together sequences of interest.
◦◦
Identify the consensus regions.
◦◦
Recognize which regions would be
appropriate for primer construction.
◦◦
Design and development of oligonucleotide primers.
◦◦
Detect any inherent issues with primer mis-pairing.
Genetic Analysis:
◦◦
Choose relevant organism to isolate
DNA.
◦◦
Demonstrate ability to isolate intact
chromosomal DNA.
◦◦
Show integrity of DNA through electrophoretic means.
◦◦
Follow protocol to perform PCR.
◦◦
Predict appropriate product.
◦◦
Verify correct product.
◦◦
Manipulate product with restriction
endonucleases prior to cloning.
Metabolic Analysis:
◦◦
Perform aseptic technique.
◦◦
Utilize right equipment.
◦◦
Isolate appropriate subcellular
constituents.
◦◦
Design enzyme assay.
◦◦
Calculate correct values with proper
units.
General Conclusions:
◦◦
Explain any discrepancies between
observed and expected results.
◦◦
Evaluate success of experiment.

Students were required to view a number of
TED talks (http://www.ted.com) related to the
course. The individuals in the talks typically
begin by describing the history and background
of a phenomenon, then describing the present
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day issue/problem/concern associated with it. At
this point most describe their self-reflective moment, where they became intrinsically motivated
to delve into understanding the “how” or “what”
or “why” behind the phenomenon. The speakers
talked about the known and showed how they
decided to look a bit more closely to understand
the unknown. Most speakers also describe their
experimental design and the technology that was
useful for them to perform their analysis as TED
conferences are about technology, entertainment
and design.
The second way that students were introduced
to existing research was through a reading list
of papers. One paper was assigned to the class
that was then analyzed by the author in a video,
modeling the way that a researcher may read a
paper. The paper was used as a starting point to
find related information.
The students were then directed to a site
(http://www.undsci.berkeley.edu) to clear up
misunderstandings regarding the nature of science and scientific research. The site examines
the iterative nature of science, that although an
individual paper may appear to present a linear
flow when one examines the entire literature it is
obvious that the findings from scientists are not
so easily defined or predictable or which areas of
investigation will be fruitful.
Next students highlighted a paper with what
they felt was important. The author has found that
there is a large gap between what students deem
is important and what an expert in the field would
find to be important (Gallo & Rinaldo, 2012).
The students were also asked to write down their
comments on the side of the paper. Each student
was asked to read to the class the sections that
they felt were important as well as read their
comments regarding the paper. Class discussion
ensued to fill in any content and concept gaps.
Based on class discussion of the paper students
were asked to each find an additional article and
then provide a brief overview of it and its relevance
to the initial paper.
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Course Projects
The course was developed with the goal of engaging students in authentic learning by participating
in several projects. The initial projects involved
the modification of growth parameters and its effect on oil production on photosynthetic aquatic
microorganisms or manipulation of the key microorganisms in Kombucha mushroom and tea.
There were twelve students in the course and they
were divided into four groups of three students.
Two groups chose each of the two projects and
identified their own unique areas for analysis.
Exploration of the evidence occurred through
primary literature and web site review. Although
the oil from photosynthetic aquatic microbes was
far more typical of traditional research and has as
of late received great interest in this country as
a way to imported oil dependence the other two
groups decided to attempt to add some scientific
insight to the symbiotic co-culture of bacteria and
yeast that make up Kombucha mushroom and
tea. This material is reported to have all sorts of
amazing curative properties, however it should
be noted that none of the claims has undergone
rigorous scientific scrutiny.
Students proposed experiments to develop
explanations from the observed phenomena. Past
experience was drawn upon to infer relationships
between parameters such as carbon or energy
source effects on outcome. Their ideas were shared
with the class and after open discussion suggestions were made regarding experimental design.
These first experiments were well-structured and
were a precursor to the primary research they performed for the remaining portion of the semester.
Dr. Gulick, a structural biologist at HauptmanWoodward Institute, visited Niagara University,
where he met with upper level undergraduates
and gave a seminar entitled “Natural Products
Synthesis in Pseudomonas aeruginosa.” Dr.
Gulick discussed the history and research of
the Hauptman-Woodward Institute, the role that
structural biology plays in current biochemistry
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and microbiology research, and the interest in
identifying novel natural products that may play
fundamental roles in bacterial growth, adaptation to diverse environments, and intra- and
inter-species communication. The students of the
class read the literature on the discovery of the
isonitrile producing PvcA proteins, including the
structural characterization of several proteins in
the pathway for the synthesis of pyocyanin by Dr.
Gulick’s lab. The students were tasked to propose
additional investigations and they began an online
“wiki-type” discussion about the types of questions that could be asked concerning proteins of
this family. Throughout this work, Dr. Gulick has
been in weekly communication with Dr. Gallo to
hear about the students’ progress and to advise
them on research directions.

Digital Technologies Used
Students used PowerPoint™ for static presentations and Camtasia™ for video production. All
materials were presented to the instructor for
upload onto class server.

FINDINGS
Knowledge, the lowest level of Bloom’s taxonomy,
was supplied through online lectures and videos
and papers. These methods of delivery were
purposefully chosen as these first events required
individual internalization of the information and
hence it was not absolutely necessary to spend
face-to-face time on this, nor use too much online
discussion related to this initial phase of learning.
Comprehension was addressed through questionand-answer sessions either face-to-face or online.
Application and analysis were attended to through
the lab work.
The iterative nature of the research project
– first understanding the background of what is
known about this particular group of compounds,

and then the class discussions to socialize the
learning, followed. The individual proposals for
ways to take the research into a new direction were
scrutinized first by their peers and then evaluated
by a scientist. This externalization of their intended
research and the subsequent re-thinking their goals
and objectives does not occur often in the typical
class. The synchronous and asynchronous nature
allowed for spontaneous and immediate feedback
in the classroom and reflective, measured discussion online, all of which are part of the highest
level of Bloom’s taxonomy, evaluation. Most
students consider evaluation as the exam, where
the faculty member chooses what is the correct
answer, but in this situation it was self-evaluation
and reflection, did the students get results that
were expected, were they able to interpret their
findings in light of what is known in the field, and
did they feel comfortable enough with their findings to present them to the principal investigator
as part of his research portfolio. It was felt by the
author that the blended classroom provided for an
environment that facilitated learning at the various levels of Bloom’s taxonomy with an obvious
transition to the higher levels.
Could these same goals be achieved in a traditional lab and class arrangement? There appeared
to be different pressures on the student – first there
was the requirement for each individual to become
familiar with the content. This in and of itself was
no small task as reading primary literature in the
sciences is not a familiar task for undergraduates and the style of writing is one with which
they are unaccustomed. There was an evolution
of thought in the findings of previous scientists,
beginning with individuals recognizing the fluorescent properties of the molecules, the unusual
structures responsible for the compounds, and
then their unique method of synthesis all leading
to determining what regions of the chromosome
were responsible for their synthesis, to identifying
the genes, and isolating and purifying the proteins
to finally determining the three-dimensional struc-
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ture of the proteins from a strain of Pseudomonas.
There are similar proteins in other organisms, and
yet their structure and function are not perfectly
clear and so their characterization is an area of
active research. The individual student had to
sort through the vast scientific literature regarding fluorescent proteins, non-ribosomal peptide
synthetases, carbon-nitrogen triple bond formation, cyanide/isonitrile synthesis, function of the
finished products in different groups of bacteria
to feel comfortable in the subject area.
Second, there was the online question and answer period where all were expected to participate.
How did individual papers fit in? (Provide pieces
of puzzle.) Did each student feel the same parts
of the paper were important? (No.) Were there
contradictory findings by different groups of researchers noted in the literature? (Yes.) How does
one, as a reader, treat these discrepancies? (Discuss
with colleagues, try to ascertain possible reasons
for variation.) How do scientists deal with such
divergent findings? (More studies.) Can experts
be wrong? (Yes.) Would communicating with a
researcher involved in this area of study help to
clarify issues? (Yes.) As this process of communication was carried on both in an asynchronous
manner online and in a synchronous manner
during class there were both extrinsic (answering
questions to receive praise by the instructor and
be perceived as intelligent by peers) and intrinsic (a sense of satisfaction and achievement for
development of a high level of understanding in
a difficult subject area) factors involved.
All students are not intrinsically motivated to
the same level. One particular student found the
concept of a blended class with lab confusing,
and had difficulty any time there was something
“extra” that they had to do outside of regularly
scheduled class time. It is unclear to the author
how she viewed an out-of-class reading or writing
assignment (homework) very differently than a lab
assignment (starting a bacterial culture, making
growth media, observing the growth rate).
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Since so much of the course was based on
primary research there was no way to predict the
findings and hence stopping points for experiments
were ill-defined. In some cases students wanted
to complete the previous experiment before moving on to another area of study. There was some
overlap of experiments and this added to the level
of confusion as they were in different working
groups for each study. Some of the experiments
designed by the students required additional time
or trials to provide sufficient data. Due dates were
modified during the semester to accommodate the
variance however they were always pushed further
out instead of sooner. This meant more pressure at
the end of the semester to complete assignments,
especially in an upper level class with seniors in
their last semester of college. In other cases the
groups could have continued to pursue their first
experiment for the entire semester and beyond;
two students intend to do just that in upper-level
independent study contracts as they found the
experience both interesting and rewarding and has
changed their perspective on future career plans.
Five of the twelve students had not taken any
fully online courses, five had taken one and two
had taken two online courses. For most of the
participants their prior online course was introduction to computer science. None expressed having
being enrolled in any prior flipped courses whereas
two students said they had been in a computer
science course that they termed a hybrid course
in that half of the time they met face-to-face and
the other half of the time the course was online.
When asked about special topic courses there was
quite a range from five students having none, three
students having one, and four students having two.
All students verified that they had at least one upper level biology class, with two of the students
stating that they had taken five.
Their comments regarding their feelings regarding the amount of content learned compared
to other upper bio level classes are provided in
the following:
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•

•

•
•
•
•

•
•

•
•
•
•

I feel that the quantity of content was about
the same but as far as the quality, nothing
beats hands on work. The information was
taught through practice and slowly making
us work more independently.
I feel like I learned my critical and problem
solving skills than actually content. But it
was cool to pick a project and learn specific
procedures related to that lab.
I learned more content in this course than
any other previously listed upper level biology lab courses.
It did not seem like a lot of content but it
was very in-depth.
Content differed in that it required more in
depth research but same difficulty.
I feel that I learned and will retain a greater
deal of information than compared to other
upper level biology courses. This can be
attested to the increased level of involvement in my education, primarily focusing
on laboratory design and interpretation of
the gathered results.
I feel that I have learned more in this class
than any class I have taken at Niagara.
I would say I learned more skills dealing
with experimental procedures. I felt the
course focused less on context and more
on applying procedures and developing an
experiment and carry it out.
More difficult, and hands on.
It was different in the fact that the class
time was more focused on the actual lab
work and demeanor.
A lot more was learned in how to perform
lab experiments on our own rather than following a predetermined procedure.
Equal.

Nearly all participants realized that there was
not an overload of new content or jargon. It was
also recognized that other proficiencies were
being developed. When asked specifically about

skill acquisition their responses are provided in
the following:
•

•

•

•
•
•

•

•

•
•
•

I definitely applied the other classes’ skills
to this class. In collaboration with research and paper writing, this class took
theory from other classes and gave it an
application.
I like the hands on work. I feel like I learned
how to use different machinery and how
to come up with and follow through on a
project.
The skills implemented in this class were
above and beyond the skills I learned in any
other laboratory setting. Especially with
regards to the applicability of the learned
skills to various biology research areas.
I feel I could do all the lab work on my own
if asked to.
More extensive skills, laboratory work.
Just like question six, I know that my proficiency in applied microbiology has increased dramatically, which can be attested
to the variety of preparatory work and actual implementation of the procedures to
complete our objectives.
I feel that I have learned my skills that will
help me in my future. I learned things in
this class that I never learned in any other
class.
I learned a variety of skills. I thought the
course was useful in giving a nice overview
of different skills. The course exposed me
to procedures and activities I had not done
previously.
More difficult, and hands on.
They were a lot more practical for real life
experiences and job related tasks.
More skills acquired.

Nearly every respondent noted their increased
proficiency in hands-on skills and their applicability to solving the problems of the exercises.
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They saw the advantages of situated learning
and its value beyond this course. When asked to
discuss their feelings regarding the relevance of
this course to what occurs in a real research setting they had a number of positive responses, as
provided in the following:
•

•
•

•
•

•

•
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I know that research is mostly independent
work. This course gave us no timeline, only
a deadline. This is very similar to how the
real world will work (except the financial
aspect of research). What occurs in most
bio classes is a focus on theory. Lab based
techniques are unfortunately neglected
more than encouraged.
VERY Relevant! I think this class gave you
a very realistic idea about how research
works, or sometimes does not work.
This course 100% definitely has relevance
to “real” research, because current biological events and research (biofuels and work
in Dr. Gulick’s lab) was the basis for the
research in the classroom.
I feel it is extremely relevant.
This is the closest to a real research setting
that I have experienced in my college career. Very relevant material on topics that
are being researched presently.
Since I have already had at least a year of
real research in a microbiology lab, I can
attest to the similarities between this course
and research conducted not for course
credit but to assist a professor in their own
endeavors. This course exemplifies the
importance of effective communication,
thorough background research, and actually execute the procedures as described in
the resource. The onus was on us to make
sure that our projects were being carried
out with accuracy and the end results could
be interpreted based on our current understanding of the subject matter.
I think this class was most compatible with
real research settings than any other class.

•

•
•

•

We were guided at first, but then able to
conduct experiments on our own with
supervision.
I felt the course was very relevant to techniques and procedures performed in a real
research setting. The students held a lot of
the responsibility to carry out and develop
the experiment which correlates to real life
situations.
Since we were able to choose the projects
we were more interested in them. Rather
than being forced.
The skills obtained relate much better to
a real life research experience because the
experiments were originated by the students instead of following a lab manual.
I strongly agree it represents real research.

The ability to choose their own project and to
design the procedure was also valued by a number
of the students. They possessed a sense of ownership and recognized that success or failure was
their own responsibility. This sense of ownership
is noted in the following:
•

•
•

The decision-making independence at first
was difficult. We left one of our projects
un-attended to and we soon realized that
we needed to pick it up in order to maintain our grades.
Mixed feeling. I much prefer “hand holding,” but that is not real life! This class is
very real world applicable.
It was nice to be able to make our own decisions when it came to designing our own
experiments. This process takes a while,
however, especially with a new lab procedure that doesn’t have all the kinks worked
out. For a one-semester course, independently designing and executing 3 of our
own projects was pretty difficult, and it just
felt like time ran out by the end of the semester to do everything. Perhaps integrating firmer deadlines for the completion of
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•
•
•

•
•

•
•

•

project #1 and #2 would’ve allowed more
time for project #3?
I think there was enough. sometimes things
got confusing.
It was difficult to become independent in a
science class but I can see the growth from
this shift.
I love the idea of putting more of the decision making process on us because it allows
us to work at our pace using our means to
reach an objective, rather than just following already predetermined steps throughout
the entire experiment. This type of course
directed us to do the background research
and develop an understanding of what we
wanted to test, how we were going to carry
out our experiment, and lastly how to accurately define the gathered results. While
this requires a great deal of work and patience, it is exactly what I would want in a
research-based course.
I believe that it helps develop me into a better researcher and more professional person with more advanced skills.
I think it challenged us to think critically
about the subject matter. It also allowed
us to be creative and go in the direction
we felt necessary. It also allowed for us to
make mistakes and learn from those mistakes and adjust accordingly.
It’s good for us, but I’m not too fond of it.
I enjoyed having more freedom in the lab
nut it also put more responsibility on me
too. Having the decision making focused
on me was a cool experience and very
helpful.
Designing own experiments makes the research process more real.

Some preferred it, others were still somewhat
intimidated by it. It is quite possible that the
students with the most trouble with open inquiry
were those who have had very little prior laboratory experience. Also students noted it is difficult,

one expressed it like awful-tasting medicine– it
may be good for you but you may not like it. The
students rated the value of the online component
of the course in the following:
•

•

•

•
•
•

•
•

The value was the same of any research position. On needs the Internet to search for
information at all times. The power point/
Camtasia presentations were necessary to
get out of the way so that we could spend
all available class time on questions and
practical problems.
Nice, because I could watch then when it
was convenient for my schedule. Some of
the videos were extremely long however. I
would try and keep all of them under 15 or
20 mins if possible.
Eliminating the paper aspect of this course
was beneficial, especially for college students in 2013. We are prone to losing papers and documents when they are handed
to us, so the online syllabus and course
description were just more sensible than
printed copies. Additionally, using the
online format allowed for easier access to
videos, links and easier copying & pasting
of certain genetic sequences, as opposed to
typing in every nucleotide by hand.
We learned how to search for specific
genes and proteins (sic) of interest in an
organism.
Demonstrated techniques that are available
and easy to use online.
The online component of the course was
quite valuable because the videos explained many of the difficult topics as well
covering relevant information regarding
our own research objectives.
It helped to better understand materials and
it was accessible at all times. I was able to
replay the videos and rewind.
It allowed class time to be focused on experimental procedures or for learning protocols and techniques from Dr. Gallo to be
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•
•
•

able to carry out the experiments outside
of class. Watching the online videos was
useful in helping us along the way.
We could work outside, and on our own
time.
It allowed me to learn on my own time at
my own pace and I could review the material whenever I needed.
It helped to be able to read articles online.

As had been noted by others the ability to replay videos was considered valuable. Also having
the written materials available at any time was also
considered a good feature. Students enjoyed being
able to set their own pace. The overall goals and
student learning objectives were clear and most
agreed that they were met, even though the steps
in-between were not laid out in an expository
fashion. The students’ responses as to the best
parts of the course are provided in the following:
•

•
•
•
•
•

•

1500

The exploration of a topic on our own time
and pace. The depth was dependent on how
interested we were in the topic and stopped
when we stopped. This, I imagine is very
much like scientific exploration.
Learning real lab skills, PCR, running gels,
designing and experiment (then re-designing when it didn’t work).
Completing experiments, and actually
obtaining meaningful results. It was very
gratifying.
Doing the wet lab work.
The opportunity to learn new techniques
and develop own research projects.
The best parts of this course were the focus on student involvement in the lab and
the collaboration between our lab partners
when working on our projects.
Everything was great about the course.
There were no exams, so you didn’t have
to stress about that, but at the same time
there were deadlines in which you had to

•

•
•
•

have papers written, projects completed,
data collected.
The best part was being allowed to develop
our own experiments with the guidance of
Dr. Gallo. I enjoyed having some freedom
to go in whatever direction we wanted, it
sparked creativity.
Learning new techniques.
The lab focused class time, Dr. Gallo was
available a great deal to help and creating
our own experiments.
Generating ideas of how to answer research
questions.

Doing “real science” was gratifying and
meaningful. Assessment without exams was also
a new concept for some. There were very few
negative comments about the course, and nearly
all focused on not enough time. There was one
comment regarding a group member not working
as much as the others.
A question regarding group work elicited
responses about the value of working collaboratively and the value of asynchronously working
on a project helped to keep it moving along. They
also found it valuable to work in a mixed group as
one could learn techniques from those that have
performed similar analyses in some other setting.
When asked if they would take another similar
course all students responded yes, most said it
was because of the freedom to design one’s own
project and the perceived relevance of the results
to the world at-large.

DISCUSSION
Science is a collaborative process and it is imperative to share (by way of publications) one’s
findings but also to share one’s thoughts and ideas
so that others may benefit and perhaps lead to new
avenues of discovery. A key to this process was
the recognition by the students that sharing ideas
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and asking questions as one explores the literature
is part of the scientific process. It had been noted
previously that the novice learner and expert deem
different information in a research paper as important and significant (Gallo & Rinaldo, 2012).
There is much more variability in the students’
knowledge and hence what one may see as worthy
the other may note as common knowledge in the
field. The class discussion verified this and the
students made comments regarding this in their
evaluation of the course. This reflection of their
own recognition of their level of understanding was
an important step in their meta-cognitive development. The course was blended in several ways,
one in which some of the content was delivered
via online videos and class time was shifted from
being faculty-led instruction to one of the faculty
member taking the role of facilitator. There was
also a shift on the responsibility of the course.
The learner was no longer looking at the faculty
member as the keeper of the knowledge and skills
necessary to complete the activity.
It was challenging for some to understand that
in the “real world” of science experiments do not
always turn out as planned. This was particularly
notable when it came to amplifying out a gene
product from a foreign host. One can assume
that the primers were designed correctly and that
they should give a product of predictable length,
however through no seeming fault of their own
one group could not get clear-cut results. This
turned out to be a teachable moment as well as
it became an ongoing discussion as to how best
to troubleshoot and how to design appropriate
controls to verify all of the steps and components. Scientists use their collective memory and
experiences to formulate hypothesis and devise
experiments to solve problems. This was a real
value, Dr. Gulick was able to assist students refine their models and assist students to work at
higher cognitive domain instead of getting too
concerned about lower level tasks. Dr. Gulick’s
research narratives helped students learn how to

modify their proposals to be more in line with
what is known and what can be accomplished
with the present information. As some of these
conversations were occurring online it extended
the learning experience and allowed students to
build upon their understanding and process skills.
Scaffolding of knowledge can occur in the online
portion of a course and Hill and Hannafin (2001)
categorized this open-ended, student-centered
learning into four types: conceptual, metacognitive, procedural, and strategic. It was important
to have an expert as part of the conversations as
he was able to quickly dispense any misconceptions and keep the students from veering too far
off track from the problem at hand. He was also
able to keep their approach at an appropriate level,
that their science was valid and valued and at the
right level of complexity and purposefulness for
consideration for future publication.
Handelsman et al. (2004) asked why it is that
we treat our teaching in the sciences any differently than we do our own scientific research.
Namely one should be making changes, assessing
their effects on student learning, and then further
modifying one’s teaching strategy based on the
assessment results. They also stated that what has
been found to be effective is allowing students to
act like scientists and become involved in openended inquiry. Based on this class it appeared to
be a successful strategy.
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KEY TERMS AND DEFINITIONS
Asynchronous Learning: A teaching method
that relies upon online learning resources that the
learner can access at any time.
Backward Design: A technique where one
determines the student learning objectives first
and then work back to decide what to consider
competency in that area and how to assess this
competency and then how to develop an appropriate learning experience for the learner.
Blended Course: A course where some of it
is face-to-face and some of it is online.
Camtasia: Software for recording, editing
and sharing video (http://www.camtasiasoftware.
com/camtasia/).
Cognitive Load Theory: The theory put forth
initially by Sweller that there is a small working
memory but a large long term memory from which
to draw upon.

Epistemology: Simply put, it is the theory of
knowledge, and is a branch of philosophy.
Experiential Learning: Learning from experience.
Expository Instruction: Providing complete,
explicit instructions and outcomes.
Factoid: Small fact or bits of information,
some believe that is how we “chunk” information
in our memory.
Interactive Multi-Media Exercises (IMMEX): Are online problems available on a server
at UCLA (http://www.immex.ucla.edu).
Online Mendelian Inheritance in Man
(OMIM): This site is hosted by the National
Institutes of Health at the National Library of
Medicine (http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/omim).
Open-Inquiry Based Learning: The individuals must develop their own knowledge and
then solution to a problem.
Problem-Based Learning: The student learn
about a subject through problem-solving, the
instructor guides but does not give the answer.
Research Experience for Undergraduates
(REU): Grants for such research are available
from the National Science Foundation.
STEM: Science, Technology, Engineering
and Math.

This work was previously published in “Promoting Active Learning through the Flipped Classroom Model” edited by Jared
Keengwe, Grace Onchwari, and James N. Oigara, pages 185-207, copyright 2014 by Information Science Reference (an imprint of IGI Global).
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Presenting Physics Content
and Fostering Creativity
in Physics among LessAcademically Inclined
Students through a Simple
Design-Based Toy Project
Nazir Amir
Greenview Secondary School, Singapore
R. Subramaniam
Nanyang Technological University, Singapore

ABSTRACT
One of the emphases of 21st century science education is in producing students who are creative and who
can contribute to the economy. Physics affords immense scope in this regard. This study illustrates an instructional teaching approach to present the physics concepts of density and forces in liquids to kinesthetic
students and, at the same time, offers an avenue to foster creativity among them through the fabrication
of variants of a popular physics toy: the Cartesian diver. It was conducted during curriculum time in a
physics laboratory. Results showed that the students were able to showcase their creative abilities through
knowledge from physics in this design-based toy project. Students found the pedagogical approach suitable
for learning physics content and also a fun way to showcase their creative abilities through knowledge from
physics. They also developed positive attitudes towards studying physics after going through this project.

1. INTRODUCTION
In Sir Ken Robinson’s lecture on the need to
nurture creativity among students in order to

meet the demands of the 21st century economy,
he reminded educators that approaches to foster
creativity among students is as equally necessary
as teaching the subject content to them.
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My contention is that creativity now is as important in education as literacy and we should treat
it with the same status. Robinson (2006)
Examining the definitions of creativity in the
works of Barlex (2007), Christensen, (1988),
Guilford (1959), Robinson (2006), Spendlove
(2005) and Torrance (1966; 1974), it is clear
that it has to do with coming up with something
original or novel and of value. The studies of
Amabile (1982; 1988; 1996), Besemer (2010),
Craft (2001), Cropley & Cropley (2010), Cziksentmihalyi (1998), Dacey & Lennon (2000),
Feldman, Cziksentmihalyi & Gardner (1994),
Rhyammer & Brolin (1999), and Vernon (1989)
suggest that a way for physics teachers to promote
creativity in the classroom is by guiding pupils
through problem-solving contexts that are embedded in everyday life and which leverage on subject
knowledge. The process of fostering creativity in
physics amongst students can sharpen their skills
in problem-solving, get them to be more inquisitive about how physics can be used to improve
daily activities, and build up their confidence
into thinking about how its use may value-add to
the economy (Fisher, 2004, and Raviv, 2003). It
could also instill the spirit of innovation among
students and pave a path for them to be young
inventors of our future.
In Singapore, students who do not perform
academically well in the national Primary School
Leaving Examinations (PSLE) are placed in the
Normal Technical (NT) stream in secondary
schools. While physics experiments in secondary
school activity books published for NT students
allow them to be engaged in learning physics
through a hands-on approach, it is observed that
many of these experiments lack instructional elements that would allow teachers to guide their students to showcase their creative abilities through
knowledge from physics. A challenge is in crafting
teaching approaches that are suitable to present
physics content to these students while, at the same
time, providing them with avenues to demonstrate

their creative abilities through knowledge from
the subject. The need to craft feasible teaching
approaches to foster creativity among students
during science curricula time in school cannot
be at the expense of prescribed content, that is, it
should be dovetailed with it. Teachers would buyin to such teaching approaches if the activities are
made appealing for students and carried out with
the use of simple and inexpensive materials - in
other words, it has to be a pedagogical approach
that is feasible enough to be carried out in the
classroom and one that NT students would find
exciting and enjoyable.
Examining the literature, we find that little
has been discussed about how teachers may adopt
feasible classroom teaching approaches that foster
creativity in physics amongst the less-academically inclined students during curriculum time.
Teaching approaches to foster creativity in physics
among these students, such as those in the NT
stream in Singapore, may need to be different than
those crafted for the more academically inclined
students. This is primarily due to NT students’ low
levels of interest in studying physics when topics
are not presented in ways that appeal to them and
made relevant to their personal experiences (Amir
& Subramaniam, 2009). Being predominantly kinesthetic learners, it is likely that such students can
respond better to visual-spatial modes of learning
rather than to visual-linguistic modes of learning
(Ramadas, 2009). Findings from the works of
Balchin (2005), Heacox (2002), Lee, Goh, Chia,
et al. (2006), and Nunley (2006) highlight that
from a teacher’s viewpoint, approaches to foster
creativity cannot be at the expense of presenting
academic content to students.
Our observations show that apart from several
schools sending only a handful of NT students
to a few national science competitions, such as
design-based science project competitions that
are often carried out after school hours, little has
been discussed on how avenues can be created for
teachers to foster creativity in physics amongst
NT students during science curriculum time. We
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also find that while physics experiments in the
secondary school activity books published for NT
students allow teachers to engage them in learning physics through a hands-on approach, several
of these experiments lack specific instructional
elements that would allow teachers to guide these
students to make creative use of physics principles
in coming up with novel ideas in the course of
solving problems (Amir & Subramaniam, 2012).
Many of the physics experiments in the secondary
school activity books also seem to lack elements
that can excite NT students in the learning of
physics. Activities that are not appealing to these
students risk the high likelihood of creating low
levels of interest in the studying of physics. This
may, in turn, affect their attitudes towards studying
physics. In doing these experiments, students have
been observed to go through a sequence of steps,
as instructed by their teachers, with hardly much
opportunities for them to exercise their creative
skills. It has also been noted that students doing
several of these experiments are not clear about
the relevance of learning some of the skills and
concepts taught through the physics experiment
books. For example, several NT students have
questioned how the skills learnt to measure the
internal and external diameter of a test tube and
compact disc (as described in their activity books)
using a Vernier caliper would be of use in their
everyday lives. It is indeed a challenge for teachers
to convince these students to learn concepts and
skills in physics when the content is not presented
in ways that appeal to them and made relevant to
their personal lives. This could be a factor that leads
NT students to being somewhat unmotivated to
study the subject and to teachers being somewhat
frustrated in teaching them.
Based on the discussion points mentioned,
we argue that while there has been emphasis in
finding ways to promote inquiry in physics to NT
students since the inception of the NT stream in
Singapore in 1994, what seems to be lacking is
the availability of feasible teaching approaches to
present physics concepts and fostering creativity
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amongst these students through approaches that
can appeal to them.
This chapter illustrates an instructional teaching approach that we crafted to present the physics
concepts of density and forces in liquids and, at the
same time, offering an avenue to foster creativity
amongst NT students through the fabrication of
variants of a simple and popular physics toy – the
Cartesian diver. This toy was chosen as it can
appeal to students and makes use of simple and
inexpensive materials for learning physics content.

2. LITERATURE REVIEW
A number of articles have described how teachers
can adopt feasible classroom teaching approaches
to present physics concepts in contexts that appeal to students. Greenslade (2010) introduced
his students to the concept of structural stability through discussing how the ‘Leaning Tower
of Pisa’ in Italy is able to stand; he also made
them think about how people are able to balance
themselves when they walk on stilts. Chapman
& Lewis (2001) made use of fast food (which
is very relevant to the personal experiences of
teenagers) to mimic an analogy on the concept
of resistance in an electric circuit. Dishaw (2010)
tapped on students’ interest in military vehicles
in presenting the concept of buoyancy of battleships. Ju (2005) made his students think about
the concept of resonance through swings in a
playground. Pendrill & Williams (2005), and
Pendrill (2005) got students to think about how
forces and acceleration are affected by the different
shapes of slides and roller coasters. The concept
of refraction of light to produce a rainbow was
presented by Cockman, (2002), and Petterson &
Williams (2004) through the common LCD projector in the classroom. The use of cartoons and
movies can be a useful way to promote inquiry
in physics to students (Rogers, 2007). Keogh &
Naylor (1999) developed ‘concept cartoons’ aimed
at getting students to discuss the use of science
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in a non-threatening context. Doherty, Rembert,
Boice, et al. (1998) aimed to show that certain
concepts in the popular ‘Star Wars’ trilogy seems
incorrect - for example, concepts such as sound
being able to travel in vacuum were highlighted
in the movie. Rather than showing the physics
concepts in certain segments of the movies, Daley
(2004) encouraged them to search for movie clips
to present their understanding of the physics
behind these clips. Using a role-play approach
to get students discover the physics that is within
an activity can also lead to student engagement
as well as injecting enthusiasm in the learning of
the subject (Bonner, 2010; and Kofoed, 2006).
Bonner (2010) describes how students learnt the
concept of projectiles through a crime scene he
created for them. Games also serve as a fun context
to allow students to learn science –for example,
Lowry (2008) described how the use of a simple,
yet fun, vector game helped present the laws of
gravitation to students.
Physics content can also be presented in ways
that appeal to students though demonstrations.
Barrett (2000) made use of two layers of liquid
soap, together with toy dolphins, and placed
these in a soap dispenser. The toy dolphins sink
in the top colorless soap layer but float above
the bottom layer (colored blue), and seem to be
‘standing on their tails’. Pressing the dispenser
handle causes the dolphins to ‘dance’. dePino
(2001) made use of marshmallow toy figurines
and shaving cream in a vacuum jar for students
to observe the effects of pressure. Gluck (2005)
made use of a two-meter long aluminium rod to
demonstrate principles of acoustics, such as pitch
and loudness, to students. In one demonstration,
he grasped his hand around different intervals of
the aluminium rod to demonstrate the different
types of sounds produced. Graf (2008) described
how the use of a simple meter-rule, clamped to
the edge of a laboratory bench, can be used to
demonstrate the concept of projectiles – wooden
blocks placed at different locations on the meterrule can be ‘launched’ by bending the meter rule

backwards. Upon release, students are able to
see the flight of the wooden blocks to the floor
and deduce the relationship between the various
starting positions of take-off and distance travelled during flight. Gardner (1999) showed how
a simple plastic bottle, balloon and pencil can
be transformed to a pencil launcher through the
concept of pressure. Shamsipour (2006) created
a variation of Gardner’s (1999) demonstration to
foster critical thinking in students on the concept
of pressure. Browne & Jackson (2007) showed how
magnetized paper clips can ‘react’ in water to spur
students’ excitement in science. Froehle (2008)
later came up with a slightly improved version that
uses a second paper clip. Coffey (2008) allowed
students to deepen their understanding of pressure
through experimentation with the ‘Diet Coke and
Mentos’ reaction in a soda bottle. Schlichting and
Suhr (2010) came up with a simple variation of an
old toy by using button and wire loops to make a
buzzer. Dindorf (2001) showed how the concept
of resonance can be exhibited through the simple
use of chains (of various lengths) in the classroom.
Physics lessons can also be made appealing
by infusing an ‘element of surprise’ in the demonstrations. Students often get captivated when
teachers demonstrate concepts by presenting these
as discrepant events. This is especially so when
teachers are able to show how physics has been put
to creative use in ways that defy natural phenomena
and appear mysterious. This could trigger students
into asking questions on the physics concepts
that make these demonstrations work. Costa and
Kallick (2000) refer to this process as one that
gets students to ‘respond with wonderment and
awe’. This encompasses an emotional element,
which can be a powerful tool to stir curiosity and
interest in learning about a particular concept. For
example, Ruiz (2010) illustrates how Lenz’s law
can be demonstrated by dropping a brass piece
and powerful magnet down a non-magnetic metal
pipe. Students are able to see that the brass piece
takes a very short time to drop out of the metal
pipe while the magnet ‘magically’ takes a longer
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time. Examples of how concepts in refraction have
been presented in interesting ways can be seen
from a number of studies (Corrao, 2010; Gore,
2010; Ellenstein, 1982). Corrao (2010) explains
how the archer fish is able to capture its prey
by overcoming the refraction problem between
water and air. Gore (2010) and Ellenstein (1982)
describe how jelly marbles can ‘hide’ words that
are written underneath an empty beaker and these
words get ‘unscrambled’ only when water is added.
Subramaniam and Riley (2008) did a demonstration with water using a glass bottle and a special
plastic cap. The bottle is initially filled with water.
The water does not flow out mysteriously when
the bottle is inverted. To intrigue students further,
matchsticks are inserted into the bottle when it is
inverted (students are not aware of the plastic cap
with the hole on the rim of the bottle). This demonstration gets students curious about concepts
of surface tension and pressure. Featonby (2010)
showed a variety of ways to introduce physics
concepts through ‘magical’ demonstrations. In
one demonstration that makes use of magnets,
he inserted individual silk scarves into a circular
tube. Upon pulling out the last scarf from the tube,
the audience finds that all the scarves have been
joined. The secret behind this demonstration is
a small hidden magnet attached to the edges of
the scarves.
Another way in which teachers have made
physics appealing to students is by infusing a play
element in lessons using toys. ‘Play’ is a critical
issue to consider when introducing concepts
as a means to make the learning of physics fun
(Stables, 1997). The use of toys excites students
and builds up their enthusiasm to learn physics
(Güémez, Fiolhais & Fiolhais, 2009; Featonby,
2005; and Ucke, 2002). Toys are also not limited
by a certain language, and tap on the kinesthetic
learning style of students to promote inquiry.
Books have been published to show how teachers can inject fun into their lessons by teaching
science through the use of toys (McCullough &
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McCullough, 2000; Sarquis, Sarquis & Williams,
1995; Sarquis, Hogue, Sarquis, Woodward, 1997;
Sills, 1999; Sumners, 1997; Taylor, Poth & Portman, 1995). Rather than just getting NT students
to play with toys, the experiences of educators
(Kangas, 2010; McGarvey, 1995, Resnick, Berg
& Eisenberg, 2000, and Thompson & Mathieson,
2001) suggest that it is possible to get these students
to make toys through simple and cheap materials.
Subramanaiam and Ning (2004) described a way
for the concept of resonance to be taught through
a toy that is made with a 40 cm x 1cm wooden
rod, strings and pendulum bobs. The pendulum
bob that is ‘selected’ mysteriously swings higher
and higher than the other two pendulum bobs.
The works of other educators (Featonby, 2005;
Güémez et al., 2009; Planinsic, Kos & Jerman,
2004; Turner, 1983) have also shown how teachers can guide students to use a soft drink bottle
(500ml or 1.5l) and a ketchup packet to come
up with a simple Cartesian diver in teaching the
concept of density.
The works of Meyer (2012) and Rowett (2010)
highlight that a way to showcase creativity in
physics would be to come up with ways to improve the functionality of a physics-based toy (a
demonstration model) through contexts that are
embedded in the use of physics principles. Studies
of Austin & Shore (1995), Balchin (2005), Barak
& Doppelt, (2000), Cross (2007), Doppelt (2005),
Mackin, (1996), Slater (1996), Trumbo (2006)
and Wiebe, Clark & Hasse (2001) suggest that
NT students can be guided to record their learning of physics through the of use of sketches and
annotations on design sheets rather than getting
writing in full sentences.
Synthesizing ideas from the literature, it seems
that a possible way to present physics concepts and
foster creativity in physics at the same time among
NT students is to use a design-based approach. It
is essential to first show students a demonstration
model of a physics-based toy (made from simple
and cheap materials) that would appeal to them
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(such as the ones that infuse the ‘element of surprise’ in them), and then guide them to come up
with variations of the toy through contexts that
are embedded in the use of physics principles.

3. METHODOLOGY
This study was conducted with a class of 37 secondary three NT students (14 girls and 23 boys,
averaging 15 years of age) through the use of a
simple and popular physics toy – the Cartesian
diver, which can be variously fabricated The
physics toy was chosen as it makes use of simple
and inexpensive materials, besides providing
scope for students to be guided in making use of
fundamental physics concepts to come up with
variations in its context and functionality with
respect to the demonstration version shown to
them. The study was conducted during the physics curricula hours in a typical physics laboratory
and took approximately 18 hours spread over six
weeks. During this time, students were exposed
to knowledge and skills across a number of topics
that are within three chapters of the physics component of the NT science syllabus (measurement
of mass and volume, density and forces) and one
topic in the chemistry component (solute, solvent
and solutions). Experience tells us that we would
have saved only a little time if we had taught these
topics through the use of didactic approaches, and
yet not being able to generate as much interest and
foster creativity in physics amongst these students.

Procedure
There are two phases in the study. The first phase
aimed at presenting a number of physics concepts
and skills that are involved in making a Cartesian
diver. The second phase aimed to equip students
with problem-solving skills, such as brainstorming, and the introduction of the design process that
would allow them to be familiar with several design
principles in coming up with their own versions

of the Cartesian diver. The latter included guiding
them to merge fundamental physics concepts in
the design and fabrication of the Cartesian diver.
Students were required to record their learning
of physics concepts and skills gathered through
this activity and to provide descriptions on the
functionality of their designs through sketches
and annotations in their design sheets (blank A4
papers) that would be compiled to form their
portfolios.

Phase One
In this phase, students were shown a simple
Cartesian diver (made from plastic bottle and
ketchup packet in tap water) (Figure 1) and given
a demonstration of it in action.
The students were first made to think of how
the diver (ketchup packet) in this demonstration
version works. They were shown a video clip of
two oranges – one that had its skin peeled and the
other un-peeled. The students were made to think
why the orange with the peeled skin sinks while
that which is un-peeled floats. Many of them were
able to reason that the un-peeled orange can float
because there is a layer of air trapped between the
fruit and its skin. They were then made to understand that air in the ketchup packet gets compressed
when the bottle is squeezed. Reducing the amount
of air would affect the buoyancy of the ketchup
packet and cause it to sink. In order to convince
them that air, being a gas, can be compressed while
ketchup, being a liquid, cannot be compressed,
students were told to work in pairs to separately
explore the compressibility of air and liquid in a
syringe. Students were then shown, with the aid
of a video clip, how a submarine works. This was
done to facilitate the linking of the concept to a
real world context.
Another type of ketchup packet was then
distributed to them – the type that has very little
air in it. These packets are not able to float in tap
water. The students were shown the difference in
buoyancy between the ketchup packet that was
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Figure1. Cartesian diver demonstration model shown to students

used in our demonstration version and the one
they received, through two beakers filled with
water (Figure 2).
A brainstorming session was carried out to
elicit answers from the students on how they
would make the ketchup packets given to them
float. As a build up to their thinking, video clips
of people floating in the Dead Sea were shown. A
discussion then ensued on why people were able
to float in the Dead Sea but not easily in sea water

in Singapore. It became apparent to the students
that the Dead Sea has a high concentration of salt
and this contributed to the high density of the sea
water in it. Leveraging on this knowledge, salt
packets and spatulas were distributed to them.
They were told to keep adding salt to the water
in the plastic beaker (containing their ketchup
packet) and to keep stirring until all the salt has
dissolved. They repeated this process and observed
the buoyancy of the ketchup packet in the salt

Figure 2. Difference in buoyancy between two ketchup packets
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solution. The process was stopped only when
their ketchup packet was able to float in the salt
solution. They then transferred the salt solution
and ketchup packet into a 500 ml soft drink bottle
and observed the effect of their ketchup packets
working as Cartesian divers in the salt solution.
Along the way, students were introduced to the
formula (Density = Mass ÷ Volume) as well as
taught skills such as using an electronic balance
and measuring cylinder. It became apparent to
them that they would require these skills in order
to gather the necessary data to calculate the densities of tap water and salt solution.
Two souvenirs (Figure 3) that had layers of
liquids of various densities also served as teaching aids to deepen students’ understanding of the
concept of density. These souvenirs were used to
get them to think about how the toy dolphins were
able to float on the blue liquid layer and yet sink
in the colorless liquid layer. When asked which of
the two liquids had water and oil respectively, it
was observed that several students were somewhat
reluctant to mention that the colorless liquid is
oil while the colored liquid is water. A possible
reason is that students often associate water as
a colorless liquid and oil as a colored liquid. In
order to convince them that the colorless liquid
in the souvenir is oil and that the colored liquid
is water, a few drops of blue food coloring was
dropped into a beaker half-full with tap water. The
solution was stirred for a while. Johnson’s baby
oil (which is colorless) was then poured into the
beaker. Again, the solution was stirred. It was not
long before the layer of oil floated above the layer
of the colored water. It was at this point that the
students were convinced that the colorless liquid
in the souvenir was indeed oil and that the blue
solution is a more dense liquid, such as water.
The students were also made to realize that the
metal piece attached to the base of each figurine
in the toy (dolphins and Merlions) was necessary
to make these stay upright. To reinforce their
understanding of this concept, each student was
given a piece of straw of about 5 cm in length.

They were told to place the straw in a beaker filled
with water and observe the way it floats on its side.
Small lumps of plasticine were then distributed
to each student. Students experienced how the
amount of plasticine played a part in keeping the
straw upright and how it contributed to the depth
of the straw floating at the surface of the liquid.
Most students were able to make connections that
the plasticine depicted the metal piece in the toy
dolphins that was required to keep the toy upright.
Figure 4 shows a ‘hydrometer’ made by a student
and which floats upright in a measuring cylinder
containing tap water.
The students were then asked to observe the
differences in depths of their ‘hydrometer’ in tap
water and in various concentrations of salt solutions. This part of the activity made them realize
that the depth of the ‘hydrometer’ depends on
the concentration of salt that is dissolved in the
liquid. Students were made to reuse the water
in the measuring cylinder by pouring it into a
plastic beaker each time they needed to remove
their ‘hydrometer’. They were also shown how
a hydrometer played a part in checking the acid
level in a car battery. This was done to show how
this device is being put to use in the real world.
Figure 3. Teaching aids on the concept of density
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Figure 4. Self-made ‘hydrometer’ floating upright in tap water

Phase Two
In this phase, students were formed up in groups
of threes. Each group was challenged to come up
with an appealing version of the Cartesian diver
using contexts embedded in the application of
physics principles. A brainstorming session was
carried out to elicit answers from students on
various objects, other than ketchup packets, that
could trap air and float in a soft drink bottle filled
with water. To aid the brainstorming session, they
were given a few recycled items as well as other
materials commonly available in the physics
laboratory. These included ‘bendy’ straws (straws
with frills that allow a portion of it to bend, and
commonly attached to drink packets), pen caps,
eye droppers, balloons, etc. The students were
guided to make use of the knowledge gained from
the ‘hydrometer’ activity to think about how they
could make these objects float upright in water
and how they would provide a context that would
appeal to the desired users of the toy.
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As a trigger for this part of the activity, the
students were shown the design of a hook Cartesian diver (Figure 5) fabricated by a group of
NT students (Amir & Subramaniam, 2007). A
brief description of how the hook Cartesian diver
functions is now given. To bring the pen-cap
hook down, a player needs to squeeze the bottle
and maneuver the pen-cap hook to grab as many
of the loops as possible. By controlled squeezing
of the bottle, it is possible to control the motion
of the hook in order to grab a number of loops
within a stipulated time.
The design shows how students in that study
were able to value-add to the demonstration
version through the application of the physics
concepts of forces (upthrust and downthrust),
knowledge from materials science (plasticine
weights wrapped with aluminium foil so that these
do not stick to the pebbles), and through the use
of a game context – one that appeals to children.
This design served as an inspiration for the class
to manipulate other simple materials in trying to
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Figure 5. Infusing a game element into the hook Cartesian diver design

come up with their own designs. It was clear that
the students were discussing concepts of density
in more depth as they brainstormed and discussed
their ideas through sketches in their design sheets
and by testing the buoyancy of simple materials.
While facilitating the lesson, the students were
seen discussing about the need for an object to
‘trap’ air so as to be able to float and also the need
to compress air in order to reduce the buoyancy
of the object so that it could sink.

SURVEY INSTRUMENT
To survey the views of students who participated
in this study, a survey instrument comprising
20 statements, placed on a 6-point Likert Scale
(Strongly Disagree =1 and Strongly Agree = 6),
was developed. There were four categories in the
survey instrument:

1.
2.
3.
4.

Connections created between physics and
design through the activity
Use of design sheets as a way to articulate
creativity in physics
Fabrication of toy as a way to articulate
creativity in physics
Attitudes towards learning physics after the
design activity

Twenty statements were framed and distributed
equally into the four categories. The first version
of the instrument was face-validated by a few
teachers, heads of departments, specialists from
the Ministry of Education, and university staff.
It was based on an earlier study involving the use
of Design & Technology (D&T) projects (Amir
& Subramaniam, 2012) but revisions were done
to some of the statements in the instrument for
use in this study.
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RESULTS
A number of creative versions that showed NT
students’ abilities to demonstrate their creativity
in physics were evident through their design sheets
and prototypes. We describe a few of them through
Figures 6 through 18, along with a commentary.

1. Applying Knowledge from
Optics to Show Compressibility
of Air in the Diver
A group of students made use of their knowledge
of compressibility of air (taught in the first phase)
and linked it to principles in optics (transparency)
in order to value-add to the design of the hook
Cartesian diver that was shown earlier. Figure 6
illustrates how this group made use of a transparent
pen cap instead of an opaque one. Users of this
toy will be able to see the air being compressed
each time the bottle is squeezed. Such a design
can also be used as a teaching aid to show the
compression of air when the bottle is squeezed.
A student in this group was also able to describe
in one of his design sheets that ‘only a little water
can be seen’ before squeezing the bottle and that
‘air compresses’ when the bottle is squeezed. An
extract from the design sheet is shown in Figure 7.
Figure 6. Cartesian diver with transparent pen cap
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2. Applying Knowledge from
Fluid Movement to Produce a
Spinning Effect on the Diver
Another group of students came up with an idea,
which led to the development of a pen-cap hook
diver that can spin as it dives and surfaces. Figures
8 and 9 show sketches of how the group conceptualized this idea through the shape of a propeller
attached to a boat. Sketches and annotations from
a student’s design sheet show how the shape of
the propeller was formed in a simple way through
the use of plasticine and attached to a pen-cap in
order to make it spin. A sketch of how the pen
cap spins, after the plasticine is attached to it, is
shown in Figure 10.
The students also mentioned that their pen cap
had a hole at the top. This led to a risk of air not
being able to be trapped in the pen cap. Water
could flow in through this hole and cause the pen
cap to sink. The group overcame this problem by
placing a little plasticine to seal the hole at the top
of the pen cap. Figure 11 illustrates this.
The above design inspired another group of
students to come up with a similar design but
making use of a larger amount of plasticine attached to the pen-cap-hook in a twirling fashion
(Figure 12).
Another group of students searched for ideas
from YouTube and was inspired to make the diver
spin without the use of plasticine. They used a
‘bendy’ straw instead to make their version of
a spinning diver. The ‘bendy’ straw was first
trimmed to a shorter length such that parts that
are not ‘bendy’ are of equal lengths. A washer
(acting as weight) is inserted and made to rest in
the bendy part of the straw. The two ends of the
straw are sealed through the use of a flame. Two
small holes are made diagonally opposite each
other on each end of the bent part of the straw. The
students then tested the performance of this diver
in a bottle filled with tap water. When squeezed,
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Figure 7. Description of compression of air in a student’s design sheet

Figure 8. Explanation on how the design was conceptualised from a propeller

the air in the straw compresses. Upon release,
the water that comes out from the small holes at
the diagonal ends of the straw causes it to spin.
The students were able to describe this design
through their design sheets. One of the student’s
design sheets (Figure 13) shows his ability to
elaborate on a number of science concepts that
are involved in this design. An extract from this
design sheet reads ‘Paper clips as weight (make

sure it is coated with plastic to prevent rust)’.
The student has shown evidence of his group’s
knowledge of physical properties of metals in
terms of weight and type of surface. The student
explains how the use of a few paper clips can be
used to substitute for a single metal washer. He
was also able to explain the need for such paper
clips to be ‘coated with plastic’ so as to prevent the
formation of rust. The functionality of his group’s
1517
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Figure 9. Replicating the shape of the propeller onto their pen cap in the form of plasticine

Figure 10. Sketch of how the ‘spinning’ diver
moves in bottle

design was clearly described in the design page.
He mentions that the two holes that are created
‘diagonally opposite each other’ on the bendy
portion of the straw will cause the diver to spin.
Seeing the effect of several of the spinning
divers spurred another two groups of students to
come up with an entertaining version of yet another
spinning Cartesian diver. By tapping on their skills
picked up from making the simple ‘hydrometer’
from straws and plasticine in the first phase and
linking it to the skills in making a spinning diver
that was shown in Figure 13, these groups were
able to come up with two other designs of Cartesian divers that illustrate the effect of two dolls
dancing hand-in-hand with each other. One group’s

Figure 11. Sketches and notes showing how the group ensured that air was trapped in their pen cap
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Figure 12. Twirling pen-cap-hook Cartesian diver

Figure 13. Description of a student’s version of spinning diver through the movement of fluids
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‘dancing dolls’ design is shown in Figure 14. In
both ‘dancing dolls’ designs, two straws of equal
length are sealed with plasticine on one of their
ends while the other ends are sealed through the
use of a flame and hot glue. Each doll is linked
to another doll through paper clips, which depict
the ‘hands’ of the dolls. The functionality of the
toy is practically the same as the one shown in
Figure 13 except that a hole is now made only on
one straw but still diagonal to each other on the
opposite ends. The effect of the dolls dancing in
these two designs brought a smile on those who
viewed the version!
Figure 14. ‘Dancing dolls’ Cartesian diver

A student in one of these groups was able to
elaborate on the fabrication techniques of her
‘dancing dolls’ design. It is clear that the student
was able to explain the skills required to keep
each doll afloat and to make the ‘dancing doll’
pair spin. She was able to explain these skills by
making use of physics principles, such as bending
the paper clips to make them resemble the hands
of the dolls (concept of material properties),
adding the right amount of plasticine to keep the
doll afloat (concept of density) and getting the
‘dancing doll’ pair to spin (concept of movement
of fluids). She also described her experimentation
with a straw-and-plasticine hydrometer in a plastic
beaker filled with water as part of getting each
‘doll’ to float upright. An extract of her design
page (Figure 15) shows her reflections on the
importance of having the right amount of weight
added to the straw to keep it upright.
She also showed that a key consideration to
make the dolls spin is that there should be only
one hole on each straw (she mentioned how this
could be achieved through the use of an optical
pin in another design page). The description of
her design is shown in Figure 16.

Figure 15. Description showing how the hydrometer is kept upright
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Figure 16. Description of the ‘dancing dolls’ Cartesian diver

3. Applying Knowledge from
Magnetism and Placing It in
the Context of a Popular TV
Character: ‘Paul the Octopus’
Another group of students was inspired by the
popular ‘Paul the Octopus’ sea creature that was
made famous during the 2010 FIFATM World
Cup football tournament. This group made an
entertaining version of the Cartesian diver that
depicts the octopus predicting the outcome of
a game. The group started off by conducting an
experiment to investigate the possibility of using
a balloon-and-paper-clips combination as a diver.
When placed in a 1.5 litre bottle filled with water,

the octopus head traps air inside it and causes it
to float. The plastic-coated metallic paper clips
depict the tentacles of the octopus while, at the
same time, provide weight for the octopus to sink.
Simple decorations (with a marker) were added
to the balloon to make it depict the head of an
octopus. This design is illustrated in Figure 17.
The group then made use of corrugated boards,
cardboards, bamboo sticks and Velcro to fabricate
the rest of their design (Figure 18). A small bamboo stick is inserted through a slot on a piece of
square corrugated board (about 5cm x 5cm) and
made to protrude at both ends. The 1.5 liter bottle
containing the octopus diver is then placed onto
the square corrugated board. Two other corrugated
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Figure 17. Octopus diver made from balloon and
paper-clips

boards, each folded into a rectangular box (large
enough to store a bar magnet) and which has part
of its surface layered with a small piece of Velcro,
is linked to the square corrugated board through
small bamboo sticks. A bar magnet is hidden in
one of these boxes, which is not obvious to the
user of the game. Two rectangular pieces of paper,

decorated as flags of different countries through
the use of colored markers and stickers, are pasted
onto similar sizes of rectangular cardboards. Small
strips of Velcro are then attached behind these
cardboards. These cardboards are mounted on to
the rectangular boxes through Velcro strips. The
final design depicts ‘Paul the Octopus’, ready to
make a prediction on the country that will win a
football game.
In Figure 19, the magnet is hidden very close
to the German flag. To demonstrate the functionality of their prototype, the students in this group
placed their toy in front of the class and asked their
classmates to make a guess on Paul’s prediction
as to which country’s football team will win the
next World Cup football match. The answer is
revealed when the bottle is squeezed and Paul
moves the German flag.
The ‘octopus’ functions in this manner because
its ‘tentacles’ are made from paper clips. These
paper clips, being magnetic materials, are attracted
to the hidden bar magnet. Apart from observing the
amazement of the class at the functionality of this

Figure 18. Design of ‘Paul the Octopus’ Cartesian diver
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Figure 19. Functionality of ‘Paul the Octopus’ Cartesian diver

design, it was also observed how this design was
able to stimulate curiosity in the students to think
about how the use of magnetism has been placed
in a context that appeals to children and adults.
Figure 20 shows an extract from a student’s design
sheet, showing a description of how knowledge of
properties of materials and magnetism contribute
to the functionality of their design.

4. Placing the Hook Cartesian
Diver in the Context of another
Popular TV Character: ‘Mr. Bean’
Another group of students made a hook diver
design similar to the version shown in Figure 5.
They aimed to make their design appeal to users not
just through a game context but also in a context

Figure 20. Description related to ‘Paul the Octopus’ Cartesian diver
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familiar to users. They rode upon the popular TV
character – ‘Mr. Bean’ to come up with their design.
One of the group members had a toy figurine of
Mr. Bean dressed up in only swimming trunks.
The group attached this figurine to the top of a
bottle cap through the use of hot glue. A small
bamboo stick with an end attached to a string is
secured to the top of the bottle cap in an inclined
position through the use of hot glue. A string is
attached from the top of the pen-cap-hook diver
to the base of the bottle cap. This gives a realistic
resemblance of a fishing line that goes down with
the fishing hook each time the bottle is squeezed.
The Mr. Bean-bamboo-stick-string combination
depicts Mr. Bean standing in front of a fishing rod
with the fishing line in a pond. The bottle cap is
screwed onto a 500 ml bottle filled with water and
Mr. Bean’s ‘clothes’, which comprises trousers,
shirt, shoes and even his favorite teddy bear, were
made from clipart images downloaded from the
Internet and printed on paper. The group laminated
the printed papers to ensure that the images are

waterproof. The challenge given to users of this
toy is to try and ‘fish out’ Mr. Bean’s clothes
within a stipulated time frame, just like the hook
diver version shown in Figure 5. Users of the toy
were able to appreciate this since they were able
to see the movement of the fishing line through
the transparent walls of the bottle.
The group entitled their design ‘Mr. Bean
Finding His Clothes’. An extract from a student’s
design page is shown in Figure 21. He was able to
elaborate on the functionality of his group’s design.

VIEWS OF STUDENTS
ABOUT THIS ACTIVITY
The survey instrument, which was administered
to the students after the activity, had a Cronbach
alpha of 0.82, which means that the reliability is
above the recommended norm of 0.70 (Cronbach,
1970). Table 1 presents simple descriptive statistics
for the survey.

Figure 21. Description on the functionality of ‘Mr. Bean Finding His Clothes’ Cartesian diver
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Table 1. Students’ responses through the instrument
Categories

Mean

SD

Connections created between physics and design through this activity
1.

I learnt a physics concept through this design activity.

5.82

0.39

2.

This design activity has made the learning of physics fun.

5.94

0.24

3

This activity has allowed me to learn skills to design a physics-based toy.

5.91

0.29

4.

This activity has allowed me to learn skills to construct a physics-based toy.

5.97

0.17

5.

This activity has helped me increase my understanding of several physics concepts.

5.91

0.29

Use of design sheets as a way to articulate creativity in physics
6.

I am able to describe the design context for my toy in my design sheets.

5.85

0.44

7.

I am able to describe at least three different ideas in my design sheets before choosing my final design.

5.74

0.90

8.

I am able to come up with at least one new idea that works on physics concept(s).

5.94

0.24

9.

I am able to describe how to make my chosen idea using simple materials in my design sheets.

5.85

0.44

10.

I am able to describe how physics concepts make my chosen idea work in my design sheets.

5.91

0.29

Fabrication of toy as a way to articulate creativity in physics
11.

I find that I get new ideas when my teacher exposes me to more physics concepts.

5.97

0.17

12.

I find that I am able to apply more than one physics concept into my toy during the stages of
constructing my toy.

5.91

0.29

13.

I find that I am able to continuously improve my design using physics concepts during stages of
constructing my toy.

5.88

0.41

14.

I get my toy to work by combining what I have learnt in my physics lessons to what my teacher has
taught me about design.

6.00

0.00

15.

I made my toy in such a way that it will make other students curious to want to find out how physics
concepts make it work.

5.91

0.29

16.

I am interested to do more design projects that involve physics concepts.

5.50

0.51

17.

I am more confident of learning physics after doing this design project.

5.91

0.29

18.

I find that design is useful in helping me do well in physics.

5.85

0.36

19.

I am able to show how creative I am by going through this physics-based design project.

5.82

0.46

20.

I am further interested to show how creative I can be by doing similar physics-based design projects in
the future.

5.88

0.33

Attitudes towards learning physics after the design activity

Written feedback from student’s after the activity are now presented.
I enjoy making things through hands-on instead
of reading the textbook. The textbook is a boring
way of learning. It makes me sleepy while the
portfolio is easier to let our ideas to be drawn
out. This way shows that NT students like me are
creative and not lazy! - Female student

I enjoy learning physics this way because it is
interesting. This project is fun and helps me learn
more physics.- Female student
I think this way of teaching physics is more fun
than learning through the normal way. We can also
prove that we are able to learn. Think that all NT
students should be learning physics through this
way rather than from the textbook. - Male student
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I am happy about physics. We want to prove that
Normal Technical students are not stupid. If we
continue learning like this, our physics can be very
fun and we will do well! Textbooks are boring.
Doing projects in school is totally fun!!! - Male
student
I find physics amazing when we are given a chance
to conduct our own experiments to make our chosen
idea. Thank you cher (teacher)! You have made
me enjoy physics! - Male student
I like the part when we do the Cartesian diver in
our groups. I hope all the NT students in Singapore can learn this way. I am so proud to be an
NT student! - Male student
Look at how creative we can be through this
project! Tell them (the more academically inclined students) please don’t look down on us
NT! - Male student
Results from Table 1 and comments from the
students suggest that they enjoyed the activity very
much. Most students are in strong agreement that
they were able to make their toys work by linking
their knowledge of fundamental physics principles
to design principles (statement 14). This approach
has contributed to their being able to understand a
variety of physics concepts (statement 5), which
in turn also led them to be more confident in
learning physics (statement 17). Many students
gave appreciative comments such as ‘Thank you
teacher!’ after the activity. They seem to appreciate being given the space to express their ideas
through sketches and annotations in their design
sheets and being able to experiment with these
ideas during their physics lessons, as evidenced
by the high scores and low standard deviations
in the second and third categories. Several students, who often have difficulty in expressing
their understanding of physics through verbal
means and writing, found this approach effective
in incorporating physics into their projects, as
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evidenced by a maximum score of six (with zero
standard deviation) for statement 6.
However, not all students were able to describe
at least three different ideas in their design sheets
before choosing their final designs, as evidenced
by a standard deviation of 0.90 for statement 7.
This is also seen through the number of creative
prototypes produced by the students. From the 12
student groups, about seven or eight designs can
be said to be creative – this is still an impressive
figure. Based on Torrance’s (1979) framework
for creativity (fluency, flexibility, originality and
elaboration) and indicators of originality trait
of creativity in products from Besemer’s CPAM
(Besemer, 1998), it was found that only two prototypes were original in terms of the functionality
of the toys through the use of physics principles
(dancing dolls and Paul the octopus). The others
seem to be variations of the demonstration version shown to them or variations of ideas picked
up from the Internet. However, this should not
detract from the more fundamental import of the
activity, which is to present a platform for NT
students to learn and do physics in contexts that
are appealing to them.
Physics teachers in the school liked this approach as it shows how students can be engaged to
incorporate physics principles into prototypes so
as to value-add to their functionality. The students
also felt proud when other teachers gave them
compliments after viewing their design pages
and prototypes. Their morale was boosted even
further when a few physics teachers brought some
of these prototypes and design pages to their own
physics classes and used them as demonstration
kits to showcase how physics has been put into
action in these toys and also used them as teaching aids to present a few topics in physics (such
as density, fluid mechanics, optics and magnetism). The positive performance of the students
seems to debunk the common assumption that
the less-academically inclined students are not
able to perform well when given problem-solving
activities in physics.
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DISCUSSION
This study has suggested that a way to tap on the
kinesthetic learning styles of less-academically
students as well as foster creativity in physics
among them is through a design-based classroom
activity that appeals to them. This was done over
two phases.
Synthesizing ideas from the discussion points
in the literature, a possible way to present physics
concepts and foster creativity in physics at the
same time amongst NT students is to first show
the students a demonstration version of a physics toy (made from simple and cheap materials)
that would appeal to them (such as the ones that
infuses an ‘element of surprise’ in them), and then
guide them to come up with variations of the toy
through contexts that are embedded in the use of
physics principles.
This study has also shown that guidance by
the teacher is a key feature in fostering creativity
in physics amongst these students. Hérold & Ginestié, (2009) emphasized that guidance remains
an important aspect of teaching in order to get
students to perform well in design-based activities. Kirschner, Sweller & Clark (2006) warns that
the lack of guidance in problem-based learning
activities that aim to promote inquiry in physics
may lead to students not learning the underlying
learning physics concepts as well as they would
have if they had been exposed to direct instruction.
Materials that were used in the activity were
simple everyday items that are familiar to the
students. They were able to make use of such
materials to improve the functionality and appeal
of the demonstration model that was shown to
them. The creative manipulation and use of these
simple materials to come up with such toys is in
itself a testimony of these students being able to
be trained to be creative thinkers in physics.
In the activity, care was taken not to ‘spoon-fed’
interesting ideas to students. Rather, the emphasis
is on capitalizing on brainstorming activities to get
them generate ideas on their own. The use of one

creative version of the Cartesian diver – the hook
diver has been used to trigger ideas in the students
to come up with more creative versions. Along the
way, in presenting the hook diver, students were
encouraged to think about how they could embed
elements that would appeal to younger children
and adults through the use of simple materials.
It was crucial that students had an opportunity
to make the first version of the Cartesian diver
through the ketchup packet and salt solution as
this allowed tapping on the simple skills that they
are familiar with. Doing this also helped them to
develop confidence in learning the concept of
density further through the prototypes.

CONCLUSION
Norman (1993) encouraged physics educators
to think about how physics can be presented to
students through contextualized design-based activities. Jones & Moreland (2003) further stressed
on the need for such activities to be carried out
from ‘bottom-up’, classroom-based approaches
and for educational researchers to show how such
approaches can be carried out during lesson hours
for the average busy teacher through descriptive
case studies. A number of articles in the literature
have addressed these needs and have shown that
design-based learning have led to students being
more motivated towards the learning of physics
(Doppelt, et al., 2008; Fortus, et al., 2004; 2005).
Some articles have also described how the adoption of design-based teaching approaches could
provide a platform for teachers to craft lessons that
would allow content and skills that are within the
physics and mathematics syllabus to be presented
to their students in ways that would ‘make sense’
to them (McCormick, 1997; Silk, 2010). Doppelt
et al. (2008) and West (1997) further mention that
such approaches have proven to be most helpful
for low achieving students to understand physics
and mathematical concepts.
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What remains lacking is the number of case
studies to show how feasible teaching approaches
can be used to present physics content while at the
same time fostering creativity in physics amongst
the less academically inclined students, such as NT
students in Singapore. We feel that what teachers
need are feasible classroom teaching approaches
that make use of simple and inexpensive materials. This study has shown how such a need can
be significantly addressed. Students who went
through the activity exhibited positive attitudes
towards the learning of physics and just as importantly - their ability to prove to their parents,
friends, teachers and themselves, that they too can
be creative in physics.
Approaches such as those shown in this study
can be used by classroom physics teachers to present physics content in interesting ways to the less
academically inclined students and, at the same
time, develop their problem-solving skills, which
can lead them to showcase their inventive abilities.
These are necessary competencies to be instilled
amongst students in preparing them to meet the
challenges of the 21st century.
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KEY TERMS AND DEFINITIONS
Creativity: A term used to describe the process
of coming up with original and valuable ideas in
the course of solving problems.
Demonstration Model: A standard design
shown to students at the start of a project.
Design Sheet/Design Page: A sheet showing
a student’s thinking process in linking science to
the design of his/her prototype.
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Design-Based Learning: It is a form of
learning where a prototype emerges as the final
product of learning
Normal Technical (NT) Stream: It is a system of education offered in secondary schools in

Singapore to students who did not perform well
in their primary school leaving examinations to
qualify for the more academic streams.
Prototype: A product created by students
through the design-based learning approach.

This work was previously published in “Cases on Research-Based Teaching Methods in Science Education” edited by Eugene
de Silva, pages 157-196, copyright 2015 by Information Science Reference (an imprint of IGI Global).
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ABSTRACT
Library and Information Science (LIS) is primarily a graduate program of study which prepares students
for careers in librarianship and other information professions. However, faculty and students are not
the only users of LIS collections in campus libraries; academic librarians also need LIS information
to support their research and practice. Effective collection development for LIS is grounded in a wellthought-out policy statement and employs time-proven strategies including title-by-title ordering, approval
plans, standing orders, and judicious acceptance of gifts. A well-rounded and responsive collection
spans several publication formats and includes works from publishers that specialize in LIS content as
well as non-commercial grey literature. The challenges that LIS selectors face include the proliferation
of distance education programs, the interdisciplinarity of the field, the shifting landscape of electronic
publishing, serial price increases, the drive for assessment, negative perceptions of the quality of the
literature, and the need to promote collection use. Because there has been little written about LIS collection development practices, there are many opportunities for further research.

INTRODUCTION
Library and Information Science (LIS) collections
reflect the diversity of academic programs in the
United States and abroad. These programs range
from traditional “library schools” that prepare
students to work as librarians to the newer “iSchools” that engage in teaching and research on
a broad range of social and technical subjects. In
many instances, LIS materials are integrated into

larger collections; on some campuses, however,
separate LIS libraries persist. While most collections are funded by the university’s library, others
are supported, in whole or part, by the schools
they serve. LIS materials may also be collected
for users outside the context of higher education.
For example, public library systems, state library
agencies, and library associations may build collections to support librarians in their day-to-day
work and professional service.
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The work of developing and managing library
collections encompasses a range of activities,
including assessing user needs, identifying and
choosing materials, purchasing and licensing published content, creating access points, marketing
the resulting collection, evaluating its use, and, in
many cases, planning for its long-term preservation (Disher, 2007; Johnson, 2009). This chapter
focuses on the central act of identifying and selecting LIS materials. Because few selectors have
responsibility for LIS as their only assignment, this
chapter is intended to provide a general overview
of the issues and challenges in shaping an LIS collection, especially as these may differ from other
academic disciplines. Following a discussion of
user characteristics and major information formats
in LIS, the elements of a core collection will be
outlined and ongoing strategies for selecting new
materials will be described. Several trends and
challenges will be discussed, and strategies for
responding to them will be proposed. At present
there is a dearth of both research and practical
information about LIS collection development, so
the chapter will conclude with recommendations
for future research.

BACKGROUND
Library and information science is “an interdisciplinary domain concerned with creation, management, and uses of information in all its forms”
(Estabrook, 2010, p. 3287). LIS is organized as
a separate discipline but draws on the theories,
methods, and literatures of many other disciplines.
Related fields include computer science, management studies, education, history, sociology, media
studies, and literary studies. A recent study of LIS
doctoral dissertations from 1939 to 2009 reveals
how LIS scholarship has moved away from its
initial concentration on problems in librarianship
(Sugimoto, Li, Russell, Finlay, & Ding, 2011).
LIS programs typically prepare students to work
in information service agencies such as librar-
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ies and archives; however, graduates from these
programs also find jobs in information software
industries and in a wide spectrum of commercial
and nonprofit organizations. Although building
a collection to address the breadth of this field
is not an easy task, the practice is grounded in a
long tradition.
Even before he founded the first library school
(the Columbia School of Library Economy) in
1887, Melvil Dewey began collecting materials
for a special library to support its curriculum
(Kindlin & Engle, 1975). Prior to the emergence
of specialized journals and books for the fledgling
profession, annual reports and other publications
issued by libraries were highly prized as information sources (Lear, 2006). The first library science
libraries also housed general resources, such as
reference books, that students were expected to
examine and evaluate for their coursework. Well
into the twentieth century, some writers argued
that LIS libraries ought to serve as laboratories
where students could gain practical experience
working with materials typically found in general
libraries (Fingerson, 1973; Kiewitt, 1978), but the
counter-argument that laboratory collections are
“artificial” and do “not reflect the larger world
of information availability” eventually prevailed
(Prentice, 1987, p. 11).
As the knowledge domain of LIS broadened
out during the 20th century from a concentration
on libraries to encompass information science
and aspects of communications and information
technologies, LIS selectors necessarily expanded
the scope of their collecting. Newer topics did not
displace older ones, but rather added to the competing priorities for collection development (Via,
1992). This dynamic continues to the present day,
as LIS programs add new courses and research
initiatives on data curation, museum studies,
bioinformatics, medical informatics, knowledge
management, online game design, and more.
Given the scope of the field, what is the
ideal size for an LIS collection? This question
lacks a simple answer. Many years ago, Robert
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Downs, an authority on collection development
as well as the director of libraries and head of
the library school at the University of Illinois,
Urbana-Champaign, stated that “a collection of
approximately 15,000 volumes appears to be a
reasonable size for a well-balanced, live, library
science library” (Downs, 1973, p. 91). Today, by
contrast, the separate LIS library at the University
of North Carolina, Chapel Hill, boasts holdings
of 97,500 volumes and is adding 2,000 volumes
per year (UNC, 2011), while the University of
Pittsburgh’s Information Sciences Library holds
over 70,000 volumes (University of Pittsburgh,
2011), and the Goldstein Library of the School of
Library and Information Studies at Florida State
University holds approximately 65,000 items
(Florida State University, 2011). The American
Library Association’s standards for accrediting
LIS programs provide no guidelines as to collection size or content. Libraries are assessed under
Standard VI, Physical Resources and Facilities,
which vaguely mandates that “the staff and the
services provided for a program by libraries, media
centers, and information technology facilities, as
well as all other support facilities, are sufficient
for the level of use required and specialized to the
degree needed” (American Library Association,
2008, p. 12). Focusing on access and evaluation,
the standards make no specific references to the
nature or quantity of information resources needed
to support learning.

COLLECTION POLICY
A written policy that clearly describes the collection’s scope serves several purposes. In discussions
with colleagues and users, LIS selectors can fall
back on a pre-existing policy to justify their decisions to acquire, decline to acquire, or de-accession
materials. A detailed written policy is also invaluable when a new librarian assumes responsibility
for LIS selection. There is evidence that turnover
for this assignment is high, especially at libraries

where responsibility for LIS is combined with
other subject responsibilities. As Little observed,
“while it can be argued that all librarians should be
capable of selecting in this field, frequent selector
turnover may negatively impact a library’s ability
to build a comprehensive, focused, and useful collection” (Little, 2011, p. 138). Moreover, as the
LIS curriculum continues to broaden its range,
it is unlikely that even a recent graduate of a top
LIS school will fully understand all aspects of
the field and its information sources. A written
policy will help new selectors avoid blind spots.
If the library utilizes a general template for
subject-oriented collection policy statements,
the LIS policy must conform to it. If there is no
local template, the LIS selector may look to other
institutions’ policies for inspiration. The LIS
policy from the University of Texas at Austin is
an excellent model (University of Texas Libraries, 2011). Unfortunately, a survey directed at
campuses without ALA-accredited LIS programs
found that fewer than half of the designated LIS
selectors have a formal collection policy in place,
and of those that do, the majority do not share
them publicly on the Web (Little, 2011). A nonscientific sample of the websites of libraries that
do serve ALA-accredited programs found the
same disappointing pattern. Therefore, it seems
worthwhile here to briefly review the elements of
a sound collection development policy.
•
•

•

Mission statement: A brief statement of
the library’s purpose provides context for
the details that follow.
Users: In addition to LIS students and faculty, who makes use of the collection? A
policy may prescribe collecting in depth to
meet the needs of primary users, such as
LIS faculty, but acquiring only basic materials for other users.
Appropriate types of material: Beyond
the usual scholarly books, journals, and databases, does the collection include audiovisual materials, microforms, unpublished
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•

•

•

theses, and/or fiction? Does the library
purchase examples of new technologies,
such as e-book devices? Are gifts of personal papers, manuscripts, or other unique
materials accepted and archived?
Specific parameters: What distinguishes
the collection? Are foreign language materials included or excluded? Is duplication
with other collections permitted? Is an effort made to collect local or regional content, or are other geographic parameters
followed? Are particular funds earmarked
for specific purposes? Is collecting limited
to recent publications, or are out-of-print
materials purchased?
Relative collecting levels for sub-fields:
Within the broad field of LIS, are certain
topics emphasized? In policy statements,
topics are often categorized by Library of
Congress or Dewey Decimal classification
ranges. RLG Conspectus values from zero
to five (Library of Congress) or locally devised ranks may be used to express relative
collecting levels.
Overlap with other collection areas: The
policy may describe in some detail the responsibilities of the LIS selector vis-à-vis
other selectors in areas where disciplinary
boundaries are blurred. For instance, confusion might arise around studies of reading and literacy, scholarship on the impact
of the Internet on society, or works about
geographic information systems. Although
policies cannot substitute for collegial consultation, they can foresee potential conflicts and lay the groundwork for clarification and resolution.

To summarize, a good collection development policy addresses the key factors that drive
decision-making: first, knowledge of the library;
second, knowledge of the users and their information needs; and third, knowledge of the literature.
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Subsequent sections of this chapter explore more
fully the nature of the users and the information
sources in LIS and then explain how to apply
this knowledge to the task of choosing the best
materials.

USERS OF LIS COLLECTIONS
The primary users of an academic library’s LIS
collection are students and faculty. Depending on
the curricular offerings of the LIS department or
school, student users may include undergraduates, masters-level students, PhD students, and/
or practitioners enrolled in continuing education
programs. While many materials will be in demand across all of these groups, each group also
has particular needs.
Undergraduates who seek LIS materials are
likely to be enrolled in courses that focus on information management, information technology,
and the socioeconomic impacts of information,
rather than traditional library science. However,
some two-year and four-year colleges do offer
majors or minors that prepare students for support
positions in libraries; these students study core
topics including cataloging, reference work, and
collection development.
Graduate students in MLIS programs are, for
the most part, preparing for professional careers
in librarianship and allied fields, such as records
management, data curation, health informatics, or
community technology services. They may have
recently completed undergraduate studies in any
of numerous fields (but seldom in library science),
or they may have returned to school many years
after their initial degree, desiring a second career.
Some may already work in libraries and hope to
improve their chances for promotion by earning
a master’s degree. With such diverse interests,
graduate students in LIS seek a wide range of
practical and theoretical works to support their
learning.
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The library needs of PhD students and faculty
tend to be similar in LIS. Their research is, on the
whole, less focused on practical and professional
concerns, and more oriented toward the shaping
and testing of theories and methods. The faculty
of LIS schools and departments come from many
disciplines (Weech & Pluzhenskaia, 2005). At
the schools that report annual statistics to the
Association for Library and Information Science
Education, about one-third of the assistant professors hired in 2009-10 held PhDs in fields other
than LIS (Wallace & Naidoo, 2010, p. 36). PhD
students, as well, come from diverse scholarly
and professional backgrounds. This disciplinary
cross-pollination creates unique demands for
library support, which vary considerably from
school to school.
Many LIS programs offer continuing education courses and workshops. Increasingly, such
offerings are delivered over the Internet or at
off-campus locations. Continuing education
students at a distance from campus may express
fewer demands for library resources. Conversely,
summer institutes and other intensive professional
development programs may bring experienced
professionals to campus to further their knowledge or earn continuing education credits, and
additional library support may be needed for
such programs. In many states certified teachers
may, through additional coursework, obtain an
endorsement to their certificate that qualifies
them to work as school library media specialists.
Teachers studying toward an endorsement may
not be in a degree-granting program, depending
on state requirements, but will nonetheless have
research assignments to complete and therefore
need library materials.
Librarians in the campus library constitute
another important group of users. The assumption
that LIS collections are built to support the daily
work and ongoing professional development of
academic librarians and paraprofessional staff
was confirmed by a recent survey of libraries of

North American research universities without
LIS academic programs (Little, 2011). If their
positions carry faculty status and require them
to conduct research and publish, academic librarians will make even heavier demands on the LIS
collection. Yet other potential user communities
exist among alumni and among librarians in the
local area, state or region, especially where robust
resource-sharing consortia are in place.
Unfortunately, user studies specific to LIS are
scant. Searing and Greenlee (2011) conducted
a survey at the University of Illinois, UrbanaChampaign, which revealed both differences
and similarities between the information-seeking
behaviors of LIS teaching faculty and those
of academic librarians, while confirming their
preference for digital content and online access.
Additional case studies of other institutions are
needed in order to document the information
needs and information seeking practices of LIS
faculty generally. Although citation analyses are
a weak surrogate for direct observation of user
behavior, a recent study of journals and conference proceedings (Cronin & Meho, 2008) provides
evidence that LIS scholars both contribute to and
draw upon the literatures of related fields such as
computer science and business. This pattern was
not so evident in earlier citation studies, suggesting that LIS users today utilize information from
a wider range of sources. A less recent analysis
of citations in LIS dissertations (Buttlar, 1999)
reveals the centrality of current journal articles
as sources for scholarship.
As noted above, working librarians are a primary audience for LIS collections in academic
libraries. Hardesty and Sugarman (2007) surveyed academic librarians to discover how they
stay abreast of trends in the profession. They
discovered that “the traditional method of reading journal and magazine articles was as popular
a choice as email lists among survey takers; 94
percent of respondents chose this method” (p.
200). Hardesty and Sugarman did not determine
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the source of the articles—whether obtained from
the library or from personal subscriptions—but
it is reasonable to assume that some portion of
a librarian’s need for articles is met by library
holdings. Web-based alternatives have not yet
superseded the professional literature’s central
role in meeting the ongoing information needs
of practitioners.
There have been few published studies of student use of LIS collections or of the informationseeking behavior of LIS students; the available
research consists primarily of local case studies.
A study of the usage of LIS journals by students
preparing masters-level dissertations at the University of Wales Aberystwyth revealed that students
cite “journals with a practical bias” more than
research-oriented journals and increasingly cite
non-journal, Web-based reports (Tedd, 2006, p.
580). A study of undergraduate information science students at Loughborough University also
found a high reliance on Internet-based sources
for assigned research (Oppenheim & Smith, 2001).
A small study at the Pratt Institute examined LIS
students’ usage patterns of, and attitudes toward,
Kindle e-readers, finding both acceptance and
frustration in the reading experience (Pattuelli &
Rabina, 2010). No recent research studies were
found that contrast LIS user behavior to that of
other users, though one might surmise that both
students and faculty at LIS schools and information professionals in the field would exhibit more
sophisticated information-seeking behaviors than
other library users.

MATERIAL TYPES AND SOURCES
Historically, a wide variety of information formats
have supported LIS teaching and research. In a
survey conducted forty years ago, LIS librarians
reported acquiring organization charts, floor
plans, annual reports, school newsletters, and
multimedia resources in addition to monographs
and periodicals (Kennedy, 1970). In the 21st
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century, print and other tangible media continue
to hold a prominent place in LIS collections, but
Web-based electronic publications have moved
to the forefront.

Serials
There is no current comprehensive directory of
English-language LIS journals; the last one was
published in 1985 (Bowman, 1985). For current listings of journals in LIS, one can rely on
the UlrichsWeb database, which, in addition to
prices and ordering information, includes helpful
information about index and abstract coverage and
the presence of full text in journal aggregating
databases, and even displays tables of contents
and reviews for some titles. UlrichsWeb is also
useful for identifying foreign-language serials,
though few North American libraries collect
non-English publications extensively anymore.
UlrichsWeb lists over three thousand active LIS
periodicals worldwide.
The scholarly, peer-reviewed journal is the gold
standard of evidence for most areas within LIS.
Journals in this category are published by commercial presses, academic presses, and professional
associations. Of particular importance to both
students and practitioners are the official serial
publications of professional associations, such the
Journal of the American Society for Information
Science and Technology, Information Outlook
(Special Libraries Association), American Archivist (Society of American Archivists), and the
IFLA Journal (International Federation of Library
Associations & Institutions). Several divisions of
the American Library Association publish widely
read journals, most of which are peer-reviewed
and thus complement the association’s magazine,
American Libraries. Many smaller units within
larger organizations issue newsletters, as do relevant advocacy groups like the Freedom to Read
Foundation. In lieu of a standard subscription to
an association’s journal, a selector may opt to
obtain an institutional membership for the library,
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which may include other benefits or discounts in
addition to receipt of the organization’s journal.
Among commercial publishers of LIS journals,
Taylor and Francis looms large with thirty-eight
active titles devoted to specializations within
librarianship. Emerald Publishing lists seventeen
titles in LIS but also markets relevant journals
under the category of “information and knowledge management.” IGI-Global publishes over
145 journals in the broad domains of information
science and information technology. Many IGIGlobal journals, however, fall squarely within
other disciplines such as education or business,
and many are so new that it is difficult to evaluate
them. Most major academic journal publishers,
including giants Elsevier, Wiley, and Sage, have
some prestigious LIS journals among their offerings.
Because serials represent an ongoing commitment of funds, selectors should carefully consider
which titles are essential. Alas, beyond agreement
on what constitute the very best journals in the
field, LIS faculty and academic librarians appear to
value different journals (Nisonger & Davis, 2005).
As the buying power of most libraries continues
to drop due to rising prices and static or reduced
budgets, selectors must carefully balance the needs
of their users for journals that are oriented toward
research, theory, or history versus those that are
oriented toward practice. In addition, one should
strive for balanced representation of journals devoted to various types of libraries, such as School
Library Journal (Media Source) or the Journal of
the Medical Library Association (Medical Library
Association), and those focused on functions
within the profession, such as Cataloging and
Classification Quarterly (Taylor and Francis) or
Reference Services Review (Emerald). To support
the curriculum in collection development, LIS
collections may also need subscriptions to standard review sources, such as Booklist (American
Library Association) or Choice (Association of
College and Research Libraries).

Monographs
Books continue to be an important medium in LIS,
especially for practical topics. Several publishers
have extensive lists aimed at the LIS niche market:
•

•

•

•

ABC-Clio: (www.abc-clio.com) Two
well-respected LIS publishers, Libraries
Unlimited and Linworth, are now imprints
of ABC-Clio, a major producer of reference books. ABC-Clio’s LIS titles cover a
wide range of topics related to library management, as well as leading textbooks for
LIS courses in administration, reference,
cataloging, children’s services, and more.
The Linworth imprint focuses on school library media program resources.
ALA Editions: (www.alastore.ala.org)
The publishing arm of the American
Library Association (ALA) has a varied
catalog of professional guides, handbooks,
and works on nearly every aspect of librarianship. While practical information for librarians is the bread-and-butter of ALA’s
publishing program, their offerings include
philosophical and research-based monographs as well. Some library science selectors have blanket orders with ALA.
Facet Publishing: (www.facetpublishing.co.uk) Facet is the publishing arm
of the Chartered Institute of Library and
Information Professionals (CILIP), the
leading library association in the United
Kingdom. Their works cover a broad array
of LIS topics, including some that are relevant only in the UK context (e.g. works
about British copyright or educational
standards) but also many that reflect issues
with more global implications for the field.
Neal-Schuman is the U.S. distributor for
Facet Publishing.
Chandos Publishing: (www.chandospublishing.com) UK-based Chandos
Publishing is an imprint of Woodhead
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•

•

•
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Publishing. Chandos’ books address a wide
range of topics within librarianship, archival management, and knowledge management. While some works have a particularly British perspective, many are written by
authors from other countries and address
universal topics. Chandos titles are distributed in North America by Neal-Schuman.
IFLA: (www.ifla.org/en/ifla-publications)
The International Federation of Library
Associations and Institutions (IFLA) publishes international guidelines for library
services, the proceedings of conferences,
and monographs and anthologies emanating from its various sections. The IFLA
Publications series and the IFLA Series
on Bibliographic Control are published
by DeGruyter, while the association itself
publishes and distributes its Professional
Reports series. Some IFLA publications
are also available in full-text, open-access digital versions on the association’s
website.
IGI Global: (www.igi-global.com) IGI
Global (formerly known as the Idea
Group) specializes in works about information technology and its areas of application, including libraries, education, business, and government. Edited anthologies
of original papers are its stock in trade,
along with multi-authored encyclopedias
and handbooks. All IGI Global books are
available for individual purchase in electronic format, and the publisher’s entire list
is included in its InfoSci-Books database.
Information Today: (www.infotoday.
com) Information Today, Inc. publishes
magazines, books, newsletters, and reference annuals, including the American
Library Directory and the Library and
Book Trade Almanac (formerly known
as The Bowker Annual). The company
also organizes conferences for librarians,
knowledge managers, and IT managers.

•

•

•

Library Juice Press: (www.libraryjuicepress.com. This small, independent press,
an imprint of Litwin Books (which also
publishes works relevant to LIS), specializes in “critical studies in librarianship,”
with an emphasis on theoretical, political,
and biographical works.
Neal-Schuman:
(www.neal-schuman.
com) Neal-Schuman, an established independent publisher focused on LIS,
was acquired by the American Library
Association in 2011 but continues as a
separate imprint. Its hallmark is the “How
To Do It” series of practical guides on
nearly every aspect of librarianship. NealSchuman also produces a growing number of textbooks and co-publishes books
with the Medical Library Association,
the Society of American Archivists, and
some divisions of the American Library
Association.
Other Publishers: A number of other
commercial publishers offer LIS-related
titles, although LIS is not their major focus. McFarland, Scarecrow, and
DeGruyter each issue several titles annually related to librarianship. LIS selectors
will also find relevant titles among the output of Springer, Wiley, Elsevier, Morgan
Kaufmann, O’Reilly and other publishers with strong lists in computer science.
Although university presses generally do
not publish LIS titles, the MIT Press has released a number of influential books about
digital libraries and the evolving nature of
online information. Works on the societal
impact of information technology and information policy flow from a wide range
of academic and commercial presses, as
do works on the history of books, libraries,
and print culture.

Units within ALA, such as the Association of
College and Research Libraries (ACRL) and the
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Library and Information Technology Association
(LITA), publish monographs that are separate from
the ALA Editions line. The Huron Street Press, a
new imprint from ALA, publishes informational
books aimed at general readers. Other professional
associations, such as the Special Libraries Association and the Society of American Archivists,
also support active publishing programs. OCLC
publishes the Dewey Decimal Classification, and
many useful reference materials for catalogers can
be purchased from the Cataloging Distribution
Service of the Library of Congress.

REFERENCE MATERIALS
The reference literature of LIS, while not extensive,
includes the typical types of publications—encyclopedias, directories, indexes, bibliographies,
and so on. The majority of these are available in
digital as well as print formats. Core titles, which
all collections supporting LIS education should
contain, include:
•
•
•
•
•

American Library Directory (Information
Today, annual)
Encyclopedia of Library and Information
Sciences, 3rd ed., edited by Marcia J. Bates
and Mary Niles Maack (CRC Press, 2010)
Harrod’s Librarians’ Glossary and
Reference Book, 10th ed., compiled by Ray
Prytherch (Ashgate, 2005)
Intellectual Freedom Manual, 8th ed. (ALA
Editions, 2010)
Library and Book Trade Almanac
(Information Today, annual)

The advent of Web search engines and voluminous online content has reduced researchers’
dependence on certain types of once-common
LIS reference books. For example, thick national
and international directories of libraries—with
the exception of the venerable American Library
Directory, which is also published online—gather

dust nowadays; most local, state, and regional
directories are simply no longer issued. Likewise,
biographical dictionaries and who’s who-type
publications have, for the most part, disappeared,
and researchers must scour the Web for profiles
of individuals and their online curricula vitae.
Topical bibliographies in LIS have all but ceased
to exist in book or article format; instead, they
may be posted on personal or library websites or
simply generated as needed from resources like
Google Scholar, WorldCat, and article indexes.
Membership directories of most professional associations are no longer distributed in print; and
when online versions exist, they usually require
a member login. Likewise, current glossaries of
specialized terms and acronyms are now available
on the Web rather than in print. ODLIS: Online
Dictionary for Library and Information Science,
provided gratis by ABC-Clio, is foremost among
them.
Conversely, some specialized types of reference tools have gained in importance. The ALAAPA Salary Survey is an example of a reference
sub-genre that is of supreme interest to students
when they enter the job market. Salary guides are
published annually by the Association of Research
Libraries, the American Library Association, and
the Special Libraries Association, as well as the
magazine Library Journal, which features a survey
of placements and starting salaries each October.
Other statistical data of interest to LIS researchers are available in print and/or online publications
from the Association of Research Libraries (ARL),
the Association of College and Research Libraries
(ACRL), the Public Library Association’s Public
Library Data Service (PLDS), the National Center
for Education Statistics (NCES), the Institute for
Museum and Library Services (IMLS), and a
commercial publisher, Primary Research Group.
Although static compilations are still the norm,
there is a growing trend toward interactive online
statistics, such as Compare Public Libraries (made
available freely on the Web by IMLS), ACRLMetrics (provided to subscribers by ACRL), and ARL
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Statistics Interactive Analytics (provided free to
ARL member libraries and by paid subscription to
non-members). Demand for these types of tools is
growing in response to the surging wave of interest
in assessment and benchmarking.
Some sub-genres of the LIS reference literature have perennial appeal. Guides that instruct
students and researchers in the effective use of
libraries are a prime example. These handbooks,
often found in general reference collections, appear fairly frequently in new editions due to the
rapid evolution of information services.
Finally, there are resources, such as the multivolume Library of Congress Classification or the
new online RDA Toolkit and its print counterparts,
which most libraries shelve in work areas inaccessible to the public. Collections that support LIS
curricula, however, may need to acquire duplicate
copies of these practical reference tools for the
cataloged library collection. Various technical
standards from sources like the National Information Science Organization (NISO) or published
works like Describing Archives: A Content
Standard (2007) from the Society of American
Archivists may also be in demand.
A more complete list of LIS reference sources,
with brief annotations, is available in the online
ALA Guide to Reference, which is updated periodically.

Online Databases
Due to the centrality of journal literature to LIS
scholarship, indexes to articles receive heavy
use. At this writing, there are three competing
online indexing and abstracting services. The H.
W. Wilson Company compiles Library Literature
and Information Science Full Text, with indexing
going back to 1984; a companion database, Library
Literature and Information Science Retrospective,
extends the coverage back to 1905. Full text for
over a hundred periodicals is included, starting
for most titles in the late 1990s. ProQuest/CSA
issues Library and Information Science Abstracts
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(LISA), with indexing back to 1969, but no full
text. Ebsco produces Library, Information Science
and Technology Abstracts (LISTA), building on
an earlier index, Information Science Abstracts,
which began in the 1960s. A free version of LISTA
is available on the Web without full text; the subscription version includes full text for over three
hundred periodicals. Each database employs its
company’s proprietary interface, each uses its own
thesaurus of subject terms, and each offers some
unique content and/or functionality. However,
only the most complete LIS collections need to
provide all three databases to their users. (Note:
In June 2011, H. W. Wilson and Ebsco announced
their merger and their intention to blend Library
Literature and LISTA into single product, Library
and Information Science Source, with Ebsco’s
interface and Wilson’s superior subject indexing.)
In addition to article indexes and full-text
journal aggregators that span the field of LIS,
researchers may need specialized databases. An
example is the Children’s Literature Comprehensive Database (Children’s Literature), a rich source
of book reviews and other information. Searchable
online versions exist of several reference works
mentioned above, including the essential Encyclopedia of Library and Information Sciences
(CRC Press). InfoSci-Books and InfoSci-Journals
are rapidly growing collections of content from a
single publisher, IGI-Global. Databases in related
fields can be extremely useful, so LIS selectors
may wish to pool money with colleagues responsible for other disciplines in order to subscribe to
resources like the ACM Digital Library (Association for Computing Machinery).
Several vendors of online resources (e.g.,
H. W. Wilson, ALA, Lexis-Nexis) offer special
pricing or free access for LIS classes. Such arrangements are typically made through the school
or department, not the campus library, and access
restrictions apply. If the LIS selector is affiliated
with the school, he or she may be responsible for
negotiating and administering these arrangements.
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Grey Literature
“Grey literature” refers to a broad spectrum of
publications that are not commercially produced,
such as government reports, conference proceedings, preprints, standards, theses, and dissertations.
Falling outside of mainstream distribution channels, grey materials are often difficult to identify
and obtain. Early LIS collections acquired a wide
range of grey information sources to support the
developing curriculum in library economy, including library annual reports, suppliers’ catalogs,
building plans, and library acquisitions lists. Over
time, many libraries developed extensive vertical
files of pamphlets, newsletters, library school
course bulletins, conference papers, and government reports. Nearly all of these types of materials
have migrated from print to digital formats and
are today disseminated via the Web. When appropriate, LIS selectors may acquire open-access
electronic grey literature by creating access points
to it in the online catalog or, more typically, by
placing links to it on subject-oriented library Web
pages or within resource guides.
An important genre of grey literature consists
of reports by research teams and advocacy organizations. Including appendices, such reports are
often hundreds of pages long. Some are issued in
print, but many are available only as PDF files
on open-access websites. One option is to point
to them on their host sites (which risks dead
links in the future if the host removes the files or
dismantles the website); another is to download
the PDFs and archive them on the library’s server
(which may entail seeking permission from copyright holders first); a third option (recommended
only when long-term preservation is of utmost
importance) is to print them out and bind and
shelve the printed copy. The familiar dilemma of
access versus ownership is particularly acute in
regards to the unpredictable longevity of digital
grey literature.
Dissertations and theses are another form of
grey literature. The standard practice has been to

acquire (usually by mandated deposit) and preserve
only those dissertations and theses produced at
one’s own institution. Other schools’ dissertations
would be purchased sparingly, if at all, usually in
microform, and typically only when requested by
a faculty member. Today, however, more and more
schools provide ETD (electronic thesis and dissertation) services, requiring graduates to deposit
a digital copy of their work in an institutional
repository, thus making them freely available on
the Web. Another source for LIS dissertations
is the multidisciplinary subscription database,
ProQuest Dissertations and Theses.
A final category of grey literature is conference papers. Many papers are eventually revised
and published as journal articles. However, some
conferences issue volumes of proceedings, which
may or may not be available for purchase after the
event, and an increasing number of conference
organizers post not just full papers, but also slides,
podcasts, videos and posters on the conference
website, sometimes available freely and sometimes
restricted to conference registrants.

Audiovisual Media
Compared to some disciplines, LIS generates few
media products. LIS selectors should consider
acquiring training videos and documentaries
as local need dictates. While there is no single
distributor or reviewing source for non-print LIS
materials, professional journals and magazines
will often spotlight them. LIS selectors may also
be asked to acquire examples of genres of nonprint materials, such as board games or electronic
reading devices, for demonstration in LIS classes.

Literary Works
Many LIS collections include works of fiction
and nonfiction for young readers; these are used
primarily by students preparing to work in school
libraries or in children’s or teen departments of
public libraries. Alternatively, the task of collect-
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ing children’s and young adult literature may fall
to the librarians responsible for the disciplines
of English or education. Youth literature collections should encompass not only the classics and
award-winning titles but also newer formats such
as graphic novels and examples of popular series
books. In the same vein, examples of mass-market
genre fiction may be needed to support courses in
readers’ advisory services and public librarianship.
Mysteries and romances in paperback editions may
not strain the budget, but the selector should be
aware that other audiences exist for such materials,
and therefore cooperation and cost sharing with
other selectors may be appropriate.

ping “hierarchies of prestige” to journals in the
field. No library with an LIS collection should be
without subscriptions to the handful of important
journals that both the ARL directors and the LIS
deans included in their top dozen (Nisonger &
Davis, 2005, p. 346):

IDENTIFYING CORE MATERIALS

•

Depending on the size of the user population, the
scope of the LIS educational program, and, most
critically, the amount budgeted for LIS acquisitions, the selector may aim to collect as much of
the literature as possible or to carefully select only
the best, core materials. Identifying core materials
is not a simple task, however.

•

Core Serials
When collection managers make subscription
decisions about serials, the issue is usually not
what to acquire, but rather what to cancel. As
budgets tighten, the first target for cuts is almost
always the serials line. Paring subscriptions to
the best or most useful titles is certainly a worthwhile exercise. However, de-selection may be
difficult because attempts to rank LIS journals
have yielded varied results. Replicating an earlier
study (Kohl & Davis, 1985), Nisonger and Davis
(2005) reported rankings of LIS journals by the
deans of LIS graduate programs and the directors
of ARL member libraries, and compared them to
each other and to the scores in Journal Citation
Reports. Both studies revealed that LIS deans and
library directors assigned different but overlap-
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•
•
•
•

•

Library Quarterly (University of Chicago
Press)
Library Trends (John Hopkins University
Press)
Journal of the American Society for
Information Science and Technology
(Wiley)
Annual Review of Information Science
and Technology (since ceased)
Journal of Academic Librarianship
(Elsevier)
Reference & User Services Quarterly
(American Library Association)
College & Research Libraries (Association
of College and Research Libraries)

LIS collections that primarily support professional development should include additional journals that ARL directors ranked highly, including:
•
•
•

Library Resources and Technical Services
(Association for Library Collections and
Technical Services)
Library Collections, Acquisitions &
Technical Services (Elsevier)
Information Technology & Libraries
(Library & Information Technology
Association).

LIS collections that focus on support for LIS
academic programs should subscribe to additional
journals that LIS deans value highly, including:
•
•

Library and Information Science Research
(Elsevier)
Journal of Documentation (Emerald)
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•

Information Processing and Management
(Elsevier).

The impact factor and the Eigenfactor ™,
available online in Thomson Reuters’ Journal
Citation Reports (JCR), are other measures of
the relative importance of LIS journals, which
may be factored into selection and cancellation
decisions. The top-ranked journals in the JCR
category “information science and library science”
include several titles in the field of Management
Information Systems (MIS), a business-related
area which is not represented in all LIS curricula.
Furthermore, JCR emphasizes scholarly journals
but slights practitioner-focused journals, including the large number of periodicals originally
published by Haworth Press and now by Taylor
and Francis. The missing Taylor and Francis titles
include well-respected journals like Cataloging
and Classification Quarterly and The Reference
Librarian, as well as journals focused on newer
specialty areas, such as the Journal of Library
and Information Services in Distance Learning
and the Journal of Library Metadata.
Neither the data in Journal Citation Reports
nor the results of journal prestige studies should
be the sole criteria for subscription choices. Local usage data, user recommendations, and the
selector’s judgment must be brought to bear on
such decisions. For example, where courses are
taught on archival management or where the
campus library houses significant collections
of primary historical sources, a subscription to
American Archivist (Society of American Archivists) is essential. Similarly, journals supporting
specialized collections, such as Notes (Music
Library Association) and Law Library Journal
(American Association of Law Libraries), should
be acquired if appropriate. American Libraries
(the official publication of the American Library
Association) and Library Journal (Media Source)
are high-circulation monthly magazines that inform librarians about the latest developments in

the field; both belong in even the most basic LIS
collection. As acknowledged earlier, serials collections today are shaped more by cancellations
than by new subscriptions. Where campus culture
dictates the direct involvement of faculty users in
journal cancellations, their input helps to define
a de facto core that is uniquely responsive to the
institution’s present needs.

Core Books
Familiarity with core monographs is critical when
creating a new collection, updating an existing
one, or judiciously weeding. The ALA Guide to
Reference is the best listing available of essential
reference works in LIS. For the subject of library
and information science, the ALA Guide to Reference also recommends key professional books
as well as reference sources; by design, however,
the guide is highly selective. The last separatelypublished core bibliography for LIS is now so
old that it is useful only for historical purposes
(Prytherch, 1994).
Award-winning titles may be considered core
and are certainly likely to be in demand. The
Greenwood Publishing Group Award for the Best
Book in Library Literature has been given annually
since 2009 by the American Library Association.
Several other units of ALA, as well as other LISrelated organizations like the Society of American
Archivists, sponsor awards for outstanding books
or other publications.
LIS selectors who purchase children’s literature
should make an effort to obtain award winners.
Most librarians are familiar with the Newbery and
Caldecott awards given by the American Library
Association, which were established in 1922 and
1938, respectively. The Michael L. Printz Award,
established in 2000, honors books for young
adults. Other awards, such as the Coretta Scott
King Book Award and the Pura Belpré Award,
promote multicultural literature. A complete list
of ALA’s book awards, along with “best books”
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lists in several categories, is available on the association’s website (American Library Association, 2011b). Nearly every state also has an award
program for children’s literature, as do a number
of nonprofit advocacy groups.

SELECTION STRATEGIES
AND TOOLS
LIS does not differ much from other subjects
when it comes to the mechanics of selection and
ordering. A combined strategy of approval plans
and title-by-title selection can guarantee that the
latest relevant content is acquired. Since there are
no vendors or distributors devoted solely to LIS,
the selector must become fluent in using whatever
general suppliers and online ordering systems the
library utilizes.
LIS selectors can save considerable time by
depending on approval plan vendors to supply
books based on the library’s specified instructions
or “profile.” Approval plans generally offer two
levels of service. The vendor either ships physical
books immediately upon publication or provides
“slips,” (paper or electronic announcements of
newly published works) from which the selector
can pick. The profile is organized by LC or Dewey
class numbers and may be quite general (i.e. all the
Z’s) or very detailed. At the University of Illinois,
Urbana-Champaign, for instance, the profile for
LIS books covers the following classes:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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AM 158 - Museum archives
HC 79.I55 - Economics: Information technology. Information economy
HD 30.2 - Knowledge management
HM 846-855 - Technological innovations.
Information society
PN 441-1009 - Literary history: Children’s
literature
QA 76.9.C66 - Computers: Social aspects
T 14-14.6 - Technology (General):
Philosophy. Social aspects

•
•
•

T 58.4-58.9 - Information technology
Z 1-1000 - Bibliography. Library Science
ZA 1-4480 - Information Resources
(General)

Only books classed in Z 1-1000 are shipped
automatically. For all other profiled classes, the
vendor provides electronic slips, and the LIS
selector consults with other selectors to be sure
that the most appropriate fund pays for each work.
Often books about knowledge management classed
in HD 30.2, for example, are more pertinent to
the study of business than of LIS. Books on information technologies may be written from the
perspective of almost any discipline; some will
be relevant to LIS, many will not. By crafting approval plan profiles that enable them to monitor
the literature with a wide lens, LIS selectors can
increase their odds of discovering relevant new
materials. However, librarians should not rely completely on a vendor’s selections. Approval plans
may overlook non-mainstream presses or may
deliberately exclude textbooks or new editions,
causing important LIS publications to be missed.
Some major publishers accept standing orders
for their newly released books. ALA Editions offers
several options to customize standing orders for
particular types of libraries (public, high school,
elementary school, academic) and to include or
exclude publications of ALA’s various divisions.
The ALA Editions plan also covers e-books. NealSchuman accepts standing orders for its series and
for books published in partnership with several
professional associations.
Title-by-title selection is unavoidable, since
no standing order or approval plan can capture
the full breadth of the LIS literature. Since the
demise of the Library and Information Science
Annual in 1999, there has been no single source
that surveys new publications in LIS. The alert
selector must glean information from a variety of
sources. Vendor databases are useful for identifying works and verifying availability. Amazon.com
and WorldCat can also be used to identify works
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through keyword searches. This is an especially
fruitful technique when one must quickly build
up the collection to respond to new research or
curricular areas. Amazon.com has the advantage
of including only in-print books and books in
stock at out-of-print dealers. WorldCat has the
advantage of identifying more grey literature,
foreign publications, and older works.
Publishers continue to mail printed catalogs,
but their websites are a better source for up-to-date
listings of recently published and forthcoming
works. Many publishers push information about
new titles via emailed newsletters and alerting
services, which one can register for on their websites. Selectors should regularly monitor the new
releases from the book publishers listed earlier in
this chapter.
The selection of monographs and reference
works, and to a lesser extent other formats, is
aided by reviews. Some LIS titles are reviewed in
the standard multidisciplinary reviewing journals
such as Choice and Booklist. The professional
magazines American Libraries (“Librarian’s
library”) and Library Journal (“Professional
media”), as well as leading journals such as College and Research Libraries, Journal of Academic
Librarianship, and Reference and User Services
Quarterly, all feature columns devoted to new LIS
books. Longer reviews appear in journals such as
Library Quarterly, but often too late to be useful for selection purposes. For some sub-fields,
unannotated lists of new publications appear in
newsletters. For example, works on library history and related areas of book history and print
culture are regularly listed in SHARP News, issued quarterly by the Society for the History of
Authorship, Reading and Publishing.
Librarians have a long history of sharing
acquisitions lists, which is easier than ever now
that several LIS libraries post their new book lists
on their websites. Often these lists come with the
ability to subscribe to RSS or email updates. An
astute selector will monitor the lists from major

LIS collections, including the University of Illinois
(http://illinois.edu/lb/imageList/2495), the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill (http://sils.
unc.edu/library/collection/new-books), the University of Toronto (http://www.ischool.utoronto.
ca/collections#new-titles), and the University of
Wisconsin-Madison (http://slislib.library.wisc.
edu/newbooks.html). In addition, announcements
of new publications frequently appear on specialized email lists. Selectors with a high tolerance
for email should strategically subscribe to email
lists in priority areas.
Honoring requests from users should figure
prominently in the selection strategy for LIS. The
breadth of the field and its increasingly interdisciplinary nature mean that relevant publications
can come from many sources. No librarian can
stay entirely on top of the literature nor foresee
all future information needs. Librarians should
actively engage users in collection building
through readily findable Web forms and regular
reminders to faculty that purchase suggestions are
welcome. Seeking user feedback on database trials and journal cancellations is important because
subscriptions are usually expensive and entail an
ongoing commitment of funds. Of course, there is
an element of expectation management involved,
because users must understand that not every
request can be filled. However, the LIS selector
can serve as a funnel for requests that fall into
other librarians’ subject domains.
Gifts are another source of materials for the
LIS collection. Retiring faculty members and
graduating students may donate books they no
longer need but are loathe to throw away. Other
potential donors include alumnae, authors, reviewers, and other libraries. Experience suggests
that many proffered gifts will be duplicates of
items already in the collection. Unless the titles
are in high demand, such gifts should be politely
declined, since it is not cost-effective to process
and store multiple copies of under-used titles.
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CHALLENGES AND TRENDS

Interdisciplinarity

Library science selectors must be sensitive to the
expanding nature of the LIS curriculum, changing
publication patterns, and general trends in collection development and management. This section
highlights current trends that create challenges for
LIS selectors and suggests ways to cope positively
with the resulting pressures.

The LIS scholarly community acknowledges the
need for an ever more interdisciplinary approach
to research, despite barriers to cooperation, inadequate communication channels, and insufficient
funding (McNicol, 2003). Perhaps nothing signals more clearly the interdisciplinary nature of
LIS than the backgrounds of those teaching and
administering LIS programs. As noted earlier,
about a third of LIS faculty nationwide earned
their doctorates in a field other than LIS. Among
heads of schools, the figure is 39% (Wallace &
Naidoo, 2010, p. 24). A number of LIS schools
have re-branded themselves as “iSchools,” reflecting an expansion of their missions that has been
underway for many years. Other indications of an
expanding, interdisciplinary focus can be found
in the proliferation of joint degree programs,
through which a student may combine LIS with
a specialization chosen from a diverse array of
fields, such as law, health, business, history, or
various international and area studies (Wallace &
Naidoo, 2010, pp. 242-245). Because these joint
degree programs vary considerably from school
to school, the selector must be aware of local
offerings and, in collaboration with colleagues,
tailor the collection to support them.
The expansion of the curriculum and faculty
research interests into new areas exacerbates the
scatter of LIS materials within both LC and Dewey
classifications, which can complicate the selection workflow. LIS selectors must be prepared to
move outside their own area of expertise to learn
about other LIS sub-fields and adjacent knowledge
domains. Tried-and-true strategies include reading
broadly and interviewing faculty whose research
areas are unfamiliar.

Distance Education
Since the early 20th century, library schools have
educated students away from campus, using such
methods as correspondence courses, extension
classes, and teleconferencing (Barron, 2003).
Today nearly all LIS graduate schools offer Webbased courses, and 21 currently permit students
to earn their master’s degree entirely online
(American Library Association, 2011a). Distance
education pushes access issues to the fore as factors in selection. The instructional mode—whether
fully online or a blend of online with face-to-face
teaching—influences the degree of pressure on the
selector to migrate from print to online collections.
When switching from print-only or print-plusonline subscriptions to online-only, LIS selectors
should carefully consider questions of access and
discoverability as well as cost and convenience.
E-journals and e-books are preferred nowadays
by many users, regardless of location, but many
other users still value the act of browsing physical
collections. Because some important LIS content
still appears in print formats, LIS selectors may
need to advocate for strong document delivery services for off-campus learners. LIS selectors must
also work closely with teachers and instructional
technologists in order to match the collection to
emerging pedagogies. Facilitating access to library
materials from within online learning systems is
becoming a new component of collection management. Developing means to interact with students
at a distance in order to understand their needs is
another vital step in building collections for them.
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E-Resource Packaging
Acquiring electronic resources can be a confusing
and time-consuming process. Some publishers
(among them are DeGruyter, Emerald, IGI-Global,
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and Taylor and Francis) offer package deals on
subject collections of e-publications in LIS. LIS
content is also included in multi-disciplinary packages from mega-publishers like Elsevier, Sage, and
Wiley. Pricing for e-journal and e-book packages is
usually flexible and may be negotiated by a single
library or a consortium; regardless, the costs may
be shockingly high. Furthermore, one may find
oneself paying twice for the same journal content,
once in a publisher’s package deal and again in an
aggregated article database such as LISTA or in a
more general e-resource such as JSTOR.
The e-book marketplace is bubbling with new
content and new technologies. Some publishers,
notably ALA Editions, offer multiple electronic
formats of new books for individual purchase.
However, campus-wide licenses may not be obtainable. Other publishers, such as Springer, Wiley,
and IGI-Global, have well-developed programs
for library subscriptions to e-book packages with
significant LIS content. Still others rely on thirdparty providers, such as NetLibrary, ebrary, EBL,
and Safari Books Online, to disseminate their titles
in digital form, allowing librarians to hand-select
individual works. The LIS selector can certainly
benefit from larger, institution-level deals. Some
libraries have experimented with patron-driven
acquisition for ebooks, wherein access is provided
through the library’s catalog to all or a selection
of available titles but purchase of an item is initiated only after it has been accessed a pre-defined
number of times. Such projects not only benefit
the collection but also provide LIS students with
a positive model of librarians engaging with new
publishing modes and collecting philosophies.
The spread of commercial Web-scale discovery
systems from companies such as Serials Solutions,
Ebsco, Ex Libris and OCLC portends shifts in
how and what users can most easily access. How
well will e-books (a broad category that encompasses downloadable PDFs, books viewed on
publishers’ or aggregators’ Web platforms, and
books designed to be read on dedicated devices)
be represented in these systems as well as in

standard discovery tools like online catalogs? The
acquisition of electronic content may entail added
costs to purchase and load online catalog records.
Finally, the varieties of e-resources continue
to multiply and evolve. While PDF files are still
the norm for e-journals and e-books, more and
more content is being made available in interactive
formats that end users can search and manipulate.
A growing number of library annual reports are
issued as Web-based multimedia objects. Scholarly
conference papers are disseminated as YouTube
videos. Looking to a future in which LIS information is presented in ever more diverse ways,
selectors must devise methods to incorporate such
resources into their collecting strategies.

Rising Journal Costs and
Open Access Publishing
As is the case in most disciplines, LIS journals
have risen in price faster than the Consumer
Price Index. Library Journal’s 2011 price survey
found that the average institutional subscription
to an LIS journal cost $616, which represented
a 10% increase over a two-year period (Bosch,
Henderson, & Klusendorf, 2011). However, actual
prices vary widely, from $55 per year for School
Library Monthly (ABC-Clio) to over $12,000 per
year for Library Management (Emerald). The
serial pricing crisis affects LIS as much as other
fields, and a similar pattern has been documented
of steeper price jumps for commercially published
journals than for those from non-profit publishers (Schmidle & Via, 2004). Using methods that
have been established as best practices for serials
management, such as comparing the cost-peruse of journals and gauging their availability if
not owned locally, LIS selectors, in consultation
with faculty, can make wise choices to streamline
journal holdings.
A positive counterbalance to the rising cost
of journals published by for-profit publishers is
the trend toward open access e-journals. While
LIS has not been as swift as some disciplines to
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adopt an open access model for information dissemination, neither is it lagging far behind. The
recent move of the highly-ranked journal College
and Research Libraries to an open-access model
augurs well for the future. It is also encouraging that born-digital serials such as Information
Research (privately published by LIS scholar T.
D. Wilson), First Monday (University of Illinois
at Chicago, in cooperation with the University
Library), D-Lib Magazine (Corporation for National Research Initiatives), Communications in
Information Literacy (independently published),
and School Library Media Research (American
Association of School Libraries) have built reputations as outlets for high-quality scholarship. As
of November 2011, the Directory of Open Access
Journals links to 127 journals in the category of
“library and information science,” many of them
from outside North America.
While open-access e-journals are flourishing,
however, there is evidence that authors are slow
to place copies of traditionally-published articles
in digital repositories (Way, 2010). E-LIS is the
most active discipline-focused repository for LIS,
providing access to over 12,000 items (primarily
conference papers and article pre-prints) from
around the world. Some LIS faculty and librarians
have also deposited their works in institutional
repositories. Librarians responsible for developing LIS collections ought to encourage their
users to place their work in open access digital
collections, and thus contribute to a virtual LIS
collection that transcends local interests and is
accessible globally.

Assessment
Although assessment is not an issue unique to LIS
collections, librarians working closely with LIS
students have an incentive to be strong role models
in this area. In the collections arena, assessment
generally falls into two categories: needs assessment and collection evaluation. Needs assessment
simply means understanding, in a systematic way,
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what kind of materials the library’s users need.
Proactively scanning syllabi, lecture calendars,
and other information sources emanating from
LIS schools and departments will help the selector identify high-priority topics, as will skimming
the tables of contents of recent journal issues. The
usual techniques for formal, user-centered needs
assessment—including surveys, focus groups, and
one-on-one interviews with faculty—can supplement the less formal channels of communication
upon which all selectors rely. Wherever possible,
librarians responsible for LIS collections should
be involved on curriculum committees in order
to keep abreast of new directions in the academic
program. Advisory committees of students and/or
faculty can also voice unmet and emergent needs.
The motives for collection evaluation are
varied: weeding due to space restrictions, the
opportunity to move less-used materials into
storage, the need to support new curricular areas,
and periodic re-tuning of collection policies and
priorities, especially in light of budget shifts.
Without a current benchmark bibliography in LIS
with which to compare one’s holdings, the best
approach may be peer comparisons, using tools
such as OCLC’s WorldCat Collection Analysis.
Unfortunately, most LIS selectors lack the time
and resources to conduct thorough citation studies or other quantitative research on the use of
their local collections in order to identify overall
strengths and weaknesses.
The current emphasis in library assessment is
on measuring return on investment. In this regard,
Via and Schmidle’s (2007) citation analysis is
very useful. They recorded the frequency of citations to 116 LIS journals in articles appearing in
eleven top-ranked LIS journals over a four-year
period and then correlated the citation data to
the journals’ prices, thus generating a cost-percitation figure. The range is wide, from $0.09
for College & Research Libraries to $614.16 for
Library Management. The research shows that
some relatively expensive journals, such as the
Journal of the American Society for Information
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Science and Technology, are nonetheless good
values in light of their high use. “By misdirecting
our resources to high-priced journals that do not
appear to contribute widely to scholarly research,
it can be argued that we are not making optimal
use of precious acquisitions dollars,” the researchers assert, and they urge LIS selectors to “play a
proactive role as consumers” (Via & Schmidle,
2007, p. 372).

The Quality of the Literature
Selectors would like to believe that every work
they add to the collection is a good investment, yet
complaints about the low quality of LIS literature
have echoed across the decades and persist today
(Fisher, 1999). Both journal editors and authors
perceive library literature to be less rigorous in
its scholarship than the literature of other fields
(Floyd & Phillips, 1997). Some attribute the
problem to the “publish or perish” syndrome that
affects academic librarians with faculty status.
There are repeated calls for more research-based
publications and fewer “how I did it good” descriptive articles (Hernon, 1999). It also probable
that confidence in the literature has been eroded
by certain enterprising publishers, including the
former Haworth Press, which launched many
new journals in a short time period, resulting in a
perceived glut of highly-specialized titles. “While
these practice-based, narrowly focused journals
provide a useful outlet for information sharing
and discussion among librarians, it would be hard
to argue that a majority of them contribute to the
research literature for the field of library and information science” (Schmidle & Via, 2004, p. 191).
Despite such concerns, the publishing explosion
continues. IGI-Global, perhaps the fastest-growing
publisher in the field of information science, in
the past two years launched a dozen new scholarly journals of potential relevance to LIS, and
the increasing ease of publishing on the Web
has spawned numerous open access e-journals.
Similarly, there is considerable overlap in the

titles from competing book publishers, causing
librarians to question whether there is a genuine
need for multiple books on identical topics from
Libraries Unlimited, Neal-Schuman, Chandos, and
ALA Editions. Nonetheless, sometimes it is better
to purchase a mediocre book on a hot topic than
to frustrate readers by waiting for a better one to
appear. While no one wishes to add poorly written
materials to the library, in general user demand
will trump quality as a criterion for ordering.

Marketing
As collections and services migrate to the Web
and fewer users visit the library building, librarians are challenged to develop alternatives to the
new book shelf and printed acquisitions lists. New
book lists on library websites can be enlivened
with cover art and linked to online catalog records
to indicate availability. Librarians can use familiar
communication technologies, such as email lists
and Web forums, to spotlight new information
resources. Many are also incorporating Web 2.0
services, such as Twitter, Facebook, blogs, and
news feeds into their communication with library
users. As video production becomes easier and
free Web tools proliferate to create engaging and
interactive user experiences, the line is blurring
between collection-focused outreach, marketing
of services, and information literacy instruction.
By marketing new materials in the collection, the
librarian can draw in users to experience the full
array of library services.
Little (2011) stresses that LIS selectors ought
to market themselves as well, noting that “most
LIS selectors [who are not supporting LIS graduate programs] are not listed in their institution’s
directory of subject specialists or liaisons” (p. 138).
Even if the primary audience for an LIS collection
is other librarians, online subject guides and Web
pages can promote awareness and usage. Little
also recommends reaching out to faculty in other
disciplines whose research interests align with LIS.
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FUTURE RESEARCH DIRECTIONS
Because so little specific research has been done
on LIS library collections and services, there are
many promising directions for future studies. The
following questions are all worthy of investigation,
and the answers would be useful to LIS selectors.
A number of potential research topics revolve
around the changing ways in which the LIS literature is created, distributed, and used:
•

•
•
•
•

•

•
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What impact will open access publishing
have over time on scholarly communication in LIS? Will Way’s (2010) findings
that LIS scholars seldom archive their research online hold true five or ten years
hence?
How are full-text aggregators evolving as
providers of content to the discipline?
How does coverage of LIS articles in LISfocused databases compare to coverage in
general multi-disciplinary databases?
Have the patterns in serial pricing and impact as documented by Schmidle and Via
(2004) persisted?
Can a system be developed for comparing the impact of LIS journals that takes
into account the many titles omitted from
Journal Citation Reports?
What role have LIS subject specialists
played in the creation, bibliographic control of, and preservation of local content?
(Examples of local content range from exemplary student papers to data sets generated by faculty research projects.) What
role should they play?
Where do special collections related to LIS
reside? (A directory would be particularly
useful to library historians.) Are there archival or artifactual materials that are not
being collected but should be?

Another direction for research lies in the collection development process itself. There has not
been a survey of librarians who collect for LIS
academic programs since 1990 (Dawson) and
the last published survey results date from 1977
(Nielsen). Little’s recent survey (2010) documents
LIS collection development practices at libraries
that do not support LIS curricula, but it would
be even more useful to have recent, comparative
information about all LIS collection activities.
Up-to-date survey data could answer a number
of practical questions, including:
•
•
•
•
•

•
•

What are the common methods for selecting and acquiring LIS materials?
How do budgets for LIS materials compare
across institutions?
Are there correlations between budget
amounts, number of faculty served, student
enrollment numbers, or other factors?
How do gifts figure in LIS collection development strategies?
Where separate libraries exist for LIS, how
large are the staffs? Which responsibilities
are handled in the LIS branch versus the
central campus library?
What tactics have proven successful for attracting donations to fund collections?
What tactics have proven successful
for communicating with users of the
collections?

Finally, research about the users of LIS information would guide selectors to better match
collection priorities to user needs. Studies that
look beyond a single institution would greatly
extend the existing knowledge base. Potential
user-centric research questions include:
•

How satisfied are users with LIS collections and services? What factors influence
satisfaction levels?
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•

•

How do information needs and information-seeking behaviors differ across various user groups (students, faculty, and
practitioners)?
How do users discover new LIS content of
interest?

CONCLUSION
This chapter has outlined a number of strategies
for developing library collections to support
professional education in library and information
science. As important as the tools and techniques,
however, is the mindset of the selector. Two
attitudinal factors in particular can contribute
greatly to the success of LIS collection building—a
willingness to collaborate, and a commitment to
continual learning.
Traditional library science programs have been
broadening their focus for many years, moving
from a practical curriculum designed to prepare
students for a single occupation (librarian) to a
multifaceted curriculum that prepares students
for a wide range of information professions. The
recent rise of the iSchool is further evidence of
the expanding connections between LIS and other
disciplines. The degrees and concentrations offered by LIS schools today include community
informatics, digital curation, information systems,
bioinformatics, and archives and records management, as well as joint degrees that pair the MLIS
with graduate study in other fields. These diverse
areas of concentration inevitably overlap the
responsibility areas of other subject specialists,
necessitating a high degree of collaboration and
consultation among colleagues in the selection
process. Reacting to the widening of the field to
include new technical subjects twenty years ago,
Via (1992) asserted that “this may be the most
challenging aspect of continued successful collection development for library and information
science. If collections are to be well balanced and
intelligently managed, bibliographers responsible

for overlapping areas need to work very closely
with one another to ensure that each understands
clearly the scope of his or her collecting responsibility” (p. 99). Willingness to collaborate is
crucial, because territoriality and competition for
funding ill serves a field as multifaceted as LIS.
Balancing multiple responsibilities and subject areas, most LIS selectors find it hard to stay
abreast of new collection-related developments.
The ACRL LIS Collections Discussion Group
provides a forum for sharing news and ideas, both
through face-to-face meetings at the semi-annual
conferences of the American Library Association,
and through an email list open to any ALA member. It is also critical to monitor developments in
LIS education, internationally as well as locally.
This can be achieved by attending the annual
conferences of the Association for Library and
Information Science Education (ALISE) and the
iSchools caucus, as well as reading the Journal
of Education for Library and Information Science
and subscribing to the JESSE email list. If time
permits, auditing LIS courses that stretch one’s
boundaries of expertise is highly recommended.
The joy of building a collection in LIS, and of
interacting with the users of that collection, is
surely in the constant learning that results.
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KEY TERMS AND DEFINITIONS
Association for Library and Information
Science Education (ALISE): The leading organization for LIS educators in North America.
Eigenfactor ™: A measure of a journal’s
importance based on citations to articles in the
journal. When an Eigenfactor is calculated, citations are weighted according to the significance
of the citing journals. Eigenfactor scores are freely
available at http://eigenfactor.org.
Impact Factor: A measure of a journal’s
importance based on citations to articles in the
journal. When an impact factor is calculated,

all citations are weighted equally. Impact factor
scores are available in Thomson-Reuters’ Journal
Citation Reports database.
Institutional Repository: A digital archive
that collects, preserves, and disseminates the intellectual output of a university, research center,
or other institution.
iSchool: An umbrella designation coined in the
early 21st century to encompass programs in higher
education that focus on technological aspects of
information, broadly defined. The iSchool Caucus
consists of leading LIS schools, plus schools of
information and computer science that lacked a
library focus.
Library and Information Science: An academic discipline formed by the expansion of the
knowledge domain of library science to include
aspects of computer science concerned with the
storage and retrieval of information.
Library Economy: An early name for the field
of library science. The first school of library science in the United States, established at Columbia
by Melvil Dewy in 1887, was called the School
of Library Economy. The name fell into disuse
by the middle of the twentieth century.
LIS: Common acronym for Library and Information Science.
Management Information Systems (MIS):
Computerized information systems that support
decision-making within organizations and companies. Within higher education, MIS also signifies
a field of study devoted to such systems, which
may be part of a business school or a school of
information studies.
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ABSTRACT
Technology is helping biology instructors redefine their pedagogical “toolboxes” for the 21st century
classroom. Indeed, online multimedia learning tools are evolving to fill the niche to assist student transition from simple inquiry-based learning (textbooks, less student responsibility, rote memorization of
facts) to professional science practice (higher-end inquiry, more student responsibility, higher order
thinking). Moreover, these tools are creating interactive classrooms, empowering motivated instructors
to be facilitators of learning who allow students opportunities to construct their own knowledge while
exciting the next generation of thinkers, doers, and global-minded citizens. This chapter reviews one
example of an online multimedia learning tool—the CHANCE research module—that is being used in
high school and undergraduate classrooms in the United States, China, and other international locations to transform environmental science education by exposing students to international environmental
issues and problems through the analysis and evaluation of real-research data from factual ecosystems,
highlighting evidentiary support for the benefits and successes of these research-based modules, and
showcasing what is being learned, through assessment research, about the use of these modules in
Chinese undergraduate classrooms.
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INTRODUCTION
Introductory biology teaching at the undergraduate level must continue to evolve in order to keep
pace with the rapidly changing and technologically
complex, data-rich 21st century; to translate learning into productive skills and jobs; and to meet
the urgent need to increase civic participation in
science. The need for innovative, evidence-based
teaching in undergraduate science curricula is
well documented [for example, see Association
of American Universities, 2012; Brewer & Smith,
2011; Singer, Nielsen, & Schweingruber, 2012).
Nonetheless, science teaching continues to be
dominated by traditional teaching approaches that
focus on content rather than practice, eschew interdisciplinarity, and fail to engage a new generation
of learners in the realities and challenges of today
(Brewer & Smith, 2011). Research suggests that
underrepresented minority groups in particular,
fare more poorly than their majority peers in traditional science learning environments (Dirks &
Cunningham, 2006; Huang, Taddese, & Walter,
2000; Seymour & Hewitt, 2000). A number of
ethnic groups continue to be underrepresented
in science, and this loss of talent is expected to
impact the productivity of the nation in future
years (Kelly, 2005; Nelson, 2007).
While traditional instruction continues to
hold sway in many classrooms, there are new
approaches to education that show promise for
revolutionizing life science education. Today’s
introductory biology classrooms may be flipped,
blended, flexed, integrated with technological
tools, or be entirely online via pre-recorded videos
and interactive tutorials, lectures or modules on
defined topics. Laboratory courses may include
pre-lab videos, virtual interaction with data sets
in national data banks, and/or required online
interactive readings of peer-reviewed papers
provided by professional journals. Students may
also learn through hands-on field experiences or in
interactive websites created by non-governmental
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or governmental organizations, textbook publishers, and/or academic institutions.
Biology education is thus in the midst of a
sea-change, described in the 2011 AAAS report
Vision and Change in Undergraduate Biology
Education (Brewer & Smith, 2011). Leaders in
the field recognize the need for systemic change
that will provide the learners of today with the
skills they will need to be productive tomorrow
while contributing to a more sustainable society,
and as such, the Vision and Change report outlines the need for increased novel approaches to
biology education. Implementation of new and
transformative teaching approaches is difficult,
as is the implementation of the interdisciplinary
research to cultivate the transformation, because of
numerous challenges within the classroom, across
the college/university, or in the larger social arena
(Roy et al., 2013). The present reality is that we
are still far from complete nationwide adoption
of innovative and more effective practice, and
the Discipline-Based Education Research report
(Singer, Nielsen, & Schweingruber, 2012), published after Vision and Change, highlights the
continuing need for evidence-based research to
drive curricular reform.
Optimism, however, is in the air; the trend for
new and transformative pedagogical strategies
and technologies is upward, and as such, more
and more students and teachers are “breaking out
of the box” of textbook-only coursework. Moreover, opportunities exist, now more than ever, for
faculty to take a stand and test their pedagogical
prowess by creating their own innovations and
assessing the impacts their innovations have on
student learning, attitudes, and behavior, while
contributing to the nationwide momentum to
move from Vision to Change. The focus of this
chapter is to share one faculty member’s quest
to create—through partnerships around the
globe—virtual, multimedia learning tools in which
scientific concepts, actual research by real-world
scientists, and global environmental realities come
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to life—by linking students with researchers in
authentic situations—to transform students into
critically thinking, well-rounded, global-minded
scientific investigators and citizens. It is hoped that
by describing these online innovations, providing
evidentiary-support for the benefits and success
of their use, and presenting a bit about what has
been learned through assessment data about their
use in Chinese undergraduate classrooms, that
other instructors will either use these tools and/
or create their own. The time has come for all
instructors of biology to re-imagine the endless
possibilities for teaching biology with online
multimedia technology.

Pennsylvania, but to high school teachers and students throughout the world, and to undergraduate
and graduate students throughout the Penn State
University and Jiangnan University (Wuxi, Jiangsu
Province, China) systems.
CHANCE and its partners have collectively
broken-out of the traditional boundaries of didactic
education and effectively work together to create
learning environments that allow high school and
college level students and teachers to:

TAKING A CHANCE

•

The Penn State CHANCE (Connecting Humans
and Nature through Conservation Experiences)
program (Figure 1) is making its mark by empowering biology education by blending scientific research with the teaching of environmental science
and ecology (see http://www.chance.psu.edu).
Through physical (field-based) and virtual (online)
learning environments, students and teachers can
travel the world to carry out real-world research on
some of the most troubling global environmental
issues and problems. CHANCE was founded in
2004 as a partnership between The Pennsylvania
State University and the Pennsylvania Department of Education to address the need to train
Pennsylvania high school science teachers in
environmental science and conservation biology
through real-world research experiences, and
to develop research-based (higher-end inquiry)
online teaching strategies that could be used in
Pennsylvania high school and undergraduate
classrooms to develop students’ knowledge of,
concern for, and skill-sets to solve challenging
environmental problems. Today, CHANCE has
thirty partners worldwide and, as such, has grown
exponentially. Its outreach now extends not only
to high school students and teachers throughout

•
•

Model scientific research;
Enhance the teaching and learning of environmental science through a real-world,
inquiry-based and interdisciplinary approach; and
Boost student comprehension of, and spark
student interest in working to solve, the
important issues and problems that reflect
today’s global environmental realities.

These learning environments include international field courses and online research modules.
The focus of this chapter is the online, interdisFigure 1. The CHANCE logo (see http://www.
chance.psu.edu)
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ciplinary modules, which provide an authentic
educational experience for students to promote
thinking as a scientist thinks.

AN ONLINE REAL-WORLD
RESEARCH EXPERIENCE
The CHANCE research modules are freely
available, web-based multimedia tools designed
to virtually engage both students and teachers
(those who can’t physically participate in a field
course) in a real-world research experience with
actual scientists from organizations such as Hawk
Mountain Sanctuary (Kempton, PA), Organization
of Tropical Studies (La Selva, Costa Rica), Duke
University, Pennsylvania Department of Conservation and Natural Resources (DCNR), The Pennsylvania State University, and National Oceanic
and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA)/Earth
System Research Laboratory, whom are investigating a specific environmental issue in the field.
Found on the CHANCE website, the CHANCE
research modules put students and teachers in
the field without having to leave the classroom
(McLaughlin, 2006a, 2006b, 2010a, 2010b;
McLaughlin and Arbeider, 2008). Each module
features a student-as-researcher approach through
student manipulation of a data set(s) contributed
by scientists currently investigating the same
topic. Each module has its own unique objectives,
including interactive on-screen research activities, comprehensive questions in a “Progressive
Notebook,” and professionally edited videos.
The CHANCE research modules have been recommended by the Pennsylvania Department of
Education and many other educational organizations, such as the National Association of Biology
Teachers (NABT) and Science/AAAS, as a way
fostering and delivering conceptual understanding,
interdisciplinary content, and authentic scientific
experience, in order to increase the heterogeneity
of students who come to appreciate and understand
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environmental science, and who understand the
need for science as a means to sustaining our
environment.
Thus far, seven research modules have been developed and are already in use in high schools, colleges and universities, and educational organizations throughout the world. Completed CHANCE
modules focus on the global environmental topics
including invasive plant species, raptor migration, amphibians as indicators of environmental
change, sea turtle nesting behaviors and survival,
deciduous forest biodiversity, species extinction,
and global climate change (Figure 2). Although
the topics covered in the modules are fairly broad
conceptually, each module concentrates on a very
specific instance of scientific research and allows
students to work with actual, published data sets
gathered in the field by professional scientists.
For an in-depth look at module design and activity, the following describes how, in the “Global
Warming: Turning Up the Heat” module, multimedia instructional technology was used to simulate
Dr. Deborah Clark’s actual field research. View
page 5 of the module (see http://www.chance.psu.
edu/modules/Global-Warming/global-warmingmodule.html) to see the interactivity in action
(see also Figure 3).
After locating Costa Rica and Puerto Viejo
on an interactive map, users are welcomed to the
LaSelva Research Station of the Organization of
Tropical Studies (OTS), they take in the sights
and sounds of the rain forest as they learn more
about this private biological reserve, which is one
of the most important research sites in the world
for studying the rainforest. Students then meet Dr.
Deborah Clark to learn about her “Trees Project”
and the questions she is asking about the effect
of temperature on tree productivity, her research
methods, and how she and her staff monitor over
2000 canopy trees in old-growth lowland rainforest. After being shown how to use a virtual diameter
tape measure, they begin a research activity which
allows them to virtually measure the diameter and
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Figure 2. CHANCE modules table of contents

growth change of select trees over a span of 15
years, while recording measurements in an online
table. Finally, they plot the table data on a graph,
calculate a growth median, and compare it to the
actual graph data set published by Dr. Clark and
her colleagues in the Proceedings of the National
Academy of Science (PNAS) (Clark, Piper, Keeling, & Clark, 2003). By interpreting this data
directly and by answering questions devised by
Dr. Clark and the editorial team, students think
“like a scientist” and discover that while canopy
temperature has been increasing in the La Selva
rainforest, tree growth (girth) has been decreasing,
and that there appears to be a negative relation-

ship between how hot each year has been and tree
growth (productivity) throughout her two-decade
long TREES project.
In addition to the curriculum activity pages,
each module’s home page contains pertinent
background information, teacher guidelines,
standards and concepts addressed by the module, suggested websites for further exploration,
and related classroom-based learning activities
and links. Key in the design of the modules is
that teachers (i.e., think of teachers as researchers) master the material and process themselves,
become empowered to be facilitators of learning,
and are inspired to create interactive classrooms
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Figure 3. Activity 5 of CHANCE Module ‑ Global Warming: Turning Up the Heat
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wherein students take on more responsibility.
Moreover, for teacher assessment and student study
purposes, the CHANCE copyrighted “Progressive
Notebook” tool allows students to save data and
their responses to module questions (Figure 4).
Each CHANCE module was developed
through an interdisciplinary collaboration between the CHANCE director (module editor),
teachers, university experts in teaching and learning, a prominent scientist(s), and instructional
technology experts. Cooperation with research
institutes, governmental organizations, and non-

governmental organizations was sought when
necessary. These partnerships have in turn ensured
that the final products are a valid representation of
cutting-edge scientific research, address the most
recent pedagogical practices in science education,
and utilize effective and engaging instructional
technology within all aspects from the animations and videos to the virtual experiences, which
allow students to explore, critically think about,
and understand key environmental science issues
and biological concepts.

Figure 4. Image of Progressive Notebook
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BENEFITS AND SUCCESS OF THE
CHANCE RESEARCH MODULES
Inquiry-based learning is defined on a scale of
openness (National Research Council, 2003;
Weaver, Russell, & Wink, 2008) where confirmation and structured learning fall at the lower end of
inquiry. For lower-end inquiry, strict instructions
are given to students to work toward a desired
outcome. Guided-inquiry falls at the intermediate level, in which only the question is given to
the student. Open-inquiry is the highest level of
inquiry; the student produces his/her own question,
chooses methods to address the question and test
solutions, and makes interpretations and conclusions—similar to a true research scientist. Paramount within higher-end inquiry-based teaching
methods is that the teacher defines the knowledge
framework, where inquiry is to be conducted,
and allows the student time to be independent
in order to construct their own knowledge using
more advanced cognitive skills. Higher-level inquiry demands high-order thinking. An important
component of implementing higher-level inquiry
is the teachers’ ability to motivate their students
to ask the questions that will guide the students
in their inquiry (Chin & Chia, 2004); or, to be a
good facilitator.
A national study (Momsen, Long, Wyse, &
Ebert-May, 2010) found the introductory biology
courses studied focused on the recall and comprehension of facts and that students were primarily
assessed with quizzes and tests at lower cognitive
levels of Bloom’s taxonomy levels (i.e., knowledge
and comprehension) (Anderson & Krathwohl,
2001). Creating learning environments that engage
students in real-world scientific practice, such as
those required for higher-end inquiry, takes time,
trained faculty and staff, and money. Yet, science
teaching should involve active learning strategies
to engage students in the practice of authentic,
real-world science itself, and teaching methods
that have been systematically tested and shown
to reach diverse students (Donovan, Bransford,
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& Pellegrino, 1999; Handelsman et al., 2004).
Moreover, the need is now well documented for
biology education that stresses understanding of
scientific method and research, draws connections
to pressing environmental, economic and societal
issues, enables students to become well-informed
citizens and encourages students to pursue scientific careers (Brewer & Smith, 2011; National
Research Council, 2003).

CHANCE Module Assessment
Research on the validity, viability, and impact
of the CHANCE research modules in education
has been completed in United States high school
classes, with teachers and instructors, and in
undergraduate education classes in China. The
initial research examined the effectiveness and
the efficiency of presenting real-world science
education in a virtual environment to simulate the
authentic experience of scientists in the field. The
additional research has been related to adoption
and diffusion of the modules in learning environments and the motivation and social-cognitive
learning of the participants.
Important findings from this research indicate
an increase in positive effects upon students’
learning, as demonstrated via both short-term (immediate assessment) and long-term (three months
post assessment), after using the learning-centered,
multimedia research modules. Indeed, the goal in
designing the CHANCE research modules is to
create learner-centered multimedia tools that aid
students in the higher inquiry-based learning of
science (application, integration, and understanding) and to expand their cognitive abilities. Of the
three types of learning outcomes—no-learning;
rote learning, and meaningful learning—meaningful learning is examined. “Meaningful learning is
distinguished by good transfer performance as well
as good retention performance” (Mayer, 2009, p.
20-21). The research with teachers and instructors and the undergraduates in China critically
examines the design features of the CHANCE
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research modules so as to further enhance their
ability to engage students in real-world research
and foster meaningful learning.

The Use of the CHANCE Research
Modules in High School Classrooms
This research compared six high school classes
using traditional textbook lecture and recitation methods to six classes using the CHANCE
modules to teach a biology unit on ecology
(covering similar core concepts and standards).
Participants in this study (n = 212) included 115
students in the textbook group and 97 students
in the module group, which were selected from
three Pennsylvania school districts in different
population density classifications in the spring
of 2008; two were suburban school districts and
one was an urban school district. The 12 classes
of 20-30 tenth-grade students were identified as
Gifted High Potential, College Prep, or Applied
levels of biology study. Participants within both
modes of instruction groups were tested before
beginning study of the scheduled ecology unit;
following study of the ecology unit concepts in
chapters 4, 5, and 6 of the course textbook, and
after the ecology unit concluded.
Data analysis examining the differences between the pre and posttests revealed the student
participants who used the CHANCE modules
as the primary mode of learning instead of the
textbook scored higher on concept assessments
given for the content in each chapter. Posttest
scores for the module group showed a gain of
Table 1. Pretest and posttest performance of high
school students by mode of instruction
Mode of Instruction
Pretest
Posttest

n

M(%)

SD

Textbook

115

55.79

4.05

Module

97

57.71

3.64

Textbook

115

63.11

3.67

Module

97

69.94

4.22

t

p-Value

0.90

0.186

3.11

0.001

12.99 percentage points; the textbook group
showed a gain of 5.91 percentage points. A t-test
evaluating the difference in the final posttest
scores between the textbook and module groups
indicated a statistical significant difference (see
Table 1). The two student populations showed no
significant difference at the pre-assessment stage
(the groups varied by 1.91 percentage points),
suggesting that both groups overall possessed
similar academic knowledge.
Overall, student achievement rose when the
curriculum was supplemented with the CHANCE
modules. It is important to note, however, that
when the overall data (n = 212) was separated into
groups depicting academic levels of the students
involved, analysis revealed that the Gifted High
Potential (n = 61) and College Prep (n = 92) groups
of students who utilized the CHANCE research
modules scored higher on the three chapter Concept Assessments than the students using only
their textbook, and that the Applied Group (n =
59) fared lower (see Table 2). The results revealed
statistically significant differences between the
pretest and posttest scores of the Gifted High
Potential (p = .012) and College Prep groups (p
= .004). For the Applied Group, however, results
did not reveal a statistically significant difference
between the pre and posttest scores (p = 0.37).
All groups of high school students involved in
this study also completed pre and post-attitudinal
surveys to assess their attitudes toward learning
science, doing research, and using technology.
Overall, student data revealed that today’s youth
have positive attitudes toward learning about science and understanding how scientific research
is conducted. The surveys also assessed students’
perceptions of textbooks. In post-survey responses
to the statement, “I find my biology textbook
interesting,” 52 percent of the students disagreed.
Yet, in response to the statement, “I feel comfortable using computer-based resources as learning
tools,” 81 percent of the students agreed. This
information stresses the notion that this generation of youth considers technology part of their
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Table 2. Pre, post, and chapter test performance of high school students by mode of instruction and
academic level
Mode of Instruction

Pretest

Ch 4

Ch 5

Ch 6

Posttest

60.44%

79.62%

72.40%

62.55%

62.36%

Gifted High Potential (n = 61)

Textbook
Module

63.00%

84.14%

74.48%

70.81%

70.64%

College Prep (n = 92)

Textbook

61.36%

82.46%

73.63%

72.66%

67.55%

Module

59.24%

82.69%

77.76%

75.54%

76.65%

Textbook

42.80%

72.70%

61.80%

66.77%

56.36%

Module

48.76%

73.18%

60.16%

60.74%

59.04%

Applied (n = 59)

daily life. Figure 5 depicts student responses to
the survey questions posed to students following
conclusion of the ecology unit part of the course.
The survey used a Likert scale ranging from
Strongly Disagree to Strongly Agree.

THE ADOPTION OF THE CHANCE
RESEARCH MODULES
Open-ended response and agreement project
data provides a qualitative look at students’ and
teachers’ perceptions of the use of the modules,
Figure 5. Poststudy student survey responses
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feedback on the CHANCE module design, appropriate high school level science content, and the
likelihood of teacher adoption (McLaughlin and
Arbeider, 2008). Following a two-hour workshop
on CHANCE module use in the classroom, 68
teachers (10 preservice and 58 inservice teachers)
evaluated the “Invasive Plant Species in Pennsylvania” module using the cyberguide for Web Site
Design and the cyberguide for Content Evaluation
(MacLachlan, 1996). To gauge the likelihood of
adoption, a subset of 46 teachers, including the
10 preservice teachers, also completed a brief
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implementation survey noting their likelihood of
using the module in the future.
Responses to the cyberguide evaluations were
equally strong among both preservice and inservice teachers. Teachers’ responses served as a
feedback mechanism for module design. Of major
interest was that the preservice teachers showed
more interest and likelihood to implement digital
technology in general than their more experienced
counterparts. Preservice teachers even noted that
they would attempt to implement the CHANCE
modules during their student teaching practicum.
A few preservice teacher comments summarize
the sentiment:
The modules really are engaging. I felt an adrenaline rush as a teacher as I worked through the
module. All I could think of was that my students
will love this and actually learn something meaningful about the environment as they use it.

Liked the animations, pictures, activities, and
research scenarios. I can’t wait to try the other
modules.
Teachers who had implemented the CHANCE
modules in their classrooms indicated a number
of positive effects on their practices including
their increased probability to teach about the
environment, do more hands-on experiments,
use the CHANCE modules again, use other
computer-based resources in their classrooms, and
to engage in more technology-based professional
development programs (see Tables 3 & 4). These
teachers further reported that CHANCE module
use resulted in increases in student understanding and influenced students’ behavioral decisions
relative to the environment (see Table 5).
In spring 2009, a national textbook company
began conducting blind reviews of the modules.
The company recruited a cohort of teachers from

Table 3. The effects of the CHANCE module implementation on teachers’ future teaching practices

Disagree

Neither
Agree or
Disagree

Agree

Strongly
Agree

17%

67%

17%

0%

0%

Rely on lectures that I prepare.

17%

67%

17%

0%

0%

Allow my students to discover some of the ideas and concepts for
themselves.

0%

0%

0%

50%

50%

Use computer-based resources other than the CHANCE modules.

0%

0%

0%

33%

67%

Use the CHANCE research modules.

0%

0%

17%

50%

33%

Engage in scientific research by carrying out a real experiment.

17%

0%

17%

67%

17%

Agree

Strongly
Agree

When teaching biology in the future, I will:

Strongly
Disagree

Rely on a textbook to cover the core concepts that need to be taught.

Table 4. The effects of the CHANCE module implementation on teachers’ skills
Strongly
Disagree

Disagree

Neither
Agree or
Disagree

Feel more comfortable to use computer-based resources to teach.

0%

0%

17%

67%

17%

Understand the scientific research behind the biological concepts that
I teach.

0%

0%

33%

50%

17%

Adjust the pace of instruction to meet a wide variety of learners in
my classroom.

17%

67%

17%

0%

0%

Teach scientific concepts more easily than with a textbook alone.

17%

0%

0%

33%

67%

Using the CHANCE research modules helped me to:
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Table 5. The effects of the CHANCE module implementation on student learning outcomes
Using the CHANCE research modules helped my students:
Better understand what a researcher does.

Strongly
Disagree

Disagree

Neither Agree or
Disagree

Agree

Strongly
Agree

0%

17%

33%

50%

0%

Become better advocates for the environment.

0%

0%

33%

67%

0%

Discover scientific ideas and concepts for themselves.

0%

0%

17%

83%

0%

Learn how to analyze real data to draw conclusions.

0%

17%

0%

67%

17%

across the nation to respond to a series of questions
about the organization, level, depth of content,
and functionality of the modules, including an
in-depth review of the global warming module.
Now complete, the analysis has been overwhelmingly positive. One of the most frequently stated
weaknesses was the time involved. Many reviewers
expressed concerns about their time constraints in
the classroom. Some of the reviewers’ comments
regarding the global warming module include:
I feel this is very effective at allowing the students
to teach themselves the topic of global warming.
I love the students being involved in the research
and graphing the data. Activities #1 and #2 are
useful review of the core science.
I think the chance to see ice cores and tree diameters will really help the students. The people
who introduced their research and the student
manipulation are wonderful. I would definitely
have my students do those two activities but may
not always have them do the module from start
to finish. (time constraints)
I definitely would assign this module. I would
take my students to the computer lab and we
would complete each segment together and stop
for sharing thoughts and concerns. This allows
me to supplement if I feel it necessary.
Based on the data associated with the CHANCE
research modules, these multimedia pedagogical
tools offered teachers an up-to-date alternative
to traditional pedagogical tools to teach core
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curriculum more effectively. Not only did these
modules support the learning of scientific inquiry
skills, but they also supported the vision of the
Next Generation Science Standards© (NGSS
Lead States, 2013) for high school and the goal
of Vision and Change in undergraduate biology
education. Additional research and analysis suggested these online multimedia tools were evolving
to meet the needs of today’s youth and educators.
The adoption and diffusion of the modules into
high school and undergraduate classes has being
monitored through website analytics. Adoption
has grown exponentially as more students experienced exposure to the modules and then shared
the link with others.
The CHANCE research modules have taken
full advantage of the digital propensity of students
and teachers alike and promoted inquiry-based
learning by allowing students to explore, observe,
question, hypothesize, manipulate, analyze, and
think critically about real science data and information from accredited research programs from
around the world. Experienced teachers embraced
the authentic peer-reviewed science that forms
the basis for online multimedia instruction and
“picked up” easily on the interactive nature of
the materials. This computer-based interactive
approach was particularly attractive to secondary
students, most of whom enjoyed the virtual experiences current technology afforded (Oh & Reeves,
2014). Best of all, these modules promoted active
learning by providing opportunities for students
to participate as individuals directing their own
learning process.
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Following this research on adoption, new
research was underway to examine the diffusion
and adoption of the modules to support education
in high school and undergraduate classrooms.
Exploration of the mechanism of diffusion of innovation within biology education was necessary
so that we could make more forward progress in
the implementation of engaging pedagogy. The
research overlaid Rogers’ diffusion of innovation
theory (Rogers, 2003) and Moore’s chasm (Moore,
2006) onto the state of biology education reform in
a diffusion model of biology education innovation
that theorized the flow of successful innovation
from innovators to majority stakeholders.

The Use of the CHANCE
Research Modules in Chinese
Undergraduate Classrooms
CHANCE research modules were used to supplement instruction related to biodiversity and environmental restoration for undergraduate students
studying environmental engineering in China
during two semesters. The topics of the modules
were biodiversity of the deciduous forest, global
warming, and leatherback sea turtle extinction.
Both sessions of instruction were presented in
English. Vocabulary lists in Mandarin supplemented the modules used in the second session.
At the end of each session, the students completed
course evaluations to assess the impact of using
the modules on their motivation to learn and their
retention of the information presented.
Researchers wanted to determine what factors
of the education were most motivating to the
students and would help them achieve the greatest learning levels through the four components
necessary for learning and performance: attention,
retention, motor production, and motivational
processes (Bandura, 1977). To gather these factors, students were asked within the evaluation,
“What did you like most about the lesson?” and
“What did you like least about the lesson?” These
two questions from the course evaluations were

analyzed separately to determine the themes reflected within the responses.
Analysis of the 107 responses (52 for the first
semester and 55 for the second semester) to the
question, “What did you like most about the lesson?”, revealed four themes:
•
•
•
•

Module interaction and research,
Teaching style of the instructor,
Learning about biodiversity and biomes,
and
Opportunity to practice English speaking.

These themes reflected the students’ lived
experiences and what motivated them the most
during the lesson to help them interact with the
concepts and increase their probability of retaining the information presented.
The use of the modules and research were
liked most by 40 percent of the students. Students enjoyed the interaction of the presentation
and the teaching style of the instructor for the
course; 37 percent reported liking the teaching
style and course interaction as the most liked. The
instructor provided background information to the
primarily Mandarin speaking students in English
to form the foundation knowledge necessary to
link the new information with prior learning. The
remaining students reported they most liked the
topic of biodiversity and biomes or were pleased
to practice their English speaking, listening, and
writing skills.
Student comments revealed the level of motivation provided by participating in the research
within the modules. As a supplement to the lesson
learned within the modules, the students attended
an outdoor session at the nearby urban wetlands
to reinforce the concepts presented in the lecture
and within the modules. Some of the comments
by the students about what they liked most about
the lesson:
I like the phenomenon of the lesson. It can raise
up my interest of this course.
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I like the teacher, especially the way that she gave
a speech. It’s really interesting and active. I also
enjoy modules. I can learn a lot from them.
She showed us a lot of interesting pictures and
video [in the modules] that let us learn more
about our world.
My favorite about the lesson is the modules.
Learning the online module together. I love sea
turtles!
I liked the teacher activity to the wetland and the
use of the online modules.
Four themes were found during the analysis
of the second question, “What did you like least
about the lesson?” The themes included:
•
•

English language. Even though language was a
barrier to completing the assignments quickly, the
students who saw the language issues challenge
as an incentive to further improve their language
skills stated that the work was necessary to practice
their English reading, writing, and listening skills.
Some of the comments by the students about what
they liked least about the course:
Doing homework takes a lot of time, but I really
learn something and experience a different world
on foreign websites.
Sometimes, I can’t understand the teacher very
well. I feeled [sic] puzzled. I thought I should
work hard to improve my English.
Sometimes the lessons are too embarrassing because no one can answer the questions.

The amount of homework,
Problems associated with understanding
English,
Time required to complete the work, and
Nothing.

So many strange words. While we have to know
them, of course it’s challenge and change chance.

The theme of nothing was that the students
liked everything about the course; nearly 15 percent of the students reported that “no thing” was
what they liked least; they completely enjoyed
the course taught in English and the use of the
CHANCE modules. Nearly 80 percent of the students reported that they least liked the amount of
homework, the difficulty understanding English,
or the time required to complete the work.
Comments from the students who experienced
language barrier problems revealed issues associated with motivation to complete the work for
some students or the motivation to practice English
more for others. Motivation has served as a critical role in students initiating or continuing their
learning tasks (Kim & Pekrun, 2014). Much of the
dislike of the homework and the time to complete
the tasks were related to the difficulty with the

In an effort to increase the opportunity for
using the CHANCE modules in China to reduce
the issues the first class experienced with understanding the concepts due to the English listening
comprehension barriers, the students in a second
class in China were provided vocabulary support.
Definitions of scientific terms were available for
reference by the students that were presented in
both English and Mandarin. Some English terms
did not have a Mandarin equivalent word. Native
speakers of Mandarin studying Biology in the
United States and studying science and engineering in China translated the English definitions and
added information in Mandarin to help communicate the biological terms used within the modules.
The intent of providing a vocabulary resource
was to help reduce the cognitive load for the
students, break the English language barrier, and

•
•
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It’s perfect. Students speaking English needs to
be improved.
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link the terms and concepts to prior learning.
Without a prompt, greater than 20 percent of the
students provided feedback specifically stating that
the vocabulary list reduced the effort necessary
for them to understand the concepts. More than
half the students commented they attained better
understanding by having the vocabulary and the
list in both languages helped them connect the
new information presented in the modules to prior
learning. Students commented in their feedback
when asked to describe how helpful the vocabulary
lists were to their understanding of the concepts:
The vocabulary list helps understand the knowledge and differentiate one concept from another.
The vocabulary list helps me understand the
concepts in a better way. It also improves my
level of English.
It is better to have the English explanation to
understand the professional vocabulary, and it
helps more if with examples.
It helps a lot on understanding the connection of
vocabulary in this class with what I learned in
high school.
The average years of English language study by
the students was nearly 10 years. Even though
the students had studied English for a significant
portion of their lives, students responded that the
vocabulary helped them improve their English
speaking and reading skills by linking the professional vocabulary in English to their understanding of the science concepts. Two students
with more advanced levels of understanding of
English commented they did not require the English
and Mandarin vocabulary lists due to adequate
understanding of the text and the meaning of the
words from the context of the sentences. One of
the students with more than 14 years of English
language education commented:

It helps understand the vocabulary; however, I
could find the definition of some professional
vocabulary in the article, so there is no need of
the vocabulary list.
The real-world science settings included in
the modules served as means for the students in
China to learn about other countries. The international problems exposed through the authentic
experiences depicted in the modules situated the
students’ cognition in a problem they needed to
solve. The authentic learning challenges of authenticity, complexity, uncertainty, and student
self-direction engage students in creating genuine
products (Gordon, 1998). Such experiences in a
learning environment encourage students to not
only learn about science, but also to be scientists.
The contextualizing of the knowledge in a realistic
context reduces the likelihood that the information
remains inert and helps students think in the same
ways as professionals working in the real-world
contexts (Herrington, Reeves, & Oliver, 2014).
Students described their experiences working
with the modules as opportunities to learn what
they had not learned in prior classes and their
expansion of knowledge about other regions.
Students commented about what they learned
through the lesson within their responses of what
they liked most:
Learning and knowledge that I have never known.
And the lesson is interesting.
We can know about population, environmental
values of trees, how to restore broken forests, and
so on. It’s interesting.
I can learn lots of plants and animals that I didn’t
know before.
Through that I learn more. Then, the story she
told us sometimes may make me so sad, for the
destroyed ecosystem and I know it’s very important
to protect the environment.
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The authenticity of the module’s research experiences provided a complex learning situation
that promoted the students’ uncertainty about the
solution and engaged the students in self-directed
problem solving. The social interaction with fellow classmates and the virtual interaction with
the scientific researcher connected the students’
prior knowledge with new knowledge to help the
students think like a scientist. Observation of the
students’ reactions and analysis of their written
comments on the evaluation fortify the impact
of motivation of the attainment of meaningful
learning by the undergraduates in China.

CONCLUSION
Biology education is evolving. Four topics had
been identified as top priority: cell structure and
function, matter and energy transformations, molecular basis of heredity, and natural selection and
evolution (American Association for the Advancement of Science, 2005). The authors of the Next
Generation Science Standards© suggested that
science education “should reflect the interconnected nature of science as it is practiced in the
real world” (NGSS Lead States, 2013, appendix
A, para. 1). The CHANCE research modules have
been part of the evolution of biology education
from top priority concepts to the framework of
crosscutting concepts as the modules have inspired
students to interconnect the theories and models
within science to their own hypotheses formulated while interacting in the authentic learning
environments. The interdisciplinary design of the
CHANCE research modules has been successful
to have students take on the roles of learners,
scientists, and teachers while interacting in the
virtual environments. The results of the selfdirected learning within the research modules
have been found to elicit an increase in student
motivation and academic performance, especially
when compared to more traditional methods of
presenting the concepts to students.
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The goal of the series of studies related to
the implementation of the CHANCE research
modules in high school and undergraduate classrooms was to determine the existence of evidence
within the research to drive curriculum reform for
biology education. Positive learning gains were
noted at all levels of education (high school and
undergraduate) as a result of interacting with the
modules’ complex learning environments. Instruction through the multiple-channels of information
presented in the modules’ authentic situations has
allowed the students to process the information
efficiently and in support of other research related
to multiple-channel and single-channel presentations of educational materials (Moore, Burton, &
Myers, 2014). The appropriate reinforcements
have been designed within the research modules to
encourage the learners to complete the challenges
for the situations presented and evaluate the solutions to the environmental problems presented.
One research question within the studies has
been, “What is the effect of using technology to
teach science on how science is taught?” The
answer to this question has been that technology
has opened the door to allowing interdisciplinary
teams of research scientists and skilled educators
to work together to strategically design interactive
technology learning environments that cultivate
positive motivational, emotional, and academic
gains. The findings of the studies completed
in high school and undergraduate educational
environments support the findings of numerous
studies related to educational communications
and technology integration, multiple-channel
instruction, authentic educational environments,
and situated cognition (Herrington, Reeves, &
Oliver, 2014). The multiple educational settings
explored in the high school, teachers and instructors, and undergraduate research studies indicate
that race and ethnicity were not a factor related
to the success for using the modules.
Effective higher-end inquiry learning environments introduce students to real-world concepts.
Depending upon the expertise of the students,
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the time required to convey the information to
the student may be a longer duration than the
time necessary to present the same concepts in a
traditional lecture format. The research completed
using the CHANCE research modules indicated
that the perceived efficiency was not efficient due
to the reduced effectiveness of the education presented in the traditional lecture format compared
to the research modules. As found in the studies,
increased student achievement for those students
interacting in the authentic, problem solving situations in the research modules in a longer time
frame actually resulted in higher retention per unit
of time than the traditional methods of instruction.
Even though the students took a longer time to
learn the concepts presented in the open-inquiry,
their level of meaningful learning was higher;
thus, the amount of meaningful learning per unit
of time was higher for those students engaged in
the open-inquiry multimedia learning tools.
Researchers and teachers have looked for the
most efficient and effective method for intellectually challenging students to engage in scientific
inquiry to help evolve biology education. One
finding of this research is the impact on students
following the completion of the modules to be
stewards of the environment. The well-designed,
interactive technology learning environments have
allowed the students to experience firsthand the
wonder of scientific inquiry. The students have
engaged in the real-world issues and problems in
the safety of the virtual learning experience. In
times where costs are escalating and educators are
searching to find cost effective methods to give
students real-world experiences from within their
institutions’ walls, the CHANCE research modules
provide a haven for students and teachers to exit
their classrooms to the virtual world where they experience the problems and challenges of scientists
seeking solutions to global environmental issues.
Reaching beyond the core content in textbooks
is necessary to inform students of the changes
in the environment. Publication dates on some

textbooks may be before the birthdate of some
students in classrooms. The no cost solution of
implementing CHANCE research modules into
the curriculum helps teachers supplement the aged
materials with the virtual engagement with international issues and problems and allow the students
to engage in the scientific process. Educational
supports, such as vocabulary lists or scaffolding,
included within the learning environments have
been found to increase the student motivation
for initiating and completing learning tasks. The
CHANCE research modules have addressed the
challenge and opportunities both globally and at
home and are helping to move biology education
from Vision to Change.
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Why Immersive, Interactive
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Generation” Science:
Facilitating Student Understanding
of Complex Causal Dynamics
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ABSTRACT
Demonstration and simulation have long been integral parts of science education. These pedagogical tools
are especially helpful when trying to make salient unseen or complex causal interactions, for example
during a chemical titration. Understanding of complex causal mechanisms plays a critical role in science
education (e.g. Grotzer & Basca, 2003; Hmelo-Silver, Marathe, & Liu, 2007; Wilensky & Resnick, 1999),
but few curricula have been developed to expressly address this need (e.g. Harvard Project Zero, 2010).
Innovative education technologies have allowed content designers to develop simulations that are both
immersive and engaging, and which allow students to explore complex causal relationships even more
deeply. In this chapter, the authors highlight various technologies that can be used to leverage complex
causal understanding. Drawing upon research from both cognitive science and science education, they
outline how each is designed to support student causal learning and suggest a curricular framework in
which such learning technologies might optimally be used.
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INTRODUCTION
“I just don’t think you’re thinking about all of the
possible factors” the young engineer sighed as she
opened a new word processing documents to take
note of what her colleague was saying. Inez and
Omar, partners on a city-planning project for their
local municipality, were carefully reviewing their
proposed development plans. Using advanced
simulation software, each had independently
modeled the effect of increased industrialization
on pollution levels over time, and then predicted
how these events might lead to further changes
in their town’s economy and demographics. They
didn’t exactly agree on the projected outcomes.
“It’s clear as day!” Omar replied. “There was
a link between number of factories and crime in
my ten-year model. You can’t deny that! I can
make predictions about future trends based on
that.” Shaking her head, Inez calmly replied “I
just don’t think it’s that simple. You’re saying it’s
a direct connection, when I don’t think it is. Look,
my model looked at one hundred years-worth of
change, and crime values went up and down, even
though the number of factories in the city was
the same. I don’t know…it’s just not simple.” In
time, the two decided on a complex relationship
relating industrialization to crime and population
over time, and prepared their findings in a report
to the city zoning board.
Later, the two were tasked with helping to gauge
the impact of proposed construction in a small
suburban community near the city. Residents
wanted to build new houses and recreational
areas such as a golf course near a popular pond.
Using a sophisticated multi-user virtual environment to simulate the area, Inez and Omar, along
with two other teammates, discovered a scenario
in which many large fish in the pond all died in
a short period of time due to an unknown cause.
Dividing the work equally among the team, each
member set out to collect data over time within

the virtual environment. Comparing their notes
and constantly revising their causal models, the
team finally settled on a plausible scenario and
advised the zoning board of possible hazards due
to their planned construction.
When asked later to reflect upon these two project,
Inez and Omar thought that they learned a lot,
and that they helped them to think about problems
as being more complex. They also said it was
more fun than just sitting in class and listening
to their teacher. Inez and Omar, you see, were
eighth-grade students and had been using these
simulations as part of problem-based lessons in
their science class throughout the year.
The vignette above is an example of how science students can interact with virtual simulations
in meaningful and contextual ways. In these examples, students worked both independently and
together to collect, synthesize, and analyze data, as
well as to develop and test hypotheses. Moreover,
they took part in these endeavors in a curricular
setting that embedded the simulations within
meaningful and motivating contexts relevant to
the subject matter and students. In this chapter,
we outline research supporting this framing and
give examples of commercial and research-driven
technologies that can be used as such.
Demonstration and simulation have long been
integral parts of science education. These pedagogical tools are especially helpful when trying to
make salient unseen or complex interactions, for
example during a chemical titration. Demonstrations allow the teacher to draw students’ attention
to variables that otherwise might be missed and to
guide students towards the explanatory narratives
of a concept. Simulations, for instance, Molecular Workbench1 (Concord Consortium, 2004) or
the PhET Simulations2 (e.g. Wieman, Adams, &
Perkins, 2008), offer models of processes that
cannot be directly observed—only inferred. These
thoughtfully illustrated computer simulations are
designed to illuminate particular processes such
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as conduction, osmosis, Ohm’s Law, and so forth.
The combination of simulation and demonstration enables students to envision these processes
and gain from the expertise of an instructor in
understanding them.
For example, virtual simulations are fast
becoming a staple of medical education, due
to the rapid rate of technological advances
and growing patient anxiety over experimental
procedures. Okuda, Bryson, DeMaria, Jacobson, Ingram-Goble, Zuiker, and Warren (2009)
found that studies of the difference between
simulation-based and traditional medical education showed gains in procedural performance
and adherence to protocols, increased medical
knowledge, and increased re-test performance
for subjects in the simulation groups. In a similar
review of studies of such simulations in medical classrooms, Issenberg, Mcgaghie, Petrusa,
Gordon, and Scalese (2005) determined that
the best simulations provide feedback and the
chance for repetition, were well integrated into
the curriculum, offered a range of difficulties, and
were valid representations of the scenario being
simulated. Taken together, these reviews point
toward a strong positive impact of embedding
simulations in medical education.
Should we expect these results to transfer
to general science learners, however? After all,
medical school students are pre-screened based
on their content knowledge and other traits
such as flexible thinking and ability to handle
stress. They are, in effect, much closer to being
experts than novices in their domain than the
general science learner. Do these simulations
have equally beneficial effects on these types
of learners? Research across domains and age
groups seems to suggest so.
Jimoyiannis and Komis (2001), for example,
found that students using physics-based simulations showed better understanding of tasks related to velocity and acceleration when compared
to a control group in a traditional lab setting.
Furthermore, Zacharia (2006) demonstrated that
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students in virtual physics experiment groups
showed higher overall learning gains than those
in a traditional experiment group. Rutten, van
Joalingen, and van der Veen (2012) also found
that simulations could have an impact on learning, especially in lab-based scenario training,
as long as the work was properly embedded in
the curriculum and valid. Looking at learning in
earth science, Barab, Scott, Siyahhan, Goldstone,
Ingram-Goble, Zuiker, and Warren (2009) found
that students in a contextualized virtual environment based simulation showed higher gains
than students using textbook-based lessons;
while Koray (2011) found that students using
problem-based-learning and virtual simulations
fared better on post-intervention achievement
measures than peers in a didactic instruction
group.
These findings indicate that there are identifiable benefits to supplementing instruction with
virtual simulations in various science domains.
However, the framing of these simulations is
critically important. From the above examples,
Barab and colleagues (2009) found that the
contextualized simulations were most impactful
and Koray (2011) found gains when the simulations were specifically part of a problem-basedlearning curriculum. In addition, Blake and
Scanlon (2007) indicate that simulations such
as these should contain student support, give
multiple representations of concepts, and should
be tailored to the learning needs of the students
using them. Similarly, within the domain of
chemistry, Kahn (2010) found that simulations
were most effective when used in conjunction
with a sound curricular development process.
Structuring of the problem space is also
an important factor to consider when using
virtual simulations. Shin, Jonassen, and McGee
(2003) explored the types of knowledge, skills,
and attitudes at play when students were presented with well-structured and ill-structured
astronomy simulation tasks. When the problem
was well structured, student domain knowledge
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and justification skills were significantly related
to learning outcomes. However, students using
simulations in an ill-structured problem space
showed significant relationships between
domain knowledge, justification skills, science
attitudes, and cognitive regulation. In effect,
students in messy data-spaces had to use more
cognitive resources to learn and they had to call
upon varied cognitive resources than students
working in routine or highly structured problem
spaces.
Another factor to consider when implementing virtual simulations into science classrooms
is how the students themselves will interact
with the technology, and whether or not that
interaction might favor one type of student
over another. Lin, Tutwiler, and Chang (2011)
found that females in their study reported using
virtual environments in the past differently than
their male peers. The interaction effect between
these two factors, gender and prior use, had a
positive and significant relationship with postintervention learning when controlling for pretest scores; in other words, girls who reported
playing more video games in the past outscored
their female peers who reported playing fewer
video games, as well as their male peers in the
frequent past-play group (Lin, et al., 2011). These
results were mirrored in another study, in which
boys were able to complete a simulated escape
from a burning building faster than girls. The time
of that trial was then shown to be a significant
predictor of performance on a knowledge test
related to lessons learned in an unrelated virtual
environment (Lin, Tutwiler, & Chang, 2012). In
effect, student comfort of navigation within the
simulation was gender-biased, and that ability to
navigate was related to learning gains in other
virtual environments. It is important to note that
these studies were conducted in Taiwan, where
student use of virtual environments outside of
the classroom (i.e. video games) may differ from
students of other cultures, as may the class environment and student motivation to perform

well on assessments (such as those given during
the course of the research). That being said, the
trend points towards the need for careful planning and implementation in all settings where
students may interact with virtual worlds.
In sum, these findings point toward a positive
relationship between the use of virtual simulations and science learning. It is important to
remember, however, that these positive impacts
come with myriad qualifiers. The simulations
must be appropriately integrated (Issenberg,
et al., 2005; Kahn, 2010; Rutten, et al., 2012),
contextualized (Barab, et al., 2009), provide
maximum benefit when part of a problembased lesson (Koray, 2011), implemented with
student prior use of technology in mind (Lin, et
al., 2011), and are often most strongly associated
with performance-based outcomes (Rutten, et
al., 2012; Okuda, et al., 2009).
Simulations of this type combined with demonstration are important tools in science education
and will continue to play a role in engendering
deep understanding in science. However, in this
chapter, we argue that immersive and interactive
simulations are critical to the pedagogical toolkit
of “next generation” science education and that
they can play a key role in helping students learn
the causal dynamics of a complex world. Increasingly, scientists need to be able to reason well
about complex systems dynamics—extending
beyond direct, spatially, and locally immediate
one to one correspondences. These dynamics may
entail emergence, time delays and spatial gaps,
non-linearities, extended indirect patterns, and so
forth (Grotzer, 2004). In the paragraphs to follow,
we make the case that simulations that have interactive and immersive qualities invite consideration
of complex causal dynamics and the opportunity
to reveal and revise our causal assumptions. We
offer an illustration from a commercially available computer game of how simulations become
more than computer games with the right set of
accompanying pedagogical moves.
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Research shows that without opportunities
to learn the embedded causalities in scientific
phenomena, students do not progress towards
more expert conceptions (Hmelo-Silver, Marathe,
& Liu, 2007; Perkins & Grotzer, 2005). They
are likely to default to simpler patterns (Driver,
Guesne, & Tiberghien, 1985; Grotzer, 2004; Raia,
2008) and to miss the inherent dynamics driving
the broader systems outcomes. Further, people
of all ages are typically unaware of their causal
default assumptions or the role that they play in
distorting scientific concepts and expert grasp of
dynamic systems (e.g. Dorner, 1989; Grotzer &
Lincoln, 2007). Many of the greatest ecological
disasters are instantiations of this phenomenon
(Grotzer, 2012; Walker & Salt, 2006).
A growing body of research calls for creating
opportunities and the accompanying pedagogies for students to learn the embedded causal
complexities involved in understanding the
world as a systematic, integrated, and global
entity. This work acknowledges that teaching
reductionist, clockwork approaches to complex
organic and emergent phenomenon (Jacobson, 2001) is a dangerous precedent and that
we need new approaches and pedagogies to
make this shift (Grotzer, Dede, Metcalf, & Clarke,
2009; Hmelo-Silver & Azevedo, 2006). Research
has also suggested that new pedagogies can
build upon students’ existing knowledge from
their experiences in the world to formalize and
expand these understandings. For instance,
Levy and Wilensky (2008) studied sixth grade
students’ understanding of scattering behavior
in gym class in an exploration towards its use
in science class.
Innovative education technologies have the
potential to enable simulations that invite complex systems reasoning. For instance, NetLogo3
and StarLogo4 both offer ways to experiment
with organic emergent causalities, to explore
outcomes on the basis of individual agents
or population levels, and to contrast the two.
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Students program a set of turtles that interact
in parallel giving rise to population outcomes.
The outcomes are often very surprising and difficult to imagine based upon the simple rules
programmed at the individual level. Danish,
Peppler, Phelps, and Washington (2011) introduced a wearable simulation called BeeSim to
help kindergarten students learn about the
systematic, decentralized behavior in a bee hive
connecting their own actions (as a bee) to the
individual and hive outcomes. The simulation
attempts to address one aspect of what students
have struggled with in thinking about decentralized causality—reasoning in different levels
(Wilensky & Resnick, 1999) between individuals
and populations.
Virtual Environments (VEs) extend these experiences further. Dede, Grotzer, and colleagues
(Grotzer, Dede, Metcalf, & Clarke, 2009; Metcalf,
Kamarainen, Tutwiler, Grotzer, & Dede, 2011)
have advanced the idea that VEs can invite students to grapple with complex causal patterns in
powerful ways by offering real world vignettes
that are problem-based. VEs, both those designed
specifically for use in classrooms and those
designed for commercial use but adopted into a
specific curriculum, have been used for a multitude of educational purposes (Dieterle & Clarke,
2007; Squire, 2003). As in the examples above,
VEs are highly interactive and enable students to
use their own actions to learn about the systems
dynamics in play. However, through their virtue
of being both immersive and interactive (Dede,
2009), they invite students to play out their causal
default assumptions as they might in the real
world, to experience the consequences, and to
revise their assumptions towards more effective
outcomes. They have the potential to address what
causal relationships students perceive, attend to,
and reason about in the virtual world, and this as
we elaborate below, is a significant step towards
better complex causal reasoning and action in the
next generation.
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Specific affordances can be built into VEs,
such as the ability to zoom in and out to view
the system at various levels, move backwards
and forwards in time, and to receive graphical
feedback about system changes makes VEs an
ideal platform for helping students to understand the underlying structure of complex causal
systems (Grotzer, et al., 2009; Metcalf, et al., 2011).
Below, we illustrate how immersive simulations
can reveal, leverage, and build complex causal
understanding through exploring a specific
example. Through this example, we build the
case for immersion and interactivity and consider
how teacher guidance can facilitate students’
productive engagement towards the goals of
learning the complex causal dynamics.
In the following paragraphs, we describe
how one commercially produced VE, SimCity™
4, can be used to frame and support the learning of more expert complex causal patterns
in middle- to high-school students. The following sections describe SimCity™ 4 and the
initial preparation that enables the students to
engage in the vignette as follows, and how the
simulation invites students to uncover various
complex causal patterns. We unpack the specific complex causal patterns underlying the
observed outcomes and detail points during
which the teacher can provide support. Finally,
we address some shortcomings inherent to the
use of SimCity™ 4, and discuss the development
of a multi-user virtual environment that more
fully leverages the possibility of immersion and
interactivity to enable learning of sophisticated
causal dynamics.

AN OVERVIEW OF SIMCITY™ 4
Imagine that you live in a town of 30,000 people,
and the population has been in a steady decline
over the last decade, a scenario not uncommon
in some mid-western cities. One proposed plan
to reverse this trend and revitalize the commu-

nity is to increase the industrial profile of the
municipality, in the hopes of luring families to
work in the new factories, thus bringing tax revenues back to previous levels, allowing your city
to sustain services such as parks and recreations.
The relationship seems very straightforward:
more jobs, means more people, which equals
more money for the city.
Unfortunately, things do not exactly work out
as the town administration had planned. Within
five years, housing prices have dropped, people
are leaving the city again, and satisfaction with
the administration is at an all-time low. Why
did the simple model not predict these trends?
What causal relationships actually led to these
negative outcomes?
This scenario is a common example of the
over-simplification of a complex causal system
that has its parallels in abundant planning and
ecological examples (See for instance, Dorner,
1989; Grotzer, 2012; Tenner, 1996). Interestingly,
it also has parallels in the learning of many science concepts, such as air pressure, density,
geology, or the motion of electrons through a
circuit (Driver, Guesne, & Tiberghien, 1985; Feltovich, Spiro, & Coulson, 1993; Grotzer, 2004; Raia,
2008) given the common reasoning patterns
that give rise to them. For instance, students
typically ascribe a simple linear model to sinking
and floating, by attributing the outcome solely
to the weight of the object instead of realizing
that the relationship between the density of the
liquid and the density of the object account for
the outcome (Perkins & Grotzer, 2005). Similarly,
they reason that if all the green plants were to
disappear, it would impact the primary consumers but not the secondary consumers (Grotzer,
1993; White, 1997)
However, this scenario is actually from a commercial computer game, SimCity™ 4. Depending
upon how the game is used, it has the potential to
reveal students’ initial default assumptions and
to model more complex causal dynamics—ones
that students might at first think are simple.
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Released in 2003 by software company Maxis,
developers of other popular simulation games
such as The Sims franchise, SimCity 4 (henceforth SimCity) is the most recent incarnation of
the popular SimCity series that began in 1989
(Electronic Arts, 2011). In SimCity, players are
able to plan and build cities by zoning areas as
residential, commercial, or industrial. As their
city’s population grows, the player, acting as
mayor, must decide how to allocate resources
and upgrade existing infrastructures to induce
growth, or to keep population at a given level,
all while maintaining positive reviews from the
virtual denizens of the city, the Sims.
The game itself was designed purely for entertainment purposes, and as such is not intended
to be a true urban planning simulator or a means
to teach complex causal patterns. Devisch (2008)
outlined multiple ways in which the assumptions
underlying the game’s design do not make it a
high-fidelity simulation. However, the underlying
causal patterns are present and identifiable, and
represent a scaled-down version of the complex
interactions that underlie the social and environmental spheres of urban growth. Here, we suggest
ways in which SimCity can be initially staged and
used to offer a virtual simulation experience, that
engages students with the underlying complex
causal structures as well as how teachers can
support student learning thereof.

THE INTERACTIVE SIMULATION:
INDUSTRY OVERLOAD
Overview of a Productive Learning
Path and Comparisons to Explore
Our interactive simulation in SimCity™ 4 Deluxe
centers on the effects of a rise in industrial zoning
on pollution levels, city population, and mayoral
popularity within SimCity.5 The Large City training scenario positions the student (or students, if
playing in groups) as the newly appointed mayor
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of the demonstration city. In an effort to lure
new people to the city, they have been tasked
by the city council with building new industrial
zones. The hope is that new industrial jobs will
entice people to move to the city.
In order to set students up to notice the
causal dynamics, teachers can engage them in
some specific population predicting exercises.
Students would pause the game and designate
all unzoned areas on the map as industrial zones
(see Figure 1). Then, they would make predictions
about how this will affect the city’s population in
one, five, and ten year intervals, as well as explain
the mechanism as to why population will change
as they predict. They might, for example, draw
a map of the city and show where they think
population will change the most, and where
air and water pollution changes might occur.
From here, the students can set the game to
maximum speed (“cheetah mode”) and observe
the city’s population (and population density),
pollution levels (and location), and mayoral
popularity via the embedded graphical data
displays (see Figures 2, 3, and 4). Over the course
of ten in-game years, students should pause the
game at six-month intervals and make observations of each of those values, and then assess
whether these trends matched their predictions.
If not, they would note points of deviation, and
reflect upon why this might be the case.
Next, the student(s) can reset the scenario
and re-zone the industrial areas as before, and
let the game play through on cheetah mode,
this time taking measurements at yearly intervals for ten years. Do they think the values of
their data will be the same as the first ten-year
period? Comparing these one-year intervals to
those of their first trial, and reflecting upon why
they might be different will engage students in
thinking about the differences between their
zoning decisions in change over time.
Finally, students can reset the scenario and
make no changes to the number of industrial
zones, and take the same set of yearly measure-
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Figure 1. Industrial zone (right) near a residential zone (left) in SimCity

Figure 2. SimCity air pollution data
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Figure 3. Graph of SimCity population, by age

Figure 4. SimCity mayoral rating

ments over a ten-year in-game period. This offers
a counter-factual condition (Rubin, 2005), and
gives an example of what might have happened
to the system had the mayor (student) not intervened and re-zoned. We seldom have access to
counterfactual conditions in the real world so this
is an important affordance that simulations can
provide for learning about causal dynamics. How
do these values compare to those collected from
their first two trials? Why might they be different?
Timely assessment and feedback of student
understanding is a critical component of the
simulation. In order to facilitate this continuous
assessment/feedback cycle, the teacher should
ideally circulate amongst students or groups as
much as possible, observing and asking students
what changes they notice in the system over time.
One strategy for helping students to recognize the
longitudinal changes, while also assessing their
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understanding, is through the use of guided questions. For example, a teacher might play the role
of “wise fool” and pretend that they don’t fully
understand the interface. They could ask students
to show how population density is displayed, and
in doing so, ask follow up questions about the
relationship between the density and other factors.
Student actions and responses can then be evaluated for understanding of underlying concepts.
In addition to the in-process changes within
each trial, it is also important that student comparisons of the differences and similarities between
each trial be assessed. These differences in trends
form the basis for recognizing specific forms of
complex causal relationships, outlined below.
One method for conducting such assessment
might be to embed it within a situated context
(Lave & Wenger, 1991). For example, students
can be assigned the role of “city planner,” and
act as an advisor to the mayor (the teacher). Their
task, then, is to use advanced simulation software
(SimCity) to evaluate the possible outcomes of
the mayor’s plan to increase industrialization in
order to increase municipal revenue and population. The planners (students) are then tasked with
developing lists of pros and cons for the proposal,
and presenting these findings to the mayor at the
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end of the project through written or oral reports
(or a combination of both). It is during the course
of completing and reflecting upon the assignment,
then, that students begin to recognize complex
causal patterns, the existence of which should be
noted in said reports.
Table 1 summarizes the steps detailed above.

How the Interactive, Immersive
Simulation Enables Engagement
with Complex Causal Dynamics
Students’ simplifying assumptions about the nature of complex causal relationships are revealed
in their initial simple and linear predictions about
the relationship between increased industrial
zoning and population, pollution, and popularity.
Through engaging in the simulation and teacher
guidance, students have the opportunity to reflect
upon the nature of the causal relationships that
led to their observed data. Here we outline what
the process of engaging with the complex causal

features looks like through the lens of how a prototypical student proceeds through the simulation,
observing changes. We discuss what complex
causal patterns are responsible for those observed
changes and offer examples for how teachers can
facilitate student understanding of each.
The student begins by designating new industrial zones as detailed above, and as directed by
the teacher. Every empty plot of land is quickly
filled, and as the student un-pauses the game, she
notes that activity quickly ensues in the affected
areas. As time passes in-game, the density of
industrial buildings rises, as the zoned areas fill.
As expected, the city’s population begins to rise.
However, as the student collects the requisite
data at the designated annual or semi-annual
points, she cycles through a few other graphs and
notices that housing prices (measured in SimCity
as the “desirability” of given residential plots) are
beginning to fluctuate as well. Initially, she notices
a spike, as the population begins to grow. However,
as the population stabilizes, housing costs begin

Table 1. Outline of conditions, steps, and suggested teacher support for using SimCity to model various
causal complex patterns
Condition
Prediction

Steps
1. Pause game and designate free zones as “industrial”
2. Predict population and crime levels one, five, and ten years
into the simulation

First Trial

Teacher support
Question students about what factors led to their
specific predictions

1. Reset the scenario and designate all free zones as “industrial”
2. Set game speed to “cheetah mode”

Second Trial

3. Pause the game at six month intervals and take measurements

Ask students to show how each measurement is
made, and what they notice

4. Assess if values matched predictions

Ask why the value did/did not match

1. Reset the scenario and designate all free zones as “industrial”
2. Set game speed to “cheetah mode”

Counterfactual

3. Pause the game at one year intervals and take measurements

Ask students to show how each measurement is
made, and what they notice

4. Assess if values matched predictions

Ask why the value did/did not match

1. Reset the scenario but don’t rezone any areas
2. Set the game speed to “cheetah mode”
3. Pause the game at one year intervals and take measurements

Ask students to show how each measurement is
made, and what they notice
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to fall, even as the density of industrial buildings
continues to increase. In essence, it appears to the
student that an increase in the number of industrial
buildings in one area coincides with decreasing
housing costs in a non-adjacent area, over time.
This is an instance of a spatiotemporally distant
causal pattern. Many causal relationships involve a
spatial delay, a temporal delay, or both, between the
occurrence of the causal event and the perceived
effect. For example, greenhouse gas emission in
centrally located continents has contributed to the
gradual warming of the arctic region over time.
Research has shown, however, that people expect
causes to fall in close spatiotemporal proximity
to their effects, or vice versa (e.g. Grotzer, 2012).
Seeing that the student is confused, her
teacher instructs her to compare the desirability data from her two intervention simulations
with her control simulation. The connection is
clear: increased industrial activity in one area
leads to lower housing prices in another after
a period of time.
Having recognized the connection between
growth in the industrial sector and decreased
desirability of distant homes over time, the student then begins to formulate hypotheses as to
why. Her initial hypothesis is quite direct and
encompasses only those two variables, degree
of industrialization and desirability of homes,
without taking into account any other mitigating
factors. This relationship has a simple linear causal
structure (Grotzer, 2004). However, the student
quickly realizes that she cannot explain why the
two areas, quite separate on the map, would have
such a relationship.
It is at this point that the teacher can facilitate
exploration of more complex dynamics by asking the student to make a list of other variables
measured in SimCity, but not initially measured
during the three simulations, that might also make
home prices drop. Crime, for example, is one of
these variables. The student could then re-run a
simulation with increased industrial zones (similar
to simulations 1 and 2), and note the crime map
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(see Figure 5) and crime graph (see Figure 6)
yearly. The eventual dip in housing prices was
preceded by a rise in crime spurred by the spike
in industrial zones. This is, in effect, a non-linear
causal relationship known as domino causality
(Grotzer, 2004).
It is important to understand non-linear causal
patterns such as domino causality, because very
few causal relationships outside of tightly controlled laboratory studies or simple physical causal
systems (such as hitting a baseball with a bat) are
truly linear. In fact, it has been argued that much of
the historic progress made in hard sciences, such
as physics, involves making increasingly more
detailed observations in order to better account
for the intervening causal connections between
relationships that appear to occur as action at a
distance (Lange, 2002).
Later, as the student looks back over her collected data, she notices another interesting pattern. The mass industrial re-zoning took place
all at once, at the beginning of the simulation.
Therefore, the density of industrial buildings rose
over the course of the simulation, quickly at first,
and less near the end, but it generally increased at
each measurement. However, some values, such
as pollution, population, and mayoral popularity
go through long stretches of constancy before
finally changing.
This is an example of steady state causality,
in which the system is in dynamic balance or
the process occurs undetected over time until
registering a perceivable change. Recognizing
this causal pattern is important because many
causal systems are in a steady state most of the
time. For example, a laptop computer sitting on a
wooden desk is exerting a downward force on the
table top (weight), while the table pushes back, in
the opposite direction, with an equivalent force
(normal force). This system is in a steady state.
However, were the desk’s structural integrity to
become compromised (perhaps by termites), it
would no longer be able to apply the appropriate
normal force to the computer, and the computer
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Figure 5. SimCity crime map

Figure 6. SimCity crime graph
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would fall through. This, in turn, would trigger a
shift from steady state to event based causality,
which students are more likely to perceive (Chi,
1997; Grotzer, 2004).
However, more expert causal conceptions
recognize steady states in addition to event-based
causality—thus it is undesirable that students
only recognize causal connections during or after
a system collapse. In SimCity, students can be
supported in their understanding of steady state
causality by having them restart the scenario and
play the game at “normal” speed. By measuring
changes on a day-to-day or even week-to-week
basis, and comparing the rate of change to that
of the annual or semi-annual measurements taken
before, students will quickly see that values tend
to be stable for long stretches of time.
Finally, the student notices that the values
measured in the original two simulations in which
maximum industrial zones were placed are not
exactly the same. Her teacher encourages her to
think about why this might be, and the student
decides that it might be because, even though she
tried very hard to make both conditions exactly
the same, she might have placed different amounts
of industrial zones in each, but she’s not sure how
she can tell. Her teacher then asks about the other
scenario, in which no extra industrial zones were
added. The student decides to run that simulation
once more, at cheetah speed, and take bi-annual
measurements as before. Surprisingly, the numbers
do not exactly match those from her first control
trial, although they are close. The student then
realizes that making changes to the game world
does not directly cause the Sims to behave in a
particular way, it only increases or decreases the
possibility that they will.
This is an example of probabilistic causality,
in which the causal relationship between two or
more variables is not deterministic. It is important
to understand this complex causal pattern because
in science, effects do not always reliably follow a
given cause. For example, smoking does not always
cause lung cancer; it only increases the likelihood
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that a person will develop lung cancer over time.
Students with a deterministic conceptualization
of a causal relationship, on the other hand, might
miss the existence of a causal link if the cause does
not lead to the effect in every instance (Grotzer,
Duhaylongsod, & Tutwiler, 2011)
In our example, the student’s understanding
of this pattern is leveraged by specifically drawing her attention to the differences between their
two sets of data, and to reflect on what might
account for them. At first, she guesses that facets
of measurement error are to blame, but these can
be controlled for, to a point, by having the student place the exact same number of industrial
zones, and collect data on the exact same days in
each trial. Ultimately, can she say with certainty
exactly what the critical measurements will be at
any given time, even though she was in control of
placing the original causal agents (the industrial
zoned areas)? If not, then the relationship, while
causal, is probabilistic.
Our description of a SimCity-based curriculum
offers a sense of what an “off the shelf” interactive,
immersive program can offer students in terms of
learning to reason about causal complexity. It is
important to keep in mind the myriad scaffolds in
place, however. Simply giving the game, which
will likely be engaging and novel at first, to teachers and asking them to have their students play
it is unlikely to lead to increased student causal
understanding. We recommend that interested
teachers first play through each scenario, so as
better to anticipate problems and questions the
students might have. This step, having teachers interact with the virtual simulation (or any
technology being integrated), is critical but often
overlooked due to time or resource constraints.
The promise of such technology can be
more fully realized if the software is designed
from the ground up to reflect expert modes of
engagement with the causal dynamics and the
many affordances that can be built in to leverage
students’ exploration and to reveal to them the
inadequacy of reductive causal models. Dede,
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Grotzer, and colleagues have built and are testing EcoMUVE, a VE funded by the Institute of
Education Sciences. EcoMUVE was designed
to teach ecosystem science concepts and to
help students develop more expert patterns of
scientific reasoning about the causal dynamics
within ecosystems. Students using the EcoMUVE
take part in two one-week curricula embedded
within a virtual world. In the first, they work
together as specific types of scientists in teams
to discover why all of the large fish in a pond
ecosystem died. In the second, students again
work in groups to explore predator-prey relationships between wolves and deer on various
islands. Both modules leverage the strengths of
interactive, immersive simulations, like SimCity, but they also include design elements that
better allow students to detect complex causal
patterns from observational data.
For example, in both modules students in
EcoMUVE are able to use a Calendar Tool (see
Figure 7) to move back and forth in time at will
to make repeated observations. In the case of the

pond module, this will allow students to measure
and verify critical chemical levels and other key
indicators of ecosystem health over time. In the
forest module, students will be able to take more
nuanced measurements of animal populations as
well as explore certain aspects of the terrestrial
ecosystem in more detail. In SimCity, however, the
student had to reset the scenario and play through
again, collecting data at designated points in time,
if they wanted to re-observe a relationship. This
ability to treat time more flexibly will make it
more likely that students will detect changes in
the VE over time, a critical part of understanding
the complex nature of ecosystems.
In addition, EcoMUVE includes a datagraphing tool (see Figure 8) that allows students
to compare trends in multiple variables over time.
Managing data salience is a critical part of scaffolding student understanding of complex systems
(Grotzer, 2012). By giving students a way to make
salient individual datum, then compare sets of data
in a meaningful way, the EcoMUVE supports such

Figure 7. EcoMUVE calendar tool
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Figure 8. EcoMUVE data graph

learning. This is in contrast to SimCity, which allows for the viewing of a single variable at a time.
Building such affordances into an interactive
and immersive environment appears promising.
Preliminary results indicate that students using
the EcoMUVE made significant gains in their
understanding of spatiotemporally distant causal
relationships (Metcalf, et al., 2011) and processes
and steady states (Grotzer, et al., 2011).
A final affordance of MUVEs over their commercial cousins is that they can be design with
back-end data collection protocols that allow for
both research as well as substantive feedback to
educators using the system. For example, River
City, an educational MUVE that was the technological inspiration for the EcoMUVE collected
and reported student chat logs to the teacher each
day that students used the system. A similar function in the EcoMUVE could be combined with
automatic data-mining algorithms that look for
phrases indicative of causal misunderstandings as
well as strengths. Also, student movement (Dukas,
2009) and data collection (Clarke, 2009; Ketelhut,
2007) were analyzed in River City, and similar
analyses can be performed in the EcoMUVE,
both for research purposes as well as feedback
for teachers on student causal learning.
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For example, student pathing (the patterns of
areas they visit in the VE) can indicate if a student
is attending to distal vice proximal causes. In addition, the order and rate at which they collect data,
and what tools they use to do so, might also give
us insight into their understanding of the VE as a
complex ecosystem. In its final implementation,
these data can be summarized and reported to help
the teacher better understand student learning over
the course of the curriculum.

CONCLUSION
We have argued here for the importance of including immersive and interactive simulations
in the pedagogical repertoire of “next generation
science” and that these simulations have a special
role to play in teaching the nature of dynamic,
complex causal systems. We have offered an
example from “off the shelf” software of how
such simulations can invite students to rethink
their causal assumptions—what they perceive and
attend to in an environment and how they reason
about it. In framing this example, we ensured that
the simulation was immersive and interactive by
being appropriately integrated (Issenberg, et al.,
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2005; Kahn, 2010; Rutten, et al., 2012), contextualized (Barab, et al., 2009), part of a problem-based
lesson (Koray, 2011), and that the student was
provided the appropriate scaffolds and supports
from the teacher (Blake & Scanlon, 2007).
In the example here, we included teacher
support and how it might facilitate students’
deepening understanding of more expert forms of
reasoning about causal complexity. The level of
teacher guidance has been studied in other forms
of simulations. For instance, Paulson, Adams and
colleagues (Adams, Paulson, & Wieman, 2009;
Paulson, Perkins, & Adam, 2009) have contrasted
no guidance, driving questions, gently guided,
and strongly guided interactions with simulations
found that no guidance or driving questions was
most effective. However, we consider this an
important area for study in immersive, interactive simulations given that unless driven to do so
by problem-based content or guiding questions,
students may be likely to fall into the same simplifying default patterns as in the real world. Further,
we acknowledge that teachers are prone to similar
simplifying assumptions. Supplying teachers with
the necessary pedagogical content knowledge and
understanding of expert epistemologies would be
critical to the successful use of the simulations. In
the case of the SimCity scenario proposed here,
that includes having the teacher play through the
scenarios and make note of trends they see before
using it with their students.
Work in progress that is specifically designed
to leverage the affordances of interactive and immersive technology (Dede, 2009), such as EcoMUVE, signal the promise of such simulations
and argue for their place alongside other forms
of simulation in science education. We caution
that, as designers develop, test, and implement
these immersive environments, care should be
taken such that factors outside of the classroom,
such as prior access and use of similar technologies, are accounted for (Lin, et al., 2011). Future
work in this problem space will include detailed
observation and analysis of student complex

causal learning longitudinally, explorations of
the relationships between prior causal knowledge
and student data-gathering behavior in the causal
environments, and the effect of data salience and
complexity on student causal learning.
An important issue that remains to be addressed
is that of transfer to real world environments. Given
the rich research literature in cognitive science
that shows that transfer is not straightforward and
requires explicit attention and scaffolding (Perkins
& Salomon, 1988), it is important to consider the
challenges of mapping from a virtual world to a real
one. Goldstone and Sakamoto (2003) have found
that the closer the features of the virtual world fit
with those of the real world, the more likely that
students will be cued to the likelihood of transfer.
Unfortunately, more similarity in surface features
also makes it less likely that students will learn
to understand the embedded deep structures—in
this case, the causal complexities—deeply. The
impact seems to be stronger for students who
perform less well in school.
Further, the issue of transfer is more difficult
when we are seeking informed action, not just
better reasoning. One may be well inclined to
engage in actions that are easy to take in a virtual
world and yet these may have little chance of
being sustainable in a real world where more
effort needs to be invested to enact that action.
One vivid example of this is the study by Lin et
al. (2012), in which high school aged boys and
girls were asked to escape from a simulated
burning building in a virtual world. Though
the girls and boys acted differently in the real
world, with boys being more willing to take risks
resulting in a lower average escape time (Lin, et
al., 2012), there is no reason to believe that they
would have taken the same actions in the real
world, when true danger was perceived. Instead,
all students would likely have chosen the route
perceived to be most safe.
We expect that as powerful computing devices
become ubiquitous, these devices can be leveraged
to simulate complex causal dynamics. Enabling
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students to have an immersive and interactive experience allows them to engage with and reflect on
the causal outcomes in ways that will demand their
attention to the inherent complexity. Combining
these technological affordances with productive
pedagogies should enable powerful lessons for
living more effectively in a complex world.
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